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PREFACE

The study of the text Shan-Chien-P’i-P’o-S/za I commenced in Feb. 1945
and I completed my first reading of the same before April 1948. I could
do the same with the help of several Chinese colleagues of mine at Cheena-
bhavan, Shantiniketan. Among those who help’ed me, I must prominently
mention Ven. Fa-fang, Ven. Pai-hui, Ven. Fa-Chow (now Shri Pa-Chow
of the University of Ceylon, Peradeniya, Ceylon), Shri Shu-Hu (now in
Pondicherry) and Shri Chu—who all were then working as research—scholars
at Checna-bhavan.

Soon after completing my stay at Shantiniketan, I got ill. The illness
became more and more serious and I thought it was going to be fatal. I
believed my days were numbered and so I thonght: ‘Before I breathed my
last, I should give to the world at least a brief outline of the results of my
comparative study of this Chinese text with Samanta-pciMdz‘ka‘. I typed a
paper from what I considered to be my death-bled and sent it to the Univeniyt
fOCJLHIOIl Rczvicw, where it was published in A‘pril 1949.

I recovered from my illness and started again my work in Fergusson
College, Poona. On account of rpressure of work at the Fergusson college
and at Poona University, I could not pursue my work on this Chinese text.
After retiring from Fergusson College in 1954-, I started my work on the same.
But it was interrupted again. From 1957—60 I Was busy organising the
Department ofli’uddhist Studies in the University of Delhi. When I retired‘
in July 1960 from Delhi University, I re-started my work on the same.

Originally [ had the idea of giving only a detailed comparative study
of this Chinese text and the Pali Samanta—pa‘sa‘dz'ka‘. Subsequently, at the
suggestion of some friends, I decided, to give a complete translation into
English. I worked on the same until the first draft was completed in 1964.
During the t mire ofthis work I thought it would be better ifI could secure the
collaboration oi some Buddhist Scholar from the Far-East. I got in touch
with Prof. A. llirakawa of the University of Tokyo, japan. I had met
him (1959) dnrrng my visit to Japan and had come to know of his work on
Buddhist Vinayx. I-Ie readily agreed ( 1963 ).

In the incmrwliile, the University Grants Commission, New Delhi, made
a special case l.1 selecting me as one of the beneficiaries for their Research
Grant for two ycars (1965 and 1966). I also approached the Indian
Council of Cultural Relations, New Delhi, for providing the necessary funds
to enable Prof. l lirakawa to stay in Poona and work with me for a few months.
Prof. Hirakztwn came for four months and we went over the whole draft of
my English 'l'mnslmion (1966), making changes where necessary. Then
came the proli'em of seeking the resnurces' for the publication of this work.



SHAN~CHIEN~P’I~P’O~SHAXII

It was with the intercession of Prof. Hirakawa himself that a japancese re-
ligious organisation named the Order of Reiyukai Kyodan kindly agreed
to supply the necessary funds—for‘which all Our thanks are due—to enable
the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Foona, to undeitake this
publication. Prof. Hirakawa also agreed to supply the necessary Chinese
types used in this volume and so it has become possible to publish this work
in Poona.

PartiCular mention must be made of Prof. Shoku VVatana'be and Shri
Tsugunari Kubo who were instrumental in securing the donation for this
work. The latter was also helpful in securing the Chinese type required
for this work. th sincere thanks are due to both of them,

I have to express my thanks to the authorities of the Bombay University
Library, who made available to me the Taisho edition of the Chinese Tripitaka.
SO also thanks are due to the authorities of the libraries of Cheena-bhavan,
Shantin'iketan, and of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, for
lending me other editions—such as Sting and Shanghai editions—for reference.
I am also obliged to Shri S. Kawasaki and to Miss Leela R. Arankale for
preparing respectively the Index of Chinese words and the Consolidated
Index. I cannot forget Prof. V. V. Gokhale, my former colleague in Poona
and Delhi, for his uniform t-ourtesy in giving me advice throughout the
execution of this work. And last, but not the least, thanks are due to Shri
K.G. Sonar, the IManagcr ofLoka~San'graha Works, lo‘r satisfactorily complet-
ing the printing of this work, especxa'lly as it contains so many Chinese types
which rendered the compositors’ task not very easy.

}Date : lst Seprcmber, 1970
Sva“dhya‘ya, Poona 4-. P. V. BAPAT

\
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Introduction
Shan-Chicn-P’i-P’o-Sha is mentioned under N0. 1125 in Nanjio’s

Catalogue which gives Sudaréana—Vibhdstf as the Sanskrit rendering of the
title of the text. Hobogirin’s Catalogue also mentions this text as No. 1462
in the Taisho edition, vol. 24 of the Chinese Tripitaka edited by Prof. J.
Takakusu, Dr. \Vatanabe and others. It gives Samanta-pdxtia'ika‘ as the corres-
ponding title. Prof. J. Takakusu has revicwd this text in the Journal of the
1?}an Asia/i: Snafu; London, 1896, pp. 415—439, and has shown that this text
is a Chinese Version of the Fab Samanla-fm'sridikd', which is a commentary on
Pali Vinaya. .'I‘ht: author of this Chinese version is one San‘ghabhadra
about whom little is known except that he came from a foreign Country in
the \\'cst. This tt'.\l alone is put to his credit and is supposed to have been
completed in 439 .\. D. Some sources also mention that his collaborator was
one Sif‘mnncm named Song-yi and that he worked on this text in Kuang-
ehou If Canton ,‘ in the temple Chu-lin ( Veluvana ).

This text is divided into 18 fascicles or books the limit of each fasciclc
being detcmnim-tl more by the size than by a logical division of the topical
contents. Sometimes, this division assumes a height of absurdity as at the
end of Book ll ( p. 59 ). It is observed that the corresponding Pali sentence
at the end of Book II is fantastically split up in two parts (pp. 59-60 ).
The sentence in I’:-.li Santan/a-prix-fdikfi (1'. 8| )rcads: Nandmmz'am' Anamatag-
gira‘ni [cat/mi. ’l'hv Chinese Book II ends with 7\.".¢tndanavana and Book
III of the same commences with the rendering of the remaining part of the
l’ali sentence. Also see our note 40 on p. 304 in a similar connection.

For my book I have used the block-print edition in bold characters
of the Chinese text printed in the 12th year of the Chinese Republic ( 1923
A. D) at the temple of Tim Ning (Heavenly Peace) at Chang-Chou in
the province of Ix’iang-su. References given in this translation are to the
Book. folio and column of this edition. In the margin on each page of this
volume, side by sine with references to this edition, I have also given refer-
ences to the t:orrc~ponding portion in vol. XXIV of the Taisho'tdition of
the Chinese 'l‘riprtiika (page, section of each page and line), which
has now gained international reputation, and which, consequently, is expect-
cd to be available in all standard libraries of oriental learning. For the
Pali te.\'t,I have given references to the edition of Samanta-ptfra‘dik'a' published
by the Pali Text Society, London, also of international fame, though now
more scholarly edited copies are available. At the commencement of each
book; references to portions covered in each book, are given to Taisho (T)
and Shanghai ( indicated l‘y P’ing ) editions of the Chinese Triptaka and for
the Pali Text I have given references not only to the PTS edition but also
to Sinhalese edition ( S) of Simon chavitarne Bequest and to the
Devana‘gari’ edition (N) of Nava Na‘landa' Maha‘viha‘ra of Na‘landa‘, Bihar,
India. For the portion covered in the Ba‘hira-nidn‘na-vannana‘ (pp. 1—78 ),
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I have also given references to the pages and paragraphs ol~ the Dcvana'gaii
edition ( K) of Dharmanand ~Kosambi. These I‘tft‘l‘cnces will la’cilitatc
the study of this text in countries where these editions are easily available.

Allied literature on Vm'aya in Chm'ese *
Buddhist literature is very vast and is written mainly in Pali, Sanskrit,

Tibetan and. Chinese. Besides, the countries where Buddhism went have
their Buddhist literature in their own languages. It is proposed here to
confine ourselves to the related Vinaya literature in Chinese only.

In the 4th century A. D., not much of Chinese literature on Vinayzl
had appeared. Only a le‘w versions of the PI’a-ll~IIIO/.‘SKI-Jalra and one in-
complete translation of 383 A. D. of the Vinayzt-pitnka (’l'aislio. No. 1116-1,"
had appeared. ‘

In the 5th century A, D., however, there appeared four transla-
tions of Vinaya-pitaka and they were soon followed by non-canonical
commentaries or annotations 0f different schools of Buddhism, as given
below 2——

School Text' Commentary or Annotation

Sawistiva'da Das’ab/ia‘nava‘m ( i ) Sarua‘slz'ya’da-Vineya-
(T. 1435; date 404—409) Vz'b/za‘sfl

(T. 1440; date 4th
century A. D.)
(ii) Sarva‘stiutida-Vi/zaja-
7ndt1'ika'
(T. 1441; date 435 A. D.

Dharmagupta Caturuargika- Vinaya I”i-nz'—mou-louen (Vz'najc-
(T. 1428; date 410—412) ma‘lyka‘

(T. 1463; date 5th
century A. D.)

Maha’san'ghika Ma/zs‘arz'ghika-Vinaya
(T. 1425; date 416-18
A. D.)

Mahiéa‘saka Paicauargika- Vinaya
(T. 14-21; date 422—23
A. D.)

Ka‘fiyapiya C'id-t’o-cz’ai-ching
(Pra‘lz'mo/csa-su'tm)
(T. 1460'. date 54-3 A. D.)

..m..i
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Simtm'ti'ya Lu"-cr}z-ihi/z-erh-ming-liao-leon‘
(T. 1461; date 568 A. D.)

Updii-paripycahd-xu‘tra
(T. 1466; date not certain)

Pali (Theravada) S/ian-chien-p‘i-[i’o-sha
(T. 1462; date 489 A. D.)

 

* Based on a note from Prol‘. A. I'lirakawa
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Updli-parpi,ch/zJ-su‘tra closely resembles Prdtz'maksa-smra. Of the Com-
mentaries or Annotations, the last two mentioned in the list above were
wrongly supposed1 by a Japanese V_inay‘a-master Gyo‘nen (1240—1321 AD.)
to belong to Sarva‘stiva‘da and Caturvargika Vinayas respectively. We
have, however, followed the results of _thc latest2 researches in this matter.

In the 7th century A. D. Mu"la-sarva'stiva'da-Vinaya 1442-1459) was
translated and its commentary Mu‘la-Sarvastva‘da-san‘graha ( T. 1458; date
700 A. D. ) followed. .

To the problem of the relation between ' Slmn-chien and the Vinaya
of the Dharmagupta school, we shall revert later (L-LIII) when we have
taken a general survey of the contents and noted the different
peculiarities of our text.

.s‘

This Chinese version covers all the main divisions of the Pali
commentary—( 1 ) Ba"ln'ra—nida‘na-vanLiana“ (2) Sutta-vibhan‘ga (exposi-
tion of the rules of l’a‘timokkha of monks and nuns), (3) Khandhakas
containing the two divisions of ( a) Maha‘vagga and ( b) Cullavagga; and
finally, (4) Pariva‘ra which forms the special feature of Pali—Vinaya. It will
be seen that out of the 552 pages of the whole of this English translation

"-492 pages are utilized for the first two divisions. Of these 4-92 pages, only
'i 78 pages are used for the first division of the semi-historical Introduction,

the remaining 414- pages are used for the exposition of Patimokkha Rules.
This clearly shows that the author of the Chinese version gavemorc import-
ance to the rules ofnioral and social behaviour of the monks and nuns and
so naturally he devoted more pages to the precepts abOut various offences to
which a Bhikkhu is prone.

I.

./,_' Various kinds of offences

Let us look more closely into the nature of such oil‘cnces. The various
kinds ol~ offences that are mentioned in the Vinaya are given below with
their interpretations : ( i) \Pa'ra'jika'—~'I'herc are four kinds of ofle‘nccs under
this eateb'rory and one who iS'g‘iiiltyr of this offence is to be expelled from the

 

l. Gyo'ncn, The \i'lanunl of the Doctrines of the Vinayzt Sect: ( Rissfilx'oyo“, '1‘. 234.8,
1). 16:1, lines l‘l—IS ).

2. J. Przyluski thought that P'i—ni—mou—lmmz belonged to the l’lnimmtn school
l’t".1yln.\'ki, Lo tllllt‘.llt' do Ru'jngrlm, Paris, l92G-28, pp. 169, 316). European scholars
follow his lead. A. “menu, Les scctcs bouddhiques dc pctit ve’hicule, Saigon, 1955, p. “2;
E. Frauwallncr,’ The Earliest Vinaya and the beginnings of Buddhist Literature, Roma,
1956, p. 'H; 12‘. Lnntulti‘,Ilisloin:(ll: bourldhismc indicn, l..ouvnin, l958, p. 148. Some

japttnvsc S‘tholm’s '.Ils() support him: Y. Kanakam, 1"i-ni—mon—loucn and l-Im'mavata;
(Nihon Bukkyo (Ioknkni Nv'mpo, No. 2.)", 1960, p. Horn),- K. 'l‘sultmnoto, (Shoki-liukkyo-
kyodan—shi no Kenkyu, Tokyo, 1966, p. 7). But other scholars take that work to be an
annotation of C‘ann-vnrgika-Viimya. K. Sakaino, Introduction to P'i—ni—mou—lonen and
Sarvu’stiw'da—vinay'n-ihhi’5,5 (Kakuyaku—Issaikyo Ritsu—bu vol. 15 '1'oky01932, p.1lT.),-
R. Nishimoto, 1”i—ni-mou—ching (Bussho Kaisctsu Daijiten, vol. 9, p. 144, Tokyo,
1935); Ch. Aknnnma. (Bukkyo—kyotcn—shiron, Nagoya, 1935, p. 428); K. Mizuno, .'<.in'pun-n'.
bln‘dharma—sa’strn ni tsuite (Kanakura Hakushi Koki Kincn Indognku—Bukkyognkti Ronshu,
Kyoto, l9l6, pp. l29—lfll ). I’rol'. A Hirakmm also alter a deep study of the problem has
come to the same conrlusion ( Shoki Daijo—Bukkyo no Kcnkyu, Tokyo, 1968, pp. 1101-409 ).

.fl,»
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Buddhist San‘ghaJ This offence involves, as it were, a defeat in the religious
Me, which means dis-association from‘ other members of the Buddhist San'gha.
This is the only offence for which there is no atonement.) (ii) San'ghfi-
disesa—Next in the order of gravity are the thirteen kinds of San’gha‘disesa,
an offence which has got to be" referred to the San'gha for any disciplinary
measure, like Pariva'sa and Ma‘natta etc, that it may choose to inflict. The
Pali comentaries explain this word as ‘ San‘gho a‘dimhi ca 3m ca ’1 San'gha
both at the beginning as well as at the end. The corresponding Sanskrit
word is San’gha‘vas'esa and the Chinese term is just a transliteration of
the same. See our note on this word on p. 356, where we have shown how
the Chinese Translator is landed into a difficulty when he tries to explain am:
as (Mi, which evidently is absurd.

(iii) Two Aniyalnsw-TWO ofle‘nccs which are indeterminate; that is, which
may be classified under either the first or second category mentioned above
or under the category of l’a‘cittiyn, as recon’nnended by a reliable Upisika‘.

(iv) Thirty l\'iss.'tggiya I’a‘cittiyas—Thcsc are thirty kinds of ofle'nces
which involve forfeiture of the thing nnlawlu‘lly held, along with some
atonement of the nature of confession with the expression ol‘regrct.

(v) Ninety-two Pn‘cittiyas are offences against the prescription of the
Buddha, or are offences of morally improper or socially indiscreet beha-
viour. This also can be atoned for by confession with the expression of regret.

(vi) Four Pa'tidesaniyas are offences in connection with very improper
and very indiscreet or unbecoming behaviour for which one has to make a
confession that he has been guilty ofa very condemnable act.

(vii) Seventy-five Sekhiyas—-These are rules of decorum or of decent
' personal behaviour which every Bhikkhu must learn. And lastly,

(vh‘i) Adhilxa'ra_na-S;tmathas—-—seven rules prescribed for settling matters
of dispute.

Thus we have in all 227 rules in Bhikkhu-vibhan’ga. Just as these rules
are prescribed for the Bhikkhus,so also rules are prescribed in the Bhikkhuni-
vibhan'ga for-the Bhikkhunis. They are, according to the social conditions
of the time when these rules were laid down,more stringent and more nume-
rous than those for the Bhikkhus. They are 8 Pa'ra‘jika's, l7 San’gha‘disesas
30 Nissaggiyas, 166 Paeittiyas, 8 Patidesaniyas, 75 Sekhiyas and 7 Adhi—
karana-samatha-dhammas——in all 3l1. The Chinese version mentions
here only a few. In addition to these, Vinaya books also use some addi-
tional terms like Thullaccaya, Dukkata and Dubbha‘sita (,ill-spoken words ).
Thullaccaya implies a serious lapse short of Pa‘ra‘jika‘ or San‘gha‘disesa;
Dukkata is simply a bad act leaning towards the offences. Vin. iv. 9 gives
the following list of offetices apparently in the descending order of gravity :
Pa‘ra‘jika‘, San‘gha'disesn, 'l‘hullaccaya, Pa'cittiyn, Patidcsaniya, Dukkata
and Dubbhésita.

Vinaya rules came into existence because ofactions of body and tongue*.

 

’ Vma'jcma due rm'lini-JCa‘yo cwa M65 ca (Sm/2. vii. 1381 ). see our note 10 on p. 536
which shows that the Chinese text has used a wrong homonynt for the correct one, which
has led to a luislettding interpretation.
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Our text also says ( p. 543 para, 30 ) that mind may also be associated with
body or with tongue and so with permutation and combination, it mentions
six causes for becoming guilty of offences. The mention of threefold
actions at the end of sixth San'gha'disesa (381) is rather surprising. See
our note 13 on that page (381 ).

So at the end of several rules, we note that as the origin of the offensive
action are mentioned body, tongue or their combination with each or with
mind, 01‘ the combination of all the three (275, 346 ). But we will never
find mind alone leading to an offensive action. For, according to Vinaya,
a mere evil action of the mind is not subjected to any disciplinary measure
( 276), though it may be considered as morally bad.

As the Pira'jika" and San'gha'disesa rules are the gravest offences
(dutt/zulla' a‘pallljo ), we find that there is always a tendency not to decide
them lightly. The Vinaya-master is always careful not to rush thought-
lessly to any conclusion unfavourable to a (lefaulter ( 176—177). Care is
always taken by him to find the mental condition of the defaultei.

The Vinaya-master must have these tlnec qualifications ' complete
study of Vinaya, its perfect grasp and perfect memory of the succession of
Vinaya teachers. Before he decides the case he has to take into considera-
tion the six points mentioned on pp. 174—175 before he gives his definite
and un-ambigious decision ( 176 ). He may take the decision after consult-
ing the fourfold authorities of the original text (sutla ), or sources in confor-
mity with the text (sutla‘nuloma ), the tradition among teachers ( ficany'a-
va'a'a) and one’s ownjudgment (altano mati ) (171—172). He also notices
that Pa‘ra‘jikaioffenccs Nos. 2 and ‘3 of stealing and murder are more illusivc
than the other two offences of violation of rules of celibacy and of uttering
boastful words about one’s superhuman powers, because the former have very
minute ramifications which have got to be very carefully scrutinised ( 176).

If an evil action has taken place unintentionally or unwittingly, or if
‘an evil action is forced upon a person when he has no inclination or liking
for it, or ifit is done by a person who is mad, or whose mind is upset, or
who is suHCring from acute pain, or ifit is done through bonafide mistake
or mis-understanding, then the defaulter is not guilty. So also the first
offender is not-,guilty, as the rule is prescribed only after the commission
of an offence by the defaulter. Thus in most of the rules we find that in
such cases the tit-faulteis are declared to be not guilty. At the same time,
we also find cases where ignorance of Law is no excuse (no safifid-
ziz'mok/C/m) as in the ofie‘nce of keeping an extra garment for more than ten
days (4-16), or in that of eating an immoderate measure of food (471).

The offences are also classified into two main groups ( 206 ) :—( i ) In-
herent offences, offences which are so by their inherent nature, offences which
are recognised as such by the whole world ( loka-vayja ) ;and ( ii ) offences which
are declared to be such because of the prescription to that effect by the Buddha
(pannatli—ija ) (471 ). Offences like murder (32G ), theft, (275) viola-
tion of celibacy by a Bhikkhu or Bhikkhuni (209), a deliberate lie (1145)
will be placed in the fnst group. Offences like receiving any eatable or

ii
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drink except water and tooth-sticks without being ofie‘red ( 476 ), or receiv-

ing gold and silver (440) come under the second grOup.
/_

Iy
/

\/ Confession seems to have played an important role in the moral
rearmamcnt of a Buddhist Bhikkhu. Onr text mentions (54-5) five
offences : Thullaccaya, Pa'cittiya, Pa'tidcsaniya, Dukkata and Dubbha'sita,
that are to be owned. Confession and consequent expression of regret
is necessary for the rehabilitation ofa dcfaultcr.

Confession

This confession is also found in the religious life of the Assyro~Baby~
lonians, the ancient Egyptians, the Vedic people, the Hebrews and Chri-
stians. In the Cuneiform Inseri/Jlions of Western Asia, we have a confession
of sinners to their gods and goddesses, without an intermediary like a priest,
of having done something displeasing to them. In the ancient Egyptian
literature like the Book for/1e Dead, we have a curious conception of what
may be called a negative confession, without any direct acknowledgment
of having done something wrong. A detz‘tulter among them would
negatively say ‘I have done no violence to a child or to a woman;
I have committed no theft, nor have I attacked any man’ etc.

In the Vedic literature, Taiuz'ryi'a Bra‘hmazza (I. 6. 5. 2) refers to a
confession of a sin, which makes one pure. S’al. BM‘II. (II. 5. 2. 20)
says that sin when confessed becomes less and it becomes truth. A Vedic
student gtu'lty of violating the strict life of celibacy had to admit his
guilt at seven houses while begging his food (Gaul. Dharnza, 23. 18; also cf.
Manu. XI. 122).

Among the Hebrews, a defaulter who confesses his sins is considered
to be a wise man, while he who does not do so is a fool. A Hebrew
sinner confesses to his god Jehowah (Yahweh) the sins which he has com-
mitted. This confession 15’ of course silent, inaudible. If one has done
a sin against any individual, he has to seek his forgiveness, (as in the
Pava'rana' ceremony of the Buddhists) which he is expected to grant. If
he does not accept the confession even when he is solicited three times,
he is deemed to be cruel, except in the case of a slander, which he is
not bound to forgive.

Confession of sins has also played a prominent role in early and

mediaeval Christianity. Mark the following Biblical quotations which relcr
to confession and repentance : “If we confess our sins, He is faithful and
just to forgive us our sins and cleanse us from all unrighteousness" (Epistle
ofjohn I. 9); “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand” (Matthew,
4.17); “Repentance and remission of sn'is should be preached in His
name among all nations” (Luke 24.47).

Among the Roman Catholics, confession is considered to be a divine
institution. In the earliest time, even in the Roman Catholic Church,
there were some sins like murder, idolatry, fornication, which were be—
yond like the four lh'ra‘jika‘s 0f the Buddhists. But
in later times a lenient attitude taken. In t'nrlier times. public

redemption
\V'(1s
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confession was necessary before readmission of a sinner to his fold; ,but
in later times this was modified and individual confession to an autho-
rised person was permitted. Like the Pah'riva'sika of the Buddhists, the
sinners were allowed a separate place, and like the Buddhis't defaulter
undergoing the penance of Ma‘natta when he has to adopt an attitude
of humility and has to cut himself off from all society with no person to
Speak to, the sinners were debarred from communion. They _had to under-
go penances like ofl‘ering prayers, wearing sack-cloth, eating plain and
simple food, or observing ia‘sts etc. They believed that confession ofsins
is vomitting sins. In earlier times, penance was observed only once in a life-
time, preceded by a confession. But in later times, confession ,from time-
to-time became a feature of a devout life. If confession is not made soon
after its commi'sn'mi, it should be done at least once a year, at the time of
the Easter.

In the Anglican Church, the auricular confession is not prescribed, but
they advise it to satisfy one’s conscience, especially in sickness when. one
feels the biting of conscience,

Islam also re-coo‘rnis‘cs rcpcntcnee in those who do evil in ignorance
and repentcnce in his Servants as can be seen from the follOWing
quotations from anran : (i) “ If any of you do evil in ignorance
and thereafter repented and amended (his conduct), lo .‘ He is forgiving.
Most merciful.” (Su‘ra vi. 54-): (ii) “ He is the one that accepts repentance
from his Servants and forgives sins; and he knows all that ye do (Su‘ra xiii,
25).” Though no cofession is expressly mentioned here, it is, I believe,
implied in them. " V '

Thus it \\’Ill be seen that, as in Buddhism, in several other religions
confession has a place in the moral rc-habilitation. The guilty person feels
relieved of the heavy burden on his mind and with religious zeal he resolves
not to commit that offence again. He is further encouraged to fulfill his
mormal duties with added vigour. Buddhism prescribed no other penance
than the penance of Pariva‘sa and \.~Ia‘natta prestribed by the San'gha in
the case of San'Drrliadisesa offence and in other cases, to express regret and
declare onc’s resolve not to commit the offence again(410, 4:11), accompani-
ed by the Io'rlc‘itnre of an extra garment or l)owl, if any. 1

Contents of the text

After having- had a glimpse of the. various kinds of ofi'enCes let us now
iry to understand the nature of the contents of the volume as a whole.

1. Ba‘hira-m‘da‘na-vannana'

Ba'ln'ra-in'clina, the External Introduction, is so called because the
author of the (n‘i'nrrinal .S'mnmzla-[m‘sa‘dika’ thinks that this Introduction to his
commentary is smutelliiiig which is external to thc original 'l‘ipitalsa'. 'l‘hc
'l‘ipitaka itself has an Introduction which forms a part of it and so
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‘it may be consideredasinternal. As against that, this Introduction will
"necessarily be external.

After paying obeisance to the Buddha, Dharnma and Safxgha, the author
' of Smp. tells us that he would begin the explanation of Vinaya which would
' ultimately lead to the elimination of sufferings in this world.

Then we have the story o‘f the Vinaya being recited by Upa‘li at the
First Council of Ra‘jagaha which was held immediately after the death of
the Buddha, under the patronage of King Aja‘tasattu, at the Sattapanniguha'
(the cave of Seven-leaf Bushes )on the slopes of the 'mountain Vebha‘ra
near Rajagaha (5—6 This Council was presided orer by hiaha—Kimitpa.
Upa'li recited the Vinaya-pitaka, while Amanda, who just before the meeting
of the Council had attained Arhatship, recited the Dhamma-pitaka. Appar-
ently, this Dhamma-pi_taka is supposed to cover the Sutta-pitaka and
Abhidhanuna-px'taka. A detailed enumeration of the texts belonging to
these Pitakas is given. It is interesting to note that our text mentions that
Khuddaka~nik5ya contained only 14 books, the present Khuddaka-pa'tha
being omitted. According to traditional belief, all these texts were
recited at this Council, though it is difficult to swallow this tradition which
includes Abhidhamma-pitaka also in. the Dhamma. Thus the First Council
of 500 Bhikkhus came to an end with the recitation of the Sacred texts which
apparently were redacted at this time (7—18). Then follows the account
of the Second Co‘uncil at Vesa'li of seven hundred Bhikkhus presided over
by Revata where the ten points raised by Vajji’ Bhikkhus were definitely
decided against them. According to tradition, here also, the recitation of
all the Sacred texts was done (l8——20). This c‘ouncil took place hundred
years after the First Council, under the patronage of Ka'_la‘soka and
marked a clear cleavage in the unity of the Buddhist San‘gha.

Then follows the accmmt of the great King Asoka under whose royal
patronage, the Buddha-Dhamma flOurished. The elders at the Second
Council foresaw a further danger to Dhamma, one hundred and eighteen
years afterwards (21). They left the matter to two Bhikkhus, Siggava and
Can-davajji, to train up one Tissa who was then in Brahma-loka and who
would later be born as a young son of a Brahmana who, they thought,
would be able to sustain the cause of Dhainma. He later came to be known
as Moggaliputta Tissa who presided over the Third Council under the
patronage of King Asoka. He sent religious missions to outside-countries
as well as to some parts of India, far away from Pa‘taliputta. These missions
were sent to the country of Yavanas, to Kashmira and Gandha‘ra and to the
Himalayan regions in the north, to the Apara'ntaka, ('Western coast Country
adjoining the Arabian Sea) to Mysore and to Malia‘rfistra in the south, to
Vanava‘si in South-west, to Ceylon in the extreme south and to the south-
eastern regions ( Suvapna—bhu'mi) of Asia (43 ). The text confines
itself more to the missionary activities in Ceylon under the leadership of
King Asoka’s own son, Mahinda, later followed by his daughter San’gha-
mittfi. Our text is lu‘rther historically useful in as much as it tells us that
236 years had elapsed between the death ofthc Buddha and Ivlahinda’s land-
ing in Ceylon and gives lists of contemporary kings 01‘ India and Ceylon to—
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gether with the years of their reigns, from the time of the death of the
Buddha to the time of Asoka in India. and King Deva'nampiya-Tissa in Cey-
lon (51 ). It also gives lists of Vinaya-T'eachcrs who brought to Ceylon the
Vinayapitaka tradition and who uninterruptedly continued it from teacher
to teacher ( 42—43 ). A legendary account is given of a sapling of the Bodhi-
tree that was taken from Paitaliputta to Ceylon by San'ghamitta', the sister
of hiahinda. To add to the legends, we are also told of the visits of former
Buddhas, like Kakusandha, Kona‘gamana and Kassapa as well as of Gotamu
Buddha to Ceylon (64—65, 75). Mahinda’s mission was sneeessful and
the Buddhist Dhamma got firmly established in Ceylon when a fresh Council
was held in Ceylon where Mahinda put questions about Vinaya and a
Bhikkhu named Arittha, who was a nephew of king Deva'nam-piya-Tissa
of Ceylon? answered them satisfactorily.

Thus ends the External Introduction after which begins the real com-
mentary on the Vinaya ( 78-79 ).

2. Sutta-vibhanga

( a ) Bhikkhu—vibhan‘ga

(i)I’17rr‘ijikds

First I’a‘rdjikd/
‘/

At the beginning, we are given the Introductory story of Gotama
Buddha’s visit to Veranja’ where he met a Brahmana, whom he refused to
pay respects to, though the Bra'hmana expected that courtesy. The Buddha
explains that he was the highest among all living—beings and as such he could
not think of any one superior to him, whom he should pay respects to. He
explains why he considers himself to he so by telling him of his attainments

, in the difl‘ercnt kinds of trances and the High Powers. The Bra'hmana
was .very much impressed with his words. He accepted his discipleship
and invited him to stay in Veranja‘ for the Retreat of the summer-rains
(80—126).

When [l1(: Buddha was staying at Veran"'_ja~ it was found that there was
scarcity ol‘food on account of famine in that country. But the Buddha’s
followers never thought of leaving that place and migrating to another
where they would get plenty of food. Thus they exhibited that they did
not care for food but were interested in the Dhamma for which they had
become followers of the Buddha and not for getting material food ( l3l ).

The number of followers of the Buddha was increasing and Sa‘riputta,
one of the foremost disciples of the Buddha, thought that it would be in
the interest of the long continuance of the Dhamma, if the Buddha were to
lay down some rules of guidance for the Bltikkhus. So he requested the
Buddha to lay down some precepts. The Buddha refused to lay down any
as long as there was no occasion for the same ( 139). \Vhen the Retreat
was over, Gotama took leave of the Bra'hmana of Verafija‘ and went to
Vesa'li ( M8).
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Now follows the story of Sudinna, a scion of Kalandaka, who went on
business to Vesa’li and listened to the preaching of the Buddha. He was
so much impressed that he left the householder-’5 life and became a Bhikkhu.

. Sometime later he went back to his house on a visit, when his parents tried
to persuade him to return to worldly life which he refused ( 136). Then
they said that he may at least leave behind the seed which will enable the
family to continue its line un—interrupted. He succumbed to their impo‘r‘
tunities and had a sexual intercourse with his former wife ( 158). -—VVe are
told here, by the way, how in seven ways conception is established, which
does not appear to havr: any scientific basis—The Buddha came to know this and
he condemned Sudinna for the same. Now, he thought, was the right time
for him to lay down precepts for the guidance of Bhikkhus. He laid down
the first precept of Para‘jika‘ about expelling, from the “community
of Bhikkhus, one who indulges in sexual intercomse, without revealing his
inability to continue in the Buddhist Discipline and without formally revok-
ingit(168, 171 ).

There are mentioned Four Great Authorities for verfication when some
one claims that his view is based on what he has himself heard from the
Buddha, or from the San’gha, or from respectable authoritics of some teachers
or theras ( 171—72 ). These four have been already mentioned above (XVI I).

In the explanation of the first Pa'ra‘jika' precept, we are told that
a Bhikkhu becomes guilty if he indulges in a sexual act with any of the twelve
types of individuals and the act can take place in any of their thirty sex-
ccntres ( 197—198 Further when a woman in all the nine different states
mentioned on p. 200 para. 4-2 is considered, these thirty seX-centres are
further expanded into 270 sex-centres (200).

Among the stones there are mentioned several cases where a Bhilckhu
is forced to violate his vow of celibacy. And in all such cases, if the Bhikkhu
finds no relish in any of the four stages of the act ( 199), then the Bhikkhu
is, not‘guilty. I

Among the StOl‘lCS are mentioned all sorts of imaginable perverted
types of sex-acts with human beings, or beings of lower creation such as a
a she-monkey, or cows, water-baffaloes, mules or horses; etc. In all such
cases, if the defaultcrs are not guilty of a Pa’ra‘jika~ offence, they become guilty
of Thullaccaya or a Dukkata, dependingupon the gravity of their offence.
We havc also references to a change of sex* (211 ) where it is said that on
account of some evil action, the male sex disappears and the female sex
takes it place. On the contrary, on account of some good actions, the
female sex disappears and gives place to the male sex. Male sex is consi—
dered,- superior to the female sex (211).

Among the cases of non-violence of the precept are mentioned one who
is' unmvare at the time of the performance of any uncliaste action, and one
who, even if one becomes aware, does not find any relish in the act. In
these cases there is no guilt. In this category is included the ease of Uppala-

 

*Scc Prof. P. V. Bnpnt’s paper on ‘ Chung: ol~ Sex in Buddhist Literature ’ in the S.
K. Bclwalk'.ir Felicilation volume, 1957.
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vanna‘ Bhikkhnni whose chastity was violated by a rogue who previously ,
lay concealed in her room under her cot when she entered her room from
outside (210— 211 ). A mad man, or 'one who is deranged in his mind,
or who suffers from acute pain on account of some disease, or the first ofl‘end-
or before the precept was laid down, on account of whom the precept is
prescribed—all these are not cansidercd guilty ( 205—206 ).

Second Pa‘rfijika'
The laying down of the second precept was due to a Bhikkhu named

Dhanika, who toolcaway timber-material for building his own but from the
King’s store, withOut his permission.

This Second Pa'ra'jika' precept is with regard to taking away, without
being given, a thing worth one [26:10, that'is five ma‘xakar. A thing worth
less than that does not involve the offence ofn Pira‘jika‘. Later, in the
last division of our book, we are told that if it is a theft of four mam/tax, it
involves the offence of Thullaccaya, and if it is a theft of three‘ or even upto
one mam/m, it means the offence of Dukkatla ( 346-47 para. 37 ( 12)).

In this connection we get an interesting information given by the
origtn'al Pali Snip. that this pdda or a quarter is said with reference“ to a.
Kaha‘pana or Kirsipana of ancient Rajagaha and not with reference ‘to '
one of the time of King Rudra, which is called, the ‘ Present’. This coin‘of
Rudra, or Rudra-da‘nmku as it was called, was a depreciated: coin. Afanusm‘flz'
( 8. 135. 36 ) refers to one coin also called Dharana which was worth sixteen

l'mfisakas. I’a‘lnini also mentions (o. l. 30) this depreciated coin as against
one of ancient times, which was an equivalent of 20 mat-aka: (5. l. 32).

Vajz'ralmch/zi-Tikti, a sub-commentary on Sin/L, further mentions "that
this Rudrn-da‘maka was equal to one third in value of the blu: Ifa/zdpapa‘
(Burm cd. of Chattha-Sanga'yana 123. 34. Srirattadfpani (Sinh-cd'u..v493l)_"'_.
and VimaIi-vinodanf also confirm the same. They say that in countries;
where the old blue K‘aha‘pana is not current, an offence will be establishe’d’only ‘
when the value of the thing stolen is equal to the fourth part of the old’g‘loldf
( coin ) ( 143—44 ). ' ‘

The ten explains what is meant by theft. It means (i) taking away .
a thing by force, (ii) carrying it away, (iii) lifting it up, (iv) taking a
mis-stcp with it, ( v) removing it away from its original place, and (vi)
transferring it elsewhere, according to a previously determined plan ( 231—
232 ). This problem of theft is a very complex one and is Very difficult to
understand ( 232). It is very difficult to establish it as it has many subtle

:.

_ I

”' But this is inconsistent with what we have on p. 269, where we are told that one
becomes guilty of 'l‘liullaCCaya, if the theft is of what is worth three mimkas. This is' also -
in conflict with the original Pan'zvam t Vin. v. 33') and Syn/1. vii. 1385, which both say that
there is the offence of Thullnccnya if it is a theft of what is worth more than one mlmka
(but less than one [15:14 in. five mimnax) and of Dukk'atn if it is a theft of what is worth
a minim or less. See also LXI. . _ ‘ _'

1 On this interesting suljcct, see D. R. Bha‘ndarlta'r‘s Carmichcl Lectures ( 192l) on
Ancient Inrlian .N'umismatics, particularly, lectures III-V, pp. 76.123. Also see Milla-
sa'linl (Dev. cd), Introd. p. xvii. "‘
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ramifications. This text mentions twenty-five (5 x5) modes of stealing
(232—234). It may be interesting to note that it includes even evading
Government toll-tax (232, 264—65), removing a thing from its place in
collaboration with others—one or many—~and a quiet substitution of another
Bhikkhu’s allotment stick (saldka‘) for one’s own, when secures for him
a better allotment of things distributed by the San‘gha.

If one, with the idea of stealing, removes a thing belonging to others,
whether by bright day or dark night, in their absence, then that person is
called a Petty thief. But if one takes away a thing belonging to others by
exchanging it with one of his own intentionally painted to enhance its
original value, then he is called a Big thief, he cheats others face to face
(277 If one takes away by force a thing belonging to others with the
result that the owner has lost all hope (d/zura-m'kk/zepa) of recovering it,
then that also is included in theft, which essentially means taking away
things which are not given.

_One cannot establish the charge of a theft unless the following condi-
tions are satisfied : (i) the thing removed must belong to others and that
there must be awareness that it does not belong to oneself; (ii) there must
be no awareness that it has been handed over as a trust; (iii) there must
be no awareness that it has been handed over for temporary use; (iv) the
thing must have some value; (v) there must be the thought of stealing in
the mind of the defaultcr; and (vi) that there must be actual removal of
the thing from its place (272—74 ). It may be noted that these conditions
mostly satisfy the principles of even modern jurisprudence.

If all these conditions are not satisfied then one may be guilty of only
a Dukk'a_ta or Thullaecaya. It is interesting to note that these prc-conditions
for establishing a crime like theft had became a butt of ridicule among the
opponents of Buddhism like the Jains. This is noticeable even in a very late
Tamil work, a Commentary by Samaya Divakara Va‘mana Muni on a Tamil
poem ‘Neelakcsi. The Jain exponent there is shown to argue .' “ You can
take away somebody’s property under the impression that it is your own;
you can have sexual intercourse with some other woman under the impression
that she is your own wife. ” On the same line, they argued that a stranger
may even be murdered under the impression that he is an enemy.*

The Vinaya-master, before he pronounces his judgement in cases of
theft has also to bear in mind the following considerations. (231—238) :—-

(i) The nature of the thing (vattlzu) stolen—If the owner of the
thing had cast it away, as he had no longer any use of it and had no mental
attachment for it, then the defaulter will not be guilty of Pa'ra‘jika'. Only
it may be returned to the owner if he demands it. A story‘is given of a
Bhikkhu who with the idea of stealing, carries away a piece of cloth that had
fallen down from the shoulder of..another Bhikkhu in the midst of a large
crowd that had gathered. As the owner of that piece of cloth had lost all

  

Vz'mali-vinodam', a Vz'lzaya Commentary :lml [Culurid/katit'alllnr, a Tamil
Also .\c':I(Ikn.'-'

" See my paper :
poem in the Journal folndian Hu'luzy, vol. XLV, part iii, No. 135, DliC. 1907.
by Prof. A Caltravany, Introduction pp. 211-12.
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hopes of recovering it, the Vinaya-master decided that the defaultcr. would
not be guilty of Pa‘ra‘jika‘, though he would be guilty of a Dukkata offence,
which can be atoned for by an expression of regret. The owner of the piece
of cloth, further, at the request of the Vinaya-master, made a gift of the same
to the defaulting Bhikkhu, as the former had already lost any hope of
recovering it. i '

( ii ) The time—One has to cansider the value of the thing at the time
when it is stolen. I

(iii) The place—One has also to consider the value in the region
from where it is stolen. Another story is told of a Bhikkhu carrying away
a coconut-shell with some designs carved on it and earlier deposited by
another Bhikkhu-in a monastery. That coconut-shell was used as a goblet.
The owner of the shell recognised it and charged the other with theft.

3When the matter came for decision and before the Vinaya-mastcr could
pronounm any judgement, an AF.bhidhammika-mastcr, Godatta by name,
pointed out that the shell had no value, as it‘ was cast away in the island
from where it was recovered and further that the hand-work that was done
on it was worth no more than a ma‘saka and so the defaulter cannot be

guilty of any Pa'ra’jika‘ ofience.
( iv) The me to which the thing has been already put. A thing which

has been put to use for some time will necessarily have less value than
a brand new one. So this has got to be taken into consideration. And
lastly. \

(V)
Having taken into consideration these five things, the Vinnya—rnaster

will assess the gravity or lightness of the offence with which the (lcfaulter is
charged.

The valuation of the thing [as related to a [)Jda ] when it is stolen.

An illustration of legal intricacies, which goes to prove that Law is
sometimes an “ ass” is found in the quotation from “ Questions on difficult
Points ” (269) where we find that the teacher goes scot-free of the grave
offence, while his pupils get involvel, because they become guilty of instruct-
ing others to steal what amounts to five ma‘mkas, while the teacher‘s instruc-
tion to his three pupils is to steal one m’imka each, that is, only three
ma’mkar in ‘all.

location or theThe text then goes on to mention (240—271 ) the
inherent nature of the things stolen. Thirty such things are described in
detail. Among such things may be mentioned things buried in the earth,
located (III the earth such as implements like hoe, axe etc., or things deposited
in a jar. or water, or things deposited in water through the fear ofa king; or
cots. (:lotlms hanging on stands, or living-beings like peacocks, bats, or bees,
fish; four-footed animals like a bullock, pig, horse, ass, camel, elephant;
snakes, LittllllpCdCS and even a slave who in ancient days formed a part of one’s
property.

An interesting case of stealing water from anothcr’s tank is mentioned.
If there are two tanks ofa man, one dry and another full of water, on each
side of another man’s tank that also is full, and if he bores a hole between his
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full 'tank and another man’s full tank, then water from his' own tank flows
into another man’s tank, which then overflowes with the result that his dry
tank gets that over-flown water. The negihbour’s tank also may lose some
water and it has got to be compensated for (257 ).

If one takes away a slave or even instigates him to leave his master and
run away into freedom, then he does become guilty. But if he takes away
a person who" is kept as a hostage by his parents who are dead, or who have
gone away for work elsewhere, or a person who has contracted his debt, or
a slave who has no master, then he is not guilty (266 Evidently, the under-
lying idea is that he is not depriving any body of his property.

Here we have also the explanation of' Dukkata and Thullaccaya.
Dukka'ta: means some transgression which implies some downlall like an evil
action done by a worldling. Thullaccaya means a grave transgression
which is considered to be the gravest among all the offences that are tot-
be conle‘ssed with regret in th< presence of another who receives
the. confession (243 ). With an expression ‘of' regret, one gets absolved
from that ofl'ence (244 ).

Thole is no offence if one takes away a thing under the impression that
it is his own, or that it has been entrusted to hin , or that he is borrowing it for
temporary use, or if it is a thing belonging to somt spirit including the divine
one, Sakka, or il'it belongs to a lower creation like Garuda, or ifit is taken by
a wearer ofrags thrown away, or ifit is taken by a mad man and the like, or
if he is the first OH‘LIHlCI‘ (273-275

As we have already said above ( XVI—XVII ) that Vinaya does not recog-
nise as an offence any action of the mind. It is stated here that a mere
inclination of the mind to steal without any action of the body and tongue to
execute what one has in mind does not involve any offence (276 ).

If a Bhikkhu with a compassionate heart lets go a pig that is tied with
a rope to a post and puts its price-equivalent tied to the rope, then there is
no ofienm. '

Then follow several stories illustrating the offence or no offence on the
part of. the alleged defaulter. There is one interesting story of a Bhikkhu
visiting-a deserted monastery possessing trees laden with fruit. He should
knock at the door or strike the palms of his hands three times before he takes
the fruit on the trees for eating (277—78). The stories told here reveal the
social life of the inmates of the monasteries which are richly endowed with
farms, parks“, tanks, fisheries, slaves, watchmen or care-takers——who may
not have written agreements and still who become sharers in the produce of
gardens—or tenants of farms, or temples with the images of the Buddha.

T'Iu'hr'd Pa'ra‘jz'ka‘
The Third Precept is about abstaining from ending one’s life, or

commending it, or abetting it ( 285—835 ). At the beginning, the story of
the foundation of Vcsfili is given. The Buddha had commended to the Bhil:—
kh'us the meditation on Impurities which created a sense ol~ disgust in the
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minds of the Bhikkhus. As a result of this they planned to murder each other
or prevailed upon a sham-mendieant hiiga-datfljka (or lVliga-landjka)
to murder them. “When the Buddha who had gone into retirement came
out and noticed the decrease in the number of the Bhikkhus, Afiuanda told
him that it was probably due to the meditation on Impurities, which created
into their minds a disgust for life and so he requested him to give the Bhikkhus '
another object of meditation. The Buddha prescribed the Ana"p5na-satnfidlti
( the meditation on breathing—in and breathing—out) which has been comple-
tely described on the lines of the Vimda'lzimagga (the Path of l’tuity Here
it is clear that the Chinese translator also believecl in the tradition‘* that the
authorship of both the texts, the Vz'5udd/zz'—magga and the Sanzazzla-pa‘w‘dikfi,
is common ( 312

While the Buddha now commended this new meditation on Ana—pa‘na,
he prescribed the Precept that any one who tries to make an end of the lite
of another, or commends it, or abets it, becomes guilty of a Pa'ra'jika‘
offence (317—321

Now follows a detailed discussion on ending one’s life by throwing onc-
self over a precipice, or usin‘g implements like a sword or a knife, or prescrib-
ing poison, or abstaining from food, or sending a written document com-
mending death, or digging a deep pit a fall in which would lead to death;

Death is induced by six methods: (1') by one-’s owne self, (ii) by
instructing others, (iii) by hurling a weapon, (iv) by effecting it quietly,
( v) by a magic spell like that ofa mantra ofAt/zaruavcda, and finally, ( iv ) by
some superhuman power of some yak/ska or Gambia (320—321 )‘.

Among stories illustrating the guilt or no guilt may be mentioned the
story of cutting no rock or grass except for the erection ofa 5117/)(1, the story of
a Bhiltkhu being guilty of an abortion only whena woman effects it
according to the details of his instruction; if she departs from his
instruction, he is not guilty (328); theistory of the death of an old
Bhikkhu who fell down and died because he was being rushed down by
his Bhikkhu-son to a place where the San'gha was waiting for him; the story
of teciting a magic formula ([mriila) and the story of cutting grass, or that
of setting a counterfire under proper control to save the monastery from
another fire that has already crrupted.

It is interesting to find that a Bhikkhu has been debarred from being a
physician when it was found that the medicine which he gave to a woman to
establish the foetus in her womb led to its death instead of helping it to be
established (329 ). If he prescribes medicine, he is guiltty ol‘ a Dukkata
offence. But he has been allowed to prepare medicaments for his five co-
sharers in religion, that is, a Bhikkhu, Bhikkhni, Sildthaina‘nfi, Sa'xnane-ri, and
Sa‘mauera.

He is also permitted to arrange for medical provisions not only for his
father, mother, spirtual teacher or his own attendant (UJeya‘vaccakara) or
Pa_n(.lu-Pala'sa—who is awaiting his initiation for want of garments—~but also
for his immediate relations like the younger or elder brothers, or younger or
elder sisters, or younger or elder sisters of his mother, or the younger or elder

"' I doubt the reliability of this tradition and hence I have refrained in this work from
using the name ofBuddhaghosa as the author ome/i. as we now have it.

.u
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brothers of his father, or younger or elder brothers of his mother“ (329). If a
wounded soldier or even a thief who is ill visits his monastery, he has to pro-
cure medicine for them. Though he cannot directly prescribe any medicine,
he is permitted to use a device that a particular medicine was given to a
particular patient and he was then cured. If a relation of any other patient
hears it and gives that medicine to his patient, then he may get cured. The
wife of King Vaszibha of Ceylon ( 127-177 A.D) got cured in this manner
( 330—331 ). ‘

Fourth Pirijz’kd

Then follows the Fourth Pa'ra‘jika‘ precept of expelling those who
are guilty of vain boasts of having attained some religious distinction, or
some super-human powers. The Buddha condemns the Bhikkhus li_ving on the
Vaggumuda‘ river when he comes to know that they 'are living a life of luxury
and of all comforts because they get all the material things from laymen when
they commend to them their brother-Bhikkhus as possessing some religious
distinction or some superhuman powers (uttari-manuna-d/zamma ). He com-
pares them to five Big Thieves. He called them so because they are assum-
ing some distinctions which they do not possess and thus they are really steal-
ing for themcselves some qualities which belong to others. ABhikkhu does
not observe rules of conduct and yet he gets rich gifts because he extols him-
self or is commended by other Bhikkhus. Thus he is. the First big Thief.
Another evil~minded Bhikkhu listens to the preaching ofanother good Bhikkhu.
He remembers the same and reproduces it in soft, gentle words, while he
preaches the Dhamma to others. Thus he steals these sermons and so he is
the Second big Thief. The Third big Thief is he who condemns other good
Bhikkhus who have reached higher stages on the Path culminating in Arhat-
ship and praises himself. The Fourth big Thief is he who gathers around
himself many lay-men by stealthily making to them precious gifts. He who
makes such gifts from the possessions of the San'gha, thinking that those
things, as it were, belong to himself, is the Fifth big Thief.

So he lays down a precept that all such monks who make vain boasts
of having attained some special distinction or some super-human power deser-
ve to be expelled, unless, they do so through misconceived over-confidence.

Such boasts are considered to be deliberate falsehood which the Buddha
has all along condenmed. The author refers to three aspects of falsehood-
(345 ), of which the last aspect is one in which (i ) one intends to tell a lie,
(ii ) one opens his mouth and does tell a lie, and (iii ) after having told a lie
he knows that it is a lie. This is real false-hood. One who is guilty of the
same deserves to be expelled. If one intends to tell a lie, but actually when
the mouth is opened, truth comes out, then he does not become guiity of the
grave ofle‘nce. So also one who says that he will attain some distinction like
Sama‘dhi, though he intends to say_that he is about to enter a trance is not
guilty of a grave offence.

If there is no intention to utter vain boastful words, but, by mistake,
or through over-confidence, one utters such words, then there is no offence.

‘Also sce p. XLI  
l
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So also a madman, the first offender and one who reveals to his companion
in holy life the distinctions which he has lmyllattained—all these persons are
not guilty.

Stories illustrating whether one is, guilty, or not are as usual given.
Among them may be mentioned the story of one who retires to a forest think-
ing that thereby he will gain the good opinion of people who will shower
upon him gifts. Such a Bhikkhu is guilty. But if he goes there with the
good intention of attaining Arhatship and that he is determined not to leave
the forest until he attains it, then there is no offche.

If, without mentioning his own name, he simply says to a donor that the
Bhikkhu who stays in the monastery of the donor has attained some distinct-
ion, then he does'not become guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence.

There is the story of Lakkhana and Malia-moggalla'na. Lakkhana notic-
ed the latter smiling and asked the reason why he was smiling. The latter
then told him that with his super-human vision he noticed several persons
suffering on account of their evil actions in the past, or that he noticed King
Bimbisa‘ra of lVIagadha cou'ntry suffering a defeat at the hands of Licchavis,
or that he noticed a person suffering from liydrocele as a result of his evil
action in his past life when he as a judge took bribes from litigants (35).
Similarly, Bhikkhu Sobhita also declared that he could remember the past
lives in the five hundred Kappas. Vthn other Bhikkhus challenged these
claims of hiaha‘moggalla‘na and Sobhita, the Buddha confirmed as true what
they claimed and so they were not guilty. ‘

This section concludes with a miscellaneous note that there are in all 24»
Pa‘ra‘jika‘s—4 for the Bhikkhus, 4 not common with the Bhikk'hus, for the
Bhikkhunis, 11 for those who are declared as incapable of receiving renun-
ciation ( pabbajjd' ), l for a Bhikkhuni‘ who has a longing for housesholder’s
clothes and 4- for those who are guilty of some sexual perversities (335—54 ).
All these who are guilty of Pa'ra'jika‘s are not fit to be associated with and so
they are to be expelled.

(ii) San‘ghddisesa:

Next comes the section of thirteen“ San'gha‘discsa offences. The first is
with regard to deliberate seminal discharge, second to fourth is with regard
to indiscreet behaviour with women, fifth is with regard ‘to acting as a go-bet-
ween for a man or a woman, sixth and seventh deal with building a
cottage or a monastery of certain specified measurements with a previous inti-
mation of the same to Bhikkhus, the eighth and ninth deal with a false ac-
cusation, through harted, of a Bhikkhu ofa Pa‘ra‘jika" offence. The tenth and
eleventh deal with the threefold expostulation of a Bhikkhu or his followers
who are trying to break the unity of the San‘gha. The twelfth deals with

‘ It may be noted in passing that the newly discovered Sanskrit text by the late Shrl'
Ra'hula Sa'nkrtya‘yana of the Vinaja-Su'tra gives only 12 San'gha'dis'csas. It combines the 6th
and 7th rules of building a cottage and a Iii/15m into one. For the name of the chapters
in this text, see my paper in the Proceedings of the XXVIth International Congress of
Orientnlists, New Delhi, vol. III, part 1', pp 342-344.
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threefold expostualation of a Bhikkhu who makes himself impossible to be
spoken to, by his habitual evil words, and the last, the thirteenth, deals with
the threefold expostulation of a Bhikkhu for his evil behaviour with the lay-
families who are his followers. In all these cases, the San'gha is the fnlal
authority to decide how these caccs are to be dealt with. We have a clear
explanation of this ofi‘cnce (358) when it is said that as "a first step, the
defaulter approaches the San'gha that gives him the punishment
suspension ( parivdsa ),then manatla for six nights and finally he approaches
the San'gha again for abblza‘na (restitution by the San'gha )/,I

While treating the first San'gha'disesa precept, we are told (356—58) 01‘
four kinds of dreams :—The first is caused by the internal disorder in the
constitutional elements of a‘ person; the second is the reflexive action of what
one has already seen; the third is caused by divine beings, and the fourth is
prognostic of coming events. The dream is considered to be a state when
one is neither asleep nor wide awake. It is like the sleep of a monkey, where
a mental action, il‘any, is very feeble and so one does not become ' responsible.
for it.

The treatment the eighth and ninth
contain the famous Vinaya story of Mettiya-Bhummajaka
setting up through hatred Mcttiya-Bhummajaka Bhikkhuni to accuse
Dabba-hiallaputta of having had a sexual inter-course with her. Mettiya-
Bhummajaka Bhikkhus saw one day while“ coming down from
mountain Githa—ltu‘ta (Vulturc’s Peak) a ram and a ewe carrying
on a sexual intercourse. ‘By way of a subterfuge they gave the name
Dabba—h/Ltllaputta to the ram and the name Nlcttiya-Bhuinmajaka‘ to the

They declared to the-‘Bhikldlu-Sanigha that they actually saw Dabba
and Mettiya‘ in a Sportive (sexual) action. \Nhen the matter was taken
to the Sangha for decision; several other Bhikkhus testified to the fact-
that Dablia IMallaputta was actually busy distributing food and drink
to the Sairgha at the time when he was alleged to be in a Sportive act with
Mettiya‘ lshikldiuni. When Mettiya-Bhihkh"us were further pressed to tell
the truth, they admitted that they had used the subterfuge of giving the name
of Dabba to the ram and of Mettiya“ to the ewe (393). Thus they used
a figurative expression of equivocation in their accusation. Because of the
false accusation, \i1'ettiya-Bltummajaka‘ Bhikkl'iuni was expelled, relying upon
her own statement, though the offence she actually committed was no more
grave than that of a Dukkata or a Pa'eittiya (387).

of San'gha‘disesa olle'nces
Bhikkhus

CW6.

It is intersting to note here that the Chinese version does not refer to the
controversy over this matter between Abhayagiri-va'sins and hiaha‘viha‘ra—
va'sins (Snip. iii. 5833), which was finally decided in favour of the latter
by Digha'lta‘ra‘yana, a minister of King Bha’tiya of Ceylon (38~6G A. D

We also have a short discussion 388-391 ) over accusation, the accu-
ser and the accused and the procedure of getting the matter decided by the
San'gha. The San’gha first tries to get them reconciled by a mutual discussion
and if that attempt fails, then the San'gha takes up the matter for an oliieial
decrs'ion.

of
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The tenth San'gha'disesa contains the story,‘not given in Smp,, ofDevadatta
approaching Koka‘lika, I-cha-mu-kia~li1 and Samuddadatta, the scion of
Khandadevi, for their cooperation in breaking the unity of the San'gha. He
demanded of the Buddha that he lay; down the five prece‘pts' that the Bhik-
khus all the time live ina forest, beg their alms,,wear robes prepared out
of dusty rags, live under trees and abstain from eating fish and" meat
(Vin. ii. 197, iii l7l). ‘

The Buddha refused to grant that request saying that his present
practice in that behalf should satisfy him and his supporters, as it did make
some provision which could be taken advantage of by those who desired that
change. '

The treatment ofthe twelfth San‘gha'disesa contains the story of Channa,
the care—taker of the horse, that led the Buddha into his Great Rennuecia-
tion. He had become impudcntin his dealings with others. He considered the
Buddha as belonging to hit family .and as such he thought he should have a
more privileged position, which would give him authority over the rest of the
Bhikkhus (399 ). He was given a Brahma-danda, the highest punishment,
as he had rendered himselfimpossible to be spoken to ( Vin. ii 290, Smj). vii.
1396 ).

The Thirteenth San'gha‘disesa. deals with the immoral and indiscreet behav-
iour of Assaji, and Punabbasu, the foremost pair among the famous dissenters,
the Chabbaggiyas, and Pandu-Lohita and Mettiya-L’hummajakal, with the
members of the families of their lay followers. “Pan_du-Loln'ta~", although he
belonged to that group, was observing the rules of Conduct laid down by the
Buddha but he violated those which were not laid down ( 402 ), but the others
behaved like ordinary lay men. They dug the earth, planted trees, watered
them, and made tanks. These were the duties of laymen and so they were
unbecoming for Bhikkhus and as such they were guilty of San‘gha‘disesa.

We are told here that after undergoing the penalty of Pariva'sa (of living
alone, away from others)if one has concealed the offences, he has to undergo
the penalty of Ma'nattaavhieh is explained as accepting humility by doing away
with self-elation ( 404 ) and voluntarily accepting the punishment of retiring
for six nights to a solitary place where he will have no Bhikkhu to speak to
(531 ). Afterwards he becomes ready for restitution ( Abbha‘na) by the
official act of the San'gha, consisting of at least twenty persons.

(iii) Aniyalar

The next section of two Aniyata Dhammas or Indeterminate offences
is about thikldtu lying or sitting witha woman in a solitary place or speak-
‘ing to her in vulgar or indecent words. The defaulter Bhikkl"1u becomes
guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘, a San'gha'disesa or a Pa'cittiya as recommended by a reli-
able and devoted u/m‘xikzi (who,'perhaps, 'was a witness of the Bhikkhu’s
action).

1. l’nli text, Vin. ii. 196, iii. 171 gives the name Katmornka-Tissa.
2. See our remarks on these numcs later on pp. XLVIII—XLIX
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(iv) Thirty 'Nirraggiya-Pficz'ttiyas

These offences, are mostly about a garment, a cloth-wool,—or cloth-silk-
seat or a begging-bowl. If a Bhikkhu violates the provisions of restrictions
laid down by the Buddha in connection with them, he has to forfeit that object.
This group also contains precepts about abstaining from receiving gold or
silver, or dealing with them in a business-transaction, or indulging in any
business of selling and buying. Gold and silver are not to be received with
indemnity. Even its deposit should meet no approval from a Bhikkhu.
If it is received for oneself it is to be forfeited in the midst of the San'gha.
If it is received for the San‘gha, or for a gana ( group ), or for another indivi-
dual, or for the image of the Buddha, even then, one does become guilty of a
Dukkata (4-37 It is interesting to note the provisions made in disposing
off gold and silver left by a housholder with a Bhikkhu. A house-holder or an
updsaka is persuaded to take it and buy with it the essentials ( paccayzi) for
Buddhist Bhikkhus (437—38 ). One is not permitted to. accept gold or silver
as a. gift ( 431 ), or even as a hire-fee ofa farm ( 432 ). But one can'accept it
through the device of securing it through a house-holder who takes care of,
or manages, the affairs of a Bhikkhu or of the San'gha (430 ). But if an
individual Bhikk"hu or the San'gha receives it, directly, then there is the offence
of Dukkata. But on p. 368 we note that it may be accepted for preparing
some medicine out of it, or if it is combined with copper or tin with the
result that they no longer bear the colour ofgold and'rsilver. So also pearls
may be accepted for preparing medicine ( 368 ). As against this, the
strict attitude of the Pali school of Therava‘dins to touch in no case gold
and silver may be noted Smp. iii. 544-

Similarly a gift of a farm, or ofa park cannot be accepted unless the do-
nor says that it is being gifted to provide for the essential requisites for the
Bhikkhus. A tank also may be accepted if it is said that it will provide an

“indispensable thing like water, not only for Bhikkhus but also for all living
beings who can use the same for drinking, bathing or washing. (431—32 ).
Remarkable is the patience and humility of a Bhikkhu who goes to an agent
of a house—holder who has made the necessary provision for supplying gar—
ments to him. When he comes tonote that in spite of this provision, the
garment is not forthconu'ng from the agent, he goes to him and stands be-
fore him in silence. These visits may be twelve if he remains silent, or six
when he can make oral demands. One oral demand is equal to two silent
visits and so keeping this ratio, he can make visits silent or with an oral de-
mand (426 ). And even after this, if the garment is not forth-coming,
then he can personally report the matter to the householder who has made
provision for the garment (428 ).

The cloth—wool—, or cloth-silk—seat, when once obtained, should not be
renewed before six years. It should not exceed the specified measurements
and should have a patch of an old scat‘ sewn on to it. No extra begging-bowl
is to be kept for more than ten days. The Chinese version has nothing to
say about the twenty-second rule that the begging-bowl is not to be renewed
unless the old one repaired with five bands is found to be tin-serviceable. The
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five medical ingredients in the form of ghee, butter, oil, honey and jaggery
cannot be used after they are stored for seven days. They must be used be-
fore that period. So also a bathing-garment is to be sought and used only at
the time specifically mentioned (442—443 The Chinese version has also
no comment on 22, 25—28 Nissaggiyas. ‘

(V) ‘Pact'ltz‘y‘pas
Out of Pa‘cittiyas, on several rules like Nos. l_7, 23, 244, 30, 31, 36, 38

Cl( ., our text has nothing to say. So also from among the P15tidcsaniya and
Sekhiya rules only a few have been taken notice of.

In the fourth Pa‘cittiya rule, we find that the Sacred Text of the Buddhists
rehearsed at the First’l‘ Council presided .over by Kassapa, is not to be recited
in the company of one who is not initiated, expcept when a pupil who is
initiated, learns it along with an un-initiated person, from his teacher ( 447
This cxclusivencss may be compared with the View of the orthodox
Brzihmans who would not like the Vedas to be recited to those who do not
belong to that class.

In the 'l‘welfth ’a'cittiya, Channa is shown to be not amenable to
Buddha’s disczp'lz'ne. When he was questioned why he was holding silver
coins in his hand, he replied that he was holding tinvcoins; so also he replied
that he was drinking water when he was actually drinking wine; when he was
questioned why he was sitting with a woman alone‘ he would say that there

Sometimes he challenged the questioners,
For such ofl‘ences he

was another person by the side.
or he would not: reply to any inconveneint questions.
was guilty of a Pa'cittiya ofl‘enee.

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Pa'cittiya rules reveal the particular solicitude
expected of a Bhikkhu for careful use of and for preserving the moveable pro-
perty of the San’gha such as c'ots, chairs, mats, beds etc. (4-54—56)

Twenty-first and twenty-second Pa'cittiya rules, tell us about a Bhikkhu
who is to be permitted by the San‘gha to address the Bhikkhunis. He must
have the eight qualifications which,» as detailed in-our text (458-59), difi'er' ‘
from the original Pali Vinaya text for which one may referto our note 30 onipw.

 

  - 458. He must have a clear, sonorous voicc,.. must have a free,- undetcrrc'd"-‘v
flow of speech. The text tells (460) us that women like such a preacher," bier
cause they are more attached to voice." He must also have a seniority of.
twmty years since his initation, for it is only such, an experienced preacher
who has no doubts left in his mind and who wouldib'e able to do his preachintyg~
without any shrinking on his part. We are also .told by the bye that a Bhik_'-..
kl'iuni has to pay respects to a Bhikkhu even if she, meets him on the road and
make courteous enquiries about his health and comfortable residence. Vth‘n
she goes into the Retreat of summer-rains she must assure herself that there
is at least one Bhikkhu in that‘placc who may be approached for religious
in~truction. The Bhikkhu has to begin his preaching with the eight weighty
matters (garu-d/zammti) and then he may go to other Dhammas (461 It

 

" Pali text mentions the texts rehearsed at all the Three Counctl's (p. 447, note 19).
iii
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is also interesting to note that instead of four Uposatha days, our text men-
tions (459) xix Uposatha days which agrees with MahiSasaka tradition.
A Bhikkhu cannot preach to the Bhikkhum's without being entrusted with
that job. He cannot go to the monastery of the Bhiklthunis for preaching,
nor can hcgo there after sun-set. If he does all these things, he becomes guilty
of three P."icittiyas (467 ). Twenty-second Pa'cittiya gives the story of the
origin of (.‘u‘la-panthaka and Malta-panthaka. It was the Buddha himself
who converted the former as the latter pushed him outside the monastery,
because he was not able to master even one gdzhd prescribed by him (463—67 ).

Pa‘cittiya rules 31—40 deal with food. Taking food in separate cliques
is prohibited except on seven occasions detailed in the text (468). Some
details are supplied to determine how cliques are formed and how persons
forming lll.Ll group become guilty or not guilty (469

Thirty—fifth I’a‘cittiya treats what is considered to be extra (aiwlirilla)
or not—extra (alirit/a, left over) food. There is some discussion.(472—73 ),
about how a [Java‘razw‘ (rejection) is proper. If the rejection is of food that
is permissible, then that [Java‘rana' is valid. If the rejection is of meat that
is not permissible, then it is not valid (472 ).

beThere are some kinds of roots, flowers, stalks and fruits which can
taken only at stated hours. (473—74).

In forticth Pa‘clttiya, which prohibits a Bhikkhu, to put in his mouth any-
thing except water and tooth-stick, without being offered to lu’m by some one
else, we find that the Bhikldtus have devised the institution of approaching
a Kappyia-ka‘mka, who would receive things himself and then offer the same
to a Bhikldtu. If there are trees laden with fruit, a Bhikkhu cannot himself
pluck the fruit from the tree and receive it. The Kappzy'a-kciraka would pluck
the fruit and then offer the same to a Bhikkhu. Even a Sa’manera can act
as a Kappa-A's-lca‘raka and food of each other may be exchanged for making it
permissible (kappyia) (475). An eatable thing like fresh ginger if it is
received in its natural condition may be accepted and its acceptance may not
be rendered invalid, if fresh sprouts spring out later (476 ). If for some
serious disease, dung or urine ( of a cow?) or ashes, or earth are required as
medicm‘e tl.en they may be taken by oneself. If ashes are not readily avail-
able, then wood may be split and burnt to yield ashes.

Sixty-eighth rule of Pa" cittiya refers to the story of Arittha who entertained
a heretic view that indulgence in sexual contacts does not prove to be an
obstacle in the path of deliverance. He argued that if contact with smooth
and delicate things like a woollen carpet wlu'ch is soft to touch does not prove
to be an obstacle, then why should contact with the smoothy parts of the fe-
males prove to be an obstacle (419) E‘ He was guilty because he would
not give up that heresy in spite of his being remonstrated with three times.

The seventy-second Pa‘eittiyzi refers to belittling the minor precepts (of
the Pa‘timoHJza ). Our text explains the rules of Pa‘limokkha from Aniyatas
to Sckhiyas as minor. It also mentions the eleven advantages wlu'ch the 

 

, " In my travels in Burma, 1 actually noted one school, the School of Abhidhammikns
who omit [ll-rm: ollc'ncrs from their fortnightly recitation of I’ah'moM/m.  
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Vinaya-master derives from the study of the I’Jtimokklla (479—482) and that
on account of such study of the Vinaya, the Dhamma of the Buddha
would last for 5000 years. I;

The eighty-third Pa'cittiya rule mentions the ten dangers of cnterm’g a
king’s palace. This passage mostly agrees with the passage from the original
Yinaya. See our note 16 on p. 4-83.

The eighty-fourth rule refers to picking up a precious thing dropped by
some body and used, after long waiting for its owner, in a dwelling-place,
tank or well used by the San'gha. If the owner of the same returns after a
long time, he may be shown the place where it is utilised. If he does not
demand it back, well and good ! But ifhe demands it back, then some upfisaka
may be approached for making the value-equivalent available and thus he
can get it redeemed (485 ).

(vi) Patidasaut'ya:
Our text has nothing important to say about Pa‘tfldesamlyas.

(vii) Sek/ziya:

Among the Sekl'iiyas, there are twenty—four rules introduced in our text
which have nothing corresponding in the Pali Vinaya. Our translator‘frankly
says that the rules (487-488) did not exist in the original Vinaya. For, they
deal with a slflpa or with one’s behaviour towards \the same. The rtu‘pa could
not have existed in Buddha’s time. These rules are taken from the Pan'-
mokkha of Dharrnagupta school and they are numbered 60—63, 65—68 and
70-85 (Nos 64 and 69 from Dharmagupta are missing here). _

The Sixty-ninth Sekhiya rule refers to the story of Chapaka who, at the
instance of his wife, went to the King’s park to procure a mango to satisfy .
her longing. There, while sitting hidden on a‘trec, he saw a Bra‘hmapa,
teacher sitting on a low seat preaching a religiousl‘sermon to the king who ‘w,as_'

soccupying a higher seat. He considered this as much against law as his own
stealing and he felt that he would be set free as the king him'self and his
teacher were doing a thing which was not lawful (488—89 ). "

(viii) Samatha—dhammar
The precepts about settling disputes, says the author, will be explam'cd

later and they have been done so on pp. 533—534.

 

( b ) Bhikkhuni—vibhan’ga

The Bhikkhuni-Vibhan’ga detailed here mentions only additional
rules which are not applicable to Bhikkhus. The rules for the Bhikkhus under
Pa‘ra'jika‘ and San'gha'disesa offences are apph'cablc, with suitable changes
where necessary. '

A Bhikkhum" is not permitted to- eat garlic of a larger variety ( 492 ), nor
is she permitted to beg principal'grains ( pubbazma ). But if she begs secondary
grain like pulses, or vegetables (aparamm ), or if she begs even principal gram’s

‘ like wheat or paddy for building a room, apparently in her nunnery, she is
not guilty of any Pa‘cittiya ofl‘encc (492 ). This exception is not accepted by 
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the Pali Text and it seems to be an indication of leniency sanctioned by
Dharmagupta school. She cannot go to dancm'g or Sportive games of
monkeys or cocks, but she can attend a show of magic tricks arranged in a
monastery ( 493 ). '

Out of 552 pages of our text, as many as 414- pages are, as said above,
thus taken up for the treatment of the Sutta—Vibhan'ga of the Vinaya. This
clearly show:. the importance attached by San'ghabhadra to the exposition of
this part which seems to have been considered by him as the most important
part of the Vinaya. For, it was this part which contained the .rules of
behaviour ‘for the Buddhist monks and nuns and as we know from the
accounts of the Chinese pilgrims like Fa-hian, Yuan-Chwang and I-tsiug, these
pilgrims came to India. to know at first hand the rules of conduct for monks
and nuns and their practices. For, in China there was no tradition of
any kind with regard to them.

3. Khandhakas

Among the Khandhakas, our text takes notice of all the chapters of Maha'J
vagga except the chapter on Pava‘raua', which should follow the chapter
on Vassu'pana'yika‘ (517 Another interesting thing that we have to note
in this connection is that our text follows the order of chapters as given in
the Vinaya of Dharmagupta school and so it is different from that of Pali
school. From the Cullavagga, our work has taken only a few passages from
three chapters (4, 10, G) Samatha-Khandhaka,‘ Bhikkhuni-Khandhaka
and Sena‘sana Khandhaka, ‘which are respectively 16th, 17th and l9th Khan—
dhakas from the Vinaya oF-Dharmagupta school.

(a) Maha'vagga -
The first chapter of the IMaha'vagga is dealt with here at length ( 493—513

It treats of the topics like the two traders from Ukkala taking refuge with the
Buddha and his Dhamma; the subsequent threefold refuge and conversion
of one into a Sa‘manera ( novice ) by his accepting the rules of conduct ( 4-96 ) ,'
the duties of a pupil towards his teaehrer and vice-versa; persons like lepers,
Lt"ng‘s servants, robbers, debtors, slaves that cannot be converted; the story
of the Buddha visiting his father Suddhodhana at Kapilavatthu at the urgent
request of I‘La‘ludayi and consequent conversion of Ra‘hula into a Sa‘xnanera
(503—510), which led to the rule that one should not be converted into a
recluse without the permission of his parents (509). It also includes
precepts to be observed by a Sa‘man.era and a few about those that cannot be
converted, such as adragon,or one who has killed father, mother, an Arhat,
or one who has spoiled a Bhikkh'uni, or a hermaphrodite, or a man without
garments, without begging-bowl, or without a spiritual priest (upan/za‘ya)
( 5ll—13 ). After initation, the time, the season is to be noted; one’s shadow
is to be measured and the numbers of persons attending the initation—cere-
mony is to be noted. He is to be told Four Reliances“ of his henceforth life
and the grave ofic‘nces why‘h he cannot commit (513 ). The Concluding title
of the chapter is : the ‘ Khandhaka of Receiving Initiation ’ which is fotuxd
also in the Vinaya of the Dharmagupta school.

 

'Scc later, p. XLIV whcrc they are detailed.
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The second chapter on Uposatha contains a detailed discussion on
boundaries of Uposatha and boundary marks, while the third chfpter on
Vassu‘pana‘yika‘ tells us of the earlier and later Retreats of the summer-rains.
It is interesting to note here that the Chinese text often refers to the summer,
while the original Indian word is ‘rainsrv’. Evidently, the rainy season of
India corresponded substantially to Chinese summer.* Hence the Chinese
translator always uses the word ‘ summer ’.

The Chapter on Pava‘rapa' is'altogether omitted in our text.
The chapter or Cammakhandhaka narrates the story of Sona who had

hair growing on the soles of his feet. References are made to various kinds
of shoes.

The next chapter is on clothes (Civara) and details have been given of
gifts that are restricted to various kinds of fifteen bounds which are explained
in detail (520—21 ). Gifts are to be utilised according to the restrictions im-
posed by the donor. If a gift is intended for the whole San'gha, the person
who receives it should ring the bell or gong, inviting all the members of the
San‘gha to gather together and have the gift distributed among all the
members. If it is intended for an individual or a group of Bhikkhus, it is
to be utilised as per wishes of the donor. If a donor makes a gift, says our
text, to both the San'ghas of Ceylon and India, then it is distributed equally
between both the San'ghas, although one San'gha may include only five
persons and the other a large number (522 \-This chapter also includes
the story of Jivaka who treated patients on his way back home from his
teacher (519—520 ). He later became a physician of the Buddha.

The next chapter on Medicines (524—525) gives a number of trans-
literated names of medicines, or plants. The Chinese translator occasionally
mentions that a particular tree or a plant is also available in Indo—China
(452 ), or in Kuang Chou or Canton (452, 525), or not available
in China (525). It also mentions some fruits or drinks which are permis-
sible or not permissible to be taken outside the prescribed hours (526—27

The next chapter is on Kathina which describes how it is prepared. In
preparing the same, everyone should be ready to give a helping-hand and
nobody can put forth any excuse like that of one’s high attainments which would
preclude him from taking share in the same ( 529 It is to be given to him
who needs it most and if there are many of that type, it' should be given
to the senior-most among them (529

Then there is a brief discussion on l’ariva'sa and Vilanatta, which topics
are discussed in C'ul/avagga, in chapters 2 and 3 :Pa‘riva‘sika and Sammuccaya
Khandhakas. A Pfiriva'sika lihikkhu is to stay away alone observing some
prescribed practices. But he can discontinue some of these practices for the
time being if any emergency needs it. Our text mentions ( 531 ) that if any
person wants to get initiation at his hands, he may disrupt his own .usual
practices. He can give lhc initiation and come back to resume his duties.
When he has finished this period of probation, he has to remain, for six nights,

  

* Scc -.'\ppcndix; also D/mlag“pa-nirdcfa l7. 2; 1961, edited by me (Asia Publishing
House, New Delhi. 196-1),-
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alone, separated from others, away from any one whom he may speak to. At
the end of this period of six nights, he has to relinquish the duties of hia'natta in
the presence of at least one person who would testify that he had completed
his duties and then he becomes ready for restitution ( Abbha'na ), Ma'natta
is a disciplinary measure that one has to undergo for violating a
Safighfidiscsa offence. If it is' concealed thcn one has to undergo pan’aa‘m first.
The parivdsa is to be accpted for as many’days as the offence is concealed.
Marietta comes next. And when that is finished one becomes fit for restitution
( 404 ) by the San'gha consisting of at least 20 men.

The next chapter Kosambaka-khandhaka (532—33) gives us the origin
of a big quarrel that took place in the community of the Bhikkhus. A small
incident of a Bhikkhu, who had mastered only the Suite and not the Vinaya
provided an occasion for that quarrel. When he had come out of a privy-room,
he had left some water in the mug of that room. This was discovered by
another Bhikkhu who was a master of the Vinaya. The latter asked the
former whether he did not know that it was an offence. The former ad-
mitted that he did not lmow and added that if it was an offence, he was pre-
pared to confess it and express regret for it.

, The Vinaya—master asked him whether he left the water in' the mug de-
liberately. The latter said that he did not do it deliberately, upon which
the Vinaya-master assured him that under the circumstance, he was not
guilty.

Although this assurance was given, the Vinaya-master spoke to his
disciples that the sutta-ma'ster did not know this simple fact that his
action involved an offence. The same matter was discussed between the
pupils of both the masters of the Vinaya and the Sutta, which cast a reflection
on the master of the Sutta. Later, the matter was taken to the San'gha by
the master of the Vinaya (533).

The Buddha heard about this matter, but without expressing any opinion
in favour of one or the other side, he left Kosarnbi and went away, for fear
that he would be charged of partiality if he expressed his opinion in favour of
one or the other side ( 533 ).

(b) Cullavagga

Portions have been taken in our text from three more chapters of the
Cullavagga. The procedure given in Samatha—khandhaka of settling
dispute face to face or by the decision of majority is mentioned. We are
also told that the procedure of settling it by reminding a person (:ati-w'naya)
is meant for one who has destroyed the 15am: ( depravities ), or for Ana'ga'mls.
There is also the mention of deciding it by means of the use of Sdlflkd (voting-
stick). It is also interesting to note that those who are taking the voting-sticks
to the voter-Bhikkhus are shown“’to ‘be shrewd. If they find that the majo-
rity of the Blu'kkhus are choosing the voting—stick indicating a wrong choice,
they can withdraw the whole process of voting. In the meanwhile, they can
privately approach the senior Bhikkhus requesting them to malk a proper-
choice ( 53+ ).
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From the tenth chapter, Bhikkhuni-ldlandhaka, some portion is taken.
We have here the question discussed about the clTect of admitting women
into the religious organisation. The Buddha thought that their admission
would mean that the religion of the Buddha. would last for 500 years only
and so he laid down the eight gam-a'lzammr'a: (weighty injunctions) for the
Bhikkhunis which, he thought, would enable it to last for at least a thousand
years (534 ). To the question whether it would then disappear, a reply is given
that gradually its sphere would be diminishing with the final result that after
10,000 years, the Buddhist literature would perish and there would remain
only people with heads shaved and with yellowish garments on (535).

The last section is from the Sixth chapterl Sena'sana-khandhaka. The
passages given here deal with the property of the Sa‘n'gha which can be
divided and which cannot be divided. All heavy material things such as
cots, mats, vessels, agricultural implements, immovcable property such as
buildings, farms, parks,, tanks or gifts of grass, bamboos, granary, store,
caskets, or rooms cannot be divided. Only small things such as tubes of
medicines, ear-rods, combs, needles, small knives, or axes for cutting
tooth-sticks, leather shoes, umbrellas etc. can be divided (535).

The concluding title here is mis-placed. Perhaps it formed the conclu-
sion ofthe chapter on one’s duties ( 666m) corresponding to Vatta-khandhaka,
eighth chapter of Cullavagga. ‘

4. Pariva‘ra

Now we come to the last division, Pari'va‘i‘a (535-552 Here we get
stanzas from the original Vinaya text of Pariva'ra, chapter 19 on Dutiya-ga‘thi-
San'ganilta‘. We have here a very fine catechism—questions and brief
answers—on the various kinds of offences mentioned in the Vinaya. They
are very useful in that they give in one place a brief summary of the various
offences in the Vinaya. This catechism is followed by a detailed exposition
(543-552) of the same given in Smj). vii. 1380—1388. The first twenty-nine
questions and answers exeatly correspond to those given in the Pariva‘ra;
30th corresponds to 32nd and 315t to 35th.The last one described as 32nd
question is no question at all. It corresponds to the concluding stanza of
the original Pali chapter and is the concluding remark of the author. This
division also contains some inconsistencies which we have discussed towards
the end of this Introduction ( LXII ).

This suggests that our text here is very corrupt. The text comes to an
abrupt end with no concluding remarks by San‘ghabhadra. This possibly
suggests that the translator would have liked to continue but could not on
account of some unexpected difficulties, of which we have no knowledge.

Social conditions, customs and beliefs

We must remember that our text is a Chinese version of the original Sir/)1.
and so when we find in our text referezmes to the beliefs, customs and social
conditions, they may as well be to those referred to in Snpz. unless our trans-
lator introduces something new, due to his Chinese leanings.
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Here we find a reference to an Indian custom of keeping a tuft of hair
on one's head (292) until one becomes a recluse. Our text also mentions
the different ways prevalent in India‘, of paying respects to one anotheré
joining palms of hands before each other ( 410, 542, 552 ), squattm'g
before a spiritual teacher ( 414, 415 ), omr‘ ‘ putting head and face at
the feet of the person to be'respected (505-506, 519). It also mentions
that in the month of Kattika, when the rains are over and when early
drops are ready, thieves are seen moving about seeking their booty
wherever they can find it (444 ). Slaves were considered_ to be a personal
property and so it was considered to be an offence if a slave was whisked away
from his master (501 ). The Buddha seems to have been very careful to
see that his San’gha would commandl'respect and regard from the common
people and so he would not admit into the San'gha diseased people, or
people with un-becoming appearenee, which will invoke disrespect or con-
tempt from the common people. He wanted to secure sympathies of the public
and so he had to submit to the public demand thathe would not convert young
immature persons below 20 years of age and that too he would not normally
convert anybody without the permission of his parents (509). Our text
mentions some exceptions as when one is forced to give intiation to a person
under some threat of burning his monastery or when one seeks renunciation
far way from his native place where there is no possibility of securing the
permission of parents (510). The Pali text, however, allows no such exception
when it says that even after an emergency conversion, the permission of
parents is necessary ( 510n5—5 ,‘.

The lile‘ of Bhikkhus, at the time of the composition of the original
Vinaya, was a life of plain simplicity without any expectations of luxuries as
is proved by the Four Reliances’l‘ (Nissayas) to be communicated at the time
of renunciation ofa young entrant (513). In times of famine, it was very
difficult for the Bhikkhus to get alms when, as in the cities of the present—day-
India, food was rationed out on production of ration-slips of wood (sala‘kam_
lik/zilvd ) ( 128 ). The life that is projected in commentaries like Smp. had
not remained so simple. We have here a picture of Buddhist Bhikkhus living
in rich monasteries endowed with parks, fields, tanks, fisheries, and temples
of the images of the Buddha. \\’e are told that as the Bhi'kkh’us could not
themselves accept anything that savoured of the nature of precious metals
like gold or silver, or precious jewels or pearls, or they could not .put in their
mouth anything that was not given to them, they devised, even in the period
of the composition ofthc original Vinaya, a creation‘ of new posts like those

of kapjny'a-l.‘a'mka~who would make things permissible for acceptance by the
Bhikkhus—or z'cgg'a‘vacca-kara (432)—an attendant. These office-bearers accept-
ed, on behalf of an individual or the San‘gha, gifts even of gold, silver, fields,
parks, tanks, etc. and utilised them for procuring the four essential things
like clothes, food, dwelling—places or medicainents for the Bhikkhus. In times
of illness, :1 Bhikkltu was permitted to accept gliee,,l)utter, oil, honey or jag-
gery as'a part of his 111edicaments(4l‘i-). It is interesting to note that our text
says that, by way of a device, it is possible to accept gold or silver (430). So

alsoifit is accepted lin' the San'ghaprfor a temple of the image of the Buddha
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one would be guilty of only a minor offence like Dukkat,a'.Gold,silver, or pearls
may be accepted by a Bhikkhu for preparing some medicine (368).As against
this, our original Smp. declares that gold and silver are un-touchable (Smp.
iii 54-4). The monasteries are provided with not only parks and tanks,but also
with moveable properties like cots, carept‘s, large vessels, wooden furniture,
which is called heavy things ( gam—b/zan,da') and which can in no way be
divided among the inmates ( 535 ). The land or trees belonging to the monas-
teries could be let out to tenants on a hire-fee which, however, they would not
accept in the form of gold or silver. Cases are mentioned of transferring
water from one’s full tank to another that was dry through any interme-
diate tank belonging to another party (257 The watchmen of the orch-
ards were given their emoluments in the form of some trees assigned to
them, without any formal; written agreement. The orchards were also let out
to persons who would take the fruit and sell them in the open market. In
all 'cases, the interest of monasteries is to be guarded, for which, if necessary,
one has to undergo even an un-palatable action forced on one (510, 334 ).

Slavery was commonly practised even at the time of the Buddha. \Vc are
told of four kinds of slaves : (i) one born in a slave family; (ii) one obtained
by purchase; (iii) one obtained after a defeat in a battle-field and
lastly, (iv) one who has chosen to become a slave for food and clothing
( 266, 502 ). \\"e have already said above that a slave could not be initiated
into the Order of Buddhist monks, without the permission of his master. The
Buddha was also careful to see that Government of the land would in no way
be offended. The toll-tax to be paid to the Government was not allowed
to be evaded (232, 265). If any Bhikkhu would do it, he would be dealt
with according to Law, by being inflicted with even the highest punishment
of expulsion from the San'gha (265).

A case occurred of the destruction of the foetus of a woman due to the
prescription by an ignorant Bhikkhu. As a result of this we are told the Buddha
prohibited :1 Bhikldm from acting as a physician, though he could
prepare medieaments ( 329 ). A Bhikkhu was free to beg lot a sick person
milk, curds, fish and meat (474). He cannot prescribe any medicine to a
patient, but he was free to convey to another person that in a particular kind
of a disease ofa patient, such and such a medicines? used with the result
that he got cured . In Ceylon, King Vasabha‘s wil’cilxvvas cured in the same
manner, when one of her attendants heard such an indirect remmk from an
Elder Maha’paduma by name (330). He is also permitted, as said above
(xxvn—xxvln),to arrange for medicine,not only for his father and mother but
also for his other ten immediate relations such as an elder and younger brother,
cider and younger sister, elder or younger sister ofthc mother, elder and younger
brother of the father and elder or younger brother of the mother (329).
He also considers it as obligatory to arrange for' the medicament for
the parents of his spiritual preceptor, his own attendant, a wounded
soldier, or even a diseased thief. in the last two cases of which he is
perhaps prompted more by kindness or pity than by his sense of duty
(329—30 \Vhen requested by some‘ house-holder, he may recite some
sulfa supposed to have some magic effect and for that purpose to sprinkle
water over a picccof thread and give it to him, thinking that ifhc would
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not do it, the house—holder may think ill of hu'n. This scents to be a conces-
sion to the popular belief, the Bhikkhu all the time thinking that people do not
know the real Dhammafl When the king or a big house-holder is ill, and when
he is requested, he may recite a. :utla like the Ata‘na‘tiya-sutta ( 331 ). He may
not do it at his own initiative. There is' also a rcference(333) to the practice
of black magic of chasing away a spir'it by beating, while reciting a magic
:utta hk'e thc Ratana-rutta. There is also the mention of another case. A
man is possessed by a yakkha. An image of the yak/ch11 13' prepared out of
rice-flour or mud. \Vhile reciting a magic spell, if the hands, legs or neck
of the image are cut off, we are told, the same thing happens to the yak—
klxa and he dies (332).

Buddhism in early times was mainly a reh'gion of asceticism and as such
we do not find Women in general being held in high esteem. They were
considered as. impediments in the religious life of the Bhikkhus (367 ) and
were given an inferior position in the religious organisation. COurtezans
enjoyed a certain recognition in society and king‘s court. These vcnal
beauties kept with them daughters born of them, but male children were
rejected and cast away ( 519 ). The Buddha was not very much in favour of
admitting women to the organised religious life, but at the intercession of
Amanda, who espoused the request of Maha'paja‘pati Gotamai , he permitted
women into his religions organisation on the condition that they may be
subjected to eight weighty provisos ( garud/tammd ). He thought that thereby
the Buddhist religion would last at least for one thousand years, instead
of fiVe hundred years if they were admitted without such provisos. The
eight conditions are not detailed in our text, but they are implied as given
in the original Vinaya text (iv. 52). Those provisos are as follows ;——

( i ) A Bhikkhurti must pay respects to a Bhiltkh'u in spite of age-conside-
ration of any of them. '

(ii) .\ Bhikkhuni cannot stay in a place where there is no Bhikkhu to
preach to her.

(iii) A lihikkl'iuni has to approach a Bhikkhu for asking about the
Uposatha day and for religious instruction.

(iv) A Bhikkhuni has to SC‘Cure pavdrand from both the Sanghas with
regard to what is seen, heard or suspected by them.

( v) A Bhikkhuni has to secure ma'nalta at the hands of both the San‘ghas
for a fortnight.

( vi ) ’)ne aspiring to be a Bhikkhuni has to learn for two years the six
dhammas bt-fore she can get upammpaa'ti from both the San’ghas.

( vii )

( viii )
to her, by way of admonition.

A Bhiklthuni can in ‘no way abuse a Bhikkhu.

A Bhikldtuni cannot speak to a Bhikldiu, thOugh he can speak
‘

On account of these conditions, we note, they are given an inferior
position in the religious organisation. Howsocvcr old a Bhikkltuni may be,
she has to pay respects to even the youngest Bhikkhu, wherever she meets him;
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Before being admitted as a Bhikkhuni, she has to be on a probation, as
it were, for two years as a Sikkhama'na" (33nl ). Then she can become a
Bhikkhuni. Even when she is to be admitted as a Bhikkhuni, she has to under-
go the initiation-ceremony at the hands of not only the Bhikldiuni-San'gha
but also of the Great San'gha, that is, the" Bhikkhu-San'gha.» Even when she
is admitted as a full-member of the San'gha, she labours under certain dis-
abilities. There are restrictions on her movements. She cannot remain,
alone or go alone in a town, but must be accompanied by some one else. She
has to seek religious instruction from a Bhikkhu. Even when she goes into a
summer-retreat, she is careful to see that there is' at least one Bhikkhu, who
would give her religious instruction. Rules about her residence, clothing,
food, movements are many more. As we have shown above( XVI), the rules
of the Bhikldiuni-Pa‘timokkha are 311 instead of 217 of Bhikkl'iu-Pa'timokkl'ia.
Taking into consideration the social conditions at the time of the Pitaka‘s,
some of the rules can be justified in, the interest of the personal security
of Bhi'kkliuii'is, as otherwise there was danger to the security of life and
chastity, as we have seen above from the instance of Uppalavanna‘, whose
chastity was violated, when she was living alone in her cottage, by a rogue
who was lying concealed below her cot (210). Lacking in knowledge, an
ordinary Bhikldiunl had to ask a Bhikkhu about the Uposatha days and
had.to seek a religious admonition from a Bhikkhu. The Bhikkhum's are
described as very fond of a religious preacher who has a good sonorous
voice and has a flow of speech: for, remarks athe author, the Bhikkhunis
are more attached to voice (460). A Bhikkhuni, like a Bhikk’hu, is not
permitted to see the fights of bulls, or of rams, but she can see magic tricks
exhibited in a monastery.

Religious Life and Organisation

The first step in accepting a religious life of the Buddha is to shave ofl'
one’s head and accept the Three Refuges from a spiritual priest (upajflzfya)
( 495 ). After this he is prescribed the observance of the ten rules of conduct:
He has to abstain from ( l ) killing, (2) theft, (3) violation of celibacy,
(4-) falsehood, ( 5 ) intoxicating drinks, ( 6 ) eating food‘ after mid-day, ( 7 )
singing, dancing and indecent shows, or fights like those of cocks and rams,
( 8 ) wearing garlands of flowers or using scents, ( 9 ) high, broad and costly
beds and lastly, ( 10 ) accepting gold and silver. He has thus become
a recluse but is not entitled to a membership of the Buddhist San'gha.

When his conduct is found to be satisfactory, then he can aspire to be-
come a Bhikkhu by undergoing a formal ceremony of initiation (upasam-
fluid) for which he has to find ‘out a spiritual priest, clothes and a begging-
bowl. This is done in a formal meeting of the San'gha consisting of at least ten
Bhikkhus. The proposal ofadmitting him in the San'gha, is made by a Bhikkhu
of at least ten years standing. ’It is repeated three times and when there is no
one to object to that proposal, it is taken as sanctionedThis official act is
called 77a[Ii-calmtl/m-kamma, an act in which the proposal forms the fourth
item (498—99 ). When this is done, he has to measure his shadow. He is
also told the season, the time and the number of Bhikkhus present at the
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meetting of the San'gha. He should also be told that in his henceforth life he
has to depend upon four basic Reliances (nitryaa 513) which, however, are
not detailed in our text. But in the original Vinaya. text (i. 95—96), they
are. given thus :—-( i ) that for his food he may not be holding any expecta-
tions of reccving anything higher than what he gets in the aims dropped
in his begging-bowl; (ii) for Clothes anything more than garments made
ofuscless cast-off rags; (iii) for his residence anything better than the base
of tree; and (iv) for medicine anything richer than urine and dung (say
ofa cow If he gets anything better than these, they should be considered
as‘something extra, upon which one does not count.

When he has thus accepted the religious life, he has to be careful to see
that he observes everything-that has been commended by the Buddha and
to 'see that he does not do anything which has been prohibited by him. His
life is meant for the good of the vast masses, for their happiness and for
showm'g compassion towards them. He observes all the rules of Pa‘timokkha
expounded in the Sutta-vibhan‘ga which has formed a substantial part of
our-volume. _He observes normally 4- or 6 * Uposathas, which are days
set apart— 8th, 14th or 15th of each fortnight— for special religious observ-
a'nccs, even for lay people. On these days there is the recitation by the
Bhikkhus of the rules of Pa‘timokkha and the declarationef purity after a
previous" confession of offences that can be thus atoned for. In the months
of the rainy season, he confines himself to one place with a roof on the top.
This period of residence in the rainy season (vamdvdm) begins on the 16th
day of the Indian montha Asa'lha. This is called the Earlier Retreat.
But those who cannot joinl‘the San’gha in their Earlier Retreat, may join a
month later i.e. on the 16th day of ‘Sr" 'aga ’ This period of Retreat
which is to be spent as ‘ extraordinarily holy ’ is terminated by a ceremony
called Great Paua‘razzri at the end of three months, on the full-moon day of
Aévina '( 221 ). Those who have joined the later Retreat have their Pava‘ranfi'
on the Full Moon day of Ka'rtika (ka’ttika ). This Pava'rana‘ ceremony
is the ceremony of begging pardon of each other for any faults of commission
or omission, during the period of Retreat, before the Bhikkhus go out for
their travel after rains. Nine kinds of Uposathas and. nine kinds'of
Pava'rana's held on special occassions are also mentioned (481-482 )., After
the completion of the period of Earlier Retreat, on the next day is the
ceremony of preparing by Bhiltkhus a Kathina garment—a garment of
coarse cloth, cut, sewn and dyed, within one day out of material
presented by lay-men. It is prepared for the San'gha who, in turn,
presents it to the senior-most among those who need it most. This is accom-
panied by large gifts of clothes from the laity to the Bhikkhus. This ceremony
is ‘observed in the company of all the Bhikldius in a parish ( 528-31 ). Except
for the_p_criod of rainy season, the Blu'kkhus are expected to be always on the
move, from village to village 1', and from town to town doing preaching to

 

"‘ See page 459 note

i 1’ Incidentally we are told that iflhcx‘c is even one house as in a Malaya village (229).
it is called A village which has no market-place. ll' :1 place has .1 market, it is a town
(521).
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the laity and seeking food from them. While dealing with the laity, there
are likely to be some offences for which they should be on their guard, I

One who has murdered his parents, an Arhat, one who has spoiled
a Bhikkhum", a hermaphrodite, or people‘who are suffering from fell diseases
or from deficiencies of sense-organs, debtors, slaves, king’s servants, or
robbers cannot be admitted to the Buddhist San'gha. '

The San’gha 15' the highest Governing Bodyof the Bhikkhus and they are the
final authority in ofi‘cnces which are referred to them. In San’gha‘disesa offences,
the San'gha may inflict on the defaulter the punishments of Pariva‘sa and
Ma‘natta which have been already explained above (xxxvn—xxxvm ). After
undergoing these punishments, one becomes ready for re-habilitation. Other
lower offences can be atoned for by confession with regret and promise not
to commit those offences again. The Para‘jika' is the only offence for which
there is no remedy. The Vinaya-master is naturally the person who helps
by his expert knowledge of the Vinaya in arriving at a correct decision.

Every Bhikkhu has to see that the San‘gha is respected and obeyed and
he has to make every endeavour to make it stronger, richer, and united. The
gifts intended for the San'gha cannot be diverted for the personal use of any
single individual-member. He has also to see that no damage is done to
Sangha’s property in the monasteries. He has to observe the rules about
bounds — fifteen of which are mentioned here ( 520—21 ) — about garments
including the Kathina garment, in the preparation of which everybody has
to give a helping hand, no matter how high his attainments be. (529

The afla‘irs of the San'gha are decided by the San‘gha and if there are any
matters of dispute, they are to be decided either by speakm’g face to face with
the defaulter, or by the opinion of a majority. "Reminding a person of his
obligations ’ is a method to. be used only in the case of higher persons like
those who have destroyed the flaw: or the Ana'ga‘mis. Our text does not
mention other methods of settling disputes detailed in the original Vm'aya
(ii. 150—192 ). The persons who are in charge of passing round the 50.16/56:
(voting-sticks) for ascertaining the opinion of the San'gha are to be very
skilful. If they foresee greater chances of any matter being decided unlawfully,
they can withdraw the sala‘ka‘s and say that the :ala'ka’s will go round on the
next day and in the meanwhile they may speak to the elders and see that the
lawful decision of the right kind is assured. If there is a split in the San'gha,
then the heavy property like the farms, parks, tanks, wells and other heavy
moveable properly of the San’gha like cots, mats, or big vessels, agricultural :,
implements cannot be divided; only small thu'igs can be divided (525). J

Variations from the Pali text

( 1 ) Now we have a general idea of the contents of this Chinese version.
In the earlier chapters of this volume, we find a very close resemblance
to the Pali text, the difference being limited to minor points. ( i ) The list ofthc
Teachers of Vinaya given in the Smp. 1'. 62—63 differs slightly from that of the
Chinese version, the Pali text revealing some additional names not found in
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the Chinese list. We do not get in the Chinese list (2.10 a«10b : 42-43 )*
the names of Na‘gatthera (coming after Ka'lasumana), Phussa (coming after
Upatissa ), Upa‘li (coming after Puppha) and Tissa, Puppha, Cu‘ljbhaya
and Tissa (between Abhaya and. Cal-adeva towards the end of the list).
For Buddharakkhita ( after Na‘gatthera ), the-Chinese text reads Dhammarak-
khita. In the list of the kings of India and their years of reign, the only
difference that is noticed is that the Chinese text does not mention (2.16a
b: 51) the number ofyears of the reigns of A'ja’tasattu and Udayabhadda and.
that the years of reign of Anti-ruddha and Munda are eight in each case, while
the Pali text reads eight—the PTS edition wrongly reads aft/za‘rara—for
both the km'gs. The account of the Three Councils and missions sent by
Asoka agrees fairly well withthat in Snip.

(2 ) In the Pali text we find frequent mention of the names of months
counted according to the S'aka system of _Indian Calender. The.Chinese text
mentions only the numerical order of the corresponding month according
to the Chinese calmder and we find some confusion in this respect. For
Vesa“kha in one place we have ( l.lb. 7 : 2) the second month and in another
we have the third month ( 2.21 .a. 4 : 54 ). Jettha- is referred to as the fourth
month ( 15.31.).5 : 4'43 ). The day fater the full—moon day of Aflsa‘lha is called
the sixteenth day of the fifth month ( l7.l2a.7 :517 ). Pubba-Ixa’ttilta' (i.e.
Assayuja) is called the eighth month (3.11b.10 : 71 Kattika is called
in one place ( 3.22:2 : 61 ) the eighth month, while in another place ( 3.122..
2 : 71; 15.1313. 4—5 2 44-32 it is referred to as the ninth month. 'Kattika-
nakkhatta-kila‘ is mentioned on the ninth day of the ninth month (6.3b
9 : 149 ) and Full—moon day of Kattika is mentioned as the fifteenth day of
the ninth month ( 5.27b. lO : 143 ), while in 5.271). 6—7 : 142 it is said that the
Buddha finishing the Pava'ran_§ ceremony ( the festival of taking leave before
departing on tour in the country ) goes out after the fifteenth day 0 f the ninth
month. Kattika is mentioned as the last month of the ( Chinese ) summer
i.e. the period of Vassa ( 14. 14a. 10 : 419 ). Phnssa is called the eleventh
month (52821.2 : 143 ). It appears that according to this text, the month
Commenced with the first day of the bright half‘( 17.12a. 7 : 517 ), as the
first day after the Full-moon day of Asafllha is mentioned in the same place
as the sixteenth day of the fifth month and the day after the next Full-
moon day is the sixteenth day of the sixth month. The Chinese text
observes that according to the basic text of the Indian Vm'aya, these
days are the days of the Pubba-vassa‘va‘sa and Pacchima-vassa‘va‘sa,
the earlier and later Retreats. The bright half of Kattika (Smp. i202) is
mentioned as the first fortnight of the ninth month ( 6.3b.10 : 419 ). Barring
the mention of Vesa'kha as the 2nd month, and of Kattika as the 8th month
in one place ( there is a variant ‘ ninth ’ ), we may say that the Chinese trans-
lator is consistent, when we bear in mind that the Chinese year commenced
-—__-—_-———T-——~__—_————-——..r _— f . r . u

' We have given here double reercncc. The ormer gives rcemncc to the ortglnal
Chinese text—Book, folio a (obverse) or b (reverse) and column, given in the margin of
our translation. The figure following the colon sign after this gives the number of the page
of this' volume. This will enable the readers to locate passages in the original Chinese text
also, both of the block-mint edition and 'l'nisho edition (refewncc to which is also gixun in
the margin immediately below).
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with the first day of the bright half of Phagguna and that the month of
the Chm'esc year commenced, like the month of the Saka era, with the
bright half. In some parts of India to the north of the Narmada‘ river,
except in Bengal, the system ofVikrama S_am_vat prevails, and accordm'g to.'
that system the month begm’s with the dark~hal£ The writer of Vimati-
m'nodam', a sub-commentary on Smp., was an inhabitant of south India. While
commenting on Pathma-ptitipada-divase (Smp. i.97 ), he refers to the loom-
mencement of the month in India after the Full-Moon day, while in
Ceylon, he says, it commenced after the New~Moon day. But as far as the
Chinese translator is concerned, the commencement of the year was after
the New—Moon day, on the first day of the bright half ofPhagguna”. It may
be noted in this connection that in India in ancient times, the new
year did commence after the Full-Moon day of Pha'lguna. To
support this, the late Shri S. B. Dikshit in his History of Indian
Astronomy1 (p. 135 ) quotes a'passage from Taittiriya Brahmana ( i. i. 2 ) :

Esa‘ vai jahganya‘ ra‘trih, san_zvatsarasya yat Pu‘rve-P/mlguni ......
Ego” vai prathama’ ra'tn'_h sarpvakararya yad Uttare—P/zalgrmi ......

“ The night of the Full-Moon day of Pu'rva-Phalguni2 asterism. is the
’ last night of the year, while that with Uttara-Phalguni asterism is the first

of the year”. This' agrees with the commencement of Caitra month ac-
cording to Sam,vat system after the Full-Moon day of Pha‘lguna.

( 3 ) There are differences in items ofenumerated technical terms. The
ascetic practices of purification ( d/zutagunfi) are given in this text ( 6.18a.
10 : 167 ) as only twelve, while the Pali tradition is ofthirteenfl The Kammat-
tha'nas are given as 30 instead of Pali 32, while the a'rammanas are 38 instead
of 40 of ViSuddhimagga, though other commentaries also give the same
number 38. The number of chapters of Khandhaks of the Vinaya given
here ( 1.9a, 5 : 10) is 23 instead of Pali 22. Books of the If/mddaka-m'kdya
as given here ( l.9b. 3 : ll ) are 14, _whilc the Pali text gives it as fifteen.
The number of the sfitras of the Dirgha‘gama and Madhyama'gama are here
( 1.9a. 6-7 : 10 ) given as 44 and 252 instead of Pali 34 and 152 respectively.
The Dhammakkhandhas as given here ( 1.8a. 9 : 9 ) are 80,000 though else-
where ( 12611.4» : 30 ) the number is 84,000 agreeing with the Pali tradition.
The Maha‘vattas here ( 10.24a.10 : 300 ) are four as against fourteen 1n' Pali
( Sam. iiAlS Instead of thirteen kinds of samanublza‘ranfi ( expostula-
tion ), the Chinese text has only ten ( 9,313.7 : 242 ).

It is also noticed that where the Chinese text gives a smaller number,
the Pali text gives an exaggerated number. In one place (4.1a.3 : 76 ) the
number of the Bhikkhus given in the Chinese text is only 1,000

‘ See Appendix.
1 Bluratyi’a JyotLhMflra (in Marathi), pp. 135, 381. See the important correction of

note 10—12 on p. 443 in “Cormctions and Additions." '
2 See Appendix for full understanding of-the correspondence of months between

Chinese Calendar and Indian Calendar, both according to the guitar and Samvm systems.
3 In this connection see my paper in Indian Historical Quamrl)l on this subject, vol. - xiii.

pp. 44-51, also see Blade. 1'). 5. n. 3.
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while the l’ali text has 60,000 ( i.102 The same thing is noted Iwith regard
to the measurements of the various’world—systems, or of the mountains, or of
the earth (41.10b.11a : 88). The period of years of recollection by the‘ 81
Maha'-sa'vakas and the two foremost disciples ( agga-sdzld'k/I ) is 10,000 (5.63:
117) while Pali text has 100,000 (i.161 ~The smallest mandala of the jam:-
{Jada-afflict: of the Buddhas is here 100 yojanas, while in the Pali text it is 300.
In another place ( 15.7b.8 : 435 ), the Chinese text reads ten yjo'anm, while
the Pali text has more than a hundred (iii. 686). Even the measurements
ofa-room as given in the Pali text are 60 X 3 or 4- while the Chinese text has
only 6 x 4 cubits, which the context shows to be more reasonable ( 13.8a.
8—9 : 379). The Pali terms of accusation against a mendicant ascribed to
Malla‘patlumatthera (iii.596) are wider than those in Chinese ( 13.19a.9—
19b. 2 : 392).

(4) The difference between these two texts is also noted in connection
with the interpretation of words or expressions. The Pali expression sa’u/zaqz
J‘abyafijaizmgz is explained as su-art/zmgz and sa—yuan‘janagz following Buddhist
Sanskrit texts, although the Pali interpretation as smart/Lag; and :a-yva'Tjazqu
is also given as an alternative interpretation (4.1_6b. 4—6 : 96). The famous
stanza from Dhammapada ( i. 53) : anekajdti-m_rma‘mn_i sand/za‘vissan; anibbisa/gz
quoted in Smp. i.17 is given here with the reading a—nibbidam_ for a-nibbixarp
( 1.8b.5 : 9n10 ). The Chinese text ( 4.22b.10 : 105 ) observes in connection
with the interpretation of [iii and mic/la — ‘ if there is pitz' there is suklza;
and if there is :uk/za there is piti also,’ which is inconsistent with the Pali :
‘ jail/1a .tu/s/zazgz tall/La 12a nyz'atnato [Ii-ti (i.l45 ). The Chinese word corres-
ponding to sampasddana is given as c/zing, which is explained as ‘ without
impurity ’, (4. 24a. 6 : 106) while the Pali explanation is ‘ faith ’. In-
stead of Pali Kalandlaka-niva‘pa, this text uses the Chinese expression which
is given in the le'alLa'vyulpatti' (4138 Sakaki’s edition) as an equivalent of
Kalandaka-niva‘m (13. 21a. 5 : 394; 13. 24b. 6 .' 398), although in
another place (6. 3a. 10—6. 3b. 4- : 148) the text does give the story of
Kalandaka-niva‘pa, as given in Smp. (iii. 575) and in other Pali commen-
taries like that on A/[jaj"lzima-m'ka‘ya. The Chinese text explains the word
kalmzdaka as a mountain-rat, which is evidently the same as a squirrel ( 6. 3n.
,5 : 148). Any way this suggests that it does not adopt the reading
Kalantaka—niva‘sa found in other Buddhist textsl, where kalanlaka is explained
as a ‘ birdl. While explainu’lg the word Dhamma, the Chinese text limits
( 15. 163.. 3 : 447) it to what was recited at the First Council ( San'giti ),
while the Pali text refers to all the three San'gitis. This is said in connection
with reciting the Dhamma to an tin-initiated person.

(5) The Chinese version takes hiettiya-Bhummajaka as one person
(13. 1313. 2—3 : 385; 13. 19b. 9 : 393), while according to Smp. iii. 579,
they are two different persons. "The same thing is noted in connection
with Mettiya«Bhummajaka Bhiklchuni» (13. 14a. lO—Hb. l : 386; 13. 20.1.
1—3 : 393) deemed as one person, while the corresponding l’ali text reads

1. L. See Rockhill’s Lfic of (IV. Budd/m, pp. 4344; also Art/iapada.;u-h.a (Vishvablwrmi
Studies, originally printed in Vt'J/lvallhamti Alma/5 ( 191-5, 1950 ), pp. 54-, 78, beginning of
chapters 7 and 10 ).
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INTRODUCTION XLIX

only Mettiya‘ (iii. 582). Similarly, Pandu-Lohitaka, another pair from
Chabbaggiya Bhikkh‘us, is taken here as one individual ( 14. lb. 3, 5 :' 402).
The mischievous group of Chabbaggiyafihikkhus consists, according to Pali
tradition, of three pairs : Assaji-Punabbasuka, Mettiya-Bhummajaka" and
Pan-du-Lohitaka‘ (iii. 614). Mahdyvuptatti; however, gives the following
six Nanda, Upananda, Punarvasu, Chanda, Asvaka and Uda‘yi.
Another Chinese translation of a Hinaya‘na text of Vinaya (Shangahi ed.
vol. 3, p. 23a 1—2 of the Chinese Tripitaka) gives the name Mi-to-lo-Fu-mo
( Mettiya-Bhummajaka ) as one Bhikkhu. The 5th vol. 'of the same Vinaya
edition, 3lst chapter, 1—3a, gives two separate names P’an-cha and Lu-chia
for Pandu and Lohitaka. Thus it appears that traditions varied in this
respect and our Chinese translator was influenced by a tradition different
from that of Pali.

(6) The Chinese text reveals some other variations which are obviously
due to mis-understanding of the original meaning. Salla anumyi, seven
latent evil tendencies, is wrongly translated (4. 14b. 4' : 93) as ‘ evil
tendencies of living beings’ following the oft-found Sanskrit rendering
saltva-anus’aya’iz. The Pali word salla, as the context clearly shows, is
used in the sense of sapta, seven, and not sattva', a living-being. In the
expression nava-salla-[)Etubh6va-dinhi, heresy of the birth of a new being, the
Chinese translator mis-understands nava as nine (5. 7a. 10 : 119). So
also in 18. 9b. 6 : 538 there is a mis-undcrstanding (of navaka, a group of nine,
as new. Vohdra, speech, is mis-interpreated as d/ia‘ra, food (18. 12a. 10 :
540; 18. 12b. 3 : 540). The word pasaka‘ra, a weaVer, is misunderstood
in the sense of a carrier of messages, a messenger ( 7. 7b. 8 : 186). The
Word Makkatalta' in Makkatakasutta (wrongly read in PTS edition as
Makkatfi-sutta) is mis—understood as makkata, a monkey ( 1]. 5a. 3 : 310 )'
m'stead of ‘a spider.’ For atthamrise mkk/zmalz’ka-vatl/m (iii. 604-) the Chinese
translator gives an intepretation which suggests that he has mis-under
stood apt/2a as add/1a or addha, half ( 13. 21b 8 : 395 In the passage
Ka'levare six-savifiz'mhi sa-manake, the last word seems to be confused with sama/Ja
(4.9a 1—10 : 86) and so the whole expression becomes senseless. What
is intended to convey is: “ In this body accompanied by mind that perceives".
Pa71“‘n"6n_a is confused with pariah? (7. 9b. 8 : 189; 7. 12b. 1 z 192). In the
expression yet/16ru‘pam. na‘ma, nEma is mis—undcrstood and incorrectly render-
ed (9. la. 4 : 239n2 ). Patz'ysava is nus-understood and incorrectly renderd
by ‘hearing’ instead of ‘promise’ (9. 3a. 5 .' 242n7 ). Vi'sativassdyuko
is wrongly translated as 2,000 years old instead of 120 years old (10. llb. 3 :
318n11). The Chinese author could not know the exact meaning of
cimra-varpsa, the bamboo suspended from the roof, and so he translates it
as cloth-stand ( 9. 8b. 4- : 249nl4- ) Pamzab/zdri is explained ( 1. 16b. 6 : 20n30 )
as ‘having attained a high position ’ instead of the Pali interpretation of
palitabhdm‘, ‘with the load taken- down.’

(7) It is noted that our Chinese version contains some material not found
in Smp. The account of the foundations-of Sa‘vatthi and Vcsa‘li, not given
in Smj). is found here ( 12. 16a. 6f? .' 355; 10. 111). 10—10. 13b. 10 : 285—87),
obviously taken from some other commentaries. The story of Cu“1_a-panthaka

iv
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is given here (16. la; BE 2 463—67) in full. Passages not found in the
Smp. but found .in the original Vinaya are also traced here. For'instance,
we find'hcre ( 16. 41). 3—4- : 4-67) the mention of Dcvadatta, Kharldadeviyfi
putta, Kol-za'lilm, Katamoraka-Tissa in the introductory story of Pfieittiya
29 of the BhiLk'hu-vibhan'ga Also in 16. 14b. HT : 483—84 ) we find a passage
which corresponds to that in the Sutta-vibhan‘ga on Pa'eittiya 83 ‘about ten
dangers in entering the king's palace. We have already noted above
(XXXV) that among the Sekhiya rules of decorum we have rules taken
by the translator from Dharmagupta Vinaya. '

(8) There are some variations due to some deliberate changes made by
San‘ghabhadra (a) on account of his being influenced by the Vinaya of
Dharmagupta school; or (b) on account of some interpolations made
during the course of transmission in China, while preparing new copies
of the text.

(3) Influence of Dhnrmagupta school“

The influence of Dhaimagupta school is noticed in several points of
eontsa.cta between our text and the CaturvargiLu-Vinaya of the Dharma-
gupta school. _

(i) Pali Smp.‘ uses the word Nika‘yas for the divisions of the Sutta—
pitaka, while our text uses the word Agamas which had become current in
the literature5—° of the various schools of northern Buddhism.

 

" Based on a note from Prol‘. A. Hirakawa.
3. Of the relationship between Shan-Chicn—p’i—p'o—sha and the Caturvargika—Vinnaya

Prof. M. Nagai had made a detailed study; but Prof. A. l-Iirnkawa added new material
and investigated into the problem more deeply. M. Nagai, Shan—Chien-p’i—p'o—sha to
Samant—po'sa’dika‘ to no Taisho Kenx'yu (Nanpo Shodcn Butten no Kenkyu, Tokyo,
1936, 1—54 ).

4. Sm). i. 26-27. . ,
5. 'I‘aislw 'l‘ripitaka, Vols. I, II; L Renou ct J. Filliozat, L’indc_classiquc, Tome II.

p. 418) Hanoi 1933; Chinese translation ot the Dirgha'gamu ('1‘. 1) had been transmitted
by Dharmaguptu school and Chinese M'adhyamu'gama ( T 26) and Sam_yukt8'gama (T. 99)
had been transnn'tted by. Sarvu‘stiva‘da school; Thic Minh Chou, a Vietnamian monk,
also ascribes Madhyamfigama to that school. (The Chinese Madhyama‘gama and the Pali
Majjhima Niko'ya, The Saigaon Institute of Higher Buddhist Studies, p.18ff'). Another
version of the Saniyukm‘gama ( T. 160 ) is said to belong to Kn's’yapiya school. Japanese
Buddhist teacher Hodo" ( 1740—1770) maintained this theory, and Ch. Akanuma supported
it. (Ho‘dO, Kuslmron—Kciko, T. 2252, vol 64,1). 446a; Ch. Aknnuma, Bukko Kyotcn Shiron.
Nagoya, 1939, p. 49. ) Recently Prof. K. Mizuno, however, has inferred that this Kgumn
should rather belong to one of the two schools, namely, Dhamiagupta or Mahléésaka
(Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies, vol. xviii, No. 2, p. 41“. ). Next Chinese Ekotta—
ra'gama (T. l25) has been considered to belong to Mahfi-san‘ghika school, but Prof.
Hirakawn's studies have led him to the Conclusion that this tliculy cannot be maintained.
He rather thinks that no school can he considered for certain to be responsible for
transmission of this A—gama. (Cf. Hir’aknwn, Shoki Daijobukkyo no Kcnkyu, pp.
( 28-46 l.’ "' ‘

6. l3. Lamuttc, Histo'c du buddhisme indicn, pp. 165—171, Louvain, 1958; In the
hiaho’prajn‘n”pix-(imitfi—updcsa—sn’su‘a of Nu‘gu‘U'uiia, the .S‘u‘tra—pitaka is divided into forlr
Kgamas ( ’1'. lSUJ‘, 1). 69¢, lines 5—6; E. Lamotte, Le lraite de la grande vertu dc sagesse,
Term: 1, p. lUB, Louvain 19‘”; M. Saigusa, Studicn zuin Maha‘prajn‘ipi-ramilfi—upndesa—
(aura, pp 17—435, Tokyo, 1919).

._.......——.._._.._.___._———
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I (ii) Our author is wavering between 92 Pa'cittivasw of Pali Smp. (8)
and 90 of the Dharmagupta school, which numbcrhhe mentions in two
places (389, 445). Maha‘san‘ghika and ’Upa‘Ii-paripgccha' support the number
92,‘ while the number 90 is SupporfEd :‘by Caturvargika, Dasabhinfivfira,
Mala-Sarva'stiva'da and Ka‘éyapiya Vl'na'ryas7.

(iii) The order of some of the Pa‘eittiya rules from 85—91 of Smp. is
disturbed and we have rules given (485—86) in the order followed‘by the
Caturvargika—Vinaya. Similar change 'is also noticed in the order of the
San‘gha‘disesa rules in the Bhikkhuni-Vibhan‘ga (491). Besides our text
gives no explanation, although the Smp. doesB (485—86, 491—92).

(iv) Among the Sekhiya rules in our text, we find 24 rules inserted
(481-82), which are not found in the S7721). They are borrowed from the
Caturvargika-Vinaya of the Dharmngupta school (S'aiksya-dharmas 60—85,
barring 64 and 69)”. They deal with one’s behaviour towards a stu’pa or
an image of the Buddha. But in No. 85 of the Caturvargika Vinaya or
Pra‘timoksa, there is no mention of the image of the Buddha as we have in
our text. In its place there is the mention of a slu‘jm.10

(v) As against ten kinds of semen mentioned in Sill/L (iii.112),'our
text mentions seven kinds of semen (356). Pan‘mvnrgika mentions ten kinds,
.Maha'san‘ghika eight kinds, Das’abha"_nava‘t'a and \i411‘la-Sarva'stx'vfidins five
kinds. Caturvargika alone mentions seven kinds.11

(vi) The eight calamities mentioned- in‘pur text (455) correspond to
those of Cat-urvargika-Vinaya”, while the original Pali has nothing corres-
ponding to the same.

(vii) Our text mentions thirteen difficult persons (510), who cannot
have proper conduct, even if they are initiated. Pali Vinaya mentions13
several persons who cannot be given initiation into the order of Buddhist
Bhikkhus. Caturvargika-Vinaya mentions twenty-three persons under this
category, divided into two groups—one of ten and the other of thirteen

 

Ga. 5111/). iv. 735-885.
7. E. \Valdschmidt, Bruchstu"ehe dcs Bhiksuni—Pra‘limokga dcr Sarva'stiva‘dins;

Leipzig, 1929, S, 53—70; W. Pachow, A Comparative Study of the Pra'tixnoltsa, Appendix;
A._Hirakawa, Ritsuzo no Kcnkyu. Tokyo, 1960, p. 434.

8. Smj). iv. 882-35. 1

9. Caturvargika-Vinaya, '1‘. 1428, 1). 710b, line 8~712b,1inc 21; Two Pra'timoksn
smras, T. 1429, p. 1021b line 27—c. line 28; T. 1430, p. 1029b line 4' R”.

10. Cnturvargika—l’ra'timoksa-su‘tra, T. 1429, P. 1021c. lines 19, 27; T. 1430, p. 1029b,
line 22, c.1inc 1. But in Carurvargika—Vinaya, No. 77 of Saiksadharma (T. 1428, 711e
line 2l ) is in accordance with Prd’timoksa. But No. 85' of Caturvargika (1'). 712b, lines
hie-28) was changed into an item concerning a Sal/m of the Buddha. There is no
mention of an image of the Buddha. In this case the older form should be the one
mentioning the :lu“pa.

ll. Our Trans. p. 316, note 16; Vin. iii. “‘2; T. 1421, 13. 10c, line 4; T. 1425,11. 263b,
line 29; T. 1435, 1). Mb, line 29—c. line I; T. 1442, p. 681a, line 29; T. 1428 p. 579 c,
lines 3—4.

12. T. 1428,17. 823a, lines 2-4.
13. Vin. 1'. 86—91
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who are called “d1’>flicu‘lt".1‘ Evidently our text borrows this term from
Caturvargika-Vinaya.

(viii) Instead of the title Maha‘khandhaka of the first chapter of the
Mahavagga in Pali (Smp. v. 1034), our text reads the ‘Khandhaka of reCeiv-
ing initiation" which title is exactly found in 'the corresponding portion
of Caturvargika-Vinaya.” The title of the same in other Vinayas does not
agree with it.“

(ix). The explanation of an elephant-command as given in our text is
different from that of Smp. but agrees with that of Caturvargika-Vinaya."

(x);,-,Our text mentions (518) AV-lo-h' shoes which are also found in
Caturvargika—Vinaya." ' -

(xi) ‘ The transliteratiOns ‘of the names of various medicines or medical
plants are noticed in the same form in Caturvargika-Vinaya.“

(xii) San‘ghabhadra being more familiar with Sanskrit terminology
accepts (358) for the Pali word San’gha‘disesa the 4mslite,ration Sang-kh-
p’o-sc-sa, which corresponds to San‘gha‘vaéesa in Sanskrit and which was
accepted first by Daéabha'nava‘ra.” This .iands him into the difficult and
absurd situation of explaining [2"0 (aua) as a“di, beginning.‘ This is perhaps
due to the undue influence of Caturvargika'-Vinaya, which along with
Da§abha'r,1ava‘ra and Pancavargikan-Vinaya, accepts that term. Dasabha'n,a-
va'ra and Mfila-Sarva‘stiva‘da Vinaya interpret San‘gha‘vaéesa as meanin'g :
“There is remnant in the San’gha”.22 Pancavargika-Vinaya also states that
it has the meaning of “remnant”.23 Caturvargika-Vinaya gives no_etymo-
logical interpretation. Our‘xlext follows the interpretation given above as
is evident from the use of an alternative which is an equivalent. of San'gha
and avasesa (213). At the time of San'ghabhadra the word must have
already gained currency in China and so he accepted the same without
minding the incogruous situation pointed out above. The. Vin‘aya of

rsa.

14. T. H28. p. 814e, lines 11—17. But in Caturvargika—Vinaya, this 13' named as the
thirteen difficult objects ( vaslu ).

15. T. 1128,13. 7793, line 4.
16. The names of the various chapters in the Skandhakas of the various Vm'ayas

are given in Prof. Frauwallner’s work (E. Frauwallner, The Earliest Vinaya and the
Beginning: of Buddhist Literature, Roma, 1956, p. 1783' ). Cf. A. Hirakawa, Ritsuzo no
Kcnkyu, 1960, p. 631.

17. T. 1428, p. 845a, line 18.
18. T. H28, p. 84721, line 7.
19. T. 1428, pp 866C. line 24—867b, line, 23.
20. T. 14-35, 1'). 14b, line 101i'; M. L. Finot, Le Prdtimoksa-sfitra dcs Sal‘va‘stividins.

JA. 1913, nov-dcc, p. 479 etc.; A. C. Banerjee, Mfilasarva'stiva‘da Pra‘timoksa—siitra p. 9ctc,
21. T. 1428, p. 599 b line 12 etc. T. 1425, p. 262 c, line 3 etc; T. 1421, p. 10b, Im‘e 13

ztc.,' Shan Clxicn. T. 1462. p. 760 a, line 29 etc.
22. T. H35, 1). 14b linc ll;T. 1442pp. 681b, lines 6—8.
23. T. 1421, p. 10 c, lines 2-3. ‘I
24. Gustav Roth, Blu‘ksun,i-Vi'naya and Blu'kIu—prakirn,aka and Notes on the

language, (Journal of the Behar Research Society, vol. LII, parts 1—4», jan—Dcc. 1966, p.
43 ); W. Pachow, the Pra‘timokga-su"tra of the h'ialla'san'ghikas, Allahabad, 1956, p' 3. Also
our Trans. p. 210M).
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Maha‘san‘glu'kas“ and that of Sa'mmitiyas accept the term San‘gha‘tisesa where
also the sense of ‘rcmnant ’ is lingering. The interpretation given by the
Mahasan'ghikas does not appear to be sound when it says: “San‘g-kia means
four Pa‘ra‘jika‘s and p’o-se-sa indicates that these transgressions have their
remnants which may be decided by the act of the San'gha”.25 How can
one accept this interpretation of the word San'gha P The Pali interpreta-
tion already given above ( XVI ) seems to be more reasonable.

(I) ) Interpolations’“ '
There appear to be some marginal remarks by pupils creeping into the

body of the text. We often have in our text the use of the word Teacher
(Lit. Dhamma—master, Fa-shih). This word used by the Translator San'gha-
bhadra often refers to the author of the original Smp.++ It is also used for
a‘carjz'a (172), a recognised teacher of the Dhamma, as in ficaryiava'da. It is
also used for a teacher who is giving instruction to pupils under training,
as is obvious from the following :——On p. 129 para. 45 we have : The
Teacher says—“I do not understand the meaning of this”. Unless there is
some corruption of the text of the omission of certain words which would
imply that these words are said by a pupil, we cannot explain these
words except by saying that a side-remark made by a teacher to the
pupils in his class has been recorded by a pupil in the margin of his copy
of the text and a future ignorant copyist has faithfully copied this remark
and put it in the body of the text. It cannot be ascribed to the
author of the original Smp. or of our translation. They will not make any
statement of such ignorance on their part.

There appears to be another case of a. similar interpolation on p. 196
(7.15a.5). In the exposition of the First Pa'ra'jika', it is said that while the
teacher is explaining in all seriousness some delicate passages regarding
sexual matters, one should listen to him with all gravity, without expressing
a'ny light-heartedness by giggling,‘ or exhibiting one’s teeth, or horse-
play of any kind. Now followsaremark which is not found in Sin/J. (1-258):
“If there is one who is given to horse-play, he should be driven out”.
Obviously this is' a casual remark made by a teacher, while cxpounding the
text to his pupils. It was perhaps recorded by a .pupil on the margin of
his copy and a future copyist included it in the body of the text. Thus it
is an unauthorised interpolation.

There are some remarks made about some medicines or plants (4-52,
525) as to whether they are or are not ‘found in Canton, China or Indo-
China. These remarks may have been made by San'ghabhadra himself or
by some one else later during the transmission of this text in China.

Why and when were these modifications made ?*
Now the question arises: 4-‘Why have such things happensed 3’" In

China, Dasabha'uva‘ra was translated into 'Chinese in the very early years
25. 'I‘. 1625, p. 263 1), line: 5—9.
t See 172 (6‘22b~ 2-3); 17! para. 6| (6-25b. 3-4); 358 para. 63 (l2-8b-8).
‘ Based on .1 note from Prof. A. Hirakawa.
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of the fifth Century A. D. Soon Caturvargika-Vinaya followed. It was a
superior text and was read and followed 'by many people. It became
so popular that those who sought Upasampada‘.(initiation) had to undergo
the ceremony laid down by Caturvargika-Vinaya. Hui Kuang (468—587)
made great efforts to popularise this Vinaya and many people came under
the influence ol‘ the same; Shan-chien-p’i—p’o-sha appeared in 489 A. D.
San‘ghabhadra could not possibly escape that influence and so at the- very
time while he was preparing this Chinese. translation. from the original
text, he must have made these changes purposely to Suit. the prevailing
tendencies of that time. \Vhen this new work appeared, it would naturally
have been read and used at least as a reference book by students of
Gaturvargika-Vinaya. So also Students of this book must have compared
it with Caturvargika-Vinaya and teachers would also make comments
while expounding the text. And we see such comments being embodied
sometime later in the text itself.

Supporting the Pali Text
The interpretation found in this volume of several words or expres-

sions in Pali ol‘tcn confirms or throws additional light on the interpreta-
tions accepted in the Pah' tradition. The interpretation of san'k/zaliklzim-‘
brahmacany'a as ‘holy life that is pure and polished ’ is confirmed by this
text (6. 4b. 6H : 150). Paccu'm-samaya is explained quite truly as“ when
the sky is on the point of being bright ’ ( 14. 13b 3 z 418 ). Ci‘vara-cctdpana,
an obscure expression, is rightly explained as managing or providing money
required for the garment of aiBhikkhu ( 15. lb. 9—10 : 427 ). The cryptic
expression : 7:0 sfifia‘vimokkho in Smp. i. 270, iii. 574, 650, 662 etc. is literally
translated in lei. 13b. 3 : 418, but it is made quite clear in 15. 6a. 9 :
+33; 15. 9a. 4—5 : 436; 16. 7a3 : 471, when we are told ‘ because he does
not know ( the offence ), he is not absolved from the same ’. This supports
what we have in Vimativinodanf' for which see our note ll on p. 416. This
confirms the interpretation of sarifia‘ as MITfidya abhdvo, further clarifiedby
,_1]'Jnanto- pi a‘pajjati in Smj). iii. 650. There is the corresponding expression
in Vinaya-vaxlu ( Gih'git Mss. vol. iii. part iii. p. 63 : Naiva ajfia‘na’n muktilz.
Ignorance of Law is no excuse.) There is another word antara-ghara, the
history of which is very interesting. Originally the word is used -in the
sense of ‘a village, where a Bhikkhu receives his alms.’ The expression
mztarag/iaram [Irwin/2.0 pizzdtiya carati (Vin. i. 40) makes it absolutely clear
that the word does not mean ‘in the houses ’. How can he go begging ’his
alms if he has entered a house 3‘. The same interpretation is applicable
where the'word is used in the original Vm'aya text :Vin. iv. 176, 186, 188.
Buddhaghosa also in his explanation ofthat wordin NI. ii. 7, ii. l37—38,iii. 126
accepts this interpretation when he says that in one case the extent of the
village begins with Indakhi’la "-( a pillar raised in front of a
village-gate); in another it begins with" the threshold of a house and in a
ntill another it begins with the place where falls the water from a Necni-trce,
which is generally planted in every village. The Chinese version 'of
li’rahma'yu-sutta‘ interprets this word in Al. ii. 137—38 as ‘u village ’,
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though s'oon after-wards it also interprets it as ‘ a house ’. The Chinese
version of the Pa'tidesaniya rule No. 1’ where this word occurs, accordm'g
to Dharmagupta and Ka'syapiya schools, interpretes this word as ‘ a village’,
although later when they come to Sekhiya r'ules they interprt it as ‘ the house
of a white-garmented man, i. e. a house-ho'mlder ’. The author of Smp. uses
this word in various places : iii. 543, iv. 809, 890—91, v. 891 etc. He seems
to be not giving any clear interpretation, but from lu's use of that word :
mztaraghare vd rat‘lzikiya M in iv. 809, he seems to interpret it as ‘ a house ’.
SJratt/za-dt'pam’ uses this word but it is not clear in which sense it uses this
word. Vimati-vinodani (p. 368) clearly interprets it. as ‘ as house ’ when
it says: antara-glzarc ti antoge/w. Vajirabuddhi-Tfka', another sub-commentary
on Smp., says (Burm. ed. 346) : “ A house temporarily occupied by a
Bhikkhuni by staying there for one night cannot, according to the thinking
of one Acariya, be called antaraghara.” So evidently the old interpretation
of this word is forgotten, ‘probably because its original etymology was
forgotten and the interpretation from its apparent form and the common
meaning of anlm'a helped in stabilising the later interpretation : ‘in a house.’
Really speaking the word antara is used here in the sense of ‘ external’ as
is confirmed by Pa‘njni I. i. 36 :»Anlaram. balufiryogopasam.vytinayolt : the word
award is used in the sense o'f-‘ external ’ ( balzz'ryoga ) and ‘ an under-garment’
( uparamuydna ). So mztara-ghara means that where there are houses outside,
external to (the monastery), that is," ‘ a village ’ where a Bhikkhu gets his
alms. For details see the paper referred to in our note 19 on p. 487.
Our author follows the later interpretation accepted in 48th Sekhiya of
Dharmagupta school (56th of Pali, p. 4-87) though as we have shown
above it is not quite correct.

Our text confirms the Pali interpretation of vadd/tamanakacc/m‘yi as [the
time] when the shadow goes on increasing, that is, in the afternoon. It
rightly gives the interpretation as ‘late [afternoon’ (3. 3b. 7 : 63116).
Following the author of .S'mp., our author gives the later interpretation o/f
nckklzamma as ‘leaving the house ’ instead of ‘ dis-passionatencss ’ (5.' 22b
9 : 137). Following the original Pali text, our author makes an attempt
though not quite successful to explain the title Samanta-pistidika’ (6. 2b.lO—6.
3a: 148,- 8. 91). 9—10 : 219). The meaning of the word dlmra-nikklzepa is
made clear when our text giVCs its rendering as ‘ un-expectant mind ’ ( 8.i/a.
7V : 207n4 )'. The terms [Jubbanna and aparar,m_a are given in transliterations
in Chinese and are correctly interpreted as ‘principal or primary food ’
and ‘secondary food’ respectively (9. 1213. 8—9 : 254 ).

.There are some very literal, almost mechanical, translations of .Pali
terms . which would hardly make any, sense to an ordinary Chinese reader
unless he is acquainted with their Indian originals. Kit-er for [)urdna-dutyiz'ka‘
(’14-. 15a. 5 : 420); .t/I'eng-s/ziang for jdla-ru’]2a'( 16. 21b. 10 : 496), (sari-she
clic‘for 'Ian'4klzam'ka‘ ( 13. 14b. 9 : 375 ), slud-Ic-c/Ic for oda-[mllnkinf‘ ( 13. 5b.
314': '375 ), ‘ pct—m--/;;c.,no {my gamma;xa‘i-amma (1. 3a. 10 .- 4v), pei-szu-
[tie-mo for fiatli-mlulllm Iranima ( 16. 23a. 4‘ : 4-98) are illustrations in point.
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Thn' Chinese version suggests sometim’es new readings : a-sucz'«pdta for
uv-suci-pdna (6. 11b. 6 -. 159n14 ), mz'ga-daadika for miga-latzdika ( 10. 17a. 7 :
392-1121), a-m'bbz'rlaqi for a—nibbiralgz ( 1. 8b. 5 : 9n10

 

Some SignifiCant remarks
Our Translator often refers to Indian words, which he says are foreign

and he gives the explanation of the same, in Chinese language (Han-yen
17. 9b. 2 : 513). Ho~san (upajjhaya) is a foreign word and in Chinese it
means ‘ one who knows what is an offence and what is not an offence ’
(17. 9b. 1—2 : 513). Similary he thought it necessary to explain in
Uhin‘eselanguage the technical terms like Md'natta and Abbha‘na (404).
Lo~yue ( Rel—jagnha ) and hIo-kic ( Magadha ) are foreign sounds ( 17. 9b.9 :
514). A similar remark is made with regard to Chie-p'o (Jivaka 17. 13a.
7 : 519) and he adds thatit means a Living Prince. While speaking
about Ra‘jagaha, he remarks, Lo-yue-chen or VVang-se-lchen or Mo-kie-
kuo—all mean the same thing, although the terms are different. He refers
to the practice of sitting with hams resting on the backside of lower legs,
or squatting as is practised in the foreign land of Jambudipa (India, 14.
10b6 : 414; 16. 20b. 9 : 495 ). While discussing various plants or medical
herbs, he often remarks that some of them are available in Indo-china, or
Canton (15. 19b. 7 z 452), or Quang-tsou in the district of Canton ( 15.
19b. 8 : 452,- 17. 17b. 10, 17. 18a. 7 : 525);or not seen in the land of
the Han people, i. e. China, m' general (17.18a. 2 : 525). He refers to
the barbarous people of Wu,\_ a border-province in China _( 14. 22a. 1 :
496 ).

Name of Places, Persons and Literary Works

He also refers, following Smp., to the mythical countries such as Apara-
Goya’na, Pubba-videha, Uttara‘kuru, as to Jambudipa (4. 113. 8—9 : 89 ).
There is also a reference to the language of border-countries like Andhra
and Damila (7. 13b. 5 : 194) and to a Malaya village. (229). He reveals that
he had no realistic knowledge of the geography of India, when he follows
the Smp. in implying that Pa'_1a1iputta was on a sea-shore (67n13) and,
when he includes Himalayas and Uttarakuru (not authorised by Smp.)
among places where some Bhikkhus expressed to Dabba their desire to stay
( 385 note 15 ). As in Smp., in addition to names of persons and places in
India, references to names of places or persons in Ceylon are galore. There
is a reference to the island of Ceylon, Anura'dhapura. and Abhaya thief,
who had afollowing of five hundred (11. 22a. 10 : 322). There is a
reference to Cetiyagiri (8. 23b. 8 :l 237) and to Cittala-pabbata ( 15. 5a.
10 z 431 ). The text refers to .the’incidcnt of the cure of the wife of
King Vasabha, by the indirect remmarl; of hiaha'paduma ( 11. 213. 5 z 330).
Ling Bha‘tiya ( P’o-ti-ye) and his contemporary Godattatthera are
mentioned ( 8. 24a. 6 : 237 ). Great masters like lViaha'summa, lNIaha' paduma
( 10. 9a. 2—4 : 282) and Cu'la‘bhaya-sumanatthera ( abridged into
Cfllasumana (8. 22b. 1 '. 235) are also alluded to.
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Lik‘e the Smp. this text also refers to 'various literary works like
the Agamas, and texts of Vinaya and Abhidhamrna. Patz'samblu'dd is
referred to under various names : Po-tse-sam-p’i-t’o-chin ( 11. 8a. 8 : 314» ),
Sam-p’i-t’o ( 11. 8b. 8 : 315), Sam-plo go ( 10. 23a. 10 : 297). There
are also references to the Vi'ma‘na of Chatta-ma‘g‘ava (5. 12b. 10—5. 133.
1 : 125) to commentaries like Sfidani-vibha'sa (Papafica-sfldanz’ 5. 13b. 2 :
126 ), Alt/zamlz‘m’ (referred to as Sa'lini ), to Dhamma-san‘gahani ( confu-
sion between Dhamma-san'gaha and D/uzmma-sarigam' ) and to Visuddhi
magga (4-. 25b. 5—6 : 108). This latter text is called by various names as
Chin-tao-tao (4. 25b. 6 : 108 ), Chin-tao-chin' (4. 23b. 7 : 106 ), Chin-
tao-p’i-p’o-sha (5. 4b. 2 : 115; 5. 5b. 2 : 117; 5. 7a. 2 : 118), P’i-ni-pi’-
p’o sha (Vinaya-yibha‘sha‘ 4. 23b. 9 : 106) and Abhidharma-vibha'sa‘.1
It may be remarked here in passing that the author of our translation
believes2 that the author of Smp. was also the author of the
Vu'uddlu'magga; for he accedes to the statement of the author of Smp. that

'the topic of Dhya'na-sama'dhi has been already discussed by him
in the Visudd/zimagga (4. 23b. 7: 106 ). The commentaries like the
At,t_/mkatha‘, Mahi-ALt/zakat/za‘, Kumndt' are actually referred to by our
author (6. 22b. 7 : 172; 6. 23b. 4 : 173; 7.19a. 2 :201; 8. 2a. 2:209;

_8. 7b. 5:216; 7. 20a. 8—9 :202; and 8. 8a. 9 :217; 8. 9a. 7 : 218).
The Andhaka-AH/zakathi, Alahdpaccarz' and San'khepa-Attlzakathd seem to
have been drawn upon, though their names are not actually found in
our text. Even Pali-muttaka-vinicchaya is drawn upon (8. 13a. 3ff. :
223—226). Ja‘takas or Parittas like Ratana-paritta, Dhajagga-paritta,
Mora-pan‘tta etc. are also referred to (2. 13b. 10 : 46; 5. 5a. 8—9 -
14G ). Though Parivd'ra is referred to in its transliteration : Po-li-p’o-lo
(1. 7a. 7 :8; 7. 53. 4 .' 183;), Po-li-p’o (7. 15b. 9 .' 196), it is also
referred to (9. 24b. 8 :269) as “Questions on Difficult Points.”
Similarly, there are other passages which are quoted from Pariva‘ra, but our
text does not name it but simply says that they are from original Vinaya
(213, 425 ). But our last division is wholly on a selected portion from
Parizldra ( 535—552 ).

Transliterations

There are hundreds of words scattered throughout the volume,which
are transliterations of Indian words—proper names of persons, places,
rivers, mountains, gods, demons, books, technical terms used in Vinaya
about the offences and disciplinary measures, flowers, fruits, medical herbs,
or plants etc. These transliterations seem to point to the original form of
Pali as well as of Sanskrit. The following will. show the Pali origin :—
A-p‘z'-kan—-( suggested cmendation )-to : abhikkanta 1. 10b. 9 : l3
I-sz'~ki-li-( 8. 10b. 6 : 220) : Isigili confirmed by the explanation of ki-li
as ‘ swallow ’;
Kiu-na-Izan : Kon_a"gama (5. 23b. 8 : 138‘); Le-kz'u-niu : Lakkhana. ( 12. 11a.
10 : 34-9 );

l. p. 302 note 38. 2. See our natc on p. XXVII.  
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ku-‘pe’i ': kap/m‘m ( 11. 4b“ 10 : 309 ); o-p’u-ha-na .' Abbha‘na (6. 25a. 3 : 176);

T’u't-c/iiejlo : Du'kkata ( 9. 4a. 6 : 243),‘-T~’ou-Ian-chie ."Tlmllaccaya (9. 4b.
1.-.’24'3),"_ ‘ " ‘37 - . ' I 'v

T’a‘n-mo-le-ki-to 1: Dhamm‘a-rakkhita (:lO'f‘la. 8.: 271 ); Ma-nayla : Ma’natta
-',(14_.‘3b.3 :404); i

slang-Iz'o-illo:‘Ksan'kha'ra ( 11. 8b. 5, 8~ : 315 ),' Kia-t’i :Kattikav( 17. 17a. 9 : 524' ),'
a—l‘a‘nJ-b-I {aran'fi'a ( 9. 'l3b.l- 10 .' 255 ); kia-p’u-to .' gd'yuta ( 10. 18b. 8 :293 );

L'i-phef-i : Licchavi ( 6. 10a. 9 : 157 ).; It’lza‘i-sa-na : .Kasina ( 4. 23a. : 105 ) ; etc.

' "On the other hand, in spite of the basic text of Out translator in Pali,
he uses in several places transliterations pointing to Sanskrit origin. This
w'as'iperhaps due-‘to hisbcing more influenced by Sanskrit texts, with which
he, '-as a'follo'wer'. of t~11c‘Dharmagupta?‘sch001, was more acquainted; ‘Here
follows a list of some such words z— - . ‘ U _
Angt’d-l'l'o ‘: Andhra" ( 7. 13b; 5‘: 194); Lea-tio-lo ."Rudra (8. 167b. 6_ : 229);
Po-la-t.1'-nzo-clz_a :1 Prfitimoksa (‘7: 5b."8 : 183 )," Paj-e-fi V :, P.ra'ya5cittik_a
(3922115 ~.'241)~,--- - . p- ‘ _ ' -
T’an-n'tlkig :V‘Dhanika (~i‘8.'-11'a.‘ 6— :221 ),-' kia-li-sa-p’an .~. ka‘rsfiparja (8. 17b.

.1229); . .~ : ; ’ I ‘ ' j . '.- .~ ;
P‘a-lo-t’i-t’i-s’e-ni (Pra‘tides‘an'iya."..16.' 16a. 1 : 485); p’u-m :[Josadha'
(1’3.;23b.18.:.397);.v ” ' ' - .
Si/to-Llung-nafi (Stan-a or’SLrayvana" 17.‘ 12b. 1 ._-'517 ). We have already seen
(XVI) how Seng-‘kia-p’o-‘se-sa‘ . I (San'gha'vas'esa) has landed Our trans—
lator into difficulty, when he ‘tries to explain p’o (am) as 6di (beginning,358).
S'Vo'metimcs the names are translated as in Mung-3hr: [for Assaji ( AévajitAOl).

_' have also to. bear in. mind that the pronunciation of several words
in Chinese has changed during .the courseof several centuries and so we
hay‘esomedifiiculty in understanding the.equivalence between Indian and
Chinese words. Modern ‘ wu.’ in Chinese was pronounced in ancient days
as ‘ mu ’ or ‘ mo ’. So, T’an-wu is given as an equivalent of Dharnma
( 7. 1a. 9 : 178 ). On the same analogy, the Chinese equivalants of Padu-
muttara (13. 11b. 4- : 383) Samuddadatta (13. 21a. 6 : 394'), kumuda
(17. 18b. 9 : 516), mom (a peacock 5. 5a. 9 2 116), namo (1) etc. can be
explained. So also T’an-yue (6. 7a. 6 z 1.53 ) should, I think, be considered
to be an equivalent of ddnavartt', for the character yue was in ancient times
pron_0unc_cd as via: and the same charactor is found in 'the writing of the
name Vict-nam. The same character is _used for yuc in chz'e-kieyu—eJ the

Chinese equivalent of Cakra'varli'" .

Shortcomm’gs
.1.

As is‘ very commonly/found in Chinese Buddhist texts, there are severa1
examples of Wiong homonyms used in our text. One character is' con-
founded wiLh another with identical or closely .similar pronunciation but
with difi‘ercnt meaning. Readers are referred to our remarks noted in-the
following : 91111, 411111, 451128, 114117, 3011132, etc. 340n3. So also there
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are scores of examples where characters with similar forms but differu‘ig in
some respects are confounded with each other. See our remarks in this
Connection in the following : lln23, M75n19. llSn5, 268n23, 505n2, 514n9,
518n17, 535x110, 538n12, etc. Our text, '. lso reveals that it has become
corrupt in some places and we have suggested emc-ndations suitable for the
correct meaning that is implied. Note our remarks in this connection in
the following, for example : 47n4l, 103n77, 235n4'5, 289n20, 369n9a, 318n12f
468ml, 531n3, 540n13 etc.; in' passages in connection with the \Vheel of
Life, Dependent Origination and passages about the First trance. See our
observations : 81n7—13, 83n16—19, 115118. In this respect we may ob serve
that even the Taisho edition of our text is not free from such faults. See our
observations .' 81110, 61n5, 376n8, 499n30. The omission of ‘ no’ (1m)
is very embarassing in the following : 348n, 235n45, 480nl4—15. Such
faults are noted especially in the small portion devoted to Pariva"ra section.
In some places there are some obvious mistakes. The remark found in our
text (422) about 500 Sa'kiya"ni‘ women having received initiation from the
Bhikkhuni San'gha seems impossibleJ‘.

San'ghabhadra, the Author

Having seen the contents of this volume and having also noticed the
differences between this and the original Pali volume as well as the peculia-
rities of this volume, we may now proceed to depict the individuality of our
author San‘ghabhadra. We have seen at the begiin'ning of this Introduction
that from the external evidence we hardly know anything about him except
that he came from the West and that he was helped in this translation work
by a young Sa‘ma11,cra,.Se‘ng-yi by name and that he completed this work
in or about 489. A. D. in a temple named Chu-lin (Veluvana) in Kuang-
Chou ( Canton Now let- us try to see what we can know about him from
the internal evidence of this book.

He reveals himself to bc a follower of the Dharmagupta school as
noted above (L-LIV) in detail. The followers of this school were not pre—
pared to be strict like the Therava'dina. They had a lenient attitude to-
wards acccptance of gold and silver (368. 430), the Bhikkhunis begging
principal food for erecting a hut or cottage (4-92), or in the matter of getting
permission of parents by one who is seeking permission to be. admitted to
the San‘gha (510). They were, more practical than the Therava‘dins.

As he translated this book for the Chinese readers, he naturally adopts
the Chinese ways of saying what he had to say. This we note in the follow-
ing :-—- _

( l ) The names of Indian months are indicated by the correspond-
‘ ,ing numbers of months of the Chinese Calendar, though we have”

noted (XLVI—XLV’II) that there are certain irregularities due
to ’some confusion-between the commencement of the Chinese
New Year and Indian Year» with its double system of S'aka and
Vikrama Samvat.

IScc Vin. ii 257.
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For Rainy season of India, he always uses the word ‘ summer ’-
season which substantially corresponded to that period.*

He refers to the circle of six relations accordm'g to the Chinese
social system instead of ‘sevcn generations’ of Indian social
system ( 464m?
He refers to, what perhaps appeared to him to be strange, the
various modes of paying one’s respect to one another prevalent
in India. They have been already detailed above ( XL ).
He refers to the practice ofsquatting as one of distant land ( India )
( 414, 4-95 ) and to ‘ sesame ’ as a product of distant land ( India )
( 7. 14b. 3).

He uses the Chinese euphemism “smelling at the nose ” for
kissing ( 365
He calls Ho-san’ (upan/za’ya 513), Mo-kie (Magad/uz 514 ), Loy-u:
(Ra‘jaglza 514) and (fie-fa (jivaka 319) as foreign words or
foreign sounds and is at pains to explain in Chinese the meanm'g
of technical terms like IVIa"natta and Abbha‘na (404).

He calls the origm'al Vinaya as Fan-pen (16. 16a. 8 :
the text of Brahmanical India.

487 ),

His non-Pali tradition is observed in the following :—

(1)

(2')
<3)

.<4)

(5)

His mention of six uposatha days (4-59) as against the four of
the Pali School of_‘_the Therava‘dins. It is also observed that in
this he is supported by Mahi'sa‘saka school (459n37 ).
Instesd of the usual Pali expression ‘Ra‘hula-ma‘ta‘ ’, he gives
the name Yas’odhara', which is rarely found in the Pali tradition.
We have already noted above (LVIII) his' predilection for
transliterations of Sanskrit words and interpretations according
\to the tradition of Buddhist Sanskrit texts (XLVIII-XLIX ).
\Ve have noted above (XLVII) San‘ghabhadra advocating 12
dhutagunas as against 13 of the Pali text. We have also
.noted there other variations in the number of Kammattha‘nas, the
number of the constituent books of the Khuddakanika‘ya, the
number of Su‘tras in the Dirgha‘gama and Madhyama'gama.
W'e have also seen that he is following the non-Pali tradition,
when he treats each of Mettiya-Bhummajaka, Paudu-Lohita as
one individuality and not a pair (XLVIII-XLIX ).

He is not very well conversant with the geography of India. Following
Smp. i. 91 and Buddhaghosa’s st'udd‘himagga (xii.123) he considers Pa“ taliputta
to be on a sea-shore (67n3 )' Hefprobably considers Uttara-kuru and the
Himalayas to be in the vicinity of Ria'jagaha, when he includes these names
(not found in the Pali original) among places where visting Bhiklthus of
Ra‘jagaha expressed to Dabba-Mallaputta their wishes to be accommodated
for temporary residence ( 385 ).

‘Sce Appendix.
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We also note that he belonged to a school which, for practical reasons,

did not like to be strict like the Pali school of the Therava'din's. He had 1
no objection to accept gold and sil'vcr by. way of some device or for the pur- ' .
pose of medicm‘e (430, 368). A Bhikkhunl can, accordin'g to him', beg ‘,
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pr‘m'cipal grains if it is for buil'ding a cottage (in' her nunnery) (442 ). So
also he would not mind if a man cannot secure permission of his' parents
and still he forces a them to convert him under a threat of burning his
monastery, or when he is being initiated as a member of the San’gha, far
away from his home (510).

'As regards his position as a litterateur, we have already said above ‘
that his renderings are not sometimes correct, because of his mis'-under- ‘
standin'g of the original (XLIX). We may, however, say that he tries to
make his writing more attractive by introducm'g some narratives like the
story of the foundation of Sa‘vatthi ( 365), or Vesa‘li .( 285—87 ), or the story.
of Cu‘lapanthaka and Maha‘-panthaka ( 463—67 ). These he did not find
in' the original, still he took them from different commentaries. On account
of his different tradition, he seems to be wavering when he once calls Vesfikha "
as 2nd month, while at another place he calls it as third month. Kattik'a
is some times called eighth and at other times ninth. The enumeration; .
of Pa‘cittiyas is once given as 90 ( 339, 4-45) and at another time it is 92 ,
But he is also found to be giving some origin'al renderings of Pali expressions
like satt'pattlza'na, mmmappad/za‘na etc. ( 189). It is very encouraging to find '
that he is giving a correct interpretation of padhmza, as ‘ application’ (189)
or exertion and not giving wrong renderings of the word pad/1621a as found in'
other Clm".ese texts like the Chinese version of the Madhyama’gama*., which .
takes that word in its dialectical variation [Jaha‘na and translates it as ‘ tuan ’
(Radical 69 with 14- strokes) meaning abandonment or eradication. To
express close similarity, our author seems to be very fond of saying : “ Eaa'ctly
like......in no way different ” (19, 75, 201 etc. ).

As the aim of our author was limited to the understandm'g of the main'
rules governing the life and conduct of Bhikkhus and Bhikkhunis, he naturally
was not interested in the minor rules and practices mentioned in' the Pali
Khandhakas, that is, Maha'vagga and Cullavagga, or extraneous matter
that was not rclcvent to his object. So he gives no controversies mentioned
in Smp. We do not find her eany reference to the worship of Siva-lm"ga for
which flOWers from monasteries, accordin'g to Smp. iii. 626, were not to be
utilised. Our text takes no note of several passages‘f quoted from various
commentaries or of opinions of various masters given in Smp. We have ‘
already seen that our author has devoted 414- pagcs for the Book of Precepts,
the Sutla—viblzan'ga. All the remaining three volumes of the Vinaya he has

disposed ofi‘ in' less than sixty pages, not forgetting the Pariva‘ra, which is
a special feature of the Pali Vinay'a.

 

" Thich Minh Chau : ‘ The China: Mad_/xvrnagama and (he Pali MJJa"/u'ma-m'ka‘_ya, p. 95;
also see my article : ‘ Chinese hiadliyama‘gama and the language of its basic text’ in
Dr. Salkdn' Alookcy'i l‘c‘licilalion Volume ( 1909 ), pp. 5-5.

mep. iii. 615—630, 698—99; iv. 747—49, 843-854; v. 969—70, 1098—ll00 etc.
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He seems to be tin-mindful ofcerta'in inconsistencies. In one place (269),
he" quotes "a passage from “ Questions on Diflicult Points.” There it is said
that a theft ,of three nm“:akas involves the offence of Thullaccaya, while in
the last division, while giving an exposition of a ga'thd from Parz'va’ra, he
states. (546) that a theft of four mdsakas involves Thullaccaya but the theft
of “three, two, or one ma‘saka involves the offence of Dukkata. This is in
conflict with the original text of Pariva‘ra ( V2'n.v.33 ,) and $1721). vii.l$85,
which clearly state that one becomes guilty of Thullaccaya if he commits
a, theft of what is worth less than a pa‘da (i. e. 5 India/tax) but more than a
Indsakha.‘ Ifthe theft is of what~ is' worth'a mtisaka or less, then the‘ offence
involved is Dukkat‘a only.1 It is' worth- investigating whether this last state-
ment of San’gliabhadra has anything to do with a statement in that behalf
in Caturvargika-Vinaya of Dharmaguptakas.

This last division of Parz'uzira seems to be very faulty. On p. 538
para. 23, when he deals with the 13th question, we are at a loss to know

why he translates ‘navaka ’ as i‘ new’ instead of ‘ a group of nine.’ And
what is still more embarassm'g is' that in the answer to this question given

in the next stanza, we have altogether a different homonym, which means,

‘faith.’ In the detailed exposition that follows on p. 543. para. 38, the

same _.character :Iu'ng me_8ning faith is' used and four objects of faith are
n .med 1: room, precepts, lawful action and unlawful action. So the answer
inconsistent with the question. We have no explanation unless we say that
the tex't is corrupt. ' ‘

We have also shown how this text is' helpful in confirming theh'nter-

pretau'on‘ of Pali Commentaries, or clarifying some obscure expressions.

On the whole, the impression left on our mind by San'ghabhadra is
that he is divided in his mind due to his effort in being loyal to his
original text, Pali Smp. and also trym‘g to be loyal to his Dharmagupta
school.‘ In several places the latter got the upper hand and he made
compromises with his text. This last landed him into difficulties, as we saw
in th‘e-Vm‘tcrpretation of San’gha‘disesa. And in some cases under the~ u'iiluence
of his‘school‘ he made deliberate changes, which also we have noted.2 He has
even changed the title into Sudarsana~Vibh§sa or Samyag—dxfsti (or dars’ana)~
Vibha'sa'. The former rendering is given by Nanjio as mentioned at the
beginning of this Introduction. \thus probably he wants to show that he is
giving a new version of his own of Vin'aya-Commentary.

  

1 See p. XXIII note " 2 pp. L—LIII.
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A word of explanation

On pp. 275, 329, 452, 4-53, 473, 474, 475 I have used the word kappa/ca
in the sense of kap/uy‘a—I;a‘raka which also I have used on pp. 186, 280, 379,
404, 432. This word is used on the analogy of words like kaxsako (Icasz'm, karat;
Ii ), gamako (gamanarp karotz’ ii) etc. Buddhaghom, in his Visuddlzimagga
16. 90, actually uses the word gamako in the following :

Maggamaltlzi gamako Izrz vjijali
The word Imp/1a is used in the same sense as kappyia. Upfili is described

as kafipdka/[nexu [mm/o ( T/zcra-ga‘l/m‘ 251 ). So on the analogy of the word
gamako we can very well say : ltd/11mm karotili kappa/:0. We have also the

- use of an expression like paMd/zana-kapjzako noted in Pali-English Dictionary.
This explanation, I thought, would be necessary to prevent this word from
being interpreted in its ordinary meaning of ‘ a heir-dresser or a barber. ’

Him—in»
-
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Vinaya

Book I

(T. 673b—68lc; P’ing 121-73; PTS. i. I—51c; i. l—29c; K. 1—48 (§§ l~68);
N. 1‘. 1-44. 1

Translated by a iorcigner-mendicant, San’ghabhadm (489 A. D. l,
in the Tshi dynasty (479—502 A. D.) of Emperor Hsiao.

[1]

First Section of Introduction
Obcisancc to Buddhas

“Obeisance I make
To the Great Compassionate One,
\N'ho, for teens, immeasurable
Even by a hundred crores (Icoli),
Suffered in his toils io’r doing good
To all beings in this world. (I)

Also, respects I pay
By bending my head before
The Dhamma, profound and excellent.
He who fails to know it
Goes, in this world, from existence
To existence—( the Dhamma)
\Vhich completely smashes
The net of defiling ignorance. (2‘)

With singular [devotion] and respect
I bend my head before,

.And take refuge in, the San‘gha
Equipped with Conduct, Concentration; \Nisdom
And Deliverance—l: the San‘gha ], the field of merit,
W'hich practises virtues, all with zeal. (3)

Having taken refuge in the Three jewels,
I now come to the explanation of the Vinaya,
So that the good Dhamma may last long
And may do immense good to all beings. (4)

l-la-5
673b'5

1.1b-l
673b-l4
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By virtue of this, I earnestly wish
All kinds of sulle‘rings are exhausted.
[For], one who delights in observing good conduct
Removes, by that observance, all kinds of sufi'erings‘.” (5)

[2] I shall now explain what has been said at the beginning of the
miginal \‘inaya: “A! that limr, the Buddha was living at Vc'mfija'” [ Fizz. iii.l
This has been said by Upa‘li, as a chiel‘speaker, at the time when five hundred
lilders had assembled together. Why ? The Tatha'gata, soon after he
attained the [ Religious] path, turned, in the Deer Park, the wheel of the
Law of Four Truths. \Vhen he gave his best sermon, he converted one
Subhadda into a Buddhist monk. Having finished whatever he had to do,
he entered Parinibba'na, without leaving behind any substratum, just at
dawn on the fifteenth day of the second month (Pali-Vesa'kha) between a
pair of 361:: trees in the Park of the king,r of \rIallas of Ix’usina‘ra'. Seven days
afterwards, Kassapa was coming from the City of Ye-p’o ( ? Pfiva') with an
assembly of live hundred Bhikkhus, to the City ol~ Kusina‘ra". On the way
Ix'assapa met a religious mendicant and by way of etitluiring of him about the
\Yorld-honoured [Buddha J, said : “ Friend mendicant, have you [ recently ]
seen our 'l‘eacher P" The religious mendicant replied : “ Seven days have
elapsed since the passing away of the life ofyour teacher, ascetic Gotama.
\\'hen Gotama had passed away into Nibba‘na, gods and men paid homage
to him. I just got this heavenly )rtalzda‘ra-llower from that place ” [ Vin. II.
284-; 1). ii. 162]. ‘

[3] When Kassapa with his large assembly of Bhikkhus heard the
passing away of the Buddha into Nibbfina) he turned sideways, wept and
fell down on the ground in faint. At that time, there was a Bhikkhu,
Subhadda \tlahallaka by name, who said : “ Stop [ this bewailing ]. vt\'liat
is there that needs bewailing ? \Nhen the Great Aseetie was alive, he used

‘to say : “ This is permissible, this is not permissible; this may be done, this
may not be done.” Now it is possible for us to think : “ we want to do a
thing and so we do it; if we do not want to do a thing, we abstain from it ”
[ I'iu. ii. 284415 ‘|. At that time Kassapa remained silent, but he thought
0\ er these words. Further, he thought to himself: ‘ it is befitting that belo‘rc
the evil Dhamma raises its head, the sacred texts of the Dhaxnma should
be gathered together; if the good Dhamma gets established in this world,
it would do good to all beings ’.__ Kassapa further thought when the
Buddha was alive, he had said to Ananda : “ when I pass away into \ilibbfina,
the Dhamma and Vinaya that I have preached will be your great teacher.
Therefore, I am now explaining to you the Dhamma” [ D. ii. 154 Kassapa
just thought: “\Vhile the Buddha was alive, he conlerred on me his Ka‘sa‘va and
his robe of dusty rags (pazgutt’lw'la'm‘ ” [3. ii. 221 ]. Further, he thought :
“ ‘l‘ormerly, the Buddha had said to the Bhikkhus ‘. ‘ I enter the meditation

1. This Chinese version has nothing correSponding to the stanzas following the lirst
fin: in the Pall vcrsion. The first three stanzas of the Chinese version contains, in the
onginal, six quarters, each, while the fourth and fifth contains four each.  
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of the first trance; Kassapa also enters the meditation of the first trance ’
[5. ii. 2ll ]. The Tatha‘gata has thus praised the perfection of my distincti-
ons by placing them on level with the Buddha’s and in no way difi‘erent.
This conlbrring on me the dignified position by“ the Tatha'gata is just like
removingr the armour by the king and putting it on his own son to let him
protect the members of his clan. The Tatha‘gata must have known well
that after he had passed away into Nibba'na, Kassapa would protect the
good Dhamma. Therefore, the Tatha‘ga‘ta conferred on me his garments ”.

[4] Kassapa then gathered together the assembly of mendicants and
said to the Bhikkhus : “ Once upon a time, I heard Subhadda hiahallaka
say thus : ‘ when the Great Aseetic was alive, he would say : this. is permissi-
ble, this is not permissible; this may be done, this may not be done; now it
is possible for us to think like this : we want to do a thing and so we do it;
if we do not want to do a thing, then we abstain from it 1. [Therefore]
friends, we should recite aloud the Dhmnnm-pita/m and the Vinqya-pitml‘a ”
[Vim ii. 284.85]. The Bhikkhus said to revered Kassapa “Let the
Revered Sir select those Bhikkhus ” [ Vin. ii.285 ]. Revered Kassapa
[ knew that ] all. the [Bhikkhus ] had mastered the
Dhamma consisting of nine” parts and that all of them were trained in
the same. The Sota“pannas, the Sakada’ga‘mis, and those Bhikkhus that
have destroyed craving were many hundreds and many thousands.
There were others who had mastered the three Pitakas, "who had attained
the Four l’atisambln'dis, who possessed miraculous powers, who had mastered
the three lores (vw'"a‘) and who were eulogised by the Buddha as having
destroyed the craving. Such Bhikkhus were one less than five hundred.
These were selected by revered hL’iha'Jx’assapa. These were one less than
five hundred because it was necessary to keep room for revered Ananda.
IF Ananda were not there, the-re would be no one who could recite the
Dhamma. If one were to ask why A—nanda could not be admitted to the
assembly, the answer is that Auanda was still on the ground of [merely] a
trainee and so he (_ hiahfi-Kassapa ) did not select Ananda. I\I/alta'-Kassapa
could not take Anandn because he wanted to avoid [public] censure. The
Bhikkhus said : “Although Ananda was still on the ground of a trainee, he
loved to learn personally from the Buddha himself the Suttas and the
Gegyyasi‘. In the Dhamma, he held a favourable position. Further, he
comes from the great clan of the S'a'kyas. He is the son of the paternal uncle
of the Tatha'gata. He cannot be on the side of the three poisonous things
[like greed, hatred and delusion]. Revered Kassapa may take Ananda
to make up the number of five hundred ”. [cfi Vin. ii. 285 This was in
the mind of' the noble Assembly of mendicants.

[5] Then the great Elders had this thought in their minds : “ At
what place shall we have [the recitation of] this collection ofthc texts of
Dhamma-pitaka? The city of Ra‘jgaha alone can meet our requirements. \Ve

 

2. The Pah‘ text later enumerates these nine parts. Se‘c para. 42 of Kosambi's edition
of Ba‘lu'rmiida‘na-ranpana’, Snip. 1'28 (I’TS edition).

3. Pall -Sutla-gcn-fidii n m.
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should [therefore] go to the city of Ra‘jagaha to spend the three months of
the rainy season and recite [there] the Vz'uaya-pipaka, without letting other
Bhikkhus stay [there] in the rainoretreat ” [ Vin. ii. 285) . \Vhy was it so ?
For the fear that other Bln’kkhus would not be able to follow the same. There-
fore they were to he sent away. Thercupon, the revered \iialia'-Kassapa
said all the rest by the oflicial act of fiattz'duLira-kamma‘ ( i. e. an act in which
the proposal is the second constituent of the whole procedure). This has
been explained in detail in the chapter on San'giti”.

Then after the Tatha‘gata entered Nibba'na, for seven

days, there was a large gathering of people. and for [another]
seven days they paid homage to the Bodily Relics, ski-[i ( g ),
of the Tatha'gata. Thus half a month had passed away and there
remained only a month and a halfof the summer. Kassapa knew that
the Rain-Retreat was near at hand. Kassapa said to the Elders : “Time
has come for our departure. Let us go to Ra'jagaha. ” Revered
Kassapa took the following of two hundred and fifty Bhikkhns and
stepped on the high road; the elder Anuruddha, [also ], took the other two
hundred and fifty Bhikkhus and stepped on his way. Revered Amanda took
the Ka‘sa'va [garments] of the Tatha‘gata and surrounded by Bhikkhus was
going towards Sa‘vatthi. When he reached the former place of residence
of the Tatha‘gata, the people of Sa‘vatthi saw Ananda and were struck with
grief and began to weep. They asked Ananda where he had left the
Tathfigata and how he was coming alone [without him]. The people
were crying aloud exactly like what happened on the (lay when the Tliata‘gata
had just passed into Parinibba‘na. Revered Ananda instructed the people
by giving [ them] a sermon on impermanencc. Soon after the instruction, he
entered the Jeta-park and opened the room of the Buddha, lifted the seat
of the Buddha, brought it out, cleansed it, entered the room and swept it
clean. After sweeping it clean, he took out ii'om the room the withered
‘flowers that wexe offered [to the Buddha] and threw .them away. He
carried back the seat ( 1r.an~ca-pi;ha ) of the Buddha, placed it as it originally
was [when the Buddha was alive], and revered Amanda offered the same
kind of worship as when the Buddha was alive and ~in no way different.

[ 7] Then as Ananda was sitting and resting for a long time since the
Buddha’s passing away into Nibbaiia, he ieilt rather some heaviness in his
bodily elements. He wished to get cured. within one to three days and so
he drank [medicinal] milk. Wishing to be benefited by the same, he sat
down in a monastery. At that time there came a Bra‘hmana, Sobhana
[by name], who requested [his presence]. Ananda replied that he could
not comply with his request as he had taken a [purgative] medicine, but that
he would go on the next day; When that day came, he took with him an

4. Nani-duh)a-ka..ulm—-an officml declaration of the proposal (n‘alli) is followed by
only one repetition. There are some acts in “hich the official declaration of the proposal
is followed by three repetitions. This is called fiauMatuIl/malumina, because "naui is follow-
ed by three repetitions and so it constitutes the lo‘urth item of the whole act.

5. Sec- Cullamgga. chapter XI.  
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elder Bhikkhu and went to the house of Sobhana who put him a question
regarding the meaning of a Sutta. Therefore, in the Agama in the tenth
section, there is a sutta called Sobhana-mttaz“ Q

m

[8] Then Ananda carried on various [repairs] for preservation of
the Jeta-park and then wishing to enter the rainy-season-retreat started to-
wards the city of Ra‘jagaha. Revered Kassapa, along with Anuruddha
and all the assembly of the Bhikkhus, reached the city of Ra‘jagaha. They
noticed that all the eighteen big monasteries had at one and the same time
fallen into disrepair. After the passing away of the Tatha‘gata, the Bhikkhus,
leaving the bamboos for hanging their clothes on, and other things, all
scattered and in a disorderly fashion, had gone away. Therefore every thing
was in disorder. The five hundred elder Bhikkhus following the teaching
of the Buddha carried on [ the repairs] for the preservation of those rooms.
If they had not carried on those repairs, the followers of other religious faith
would have said : “ As long;r as Samana Gotama was alive, they carried
on the repairs; but when he had passed away, they left [their rooms]
throwing away every thing in disorder ”. In order to stop this accusation,
it was proper for them to put back everything in order.

[9] Kassapa said : “ \I'Vhile the Buddha. was alive, he had praised
entering into [rainy season——] retreat. The first thing to do is to get the
rooms well preserved [after due repairs]” [ Vin. ii. 286]." They made a
plan for the same. He went to the place of king Aja‘tasattu and told him
their needs. The king saw the Bhikkhu and paid his respect; by putting
his head at his feet, and asked the revered Sir, “ what is it that you want P”
Kassapa then replied : “The eighteen Maha'viha'ras have all fallen into
disrepair and have been ruined; we wish to have them [repaired] and
preserved. Now it is for your majesty to know what can be done.” The
king replied : “ Very well 1” He gave them immediately work-men and
in the first month or so of the summer, Kassapa and others had the monas-
teries all repaired and then they went again to the place of the king and
said to him : “ All the monasteries that needed repairs have been repaired
completely. “’0 now shall have a recitation of the D/mmma-fiita/ra and
l’iuaya-piM/5a ”.

The king replied : “ Very well ! what you need shall be done ”.
“I should now turn the wheel of the royal

duties; and you, revered Sir, would [revolve] the wheel of the
supreme Dhamma by reciting it.” The king said to the Assembly
of the mendicants “I shall listen to the command of you,
revered Sir”. The assembly of mendicants, replied : “ First, erect
an Assembly-Hall for discussion ”. The king said: “ In what
place shall it be erected P” They replied : “Have it erected at the

[10]
The king further said :

 

(3. In the Pali Dig/mni/rajw, the tenth sutta is called Sub/ia-Iutla. Akanuma‘s Calabgue
ofrhe Chinm flgnmar and Pnli Nike)”: ( 1929, Nagoya, Japan) give: no sulta correspont.‘-
ing to this in the Chinese Kgamas.

1. 4b.
6743‘. 9
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t'llti'mu‘t‘. ol'n mccliunion-(LaIve (Lmhd )“ol Sattapanni on the slope of the

mountain Vehham. This place is“ very calm and quiet ". The king re-

plit'xl : “ Very wrll l" ’l'lmn king Ajfitasuttn with his [miraculous] power

541 up, in am imtunt, with the skill of [ the divine architect] Vissakamma,
what ElppClll'l'll (4; he like a second heaven of the Thirty-three goods. The

lil'ntll’t, rafters, pillars, walls ol‘ partition and stair-cases were all carved and
cnggmvtztl upon with vl'rrious; exquisite things. On this hall of discussion
their were iewels and precious stones and there were decorations and
twininntr.‘ oi vnrinm kinds of flowers scattered over here and there. On the
ground, too, there were exquisite things. Thus, all this appeared to be like
It hull in the heaven of the Brahma and in no way (liile‘rent‘. \Voollen rugs,
t‘u .ln'nnn 21ml :n.'nl.res.'s(:s were aprcad on live hunched raised-seats which were
svl l.u;ing north There were still higher seats studded with jewels. Among
thew select high Seats there was one, clean and beautiful, intended for the
Preacher ol' the Dhamma. This high seat was facing East.

 

l
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[ ll] The assembly of monks said to Amanda. “'l‘o-morrow the
Szu'nghn is meeting to recite the Vt'naya-pitakm You are still on the path of
n .‘a‘otfipunna '. How can you be admitted [to the meeting] ? You should
not be indolent .' [you can exert]”. Upon this, Amanda thought to him—
sell‘ : "Just to-morrow the congregation of the noble [medicants] will
gather together for the Dhamma. How can I get admission to it when I
am basically [no more than] a trainee ?” Ananda from early hours 0'?
the night reflected upon his physical body, and although the middle of the
night passed away, he did not get any [distinction]. Amanda thought :
“ Formerly the \Norld—honourcd One had said .' ‘you have already practised
virtues; if you enter the meditation of a trance, you will soon attain Arhat-
ship’ [1). 'ii. M4]. The words of the-Buddha are never vain. I must
haw exerted my mind too much. Now I must be moderate. I must take to
his middle l’nth ". Theieupon Amanda came down from the place of walk-
ing-path and went to the place of washing,r feet. He washed his feet, entered
a room and sat down on a couch. He wanted to take rest for a while. He
reclined his body and wanted to lie down. So when liis feet were raised up
hum the ground and before his head reached his pillow—during this interval,
he did attain Arhntship. If one were to ask about a man who, in the
Dimminzt ol the Buddha: attained his religious Path when he was neither
walking, stundinu sitting or lying down, then it would certainly be none5»

else than Amanda.

[ 12] Then when the mid-day meal of the second day of the middle
month was over, Kassapa deposited in the proper place his clothes
and bcgging-hmvl, gathered together his assembly and entered the Dhamma-
hall. Ananda wanted to sl‘iow his attainments and let the great gathering
know about it, Ile did not [therefore] enter following that great assem'bly.
When [the members of] the Assembly had already entered [the hall],
they took their seats according to the proper order [of seniority] and left
n scat vacant 1211' Amanda down [:unoug the] seats. The great assembly
lit-gm to pay respects to one another according to seniority. \\"hcn they
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came to this vacant seat, they asked for whom it was reserved. The reply
_was that it was for Ananda. They further asked .' “ Where is he‘ now ?”
Ananda, when he came to know the mind of the Assembly, wanted
deliberately to exhibit his miraculous powers; Purposely he disappeared
[from the place were he was] and emerged im front of his seat and
thus manifested himself.

[13] When the Assembly had taken their seats, revered Kassapa
asked the Elders : “ Shall we take for recitation, first, the D'lzamma-pitaka or
Vinqya-pitaka ?” The Bhikkhus replied “Revered Sir, the Vz'naya-piMka
is the very life of the Dhamma of the. Buddha; if the Vinaya-pz'taka stays,
Dhamma-pitaka will stay; therefore we shall first . recite the Vinaya-pitakn.
“Whom shall we make President of the religious meeting?” “Revered
Upa‘li ”. The Assembly questioned “ Cannot Ananda be the President ?”
The answer was .- “ \Vc cannot make him the President ”. “ Why P” “ When
the Buddha was alive, he had praised [Upa‘li] in this way : “ Among my
disciple-followers, the best among those who have retained [in their
memory] the Vinaya, is Upa‘li ” [A. i.25]. The San'gha said “ We
now [therefore] shall put questions to Upa‘li and thus carry on the recita-
tion of the Vinaja-pitaka”.

[14] Thereupon, lVIaha‘kassapa. made an official declaration about
putting questions to Upa‘li [in this way] : “‘ Let rever‘ed‘Sirs listen to me.
If the San‘gha deems it opportune, let the Sa'n'gha permit my putting questions
to Upa‘li about the religious matters concerning Vinaya ”. After this
was said, Upa'li also made an official declaration 2 “ Let the revered San'gha
listen to me. If the San'gha deems it opportune, let the San'gha permit me
now to answer the questions put to me by revered Kassapa about religious
matters concerning Vinaya ”. Thus he said. When Upa‘li had made such
an oflicial declaration, he put the garments on his body in proper order
( i. e. covering his body and keeping the right arm bare ) and facing revered
Kassapa, paid respects to himvby [bending] his head and face towards him.
After having paid his respects, he sat on the high seat and took the lan
studded with [the pieces of] a tusk of an elephant. Kassapa came back,
took his seat and put a question to Upa'li : “ Revered [friend ], where was
the first Pa'ra‘jiki laid down and with reference‘to whom was it laid down ?"
The answer was : “ it was laid down at Vesa‘li and with reference to Sndinna,
the son of Kalandaka.” “\Vhat was the offence committed [ lit. violated ] ?”
The answer was 1 “ he committed an offence consisting in impure [se\.'-]
behaviour ”. Kassapa put questions to Upa‘li about the offence, the place
of its origin, the person concerned, the precept, the amendment to the
precept and also asked about the involvement of the offence as well as exemp-
tion from the offence. Thus he put questions about the first Pa‘ra‘jika‘, the
second, the third and the fourth Pa'ra‘jika", about the origin and the
occasion [when the rule was laid down]. Maha‘kassapa put questions and
Upsli answered them all as he was asked ['cf. Vin. ii. 286-87 ]. Therefore
this is called the section on the four Pa‘ra'jika‘s.

1: 6b. 1
675:1. 8
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[15] Further, he next put questions about the Saflghda'u’esa (Sam.
Safig/Muas’e‘sa )7; next he put questions about the two Indeterminate:

1. 7a. 1 (A-m_'vata); next he asked about the thirty Nz'ssaggzy'a-Pdcillyz'as;
67511.20 next asked about the ninety-two8 Pdcz'ttzy'm‘; next asked ' about

the four pdtz'(/esa771_y"as,' next he asked about Seventy-five Rules of
good decorum; next he asked about the Seven Prece‘pts of" settling a
dispute. Thus when the major' Pdlz'mokk/Ia was over, he asked about
the eight Pa‘ra‘jika‘s concerning the. Bhikkunis (nuns ), which [also]
is called the section of Pira‘jika‘s. Further, he put questuo'ns about seventejen
San'gha'dsesas; ncxt he asked about thirty Nissaggiya-Pa‘cittiyas,' next he
asked about sixty—six" Pa'cittiyas; next he asked about eight Pa'tidesaniyas, .‘
next about Seventy-five Rules of good decorum; next about Seven Precepts '
of settling a dispute. When he did this, the Bizikklzun/‘ll’a‘tz'mok/c/za was thus
finished. Next he asked questions about the If/zaml/mkar; next, he asked
about Par-1'."ara. Thus the Vi/zyaa-pz'taka was_over. As '\i«Iaha'kassapa pu
questions to Upa‘li, Upa‘li answered them [all].

  

   

    

                        

     

l4

[16] Therefore it was said that the recitation of the Vilmya-l’iiaka
in the Assembly of five hundred Arhats was over. Thereupon, revered
Upa'li put down his fan, got down the high seat and paid his respects to all
the elders. Having paid respects to them, he came back to his original seat.

1.7b-1 l\.Iaha‘lmssapa declared that [the recitation of Vz'zzaya] in the Assembly
5751>.4 was over.

i.
Mam..-

.._'-_

[17] Next he asked questions about D/za/nma—pitaka. Whom shall
we make the President of the religious meeting, when we recite the D/Iamma-
pita/m .9” The Bhikkhus replied : “ Revered Ananda.” Therelo‘re Malia“-
kassapa made this official declaration : “ Let revered San'gha listen to me.
If the San’gha deems it opportune, let the San'gha permit me to put questions
to revered Ananda about the Dlzanzma-pitaka”. After this declaration,
An‘anda also made this official declaration : “ Let the revered San'gha listen
to me. If the San'gha deems it opportune, let the San'gha permit me to
answer questions of revered \iIaha‘kassapa about D/zanuna-jn'Mka. ” Having
declared that, Ananda got up from his seat, laid bare his right shoulder, paid
his respects to the elders and immediately went up to his high Seat. Ascend-
ing the high seat, he took in his hand the {an studded with pieces of ivory
of an elephant. Revered hiahfi-Kassapa started putting questions to .‘
Amanda about D/mmma-pz'faka : “ At what place was the Bra/zmquila—sulla
given out P” Ananda replied : “ At the royal house-hold in Amba-lagthika‘
between the two towns, Ra'jagaha and Na‘landa‘ "'. “With reference to
whom was it given out ?” “It was given out with reference to two persons
Suppiya-Paribba‘jaka and Brahmadatta ”. Thus lVIaha‘kassapa asked
Ananda about the original f)place and the person with whom originated the

7. The Chinese translator was perhaps acquainted more with this Sanskrit term than
with the Pali term Saflglm‘dixm; see note 15 of Book XII.

8. Elsewhere this number is given as 90. Sec XIII para. 48, note 18.

9. Pali has IGG and it appears that the Chinese text drops the word for ‘hundrcd.’
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Brahmajdla-mtla. Next he asked about SJmafi‘n“aphala-xutla: ‘1"At what place
was it given out 3’” Ananda replied : “ At the city of Ra‘jagaha,
in the park of Jivaka ”. “ \Vith reference to whom was it given out ?”
“ With reference to Aja‘tasattu, the son of Vedehi,” and the like. Thus
he asked about-the original place and the person with reference to whom the
SJmafifz‘ap/mla-mtla was given out. In this very manner, he put questions
about the five collections [of Agamas] [cf. Vin. ii. 287].

Which are those five collections ? The answer is : the suttas of D1"ghdgama,
the suttas of Alafilzimd‘gnma, the suttas of Saw-nun, the suttas of Angullara and
the suttas of Khuddaka.

Question :—What are the suttas of K/mddaka?

Answer :—Leaving aside the four Agamas, all the rest of the Dhamma-
collection of the Buddha —this is called the suttas of the K/zuddaka. From
among the four Agamas, all the various suttas, except the Vinaya-‘pitaka, were
recited by Ananda.

[ 18] The words of the Buddha have only one taste. When classified,
they are two-fold (Dhamma and Vinaya ). This taste becomes three-fold
(when we consider them as words} said) at the beginning, middle, or end;
also three—fold when we classify them into three Pitakas; in the same way
[when we consider them as related to] Good Conduct, Meditation and
Insight. When we consider the five Collections, they are_f1ve-fold. \Vhen
we classify them into different types, then the suttas are hine-fold. In the
same way, when we take into consideration their sections, they form eighty
thousand sections.

[ 19 1
From the time when tthuddha had attained full enlightenment (summa-

mmbod/zi) upto the time when he entered Nibba‘_na———during this intermediate
period of forty-five years, [whatever he preached to] gods, Yakkhas,
Gandhabbas, Asuras, Garudas, Kinnaras, \gI'ahoragas (big snakes)—~human
and non-human beings—all this had one taste. Because, all this had one
nature, namely, that the words were harping on Deliverance; so it had one tastc.

\Vhat is meant by their having one taste ?

How is it two-ibld?

[20] \\'hat is it that is said at the beginning, middle and end
\Vhatcvcr [' words] the 5nddha has said at the beginning, at the middle,
or at the end—this. is what is thrccfold. The following ga‘l/m‘s are said :—

D/mnmzrz-/)z'!a/.'a and l'l'naya-[H'Iax’ca.

?

I had run through many cxistences,

Yet I had had no lc'cling of detest”;

I was rightly seeking the house of the house-master“

l0. The Chinese text Suggests the reading a-mb'bidagn for Pali a-nibbimm in Dix/7. 153.'

ll. In conformity with Pali gn/mka'm/m : ‘the maker of the house‘ can we say that
the reading c/m( ) is wrongly used for (In: ( 3‘5 ) which means ‘master, owner,'?
It would cumc closer to Pali gahnka'mka. ( )
we get in the next but two quarters ?

whichOr. can we cmcnd it into rm

1. 8a,. 1.
675b. 17

l ' 8b. 1
675b. 29
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" But su‘fi‘erin‘g again I met in every existence.

Now that Inhavye seen your house,
You cannotbuild it again;“ i
The bones of ribs and spine
Have been smashed and cannot be revived.

The mind is already free from taints;
Craving is exhausted and Nihba‘na is attained [-th. 153—54 ].

Further there is a teacher [who] explains that these Uda‘na-ga“tha‘s12
(i. e. stanzas that are inspired) are the first words of the Tatha‘gata.
There are others who consider the following as the first words .' After the
rise of the moon, [following the first day of the dark half]” for the three
watches of the night“. he was sportingly reflecting upon the Law of
Dependent Origination after his attainment of omniscience'and he uttered
this stanza :

“ At the time when Dhamm‘ias become clear ” [ Vz'n. i. 2 ].
—this [gal/ta] has been said in the Khandhakas”.

At the time when the Buddha was on the point of entering Nibba‘na,
he said: to the Bhikkhus : “ With regard to my teaching [Dhamma], be
very careful and attentive ” [D. ii. 155]. These are the last words [of the
Tatha‘gata]. Between these two points, whatever is -said is that which is
said in the intermediate period.

[21] Question :r—Wlhat are the three Pitakas ?

Answer z—Vz'naja-pitaka, SutIa-pz'laka and Abhid/xamma-pilaka. These are
the three pitakas. "' - i V

Question :-—What is the Vinaya-pitaka .9 The two Fatima/:klms, twenty
three” Khalid/take: and Pariydm—this is called Vinaya-pimka.

Question :—VVhat is the SzItla—pitaka P

 Answer :—The forty-four17 suttas beginning with Brahmajtila-sutta all these
go to form Digha‘gama. All the two hundred and fifty-twom suttas beginning

12. The gal/15: occurring at the beginning of the first chapter of the Ala/ta‘vagga of
the Pali Vinaya-[JLILIn (i.l

13. This is the explanation of [15,!1'pada-diL-ase as given in Sin/1. v. 956.

H. I’ali : ‘for three watches of the night' [nitz'/mda-ralt_i)'a‘ I’m: 16,1125“), which would
require an emendation in the Chinese text.

13. > See note 12 above.

It}. Pali has 22. The text perhaps needs emendation from 23 to 22.
17‘ Fall has 34. -Taisho ed. gives a reading from an old Sung edition which supports

the reading 34. But the photographic Sung edition consulted by u: gives 44. The Chinese
translation of Dirg/ta‘gama has only 30 :u'lrax.

18. Pali has 15.", while the Chinese version of Aladlyanm‘gamn has 222. This ve'ry
Chinese version, itself, gives, later (I. 32 ), this l)ull\l)¢'r as 15.".    
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with Mu'la-parzy'dya compose the AI/ajji'himdgama. The seven thousand seven
hundred and sixty-two” suttas beginning with U—kia-lo-lo-d—p’o-t’o-na
(Oghatararz.a)—all these compose the Samjutta.‘ All the nine thousand five
hundred and fifty-seven“ suttas beginning with G'cloparyidda‘na-Jutta compose
the Ar‘lguttara. Dhammapada, Apada‘na, Udfina, Itivzlttaka,N (Sutta)-.Nipdta, Vima‘na
(-valthu), Peta (-valt/m), Them and Thert"-ga‘l/zd,]rimk'a, Niddem (Afi'li-l),0?)21
Patimmbhida‘, Budd/m-vmglm and Carszi-pitaka ( ,fit E?! if )———all these,
classified into fourteen"-°- parts, go to make up the Itfizuddaka. This is called
the Sut/a-ffilnka.

Question :——What is Ab/zz'd/zamma-pi!aka ?

Answer 2—Dhamma-San‘ga,m', Vibhan’ga, Dha‘lukalha‘,
Puggala/mn'VTalli and Katlm‘vatt/m”—this is Abhirl/mmnm.

Pntlha‘na,Tania/m,

[22] (Question :——\\’hat is the meaning of V‘inayia ?

The answer is given in a Gdtha' :
It leads to one’s good in various ways;
It disciplines the actions of body and tongue.
Those who are conversant with the meaning of Vinaya
Have laid down this as its meaning.

What are the various ways ? [There is] the fivefold“ [recitation of
the] Pa‘lz'mokk/Ia and there are sevenfold” types of offences“ beginning with
Pa'ra—jika", which form the list of various rules of conduct. Then later come
amendments to the rules which either make the original rules stricter or more
liberal—these discipline one’s actions of body and tongue because one does
evil actions through body and tongue. Therefore, this is called Vinaya.

[23]
The answer is in a grit/10‘ .'

a

Question :—VVhat is a Sutta .7

It releases the various meanings ‘
Which the good words give out like [a plant ]flsprouting out;
It is like the web and woof and like a gushing fountain,"
It is like a black string and like a thread that binds together—
This is what is known as Sutta I
Full of profound, subtle and exquisite meaning.
 

l9—20. These numbers agree with those in Pali.

2i.
for 3a(

22. Note that this list omits Khuddaka—[m'tha, the first book in this collection of fifteen
books. This list does not mention the books in\the usual order of Pali.

C FL: I)": The last characler p'o seems tube used here through mistake

23. The order here is different from that in Plai‘li which puts" Tamaka and Puff/Lina at
the end. _

24—25. Pa‘réjikfi, San'g/m'dixem‘, Pa'cz'llz)"a‘, Pafidemmj'é’ and‘Dilkklaffi—thcsc are the five
offences. To these five, two more are added '. T/mllaccnya and Dubbha'sitfim'. Thus we
have seven kinds of ofl‘cnces. Sec Parivam ( Vin. v.ll7 ).

l-lO'a.
676-.1
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Question :—What is meant by releasing the meaning .9
Answer :—It releases the meaning to oneself as well as it can release

the meaning to others.

Question :—What is meant by good word: .7

Answer :—First one observes [the nature of] a man’s mind and then
words are spoken that are good‘[ for.him].
Question t—VVhat is meant by Jproulz'ng out .7
Answer :——just like a paddy [plant] that sprouts out [into an ear].

question :—V\’hat is the web‘and wofo?

Answer :--—It is what is accomplished by knitting together yarn-thread.

Question z—VVhat is meant by a gushingfountain .7
It is like a fountain with plenty of water that knows no exhaustion.

Question :—What is meant by a black string"?

Answer :——It is the straight string which enables [a carpenter] to remove
the curvature of wood.

Question :~—What is meant by a t/zreaa’?

Answer :—Just as different flowers are tied together with a piece of thread
so that wind cannot blow them off, or scatter them away—like 'this,
the sutta, also, binds together the various dhammas, which thus then cannot
be scattered away.

[24] Question :—What is Abhidhamma ? . The answer is given in a
ga'l/za :

The Dhammas which are fit to be attened to
By a person, remarkable, highly regarded, known to be delimited,
And Dhammas which are distinguished—because of this

\

We have what is known as A-p’i~t’an.‘

The word abhi has several meanings such as ‘ fit to be attended to ’,
‘ remarkable ’, ‘ highly regarded ’, ‘ delimited ’ (paricchinna ) and
‘ distinguished ’ ( adlzz'ka
Question :v—What is meant by f‘ll to be attended to’ .3
Answer :—Therc is a quotation from suttas 2—-

“There is a man who speaks out words which are fit to be carefully
(lit. extremely) attended to.” [ ] What does this say ? It shows that
rib/u" has the sense of ‘fit to be attended to’.
What is remarkable .9
Answer :—these are the words of a satin : “ The nights that are perie'ct,
c/zz'n ( ), ab/zi [l\I. 2Q]. Abhi has the sense of ‘remarkable’.
\Vhat is meant by ‘ [rig/1y! regarded’ [114:1'1'. 400] 7.
Answer :—King, Abhi-king. Here the [ prefix] ab/zi has the sense of ‘highly
rcgarded’.
What is meant by ‘delimz'ted 9. ’
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abhi. This abhi" has theAnswer :—“ Is capable " [ Vin. i. 64-] —that is
sense of ‘ being delimited ’.

What is meant by ‘ distz'nguts'hed ’ ? ‘ ‘
Answer :——The abhi in a'bhikkanla ( [W E =F g )" [ Vimdna. 7] has the
sense of ‘being distinguished’.

Also it is said : ‘ Being born in the Plane of Form, he lives ( E m: )
= vilzarati)’ [ Dhs. §§ 160] ‘ sufi‘using one direction with kindly feelings ’
[Vbh. 282]. [Here are implied dhammas which are ‘fit-to be attended to’ ].

Remarkable. :—-—“Physical forms, sounds...down to contacts”[D/zs. § 1 ]—
here the sense is ‘remarkable’.

High}! regarded :—“Dhammas pertaining to one under training;
dhammas pertaining to one who needs no training; the dhammas belonging
to this world and the dhammas that are transcendental” [ th. §§ 1016—17,
1094- ] —here the sense is ‘highly regarded’.

Delimited :—“Then the Dlzamma of‘contact’ is there; then is accomplished
‘sensation’ ( fl )2(5 ” [D/U. § 1]. Here is the sense of delimitation.

Distinguished ( adhika ) :-——‘ Greater (malmggata) dha'mmas, immeasurable
( dhammas ) and supreme ((muttara ) dhammas” [ D115. §§ 1020-21, 1293 ]—
here the sense is ‘clistinguished’.

isThis meaning [also] should be well-comprehended.
said :—

Furthcr, it

T’an means D/iamma.

[25 ] What is meant by Pitaka ? The answer is in a gal/1d :
Those who appreciate the meaning of Pigaka understand it
In its two senses of ‘learning’ and ‘recept‘acle’;

Now I combine the two into one and say
The meaning of Pita/ca, which you should know.

~This is the meaning of Pita/.11 :—
Q. :—\N’hat is meant by Pita/ca ?
Answer 2—Pitaka1‘ means ‘learning’—this is [what is meant when we say]
Dhamma-pitaka. Also, this is said in‘ the suttas : ‘A man takes with him hoe
and an axe and comes’ [ M. i. 127 ]—in the sentence [beginning
with these words], the sense is of ‘ a basket ’. Now I say this in general.
The three Pitakas should be understood in these two senses. To say in
short : the Vinaja-pztaka is the treasure of knowledge ( fig! ); also is given
the meaning of ‘a basket’. The sulta ( -/)itaka) should be interpreted in the
same way. Also it is said : Ablzid/zamma which itself is a Pitaka.

Knowing thus, one should further understand that in the three Pitakas
there are various causal conditions which deal with instruction (desana‘),

 

26. Evidently, it appears that the Chinese text'has wronML'lv. used Infielz ( é?! ) for a
similar character c/n'o ( 5’5: ), which in old Buddhist texts like the Chinese version of the
Afadlzyanxa‘gamu is used in the sense orirrrlmm', though in later. translations it was substituted
by :hou ( \Vhen this rmemlalion is accepted, then only it agrees with I’ali phasso holi,
ueduna' Iioli.

’ Ober. 1.37-38. T Ober. 1.3+.
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teaching (565mm ), and various kinds of discriminating disquisitions (katlza-
blzeda ). With them are also connected [three kinds of] training (:ikkhd)
[three kinds of] abandonment (pa/Irina) and [four-fold] profoundness
(gamb/u'rablzdva ). [They also involve] difi‘erent types of learning (flaryz'atli-
blzeda ), acquisition (rampaui) and deprivation (vi/2011i). The words that
follow (§§27—31 ) give out themselves the real ( 331—) meaning [ of all
these expressions ].

[26] Now comes next the discussion about Ablzid/mmma among the
three Pitakas. »

lib/1i has the sense of ‘fit to be attended to’, ‘remarkable’, ‘highly
regarded’, ‘delimited’, ‘excelling’, ‘cxtcnsive’ ( Elf" ), ‘great’ and ‘suprcme’
( mzullm'a i

What is ‘fit to be attended to ' ( )
retained in one’s mind.

? That bewhich‘ can

Remarkable '.—That which is discriminated [from others
Highly regarded :—That which is praised all the time by noble men.
Delimited :——That which is discriminated in a ga‘l/za‘ ( {£3
E.\'eelling :———That which excels other dhammas.
Eucmiu: :—Among all the dhammas, it is widest.
Greal( j; ) :—The greatest among all the dhammas.
Supreme :——That is, none among the dhammas can get victory over it.

T’an (D/zamma) has the meaning of ‘lifting up,’ ‘adopt‘ing’ and ‘protecting‘.
What is ‘sz'ling up’ ? ‘Lifting up’ means picking up all the living beings

and putting them on the right Path.
Adopting means taking up the living beings and not allowing them

to enter three evil destinies.
Protecting means up-holding all the living beings and letting them

have all kinds of happiness.
Pikzka means a basket.

A basket is that which can contain allWhat is meant by a basket .7
things ( ).

Question 1—Pitaka and A-p’i-t’an (Abhid/lamma)-—are they the same
or different ?

Answer :—the same.
Further question—if they are the same, then to say A-pi-t’an
be enough; what need is there to say again Pitaka ?

would itself

Answer :—W’hen the noble men speak about the Dhamma, they always wish
to speak the literary names completely and so they put the word Pitaka again.

Such is the meaning o‘f the three Pitakas.
[27 ] Also, further, in order to show that they instruct, teach and discri-

minate; that [ they involve] application of oneself[ to good things], abandon-
ment [of evil things ] and profoundness; and that [ they are concerned with]
acquisition ( (3» ), and deprivation ( m: ), a Bhikkhu, wherever he
goes, should explain all the meanings in this way.
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The three Pitakas, with their respective virtue ( [iii gar ) exhibit
respectively, their real meaning [when the first lays down the instruc-
tion] according to the nature of the offence committed; [the second]
according to the nature of the individual;and [Vthe third] according to
the Dhamma. Or, [ the first] according to [ the offence] concealed ( 2E ) ;
or [ the second] according to the heresy in which one is entangled; or |_ the
third] according to the discrimination of name and form.

[28] If a man behavos according to the [instruct ons of] Vinaya,
then he enters a trance. When the trance is reached, he. gets equipped with
the knowledge of the three discerning lores. Thus [good ] behaviour is at the
root of Character. Because of Sama‘dhi, he gets equipped with the six high
Powers (chalabhin‘fia' If a man learns Abhidhamma, then he can get real
insight. A man of real insight can also get the Four Penetrating Powers
[of insight, I’alixamb/zid6( )].

[29] If a man follows the precepts of Vinaya, he can get happiness
of this world. What is the happiness of this world? A man of pure conduct
is acclaimed good by gods and men. He always gets in this world the four
kinds of requisites for his own nourishment. This is the happiness of this
world barring the pleasures of senses C 4’3: “ I have already
come to know according to what has been said in a sutta by
the Buddha that this [religious life of an ascetic] is not appropriate
for me who lives in a family. An ascetic receives instructions' about the Path
and then he attains the Fruit 01‘ the Path. \Vhen he has thus attained the
Fruit, he gets the strength of conduct, meditation and insight ”. [ ]

[30] If a man lo‘llows the evil course, then he gets no knowledge at
all. Because of this lack ol‘ knowledge, he inisunderstands the teaching of
the Buddha. And because of misunderstanding, he accuses the Tatha‘gat‘a
and commits several evil actions and thus ruins his own self. And because
ofthis, he produces extensively wrong heresies. If a man has a wrong
comprehension of Abhidhamma, then when he applies his mind to anything,
it rushes fast and goes beyond it. The mind then distracted wanders away
to unthinkable things. As it is said in a sutta : “There are, 0 Bhikkhus, four
unthinkable things. If a man thinks of them, the mind gets distracted ”
[A ii. 80 ].

[ 31 ] The Teacher says : “Thus in due order is explained the violation
of rules of conduct, the heretic views and the distraction of mind when one
cannot distinguish good from evil. After saying this, further, a ga‘l/za‘ is said :

The advantages and disadvantages °-"“-—r
All these one attains because of one’s behaviour.
A Bhikkhu who takes delight in the teaching [of the Buddha]
Ought to have love and regard- for his Dhamma.

Thus the meaning of the Pitaka should be understood.
all the words of the Buddha should be known.

In this way,

‘ucquisition' and ‘deprivalion' respectively26a. These words are used here for
in §§ 25, 27 (mm/mm" and vi/ialii) above.

)5

1.12b.1
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677a.16
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[ 32 ] What is an ‘lgama ? The Teacher says : There are five Agamas.
Which are the five ? First, Dl’g/zdgama; second MaJJ"himdgama,' third,
Samyutldgama; fourth, Afigutlardgama; and fifth If/mddakdgama.

Question :—What is Dl’ghagama ? The forty-four suttas, divided into
three sections, beginning with Brahmajdla-sutta. All these suttas form three
sections. This is called Dt'ghagama.

The Teacher puts the question -: why is it called long ? It is called
long because the sections of the Dhamma in the same are very long.

Further question :—Why is it called Ag‘ama r
Answer :—Because it includes a large number of meaningful [things];
therefore, it is called Agama. As it is said in a sutta: “ The Buddha
addresses the Bhikkhus and says that he does not notice in the whole of the
threefold world even a single dgama'l7 like that of the unmixed ( ) Jgama
at the meeting—place of the lower animals. This group of animals gathers
together in their [appointed] place ” [S. iii. 152]. This being the sense,
the Majjhima—Agama should also be similarly understood. It is called
Majjhima (medium) because [the suttas there] are neither long, nqr short.
It is divided into fifteen sections (vaggas). There are one hundred and fifty-
two28 suttas beginning with the discourse on Roots (Mu'la—fiarzy'dya). This
is called .IWaJJ'Viima-Kgama.

[33] The recitation of the Dhammas was completed in seven months.
Revered Kassapa successfully accomplished [ the redaction of] the Dhamma
of the Ten—Powered [Buddha]. Thereupon the great Earth, like a man
oveijoyed, shouted in praise : “ Very good, very good ‘.”, and even upto the
hell (lit. a fountain with yellow flames) shook and quaked in Six' ways and
exhibited various kinds of miracles. This is called the First Council of the
Five hundred E'der Arhats. This is a god-(ha [in that connection] :—

1n this world, five hundred

Arhats recited the Dhamma;

Therefore it is called Recitation by Five Hundred.

Know this, ye all, Sirs, together.

[_ 34 ] At the time of the recitation by great Assembly, Revered Kassapa
put a question to Upa'li : ‘ ‘ Where were the Pa’ra‘jika rules laid down ?” Also
he asked about the place of the offence, asked about the original incident
and asked about the ind vidual, [though the answer to] this question,
Revered Kassapa himself knew.

Answer :—At that time the precept was laid down because it had to be
prescribed in connection with a person [who had committed an offence].
All that follows [was alsm prescribed in the sameway I must now ex-
plain [all that].

27. The Chinese translator wrongly uses here a'gama for uika‘ya, as what is intended
here is ‘a_‘group.‘

28. See note No. 18 above.
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1.36 ] FIRST COUNCIL

[ 35 ] “ At that time, the Buddha was living in a place called Verafija‘”
[ Vin. iii. 1

1Question :—At what time was this said 7’.
u

Answer :—It was said when the five hundred Elders had gathered to-
gether [in a council]. Thus various other important matters were recited.

Question :——V\7l1y was it that Upé‘li said this P

Answer .'—Upa‘li said this because Revered Kassapa. put him a question.

[36] When the origin of the precept is thus explained, now comes
[ the question: ]. “ Who retained [ this Vinaya ] in memory ? Where was
this retained in memory ?” \Vhen I have had ( 21-"? to explain this origin,
I must now give the meaning of the words : “ At that time, the Buddha was
living at Verafija‘”. These words coming at the beginning of introduction
of the Vizzaya-pz'In/m are thus to be explained : Revered Upa'li learnt this from
the Buddha himself and before the latter entered Nibba’na, several countless I
thousands and tens of thousands of the Arhats who had six high Powers
(abhifififi) learnt from him. When the Tatha’gata had entered Nibba‘na,
Kassapa and the rest of the kind-hearted elders who had gathered together
[ at the Council had also learnt]. \Vho had carried it forth in Jambudi‘pa ?
Teachers of Vinaya beginning with Upfili successively carried it till the
Third Council. t

The names of the revered 'l'eachcrs who retained the Vinaya in their
memory I now give in due succession :—Upa”li, Da'saka, Sonaka, Siggava,
Tissa lVIoggali-putta—these five vanquishers [of corruptions] retained it
in succession in Jambudipa, without allowing the line to be interrupted, up-
to the Third Council. All the teachers of Vinaya [thus] had their source
in Upa"li. They are the successors of Upa'li. \Vhy is it so ?

Up‘a‘li heard this Vinaya from the Golden—mouthed [Buddha He
collected it together in his mind and then generously gave it to others. The
people learnt it and there is no count of trainees, or of the Sota‘pannas,
Sakada'ga’mis and Ana'ga'mi-s. There were a thousand [among such
learners] who had destroyed craving. Da‘s‘aka was a disciple of Upa'li. He
heard the whole [of Vinaya] from the mouth of Upa‘li himself. He himself
understood it and attained mastery in its deep meaning. There were coun t-
less men among the learners and the rest who had received it. There were
a thousand [among the learners] who had destroyed craving. Sonaka was
a disciple of Da‘saka. Sonaka learnt the Vinaya from the mouth of his
teacher. He was praised for his recitation [of Vinaya ], the meaning of
which he understood by his inherent nature. Of those who had learnt the
Vinaya there was no count. But among those who had destroyed craving.
there were a thousand. Siggava was a disciple of Sonaka. From his
teacher’s mouth, he had learnt [the Vinaya ]. Among one thousand
Arhats, he was the most eminent and by his inherent nature he understood
Vinaya. The trainees and others who had learnt [ the Vinaya ] were count-

3
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less and the Bhikkhus who had destroyed the craving were several and could
not be counted as so many hundreds or so many thousands. At that time,
in Jambudipa, countless Bhikkhus had gathered together. The spiritual
power of Tis‘sa, the son of Moggali, will be made evident at the time of [ the
narration of the account of] the Third Council“. Thus the Vinaya Pitaka
was handed down in jambudipal. The succession of the Religious teachers
who retained [Vinaya in memory upto the Third Council should thus]
be understood.

[37] Question :—What is the Third Council ?
Answer '.—This is the account in succession .' T he recitation of the

illustrious and exquisite Dhamma [at the First Council] was over. In
order to get a thorough understanding of the illustrious and subtle Dhamma,
these laudatory stanzas are said :—

As long as lile‘ permitted, they stayed in this world—
Those five hundred, wise, illustrious (Elders).
Among those five hundred was the Revered
Kassapa, the foremost among them all.
Like the lamp with its oil consumed,
They entered Nibba‘ua, with no attachment for anything.

The Section of Vajjiputtakas : The Second Council for the
[recitation of] Dhamma-Pitoaka

[38] Thereupon, as days and nights went on in succession, and when
it was hundred years after the passing away of the Buddha into Nibbfina,
the noble Bhikkhus ( 2% Q; ) who were the scions of the Vajji clan raised
in Vesa‘li ten unlawful points. Which are those ten points ?

( Salt is permissible;
Two-lingers [shadow] is permissible;
[ Concession of taking food again while] going to another village
is permissible;

i )
ii)
iii)

(
(

[Ofiicial business of the San‘gha in separate] residential places
[within a parish] is permissible;

Securing consent [later] is permissible;
[A practice of] longr standing is permissible;
[Any drink that is] just mixed together [ that is, fresh] is
pern‘iissiblc; * V
[Fresh] water [of a cocmutt] is permissible;
A scat (nu'f'dana) with no li‘ingcs is permissible;
Gold and silver are permissible.

and

55cc. 11:14-13
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These are the ten unlawful points.

i
l
i
l

SECOND COUNCIL

When these ten unlawful points
were raised in Vesili, there [were] the scions of ' the Vajji Clan and Asoka
( [St—II g, ) the son of Susuna‘ga. Asoka was the king at that time. He sided
with. the scions of the Vajji‘ clan and the like. u I

[39] At that time there was Revered Yasa Kiu Kid ( fl: He
was the son of Ka‘kanda. He was going on a tour among the Vajjis. When
he heard that the Vesa'li Bhikkhus, the scions of the Vajji clan, had raised
in Vesa'li ten unlawful points, he thought that he should not tolerate them
which, if allowed to stay, would ruin the Dhamma of the Ten-powered
[Buddha] and that he should devise some means by which this evil would
be stopped. He then went to‘Vesa‘li. When revered Yasa, the son of
Ka'kapda, reached Vesa‘li‘, he stayed there in the Great Forest at Ku‘ga‘ga‘ra-
5513'. At that time, the Bhikkhus, the scions of the Vajji clan, while reciting
the rules of precepts took a bowl full of water and placed it in the Bhikkhu-
San'gha. \Vhen the lay devotees (II/Ja‘mka) of Vcsa—li came to the Vajjaputta
Bhikkhus, they said these words: “ O, Upa'sakas, give money to the Bhikkhn-
San'gha; if you like, you can give halfa coin (add/m), or a coin; let the Bhik-
khu—San'gha get their clothes” [ Vin. ii. 294 ]. All this should be said. This
Council [for the recitation] of Vinaya- consisted of just seven hundred
Bhikkhus, neither more nor less. Therefore, this is called the Vinaya Council

mf Seven hundred Bhikkhus. In this Council, twenty thousand Bhikkhus had
gathered together. Revered Bhikkhu Yasa C 115 JQf-l 9}]3‘ ) raised this matter
[in the assembly]. Among the Vajjiputtaka-Bhikkhus, [there was one]
Revata who put questions to Sabbalca‘.1n1'_. Sabbakfimi Bhikkhu answered.
Those ten points about the Vinaya-pitaka were decided as unlawful and thus
the dispute about the Dhamma was settled. “ We must now recite the
Dhamma and Vinaya”——so saying the Elders selected those Bhikkhus who
were experts in the three Pitakas and those who had penetrated into the
three discerning lorcs‘”. Vthn such men were selected, then in Vesa'li at
the Valukira'ma, people gathered together for a Council [of recitation]
exactly as had gathered Kassapa and the rest, at the time of the First Council,
and in no way different. All the cankers in the Dhamma of the Buddha
were washed away and removed. There were questions again concerning
the Pit_akas, questions concerning figaxnas, questions concerning the different
types [of literature], questions concerning the sections [of the Dhamma ].
The whole of the Dhamma-and-Vinaya Pitaka was recited. This Council
met for their meetings for eight months. A gel/20‘ has been said in its praise:—

-In this world, seven hundred Elders met,
"And so it is called “ Seven-hundred ” [Council].
\Vith reference to the one held before
[ The second ] it was—ye all may yourselves know.

.-

[40] At that time, Sabbaka‘mi, Sumo ( Q35! )——-’Pali name is Sa‘_1ha-—,
Revata, Ix'lmjja-Sobhita, Yasa, Sana, Sambhu'ta—all_these elders were the
disciples of Revered Ananda. Sumana and Va‘sabhaga‘mi—these two men
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were the disciples of Revered Anuruddha. All these holy men had seen
the Buddha. A gdthd has been said :—

[At ] the Second good Coiuncil. [ for recitation ]
The Great Dhamma was recited by '
All who, in matters of Dhamma, were esteemed high, 3°
Had done whatever had to be done,
And had consumed all craving.
This is called the Second Council [for recitation].

20

 

The Section of Asoka .' The Third Council for the [recitation of]
Dhannna-Pit.aka

[4-1] These Revered Elders themselves rellected : “Will there be
any [similar] cankers in the Dhamma of our Teacher, in future, or not .7”
They observed : “ In future times, [similar] unalwful canker will spring

1.17a_1 up. In the one hundred and eighteenth year [from now], in Pitalt'putta,
(578k 4 King Asoka will be born. After his birth, in the whole of the land of )

Jambudipa there will be nothing31 C EL“ ) that will not submit to him,- but I
'there will be very deep faith in the Dhamma of the Buddha and there will l
he very muniftcent offerings [to the Buddhist S’an'gha]. Thercupon, the I]
heretic Bra—hma‘ns will see that" King Asoka has such a faith in the Dhamrna
of the Buddha. These heretic Bra-humus greedy of the [muniftcent] offer-
ings will enter the Buddha’s Dhamma and will themselves become Samahas
though really they will be heretics. And, as of old, they will teach and con-
vert men to their heretic Dhamma. Thus the Dhamma of the Buddha will
be full of polluting cankers. Thus the canker will flourish ( fix Jet,“ ).” I

[42] Thereupon, the revered Elders thus thought: “ Shall we be
able to see [personally] the canker when it springs up in future 7’.” When
each of them reflected over this, and found that his life period would not
extend [to that time] and so they further thought: “ Who will be able to
communicate [this matter] to the Elders [of that time] ?” They looked
around over all the people and over the whole of the world of sense-desire
and found no one [fit for that purpose On further reflection over the
Brahma-gods [they found that] there was one divine being with a short 1
life who had already contemplated upon the Clli‘tl‘a(‘LCI‘lSliCS oftthe Dhamma.
The revered Elders thus thought : “ We should go and request this divine
being in the Brahmaloka to come down and be born in this world in the l
family of the Bra—hmahna IvIoggali. After he has been conceived [by his ‘

1.17b_ 1 future mother], we shall instruct him, convert him, and make him leave 1
(,73b_ 15 the house. When he becomes a. recluse by leaving" his house, he will have

30. l’ali has [Ialtna-b/m'm‘ which is explained here it" ‘luaving attained (/mnmt) a. high
position.’ The l’ali commentary explains it as ‘fmlmt-b/trim',’ : 'tllose who have laid down
the burden from their shoulders‘.

3l. See below § 51, note 36-
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a perfect mastery over the whole of the Dhamma of the Buddha, with no
doubts left. When he had mastered the three discerning lores (tin-0 ow”?! )"’~"
he will smash the views of the heretics, decide the points of dispute in
the Dhamma and firmly establish the Dhamma of the Buddha.

[43] Thereupon, the revered Elders went to the Brahma-gods. There
was a divine being in the Brahmaloka who was called Tissa. When the
revered Elders approached him, they said to him “ In the hundred and
eighteenth year from now, there will spring up a very great canker in the
Dhamma of the Tathigata. We have looked over the whole 'world and the
plane of sense-desire and we found no person able to protect the Dhamma
of the Buddha until we came to the Brahma-gods and noticed you as the
only person [able to accomplish this task]. Well, good man, if you are
born in the world [ of human beings], you will establish firmly the Dhamma
of the Ten-Powered [ Buddha. ].” Vthn these elders said these words, Tissa,
the great Brahma" informed those Elders that when the canker will spring
up in the Dhamma of the Buddha, he will wash it away and remove it. After
informing them in this manner, he became jubilant, was very much elated
and replied : “ Very well !” \Vith this reply he gave the Elders a promise.
Having thus finished the test which they had to do in the heaven of Brahmas,
the Elders came back down from the heaven of Brahmas.

[44-] At that time, there were two Elders, Siggava and Candavajji,
They had mastered the threewho were young persons in the San'gha.

Pitakas and the three discerning lores and were Arhats who had destroyed 8
1.1 a. IThese two men were not present when the last dispute was
6781). 29

their cravm'g.
settled. The Elders said to these two friends ( £2.— z; ): “ You, two people,
did not come when the last dispute was being settled. On account of this,
the Sa'n'gha is now prescribing a punishment for you. A divine being named
Tissa, among the Brahma gods, has been commissioned to be born, in time
to comet in the family of the Bra'hmana \l/Ioggali. One among you, both,
sho‘uld go. to him and take him up for converting him into a recluse and the

I

other should give him instruction in the Dhamma of the Buddha. There-
upon the revered Arhats, after the life-period, long or short, allotted to each
one, entered Nibba‘na.

 

[45] And now are said the ga‘llza‘rz—

The Second Council of seven hundred
Met and smashed the wrong Dhamma;
And for the Dhamma, in future, measures
Were taken to enable it to continue long. (1)
Those who had consumed craving and attained mastery over themselves,
Who had thoroughly understood the three discerning lores,
Who had attained divine powers and, thus, were masters of themselves——
Even these could not escape the Law of Impermanence. (2)

 

32. See nou- 29 above.
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I must now explain this' characteristic feature
Which continues to operate even in future ——
That every being is thus impermanent.
Knowing that birth of a human bem‘g is difficult to obtain,
If you wish to attain a permanent stay,
You must perseveringly and diligently exert. (3)
Thus is detailed the account of' the second San'gf'li (recitation by

the Bhikkhus ).

[46] Tissa, Llaha'brahma', came down from the heaven as he was
commissioned to be born in. the family of .Moggali Bra'hmat'la. Thereupon,
Siggava noticed that Tissa had already entered the family of the Bra‘limana
by being conceived there. When he knew that he was conceived in that family,
Siggava went to that house, from day to day, to beg his food, for seven years.
\Nhy did he do so ? In order that he may get an opportunity that would enable
him to convert him into a Buddhist recluse. Then when he begged in that
house for food, he did not get even water nor any words like ‘pass on [ to the
next house ( fl“ ) ].’ After havingthus begged for seven years, when he
again went to that house, the family—members of the house said : ‘ 'Food is
all exhausted.’ The Elder then went to other houses. Siggava thought .-
‘ To~day I have received some words. I must come again.’ The Brahman-a,
when he was returning from other places, saw, on the way, Siggava and
addressed the recluse: “Had you gone to my' house ? Did you get anything
or not ?” The reply was: “Yes, I did get, 0 Bra‘hmana.” \Vhen he
returned to this house, he enquired of his fa'mil,\'-1nembers whether the
Bhikkhu had come to beg his food and whether they had given him
anything. The family-members replied that they had given him nothing
at all. The Brahmana said : “ The Bhikkhu told me‘ a lie. When he comes
tomorrow I shall ask him.” And so, next morning, he sat down outside
the door of his house. The Elder Siggava did come next morning. The
Brfihinana said to him : “ Revered Sir, yesterday, you said that you had
obtained something [in my house]; but surely you got nothinO. Why
was this falsehood ? Does the Bhikkhu-Dhamma permit lies ?” Revered
Siggava replied : “I have bee-n going to your house for seven years, but I
got nothing. Yesterday, for the first time, I got ‘words’ from your family-
members before I went to other houses. And so I said: ‘ I did get.’ The
Brahmana then thought to himself : ‘ This Bhikkhu had received ‘ words ’
and said that he did get [something]; very good! This man is very con—
tented. If he gets food and drink, he then would be very much delighted.’
The Bra—hma'na’ then, turned over his [own] food and drink to Siggava and
said: “From now, onwards, you must come every day for this food.”
Thereupon Siggava constantly went there, every day, to take his food. The
Brahmana noted that he pgossessed dignified manners of decorum and became
very much pleased with him and made him a further request “ Revered
Sir, lrom now onwards, you do not go to others for alms; you come all the
time [here] for food.” Siggzwa by remaining silent accepted his request.
Every day, after finishing his food he Igrrr'idually preached the Dhamma 0f
the Buddha and then went away. '  
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[ 47 ] At that time, the Brn‘hmana had a son who was sixteen years old.
He had learnt the three Vedas of the Brahmana-dhamma. The Bra'hman‘"s
son, since he had come down from the heaven of Brahmas, [always]
removed'his clean and spotlessly pure mat fronts-his couch and would not
share ( fit: ) it with any other person. When he used to go to his teacher’s
place for study, he had his mat removed [from the couch], had it rubbed
with a clean piece of silk, and had it placed hanging m' his room and then
went out. ‘

When he had gone out, Revered Siggava came. He thought : “The
[right] time has now come. I have been coming and going all these years,
but have not had even a word with this son of the Bra'hmana. What device
should there be to convert him to[ the Buddha’s Dhamma] ?” With his
divine power, he made all the seats disappear and thus remain invisible.
Only the seat of the Bra'hman’s son, that was kept hanging above the ground,
remained visible. At that time, the Bra'hmana saw Siggava coming and he
searched around for a seat but he could not get any. He saw only his son’s
seat that was kept hanging above [the ground]. Immediately, he took
it and gave it to Siggava for sitting. The Bra'hmanfis son returned and saw
Siggava sitting on his [ mat—] seat that he had lifted away [from the couch].
Having seen this, he became angry in his mind and said to his family-people .'
“ Who has removed and given to the Samana, this seat of mine, which was

ankept hanging by me:
\

[48] Revered Siggava finished his meal. The anger in the mind of
the Bra'hman's son had subsided. Revered Siggava said to the Bra‘hman’s
son: “ \Vhat knowledge have you acquired [so far] ?” The Bra‘hman.’s
son, in return, shouted : “O Samana, if I have not acquired any knowledge
who else would do it ?” The Brahman’s .son asked Siggava .' “ O Saman_a,
have you studied the Dhamma of the Vedas ?” Having asked this question
he believed that the Samaria must have studied it. Revered Siggava had
already penetrating knowledge of the three Vedas as well as of Nighantu,
of the science of prosody (Icelulflm) and of the historical literature. He had
a discriminating knowledge of all this. The Bra—hman’s son had certain
doubtful points which he could not penetrate into. \N’hy was it so ? Because
he could not understand them even from his teacher. The Bra‘hman’s son
[ therefore] asked Siggava such questions as were difficult for him to under-
stand. [Siggava] replied to them all as he asked. Sigava then said to
the Brahman’s son : “ You have asked me many questions; now is my turn
to ask you one question; you must answer it.” The Bra—hman’s son replied :

“ Alright '. O Samaria, I shall answer it with [ my] penetrating knowledge.”
Siggava put a question to the Bra‘hman’s son about Cilta-Tama/ca (double
statements on ‘mind’ from the book of Tanya/ca) : “ Is there one whose mind
[at the moment] of coming into existence, is not passing into non-existence;
but whose mind, while it will pass into non—existence will not appear [again]?
Is there one whose mind, when it will pass into non-existence will continue
to be non-existent (that is, will not re-appear ), but whose mind [at the
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moment of] coming into existence, continues to exist ( that is, is not passing
into non-existence“ ) .7”- [ Yuma. ii. 1 ].

[49] At this, the Bra'hmalt_’s son raised his head [upwards] toward
the sky and [then] looked down towards the earth. He could not under-
stand the question. Therefore, he on the contrary put this question to the
Saman_a: “ What is the meain'ng,_O Samana, of all this ?” Siggava replied :
“ This is the Veda of the. Buddha.” 'The Bra'hmanfs son asked : “ Cannot
the revered Sir give it to me P” The reply was: “ Yes.”- He further asked :
“ How can I get it ?” The reply was : If you leave the home, then you can
get it.” Thereupon, the Bra—liman’s son became very glad at heart and he
Came to the place of his parents and said .' “ This Samana knows the Ve_da.
of the Buddha and I should like to learn the same. While I am using these
white garments [of a householder], the Samana would not give it to me.
Let me leave my home. Then I will get it.” The parents then thought to
themselves and [saidz] “ Very well.I you may leave the family, learn the Veda
[of the Buddha] and then you may come back immediately to the family."
The lira‘hman’s son thought in his mind : “ I now go to this Samana and
study the Veda of the Buddha; when Ifmish it I can immediately return ( to
the family ).” ,At the time of his departure, his parents instructed him thus:
“ you can make your study diligently; so we are permitting you to go."
The reply‘was : “ I shall have no slackness with regard to the instruction.”
He then went to the place where Siggava was. .

[50 ] “men he arrived, Siggava took the Bra—hman’s son and converted
him into a novice (sa‘mazzera). He instructed him to contemplate upon
[one of] the thirty-two objects of meditation. The Brahman’s son within'
a short time attained the Path of the Sota'panna. Siggava thought : “This.
Bra—lunan’s son has attained the Path. He would not. like to return to his
family: just as burnt—up grain“ cannot produce anything, so also is this
novice [incapable of returning and rearing a family of his own ].” Siggava
[further] said [to himself] : “ IfI give him a profound object of medita-
tion he will attain Arhatship and will get quietly stabilised in the Dhamma
of the Buddha and then will not continue his study. So I must now send
him to the place where Car-ulavajji is, with the instruction of studying the
Dhamma of the Buddha and of conveying what I have in my mm'd."
Siggava said : “ You are now welcome, 0 Sa‘manera, to go to the place where
Candavajji is and study the Dhamma of the Buddha. When you go to that
place you should say “ Revered Sir, my teacher has sent me with the
instruction to study the Dhamma of the Buddha.” He went to the teacher’s
place. Candavajji replied .' “ Very well! novice. Tomorrow I shall give you
instruction.” Tissa learnt the whole of the Buddha—Dhamma and its
commentaries with thcfiexceplion of i'inqya-pilalca. \Vhen he had finished
 

T . . 5 . .
33. he translation of this passage In Chinese cannot be clear without the help of the

original passage in I’ali. For, the distinction between the present and future tenses in the
original (up/mjjali and up/minsmli, nimfilmu' and ril'rujj/tixsazl'l is not brought out in Chinese.
The mind that is referred to here is the last (mi-cilia of an .\rh:1t.
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this' study, he received his initiation—upwampadd ( a. fig )—and before
one year was completed, he mastered the Vinaya-pitaka. Thus he had the
acomplishmcnt of the study of all the three Pitakas. The Spiritual Priest
and the Teacher [thus] entrusted the whole of the Buddha-Dhamma to
Tissa and then after their respective life-time, short or long, passed into
Nirva'na. At that time Tissa having intensely practised the meditation-
trance, became an Arhat and preached the Dhamma of the Buddha. to
all men.

\

[51 ] At that time, King Bindusa'ra had one hundrc'd sons begotten
by him. After the passing away of Bindusa’ra, King Asoka killed, within
four years, all the brothers, elder and younger, except one who was born of
his own mother. After the lapse of these four years, king 'Asoka got himself
crowned [lit. honoured] as king. This was two” hundred and eighteen
years after the Buddha had entered into Nibbina. King Asoka ruled over
the whole land of jambudipa and of all the [petty] chiefs there was none
that had not“ submitted to him. The miraculous power of the king pre-
vailed over one yojana up into the sky and one yjo'ana below the earth. The
spirits of the Anotatta lake constantly offered, every day, water in sixteen
jars carried in eight pingoes—kdja ( it”; )—as a present, for the use of the
king. At that time, the king had already had faith in the Dhamma of the
Buddha. Ilc offered eightjars of water to the Bhikkhu-San'gha, two to those
who had mastered the three Pitakas, two to his wife 37 and the remaining
four he [reserved] for himself.

[52] The spirits on the Snowy mountain [Himalayas ], every day,
offered soft and juicy creepers for tooth-sticks to the king and to the inmates
of the harem in the royal palace—the courtesans there numbered in all
sixteen thousand. In the monasteries there were sixty thousand Bhikkhus.
The tooth-sticks that were offered every day were enough for the Bhikkhu-
san'gha' as well as for the eoutesans in the royal harem. Further, the spirits
of the Himalayas offered medicinal fruits such as A’mala/m [yellow myro-
balan ], l’!flffl(lkd (green myrobalan ), the colour of which fruits was yellow
like gold and the smell and taste of which was very rare (exceptional).
Further, there were spirits that offered ripe mango fruit. Moreover, there
were other spirits that offered five kinds of garments which were yellow in
colour like gold and also napkins; some also offered every day best kinds of
drinks [sweet] like honey, scented powders [for smearing the body] and
jasmine-Ja‘li ( [33"]- )—flowers. The scrpant—king from the ocean offered
some rocky ( Z4) medicine for the eye~ (arTjana, ointment On the
borders of the Anotatta lake, there grew, in natural course, a kind 'of rice
with excellent flavour. The husk was taken off by pounding it. The parrots
used to take the perfect unbroken rice and daily carried it [measuring]
thousand pingocs as an offering to the king. In the artistically constructed

 

35. Three Chinese editions support ‘two hundred and eighteen.’
36 See above § 41, note 31.
37. Pali here gives the name Asandhimitta‘.
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halls and rooms, the bees prepared bechivcs and made honey which was
ofil‘rt-d to the king. Birds like Kara-vika came to the king’s place and
presented various kinds of excellent music to beguilc the king. Thus the
king [enjoyed] miraculous powers.

[‘ 53] One day the king got prepared a golden chain and sent it to
the king of serpents in the ocean to fetch him—«this king of serpents—who
with his life of the kappa had already seen the past four Buddhas. Vthn
the king of serpents came, he offered him a throne with a white canopy on
it and honoured him by offering various kinds of scented flowers. King
1\:;i)l<;i himself took off ornaments and jewellery from his own self and
adorned with them the serpcnt-king’s body. He further showed him honour,
by keeping sixteen thousand beautiful women standing around him. King
Asoka said to the king of serpents : “ I have heard that the Tatha‘gata was
very handsome and splendid in appearance. I wish to see him and you can
show him [to me ].” 'l‘hercupon, the king of serpents having received this
instructimi, immediately, showed his miraculous power by bodily transform—
ing himself into the figure of the Tatha-"gata with various kinds of distinctive
features such. as those of being decorated with thirty-two signs of a great man
as well as eighty [minor] good signs, just like a lotus ( appala) flower, fully
blown, decorating the [surface of] water; or like the [surface of] the sky
ornamented with clusters of stars; or like a bright form' with various kinds
of colours such as green, yellow, red and white, spread at the back of the body
C it“ a ) one v_ya‘nza(four cubits). It was with all natural dignity, like the blue
rain-bow, or like bright lightning which encircles and then disappears, or
like a golden mountain that is surrounded by the bright; radiance of various
kinds of precious stones. All the living beings were looking at it without
getting tired. The Brahma—gods, the serpents, t’hc Yakkhas, Gandhabbas
and the like were looking at it for seven-days. The eye would not like
to leave its sight. King Asoka saw it and became very glad.

‘ {54]
the heretics.
began to have faith in the Dhamma of
the heretics because king Bindusa’ra, father of Asoka, was waiting upon
them. Originally he gave offerings to sixty thousand Bra-hmans
every day. The king and the queen in his palace—all offered worship to
the heretics and so, by tradition, he came. to worship them. One day, king
Asoka made offerings to the Brahmans. \‘x'hilc he was sitting in his palace
he noticed the Bra’hmans looking to their right and left—all of them with
no religious demeanour. When he saw this, he thought that he must give

For three years after coronation, the king waited upon
\Vhen he reached the fourth year [of his reign], the king

the Buddha. He waited upon

another test and only those who observed the Dhamma should be given
offerings. Having thusythought, he then said to his ministers : “ If, 0 mini-
sters, there be any real samauas or Bra—lunanas, they may be invited to come
to my palace. I should like to make offerings to them.” To this, the mini-
sters replied .' “ Very well!” Having thus replied, each of them went away.
Then the ministers, according to the religious persiin each waited UPI)“.
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worshiped Niganthas and the like—all heretics. Each one brought [such
men] to the king’s palace and when they arrived, [the ministers] said :
“These are our Arhats." At that time the king had arranged for them
seats, high and low, soft and rough, each one differing from the other. The
king said to the heretics; “ Sit on these .seats that may be occupied in con-
sonance with each one’x capability.” When the heretics heard these words
of the king, each one took his seat according to his own measure of worth
Some sat on high seats, some sat on wooden planks. The king observed
all this and thought thus to himself .' “ These heretics, to be sure, are of no
use for Dhamma.” When the king knew this, he said ': “ Such heretics
do not deserve to be given any offerings.” When their food-taking
was over they were ordered to go away.

[55] Further, one day, while the king was standing in his palace in
a latticed window, he noticed one novice, Nigrodha by name. He was
passing in front of the palace with his steps firm and rightly set and with
dignified demeanour. The king asked : “Who is this novice (sa‘mazzum) P”
Those who were to his right and left replied : “ '1“his is Nigrodha Sif'mancra.”
He was the son of the king’s former elder brother Sumana. The Teacher
says '. I must now tell in succession the original story [about him] :—

' [56] At the time when King Bindusa‘ra became ill, king Asoka
came from the country of Ujjeni ( 31“" )39 conferred. upon him, back
to the country of his father-king, killed the crown-prince Sumana, and
accordingly seized for himself the affairs in the country of the kin". When king
Asoka had killed the crown-prince, Sumana, he had searched all inside the
palace. The wife of the crown—prince Sumana who had already conceived
and who had completed ten months, had however left in disguise. She had
gone, not far from the town, to a village of the Canda'las. On the border of the
village there was a tree called Nigrodha. There was a [female] spirit who had
made this tree holy [ by her residence The spirit of that tree saw the wife of
Sumana and said thus : " You are welcome I” The wife [of Sumana] heard
this invitation of the tree-spirit and went to the place where the tree-spirit
was. The holy spirit with her miraculous power created a room and said to
the wife [' of Sumana ] : “ You may go to this room.” The wife [of Sumatra]
heard these words and then immediately went into the room. The same
night she gave birth In a male boy. The mother gave him the name
Nigrodha. The chiefof the Canda'las with great regard attended upon them
exactly as a slave would attend upon his master and in no \ 'ay different.
That princess stayed in the room of the holy spirit for seven years and
Nigrodha became seven years old. At that time, there was an Arhat
Bhikkhu named Varuna who, ‘with his miraculous power, noticed that
Nigrodha possessed the potentiality of being converted [into a Buddhist
novice ]. He thought : ‘the time has how come.’ Intending to convert him

into a novice, he, immediately, went to the place where the princess was
and sought her permission to convert him into a novice. The princess did

  

38. This Chinese transliteration is quite different from what we have in A'fzn'u. 4127.l .
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give the permission to convert him. As soon as Varuna converted him
into a novice, before the [shaved—off] hair on his head tell down on the
ground, he attained Arhatship.

[57] Again, one day, the novice put on his garments tidily and went
to the place of his teacher. He paid his homage to him, took his begging
bowl and clothes (/tu‘sa‘ua) and “went to the place where his mother was.
From the southern direction, he entered the city, passed over the front of
the palace and went out from the eastern gate. At that time, king Asoka
was on [the terrace of] his palace, walking with his. face turned towards
the south. The king noticed this novice Nigrodha passing over the front
of his palace, possessing a dignified behaviour and looking towards the
ground for only seven fe‘et( R ) . He walked with his mind calm and clean.

[58] It is already said that he possessed potential power [for being
converted I must now explain that in detail. Then king Asoka thought
thus : ‘ This young novice has his movements of bending forward and stret-
ching, of looking up and down, quite orderly and dignified. He must
certainly possess some noble religious distinction.’ The king looked at the
novice, was pleased with him and became glad. Immediately, his mind
experienced some kindly thought for him. \Vhy P Because, in times past,
this novice and king Asoka were brothers and had done, together, several
good deeds. A git/1:7 has been said :

Because‘of some causes in the past
The king now became extremely glad;
This is just like an uploa/a (lotus)
That, getting water, blooms into beauty.

[59] Thereupon, king Asoka having compassionate and friendly
feelings tor the novice could not contain himself. Immediately, he sent three
oflicers ( E ) to go and invite the novice. \Vhen for a long time the officers
did not return, he sent another three officers who approached him an'd
required him to go with them quickly. Upon this, [however], the novice
[still ] stuck to his dignified behaviour and came calmly and steadily. When
he came, the king said to the novice that he might take a seat which he might
consider fit after looking for it. Then the novice looked at the crowd [round
about] and found that there was no Bhikkhu in the same. Noticing this,
the novice desiring still to take the high seat under the white umbrella, took
recourse to a more that indicated to the king that he should receive the
begging-bowl [from his hand]. The king noticing this move on- the .part
of the novice, thought in his mind that the novice would certainly be the
master of his household. The novice gave the begging-bowl to the king
and immediately took the royal seat. The king then personally ofie‘red the
novice eatables. The novice look from the same just what was enough for

When the novice finished his eating, the king asked the novice whether
he knew all that was taught by “W Teacher. The novice replied that he
knew a little pmtion of it. The king mid “ Very well .' Tell the same

him.
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’3thing to me. “ Very well ! 0 Great king. I must tell you the same, ”
The novice then thought : ‘ According to the measure of the capacity of the
king, I must preach him the Dhamma. ’ Then by way of an expression
ofblessing—anunzodmza‘---( )1" ) he said half ‘a stanza :—

“ If a man is not negligent then that is Nibba‘na;

[th. 21 ]If a man is negligent, then that is birth and death ”.

[ 50] The king, having heard what the novice said, replied : “ Yes,
I know it; please just go to the end. ” As soon as the novice finished that
hymnal blessing, the king said to the novice .' “ I offer you eight
portions of food every day. ” The novice replied : “ Very well ! I must
pass them on and give them to my preceptor ( u/mfi/my’a ).” The king asked
the novice: “ Who is the preceptor .9” The reply was : “ One who notices
[with satisliiction] my la‘ultlcss actions and one who reprinmnds me for my
faults—he is my preceptor. The king then said : “I further give eight
portions [of food ].” The novice replied “Very well ! I must give
them to my A_carz)"a [wordly-tcacher ]. ” The king further asked : “ VVho is
this teacher ?” The reply was : “ He who instructs one in the good Dhamma
and enables one to understand it—he is the teacher.”

2 “ Very well '. I then give additional eight portions of food. ”
The novice replied : “ These eight portions of food I give to the Bhikkhu-
san'gha. ” The king further asked : “ What is this Bhikkhu-san‘gha ?” It
is that [ body of men] relying on whom my preceptor, my fl'carjza ( teacher )

\\"hcn the king heard this, his joy increased

H

The king further
said in reply

and myselfhavc the initiation. i"
double. The king [then] said to the novice
portions of food ...."’ The novice replied : “ Very well ! I would accept.” I-Ie
accepted the same and then, next morning, the novice accompanied by
thirty-two men of the Bhikkhu-san’gha went to the royal palace and took
his.~mid-day meal. \‘Vhen he had finished the same, the king asked the
novice whether there were no: more Bhikkhus, to which the novice replied :
“There are” “ If there are then you can take thirty-two more Bhikkhus
and come." Thus increased the number until it reached sixty-thousand.
At that time, sixty thousand followers of the heretics lostalltheir portions
of offerings.

: " If I give you eight more

[61 ] At that time, Nigrodha prescribed to the king, to the women—
folk within the palace and to the ministers, one and all, the three refuges and
five Rules of good conduct,which they all accepted. At that time the king
and his men had doubled their faith and there was none who retracted. For
the San'gha, the king erected a big monastery where he accomodated as
many as sixty thousand [Bhikkhus] to whom he made offerings every day.
The eighty-four thousand cities governed by the king and the towns com-
manded by [other petty] kings set up eighty-four thousand great monas-

The king commanded the pettyteries and eighty-four thousand stu‘pas.
Each one accepted the king’schiefs to set up the stu‘pa-temples (cglyia ).

command and was very glad to build [a :tu‘pa—tcmple ].
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[62] Further, one, day, in Asoka’s pleasure-resort (Asoka‘ra'ma ),

they celebrated the Great Uposatha. After completing the Uposatha—
[formalities], the king was sitting in the midst of the san'gha of sixty-four
thousand Bhikkhus. He said thus :——-“ 1 have four kinds of requisites such
as medical supplies, food and drink, clothes and beddings. I am offering.
them to you until you say : “ No more ”—/1ava‘rttwi ( E Having said
this, he further asked the Great Elders this question : “ H-‘o'x‘v many are the
dilll-rent types and sections of the Dhamma which the Buddha. has preached 3’”
The lSlnlt'khus replied : “ There are in the Dhamma nine types (An'gas‘ ) and
eiglny—four thonszutd sections (D/zammakk/zml(l/m‘).” When the king heard
this he was immensely pleased with the Dhamma. The king thought : ‘
must erect eighty-four thousand monasteries to show homage to eighty-four
thousand sections of the Dhamma; and for making oile‘rings to those eighty-
four thousand sections of the. Dhamma, every day, ninety—sot" crorcs of gold
and silver coins must be spent.’ So he called his great ministers to whom,
when they arrived, the king said: “To every one of the eighty-four thousand
towns governed by me, send one man to proclaim my command that each
town may set up a monastery.” King Asoka himself built Asoka-rama. The
San'gha noticed that king Asoka intended to erect a monastery. They saw
that a Bhikkhu named Indagutta who had miaculous power, who havm'g
destroyed the depravities had become an Arhat, was appointed by
.S'an'g')lia' to look after the construction-work of the monastery. At that time
Indagutta, if he noticed that a certain place had any shortcomings [in the
eonstruction—work], removed them with his miraculous power and brought
the work to completion. The king made money freely available and the
Arhat with his miraculous powers brought the work to completion within
a period of three years. Reports about the erection of temples from all towns
came to the king [ by way of replies to the king’s command ], all together,
on the same day.They informed ministers that stu‘pa-temples were now
completed [ as directed The ministers in charge came and said to the king
that all the eighty—four thousand towns had completed the eighty-four
thousand stifle-temples. The king said in relpy : “ Very well 1”

[ 63 ] He said to one Great Minister '. “ Let a drum. be beaten around
to announce my commandment that now that the slu‘pa—tcmples are completed
let. there be, a week hereafter, a great gift of offerings and let all men, both
within and outside the towns, observe the eight rules of good conduct, and
entertain pure thoughts in their minds. ” After the week was over the men,
according to orders, ornamented and decorated their hotth themselves. Like
Sakka, the king ofgods, surrounded by gods, king Asoka also was in gala—
dress and his land too was decorated. The people roamed about with no
sense of satiation. All the people entered the residential monasteries. At
that time, the Bln'lt'khu-‘San;gha that assembled there numbered eight”
crores and the Bhikkhunis were ninety—six times ten thousand“0 and the
Arhats that had assembled in the gathering were ten thousand“. The
 

3%). Pa“ has mi‘li b/u'kk/m-lt'o;{)‘o, eighty crores of Bhikkhus.
4t). l’ali has c/mmmuulx salamimxm‘ni, ninety-six times a hundred thousand.
Al 1. Pall has mM—Ja/uma, a hundred thousand.  
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Bhikkhu-san‘gha thought thus : “ Let us now by some miraculous power
. make the km'g see all the good things that have been built up by him. When

he has seen all this, the Dhamma of the Buddha will flourish a good deal.”
The Bhik'khus then, with their miraculous power: let‘ the king see, all at the
same time, the whole of the jambudipa that was ruled by him—forty thousand
[yojanas ? ] in length and breadth and reaching the extremeties of the ocean
with the :lu‘pa-temples erected and the various kinds of gifts that were offered
to them. “'hen the king thus could see all this, he became very glad in
his mind and he asked the San'gha whether there had berm anybody like him
who had done homage to the Tatha‘gata, who had given such gifts and
who was very pleased in mind like him. Thereupon, the San'gha prefered
Tissa. Moggaliputta to give an answer to the king. 'l‘issa said in reply
“ Even when the Buddha was alive, there was none who equalled the king
in making ofle‘rings. The king is the only one; none could surpass him.”

[64] The king heard these words of Tissa, became very glad at heart
and. further toutinucd his speech without any break. “ If in the Dhammn
of the Buddha, there is titnlt‘ who is equal to me in making gifts, I should like
to accept and hold on to the Dhamma of the Buddha—just like the son who
loves his father and has no hesitation in his mind.” Then the gxeat kingr
asked the Bhikkhu Whether he can be considered as having accepted the
Dhamma of the Buddha. At that time when 'l‘issa heard these words of
the king, he himself furtht'r noticed that by the side of the king there was his
prince named hilahinda, who possessed a potential capacity. He thought
in his mind; “ If this prinre could become a recluse then the Dhamma of
the Buddha would greatly prosper." Thus thinking, he said to the king:
“ livcn by surh dceds ofinclil, one cannot enter the l)hmma of the Buddha.
It is like this: A man who makes a pile of seven jewels on the ground reach-
ing the heaven of Brahma-gods and makes use of this in makm'g a gift—
cvcn he cannot enter the l)lntmmn of the Buddha: then how to expect that
your hiajcsty would enter the Dhamma because of your gifts ?”

[65 ] The king further asked: “ Then, how can one become a partake-r
of the Dhaunna of the Buddha P” 'l‘issa replied : “If a person, whether
rich or poor. lets his son lit-gotten by himself, become a recluse, then he can
enter the Dlrunma of the Buddha. \thn he said this, the king thought
thus : “I have given such gifts and yet I cannot enter the l)hamma of the
Buddha. Now I must .St'l‘l. those cauxcs which would lead to my entry into
the Dhamma of the Buddha.” The king looked towards his right and
left and saw \tlahinda and he thought : “ Since my younger brother Tissa
became himself a recluse, l have been [contemplating] .Mahinda to become
a crown-prince.” The king farther calculated in his mind whether to make
him a crown-prince is good or to let him become a recluse is good. Imme-
diately he said to hiahinda : “ Do you like to become a recluse ?” hdahinda
had seen that his uncle Tissa had become a recluse and since then he hankered
in his mind to become a recluse. When he heard'these words of the king,
he became wry glad and replied : “ I really delight in becoming a recluse.
IfI become a recluse, your majesty will then become a partakcr of the
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Dhamma of the Buddha.” At that time, the Princess called San'ghamitti I '
was standing by the side of her elder brother. Her husband" had, formerly,

along with Tissa, become a recluse. ' The king asked San'ghamittfi whether
she also liked to become a recluse. She replied : “ Truly, I do like. ” The

king replied : “ If you become a recluse"; it is very good 1” The king
knowing her mind became very glad at heart and said to the Bhikkhu
[Tissa] :——“ Revered Sir, I [hand over] these two children to become
recluses to enable me to enter the Dhamma of the Buddha.”

[Thus is concluded ]

The First Book of the Vinaya-Commentary [named]

‘ Samanta-pdsddzk'd.

42. Pull mentions the name Aggi-brahml.  
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Shan-Chien-P’i-P’o‘-S.ha
on

Vinaya

Book II

[T. 682a—689b; P’ing. 7b—13'a; PTS. ii. Sic—81c; s. i. 29c—48a; K. 48~77
( §§ 68—109); N. 1'. 44—71 1

[I] The San’gha accepted him (Nl'ahinda) and selected
Moggaliputta Tissa as his religious preceptor (upajjlzrfya) and Maha‘deva
as his teacher ( dcarzj'a ), who prescribed him, [at the time of giving [Jabbajja‘
(renunciation)], ten rules of conduct.* Bhadanta Majjhantika was his
teacher who gave him u/mmmpada‘ (initiation). At this time, Mahinda
had already completed twenty years [of his life] and so he was initiated.
At the altar (si‘nz'i—nmzzdnln) he attained the discerning lorcs (zljz'jn') and
six high pnwcrs and l)L‘(‘ilnlC an Arhat after having destroyed the depravi-
tics ((7:0th ). San'ghamitti’s Teacher was one named A—yu'pa'li and her
religious preceptor was one named Dhammapa‘li. At that time San’gha-
mitta‘ had passed eighteen years of [her] life and was allowed to take up
renunciation. At the altar, they gave her six dhamma‘s1 (,\—’“‘ f1;-
After the King’s coming to the throne, six years had passed when the two
children renounced their home. Thereupon, Mahinda learned from his teacher
Sutta and Vinaya-pitaka. l\4ahinda learnt from the three Pitakas the whole
of the Budclha-clhamma2 and remembered it all. He had one thousand
companions in holy life (Judd/zi-t'i/zrx’n"3) and he was the chief among them.

[2] At that time, King Asoka was crowned nine years. There was
a Bhikkhu (mendicant) named Tissa, the son of Konti If’cu to, ( 3”") g )

 

‘ Nothing corresponding in Pali.
l. thy. 9320, 9321 refer to six dharmas and six anudharmas. See Vin. iv. 319

(Cm. on Pfl'ci. G3 or Bhili'k/umiviblmfl'ga Pali :Si/rL‘lziva [Jalitt/i'lpemm, which is explained by
Vimativinodami-rikd' (p. 26) (IS follows z—jm‘nvahp'a‘la‘ t-cmmani—a'dim vika‘lab/ijn'mm‘ ccrnmni/mryz'a-

Ia‘nesu diam Jikk/m'm “fza‘wa'tifm‘m‘ ucrmnani_m (Ive vana'm' awrlikkamma Jama'd/inam mma'dg"'ami" tt'
idim? mmfia‘dnnuamna 1111'Hi‘a-mmmuIi-d'rma‘nanlaram‘ xiii/15112 [Inh'flllm‘puumffl
S~a‘ratllm-d7paui (Sinh. edition. 1914, p. 113) also says : Suttltz'tJaUaya [)i hin‘maneriya‘ “pavili-
pa‘ta‘ rcmmawi due Dana-Iii (ImWik/;m:ma mma‘da‘nam, Jama'dp'wmi" (i a'dlna' clia-si/r/‘Jfijo mma‘diyilra‘
:ikkhitabba' jt'L'fl. Na hi claim c/mm Jikl'.’n‘m duc vau‘ani a-Jik'l.hilallbam :‘amajien‘m u/mmmp‘adzlum
vaffatx'. .

2. I’ali has Dharmna-x‘ [a Vinyn't' m dun [ii Sal/'gi'lg'va a‘ru'lJm-n Tipil‘akn- mmgalu'lam‘
Ififtltakaf/mm, .rabbam T/mat-a'dam Iinlnam. vana'lmm nbb/um/mu llgga/telvfl'. .to which there is noth-
ing corresponding in Chinese. ‘

3. The l’ali word used here is aulcua‘si.
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who suffered seriously from a disease. He took his begging-
bowl and begged medicines [for his disease] but got‘ only a handful of
clarified butter—ghee, .m ( m His disease became worse and his
life was on the point of being' cut off. To the Bhikkhus he said : “ In
the three planes of existence, never be careless. ” Having said this, he flew
up into the air. In the air he sat down, created fire, had has own body
burnt up and entered Nibba‘na. Thereupon, King Asoka heard this report
current among the people about making arrangements for essential supplies.
The King thought to himself : “ In my kingdom, a' Bhikkhu sought medi-
cines but could get none!” The King set up, by the side of the four gates
of the city, store-tanks (pokkhararz.zy'a) of medicine and filled them with
medicine. The city of Pa‘taliputta had, by the side of the four gates, four
halls [and one guest-hall in the centre ], each hall yielding one thousand.
Thus the halls obtained every day five thousand5 coins as [‘income] for the
use of the King. At that time the King supported Bhadanta Nigrodha
with one thousand coins; another thousand supplied the cost of flowers and
scents for the images at the Stu'pa [of the Buddha] ; another thousand
provided for the Hall of the Dhamma, another for masters of the Vinaya;
and still another was used for the su'pport of the San'gha. The medical
supplies in the store-tanks at the four gates of the city required ten thou-
sand as the purchase-price of medicines. The Dhamma of the Buddha
at this time flourished and prospered.

[3] The ascetics of other Schools declined and lost [all
means of] support. They went all around to beg food but nowhere did
they get any, with the result that they, overpowered by hunger and thirst,
took shelter in the Dhamma of the Buddha and thus became Samanas.
And yet they held fast to their original Dhamma. They preached to the
the people : “ This is the Vinaya, this is the Dhamma, " although they did

‘not stick on to the Dhamma and Vinaya and the dignified behaviour [ of'
restraint] came to an end ( fi fi 1g“ J]: None of them followed
the Dhamrna. They came and entered the monasteries and stayed on.
When there was the day of the uposat/za, they came and entered [ the meet—
ings of] the' San'gha ; the good Bhikkhus would not associate with them.
At that time, Moggaliputta Tissa thought to himself: “Dissentions in the
Dhamma have already started and in no long time will be intensified. If
I stay on in this group of the San’gha, the dissentions in the Dhamma will
not be stopped. ” Entrusting the matter to his disciple, Mahinda, Tissa-
Nloggaliputta entered Ahogan'ga‘-mountain to retire there in seclusion.

4. Pali : ‘ditl not get a handful". (pamlamallaql a-labhilud).

5. The text is corrupt and the translation is given, following an ememlation in con-
formity with the Pali text. Evidently, there seems to be some lacunae in the Chinese text
which does not properly explain “five thousand" us is explained by the Pali text : “Calm-u
dva‘mu catlfiri :alam/mna‘ui Jab/25]” mlasaharm [71 Ii divas: diva” parica .talianani ra 17170 u/I/mfianli."
It may also be not-'d that tln- Pnli lcxt mentinm the figure ~“onehundrcd thousand" while
tln~ C‘.ln'm:sc_'menlinns “one llmmhml“ hen- .v. well as in the following sentences except
in the last case what it gives “ten thousand."
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[4] The heretic Bhikkhus wanted themselves to confound the
Buddha’s dhamma with their own canon ( JJH.) and consequently they
accomplished the putrefaction [of the Dhamma The heretics still practised
their own dhamma and either worshipped fire, or allowed their body to
be heated by five fires, or entered water when it was very cold, or violated
the Dhamma of the Buddha. Therefore, good Bhikkhus would not observe
with them the Uposatha or Pava‘raua‘ or the San'ghakamma. Thus things
went on, in turns, for seven years, and the Rules of Conduct [from the
I’dh‘mokkha] could not be recited. King Asoka came to know [this]
and he sent one minister to go to and enter Asoka San‘gha‘ra‘ma and advise
the Bhikkhus to settle the dispute and be [once more] united to recite
the rules of conduct ( in the Pa'timokk/za The Nlinister received the King’s
instruction entered the monastery and communicated the same to the San‘gha
as per King’s command. None gave any reply. The minister then return-
ed. Later he had in this matter consultation with another minister stand-
ing by : “ The King had given the order to the San'gha to settle the dis-
putes but they have not obeyed the same. \‘Vhat do you say so this ? ”
The bye-standing minister replied : “ I have seen the Great King going
out to conquer other countries. There were some who would not obey him.
The King then killed them. This matter also is like the same. ” W'hen
this was said by the bye-standing minister, the other minister went [as a
messenger] to the monastery. He said to the President of (he San‘gha :
“ The King had sent a command to the San'gha to be [once‘ more] united
and recite the rules of Conduct [in the Pa‘timokkha] but they have not
followed the same.” The President said : “ Good Bhikkhus do not" asso-
ciate with the heretic Bhikkhus; they do not hold together Uposzuha. It
is not that the San‘gha does not follow [the King’s command ]." There-
upon, the officer started killing [the Bhikkhus] in due order from the
President downward. When, in succession, he came to the King’s younger
brother, Tissa, he stopped. Tissa saw the Bhikkhus killed. He then
thought to himself: “This officer must have misunderstood the King’s
command; hence he has killed the Bhikkhus. ”

 
It may be asked: “\‘Vho is this Tissa ?” The reply is :

This is the younger brother of the King, born of the same [mother]. At
the time when Asoka ascended the throne, this younger brother was raised
to the position of a Crown-prince. One day the Crown-prince entered the
forest sportively. He saw a herd of deer, male and female, engaged in a
love—sport. The Crown-prince thought to himself: “This herd of deer
cats grass and drinks water. It is still more so with the Bhikkhus, who have,
m' monasteries, their living rooms, beds and mattresses, soft and fine; their
food and. drink tasteful to their palate lit. mouth ( [j How will they
not be like [the herd of the deer] ?” The Crown-prince went back to the
King’s place and said to the King : “ \Vhile going out I saw the herd of

, 5— v. deer, male and female, engaged in love-sport. I saw these animals eating
{“ grass and drinking water. Even so is the following: The San'gha of the

~33: Bhikkhus have, in monasteries, living rooms, sufficient provisions; how will
' they also be not likewise ? ” The King heard these words and thought to
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himself : “ He has [surely ] doubts produced where he should have none 1"
One day the Crown-prince Tissa offended the King’s mind. The King
being angry said : “Now Ishall leave the throne in your favour; you
will be the King for seven days. After that I shall [however] kill you. "

[6] At that time, although the Crown-prince got the King’s throne,
and though for seven days, day and night, he had the [company of] women,
music and all kinds of food, drink and other provisions, his mind never clung
to any of them, his bodily frame became thin and emaciated and his
sorrows were intensified. If you ask ‘Why ?’ the answer is : ‘For the fear
of death. ’ When seven days were over, the King called Tissa, and asked .'
“Why is it that you have become depressed in mind and got emaciated [in
body] ? Were not food, drink, women and music suflicient to satisfy your
mind 9.” Tissa replied : “The factor of death was oppressive and the mind
could not revel in delight l” The King heard these words and said to
Tissn :—“You knew that life was to end in death only after seven days and
[yet] you were perturbed and terrified; then what to say of those Bhikkhus
who are aware, at each breath that comes in and goes out, that all things
are ever impermanent ? How can their minds be passionately attached
to anything ?” \Vhen the King said these words, Tls'sa had faith created
in his mind for the Dhamma of the Buddha. Further, one day, the Crown-
prince Tissa went out a-hunting. Gradually he went forth and reached
a place in the ‘forest where he saw sitting a Bhikkhu named Dhamma—
[rakkhi ]—ta.c There was an elephant who broke a twig of a tree and held
it [in his trunk With the twig he was fanning the Bhikkhu. The Crown-
prince saw this and his mind became suffused with delight. He expressed
this longing : “When shall I attain the state like that of this Bhikkhu ? ”

[7] Bhiltk'hu Dhamma—rakkhita himself came to know the longing
of ’l'issa’s mind. The Bhikkhu with magic power flew into the air [lit.
empty space] and there he sat and let Tissa look at him. From the open
air he flew down to the great pond in Asoka’s San'ghira‘mal-Ie sat and stood
on the surface of the water, took OH his San'ghfiti and Uttara‘san'ga, placed
them in the open air, entered the pond and had a bath. At the time when
the Crown-prince Tissa saw that the Bhadanta possessed such a magic power,
his mind was greatly delighted and he said : “This very day, I must renounce
[the world ].” He then returned to the palace and said to the King : “I
wish to renounce [the world]. May the King, through compassion, permit
my renunciation l” The King heard that Tissa sought renunciation and
he was astonished in mind. He replied : “In the palace, there are several
ladies in the harem; there are delicious meals with hundreds of tastes, several
pastimes and mcrrime‘nts ! What have you to do with renunciation ?"
The King, in various ways, tried to dissuade him. But his mind being firm,
he could never consent to stay. He then replied to the King : “In the
palace, the ladies, merriments are all temporary; one meets them and then
has to part with them.” The King expressing his approval said :
“Alright ‘.”
 

Pali has Ynnaka- hlahfidhammarak'lthitatthera.G.
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[ 8 ] Then the King sent officials to have the road repaired and levelled,
swept and sprinkled clean, to have set up the different kinds of decorations
consisting of banners and pendants. When the different kinds of decorations
were all completed, the official said to the King :‘“‘The decorations are all
ready.” The King took the ceremonial dress of the Crown-prince and
ornamented him with necklaces and other ornaments of divine colour and
surrounded by a thousand chariots, and ten thousand horsemen, escorted
him with great éclat to be presented to the monastery. The San’gha seeing
that the Crown-prince Tissa was renouncing the world became very much
glad. There were people who got ready San'g/za‘ti, Uttara‘mn'ga, Antara‘wa‘mka’
and begging-bowl and expecting to wait upon the Crown-prince, themselves
renounced [the world]. At the time the Crown-Prince went to the House
of Trance (P. Padha‘na-ghara) and going to the place of Dhammarakkhitatthera
sought renunciation. In the country, the noble people, sons of house—holders—
one thousand youths—followed the Crown-prince in his renunciation. The
common people in the country saw the Crown—prince renounce the world
and each one thought to himself : “So noble a Crown—prince is leavingr even
the kingly throne and has renounced the world and is following the Path.
'We are all poor. \Vhat is there for us to hanker after ?” Having thought
like this, a countless number of people followed [the Crown-prince] in his
renunciation. It was the fourth year after the King’s accession to the throne,
when the Crown-prince left the world. Further, there was a nephew, not
from his kin (Pali-[I/m‘gingy:o, sister’s son), a Bra'hmapa xAggi-Brahma' by
name, who was the husband of San‘ghamitta‘ and had a male child. Aggi-
Brahma‘ heard that the Crown-prince had renounced the world and, at
heart, he was awfully glad. He went to the King’s place and said to the
King : “I now wish to follow the Crown—prince in his renunciation. I
implore your Majesty to permit me.” The King replied : “Alright I”
And along with the Prince, the same day ( a ), he renounced the world.8
In this way, in the Buddhist Dhamma, there were a number of Ksatriyas I
who had renounced the world. The Buddha’s Dhamma became very:
flourishing.

.-.__,__.—————..—...__.
..—.__..

_......._.._._..

[9] At that time, Tissa said : “I do firmly believe that the official,"
misunderstanding the King’s mind, has killed the Bhikkhus.” Before the
official finished his massacre, Tissa Bhikkhu put before him a screen for.
protection and so the official could not kill him. The official then put down .
his sword, went to the King and said to him : “I took the King’s order to'
be that the Bhikkhus should get united and recite the rules [of Prilz'mnk/Jza]. kw
But it was not obeyed. I, then, on account of this offence [of not obeyingii;
the order], killed the [Bhikkhus] in succession. Before, however, the
slaying was completed, Bhikkhu Tissa put up immediately a screen for his
protection and, therefore, I could not kill him."’ The official said to the
King : “ Is the Bhikkhu Tissa to be killed or not ?” The King heard the

7. The outermost robe to be worn in the cold, the upper garment and the inner
garrnentv—the three pieces of cloth to lx‘ worn by .1 monk.

8. Here follows in Pa“ a verse to which there is nothing corresponding in the Chinese
Text.

~—-———.—————-—.—.—
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official say about the slaying of the Bhikkhus and he was very much alarmed
and afflicted at heart. He fainted and fell down on the ground. By
sprinkling cold water on the face, he came to the senses but it was after a long
time. Then he said to the official : “Alas! Alas ! I sent you to enter the
monastery with the desire to make the San'gha get united and recite the rules
[of Pa'timokklza ]. How was it that by simply usurping authority you killed
the group of mendicants P” The King then went to the monastery and
said to the members of the San'gha : “I sent an official with the instr‘uCtion
to make [the Bhikkhus] accomplish unity and then to recite the rules [of
Pa‘limokkha]. I did not permit the official to slay the Bhikkhus. This
official through usurping authority and through mistake killed the Bhikkhus.
I do not know who will be responsible for this mishap.”

“As there was the[10] There were some Blnnkhus who replied
slaughter on account of the speech that emanated from the King, this is the
guilt of the King.” There were also other Bhikkhus who said : “Both of them
are guilty." There was one Bhikkhu who asked aquestion to the King .' “I‘Iad
the Isi"ng in his mind the thought of killing or not ?” The King answered :
“I sent [the official] originally with the intention of doing a good turn [to
the Brotherhood] and not with the intention of killing [them ].” “If such
was [the intention], the King is not guilty. The murderer is guilty.”
The King heard these words but his mind had a doubt and so he asked the
Bhikkhus V: “Is there not any one who would be able to dispel the doubt in
my mind? If ‘t'here is one, I shall rc-establish the Buddha’s doctrine.”
The Bhilsk'hus replied : “There is one Tissa, IVIoggaliputta, who is able to
dispel the doubts and re-establish the Buddhist doctrine.” Thereupon,
the King sent [to him] four men who were the Expounders of Dhamma;
each of them went with a following of a thousand Bhikkhus. Further, he
sent four9 officers, each of them being followed by a retinue of one thousand,
‘to go and meet the Bhadanta Moggaliputta Tissa and to get him and come
back. At that time, this second group went to the mountain Ahogan’ga‘
and met Moggliaputta Tissa and said : “The King invites Tissa.” Tissa
did not go. The King again sent eight men who were Expounders of
Dhamma, each of them having a following of one thousand Bhikkhus,'also
eight officers, each of them being accompanied by one thousand followers.
Further they said z “The King invites Tissa.” Tissa did not go.

[ ll ] The King for a long time was expecting back this second deputa-
tion but when they did not return, the Kingr had a doubt in his mind. The
King again asked the Bhadanta [Bhikkhus] : “Sirs, I have already sent a
second deputation to go to and meet \lfoggaliputta Tissa. Itis long since
the deputation has gone, but I have not seen them coming back." The
members of the Sangha replied : “We are afraid the inviters have wrongly
represented the King’s mind, and said ‘The King invites Tissa.’ So he
has not come.” The King again asks: “What words should be said so that
he may come ?” The members of the San‘gha answered : “ The-King must

E). Pali does not mention this group of ollicers this time. 1
may...
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use these words 2 ‘The Dhamma of the Buddha has already declined. IMay
I request Bhadanta to condescend to re-establish the same ?’ Then he
may come.” The King heard these words and 'again sent sixteen men who
were Expounders of the Dhamma, each one of them being accompanied by
one thousand Bhikkhus; also he sent sixteen big officers, each of them tak-
ing with him a thousand men. He further asked : “Is this Teacher of
Dhamma old or young ?” The members of the San‘gha replied : “He is
old.” “If he is old, then it is necessary to have a carriage for his welcome.”
The members of the San'gha replied : “The conveyance of a. chariot is not
permissible." “The King further asked : “Where does that Bhadanta stay ?”
They replied : “On the mountain Ahogan'ga‘. One should send the
conveyance of a boat and go to welcome him.” The King ordered the
messenger : “Vthn you reach the Bhadanta, you should request him to get
into a boat. It would be possible to have, on four sides, armed men as
guards.” At that time, the messenger of the Great San‘gha started and
reached the mountain Ahogzm'ga' and as per king‘s instruction said to the
Bhadanta .' “At present, the Dhamma of the Buddha has declined; we
expect that the Bhadanta will condescend to come and re-establish it.” Thus
when the Bhadanta heard those words of the messenger, he said .' “I renounced
[the world] just for [doing some good to] the Dhamma. That time has
now come.” He then took with him his [carpet-] seat and got up [to go].
Tissa thought to himself .' “Tomorrow, I must reach the city of Pa‘taliputta."

[12] At that time King Asoka saw, at night, a dream of the vision:
‘There was a white elephant that came and rubbed his trunk [lit. nose]
against the head of the King and seized his right hand.’ Next morning
the king sends for the dream-interpreters and says to them '. “At night I saw
a dream of such and such a vision. Is it auspicious ( g: ) or evil ( [)(_[ )3."
There was one interpreter of signs who immediately replied to the King .-
“One who seizes the King’s hand is the symbol of the ascetic.” “The Great
King, having; heard these words of the interpreter of signs, got immediately
a message that said to the King that Bhadanta Tissa had that. very day
already arrived. When the King heard that he had arrived, he immediately
started to go out to welcome him. The King himself went into the water
as deep as his knee. Bhadanta ( j: ) wanted to come up. The King
with his right hand received the Bhadanta. Bhadanta Tissa then clasped
the King’s hand. The swordsmen to the right and left wanted to hack
Bhadanta Tissa. \Yhy so ? It was the Law of King Asoka that if a man
were to seize the King by his head or hand, then his head was to be chopped
off. Therefore, the swordsan wanted to hack him. At that time, the
King saw in the water the reflection of the swordsmen. The King turned
round and to his attendants said : “Hush '. Hush ‘. Formerly I instructed
an official to go to the monastery, make the San'gha united and make them
recite the rules of Conduct [as in Pa'limolclrlm ]. But he, not properly
grasping my intention, killed the Blu’kkluis. Now, still further you want
to kill [this Bhadanta]. Stop .' Stop I Don‘t put this guilt on me.”

[ 13 ] [ Here ] the of
Bhikkhu is not allowed to touch the hand of a llousclmldcr.

Dhamma (.Il-.rnr_7'y,,-) ask «A

How [ then ]
li‘xpoun do rs
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could the Bhadanta clasp [the King’s hand] ?” The answer is : “ The
King wanted to hear the Dhamma; he went and requested [the Bhadanta]
to come; the King then became the disciple of the Bhadanta and so the
Bhadanta could grasp his hand.”

[ l4] Thereupon, the King took the Bhadanta to the garden to stay.
With three rings of guards [around the garden] the King himself washed
the feet of the Bhadanta, smeared them with oil and then he sat on one side.

2.7b.l The King thought to himself .' “Is this Bhadanta able or not to dispel my
683c.20 doubt ? If he is able to remove my doubt, he would also be able to remove

the disputes in the Dhamma. Then the Dhamma of the Buddha would
be firmly established.” The King thought that he should put Bhadanta
to test and so he said: “I should like to see the miraculous powers (fia‘tj/za‘ryia)
of Bhadztnta. I pray for their display.” Tissa replied : “\N’hat kinds of
mirm-les do you now like to see ?” The King replied : “I wish to see the
great Earth quake.” Tissa asked : “Do you like to see me make only a part
of, or the whole ol‘, [ Earth] quake P” The King asked : “Of these. two kinds
which is more difficult ?” Tissu asked .' “Just as a copper10 ( gfla )—plate may
contain water full to the brim. There is a man who can quake the [water- ]
plate. Is the shaking of the whole water difficult, or the shaking of one half
and non-shaking of the other half dillicult .9” The King said : “The shak-
ing 01‘ one half and the non-shaking of the other half is very difficult.” Tissa
replied to the King : “So it is Great King.” The King said : “I wish to see the
quaking of one half and non-quaking of the other half.” Tissa said to the
King : “All round in all the four directions, let a rope fouryojanas in length
go round ,to mark a boundary. In the eastern direction place a chariot;
in the southern direction place a horse; in the western direction put a man;
and in the northern direction put a copper—plate full of water. Let each
of these on the border line stand with one foot inside the border—line and

\anotlxer foot outside the border-line; the water-plate may be on the border-
2.8a.1 linc,hall‘ of it being inside the border—line. The King did according to
684a . 4 instructions.

1' 15] Then Tissa entered the Fourth trance. From the Fourth
Trance he emerged and then he said to the King : “Let the King observe
it well I” Bhadanta Tissa then with his super-natural powers let all things
in all the four directions outside [ the limit of] four yojanas quake violently
[and things] within the limit did not quake. The chariot, the horse and
the foot of the man outside the limit did all quake and the foot inside the
limit did not quake. Half of the water did quake and half did not. Then
when the King observed the supernatural powers of the Bhadanta like this,
he was mightily pleased. “Formerly, I had doubts but now I have them
all cut oil. The evil dhmamas [that had crept ] in the Dhamma of the
Buddha will all vanish!” i

{16] The King then put his question:——“Bhadanta Tissa, formerly

H). l'uli has "bronze plate (kamm-l 171)."  
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I had sent an official to go to a monastery and bring about unity in the
San'gha and make. them recite the rules of conduct [in the I’Jtt'mokk/m]
but he, through some wrong presumptions killed the Bhikkhus. Who in-
herits this guilt P” Tissa replied : “Did the Great King have, or not, the
idea of killing in his mind ?" The King replied ‘.“‘I had no mind of kill-
ing.” “If the mind had no thought of killing, the King is not guilty.” Then
he further spoke to the King about a ja‘taka in which the Buddha said to the
Bhikkhus : ‘First, one dclibcrates in his mind, and then one acts. Every
performance of an action proceeds from mind’. Tissa desired to expound
the Ja‘taka: Formerly, 0 great king, there was a partridge (littira) bird
that was confined to a cage on the ground. Through great fear and con-
sternation it gave out a loud shrill cry. And birds of the kindred species
gathered together, in a crowd, just to be killed by a man. The partridge
asked the pious man (tn‘paxa) : “Am I guilty or not ?” The pious man
answered : “At that time of your shouting, did you have, or did you not
have, the thought of having them killed ?” The partridge-bird said
“\thn l shouted to my companions to come, I had no thought ol‘ having
them killed. : “If you had no thought of
having them killed, you are not guilty”. And further he said a grit/((7 :—

 

n The pious man then replied

“.\n action rmultiug from a cause allitcts not one
If it results with no (7‘)” intention [lo‘rtifying ] the cause;
A good man lives with his mind collected,

[Jan No. 319; ga‘t/tci 4-,]And so no guilt smashes you flat.”

Thus the Bhadanta Tissa having made the King understand things in
several ways, instructed the King for seven days in that garden in this way :
“This is \‘inaya; this is against \h’naya; this is Dhamma, this is against
Dhamma; this is what the Buddha says, this is not what the Buddha says.”

[ .17 ] Vthn seven days were over, the King ordered to prepare parti-
tion-rooms by throwing up cut‘tainl"~-walls and to put together in one room
all those who had the same views. Those who had not the same View were,
as each group, placed in separate screened rooms. From the rooms in
different places, as each Bhikkhu came out, the King himself asked
“Bhadanta, what was the Dhamma of the Buddha. ?” There were Bhikkhus
who answered .' “He was the exponent of eternity ,"’ or “he was the exponent
of anniln‘lation,"’ or; “ofnon-perception;” or...“ofneither-perception-nor-non-
perceptionf.” or “he was the exponent of Nibbfina in this very life.” When
the King heard what each Bhikkhu said, [he came to the conclusion] '.
“He is not a Bhikkhu; then he is a heretic.” When the King had known
this, he gave to the heretics garments of white cloth and drove them out so
that they gave up the [Buddhist] Path. In the remaining screened room,‘
there were sixty thousand Bhikkhus. The King again asked them : “Sirs,

They replied : “The Buddha

 

ll. This is interpreted in the light of the Pali passage. It is doubtful whether
the Chinese stanza would be clear by itself. Ting}: ( [a fi ) is used for [iata'cca-Imrnrnam..

l2. [’11 C 25 ) seems to be wrongly used for another homophoncC :{fi ).
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was the exponent of Analysis.” When the Bhikkhus had said this, the King
again asked Bhadanta Tissa whether the Buddha was an Analyst or not. He
replied .' “‘He was.” I

[ 18] The Great King now knowing that the Dhamma‘iof the Buddha
had become pure, said to the Bhikkhus : “Sirs, I pray you observe Uposatha
and recite the rules [of Pa‘tz'mokklza ]." The King sent men to guard the
San'gha and the King returned to the city. After the King had gone, the
San'gha gathered together the sixty thousand Bhikkhus. In the assembly
of medicants, Nioggaliputta Tissa, as the President, could smash the wrong
views of the heretics. From among the disciples, he selected those who were
masters of the Three Pitakas and those who had attained the three vwma‘:
(discerning lores). They were one thousand in all. As was done in the past
when the Bhadanta Kassapa had assembled the First as'sembly, or as when
Sonaka13 had assembled the Second Assembly, Vinaya—pitfllia was recited; and
in no way different. The whole of the Dhamma of the Buddha was now
pure and no impurity remained. This 'l'liird lx’eduction ()I‘ the Dhainma
was completed within nine months ( j, H 3 fl" The great Earth
quaked in six ways.14 This Third Redaction was, therefore, called ‘ one
recited by a Thousand Bhikkhus.’ 15

[ l9 ] The Teacher says by way of a querry : “At the Third Assembly,
who were the masters of Vinaya ?” “I must give out the names in succes-
sion [of the masters of Vinaya] in Jambudi‘pa. The first was Upa‘li, the
second was Da'saka, the third was Sonaka, the fourth was Siggava and the
fifth was Moggaliputta Tissa. These five teachers in Jambudi‘pa handed
over in succession the Vinaya-Pitaka, without lettingany break, up to the
Third16 Redaction of the Vinaya-pitfika. From the Third redaction onward,
Moggliputta Tissa, at the moment of entering into Nibba‘na, handed the
Vizzaya-pizaka over to his disciple Mahinda. .Mahinda, who was the son of King
Asoka, brought Vinaya-pitaka to the Isiand of Ceylon. h/Iahinda, [in turn],
at the time of entering into Nibba‘na, handed it over to his disciple Arittha.
Since then, again, it was handed down till to-day. And one must know that.
Now I must tell the names of the Teachers of old. ”

[20] From Jambudi‘pa, five men brought the Vinaya—pimka to the
Island of Ceylon. The first was named IVIahinda, the second Ilttiya, the
third Vuttiya, the fourth Sambala and the fifth was Bhaddasa‘la. These
five teachers were men of wisdom, incomparable in the miraculous powers,
and had attained the three wj'ja‘x without any obstacle. In this Island of
Ceylon, they instructed many disciples. Maliinda, at the moment of

13. It is interesting to name that we get here the mention of Sonakn as against
“Ka‘lmndaputto Yasauhero” in the Pali Text.

14. Pali has anal-appaka‘ram., although eke-where in Pali texts we have the mention of
sixfold quaking. I

15. It is interesting to note that the Chinese Text makes no mention of
Kalliéuatlhuppahamya being recited in this Assembly. This Confirms the disputed authorita-
tive character of the work for which see Aifimi‘alm? ( Dev. edition 1. 4—9).

16. Obviously, the ‘Second’ of Chinese block edition is a wrong reading fin the ‘lhird.’
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II.22 ] ASOKA"S MISSIONS

entering into Nibba‘na, handed [the Vinaya-pz'laka] to his disciple Arittlha;
Arittha handed it over to his disciple Tissadatta; Tissadatta to his disciple
K"laa<_umana; Kalasumana to his disciple Digha, (T’i-kia-na") and so on
upto Sumana...Ka‘lasumana...Dharnma-rakkhita13..‘:Tissa...Deva (T’i-p’o)“
. .Sumana. .[ Cal-a ]—Na"ga (Na-kia) . .Dharnmapa‘la. .Khema (Er-mo) . . . .
Upatissa. .20 Puppha (Fa-f0) . .21Abhaya (A-p’o-yo) . .22 [Cu'la] Deva (T’i-p’o)
and [Cul_a]—deva to Siva (Su-p’o). These Teachers of Vinaya had great
wisdom and the highest super-natural powers and had attained, without
any obstacles, the three kinds of discerning knowledge (vy'ja'x) and hence they
were Arhats who had destroyed the depravities (draws). Thus the Teachers’
[ line ] hascome to the present without any break. The Teacher also says .-
“We must tell the introductory narrative from the very beginning—”

[21] In the city of Pa‘tliputta, formerly, when the Third Redaction
of the Vinaya-pifaka was completed, Moggaliputta Tissa thought to himself:
“In what place, in time to come, will the Dhamma of Buddha. last long ?”
He then with his supernatural powers looked over Jambudi-pa and noticed
that it would prosper in countries on the border [of that land]. There-
upon, hioggaliputta Tissa gathered together the members of the San'gha
and said to them :—“Friends, (lit. long-lived ones=Pali a‘vwo) each one of
you will take the Dhamma of the Buddha to the Border-country and establish
it there.” The Bhikkhus replied : “Very well!” They sent IVIajjhantika
[saying to him] 2 “You go to Kashmir (Ki-p’in) and Gandha‘ra countries. ”
[They sent] Maha'deva to the country of Mahimsa-mandala, Rakkhita
to Vanava‘si, Dhamma-mlckhita23 to the country of Apara‘ntaka, Nlaha‘u
Dhammarakkhita to ZVIaha‘rattha”, hialta‘rakkhita to the country of Yavanas,
Majjhima to the bordering regions of Snowy Mountains, Sonaka-Uttara to
the country of Gold (Suvanuna-bhu'mi), Mahinda,25 Uttiya, Sambala and
Bhadda to the country of Ceylon—each one to establish the Buddhist
doctrine. Each one of these Bhadantas had five followers who went to these
countries to establish the Buddhist Dhamma.

[22] At that time, the country of Kashmir had a Serpent-King,r by
name Arava‘la. In that country, the planted paddy was just coming into
cars. Then the Serpent-King poured a great heavy rain. The paddy was
all flooded and it perished. 'It was all washed away and it entered the ocean.

17- (1m 0m 35)
18. l’uli has Buddha-rakkhitit.
19. The Chincsc has T‘i—p‘o which ordinarily would be Deva.
20. Fall inserts here Phussa.
21. I’ali inserts here Upfili.
22. Tissa and his disciple Pulvpha ( who are responsible for maintaining discipline in

India), Cu‘ln'bhaya and Tissa are inserted here in Pali. The next name also is given as
Culadcva. Thusit will be seen that the Pali Text contains many more names ithan the
Chinese version.

23. Pa“ gives Yonakn- Dhammarakkhita.
24-. The Block-print edition (of hold letters) drops this name, which is perhaps through

oversight ; but Taisho edition gives it.
25. The name lLtiyn alter this name is not found in Chinese.
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At that time, the Thera M'ajjhantika and the other Bhikkhus, five in all,
had gone up into the air from Pa‘taliputta and had reached the sides of the
Snowy Mountain. They got down on the Arava'la Lake and on the sur-
face sat, stood, walked and lay down. Youngr ones related to the Serpent-
King entered and said to the Serpent-King : “ \Ve do not know what men,
wearing red clothes, are attacking us on water.” The Serpent-King heard
this, became very angry, came out'of the palace and looked at the Elder
Majjhantika. The Serpent-King became much more angry at heart and
fi‘oni the air [where he flew ], he pcrlo‘rmed various kinds of miraculous
feats and terrified the Bhikkhu IVIajjhantika. He further created violent
winds, heavy showers, lightning and thunder. Precipices fell down, tree-
trunks were uprooted as if the [very] heavens fell down. The young
ones of the Serpent-Ix’ing again gathered together. All the young ones
blurted out smoke themselves. Big fierce fires arose. There were heavy
showers of pebbles and stones. They wanted to terrify the Elder lVIajjhan—
tika, but could not do so. They then scolded him : “ Who is this gentle-
man with shaved head, wearing red garments P” Although he was thus
abused, the appearance of the Blu'kkhu'did not change. Again the Serpent-
King further uttered the abuse : “ Seize him, beat and kill him. ” Hav-
ing said this, he further called his numerous soldiers and exhibited various
kinds of miraculous feats. Yet he could not overcome him. The Elder
Majjhantika with his supernatural powers counter-checked his miraculous
powers and said to the Serpent-King : “ Even26 if you are able to bring all
the people from the heavenly world to strike terror in me, not a hair [on
me] will shake. If you, now, take the mountain-king Sumeru and other
smaller mountains and fling them down on me, they will not reach me. ”
When the Elder said these words, the Serpent-King thought to himself:
.“ I am performing the miraculous feats but they simply exhaust me; they
don’t even reach him! The mind simply gets angry and it then stops !”

[23] At that time, the Elder knew the mind of the Serpent-King
and instructed, exhorted and admonished him with a sweet flavoury [talk]
on the Dhamma, on hearing which he was delighted and subdued. The
Serpent-King accepted the sweet dhamma and took up the Three Refuges
and Five Rules of Conduct. Along with him his eighty—four thousand rela-
tions took up the Five Rules of Conduct. Further, on the Snowy Mountain,
there were spirits like Yakld'ias, Gandhabbas and Kntnbhaiylas who, having
heard the Elder Majjhantika instruct the Dhamma, took immediately the
Three Refuges and Five Rules of Conduct. Nloreover, there were Yakkhas,
Pan~caka~°7 and his relations, along with the Yakkhini I—Ia‘ritaki, with five
hundred children who became Sota’pannas. Then the Elder IVIajjhantika
called all the Yakkhas» and Serpent-Kings and admonished them: “From
today onwards do not h_ave"any anger; do not cause any harm to the people
and to the paddy-crop. Have kindly heart and let all persons be happy.’

26. Pali has verses for this.

27. Cf. Di—pa. ix. 12 : Purim/:0 n'ama Takklw [u JGIMI'U'UI. Ila‘rilu- jal.'l:lu)"(?. AIa/za. xii. 21
reads Pandako {or Pan'cako. DI'UJa'vada‘na (447) mentions Pan'cika as the Yaksa-Sena'pati.
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All the Serpents and spirits replied .‘
the instructions as were given by the Elder.

“ Alright ! ” They followed

[24-] The same day the Serpent-King performed the ceremony of
offering ( pu'jd). ‘The Serpent-King sent his own je‘wclled-seat and gave it
to Majjhantika. Majjhamika sat on the seat and the Serpent-King stood
by the side of Majjhantika fanning [him]. At that time, the people of the
nation of Kashmir and Gandha‘ra had gathered for a festival. They went
to the temple to meet the Serpent-King and saw the Elder lVIajjhantika
talking with him. [They noticed] that the super-normal power of the
Bhikkhu excelled even that of the Serpent-King. Thereupon, all the people
paid respects to lVIajjhantika and took their seats. Majjhantika diseoursed
to the people on xi:i’vi50/;ama-sulta ( the sutta on the 23poison-fanged serpent ).
When this discourse was given, eighty thousand people attained the Paths
and the Fruits and a thousand29 people left their homes. The Teacher
says : “ Since that past till now, the country of Kashmir, as a whole region,
was illuminated by people who had put on all yellowish garments (ka‘:a’va).”
Also are said the ga‘l/m‘: 2—-

There [in] the country ofIx'a.s_11mira and Gandha‘ra
At that time Thera hiajjhantikaz” instructed
The wrathful but great Serpent King

And made him accept the [Buddha’s] Dhamma.

Further, there still remained a large crowd

That, from bonds, did deliverance attain.

Eighty-thousand people did attain the Heavenly Eye
And a thousand people did renounce their homes.

[25 ] The Elder \ilaha‘deva went to the country of TAlahim.sa-mandala.
Having gone there, he preached the Damdfltasulla,31 after which forty
thousand persons attained the Paths and Fruits and the same number of
persons did go out of their homes. And the ga‘tlm‘: are said :—

Maha‘deva who possessed supreme powers
Did attain the three kinds ofpenetrative knowledge ( vy'ja‘s ) —-

To hlahimsa [— mandala] he did repair
And preached the Julia of Heavenly Messenger ( Deva/1171a

A number of people, he did convert and deliver.
And those that attained the Heavenly Eye numbered forty

thousand, '

\Nith an equal number of those that left their homes.

28. Obviously, the character used here for (u ( Eli" ) is a mistake for g which
also is read Iu and which means poison. There are two suttas of this name, one in Sammy-"a
iv. 172 W. and the other in Afigutlam ii. llO—lll.

29. Pall has ‘a hundred-thousand (5a!a-.m/m.c.mm,).’

30-( 2-3 [’4'] if}; )-
31. M. iii. 173 (T. (No. 130) ,- A. i. 138 1r.
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[2G] The Elder Rakkhita went to Vanava‘si country and sat up in
the air. Having sat there, he preached the Anamataggyia-.s'utla32 (the sutta
without a beginning or an end When this was done, sixty-thousand
people did attain the Heavenly Eye and seven“ thousand people renounced
their homes and five hundred monasteries were raised. These grit/1d: are

said :—

The Elder Rakkhita who had great miraculous power
Did go to Vanava'si and sat in the air.
He preached the Anamataggyia-sutta,
And a number of people attained the Heavenly Eye.
Those that renounced their homes. numbered seven thousand
And the San'ghar‘é‘mas that were raised were five hundred.

[27] The Elder Dhammarakkhita3321 went to Apara‘ntaka country.
Havingr reached there, he preached to the people Aggikkhand/lflpama-suua“
( :ulla of the Heap of Fire ). He gladdened the people and thirty” thousand
men attained the Divine Eye and made them drink the sweet elixir of the
Dhamma. From the Khattiya families, a thousand men and a thousand
women left their homes. There the Dhamma of the Buddha spread. The
following ga‘thi is said 2——

The Elder Dhammarakkhita who had great miraculous power
Repaired to Apara‘ntaka and preached his sermon on the

Aggikkhandha,
Made the people drink the elixir of d/zamma
‘Nith a number of people attaining the Divine Eye.
A thousand men joined the San'gha as Bhikkhus
And an equal number, too, as Bhikkhuni‘s.

[28] The Elder Maha’dhanunarakkhita went to Maha"rat_t_ha coun-
try. Having gone there, he discoursed on Ma/za'-J\"a‘rada-Kassapa-ja‘taka”.
When he finished his discourse, eighty-four thousand people attained the
Path and three37 thousand men renounced homes. Thus the Dhamma of
the Buddha prevailed. And the ga‘l/za‘: are said :—

The Elder \i‘Iahi-dhamma [—rakkhita] who had great
miraculous powers

‘Nent to \_~Iaha‘rat.t,ha and preached the MahE-A-Qirada-
[fassapa-ja'la/m;

1:
32. S. ii. 178, 187 ; iii. 149. 151 ; V. 226, 4“.
33. Pali has thirty seven thousand (saltalitr‘l ra~iulta.t.t1'ni)
33a. See note 23 above. 3+. A. iv. lZS IT.
3.)". Pali has lhirty-scw.‘n (mud-limm) thousand.
3G. Fausbb'll, Nu. SH.
37. Pali gives thirteen thousand.  
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A large number of beings attained the Paths and the Fruits;
And three thousand men did renounce their homes.

[29] The Elder lVlalm'raltkln't.'1 went to the country which was the
region of the Yavanas. Having gone there, he preached the Ka’l‘aka‘ra‘ma-
Suttanta‘“a Hf After that, seventy-three thousand men
attained the Paths and the Fruits. A thousand” men left their homes.
The Dhamma of the Buddha prevailed in the region of the Yavanas. And
the ga’tha‘ is said :— '

Maha‘rakkhita who had great miraculous powers
Went to the region of the Yavanas and preached [Mnk’in/o”

.rutla.
Numerous people attained the Paths and the Fruits;

And those that left their homes were one thousand.

[30] The Elder l\.iajjhima, the Elder Krissapa, The Elder [Alaka—]
Deva“, Dundubhissara and, moreover, the Elder [Saha—] Deva went
to the Slopes of the Snowy Ivlountains. Having reached there, they dis-
coursed on the very First D/mmmamkkapfmvallmmmill/1.‘2 When the Dhamma
was preached, eight” crores (/'\ fig? )of people attained the Path.
Each of the five elders reached a region where he gave instructions. Five
thousand men renounced their homes. Thus the Dhamma of the Buddha
spread all over the Slopes of the Snowy lVIountains. And the grit/10‘ is said :—

The Elder lVIajjhima who had a great mirculous power
Went to the Slopes of the Snowy Blountain and
Preached the first Sum: of the Turning of the l'V/ieel.
Numerous beings attained the Paths and the Fruits,
\Nhile those that left their homes numbered five thousand.

[31 ] The Elders Sonaka and Uttara went to the Land of Gold
(Suvazznab/Iu'mi). When he reached there, [he found] that in that land
of Gold there was a she-goblin (yakk/iinf') who came out _of the sea and
went into the King’s palace and as soon as his wife bore him a child, the
she-goblin seized it and devoured it. At that time, the wife of the Kingr
gave birth ioZaimale child. [The people] saw the Elder Sonaka coming
  

38. .11. ii. 24.
39. Poll gives len-lhousand.
40 This name seems to be an abbreviation of [Ala/ml] Kalaka‘m'mamllanla.
41. Pali reads from here Alaka-dcva, Dundubhissara and Sahadeva and thus gives

the number five, while the Chinese also would be giving the same, if we make an emcnda-
tion in the text as follows :—After T’i-po (which may stand for [Alaka-] deva ). read
9% ‘3';- Z‘li Corresponding to Dundubhissara and take the last T’i-po as correspond-
ing to Sahadeva. The second and the third letters in the Chinese rendering of Dundubhis-
sara must be interchanged as shown here.

‘12. S. v. 4205.
43. Pa“ has eighty croxes (tuiti kafiya ).
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and were very much afraid. They- thought to themselves : “This
seems to be a companion of the she- J'oblin. ” They took weapons in their
hands, went forth with the intention of killing Souaka. Sonaka asked .-
“ Why have you come taking weapons ? ” They replied : “In the King’s
pal;tce,a child is born, and a companion of the she-goblin seizes it and devours
it. Are your Honour not going to be the companion [who will seize the
boy] ? ” Sonaka replied :“ I am'not the companion of the she-goblin.
We are Samanas. Our rule is not to kill living beings. We observe ten
good ways of action (dwa-kusala-I:mnma//at/m). We bravely take to exer-
tion. We have good ways of life (/cayla'lz,a-zlhammd ).”

[32 ] At that time, the she-goblin heard that a child was born in the
King’s palace. She came out of the Sea with a continuous train of lo'llow-
ers. She thought to herself: “Now the King has a child borne to him.
I must go and eat it up. ” The people in the King’s palace saw the crowd
01' the goblins coming. All the people were frightened. They went and
informed the Elder about it. This time, Sonaka created a large crowd of

yak/:lzas, double that of the original crowd, made them stand around, with
the she-goblin in the centre. She looked at the yak/char and thought thus

'to herself: “ These ya/ck/zas would themselves take over this country. They
are just on the point of coming, seizing and devouring us. ” After she
had thought thus, every one of them went away and did not return. There-
upon, the crowd of yak/char that was created went after them, pursued
them and stopped when they were not to be seen. The Elder Sonaka, then,
recited a magic spell to protect the land of the country, which cut off [the
possibility of] yak/rim: entering it again and then he discoursed to the people
of the country on the Brahmaja‘la-sutla.“ When he had finished this sermon,
sixty thousand people attained the Path and the Fruits. Further, there
were people who took the Three Refuges, and Five Rules of Conduct. As
many as three thousand and five hundred entered the Assembly of Buddhist
monks, and a thousand and five hundred joined as Bhikkhunis. Thereupon,
the Dhamma of the Buddha prevailed. The Teacher says : “ From that
past till now, when the King has children borne to him and when all of them
were named, they were given the name of SonIuttara. Further, the git/id:
are said :—

The Elder Sonaka and Bhikkhu Uttara who possessed great
miraculous powers

Went to the country of the Land of Gold and preached the
Bra/zmaja‘lasutta.

Numerous‘pegple attained the Paths and Fruits, while
Three thousand and five hundred became Bhikkhus, and
Those that became Bhikkhuni-s numbered a thousand and

five hundred.

‘14-. The very first qua of DT'g/m-m’kaja.
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[32A] The Elder Moggah‘putta Tissa' and the Bhiltltl’wusan'gha sent
Mahinda to go to the Island of Ceylon. Mahinda thought to himself:
“ Is it time for me to go or not 3’” .\Iahinda then entered a trance and saw :
“ The King of Anura‘dhapura in Ceylon, named \.Ian‘-cha-su-po, ( Niutasiva )
has already gro‘wn very old in years and it is not possible to get him con-
verted. Even if he gets converted, the Dhamma of the Buddha would not
remain established for a long time. I may therefore still wait for the present.
The time of going has not arrived. When the life of the King comes to an
end and as soon as his Prince is established on the throne in his place, I
shall go and establish the Dhamma of the Buddha. I may, for the time
being ( E, ), go to my mother’s folks. I should like to exchange words
of greetings with my mother. ”

[33] He further thought to himself: “ Having gone to my mother’s
country, I may not be able to return here before going to the Island of
Ceylon. ” \.Iahinda went to the place of his teacher, paid respects at his
feet by touching them with his head and face. He also paid respects to the
Assembly of Bhikkhus. He came out of the San‘gha‘ra‘ma of King Asoka.
\lIahinda as the Leader, novice Sumana the Son of San'ghamitta‘ and others
——six men and one lay-disciple, Bhatlduka by name—all went together and
passing by the city of Ra'jagaha, reached the village of Dakkhinigiri and
then gradually reached the country of [Miahinda’s] mother.

“\\'hy [did he go there] ?”
“'hen for the

[34] [Here] the Teacher says :
Formerly, King Asoka had L'Jjeni conferred upon him.
first time he went to his country, he was going [from place to place] in
succession. He reached the Southern _\I'ountain. Just below the moun-
tain, there was a village named Vidisa‘. A very rich house-holder gave
King Asoka his daughter as his wife. Having arrived at the country, he
had E-in course of time] a male child borne to him and it was named
\.'Iahinda. “"hen \.Iahinda grew to fourteen years of age, King Asoka
ascended the kingly throne, but he left his wife [behind] in the country
of Ujjeni. At the village Vidisa‘, she stayed. That is why in the Commentary
of the Sutta it has been handed down that .\Iahinda toured for six months
and reached his mother’s place.

[35] At that time when \.Iahinda gradually came to his mother’s
country, the mother came out and paid respect to him [by touching his
feet ]‘5 with her head and face. Having done this, she prepared his mid-
day meal and put him in a great monastery called Vidisa’. At that time‘6
Mahinda stayed in the monastery for a short time. He thought to himself:
“ Having finished my stay here, is it time for me to go out or not ? "
Mahinda further thought to himself: “ I may now wait for the time being
until King Asoka has sent an envoy to go to the Island of Ceylon to confer
upon Prince Deva-nan)-piya-Tissa the kingship. There, afterwards, I may

 

45. Because he had now accepted the holy life ofan ascetic.
46. begins a new sentence.
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go, to enable the Prince who has ascended the throne to receive the presents
sent to him as a King, by King Asoka. He may as well listen to the meri-
torious deeds of the Tathigata and be right glad. I shall await his going out
to the Missaka mountain. That time, I shall meet him. VVheui one month
has passed then I shall go and reach him. On the fifteenth day of the
fourth month (Pali : f'efl/zamdxa ), the San'gha will gather together
for celebrating the Uposatha day. That then is the time to have
conversations with him.” Thercupon, each one from the group replied :
“That is the time to go ! ” The Teacher says : The Ancients have
said a ga'tlza‘ in praise of this :—

“ hiahinda the Leader, Elders Ittiya“ and Uttiya“

The Elders Bhaddiya and Sambala, with the novice Sumana—

\Vho all had attained the three kinds of discerning know-
ledge (vy'ja’s);

The lay disciple, Bhanduka, who had seen the marks of
truths; ‘

——All these ranked with Great \Vise \uIen.’7

[36] At that time, Sakka, the king of gods, knew that King 1\/Iut,asiva
had expired. He immediately came down and spoke to Mahinda : “ King
of Anura‘dhapnra in Ceylon has his life brought to an end. Now the Prince
Deva'nam-piyacTissa has already ascended the throne as a King. I remember
that in past time the Buddha had already predicted that, in future,
lVIahinda Bhikkhu will, in the land of Ceylon, elevate to a respectable posi-
tion the Dhamma of the Buddha. Therefore, the Elder must now go.
I also shall wait upon you and shall follow there [to the island ]. ” Sakka,
the king of gods, [recalling old days] said '. “At that time when the

‘Buddha was under the Bodhi tree, he looked over the world with his Divine
eye and saw the island of Ceylon where the Dhamma of the Buddha would
flourish. And in his commanding words he said [to me] : ‘ You have
got to go in the company of lVIahinda, to the Island of Ceylon to fully esta-
blish the Dhamma. ’ Therefore, I now say [what I have said above].”
The Elder NIahinda, having accepted the words of Sakka, the king of gods,
immediately, from the mountain of Vidisa‘, along with his illustrious group,
flew up into the air, reached the city of Anura‘dhapura in Ceylon, and
approached the foot of the blissaka-Ivlountain in the East. Therefore,
from the olden past till now, it is called Cetiya—pabbata ( {g1 [11 The

I say now ancient ga‘t/ia’: of the Pora‘nas :»-— .Teacher says :

“Staying in the Village Vidisa‘, he passed thirty days
And the i'ight time came to go to the Island of Ceylon.
From the land of Jambudipa, they flew in a line,
Like the geese in an unbroken row.
Likewise, the Elders, with potential power

47. Chinese has the same transliteration for both these names.
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Deeply rooted within themselves,
Flew up in the air and passed to the Eastern Mountain
blissriku'l,

Dark like the black clouds; on the top of the mount
They roamed about, to and fro, before they came down.

[Dr'pm xii. ]

[37 At the time. when the Elders reached the Island of Ceylon with
IvIahinda as their Leader, it was two hundred and thirty six years since the
Buddha passed into Nibba'na. [For this period] the Buddha’s Dhainma
was prevailing before it reached the Island of Ceylon. All this one must
know :~—

At the time when it was eight years since Aja'tasattu ascended
the kingly throne, the Buddha passed into .\Ilibl).t"na. That year,
the son of Siha-ktnnara became the first King in that Island [of
Ceylon This Prince was, moreover, named Vijaya. He went to the
Island of Ceylon and lounded the various places for the settlement of the
people. At the time when in Jamhudipa the King named Udayahhadda
had been on the kingly throne lbr fourteen years, this Vijaya in the Island

In the fifteenth year of Udayabhadda, Panglu Vn‘sudeva
While in jamhudipa, King

of Ceylon expired.
came to the throne in the Island of Ceylon.
I\"a‘gada"saka had been on the kingly throne for twenty years, King Pandu
Va'sudeva had his lile‘ ended and Abhaya then succeeded him as the King.
While in Jambudipa, King Susuna‘ga had ruled as a King for seventeen
years, King Abhaya I had completed] twenty years [of his rule]. There
was one Panduka"biiaya his army [in revolt], attacked
King Abhaya, and substituted himself as the King in his place. In
the land of jambudipa, a king named Ka‘la‘soka had ruled for sixteen
yearsJ when Paljflailei'bliaya had completed his eighteen“H years. In
the land of Jambudipa, when a king named Candagutta had ruled for
fourteen years, Panduka‘lmafva died and \IIutasiva had taken his place. In
the land ufjambndipa) when a King named Asoka was there on the throne

Deva—nam—

who raised

clearly for seventeen years, .‘\Ill_t:l$l\'.'l breathed his last and
piya-Tinsi took his plaee.

[38 I"
Anururlrlln and Kim," \ilnntla ruled car/15" lbr eight years.

At that time, after the Buddha passed into Nihlm‘na, ‘9 King
Nfigada‘saka

48. Pull reads seventeen years t'Sal/mma-t'ana‘ni). It is, however, further added
Ta‘m' halt/u; eke/m LYUJ'CIHZ 311/17 r._‘._!/m‘m.m lionli. The explanation, however, given by the
Commentm '.', .S'a'mHIm-df/mni— (p. I33 ), explains the period of eighteen years as the period of
Interregnuni, seventeen of this King I’alndukx't'bl‘raya and one year between Vijaya and I’andu-
\‘d’sudeva. So it does not explain this period of eighteen years as given in the Chinese Text.

4‘). Sn: JIIAS, 1896, p. 430. hr; this list of Kings. Prof. Takakusu thinks (font-note
\1'0. 2) thatI perhaps by the copvist’s mistake, the reignal years of 1\jd"tasattn and L'daya-
bhadda art left to be mentioned.

50. Fall perhaps takes this figure of eight for the period of reign of both these kings.
This and tl.e reignal years of \_'a'g'vatlfisaka are the only differences between the Pa“ and the
Chinese veisions, as far as the icignal years of these kings are concerned.
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ruled as a King for fourteen“ years, Susunaga for eighteen; his son who suc-
ceeded him was named Asoka [evidently, Ka'la‘soka as given in the Pali text
He ruled for twenty eight years. King (Ka‘_1a—) Asoka had ten children
who all together ruled as Kings for twenty-two years. One after the other,
the nine Nandas ruled as Kings for twenty-two years, Candagutta for
twenty-four years, King Bindusa‘ra for twenty-eight years and, in his place,
King Asoka had already ruled for eighteen years, when Miahinda had rea-
ched the Island of Ceylon. This succession in the line of kings should be
known.

139] At that time King Devinani-piya-Tissa (Tissa, the favourite
of gods) was [under the iniluence of] an evil constellation of stars?“ To
avert [its evil efle‘cts ] and to escape ( {fl ) from them, his oflicers announc-
ed his command by the beating of drumsz—"l‘he king wants to go out and
the ()Ilieers are announcing by the beating of the drum that the king wants
to escape irom the evil efle‘cts of the evil star.’ The King, in the company
of iln'ty—thousand people, went out of the city and reached the NIountain
lViissaka‘ The King wanted to have the sport of hunting. At that time,
in the mountain, there was a Tree-Spirit which wanted to let the King see
the Elder lVIaln'nda. The Spirit transformed itself into a deer and went
towards the King, but not far from him, and revealed itself nibbling Jgr
and walking slowly. The King saw the transformed deer and immedi
he took his long bow, pinched his arrow, fully stretched his bow (~snfmg)
and wanted to shoot at it. But the king further thought to himself: “ I
must be cautious in shooting at this deer. The deer is still facing the road
going to the mango—grove (Amballhala-magga) and will go towards it.”
The King immediately pursued him and reached the mango-grove (Ambul-
t/m/a). The transformed deer knowingly went towards NIahinda but not
far frozn him and disappeared. Thereupon, Mahinda saw the King near
him and thought to himself". “ By my supernatural power, I may let the
King see me alone and not the rest [of my company ].” The Elder Mahinda
then called Tissa [and said] : “O Tissa, you are welcome !”

[40] When the King was thus called by name, he thought to hint-
self: “Now in this country who dares to call me by my name ? What
sort of man is this that wears reddish and tattered garments and calls me by
name .7” He had a doubt created in his mind like this : “ \Vhat‘ sort of
a person is he—a man or a divine spirit ?” Thereupon, the Elder iVIahinda
immediately replied : “ I am a sort of a samana53 (ascetic), a son of the
King of Dhainma of the S'a‘kya thmily. Having compassion on the Great
King ( Dot/"(inmg1-/}I_')‘(l-- 'Iwz‘rm) I have purposely come here from Jambudipa.”

[4-1] At that time King Deva‘nam—piya-Tissa was known to King
Asoka ii'om a distance, [merely] by correspondence. This time, by the

.3]. Pali has urenty-four years.
3'2. There is nothing in the l’ali lt‘.\'l to justify this statement. On the contrary, the

King wants the people to celebrate the occasion as a festival.
53. This corresponds to a verse in Pa“.
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power of good fortune of King Deva‘narp-piya-Tissa, there was a mountain
named Cha'taka, by the side of which grew a forest of bamboos, in which

"there were three bamboos as big as the chari'otg-stick, one of which was a
tendriI-stick, the second was a flower-stick and the third was a bird-stick.
The tendril-stick was in colour as white as silver, entwined by a gold creeper.
The flower-stick had garlands of various miscellaneous colours such as those
of yellow, blue, red, black and white flowers. The bird-stick had birds like
geese, jivas and Jivakas and other various kinds like the same. Further it
had four-footed animals that appeared to be living and breathing and in
no way difle‘rent. The Teacher says : We now say an culogistic g6”!!!-
said by the Ancients“ :—

“ At the foot of the Mountain Cha'taka
There suddenly grew :1 Bamboo-forest

there were three bamboosIn which
()ne of which was, in colour, white like silver,

with f lowers[The other

Yellow, white, red, blue,
And entwined by vines of gold.
And [the third] glowed with many birds, four-footed animals
And various kinds of miscellaneous flowers. ” [efi Dz’pa. xi.15—16]

Out of the sea, further, came out precious stones (cat’s eyes), pearls,
jewels (magi) and various kinds of precious things made of gold and silver.
Further there were eight kinds of real jewels—horse-jewel, elephant-jewel,

bracelet (z'a/aya)-jcwcl, finger-ring-jewel,
[recognised as such] in the

chariot-jewel, a myrobalan-jewcl,
‘lta/md/m—fruit-jewel and a [natural] .jewel
world.

[42] King Deva-nam-pi)‘a-Tissa had sent letters and such presents as of three
precious Bamboo sticks, various precious things and eight real pearls to
King Asoka. \thn they arrived, King Asoka saw them and became very
glad. Immediately he sent five kinds of clothes, an umbrella, a c/tozvrie (fly-
whisk), a sword, a crown, leather-shoes studded with seven kinds of precious
stones and other kinds of precious things of inestimable value. \Vhat were
these various things ? T’an-t’o-kia“—eonch (ank/zizzdu'alla-San'k/za), a
container which was always full of Ganges water, T’en-sa-kia (vatamfiaka)
flower, a spouted vessel (blzz'.n2/.‘a‘ra), a pair of garments of coloured wool, a
handkerchief, green sandal-wood, earth of dawny colour, green myrolJalan
(harl'taka), yellow myrobalan (Ema/aka ), and a maiden-jewel. The
Teacher says : “’c now give the grit/Lair spoken by the Ancients .- 51

Pali gives the source as Dt'pammlm.54.

55.
San'klm ; for the understanding of An’ndb'a‘mffa see Prof.
AMI/idem Thing? f0 [/16 Bur/(l/n'xlx," in India! ( Bombay 1953 ), pp. 34—46.

There is nothing corresponding to Namlr'riraua, which Pali givesin addition to
P. V. Bapat's paper on “Four

53
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“A divine crown, a fly-whisk, an tunbrella, a sword,

Leather-sandals studded with seven jewels, a spouted vessel,

T’an—t’o conch (Dakk/Ii,Im'vatla-San'k/za)
A pair of garments of coloured wool,

A golden bowl, a ladle ( kalacclm ), water from Anotat‘ta lake,

A clean, white, precious handkerchiefi
Invaluable. green sandal-wood,
Clean earth of the colour of early dawn,

The medicine of the eye named after the Serpent-King.

Amala/ca (yellow myrobalan ), Hari'la/ca (green myrobalan ),

Insuperable medicine of the sweet elixir (amaloxad/za ),

Fruits presented by parrots
And carried in five hundred pingos (kdja‘ )—
These were the various kinds of precious things
Which were the [outcome of] virtues of King Asoka.

[Di/m. xii. 1—4; xvii. 83—86]

[43] Thus were the various kinds of precious things, which formed
worldly presents. Further there were presents of Three Jewels. King
Asoka said : “I have taken refuge in the Buddha, refuge in the Dhanu'na,
refuge in the San‘gha. I have become a lay-disciple. This is the Dhamma
of the Son of the €5kya family. You should apply your Inind and have
faith in the three Jewels and accept the Dhamma of the Buddha.” [Di/m.
xii. 5—6] King Asoka had sent a letter and a return-present to King
Deva—nam-piya-Tissa and also conferred upon him a. kingly throne. King
Deva—nam-piya—Tissa received with salutations the kingly throne on the
fifteenth day of the third month (Vcsfikhu in Pali [Thirty] days of a
month (— E B ) had passed and TMahinda and others arrived.
Further Deva—mam.-pi\,'a-Tissa heard \i/Iahinda say : ‘I am the follower of
the Son of the S'a‘kya family,’ Deva—11am-piya-Tissa, while hunting in the
open field> further recollectcd : ‘King Asoka has written to me that there was
a Son of the S'a‘kya family.’ Immediately, he threw the bow and dropped
down the arrow. He sat aside and they began to make querries about
mutual welfare ( H,“ in, The Teacher says
extolzttory ga’l/La‘x spoken by the Ancients :

'. Now we give the

“ Throwing the bow and letting go the arrow
He sat on one side.
The Great King took his seat
And began to interrogate the Elder
On a series of matters, highly beneficial.
At that time, forty thousand people
Repaired to the palace of the King
And one and all stood him around”. [Di‘pm xii. 52 J54]
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[44] At that time, while the great crowd had arrived, the Elder
Mahinda, immediately revealed the other six .men. When the King saw
them, he asked the Elder : “When did these six people come ?" He replied :
“They came with me.” The King further asked: “In the land of
Jambudipa, are there similar samagas P” He replied: “In that land,
there are many many samanas and there is efi'ulgcncc of the kdsfiva
(yellowish garments) clothes in the country. All know the three discern-
ing lores (mjjm )5“, possess miraculous powers, know, without
any uncertainty, the minds of other people and they are Arhats who have
destroyed the Asavas (depravities )5“. [Likewise], there are many
disciples of the Buddha who. are the Sa'vakas (lit. listeners).” [ DI’pa. xii. 56
The King further asked : “In what conveyance did these Elders come
here 7’.” He replied : “We came [but] did not use water or the road
[on land]. ” The King thought to himself: “They must have come
through air.”

[46] \t/L'thinda further thought to himself: “Has the King any
intelligence or not ? I must put him to test.” There was a mango tree
beside which the King was sitting. IVIahinda put him a question with
regaid to the mango tree .' (1) “Is this, 0 great King, a mango tree 3’”
The King immediately answered : “This is a mango tree.” (2) “Leaving
aside this mango tree, is there any other tree or not ?” He replied:
“There is still another.” (3) “Further [caving aside this mango tree, is
there again any other. tree or not ?” The reply was .' “Again there is.”
(4) “l-‘urther, leaving aside this [mango] tree, are there any other trees
remaining or not .9” The reply ms . “There are." He further asked :
(5) “Leaving aside all the rest of the trees, is there any tree or not ? ‘ The
answ-r was: “This [very] mango tre<:.”57 \1’Iahinda replied: “Very
well .‘,.‘he Great King has got great intelligence.”

“Have you tiny kinsmcn or
“"l‘here are a good many, 0 Elder.” (2) “Leaving

['10] \iIahinrla said to the King: (1)
not ?" The reply was .'
aside the. lx'ing’s kinsmcn, are there other peoples’ kinsmen or not .3” The
reply was 2 “Very many.”“ (3) “Leaving aside the king’s kinsmen and
leai. g aside the other peoples’ kinsmcn, is there any other person left or
not .3" The King then replied: “I am still there.” \l/Iahinda replied:
“Vex-y well .‘ The lx'ing is of sharp quick undcrsanding.
llC hr llil‘.)’,:t:lf (‘rmn' to know that the self is neither (ine’s own kinsnian nor

 

 

Very \\'(‘ll .'

3,other peoples" kinsman.

56-56. Pali has a verse corresponding to this.

57. In Pali mere are only four questions which are rather more tricky and which
require clearer intelligence to answer than these five questions in Chinese. Here the third
appears to he a duplication of the second, perhaps through inadvertence of the scribe, as
there does not seem to he any difference between the sccondiand third questions.

3'3. There is nothing here corresponding to Pali, ‘an'n'dM/ga‘ b/mnlc fialnkc/xi ba/Iumra',’
“’l‘hc imn-kinslnt'n. Sir, are many more than kinsmen.”
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[47] Thereupon, the Elder Mahinda said : “This King has intelli-
gence and will be able‘to establish the Dhamma of the Buddha.” And he
said the Cu’la-ltalt/u' -[11ado-]pama-Jutla5‘-’~after which the King gave [as
followers] a large group of forty thousand people, who took all together, at
one and the same tim'e, the Three Refuges. At that time the King listened
to the Dhamma and then sent a messenger back to the town, wanting to
get food and drink. The King further thought to himself: “Now, it is
not the right time and the samapas would not eat.” When food and drink
arrived, the King had a mind to eat the food, alone, but further had a doubt
and so he asked: “Elders, won’t you eat P” They replied: “This is
not the right time for us samanas to eat.” The King asked : “What
time [ then ] is considered permissible ?” The reply was : “From morning
till mid-day—this is a permissible thing.” The King said to the Elders:
“Now, let us all together go back to the town.” The reply was : “\Ne
cannot comply with it. We all stay here.” “If the Elders are staying,
this boy, I pray, may follow us.” He replied : “This boy has already
attained the Paths and Fruits and has penetrated into the Dhamma of the
Buddha. Now he wants to become an ascetic.” '

[48] The King said : “If it is so, tomorrow I will send the chariot
in which you may come and we will receive you with all respect.” Having
said these words, he paid his respects at the feet of the Elder by touching
them with the top of his head and then went back. Not long after the King’s
departure Mahinda callal Sumana Simautra [and said] : “This is now
the time to preach the Dhamma. You may announce the preaching (lit.
the turning of the Wheel) of the Dhamma. Sum’ana said to his Teacher :
“Now, this announcement up to what place shall I cause to be heard 7’.”
The reply was : “Let the sound fill the whole Island of Ceylon.” Sumana
replied : “All right I" The worthy (Sumana) immediately entered the
Fourth Trance, emerged from it, and himself decreed in his mind .' “ Let
the people in the whole Island of Ceylon, all together, listen.to my voice.”
Accordingly, then, thrice he made the announcement. When he had
finished the three announcements, the King heard this sound and un'media-
tely Sent a messenger to go to the place of the Elders and inquire whether
there was any kind of trouble to them which made them raise that sort of *
great alarming sound. The Elders replied : “There is nothing disturbing
or alarming. This is only the sound of the announcement that we want to
preach the Dhamma.”

[49] At that time, the deities on the earth heard the sound of that
Sa'nmzwra (novice At once, they cried out joyfully. The joyful sound
penetrated into the empty air and thc deities in that empty air echoed; one
after the other, until the sound went up to the Bralnna-gods., When the
Brahma-gods heard the same, all [the gods] assembled. At that time,

59. The Chinese has no word corresponding to ‘/;ada' in the title of the Sulfa for which
see A]. Sulla No. 27 (1.175 It.)
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Mahinda preached, at once, the Sama-citta-sulla.“ When he had finished
the same, all the innumerable gods attained the Paths. Mahoragas (Big
Serpents) and Garudas (Supannas-Eagles) and the like took the Three
Refuges. As in the past when the Elder Sa’riputta preached the Sama-
(citla)-sulm, countless men attained the Paths, even so it happened now
when the Elder Mahinda preached this Julia.

[50] When the night passed into dawn, the King sent a chariot which
came to meet [the Elders]. \thn it arrived, the messenger said to the
Elders : “Now, the chariot has arrived; condescend, I pray, to go [with
115].” The reply to the messenger was .' “We [need] no conveyance of
a chariot. You may, in the meanwhile, first return; we shall presently
follow.” Having given such a reply, immediately, they flew into the air,
went to the city of Anura‘dhapura and alighted towards the east of the city. _
This was the place where the former Buddhas had alighted I and rested.
Mahinda and the rest had already first alighted on this spot and [so],
afterwards, it was called the First Resting Place (Pat/zamaka-Cetyiail/Mina).

[51] When the King had sent the messenger to receive the Elders,
he immediately called the officials together and arrange for their accommoda-
tion. When the officials heard the words of the King, they became very
glad at heart. The King further thought to himself: “Yesterday, the
Dhamma was preached. It is the rule for a Saman_a (aseetic) that he is
not permitted to use high, large, or big seats.” Before the King had finished
his reflection, the messenger who had gone to meet [the Elders], returned
and reached the city-gate. He saw the Elders had already arrived at the
eastern [side] of the city, all dignified in their clothes. His mind became
awfully glad. He entered [the city] and said to the King : “The Elders
have already arrived.” The King asked the messenger: "‘Did not the
Elders, make use of the conveyance of the chariot ?” The messenger rcp-
lied : “They are not permitted to use the conveyance of the chariot."
The messenger,” further, saidt “I turned back [from that place] first :
the Elders left '1.fter\\'ards, Now they came first and stayed at lhe city gate."
The King heard the words of the messenger and ordered that there was no
need of putting high and broad seats. The King ordered the officials to let
mats he spread on the earth. After giving this. instruction, the King
immediately went out to receive the I'leers. The Officials at once took the
heavy woollen carpet and spread it on the mat. The interpreters of signs
in the country saw that the King had the mat spread on the floor and they
thought to themselves: “These Samatlas then have mastered ( )
this earth for ever; they will give place to none.”

[52] The King welcomed the Elders. He reached them and paid
his respects by totn'liing \l'lahinda’s feet with the top of his head. With
various kinds of offerings, he welcomed them into the cily. 'l‘hereupon
the Elder \iIahinda and the rest saw the mat spread on the earth and every

60 A. i.
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one thought to himself .1 “Our Dhamma in this land will further give
place to none. ” And then every one took his seat. The King then served
with his own hand the choicest food and drink of various kinds of sweet
taste and other preparations which were all perfect. The King sent word
and called the prominent women in the palace, namely Anula‘ and other
five hundred women and made each of them take flowers, scents and other
offerings of worship. The King then took his seat on one side. Thereupon,
the Elder Mahinda sent down on the great crowd a shower of the Dhamma
and preached the former stories of the Spirits ( I’clavatt/ut ), of the Palaces of
gods ( Vima'na‘uatl/Iu ), and revealed the Four Truths,61 upon which all the
five hundred women attained the Paths and the Fruits.

[53] From among the people of the town who had, even before,
followed the King and reached the mountain Missaka, every one proclaimed
and praised the sublime merits of the Elder. All people, far and near,
from the whole of the town came. The large crowd from the town filled
the enclosure. They could not see the Elders and so they made a loud
noise. The King asked: “Who made this noise?” The reply was:
“The people of the town could not see the Elder Bhikkhus and so there was
the great noise.” The King thought to himself: “In this narrow en-
closed place, all cannot come in.” The King said to the officials : “Still
it may be possible to make the arrangement in the big Elcplmnt-hall (hall/zi-
sa‘la‘ Cover the ground with white sand, scatter flowers of five (diffe-
rent) colours, put up a canopy of plain silk and let the Elders take their
seats at the place of the Elephant-King.” When the officials had put up
[that canopy], they entered and informed the King [about the same].
Thercupon the Bhikkhus went to the Elephant-Hall. Having approached
the same, every one took his seat. [The Elder] preached the Devan/271a-
5ulta.“"- After this, a thousand men attained the Path. In the Elephant-
I-I\all, too big a crowd turned up and so they again shifted to the garden
named Nandana, outside the Southern gate of the town. Inside, . they
spread straw mats. The Elders approached that place and to the crowd
gave a sermon on the [[517virospama-xutta” (the Sutta with the Similc of a
Snake). A thousand men attained the Path.

[_' From the first day to the third day, he preached the Dhamma, I
and all the two thousand and five hundred people attained the Path. The
Elders stayed in the Nandana garden. The women-folk of the house-holders
of the town came, approached them, paid their respects to them and made-
enquirics of courtesy from morning till dusk. The Bhikkhus then arose
from their seats. The ollicials were ."tstonished asked the Elders:
"'VVhere do you want to go 3’” The reply was: “\Ve should like to go
back to the place of residence.” The oflicials [then] immediately said to

“The lx‘ch‘giousi'l‘eachers want to go. Does the King permit

and

the King :
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l’uli reading here is .S'acm—SuVii-HIM,

See note 31 ahnxe.

See note BU :xhore.
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them to do so ?” The King immediately said : “Revered Sirs, the day
has now already turned into dark. How will it be possible to go ? You
may still stay here this time.” The Elders replied: “We cannot stay.”
The King repeated his request : “My father [former] King, had a garden
called \iIegha-[ vana]. You may go there, whieh‘is neither too far, nor
too near [the town]. It may be possible to stay there. It is very conve-
nient and easy to go to and to come from.” The Elders, as per request of
the King, stayed in that [garden].

[55]
enquiries. '

Next morning, the great King again went to make courteous
Going there, he paid his respects to them and said again

“After the night-fall, did you sleep well ? How [did you feel] 'when you
got up or dwelt here ? Is this garden fit to stay in ?” The Elders replied :
“It is possible to stay in as per sulta-gdthdr where the Buddha has said :
“I permit, 0 Bhikkhus, to stay in a garden.” \Nhen the King heard
these words, his mind became very glad and from a golden spouted jar
(bliiflktfra) poured water on the hand of Mahinda. The water that was
poured down touched the hand [of Mahinda]. At that time, the whole of
the land in that country violently quaked. The King immediately became
horrified and said to the Elder : “\Vhy is it that, like this, the whole of this
earth is violently quaking .7’” ‘Mahinda replied: “Don’t be alarmed,
0 great King. On this land, the Dhamma of the Ten-powered [Buddha]
will flourish and a great monastery will shine over here on the land of this
garden. Therefore, the earth, as a fore-sign, displays this [quake].” The
King heard these words and doubly bounded with joy. Thereupon,
\ilahinda, on the next day, together with his group, went to the palace of
the King for food. Having begged his food he returned and stayed in
the Nandana garden.“

[ Thus ends ]

the Second Book of the Vinaya-Commentary, [named]

Samanla-pa‘m‘dika‘.

64. It is interesting to note that the end of the book is made with an incomplete sen-
tenCC in l’ali which becomes complete only with the opening words of the next book.
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Vinaya

Book III

['T. 6801)—694a; P’ing.‘ 1321—161); PTS. 1'. 81c—102e; s. i. mat—6010; K.
77—97 ( §§ 109—138); N. 1‘. 71—89 ].

l l And‘i" preached to the people the snttzts which were Called Alla/Ital-
aggyz'fl'm" (the .mllar dealing with :a_m:a‘7'a of which the beginning and end
are not known Further, one day, hepreached to the crowd the sulta of
the Heap of Fire (Agr_42'/.‘/c/1alzd/za). Thus, in turn, he continued preaching
[or seven days. Eight thousand five hundred people thus attained the Paths
and their Fruits. The Dhamma of the Buddha. spread with all its lustre in
this garden; hence this garden came to be called the Garden of Brilliance
(Jotz'vmm). “lhen seven days were over2 ( 4: E! E 13E” ), the Elders went to
the palace of the king and preached the Appmna‘da-Julla3 ( the Julia of Vigi-
lance) and then went to the Cetiya mountain. At that time the great king
held consultations with his ministers: “These Bhikkhus have been preach-
ing to us now with great earnestness. We hope they are not [soon] going
away.” The ministers replied to the king :—“The elders have come of
their own accord; so they may now go without speaking to your majesty
[about their going away J.”

[2] At that time, the king had with him his two wives. He placed
them in the royal chariot and surrounded by a thousand or ten thousand
carriages, he pursued the elders in hot haste and reached the Cetiya moun-
tain. lluving gone there he left his followers back and himself went to the
place where the elders were. The great king was very much lc‘itig‘ued and
was very violently breathing in and breathing out. \i/lahinda asked the
Great king : “\Vhy are you breathing so violently .9” The king promptly
replied : “The elders have given us instruction in all earnestness. I would,
therefore, like to know whether it is time for the elders to leave us.” He
replied, "\"Vc are not going away; butwc wish to enter the Earlier Retreat
of the tlnee months of summer —r;linsj.” The King asked : “\\"lutt sort is
this Earlier Retreat of the three months of the summer -rains P” He replied,
“It is the duty Ola J‘flllmffll that he should have a Retreat for the three months

See the note 04 on Bank II.
Sm: note 32' in hook II.
The corresponding l’uli expression says
1)/./.. 21«32.
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MAIIINDA’S VISIT TO CEYLON111.5]

of the summer [—rains]. The king should. better know that we have no
dwelling'placc [where we can have this Retreat]. Further, that day is very
near.” ‘

[3] At that time, there was the king’s minister called by the name
Arittha. He was standing near the king with fifty-five brethren, younger
or older. He, immediately, said to the great king : We should like to go away
from our homes, following these elders.” The king replied, “Very well! I
permit you all to renounce your homes.” \Vhen they were thus permitted,
they went to the place where lVIahinda was. They were immediately con-
verted. Before the hair_[on their heads] fell down on the ground, they
attained Arhatship. In front of the Kia-na-kya (? Kantaka) shrine, the
king caused sixty-eight rooms to be built. Having thus given instructions,
the king returned to his city. \iIahinda, further, gave instruction to the ten
brethren, young and old, of the king and made them cherish in their minds
firm faith in the Dhamma of the Buddha. The Bhikkhus, then, rested in
the Kiri-na-kya Hall of the Cetiya mountain {or the three months of the
summer [—rains]. At that time, then, there were sixty-six" persons who had
attained ».\rhatship.

[4] Then when the Bhikkhus had completed their Retreat of three
months of summer —rain on the Pava‘rai_ia‘ of the fifteenth day of the eighth5
month (Kalli/ca), they said to the king; The summer [—rain] Retreat is over;
we hayc stayed here pretty long; it is long since we are separated from the
Teacher; we should like to go back to Jambudipa; we may have some
courtesy rall ( fig} 3% ) on our Teacher.” The king then said : “ I am
proyiding you with the Four Requisitcs; I am entertaining the Teacher of
the Dhamma; further, there are other men, who on account of the Teacher
of the Dhamma, have obtained the Three Refuges, and Five Precepts; then
why is it that you are now feeling uncomfortable ?” The Elder replied :
“Formerly we were under the direct eyes of the Teacher; morning and evening
we could attend upon and pay respects to him; now in this country, there is
no Teacher; therefore, we feel uncomfortable.” The ki'ng said : “You Elders
formerly said that the Buddha had already entered Nibba‘na; now you
expressly say that there is the Buddha.” The Elders replied “Although
the Buddha. has entered \t'ibba’na, his Bodily Relies still exist.” The king
t'cplied : “Now I have. understood that you Elders want mt: to raise a .tlu‘jm.
If it be m, I pray you Elders to look for a suitable site.” The king further
thought; “A land-site can be mtailable; but how to get the bodily relics ?”
l\"l£\l1illdit said : “You can discuss about it with Sumana Sa'manera.” The
king replied: “Very well l.”

(K

[5 ] Thereupon the king went to the place where Sumana Sa'manera
was and asked him : “Sir, how shall I now obtain the' bodily relics of the
Tatha‘gata .9” Sumana replied “ Well '. Let the great king make
 

4. The corresponding l’uli expression says

5. 'l‘nisho edition giyes a reading which means ‘scvcnth,’ while there is another copy
which reads ‘ninth.’
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the road clean, sweep it clear of dust and set up banners and flags, scatter
flowers, burn incense on it and put various kinds of decorations. Let the
king with his household observe the eight precepts and then riding an ele-
phant, all decorated and ornamented and with a white umbrella set on it,
proceed straight to Maha‘na‘ga mountain—park and there it would be possible
to obtain the bodily relics of the Tath'ifg.‘ita.” The king then replied :
“Very well .' Very well !” and received that instruction. The Elders then
went to the Cetiya mountain. When they went there, -i\4ahinda said to the-
novice : “O Sumana .' welcome to you, O Sumana! you now go to jainbudipa
and conununieate to your grand—litthcr Asoka what I have in mind. Say
thus : “0 great king, your friend, Deva—nam-piy.'1-'I‘issa, the King of Ceylon,
has now entertained latith in the Dhan’nna of the Buddha. He now wished
to set up a Jtu’pa. Your \lI’ajesty has such bodily relics. I pray you to give
it at this [right] time.” Having obtained the bodily relics From the great
king, you may then go to the divine palace of the 'l‘fivatimsa gods and say
to Sakka, the king of gods '. “You, Sakka the king [of gods], have in your
possession two bodily relics—one is the right jaw—bone which you, god Sakka,
may keep with you for your worship; the other is the right shoulder—blade
which you may give to me.” Further inquire ol‘Sakka the king [of gods]
and say to him : “ Your attendants should have already gone to the land of
Sihala; why is it that they are delaying to go there ?” Sumana replied .'
“Very well l”

[6] Having received the message, he took his ka‘xa‘ua (yellow gar—
ments) and begging bowl and flew, instantly, ascending up in the air and
reached Jambudipa and the gates of the city of Pa‘taliputta and then came
down and reached the place of the king. He said to the king : “l\'Iahinda
has purposely sent me here.” “hen the king heard this, he was glad and
jumped with joy. The king then took the begging—bowl of the Sa‘manera
from him and scented it with perfumes and then opened the
casket C ) of seven jewels, took the bodily relics himself and filled
the bowl with the same. They were white and brilliant like real precious
pearls. He gave them to the Sa‘m,anera. The Sa'inanera took the same and
then went to the palace of Sakka, the king of gods, who seeing him, him-
self said: “Sir Sumana, what is it that brings you here i’.” Sa'manera replied :
“0 king of gods, you first sent us to the land of Siliala and you, king of gods,
[have not cared] to go there till now( i: 7}? 3k“ ).” God Sakka replied :
“I would go; what is to be done there ?"‘Sa‘mai,iera said to god Sakka: “You,
god Sakka, possess two kinds of bodily relics of the 'l‘athfigata : one is the
right jaw-bone which you may preserve I for yourself]; the second is the
right shoulder—bl:ule, which you may give me (in worship.” God Sakka
replied, “Very well, very well E” He took the door—key and opened the
5117/11: [-chamber] or seven jewels. In height and breadth it was one )‘ojann.
He took the bodily relics and handed them over to Sumana. Sumana
received the same, and down he came on the Cetiya mountain.

[' 7] The Theras named l\’Ialiin(l.t, Ittiya, \'uttiya, Bliaddiya and
Sainbt-ila took the bodily relics given by king Asoka and deposited them on
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Cctiya mountain; the remaining bodily relics of the right shoulder-blade
they took in the late afternoon.6 They went to Maha‘na‘gavana-park. The
king had carried out all the instructions w'hich‘were previously given by
Sumana Samanera as to the levelling up of the road and about all the other
preparations. He rode the elephant, himself held the white unbrella to
protect the bodily relics from above [i. c. the sun] and arrived at Mount
Cetiya. The king himself thought thus : “If these are the relics of the
Tatha'gata, the elephant would himself come down on the ground [on his
knees], the umbrella would by itself be lowered away and the bodily relics
of the 'l‘atha'gata would come down on my heat .” No sooner had the king
thought in this.manner than the elephant sank down [on his knees]
on the earth and the umbrella was lowered down by itself and then the
casket of the bodily relics of the Tatha'gata came down on the head of the
king. At the time when the king expressed such a thought, his bodily frame
was elated with joy as if he had tasted nectar. He then asked the Elder 2
“The bodily relics, Sir, have come down on my head; what am I to do now 9.”
The Elder replied : “Put them on the top of the elephant.” Thereupon
the king placed the casket of tlte bodily relies on the top of the elephant.
\Vhen the elephant received the bodily relies [on his top], he, in order to
express joy in his mind, paid his obesiance to the bodily relics by giving out
a shrill cry. At that time in the sky there appeared a cloud, which discharged
a shower of rain which wetted only those among the crowds of people,
who acted lavottralny —pokv’clzam-Llama/gt( y‘all“:- )——.The earth shook up to
the edge of the water (ocean ). Gods,dragons, spirits and divinitics were
all pleased to see that the bodily relics of the Buddha had reached the
border [countries]. Their minds were full of rejoicing and the following
stanza was spoken

The genuine bodily relics of the 'I"ath§gala
Hare come down from the Heaven of '1'a’vatimsa gods;
And like the moon that is all full in glory
Have come and converted the boundary-reg‘ions.
They settled on the top of the forehead of the elephant,
Being \‘.'01‘s-lit"1)petl with all music.

[3] At that time, the great elephant was surrounded by crowds of
people dancing and singing, and was shown singular honour and respect
which delmzs demiled (lescriplizm. The elephant lacing west stepped back

\Vhen he reached backward] the city—gate, he entered
The people welcomed him with great honour and respect. He

(the elephant) got out of the southern gate, went around the Thu‘pa‘ra'ma
to the western side and reached [a place called by the name of] Pahcci-
vatthu and taking a round [once more] about the Tliu‘pa‘rfima returned
to the site of the 'l'hu‘pa‘ra'ma.

towards the cast.
the city.

[ 9 ] The relics of the former three Buddhas also were at this Thu‘pa‘ra'ma.
Formerly, this island of Ceylon was called by the name of the Island of

llclzrccn 3—5 p. m. ; i’zili has ‘a'add,[lamina/catch)?".Vr‘ra.‘(5.
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Oja. The City was called Abhaya and the king also was called by thc
name of Abhaya. The Cetiya-mountain was called Devaku‘ta. At that time,
the 'l‘hu‘pa‘ra'ma was called by the name of Po-li-ye-yuan (Fatwa-1‘5"“)- At
that time a Buddha named Kakusandha C E 3’16 ) had appeared in the
world. The. Buddha Kakusandha had a disciple named .Maha—deva. who ‘
with a thousand Bhikkhus was living at Devaku‘ta, exactly as Nlahinda was I
staying now at Cetiya mountain."

Kakusandha Buddha with his divine vision noticed the people suffering from
great calamity. The Buddha with [his following of] seventy"- thousand
Bhikkhus went to that Oja island and stopped that pestilence. When that
pestilence had vanished, the Tatha‘gata preached the Dhamma to the people
of the land. Eighty-four thousand people attained the Paths and the Fruits.

3.53.1 The Tallifigata then kept his water-strainer in the country and then went
690c.l back to his country of origin. The people raised a stu‘pa in which ,the water-

strainer was placed in the town that was called Po-li-ye (Patijia). h‘laha‘deva
took care of the same, olfering flowers. And the people then lived in that
country.

[ 10] At that time the island of Oja was affected. by a great pestilence. ll

[11] At the time of the Buddha Ko-na-gam-mu-ni, the island of
Ceylon was called by the name of Island of Vara (P’o—lo), the city was called
Po-cie-mo (Vaddhama—na) and the king was called Sa-me—t’i (Samiddhi).
Cetiya mountain was called Suvanna-ku‘ta. At that time, the country of
Vara was affected by a great famine. All people were hungry and fainished

'and thus there appeared a great calamity. The Buddha Ko-na-gain-rnu-ni
looked at this world with his divine vision and noticed this island of Vara.
The 'l‘athn—gata then with a following of a thousand3 Bhikkhus came to that
island. The Buddha with his miraculous power caused a shower to fall
down from the heavens. Thereupon, five kinds of grain became ripe and
abundant. The Buddha. preached the Dhamma to people of the country
and eighty-four thousand men attained the Paths and the Fruits. The
Buddha kept a Bhikkhu named Sumana with a [following of a ] thousand
Bhikkz’tus to stay there. Further, he kept there a [waist—] cord—belt. There—
upon the Buddha, along with his great crowd [of followers] returned to his

3 ,5b,1 country. The people of the country placed the belt-cord in a stu‘pa for wor- ’.
1390c. 13 ship.

-
1-1
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[_ 12] At the time of Buddha Kassapa,this island of Ceylon was called
by the name of \.lan_da._ the City was called by the name of Visfila (P’i—sa-lo),
the king was called by the name ofjayanta and Cctiya mountain was called
by the name Subhaku";a_ (Su-p’o-kiu-t’o). At that time, in the island of
\.‘Iai_1(l.a, there was a great controversy which led to the great sufle'ring of the
people. The Buddha with his divine vision looked at the world and noticed
that the island of \‘Ianda was affected with great suffering. The Tatha'gata,
with a following of twenty thousand, went to the island and with the divine

7. The Pali Cm. gives lu'rly-thounnd.
t," The corresponding l’ali expression means ‘Ihirly l'housnnd.‘
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power of the Buddha, settled that controversy, and' to all the people of the
country he preached the excellent ( M gun”) Dhamma. Eighty-four
thousand men all attained the Path ( 32E 1H]; The Buddha kept behind a
Bhikkhu named Sabba-Nanda with a following of a thousand Bhikkhus.
The Buddha kept there a bath-robe. The king and the men of the country
raised a big 5117/10 in which was placed the bath-robe of the Buddha for pay-
ing oheisance to.

[13] Thus the I‘hu‘pa‘ra‘ma had [these] different names in turn.
The former three Buddhas thus left behind some things used by them and
gave them for raising a :tflpa over them. Thus the three bounded places
[of worship] succumbed to [the law of] impermanence. What reamaind
was only the empty space. Divine spirits, however, put up all kinds of
thorny bushes around the basic foundation of the old stu’pa. Why was it

In order that it may not be spoiled by dirt.so?

[ 14-] At that time the great elephant carrying the bodily relics went
to and stopped intentionally at the basic foundation of the Thu-pa‘ra‘ma. The
king and the men then cut down the thorny bushes and levelled it plane like
the palm ofa hand. The elephant went to the north ( :fl: )9 of the foundation
of the old sttz‘pa, the place of the Bodhi tree, and stood facing the xtu‘pa. The
king wished to lower down the bodily relics but the elephant would not let
it. The king, then, asked lVIahinda : “Sir, how can these relics be lowered
down P” Alahinda replied : “They cannot be lowered down. The king
must first build a platform equal to the height of the top of the elephant be-
fore it could be lowered down.” Thercupon, the large crowd hurriedly built
up a mud-platform within three 01 four days C :—- W B CF ), while the
elephant stood bearing the bodily relies on his top. When the king had built the
platform, he further said to the Elder : “ \‘Vhat should be the shape of the
:tu‘pa ?" Mahinda answered : “Like the heap of rice-paddy that is piled
up." The king said : “Very Well !” On the foundation of a stu'pa was
erected a small stu‘fm. The king olTered respect in various ways and he now
wished the relics to be lowered down. All the people of the country, with
flowers, scents and music, came to see the bodily relies.

[ 15] At the time, when the people had gathered together, the bodily
relics ascended, from the top of the elephant, into the heavens to a distance
of seven Tfila (palm) trees and exhibited several kinds of superhuman trans-
formations, of five colours, dark, yellow etc.,' or sometimes came out water,
sometimes fire, or sometimes both together. Exactly as when the VVorld-
honoured One was living in the world, he had exhibited his divine powers
under the trees of Kanda and hiango”; in no way different. This was not
due to the divine power of Mahinda or of gods. Why was it so ? In times
past when the Buddha was alive in this world, he had ordered that when
he would be dead and gone, his relics would go to the island of Ceylon and
when they would reach Thu'pa'ra'ma, they would perform various kinds of

9. The Fall expression means ‘in the western direction'.
10. The Pall expression is Kan,Jambn-rukk/m-mu‘lz. Kan/(amba is equal to Kand,_a( ?) and

amba, mango. It is not clear what is meant by Kanda.
9
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miraculous feats. Because the Tatha'gata had thus ordained, so [ these feats]
were exhibited.

[ 16] The Teacher says : Now I quote an ancient ga‘tlza‘ .

The Buddhas are beyond divination;

The Dhamma too is equally so;
If a man has faith in his mind,
His attainments ( 333 4% ) too are beyond divination.

[ 17] To this island of Ceylon, Sakka“ Tatha'gata came three times.
The first time he came was when he came to preach to and to convert the
Yakkhas and he had then ordained that after his A’z’bba’na, his relics would
be deposited in that [ island ]. Second time he came was when he preached I
[the Dhamma] to and converted a maternal uncle and his nephews born
of the family of a serpent—king. This time, as well as at the preceding time,
he came all alone. Third time he came when he, accompanied by a
hundred12 Bhikkhus, went to the place of the great Cetiya, to the Thu—pa‘ra'ma,

3.73. 1 to the place of the Bodhi-tree and reached the places Thun-kia-na "
6913, 25 (Mudan'gava?), Dighava‘pi and Kalya‘ni. The Tatha‘gata entered Jama'd/zi. ‘

After the Tatha‘gata had entered .Nibbrt'na his bodily relics came for the last i
time. This coming of his was for the fourth time, when he performed several ‘
miraculous feats. The water that came out [at the time of this miracle]
spread over the whole land and all people were sprinkled over with water,
except those [spirits who belonged to the species of] Hungry and Thirsty.

.'

.'

[ 18] At the time when the relics came down from the heavens, all i
the crowd could immediately see them coming down on the head of the king

and settling there. When the king got the relics down [on his_head ], he i
thought to himself : “Now I have got this human body [of mine] fully re-_ .
warded.” He paid great honour. Again he took them and placed them -: 1

II

 

' . "/ within the 5112170. The great earth shook in six different ways. At that time,
i there was a younger brother of the king, named Abhaya. He, along with

. /a thousand people, left the house to become a recluse. In the country, there
‘ j )7! E were other five hundred young men who also left their families to become ‘

' recluses. Likmvise, from within the country, five hundred young men from
each of the towns left their homes to become recluses. Thus [the cause of the
Dhamma symbolised by] the xtu‘pa went on flourishing until the number of
those who renounced their families reached thirty thousand. \\'hen the
erection of the :tJI/Ja was completed, then the wife of the king and his younger
sisters, gods, serpents, yxakklzai, gandlzabbaJ—cach of them paid their respects.
When this was over, 7Mahinda returned to lVIeghavana.

.——-—-—-—_
—_...

3.7b.1 [ 19] At that time, [Queen] Anula‘ also wanted to leave home to
591b~9 become a recluse. She immediately told the' same to the king. \\'hen the

 

i.
ill. Evidently this refers to the Sakya clan of the Buddha.

12. The Pali expression means ‘fivc hundred Bhikkhus.‘
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king heard it, he became glad at heart. He told the Elder that Princess Anula‘
also wanted then to leave home and become a» recluse and he prayed to him
to convert her. Mahinda replied : “We Samanas cannot convert a woman.
I have, however, a younger sister named San'ghamitta' at the city ,of Fatali-
putta, who may be approached and invited to come. The Bodhi trees of
three Buddhas of the past time had all~come to be planted in this country.
Now the Bodhi tree of our Teacher may also be planted here. Therefore,
let the great king send a messenger to approcach king Asoka with a request
that Bhikkhuni San’ghamitta‘ might seek a Bodhi-sapling and come to plant
it here.” The king said : “Very well !” Having received the instruction he
invited his ministers for consultation. The king called his nephew who did
not belong to his kin—biza‘giney‘yaC 57$ 5 )—and said to him : “Can you not
go to Jambudipa and to the city of Pa’taliputta and request San‘ghamitta‘ to
take the Bodhi sapling [and come here] '3'” lie promptly replied in the
affirmative. But he first put before the king his pre-requisite( g ) that if
the king would allow him to leave home and become a recluse, then he would
go. If he won’t permit, he would not go. The king replied .' “Very well !
If you can get Bhikkhuni San‘ghamittfi and the Bodhi sapling here, then I
shall permit you to leave the home and become a recluse.”

- [20] Thereupon the nephew first received instructions from Mahinda
and then received the command of the king. When he had received the
command, NIahinda with his divine powers enabled the king’s nephew,
Arit’tha, to reach Jambukola-pattana within a day. Then, immdeiately,
he crossed the sea in a big ship and reached the city of Pa‘tliputta.13 In the
meanwhile, Princess Anula‘ with five hundred maidens and with five hundred
women of the king’s palace accepted. the ten precepts, put on yellowish gar-
ments, went outside the city and then on the border of the city put up a
dwelling-place where they stayed. Arittha when he reached Pa‘tlaliputta
said to king [Asoka]: “Your Nlajesty’s son, hiahinda, has commanded me
to come here and say that your \.Iajesty’s friend Deva‘nampiya-Tissa has a
princess in his family, Anula‘ by name, who wants to leave the home and
become a recluse. But there is no one who can convert her. Let Your
hiajesty be pleased to send Bhikkhuni San'ghamitta‘ and a sapling of the Bodhi
tree.” Having thus-informed the king about IMahinda’s command to him-
self, he then went to the dwelling-place of the Bhikkhuni and said : “Re-
vered Lady, your revered elder brother, IVIahinda, has sent me with the
instruction to say that king Deva‘na,mpiya-Tissa of the country of Ceylon has
a princess in his family, Annla‘ by name, who along with five hundred maidens
and along with five hundred women-relations in the king’s palace, wants to
leave home and become a recluse and that she is requesting you, revered lady,
to become her teacher. She prays you, revered lady, to spare some time to
come.”

 

13. Evidently the writer seems to be under the impression that Pitaliputta was a city
on the sca.shorc. Even Buddhaghosa seems to be under the same impression for which see
his Vimd'a'himagga, Chap. XII, 123 [Harvard 0. 5.]
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[2'1 ] The Bhikkhuni heard this message from her elder brother and
un'mediately in a great hurry she got up and went to the king’s place a'nd
said to the king : “Your Majesty, a message from my elder brother has come
that a princess from the family of the king Deva—nampiya and several ladies
seek to leave home for the religion [of the Buddha] and are praying me to
become their teacher. They are just awaiting me. I now wish to go. I
am just communicating this to the king.” The king immediately replied :
“Since my son Mahinda and my grand—son Sumana went away, I am
always [feeling] like a man with his hands and feet out off and in no way
different. I have not seen those two persons for a long time and so, day
and night, I am sad and worried and do not cease to think of them in my
mind ( Z: BEE fit 11} Vthn I look to your face, I find something agree-
able to my mind [and feel happy]. If you also now go away, I shall surely
be dead. [Therefore] you stay. Don’t go !” San'ghamitta‘ replied : “Your
Majesty, the message of my brother is very weighty; I cannot disobey it.
The K_satriya princess Anula‘ wants to become a recluse and she is awaiting
me. Therefore, I ought to go there.”

[22 ] The king then replied : “If your elder brother’s message is so
[ weighty], then you can go along with a sapling of the Bodhi-tree.” San‘gha-
mitta“ said to the king : “\Nheie is the Bodhi-tree ?” The great king replied :
“In the forest.” The king first had this thought in his mind that while he
intended to take the Bodhi-tree for being sent, he need not use an axe or a
hatchet to cut it. Then how can it be taken ? Unfortunately, he could
see no way. Then he asked his minister Deva [ by name]. Deva replied :
“There are many revered Bhikkhus who may know it.” The king replied .-
“Very well '. For this, arrange for their mid-day meal.” And when San'gha
had fim'shed their meals' the king asked the Bhikkhus : “Should the Bodhi-

\ tree of the Tatha‘gata go to the country of Ceylon or not ?” The San'gha
elected Moggaliputta Tissa to take care of this matter. Thereupon NIoggali-
putta Tissa replied : “The Bodhi tree may go to the country of Ceylon.
Why ? When the Tatha‘gata was living in the world, he had ordanied five
things. Which are those five ? \\’hen the Buddha was lying on his bed
at the time of entering Nibba‘na he had said thus : In time to come, king
Asoka would take the Bodhi tree and 'present it to the country of Ceylon; he
would let the southern branch of the tree get down without the use of an
axe or a hatchet; by itsel,f it would fall ofi” and when it falls off [in this
manner], it may be put in a golden casket. This was the first thing which
he had ordained. If this is a Bodhi tree, then the tree will, at that time, go
up from the casket into the heavens, enter the clouds and stay—this was the
second thing ordained. When it has entered the clouds it will stay there
for seven days and then by itself it would come down and enter the golden
casket and then it would be fully equipped with flowers and laden with fruit.
Its leaves will reveal the darik, yellow and other various [ colours] which will
bar detailed description. This was the third thing ordained. If it goes to
the country of Ceylon for being planted, then at the time of its planting,
it will perform various kinds of [miraculous] feats of transformation—this
was the fourth thing ordained. \Vhen one small measure of 1014 ( A,“ )
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—-do.rxa——of my bodily relics goes to the country of Ceylon, it will appear there
in the outer bodily form as when I was living, equipped with thirty-two signs
and eighty lucky features of a great man, shining and majestic, double the
size of the sun and moon. This was the fifth thinguordained.”

[23] When the great king heard these five things ordained, his mind
was full of rejoicings. From Pa'taliputta, he walked on foot to the place
where the Bodhi tree was and took with him a large quantity of purple
shining gold. At that time, god Sakka was a skilful workman, by name
Vissa (Visva-karma' in Sanskrit). He knew the mind of the' king, transformed
himse'lf into a gold-smith and stood by the side of the king. The king called
the gold-smith [and said to him']: “Take this gold and smelt it into a casket.”
The goldsmith asked the'king : “What should be its length and breadth?”
The king then said .' “That is your business : you yourself know it [ best ].”
The goldsmith replied : “Alright ! I will now prepare it."’ He then took the
gold and then with his divine power, he rolled his two hands about it and
a gold casket was accomplished, nine cubits in circumference and five cubits
in height and eight inches in thickness. The mouth of the casket was in
roundness as big as the trunk of an elephant-king. At that time, king
Asoka had at his command a large number of people, a thousand carriages,
ten thousand horsemen and a number of banners and flags, various kinds of
genuine precious stones, flowers, scents, necklaces, music and beautifying
decorations, spread over three yojana: in breadth and seven yojanas in length.
Surrounded by all these, he went walking into the country. Besides, he took
with him a San’gha of the Bhikkhus who all walked to the Bodhi tree.
Surrounded by all these, he stayed there. King Asoka, along with subordi-
nate kings of the country, one thousand in number, went forward to meet
the Bodhi-tree. King Asoka was in the centre and he was surrounded on all
sides by petty kings.

,[ 24] Thereupon, king Asoka and the rest looked at the great tree and
at a. branch on the southern side. At that time, because of divine powers,
the tree was made to disappear, except the form of one branch which was
four cubits in length. The great king noticed that on account of divine
power, the tree had disappeared, and so he expressed his mental joy. Now the
king made several kinds of offerings such as the whole land including Jam-
budipa, his officials, clothes, ornaments, scents, flowers; went around to all
the eight sides of the tree, faced the tree and paid obeisance to the tree with
[the bending of] his head. He paid obcisance to the tree as to a king by
offering it the kingly throne of Jambudipa. Having paid obeisance in this
manner, he said to the San’gha : “\Make. a solemn declaration that would
allow me to take the tree and offer it to the country of Ceylon. Let the tree
and its southern branch appear all again.” The king then prepared a royal
throne of seven precious stones and placed the golden casket on the high seat.
The king then mounted a high seat, himself took a paint-brush and boldly
made a mark of yellow paint [ on the tree]. He made a solemn assevcra-
tion .' “If the Bodhi—tree is surely to be allowed to go to the country of Ceylon
and further if my mind has faith [in the Buddha and his Dhamma] let [a
sapling of] the \wIahfiboclhi drop down by itself into the golden casket.”
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[25] As soon as the king made that solemn asseveration, there
[appeared] the tree as it origm'ally was. At that time, the gold casket was
filled with scented muddy water. With a paint—brush were made on the bent
part of a branch of the tree ten stroke-[marks], from nine out of which, shoots
sprang out and from one came out a root which was four inches in length.
Further, there appeared many minute shoots which were all inter-woven
and inter-connected just like a net-work. Then branches were there, ten
cubits in length. Further, there were five branches, each of which was four
cubits in length. There were five [other], each of" which bore a fruit.
Further, there were a thousand small twigs. The great king saw such divine
transformations in the Bodhi tree and his mind rejoiced very much. He
joined the palms of his hand before the tree [to pay obeisance to it] and
gave out a. joyous cry. The large number of the Bhikkhus also expressed
their approval ( F5 )——ra‘d/mlczira. Upon this, the petty kings and the
attendants and the whole crowd gave out a loud shout of exclamation. At
that time, the earth exhibited some miraculous and awful prognostications.
There was a tremendous sound which penetrated into the heavens and
then, in turn, that sound reached the Brahma—gods.

[26] At that tim'e the branch of the Bodhi tree fell by itsel,f severed
from the original [Bodhi] tree, and it dropped down into the golden casket.
It had hundred roots which went straight down to the bottom of the casket.
Further, it had ten roots that penetrated through the bottom of the casket.
Ninety other small roots shot out all around. Thus, every successive day
and night, the sapling grew and prospered. At that time, the great earth
quaked and shook in six ways. In the heavens, gods crowded together and
played music. The trunks of trees on mountains all shook heavily like men
in dancing postures. The gods clapped the palms of their hands; the
Yakkhas and divine spirits—{ill of them gave out a bright laugh. The
king of Asuras sang and chanted songs of praise. The king of Brahmas was
delrg'hted. In the heavens, was thunderous lightning and thunderous
clapping. The four-footed animals were galloping and hooting. The
birds flit [into the air] producing various kinds of [musical] sound. King
Asoka. and his petty chief's, all together, produced music. Thus the sound
of the crowd penetrated to the Brahma gods.

[27] At that time the young sapling of the Bodhi tree gave out bright
light of six colours. The bright light fully illumined the whole of the
world’s horizon (salt-(Ila1"—calckava‘la) and reached the Brahma—gods above.
Then the Bodhi tree went up into the heavens and remained there for seven
days. When seven days had [thus] passed, the great crowd could see
only the bright light, but could not see either the golden casket or the tree.
The king then coming down "if‘om his throne, studded with seven kinds of
jewels, made offerings to the Bodhi-tree [or seven days. When these seven
days were over, the tree gave out the bright light again and illumined th

14. -- Originallv, this is a transliteration used in Nialia'ya'na translations of
.S'a/m', the mirth, “mid—system i’ lulu-r1115!” ).  
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whole of the world‘s horizon and all was. lit high up to the llmhnm goth
and the light refracted buck nguin [to the “()(llll tree I. Then when the
sky was clear again [on account of the disuppem‘ltnce nl‘ clouds |, the llmlhl
tree was seen with lenves and producing fruits, bust it] the hotly ol' the tire
was decorated with om.-nnents. From the henv‘r‘an, down it mum: mul
settled into the casket. When the king noticed thnt the tree had settled
down into the casket, he hecnine very glnd. Further, he made an oll‘el‘lng
of the land ol‘Jambudi-pn to the young sapling ol‘ the llotlhi-trre. Thus, he
made this offering ol‘_].-unlmdlpn tor seven days.

[28] On the evening ol‘ the PJlVfll‘aljfi ( ['l Effi. )-(l;ty ol' the full
moon of the eighth month” (I’uIIhatallM(i/mmfrImut/I'Iwtr), the “()(llll-ll‘t‘l'
entered the casket. On the seventh day it ezune out of the golden (zmket
and went up into the heavens, where it remained for seven days. Then
from the heavens it came down and entered the golden casket. With the
offering of Jambudlpa, he worshipped the Bodhi~trce an n klng lbr seven
days. When the Uposntlizt (lay of the Sun'ghn, the l51h (lay of the ninth“I
month [was over], the Btltllll-ll'CC started on the first. day [ of the bright half
of Kattika] from its place of origin and rem‘hed the city ul' l’ilp'ilipnttn
and was placed under :1 Mia tree on the east. The liodhi tree then grew
flourishing and prosperous. When the king ww this, he heenme very glad.
Again, he made an oil‘ering of the whole lnnd of_).'unlm<llpn :tnd worshipped
it as a king. Having made these olle‘rings, he said to .S'M'iglnnittfi .' “Now
is the time for you to go.” She replied .' “Very well l ” The great king
then ofTered eight families of spirits to protect the llodhi tree, eight kinds of
high officials, eight kinds of Bra—hmntls, eight kinds of house-holders, eight
kinds of guardsmen (gofmka ), eight kinds of lu-ln-c/w ( m; ,m m )—
Taracc/za .7— and eight families from Kalinga. The king also gave eight golden
caskets, eight silver caskets to carry water to be used for watering the tree.
Having received instruction from the king, [these people ] began
their. work in connection with their business ( Hi 3! TH) ).

[29] The king accompanied by the large crowd with which he was
- surrounded, gave in due course, a send-CIT to the Bodhi-tree on the high

road. Gods, ’akkhas, Gundhahlms and Asuras, day and night, made offer-
ings [on the way] and thus [the tree] reached Tambalitti ( Timmlipti)
and knocked down on the sand-bank [of the sea]. The king himself
carried the Bodhi-tree on his shoulder, entered the water until it reached his
neck and then put it on the ship along with Snn'ghamittfi. The 'king called
Aritthn and said to him : “O Arittha, while the Bodhi tree was in my
country, I worshipped it like :1 King, by ofie‘t‘i'ng the land ofjamlmdlpa,
three times. I myself carried it on my shoulder, entered the water until it
reached my neck and gave a. send-off by placing it on the ship.” Further he

15. This is a correct rendering of I’ubba-Kauik'a which is explained as Aunyuja ( Alvin
in Sanskrit), which will be the eighth month, if Phagguna is comidered to be the tint month
of the year. In this very book ( 3. 2a. 2 ) Kattika is once mentioned as the 81h month, but
elsewhere (3. 12.1. 2, 15. 13b. 4—5, G-3b. 9-10, 5. 27b. 10) it is described as the ninth
month. In this conection see p. 87 of my paper on Shan-Chien-l"i-l"o-Sha in the Univcm'ly
foCyelan Review Vol. VII, No. 7., April 1949.

' According to North—Indian Calendar where the dark hall'is the lint fortnight.
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. all the other crowd entered the palace of the serpent-king.
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commanded Arittha : “When the Bodhi tree reaches that country of yours,

you may say to the king that he should himself take it down into the water
[from the ship], dip himself up to the neck [in the water] and welcome it
by carrying the Bodhi-tree on hishead. As I gave oficrl'ngS, so he should
make to it various kinds of offerings and in no way dlfi'erent.” When he had
given this command, the ship started [on its voyage].

[30] At that time, while‘theship was on the [high] seas it stopped

and remained stationary at one place. For over a distance of a yojana
[round about] there were no billows or waves. The’ king thought to him-
self : “Now this Bodhi-tree is going away from my country!” With this
thought, tears followed and he began to sob with his throat choked. After
that the ship started [again]. The king observed that, far away, there
were various kinds of flowers, scattered, that came out of the sea-
water and that followed the ship as if to make ofl‘erings [ to the Bodhi tree].
From the heavens also were showered flowers and music flowed by way of
offering. The water-spirits made their various kinds'of offerings in the
form of flowers and perfumes. The Bodhi tree was thus, in succession,
favoured with offerings, until it came to the palace of serpents ( ndgd
The serpent-king then came out un"mediately and wanted to snatch away
the Bodhi-tree. Thereupon Bhikkhuni San‘ghamitta' created, [by magic
power], the king of birds with golden wings (Supanna-ra‘ja‘ The
serpent-king saw this magic-power of the Bhikkhuni and immediately bent
down his head at her feet to pay her obeisance and said : “I should like
to pray to the Bodhi—tree and to you, Revered lady, to retire into my palace
and be presented. offerings for seven days.” Thereupon the Bodhi-tree and

The serpent-
king made offerings of royal throne and worshipped the Bodhi tree like
a king, for seven days. When the seven days were over, the serpent—king,
on the lst day of the tenth month (Mfigasfrasoa pat_hama- pitipada— divase )
gave a' send-off to ' the Bodhi tree. The same day, it reached the
shoals of the port of Jambukola-pattana ( fl 1; 1H? King
Asoka, not being able to see the Bodhi-tree at a distance, wept and
returned.

[31] At that time, King Deva‘nampiya, as instructed already by
Sumana Simauera, at once had the high road levelled, swept, sprinkled water
over and thus made clean. Banners and flags were set up and various
kinds of offerings were [kept ready]. From the northern gate of the City,
to the port of Jambukola-pattam—— [7Q $1; , perhaps, a short form of
Jambukola—pa_t,tana——the road was levelled up like the palm of a hand and
[all] awaited the arrival of the Bodhi-tree. San'gharnitta", by her magic
power made the king see, from within his city, far oil”, the Bodhi—tree coming.
The king then came out of the city, carried flowers of five different colours
which he scattered all. along upto Jambukolapattana. In one day, he
reached it. He arranged for various kinds of music. He entered into water
until it reached his neck. The king thought: “The Bodhi-tree of the
Buddha has now come to my country!” No sooner did he think in this
manner, the Bodhi—tree discharged light of six colours, seeing which the king
was very much delighted. Immcdl't'uely, he carried it on his head. In the  
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country13 there were sixteen distinguished people of a noble family. They
also along with the king received the Bodhi tree. When the Bodhi-tree
came on the shore, for three days, the Bodhi-tree‘w’as“ honoured by the offer
of the island of Ceylon. The sixteen noble families looked after the king’s
business about the country ( in 33 [E $ When the three days were
over, on the fourth day, he carried the Bodhi-tree and, in due course,
reached the city of Anura’dhapura. When he reached there,.a_ll the people
of the country were glad and made offerings and worshipped it. On the
fourteenth day of the tenth month, late in the afternoon,17 the Bodhi-tree
entered the city through the northern gate, came to the midst of the city,
and then, again, it came out through the southern gate. As one comes out
of the southern gate, at a distance of five hundred bow-length, there is a
place where the Tatha‘gata had attained mmdd/u'. This S'a'kya-muni
was not the only Buddha who had attained samddhi. The past Buddhas
also had attained samddhi at this very place.

[32] The tree that was the Bodhi-tree of Kakusandha Buddha was
called Mo-ha‘-sa‘-li-p’o (Maha‘sirisa-bodhi) ; the tree that was the Bodhi-
tree of Kona‘gamana Buddha was called Udumbara ; the tree that was the
Bodhi-tree of Kassapa Buddha was called Nigrodha ; all these were in the
Meghavana. Sumana Samanera h‘ad instructed to construct a round basic
foundation ( g 51% ), which was provided with. an apartment
with a door and the Bodhi—tree was to be established there. All had made
arrangements to accommodate [the guests] at aplace of residence near the-
royal gate. At that time the sixteen people of noble families had put on the
dress of kings and officials and stood around the Bodhi-tree and they
planted the tree in the ground of the apartment at the royal gate. As soon
as it was freed [from their hands ].it went up, into the heavens, eighty
cubits high and then gave out bright light of six colours, which illumined all
around the whole of the country of Ceylon and it reached the Brahma-
gods. At that time, the crowds of people saw those various miraculous
feats of the tree and were all joyful. Ten thousand of them cherished faith
for the Buddha at the same time and in due course attained Arhatship.
Then they left their houses, all together, for becoming recluses. As long
as the day—light continued, the tree did not disappear from the heavens.
After the disappearance of day [-— light], the tree resembling the Rohini-
star came down to the earth. The whole of the earth shook heavily.

[33] At that time, Mahinda along with San'ghamitta', the king and
the people of the country came and gathered together at the Bodhi—tree.
At that time the people saw that on the northern branch [of the tree] there
was one fruit that was ripe. Immediately, from the tree, it fell down [as
if] it was an offering to Mahinda. Mahinda gave the seed [of the Bodhi-
fruit] to the king to plant it. The king received. it in a golden casket which
he filled with rich soil which was covered over with scented mud. Within
a moment, eight shoots came out of it, each being four cubits long. When

16. The l’nli Cm. says that these sixteen families had come along with the Bodhi tree.
17. See note 6 above in this very book.
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the king noticed this, he was all astonished. He held a white umbrella over
the same and worshippediall those young shoots as he would worship a king
[by pouring holy water on it]. The king-took one shoot and planted it at
Jambukolapattana ,- another at“- the village gate of Bra‘hmapa Po-chu
(Tavakka ?) ,' another at the gate of Mei-chia ( 15c W )—Megha-
vana ?——; another at the Thu-pa’ra'ma ; another at the Mahcévara temple
( W § '5‘ fl % )3 another~at the centre of Cetiya mountain;
another at the village of Rohini; another at the village Wang-lo18 ( (35’ E ) .
The remaining four fruits on the tree became ripe in due course and when
they fell down, thirty-two Shoots sprang up, which all were planted at the
monasteries situated at a diStance of a yojana from each another. Thus, in
turn, the shoots grew and flourished in the whole of the country of Ceylon.
On account of the Bodhi-tree, the land in the island became peaceful without
any kind of calamity.

[34] Thereupon, Princess Anul‘a‘, along with a thousand other
women, went to the place of San'gham'itta‘. San'ghamitta‘ immediately
converted them into Bhikkhunis. After being converted, they attained, in
due course, Arhatship. The nephew of the king, Arittha, along with five
hundred men, left the house to become a recluse. After their leaving homes,
they attained, in due course, Arhatship.

One day, the king along with Mahinda was going to make obeisance
to the Bodhi tree. \Nhen he reached the place of the Iron-Palace (Lo/za-
Pe’ra‘da ), the people offered flowers to the king. The king offered them to
his religious teacher, L'Iahinda. The religious teacher received them and
offered them at the Iron-Palace. \Nhen the flowers fell down on the ground,
the earth quaked. The king noticed the earth-quake and asked [the
Elders] : “Revered Sir, why is it that this earth suddenly quaked ? ”
The answer was : “0 great king, in time to come, at this [ place of the
hall], the San'gha will recite the precepts [of Pa’limokkha]. Therefore,
the earth indicated this auspicious nature [of this place].” Further on,
they went and reached the mango-grove. There was a man who made a
present to the king of the mango fruit which possessed good smell and good
taste. The king presented the same to lVIahinda. Mahinda ate it and
taking the mango—stone, he said to the king : “This may be planted [ here ] .”
The king immediately planted it and poured water on the ground. The
whole earth quaked. The king asked why the earth had quaked. The
Revered Bhikkhu replied: " In time to come, the San'gha will assemble
in this place; therefore is manifested this auspicious sign. The king then
scattered flowers eight times, paid his respects and went along.

[35] Then he came to the place Cetiya. There was a man who
presented to the king cam/mica flowers. The king offered them to Mallinda who
worshipped that place [with those flowers]. When this worship was over,
the earth quaketi. The king asked why the earth quaked. The Revered

18. Pali names do not seem to be agreeing with these names in all respects. They
are given as Jarnbukola-pa_t§ana, Tavakka Bl‘8_liln'.1l_l"> villdge, 'I‘ht’ipa'ra'ma, [.rmmnimma‘na-
ui/m‘m, Pathama-Ct‘tiyat,t,lia'nu, Ccliya-pabbam, villages Ka'jm-a (\‘l. llhojaga) and Candana
in Rohini district.
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“In time to come, at this place will be created a great
.ttu'fia of the Tatha'gata ; hence this auspicious‘sign has appeared.” The
king said: “I must raise the stu'pa [here].” Mahinda said: “Your
Majesty need not; your majesty has many things to do. In time, to come,
Your Majesty’s grand-son, Duttha (?—Mu—chd 7]: 3‘1 )-ga‘man_i Abhaya
will construct the Great strip-a.” The king asked the Elder : “On account
of this virtuous deed of construction of the stu‘pa by my grand—son, shall I get
any merit out of it .9” The Elder replied : “You will not get any ; but you
will have to devise some proper measure to be entitled to some merit. Take
then a stone-pillar 12 cubitsm high and engrave on this stone-pillar this
record: My grandson named Dutthaga‘malfi‘ Abhaya will, in time to
come, raise at this place a big stu'pa.”

Thera replied :

[36] The king further asked the Elder : “Revered Sir, are the roots of
the Dhamma of the' Buddha now firmly established in the land of Ceylon 9."
Mahinda did not give any reply. The king asked at what time would they
be established? The Elder replied: “When among the men of the
country of Ceylon, there would be a recluse, whose parents also
are pure citizens of the land" of Ceylon without any admixture
with people of any other country—when such a man becomes a
recluse and learns the D/zamma-pitaka and Vinaya-Pitnka —- when
such a time comes, then hereafter the roots of the Dhamma of the
Buddha will get firmly established in the land of Ceylon.” When the king
ftther asked the Elder, the Elder replied: “Your IvIajcsty’s nephew,
Arittha will be such a Bhikkhu. He has great enthusiasm for the Dhamma
of the Buddha.” The king again asked : “What now shall I finally do 9.”
The Elder replied : “You should prepare a hall for the assembly of the
San'gha.” The king replied : “Very. well l” At that time the king had by
his side his big officer named Mi-kia-p’an-t’i ( Meghavauua'bhaya ?
Meghavatllfibhaya had a dwelling-place in which he erected the Assembly_—
Hall, just like the hall of Aja'tasattu ; in no way different. Using all the
royal dignity, he prepared it with all the different kinds of musical enter-
tainment which automatically pervaded all places. The king thought:
“ I should now go to see the roots of the Dhamma of the Buddha gone
deep. Surrounded by several hundreds and thousands of men, the Great
king went to Tlifipa'ra‘ma.

n

[Thus is concluded]

the Third Book of the Vinaya-Chommcntary [named]

Sr:nmnIa-pa‘ra‘dikd.

l9. Chang ( 3t ) — is this a mistake for chth' ( R ) a foot ?

l Chang=10 chili C
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Vinaya

Book IV

[T. 694a—702a; P’ing. 1721-221); PTS. 1'. 102c-153a; s. i. 60b-98b; K. 97—100
( §§ 139—145 —_ §§ 1—6 only of this book); N. 1'. 89—141 1.

[1] At that time, in Thupa'ra‘ma, Mahinda, along with a thousand
Bhikkhus had seats spread [for them all ]. Mahinda’s seat was facing south
and further the seat of revered Arittha was facing north. Revered Mahinda
requested Arittha to be the religious teacher, exactly as in' olden times
was revered Upa‘li,‘ in no way different. Mahinda, with sixty-eight chiefs
among the San'gha, sat down around the preacher’s seat. The younger
brother of the king, Matta'bhaya, along with five hundred Bhikkhus, was
anxious to learn the Vz'naya-pizaka. All of them sat around Aritgha who was
cecupying a higher seat. The remaining Bhikkhus, along with the king,
took their respective seats in due order.

[2] Thereupon, revered Arittha immediately said : “At that time,
the Buddha was living at Veran‘ja' under the tree Na_leru-Puci—man-tho—10.”
Thus he said the nida’na (introductory part) of Vinaya. When he said this,
there was, in the heavens, a loud acclamation, ‘Very well! Very well." There
was a thunderous lightning and thunderous clapping out of season and the
earth violently quaked and there were various kinds of miraculous feats.

Thereupon, Arittha and Mahinda, with sixty-eight persons who had
destroyed craving and with sixty thousand Bhikkhus surrounding them, spoke
in the Thu‘pa‘ra‘ma of the virtues of the Tatha'gata, of his compassion for
living beings that had threefold evil actions, adding that therefore he had laid
down the Vinaya-pifaka in order to control their actions of body, tongue and
mind. The Tatha’gata while he was living in this world laid down the Vinaya-
pitaka for his disciple—followers and then entered mmpddirera—nibba‘na (nibbdna
with no substratum remaining behind). At that time, in the assembly
of the Bhikkhus were said the following ga’lha‘:

All those distinguished pillars of the group——
Sixty-eight persons that were all revered—
They all knew matters“relatin\g to Vinaya;
They were the group of disciples of the Master of the Dhamma,
With depravities destroyed and with mastery attained—
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They knew the miraculous feats and the threediscerning lorcs
With their knowledge' which had nothing superior;
They gave instruction to the king of Ceylon:
They illumined the whole land of Ceylon,
And there was none who noticed not the light, all around.
They were [brilliant] just like a heap of fire,
And when fuel was exhausted, they entered Nibba'na.

[3] When these revered persons entered Nibba'na, then they had
their family of disciples, named Tissadatta, Kala-sumana, P’i-kia
(Digha ?)-sumana—these revered persons were the disciples of Arittha.
Thus this succession of teacher after teacher followed in turn till to-day.
Therefore, in the Third Council of Buddhist [Bhikkhus] when a question
was raised as to who will carry the Vinaya-pitaka to the Island of Ceylon, the
answer was : Mahindattlmra; and after Mahinda, Arinha and his' disciples.
Thus, in due succession, they preserved it just like water contained in a jar
made of cat’s eye (veluryia), which is transperent but which does not permit
any leakage. These revered persons preserved Vinajanpilaka and further
it was [ preserved ] in the same way till to-day. Ifa man has faith constantly
in his mind and if he has conscientiousness and if he learns well the precepts
of Vinaya, then the Dhamma of the Buddha remains established for a. long
time. Therefore, if a man wishes that the Dhamma of Buddha should
remain established for a long time, he should first learn the Vinaya-pilaka.
Why is it so ? Because one derives benefits from it.

[4] What are those benefits ?‘ If a well-bred person is well-disposed
towards the Vinaya-pitaka of the recluses, then he becomes, as it were their
father and mother. Why is it so ? Because their renunciation, initia'tion,
instruction, and decorum—«all these are depending upon the Vinaya-pit_aka
[which he has learnt]. He preserves his physical conduct, is able to re-
move the doubts in the minds of other people, is fearless when he enters the
San'gha, is able to judge according to Vinaya if any body has committed any
violation of precepts and helps in the continuance of the Dhamma for a
long time. The teachers of the Dhamma have said that the Buddha has
spoken to the Bhikkhus in this way : “If any one masters this' Vinaya, he
derives five advantages. Which are those five ? First, he is able to preserve
his [ good ] conduct; second, he is able to remove the doubts ofothers ; third,
he enters the San'gha without any fear; fourth, he sets the Dhamma of the
Buddha quite straight; and fifth, he enables the Dhamma to remain estabhs'hed
for a long time” [Vim v.133].The Buddha says : If a man has observed the
rules of Vinaya, then he possesses the root-cause of his' deriving any merits.
Because of this root-cause, he attains the kusala-dhamma: (good things).

[5] The Teacher says—The Buddha has said : “The observance of
Vinaya-precepts is meant for holding oneself aloof from evil; holding oneself
aloof from evil is meant for non-regret in one’s rru'nd; because of non-regret
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m' mm'd, one becomes cheerful; because of cheerfulness one gets happiness’;
because of happiness one gets qui‘w'escence ( __= fi ) ; because ofquiescence, one
gets Wis'e insight; because ofwm'e"i'ns""'1'ght, one gets aversion—m'bbidd ( R f5 );
because of aversion one gets dispassionateness; because’of dispassionateness,
one gets deliverance; because of deliverance, one gets [the realisation within
oneself] of the knowledge and insight into deliverance; and because of this
knowledge and insight into deliverance, one enters, in'due course, Nibba'na.
It is on account of desire to speak and talk about in this connection, on
account of dwelling upon ( {K it )—upanz.r'a‘—it, on account of desire to pay
attention to it, that the mind thus reaches, in due course, the knO\\'ledge of
attaining deliverance”. [Vim v. 105]. Therefore one should diligently learn
Vinaya.

[6] In this Vinaya is said to lie the basic root of the teaching of the
Buddha. The Teacher says : there has been said a gdthd :

The man [who said the Vinaya ], the time'
When it was said, the reason. why it was preserved,
The persons who handed it down to the place
Where it was established firmly——
All these things2 have now been explained in due order.

The meaning of this' git/id has now been explained.

the to Vinaya.IntroductionExternalThus ends

[ 7 ] Now I shall explain, in various ways, the meaning of Vinaya, with
the explanation of the words that come at the beginning—‘At that time’. There-
fore, [now comes] the meaning of what is" said in the Vinaya at the beginning :
“At that time the Buddha was. living at Verafija‘” [Vim iii. 1.]

At that time ‘ means ’ when revered Sa'riputta emerged from samfidlu'
and requested the Buddha to lay down the Rules of Conduct—at
that time, the Buddha stayed at Veran’ja" (P’i—la'n-jo); at that time
means when the occasion arose ( ’3 E At this time, he said this
thing (the rules of ~ conduct). Why was it ? As said in the Vinaya '
At the time when Sudinna (Su-t’i-na) behaved improperly (lit. impurely)
with his former wife (pura'_na—dut_yz'zk'a‘)—at that time the Buddha, because of
[this incident of] Sudinna, laid down the rules of Conduct for his
disciples (:Jyaka‘). This is the meaning of [words at] the beginning. At
the time when Dhanika (Than-ni-ka) Bhikkhu stole wood belonging to
the king—at that time the ,.Buddha, in the city of Ra‘jagaha laid down the
rule of conduct3—this also 15 likewise. ‘At that time’ also means when the
occasion arose; also, it means because of this incident.

1. Suk/uz (fit-#1
2. This stanza, which occurs in Pall also at the beginning of the Introduction al‘lcr the

preparatory stanzas, is not given in Chinese in the corresponding place.
3. This incident led to the promulgation of rule No. 2 of the Palm's/skim.  

.
ig.
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Buddha-Bhugavd—this will be explained later.
Styaed means was walking, standing, sitting‘or lying._

-<.VerafijJ—this is the name of a town.
Naleru (Na‘-lien-lo)—this is the name of a Yakk’ha (Te-did This'

name is purposely given to this tree because it was a place of resort of the
spirit of a Yakkha. ,

Picumanda (Pin-chou-ma'n-tho-lo)—this is a lemon tree (Nimba).
Under the Tree (mu'le)——the place that is covered by the shade when the

sun is at the mid-day. Further it is said .' ‘that much ground over which
the leaves fall when there is no wind‘ ’. I

[8] Question :——Why was the Tatha'gata living under this tree ?
Answer—This tree was the best in the dense wood; going to the town

was not a far ofl‘ [journey ']; it was quite convenient to go to and come away
from.

Question—3111c Buddha was living at Verafija‘. And further it is said
that he was living under the tree. The Buddha could not have lived at two
places._

Answer—This difficulty should. not [really] arise. Verafija‘ is' the place
Under the tree means the [ actual ] spot whereof going to and coming from.

he lived.
Question—VVhy has Upa'li mentioned Veranja' ?
Answer——Beeause [he wanted to indicate that the Buddha] had compas-

sion on the house—holders (lit. those who wear white clothing).
Question—“my did he live under a tree ?

theAnswer—In order that his disciples might live in consonance with
law of asectics and in order to remove greed for objects of desire.

' Question—Why did he resort to a place near a town ?
Answer—For the sake of the Four Great [Requisites : Paccaja‘].

[9] Questiozfi—«Thc former expression is used to indicate that he could
preach the Dhamma [to the people]; the latter expression to indicate that
the Tatha’gata wanted to enter a solitary place. The former expression
means that he was dragged [ to that place] by compassion [for the people]
and the latter that he wanted to escape from suffering into happiness. The
former means that he wanted to secure the good and happiness of living
beings and the latter that he wanted to secure his own bodily ease (Midsu-
vz'lza‘ra). The former means that he wanted to confer a gift of the Dhamma
on living beings and the latter that he himself may leave for the people an
example of full noble contentment.“ The former means to be useful to (lit.
prepare a bridge for) living beings, the latter to be useful ,to gods. The
former means to associate with living beings, the latter not to associate with
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Cf. l’im. p. 2]; D/mla. p. 49.
This seems to be redundant.
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them. The former means the Buddha alone is the one man who 15' the
Supreme and that because of hun' living beings have secured great happiness
and therefore he is" the best; the latter that the Buddha while sitting in a
Wood likes to sit under a tree. The Acariya says : the meaning [of this] is
very wide but he has said that for the present only in brief.

[10] Accompanied by a large‘Bhikklzu-Jan'gha. Large—it is large in
relation to some thing that is small. And so, the Bhikkhu-san’gha is large
because it possesses very great virtues. Further, there is another meaning:
‘large’ because even the lowest [in the Bhikkhu-San'gha] has attained
the path of Sota‘panna. Still there is another meaning : ‘largc’ because
the San'gha consists of a large assembly of five hundred.

San'gha—Those that possess the same kind ( $41 ) of good conduct, the
same [right] views, the same [right] knowledge and the same group [ in which
they live]. This is called [San‘gha]. '

Accompanied Jib—being together in one place.
Five hundred Blzzk'k/zur—numbering five hundred.
Verafija-Brdhmaaa—that is, one born in the town of Verafija“. It is a

name [given to him] because of the town. I’o-lo-men (Bra'lnrzaaaf—It means
‘of pure conduct’. Further P040 means one who knows the books of the
Veda of the Heretics (outside the Buddhist Path). Il/Ien—One who hs'tens
to the Buddha’s Suttas recited.

Po-lo-men (Bra’hmana)—one who is able to remove defilements.
Men—That is, to hear—[hear] the sound penetrated into the car;

because of the words Spoken by others one understands the Dhamma.
Samazza Gatama—Samalz,a one who has destroyed evil things. Catama—

It is just as a Bra—hmana is known by his family.
Scion of Sakkafamily—Sakka family—This is an indicator of a great family.
Gone forthfrom the Sakka family—This signifies that with faith in his mind,

he was delighted to go forth. There are people who go forth from a family
because of debt; or they go forth because they lose the country; or because of
poverty; or because they [want to] evade the officers of the king. The
Tatha'gata had not gone forth like this.

[ ll ] Such was the good report—Such—this is used to complete the phrase
(i. e. this'is‘ the complement). Goad—that is being associated with a number of
good things. Further it is said : ‘The Supermost’. Goad report—one that is
prais'ed receives [a good] name. Also it is said ‘to let others know’ (i. e.
to become known). Bhagavd (Po-kia)——This is the beginning of ten designa-
tions of the Tatha'gata to let living beings have faith in their mind for the
Buddha. Therefore the Acariya enunciated the virtues of the Ta'thagata.

Ara (A-lo) (in Ara-han)~—This is the spoke of a wheel. Ha‘n (in Ara-
'han) is to break down the~spokes of the wheel of the three Dha'tus.
Because the Tatha'gata breaks down the spokes of the wheel of
the three Dha‘tus, therefore, he is called A-lo—ha’n. Also it is said: A_-lo-ha'n
means to kill a thief. Because the Tatha'gata has killed the thief of
defilements, therefore he is called li-lo-lza‘n. Also they say A-‘lo means atl‘
evil Karma. Ha‘n means to stay far away from the wheel of the three Dlia'tus.  
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[‘12] Activities due to ignorance and craving form the spokes. [lof-I-a'
wheel]; oldage and death form the tyre of the wheel; clm'gm'g fi: )an'd
bhava ( £13 ) are its nave7; depravities are its aide-tree. [Such-a w‘heel]-o'f
the three Dha'tus continues rotatin'g without a beginnm'g. It does not stop.
The Buddha, under the Bodhi_..tree, with good conduct as the-level [-base of
the] earth, with energy as his feet, with faith6 as his' hand and with Wis'dom‘

L38his' axe, cut ofl‘ the spokes of the wheel of the three Dha‘tus. It'is' also said:
the Three Dha'tus without a beginning are the ‘wheel; ignorance 15' the nave;
old-age and death are the tyres; the ten evils are the spokes.

Why is it so ? Because he does not undesrtand the Law of [the Truth
of] Suffering. If one is born9 in the Realm of Desire, then, on account of
ignorance (avy'jz‘i), one does three kinds of actions. If one is born in the Realm
of Form, then he does actions appropriate to the Realm of Form. If one 15'
born in the Realm of the Formless, then he does actions appropriate to the
Realm of the Formlcss. In the Realm of Desire, due to ignorance, one takes
consciousness. The same in the Realm of Form and also in the Realm ' .'0f
the Formless. This is all due to ignorance.

[ 13 ] In the Realm of Desire; name and form are causally related to 51x'
organs of sense (Jyatandni) in the Realm of Desire. The name and form in the
Realm10 of Form are causally related to three organs of sense in the Realm
of Form. The ‘name’ in the Realm of the Formless11 is causally related
to one organ of sense in the Realm of the Formless.

In the Realm of Desire, the six organs of sense arc causally related to
six kinds of contact in the Realm of Desire. The three organs of sense
in the Realm of Form are causally. related to three kinds of contact
in the Realm of Form. The one organ of sense in the Formless Realm is
causally related to one kind of contact12 in the Formless Realm.

[14] In the Realm of Desire, the six kinds of contact are causally
related to six kinds of sensations ( fl ) 13 in the Realm of Des_ire. The three

7. This clause is not found in Pali where comma and blzaua-tanfia are presented a
nab/xi, the nave, while th'e Chinese describes them as spokes, which evidently seems to be wrong.
§ is later used for vedana. See note 13.

8. Hsin C IL} ), is used as a wrong homonym for/15in C ).
9. 35. — This character, although here it means to be born, is later on used in this very

book for b/uwa (i. e. kamma-bluwa.)
10. The text has become very corrupt here. Even the readings of Taisho edition seem

to require emendations which alone would render the Chinese text conform to the original

Pali. “5 seems to have no place here. fi must be substituted by E, which would
give us a text corresponding to Fall ru‘pabhave Nn'a'm'a—m‘pan} ru‘pab/xave lippam a‘yalana‘nam.
flaccaja hoti. ‘

ll. Emend “E a 3% limo g é.
12. § must be cmended into M as in' the two previous ems.
13. Later this w'ord is rendered by § (see note 20) which is also used for upa‘dafna

(see text, 4.6b. 6 ).
...ll
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kinds of contact in the Realm of Form are causally related to three kinds of
sensations m' the Realm of Form. The one kind of contact in the Realm of
the Formless is' causally related to one of kind sensation in' the Realm of the
Formless . The Six' kinds of sensation in the Realm of Desxr'e are causally
related to stx' kinds of craving which they produce in the Realm of Desire.
The three kinds of sensation in the Realm of Form are causally related to
three kinds of craving in the Realm of Form. The one kind of sensation
in the Realm of the Formless is causally related to one kind of craving in
the Realm of the Formless.

[ 15] When he has a craving for this and for that, he is born. When
he is born, he thinks that he would enjoy some object from among the five
objects of desire and then because of his clinging for that object of desire, he
behaves ill by his body, tongue and mind. When this ill behaviour reaches
its acme( fit E ), he enters the hell. He has taken birth in this hell because
of his Kamma. This taking birth is Kamma-bhava ( ?),' and because of
Kamma are also produced the five groups of existences. In course of time
these five groups get worn out. This wearing out means getting over-ripe.
When the five groups are disrupted, then there is death.

[16] From among these three planes of existence, one desires that
he would enjoy objects of desire in the heaven, and so he directs himself to
the practices of good behaviour or to the practices of forbearance. As a
result of his good behaviour, he gets birth in the heaven. This further birth
[in the heaven] he gets on account of his good Kumma. There is another
person who desires to get the pleasures of Brahma—heavens. On account
of his clinging for the same, he reflects upon the four Dhammas. Which are
the four ? They are : friendly feelings, compassion, rejoicing and equani-
mity. When the mental reflection upon them has been fully accomplished
( fi. E ), he gets birth in the Brahma-heavens. This birth in the Brahma-
heavens is due to his“ actions. This is the Kamma-b/zaI/a. Further, there is
another man who wishes to be born in the Formless Realm or Wis'hes to be
born, in due course, in the heaven of neither-consciousness-nor-absence-of
consciousness. Constantly he enters the trance and is given to meditation.
Then he is’ born in that place [which he wished]. This birth, he gets on
account ofhis kamma. As regards the rest, you may know things to be likewise.
In both ( _" ) the exis"tences of the past and the future, it is from ignorance
as the cause that activities [originate]. I have said this presently in brief.
The rest you can amplify (lit. say in detail).

[17] Ignorance and the activities originating therefrom'form one
section ( an“ Six kinds of consciousness, name and form, six organs of
sense, six kinds of contact, and six kinds of sensation—these form another
section. Craving, clinging and becoming (_ b/taua Q ) form another.“
Coming into existence (jrili xfi“ ),” oldage, death~these form [still]

14-15. It is interesting to note that the Chinese translator uses two different terms——
53 for Mata and fi‘ for ja‘Ii. Mllllju. 2251-52 givcthese characters forja‘ti and Hum,
respectively, which seems to be more acceptable.
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another. The first section is [related to] the past. The two middle sec-
tions relate to the present existence. The last section 1'. e. oldage and death
relate to the future existence.

\
~-.

When one takes ignorance and the activities originating therefrom,
then craving, clinging [and becoming (bhava) ]” are also implied there-
with. This mutual connection cannot. be dispensed with. These five
dhammas belong to the past existence. The middle [first] group begin-
ning with six kinds of consciousness17 is the resultant [group]. When one
takes craving, clinging [and becoming], then ignorance [and activities ]18
are also implied therewith. These five dhammas are related to the present
eXis'tence. When existence [ in the next life], old age and death are taken,
then [also] are implied the five dhamrnas, the remaining beingsix kinds
of consciousness and the rest. They all are integrated with the last. These
relate to the future existence. When thus they are given in detail they
become twenty:19

Between the activities and the six kinds of consciousness, Which are
produced from the former, there is one link. Between sensation20 ( 3% )
and craving there is another, and between becoming (bhava é ) and
exrs’tence in life ( 75‘ ), there is [still] another. Thus in all there 4.7a.1
are three links. Because of these four sections are produced twenty factors 695c.21
of Dependent Origination (Pat,1'cca-5amuppa'da). ’

[ 18] The Tatha‘gata has seen through them, has knowledge of them
and has penetrated into them, because he has understood them as they are.
Because of understanding things as they are, we have what is called
the knowledge of the real nature of things’ (dhamma2_fihiti-fia'n(11.71). Seeing
through. What is meant by ‘ seeing through ’ ? ‘ Seeing through ’ means
penetrating into. Hence it is called ‘seeing througgh’. Knowledge. What
is meant by knowledge ? Because of knowing thing's. theiouglrlag it is called
knowledge. Because of this understanding and knowledge, 'seeing through
and penetration into things, the Tatha'gata has understood things as they
are, and he has a sense of disgust which gives rise to deliverance of mind and
then he wishes to attain the Release. Because he has previously broken
down the spokes of the wheel of this threefold world, he is called an Arhat.

 
in
se.
.ce
cf.

 
Further, he is called an Arhat because he deserves [special] offerings.

What is meant by ‘dcscrving [special] offerings’ ? ‘Descrving special offer-
ings’ means he deserves offerings of gods and men; [as it was] in ancient
times, the Brahma‘ made special offerings to the Tatha‘gata when he offered

16. The Chinese tcxt seems to be corrupt in the whole of this paragraph. It omits
here the word for bhaz-a.

17. So also instead of six kinds of consciousness it uses the words six animus ( ,\"‘ 1).
l8. Again the word for ran'khfiras is omitted (note. 10).
19. And finally it gives the number 24 ( Z + E ) instead of 20.
20. Here § is used for vedana‘; see notes above 7 and 13. 
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a jewel as big as [Mount] Sineru. Therefore he is called an Arhat.‘ At

the time when he was living, the great king Bimbls'a'ra, the king of Kosala,
and other persons similar to kings did make various kinds of special offer-
ings and so he is called an Arhatr Further, after the Buddha had entered
Nirva'na, Asoka, the great king of Jambudipa, by spending money worth
m'nety-sxx' crores had erected eighty-four thousand stu‘pas and further made
various kinds of big gif'ts. Therefore, he is called an Arhat. Of other
kinds of such big gif'ts, no count could be given. Further it is
said : A-rahd. Raha means something to. hide, A means not. That is' to say:
nothing to hide. What is meant by ‘ nothing to hide ’ ? Just as a man
of the world co‘mrru'ts sins, being himself always hidden, so the Tatha'gata
being always in an assembly is not [hidden]. And so he is called ‘ with
nothing to hide’.

[ 19] ' Sa‘m-miao-Ja‘m-phu-tho (SammJ-Jambuddha) [ Vin. iii .1 ] —— He has
known all the Dhammas and so he is called sa‘m—miaa-sa‘m-p/1u—tho. It is
said : Phu-tho (Buddha) is one who has known all the dhamrnas that are
fit to be known; who has given up all that are fit to be given up; and who
has escaped from all that are fit to be escaped from.21 Such a one is called
Phu-tho. Also it is said: The Buddha has further discrum"nated things
( EU %" How ? With his wisdom-eye, if he has seen the Truth of
Sufl‘ering, the Truth of the Origin [of Suffering], the Truth of Cessation
[of SuHeri'ng] and the Truth of the Path [leading to the Cessation of Suffer-
m'g ], and, in due order, if he has acquired an insight, then he is the Buddha.

[The other" things are] : physical form, sound, smell, taste,
tangiblcs and dhammas; the eye consciousness, the ear-consciousness, the
nose-consciousness, the tongue-consciousness, the body-consciousness and
the mind-consciousness; the object of contact by eye, ear}, nose, tongue, body
and mind; the sensations C “6% ) of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and mind;
the perceptions C 43, “177176)” of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and mind;
the craving; of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and mind; the willful actions
C E. cetarui) of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and mind; five
groups (khandhzi ), ten objects of meditation (kasilndm' ), ten kinds of aware-
ness ( E, ) beginning with what is bloated,23 ten kinds of ponder-
ings,“ thirty-two [parts of the body] beginning with ‘ hair on the head’”,
twelve organs and objects of sense, eighteen elements, nine kinds of existence
beginning with ems'tence in the realm of Desire, the four trances beginning
with the First, and the four“3 beginning with [meditation on] friendly feel-

21. Cf. Sn.558 .- Abhin‘n‘eyyam athin'fia‘tarp bha'uetabban" ca bha‘uitarp,
paha'tabbampahinam me, lasma' Buddha’smi, Bra/Imam.

22. Perhaps this" is' wrongly used for See ny. 1924-.
23-24. Here the Chinese text seems to be very confused. In 4. 8a. 2 we should expect

+ 15‘ to bc immediately fOl-l0W<=d by fig: HE etc., imtead of+ fl, which may take the
place of + - I‘

25. Tuan ( Eh ) part, section, seems to be a mistake for fa ( g ), hair, which alone
would give the meaning intended, corresponding to Pali kexa‘dayo.

26. The character [E which is' abscnt here in the original text seems to have strayed
away in the next column immediately before + __"‘ a fig thrc it is out of place
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ings. Further, there are four formless trances, which are four formless
Samfidhis, and the twelve-fold [Law of] Dependent Origination which,
when reflected upon in the reverse order. begins with oldage, death, gri,ef
lamentation and reaches ignorance, and which, when reflected upon in the
progressive order, [ends] with oldage, disease, death, suffering and tribula-
tions.

Oldage and disease—they are the 'Truth of Suffering. Corm'ng into
exxs'tence or birth ( 75‘ ) is the Truth of the Origin of Suffering. To
escape from both of them is the Truth of Cessation, and to know the means
of [attaining] this Cessation is the Truth of the Path [ leading to the Cessation
of suffering]. The Tatlia‘gata knows well each and every one of these
things and so he is called Sd'm-mza'o-sa'm-phu-tho (Sammd-sambvddha ).

[201' Knawledge (vy'ja) [ Vin. iii.l ]— I: is of three kinds; also it is
of eight kinds. As regards the three, it is mentioned in the Bhaya-bherava-
sutta.27 As regards the eight, you yourself should further know from the
Amban/za-sutta28 : The knowledge of Sama‘dhi ( :—- we ),” the know-
ledge of the performance of miraculous feats, and the knowledge of the sxx'
high powers (ab/zififi’a‘ )—all these together make eight kinds of knowledge.

Possessing good conduct — Good conduct ( $2 ),3° guarding sxx' kinds
of consciousness, knowing moderation in food, to be alert when overpowered
by sloth and torpor, seven good laws (saddlzammd) and four trances—these
are fifteen dhammas, which one ought to know oneself. The Tatha'gata was
by his very nature a man of good conduct. Therefore he is cal'led
‘ possessed of knowledge and good conduct. ’ The Tatha'gata by this dhamma
of good conduct attained Nirvana and so he is called ‘ possessed of know-
ledge and good conduct’. Not only the Tatha‘gata but also his' disciples
were so. The Tatha'gata was rich with knowledge and good conduct and
so he. is called ‘ possessed of knowledge and good conduct. ’

[21 ] On account of the charactertistic of knowledge, the Tatha‘gata
attains omniscience, while on account of good conduct he is called profusely
compassionate. By the former, he simply knows sufferings and tribulations
of all living beings, while by his compassionate nature, he, knowing their
sufferings and tribulations, can give good advice which would enable the
people to abandon suffering and go the happy [way]. Therefore he is
called ‘ following a good —course (Sugata) ’ [ Vin. iii.l ]. Therefore his disci-
ples also follow the good. They follow the good course and not evil one.
Sugala—It is also said : By following this course, he has reached a good place
and so he is called Sugata. Also while walking he puts his step on a level
surface and possesses the right practices of behaviour with no loop-holes and

27. C/u'a ( 3i ) is apparently a mistake for wei ( fl ) fear.
28. fi K m the mango-tree, amba~mkkha; apparently used for Ambattha.
29. Sam-mi, a transliteration, in part, of :ama‘dhi C R ).
30. This is a necessary cnwndalion of a of the Chin. text.
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so also he is called Sugata. Also when he has gone [ to his place], he always
stays there; he does not again come back and so he is called Sugata. “ By
the path of Arhatship, he does not come back [to what he has already left
behind] and so he is Sugata. ” '-[ Mam-N. i. 114 ]. From the time when he
received, at the feet of Dipan'kara Buddha ( 6:3 7% QB ) 3‘, a prophetic
announcement ( Ea ), he had compassion for all. living beings which
enabled them to attain happiness; and he followed a good course until he
sat below the Sam-pho-thi (Sambodh‘i) tree—the tree of enlightenment.
Thus he is called Sugata. Not following the heresy of annihilation, nor follow-
ing that of eternity, being himself free [from indulgence in pleasures P" and
from self-mortification, he does not go to the extremes of annihilation
and eternity and so he is Sugala. To all livingr beings he preached the
Dhanima which was never inopportune. 'l'herefore he is called Sugata.
He does not speak unpleasant words to living beings but he speaks what is
pleasant and so he is called Sugala. Whatever is said [by him] is real and
has atrue meaning and not vain with false meaning. And all living beings
that lis'ten to him rejoice and so he is called Sugata. He does not say any
words which have-no meaning. Whatever is said has meaning and is bene-
ficial. Therefore he is called Sugata. -[cf. 1V1. i. 395].

[ 22 ] Knower oflhe world [ Vin. iii. 1 ] —This means that he understands
the Dhamm'as in the whole world and so he is called the Knower of the world.
Because, from the point of the truth of its origin, or from the point of the
truth of its cessation, or from the point of the way to its cessation, he has
understood the whole world in its true nature; therefore he is the [mower fo
the world. As it is said in the Sutta 3“ z The place where one is not born,
does not grow old, does not die, does not fall from, or does not get stabilised——
such other end of the world, I cannot reach by walking. ” Such one is
called the Knower of the world. The Buddha said to the mendicants :
“ Without having reached the end of the world, I cannot declare the end of
su‘ffering. ” The Buddha says to the mendicants : “ This body, measur-
ing one“ shun C a = 4 cubits, yvima ) called Sci-man35 ( ZLI‘ )—
here lies the truth 0f the origin of the world, the truth of the cessa51'0n of the
world, the truth 0f the means to the cessation of suffering in the world.
I shall not reach [ the end of the world] by walking. And it is not possible
that I might escape suffering without reaching [the end] ” [3. i. 62].

g‘

[23] Also the world is of three kinds. Which three kinds ? The
first is‘the world of san’kha‘ra‘: (compound things), the second is the world
of living beings (salta) and the third is the world of space.

31. Taisho ed. ‘ gives for IE of our edition.
32. There is no clause ’in Chinese corresponding to this, while Pall mentions

‘ka'ma-Jukham. ’ along with atm-kilamal/m.
33. S. i. 62.
34. 4‘3“;- given in our edition yields no meaning corresponding to tyrama in Pali.
35. Does this" stand for :a-manake, which probably is not understood by the Chinese

translator ? It means the body along with mind.
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Question :-—-What is the world of sank/rams?
Answer :—[ We have it when it is said :] that “ all living beings have

their sustenance ( file ) from food and drink” [Patti i. 122]. This'
is the world of .rarlkhdms. ‘

Question :—What is theworld of living beings ?
Answer :——[ In expressions like] “ eternal world and evanescent world "

[D. i. 189]. This is the world of living beings.
Question :-—-What is the world of space ?
The answer is given in stanzas (gdlhds) :—

“ As far as the sun and moon keep racing (lit. flying)
And shine over the thousand worlds,
Flooding them with light, unparalleled,
And being hampered by none.” i.

This is the world of space.
328 1

[24] Further it is said: “ One world, two worlds, three worlds,
four worlds, five worlds, six worlds, seven worlds, eight worlds, nine worlds,
ten worlds, and so on upto eighteen worlds ” [Patti i. 122 ].

Question :—-V\’hat is one world ?
Answer :—That all living beings have their sustenance ( 45’ Q )

from food and drink—this is one world.
Question :——\Nhat are the two worlds ?
Answer :———Name and form—they are the
Question :—-Which are the three worlds ?
Answer :-—-SufTering, happiness and neither suffering nor happiness—
they are the three worlds.
Question :—What are the four'worlds ?
Answer .‘——Four kinds of nourishment.
Question :—Which are the five worlds ?
Answer :——Five groups.
Question :~——Which are the six worlds ?
Answer :——Six organs of sense.
Question :—Which are the seven worlds ?
Answer z—Seven kinds of consciousness.
Question :—Which are the eight worlds P
Answer '.—Eight worldly things ( loka-dhamma’).
Question :—Which are the nine worlds? .
Answer :—The nine abodes‘ of living beings (:attdudm
Question :——Which are the ten worlds ?

‘ Answer :—They are ten dyatanas.
Question :——Which are the twelve worlds ?
Answer :—The twelve dyatanas, (organs and objects of sense
Question :—Which are the eighteen worlds?
Answer :—The eighteen dha'lus.
——This is the world of sankha‘ras [cf. Pati. i. 122 ]. The Tatha‘gata knew

each one of these and therefore he is called the Knower fa (11: world.

two worlds.

They are the four worlds.
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[25] The Tatha'gata kn'ows also the defilements of all beings, knows
[their] actions, their minds; knows their minor defilements, knows their
major. defilements; knows their kcen- consciousness, knows their dull
consciousness; knows their good, helpful, conditions, knows their' evil
conditions (paccaya‘ fl: ); knows whether they can be easily instructed,
“or whether they are difficult to be instructed : knows whether they
will be [re-] born or not [re-] born. This is called the world of living
beings. There is nothing which is not known to him. This is the Knower
of the world.

[26]
Question :——What is the world of space ?

The world f0 space.

Answer :—The world-system surrounding a mountain36 is in extent”
twenty-three thousand four hundred and fifty yojanas ( Hi 'fij In
circumference, it is 37350 yojanax. The earth, in thickness, four Ila/lulu:
(5)15 EH and twenty38 thousand yjo'anas, is standing straight in
water which, in thickness, is eight Ila/mm: and forty” thousand yojanas.
It stands" firm in the air which, in thickness, is six hundred and ninety thousand
(690C00 )‘0 yojanar. This is the world-element of open space. Also the
foot of Mount Sineru (Su-mi) has entered the sea 84000 yojana: (catara-
II'IZI-‘Sa/1‘M5dll'1'), The mountain-king Sineru is equally so in height. Studded
with jewels of seven“ kinds, he is surrounded by seven mountains. And so
it is said in gal/ids :—

Yugan'dhara, I_sa"dhara, Karavika, Sudassana,
Ncmindhara, Vinataka, Assakan‘na—
These seven great mountains
Encircle mount Sineru.
They are the places of rest of the four Maha'ra'jas
Of gods and of Yakkhas too.
In height, one hundred yojanar,
Is the great Snowy Mountain,
With a thousand” yojana: in extent,
The long”: C 5%: ) and breadth are just equal.
The peaks it has are eighty thousand
And four thousand to add;
With these it is adorned.
There is a Jamhu tree,

(lit. Kings of Heaven),

 

36. Muyu. 4150 gives. cakmvada (Pali ca/rkava‘fa) as an equivalent of C a m LU )
world-system. Measurements are not the same.

37.
38.

‘ 39.
40.
41.
42.

 

Pali text gives a different measure—1.39,460 jajmiar.
Pali text gives four‘nahgla: and 200,000- jojan'u.
Pall : Eight rid/mm: and 400,000 yJa'anax.
Pali: 960,000.
l’ali text puts this qualification for the surrounding mountains.
Pali .‘ five hundred.
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Two thousand‘3 li’: ( a ) in height,
Two hundred li’s in circumference,
With branches spread wide ( #5 fi‘ ) all round
Covering hundred yojanar. \
It is' because of this tree
That there is the name Jambudipa.
A great world-system surrounding a mountain ( fl m Lu )—
Its base has penetrated into the great ocean;
Deep below eighty thousand
And two thousand )‘ojmlas to add;
And in height too just the same;
All the time it stands with no decay;
Surrounding it all is this world of space.
The moon, the king of all stars,
Has the circle of forty,
And nine yojana: to add.
The kingly sun [too] has his circle
Extending over fifty yojanax.

-s

Also the palace of Sakka, the king of gods, covers an extent ( fl fl )
of ten thousand yojanax. Also like the same, are the palace of Asuras, the
hell of Avici, and Jambudipa. The extent of the Western Goya'na 15' seven
thousand yojanas; so also of the eastern Videha. The extent of the northern
U-tan-yue (Uttara-Kuru) is eight thousand yojanax. Each of these conti-
nents has a circle of five hundred small islands. All this is inside the world-
system (cakkava‘la) .

Outside the world-system [in the intervening space, lakantarikd], there
are all the hells. The world-systems are infinite. The elements of the world
(loka-dha‘tu) also are infinite. Therefore, the Buddha, with his infinite
knowledge, has completely comprehended all. Therefore he is called the
Knoiver of the world.

[27] Having none superior [Vim iii.1]—Because of his own virtues,
he has surpassed all men and gods and so he is called ‘havz'ng none :upen’or,’
Because he possesses good conduct, concentration, wisdom, liberation and
knowledge of and insight into liberation, therefore he is called ‘having none
.mpen'or.’ Therefore he has none superior and he is equal to the highest.
The Buddha has said to the mendicants : “I do not see, in this world of
Brahmas, Ma’ras, ascetics and Bra‘hman.s, any one who has power equal to
that of the Buddha in conduct, concentration, wisdom and liberation [Cf. S. i.
139]; also “I have no teacher, so I have none superior to me”‘“ [CE Vin. i.8]

[ 28 ] Controller fo those among men who unfit to be controlled[ Vin. iii. 1
Fit to be controlled means those that need constant controlling. Why ? just

 

the4-3. Pah' text does not refer to the height or circumference but agree: with
extent of a hundred yojana: over which its branches are spread.

44. S. i. 139.
...12
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as a wild elephant or a wild horse receives a whip or a beating by the stick
and then he is controlled; 'in the same way, the Tatlia‘gata also can control
all kinds of living beings. Therefore, he is called the Controller. In the
past, the Buddha has subdued beings of the beastly class—a male nJga-nija
(serpent-king) called Apala‘la; male elephants called Cu‘lo-[_dara] ( fill: 71:5 )
Mahodara, Aggisikha, Dhu'masdt’ha, Sa-chou-tho-na ( 33 5E: fl
Sikhi-dhana ? ).“ Like this, many. males the Buddha with his good dhamma
has subdued and made it possible for them to enter the good dhamma, accept
the three Refuges and the five rules of good conduct; the males among human
beings——-namely a follower of Nigautha, Jivaka (Chic-p0), Bra'hmarga Pokhara-
sa'ti, A-n'gulimila and the like; like this, beyond counting. Further, he has
subduedyakk/za: named rilavaka, Su‘ciloma, Khara .' all yak/{has he subdued—
Sakka Devaraja and the like. Thus innumerable gods and men, he has
subdued with good dhamma. As it is said in the sulfur—Buddha speaks
to Kesi“: “I instruct all living beings in dhamma gently; if they do not receive
the instruction, I must teach the same firmly; if still they do not receive it,
I must further instruct them gently and firmly. If still they do not receive
it, then there cannot be any agreement between us ( 4T $1] EA ).”
The Teacher says : This Julia should be given in extenso according to the
dhamma. So he is called ‘having none superior’ and ‘the Controller of those
that are fit to be controlled’.

[29] The Director of god: and men [Vin. iii.l ] —The Director,
just as the caravan-traders have a leader who knows well the dangers [in
his trade-route '

Question :—What are' the dangers ? Firstly, the danger of thieves;
secondly, the danger of tigers, wolves and lions; thirdly,the danger of famine;
fourthly, the danger of drought. “The leader of the caravan enables all people
to pass through these dangers [safely ]_3:rdlr,,."each a safe place and so he is
the‘ director. The Ta'thagata also is lik"e.'the same. How ? The Tatha'gat‘a
enables all living beings to pass through and go beyond all dangers. What
are [here] the dangers ? Firstly, the danger of birth;secondly,the danger
of disease; thirdly, the danger of old'age; and fourthly, the danger of death.
Such are the dangers through which the director enables people to pass
through and get freed from them and further enables them to reach a place
of happiness” [Maha‘-.N. i. 153]. Therefore he is called the Director.

[30] Question :—-Is the Buddha the Director of only gods and men,
and not of beings of lower creation [such as beasts] ? In former times,
the Buddha, in this world, did preach the dhamma to the lower creation
also. Why then is he called the Director of gods and men alone ? The
Sutla says : “The Buddha, while he was living in the country of Campa‘ on
the bank of a tank Gaggara‘ I by name] was preaching the Dhamma to the
people of Gaggara‘. At that time, there was living in the tank a frog, who

45. Pali has Dhanapa‘lu.
46. A. ii. 112.
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listened to the Buddha preaching the dhamma and who rejoiced. He then
came out of the tank, and lay at the bottom of grass. At that time, there
was a cowherd who saw around a large crowd listening to the preaching of
the Buddha. He then went thither and reached‘the place where the Buddha
was, in order that he might listen to the dhamma. ,‘With his staff he pierced
the earth and unawares [lit. through inadvertence] struck the head of the
frog. The frog then breathed his last and was born in the heaven of the
Tlu'rty-three gods, as their king. Because his meritorious actions became
ripe, his palace (vimzina) extended over just twelve yojanas. In this', the
god-frog, all of a sudden, actually saw the dancing girls amusing themselves
with merriments. When his mind became alive to the sound, he thought
im'mediately: “ I was formerly born as one of lower creation. On account
of what cause am I born in this palace of gods ? ” He immediately discerned
with his divine eye that in the past he was listening to the preaching of the
Buddha at the bank of a tank and that with that merit he attained this fruit.
The god-frog then rode his palace and went to the place where the
Buddha was and bowed at his feet with the crown of his head. The Buddha
knew this and yet he adviscdly asked: “Who are you that suddenly fell
at my feet, shining as a beautiful figure with miraculous powers and bright
glory that incomparably and thoroughly flooded this' world with light ? ”
The heavenly frog replied in git/16::—

“ In timcs past, having the body of a frog,
I moved about seeking my food in water.
I heard the sound of the Buddha preaching the
And came out and rested at the bottom of grass.

dhamma,

There was a man who tended cattle
And who, holding a staff, came to lis'ten ‘to the Dhamma.
The lower end of his stafi‘ pierced my head;
lMy life ended and I was born up in the Heaven ”

‘ [Vim-m e49 ].

The Buddha preached the dharnma to the fourfold assembly with the
help of the gal/Hi said by the frog, the heavenly being. At that time, eighty-
four thousand men among the crowd attained the first Path, while the frog,
the heavenly being, attained the Fruit of the Sota’panna. When the frog,
the heavenly being, attained the Fruit of the Path, he rejoiced, smiled
and went away. Therefore, he is called the Director of gods and men.

[31 ] Budd/ta B/zagaua‘ (th Blessed One) — Budd/ta, that is, one who
hims'elf is enlightened and also who enables others to be enlightened. He
15' called the Buddha. Further it is' said :.‘ he knows. ’ What is' it that he
knows ? He knows the truths and so he is called the Buddha. ' Further it
is said : he makes the world enlightened and so ‘he is called the Buddha.
One must oneself know the 1‘ fiz‘ it] $552 ‘7.

 

47. The Pali text mentions JVirlrlzm & Paytt'ambhida‘.
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Bhagava" (the Blessed One) —The first meaning is that he is' helpful;
the second that he 15' the Supreme; the third is that he is respectable; and the
fourth that he is' regarded as highly respectable. .Why is it that he is' called
respectable ? Because the world considers him to be worthy of esteem and
regard and so he is respectable.“ In the world, there are four kinds
of names :—One that corresponds to the different stages of growth in one’s
life; the second that' corresponds to [an external] distinguishing mark; the
third that is given because of a co'ntributary accident and the fourth is a self-
styled name. '

( i ) What is it that corresponds to a stage in life ? As in the world,
a man calls a young one of a cow a calf. When it grows in due course into
a big beast it is called grown-up beast. This name is not fixed (1'. e. is liable
to change According to [a stage] in the [ lifc-] period, one is given
the name.

(ii) Question :—What is' the name given because of external dis-~
tinguishing mark C lin‘gika) ?

Amwer :—J'ust as a man who holds an umbrella, or a stick is called a
man ‘ with an umbrella ’ or a man ‘ with a stick ’, so is this' name given from
the external dis‘tinguis'hing mark.

(iii) What is" it that is given because of some qualifying
accident ( $1 )48 PJust as a poor man, because of servants, obtains
treasure and so he is called ‘ one who has a servant as the highest treasure’
—this is called a ‘name given because of a certain qualification.

(iv) The name Bhagava‘ is a self-styled name ( a 58 ).‘°
Why is' it so ? This name is not given to him by king Suddhodhana, nor
by eighty thousand kinsmen, nor by the king of gods ( Sakka ), nor by Tusita
gods, nor by Brahma‘, Vila'ra and the like. V\'hy ? The Buddha says to
S'a‘riputta£0 : “ My name is' not given to me by my father or my mother,
or by my eighty thousand kinsmen, or by the king of gods, or by Tusita gods,
or by gods lik'e Brahma or Mara. But I have attained in due succession the
deliverance at the foot of the Bodhi tree and by omniscience I had knowledge
and insight into the Reality. Only on account of this, I am Bhagava'”
[Malta—JV. 212]. Therefore the Buddha‘himself has given this name to
himself; no one else dares to give the Buddha a name. Why ? The Buddha
has himself noted ( ll] ) his good bodily deportment and wisdom
and has presently ( a 47* ) let [all] living beings know [the same]
and has established [this] self-styled name.

48-49. This text is different from Pali in the interpretation of the last two names.
There is nothing in [Pali corresponding to the illustration given here to explain la the
contributory accident. The interpretation of the fourth, ln‘.vcvcr, corresponds to the third
name (nmzittik‘a) in Pali. There does not appezr to be anything corresponding to ad/ch'a-
samu/zpanna, which is explained as lokty'a-uoha‘ra, a conventional name, a mm: given irrespeC<
tivc of its significance, such as Siri-vaildhaka, Dhana—vn‘_l_jlh:\ka etc.

50. Ala/za'nida'zm, i.p. l-l3.
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[32] Po-kta'-po (Bhugavd). Pa-kia (Bhaga) —— that is‘, ‘gone beyond
{10 (bind—that which is' existence’. Because he has gone beyond exrs'tence,
he is' named Bhagava. Also it is said : greed, lid-will, delusion, perversity of
mm'd, absence of conscientiousness, shamelessness, grudge (upandlza), jealousy
(lit. not to delight in good things o_f--others), envy, vacancy ( m ) of mind,
c'rookedness of mind, obscurity of mental Vis'ion, pride, excessive pride,
intoxication, carelessness ( m a,“ ), craving, ignorance, roots of evil, evil
conduct, taints, impurity, awareness ofinequality ,- four perversities, depravities,
knots, floods, grasping( fi );five kinds of stubbornness of mind ( i [53
cetoklzild ), five kinds ofhindranceS, [five kinds of] ab/u'nana'and ( 4‘“. ),‘
srx' roots of dispute ( Em ), [ Six' ] groups of cravm'g ,' seven"l kinds of dormant
evil tendencies, eight kinds of wrong views, nine roots of craving, ten evil ways
of action, stx'ty-two heresies, one hundred and eight evil forms52 of craving,
burning sensation, several ten-thousands of defilements—to say in brie,f five
groups of defilements, deities ( 3'5 A ), Ma'ras, Brahma‘s and groups
like them could not destroy Tatha'gata. Therefore he is Bhagavdi.

Further it is said that the Buddha has destroyed greed, ill-will and
different kinds ofdelusion, clefilements, depravities and evil dhammas. There-
froe, he is called Bhagava’. Also the Tatha‘gata has thirty-two marks of a great
man, eighty kinds of good physical features which are unparalleled and free
form defilements. Gods and men in this world always desire to approach
[the Buddha]. When they go to him, the Buddha observes their minds and
according to their dispositions preaches [the doctrine] to them. Therefore
he is called Bhagava'.

[33] In this world, Bhaga (
second, the Dhamma; third, fame (
and Six'th, mental [cfi’ortAI ( )

£4“ {31] ) is of six kinds : first, mastery;
58, ) ,' fourth, handsomcness; fifth, Wis'h;

1L!“

‘Queslz'on :—What is known as mastery ?
T

 Answer : hat by which one masters one’s own mind.
Question :-—-What is known as the Dhamma ?

allAnswer :—Thc Dhammaka‘ya of the Tatha‘gata which is perfect in
respects.

Question :——What is known as fame ?
Answer '.——The fame of the Buddha. which is' clean and which finds

place where it does not reach.
no

deslion :—What is known as handsomcness ?
Answer :——-'l‘he handsomeness of the body of the Buddha is fit to be looked

at and one can never be tired of looking at it.

51. This is an example of the wrongly Sanskritised form by which, perhaps, the trans-
lator was influenced. The form .mtla stands here for rapid, seven, and not :allua ( 22 E )
as the translator renders following Sanskrit renderings.

52. The translator lns‘ usml the same Chinese characters C 'léi‘ ) for anuxuya, dormant
evil tendencies and lan_Ila-w'cmila’ni, ways or forms of craving.
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Question :-—-What 15' ‘known as Wis'h".
Answer :—-The Buddha Wis'hes l'us' mind to attain that which is' fit to be

attam'ed. The Buddha. Wishes for others also whatever he Wishes for himself.

Question :—What is meant by mental [effort] ?
Aruwer .'—Hc 15' fit to be honoured by all living beings with the mental

effort [of pondering on his qualities.] Therefore he is called B/tagaui.

[34-] Also it 13' said : Bltagava‘ means he has delimited all beneficial
things (

Question :—\Nhat it that he has delimited ?
(Answer .‘—/\ll the (lhztmmas of which the meritorious ’ are the first, he

has delimited : the five groups, twelve organs and objects of sense, eighteen
elements, four Truths, six kinds of consciousness”, twelve-fold [Law of]
Dependent Originationvcach one of them he has delimited.

(pifllana) , uncertaintyHe has heard the Truth of suffering—oppression
(ujimrizzfima). This 15' what is the Truth of Sufl‘ering. Different kinds of
attachment which do not allow one to give up things (a‘yu’hana-uida’na-xa_m-

yoga)—this is the Truth of the Origin of Sufi‘ering. The destruction of the
sensation of Suffering—this is the Truth of the Cessation [of Suffering].
The causes and conditions that lead to escaping [from Suffering ]—this‘
is' the Truth of the Path. Because he has thus delimited [ all these beneficial
things], therefore he is called B/zagava'.

Also Pa-kia—po (Bhagava'). Po-kia (Bhaga)-——that 15',
means vomitting the dcfilements of the three planes.
Bhagava".

three planes. P0 (06)
Therefore he is called

\

[ 35 ] TILL)“. world contains gods, Brahmas, Ma‘ras, Samanas and
Bra‘hmanas; therefore it is called the World. Gods mean stx' kinds of gods
belonging to the Realm of Desire. A/Ia'ra: mean gods of the sixth category
(chall/za ka’ma‘vamm-deva‘). Brahmas mean gods that are [Brahma-] Purohitas
——-Fu [011C 15-” S;un;u_i-.is that are
encmical towards the Dhamma of the Buddhas (sa‘sanasm paced!l/Lika—pacca‘mitta').
Also gods mean the kings of the world, who, also, get included [ by convention ]
among gods“. Also, gods mean those that are included among the gods of
the Realm of Desire. \uia‘ras mean those that are included in the gods of
the Realm of Niara. Brahma—s mean the Brahma-gods of the Formless55 Realm.
Samanas and Bra‘lnnanas mean those that are included in the world among the
groups of the four categories (calu—parz‘sa'). Because the highest and the lowest
are taken [ as limits ]. so all enter [into that limit]. Such are the Ineritorious
things which he has penetrated through. In the same way all the other places.

familieslh‘filnnutlas nicztnand

53.
54.
55.

Pali mentions here the ludny'as which are enumerated to be 22.
This seems to correspond to Puli Sanmmli-dzva'.
Pali : Brainna—ka'}ika‘di—Braluua—galxa n‘a m_ .
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BUDDHA'S EPITHE’I‘SW37]

[36] Having known lzimsefl he preaches the Dhamma.
uses the [right] means and then he knows; therefore, it 13' said that he him'-
self knows. That is' to say, he hims'elf makes use of the eye of w‘is'dom' and.
then knows. This' is' called knowm‘g. Also it is‘ said : Know: means he knows
without any obstruction. Therefore he knows. Preac'hes that 15', he enlightens,
lets [other people] know. This‘ is called ‘preaches’. Also, it is'v'said;“He
gives an exposition of all the dhammas; therefore it is' said : ‘preaches.’

Question :—Why is it that the Buddha preaches to living beings ?

Answer :—Because he has great compassion producedf [in his mind]
for all living beings, he passes over ( g hitvdpi ) the happiness of solitude
( i fl viveka) and preaches the dhamma to living beings. It may be one
syllable or one ga‘l/zti, many or few. This' is called ‘preaches’.

[37] Alufiiciaus at the beginning, auspicious at the middle and auspicious at
the end [ Vin. hi. 1 ]—its meaning56 is' dexterous, entirely pure, one, not
diverse, and complete in all respects. All has only one flavour ( 9k )l
Further it is said : ,[ In a discourse with many sections], the first section is
implied [when one says] ‘auspicious at the beginning’; the middle sections
[when one says] ‘auspicious at the middle’; the last section [when one
says] ‘auspicious at the end.’ Also it is' said: it is Good Conduct that [makes
the teaching] ‘auspicious at the beginning’; it is Meditation (Sama‘a'hi) and
the attainment of the Path that makes it ‘auspicious at the middle’; and it
is Nibba'na. that makes it ‘auspicious at the end.’ Also it
is said : it is Gocd conduct and “Meditation” that make it ‘auspicious at the
beginning’; it is Mediunion-trance58 with the Path that makes it ‘auspicious
at the middle’; it is the Fruit and Nibba‘na that is auspicious at the end.
It is the Buddha, that is, the perfect enlightenment that is called ‘auspicious
at the beginning’; it is Dhamma, that is, the well-practised Dhamma, which
makes it ‘auspicious at the middle’; it is the San'gha (the Order of mendi-
cants) that is following the correct lines that makes it ‘auspicious at the end.’

atQuestion :—Why is it said that the San'gha [makes it] ‘auspicious
the end ?’

Artrwer :——If the San’gha observes the [dlzamma ], then they do not quiver,
nor are they swayed; but they attain the noble advantages C Q 5*” patzp‘aui-
phala); therefore the San'gha is called [making it] ‘auspicious at the end'.
It is the cnlightement of the Buddha that is' said [ to make it] ‘auspicious at
the beginning’; it is the enlightenment ofgan Individual Buddha that is' said
[ to make it ] ‘auspicious at the middle’; it is the enlightenment of an ordinary
follower (a hearer, hiya/ta) that is' said [to make it] ‘auspicious at the end.’

F'rst, when one hears [the Dhamma] that is preached, he becomes
free from the five hindrances and all things are auspicious—this is' called
‘auspicious at the beginning.’ When one has heard it, he follows the same—

56. l’ali Cm. has nothing corresponding to this meaning as given in this sentence.
57-58. The Chinese :- as and M 73: respecn’vely.here arewords used

That is', he hims'elf
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this' is' called ‘auspicious at the middle’; when one follows the same, then
gradually one attains the Path—this is ‘auspicious at the end.’ Thus the
Tatha‘gata preaches the Dhamma at length or in short. In that short or
long preaching, also, it is auspicious at the beginning, middle or end.

[38] It is' good in meaning and good59 in expressions [ Vin. iii.l Why
is' it that the Tathaga'ta preaches the Dhamma ? He reveals the holy life
of the teaching and the holy life of the Path by various means and lets the
people know that these teachings [of his ] haveameaning ( 7§ % This'
is called good in meaning. Also, it is said : the syllables are good in meaning : that
15', when he speaks, they reveal the meaning; when he speaks they delim'it
it; when he speaks, he connects the syllables without concealing any meaning;
he does not break the [mutual] connection—this is called good in meaning.
Good in expressions, that is, expressions are pregnant with deep meaning and
that they indicate the deep meaning—this is good in expressions. The
analytical knowledge of things, analytical knowledge of meaning, analytical
knowledge oflanguage and analytical knowledge of intuitionco— these advanta-
ges only a wise man of quick intelligence can know; a common man of dull
discernment cannot understand their meaning which is deep and far rooted.
Only the discerning person can delimit it—this is called good in expressions.

[ 39 ] Possessing pcfrection“ [ Vin. iii.1 ]—that is, the meaning is already
perfect. Possessingi—the meaning being entirely perfect, it is not false; it is
entirely full. It reveals and gives the exposition of holy life (Brahma-caryio).

Question :—What is' holy lif'e ?

Answer :—This dhamma is' practised by Brahma—gods, therefore it is'
called Brahma-caryia (holy Me). Why is it that he is said to reveal the
‘Bralzmacany'a (holy life)? It is’ auspicious at the beginning, because it is
explained with antecedants, and occasions of origin“; it is' auspicious at
the middle, because its meaning is' not perverse; it is auspicious at the end,
because when one hears [ the dhamma] one becomes glad and then follows
the same; therefore it is' said: ‘he reveals the holy life.’

Question :—Why is' it said ‘perfect [in all respects] ?’

Answer :—It is perfect [in all respects], because [in it] there are five
Dhammakhandhas (sections of the dlzamma) beginning with Good Conduct.
Therefore it is said : ‘perfect [in all respects].’

59. It is interesting to note that the Chinese translator follows the tradition of Sanskrit
Buddhist books which read 2 ’Suartham', suujfijanam while the Fall expressions are equivalent
of sartharn, myuan'janam; the» first expression of this has an equivalent given later by
the translator in E a in 4. 10b. 6 (line 4 of this paragraph).

60. Fall : Dhamrna-pa_tisambhidd, aim—pagu’ombhida', nirutli-pa}u'ambhida‘ and pafibha‘na-
pafis'ambhida'.

61. fi fi -—for these characters see note 7].

62. Sa-m'dq‘nam‘, sa-uppallikam..
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ms BRA-HMAN_A OF VERANJA CALLS ON THE BUDDHAv.40]

The meaning is' ‘not difl‘use’ and so it is' called pure. The Tatha‘gata
preaches the dhamma to all living beings without coveting any sustenance.“
Therefore it is' pure Bra/ima-cary‘fa (holy life), This' is practised by the
Buddhas, Individual Buddhas, and disciples. Therefore it is' called holy Me.

It u” good that [a worthy person of] such a nature (tathd-ru’pa) LI. approached
[ Vin. 11"1'.‘ ] and questioned about welfare.

Question :—Why is it called good ?
Answer :—Because it encourages ( & )several ten-thousand good things,

therefore it is called ‘good‘. Also it is said : because it encourages the happi-
ness of solitude, therefore it 15' called ‘good’. Such (tathJ)—it is' a word to make
the sentence complete ( 5'; "Jo Nature( 4’1“ #3 rfipa 47" —-whatever
is' practised surpassing human [things]. 4E -— that is", handsomeness of
external appearance. I: approached and questioned about welfare—that 15',
the Buddha who is' approached and seen.

destion :—\Nhat is meant by ‘seeing’?
two eyes; that means ‘sceing’.“

to look at withIt is

[ 4'0 ] The" the Bra‘hmaua fo Verafijd, haying thought m' thu' manner, went to the
place where the Buddha um. He made enquiries about his health ( 4i; #3 g flfi )
[ Vin. iu”.l ]. The Bra'hmana asked the Buddha : “ Are you doing physically
quite well (lit. are you enduring well the four Great elements of yOur body) ?
Are your disciples and followers free from il'lness and ail'ments .7 Do the four
elements of your body give you lightness, strength and case ( fl fl {-15
phdxu-vihdra)? [Questions ] like these are called enquiries about health. He
himself gave, in due succession, sigmfi'cant and delectable ( E Ea )
answers to the Brahman’s enquiries of health. He rejoiced at heart.
With his' mindfulness alert, after finishing his' enquir‘ies of health, he stepped
away a little ( in ) and took his seat aside. Stepped awja a little C it] )
—-just as the sun steps away [from his straight course]. Took his seat
—that is', he placed his bodily frame on earth.

Aside — that is’, at one end.

An intelligent man,when he goes to the place of a revered person,“ while
taking his seat, avoids six things, and then he takes his' seat.

What are those six things ? First,[sitting] too far," second, [sittm'g]
too near; third, [sitting ] in the direction from wlu'ch the wind blows; fourth,
[sitting] on a higher scat; fifth, [sitting] straight in front of the eyes; and
sixth, [sitting] at the back. ‘

[ Question ] :—What is the fault in sittm'g too far ?
[Answer] :—-If one wants to speak to_you, the sound does not reach

[ you ].

63.
64.
65.
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[Questw'n] :—What 15' the fault in [sitting] too near ?
[Answer] :-—One offends the revered person [by intimate contact].
[ Question] :——What is the fault in [sitting in] the direction from which

the Wm'd blows ? l ‘
[ Answer] :—The body may emit foul smell.
[ Questw'n] :——What 15' the fault in [sitting on] a higher scat ?
[Answer] :—It [implies] lack of respect [for the person you Visit].
[ Question ] :—What is the fault in [ sitting ] straight in front of the eyes ?
[Answer] :—It becomes rather difficult to look at [straight in front -all

the tm'ie ]. '
[Question] .' \‘Vhat 15' the fault in [sitting at] the back ?
[Answer] :-—The revered person would find it diflicult

you, turning and looking back.

 

toL0 speak

The Brahmana keeping himself free from these six [ faulty] things took
h1s‘ seat. Therefore it is said in the Viumj'a [texts] 2 “He stepped away a
little and took his seat aside” [ Vin. iii. 1].

[41 ] Santana [ Vin. iii.l ] — that is, [one who] has conquered the
defilemenlts; also it 13' said : [one who] has rejected the diefile'ments; also it 15'
said : [ one who ] has a rmnd that is calm and quiet-W‘

. ' . . I . ' _ .
Bra/imam: —— that is, one who is known in the world as a real Brahmana,

with no mis'cegenation on the side of father or mother.

Gre‘at (ma/mllaka) —— that 15', those who have. grown large in their bodily
frame; .also’ those who have grown in their age. Also it is said : those" that
possess .v1r'tuous conduct are called _‘great’. Those that are rich with posses-
sions are also called great“. 02d (vu.dd'}l"‘e)>.__—it~"hc'1t is, [.thoso." that have] hair on
their, head fallen. Also it is said :ltho'se'tlia't haggefieroduccd sons and grand—
sons who, also, in turn, have produced"[ ch11_‘dren—]. They are' galled ‘Old’.

\
I

Wom out (jime) —— that is", those whose slu'n has. been wrinkled. When
they speak, their words. become defective. "They are called ‘worn out’. Have
lived through long time (add/za-gate)———that 15', since :Wy were born, they-'pfassed
through the reigns of two or three royal generations. Still they are continu-
m'g their life. They are called those who ‘have lived through long time’.

Of prolonged lfze'——- that is, those whose age has gone beyond hundred
years. They are called those who have prolonged life. Have reached old age
(vaya anuppatte) -— that is, those who have reached the last [stage] of their
lif'e. They are called those who ‘have reached old age’.

[42 ] 'He shouts out .' “O Samana Gotama-”. \Vhy does the Brahmana
say these words ? The Bra'hmaua reaches the place of the Buddha. He
sees that Buddha doc“ not get up, shows no courtesy, does not offer him a
seat and so he thus says : “Just what I had heard! Exactly the same
I have now seen in the Tatllfigata. He desires to exalt his own self and
depreciate others.”

fit-66.



species".” The Buddha replied

IVAS] THE BRKHMA'NA or VERASUK RAILS AT THE BUDDHA

The Buddha with compassion in ms heart replied : “ O Bra'hmaga, I
had not [yet] appeared as the Buddha ( 7]: E, {49‘ ) at the the of
my birth in the forest, when I came down: on the earth, and when I had
taken seven steps in the northern dir'ection. I myself looked around at a
hundred crores of ten-thousands of gods and men, Ma'ras and Brahmas,
Saman_as and Bra‘hmauas. There was none who could receive my obeis'ance.
Having seen that, I spoke by way of self-exaltation .' ‘ There are gods above
and gods below. I alone am to be honoured. ’ The Brahma‘ god had heard
this praise of me as the Bodl'u'satta and then he folded his' hands before me
and said : “ You, alone, Bodhisatta, are fit to be honoured in all the three
planes [of exts'tence ]. There is none who can surpass 'you. ” I as Bodl'u'-
satta heard this' and made the lion’s roar : “ Only I, and I alone, arn fit to
be honoured. ” The Buddha said to the Bra‘hmana : “ At that time I had
not attained the Path. [ Even] at that time, I alone was fit to be honoured.
What need is there to say when, now, large crowds ofgood virtuous people
worship me as the Buddha ? How can I offer you any obeisance ? If any
one is paid obeisance to by me, his head will immediately fall down on the
earth. Therefore, you need not expect obeis'ance to you when you have
come to the dwelling place of the Buddha.”

[4-3] That Bra‘lnnana Was foolis'h, with no knowledge. To the face
of the Buddha, he said the words that follow. The Bra-hmana said :
“ One who is' like this is one who has lost all sense of enjoyment in one’s self
(a-r‘axa-ru‘po )” [ Vin. iii. 2]. Why is it so P Because you have only the
physical form ( rfipa )”—a treasur'e, with no sense of enjoyment C 9k ras'a
The Buddha wishing to subdue the Bra'hmaga said in reply .' “ You say
‘ wrh'out enjoyment," I am really without enjoyment. Why ? Just as a
wordly man, when he has [his objects of sense lik'e] form, sound, smell,
taste and tangibles, enjoys them, so. the .Tatha'gata [does not], as he has
already cut them off. He has cut them o,ff like a T611: tree that is cut off
for. ever and will never grow again. ”

The Bra'hmana said : (ii) “ If it is so, then it is' i being proud.” The
Buddha replied : “ As per your words, then I am proud. How is" it that
I am proud ? Because the Buddha has gone beyond the three worlds,
he pays no obeisance to a wordly man. I belong to such a class.
Therefore I am proud.”

The Brahmaua said .- (iii) “If it be so, then you are a protagoms't
of Non-action (a-kz'ryiauddf ).” The Buddha replied “ As per your
words, I am really a [protagonist of] Non-action. How is' it that I am given
to Non-action ? I do not steal, do. not tell lies; I do no cheating, I do not
live the life of a lewd person; and all such other evil actions—actions of the
body, tongue and mind—I do not commit. Therefore, I may be called
[a protagonist of] Non-action. ” -

The Bra—hmapa said : ( iv ) ” This' man then- has hm'iself cut off his own
“ It is true. Why ? In this' threefold

67. fl'.
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world, I have cut off all the different kinds of defilements. Therefore I may
be called an anmh'il'atioms't. ”

The Brahmaga, non-plussed fit“ ) and not knowing what to say
111' reply, again exchanged words : (vi )" “This man is' despicable and unclean
(jegucclu' ). ” The Buddha replied : “According to me, there indeed does
exxs't one who is' ‘ unclean. ’ If a person lets loose his' mind and his' tongue
towards evil, then he becomes despicable and unclean.”

The Bra'hmaua got further irritated and said : ( vi ) “ This man hears
the words spoken by me and by imitating me by the use of the same words
[but in another sense ], he reduces them to nothing C ).” The
Buddha again replied : “ I have indeed already reduced to nothing defile-
ments in the threefold world. ”

The Bra—hmana again said : (vii) “ This person is not capable of
talking to men who are worthy of high regard“.” The Buddha replied :
-‘.‘ It is truly so. I, also, moreover, think of those ignorant people who
are worthy to be pitied and who always .do evil actions never thinking of
practising good ones. ”

The Bra‘hmana got still further irritated and spoke abusively : (viii)
“ This person must not be sleeping day or night (apagabblw ). Being in
search of elegant words, he confounds wordly men.” The Buddha replied :
“ Truly so. Why ?, I never fthink' any longer lmoLentering the womb [of
any mother] and so do not enter ' sleep ,reve'nflzin the higher womb of
gods!” Therefore I do not sleep.” '

PW” [44] Thus when the Bra‘hmana reviled the Buddha in eight ways,
the Tatha'gata, the King of the Dhamma, with compassion in his heart, looked
[straight] into the eyes of the Bra‘hmana. Wishing to let hn'n' drink the
sweet [juice] of the Dhamma of Immortality, he then preached to him the
Dhamma.
when the empty sky is free from clouds, the sun and moon shine over the
darkness, so the Tatha‘gata, by various methods, instructed him and made
him understand [things]. ‘

The Tatha‘gata in self-praise [said] : “ I have already attained supreme
” To the Bra'hmana

“ You have approached old age and death. You have come to
For you, there will indeedtbe something which you can secure.”my place.

Why is it so ? just as there may be eight or ten or twelve eggs
of a hen ...... It may be questioned : Why are they counted in these three

This is to make the expression completeThe answer may be :groups ?

68. fiffi.

69.2:1'3EJZHE'.
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BUDDH‘A‘S CONFIDENT DECLARATIONIV.45 ]

( E, ’79 )70,‘ also to render it
( fi fi” uacana-siliflhata‘ya

expressioninto a perfectly elegant

~ .

The mother-hen always sits upon the egg-shells and is' from ttm'e to time
turning about. Sit: upon, that is, with her wings on both sides, she'covers
them up until the time of birth comes, when with their eyes, [the chicken]
see the ltg'ht and, with their beaks, peck'~.[ the egg-shell ]. When they come
out, they flap their wings, and cry out. "That which comes first—15' it the
eldest ? Those that come later—are they the younger ones ? The Bra'hmana
replied : “i That which comes first is'-t_he eldest.” The Buddha. said : “ I
also am like this'. Why so ? Ignorance in the‘ form of an egg-shell has
enwrapped this' threefold world. I with the beak of wrs'dom peck the shell
of ignorance before this threefold world comes out of the same. _ Of these,
who is' the elder and who is the younger”? By way of answer [ the Brahmana]
said : “ Gotama then is the eldest.”

One can knowOther words that follow have not much signifi'cance.
them oneself.

[4-5] The highest in this world — the highest 13' one who has no other
person [as his' equal].

\Sammd-sambodhi is the supreme bod/ti.
Question .'———What is' it that brings about the supreme bod/ti 3
Answer :—If one who is on the Path of the Sotipanna asks about the

fruit of the Sota‘panna, then I explain that to him......and so on upto...... if
one who is‘ on the Path of Arhatship asks about the Fruit of Arhatship, then
Iexplain that to him. Similarly, the Path of disciples, of the Individual
Buddhas and of Buddhas. According to the question" 1's the answer. There-
fore, it is called the Su‘prcme Bodhi. Therefore, I am the highest. The
hen—mother sits upon egg—shells and from time to time turns about; the
Buddha sitting under the Bod/ti tree reflects upon the dhamma of the Four
Truths, on sufiering, on unsubstantiality72 [of things ] and on
impermanence.

The Buddha said to the Brahmana : “ I str‘enuously made right efforts
and obtained the supreme and the highest. Not with my min'd given to
indolence or to carelessness, but with herms'm, I exerted strenuously under
the Bodhi tree with the four right efforts. What are those four ? First, it
was right : second, not in haste; third notJoose; fourth", without a stop.
Thus, according to dhamma, I attained the Supreme ’Path.”

70. Also see above, end of § 39. E 'fi] seems to be used by the Chinese
translator as an equivalent of pa"da-pu‘ran,e. But.rc-ally speakmg’ it is‘ not so. It has a.
definite meaning. ' -

71. For this expression also see note 61.
72. The Chinese k’ung ( ) generally connotes :un‘n'a, but the Chinese translator

uses this' for Pali anaua, as he was more familiar with the former term.
73. Pali simply say: : calurafl'ga-samannagala_m, but does not explain what those an'ga-I

are.
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[46] Not given to "5, (ad-all?“ ), that is, not stationary. A-[indfulmsj‘
m up ( E a} ), that is; practising [meditation] on objects that are fit
be to reflected upon (drammaaa ). '

Not retracting, that is, having no wearying sickness.

Mind concentrated, that is, mind focussed on one [object].

Further it is' said : When the mind is well-placed, it leads to concentra-
tion and then is accomplished the focussing of the mind. It neither works
too strenous nor too slack. This is the preliminary ( 2)] ) good thing.
On account of this thing one attains the First Trance and then in due course
reaches the threefold discerning knowledge ( 3' ) at the end. The
Buddha has rendered escape from desires as a supreme matter. It is'
therefore said in the Vz'naya ( Q ) 7‘ : the Buddha says : “ O Brihmaga,
I have cleansed myself from desire and also from evil thin'gs”.

Question :—-What is' meant by ‘ desire ’ ?
Answer :—The desxr'e of wilfulness, the desire of attachment, the

desire of wilfulness and attachment, the desire of mental brooding
( :afikappa )——this is called ‘ desire ’.

What are evil things ?
Answer: Wilf‘ulncs-s75 [for objects of desire] ...... doubt—these are

ev1l' things. They are called evd' things. The Tatha‘gata has, in these two
matters, got detachment from them.

 

A further question : What is' cleansing from desire ?
Answer :—To be away from dcire is to say : give up desire. \‘Vhy ?

Firs't, to enter the first trance. Ignorance belongs to the group of desire.
Desire is the opposite of the trance, because the trance is attained only after
giwn'g up desrr'e. Therefore it is' called the opposite. To be away from destr'e
and evil thm'gs [ Vin. iii. 4 ]— the trance comes when desire and evil things
are destroyed. Then only the trance arises. Such is the meaning of the
two phrases which one should oneself understand.

[4-7 ] There are three kinds of detachment ( viveka)—-—the detachment
of body, the detachment of rm'nd and the detachment due to suppreSSion.
These are the three kinds of detachment. The Hurt kind: fo detachment are
also included in the detachment expressed by the words already
mentioned. If it be asked -. ‘what is' desire?’ it may be said in answer : desire
is' of two kinds. First is' the desire for objects; second is' the desire for
defilments.

Question :——What is the desire for objects ? What is the desire for
defilements ? “

5

 

74. Vm‘. iii. 4v-Aham', Bra‘hmana, vw'lc'c'eva ka'melu', viw'cca almsaldn' Mnichi.
75. Acquisition (kamacchanda), ill will (QM/:54!“ ), sloth and torpor (lhlnamidllm).

flurry and worry (udd/zaaa-kulrkucca) and doubt (vial-false ). These are the {he hindrances
referred to below ( 548 ).

  



IVAB] FIRST TRANCE

Answer .'-——Desire for objects : that is', attachment of mind for
[pleasant] objects lik'e material forms. Desire for defilements means to
let a man reach the places offlwf‘ (Pfi These last two~ exp’reSg
sions are to be understood as just-cqgrlsely allied ‘ ( “IE % ) to each other.

The former expression myeaifl‘ns'dguiving up taking delight m' objects of
desire; the latter expression. mea’mns'lfto get out of defilements. Such are
the desire _f6r"__objec'ts andudesireiqufi ,_de_fi'lments.. .From both these [desires],
mind is to.be" 'a‘bsolu‘tcly cleansed’. ' ‘~ . "

'.

Also it is said : the form"er expression'means to give up objects of desu'c,‘
the latter means to give. up desire for defilements. The former means to
give up the causes and conditions of flightiness (lolabhdva ); and the latter
means to give up the characteristics‘of foohs'hness. The former [is' said]
in relation ( $1 ) to purity, and the latter in relation to the stoppm'g
of desu'e. Thus in due succession one must oneselfunderstand these [two
expressions ].

. .[48] Question :———The desire of wfl'fulness. Wilf'ulness 13', so to say,
desire ( ka’ma ). Is wilfulness separately distinguished and desu'e separately
distinguished ? _

Answer :——Thcy [after all] mean one and the same thing. VVh'y ?
All the evfl things (d/Lammci) are [after all] regulated on to one thing,
but when they are classified, reach is separate. '

Also as in the Vinaya {GE ) it~ is said : .Wilfulness is' defilement.
Desire is objects of desire.~ "1‘ Also 'as'” [isi'rz “ Concentration (sama‘dki)
is the opposite of. the desire ohvfifulness; joy is "the opposite _ofhatred, applica-
tion of thought C vz'takka ,Ei I?»'is".‘tl‘1.e' opposite of torpor’,ease is the opposite
of flurry and Worry, and 'reflectio'n‘ yic-Jra‘ fl ) is the opposite of
doubt"” [Peta/ca ]. Also it is like this : the First Tranceis' the opposite of the
desire of acquisition. The desire ofhmeuisition is included among the five
kinds of hindrances. All the evTid ' asl-Iinclude all the hindrances.
What are those hindrances ? The answer is z ............"'7 [The former
expression means], out of the thfl-r'ee p.015"_on’ou.s roots [of evil], greed ( fl 7’
[ob/ta) concerning the five objects C E 215 ) of five kinds of desire. The
latter expression ( evil things) means dhammas like ill-will and delusion
concerning objects of hatred and violence and the like (dghd'ta-vattlxubhea’a-

76. This passage is ascribed in Pali booLs- like Smp., Vii. and Dlucm. to a work
called Peta/m for which also see Vim. p. 49.

77. Here the Chinese text seems to be corrupt and defective. No answer is found to
this question. Similarly, the next sentence must be preceded by ‘ the former expression means'
as it is an answer to this question. The corresponding answer as given in Pali is' pathemma (in:
akusaIa—nzu"le.m parim-ka'magu_na-blzeda-uu'ayai‘m labhaga.

78. The same character C ) is used for c/mn‘da. and lob/m, as the former is only a weakv‘
statc of the latter. In this connection, Vimali-Vinadani (p. 60) gives an interesting passage
which explains chanda as [Ia/(h’trzdka'rena pavatlo dubbalo Iobim ‘l'cclzanafghena chando. Talc balava
ran'janatvlhena ra‘go; Ialo [ii lmlavataro cluznda-m‘go. Niml'uanujba]n”'ana-safikappa-vasena paualto
Milka/21m ,- Into [Ii 1/alum-3mmn/i/mnavusena [lavalla ra‘go; talo pi balavataro sarlkappa-rigo.
Svayam pal/halo cknix‘ eva lob/103m paralli—a‘ka‘mbhcdma auntMfi-bhcdma ca L’utla.
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.vu'aya ( ¥ E? 53- %] 13;. The former expression (desire for objects )
means, the flood of desire, the bond of desire, the depravity of desire, the
graSpmg' of desire,‘ the m‘tention of kil'ling ( £2 a) ) and the fetter
(3%) of desu'e. The latter' expression means the [remaining]
floods, depravities, graspings and bonds. The former expression means
craving (t,anhd ) and the like; the latter ignorance (avy'jd ) and the like.
The former expression means eight kinds of thought [connected with]
greed" and the like; the latter expression means four kinds of evil thoughts.

Thus one cleanses oneself from desire and from evil [things

[49] Accompanied by application of thought ( fir ) and by rfleection
( E. ) [Vim iii.4]. What is‘ meant by ‘application of thought’?
The answer is : turning over ( Iii.) fig What is meant by turning
over ? First application of one’s mind to the objects of thinking—this is called
application of thought. What is' meant by reflection ? The answer is' : a
man given to meditation applies his mind to the object of thinking and his
mind roams, backward and forward, about the object of thinking ( E
drammaaa Further it is said :rcflection means deep investigation ( 5f )
by the mind, association of the mind, connection of the mind. Just as the
sound ofa bell is first big and later finer. The first big sound is like applica-
tion of thought; the later finer [sound] is lilt'e reflection. Like the flutter-

rm'g of a bird is the first quiver, the later‘ is concentratiori ( i The
quiver is' like the initial application of thought the concentration is like reflec—
tion. Like a bee that picks up a flower and first reaches it is the first applica-
tion and the later choice is' reflection. mu-

The First Trance has got five constituents. Which are those five consti-
tuents ? First is' the initial application of thought, second is reflection,
third is' joy, fourth is case, and the fifth is' the focussing of the mind. These
are what are called the five constituents. Just as a big tree has a flower and
a fruit, so also the First Trance has the initial application of thought and
reflection.

r..."

Produced from detachment [ Vin. Hi. 4 ]. If itbe asked: ‘ what is detach-
ment P ’, the answer is: it is to be free from five hindrances. This is what
is called detachment.

[50] J0} and ease. Joy is' full satisfaction. \Vhat is' full satisfaction ?
When the body and mind are fully satisfied with joy. That which has, as
its function ( gj‘; mm ), the culmination into gladdening—that is joy.
Ease is' to abandon two kinds of sufl‘ering———~bodily and mental. This' is' what
is' called ease. Ease ha,§ ais its function, dwelling persistently (upabru‘lmna)
upon one’s conception. Further it may be asked : what is' joy ? The answer
is' : the mind is very much pleased and gratified with its ‘ conception ( {El
This is' joy. Base is' to reach it and actually possess it. These two things

79. Pali : Lab/w—sampq wild-at.fira-cxl'lu/Jpa‘da'na m..  
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are not mutually exclusive. If there 5' joy, there is' case; if” there is" case,
there 5' joy}?0

. 8'
Joy is' what is' included in the group of mental formatives ( :aflkhdms);

case is’ what is included in that of sensatz'on,( vedana Just as a. man passing
along a road gets exhausted on account of' thirst when there is no water ;
but when he hears that there is' water. [in some place near by], his' mind
gives out a sigh of relieving joy. This' IS; what 15' called joy. When he reaches
that [place of] water and drinks it or bathes in it—this 15' what 15' called
case.

[51 ] The Sama‘a’lu' of the First Trance, that is, the first in order.
Trance—that is', what burns well (j/uipeti ),' also it is said : “ that thing which
is reflected upon by the yogz'm‘. ” What 15' meant by ‘ burning well ’? The

' that which is most capable of burning the hindrances that wrapanswer is .
up [a person]; also it is said : ‘that which cuts of? defilemcnts.’ Also it
is said ‘ Inspects.’ What is meant by ‘inspects ?’ The answer is :
examines (u./)anw'"ltdyatz') the characteristics of things (dlzammd') and accepts
the right practices of behaviour and eight types of meditation (:amdpam').
Why 15‘ it so ? Because it examines the characteristics of karma-objects
of meditation. Because it examines the characteristics of kau'aa-a‘rammaaa,
therefore it is called a Trance. It is the same as insight into the Path and
Fruit. How is' it so ? Because it examines the characteristics (Zak/mana-
zlparzzJJ-"'luiyanato ). How 15' it that it does examine the characteristics 3’
Because it examines [the characteristic of] impermanence. And when it
examines [so ], the Path is' accomplished. The Fruit examines the Truth
of Cessation ( Nirod/ia). Therefore is the trance called the examination of
chracterstics.

In the Vinaya it has been said :

~(Question :—What is called the First Trance ? “There is the initial
application of thought, reflection, joy, ease and focussing of the mind ”
[ Vib. 257 ]—this is called the First TranceJust as there may be a man who
possesses wealth, or a person who has a circle of dependants, and if one takes
away that wealth, or if one takes away that circle of dependants, then for
what remains, what name can be used ? The answer is : no name can be
given for the rest. The trance also is like the same. If we exclude the ini-
tial application of thought, reflection, joy, ease and focussing of the mind,
then for what remains, there is no name to be given. This is called [ the
First ] Trance.

Just as in a battalion of the army, there are soldiers, elephants, horses
and weapons of fighting and all this' is called an army. If the soldiers,
elephant; horses and weapons of fighting'are all scattered away, then there

 

80. This is difi‘crcnt from Pali which says :
Tall/1a wit/tarp (alt/la na nyiamala pih' :
necessarily exist joy.’

‘Where there is case, there does not
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is' nothing which can be called an ‘ army. ’ The Trance also is' like the same.
If we exclude the five dhammas mentioned above, then there is' nothing which
can be called [the First] Trance.

[52] Attain: — that 13', reaches and is' said to possms. '
Stays—that is, under the Bodhi tree, he stays in a state of trance. The

Buddha sits under the Bodhi tree' and examines. What is it that he
examines ? The breath that goes out and the breath that comes in.

Question :—Is there no other trance ?
Answer :—Yes, there is'.

The Teacher says : the rules of the Trance, I have explained in detail
in the Path of Purity81 ( Visuddhi—magga Their meaning is' deep and wide.
The rules are numerous. You should yourself know them from Abhidharma-
vibhdsfi. If they are given here, it would be just the text of Vinaya-vibhfla‘.
The rest has been given here in brief.

Thus [ ends ] the section of the First Trance.

[53] After the cessation qf the initial application f0 thought and fa rfe’lectz'on
[ Vin. in". 4— When one has left behind the two dhammas: initial applica-
tion of thought and reflection, one enters the Second Trance. The Second
trance arises when the two dhammas have disappeared presently. Why ?
Because when one goes beyond the two coarser constituent dhammas, it is
called the Second Trance. Also it is said : In the Second Trance, there are
no dhainmas of the First Trance, but there are other dhammas. In the First
Trance, there are dhammas such as contact and the rest. In this Second

goes beyond two coarser dhammas and then he attains the
dhammas of the Second Trance. Therefore it is said in the Vinaya82 : “ After
the cessation of the initial application of thought and of reflection,...one enters
the Second Trance. "’

The internal dhammas —— those that are present.
Question :———What is meant by ‘those that are present ?’
Answer :—‘ Those that are present’ means those that are produced

from one’s body.

Serenity” ~— that is, to be without any impurity.
called ‘sercnity. ’ V\'hy ? Just like a blue cloth. Because it has blue
colour, the cloth is called blue. The same is the case with trances. Because
it has th.. nature of serenity. therefore the trance is called ‘ serenity. ’

The trance also 15'

Question :—-Why is this trance called ‘serenity? ’

8]. This shows that the Chinese translator also believed in the tra'litional view that
Samanla-[Iaxa‘dika‘ also was written by Buddhaghosa, the author of the Vimddhi-m'Igga.

82. Vin. iii. 4.
83 . Smnpaxa‘dana m_ .

Jh
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Answer :—The initial application of thought and reflection are the
roots of disturbance. When the initial application of thought and reflec~
tion have ceased, then it is called ‘ serene, andtclean.’

Unfiz'cation—( ekodi; —-— 7m )—that is‘, the ar1s'1n"g of oneness.
Question :—What is meant by the arising of one dhamma. Because no

attention is paid to the initial application of thought and to reflection, there—
fore it is called oneness ( —- fig 7m Also it 13' said .' it is supreme
(:ettlza ). Further it is said : unification, that is, because it is already freed
from the initial application of thought and from reflection, it is also called
without a companion ( a—xalmy‘o ) ,' therefore it is called unification C — *5 D .

[54] Question .'—Onencss. What is it that is called oneness ?
Answer :—It is mma'd/zi ( concentration
Question :—What is sama‘dlzi .7
Answer :—It is oneness of mind (celaxo ckodibhdvo) [ Vin. iii. 4: ],' no

second. It is also said to be a ‘ trance ’,- also it is said to be free from agita-
tion. Therefore the Second Trance is unification. How is' it so ? Because
of the name. What is it that is meant by name I" It is' [the unification
of mind ] and not of'self (:azta) nor of a breathing lif'e (ji'va ). This is called
‘ name.’ _

Question :—Is the First Trance without serenity ?
Answer :—“ It has.” “ If so, the first trance also should have been

called ‘ unification ’. Why is it that the second trance only is called ‘ unifica-
tion ’ ? ” The answer is : The initial application of thought and reflection
disturb [the mind]. When the water is' shaking, the ripples aris'e. One
cannot see the image of one’s face [in the same].Just like this' is' the First
Trance. The mind is [overpowered by] initial application of thought and
by reflection and therefore it cannot be serene and hence it 15' called ‘ without
unification. ’ \Vhy ? Because the sama‘d/u' in this’ trance :5" not quite evident.

Question :———-VVhy is it that the sama’d/zz' in the Second Trance only is
evident ? '

Answer :—Because the rm'nd [in that state] 13' clean.
From 5ama’d/zi t/zcre arise joy and ease. That is, joy and ease aris'e from the

Sill/15(1)”. of the First Trance. This' is the Second Trance.
Second——this is in the order of counting.

As the First Trance has five constituents, the'Second Trance has four.
What are the four ? The first is serenity, the second is joy, the third 15' case
and the lo’urth is focussing of the mind lt‘ If they are given in
detail, they are four. But if they are given briefly, they are three. As
it is said in the Slum-literature : ‘ Which three constituents at that time
arise ? Joy, ease and focussing of the mind ’ [ The Teacher says :
I now' give here only a few words by way of indication. The rest one
ought to know oneself.

Thus is concluded the section of the Second Trance.
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[55] After dttaclu'r_zg aneseflfrom joy [ Vin. iii. 4] .

Question :-—-—What is detachment from joy ? .
Answer z—Diminislu'ng joy,"also it is said : leaving behind joy; also it

is' said : putting an end to joy. '
At this' time initial application of thought and reflection have already

ceased and joy also has arisen:

Question :—In the Second Trance, it has been' explained, that when
initial application of thought and reflection have already ceased, joy [ comes].
Why then is it mentioned again ? Because of desire to glorify the third
trance (vanaa—bhanmmm), this' is said. Why ? Just a5, though the heretic
View is' not destroyed at the Third Path—it is [already] destroyed at the Path
of the Sota'panna—still it is' mentioned again.~ \Nhy ? To glorify the Third
Path, it is mentioned there again. Similar is the case here.

[56] Lived with equanz’mitj [Vim in". 4 ]. What is meant by equani-
rnity ?

Answer 2—Equanimity—this' sees all [things as] equal; sees without
leaning to any side; sces without being partial. He constantly possessed
that strong equanimity. This is the Third Trance.

Also it is said : Equanimity is of ten kinds.
Question .'—\\'hat are those ten ?
F'rst is jw-lan-cl'u'i (chal_an‘ga) — equanimity, second fan—mo-clzu ( bra/una-

viha‘ra) - equanimity, the third [Jo-Ii—tmg (bOJj/zan'ga) - equanimity, the fourth
po—[i ( viriya )—- equanixm'ty, fifth equanimity of :an‘Um‘ms, vath equanimity of
touch C )H, seventh equaninu'ty of insight' (vi/105511116 ), eighth
equanimity of maJJ/zaua, ninth equanimity of wisdom“ ( in“. ) and tenth

‘ cquanimit‘y of purification (pa‘risudd/u').

These ten kinds of cquanimity, though they are well [classified] into
different places ( ) as far as the ground, individual, the object of
medimtive mind are concercned, have, [ however, only ] one [ and the same]
Characteristic. As they have been explained [here] in brief, one should
know them oneself as gi\'cn in detail in three places—Selim",D/unmna—mn‘gahan,I"
and l'inuhl/iimagga.“"' lfl were to say that in detail in this
menlary], then it would become too prolix.

\'inzt‘\('a [vcom—

84. This does not agree with the Pali reading pedanv', sensation,
85. The corresponding Pali is jna‘na, trance.
86. Thc foot-note given in ‘ 'I‘aisho ‘ edition seems to be inaccurate.

are distinctly mentioned [Ax/uh] Sa Iim', Dltanana-sarignlzam'
Herc three work

and Visuddhu‘nagga. The
Chinese translator reads the second of these names as lfi {1}“ ET" IE
(Dhamma-mrign/mpg'z) as he appears to be wavering between the Sanskrit Dharma-
mn‘gra/m and Path name Damma-mn'gapi. He has. put the mo together into one. The detailed
explanation is found in Asln. 3. 349—354, Via. IV. l56—l7l, Dhs.§§ 150-159; 163-65. 3“
that word in the Index of that book; also set: Vim. p . 52.



THIRD TRANCE_ iv. 57]
Question :—Ten kinds of equamrm"ty—-—of these which kind of equani-

mity is' taken here P _ h
Answer :--The equanimity of mafi/zatta ('imp'artiality') is to be taken

here. " I
Question :—-What is' meant by equanmu"ty of majjlzatta ?
Answer :—Not to find joy on account of the affairs of others.
Question :—The First and the Second Trances—in' both these places is'

there no equanimity of majj'liatta P Is it only in the third trance 1’
Answer :——The First and the Second trance: have it; still it is' minute

and not evident. Why ? Because, there the trance ts' obscured by the
initial application of thought, by reflection and joy. In The Thir'd trance, one
becomes free from the initial application of thought, reflection and joy and.
so it becomes evident.

[57] Right}! minfdul and alert.
Question :——-What is meant by ‘mindful’ ( ,E ) ?
Answer :—The mind produces several kinds of thought and of them he

is mindful.
Alert. destion :-———What is meant by ‘alert’ C 5:1] ) ?
Answer .'—To penetrate things thoroughly and know them.
Question :—What is meant by rightly mindful ( 3-: E ) ?
Amwcr :—Rightly mindful, that is", not to be forgetful; also it is said : to

be conscious; to say in Other words: it has the appearance of knowledge that
demarcates the characteristics ( E *5 in 3*

Alert. Question :——What is meant by ‘alert ?’
Answer -.—To discriminate ( 3% ) ,' in other words, to collect and then

to expatiate on the same. This is said in brief. One should know it from
iVIo-chie (majj/mtta 7’.)

Question :—In the First Trance is there no mindfulness and alertness ?

Answer :——Yes, they are. 'Why is it then [described] as if it 13' without
mindfulness and alertness ? On account of what do these terms go away
from it ? Because they are in the initial stage jg] g

Question :—In the First Trance, why is it that mindfulness and alertness
are not evident ?

Answer :—They are still inert. Just as a polished knife is at first blunt,-
it becomes sharp only later. The same is the case with mindfulness and
alertness. In the First Trance, they are still very inert; therefore they do
not become evident. '

Just as a calf that is still fed at the udders [of the mother-cow], though
whipped up by a man, does not go far away [from the mother-cow] but
returns to her again from time to time, so is ‘ease’ (Silk/ta) in The Third trance.
It has not gone far away from joy. Ifit is not protected by mindfulness and
alertness, it will soon be united with joy and therefore mindfulness and alert-
ness must guard it. When it is strongly guarded, then it will be free [from
joy ]-
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Ease — that is', case that is supreme; the case that is' highest. Why?
Because it is' guarded by mindfulness and alertness. Thus the meaning and
the text ( fi 3t ) one should oneself know.

[58] One has direct expene'nce‘ofv ease (suit/1a) with his body [ Vin. iii.4-].
Question :—What is meant by ‘body’ ?
Answer :——It is the body CO'nSlS.ting of name and form (ndma-ru'pa). It

is' with this' body of name and form that he has direct experience of ease. Why
is it so ? Ease is united with this. body of name and form. When these two
principles [bodil'y and mental] are united, then one can have excellent
functioning. When alertness is‘ characterised by excellent functioning, then
alertness appears C iii ) and one is awakened to it. T/terfeore In: has
direct experience fo ease with his boyd.

[ 59 ] Good men say : he has equanimiyt, he is mimfiul and live: a [f1:' f0 can.
Question :———What is it that is meant by ‘good men say' 7’.
Answer :—In whatever way the Buddhas, the Individual Buddhas and

their' followers describe the man who has attained the Third Trance, because
of his' having attained the Third Trance—this' is' what is meant by ‘good men
say.’ What is' meant by ‘say ?’

Amwrr :—Opcn up and reveal—that is what is meant by
classify and cxpatiate.. Also it is said ‘praise.’

Queslion :——What is meant by ‘having equanimily, mindfulness and living
a life of case’?

AIUIL'L’T :~——About one who wishes to entor the Third Trance, they say: why
does he enter 7’. Because he wants extreme case. 3ecau>e of the extreme case
that is excellently fulfilled, he has equunimity in the Third 'l‘rnmte, lets joy
cease so as not to let it arise again. This is what is called ‘mindl’ul.’ \‘Vhy ?
[To be m' c0nsonance with] what is thought of by good men of one who
has entered a state of ease—case, pure, and not mixed up [with anything
inferior]. This is what is praised by good men. The incarn'ira,‘r is conveyed
in the original text which says: “has equanirnity, inindl‘ulmiss and is living a
life of case”—this is the praise by good men. Thus, entering the Third Trance
means enteringr the First trance, entering the Secuml and entering the Thuil
Trance also. If so, then the differentiation is

(say;$
01‘

Trance has fivet l 1-1: 1" irs t
constituents, the Second four, the Third two, as has been said in the orio'rinal
Sullax. _

Question :—At that time which two constituem \ Rl‘llxh‘ in the Third TranCe.a
Answer :~—Ease and focussinorr of the mind.

The section on the Third Trance is concluded.

~ l[Thus is concluded]

the Fourth Book of the Vinaya-Cbmmcutary [named I

Samauta—pa‘s‘a‘dika’.
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[I ] B] removing and and by removing pain [Vim 4].
Question :—What is ‘ removing ease ’ and what is ‘ removing pain ’ ?
Answer :—In the state of the Fourth Trance, case and pain are removed '

from mind.
_ Further it is said : mentall ( z ) ease and mental pain are removed.
Question :—This ease from the mind and pain from the mind—at what

time in the Fourth Trance is their removal attained ?
Answer .‘——At the very entrance ( n/mcd’ra F5 ) of the Fourth Trance,

they are removed.
Question :—At what stage is the bodily pain extirpated ?
Answer :—As it is said in the .mtla : “ The Buddha says to the men-

dicants : As soon as one clears himself from desire (kzima ), one enters the
First Trance. [Physical] pain is extirpated here ” [S. v. 213 ].

Question :——At what stage are the mental pain and mental ease extir-
pated leaving no trace ?

Answer '.——In S/u'u Mung2 the Buddha. says to the mendicants: “ In
the complete concentration of the Fourth Trance, they are extirpiated leaving
no trace ” [S. v. 215]. Then why is it said that all thm'gs like pain, ease,
joy are extirpated, leaving no trace, at the entrance of the complete concent-
ration in a trance? The complete concentration at the First Trance is not
yet free from initial application of thought ( vz'takkka firm; ) and reflection ( ,E
wo'dra ) and so there is pain in the mind. When the initial application
of thought and reflection cease, then pain also ceases. In the same way with
the Second, Third and Fourth trance-concentrations, initial application of
thought and the rest cease. Joy is completely extirpated at the entrance
of the complete concentration of the Fourth Trance. Ease, however, reaches
as far as the Fourth Trance. He entertains ease and settles there. Equani-
mity arises ( E ) butit does not overpower ease. Therefore pain' has
been completely extirpatcd, leaving no trace, in the Fourth Trance. This is'
called “without pain and without ease.”

 

l. Pali has bodily (ka‘yika) ease and bodily pain.
2. Shin Mung ( {g m ) Is (In) Suman'gala-ud'asini, Cm. on Dr'ghautX'iya?

This passage is found in S. 1‘. 213-15.

5.1a.3
702a.6

5..‘b.1
702a.16
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be mentally grasped. Why ? It is like a wicked bull.

drives the whole crowd into ( [7g ) the railing.
by one and gets each in due turn. When the turn of the wicked bull comes,

SHAN—CHIEN—P'I-P’O—SHA l v.2-

[2] This Dhamma [of cquanimity] is very subtle and cannot
The cowherd

[tries] to seiz'e it but does not get it. He stands and makes. a railing and
[ Then ] he pulls out one

he, at long last, seizes him' and gets him. The Buddha also does in the same
way. He has already taken hold of ‘ ease ’ and makes all dhammas enter.
Having entered, they come out in turn. This is' what is ‘without pain and
without ease.’ [That is to say] the mind without pain' and the mind with-
out case. This' is the sensation without pain and without case.

[3 ] Question :—’Is tlu‘s [sensation] ‘ without pain and without ease ’
easy or not to be grasped ?

Answer :——Not easy to be grasped.
Further question 1— This abOVe—mentioned

what [other] expression ( 3" ) can it be grasped ?
Answer :—By understanding its [accompanying] characteristic ( 7FE ) .
In this way it can be grasped. The [accompanying] characteristic

words oneself can undestand. As it is said in a Sulta : ‘“ There are,
0 long-lived one, four conditions for the attainment of the deliverance of
mind called ‘ without pain without ease ’. First give up pain and ease........
and then enter the complete concentration of the Fourth Trance. These, 0
long-lived One, are the four conditions for the attainment of the deliverance
of mind called ‘ without pain and without ease "’ [AL 1'. 296]. Just as at
the stage of the Thn'd Path, although wrong views and other dhan'unns are
already destroyed, [they are again mentioned] at tlns' stage of the Third
Path just to glorify that stage. In the same way, [here also].

exp ression—wi th

Question :—What are the other Dmmias ?
Answer :-—Hatrcd, delusion and the like.
Thus one should know oneself the complete concentration of the Fourth

trance. If there are pain, ease and the rest in mind, then because of case,
there arises passion; because pain has already arisen, there arises hatred;
because hatred has arisen, the ease of mind disappears. Therefore in the
complete concentration of the Fourth Trance, they—these dhammas—are
far away. This is' what is' called ‘ without pain and without ease .’

[4] Question :-—-V‘Vhat is the characteristic of ‘ what is without pain
and without ease’ ?

Answer :—To give up ltk'w and dislikes.
Question :—What 13' its function ( rasa fie ) ? ‘
Answer :—'To give up rehs'h ( g};- ) for likes and dislikes; also it is'

said : not to be partial is its function.
' 5

The purity of minfdu’.ue:5 caused by equanz'mit}.
Question .'——What is the purity of mindfulness caused by equanimity ?
Answer :—It is the cquanimity which lets the mindfulness attain purity.
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This' complete concentration of the Fourth Trance 13' the purity of mm'd-
fulness. When the mm'dfulness has thus become pure, then arise the three"
aspects of mindfulness. All these are caused ‘by‘equanum'ly and not by any
other dhammas. Therefore in the original text of the Vinaya‘ it is said :
“ The purity of mindfulness caused by equanimi"ty ” [Vim 4.]. Just as
there is moon-light. Then there appears a cloud that covers the moon.
Then the light of the moon does not shine. When the cloud goes away, the
moon then appears clean bright. Here also reflection and case are lik'e the
same. When reflection5 and ease depart, the mindfulness then becomes
vivid clean.

5.2b.l
702b.15

[ 5 ] Question :——Does it not ens't in the the three preceding trances ?
Answer :—Yes, it does.
Question :-—-Then, why does not the mindfulness become evident

[ there ] ?
Answer :—Bccause it has been covered up by reflection5 and the rest.

Therefore, it does not become evident.
In the complete concentration of the Fourth Trance the equaniinity is

night. Mindfulness is the full moon. When all the pru'lcipal conditions are
accompanying, then the moon shines full bright.

Just as the First Trance has five constituents, the Fourth Trance has three:
equanimity, mindfulness and focussing of the mind. When said in detail
these are the three. But when said in brief, there are two. As it is' said in
the sutta : “ At what tm'ie do the two constituents appear? It is at the Fourth
Trance that the two constituents appear ” [Cf. Dlu. § 165 ].

5.2b.8
702b.24

Thus ends the section on the complete concentration of the Fourth Trance.

[6] This complete concentration of the Fourth Trance, if” one
so desires, can be the basis of penetrative m'sight ( vz;'a.r:an6); if' one desires,
it can also be the basis of focussing of the mind (cz'ltekaggatd ). Further, if'
one desires, it can become the basis of High Powers ( Abliififi‘d‘ 3E,“ ) ,' or
if one desires, it can bccmnc the bass' of the Truth of Cessation (Wired/La ),'
or if one so desires, one can enter another life (bhavokkamana

If one is' a man who has completely extirp'ated cravm’g, he may seek
focussing of the mind. Why ? When one enters the complete concentra-
tion of the trance, he attains the focussing of the min'd and with the idea that
he would like to spend one day with great case, he prepares a karma“ and then
produces the Eig'ht Attainments.

3. Which three ? Neither the Chinese, nor the Pali text is' helpful here.
4. The Pali-text (i. 155-156) mentions Vibhafl'ga.
5. Here the Chinae character is E. Followm'g Pali we expect "4;, which is' used

above for uitak/m, ‘initial application of thought.’ There seems to be a confusion about
these two characters in the mind of the translator. Sec IV. 48 and V. I.

6. Kasipa—a class of the objects of meditation beginning with earth, water, fire, wm'd
etc. See Vu’. Chap. III. ‘

...15
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A man under traun"ng or a common man, when he emerges from .mmddhi,
tlunks' he would reflect, focusing his' mind upon one truth after another.
This" is called the baus' of penetrative insight.

Further, there may be a person' who has succeeded in the Eight Attain-
ments. He enters a trance which is' the baszs' of High Powers. When he
has emerged from it, he performs feats of High Power such as transforming
his' single self into a thousand or' ten. thousand. Thus, in succession, one
should understand oneself. So one makes a trance the bash of High Powers.

Further, a person secures the Eight Attainments, en'ters the samadlzi of
Cessation and for seven days continues to remain there in the trance of com—
plete Cessation, attam's nibba‘na in' this' very world, [ thinkin'g ] that he would
lut"e to enjoy that happiness for seven days. This' is' the baszs' of the Truth of
Cessation.

There may be a person who has obtained the Eight Attainments.
Without falling" from the trance, he desires to be born in the Brahmaloka.
This' is the basis' of entering into another life. V

The Buddha entered the Fourth Trance under the Bodhi-Tree. “"hen
he emerged from the trance, he reflected upon the whole world. This trance
5' also called the basas‘ of High Powers. Also, this entrance [ into the trance]
3' called the bass' of the Truth of Cessation. Secondly,he has penetrated into
all Dhammas—the worldly ones as well as the Noble ( at!” iii-U ) ones. The
Teacher says : Here it should be taken as said in brief.

This complete concentration of the Fourth Trance one should under-
stand oneself m' due course. For these things one enters the complete con-
centration of the Fourth Trance.

[ 7] Because of the Truth of the focussing of one’s mind with the help
of samd'dlzz', it is’ called purity. As it is said in the original text oft/1e l'iu'tgu :
“ Because of equanmu"ty, there is' the purity of mindfulness ” [ Cf. Vin. 4-]

Question :——-How is it pure ?
Answer .'—It is white, not black. Also it is’ said .' bright; because it

is free from case; because it is' free from desire as well as from minor
taints (upakktl'csa‘). 1Mind then becomes clean and pure and adaptable
to any use one would like to make (kammany’u) of it. \Vhy ? Because it
is properly tram'ed, it becomes soft to an extreme, as is said in a .eutta .'
“ When the mind has become soft, it becomes adaptable to any use, just as raw
gold when it is smeltcd becomes soft and malleable for any required need.
If one wants to make different km’ds of necklaces, one has to hammer it.
It does not break” [Cf. A.i. 254]. The mind also is likewise.
wherever it is directed. As it is' said in a sutla : The Buddha says to the
Bhikkhus : “ I do not see a single tlu'ng like the mind that, when dis'ci-
plined and amplified ( ba‘lritlikatan} ), becomes extremely soft and adaptable to
any use” [Cf. A. i. 6 ]. It inextremely pure and so it is firm. Because it is
firm, it is called unshakable.

It turns

7. I believe, here is a wrong character (a ( fl ) ‘ to be pleased ’, used for its homonym
( gg ) which means ‘ to fall’. This latter would agree with Pali apan‘hinafiha‘na‘ ‘ not fallen

from the trance.‘
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[8] Because of strenuousness, there 13' no m'dolence. It 15' not
shakable. Because it is overpowered by concentration it is' not shakable by
flightiness. oBecause it is dominated by Wis'dom, it is' not screened by igno~
rance. Because, it is' gripped by mm'dfulness, it does not yield to forgetful-
ness ( 287‘. ) . Because it is overcome by brightness, it 1s' not wrapped up
by the darkness of minor taints (upakkilexd). Thus equipped with these
six8 Dhammas, it is not liable to shake.

Thus when the mind is‘ equipped with these eight qualities ( balance of
mind, purity, softness etc.), it becomes capable of delim'iting all dhammas.

Because of the .mmddz/i of complete concentration at the fourth trance,
the mind is focusscd. Because of the focussing of the mind, it becomes free
from hindrances that gov far away from it and it becomes free from
impurity. When the initial application of thought and reflection are
passed over, the mind attains purity and wisdom. And because of this,
it cannot be wrapped up with any hindrances. And because there is no
initial application of thought it reaches unshakableness. When the
minor taints have gone away, it is called unshakable. These words have
been said m‘ sultaxn'which one should know oneself.

[9] Remembrance of past Live: [ Vin. Hi. 4- ]—When the mind has be-
come the basxs' of High Powers, [he knows the lives through which he has
passed ].

The past lives—that is, the wordly aggregates in the past eXis'tences.
Lived, that is', was born in this family or was born in that family; passing out
of this family or passing out of that family; again he falls m'to this' or into that
family. When he escapes from this family, he goes and 13' born into that
family. With his knowledge that he applies, he knows and delim'its all, one
by one. Thus he remembers all the past existences through which he has
lived. As it is said in the original Vz'naja: “ With his' mindfulness, he knows
the ~lives he lived ” [Cf . Vin; iii. 4 ]. Because he has the mindfulness, he
knows the places he lived in, in his immediately preceding life as well as all
the lives he passed through—either one life or two lives, and so on, in succes-
sion. The mind knows them and remembers them.

Men like the Buddha, who have fulfilled perfections (pirate?) and who
are no longer required to undergo. training of the mind, recall those as soon
as they direct their mind in that direction. But in the case of men who are
beginners in their training, they have to do some [prelum"nary] work and
then they can recall their lives. .

I have said this now in brief. One can know oneself from the commen-
tatorial work of the sz'udd/u'magga.” Here I have to follow the original of
the Vinaya. ‘ .

8. Here the Chinese text seems to be faulty.’ For, it does not mention the factor conupond-
ing to lat/(1,25, faith, and yet the figure ux' is given. Evidently, through inadvertencc of the
scribe, it seems to have been passed over.

9. Pali : Anan’gana_-Val!lm-mlta‘ni in bi. Vol. 1'. Nos. 5 and 7.
10. See Vuu'ddhimagga XIII 13. 31—27
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[10] One Ltfe'—Q_umtion :—What is meant by one life ?
Answer .-——From the the of entering the womb onwards upto death—

tlus' 15‘ called one Me. In the same way, in succession, upto countless lives.
Sam-p’a—chw—'(Sa.nwatta-kappa)—-_Aeon of destruction.
Question :—What is' meant by countless aeons of destruction ?
Answer :——There 13' gradual destruction. This' is‘ Samvatta-kappa.
P’i—p’ay—i chu‘ (Vivana-kappa)—Aeon of evolution.
Question :—What 13' P’i—p’a-chay—i ( Vivanafiha‘yi’ ) aeon ?
Answer :—It is' gradual regeneration. This’ is' called P’i-p’a-cha-yi

aeon. When one takes the Sam-p’a aeon, one includes the Sam-p’a-chdy-i
(Samuattafihdyi) aeon, because it 15' the root of [Sarnvanaq C/zayz-' (-Ilhdyt"). If
one takes the P’i—p’a (vivafia) aeon, one includes the P’i-p’a-chaj-7.“

These aeons he recollects as soon as he dir'ects his mind towards them.
As it is’ said in a mum-passage : The Buddha says to the Bhikkh'us : “There
are four aian'khyeya aeons. Which are the four ? Sal'nvafla, Sam_uat;a;;h6yt‘,
Vivaua and Vivanatfimy'i.” [CE A. 11.142]

[ ll ] What is Sam_vana ? There are three kinds of Sam_'va_t_tas. Which
are the three ? Destruction caused-by fire, destruction caused by water
and destruction caused by wind.

There are three zones covered by destruction—zones as far as the
[heavens of] lib/tassara gods, Subhalcinha gods and I'chapphala gods. When
there 15’ destruction caused by fire, then every thing below the A—l‘hassara gods
ls' completely burnt by fire. When there is" destruction caused by water,
then everything below the Subhakizzlza gods is completely merged under floods
of water. When there is dcstniction caused by wind, then everything below
the Vc/zapplmla gods is completely blown up by the wind. All this in extent
is one domain of the Buddha.

\ What is the domain[ l2 ] The Teacher says by way of questioning:
of the Buddha ?

Answer-H—The domam’ cl' birth, the domain of authority” and the
domain of knowledge.

Question :—What is the domain of birth ?
Answer z—Ten thousand world-systems (cald'mti[.a).

15' born, all the ten thousand world-systems quake.
The Buddha wields lu's authority on a hundred crores of \-\'orld-systc1ns.

If the Buddha speaks out the Julia: like It’alana-pm'i/la, It’ltand/m-pan'l(a, D/mjaogaa-
paritm, At_a‘na‘tzj'a-:utta or AIoraparan, one hearing them does not follow them;
for there comes out a wind that blows down a hundred crores of World—systems.
The domain of knowledge is' one which could not be measured.
the three domains of the Buddha.

\\'hen the Buddha

These are

 

ll. Pali :
(i. 159).

12. The Chinese character found hem is mic/i ( m ) ruin, destruction, repeated in
column l0 also of the text. I: it wrongly used for a similar character in; ( )ng ), authority
(used in column 8 of the text), which agrees with l’ali 5.176 command, domain of authority ’-

Sapvanena sammanaptha‘}? gahilo lei tamnxu'lakaua; vivagrcna vivanafllm'y'
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[ Of these], the domain of authority and the domam’ of bir'th—both
of these are perishable. If they prosper, they stand up together. I have said
this' now only in brief. But from the commen‘tatorial work of the Vu’uddhi-
magga 13, one should know oneself. Then the Buddha attam‘ed the knowledge
of all thin'gs under the Bodl'u' tree. Not only one, or‘two, but several same)”-
aeons he knew.

[ 13] A: to the place of birth——

Question :—-What is the place of birth ? The place at thetim'e of the
aeon of destruction, or when he was born among the gods, or among men,
or among the apparitional beings, or among beings born of womb, or among
bein'gs born out_of moisture (samOchaja) and the like—he knows all in succes-
sion. “This' was my family, these were the names of my father and mother.
This was my name; I belonged to the Kassapa family; I belonged to the
Bra-lunana class, or to the Ksatriya class. I had such and such complexion——
comely or ugly, either white or blackish; my food and drink was such and such—
either of rice, or of wheat, or of maize, or of sweet fruit from trees, fragrant
and delicious of taste,‘1‘ my body, speech and mind and my calling was such
and such; my life, short or long, was so and so. I passed from that existence
upwards into a heaven of gods until I reached the Brahma-heaven. There
I took er'th and so on. After that, I was born among the Tusita gods to
fill up an official post. I had the same clan as the Tusita gods. I was
named Sa-ta-kia-to (Seta-ketu—White flag). My appearance was golden
yellow; my food was nectar (amaze, dibba—sudlui); I enjoyed the happm'ess of
gods; my life-extent was fifty-seven crores and sixty15 thousand years of
this world. From that heavenly abode, I fell down being commissioned
to be born into the family of King Suddhodana and was conceived into
the womb of Queen Ma'ya‘. Thus, 'I knew all the lives m' the past—~the
places, the class, the family clan, appearances I took—comely or ugly,
rich-or poor, noble or low appearance. Thus I knew all.”

Does the Buddha alone know[14-] The Teacher asks a question :
this or other persons also ?

Answer :-—“Other persons also know. The Individual Buddhas, the
lay followers and the heretic Bra‘hmags—all of them know. But the heretic
Bra'hmans know only forty aeons and nothing beyond this'. Their wisdom
being very limited, they cannot know farther than that. Also they know just
the births they take; that is all ( fifi E, ) . All the other things they are not
able to know. Why ? Because [their knowledge]. is very limited. The Great
Arhats (Mahd-sd’vaka), who are eighty persons, know ten thousandm aeons. There
are two chief Arhats (agga-sa‘vakd) who know one Asan'khey'ya and ten thousand”

13. Sec Vm‘ddhimagga XIII. 3“?
l4. It is interesting to note that there is no mention here of meat ( mam“) as we have

in Pain. .
15. Fall -—— ‘ fifty-seven Crorcs and six hundred thousand ycars’.
16. Pall —— ‘hundred thousand.’
l7. Pali —— ‘one Amn'kI'my‘a and a hundred thousand.’
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aeons. The m'dividual Buddhas know one Asan'kheyya and then thousand”
and more aeons. Here, ['the Buddhas] know these—as many as they like. There
1s‘ no hmi"tation to what the Buddhas know. The heretic Brahmans can
know these only in succession. .If they want to know these, at random, they
are not able to manage. Just like a blind man who needs a leading [ -rope ]_
With that only, he can have his own way. That he does not follow a leading
[-rope] is a thing which does ‘not. exist. The lay followers know these from
both the ends. The Individual Buddhas also like the same. The Buddhas,
however, know these lives as they Wil'l. Out of the innumerable aeons, they
know all in the middle, above, below, or in the reverse order. All this', 0
Bra‘hmana, I know.” The Buddha said to the Bra‘hxnana—“I have attained
this'supreme knowledge under the Bodhi tree and so I know the innumerable
aeons in the past. Now I have destroyed the darkness of ignorance; have
attain'cd the light of knowledge. Through what have I attained this'
[knowledge] ? Through strenuousness. I did not attain it through pitying
my Me or body.” Just as a young one of a hen‘breaks the shell with its beak,
so the Buddha said to the Brahmana. .' “I with my beak of the knowledge
of former lives break through the shell of ignorance wrappm'g past lives in
previous ems'tences.0ut of the shell I was the first to come out. Therefore,
I am called one who possesses supreme knowledge.”

[Here ends] the Section" on the [Knowledge of] Past Lives.

[ 15] He (the Buddha) knows the births of others as he wishes. \Vith
his' Wis'dom, he knows the passing away as well as the births of living beings.
Therefore, it is called the knowledge of births and deaths. VVith his divine
eye he sees living beings. The Tatha‘gata, because he has fulfilled Perfec-
ticns (pa'rami), knows as soon as he looks at [ living beings]. Other people
have to perform some preliminary work before they have knowledge [ about
living beings]. I am here saying this' in brief. From the commentatoria'l
‘work of the Vu'uddhimagga” one may onese‘lf know about it [in detail

[16] Transcendent ( 3 fi- ) [Vim 4].
Question :—VVhat is transcendent ?
Answer :—-The transcendent eye is' like the fleshy eye. Nothing

difi‘erent. ' This' eye 15' accomphs'hed by the good acts of divine persons. This
is' free from [ the defects of] a fleshy eye. It is free from mm'or taints and is
able to shine forth. So it is said in the original Vinaya : “He sees with 1113'
transcendent eye” [CR Vin. iii 5]. The eye of wisdom is' obtained with
great strenuousness. This also is like the transcendent. eye and in no way
different. Why ? Because it takes its stand in transcendent things and
then it is' obtained. Thereforc it is called the Eye of Wisdom, which is the
same as transcendent eye. Why is' it so ? Because, bodily it rests on trans-
cendent things and so it' obtains transcendent light. The mind is pervaded
with light and therefore it ca’n see things far away. It can penetrate through
a stone-wall. It is really shining bright and is' in no way different. There-

18. Pali — ‘ two A:an'k/1_e)y'a: and a hundred thousand.‘
19. Visuddlximagga XIII. 72-101.
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fore, with his' pure eye of wisdom, he sees living bem'gs as they fall from any
existence and take another birth. Therefore, the heretic Brahmana [with
no pure eye] sees only the passing away from an ems'tence. He does
not see the coming into existence. Therefore he is a believer in the
annihilation of existence (mcheda—dinhi). There ar‘e also some heretics who
see only the coming into existence and not the passing out of ex1s'tence.
Therefore they are believers in the eternity of things (metata-
dinln') and see the nine” abodes of livm‘g beings. The Buddha sees both and
reflects upon them—the eternity and the anm‘hilation [ of beings ]. Therefore
in the origm‘al Vinaya it has been said : “With his' eye of Wisdom he sees living
bem'gs coming into and passing out of existence” [Cfi Vin. Lu'".5 ]. ’

[17] Very pure—The Tatha'gata is free from eleven minor taints.
Therefore he is' called very pure. As it is said in a Sutta-passage [M.11"i.163] :
“The Buddha addresses Anuruddha [and says] : Knowm'g doubt as a
mm'or taint of mind, I have abandoned it; non-attention as a rumor tam't...
sloth and torpor also as a minor tam't...fearfulness ...elation of mind...
coarseness of mind (dutflmllam. 7.), over-strenuousnas of mind...over-slackness
of nun'd...pratt1ing [attitude] of nun'd...non-dis'crunm"ating (ndnatta P) mm'd...
and mind too much attentive to physical forms—these, O Anuruddha, are
eleven minor taints from which the Tatha‘gata is free, because of strenuous-
ness. When I see physical forms, I do not notice the shining glow (obhdsa);
when I see the shining glow, I do not notice the physical forms.” And the
ltk'e. The Tatha’gata has gone beyond these eleven minor taints, has also
gone beyond the human eye. Therefore, it is“ said in the original Vinaya :
“With transcendent eye, pure, superhuman, I see living bem'gs passing out of
and coming into existence” [ Vin. 11"1' 5]~——exactly as one with fleshy eye sees
living beings. It is in no way different.

The Teacher says : Does not the Buddha see living beings that
are just bom or that are just to pass out of existence ?

'Answer :—He sees them just when they are born, or just when they are
to pass out of existence. He does not see them in the rm'ddle (i. e. at the
moment of actual birth or actual passing away). Therefore, what is' said in
the original Vz'naya [is to be understood] in this way.

[ 18] Low ——Question:——-What is low ?
Answer :-—Because of ms temperament; dominated by» delusion, a man

commits evil actions—he is called ‘low.’ Also one becomes low, because
of one’s low and despicable birth; or because one is despis'ed.

Noble—Question :—What is' noble ?
Answer z—One takm birth with wrs'dom in his' nu'nd. He is' called noble.
Handsome form ——It ou'ginates in love or amity (lit. absence of hatred,

a-dosa).
Ugyl fnrm —It originates in hatred. _
Prosperous way—After birth one comes to a good Path; or it is' .said : to

have plenty of gold, silver or precious jewels—this is'.called prosperous way.

20. Nam-mtlana‘m. The Chinese interprets Mac as nine, while the Sinhalese commentary
by Siriputta on Samanla-pa'sa'dika‘ interprets this word as abhinaua, new.
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Destitute wy—aBecause of greedm'ess one is born poor, destitute and is'
looked down upon—thus is' called destitute way.

Looked down upon—That is', one gets food and drink with great diffi'culty.
He cannot provide himself with the same, morning and evening.

[19] Faring according to one’: action: [Vim m"'.5 ]——-The Tatha'gata
knows all this'. Further, he looks at livm'g beings in hell suffering from severe
pain. When the Tatha‘gata has looked at them, he thm'ks thus .' ‘What roots
of evil have these living bem'gs planted as a result ofwhich they are suffering
from this' pain, day and night, without any break ?’ The Tatha‘gata reflects
that these living bem'gs must have done some evfl acts because of which they
are tasting this‘ fruit.

and he notes all these heavenly beings as very joyful.

The Buddha, further, looks at the gods above and
sees the divm'e beings} m‘ Nandana-vana, Mis‘salcavana and Pha‘rusakavana

When the Tatha‘gata
has seen them, he thus thinks : ‘what meritorious actions have these living
beings sown as a result of which they have this: place in their next life and are
enjoym'g the meritorious position in the heaven ?
good actions as a result of which they are enjoying this' fruit.’
actions are known to him'. Sixmlar"vis' his knowledge of the future.
Tatha'gata with the knowledge obtained with his transcendent eye attains
the high miraculous Powers.

[ 20 ] The Evil ‘actw'n: done by one’: own body.
Question :—What are the evxls' done by one’s body ?
Answer :—Ev.Ll' means some evil action done by the body, actions asso-

ciated with dirty things—thm'gs which are not clean.
Thus the Tathfigata knows them all.
The evil actw'ru‘ done by one’: tongue and the evil actw'm' done by one’: own mind

are to be explained exactly as before and not in any dili'erent way.
\

[21 ] Those who scandalize 1/1: noble persons.
Question :—What is' meant by noble persons ?
Answer :—-The Buddhas, the Individual Buddhas, the lay followers...

Cupto the white-costumed laymen who have reached the Path of C
the Stream—they are called noble persons.

Question :—-What is' meant by ‘scandalize’ ?
Answer z—Destroy their good qualities, and thus denounce them. This

is scandalizing speech. Further, there are other explanations. ‘The Buddhas,

.

They must have sown
Thus their

The

 

oming to l
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the Individual Buddhas, the lay followers—all of them have come to evil
ways; they have no right ways; they have no complete concentration in any
trances; they have no m'bba’zza-dhamma; they know no Path, no Fruit’——this is
scandalizing. They speak out such words; either knowingly they scandalize,
or unknowm’gly they scandahz'e.
noble persons.

All these are included in scandalizizzg the

Thus people commit grave [evil] actions, because of which the doors
of heaven above are closed and the doors of hell are opened.
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[22] The Teacher says : Here I want to tell you an illustrative story
(valthu) :—

There was a village in which there were two Bhikkh'us—one was elder
and the other was young. Both of them entered a vfllage. They came to
the [house of a] family where they got one ladleiul of hot gruel. The
elderly monk, when he got the gruel, thought thus-z—JI am suffering from
wm'd in my stomach. This gruel is' still hot. If I take this' gruel it ought
to remove the wind in my stomach.’ At'that time there was a man who had
taken a log of wood, of which he wanted to make a threshold for the door.
It was placed aside. Then the elderly Bhikkhu sat on that wood and sipped
his' gruel. When the younger Bhikkhu saw that the elderly one had eaten
his,"gruel, he condemned him [thinking] that the senior (mahallaka) monk
had, put him to shame. When the elderly monk had finished eating his gruel

/'a"n‘d had gone back to his temple, he asked the younger Bhik'khu: “Friend,
I have you attained [an'y status] in the teaching of the Buddha?” The

reply was : “Yes, I have attained the Path of one who has arrived at
the Stream.” The elder Bhikk'hu said : “If that zs' so, you need not exert
further for the attainment of the remain'ing Paths.” “Why so ?” 5-9b.1
“Because you have slandercd thikkhu who has destroyed desire (Hinds-aw)? 70413. 17
Thereupon, the younger Bhikk'hu, after having heard it, confessed his'
transgression [and said] : “Sir, I have committed some evil towards you.
I pray you to accept my regret for the transgression.” He accepted it and
the younger one became glad and then went away.

[23 ] The Teacher says : If one abuses a noble person and if he [the
abuser] be a senior Bhikkhu, he should thus say .' “Friend, I express my
regret to you; friend, do accept my regret.” If he be a junior one, he should
reverentially put his head and face at his feetg'oin [the palms of ] his' hands
and say '. “Sir, I have committed a'transgresion against you. I have now
feelings of regret. Please, Sir, accept my regret.” If he does not accept it and
if he. goes in some other direction or to some other temple, he should go to the
place of the Blukk'hu. If that Bhikkhu 15' elder, he should reverentially put'
his head and face at his feet and with the plams of his' hands folded should say:
“I have committed a transgression against you, Sir; I pray you, Sir, to accept
the confession of regret.” If that person be a junior one, he should say :
“Friend, I have committed a transgression against you. I have now feelings
of regret. I pray you to accept my regret.” If he has entered Nibba‘n,a, he
should express his regret at the place of his attainment of Nibbana. When
he has expressed his regret, the door of the heavenly Path or of the Path of
Nibba‘ua is not closed. Then he becomes as he was before (pa‘katikam eva)
—-nothing different.

 

[24-] Wrong believers—-
Question :——What is' meant by 1.. wrong belief ?
Answer :-——The perverse vicw—-—this is wrong belief. Those who have ac- H 5.10a_l

cepted the label ofwrong beliefand still instruct other persons and slander noble 7046.1
persons with their evil tongue. In the same way with the mental evil actions.

...16
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When one has taken a wrong belie,f all evil actions are included in thc
same

Wrong belief—It is' a very grave action of transgression which 13' just
adverse. As it is said in a passage of the Julia: :The Buddha says to
Sariputtau : “ A bhikkhu who observes good conduct, attains Sded/li and 1s'
possessed of wts'dom and has hims'elf the right view and teaches others in
turn. In the same way, 0 Sa‘riputta, is' the wrong belief which can not be
kept aloof from body, tongue and mm'd.” [ C.f AI. 1'. 71 ] Just as a man who
throws away an earthen ball does not escape being soiled by that earth“, so
an evil action inspired by a wrong belief cannot escape hell. Why it so ?
Because it is a heavy transgression (mahdsavafia). As it is' said in a pxass‘agc
of the :u'tta” : The Buddha says to the. Bhikkh'us : “ I see no evfl' action that
surpasses wrong belief. It is an exceedingly grave transgression.” [ A. i. 53]

[ 25 ] When the bayd die: away.
Question :——What is meant by death ?
Answer :—It is' a transgression on account of which one falls into hell;

from it there 13' no occasion to escape. Further, it is' said : the four Great
Elements are destroyed and scattered, and they are said to take birth again.
The Teacher says : If one is' consigned to hell, then the heavenly path (Jagga)
or the doors of deliverance are closed to him'. Further it is' said : Evfl destiny
means the exis'tence of hungry spir'its, of lower anun'als, or of Asurau—all
these are in'cluded in the same. Also it is said : Hell means [an exts'tencc]
beginning from Avici upto white or black [hells] which one can know oneself.

Also it is' said : Good Destiny (m-gati) means to be among human beings.
This also is a good destiny.

Quation :-What is' meant by Heaven ?
Answer :——Where the physical form, voice, smell and taste are of the

best kin'd. That is' called Heaven.
~ Knowledge —This' means (knowledge attained with the help of the eye.

The rest (1'. e. other expressions) is' something that one can know oneself. I
say here only in brief.

The Section on Transcendent Eye is fims'hed.

[25a] Just" as [it was said: ] ignorance wrapped up the past existence:
and with the beak of the knowledge of past eXis'tences one breaks through
the coverm'g shell of ignorance, so one should understand that [what is
implied] in the present case 15' the knowledge of coming into and passing
out of exts‘tence ]."

2]. M. i. No. 12 (ll/[Ma'sihaua'Ja-J’uua).
22. There is nothing corresponding to this' similc in the Pali text here.
23. A. i. 33 (Ekaka !. e. A‘figguara).
24-24. This seems to be some additional marginal note introduced in the Chinese text

as it has come after the concluding title. The Simon Hewa-Vitarne edition of
Samantapasq‘dzk‘a (p. [10) also notes in a foot-note that this additional sentence is not found
except in Burmese books and Sinhalese printed books, although there it is given before the
Concluding title.



DESTRUCTION OF DEPRAVITESv.28 l

[26] The knowledge of the destruction of depravities [Vim m'".5] —-—- In the
Path of Arhatship, there is this' knowledge of the complete destruction of
depravities. This is called the knowledge of the destruction of depravities.

Direct my mind—This refers to the mind of insight It is' this' mind of insight
that can know ‘sufi‘ering’, that knows: it stops here and does not extend further.
Of the whole Truth of Suffering I have knowledge by penetrating through its
characteristics and its functions. Further I reflect : from what does this‘
Truth of suffering arise ? That it arises from its origin [namely, craving].
This then is the Truth of the Origin [of suffering ]. also reflect upon the
Cessation of Suffering and come to know the cessation of suffering. The Truth
of what leads to the cessation [of suffering] 13' that of the Path. When I
reflected upon these Four Truths with their characteristics and the like, I
correctly penetrated into them and in no way amis's and understood them
all. Therefore the Buddha has said : “I understood the Four Truths. When
I thus saw them, when I knew them, my mind became free from the depra-
vities of passion (kdmtisade’ [Vim ii. 5]. Thus is indicated the Fruit.
When the Fruit has been attained, then it is' said [by aperson who has
attained such a state] .- “I have now attained deliverance.”

[27] Further, there is a ‘mind that examines (paccavekkham). When
I have thus reflected, I further came to know that I Will' not be born again.
Therefore,it is' said in the origm’al Vma'ya: “The Buddha said to the Brahmana:
‘I shall not be born again’ ” [Vim 5]. The Teacher says': “This ‘not being
born’-—does it refer to the birth that 15' past,or bir'th that is' present, or birth
that is' to come in the future ? ” If it is said that it refers to the past life,
then the past Me has already come to an end. If it is' said that it refers to
the present life, then the present life has been already there. If it is said that
it refers to the future life, then that future life has not yet arrived. Then
what is' that life [which is destroyed] ?.

Answer :—Because the cause [of being born] has been destroyed,
therefore it 15' said : no [more] birth [ that would otherwise follow] !

[28] Lived—- That is, the holy life has been lived. Holy lzfe' that 13'
lived by good common persons, along with the seven types of people who are
under training (sekha). It is this that is indicated by the Buddha. Whatever
has got to be done )1: recluse: has been done. Whatever is to be done in connection
with the Four Truths and the Four Paths has been done to the finish. There-
fore the Buddha. speaks to the Bra‘hmana: “I have finished whatever I had
to do.”

There 15‘ no more return [ to tins” [zfc‘] [Vim iii . 5 ].
Question :—Why is it that there is no more return ?
Answer :—-Because, the taints and d'epravities do not come back to me;

therefore, there is no return.

Further, there is no more exertion. The Tathagata has reflected and
come to know like this. This is called the knowledge of the destruction of
depravities. Why ? The Tatha"gata wanted to explain to the Brahmana
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that the Buddha. had already attained the three kinds“ of discerning
knowledge—the knowledge of the past, present and future.

[29] The Teacher says : Such words are unbecoming ( Z: M )
self-eulogy. Why ? The Tatha‘gata is' prais'ing his own self.

Answer :—The Buddha wxs'hes to show compassion for the world, for
the Bra‘hman,a and the like; therefore h‘e'says such words: “I am the noblest
among men, the hig'hest, having none superior : I know all things; I will
not pay homage to any other person.” ' '

[30] When the Brahmana heard the Buddha saying all these various
words, his mind expanded broad and was dehg'hted. He expressed before
the Buddha lus' repentance for his transgression against him' and said : “The
ascetic Gotama is‘ such a perfect celebrity. I really did not know, 0 ascetic
Gotama, that you possessed the merit of being the First among all those that
are born." The Bra'limana censured himself. Having censured himself, he
heard the Buddha preach the Dhamma and burst into praise : “Very well!
Very well .' Ascetic Gotama ! ” to indicate his appreciation of the taste of the
Dhamma. The Teacher says : why is it that he repeated twice the words of
prais'e—‘very well’? Further, in an eulogis'tic gal/id, it 13' said :

One may repeat a word again and again
When anger is suppressed, in hurry, in praise,
In dihg'ent service, in consternation and joy,
In devotedness, in grief,
And when impressed with some wonder ( E, 33‘ ) .

Here, why was this praise 7’. The Bra‘hmana heard the Buddha. preach
the Dhamma. His' mind become so very glad that he could not express his"
thanks’ in reply but automatically. burst into a song.

[31 ] The Teacher says : The Bra'hman’s mind must have had such
a. thought : ‘the Buddha has preached the Dhamma. Its meaning is' very
deep: Hts' words have an excellent relish. They can very well impress a
man’s mind. They can produce great compassion and can give extreme joy
and case.’ The Brahmana says to the Buddha :

“I was like a bowl turned upside down. The Buddha just now preached
me the Dhamma and enabled me to hs'ten to it. He let me receive the
nn'rnortal food (amata) as in a bowl turned upward. To a man [who has] pre-
cious jewels but covered up with grass and wood, you have been hk'e one who
can point out to him [ the jewels] and enable him to know [ where they are
To one who has lost the way you have been like one who holds the hand and
points to him the proper path. To one who is in a pitchy dark place, you
have been like one who gives a torch to enable him to see the [right] path.
I am just lik'e this'.”

The Teacher says .' ‘1Why is it that the Brahma-ma uttered such words ?
I must now further explain the matter. The Bra—hman.’s mind was

25. Abhim'bbhidafl ( _—-"‘ IE“ 95‘ ) (Pali Cm. i. 169 )-—Thesc three differ slightly from
the three mentioned in the Pa“ text which refers to the three Vw”‘a‘s———tl\c knowledge of the past
lives, the knowlcdge obtained because of the transcendent eye and the knowledge of the
destruction of the depravities.



‘ v.34] THE BRKHMAuA TAKES REFUGE IN THE. BUDDHA

like a bowl turned upside down and so incapable ~of rehs'hing
the immortal food. The Buddha now explained to him' [the Dhamma]
and enabled him to receive the imm'ortal food. How was it ? Like
grass and wood hidm'g the jewels; since the. time; of Kassapav Buddha,
the heretic belief had hidden the good Dhamma. There was no one to
point it out. Now the Buddha has pointed it out and enabled people to
know it.”

[32] One who has lost the way —The wrong view of _ the heretics was
confused as the excellent path and so people could not see the good path.
The Buddha with the hand of the Dhamma has pointed out the path which
would enable one to attain deliverance. The darkness 15‘ like a deluded
person. Peoples cannot see the three planes of exts'tence ( g. ) . The
Buddha gave them the torch of the Dhamma and enabled them to get the
light. The Bra‘hmana of Veran"ja' praised the Buddha [in this‘ way] and
his mind became very much purified. He said to the Buddha : “I now take
refuge in the Ascetic Gotama.”

[33] Take: rfeuge —-Whatevcr he (the Buddha) says, he follows.
Further, it is' said: stays in reliance upon him. [Because] he knows that the
Buddha has destroyed [all] taints. Further, he takes refuge in the Dhamma
and takes refuge in the San'gha (Order of monks).

Takes rfeuge in the Dhamma -—Whatever has been practis'ed and accu-
mulated by the Tatha'gata—this' is the Dhamma ; [ if one follows it] one does
not fall [from one’s position]. If a man follows the Dhamma and when
it is' accepted, one does not fall into a hell, or into the exu'tence of hungry
spirits, or m'to that of lower animals. Further, the Dhamma, when its m'ter-
pretation is' taken [into consideration], is' said to be the Noble Path and
Nibba‘na. The Path is this' Dhamma; As it is said m' a tuna : The Buddha
says to the Blu'kkhus : “ The unoompounded ('3) 25‘ Dhamma is' the Noble
Eightfold Path. Of all the Dhammas, it is' the highest” [A. 34 ].

[34-] The Teacher says : I have said this' here only in brief. Fur-
ther, there is one Bra‘hrnana called Chatta-ma'nava, who has praised the
Buddha in a song. He has composed these gems“—

“ One should take refuge m' the Dhamma,
Free from and unshakable by Desire—
Dhamma, un-compounded and unaffected by grief,
Never disagreeable and of excellent relish,
Known to be very good and possessing discrun'ination
And which is' supreme amongst all the dhatmnas.

Gifts to the San'gha of Four Pairs' [of men],
Which, when further divided, become Eight-—

253. This' seems to be a substitution by the Chinese version for Pali san'khala. II it
done inadvertently or deliberately ?

26. Vzm'ana 51 (ii. 3. 31-32).

N...
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The San'gha, the foremost amongst all the San'ghas,—
Yield great'Fruit [of merit].
Whosoever takes refuge in such a San'gha
Is styled an Upa'saka Real. ”

Thus the Brahmana said: “I pray to the Buddha that he will know me
as one who has already taken refuge in the Three. ”

The Teacher says : if' one wants to [fully] explain, the three refuges,
the explanation would assume large proportions. If one desires to know
the same, it would be possible for any one to know it oneself from Abln'dharma—
uibhdsd‘..’7

“I pray to the Ascetic Gotama to know me as one who has already
become an Updsaka. I pray to the Buddha to call me an Uptfmka of the
Buddha.” .

[35] Question :~—What is' an Upa‘saka ? Who 15'. an Upa'saka ?
Who 15' not an Upa‘saka ? What kind of conduct should one have to
become an Upa‘saka ? What kind of mind should one have to become an
Upa'saka ? What kind of good name should he have to become an Upa‘saka .7
What kind of [ill] name should he not have to become an Upa’saka ?

The Teacher says : The meaning of all this' 13' very vast. It cannot
be detailed here. One can know it oneself from the commentary [Papan‘ra‘fl
snidanz'.28 u

[36] From now until departure from here —-That is, from now onwards
until I reach the end of my Me, I shall not accept any other teacher. I pray ~
to the Buddha that he may understand this : “ If there be a man, who,
with a sword [threatens ] to cut my head and says to me : ‘ No Buddha,
no Dharnma, no San'gha! ’ I would rather allow my head to fall on the
earth; but I would never [disavow them] by saying such words.” The
Bra‘hmana. had entrusted his body and life to the Tatha‘gata and desiring to
offer him food, hims'elf, said : “ I pray to the Honoured one to accept my
request that he should accede to come with the congregation of Bhikkh'us
to Veranja‘ for the three earlier months of the summer-retreat. ”

The Brahman-a. continued : “I have now already become an Upa’saka.
I pray to the Tatha'gata to have compassion on me and to accept my request
to come to the town of Veran'ja‘.” The Tatha‘gata accepted the request by
remaining silent.

The Teacher asks a question .' Why did the Buddha not give any reply
to the request made by the Bra‘hman,a ?

Q
27. The Vinaya~Commentary refers to Papaica-sfldanf, commentary on Mafimma-mk'dya

and to Simmflgala-rila‘n'm', Commentary on Dr'ghamk'a‘ja, where the exposition of muzzle (talun'g
refuge ) is made.

28. Sec Papan“:a-si1dam', Cm. on Bhaya-bhemva-suua ( towards the end), referred to in Pah'
Vin". Cm.

 



SCARCITY or FOOD IN VERAN"J;was ]

Answer .'--He did reply. Ordinary worldly people [indicate] a reply
with body or with tongue, but the World-honoured One replied with for-
bearance in mind, as he had compassion upon the Bra‘hmaha.

[37] He knew that the Buddha had accepted In} r‘equest [ Vin. iii. 6].
Question :—How was it that he had accepted his request P

Answer :-——-If he had not accepted his request, he would have given a
reply with some bodily [action] or with his mouth; but the World-honoured
One remained silent and the espression on his face ( Ea ) [indicated] his'
delight. Therefore he understood that the Buddha had accepted his request.
The Bra'hmana then got up from his seat, went around the Buddha in three
circles, paid homage to all the four directions and went away, holding
together the palms of his hands with ten fingers on the head and stepping
backward until he could _not see the Buddha. Again he paid his homage
and turned back and then went forward. ‘

[38] At that time the town Veranja' was suffering from severe scarcity
of food. At that time means [at the time] when the Buddha accepted [ the
request] of the Bra‘hmana from Veran"j3’ [ to spend] the three months of the
earlier summer-retreat. Severe scarciyt fofood means when one hardly gets
food and drink. If people have not got pure and sincere mind [towards
the Buddha ], then even if they have food and drink, they do not give. This
also is called scarcity of food. The town Veranja' was not like thisi. Of all
the five kinds of cereals, it did not really yield any.

Question :—What is meant by dubiousness ?
Answer z—Dubiousness means the doubtfulness because of double mind.
What is this doubtfulness caused by double Im'nd ?
Answer :—-The mind doubts. In these three months of the summer-

retreat, when one [goes out to ] beg food, one is doubtful whether one will
get f_ood or will not get food; one is doubtful whether one will get enough
to sustain his livelihood or whether one will not get enough. This is
called dubiousness; because of such doubleness of mind.

[39] White bone: [ Vin. iii. 6] — Poor, destitute people beg food but
do not get any. They are starved to dca-th and the bones of dead bodies are
abandoned and scattered over wild fields. That 15' called ‘white bones.’
Further, it is said, of all the five kinds of cereals, no good crop has come;
it becomes white like the lime—plaster, therefore, it is called ‘white bones.’

Ltk'e stick: —- The paddy plants, at the‘beginning, yield ears of corn but
they suffer from a great drought. The roots and stalks stand erect like sticks.
This is called lzk'e sticks. Again it is said : Not only so, but at the time of
scarcity of food, also, the market-place is [full of only] such sticks. There-
fore it is called ‘ like sticks.’ How is .it so" ? At the time of marketing, the
strong people can get entrance; the weak do not. There is a great uproar
outside. The man in charge of distribution of rice sees the weak people,
has pity upon them, and with the intention of doing even justice to all, throws
open the door to let them in and take their seats in due order. He tells them
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that he would receive the cost-price first and then he would give them the
rice. According to the quantity, small or great, they use the sticks for enter-
ing the calculated measure [of food required, satakam lz/c'hitud]. The Bhikkh'us,
then think for themselves 2 Here is the scarcity of food. All are using
these sticks for enterm'g the calculated measure [of their quantity of food].
At such a time if' the Bhikkhus enter and pass through seven or eight villages,
they may or may not get a little quantity.

[40] At that time, horse-merchants from the North, driving their
five hundred heads of horses towards the South with the purpose of selling
their goods and earning a profit two or three times, were travelling all over
towns to seek their profit. They had arrived, in succession, in Veran~ja'
and were staying there for four months of the summer.

Question :—Why was it that these horse-traders did not go away but
stayed there for four months ?

Answer .'—There was a flood of rain-water and the road for the horses
was un'passable. They then set up, outside the town, a shed for the horses
and houses for themselves with a hedge' all around. Here, to the place of
the traders, the Bhikkhus went to beg their food. Each person got five
measures ( putt/1a ) of the hoxse-_wheat (yava-tandula ).

[41 ] Question :———\Vas it with faith or without faith that they gave
the wheat to the Bhikkhus ?

Answer :-—-W'ith faith. The horse-traders entered the town and lr‘om
day to day saw the Bhikkhus beg their food and come back with empty bowls.
Having seen them, the traders returned and spoke to their companions about
this fact as mentioned above ( fin J; a ) . Each one'thought like this' :
‘T‘he Bhikkhus beg food but suffer greatly as they do not get anythm'g; let us
hold consultations together. We are travellers abroad. If we give every
day offerings from our mornm‘g [ food ], we are afraid it will not be enough.
We should therefore reduce the share of horses. Each one may give five
measures to the Bhikkhus. The Bhikkh'us would obtain this horse-wheat
and so they would no longer suffer from exhaustion. Our horses too will
not suffer much ’. Having thus held consultations among themselves,
the horse-traders went to the place of the Bhikkhus, paid their respects to
them and said: “ Sirs, our wheat will be available to you. Every day, each
person [will get] five measures. And from this collected grain, food and
drink can be prepared as you like.” Therefore in the original Vinaya, it has
been said : “ Every day, they gave wheat to the Bhikkhus [when ]'every
morning the latter dressed themselves and went out to beg food”
[ Cf. Vin. iii. 6 ].

1
[42] Question :——What is every morning ?

Answer :-—From dawn to mid-day—this' is called morning. Having
dressed themselves means having covered their bodies with yellowish garments
( kdsfiva
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[v.45] smaoxry or FOOD IN VERANU;

The food in the bowl ( pizzda-pa’ta Q E ) ——
If one begged in the village of Verafija‘, one would get nothm'g. If one

wandered all over the village, not one person came out to answer [ the request
of the visitor]. Holding wheat they returned to the temple—When they wandered
begging from place to place, they obtain'ed some wheat and returned.
Taking the wheat they pounded it fine and then ate. For the older Bl'u'kkhus, how-
ever, there was no attendant who would look after their needs ( 5a: E A ) .
There was nobody who would pound for them and so personally they had
to do the work of pounding and preparing rice. They grouped together—
eight or ten persons—finished their work and then they shared their food.

[43] Revered Ananda took the share of the Tatha‘gata, pounded it
with his own hands. Amanda, being endowed with wisdom, prepared the
food with excellent taste and the deities further put inside the food sweet
nector (amata) and thus made it ready. The Buddha received, ate the
food and then entered samddhi. After this' he did not further beg his food.

Question z—Was revered Ananda attending upon the Buddha at that
We ?

Answer :-—-Since the time when the Buddha got up from his' seat
under the Bodhi-tree,‘ for twenty years, there was no one fixed attendant upon
the Buddha. Sometimes there was revered Na‘ga( -sama‘la ), sometimes
revered Na'gita, sometimes - Meghiya, sometim'es revered U—kia—po
(Upavana ? ), sometimes revered Sa‘gata, sometimes revered Sunakkhatta
[the sion of the Licchavis Thus these revered persons attended upon the
Buddha according to their will. They came when it pleased them and went
away when they did not like [to stay].
revered Amanda waited upon [the Buddha].

[44] Question 2— There was- scarcity of food in the village. Why
was it that there was none who would perform a meritorious action by cut-
ting a~ small slice of cake and by offering it to the Assembly. of the monks?
Further, the Bra’hma_na had requested the World-honoured One to spend,
[in his village], the earlier summer-retreat. Why did he not supply'the
nourishing food ? Because, the Evil spirit ( w m ) Ma'ra had enwrapped
the minds of all the people within the range of oneyJa'ana and thus made them
forgetful and so not one could give the nourishment. Havm'g enwrapped
[their mm'ds ], he went away. '

Question :—- Did Tatha'gata’s mind not come to know this ? Well,
[it did]. But he wanted to prescribe a code of good conduct and preach
the Dhamma. The Buddha said to Amanda : “You good men have won a
victory. The Bhikkhus in time to come'must seek their rice and meat”
[ Vm'. iii.7 ].

[45 ] The Teacher says : I do not understand the meaning of this—-
what the Tathagata has said to Anand : ‘you are good men.’

[The explanation 13'] —“During the the of scarcity of food when you
begged your food and when it was difli'cult to get anythin'g, you have shown

..l7
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contentment to preserve the good Dhamrna. Therefore you have won.

During the time of scarcity of food, you could conquer the greed in your mind.
Therefore you have won. In other villages, there was plenty of rice and
paddy, sweet fruit and plenty of thm'gs [suitable] to various tastes and yet
you did not go. And among the Assembly, there was not one who thought
of it, or who was angry, or who hatefully said : ‘Why stay here, 0 World-
honoured One ? Why not go to that village of plenty and abundance and
get food and drink' easily ? ’ None said like this'; and there was no hatred
either for the Brahmana of Verafija‘ like this :——‘Why did he make a request
to us to come to Veranja‘ and stay here for the summer [-retreat ]? And yet
he gives us no nouns'hing [ food]l’ There was no other thought except that
they d‘esir'ed to walk around and seek their food. Also there was none who
prais'ed one another mutually hk'e : ‘This man has attained the Path' and
thus let other people know that they expected [for that man] nouris'hin'g
food by makm‘g such speech. Every one closed his mouth and remained
silent. Only this' sm'gle thought they had—that they would like to stay by

3”the side of the Tatha'gata. Therefore, ‘you have won a victory .

[46] Question .'—Did [the Tatha‘gata] know that Ma‘ra had over-
whelmed all ?

Answer :——Yes, he did know.
A question again—‘why, was is that he did not go to Sa'vatthi”,

Ra‘jagaha, or any other place for arranging [his retreat] but came instead to
this' place 1”

Answer :-—Le't alone Sa'vatthi, or Ra'jagaha towns. Even 1f' he had
arranged to go to Uttarakuru or to the heaven of the Thirty-three gods, Lia-hra,
the Kin'g [of evil spirits ],would certaml'y have gone there and overwhelmed
all. And nobody could have escaped him. Why ? This year, Ma'ra, the
chief [of evrl' sptr'its ], was very much full of hatred. The Tatha'gata himself
had already reflected that there was Veran"j5 only where he could take his
retreat by the side of the horse-traders.

Question :—When Ma‘ra, the king [of eVil' spirits ], could already over-
whelm all the rest, why did he not have the thought of overwhelming the
horse-traders and thus prevent the Buddha and his San’gha from receiving
alms ?

Answer :—-Yes, he would have if he could. [But he could not]. Why?
The horse-traders came [to the village] after Ma‘ra, the king [ of evil spirits],
had already gone away [from the village ]. Therefore, he could not over-
whelm them.

Question .'—Why could Ma'ra, the King [of evil spirits], not overwhelm
the traders of horses, afterwards ?

Answer :—He could not do so at all.

[47] The Teacher says .'-—-There are four things which Ma'ra cannot
overwhelm and prevent. Which are the four ?

(1) First, the morning-meal;

29. Pall Cm. mentions here also Camps before these towns.  
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(2) secondly, the sufficiency (lit. lack ofdeficiency) of medical'requrs'ites.
(3) thir'dly, the life-period of the Tatha'g'ata;
(4) fourthly, the halo of light of the Tathfigata.‘o
The sun, moon, and the king of Brahma-gods come to the place of the

Tatha‘gata and are not visible [there] as they are overwhelmed by the halo
of the Tatha'gata. Therefore, Ma‘ra could not overwhelm [the traders]
with all his various means. '

[48] At that time, the Buddha heard the sound of pestle and mortar.
[Vm'. iii.6 ]. The Bhikk'hus obtained the horse-wheat, returned [with it]
and used to pound [the same]. Therefore, there was the sound. ,

Knowing [a thing], he (the Buddha) deliberately puts a question; or
knowing it, he does not put a question.

Knowing a thing and deliberateyl putting a question means the Buddha knows
the cause [of a certain thing] and still puts a question because he wants to
benefit the living beings. Knowing a thing and putting no question means
he does not see any benefit [ to living beings ] and so he puts no question.

If there 15' proper time, then he [1qu a question means there 15' the proper time
for a question and so he puts a question. Therefore there is' a question that
is opportune. Puts no question means the Tatha‘gata knows that it is not the
right time and so he puts no question.

Also if it is beneficial, then he puts a question; if” it is' not beneficial, he
puts no question.

Similarly, there is questioning with any one of the two motives; one is'
when the Buddha wants to preach the Dhamma; the second, when he wants
to prescribe a rule of conduct, major or minor, for his disciple-followers
(Bhikkhus).

[49] Therefore, he puts the question to Amanda : “What sort of
sound is this' P” Ananda replied : “This is' the sound of pou'ndm'g wheat with
pestles by the Bhikkhus.” The,.Buddha replied : “Very well l very well !
Ananda.” Why did the Buddha speak eulogis'tically about it ? The
Bhikkh'us, in time to come, will easily get food and drmk' while living in
monasteries, and therefore will speak about food in derogatory terms like
this' : ‘This' rice is coarse; or it is very~much cooked; or it is' less cooked," or
that it is broken in bits; or that it tastes sour or salty’; and words of the same
sort implying deficiency. Therefore your seekm'g rice and meat has some
significance. [And so] the Buddha said to Amanda : “You all are good
men". During the the of the later generations in' the world, because of the
good Dharnma practised by the Bhikkhus, and' because of your [ practice of]
the Dhamma, the Bhikkhus, in' time to come, when they get their food and
drmk', will not glut over or condemn [their' food], good or bad, thinking:
‘the King of Dhamma and the Arhats, in the past tun'e, have m' this world,

_ eaten nothing better than the wheat of the horses. Then what to say of us
all who are having a sort ofcontempt for the food and drink [that we get] l’ ’I’

 

, 30. The Fall commentary also gives {our cases, but it combines the first two given here
Into one: and add: one more at the end—‘ the ommsci"ent knowledge of the Buddhas.’

31. See above §§ 4-4-45.
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The Section on Maha-Moggalla'na
[ 50] A: that time ‘MaM-Moggauana....(Vin. iii 7)
Mala! means the highest among the dis'ciples who possessed the know.

ledge of miraculous powers. Ther'efore he is' called Maha". Moggalld'na is'
the clan. Spoke to the Buddha, that is', spoke to the World-honoured One.

Question—Why was it that he spoke to the World-honoured One 3’
Answer :—-Revered Mahi-Moggalla‘na, just seven days after he left his

family, attained the perfection of discipleship (savaka-pdramt'). Further, the
Tatha‘gata had also placed Moggalla‘na on the suprem'e rank among those
who had attain'ed miraculous powers. Therefore, Moggalla'na, possessin'g
the mir’aculous power, thought thus : This' town Verafija‘ has very much
scarcity of food. The Bhikkhus [wander] a lot beggin'g, but they find it
diffi'cult to get any food. They are very much exhausted. I should, there-
fore, like to turn over the earth and take the nourishing substance and distri-
bute it among the Bhik’khus. And further, he thought to hims'elf: ‘IfI turn over
the earth without speakm'g about it to the Buddha, then it would be like
pitchm'g my mir'aculous power abreast with that of the Tatha'gata, which
Will' go against my grain'.’ Havm'g thus thought, he spoke to the Buddha:
‘World-honoured One, at the time when the earth was first formed, it was
produced fertil'e just like a fresh cake ( i at ) ; also as sweet ashoney.
It would be good, Honoured Sir, if I would turn over the earth and take the
rich substance below the earth and offer it to the San'gha.’

[51 ] Tum over means take the lower side and bring it upwards. Why 3‘
for the sake of the San’gha. The Buddha, not wanting to permit him' to do
tna't, allowed Moggallai'la to make a lion’s roar. The Buddha then asked
Moggalla'na : “All the living bem'gs, the towns and vill'ages and all those that
rest on the earth—with them what will you do when [as you overturn the
earth ] they wfll not be able to find any support for themselves in the vacuum

.of air ?” Moggalla‘na replied : “Honoured Sir', I shall then, with one-of
my hands, create the earth which Will' take on it towns, Villa'ges and all livm'g
bem'gs exactly as the [real] earth; in no way difl‘erent; and with the other
hand pass on it all the living bem'gs who would find support on that earth.”

The Buddha replied :--“Stop! 0 Moggalla'na.”
Question :——Why was it that the Buddha would not permit Moggalla'na

to turn over the earth ?
Answer :-—Because he pitied living beings, who may have perverse

notions .- “Shall we speak of them as real ( fi ) or speak of them as not
real ( 3E ) ? Is this our dwelling place or no? Are these towns and
villages characterised by something fearfully strange 2’ These are not our
towns, villages, fields, pleasure-gardens, lakes and forests.”

[ 52 ] The Teacher says : It 13' only a man who possesses the rmr'aculous
power that can perform [ such mir'acles ] and not the one who doe; not possess
xm'raculous powers. And this scarcity of food is not coming only once. In
future, also, it would come. At the time, when one encounters such scarcity

'of food, who can get one like Moggalla'na ? In future, the disciple-followers
will haVe little of miraculous power. When [the Bhikkhus ] will enter
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villages for begging food, the men will see them and say: “When the Honoured
One was livxn'g on this earth, the disciple-followers were observm'g the rules
of conduct [and the h'ke], and so they attained the miraculous powers. When
there' was scarcity of food, they turned over the great earth and took the sweet
[substance] from the earth and offered it to the 'Bhikkh'u-San'gha. Now the
Bhikkh'us are not observing the rules of conduct. If they had been observ-
m'g them, they would have done the same thing as before and nothing
different. And, further, those who had no small share would share it with
others”!2 On account of such perverse views, they would look down upon
the ‘noble persons.’ And on account of this' looking down upon noble persons,
they will fall, after death, into a hell. Therefore, the World-honoured One said
to Moggalla‘na: “Do not take pleasure in turning over the earth” [Vim iii.7 ].

[53] Then Moggalla‘na as per Buddha’s desire could not overturn
the earth and so further said apologetically : ‘Very well ." The Honoured
One said .° “Just stop!” The Teacher says :—From the words ‘very well’
[onward] everythin'g is' as said before. You can know yourself. The
Teacher adds : There is a little diff’erence. What is that ? Moggalla‘na 5°19b-1
further wanted to hf't_the land of Uttarakuru and jom' it to the land of 707b°7
Jambudipa.

Question :-—-What about the sea ?
Answer :—-It was like crossing with'one step the foot-mar'k left by a

bullock”. He would enable the Bhikkh'us to get food as in their [habitual]
villages.

" "C: i.

The Section on Sa'riputta
[54] Upa'li, wishing to reveal the origin of the Vinyaa-Pifaka [said]:

Now Sa‘fiputta got up from his place of solitude and thought thus—
What is solitude ? ' . '
Answer :—-That which is quiet and solitary and where there is' no sound.

Also, it is said : ‘the solitude, where one attains the focussing of the mind.’
“Of which Buddha—from Vipassi onwards—has the Dhamma lasted for

a long time .9” The Buddha gave his reply. The meaning of the rest is
something which one can know oneself.

Question z—VVhy is it that Sa'riputta himself, with the miraculous power
of his' vision, could not know and that he had to come to the Buddha to
put the question to him ? .

Answer :—-Because he could not. Sa‘riputta, with his miraculous vision,
could understand which Buddha’s Dhamma lasted long and which Buddha’s
Dhamma did not last long. But as to the delimitation of the causes in the
case of these Buddhas, he was unable to thoroughly understand the same.

 

[55] The Elder Maha‘-paduma, however, said : “He could have. Why ? 5-20a.l
Because he had the sixteenfold knowledge of an eminent Arhat. Thus ' 707b~18
equipped ( E ) there is nothing [strong] enough to create any difli'culty
for him. As he was staying with the Tatha‘gata, he wanted to give promi-

3241’ 2/1 53» 5} fig, m fg A. or. Pali: Amha‘kam ya» Infl'n' pakkagn va am‘aq:
v6 kha‘dilum. dadw'um. (i. 183).

33. For this the Pali commentary has Ma'likE-malmm', just a canal '[ of water
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nence to the superiority of the World-honoured One and so he came to the
Buddha and spoke to him.” The Buddha replied: “O Sariputta." The rest
can. be understood by oneself from the words, in succession, of the Vinaya.

[56] What are the cause: and condition: 2 [ Vin. iu".8 ] —The meaning
of this° is' easy to be understood. The Buddha said to Sa‘riputta : “Vipassi
Buddha and the rest.” That is' to say, all the Buddhas, Vipassi being the
first. They were never overcome by indolence. Whether there was one
man, or two, or three men, and so on upto three thousand, several thousands,
or all the livmg' bem"gs of the world-system, the Buddha, while preaching
Dhammamade no distm'ction m’ his' mind lik'e this—‘This group of audience
is small and so I may preach the Dhamma in brief; this group is big and so
I may preach the Dhamma in extenso.’ Thus without any elation or depres-
sion, he preached the Dhamma. All ofthem having an. even mind, he preached _
the Dharnma of the same kind [ to all]. It is' just like a lion, the king [of the
animal world] who, when he emerges [ out of his lair], once in seven days, to
seek his' food and who, when he wants to seize an animal, first gives a roar,
the volume of which is neither intensified nor dim'inished, and then seizes
the antmal'. Why ? If the lion, at theme of seizing an animal, were not
to give his° [usual] big roar belittling that animal, possibly, it may escape.
So all the lions roar and strik'e' terror into [the hearts of] all animals

. which he then seizes'. The Buddha also is' like the same. To all the
5.20b.l living bem'gs, he preaches the Dhamma with the same attention, without
707c.l considering the bigness or smallness [of his audiance].

[57‘] If he were to preach the Dhamma in brief, the living beings,
perhaps, may not, with their bridled mind, practise the Dhamma. \Vhy ? The
Tatha'gata has a high regard for the Dhamma. So now our Buddha preaches
the Dhamma [m' one and same way]. Just as the water of the great ocean
has one taste, so the past Buddhas also [preached the Dhamma in one and
the same way]. At that time, the minds of the living beings were easy to be
m'structed and easy to grasp [ the Dhamma ]. So even if the meaning of one
gdtlzd was explam'ed it would let them understand the Four Truths; Therefore,
the Buddhas 'of the past would“ not preach, in extenso, the Dhamma consm't-
111's 0.1” Mia, gyeya ( L91 3 4% EB ) , etc.

The Teacher says : When they had said one word first they had not to
say it again. .

[58] The code f9 conduct was not (aid downforfollowers [Vim iii.8
Question :—Why was it that the former Buddhas did not lay down any

rules of conduct ( fl ) for their disciple-followers ?

 

Answer :—-The disciple-followers did not violate [any rules of good
conduct] and because of the absence of violation they did not prescribe the
code of Fatima/skim ( dad-Patimakkha). And they did not recite Pdtimokkha
every fortnight, until it was Slx' years. At the end of six years was preached
the exhortative (ovflda) Pa‘timokkha. And this exhortation the Tatha'gata
did himself. He did not allow his followers to do the same.  
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[59] At that time, in the land of Jambudipa Bandhumatl was the
capital city. The deer-forest, Khema, was the dwelling place of Vipassl
Buddha. The whole of the congregation of Bhékkhus had assembled. There
was Buddha-Uposatha, or the Uposatha of aSan'gha,or the Uposatha of three,
two, or one man. I. I

The land ofjambudi’pa, in the past, had eighty-four thousand monasteries.
Each monastery had ten thousand, or tWenty thousand Bhikkh'us. They did
not quarrel but lived in peace. At that tim'e, the divine b_ein'gs had in their'
mm‘ds the desire ofih'stening to the Buddha giving exhortation of good conduct.
They calculated the years and when the stx'th year was due to come,
there would assemble thegreat congregation to go to the Buddha and attend
upon him, while he gave exhortation ‘of good conduct5At that time, those w'ho
possessed rmr"aculous power-went [of t_he1r' own accord]; those. who did not
went with divm'e beings. They announced. the time" for going. Then the
Bhikkh'us took their begging-bowl and, clothes and equipped with the divm'e
miraculous power went to the Uposatha halil. Having reached that place,
they paid their homage to the Buddha, putting their :heads at his' feet. At
that tun'e Vipassi Buddha came to know that the congregation had assembled.
Then he exhorted them the Pa'tim'okkha of good conduct. ‘

Forbearance is the highest .Path;
Nibba‘na Buddhas [esteem] as the highest;
A recluse that causes annoyance to others
Is no longer styled a :amana. (1)
Abstaln' from all km'ds of evil,-
Aecumulate all that is good;
Purify your own mind——
This is known as what the Buddhas teach.

Cause no annoyance and give no offence to others; '
Spoil not what are the affairs of others;
Practise what is said in exhortation of conduct;
Know the limit of what you can eat;
Ever ye know how to stay contented;
Always find' delight in places secluded—
This is' known as what the Buddhas teach [D. ii. 49—50 ].

(2)

[ 60 ] In similar ways all the Buddhas of the past taught the Pa'timokkha
of admonition in these stanzas. Now the Buddhas have got their life-period
long or short. Therefore, it is said that the Buddhas with short duration of
Me give, from the time of their sitting under the Bodhi tree, exhortation of

i good conduct ( 3a: ) to the disciple-followers. .The Pd’timokkha of the code
was not recited by the Tatha'gatas but by the disciple-followers. Therefore
our Buddha Sakyamuni, for twenty years after his sitting under the Bodhi-
tree, recited the Pa‘timokkha of admonition. Further, once while he' was
at Pubba'ra‘ma in the palace of Miga‘rama’ta‘, he said to the Bhikkhus after
they had taken their seats : “O Bhikkhus, from now onwards, I shall not do

(3)
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service at the ceremony of Uposatha. I shall not recite the Pa‘timokkha
of admonition. You all‘ will have to recite yourselves. Why ? The
Tathagata cannot recite the Patimokkha at the time of the Uposatha in a.
congregation wlu'ch is' not pure. - From this time onward the disciple-followers
will recite the Pdlimakkha of the code” [ Vin. ii. 240 ]. Therefore in' the
Vinaya, it has been said : “The Buddha said to Sa'riputta : the former
Buddhas did not recite the Pa‘tun'okkha of the code but did recite the Pan'-
mokkha of exhortation. The three Buddhas, Vipassi and others, did not
recite the Pitim'okkha. The three Buddhas entered Nibba'na, their disciple-
followers also entered Nibba'na. The disciple-followers who came last
(patchimakd) were from van'ous clans such as Gotama or Moggalla'na, with
various names such as Fu-mu-te (Buddha-rakkhita ?) or Tham-mu-te
(Dhamma-rakklu'ta), from various social classes such as Bra'hmans or house-
holders (of Vailya class? E :b) , or Ksatriyas, and from various families, rich
or-poor or destitute. .They thus came as recluses from various classes,
various families, various clans and practised the holy life. Because these
people from various clans and classes and with various names entered the
fold of the good Dhamma, each of them had his own will and mind. As
the Dhamma of the Buddha was not well assimilated, the Dhamma of the
Buddha did not last long in this' world and there were similar [ reasons] like
this" [cfl Vin. iii. 8]. '

[61] Question :—Why was it that the Bhikkhus did not make any
strenuous efforts, [with the result] that they let the good Dhamma decline
and peris'h soon ? '

Answer :—~The elders of the past (the last disciples of the Buddha) were,
however, not good; and much less‘, we ( E“ ii $ ii- ) [ of the present].
None, individually, did save the religious treasure and thus allowed the good
Dhamma of the Buddha to quickly peris'h. Because no thread was used to
stitch together; the wind blew and scattered them. Stitch together, that is' to
say, to bind together. Just as flowers of various kinds, if they are not
threaded together, are blown away by the wind and scattered; exactly in

_ the same way, was the Dhamma of the Buddha scattered away, as the code
of conduct was not laid down.

[62] [These Buddhas] knew with their own mind: the mind: fo their
followers and tlzen instructed them. What is the meaning of this ?

Answer :——The Buddhas of the past first exarru‘ned the mm'ds of their
followers and then m'structed them. Because the followers could easily
comprehend the doctrine ( E ) , the Buddhas had not to give any m'struc-
tion in extenso.

Q

[The temfy'ing forext, that is, a forest in which, i‘ a‘man enters, fear and
terror are produced.

Thus you think [Vim iii. 8]— that is, there are three kinds of thought
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beginning with that of ‘leaving one’s house’“; you ought to diligently cultivate
such thoughts. ‘ I

You do not have such thought: -—-This means the three evil thoughts begm‘-
mn'g'with ‘one connected with passionate desire’—-such km'ds of thoughts you
scrupulously do not entertain.

You should hear such thing: in mind—That is, you think of impermanence,
suffering, voidity35 and soullessness. The 'mind should constantly grasp these
[thoughts]. Do not have such [thoughts]; do not hear such things in mind—this'
means ; what is impermanent, do not think as a permanent principle; what
is impure, do not think or say as pure. You all should never entertain such
thoughts.

There you shouldgive up —This means all evil dhammas you should give up.
There you should produce and let them continue—This means good dhammas

you should produce; and if they have been already there, you let them grow.
Since minor taint: do not am'e, the mind geerreeaL—This means as the mind

entertains no depravities, it becomes free. Also it is' said : when they die,
they die without anymore revival; so they die.

Therefore in the original text of the Vuz'ayo, it has been said : “ The
depravities will not arise again and so the mind has attained freedom” [ Cf.
Vin. iii.8 ]. Thus all of them were Arhats. Just as lotuses, when the sun’s
light begins to dawn, become full-blown again.

“0 Sdn'putta, in the past, in a temfy‘ing forest ” -— If a man who is' not
free from passion enters the forest, the forest assumes [for him] a dreadful
aspect. All the hair on the body stand erect.

“0 Sa‘np'uita, these are the cause: and conditions."
The Teacher says : The meaning of the words that follow in due

order is easy and can be known by oneself.

L63] Does not last longe—The hf'e-period of Vipassi' Buddha was
counted as 80,000 years and that of his followers also was equally long. From
the time when the Buddha lived in this world upto the the when the
last of the followers lived—during all this tun'e the Dhamma of the Buddha.
exxs'ted in this world for 160,00036 years. The h'fe-period of Sikhi Buddha
was 70,000 years and that of his followers also was equally so. The hf'e-
period of Vessabhu‘ Buddha was 60,000 years and that of his followers also
was equally so. The period from the time these two Buddhas lived upto
the time of the last of the followers—during this period only of a hundred
thousand and forty thousand, and a hundred thousand and twenty thousand

34. The Chinese text is following here a later interpretation of the word Nekkhomma
wrongly rendered as naigkmmya, ‘ leaving one's house ', in Buddhist Sanskrit texts. Ong'inally
the word meant ‘freedom from passionate desire ',' as agains't ka'ma, passionate desire. For
this‘, see Prof. Bapat’s article on Nekkhomma in the B. C. Law Commemoration vol. Part II
pages 260-266, where the interpretations of this word are d‘lSC'USCd in detail.

35. It is to be noted that the Chinese text substitutes here the word k'ung ( g ) ,
Java, for the word oxubha in Pali, although within a few lines later, (nub/m (impure) is' used.

36. Pali has a hundred thousand and sixty (solo-Jahangir: soflhimallam‘).
...18
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years” [respectively], the Dhamma of the Buddha existed. Therefore the
Dhamma of the Buddha did not last long”.

When Sa'riputta heard that the Dhamma of the Buddha during the
tun'e of these three Buddhas did not last long, he desired in mind to further
ask the Buddha how the Dhamma lasted long, and so he said to the Buddha:
“Honoured Sir, on account of what causes did the Dhamma of the Buddha
last long ?” [ Vin. fii. 8]. _

Their lif'e-periods—The lif'e-period of Kakusandha Buddha was forty
thousand years, that of Kouagamamuni thirty thousand years, and that of
Kasspa Buddha was twenty thousand years and that of Sakyamuni was
hundred years. That of their' disciples was also like that [of thexr' Masters].
Therefore, the Dhanuna of the Buddha lasted for a long time”.

Now our honoured [Buddha] should have come to life when the life-
period was only ten thousand years, half of the lif'e-period of Kasspa. But
when he reflected [at that time], he found that living beings had not their
faculties still ripe. Then he should have been'born when the Me period was
five thousand years. . . .and so on in due order upto five hundred years. And
still the. living beings had not their' faculties ripe until' their lif'e-period was
hundred years. Then the livm'g bein'gs were fit to be converted ( "Tn & ) .
Therefore [our] Buddha had a short span of life. The dis'ciple-followers
also had lik'ewise. The D_hamma of the Buddha lasted long.

In the case of the first three Buddhas, the Dhamma disappeared entir'ely
with the life-periods of those Buddhas. Therefore, it is’ said that the Dhamma
did not last long. In the case of the last three Buddhas, though they passed
away, still their Dhamma existed in this world; therefore it is said that it
lasted long.

[64] Th‘ereupon, although Siriputta had heard what the Buddha
had said, still', destr'ing that the Dhamma of the Buddha. should continue
long, he further said to the Buddha : I only pray to the Honoured One that
he should prescribe rules of conduct for his' disciple-followers. As it is said
in the origm'al Vilwya : “Sdriputta got up from hu" samddhi‘°.... and the rest
[Cf.Vz'n.iu". 7]”. All the words that follow in succession can be, understood
by oneself.

The Buddha said to Sa’riputta : “Wait, wait,the time has not yet come.”
Sariputta agam' said to the Buddha : “Honoured Sir, I pray to you that
you should prescribe rules of conduct for your disciples." The Buddha said
to Sa‘riputta : “Wait .' wait i this Dhamma is not a matter to be [determined]

37.'§=Fm+:+mfiC£ Pall".
vx'sah'malta'ni ca vwa-sallasxa‘ni (i. 190).

38- P3“ 9‘th- -’ Pu’fiaflgm I’m jalapamnparaya aganwa doc due java pum'tgmgam'
altha‘xi. Only two pairs of disc'iplcs they had left behind and so the Dhamma did not last
long. 1 , .

39. Pali : balam' ca (exam sauakay-ugam' paramparq‘ya bmlunacany'aqz pauaumtm. They had
left behind several pairs of followers who propagated the holy life in succeuion. So thc
Dhamma did last long.

’ 40. The Pali text actually says : pan‘sallaua vutthita, got up from his plan of retire-
ment. ( Vin. iii. 7 ).
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by disciples and Individual Buddhas;but it is' to be known by the Enlightened;
only one Buddha or the other can know [about the right tim'e]. The
depravities (diam!) have not yet started community].”

Question :——What is meant by sources of [ depravities of ] impurities
(113%)?

Answer .'—-The transgressions, belonging to this' world or the next,
against the Dhamma of the Tathfigata—they are called sources of [ depravities
of ] impurities.

[65 ] Will not lay down for thefollower: the rule: fa conduct [ Vin. n"i._ 9 ].
Question :—Why is it that the Buddha will not lay down for his disciples

the rules of conduct ? ‘
Answer:—-When there are no depravities ( fi' flaws)“, if theTatha'gata

would lay down rules of conduct, the living beings would entertain such
thoughts of accusation : “How is it that this ascetic Gotama—when his dis'ei-
ple-followers come from noble families and when, even when they had royal
thrones, they had given up their properties, palaces, c1r'cles of wives and
children; when theydid not care for their‘ lives, when they were all contented,
holdm'g no expectations for anythm'g in fish world—say how is' Gotama, on
the contrary,binding such people with the rules of Pa'tim'okkha? This' Gotama
must not have properly discrinu"nated among men of the world; so he says
h'ke this.”

[66] “ If I were to lay down rules of conduct, the men of the
world would not have feelings of respect and regard in their mm'ds.”
Just as an unskilful. physician sees a man who is about to have an ulcer,
and although that condition of ulcer has not yet grown into ripeness
[for the treatment], he immediately breaks it open. When it is opened,
blood flows out disconcerting the patient and causing him great pain. He
then puts a medicinal dressing [on the wound] and the ulcer then 1s° restored
[to its normal condition]. ’The physician then says : “I have cured you
of your disease; you must give me my fee.“”

[ 67 ] The patient replies : “This physician seems to be stupid E, If I had
been ill, then only he could have cured me. But, originally, I was not ill but
was strong. Because he broke open the flesh, lettm'g blood come out, it was
I who suffered a great pain. And still, on the other hand, he has been demand-
ing of me the fee .' Is he not entirely mad ?”

“The disciple-followers also would say similar things. If I were to lay
down in advance any rules of conduct, it would give rise to such words of
blame—‘ We ourselves have no faults; we are hale and hearty; and still he
is' laying down rules of conduct.’ Therefore the Tathigata is not laying
down any rules of conduct in advance. '.

4!. The Chinese text seems to be using both the characters ifi and m for exam: I
though the former would be more appropna'te for defilementl' (Was).

The latter is also used later (§7l ) for abbuda.
42. IE -— this character seems to be used for Both mean ‘pnee'.’
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[68] If the depravitm' (draw) am‘e -——
Question :—-—What is‘meant by the arising of depravities ?
Answer :—-When the depravities have already arisen in the congrega-

tion of Buddhist monks—at that time, the Tatha‘gata will lay down for his'
dis'ciples the code of conduct and reveal the Pa‘timokkha. Just as a skilful
physician prescribes a medicine appropriate to the disease and then lets it
get cured. He gets a big reward and is‘ also praised in this' way: ‘Tlns' is a
good physician-chief; he has very well cured me of my distress.’ The same
is' the case with the Tatha‘gata. After violation [ of any good rule of conduct]
he Wil'l prescribe [rules]. The people will be glad and then they will hold
on. [to those rules] and will have no words of hatred to say. Therefore,
the original Vinaya says : “Wait! wait! Sa‘riputta. When depravities arise
in the Dhamma, then the World-honoured One will lay down ru'les of
conduct” [ Vin. iii. 9]. The Teacher says that the remainm'g words can
be known by oneself. '

[69] In this Dhamma of the Buddha, who was the first recluse P
Upasena, the scion of Van'ganta. It was on account of him that [ the
Buddha] prescribed a rule of conduct; Those who had not completed ten
years were givm'g dis'ciples initia'tion [into the order of monks]. Upasena
had completed only two years, while his dis'ciple had only one. Thus, on
account of this, the Buddha himself laid down a rule of conduct. He said
to the Bhikkh‘us : “From now. onwards, if a person who has not completed
ten years gives im"tiation [m'to the order of monks] to his disciple, he violates
a rule and becomes guilty of an offence called Dukkala(an evil action)”[ Vin.
L59]. When the Buddha had already laid down such a rule, there was
a Bhikkhu who, though he had completed ten years or had gone beyond
[the limit of] ten years, was stupid and had no intelligence and yet he was
givm'g initiation. The Buddha then laid down a rule and said to the Bhikk'hus .'
“If a .man who has no intelligence were to give initiation, he is' guilty of' a
Dukkata offence” [ Vin. i. 60]. The Buddha permitted an intelligent person
who had completed ten years, or who had gone beyond that limit, and who
had competence to instruct (pafibala), to give initiation to his disciple.

[70] Not enlarged ——That is, in the San'gha there are not many elders,
nor many young ones. So also there are not many dwelling-places. If
the San'gha gets enlarged, then there are bound to be violations and sources
of depravities. The Tatha'gata will lay down on that occasion a rule : “If
a Bhikkh'u were to lodge together with one who 13' not initiated, io‘r over two
or three nights, then the Bhikkhu becomes guilty of a Pdcittzy'a ofi‘ence”
[Vim iv. 16]. “If a Bhikkh'um’ were to convert, every year, a dis'ciple [from
her household life], then she is' guilty of a Pa'cittiya ofl‘ence” [ Vin. iv. 336 ].
“If a Bhikkh'uni were to‘convert, in one year, two disciples, she is guilty of a
Pa'cittiya offence” [Vim iv. ’337]. In the way as said above, you should
understand [the rest].

Large [ worldly] benefits—If the San'gha were to get large benefits of nouris'h-
ing food, then that would give rise to sources of depravities and that will be
the time when the Buddha would lay down a rule : “If a Bhikkhu were to
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v.72 ] CANKERS 'IN THE DHAMMA'

receive a naked heretic, man or woman, and give him or her, with his' own
hands, food and drink, then this Bhikkh'u becomes guilty of a Pacittiya
offence” [Vim iv. 92]. ,

Not very learned —-That is, when the Bhikkh'Ugsan’gha has not very learned
people. If there appear in the Bhikkh'u-San‘gh very leamed people, then it
will give rise to sources of depravities. If there are people. who have studied
one Agama or five Agamas thoroughly, they, with a wicked mind, pervert
the [real] meaning and propound what is not-Vin'aya as Vm'aya and what
is not-Dhamma as Dhamma. Then the Buddha lays down a rule : “If a
Bhikk'hu were to say that he does know the Dhamma as propounded by the
Buddha, then that Bhikkhu, who speaks such words, is guilty of a Pa'cittiya
offence” [Vim xii. 135]. Then, in due succession, even if a novice were
to say such words, then also there would be no dissimilar offence
[Vim iii. 139]. Therefore I have said how the Tatha'gata, when there are
sources of depravities in the Dhamma‘, lays down rules 'for his disciples.

[71] What is meant by cankeis (abbud6)* ?
Answer :—-Thieves. Who are the thieves ? Those who violate the

rules of conduct in the Buddhist Dhamma become thieves.
Why are they called thieves (cord) P
Answer :—Those who are not samanar say themselves that they are

Jamaaa: and rob others of the four requisites. Therefore in the original
Vinyaa, it has been said : ‘There are no cankers (abbudd’) in the
Dhamma; there are no thieves.’ Also it is said : ‘there‘ are no people
who are violating the rules of conduct (niddusfld).’

No faults, that is to say, no taints. Also it is said : No danger: [a‘dl'navd'],
because no rules are violated.

Na black sheep —Black sheep, that is to say, those who break [the rules
of conduct ]. It is said that the San‘gha does not break [the rules of conduct].

Very pure —that is to say, very lustrous.
Founded on real solid ground—Those who stand on real solid ground of

Good conduct, samddhi, “(1'5de and Deliverance.

[72] The Teacher says : I must now explain [the passages] 1n'-due
order. The lowest of all the five hundred monks that have come to Verafija‘
for their earlier summer-retreat had attained the Path of a Sota'panna.

Question :—What is meant by the Path of a. So-t’oyu~"an (Sota‘panna).
Answer :—-.S'o-t’oy-u"an means a stream. '
Question :——What is meant by a stream ?
An'swer .'-—The Path. If a man enters this' stream-path, he is' called

[one on] the Path of a Sota'panna. As it is said in a suite : “The Buddha
asks Sa’riputta about So-t’ny—u‘an. What is' called a So-t’o_-vu"an 2’” [S. v. 348 ].

Sa'riputta answers :—“Honoured Sir, this is one who is' possessed of the
Eightfold Path. What is meant by Eightfold ? (1) Right view, (2) right
thought, (3) right words, (4) right actions, (5) right livehh'ood, (6) right
effort, (7) right mindfulness ( 9a,, ) and (8) right concentration (samddhi)”
[3. v. 348 ]. '

‘Thc Chinese text uses the same character for flaw in §§65, 63 and for abbuda here.
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Further question :—“What is' meant by a So-t’oy-u'hn ?
Answer :—When a man is possessed of these eight factors and when he

comes to and reaches this good Path, then he is called So-t’oy-u"an. A man
with such and such a name, with such and such a clan is called So-t’oj-u”an”
[S. v. 348],because the Fruit gets the name of the Path. Therefore, he is'
called So-t’oy—u"an. All this you can know yourselves.

Not liable to fall down —-This' is. not to say that those who are not Soti-
pannas will not fall into hells or m'to the species of hungry spirits or of low
anunals', [but only the Sota‘pannas w11°l not fall]. Why ? Because, they
have destroyed the taints and because they have attained the Path.

They are bound to reach Sambodhi —That is, they must reach the three
Paths in' front of them. Why ? Because [they have already attained the
Fus‘t] Path.

[73] Thus Wis'e Sa'riputta answered the Tatha‘gata. Then the
Buddha after havm'g finished the Great Paua'razzd ceremony [coming at the
end] of the three months of summer-retreat addressed Ananda at that time.

Addressed means spoke in words.
The fully enlightened Buddhas had this practice for a long time. The

past Buddhas have said : One who has accepted the invitation ( fi A )
should [approach the host] with a request for permitting departure and when
his consent is obtam'ed, he should leave. The disciple-followers ask leave
or do not ask leave ( £1] ) and they depart according to their will. The
Buddhas have compassion on living beings and so they desrr'e to move around,
all over the different countries.

[ 74] The Buddha move: around all over the dzfl'ereut countries. The Buddha
moves around over three regional circles : one is called. the great regional
eir'cle; the second is' called the medium-shed regional circle; and the third
‘15. called the smaller regional circle. They move around over these three
regions, actcordm'g to their' Wil'l.

?Question :—What is the great regional eir'cle
Answer :——900 yojanas.
What is the medium-sized regional circle 2’
Answer :-—600 yojanas.
What is the smaller regional circle ?
Answer :—-100 yojanas.

When he has finished the major summer-retreat ( j: Q E- E ) ,
if the Buddha desires to move around over the Great regional circlc,on the first
day ofthe ninth month (Malta-[Java'raad'yapavdretvd Pdtz‘pada-divau),he,surround-
ed by his' retin'ue of the Slan'gha, goes away. In‘due course, he goes to another
vdla'ge, instructs the people 1n' the Dhamma, receives food and drink' and
converts those who are fit to be converted. If they are not fit to be converted,
he lets them bag the benefit of merit and wanders about for all the
days of nine months. If during the three months of summer-retreat, a
large number of monks who had started practising samd'd/u' have not finished
their job, the Tatha'gata does not observe the Great Pava‘razzd ( jq E 1%. ) ,  



v.76] . THE BUDDHA LEAVE OF- THE BRIKHMA'NA

but awaits the arrival of the smaller one (Kattika-pumzamaya) and when the
15th day of the ninth“ month is over, departs“. If he wants to wander over
the medium-siz'ed regional ar'cle, he wanders about at that the, for all the
days of eight months. [If he wants to wander over] the smaller regional '

‘ c1rcl'e, then he first sees that the livm'g bem'gs have attained maturity of
their' faculties. He stays. And when the maturity of the faculties [ follows ],
m' due course, then he leaves. When the first day of the eleventh month
(Phwsa-mdsa) comes, he departs surrounded by his 'Bhikkhu-San'gha and
wanders about for all the days of seven months. I '

[ 75‘] In various places, in these three regional circles, he helps people
to get rid of. their' taints and attain the Fruits of the four Paths, because they
are fit to be instructed. Just as a man who collects flowers wanders all
over in the mountains, sees flowers scattered every-where and if there are any
already in bloom picks them up and goes away. The Tatha'gata also is
hk'e the same. " ’

There is also another practice of the Buddha. At the time of day-break
he enters the happy state of a trance, emerges from the :amdd/zi and has
a compassionate look over all the ten-thousand world-systems. If there be any
people fit to be converted, the Tathagata goes there and converts them.

There is still another practice of the Buddhas. If there are new people
comm'g from other countries, the Tatha'gata immediately asks them questions
about their health and then preaches them the Dhamma. When there are
occasions then he desires to preach, and if" something like a fetter (for the
Dhamma) springs up, then a prohibitive rule app'ears. This is the supreme
customary way of the Buddhas.

[.76] Question :—What have been the practices of the followers [of
the Dhamma] ? While the Buddha was alive, the practice was to meet
111' a congregation twice. What is meant by twice P Firs't time, to take
a seat before the summer-retreat with the m'tention of attaining a trance.
Second, when the summer-retreat is over, to reveal one’s attainments. These
were the practices of the followers.

As said in the original Vinyaa : The Buddha said to Ananda : “It would
be fitting if we go together” [ Vin. in". 10 ]. Go to ask leave of the Bra‘hmana.

Ask leave —This means to say to the Brahmana : ‘ The retreat is over ,-
I should now like to move to another country.’

43. Is there any mistake here ? We should expect here the first day of the tenth month.
A few lines below is mentioned 1th month .( Plum ).

Pali : Malia-pauamnqjya a-pauauwa ...... «. Kataka'-pun,nam,aya pavaulua MagaJiraua
petunia-divas: ...... . mkldiam'iwa.

The Chinese puts thus an interval of only 15 days mm of 30 day: between
these two days of starting on the tour as im'plied m' the Pali text.

44. The Pali commentary definitely says (i. 198) that though the original text makes
no mention ‘ whether it was morning or al‘temoon,’ still it my be said that he had finis'hed
hu‘ food and the noon-tide had long passed away.
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[77] At that time, the World-honoured One carefully put on, one
mornin'g, his' yellowxs'h garments (kdsdua) and went on, making Ananda wait
upon lum While walkin'g, he reached the gate of the town. Having
reached there, he entered the town' spreading around a flood of light m'side
the town all over lanes and welhn'g-places. All was like a mass of gold of
five colours, deep-yellow an(Efrthe like, all bright like lightning. He moved
on towards the family-house o gtheBra'hmana of Verafija". When he reached
the door of the house, and stooid below, the attendants of the house suddenly
saw the sparkling fight of the Buddha, went inside and. told the Bra‘h_mana
that ascetic Gotama was standin'g outside the door. The Bra—hm.ana, when
he heard the uproar about the arrival of the Buddha, had suddenly lu's mindful-
ness aroused in him, took up, the carpet and woollen covering, spread it on
the divan, hims'elf went out to meet him' and said to the World-honoured
One : “Please come in, this' way.” Thereupon, the Buddha entered and sat
on a seat. At that time, the Bra‘hm_ana of Veran‘ja" at first wanted in his mind
to sit by the side of the Honoured One, but he could not get any chance to
do so and so by the side of the seat [of the Buddha] he stood with the
palms of his' hands joined together.

The Teacher says that the words that follow in due succession can be
known by oneself.

“Whatever I should have given I have[ 781
not given.”

The Brahmana said :

The Teacher says : ‘T/us' Brdhm_ana wanted atfin! to ofler all the permissible
nouns'hu'zg food to the Tatiuigahz.’ The Bra'hma_na said : “I had invited the
Tatha‘gata for the summer-retreat of the three monthsand I should have
offered from day to day food, gruel, sweet fruit, drinks and thus should
hav‘e supported the World-honoured One. But then_ I forgot through
delusive forgetfulness. Not that I had nothing in the least, nor that I did
not want to give, but I could not arrange for the same because I was extremely
engrossed with the duties of a house-holder ( E $5 odtitavasana ) .
I got vexed and deluded and thus was overpowered by confusion and my
mind was all forgetluln'ess and so I did not make any offerings.”

The Teacher says : Why did the Brahmana say so ? He did not know
that he was deluded by Man, the King [of evil spirits], and therefore he
upbraided himself that it was due to his household business that he entirely
forgot the World-honoured One.

Then the Brahmanarecovered his memory that he had invited the
Buddha for [accepting his] offerings for the three months and that he had
not given anything at all. fHe thought] that he would give in one day
whatever offerings he should have given within [the limit of] three months,
and that he would only pray to the Honoured One to accept with compassion [his
request for taking his food with l'u'm ] on the next day and that he would
prepare his offerings for the Tatha'gata, immediately, on the next day.
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[ 79] The Buddha saw that the Bra“hman,’s mm'd was very much
delighted and so, with compassion, he thought that 11" he would not accept
his' request, the Br§.hmana would think ill of Wand that he would say that
as the ascetic Gotla‘wma did fn'ot ge't‘[ from Pull'eJn,_'Ln"g's‘for three months
he was angry,and therefore he' was not ac‘ce’p'fitm'g'his request," and that fiirther
he would say, that the ascetic Gotama had no omms’cience and had no
forbearance even for a while. By usm'lg‘ such words he would be upbraiding
the Tatha'gata and that as a result of this he would reap, the fruits of his' own
grave guilt and therefore he must now accept his request.

[ Thus ends ]

The Fifth Book of the Vinaya-Commentary [named]

Samanta-pdsa'dtkd'.
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[ l ] B} remaining silent he accepted the request [ Vin. iii. 11 ]. The Buddha
said to the Bra'hmana. : “Don’t bother your mind with the idea of house-
hold afi’airs." After having said this, the Buddha reflected on his capacity
[to understand] and preached Dhamma to him accordingly. He spoke
to him [ about matters] of this world as well as of the next, showing how one
is enabled to understand good meritorious things and to hold on to them
and to practise them with enthusiasm. The Tatha'gata poured down a
shower of religious sermons. After having done that, he got up from his
seat and went away. He returned to his original place.

[2] At that time, the Bra'hmana got together his sons and grandsons
and loudly exclaimed to them : “0 ye all! I had formerly requested the
Buddha for a three months’ retreat but I could not give even for a sm'gle day
food and other eatables; now, tomorrow, I shall give whatever is equal to
the gifts for three months.”

Havm'g said so, he immediately got prepared food and drink until the
night passed away. When it was dawn he arranged to have the inside of
ms house sprinkled [with water], cleansed it with scented earth, burnt
incense, had decorative garlands ofJasmine (sumana) flowers, suspended silken

,buntings and banners, and had covered the seats and divans. Everythm’g
was beauttf'ul. There were various kinds of food. When everything was
ready, he went to the place where the Buddha was and said' to him :
“Your Honour, food and drink is' ready. It is now time to go” [Vim hill] .

[3] At that time, the Buddha went surrounded by a large assembly
of Bhikk'hus. Therefore, it is said in the original Vinaya : “The Buddha
went to the residence of the Bra'hmana. Having reached that place, he took
his seat along with the Bhikkhus. At that time, the Bra'hamana served food
to the Buddha and his San'gha. In the San'gha, the Buddha occupied a
prominent seat” [ Vin. iii.ll ].

Very delzc'ious, that is, with taste never to be surpassed. With his own hands,
that 15', served food with his own hands and let them get satis'fied.
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Satu'fw'd, that is, bem'g fully contented, they said'that th‘en" mm'ds‘were
delighted. ‘

Enough, that is to say, ‘ no more ’ ( lit. stopp). ‘No more’ 13' of three
kinds.- What are those three ? The first is [mdwa'ted] by hands; the
second by the eye; and the third by words. The desire for eatm'g'wa: no mu
(bkuttdvi)-—this can be easily understood. ' '

[4] The Bra'hmana offered the Buddha three garments. The three
yellowish garments were worth three thousand gold coins.’ He also gave
to the five hundred members of the San'gha white woollen garments, one pair
to each—altogether worth 500000 gold coins. Although the Brahmana had
made these gifts, his mind would not rest [contented] and so he further gave
red woollen blankets (kambala), one pair to each; also covering for the
begging-bowl, Ni-p’o-t’o ( $13 m [1% ).1. The Buddha and the Bhikkh'us
cut ofl‘ that woollen blanket and every one made from it a belt to be used
at the time of meditation (a‘yoga) and a bag for the bowl; also cut the
begging—bowl-covering Na-p’o-t’o and made from it loin-cord (kayabandhana)
and water-strainer ( parw’sa‘vana )—two kinds of things. Also there was as
hundred-times-boiled medicinal grease filled in a pot, worth one thousand
gold coins, along with what could be used by the San’gha for shampooing
the body. -

The Teacher says : the ng'tsfor the arcelics, that is, the four kinds of lawful
things which are not in common with worldly people, but are given [to the Bhik-
khus] only. Now every one was provided with in full. The original Vincya has
said that there were gifts of three kinds of garments [only] and not of the four
kinds [ of requisites ]. I have now deliberately given an exposition of the same.

c[5] Now the Bra‘hmana, after having made his gifts, paid homage,
along with his family circle, to the Buddha and his' San’gha, with his head and
face [resting at their feet] and sat on one side. At that time the Buddha
thought so in his mind: This Bra‘hmana and his family-circle requested me for
the summer-residence of three" months. But, because he was overpowered
by Mara, he could not listen to religious essentials ( a: ) . Ashe had not
hs'tened to religious sermons within three months, I shall, within one day, give
forth and explain the sermon on the sweet Dhamma~which wfll enable every
one of his' family-circle to attain the full satrsf‘aetion ( as; ifii ) . When the
Buddha fints'hed his religious sermon, he got up and wait out of the door
,with the intention of going to other districts. 'Then the Bra'.hmana and ms
family-eircle—each one of them—touched ( $3 ) the earth with head and
face to pay homage to the Buddha. He shed tears and said : “I only. pray
that the Honoured One takes compassion on us and comes here once
more for a mutual ( *E’ ) visit without harbouring any'ill-will for us.” i

[6] At that time, the World-honoured One stayed at Veran‘j'a‘ for
three’ days and then entered the Buddha’s regional circle’. He noted that

l. The Chinese editor’s gloss explains this as a kind of silk.
2. Pali —- yalhdbhimntaqz uihan'wfi, stayed as long as he liked.
3. Pall — Mahd-mand.,ala, the great regional circle.

lit-7.

6.2a.~1
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the Bhikkh'us had physically grown very weak, as they had every day nothm'g
to eat but horses’ wheat‘for ninety days, and so they could not walk long
dis'tances. So he went by the straight road and reached Soreyya town.
From Soreyya, he took [the road] to Paya'ga. Havm'g reached there, he
crossed the Great Gan'ga". Havm'g crossed that, he then went towards the
city of Varanasi. From there, he went to the city of Vesa'li. At that tim'e,
the World-honoured One stayed at Maha-[vana ]-Ku‘t,a"ga‘ra-sa'la'.

The Teacher says :
Here ends the introductory section related to. Verafija" in the Vin'aya

commentary named Sth-rhu"-chu ( fi g. E‘ Samanta-pJJJd/kd)

This' Vibhdsd is' endowed with sweet meaning;
It does not entertain the doctrines of others;
It delimits the characteristics of good conduct.
The nidrina as given in the original Vinaya
Is deep and so diffi'cult to understand.
This Vibhdsd can very well expound
The whole of the Vinqya-pitaka
With no obstacles [in its way];
And so is' called the Treasur'e (? fl. )3 )5.
The World-honoured king, in this world,
Having compassion on living-beings,
Has now expounded the Vz'naja-pifaka
To let all the living beings be disciplined
And to help ( 7%: ) them in practising good things
And in eradicating all things that are evil.

The Section on Kalandaka ,
[7] A! that time, the ciyt fa Vudlz' [ Vin. in". ll] and the following words,

m' succession, can easily be understood. If there are any u‘i‘fliculties that are
not understandable, I should explain them.

Kalandaka‘ —This is' the name of a mountain-rat (a squirrel). At that
time,-the Km'g of Vesal'i, takm'g with him women of pleasure, went to
the hills for amusement. When the king was tired, he slept under a tree.
The women of pleasure who were to his left and right—all dispersed and went
away for their' sport. At that the in a hole under a tree, there was a big
poxs'onous snake. He heard the sound of wine-breath [ of the king] and came
out with the intention of bitin'g the king. On the tree, there was a squirr'cl
which came down the tree, chirped and woke the king. The snake with-
drew. The km‘g who was awake went back to sleep. The snake came out
again with the intention of bitm'g the king. The squirrel again chirped,
came down and woke the king. When the king awoke, he saw that under

4. Sec Mu}. 7418—Sampql. Pali—Sangvapnana. It is' not clear what these Chinese
character: stand for.

5. Thae lina are given in the Chinese text as prose, but perhaps they are verse: 1&6
those found in the corresponding portion in Pali and like those that follow.

6. Though this' story 13' not found here in Smp., it is given later (iii-575) at well as in
MCm.(ii 134-35) and 371011. (ii-41940).
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SUDINNA : THE SON OF KALANDAKA

the tree there was a hole in which there was a big pors'onous snake. A sense
of consternation was produced. in him. He began to look around at all the
four sides for his women of pleasure whom, however, he could not see. The
km'g thought to himself : “I am now alive because ofthe favour ofa sqturr'el.”
The king then reflected : “I should like to requite the favour ofthis squirrel.”
At that tim'e, on the border line of the mountain, there was a village. The
kin'g immediately commanded [the people in] the village, that from that
time onward he would give back the income of that village, all for the main-
tenance of the squirrels. Because of this squirrel, they called this village
by the name of Kia-lan-t’o (Kalandaka).

[8] A scion f0 Kalalzdaka—At that time, in the village, there was a
rich person who possessed wealth to the extent offorty crores ( fl ) . The
king then conferred upon him the honoured position of being the richest
person. Because of the village-name, he was called the Banker of Kalandaka.

The Teacher asks : If a single person is called Kalandaka, then are
other people also called by that name ?

The answer—Yes, all people [m' the Vill'age] are called by that name
Kalandaka. So it has been added in the original Vm'yaa : Sudinna, the :an
fo the Banker Kalandaka.

Many Companions—A companion (saluiya) is one with whom (:aha)
happiness and distress are shared in common.

[9] At that time, he went to Vertilz' for some purpose [ Vin. u"i.ll ]. Some
purpose, that is, to find out the debtors [and meet them]. Further, the
Teacher says : On the ninth day of the ninth month (Kattzk'a), the country-
people had assembled in large numbers for some amusement. Because of
this', Sudinna went to see [ the amusement-show ]. At that time, the World-
honoured One reached Vesa‘li’ in the first fortnight (juaha-pakkhe) of the ninth
month.

Saw—Question :-——'What is meant by “saw .9”
Answer :-—Sudinna, after having finished his' morning meal" saw every-

where people going to the place of the Buddha with their right shoulders bare,
with offerings, and taking with them various kinds of flowers and scents, with
the intention of offering food and listening to the Dhamma. They were
going out of the city-gate. When Sudinna saw them, he interrogated
“Good people, what place are you going to ?” The answer was : “We are
now going to the place of the Buddha to offer him food and listen to the
Dhamma.” Sudin'na said : “Very well, I also will follow you.”

[ l0] At that time the Buddha was surrounded by his fourfold
assembly, preaching Dhamma to them with his' powerful voice (brahmassara).
Sudmna', when he reached there, saw the Buddha preaching the Dhamma to
'the great congregation.Therefore,in the original Vinqya it has been said:“saw.”

The Teacher says : This Sudinna, because of his merit in the past, could
let hts' [power of comprehension] awaken. Sudinna thought to himself :

 

'I. The Pall cm. uses this phrase with reference to the people.
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“By what device can I enter [the assembly] and listen to the Dhamma 3”
Wh-y was it so ? [The Buddha] was surrounded by his fourfold Assembly
that had arrived with the idea'of lis'ten‘ing to the Dhamma. He could not
move [forward] as it had become very difficult to enter. At that tun'c,
Sudinna, the scion of Kalandaka, gradually came to the tail of the assembly.

[ ll ] Question :—Why could he not enter the assembly ?
Answer :——Because he had came last. So he sat down at the tail' of

the assembly. It has been said in the original Vinaja : “Sudinna, the scion
of Kalandaka, went to the place of the Congregation and sat down aside.
Sudinna, the scion of Kalandaka, thought in this way ....” [ Vin. 12 ].

Question :-—Did he have tlus' thought after sitting down, or did he have
this thought after listening to the Dhamma ?

Answer :—He did have this' thought when he listened to the Buddha
glorifying Conduct, Meditation and Wisdom.

' Question :-—-What kind of thought was it ?
Answer :—He should have thought like this -—-
“As the Buddha goes on preaching stage by stage (lit. section by section)

'and' as I come to understand the .same, I have this thought over and over
again" ' ( E -E ) : In tlu's Conduct, Meditation and Wisdom, there is one
significant pnn'ciplc which has one taste ( -- a”: ) .” He further thought :
“If I practis'e the holy hf‘e consxs'tm'g of Conduct, Meditation and Wisdom,
whil'e still I live in my house, and if I have a lapse even for a single day
( B ), then that matter would be a very grave danger. It is not suitable
for a Me in the house.”

6-4b.l
7llb.4-

[12] Like a glory: polu'h ( EE ) —
Question :——Wlxat is a glossy polish ?
Answer :-—Just as a man who gives a glossy polish and makes a thm'g

extremely white and clean. To practise [the holy life] and [keep it]
glossy, pohsh'ed, while stil'l living in one’s house is also a very diffi'cult thin'g
to accomphs'h. How can I now avail myself of an opportunity to shave off
the hair on the head and the beard, put on yellowish garments and practise
_the holy life ? I can now go out of the house and enter the houseless state.

Question :—-What is' meant by going out of the house into a homeless
'state ?

Answer :—-Ta have a house means to plough fields, to sow seeds, to make
purchases and sales and such other various kinds of affairs. '1! homeless state
means to have no such kinds of affairs, but to have perfect calmness and to
have no desire. This is what is called going out of the house and entering
into a houseless state.

6.53.!
71 lb.l4

, -[ l3 ] Not long afler the getting up of the Assembly, he went to the place when
3th Buddha was [ Vin. iii. 1%]. When the assembly was sittm'g (lit. had not got
‘up), Sudinna did not go to the place where the Luddha was and ask for
renunciation. Why ? If he had asked for renunciation [at that time], thcn
his-brothers and others of the family— circle who were sitting in the assembl)l
hs'tening to the Dhamma, would certainly have created for him a deterrm'g
difficulty and would have said : “You are the only son of your father and
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mother. If you seek renunciation, who is' going to attend upon and support
them 2" After saym'g these words, they would necessarily take him back
and then they would create an obstacle in his ,renunciation. Sudinn'a took
some stops along with the Assembly that withdrew, but [ later, on a the pretext
of] meeting bodily needs“, returned and went to th'e‘place where the Buddha
was and then asked for renunciation. Therefore, it has been said in the
original Vinaya: Not long after the dispersal (lit. getting up) of the assembly,
Sudinna went to the place where the Buddha was and prayed to the World-
honoured One.

[14] From the [time of the] renunciation of Ra‘hula onwards,‘t,he
Buddha would not initiate ( E ) one who left the house without being
permitted by his father and mother. Therefore, the Buddha asked Sud-
inna : “Have your father and mother permitted you to leave the house ?"
[ Vin. iii.l2 ]. ' . -_

The Teacher says : these and the following words are easy to understand
and one ought to understand them oneself. A

Afler havingfinu'hed what he had to do—Sudinna’s mind was now delighted
in renunciation. It'did not find any interest in, or attachment for, places
of amusement. Even when it was possible to meet the debtors {R 3:, ), he
did not avail himself of the same. He hurriedly went back. And. what
follows is easy to understand. ' v

[15] Mama (Amma )-, papa ( Tdta ),, “ you ”—-Easy_ to understand.
Onyl Jon, only one son, without any elder or younger brother. _

The Teacher says : Why did his father and mother say so ? Because
they wanted to remind ( ) him [of the following ]— I '

Abiding in happiness [ Vin. iii. 13 ]. From his childhood until the day
he become major, he never passed through any distress. From the very
first, since the time of his birth, he was carried in arms by his wet-nurses and
reared, until he became major, on food and drinks of hundr_eds of tastes,
often given as mutual presents ( IE 71:3 *3 [a]; ) . He ' went out
in carriages or on horse-back. His foot never touched the earth. . This is
what is meant by ‘abiding in happiness.’ ' '

[16] The father said to Sudinna : “You have not known the least
kind of suffering. Not knowing sfluering—Jf suffering is divided into ten parts,
then you have not gone through even one part of the same. '

We will rather meel’deal/z, but we will not part with you—The father and
mother said : “ While we are alive we will not leave you even if death comes
upon you; then what of [our leaving you] when you are now alive. Such

. a course of events, will not happen '. ”
Then, at thu' veyr place, I shall lie on the groun'd—That is, [the son] said :

1-“ I shalllie on the ground without any .carpet'or a mat .”
Pro'vidc' yoursefl with enjyoments.

‘- Questionh— What is meant by providing. oneself with enjoyment: ?

 

8. The Chm'iese {E exactly conveys the sense of Pall :an'ra-Incc'a, meeting" the
bodily need: (call: of nature). - -, i
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Answer '.—The male and female musicians ( fl £33 ) , lute and
harp, wm‘d-ms'truments of music, bamboo instruments of music, gm'tar and
others producing various kinds of musical sounds—with all these, to take de-
light in the company of your friends and acquaintances. These friends
and aequam'tances gave mm, in various ways, comfortm'g advice that
would enable his mind to withdraw [from his determination].

Enjoy yourself with the five kindt fo OJb'uI: of pleasure—
Question :—What is meant by. enjoy ( fl paribhufijanlo ) 3"
Answer :—‘ Enjoy ’ means: One’s own bodily -self, in the company

of one’s own women-folk, lives a life ofjoy and merriment, with the help of
the five kinds of objects of pleasure.

[ 17] Further, you can do meritorious deeds— That 15' to say, you can give
charities to Buddha, Dhamrna and San'gha and follow the ways of good
destiny ( £35 a .rugali ) and thus do meritorious deeds. '

Still he remained :ilent— His father and mother, with various pieces of
advice, tried to give comfort to his' mind. In this way, his' father and mother
repeated the advice as many as three times, but his determined Will' would
not change. The father and mother sent for friends and acquaintances of
Sudinna' and said to them z “ Tlu's dear friend of yours is now lying down
on the earth. We have appealed to him three times. But his assent would
never come '. Dear friends, for our sake, [ please] stop this renunciation .”

Therefore, those friends and acquaintances went to the place where
Sudinn'a was and thus said to him three times : “ Dear friend, your dear
father and mother have got you as their only dear son. If you have to
renounce the house, who will support your father and mother when
they grow old in years ? Dear [friend], if you renounce [the house]
[your parents will suffer ]. Their grief will no doubt lead to their death. For '
you, dear, what advantage? What precious treasure, dear, [are you going to
get] ? Renuua'alian means to hold a begging-bowl and beg one’s food which
may be coarse or bad. You may get it or may not get it. Further, you will
have food only once a day; you have to sleep alone. If you practise'Jhe holy
lif'e, then such a [life which you will have to lead] will be very difficult.”
Thus they [tried] in various ways. But his mind would never yield.

[ 18] These friends and acquaintances consulted [ amongst them~
selves]: “ Now we must permit him to renounce the house .” Then they
immediately went to the place where Sudinna’s parents were, advised them
to permit his renunciation. Therefore, it has been said in the original
Vinaya: “The friends and acquaintances of Sudinna, the scion of Kalandaka,
went to the place of his parents and said to Sudinna : ‘ Dear friend, your

I parents have permitted you ; you can, dear, renounce the house’ " [fc. Vm‘.
14']. Immediately Sudinna got up from the ground. He rejoiced and

began to jump. Sudinna‘ had not eaten for seven days; his body had grown
lean and emaciated. His parents bathed him with scented hot water. With
01.“, they smeared his' body, washed the hair on the head and combed them,
prepared various kinds of food and drink that were tasteful. Within three-
four days, his body grew strong and straight. Then, further, Sudinna paid
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respects to his parents, and, wlu'le tears" were flo’wing [from their' eyes].on
account of separation, went to the place where the Buddha was. He simply
prayed to the World-honoured One to ordain him as one who has now
renounced his house. ~’

-s

[19] Question :—-Was this ordin'ation to be one at the hands of the
Tatha'gata or at the hands of the San'gha ?

Answer :——It was to be at the hands of a Bhikkhu. At that tim'e, there
was a Bhikkhu near-by who had taken the vow of begging his food. The
Buddha told that Blu'kkhu, who had taken up the vow of begging his food, to 6. 73.1
grant Sudinna his renunciation as well as his initiation into [the Buddhist] 7123-8
rules of conduct. The Bhikkhu replied : “ Very well L Honoured Sir .' ”
He then took him and granted him renunciation as a :amazxa. He was
called a thk'khu of the Honoured 'One ( Jina-dattty'am ). He also gave him
the initiation into the rules of conduct. Therefore, it has been said in the
original Vinyaa : At that time, Sudinna obtain'ed at the place of the Buddha
renunciation and afterwards initiation into the rules of conduct. He
accepted the obligations of One who has become purified, dhuta-dhamma,
T'ou—t’a ( as re) .[cf. Vin. iii. 15].

P": ’n

[20] T’ou-t’o mean's in Chinese language ‘one who has shaken ofl‘
depravities of impurities.’ '

Accepted means he practised. ,
Arafifi'ika means one who gives up a house in a village and stays in a

forest-place, begging his food. _
A beggar fo alms means one who does not accept big sumptuous feasts.

He rejects the fourteen” kinds of food.
Accepting dos}! rags means one who does not receive clothes from a bene-

factor ( fl “5% 1° drina-pati or rather ddnavarll', that is, gahapati) .
.Beggar f0food in due order means one who never oversteps the order of

succession [of houses].
The village fo Vajfl.‘ means the village of the king of VaJJ"is. I
Immeasurable possession: and wealth : Possession means things that are used

every day (lit. morning and evening Wealth means the treasure that is
always guarded and not allowed to be seen by people. Immeasurable means
that which is beyond counting. ‘

Plenyl fofoad and drink means from day to day there is all the tim'e an
overflow of food and drink.

Keeping the dwelling-place in due order means properly arranging the bed,
rolling the mat and guarding the woollen'cloth.

[ 21 ] Oflering [food] contained in big sixty silver vessel: [Vim iii. 15 ].
One silver vessel was capable of holding food for ten persons. In all there 6.7b.l

‘ 712a-2l

 

9. Fourteen kinds of food—They are enumerated in' Vir. II 27. They are to be
avoided by a Pr'nd_,apfitika. Vimali—vinodani also enumerates them.

10. This' last Chinese character suggests to me that the Indian word is rather ddmuam'
than danapali as given in Mufil. 2862. The same character is used for can? in cakravarh'.

..20
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was provision of food and. drink for Six' hundred [ Bhikkhus of ] the Congrega.
tion. Food is that which is' brought (abi/zdra ).

Question :—-What is that which is "brought (abhi/zdra) ?
Answer :——It is that which brings in the strength of the Four Great

Elementsu ( Mahd—b/zfitdni ).
' He turned it back and gave—He rejected it [for himself] and gave it to
the Bhikkhu-san'gha, his kind having no love for it. He himself entered
[the village] begging his food. _
' The ma'id-servant in his house intending to throw out the stale remains
of overnight-rice that was not serviceable came out to throw it.

Overnight-n'ce—that is rice, one or two nights stale, and which gave out
a sour stink.

Question :—Was it non-glutm’ous rice or was it maize-grain ?
Answer :—-It was maize-grain ( fli ) .
[Elder] sister—A recluse cannot address [a woman] as a maid and .

therefore he said : “ Sister, throw it into my begging-bowl ” [ Vin. iii. 15].

[22] Question :-—Can a recluse say such words ?
Answer :——Yes, he can say; because it is a thing to be thrown away

by its master. If there is a thing like this to be cast away, then it is' per-
.miSSi"ble for one to say : “ If you intend to give me, put it into my beggin'g
bowl. ” The Teacher says : If there is a Bhikkhu who goes round beg-
gin'g his food and if he sees a person carrying, with the swinging pole on his
shoulder, the remains of overnight-rice with the intention of throwing it
away and if this Bhikkhu says : ‘ If this is to be cast away, put it in my beg-
ging-bowl ',then such a Bhikkhu has been praised by the Buddha.

Question :—Is it with reference to only one kind of thm'gs like rice, or
with other kinds of things also that he can say so ?

Answer :—-—It is with reference to all kinds of things that are to be thrown
‘ away. All such things can be asked for. There is no need of having any

scruple.

[23] 0f hand: and feet—VVhile he was begging his food, he lowered
his beggm'g bowl to receive food. His hand became visible down from his
wrist. His foot also from his ankle to four fingers upward.

Voice—[ The maid-servant ] could hear his voice when he addressed her.
Recognu'ed ——-She recognis'ed these three signs.
When it was twelve years after the attainment of the Path ( fl ) by

the Buddha, Sudinna became a recluse. Sudinna was in another region
for eight years. Eight years afterhis own awakening to the Path, he returned
to Kalandaka village. It was twenty years after the Buddha’s attainment
of the Path. Since Sudinna departed from his own house, eight years had
elapsed and so the maid-servant could not recognise him [at sight].

She went in and said ta‘the mu'trexslofihe family— --
Question :--Why was it that she did not question lu'm immediately but

entered [the house] and spoke to the mistress of the family P

11. This explanation of abbiha"ra u' not found in the Pali Cm.
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Answer :——thn the maid-servant saw him, she was handicapped by
her feelings of awe and so she dared not suddenly put him a question. There-
fore, she hurried into the house and spoke. ' e

m

[24] With proper du’crimination, he was very carefully eating b} the side of
the wall. At that time, in the village in every house, by the side of a wall
they used to prepare a small shed provided with water and eOJn'ee. Men
who would beg their food could rest there, if they so wished. Therefore it
has been said in the original Vinaya : “ Outside the door, by the side of the
wall, he was eating ” [cf Vin. iii. 16].

What thing, 0 man P—The father asks Sudinna : “ What thing, you
man, are you eating by the side of the wall ? The remnants of overm'ght-
rice ? This sort of food is not suitable for a recluse. This is overnight-rice. ”

The father said to Sudinna : “ When you were staying in the house
and when there. were delicious food and drink, you found fault with them.
You said : ‘ It is all coarse and bad. Hot or cold does not agree with me. ’
'Now you eat this remanant of overru'ght-rice like food that is sweet; and you
have no words of dislike,” .

The Teacher says : Sudinna’s father had to say such words; the father
was constrained at heart, and so he could not elaborate these words. This'
is what a teacher explains as he' has learnt from his immediately preceding
teacher(Emgffi7F57}<).

[25] Holding him by his arm, they both came .to their house.
Question :—-Why was it' that the. house-holder (lit. one with white.

garments) held him by his arms and took him to his house with him' ?
Answer z—Sudinna, as a man, was very dutiful. When the father had

already held him by his arms, he did not oppose the command of his' father
to go back to his house with him. He accepted the request by remaining
silent and [stood there].

Question :—Sudinna had accepted the practice of begging his' food as
said above ( J; L’“ g E; ) . Then why- did he accept the father’s
invitation ? .

Answer :—Sudinna must have thought thus : it was already long since
he was separated from his family. If he would not accept the invitation of
the donor (ddnapati or rather ddnavartt'*) then he would thmk' ill of him. And
so because he had feelings of compassion on him, he accepted one request
of his.

Accepted—He made him know [that he had accepted].

[26] Heap fa gold and silver.
Question :-—-Was it an ingot [of gold and of silver] or was it different

pieces P ' . ‘
Answer ——It was different coins. ,‘
A man —one who was neither too tall, nor too short.
Putting behind him a curtain —-maldng a ' place suspiciously solitary

( &. fii ) by putting a curtain around on all the four sides.

 

‘ See note 10 above.
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In the morning putting o_n garment: and taking the begging-bowl— as per re-
quest made to him.

Question :—Why was it that he did not' await the householder’s request
for coming, but himself went ?

Answer :—This request must have been already communicated to him.
But this, however, is' not mentioned in the Vinaya.

Mother—The meaning is one who could give birth to others.
Maternal possessions, that is, what had come from another family

through the mother. 'This is the price for providing the necessities for
bathing, morning and evening, and the like. “ These possessions extended
[back]_( m ) to the time when I had not yet married your mother.
Further, nothing of this has‘ been consumed. My possessions also have not been
consumed. The possessions ofyour grandfather, father and mother have not
been consumed.”

Nat consumed—that is to say, the property, the possessions are beyond
counting. I

[27] You can return to worldyl lfza'—The father said to Sudinn'a :
“ You may cast away these clothes of a recluse, return to the worldly life,
put on good clothes and enjoy the five kinds of pleasure. You have become
a recluse, not because you were afraid of the kings’ servants, nor because
you were a debtor.”

I cannot come back to wordyl lfze'-——Sudinna said to the house-holder :
“ I am extremely delighted with this' holy life. Further, my mind has not
the least attachment for this worldly Me. I have to make you a request,
0 house-holder. I may not be blamed for it.”

Sudinna [further] said to the house-holder : “ I have to say something
to you. I pray you not to get angry ” [ Vin. iii. 17 ].

The father replied : “ Very well ! ”
. Veyr well ./—thn the father heard Sudinna say these words, his' mind

was delighted and so by way ofcommendation he said: “ Very well l ”
“ Take a linen-cloth and make a big bag [out of it]. Put gold and

silver into it and tie its mouth firmly. Carry it in more than ten carts and
take it to the midst of a big river and throw the same in a deep place. ”

[28 ] Why all this .D—Sudinna said that he refused to have anything to
do with the-treasure. Why ? For, on account of this treasure arise the
dangers such as those from water, fire, and robbers.

From all these is produced the homp'ilatiou-——There may be a king of the
country who, when he sees the abundance of treasure and possessions, might
come and demand it. Or there may be thieves and robbers who might come
and plunder it. Or, there may be fire that will burn it, or water that may
wash it away deep. When one thinks of this, there may be trembling and
shaking up of the body and the hair on the body would stand erect.

To guard it dja and night—When it is not dark, then at that place, one
has to arrange for keeping strong men, both at the front and at the back,
who would take up, at right time [the work of ] patroling the place, close
the doors [of the house] and make it strong so as not to let any thieves and



‘ V1.31 1 SUDINNA-VISITS HIS FAMILY

robbers get any entrance into their enemy’s house.‘ Why. all tlu's—what 13'
called guarding P "

[29] He called hts' young 'daughter-in-law‘“LS‘udinna’s father tried in
various ways to bring him back to worldly hf'e. He realis"ed that he would
not respond to his own will and so he called his young daughter-in-law and
said : “ You alone who formerly had mutual love may perhaps be able
to make his mind turn back [to worldly h'fe ].” Why was it so ? All the
property and possessions could not corrupt him. “ You_alone, as his wife,
could possibly make him turn back. ”

“ What pearl-women (acchartiya ) from the heaven are attending (upon you .9 ”
[ Vin. iii. 17 ]—This young wife asked this question which Suddinna rejected.
Because this young wife had seen many Ksatriyas and men from noble
families leave their property, palaces, wife and children, and family-
dependants, she thought ( 3 BE ) : “- All these men from noble
families were seeking pearl—women from the heaven and so they were practis-
ing the holy life.”

Not for heavenly women—“ We do not seek the heavenly women.” The
young wife heard Sudinna addressing her as ‘ younger sister,’ in his reply.
One’s own former husband addressing the wife who was sharing hxs' own bed
while resting, as ‘ younger sister !" The significance of this is that it immedia-
tely makes her as ‘ born from his own parents.’ On account of this she was
very much affected with grief. She became unconscious and fell on the ground.

Do not harass me—With the property and possessions and with a woman’s
pleasure, do not harass my mind.

[30] Then you may leave behind the seed that will continue [our family]
[ Vin. iii. 18 ]-——-The father and mother said to Sudinna : “ We pray you
may practise the holy life for all the time in this lonely place, and enter
Nibbana, but we pray you : leave behind a son who, by continuu'lg our
family-line, would not let the property lapse into nothing. When there is'
owner, who else can master it? When we are dead, the king ofLicchavis would
certainly enter our treasure-house. Therefore we seek of you the seed that
will continue [our family]. '

Sudinna replied : “ That is a very easy thing :
Question :—Why did Sudinna say so ?
Sudinna thought in his nu'nd : “ If I do not give the seed, they would

never let me alone; day and night they will harass me.' ‘If I give the 'son,
they would let their minds rest and would bother me no longer. On account
of this I would be able to get to the door of the way to a happy life and would
practise holy life.” ‘

I 'can do it.”'

[31] [She was in her] maul/1y! bloom—Every month is produced this
watery bloom. This is the blood known as the speciality of a w’oman.
At the time when the woman entertains a desire of sex~pleasure, at the place
where the child rests is produced a clot of blood. On the seventh day, it
breaks by itself. On account of this, blood oozes out. When the flow of

12. The Pali cm. uses the term ‘pura‘pa-dulyiikd’, the former wife of Sudinna.
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blood has not yet stopped, man’s semen cannot settle. It immediately
flows out. If the flow has‘ completely ceased, then man’s semen rotates all
over that place and then the conception (' 5-3 ) takes place, just Me a
field which a family tills' and makes' fit, by burning. But if there is excessive
water and grain‘ is pufin‘to it, the grain13 floats over the surface of the water
and flows out in' all the four dir'ections. Why ? Because water is' excessive.
The gram' does not get in touch with the mire and does not get rooted. The
sameis'the case with a woman also. If the flow of blood has comple-
tely stopped, man’s semen gets settled and then there is" conception.

He held his wzfe' by her arm—He seized her with the intention of going
into a deep inaccessible place to have a lust-play with her. At that time,
sm'ce the Buddha was under the Bodhi-tree it was twenty years. He had
not laid down for his disciples any code of conduct. The disciples were
fresh entrants into the teaching and so he did not prescribe any code
of conduct. Sudinna did not know that it was any violation. He thought
it to be no violation. If he had known it to be a violation leading even to
the destruction of life, how could he have dared to commit that transgression ?

Three tm'u: Iu practised an impure act with her [ Vin. iii. 18 ]. Three times
he held his wife and had intercourse with her. And because of this impure
act, she conceived. The Teacher says : Was she with a living being in
her or without it ( 7E El 4st, ) ?

Answer :—She was with a living being.

[32] How is this' conception [of a living being] established ?
liiistly, by the mutual contact of bodies; secondly, by holding a piece of
cloth; thirdly, by letting semen fall down; fourthly, by touching [ the private
organ]down below the navel; fifthly, by sight; sixthly, by sound; and seventh y,
by smell. In these seven ways, conception is established in a female person.

(i) How is it established by touching the delicate“ parts of the
body ? At the time when a woman is in her monthly course, she is de-
lighted to have [the company of] a man. If a man [ at that time ] touches
with his own body one part of the body after another, and if she
has a passionate liking for that touch, then a conception is established. This
is the estabhshm'ent of conception by the mutual contact of bodies.

(ii) Question :—~How is it by holding a piece of cloth ?
Answer :—As in the case of Bhiltlt'hu' Uda‘yi. He became a recluse

along with his w1f'e and they were separated for a long time. Uda'yi went
to the place of residence of Bhtltkh'unis. Their passionate love had
not yet stopped. Each of them mutually gave vent to their feelings of pas-
sion. The semen _rushed out and soiled a piece of cloth of Uda'yl who gave it
to the Bhikkh'uni.thn she got it, she licked§ it and then m'serted the same
in herfemale organ. After, this, the conception was established. This is when
awoman is in her course and she has a physical contact [as mentioned above ]
with the garment of a man. ’1‘his is what is called touching a piece of cloth.

(iii) Question :—How is it by letting semen fall down ?
13. There is nothing' corresponding to this simile in I’ali Cm.
’For this expression see also XII. 45—46, 70—71, 82-83.
§ See Vin. iii. 205-06 ( Nisslggiya 4»); kids. 123.  



HOW CONCEPTION'IS ESTABLISHEDV1.83 ]

Answer :—As in the case of the mother of the anch'orite Migi-putta
(Miga-singa ). In ancient times there was a female deer” While 'movm'g
about she reached the place of an anchorite; ,The anchorite’s urin'e was
stmlo"ng with the smell of semen wlu'chhad fallen down. The female deer
was at that time just in her monthly course. She sm'elt and saw the thick
urinary liquid and with a passionate desire she loved to drink“ it. Then the
conception was established. The anchorite,, son of a deer, was born. This
is' what is meant by the fallingu down of semen.

( iv ) Touching below the navel :—As is the case with Bodhisattva, Sa'ma.
His father and mother were on the point of getting blind. Sakka, the King of
gods, knew this' beforehand ( 53a ) and came down [on the earth].
He went to their place and said: " It is just befitting that thefather and
mother should meet in sexual embrace and produce a son.” The parents,
hOWever, had both left the house [to become anchorites] and
had accepted the religious life ( E ) . They replied : “ We have
already left the house [to become anchorites] and the Dhamma can not
permit such a thing. ” King Sakka further said : “ If you cannot meet
in sexual embrace, it will be permissible to touch, with the hand, below the
navel.‘ They immediately obeyed his instruction and then the conception
was established and Sa'ma was born. This is what is called touching below
the navel.. Maudavya§ and Canda-pajjota—both of these men were born
in the same way.

(v) Question :—How is [the conception established] by sight ?
Answer :——There is a woman who is in\ her monthly course and who

could not possibly meet a man. She is afflicted with strong passion. She
intended just to have a purposeful look at a man, just like women of the king’s
palace or [women] of the same sort. She unm'ediately conceives. This
is what is meant ‘by sight’. _

(vi) Question :—How is it ~‘by sound’ ? ,
.Answer .'—just as in the case of Bala'ka' birds. They are all females,

no male. When the spring time has arrived and when sunny atmosphere
( g g ) begins to spread, there is the sound of thunder. The female
Bala‘ka‘ listens to the sound with wrapt attention and she conoeives.. A
hen, also, at tun'es, when she hears the sound of a male [cock], conceives.
This is what is meant ‘by sound’. '

(vii) Question :—How is it ‘by~ smell.’ ‘ -
Answer :—Just as a cow ( #fi #1 fl ) that smells the breath ofa bull

and conceives a young one. This is what is called ‘by smell’. ‘

[33] Sudinna’s case was not like any of these. He actually perpe-
trated the impure act. As man and woman, they met with bodily passion
and then the Gandlmbba appeared ( 3% Q ) . Three things come together

 

' 14. Was there any confusion of the reading ? Pali gives asud-pana‘, while the Chin"ese
seems to hidicate wuci—pa‘la. Miln. 125 support: the former pending. Ofthe story of birth of
ltisin'ga in Alambusa—Ja'laka (No. 523). Also see jilaka No. 526 (Nalimk‘d—Ja'mka).

’ Sec Fausbd'll. Ja‘laka vi. 73ff. (No. 540); Alibi. 123, 125-27.
5 Sec Miln. l23.
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and then a child is' born. Such was the case with Sudinna. At that m‘,
the deities on the earth' saw Sudinna' perpetratmg' the impure act and then
gave out a big shout : ‘Evil acts are bem'g performed everywhere.’ There
was no man who ( fl A 2: .fi} ) did not know. Firs't the doer [knows],
then the guardian deities ( a a fill!" ) see it, and next the gods that know
the nun'd of others know it. This' [action] rnen, gods and deities—all saw and
so there was the big shout. [‘The news] was spread out. It was received
and spread out in succession until it reached the Brahma-gods. Except those
who belonged to the Forme sphere, all others heard of it and knew it.

. [34] When the son, in due course, grew up in years, he along with 1115' mother
lfle the house [to become anchorites]. When the boy Bi'jaka was eight years old,
he along with his' mother left the house [ to become anchorites ], the mother
taking refuge with the Bhikkhunis and the son taking refuge ( {32 )
with the Blnkkh'u-San'gha. Each of them obtained a good friend
(kalydaa-mitta). Therefore, in the original Vinaja it has been said : “Both
of them left the house [to become anchorites] and in due course attained

the Fruit of Arhatship” [ Vm. iii. 19 ].
He thenfell remorse in hu' mmd' [ Vu'z. iii. 19 ]. Since he had first perpetrat-

ed the im'pure act, he constantly, day and night, felt remorse in his mind.
‘Iu thu' benefw'mt course f0 If” I could not derive any benefit’. That is to say, in
this' Dhamma of the Buddha, by practis'ing holy life, one can obtain three
kinds of dis'ceming knowledge ( ii; i ) . “ I have not derived this benefit.
This is' what is meant by ‘ in' this' beneficent course of hf'e, I could not derive
any benefit. ’ What I have gam'ed is' [only] evil, while other aseetics
have .gam'ed somethm‘g beneficent. I could not derive any good'
advantages; what I have derived is only evil.”

Hoyt lfze' is' to collect what is' treasured 111' Good 'Conduct, Concentration
and Wisdom. I could not collect the same.

[35] Lean and emaciated ——He became so by his' own remorsefulness.
His' food and drmk' were not enough. Therefore, his flesh and blood were
reduced.

The colour ofhu.’ bodilyframe had changed hk'e that of a withenn'g pale-yellow
leaf of a tree, that is about to fall down.

All hu' :inew: had become vu'ihlo —Because there was no blood or flesh,
all the sm'ews became Vis'ible.

Hi: mind too was closed and bame'aded—The openm'g of his mind was
closed.

He hung In} head down in shame—In the pure [ holy ] lif'e he did not notice
any good for hims'elf and so he had a sense of shame.

At that tun'e, theBhikkhus, when they came out of the house, saw
the erstwhile sportive “Sudinna lean and emaciated. They asked him 2
“ Formerly, your countenance was all full and reposed; your body was
beautif‘ul and all round. Your hands and feet were lusty and robust. Why
are you now lean and emaciated ? ” The Bhikkhus said to Sudinna : “ In
this holy life are you disconsolate and disinterested ? Don’t you take dc—
light in this holy life ?” Sudinna replied : “ Friends (d'vuso ), not that  



'SU'DINNA‘ , ~REPENTS. V1.37 ]

I do not take delight in this holy life. In’ this pure, Dhamma I have
strenuously cultivated my mind, but I have committed a' sinful thing. As
Ihave committed a sinful thing, I have‘. attained an evil Dhamma
(E $ ) which I constantly see before my eye."’ The Bhikkh'us said
to Sudinna : “ What you have done is surely enough to create mental
worry .”

Question :——What is mental worry 3’
Answer .'—-In this pure Dhamma, impure action has been done;

therefore mental worry is created and therefore you cannot. practis'e the holy
life.

[36 ]. Thereupon the Bhikkhus tried all sorts of methods to give relief
to the mind of Sudinna, and said :

“ Is it not, '0 friend, that the Buddha has preached in various ways
the Dhamma to be away from desire ? For this purpose ( ij fl ) , the
Buddha has preached to all living beings in the three realms the five objects
of desire—to be away from those objects of desire and not to be merged in
them. Words [ givenin the original text] are different, but the meaning
is the same. He has preached the Dhamma to let people destroy craving—to let them
attam' Nirvana; not to let them stay in the three realms and thus not to cherish

' any cravm‘g. The Buddha has thus mentioned the objects of desire to be
separated from them and not to be with them. You are now‘, however, gelling
merged into them. The Buddha has preached to be away from practis'in‘g
impure acts, but you have practised an impure act with your'former wtf'e
(purfiaa-dutjitk'd fifc _.‘ ) . This is' a matter which can be easily under-
stood.

[37] The Budd/ta has preached the. Dhamma, in various ways, in order to be
awayfrom intoxication [ Vin. iii. 20 ]. The Buddha has preached the Dhamma
to living beings for this purpose—namely to let them give up intoxication.

To cut fa thirst—For this purpose ( Hi- 13 ) the Buddha has
preached the Dhamma—that all living beings that have thirst for the five
objects of desire should cut it off.

To cut flo the germ fo lfze' ( jg ) —-The Buddha has 'p're‘a‘c‘hed we
Dhamma to cut off all germs of life in the three realms. ' ' '

Destruction fo craving, Nirvana. Craving—[ there is] cravu'ig in all living
beings of the three realms. Therefore ( Bi )3 ), people cannot go
[away from the house]. By this craving, they are bound up.

Destruction—Craving is destroyed. Then one attains Nirvana. In these
three realms, four species of beings, five kinds of destinies, seven stations of
consciousness and nine abode: of living beings—one goes from one to the
other; from the other, one comes back. It is just. him a hole in a piece of
embroidery—the twines are all mutually bound together; they cannot be
loosened. The craving is then what entwines.
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Destruction is then cessation. When the craving is destroyed, then
there is Nu‘v’a‘ha. Moreover, Ni: ( E nit) means “095- Iran ( §§ MM)
is' weaving together ( . The meaning is .' no weaving together. '
The Buddha has preached the abandonment f0 desire, that is', of five objects of
desire and of the five impurities of desire ( kilcsa-kdmd ). All of these are to
be given up. Understanding dea'rcs—Of all the desires, each one should
know and then conquer it.. This is what is meant by understanding.
Thirstfor desires (kdma-pzp'dsd )-—'I‘o be eagerly seeking [ one or the other]
among all kinds of desire. .

Thought of desire—Among all lun'ds of thought, that one which is
associated with desire. The depression“ of desires—When one thinks of the
five kinds of desire and if one does not get them, then it produces depression.
All this' that has been said is‘ what is' un'plied in the Truth of the Path.

The former17 terms speak about things of this world; the latter terms
speak-about thm'gs relating to the escape from this world ( i. e. super-world,
lokutlara ).

[38] This“, friend, would not enable those who have no faith to turn their lack
offarm intofaith [ Vin. in". 20 ]. Because of this evil action that has been done,
those who have no faith will not be enabled to have faith. Friend, those
who have faith in their mind will, moreover, turn their mind away.

Tum their mind awya—That is, those who have faith in their mind for the
Dhamma will, howeVer, have hatred and remorse. If a man has faith in
his' mind for the Path, then he, like the mountain Sumeru assailed by the
winds coming from all the four directions, is unshakable. The man with
such a faith is like this. Therefore, in the original Vinyaa, it has been said :
“ There are some men ( ekaccdnaqr) like this, some not like this.”

[39] At that time, the Bhikkh'us communicated this matter to the
Buddha. The Bhikkhus spoke to the Buddha and let him know this sinful
act done by Sudinna, not with the expectation that the Buddha would just
praise them and condemn Sudinna and send him away in exile from the
pure Dhamma, nor with the idea of creating confusing commotion
on account of this evfl act, but just forthe sake of [ maintaining ] the principle
of rectitude ( fi‘ 32 ) they spoke, Each one of the Bhikkhus thus
thought : “ An evil has arisen in the Dhamma. ” They spoke to the
W'orld-honoured One '. “Now that an evil has arisen at present in the
Dhamma, we pray : ‘ prescribe a code of conduct for the sake of disciple-
followers. ’ ” On account f0 thu' matter, the assembyl fo BhiLk'lzu-Sanglm was ar-
ranged. The assembly of Bhtk'khu-San'gha was held on account of this evil
act of transgression of the Dhamma of the Noble, by Sudinna. Therefore,
the assembly of the Bhikkhu-San'gha was held. o

 

l5. Prm'zarily, nu' m‘plies ‘ gone away ' or ‘gonc Out’; when a thmg' has gone out, it )3
absent and so it does not exist.

16. Pall is quite different; it gives kq'ma-[Ian'lalm (i-2l8).
l7. Pall is different here. In the but five terms, lokuuaramaaa is described, while in

the first three (uira‘ga and the next two) both lokb'a and Iakuuam-magga is described. "'  



THE BUDDHA CONDEMNS SUDINNAV1.42 ]

[4-0] Budd/1a condemned Sudinna [ Vin. in". 20]. ' If a man commits an
cvfl action and if he deserves condemnation, the. Tathigata unm'edia'tely
condemns him. If a man sticks strenuously to good conduct and if he deserves
praise, the Tathagata immediately praises him. .

A Thus the Buddha never protects [even] a good‘ man who has done
some evil. He, like Sudinna, is fit to be condemned. Therefore, m’
the original Vinyaa, it has been said :

>\

u

“. If a person is condemnable, the
Tatha‘gata, with compassion in his mind, condemns him. ”

The Buddha said : “ 0 you stupid, vain, useless man! you have not
done what should have been done; you have done what should not have
been done. The impure act that you have done is not in confornu'ty [with
the Dhamma ]. Because it‘ is impure, it is not befitting a .ta‘maaa. ” The
Buddha asked : “ Why did you perpetrate thls' evil act ? ” He [further ]
added .' “ I have preached to be away from desires ........ ..
thing as said above ( §§ 36-37) already.

[41 ] The Buddha noted that Sudinna had already done an evil act.
Having in mind compassion for him, he said : “ 0 you stupid man! "-—
just as parents, with co'mpassion, scold their son when they see that he has
done an evil action, by saying :. “ 0 you stupid fellow! why did you per-
petrate‘ such an act ? ”, so in the original Vinyaa, is has been said .' “ 0 you
stupid ! you may rather put your male organ into the mouth of a poisonous
serpent than put it into a female organ ” [Vim iii. 20].

The mouth fo a pau‘onou: :erpcnt—If a man touches the mouth of a poiso-
nous serpent, then his flesh would get rotten and he would die; but still this'
would be better. If a man were to put his male organ into woman’s
organ, then' when he dies, he goes into a hell with no hope to come out.
One may rather put one’: male organ into the mouth fa a [black ]" pou'onou: cobra
( t3 And the rest as before. A man may get rotten leading to
the end of one’s life but he will not fall into a hell. If he puts it
into a woman’s female organ, he would roll down into a hell. One may
rather put one’s male organ into a heap of fire but not into a woman’s
female organ. Why 3’ “ Stupid man, if he puts it into a heap of fire, he
may die, or may not die. If he dies, then, for some time, his present body
experiences some pain; but he does not, on account of it, fall mm a hell and
does not experience great pain.”

[42 ] Thu' 1': a matter concerning badpcoplc [ Vin. iii. 21 ], that is, a matter
concerning sinful persons. '

It 14" a mailer concerning rusticr, that is, it is a matter of people who live m'
mountains and in the country.

It 13' a great fault, a great dcfiling taint. ~I£ u" a matter that end: in [the use
of] water. When one has finished this impious act, then afterw'ards one has
to make use of water. Therefore, it is called a matter ending m' [ the use of]
water.

18. Pall Cm. has kanjmappana, black serpent.
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In a lousyl place—The practice of this impure act can be done when only
two persons' are present." . ’

- Tlu originator of all the evil (lun‘gs.
Question :—Why did. the Buddha say so ?
Answer :-—-In"this pure Dhamma, because Sudinna perpetrated this

dirt'y act, he is called, in this' pure Dhamma, the very first [perpetrator] of a
dir'ty violation. ' -

[43] The Tallzdgata in vana'u: way: [ Vin. iii. 21 ].——That is', in various
ways, [the Tatha‘gata] condemned this man.

sz'wulty of supportm‘g oneself—Among all things that are to be protected,
not to be able to protect one’s own person is called the difficulty of support-
ing oneself. '

Du'cantenlment—One who dwells ( fl; ) upon those things from
which one has to guard oneself ( H fi fi asa‘mvara)’is called one who
knows no sufficiency ( 7K in E ) . Even‘if one gets precious jewels
heaped up 111: Mt. Sineru, his' mind is not yet satisfied. This is called
disco'mcntment.

Talk about Umrmlue: when a crowd has assembled in one place. When they
gather together in one place they mutually praise each other or they prais'e
[even] defilm'g thm'gs (upak/cilem XE! m )

Lazinus—It is all perfected ( a. E ) when its eight“ factors have
been actively present.

[4-4] The Buddha has praised in various ways little desire, content.
ment, easiness in support (.ru-bharatd) and easiness in being brought up
( supasatd ). I

Little desire (appw'chald ) means to have no greediness in one’s mind.
Even if he get: 0114 [essential thing for his] support, he gets whatever 1115'
min'd needs. , If he sticks to this [peculiarity] of being easily supported, he
is' able to control his' passion for six“ [kinds of objects of different senses] and
is' not led by stx' kinds of impurities. This is what is called easiness in bem'g
supported. V - _.
' . .Easwa's,_ utbez’ugbmught up fi — He knows moderation in his'
fourfold requisites and. he is' content. This' is. what is called easincss in being
brought up.

Whatever coarse or fine thm'gs come to him, he hastens to accept them,
because of scanty desire ( sallekha This' is contentment.

Pun—because of scanty desire, one rests satisfied.
called pure (dlzuto ).

When one has become pure, he does not get tainted by impurities. He
has shaken them off. Because he has shaken off all dirt he is called upright
( fig 15 pz‘sddika) . Further it is said : All of his three actions (bodily,

a

This is what is

l9. Vimalivu'wdam' mentions these eight :euha kanuuam. L'atabban’li ekam, lama aka‘xin'u';
maggo gantabba'u', agamflrin'li; "stall/lam. bhajmxm pa'n‘piriu'li, alauhan'li ; uppanna me a‘badlw'ti,
a-cim—vunllilo gelafin‘a"1i ckan'li, ima‘m' amm kusila-vall/w‘ni na‘ma.

See also A. IV-332, D. iii-255. Vbh. 385.  
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vocal, mental) are pure and he has -~abandoned all cvxl’ actions and he
harms none; so he is called upright. - .- .’

.No accumulation (d—pacayo )—Being himself rotected from defilements,
he .shows them the door and scatters them away. This'. is called ‘ no
accumulation. ’ And when there is no accumulation [of evil], then there
is a strong exertion (virzy‘a ). ' -

[45] The Buddha prescribed a rule of conduct for the Bhikk'hus.
The good—that is, the Bhikkhus who could receive [the rules ] with
faith, and follow them ( Ffi 11$ Why -? If there are people who have
little desire and who are contented, then they are capable of receiving and
retairu'ng [an instruction]. Therefore the Buddha prescribed the original
rule of Conduct ( 19: 2f: .rikkhrip'ada ) . Just as one might string together a‘
garland offlowcrs of five colours, or one of seven kinds ofjewels, so he preached
to them about this world and the next world to strike fear and terror into
their minds.

Those who are desirous of learning take their stand 'on the firm} ground
of teaching and attain Arhatship, or the states of Ana'ga'mi, Sakadaga‘mi, 'or
Sota‘panna. Even those who possess no potential cause ('upan‘u'mya) will
be born into a heaven. If the Buddha preaches the Dt'ghdgam’a, or the shorter
d‘gama ( Majjhimdgama ), the good people will be able to (receive it with faith.

’[ 46] Good Conduct is the basic ground of the teaching.
What is the basic ground of teaching ? ' '
Answer :—The dhammas like trances and concentrationy' ‘
What [else] is the basic ground of teaching ? The ten" basic pious‘

benefits. “ Because of these ten pious benefits ” [ Vin. iii. 21 ], the Buddha
laid down rules of conduct :—- > - ‘ '

( l ) To enable the San'gha to ' rest in peace ( Saflgha-sufihuta‘ya )—
To rat in peace means to risk no danger. If a man is able to accept the rule
of restraint laid down by the Ta'tha‘gata, then in the next world. he has secured
a very great happiness. This is called resting in peace. The Buddha saysr:
“ If a man accepts my word, then I will lay down a rule of conduct.’ "If a
man does not accept my word, then I will not lay down any rule of conduct.
I will say it just for this very basic object. I will not say it to overcome them
by force ( 3i ) ”. Therefore, in the original Vinyaai, it has ' been
said : “ Because of ten basic pious [benefits] .” ‘ ’

( 2 ) To let the San'gha rest in happiness—:If you do this, you will not com-
mit any fault; if you do this, you will commit a fault. It is time you should
do this thing; it is time you should not do this so that you may find delight
in the teaching and you may not have any doubts ( 5113 Q ) . There-
fore, in the original Vz‘naya, it has been said : “ I do 'n'ot speak with
reference to the Bhikkhus who have conscientiousness.» I prescribe [a rule]
with reference to the Bhikkhus who have no conscientiousness. ‘ Because of
this, the Bhikkhus who have conscientiousness will be enabled torest in happi-
ness ( [zhd'Ju-‘oihara 26 fl ) . How ? When the Bhikkhus who have
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no conscientiousness cannot get an entrance into a gatherm'g or an assembly
of the San'gha, or [ at the'observance of] an Uposatha or Pavirani, the Bhik—
khus who have conscientiousness can rest in happiness. How ? Because
they can hs'ten [to sermons] and attend to tranccs and different kinds of
meditation and concentration as they are no longer troubled by the Blukk’hus
who have no conscientiousness. Therefore, it has been said in the original
Vinaja : “ The Bhikkhus who have conscientiousness are enabled to rest
in happiness and to cut ofl‘ all the depravities of this world. "

(3 ) [Enabled to cut flo] the depravihe': f0 {In} world means if one has no
restraint on the five kinds of passions, then, while he is practising the holy
lif'e with his present body, he may do man-handling, beating, killing, and
such violations as may lead to remorse ( vippatisa‘ra, a 1‘5} ) . By cut-
ing off such various kinds ofsufTerings, one is enabled to attain deliverance
(fifif

(4—5) Prescribe [rules of conduct] for the Bhikklzu: who have no conscien-
tioumeu—

[ Who have] no camm'ntiousms means those who violate good conduct.
Also it is' said : Although they have done some evil acts,they are not ashamed.
The Buddha prescribes [rules of conduct] for such persons. When the
Buddha has already prescribed [rules of conduct], and if any one perpe-
trates an evd' act and puts, on the contrary, questions to others like :
“ What km'd of action have you seen me doing ? Who has heard
it ? \‘Vhat lun'd of offence is' ascribed to me ? ” and such others that would
trouble the San'gha, then, if the rules of conduct are [already] prescribed,
the assembly of the San‘gha can condemn the Bhikkhu who has violated
conduct, according to the Law of the Vinaya and then, he would not be able
to budge [here and there]. Therefore, in the original Vinaja it has been
said : “ Prescribe [rules of conduct] for the Bhikkhus who have no con-
sci"entiousness so that those who have conscientiousncss may rest in happiness.
If there are any Bhikkhus who have conscientiousncss and who are delighted
in the teaclun'g and the Dhamma of Conduct, [they can say] : “ This
should be done, this should not be done. "

[6] To cut of the depram'tws' of the fiuun world—Because one has not
cut off the five kinds of passion, one perpetrates an evil act and then after
[the breaking up of ] this body falls into a hell and experiences the poison
of various kinds of suffering -— not only once, but for countless kappa: (aeons
it ) during which the Wheel [of life] rotates. The Tathigata
has prescribed the rules of conduct for this—to cut off the very source of this
[ suffering ].

[ 7 ] For creating faith 13110 the mind: of those who have none—To enable one
to have faith the Tatha‘gata has prescribed rules of conduct. If there is a
good Bhikk‘hu who follows the rules of conduct of Vinaya,then he is possessed
of good behaviour ( ESE LEE ) . If one who has no faith sees such a. per-
son, then faith is produced in his mind and he says : “ This samazta, a
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scion of the Sa'kya family, with strenuousness in his mind, is doing a difficult
task. ” He sees this very heavy task done by him. And when he does so,
he has faith created in his mind. If a heretic [Brihmaga] sees the book
of .Vinaya-pigaka, he says : ‘ A Bhikkhu [who follows] the word of the
Buddha, also, has like-me a Veda ( g [S’E ) and m' no way different ’ ; and
thus produces reverence in his mind. Therefore,’ in the original Vinaya,
it has been said : “ For creating faith into [ the minds of] those who have
none. ” '

[8] For intemfiiing thefaith in those who already have it—If there are any
ascetics who have faith in their minds and who follow what has been laid
down in the code of restraint, and when people see them what they practise,
they have great regard for them and they say .° “ How throughout their
life they live on only one meal a day,practise the holy life sticking fast to the
code of restraint!” Seeing this they intensify their faith in their mind.
Therefore, it has been said in the original Vinaya : “ For intensifying
faith in those who already have it.”

[9] To let the good Dhamma last for a long lime—The good Dhaxnma
is‘of three kinds. What are these three kinds ? First, the good Dhamma
that consists of what is to be learnt ( pany’atti ($1. ) and that lasts for a
long time; second, the good Dhamma that consists of what is to be
accepted through faith ( pattp'atti ) and that lasts long; third, the good
Dhamma that consists of the Path that is attained and that lasts for a
long time.

Question :——-What is the good Dhamma that consists of what is to be
learnt and that lasts long ?

Answer :——The learning of the three Pitakas—all this lasts long.
Whatever has been said by the Buddha—this is called the good dhamma.
In the three Pitakas [are mentioned] the twelve20 Dhutaguaas, fourteen 6°13b-1
prac‘tices ( vat/inf ESE {fl ) of observance“, eighty-two22 great practices 7151)")
of observance and coduct, trances and different kinds of meditation or
concentrationzL—this is what is called the good Dhamma that consists of
what is to be accepted through faith and that lasts long. The Four Paths and
the Fruits of the life of a .ramarm and Nirvana—this is what is called the
good Dhamma of the Path that is' attained and that lasts long. Because the
Tatha‘gata has laid down the code of conduct, the Bhikkhus were enabled to
follow the same. While the Bhikkhus follow the same, with perfection in it,
they attain a noble advantage. Therefore the good Dhamma beginning
with what is to be learnt lasts for a long time.

 

20. Pali—lhir'teen.
21. Pali— : Khandhaka—vauq'm’ for which see. Vin. ii. 207-231.

22. Vzm'altivz'nodam' (pp. 89-90) tries w" enuniera'te. these which correspond to the practices‘
referred to in' Vm‘. ii. 32-33 and 22. It is not, however, definite. It says : excludmg' the 14:
Khandhaka-vattas, all the practices mentioned in the Vm'aya, so that the number 82 or 80 is
made up. ‘

23. Pali Cm. adds uipasmna', insight, which is not mentioned here.
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[ 10] For giving due weight to Vinaya—Because the code of Conduct has
been prescribed, the fourfold Vinaya—the Vinaya of restraint (:a‘lrwara
H a ) , the Vinaya of abandonment, the Vinaya of calmm'g down and
the. Vinaya of prescription have been lent a heavy weightage. Therefore, in
the original Vinaya it has been said .' “ For giving weight to Vinaya-pitaka. ”

[4-7] The Teacher says : All these words—those at the beginmng‘,
middle and end—you yourselves'sh'ould learn. A Bhikk'hu should learn the
merits_and demerits ( fl ) of this code of conduct. Therefore in the
original Vinaya it has been said : The Buddha says to the Bhikkhus :
“ You should recite [this] rule of conduct ( :ik'kkdpada fl) ” [ Vin.
iii. 2l ]. .

Question :—What do these words mean ?
The Buddha says to the Bhikkhus : “ When I have prescribed a rule

of conduct, you should recite the same, bear it in mind, learn it and teach
the same to other persons. You should thus say :

‘ If a Blukkh‘u indulges in a sexual act [with another ],he is guilty of
a Para-jik'a offence. And so, he is not fit to be associated with. ”

Thus,as it were to cut at the very root, the Buddha very firmly laid down
the first Para'jik'fi rule. Intending to add supplements to the same he then
told the story of a [she-] monkey with allits origin. Thus the Buddha laid
down for his disciple-followers a rule of conduct. Therefore in the origm’al
Vma'ya, it has been said : ‘5 A rule was laid down for the Bhikkhus ”
[Vu'z. hi. 2]].

Thus is concluded the prescription of the First Rule [of Conduct].

[48] The Teacher says : If the meaning of a word is difficult to be
understood, then only I shall now explain.

At that time', there was a Bhiklclzu—The meaning of-this expression 13' very
easy to undeistmd.

Allurea' a[ monkg: withfoodand drink [ Vin. iii. 21 ]—- At that time
in the Great Forest, several monks entertained compassion and pity in their
hearts. Having compassion and pity, they afforded a fearless [shelter] to
several animals of the lower species such as deer, monkeys, peacocks, king-
fishers, geese and various miscellaneous kinds of birds. They moved about
in front of their houses of meditation ( pad/za‘na-ghara ) in sport. At that time
there was a Bhikkhu and among the group of monkeys a female monkey,
lovely and lusty in her build-up. This Bhikkhu allured her with food and
drink and practised a sexual act with her. This Bhikkhu used to practise
a sexual act with her.

[4-9 ] Moving about to have a look at the places f0 residence—The Bhikkh'us
that came from another district to see the Buddha and. ask him' about his'
well-being came to this ‘p‘lape. At that time, Bhik'khus obtained their' guest-
mcal ( Egantuka-bhaua ) early in the momm'g. Having finis'hed it, they tho-
ught : “ It would be fitting if' we could go round the dwelling-places of
the Bhikkh'us.” Thereforc, the original Vinaya says : ‘ Went round to see
the dwelling-places and came to the place of this' Bhikkhu ’. [ Vin. iii. 21 ]
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The [female] monkey formerly had.[£the experience of] asexual act with
a Blu'kkhu. When she-saw the monks that had arrived there, she thought that
all those Bhikkhus also were like, the former ,Bhikkh'u and.in no way different.
She then went to the place of the Bhikk‘hus with sexual excitement in her mm'd,

.as she formerly had when she practised a sexual act With the [former] Bhikkh'u
and in no way different. \Nhen she approached them [she stood] with her
female organ turned towards the monks and-exhibited her female organ by
lifting her tail and showed that she was' awaiting [ the sexual act], suspect-
ing ( $13}: ) that all those monks had a sexual intention..But when shedid
not notice it for a long time, she herself took up the posture for a sexual act
and exhibited the same before the Bhikk'hus. The Bhik'khus came to know
that the [female] monkey desired a sexual act. The Bhikkhus said .' “ Let
us be here in a hidden place and await the return of the religious ascetic who
has gone on his begging round, and see him perform the [sexual] act.”

[50] Surely so, friends—Surely means truly, not falsely. Like a thief
that is seen while gathering his booty; he daredmot hide his' act [ and said ]:
‘ Truly so, my friends.’

I: it not the samc P [ Vin. iii. 22] A woman has a female organ. A
female of the lower animal also has a female organ. They are in no way
different. The Buddha has prescribed a rule that‘covers all such acts. I

A man seeing a womazxwLike seeing a woman, holding her, or touching
her—these are included ,5)? g; ) under a sexual ‘act. The female
of the lower species also is like the same. All actions in' relation to the same
are evil things. “ You, friend, have in this‘ way committed [an evil act]
with as low an animal as one of the lower species and have been guilty ofa
Pa‘rfijika‘ offence and so you are unfit to be associated with. By performing
an evil act with the female of a lower species, you may be said to have
become guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence.”

The Teacher says :-[ This] addendum _ to the prescribed rule
(anupafifiaui ) makes the original rule stricter. The rules of conduct are of
two kinds; an,Lurihen’rehn‘lt offence, that has been so recognised by the world;
( ii ) anpnol' en'c‘ea’c‘bum‘mitted by disobeying the words ofNoble" men (Buddhas).
When the mind is favourably inclined towards an evil act then it is an in-
herent offence and recognised as such by the world (loka-vafia The re-
maining is an offence against a rule of conduct laid down by the Ta'tha‘-
gata. An addendum to the [former] case surely makes thc
original rule stricter, excluding the case of the addendum ‘except in a dream’;
for in a dream there is no violation. If the addendum to a prescribed rule
contains no natural offence, asthe addenda of ‘ food in a series ’ ‘food in a
group,’ there being no natural offence 1% 3E. ) ,, the addendum
involves no violation. Thus in an inherent offence, the Tatha'gata prescribed
such an addendum to the rule of conduct for ,~the Bhikkhus.

The section on the she-monkey comes to an end. '

[51 Now there crops up another matter. All these troubles are due
to Vajjiputtakas. Devadalta ( fil'i'u , for instance, gained admis'sion
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into the faction of Vajjiputtakas and broke the unity of the San'gha. This'
[trouble] also arose due to the Vafiiputtakas. One hundred years after
the passing away of the Buddha into Ni'rva',na, they did aCU'OnS against
Dhamma, against Vinaya, against ,the instructions of the Buddha. All these
arose because of the Vajjiputtakas. As it is said in the original Vinaya :
“After the Buddha. had laid down the code of conduct, the Vafiiputtakas
bathed“ at their hearts’ content, ate at their hearts’ content and slept at
their hearts‘ content and then had thoughts of passion. Further, without
denouncing the code of rules they practis'ed sexual acts and afterwards they
came to grief at the hands of their following of family circles ” [Cf. Vin.
iii. 23

Came to grife means some were expelled, some were punished by the king
and some were separated [ from their' folks ] by death. This is what is meant
by ‘came to grief at the hands of their following of family circles". Or they
were oppressed by the suffering of dise'ases. And when they were thus
oppressed they became lean and emacm’ted. And when they became lean
and emaciated they sufi‘ered’ great pain.

[52 ] “Revered firmnda,wc do not blame the Tadtdgala—We do not say that
the Tathigata was at fault, nor do we condemn the Dhamma, nor do we
slander the San'gha. We are finding fault with ourselves. We have no
good luck. We are unfortunate. But now we shall [)ractisc and hold on to the
good Dhamma, namely the thirty-eight objects of meditation. We shall in due
order malilale upon Bod/ltd‘IIammas. This' is' the Path which will lead to Arhat-
ship. With the help of wu'dom, we shall practise cultivation ( {I}; )
and thus enable us to prosper. And thus wc shall abz'zle— that is, giving up
residence with house-holders, we shall live in a calm (w'w'tta) and clean place
and we shall not be doing anything else.

Ananda replied—“Very well l” At that time, Ananda did not under-
stand their intention. He just heard what they loudly and avowedly
expressed, [and thought]: ‘If they so get [that kind of life] it would be
very good.’ Therefore Knanda replied : “Very well i”

[ 53 ] Such a thing is inpzassible [Vim u"i. 23]—lfaword is sure and certain,
if it is going to bearsome fruit, then one says : “such a thing is possible". If
it is not going to bear any fruit, then [one says:] “such a thing is impossible.”
Therefore the Buddha replied: “Anand, such a thing is impossible."
The Buddha reflected upon [the character of ] the Vafiiputtakas and
came to know that they had no potential capacity ( [fit {£4- ) . If the
Buddha had given initiation (upwampada‘) to the VajjiputtakaS, they
would [certainly] have been guilty of a l’a‘ra‘jika‘ offence, and so, unfit to
be assocxa'ted with. Therefore in the original Vinaja it has been said : “Such
a thing is impossible.” \If they come, they should not be given the
initiation. If the San'gha were to grant. initiation, it would not
be a good (lit. clean) thing. Such a person would not be a successful samazza;

24. Apparently the character used here is a wrong homonym.
editions omit this and the preceding character.

'l‘aisho and Shanghai  
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he should take his stand on the ground of a novice (stimaaera). A man who
takes lu's stand on the ground of a novice would highly regard good dhammas,
would praclts'e them and attain them. The Buddha, having compassion
[upon the Vajjiputtakas told] what people should not be given
initiation and what people should be given “initiation. Why ? In
order that they may not violate the rule of conduct and that they may have
respect and regard for clean things. If a person has such a potential cause
in him, he will attain the Path in no long time. Therefore, in the original
Vinaya, it has been said : “If a recluse [comes] he may be given
initiation or he may not be given initiation.” The Tathfiigata wishing to
prescribe a rule of conduct covering the three cases spoke to the Bhikkhus :
“ You should now read the rule like this .'——-If a Bhikkhu ...... he
is unfit to be associated with ” [ Vin. iu".23 ]. The Teacher says : The original
Vinaya rule [covering these three cases] I shall now explain in detail.

[54'] If [a Blzzk’klm ]——-this is used as a general term. It is not
related to any particular individual. The Teacher says : If any one wants
to have knowledge about the words of a rule of conduct, or the original text
of a rule, or if he has any difficulty in answering the questions on the same,
he must know the fourfold [aspects of the] Vinaya, which the great elders
with miraculous powers have found out and have explained to people. At
the time when the congregation had assembled, there was a question: What
are the fourfold aspects ? (1) first, the original text [of the Vinaya]; (2)
second, what is in consonance with the original text; (3) third, the words
of teachers; and (4-) fourth, one’s own opinion (mafia lg;- ) ).

(1) Question :-—-What is meant by the original text ? The whole
of the Vinyaa-pitaka. This is called the original text. _

(2) What is meant by ‘what is in consonance with the original text ?
The four great Authorities for reference-“’5. This' is' called ‘what is in consonance
with the original text.’ The Buddha. has said : “ (i) O Bhikkhus !' Whatever
[have not rejected by saying ‘this' is' improper (lit impure)’—if this' is' in
consonance with what is improper and is not in consonance with what is
proper, this may be called z'npzroper.” (ii) The Buddha has said “O
Bhikkhus ! Whatever I have not rejected by saying ‘this is improper’———if
this is in consonance with what is proper, then this' may be called proper.”
(iii) The Buddha has said : “O Bhikkhus .' Whatever Ihave [not"”~]
permitted as proper—if then it is in consonance with what is improper and
is’ not in consonance with what is proper—this you should take as improper.”
(iv) The Buddha has said : “O Bhikkhus .‘ Whatever I have [not“]
permitted as proper-«if this is in consonancc with what is proper, you should
take it as proper” [Vim 2. 251]. '

These are four Great Authorities for reference.
25- [13 j: a ——This corresponds to calla'ro Afaha‘ffldna' (Malia-apadcsfi)’ Four Great

Authorities. The Chinese translator misunderstand: this expression, and he take: it as
equivalent toMa/tE-padesa ( Lg

26. The Chinese text here seems to be defective in omitting 'not‘ ( Z: ) corresponding
to Pali ‘an' before anm‘iflala. If this' is not there, then the third case would be just opposed to
what the Buddha has permitted.
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(3) Question :——\Vhat are.the words of Teachers ?
Answer :—When the congregation of five hundred Arhats had assembled,

the Buddha at that time told them the original text. Thu‘ the five hundred
Arhats explained in detail and propagated it—this is' called the Words of
Teachers.

(4-) Question :—What is meant by o'ne’s own opinion ?
Answer :—Lcaving aside the .original text, leaving aside what is' in

consonance with the original text and leaving aside what are the words of
Teachers, to infer ( g2 ) with one’s own mind, or with- the help of other
means such as the detailed explanatory commentaries ( IE % ) on
Sutta, Abhz‘dhamma or Vinaya, or with what is said by Teachers—this is called
one’s own opinion. ' ‘

[55] A further question :—What is the significance of all this ? One
should not rely too much upon it [one’s own opinion]. One should first
reflect upon the original text, then on the meaning of words; each of these
should be properly analysed and compared with each other. Then one
should reflect upon the words of Teachers. If it agrees with the words [of
Teachers], it may be accepted. If by reflecting one finds that it does not
agree, it should not be accepted. This" is' called ‘one’s o'wn opinion.’

The words of Teachers are more weighty than'one’s own opinion. The
words of Teachers are to be accepted only after reflecting upon them and
finding that they agree with the literature C 3t "3;: ) that is in consonance with
the orig1"nal text. If this literature does not agree with it, then the words
of Teachers shouldinot be accepted. [For], the words in consonancc with
the original text are more weighty than the words of Teachers. If by reflect-
ing upon what is' in consonanc'e with the original text, one finds that it agrees
With the meaning of the [original] text, it should be accepted. If it does"
not agree, it should not, be accepted. For, the original texts ( rattan ) are more
weighty than what 15' in consona-nce with it. There can be no shif'ting in
it. It is'just like the official business (Kamma) of the San'gha, or just as when
the Buddha is alive; in no way difl'lerent. '

6.22b.l
716b.24

[56] The Teacher says : While. reflecting, if one finds that what is
in consonancc with the original text'does not agree with what one has con-
cluded, then one should reflect upon the detailed. commentary (Anita/tame")
of the original :utta and if they agree, one should accept.

The Teacher says : If there are two Bhikkhus who hold a mutual dis- '
cussion and if one Bhikkhu says a certain thing to be proper and another
says it to be improper, then they should again reflect upon the original text
as well as on what is in consonance with it. If the. original text as well as
what is in consonance with it agree in saying that the thing is proper, then
it is well and good. If they say thatit is not proper, then it should not be
accepted". If a Bluk‘khu has ieflected upon the original text and [ has come
to the conclusion] that a certain thing is proper; and it is abundantly

 

27. Pall text difl'crs considerably'hcre well as in the following. Several details of
the Pali text are not found here in Chinese.  



QUALIFICATIONS OF A VINAYA-MASTERv1.57(2) 1

corroborated .by the literature of commentaries 3t % ) ,while there is‘
another Bhik'khu 'Who has little support from the commentary-literature,
then one should follow‘the words of. the former Bhikkhu.. . v

The Tcachcr says : “If the second Bhikk’hu has the support of the
commentatorial literature equal to that of the first Tone, then one should
revert to ( Ii )fand guard one’s thought and properly weigh the significance
of the original and then should or should not accept.” This' is what is' meant
by ‘a man who has learnt the fourfoldiaspects of Vinaya.’

, [57] If one is to bc a NIaster of the same, then he should have three
qualifications and thereafter he becomes fully equipped ( 52521)) .

Question :—-What are those three ? I
Answer .'——First, the original sum: 'he must have read and thoroughly

penetrated into; the meaning of its words properly discriminated; and of the
wording of the text he must not be forgetful. This is the first qualification.
Second, he must have firmly grasped and retained the original Vinaya text
and must be unsh‘akable in it. Thu'd, he must have learnt the line of
succession of his teachers and must not have let it slip from his memory. I

(1) Question :—What is meant by the mtta?
Answer :—The whole of the Vinaya-pifaka. This' is called the original

mtta. 4 c t
Read and penetrated into—If a man were, to askfl.him questions not following

the order of words, then Without taking recourse to thinking, he 15 able to give
the answers [exactly] following the questions.

The meaning of word: properly discriminated—He has been able to proPcrly
discern the meaning of the words in the original "Vinaya; the meaning as
well as the commentary—all this he has been able to understand.

(2) Firm}! gimp: and 15' uynshakable—He hasa conscientious ( m 13% .
mindfulness and this is what is meant by firm grasping. [For ], those who
haveino conscientiousnesS, although they.m~ay be learned and able to under-
stand the meaning, do not stick to the Dhamma and Vinaya; for they care
more for personal gain ( {nit ) and thus they pr0\'e to be thorns in the
Dhamma. Why ? Because they are able“ to‘ break: the' unity of the
San'gha and thus create the trouble (upaddava) in the sam‘e‘.‘ Those w/La‘have a
camcienh"ozmw55—'that is‘,‘ those who"consta‘n‘tlY’harbour c'onscientiousncss with
regard to rules of conduct and" those' who" Will' not break' the good

’ Dhamma for any personal gain, evenif 'their‘ life'is‘ likely to come‘ to an end.
Because of this sense of concientiousness, they are stationed in good conduct
and Vinaya. ' ' ’

Are wulzakable — They have no confusion in their mind with regard to
the words of the text. If a person were _to put them questions, then they would
answer them in due order. If a man were to pervert the meaning of the
original Vz'naya text or of the All/'"..katl'td' (commentary), then they [imme—
diately] retort [and make it difiicult for him to proceed], like a man who
15' unable to go beyond when he has to walk through thorny bushes. If a
man were to put them questions according to a right principle, then they
would answer them closely following his words.
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He is able to du'cuss~—If there are diffi'cult questions then they answer them
closely following them without droppin'g any of them—hk'c the grease of a
good-looking lion, deposited in' a golden ‘bowl, that cannot leak out and
get lost. Therefore, he is' called unshakable.

(3) Ha: learnt the line f0 succession fa hu' teachers and has retained it wit/tout
letting it slpi from memoyr. Upili learnt [the Vinaya] from the Tatha‘gata;
Da'saka learnt it from Upali; Sonaka’ from Da‘saka; Siggava from Sonaka,
Moggaliputta Tis’sa from Siggava and Candavajji. Thus the succession of
teachers continues until it reaches the present. If one knows [ the succession]
lilt'e this, then it is' called learning and firmly retain'ing. If one is not able
to know the names of teachers in the whole series completely, one ought at
least to know one or two names".

If one is' thus equipped with three qualifications then he is one who is
called Vinaya-master.

[58] When the San'gha has assembled to decide upon a matter of
dispute, then this' Vinaya-master should at first reflect upon six points and
then carefully give the answer.

Question :—What are those srx' points ?

(1) First, he should reflect upon the incident under dispute;(2) secondly,
upon the basic wording of the rule ( 2!: ) ; (3) thirdly, its commentatoria'l
section of padabhdjamb'a ( 3C ’39 ) ,' (4) fourthly, three-fold sections; (5)
flfthly, upon the offences casually mentioned; and (6) sixthly, upon [the
exceptional] cases of ‘no offence ’.

Question z—VVhat is meant by reflecting upon the incident ?
Answer :—“If one were to cover his body with grass or leaves of a tree

then he may come; but if he were to enter a nionastery,1_1altcd, with no clothes
covering his' body, he becomes guilty of aDukkata offence” [Vim iii. 212 ]. Thus
having reflected upon the nature of the offence, he produces the authorita-
tive evidence of the original Vinaya tex_t and thus settles the matter under
dis'pute. Thts' is what is' called reflecting upon the incident.

(2) Question z—V‘Vhat is meant by reflecting upon the mdtikd ( 2:
wording of the text ) ?

AnsWer :—-—“When one speaks a deliberate lie, he becomes guilty of a
Pa’cittiya oflence” [Vim iv. 2]. Thus there are five” categories of offence.
Of these five categories, he may reflect upon the nature of each of the offences
He produces the authority of the origin'al Vinaya and thus settles the matter
under dis'pute. This' is" what is called reflecting upon the minkd ( :4: ) .

(3) What is padab/ia‘jamy’a ( 3t 9"} ) ?-—“When the body has not
been dis'integrated”...ctc.—in this' case, one becomes guilty of Thullaccaya"

 

 

28. Vimali-m'nodam' (p.106) states that the main purpose of knowing this succession is
to know how they discussed and interpreted the Pali text and how they bandied question: on
the same.

29. Five spam": mentioned in l’an'ufim (Vin. v. p. 9l) :—Pa‘m‘jikq',Saflgliadiusa, l’a‘ciup'u,
Pi! I'dittalujav and Dukkata.

30. The Chinese text gives from here onward the passages in an abbreviated form.
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[Vim iii 29]. Thus from among the seven” categories of offences, he
reflects upon the nature of each. He produces the authoritative evidence
of the original Vinaya and settles the matter under dis'p'uteL This is called
reflecting upon padabhdjamy’a ? i N

(4) What 15' tika (-pariccheda) ?. San'ghidis'esa” has threesavsections,
Pa'cittiya has three33 sections. He reflects upon such three sections
and produces the authoritative evidence of the original Vinaya and settles
the matter under dispute.

(5) What are the offences casually mentioned (antara‘palti)”“ ?
Answer 2—“He picks up a fire brand (patildta)——in such cases one becomes

guilty of a Dukkat,a ofl‘ence” ‘[Vz'n. iv. 116]. Thus he reflects upon the
offences casually mentioned, produces evidence in the original text of the Code
of Conduct, and settles the matter under dispute. This is what is called
reflecting upon the offences casually mentioned.

(6) What is ‘no ofl‘encc’ ? In each of the cases like “when one does
not find delight in the act” [Vz'n. iii. 36], “when one does not intend ‘to
steal” [Vim iii. 58 ], “when one does not intend to kill” [Vim iii. 60], “when
one does not intend to give out a vain boast," [ Vinl iii. 100, 10%] “when
one does not intend to cause ejaculation [of semen ]” [V132, in". 116], “when
one does not do a thing deliberately,” [Vim iii. 78], or “when one does a
thing unknowingly.” [Vim iii. 126 ] — he notices the characteristics of ‘no
offence.’ He takes the authoritative evidence of the original text and settles
the matter under dispute.

3]. In addition to the five mentioned in note 29 above we have 77udlaccaya and
Dubblxa'n'ta. Also see Pariua‘m (Vin. v. p. 91)—

32. The Chinese text hen: has the transliteration of the Sanskrit San'g/zq‘uasem, not Pali
San'g/ia‘du'csa, though we have adopted the Iatter‘almost throughout this work.

33. (Phi: and the following terms are explained in sub-commentaries :—Tika-
parz‘cdtcda—Dam‘lza‘tikkantc ah'l'Jcanla-mn'n‘i' .Nu'mggy'mp Pa‘ciuxy‘arp; dasa‘luilikkanle wealth Nissa-
ggy'urp Pacillg"am.; daJa'ha'ti/rkaulc anah‘kkanta-mn'n'i' Nu'saggy'ngn Pa'cu'ljianti evmnq'dinjaa/ipam
’ ’ “adv-79Va‘cillb'aA-T’x‘lra-dukkan'dib/ua'a Tikavpam'c/wdo, (Sa'ralllla-dpian'l, p. 90)

Ttk’a-pan’cchedo’ti Tiktz‘pra‘ciug"a‘di-TM'a-pam'chcdo. (th’zali-uinadam", p. 20).
As examples of Tika-san‘gha'du'em, sec Vin. iii. 113,140ctc. Tx'ka-dukkafan 1i “anupamm/mnm

upwampanna-Jan'n'i u_y"lia‘}ati va' k/ny'ali 06 fluid Dukkatama‘ ti ( Vin. iii. 255) a'du'za' Egataqz TiLa-I
dukkatapz”. (ibid.106).

An'n‘alamm. va a‘pattin ti ‘It’zilc sz"a‘la-:an‘n'x' apaui dukkatwa; kale uemaMo“ lpaui dukkatassa’u'
(Vin. iv. 86) 3mm duka-dukkafarfl :andha‘)a outlay: (ibid. 106). This agrees entirely with the
explanation of Sarauha-dl'pam' (433). .

33a. Antara'pauiti p‘alila‘lam ukkhpali1'a’paltidukkalaxsa'liwama‘dina‘ :ikkl'ia‘padanlamu pan‘n'aua
a‘paui. (SErattha-dz'panm', pp. 89-90) .

Sikk/xa‘fiadanfarexu‘ Ii Vi'IiT'Iavalt/mm unlokalui eke/tawdry! “Wk/ripadanlare. (Sa‘ralllm-di'pani, p. 433).
Antara‘pauin’li lamu’m. Ianm'm' sikklia‘paa'e a‘galauall/zu—vi!ikkamam. Im'ia' an'n'asmim valll:u-vihkka1"'ne

Iud'a‘nala [Jab/lull" uinitauaulm-pary'rosa‘na‘ anlamnfara‘ outlay: a'paltirp. ld/m palm van/tum olokelili vim-m
galu'taua‘ tadauasesa‘ antara‘path’ Ii gn/u'la‘. (Vu‘nali-uinodam', p. 106).

Patila'tamukklz/u'ah' (i {dam Uin'bbana-n‘kkha‘padc a‘galam. Tau/La dajhmnanam ala‘lam agi-
ka/Ia'la‘dilo [Ia/ii palitam awjjfia'lam wa fmfi-ukLh'i/I'ati, punt: jallli-fha-Ile {Ila/mi Ii ail/w. Vwmlia‘tam.
[Jana [:aM/I/imnlaxm I’a'cillimm eL-a. (VimaIi-uinodani pp. 106—07).

These explanations make it clear that unlarapaui means an offence or offences incidentally
0r casually mentioned during the discussion of a particular offence.
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[59] If a Blukk'hu knows the fourfold [aspects of the] Vinaya, is
expert with the three quahfi'cations, reflects upon these six' things, then he
successfully settles the matter. If such a Bhikkh’u settles a matter under
dispute, then he is unchallengeable'. It is' just as the Buddha is' alive in' this‘
world; in no way difi'erent. If a Bhikkh'u has violated a prescribed rule, then
he goes to such a‘ Vm'aya-m‘aster, as he hims'elf has scruples; and further asks
ham" : “What kind of matter, 15' P” 'The Vinaya-master first ponders
over the matter very well and if he thinks it involves'an ofl'ence,‘he replies :
‘There is an offence,” and if he thinks that it does not 'involve an offence,
he should reply: ‘No ofl'ence.’ If it is an offence .involving an expression
ofregret ( fi‘ 1% ) , then one should so speak so that the [offender] may
be enabled to express regret. If [ the offender] deserves. to be re—habilitated
(abbha'ua), he should say that he should be re-habilitated. If he does not,
he should say : ‘No.’

[60] If, however, he notices some indication of a l’a'ra'jika‘ offence,
he should not use even suggestive words : “You are guilty of a Pa‘ra'jik‘i
offence.” Why so ? The first Pa'rajika‘ involving a sex-relation [with a
female] and [the vain, boastful words‘ [ of possessing superhuman powers ]-—
the indications of these can be easily marked. But the indications of the
other two rules of conduct regarding killing and stealing are difficult to be
known. Even from minute causes, one can become guilty of the same. ltis
only from these minute indications that they can be known. Therefore, one
should not make a suggestion to the man who has scruples: ‘You are guil'ty
of a Pa'ra'jika" ofl'ence.’ If he has a teacher, he should say in reply : ‘you
should. now rather go to your“ teacherand ask him about this matter.’ Thus
dis‘mis'sed, he goes. He proceeds to his Vinaya-tcacher’s place and asks
him : “What kind of offence is this?” .The Vinaya-teacher ponders over
the indications of the offence and if he finds : ‘It can be atoned for,’ this
Bhikkhu accepts the words of the Vinaya-tcacher and comes back and reports
the words of his Vinaya-teacher that his ofi‘ence can be atoncd for, then this
[original] Vinaya-mastcr says : “Very well! Do what he has advxs'ed
you.” If he has no teacher, he ins'truicts' him to ask his study-companion. If
the study-companion replies that it can be atoned for, he returns and reports
the same to the Vinaya-master. The Vinaya-master says : “Very well i” If he
has no study-companion, he instructs him to ask his attendant-disciple. If
the attendant-disciple again replies that it can be atoned for, the Bhihk'hu
comes back and reports the same to the Vinaya-master who then says .-
“Very well .' Do whatever you are advised to do.” If, however, the attend-
ant-disciple notices some indications of the offence, he should not say
“You are guilty of a Pira'jikfi offence.” Why ?

[61 ] The Teacher" says : The Buddha’s arising in the world is a very
difficult thing to he found. " So also the renunciation [of an individual]
is a difficult thing to be obtained. The receiving of initiation [into

34. Pah‘ Cm. refers to the teacher of this Vinaya~masler and not to that of the defaulting
Bhikk'hu (Milli/tarp acany'am‘ {mac/Ia).  
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VINAYA-MASTER’S ADVICE 177VI. 62]

the Buddha’s dis'cipline] is extremely difficult. The Vinaya-master then
says ; “Sweep clean your dwelling place” and directs the Bhikkh'u who has
scruples to sit there till the end of the day. When he is sitting there, he
gives him thirty35 objects of meditation and lets him" reflect on the same. If
his conduct is unblemished, he can meditate over hisobjects and then show
[signs of ] good deportment ( mi {36: ) and with his' penetrative ( E ,“LLT )
mind, can enter sama’dlzi and while he is' sitting in Jamddhi, he passes the whole
day and still he is not aware of it. When it becomes dark, the Vinaya-master
goes to his“ place and asks him: “Good friend, what is' the condition of your

'_' mind ?” He replies : “Sir, my mind has nothing but meditation.” The
Vinaya-master then says : “Dear friend, the [life of a] recluse is indeed
very difficult. In the state of a recluse, one has to be very careful and cannot
afford to be indolent. One should practise the dictates of the teaching.”

[62] If a man has violated the rules of conduct, then when he tries
to apply his mind to tranccs he does not succeed in his sama'dhi; he is', as it 6.263 _1
were, sitting on thorns. Why is it so ? He is .burning with the fire of 7171,22
repentance for transgression and is as if sitting on a hot slab of stone and
so he cannot have the peaceful state of samddhi, and so again he gets up [ from
1115' seat] and goes away. If the Vinaya—master goes to his” place and asks
him : “Good friend, how is the state of your mind ? Did you attain :ade/zi
or not ?” he replies : “A’o rama'd/zi.” The Vinaya-master says : “In this
world, one who commits an offence cannot conceal it. If at the time when
one commits the offence for the first time, he tries to conceal himself,37 then
the beneficent deities would certainly first come to know it. So also the
Samaps and Brahmans who can know the minds of ‘others. So, good
friend, you have to seek for yourself, as is befitting for you, some place where
you can rest in peace." I

Thus comes to an end the section on Fourfold Vinaya, and the three
qualifications of the Vinaya-niastcr.

[ Here ends ]

the Sixth Book of the Vinaya-Commentary [named]

Samanta—pa‘xddikd.

35.‘ Pali Cm. mentions thirty-two parts of the body (dual/{msa'klray
36. Pa“ Cm. suggests the Vinayaqnaster saying these things when the defaulting Bhikkhu

goes to hnn'. .
37. Pali Cm. here is dilTerent. It says that the dcfaulter himself knows first the comis-

sion of the offence when he actually does it.
...23
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Vinaya

Book VII

[1". 717c—724-b; Pi’ing 35a—40a; PTS. 1'. 5238—2701),- s. i. 168b~194a;
N. 1'. 231-265]

[I] The Teacher says : Now, I must give the explanation (vibltan‘ga
3t '5] ) asfound in the Vinaya. '

As it is said in the original text of the Vinaya : “ Whosoever ( To pana
g: ) ” that is, not any particular individual, but any person; this 15'
what is implied. It implies the individual’s personality, the practices,
birth, name, clan, conduct, monastery, sphere and age. All these may be
understood one after the other. I must now comment upon them in detail.

Personaliy—tWhatever person that is available—tall or short, red or black
or white, fat or lean.

Frames—Whether he is practising dlyaa'na-sama‘dhi, or whether he 15' look-
ing after the afi'airs' of the San’gha, or whether he is carrying on his studies—
these are called practices.

Birth—Whether he is’ born in a Ksatriya family or in a Bra‘hm‘ana family,
or in a Vaisya family, or in a S'u‘dra family—this is called birth.

Name~Whethcr he is named Buddha-rakkhita, or Dhamma-rakkhita
0‘." San'gha-rakkiu'ta—tlu's is called name.

Clan—Whether he is Kaceiyana (Ifia-c/ziay-en), or Va‘settha, or Kosiya
by clan—this is called clan. '

Conduct—According to the rule‘ of restraint (saqwara 3132 ) which
he has been observm'g—this 15' conduct.

Monastery—According to the residential monastery where he stays—
this' is monastery.

Sphere (go-rara)—~The sphere as determined by his work—this is called
sphere.

Age—Whether he has put in [after initiation] five or ten or twelve or
thirty [years]—this' is called age. This is called the explanation ( 3t ’6] )
as given in the Vinaya. Whatever Bhikkhu moves about—he is implied [here].

[2] Bluk'khu, that is, ‘one who begs. Whether he gets or does not get
[something], he is called one who begs. This is what is practis'ed by good
men. The Buddha, the Individual Buddha (Pacceka-Buddha) and Savakas

l. Pali differs here altogether. It suggests a later development in the explanation of
thu’ and the following terms. The Chinese explanation seems to be simpler and more natural.  



DEFINITION OF A BHIKKHUvim
( g [R] ) have all practised begging food. Whether one is poor or rich,

when one leaves his house and becomes a student of the religious path, he
leaves his cows, calves, or work connected with fields, and gives up layman’s
affairsconnectcd with earning onc’s livelihood and practises begging food;
Whether he has or has not property to support himself—he depends upon the
[world] bounded by four oceans, which he makes his home—such a one is
called a Bhikkhu.

[3] One who wears garments that are out up [ Vin. iii. 24]. A piece of
cloth may be worth a thousand or ten thousand. But when a Blukkh‘u gets
it, he cuts it up and then wears it. Thus he cuts ofl‘ the price of the piece
of cloth. When he puts, with his needle, thread inside it, he spoils its soft-
ness as it then becomes rough for touch. The piece of cloth may originally
be white and clean but he spoils the original colour with that of a tree-bark
and then turns it into [what may appear to be] old cloth. Thus such a
person is called a Bhikkhu. Therefore in the original Vz'naya, it has been
said : “ One who is habituated ( fig ) to wear cut-up garments
(bht'nnapatadharo) is called a Bhikkhu” [ Vin. iii. 24- ].

Even a novice (sa‘mazzcra) is called a Bhikk'hu. Just as when a donor
comes with a request [of invitation] to the Bhikk'hus, a :Jman,era, though he
has not received the initiation, is included in the counted number
of Bhikkhus. He is a Bhikkhu by convention (samafi‘fia‘).

“ Good friend, I also am called a Bhikk'hu ”—this 15' a Bhikk’hu by false,
assumed, name. The ‘Teacher says : ‘What is meant by a Blukk'hu by false,
assumed, name ?’ As when Rev. A—nanda, while walking at night, came across
a Blukk'hu who had violated rules of conduct, and shouted at him : “Who
is this ?” The Bhikkhu who had violated rules of conduct replied : “I am
a Bhik'khu" [CE 11'. V. 196]. This is a false profession (patifi'ii‘d), with no
solid reality [behind it].

[4-] Welcom-Bhikk/zu (Ehi—Bhikk/zu)—There is a house-holder who
comes to the place of the Buddha . He desires to seek renuncra'tion. The
Tatha‘gata notices the treasure of his potential capacity and finds him fit to
be converted. He speaks to him : “ Welcome, 0 Blu'kkhu l” [ Vin. i. 17-18 ].
The hair on his head and beard fall down by themselves2 ( E ) and he
becomes a Bhikkhu. He exclaimed—As he is speaking these words, the Tatha"gata
shoots out his right hand from within his garment. His' head is of golden
yellow colour. With his loud sonorous voice (bralzma-g/ma) he exclaims:
“ Welcome ! the holy life can be lived and. the origin of suffering can be
destroyed l” Before the Buddha finishes his words, he becomes a Bhikkhu
and he attains the initiation m' the discipline ( m ) . Three garments he
puts on and the earthen bowl is suspended from lu's left shoulder. The. colour
of the bowl is like a blue lotus flower (wield). His garments are bright-
clean, like a red lotus. A needle, a_cord [ to be tied around the waist], a

 

2. Pali here use: only bilagldu. .hali.
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hatchet, a water-strainer—bags—thus he is fully equipped with these eight
kinds of things. These are the things to be constantly used by a recluse.
Then he is also possesmd of all signs ofgood decorum ( m2 {3% ) . With the
Buddha as his' dcany'a as well as u‘pafiha‘ya, he comes to the place where the
Buddha. is' and bows with the top of his head at the feet of the Buddha, steps
back and takes his seat at one side.

[ 5] The Teacher says : From the time when the Buddha first attained
the Religious Path upto the time when he reached-Nibba‘na, what was the
number of such welcome-Blukkh'us (ehi-B/u'kklm) .9

Answer—The number of such Bhikkhus was one thousand, three hundred
and forty-one.‘

Question—What are their names ?
Their names are : the five persons—Afifia'ta-kond afifia and the rest; next

Yasa the noble son, and his comrades—fifty-four persons; Bhadda and his'
men—thirty; Jatila and ms men—one thousand; two chief disciples and their
men—two hundred and fifty, and one An'gulima‘la. Therefore in the Vinaja
are eulogised one thousand three hundred and Io'rty-one men. These 'one
thousand three hundred and forty-one men had great faith in their mind.
They all came to the Buddha and the Tatha"gata with compassion lifted his

7' 33- 1 gold-coloured hand and with loud sonorous voice welcomed them and imme-
7183-24 diately they were converted. ' The clothes and the begging-bowls came down

by themselves and all of them became ‘ \\'elcomc-Bh1kkh'us.’ They were
very wrs'e men and all of them came to be called ‘ welcome-B‘lukkh'us.’
These were not the only ‘welcome-Blukkh'us,’ but there were other ‘ welcome-
Bhikkh'us’ also. Sela-Brahmana with his three hundred followers, Maha-
kappm'a with his one thousand followers, the ten thousand men of the city
of Kapila-vatthu, sixteen thousand men who became recluses along with
Para'ya,na-Bra'hmaua—all these were ‘ welcome-Bhikk'hus.’ They have

i been mentioned in the Suttas, but their names are not mentioned in the
Vz'nayo-pifaka.

[6] Those who received initiation by taking rfeuges in the Three [ Cf. Vin. iii.
24- ], that is', those who recite [ the formulae of ] the Three Refuges three times
and obtain the initiationm' the dis'ciph'ne ( £2 ) . As is said in the I’z':za_ya.'
“(1') The ‘wclcome—Bhikkh'us’ receive initiation; (2) those who take three
Refuges receive initiation; there are [others] who receive initiation
(3) by means of instruction, (4) by answering questions, (5) by accepting
the eight weighty conditions (guru-dhamma'); (6) through a messenger; (7) by
eight pronouncements; and (8) by fourfold official declaration ” [ ].

The Teacher says : The attainment of initiation (l) by this ‘welcoxnc’—
[formula] and that (2)by taking the Three Refuges has been already explained.

s
3. Twill/omit" ca patio ca 05:? “Yd ca' band/muons.

parm'a'uanena anh' e1: juttayogaua bhlkkh'uno (75 i. 65 )
Vu’nati-uu'wdam' (p. l09) explains veil as danlakafiha‘dw'hedana-vasi, which is

corroborated by the text 8. 14b. 8.
' l341=5+ 1+ 54+ 30+ 1000+250+l as detailed immediately aftenvaxdm]
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DEFINITION OF A BHIKKHUVII.6(8) ]

Question—What is [ the initiation] (3) by means of instruction 3’
The Buddha said to Kassapa—-“You must learn these words : I must extend
my sense of conscientiousness of my mind (hirotta‘ppa) towards all monks who
are occupying hith medium, or low seats.” [ S. ii. 220]. The Buddha
said to Kassapa : “You must let all good dhammas enter [the very marrow
of] your bone and place them in your mind; and let the mind retain them
and apply your ears and listen to the Dhamma” [3. ii. 220]. The Buddha
said to Kassapa “You must learn that the mindfulness directed
towards your body ( g Q ) will not be abandoned. You, Kassapa, must
learn this” [.5'. ii'. 220]. Thus Revered Kassapa received initiation by
means of instruction. The initiation of Kassapa was one that was
attained by him through the divine power of the Buddha.

(4-) The initiation received by amwering questions— The initiation
that was permitted by the Buddha to Sopa'ka. At that time, the World.-
honoured One put a question to Sa'mapera Sopa'ka moving about in the
monastery of Pubbirafina. He asked about the Perception of the Swollen
(udd/mmdtaka) and asked about the Perception of Name and Form‘—“Are
these two things the same or is each one of them distinct from the other ?”
Thus he put questions concerning the Ten Impurities. Sopa‘ka‘ answered
them, question by question. The Buddha then prals'ed him and said .' “Very
good ! ” He further asked : “How old are you P ” He“ answered: “Seven
years old.” The World-honoured One said to Sopa‘ka : “You, with your
wisdom equal to that of an omniscient person, have been able to answer the
questions with your correctly-disposed nu’nd. I must permit you to receive
the initiation.” This is called theinitiation into the Discipline by answering
questions.

(5) Receiving initiation by accepting eight weig/tyt conditionJ— Maha-
paja‘pati' Bhikkhuni accepted the eight-weighty conditions and then obtained
the initiation into the Discipline. '

( 6‘) Receiving initiation through ameuenger—as in the case ofAddha-Ka‘si"
who became a Bhikkhuni through a messenger.

(7) Receiving initiation by eight pronouncements means to receive from
the Bhilddluni-[San'gha] the fourfold official declaration and the Bhikkh‘u-
San'gha then further makes the fourfold official declaration. This is called
receiving initiation by eight pronouncements.

( 8) Receiving initiation by a foufrold floicial declaration means that wlu'ch
has been in practice by the Bhikkhus of the present. '

Thus these are the eight kinds of description of the attainment of initia-
tion.

The Teacher says : I can give a testimony from the original [ Vinaya-]
text [to prove this]. The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus—“I permit you to
receive the initiation when one has taken refuge in the Three'” and so on.
Thus the Buddha permitted people to receive initiation into the. Discipline.

 

4. Pali Cm. gives only ru'fmmn‘n' .
77mg. 480-86.
7710:. 486 : J6t1)'~a sattavaxso’ ham. [add/Lana upammpadam‘.
Thig. 25-26; mfg-A. 30”; Vin. ii. 277; A}. ii. 610-“.
Vin. i. 22.9N9.“
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[7] Good (bhadm) [ Vin. iii. 24-] means not bad. “In tlu's world, a
common worldling pr.‘tctis"es good things.. . .and so on upto one who has
become an Arhat"——All of these are called good men.

How 15' it that the people are made good ? They are equipped with
five factots : Good conduct, Concentration, Wisdom, Deliverance, and
Knowledge of and Insight into Deliverance. Then they are called good men.

Tmllftul (Mn) is one who has got the highest truth of good conduct.
This' is' called truthful. Just as a white soft woollen cloth, when it is put in
blue colour, tmm'edia'tcly takes that colour and then it is' called blue woollen
cloth. A truthful Blukkh'u is, because of conduct, called a truthful Bhikkh'u.
Those Arhats who are free from impurities and whose inner depravities are
destroyed are also called truthful.

Under training means one who is a common worldling along with the
seven types of people who are under threefold. training. This person is'
called a Bhikkh’u under training.

Byoend trainm'g—One who has gone beyond the field of training; one who
has been stabilized in the highest Fruit. From that stage onward there is
no more training left for him; the depravities have all been destroyed. Such
a one 3' called ‘beyond training’.

What the thkM"u-Safig>l|a has assembled [in harmony ]——The San'ghu
assembles with five persons as the minimum. If there are more, then accord-
in'g to the number, small or great.

0f (has: whose [ prem'us] consent has to b: secured—that is", [ of such people ]
consent has been brought and placed before [ the San'gha ].

When the Safigha has been already unanimous and. when there is no
one who challenges [the admts'sion ], then the official business (kamma)
is carried on unanimously.

With an fateful (Icrlaratw'n in whic'h (lie proposal is (It: fourth means with
‘ one proposal followed’by a threefold repetition.

Valid declaration means to make a declaration according to the Dhamma.
Willi no dfeaull—There is no difficulty as regards the individual himself;

the offieta'l procedure [is correct]; [the members of the assembly] are
pure-minded and are not likely to be corrupt; and there is no loop-hole,
pa (fi lit. dtl'ution). So it is' with no default.

Worth} (lit. good fi {It/Indralw), that is‘, by following the Dhamma, it
becomes worthy; also it becomes worthy, as it follows the instruction of the
Tathga‘ata.

Initta'tea' —that is, attained a. higher state; that is to say,
reached [a higher State].

Question—What is a higher state ?
Answer—The state of a Bhikkhu. This is called a l'u'gher state. When

one has attained the higher state by the fourfold official declaration, then
that is called the initiation.

[8] An oflw'ial dcclaralion in which the proposal is the fourth—«Now I
must say, in the middle (i. e. by way of digression), something about the
official declaration in which the proposal is' the fourth; and about the rest I
shall speak later in detail.



DEFINITION OF A BHIKKHUVIIJO l

(i) Apalokana, (ii) the official business with one proposal, (iii) that
with one proposal followed by one repetition, and (iv) that with one proposal
followed by three repetitions. All these, in due ord‘er,I shall explain in detail,
when the turn of those words comes, as I come to Panad’ra from the Khandhaka,
producing the original passages relating to Kamma. -If I explain them here
in the middle, it will cause great distraction in [ this explanation] of the First
Pirfijxka". Therefore, if I explain them when the turn of those terms comes,
it will be easy for people to understand. Here [is implied] a Bhikk'hu
[ who has received initiation ] by the oflicial declaration in which the proposal
is the fourth, when the San'gha has assembled in harmony. If such a Bhikkh'u
practises an impure ( sexual ) act, he becomes guilty of a Pa'ra‘jlka"
ofl'ence. All the other Bhikkhus [mentioned above] are merely having the
same designation as of a Bhik'khu.

[9] A Bhikkhu, along with other Bhikkhus, enters the discipline of
the Dhamma for his whole life.” Discipline ( 312 ) is something which has
got to be learnt. That learning is' of three kinds : Higher Conduct, Higher
Mind and Higher Wisdom. This is called threefold learning.

Question—What is meant by Higher Conduct ?
Higher, that 15', which has no equal. Conduct is what is to be

learnt; also it xs' called the learning with no equal.
Higher mind is the mind [connected with the attainment] of Fruit

(phalacitta) .
Higher wisdom, that is, to do actions with the knowledge of their fruit.
Question—What is learning ( ) ? What is higher learning? What.

is' mind ? What is higher mind ? What is wisdom ? What is higher
wisdom ? ,

Answer—Fivefold conduct, tenfold conduct—this is learning. Whether
the Buddha has emerged into this world or' not emerged into this world,
conduct persists all the while. At the time when the Buddha has come
into this world, the Buddha or his disciples instruct and admoms'h the best
of the people. If the Buddha has not come into this' world, then at that time,
the Individual Buddhas, the Samans and Brahmans who are believers in
the Path of Kamma (kammava‘dino), or the suzerain monarchs who turn the
wheel, or the great Bodhisattas instruct and admonis’h the rest. Those who
are sefl-wu'e instruct the Sama'ns and Bra'hmans. If they are-able to learn,
then as a reward, they are, after death, bom among gods or among men and

7 experience happiness. This is called learning ( F}. ) .

[10] Pdtz'mokklza is called learning that is unequalled. It is like the
sun, the King of all the luminaries, lik‘e Mt. Sumeru (Pali Sineru ), the
highest among all mountains. It is the highest among all kinds of learning
in this' World. It can exist only when the Buddha has emerged into this
world. When the Buddha is not there, there is' none among living beings
whocansetitup. When some one does an evil actof. the body, tongue and

9. Thu' explanation of :a‘jiva is quite difi'erent from that in Pali Cm. The interpreta-
tion corresponding to that in Pali is, however, given later; see 51! below.
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mind”, the Buddha prescribes the rules from this unequalled learning. If
one gets an entrance into‘ ( A ) this (Pdtimokk/m ), the“ he Can equally
get an entrance into the Path and the Fruit. This is called higher
learning.

Mind—The mind of the eight meritorious types ( Ij) at" ) connected
with [the realm of ] srx' desires, and that which is connected with
the eight mundane types of :ama'dhi. This is called higher mind. The
transcendent (lokuttara) mind can be obtained only when the Buddha has
emerged into‘tlus’ World. Then only we can have this 'mind. This‘ is' called
higher mind. This is connected with the Path and the Fruit. If one has
such a mind, then he will not practise any impure ( sexual ) act.

Wts'dom—There iscause, there is effect. Kamma is the cause and the
Fruit is the effect—such [ a course] one knows by wisdom. This is called
wisdom. It exists whether the Buddha has or has not emerged into this.
world. The Buddha or lu's disciples can instruct and admonis'h other people.
When there 1s' no Buddha, then the Samans and Bra‘hmans, or the suzerain
monarchs who turn the wheel [of authority], or the great Bodlns‘attas, also,
can instruct and admonis'h other people, just as An‘kuran carried on great
charities for ten thousand years; or just as Velama" Brahmana or Vessantarau
and other wrs'e men carried on great charities. Vthn the meritorious action
was ripe for fulfilment, they were born high up among gods and obtained
happiness. '

[ll] The three charactem'tic: ( ti-lalckhana) connected with this world—
, 7-6111 ' namely, suffering, voidity“ and no self—this is called Higher wisdom. [ Like]

'719b'5 the two dhammas—the Higher learning, or the Higher rnind—this supreme
. Wis'dom ( =51 ) is the highest. This is called Higher wisdom.

This higher wxs‘dom is obtained when the Buddha has emerged into this
world. Then only it can exist. Also the wisdom of the Path and of the
fruit is' called higher wisdom. Therefore, if the Bhikkhu, who has penetrated
into the learning of these three, practises an evil ( sexual ) act, he becomes
guilty of a Pa'ra’jilta‘ ofl‘ence.

Among these three kinds of learning, Pa‘timoldwha is one. When one
takes to it, then it is called something to be accepted for one’s whole life.
Further it is said : The Bhikkhus come from difl'erent classes; each
one comes from a different region and house, and so they are not similar.
They are from different clans; they have different names; only they have
one common place of residence; they learn together and so we have the term
‘ common life15 ’ (sa'jf'z.'a git. “’hen one learns the Pd’limokkha, it is
not to be violated and so it is said .' ‘ for the whole life.’
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10. Pall Cm. refer: to the evil acts of body and tongue only. ( kayawaa'dvém-qy"ha‘ca‘m );
‘there is' no mention of mind. For, a mental thought does not involve a violation of the
prescribed rule. . ‘ ‘

ll. An‘kura—Jd. iv. 81 fl; Pa. 23 ll"; DhJ iii. 219.
12. Vclima—A. iv. 393 ll‘.
’3. Vessantara—Ja'. (No. 547) volume u.

.H. Note this substitution for the usual Pali term : (mimild.
15. See note 9 above.  
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[12] He docs not go out fo discipline through fecbleness in [the observance]
of rules fa conduct [ Vin. iii. 24] : One does not abandon the discipline of
conduct and does not speak to his companions‘about the indications of his
feebleness in his [observance of the] rules of conduct; or even if he speaks
to his' companions about the feebleness, he does not-[ actually] abandon the
discipline of conduct—[ in both these cases] the discipline is not ,rejected
by him. .

The Teacher says : \Vhy is it not said : he gives up‘diseipline and then
speaks about his feebleness regarding rules of conduct ? As in the original
rules of conduct' it is said : “ If one lives together [even] for not more than
two or three nights, he becomes guilty of an offence.” [ Vin. iv. 16]. When
words are said hk'e this, then it becomes easy”. Therefore the Buddha says
so : “ Feebleness of conduct and the hk'e.” Therefore the words as spoken
m' the original Vinaya are good; and- it is quite reasonable. [Even if it is'
said] : ‘ he does not give up discipline ’—the meaning is quite full; what
is' then the necessity of saying : [‘[giving vent to] feebleness ? ’ Just as
a great king who is not followed by his attendants, and further who is with-
out a divine crown or necklaces, nor ornamented [in any other way], does
not look well when people look at him, in the same way, first, we have the
expression about the feebleness. [in the observance] of conduct and then
it is said : he does not get out [of the life of discipline]. Both the expressions
are quite in conformity with each other and the meaning also is good.

There may be the feebleness [in the observance] of conduct and yet
there may not be going out. There may not be any feebleness [in the
observance] of conduct and yet there may be going out.

The mind is disgusted with the teaching and he does not stick to it fast—-
this is feebleness [in the observance] of conduct.

[ l3 ] Is distressed —lhat is, with the Dhamma of the Buddha he
is disgusted; he feels ill about it; he does not take interest in it. And he says :
‘ Either to-day or tomorrow, I shall go away. From this Path to that Path
I shall go.’ And he gives out long sighs. His mind gets scattered and does
not attain [concentration—this is what is called ‘ distressed’.

I Desires to give up the duties f0 a recluse, that is, he desires to give up the life
(lit. state) of a Bhikkhu.

Is dzs'gustea' andfeels ill about—About m"s life of a Blu'kkhu, he feels humi.-
liated; looks at the life of a BhiLIt"hu as he would look at a dirty thing; takes
interest in the life of a house-holder.

The Teacher says : The succeeding words in the Vinaya are easy to
understand.

[ 14] “It would be good if I now disown the Buddha. I shall disown
the Buddha ” [ Vin. iii. 24- ]. By giving out such words, he announces [his
intention] to other men. Thus there is [giving vent to] feebleness [in the
observance] of conduct but not giving up the discipline.

 

16. The Chinese version does not fully bring out the argument used in the Pali Cm.
...24
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The Teacher says : ‘There are further other ways of giving vent to
feebleness [in the observance] of conduct. I (l) disown the Buddha, (2)
disown the-Dhamma, ( 3 ) disown the San'gh', (4) disown the teaching g5
:ikkhd) , (5) disown the Vinaya, (6) disown the l’a‘timokkha, ( 7 ) disown
the lesson of recitation ( uddesa“ ), ( 8 ) dis'own the spiritual guide ( fig [WK]
ipzafihtiya ), (9) dis'own the Teacher, ( 10) dis'own the disciple-companion
(:addlu'-vilxdn'ka), (ll ) dis'own the pupils', ( l2) dis‘own the pupil having
a common teacher with me, (13) disown disciple-companions having a
common spiritual guide with me, ( 14-) disown companions in study having
in common with me the teacher and spiritual guide (sa-bm/imacd’n' ) [Vin.
iii. 24—5 ]—these fourteen expressions are giving vent to the feebleness [in
the observance] of conduct.

[15] First these fourteen expressions and then “ I ( l ) now become
a house-holder, ( 2 ) now become a lay devotee ( updraka ), ( 3 ) now become
an attendant ( f}? A kappxy'a-ka'raka 1‘) , (4-) now become a novice,
(5) now become a follower of the heretics, (6) now become an ufldsaka
of the heretics; I ( 7 ) shall no longer be a samaaa, ( 8 ) shall no longer be
one of the followers of S'a'kya "—these eight expressions. All these are due
to the feebleness [in the observance] of conduct. By combining these
twenty-two (14- + 8) expressions, we get 110 expressions". These are
called [ ways of] feebleness [ in the observance ] of conduct.

The expressions that are used after this—J I remember my mother ’
[ Viri. iii. 25] and the rest. They are seventeen expressions.

Fu'ld, that is, paddy-field and the lik'e.
Plat foland—from this' are yielded sweet vegetables with roots and leaves.

This is called ‘ plot of land. ’
Handw'rfat, that 13', ability to make earthen jars or ability to receive [and

convey] messages ( iv (XE ) 3° and the like.

[ 16] Hankering after a house-holder’s [ife—‘ I have father and mother.
So I must return and support them’ [Vim iii. 26 ]—Nine expressions
beginning with these [words]. Thereafter [words] about taking refuge
( {35: ) and staying with them, like : ‘ I have a mother: I should return
and support my mother. The mother can look after my maintenance ’
[Vim iii. 26 ]—sixteen expressions beginning with these.

Further, ‘ If I practise the life of a holy man, I have to take
only one meal“1 and I have to sleep alone”, which would be a very difficult

 

17. This' item seems to have been dropped inadvertently in the Chinese text.
18. Seems to have been used for Pall a‘rdmxka' who may be serving the purpose of

Kappiya-ka‘raka by offering things' to monks who othenrvtse' could not take them themselves.
19. The Chm'ese text gives inadvertetly the number twenty only. These twenty-two

expressions when combm’cd With each of the five expressiOns beginning with yamflna‘han},
yadfipanahapp, apaham, Madam, ‘and hatime( Vin. iii. 24-25 ) give the number 22 x 5 =- 110.

20. Here the Chinese translator has mu'understood the original parakara which means
a weaver. He has confined the derivation which he thought to be coming from the root pm:
(prq to send). His' translation does not fit 111' with a. handicraft.

21-22. These two specific cases are not mentioned in Pali which simply gives words
11‘} ( dukkamm. and other synonymous expressions.
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thing (dukkara )-——eight expressions beginning with these, [and ending with
words : ] ‘ I am not able; I cannot endure; I take no interest ’ [Vim iii. 26]—
fifty expressions beginning“ with these words.” And one hundred and
ten expressions [are mentioned above]. So in“all there are one hundred
and sixty expressions. ‘

The Teacher says : [These one hundred and sixty expressions]you
should know as being said in due order with reference to giving vent to the
feebleness [in the observance] of conduct.

[17] Now with reference to the following words about rejecting the
discipline, it is said : “ How is it 0 Bhikkhu: ? ” The Teacher says : these
following words are easy to understand. The fourteen expressions—‘1 (1) disown
the Buddha, (2) disown Dhamma, (3) disown the San’gha, (4-) disown
Vinaya, (5 ) disown l’a‘timokkha, (6) disown the teaching,...disown the
disciples of my spiritual guide, and the pupils of my teacher, disown the dis—
ciples having a common spiritual guide with me, disown the pupils having
a common teacher with me, disown disciple-companions (saddlu'wzh'dr? )—
these [and the like ], fourteen“ expressions are said in connection with words
about the rejection [of the discipline]. He lets other people know.-
‘ This man intends to depart from the Dhamrna; this man intends to depart
from the San'gha; therefore he’ says so to let others know.’ If this man, who
intends to say : ‘ the Buddha I disown,’ were just to open the mouth and
say : I disown the Buddha“, in a language which is other than the proper
speech of India ( X L": ) , or says, in any other speech that occurs to him.
that he disowns the Buddha, that he disowns the Dhamma and so on upto
[disowns] his disciple-companions— just as it is said in the Vinaya in the
detailed explanation of ‘ Superhuman powers’ : [A person says :] ‘ I
intend to enter the First Trancc’ but just says through mistake : ‘I enter the
Second Trance’——in the same way with these words. ‘This man intends to
give up the marks of his life of a Bhilckhu, therefore he makes such a speech.’
If these words are wzdrrstood by the other man [ in this light], then the rejec-
tion of the discipline becomes an accomplished [fact]. It is just hk'e afall
from the state of Sakka ( S’akra ), or from that of Brahma‘, and in no way
different. In the same way, this man has fallen from the Dhamma of the
Tatha‘gata, has gone back to the life of a house-holder.

[ 18] If he were to say : I have already disowned the Buddha, or I
shall (lit. intend to ) disown the Buddha, or I should disown the Buddha—
these words imply the past, present“ and future; ifhe sends a messenger, or
if he writes, or if he indicates to a man by showing him merely a sign with his
hand—[ in all these cases ], no rejection of the discipline is accomplished.

23-23. These words in Chinese seem to be out of place. Because the figure 50 refers
to expressions already used before ( )7 + 9 + l6 + 8 = 50). V .

24. Here all the fourteen expressions are not actually given in Chinese. They are only
eleven. "

25. lVlcrcly the order ofwords is changed as brought out in Pali “ pmakkhalrxi Buddha‘m."
26. Pali Cm. has pmikappa corresponding to optative, in addition to past and future.

Here is mis-understanding by the Chinese translator o {the grammatical form paccakkhqyam‘.
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If vain, misleading and unreal talk [about one’s possession of superhuman
powers] is indicated eveirby signs of one’s hand, then one becomes guilty
of a weighty offence; but in the present case [of rejecting the discipline] no
such thing exists. If one rejects it, then to a certain person he deliberately
reveals his thought of rejection and then speaks about it. Then only the
rejection is accomplished. When he speaks after revealing his thought to
a person and if that person understands it [accordingly], then only the
rejection is accomplished. If that person does not understand it but there
is another person nearby who understands it—even then. the rejection of the
discipline is not accomplished. If he addresses two persons, and ifone man
undetstands him and the other does not, then the rejection does take place.
If both of them Undetstand him, then the rejection does take place. If he
speaks to a hundred or a thousand men and if they understand him, then the
rejection of the discipline is accomplished. If a Bhikkhu, afflicted with
sensual desire, intends to speak to his disciple-companions but himself being
afraid shouts out from a partitioned room; ‘ I now disown the Buddha ’, then
following its understanding [by his companion], or suddenly by another
person near by, that this fellow wants to reject the discipline, the rejection
does take place. From the Dhanuna of the 'l'zttha'gata he is fallen.
The rejection takes place, neither before nor later but immediately with the
understanding of the words of the Bhikkl'iu, as we have the understanding
[of words] in the world and in no way different.

[ 19 ] If the Blu'kkhu has spoken the words and if they are not under-
stood immediately, but after long deliberation one understands that he wants
to reject the discipline, then the rejection of the discipline does not take place.
It is compared with the cases in the world like the case of conceited boasting
[of one’s superhuman powers], like speaking evil words, or like words about
supporting oneself ( {Jig gr [I] ) , or like speaking vain words be-
cause of anger ( [m ) ,' in no way different. If one apph'es one’s mind
then the understanding does take place. If there is doubt, and after
long time there is understanding, then he is not guilty of the ofi'ence. The
Buddha told the Bhikkhus that in this manner there is [giving vent to] the
feebleness [in observing the rules] of conduct and the accomplishment of
the rejection of discipline.

[ 20 ] If [ in connection with] ‘ Accepts“ me a: a house-holder’ [ Vin. iii.
27 ] he speaks : I want to become a house-holder; I now become a house-
holder; I have already become a house-holder—even if he speaks thus, he
does not reject the discipline. If he speaks : “ From to-day onwards let
me be accepted as a home-holder; know me now to be so; bear this in
your mind "——-if he speaks thus in the language of Ivliddlez" country of India,
or in any non-Indian language and if the man [ spoken to ] understands these
words, then immediately the rejection of discipline takes place.

26a. Here also the Chinese translator fails to understand that this is an expression
from the original.

27. The Pali expression has nothing to correspond to the middle country or India but
simply uses the word any'akena.

.gu-a
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The Teacher says : In the same way with other seven words. in
succession beginning with upd'saka. These eight and the fourteen
[already mentioned above] become twenty-two expressions. ‘1 have no
use of Him ,’ ‘ What is He to me ? ’ ‘ The Buddha is of no benefit to me ; ’
‘I am already free ’——these four expressions yo‘u‘ should yourself know.
Although these are many different expressions, they all mean one and'zthe
same thing. The Teacher says : I am not able to exhaust the explanation
[of all these words Following the Order in the original Vinay'a you should
yourself know the same.

[21] The Teacher says : Upa'li“ has said that the Buddha has
hundred names. The names of the Dhamma also are like the same. With
the rest also similar names. I shall now say this in brief :

“I now disown the Buddha. and thus I am lost to the discipline.
I disown Sammi-sambuddha, I disown Him who has unlimited intellect
who has incomparable intellect,...who has the knowledge of enlighten-
ment”, who is without delusion, who penetrates into all things
(pablu'mm-kt/ila)30.” Thus following all these qualifying expressions the
rejection of discipline takes place.

Further when- it is said : ‘ I disown the Dhamma ’—-—this means rejec-
tion of discpline without its qualifying expressions, [but it should be with
qualifying expressions, as given, below] :—

I disown what has been well-analysed (.s'ua‘kklm‘la ),, what bears its fruit
in this very bodily existence...what is not black ( gs ) 3‘...... what says
[to entrants] ‘ come and see’...what enables one to escape”... what
can be truly realised by the wise. Further, it is said : I disown
the Dhamma which is not compounded (a—saflkliata), which is far from
passion (vira‘ga), which is cessation (nirodha) and which is the sweet
dhamma (amaza). I disown the-Dt’gha‘gama, I disown the shorter Agama
( Majj'Yu'mJgama) ...disown the Bra/imaJ-'Jla-[ sutta ], disown the Mala-
pa‘ryiJya-xutta...Sam_yulta...An‘guttara...the Jdtaka-sutta the Abhidhamma;
all good states'...evil states....states which are neither good nor evil”...stations
of nu’ndfulness34...right application...bases of divine pOWers...the faculties
( ,‘fi ) ...the powers ( % fi ) 35...the Bodhi...the Path...the Fruit...

2—8. See Upa'li-Jutla in Mafihz'mavmk‘a'ya (No. 56).
29. Pafin’dpa—a distinguishm‘g mark. The Chinese translator has confounded it with

pain—5.
30. Pah‘—-pabhinna-klxila, one who has penetrated through all obduracy. The Chin'.

translator seems to have confused it with pabhum'a‘ khila, that is, pab/rm'na-ak/u’la, ‘ penetrated
through all things. ’

31. The reading Ti ( g ) , different, gives no satisfactory meanm'g. 'l‘ais'ho edition
notes a variant It: ( fig ) black. This meaning may be accounted for by supposing that
the Chinese translator misunderstand: aka‘lika and confuscsa‘t with a—ka'laka, not black.

32. This interpretation is rather strange instead of the usual ‘ approachable ', Pali :
opanayzk‘a. ., I

33. The text seems to be faulty here; we should expect corresponding
to naive kusal‘a na‘kumld, ,9]: . Tals'ho ed. notes a reading-
y} {g ,3]: y] in thcgfooFt-iyjiotesfi,whic;hlz Ziglslaoxs'yjnotfi sausf'actory.

34-35. The Chinese expressions used here seem to be rather unusual for Jall'pdff/lafld,
:ammappadlxq‘na, iddlnp'aa'a, x'ndnju and bald, respectively.
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Nibba‘na...eightyfour thousand sections of the Dhamma—with all such
quahf'ying expressions the' rejection of the discipline is accomplish'ed.

If one says : ‘ I disown the San'gha, ’ it is rejection [of the San'gha]
without qualifying expressions; [ but when one says ] : I disown the San'gha
that is' on good path...that is' following the straight path...that is following
the principles of rectitude...that has assembled’°_( 41; ) ...that consis'ts of
four pairs of individuals...eight types_of individual persons...San'gha that
is' fit to be offered to...that is‘ fit to be given presents with folded hands; I
diso‘wn the San'gha that is the supreme field of merit—with such qualifying
expressions of the San'gha is accomplished the rejection of the discipline.

[22] If one says : ‘I now dis’own the discipline ( afi") ,—tlus‘ be-
comes a rejection without qualifying expressions. But if one were to say :
‘ I give up the discipline for a Blu'kkhu...discipline for a Bhikkh’uni‘...the
lu'ghest teaching [of conduct]...the cultivation of a higher type of mind...
the higher type of wisdom ’-——with such qualifying expressions is accompli-
shed the rejection of discipline.

‘ I disown the Vinaya for the Blukkl'iu...the Vinaya for the Bhikkh'uni;...
I reject the first Pa'rajik'a' [oflence]...the second...the third...the fourth
Para'jik'a [offence ]...reject the San'ghadisesa...Thullaccaya...Pa‘cittiya...
Pka‘tidesaniya...Dukkata, reject Dubbha‘sita'——with such qualifying expressions
also is accomplished the rejection of the discipline.

‘ I disown the Pd’timokkha ’ [VuL iii. 27]———[ if one says these words ] it
means rejection without qualifying expressions. ‘ I reject the Pa’tz‘mokkha of
the Blu'ltkhus’, ‘I reject the Pa'ttm'okkha of the Bhikkh'unis ’ -—with such
qualif’ying expresu'ons is accomplished the rejection of the discipline.

As regards disowning the Teaching ( {$1 ) 33, the rejection of the teach-
ing takes place [if he says] : ‘I reject the teaching given to a Bhikkh'u...
the teaclu'ng given to a Bhikkhum"...[ the teaching of ] the first [ Pa‘ra‘jilc'i ]...
the ‘second...upto the teaching of Pdtimokkha...the teaching of Sammi-
sambuddha...the teaching of Him with unlimited intellect...the teaching
of Wisd'om and insight...the teachin'g of deliverance ( gag ) ...’ and so on
in successmn.

[23] ‘ I now disown the Spiritual guide—the man who accepted me
as a recluse and gave me initiation, the man from whom I received the
recluseship and initiation at such and such a place—such a man I disown. ’
When he speakS' thus, he disowns his' spiritual guide. By such qualifying
expre~sions, he disowns his spiritual guide and, also, the rejection of the discip-
line does take place.

‘ Now I disown my teacher ’——by these words is not accomplished the
rejection of the discipline with qualifying expressions. ‘ The man who gave
me recluseship, the man who instructed me, the man on whom I attended

Q
36. This" does not correspond to Pali rami'ci.

37-33- I! 15' interesting ‘0 “Ole that the Chinese here does not follow the order given
previously in two places, nor is' it uniform in the use of the Chinese characters in all thcsc three
places (§§l4, l7 and 22 above. ).  
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and with whom I stayed, who put me questions and taught me—this man
Ishould (9.) disown.’ If he says such qualif'ying expressions about his teacher,
then is aCCOmplished the rejection of the discipline. -

‘ I disown my pupils ’——these words do not accomplish the rejection of
me discipline with qualifying expressions. ‘ The man whom I gave recluse-
ship, whom I gave initiation, who has obtained his r'ecluseship from me, who
has obtained his initation from me—this man I now disown.’ Thus by
disowning the pupil with such qualifying expressions is accomplished the
rejection of the discipline. _

As regards the rejection of the discipline taking place by saying .'
‘I now disown the pupil of my Teacher ’———‘[ He is the pupil of one]39
who gave me recluseship and who instructed me and asked questions [about
my study ]—such a man I disown.’ When there are [such] qualifying
expressions then the rejection of the discipline takes place.

Asregards the rejection of the discipline taking place by saying:
‘I now disown my disciple-companion -—the man whom I as a Teacher
( Eifi ) gave recluseship and gave initiation and who attained initiation

at my place—such a man I disown.’ By such qualifying expressions for the
disciple-companion, the rejection of the discipline takes place.

As regards the-rejection of the discipline taking place by saying : ‘ I
now disown a disciple—companion ( flu mg. ) of my teacher
( [K'In pg} 5,! ) ‘0’ —the man whom my Teacher ( a‘carzy'a) gave recluscship
ands-vx.l..nlati0n, who asked of my teacher querries and ,whom my 7-11b-1
teacher instructed and to whom he imparted knowledge—this man I disown.’ 7203- 16
Thus with these qualifying expressions about the disciple-companion of
the teacher ( ["In. 53"] A?! FIT ) ‘0 is accomplished the rejection of
the discipline.

As regards the rejection of discipline by saying .' ‘ I now disown all
my companions in holy life—the men who along with me had had
instruction of the supreme [cultivation of] mind‘1 and in the supreme
[development of] wisdom—these men I disown.’ In this way, by the
'qualfying expressions for all companions in holy life, is accomplished
the riejection of the discipline.

[24-] ‘ I now become a house-holder ’—-in this case also is the rejec-
tion of discipline [as follows ] : ‘ I return to my old [ profession]. I become
a business-man; I now till the field ; I tend cows and other animals ;
I [shall be given to the enjoyment ] of the five pleasures of senses ’—by such
qalifying expressions of a house-holder, the rejection of discipline takes place.

‘ I now become an u/m‘mka ’—here also takes place the rejection of discip-
line [as follows :] ‘ I now become an ‘updsaka with two announcements—

 

39. The Chinese text seems to be corrupt as we do not find these words in the text.
40. The use of these characters together is puzzling. Here we expect

in {2'3 of“! g as the expression ougrt to stand for :amina-u/mfihyiika. But the
word ccmg'a is med in transliteration and the explanation also agree: with the same,
though we have had that case above already. The Chinese text therefore appear: to be

very comipt.
4l. The Chinese text has nothing corresponding to adhin'laml.
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an updraka with three announcements ; I become an updtaka observing
five rules of conduct...ten rules of conduct.’ Thus I now become an updmka.
In this way by using qualifying expressions for an updsaka, the rejection of
the discipline does take place.

‘ I now become an ermilca' ( HF A“ a care-taker of a garden)’. Here
15' the rejection of discipline : ‘ I become an attendant of the San'gha ; I
shall distribute gruel, shall distribute rice or roots and fruits ’——in this way,
by the qualifying expressions of an a‘rdmz‘ka, the rejection of discipline does
take place. .

‘ I become a novice ’—-in this case, here is the rejection of discipline :
‘ I become a novice young in years...a small novice ’—thus by the qualifying
expressions ofa novice, the rejection of the discipline takes place.

‘ I now become 21 follower of the heretics ’——Here takes place the rejec-
tion of discipline [thus] : ‘ I become a Nigantha, an Ajivaka, a. Ta'pasa,
a Paribba'jaka', a Pandaran'ga ’—thus by the qualifying expressions of
a heretic does take place the rejection of discipline.

‘ I become an upa’mka of the heretic: ’——here is the rejection of discip-
line [thus] : ‘ I become an updraka of the Nigantha, an upfisaka of the
Ajivakas...of the Ta‘pasas...of the Paribba‘jakas, and an updsaka of the
Pan.d.aran'gas’—by such qualifying expressions of the heretics does take place
the rejection of the disciph'ne.

‘I become a non-sanum,a’—hcre the rejection of the discipline takes
place [thus] : ‘ I break the rules of conduct, I practise evil things ; I
five a dirty, stenchy lile‘ ; my actions are concealed ; I am no Jamaaa and
still profess to be a tamazza; 1 live no holy life and yet I prole‘ss to be living
it ’——thus by such qualifying expressions of a non—:amazza, the rejection of
discipline does take place.

‘ I am no follower of the S‘a‘kya [ Prince] ’—-here the rejection of discip-
line is in this way : ‘ I am no follower of the Sammi-sambuddha,
no follower of Him with unlimited talent, no follower of Him with incompara-
ble talent, no follower of Him who has the knowledge of Bodhi, no follower
of Hu'n Who is heroic...who is without delusion...who is with discerning
knowledge ( ,Ri“ ) and is without any obstacle, and no follower of Him
who has won 2. victory’“—with such qualifying expressions takes place the
rejection of discipline.

Thus on account of all these causes, signs, means and qualifying exprcs~
sions, already mentioned, the rejection of the discipline does take place.
That the rejection of the discipline takes place by any words other than those
beginning with the Buddha—such a thing does not exist.

The Teacher says : In this way I have already revealed the indications
of the rejection of the discipline.

[25 ] Non-rejection fo the du'cpiline—In order that there may be no doubt
with regard to this [ non-rejection ], I now explain in detail the cause of rejec-

42. See note 18 above.
43. This last item was not given in the hs't in § 21 above, although the corresponding Pall.

expression was there as here.  
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tion of discipline, such as an individual and the like ; explain on account of
What individual the rejection of discipline takes place, or on account of what
m'dividual the rejection does not take place. ‘ t

193

V r»
" VI‘ 'H'The Teacher says —— It is said in the original-~ Vinaya : The Buddha—_ ‘T "‘

addresses the Blukkh'us : ‘ In what way does the rejection of disciplm'e not
take place i’ ’ [ Vin. iii. 27] The opening words say : One with derange-
ment in his brain, caused either when possessed by a yakkha or caused by We
( m ) . The remaining words [say] : If following the derange-

ment of one’s mind, one rejects the discipline, then it does not become
[ a real ] rejection. If one [communicates] to a man with derangement
in his' brain that he rejects the disciplm'e, then howsoever glad his' mind should
have become by such rejection of the discipline, the rejection of the disci-
pline does not [really] take place, as the man with derangement in his
brain' does not understand what discipline means.

[26] One who has lost his mm'd is like' one who has derangementzin his'
mind when possessed by a yak/ska ; in no way different. a

The Teacher says : One who has derangement in his mind when
seized by a yakk/za, as well as one [ who has the same ] because of bile —
both are innocenet of any fault. Therefore, later, it has been said : “ If
a man who has lost his mind rejects the discipline, then that rejection does
not [really] take place ” [ Vin. iii. ‘27

One oppressed with pain is one who, afflicted with severe pain, has lost his
consciousness. If he says that he rejects the discipline, then the dis'cipline
is not [really] rejected. If the same is said to a man who is distressed with
pain, then because this [ latter ] man, on account of his loss of consciousness,
does not understand what he says, the rejection of the disciplin'e does not
[really] take place.

Before divine beings—that is, beginning with deities on the earth upto the
Akamt'tha gods—if before such deities one rejects the discipline, that discip-
line is not [really] rejected. .

Before lower animals such as Mahoragas (big snakes), Garud.as (.my-
thical birds hk'e eagles), Kinnaras (mythical musicians), elephants or
monkeys and similar other lower animals—before amma'ls of such a class,
if”one announces his rejection of discipline, then that disciplin’e is‘ not [really ]
rejected.

If a man with derangement in his mind [ declares], before another also
deranged in his mind, [ the rejection of discipline], then, as [both of them]
have no understanding, the discipline is not [really] rejected.

[27] The Teacher says : If one rejects discipline before divine
beings, then they understand it quickly. Why ? Because possessing great
merit, they have had three [ good ] causes operatin'g at their conCr‘ption and
so they have quick understanding. Perhaps the man may change his nu'nd
When he had said that he intends to reject discipline and the divine bem'gs
have already comprehended the same. The Buddha, in order to protect the
man with his unsteady mind, would not let him reject the discipline [in that

...25
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way]. And so the Buddha has prohibited [to announce] before a divine
being the rejection of discipline. He has not prohibited the same
before human beings, whether they are similar to him or dis—similar to him‘,
whether they are his equals or unequals. If he rejects the discipline before
a. householder or an ascetic, before one who understands, then it is rejected.
If this person has no understandm'g, then in all these cases, it is not rejected.
The Teacher says : I have already explained the meaning of this.

[28] Good speech ( anj'aka )—What is good speech ? That one whiCh
is in the practice of good.men. This is the speech of Magadha country.
If it is the speech of bordering countries like the country of Andhra, or of
Damilas (Tamil'ians), and Li” he ( the rejector) does not understand the
language of the Magadha country, or any language of other countries in
which the mutual talk can,be held—all these he does not understand—then
one, in return, addresses him : “ Do you' say such and such a thing ? ”
and he stil'l does not understand it, then he must first instruct him and then
make lum' understand.

[29] A .rportive talk he makes, or a talk which is given quickly,
hurriedly and mistakenly lik‘e : ‘ I dis'own the Buddha ’ ; or wi__~p_kifa stuid
slobbering fellow and the like reject the discipline, then it is not really
rejected. [Even] If” a wise man speaks quickly, hurriedly and mistakenly,
then the rejection does not take place. When one does not want to reject
[the disc'iphn'e] but says that he rejects, like one who reads the Vinaya text
[when he does not want to ]——in no way different—like one who listens to
the Vinaya text...lik'e one who [mechanically] recites the Vinaya text—m’
no way different... communicates ( $5: fi ) in no different way—by words
like this', the disciplm'e is not rejected. 4

One does not say what one 13sz to say before another person—When there
are already indications of feebleness [in the observance] of conduct [lead-
ing to his saying] : ‘ I now reject the discipline ' but such words one does
not actually utter. He wants to speak such words but does not [actually]
speak.

Before a non-intelligent person he speak: [ Vin. hi. 28 ]—-That is, he speaks
to a man between 80 and 90 years old ( %- g ) . or to an image of earth,
or of wood, he speaks, or to a small rustic boy, or he approaches
[some persons] but does not speak to them (sabbaso ua 11am: na :dveli )—-by
words in all such cases, the rejection of discipline does not take place.

The Teacher says .' I now say more definitely, concerning the various
ways [ of such' declaration ], that the words begin'm'ng with : ‘ I now disown
the Buddha ’ and so on——-in these words [only ], the rejection takes place.
By any other words the rejection does not take place.

[30] The Teacher says : Now I must explain in detail the meaning
of ‘ practises the unclean ( sexual) act and the following ’ as it is' said in the
original Vinaya :

Practise: the unclean (sexual ) act [Vim iii. 23 ].
Question :—What is meant by the unclean (sexual) act ?

Man...
”

.14..
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Answer :—It is a bad thing ; it is' a thing practised by men who are not
good; it is' a thing practised by the rustics ; it is a thing practised by
ignorant people. As it is said in the original Viynaa : “It is a grave lapse
(dutihulla) at the end of which one has to We use of water [for
washm'g]. It is [what is practised] in a secret place by two persons" ”
[Vim in”. 21 ]. This is an cvxl' Dhamma. From these words, there is also
the implication that grasping, touching and rubbing ( ghattana,fi (1,!“ )
——all these also are grave lapses.

What ends in the use fa water—This is an expression for the unclean
( sexual ) act.

In a sccrcl hidden place—'l‘lie solitary place is without any [other] people ;
there the unclean (sexual) act is performed.

Act of two persons—This is another expression for the unclean ( sexual )—
act.

[31 ] Question :—How is it that the unclean (sexual) act comes to
take place ?

Answer z—Two persons long for and find delight in each other ,-
in other words, two persons have a passionate liking for each other. This is
what may be called a move towards practising an unclean (sexual) act.
As it is said in the original Vz’naya' :———“ The external of the male organ is
placed on the external of the female organ ,' or the external of the female
organ is placed on the external of the male organ ;or the male organ
is inserted, even to the extent of a sesamum seed, into the female organ ”
[Vim in". 28 ]—the moist region where eve°n the wind does not reach. If
it enters such a place, then the person becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jik'a' offence.

In the female organ there are the four sides and just the central part.
These five regions—the four sides andjust the central part—here the offence
of violation [ takes place]. The male organ also has four bordering sides,
the head and the bent [ middle ] ( IE )\ ) . Thus these are Six' [regions].
If any one of these enters [ the female organ ], then there is a violation of the
Pa‘ra‘jik'a' offence. Bent ( F113 ) like a bent finger. The head like that of a
weighing [balance]. High and low—in. both these places the violation
occurs. If there is a dead wart on the male organ and if" one does not
find delight in the act, then [ one becomes giu'lty of] a Dukkata offence. If he
finds delight, then he is guilty of a Pa'ra‘jika‘ ofience. If he lets the hair on
the male organ, or the tip of a finger of a hand, enter [the female organ]
then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata ofience. ‘

[32] The Teacher says : All these are unclean (sexual) things.
Why ? They are evil, not good words. If a friend 'fi ) listens to,
or talks about, this unclean ( sexual ) act, he should be rm'ndful without any
startling curiosity. This samaaa should have a sense of shame m' his' mind
and should direct his mind to the Buddha. Why ? The Tathagata having
compassion upon us all, the Buddha, like the king of this world, free from all
passionate desires, attained the calm and serene state (i. e. Nibba'na .)
Having pity upon us all, in order to prescribe rules of conduct, he has spoken
these evil words. Il'a man sees things in this light, he would note this special
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Vir'tue of the Tatha'gata and then without any sense of disgust in his mind,
[he would think'] : ‘If the Buddha had not said such things, how could
we have known whether we become guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jlka" offence, or of a.
Thullaccaya, or of a Dukkata ? ’ If a teacher is preaching [this matter],
then the hs'tener and the speaker should hide their face behind a fan’ and be
attentive without exhibiting one’s teeth or any horse—play ( % ) . If
there is' one who is given to horse-play, he should be driven out. Why ?
The Samxna"-sambuddha havm‘g pity upon living beings has, in precious
words, said : “ You must produce a sense of shamefulness in your mind
and then listen. Why this horse-play 7’. [If one exhibits that], he should
be driven away. ” [ ]

[33] Even to the extent foafemale fa lower creation [ Vin. iii. 23, 28 ]—
These words are said to indicate the lowest limit. If one has a sexual act
even with a lower animal, then he becomes guilty of a Pira‘jika' offence ,'
then what of [a sexual act with] a woman ?

The Teacher says : I shall explain ( 13¢." ) this in due order.
Lower amm'als are with feet or without feet. Those that are without feet
are snakes. Those with feet are those that have two feet with hens at the
lowest extremity and golden finned birds (i. e. fish) at the highest. Those
with four feet are cats at the-lowest lim1"t and dogs at the upper limi"t.

By taking the class of snake: is meant all the elongated [reptiles] like
the xnillepede. In this species, there are three parts [ of the body ], entrance
m' each one of which, to the extent of even a sesamum seed, involves
a Pa‘ra'jik'a“ ofi‘ence. The rest are holes which are ineffective ( 7f: 1g 3 )
to give any pleasure and so there is Dukkata offence. Thefu'h—all kinds
of fish, tortoise, iguana, turtle, toad and the hk‘e. Among these also are three
places in'volving an offence, as mentioned above. Among these there is' a
small distinction. The mouth of the toad is very large. If one puts the
male organ in' the mouth of a toad, it would give no satisfaction ( E )
It would be like inserting it in a wound and in no way different. Therefore,
one would become guilty of a Thullaccaya offence. If We take a hen and
bir'ds lik’e crow, ( fl ) ( ? ), pigeon (.kapota) and the like—all bir'ds have
three places and one can become guil'ty of a Pa‘ra‘jik'a" offence or of a Dukkata
ofience. By taking cat are un'plied jackals, dogs and otters (udda ). They
also have three places where an offenCe can take place.

[34] One who is guilyt fo 0 Pardjikfi fomce, that is, one who is fallen
(pan'bhanha); lik'e whom there is none ( 7F fin ) . This is an offence for a
Blukkh'u ( 11!: 3% it E $ ) . As it is said in the original Vinaya .'
“ The Buddha said to Ananda that the Buddha having already prescribed the
rule of conduct of the Para'jik'a‘ [should revoke it] for the sake of Vajjiputtas
[is' im'possiblc] ” [ Vin. in" 23); “ when you have committed [such an act],
0 you Bhikk'hu, you are guilty of a Pa‘ra'jik'a“ ofi‘ence ” [ Vin. iii 34];
therefore,it is' called Pa'ra‘jik'a‘. The Teacher says : If a man violates this rule
of conduct he is' called one ‘ who is defeated ’ (pardjita). Therefore, in Pan'vd’rd,
it is’ said in a gathd :



NON—ASSOCIATION WITH THE OFFENDERVIL37 ]

“ I shall tell you about Pa'ra'jtk'a‘;

You listen to it attentively;

It is a fall like which there is' none,"
With one who has violated the good Law,
None can stay together in one place.
Therefore it is called Pa‘ra'jik'a‘” [ Vin. v. 148

The man who has violated this grave offence is called ‘ one who is' fallen; ’
that is to say, he has fallen from the Dhamma of the Tathfigata. He is'
no longer a follower of the S'a'kya. In the Dhamma of the Buddha there will
be none [so fallen] like him. He is called one who is defeated.

[35] One cannot associate with Izim [ Vin. 23, 28 ]—that is, together
with him there cannot be any official business [of the San'gha] and the like.

The Teacher says : I must explain to you the offence in due order.
The San‘gha has four“ kinds of oflicial acts ( 17" kamma) . Within the
boundary limits of a parish, the San'gha transacts unamm'ously all its four
acts. This is called ‘legal business in unison (eke-kammarn).’ Also it 13' said '.
The Pdtz'makkha with its fivefold. recitation is recited together with all in one
place. One who has no sense of shamefulness is' not allowed to enter the
assembly. The legal business of the San'gha cannot be transacted with him'.
If he enters he is to be driven out. This is called ‘one with whom one cannot
associate.’ Therefore, it is said in the original Vinaja : “ With him there can-
not be an uposatlza or any other legal business. This' man has become guil'ty
ofa Pa'ra’jik'a“ ofl'ence. He is not fit to be associated with ” [Cf. Vin. 28].

Here is concluded the explanation [of words in] the original Vinaja.

.[36] Having explained the words of the rule ( m ljp ) in due
order, and wishing to give an intelligible explanation ( 95] 5} EU )
of “ if” he violates the rule in each of these places," the Tathagata has laid
down this explanation .-

T/ze [male] organ entering the [female] organ—It is' not only the human
female, but all kinds of females are like this. The female images of gold and
silver do not provide such places [where the offence can take place]. If
[elsewhere] there is such a place where an offence can take place—that I
must now explain.

[37] Three kinds offemale: [ Vm'. u"i. 28 ]—Out of these three females
having signs of female sex, the human female has three passages ( maggd
SE‘ ) . The neuter is of two types-——each one of them is of three kinds“.

44. Four acts of the San'gha. See above § 8.
45. The Chinese text seems to consider ubhalo-byjan“anaka also to be a type of the neuter.

(Pand.,aka). And so it uses the term fi FE along with ___- {E in columns 5 and 7.
The text here needs cmendation. It should read: fl 3‘ .2 Jfi‘ 45- «'5 __.= and then
the character m will have to be dropped.
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And males [ are of three kinds]. Thus there are twelve [ possible individuals
in whom ] a Pirajika' [ offence ] can be located. The male and female ofthc
human species can be easily understood. About neuters including hermaphro-
dites, I shall myself explain later. The human“ female has three sex-centres.
( 1E ) . The female of the lower creation also has three". The female of

human beings has three sex-centres, the female of the non-human beings
has three sex-centres, the female of the lower creation has three sex-centres.
[All together have nine sex—centres]. The neuters“3 of the hermaphrodite
type (ubhalolgyanjanaké ) among human beings, non-human beings and the
lower creation—all together have nine sex-centres.

The neuters among human beings (manussa-pazzdakd), non—human beings
and the lower creation have [ each] two sex—centres. In all Six'. The males
among human beings, among non-human beings and among the lower crea-
tion, have [similarly] in all six. Thus all together there are thirty" sex-
centres. If in each of these centres, one effects an entrance to the extent of
even a small sesamum-seed, then he commits the unclean ( sexual) act and
becomes guilty of a. Pa‘ra'jik'a' [offence]. [But if] his mind is not affected
by passion then no offence takes place. Therefore in the original Vinaya,
it has been said : ‘The Bhikkh'u should not let arise the thought [ of comnu't-
'ting the unclean (sexual) act]” [ ].

[38] Tim: the Bhikklxu' that ha: been mentioned before—That is', the
Blu'kkhu in whom the thought of passion has already been active.

The passage of cereals, that is', the passage of faeces. If a BhiLL'hu practises
the sexual act in the passage of faeces by effecting an entrance to the extent
of a sesamum, then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘J'ika‘ offence. Not only when
one onself performs the act but also when he instructs others to do it. While
performing the act, if he finds delight, then the offence cannot be avoided.
All these things are applicable when one has the mind of active performance

‘ ( Hi 1b sevana—citta ) . But in' other remaining cases, he does not become
guilty. If a good recluse 15' held fast and compelled to perform a sexual
act and if the Bhikkh'u does not relish the act and has his mind firmly fixed
on guarding his conduct, then he is not guilty of any offence. But if he finds
delight [in the act] afterwards, then he becomes guilty ofa Pa'rajiki offence.

If an enemy [ of a Blu'kkhu] takes a woman and brings her to the living-
place of a Bhikkh'u with the intention of ruining the Bhikldiu, or his acquain-
tances and relations enticing him with food and drink come to his house
and say : “ Sir, we have some business; we request you to do it;” and at
the middle of the night bring a woman, seize the Bhiklthu and push him
in to sleep [with her]; orthere is some one who holds his hands, head and
feet and forces his male organ into the passage of anus or female organ of a
woman, and if the Bhilglthu does find delight at [any one of] the three

5

46-47. These sentences seem to be redundant for they are included in the following.
48. Here it is obvious that the Chinese text considers ____—‘ 111 to be a type of

w Later, for panjaka only, the last expression is used.

‘9+9+6+6=30.
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times"—[ detailed below ]—then he becomes guilty of a. Pa‘ra'jik'a' offence.
If there is ejaculation of semen there is violation; even if there 18' no
ejaculation of semen, there is violation. He cannot afford to say; ‘ My 7. 1713.1
enemy had seized me and so I am not guilty.’ when the mind takes delight, 72213.29

Vthen there is violation.

[39] There are four things of consequence ( [E g ) . Wlu'ch are
those four ? First, the initial entrance; second, the the of staying in; third,
the time of taking out; and fourth, finding delight [after-the act].

If at the initial stage of entrance, he does not take delight, but at the the
of staying in,or of taking out, he does take delight, then he is guil'ty of Pa‘ra‘jtk'a'.
If at the intial stage of entrance, or at the stage of staying in, he does not
find delight, but at the time of taking out, he does find delight, then he is
guilty ofa Pa‘ra‘jik'fi. If he does not find delight at [all] the four“50 (P) stages,
then he does not violate [ the rule].

[4-0] When he dorr not find delight, just as one does not take delight
in [inserting any part of the body into] the mouth of a poisonous serpent,
or into a heap of fire. Therefore it is said in the original Vma'ya : “ When
one does not delight at the tim'c of taking out, or [at the time] of entrance,
then one does not become guilty. of a Pa'ra'jik'a‘ offence” [Cf. Vin. iii. 29].
Therefore this Bhikkhu is [like] one who is' sitting in meditation, reflectm'g
upon suffering, voidity ( gs, ) and absence of sel,f and has no count
for body and life. When he is surrounded by women, he [feels] as if he is'
surrounded by fire, and in no way different. When he is among the pleasures
of the five senses, he [feels] as if he is amidst robbers who with their hf’ted
swords are carrying on their work of destruction and ruin, and in no way
different. If a Bhikkhu is like that, then there is no offence.

The section of the first quartet is finished.

[41] After having shown the first quartet, [the Buddha proceeds]:
The enemies take a woman to the place of a Bl'ukkh'u and the Bhikkhu

commits a very grave offence not only [through a sexual act] in the can't-
passage of food, but also in the passage of urine and in mouth. Sometimes
the enemies may bring a woman who does not sleep (jdgarantz'm) all night“, 7,183.1
or bring one who is drunk ...or mad...or dead...or a dead body not yet eaten 722C. 13
by wild animals. The Teacher says :Not eatensz—what is it like ? It is the
female organ that is not eaten. Further, they take a dead body of a woman,
whose female organ, more or less, remains effective. It is not only the female
sex-organ, but also the exit-passage of food and the mouth which, more or
less, remain effective. Not only of a human female, but also of a female

 

49-50. There seems to be some confusion in the mind of the translator when_he use:
Once ‘ three times ’ and at another ‘ {our ’; what is' called fourth has really nothing to do with
the process of the act. The text seems to be corrupt. Chin. Quartet differs from that in Pali,

5]. There is no case here corresponding to a sleeping (:uua) woman.
52. Pali Cm. gives also another reading akkhajx'tam, not decayed, but the original of

the Chin. must be alt/.‘Iiv‘vimm ( aA'k/ia‘dilam. ).
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of the lower creation—the same thing . That is, the three places more or
less remain effective. In‘the case of a man with marks of both sexes and in
the case of neuters with marks of both sexes also, the female organs remain
more or less effective. Thus [in these cases also] quartets can be had in
the same way and in no way different.

[4-2] The Teacher says : A human female has three passages of sex-
centres. In all these three passages, there will be three quartets. The non-
sleeping woman gives three quartets...the drunken ~woman...the woman
with deranged mind...the mad woman...the dead woman remainin'g mostly
live...the dead woman remarm'hg less 1ive...the remains of the dead woman
remaining less live (mata-a/ck/myita) gives three quartets...thus in all there
are twenty seven (.7) quartets”. Sinu'larly we may get the quartets in the case
of a non-human female and in the case of a female of the lower creation.
Thus with a female, we get in all eighty-one quartets. In the ca8e of a
neuter with two sex-symbols (ubizato-ybafi'janaka), we have the same (eighty-
one quartets) as hi the case ofa human female; in no way diflerent. [But]
m' the case of neuter (pwdaka) and m’ the case of a male [in all types], we
have only two tim'es three passages of sex-centres which gives the number
of fifty-four quartets. The non-human male and the male of the lower
creation have only two passages [of passive sex-centres]. Therefore in all
there are fifty-four. Taken all together, therefore, there are two hundred
and seventy‘ female‘ ( 3/: ) sex-centres. This 15' a thing which can be
easily understood.

[4-3 ] I must now explain m' detail the [ female organ of a dead body ]
remaining efl'ective more or less. In the country of Ceylon there were two
teachers of Vinaya. These two teachers had one common a‘cany'a. One
[of these teachers] was named Revered Upatissa and the other was named
Revered Phussa-Deva. These two teachers, when the country was in danger,
guarded [ as it were] the Vinaya-pilaka. It was in no way other than that.
Upatissa' had pupils who were very learned. One of them was named Rev.
Maha‘paduma and the other Rev. Maha'sumrna. Maha'summa had already
listened to Vinaya-pitaka' nine times. Maha'paduma had, along with
Mahasurnma, lis'tened to the Vinaya nine times and further himself alone
nine times. Therefore he very much surpassed [ the other]. Rev.
Maha‘summa having listened to the Vinaya nine times left his a‘caryia, crossed
the river Gan’ga’ and lived there away [from his teacher]. Rev. Maha-
paduma heard that Malta‘summa had gone beyond the river Gan'ga‘ to stay.
He thus thought : “this Vinaya-teacher must be a very audacious man.
Even when his teacher was alive, he left his teacher and went to another place
to stay. This' is called extreme audacity. While the teacher is alive he
should have listened to [the recitation of] Vinaya-pilaka and should have

53. The text here seems to be corrupt. Here are mentioned only eight cases of three
quartet: and so in fact we get only 24 and not 27 as mentioned in the Chin‘ese texts. There
is' no case correspondin'g to a sleeping woman ( :ulla ), which seems to have been

inadvertently dropped.
‘ 8l + 81+54+54=270.  
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imbibed, from year to year, the extensive Atthakathis several .tim'es. He
should have recited and thoroughly comprehended them. This’ 15' called
a [real] Vinaya-teacher, havm'g regard for Vinaya-pifiaka.” Then one day,
Rev. Upatissa was sitting explauu"ng to just five hundred disc'iples headed
by Maha‘paduma, this exposition ( 3t 4:3 ) ol‘the first‘Pa’ra'jik'a‘ [offence].
At that time, the disciples put a question to the Teacher—“ Revered
Sir, when [ the female organ of a dead body] mostly remains, one becomes
guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ ofl‘cnce; when less of it remains, one becomes guilty
ofa Thullaccaya; but what is the offence of which one may_ become guilty
when only half [ of the female organ of the dead body] remains intact ?”

[ 44] The Teacher replied: “When the Tatha'gata prescribes the rule of a
Pa‘ra'jik'a' ofl‘ence, he prescribes it in such a way that it covers all the possible
cases leaving no loop-hole which is not covered by it. I,f there is' a fit case
( m ) for a Para‘jika‘ offence, he would prescribe that Pa'ra‘jika" offence.
[But] this is an offence recognised by popular convention and not one
mentioned in the prescribed rules. If in this case of half the female organ
of body remaining [ intact], there had been a case of a Pa‘rajik'a" ofl‘ence, then
the Buddha. would certainly have prescribed the Pa‘raj'ika" offence. But he
did not notice even.a shadow of a Parajika' offence. He only noticed a
shadow of a Thullaccaya oflence. If in the case of a dead body, he presaribes
a Pa‘ra‘jika' ofi‘ence, then that 'Pa’ra‘jrka" offence [is possible] only when a
larger portion of [ the female organ of] the dead body remains in'tact without
being decomposed. \Vhen a small portion still remains [intact without
being decomposed], then one attains Thullaccaya offence. Beyond that
Thullaccaya offence, he sees none.

[4-5] Little portion—One should construe this with reference to adead
body and not with reference to one that is alive. If in the female organ [of a
dead body], there is still [afresh] a piece of flesh as small as the back of a
nail of a finger, or some muscles ( fl ) 5‘, then one attains a Pa'ra‘jika'
offence. If the back of the flesh is rotten without leaving any trace, yet if'
there is still left the formation of the mould and if" one efiects an entrance into
it, then one does become guilty of a grave offence“. If the formation of the
mould is decomposed and half-rotten like a wound, and in no way different
from‘it, then one attains a Thullaccaya offence. If one practis'es a sexual
act in a piece of flesh that is separated from a dead body when it has been
bitten of? the dead body by a dog, then one become guil'ty of a Dukkata. If
in a dead body, everything is rotten except three passages and one practises'
a sex-act in them, then one does become guilty of a grave offence“. If only
half the portion or a small portion remains [without being decomposed],
then one attains Thullaccaya.

[4-6] In the case of a living body, if” 111' some one’s eye, nose, ear or in
the foreskin of the head of a male organ, or in a wound, one, through passion,

 

54. Myu. 3990—Jnayu.
55. Pali text clearly specifies Pa'rajikfi offence.
...26
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effects an entrance even to the extent of a sesamum seed, then he becoma
guilty of a Thullaccaya; ['if he effects an entrance] in other parts of a body .
such as an arm-pit, then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata.

If one has a passion in one’s mind and if the dead body is still like a mou’t
place, then it is a fit case for a Pa'ra'jika'lofl‘ence; one attains Thvullaccaya m' a
case fit for Thullaccaya and Dukkata in' a case fit for Dukkata. If one commits
a violation, then according to the nature of the violation, one becomes guilty
of an offence. If this dead body is swollen and is' stinking and if' flies move
around it and pus is oozing out from the nine openings [of the body], and
even if' one wants to approach it, one is unable to do so; and if one commits
a sex-act in that portion wlu'ch would involve the offence of Pa'ra'jika', he be-
comes guilty of Thullaccaya; in that which involves the offence of Thuliaccaya,
he becomes gm'lty of Dukkata; and in that which involves the offence of
Dukkata, if” he practises a sex-act, then in all such cases, [also], he becomes
guilty of a Dukkata offence only.

[4-7] In the case of lower animals like an elephant, horse, cow, ass,
mule, camel or a water—bufialo, if” one practises' a sex-act in the nose, he be-
comes guilty of a Thullaccaya. In the cases of sense-organs such as an eye
or car, or in a wound, one becomes guil'ty of a. Dukkata offence. In the case
of the remaining organs, also, one becomes guilty of a Dukkata ofi‘ence.

When the dead body is still' fresh (lit. wet. ZR ) , in places m’volvm'g
the offences of Pa'ra'jik'i, Thullaccaya or Dukkatia, if one commits a violation,
then he becomes guilty of an offence that is‘ commensurate with its light or
grave nature. If the dead body is swollen, then, as said before one becomes
guilty of a Dukkata ofi‘ence. Because of finding pleasure in contact with
the delicate part ( flew (4):} ) of the foreskin of the head of the male organ,
or finding pleasure in performing a sex-act, if there is a mutual concussion
of the two male organs, one becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence; but at
the contact of the female organ, with a mind oppressed with sex-desire, one
becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya. This follows from Ala/Id-An/zakat/za‘ : If a
Bhikk'hu, with a sex-desire, comes in collusion with the female organ of a
woman or with her mouth, he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya.

[48] With reference to‘ whom did this rule come into existence ?
Answer :—-With reference to the Group of Six lMonks (Chabbaggjid).

At that time, “ the Group of Six Monks, on the bank of the river Aciravati,
would swim and pursue the grown-up cows crossing the river, would seiz'e
them by their horns and practise a sex-act [in the hollow] between the horns,
or in the ears, or at the neck, or at the back below the tail, or with sex-desu'e
in mind would touch them [with their male organ]” [ Vin. 1'. 190-191 ]. The
Buddha says in general terms (lit. without any specification) to the Bhikldi'us:
“If one has a mutual contact with sex-desire in mind, he attains Thullaccaya”
[CE Vin. i. 191 ]. One should properly reflect over this and take it without
losing the essential point ( $2 ) .

What is it that is meant when one says : one should not lose the essential
point ? If one has a sex-desire and the mouth comes in contact with the
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mouth, this does not assume any sign of sex-act“, and so he becomes guilty
of a Dukkata offence. Originally, there is no sex-desire in mind, but there
is the sensation of delight in contact with ,the delicate and smooth parts”
and the [ natural ] mouth is in contact with thermouth [that is, the opening of
a female organ ], then he becomes guilty of San'g'flha'discsa. With the male
organ, one touches the external parts of a female organ, then also one be-
comes guilty of San'gha'discsa. If, with one’s male organ, one touches the
exterior parts of a female of lower animals, one becomes guilty of a Thullac-
caya; but if there is only the delight in contact with the delicate and smooth
patrs"7 one becomes guilty ofa Dulckata offence. Thus in all there are
concluded [the remaining] two hundred and sixtyonine quartets.

[49] Thus the Buddha has said two hundred and seventy quartets
to protect one who follows [these rules of Vinaya]. In order to prevent
the evil Bhikkhus, in time to come, from saying :‘If the male organ is wrapped
up and if he practises a sex—act, then there is no ofi‘ence,’ the Tathfigata has
done this : To prevent the right Dhamma from being lost, in time to come, 7.21a.l
he took each quartet of the two hundred and seventy and further divided 7236.1
them and revealed them.

[50] There are some enemies who take a woman and desiring to
spoil the pure life of a BhiLk'hU [make her sit] with her anus, or urinary
organ, or mouth [ on his male organ]. In these three ways, they spoil
the pure [life of a ] Bhik'khu. i

Covered ( 7E FE ) , uncovered, both covered and uncovered [ Vin. iii. 31]
means the woman ( covered...etc ) at all her three passages.

Uncovered is the male organ of a Bhikkh'u. The Teacher says : This
matter, I shall Well explain with details.

Covered means covered in all the three passages of a woman. In the
female organ of a woman there is some covering either of a leaf of a tree, or
of a‘ cloth, or of tanned leather or of lead, tin, or an alloy of both. This is
what is meant by ‘ covered. ’ The Teacher says : Whatever thing is avail-
able—that 15’ used as a cover. The male organ is covered or not covered, and
to effect an entrance into the [ female organ] that is [respectively] uncover-
ed or covered...if both of them are not covered...if both of them are covered,
and it" through the desire of sex-act in his' rm'nd, he does the act, then he be-
comes guilty of a Pa‘rijik'a' oFfence. If he violates the rule about Pa‘ra‘jik'a‘, he
becomes guilty 2. Pa‘ra‘jika‘ ofi‘ence. If he violates the rule about Thullaccaya,
he becomes guilty of a Th'ullaccaya offence. If he violates the rule of Dukkata,
he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. . If the female organ is plugged up
with something and if he acts on the same, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata
offence. If the male organ is wrapped up with something and if with the
head of that wrapping he effects an entrance into the female organ, then he 7.21b.1
becomes guilty of a Dukkata oH‘nce. If both [are wrapped] and touch 721c,14-
each other, then also he is guilty of a Dukkata ofl‘ence.
M

56. Pali Cm. appears to have no case corresponding to this. On the whole the Chinese
Passage does not appear to be strict like the relevant Pali passage.

57. This' seems to correspond to Pall kayo-ramxagga-raga.
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[51 ] If in a woman’s organ is inserted a tube of bomboo or a reed
and if one performs a sex-act through it and. if after entrance he touches the
fleshy part, then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence. If he breaks
through the two sides of a tube and touches the fleshy part [on sides ], then
he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jika‘ ofl‘ence. If he uses the cover of a bomboo
knot, but the head of 1115' male organ touches the fleshy part on the four sines,
then also he becomes guilty of a Para’jik'a' offence. If, however, through the
bamboo-tube, he does not touch [the fleshy part], then he becomes guilty
of a Dukkata oflence. Thus you should know yourself the characteristics
of all the offences.

The quartet about cover is concluded.

[52] Thus having explained in detail the quartet of cover, [I
further say : ] the opponents not only take a woman and bring her to the
place of a Bhikkh'u but also take a Bhikkh'u and bring him to the place of a
woman. And then there are cases of ‘with cover ’ and ‘without cover’ as
said before.

Thus are concluded the quartets concerning [Bhikkhus as] opponents.
Why is' it so P Because the Bhtkkh'us are his' opponents and so they do

thm'gs in this way.

[53 ] Now I must also tell of his' opponents such as kings and the hke'.
These [kings] who are opposed to him, [also], take a woman
and bring her to the place of a Bhiltk‘hu. So also thieves, or men who are
much addicted to sex-pleasure, or those who find much pleasure in sex-
afi'airs', or those who take delight 111‘ living a reckless life, or those who are
Gandlm-tlu’eves”. These thieves (of the last category) seize the heart ( I!) )
of men and offer it to spirits or deities. Why P Because they do not till
‘fields, sow seeds and thus support their' wives and clu'ldren. They merely
destroy the village-people or traders and take their possessions. For such
actions, the Gandha—thieves are always in Search. The Vil'lage-men or
traders, as they are always taking the trouble of defending themselves, cannot
be [easily] available. Therefore, the Blukkh'us who live in forest-places
and who have no men to guard them, are easily available. They seize them
and think that if they kill a Bhikk'hu, then they would be guilty of a great
ofl‘ence. And so Wisl'iing the Blukkh'u to have his [rules of] good conduct
violated, they take a woman and brmg' her to the place of the Bhikk'hu and
thus cause him to break his rules of good conduct. The Teacher says :
Everything as said before; nothing different.

Thus is concluded [ the discussion on] quartets.
‘

[54-] As rega.ds the1 statement already made beginning with—“ In
the three passages of a woman, he practises a sex-act [ Vin. fii. 28 ],” I must
make an exposition in Order to remove any doubts.

58. Pali version explains (and/Ia as hadaja, heart.
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From one passage to another passage ( maggena maggam ) [ Vm'. 33 ]—
Question :—What is' meant by ‘ from one passage to another passage?’
AnSWer :—A woman has three passages". Into-any one passage, there

is an entrance of a male organ; or if two passages are‘jom'ed together to form
one passage and one makes an entrance into the female organ ( lit. urinary
organ 1k 3‘ ) and makes an exit out of the anus; or makes an entrance
into the anus and comes out of the female organ.

From one. passage to anot/wr non-passage, that is, through an entrance into
the female organ makes an entry into a wound round about the female
organ and makes an exit from it.

From a non-passage, that is, enters through a wound and makes an exit
out of the female organ. By making an entrance through a non-passage one
exits out of a non-passage. Then in these cases there are [respectively] the
offences of Para'jik‘a‘ or ‘I'hullaccaya. If the passages of two wounds are
joined together to form one passage and if one makes an entrance through
one wound and exits out of the other, then he becomes guilty ofa Thullaccaya.

[55] Next comes non—offence in the case of one who [does something
wrong] unknowingly, and in the case of one who does it with no relish. With
regard to these two items, I must give an exposition—-

A slcepm'g mendicant [ Vz'n.iii.33 ]-—If he knows and esperiences a delight-
fiil sensation, he cannot say that he was sleeping. But if he says he neither
knew [ the evil thing], nor was he awake [at the time], then he is absolved
from the offence.

Bot/t f0 them should In? crprllcd back into worldly ltfe'—One should question
the Sleeping man : “ Did you experience any pleasant sensation ?” If he
had experienced a delightful sensation, then he violates the rule of Pa‘ra'J'lka"
[offence]. The deliberate polluto'r (‘3 {1'5 du‘saka) need not be
questioned.

. [56] Thus having shown all cases of offences, one comes to [the case
of] ‘No ofl'cncc, 2/” one is unaware ’ [ Vin. iii. 33 ]. This person who is asleep
is unaware. Like a man who has entered a trance, he knows nothing at all.
Therefore, he is not guilty of any offence. As it has been said in' the origin'al
Vinaya : [He] said to the World Honoured One : ‘ I am not at all aware
of this afl‘air’. The Buddha said to the Bhikk'hu : ‘ If one is not aware
and if one does not know, then there is no violation of a [rule of] an ofl‘ence.’

f1 one becomes aware fo an fioence but has no relzs'h, that is', one wakes up, gets
up immediately but experiences no delightful sensation, then there is no
offence. As it has been said in the original 'Vinaya : “[One] says to the World-
honoured One : ‘ I became aware but experienced no delightful sensation’.
The Buddha said to the Bhtkk'hu : ‘ If when one becomes aware one does
not experience any delightful sensation, then, there is no offence’. "
[Cf Vin. iii. 38]

[57] A madman’LS'jf two kinds : One who is mad on account of [ a
derangement in] interynal bile; another, who is mad on account of external
bile. The external bile is, like blood, spread over the whole body. At the
time when the disease is on, the body produces itches and scabby, wlu'ch are
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accompanied by the unsteadiness of the whole body. If medicine is used
for treatment, then it doeS‘make a. difference to the patient [i. e. he gets
better]. If the internal bile is deranged, then it produces distraction of
the mind. He does not understand light or grave [offences]. If any
medicine is used for treatment, then it makes no difference in him. Thus a
mad man cannot comrm't a violation. ’

u

[58] One who has lost his mind [ Vin. iii. 33], that is, one whose mind
15' deranged by a yak/(ha. He 13' of two : one who loses his mind
when he sees forms exhibited by yfiak—thasfl and gets frightened; second, when
one loses‘ mind when a yakklia puts his hand into the mouth of a. man and
upsets the five viscera” [in his body]; Thus when the mind is lost in both
these cases, there is no offence. Thus the mind is' lost on account of both
these kinds of madness. When he sees fire, he seizes it as if' it is gold, and in
no way different. When he sees faeces, he seizes them as if they are
sandal-wood (random) and in no way different. Thus when a mad man
violates [rules of] good conduct, there is'no offence. Further, at tim'es one
loses the mind and at times one recovers the original mind. If he commits
[an evil action] when he recovers the ‘ original mind, then there is a
violation [of rules of conduct].

[ Tormented by] a dw'ease—when one is suffering from a disease and when
he comes to such a state [of performing an evil action], he commits no viola-
tion.

The first [defaulter ]—-In the performance of any evil act, one who is
the first, like Sudinna, does not violate the rule of Pa’ra‘jikfi.

The rest violate, like the Bhikkh'u attached to a she-monkey, or like the
scions of the V‘aiji— clan.

Thus is concluded the explanation of the original Vinaya on the
offence of the Pa‘rfijika'.

e

[ Thus is ]

concluded the Seventh Book of the Vinaya-Commentary [ named]

Samantapdsddikd.

59. H'u (mug ( 3.: $32 ) —-Pali has hadaya—rupayz.. 0. Z. Tsang': complete Chm'csc-
Englis'h Dictionary ( 1929 ed. ) gives on p, 550, the explanation of the five viscera as heart,
liver, stomach, lungs and kidneys, while explaining the character ‘ tsang’ given here.
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Vinaya

Book VIII

[T. 724b—732c; P’ing 40a-46b,-PTs.i.270b-ii.308c; S. i. 194-b—222a;
N. 1'. 265—303]

[Mz'rccllarwous]

[1] In order that one should get mastery in the knowledge of this
precept ( 73% p’j ), I say this miscellaneous matter, which you all should
know. [One must know 2 ].

The origin,* action, '.m".n‘cncss, consciousness, world-recognised offence,
good [or bad] nature, pcrlo'rmance (karma) and sensation [of the violation
of each precept].

Origin. When one considers the origin of all the difl‘erent rules of
conduct, [it may be said] that they all originate in six1 things.

The Teacher says that he would explain them later".
But now to be brief, [ it may be said: ]

There is3 a precept which originates in six [things].
There is a precept which originates in four [things].
here is a precept which originates in three [things].
There is a precept which originates in Kat‘hina.
There is a precept which originates in the hair of a ram.

There is a precept which originates in an unexpectant mind‘
(42-0).

[2] Here also there is (1') some [precept] which originates in action,
(11") some which originates in non-action, (1'11") some which originates both
in action and non-action, (iv) some which may possibly be originating m'

‘ Pali Cm. gives all this in a verse form.
1. Vimali-vm'adam' (p. 125)——K'a‘}o, visa, keys-yaw, kfija-ciuam, v3:a‘-cit4am_, ka‘ya-na‘ca-

cilta_m.
2. Pali version mentions “m Pariua‘ra".
3. It is not clear why the character 9‘5” is used here. The following parallclclauscs

begin‘ with ifi‘ which here also seems to be appropriate.
4. The corresponding Pali expression is dhummk‘khepo of which the Chinese rendering

as given here is’ not quite clear. Sec later § 62. Vim. Vin. (p.126) explains this as originating
in body, tongue and mind, all combined.

8.1a.3
724b.l2
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action or possibly in non-action and (v) some which may possibly be origin~
ating in action and nonéaction‘.

[3] Here, if there is [absence of°] awareness [of transgression] then
there is' escape (vimakkha); if” there is awareness then there is no escape. In
the precept. if” there is the [absence of] mind [at the time of transgression]
then one gets escape. This is what is meant by ‘if‘ there is [absence of aware-
ness }, then there is escape.’ The other is no escape if there is awareness.

Further, there is a precept with no [active] mind, there is a precept
with [active] mind.

Question :—What is the precept with [active] mind ?
Answer :———If the mind is [alert] when [the transgression] is done, then

it is an offence.
Question :——What is [the precept] with no [active] mind ?
Answer :-——VVhen one becomes guilty of an offence even when the mind

is diss'ociated from it.
Thus all the [precepts] are either about offences that are recognised

as such in the world, or about offences that are laid down [ by the Buddha]
Thus they are of two kinds. Their characteristics are already mentioned.

[4:] Pefrormance, go_od or bad nature, and sensation. There are precepts
about bodily actions, there are precepts about vocal actions.

Question :—\Vhat is meant by [precepts about] bodily actions?
Answer :——From some bodily actions result [some] offences. There-

fore, they are called [precepts about] bodily actiOns. [Those] which
result from vocal actions, are called offences resulting from vocal actions.

Further, there are precepts which are [connected with] good (kusala);
there are those [ connected with] evil (a~ku.rala); and those that are [ connec-
ted with] neither good nor evil (ajba'kata). ‘

There are thirty-two types of consciousness from which offences result-—
eight types of morally good consciousness and twelve types of evil
consciousness, both connected with the realm of desire; ten types of
un-moral (kz'ny'ti-ayba‘kata 3% i3 ) consciousness connected with the realm
of desire; and two types of consciousness connected with supreme knowledge
(ab/zififia‘) out of good and unmoral types of consciousness.

Out of these, when one becomes guilty of an offence even when one has
a good consciousness, then it is called an offence [connected with] good.
Similar remarks may be made with the rest, in succession.

There are precepts [connected with offences ] with three kinds of
sensations, precepts [connected with offences] with two kinds of sensations
and precepts [connected with offences] with one kind of sensation. Out
of these precepts [connected with offences] with three kinds of sensation,

\

 

5« Th6 corrcspoflding P3“ “Passion is Hid :yia kiryiato :yia kirjié’kiryiato Jamunha’ti. Thc
Chin‘cse text docs not render here ny'a kiryialo. If we rely upon the sub-commentary, Vimati—
Ww'a'am', there are five cases mentioned here.

6. The rendering given here follows the interpretation of :an”r16-m'mokkha as given in
Vimali-m'nodam‘ : raritifiya abhama m'makk/w.
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if one is accompanied by [any one .'of the] three possible sensations at the
time of committing an offence, then that [precept] is called one connected
with an offence with three [ possible] sensations; If one having a sensation
of pleasure or of equanimity commits an offence, then it is called a precept 8.2a.l
connected with two [possible] sensations. If, through a paintful sensation, one 7240-3
commits an offence, then the [precept] is called one [connected with an.
offence] with one sensation. Thus the o‘rigin,* the unmoral ( inf. Ea ) ,7 the
awareness, the mindfulness, the worldly nature of the offence, the perform-
ance, good [or bad types], and the sensationmthese things you should know,

[5,] Having known this miscellaneous matter, you should know out
of which of these different origins, does this [ precept of ] Pa‘ia'jik'a' originate?

Then, it originates in one thing; but as far as its factors are concerned,
it has two factors. What are the two originating factors ? The body and
mind—out of which [ the offence] arises. And so it is said that it has two
factors. [But] one becomes guilty of an offence, only when an action
has taken place. And so it originates in action. ‘

Thought ( ——thought of passion. If there is no thought of
passion, then one becomes absolved. ‘ V -

No floence for one who does not know, for one who is not aware, for
one who has no sensation and for one who has no delight.

I With mind—that is, if one acts with passion in his mind, then he be-
comes guilty. _

I -.Natural ofl‘eiwe—It is an offence inherent in itself. If. a man acts ‘with‘
his body and-mind coupled together then one becomes guilty of an offence.

Itis done with avarice and so it is evil. The offence is committed with
two dhammas—eithcr ple.’LSut‘(: or equanimity. And so it is said that the
precept is [connected] with two sensations.

The Teacher says 2 The characteristics of all kinds of offence, you all
'should know from commentaries (Alt/takat/ni [5? “is; )w

. .‘_
r .n.A.'..-. -\

[6] ' “The She-monkey, the scions. of the Vajjls

The old mendieant and the deer” [Vi/z. iii. 33—34].
These ga‘tha‘s are called the udddna (table of contents) and are laid 8.2b.l

down by the Buddha himself. Upa'li, in order that the ‘Vinaya-tcachers of 724c.2l
the future may easily pay attention to them, has recited these gdt/zd's. You
should pay good attention to the characteristics of these offences. ‘ , |

The she-monkey and the scions of the Vafii clan—these stories are
[already included in] amendments to the" rule._

A house-holder wearing white garments practis'es sex-acts.

 

‘ Pali text gives all this in a verse fan“

7. The items mentioned here are substantia'lly the same which come at the beginning
of this discussion; but the Chinese characters that are used here are not always the same. It
is not clear why 3L1 is used here. It forms only a part which is implied by 1’3“
mentioned at the beginning.

...27
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Grass-clothing—the heretics bm'd together reeds and grass to make apiece
of cloth. .

Trcerbark clothing—to peel ofi‘ a bark of a tree so that it [the bark] may
make a piece of cloth.

Tree-plank clothing—to cover the front and back of oneself with the plank
of a tree as a piece of cloth. _

Hairy blanket—the weavers weave hair into a piece of cloth.
Woollen blanket—a piece of cloth woven out of the woolly hair of a hull

with that kind of hair.
Fcat/tery clothing—a, cloth made from joining together the corners of the

wings of an owl ( gg ulu'ka) .
Deer-hide clothing—to take the whole and complete [deer-skin] along

with hair and the four hoofs as a wearing-apparel.

[7] Question :-—Why is it that the man who killed8 [the girl] does
not become guilty of a Pa'rfijik'a' offence ?

Answer :——Originally, he cared merely for contact with the delicate
and smooth [parts of the body of the girl ]; he had no mind to kill the girl.
Therefore he became guilty of San'gha'disesa9 offence.

[8] Uppalavazm.d Bhikklmni [Vim iii. 35 ]—Originally, she was the
daughter of a big merchant of the town of Sa‘vatthi. In the past, durtn'g
a hundred thousand kelp/Jar, she had practis'cd meritorious things and so she
got extremely beautiful colour lik-‘e that of a lotus-flower. Because the
Blukkh'uni was far away from taints and she had an exquisite colour, so
she was called ‘Uppalavanna' Bhikk'huni (a Lotus-coloured Blukkh'uni).

Attached—since the time when she was a lay-woman, onward, the man
‘was attached to her.

Slept on a cot—This Bhikkhuni had returned from her begging [~round]
outside. She opened the door and entered her cottage. On account of
darkness [which one experiences when one comes from outside] she did
not notice this' man inside. She slipped off her garment and slept. This
Brahmana came from below the cot and raped the Bhikkhuni.

Raped—spout the Blukk'huni.
Tlus' Blukkh'uniihad cut of? all passions and so had no [sex-] desire.

She [just felt] hot iron entering her body and she was not guilty of any
transgression. When the man had finished his' sex-act, he went away. The
earth able to sustain the [burden] of the mountain—king Sumeru could
not sustain this evil man of seven feet (ybdma-matta). And so the earth Split
open and [this man] entered the fire of Avici hell—the fire [had spread

 

L8?- This refers to the use of‘a Bhikkhu who inserted a linger in the female organ of I
girl (Vin. iii. 34, case No 12, p. 43 of the Na’landa' Maha‘vlha‘ra ed.) as a result of which she
died. In the Pa“ text, this kind of doubt has not been raised.

9. The Chinese rendering is the transliteration of Safiglaa'vnxua, which is adopted in
Buddhist Sanskrit books, corresponding to Pali Sariglm‘direm. 'l'he Mahfisanghika school us“
the word Safighq‘lisesa.
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all over] like a net. When the World—honoured One heard this he said
to the Bhikk'hus :—As this' Bhikkh'unlr had no ‘relis'h [in the sex-ace] she should
be considered as exempt from any offence. ‘The World-honoured One,
with reference to this Bhikk'huni, has said this' gdllzd :—
' Lik'e water on a lotus-flower,

Lik'e a mustard—seed on the top of an awl,
If one gets not attached to sensual objects—-
Him I call a Brahmana [tha 4-Ol].

[9] In the fourteenth story—
fI thefemale organ has appeared [ by way of transformation] [Vim in". 35]-—— 8.3b.l

If at the middle of a night in deep sleep, the appearance of a male person— 7253.18
the beard and the jaw—disappears and the appearance of a female person
comes instead, then I permit [the continuation] ‘as before of the spiritual
guide and of initiation obtained before. It is not necessary to ask again for
a [fresh] spiritual guide or initiation.

The continuity of smz’ority [ since initiation ]—-I permit the standing in the
Bhikk'huni-San'gha [, to be counted] from the time of receiving the precepts
for the first time. That person has a standing according to the old seniority.

Uncommon—the offences such as ‘deliberate discharge of semen’ and
the like are non-existent in this case on account of change in sex. Even if
there is a change again into a male person, this' person would be exempt
from these ofi‘ences.

[10] The Teacher says : Having understood in due order the
explanation from sacred texts one should further understand the detailed
explanation [as handed down by tradition].

Out of these two sexes, the male sex is superior, the female sex is' inferior.
Why ? A man who has committed many offences loses his' male sex and
gets instead the female sex. A woman who does many good deeds is changed
intoa person of male sex. Thus [the marks of] both the sexes change—[those
of a male person] disappear on account of many“ offences, while with
many/ good actions, [ a female] becomes a male person.

[11] If' there are two Bhikkhus who live together and share food,
consult each other and recite together portions from rum: and if' one Bhikkh‘u, 8 o43-1
at the middle of a night, on account of a sex-change is converted into a 72513-1
woman, then both these persons become guilty of an offence of sleeping to-
gether [with a person of the opposite sex‘.] If, on being awake, he cries
to his' room-companion, about this annoying injustice, the room-companion
should solace him thus : “My friend, do not worry. This is the fault of
[life in ] the three planes of existence. But the Buddha has left the door open.
Whether [one is'] thikk'hu or a Bhikkh'uni—for none, the holy 11!": of asceti-
CIs'm is barred. ” Having offered consolation in this way, he should further

 
 

10. The Pali commentary differs. It says only akusaltna. For, accordmg' to that
commentary the male sex disappears on account of strong akusala, while the female sex dis-
aPP“?! even with weak good actions.
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say : ‘.‘ You should please. go to the San’gha of Bhikkhunis and stay there. ” If
the person transformed into thJkkh‘unlr asks him : “ Sir, is there any Bhtkkl'tuni
with whom you are acquainted?” and if there is one, he should reply “Yes ,"’ if
none, he should reply “No.” The transformed Bhikkhuni’ says to him again :
“ Sir, I am fit to be taken away to the place of residence of Bhikkhunis.
This companion-Bhildch’u takes the transformed Bhikkhuni and commits her
[to the care of] a Bhikkhuni of his. acquaintance. If there is none of his
acquaintance, he will go to a' monastery of Bluldc’hunis. While going to the
monastery, they two alone cannot go. lfhe can secure four or five Bhildd'ius
to go together with them, he should go with a stick and torch in his hands,
[requesting them] to accompany them, with compassion, to the monastery. If
the monastery is far off, beyond the Village, or across the river .iand if ’one
has to go away from one’s group“, then there is no offence. ‘ ' ‘-

[ l2 ] When he reaches the place of the Bhikkhunis, he speaks to [the
Bhikkhupi in charge, ] giving out the name of the Bhikkh'u. ~He asks. : “ Do
you know such and such a Bhikkhu .9” If she knows him she will. say : “Yes”.
“This Blukkh'u has now turned into' a woman. ” The BhiLkh"uiix's [in
the monastery ] having compassion [ on this person ] would say : “ Alright l”-
The Bhikkhunis would then say : “ We shall carry on the recitation of the
mild and listening to thc D/tamma in the company of this Bhikkl‘iuni. ” The
Bhikk'hus then would present this Bhikkhuni and return to then" original
monastery. The transformed Bhikk’huni would then follow the wishes of the
Bhikkhuni-San'gha and would not show any opposition which would involve
any lapses ( 53 ) . If the Bhildc'huni's have no sense of conscientiousness
and would not be sympathetic and accommodative [ to the new entrant ],
then one can shift to another Bhikkhuni-monastery and can seek another
teacher to stay with and recite the religious texts with. Following the rules
‘of the Bhikkhunis she should reside [there]. -

This transformed Bhikkl‘iuni, although she had obtained discipleship
[earlier], should still stay with one or the other of the Bl].il\l~._”hUlliS. She
cannot cause any irritation to her but must be affable to her mind.

[ l3 ] If, as a Bhikkhu, he had any novice (sa'man,era) then that novice
should ~ agau'i commit himself to [the care of] another Bhiltk"hu.
As a Bhikkhu, if there were taken with a formal resolution ( g, 4%?
three pieces of clothing and a begging- bowl, then with his entrance into a _
monastery of the Bhikkhunis, that resolution [of formal acceptance ] becomes
defunct. He should again accept the five12 kinds of clothing and the beg-
ging bowl [with a formal resolution]. If, outside the formal resolution,ihe
had formerly any extra clothing or bowl, then in conformity with the law of
the Bhikkhunis, he should again make them permissible ( HF lwppyia)
and then store them with‘him. If, while asa Blnk'khu, medical requisites
were accepted by him for seven days, then this acceptance becomes

ll. Cf. l’ali .'—Uq‘umpzlara-nmlipa'm-mlliw]macaw-gun.gin)"‘ana-a‘fmlli/ti altd‘patli (i. 275).
12. I: this number made up by adding .mn‘lmccika‘ and tic/akasa'tj/cq‘ (bathing-cloth) to the

three pieces of clothing mentioned above ? lint the Pali commentary seems to be making a
distinction between these two and the other three pieces of Clothing.
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defunct. He must accept them again. If, as a Bhikkhu he had accepted the
medical requisites for seven days and if that very day when the period ofseven
days was to be completed, the change in the sex takes place, then one can
take them again and retain them for seven days. Whatever things were
taken and possessed in the state of a Blukkh'u—thos'e‘ things are not given up“
when one changes into a Bhikk'huni'. She becomes the owner of those gifts".
If, as a Bhikkhu, she had received gifts as a joint possession then she retains
the share following the earlier division;

As it is said in the original Vinayal3 : .
“ Clarified butter ( mit- ) , oil, honey .and jaggery—
If these things are received as medical requisites
[Permissible for use" '1 before seven days are over,
And if', when a need arises, one eats them,
Then one does become guilty ofan offence.“
Tlus‘ rule of the Vina-ya, you wise‘men, should reflect over." [ Vin. a. 217:]

This is intended ( fix ) to cover a question ( Fae] ) with reference to .a
person whose sex is changed.

. .[14]. [Things] received are forfeited or are not forfeited. Change
'of sex,'deavth, giving up the Religious Path ( fl. ) , returm'ng to worldly .hf'e,
making a gift to another person, robbed by a thief and hk'eWiSe, the thought
of abandoning—these are cases'where. the 'thm'g's received are forfeited.

If after receiving the [medicinal] Haritaki, the sex is changed,
then what is received is forfeited. If, in the state of a Bhikkhu, one had
pOSSessions which came to him as his property and the lik'e——all these are
available to the person as long as bodyhlasts‘ ( FE fir. )—even u'pto [the pri-
vate place of lodgings~all these are available to‘the person as long as body

‘lasts. ' If, in the former San'gha, there was a place along with some pieces of
furniture [given to the person], then all those return to the'San'gha. If
the former San‘gha condescends and makes a gift, well andgood !But it does
not give the lodging place, cot etc. to one who has become a Bhikkhuni
on account of change in sex. If the Bhikkhu-San‘gha is there, then'it can
give the same ] to any [ other] Bhikkhu.

[15] Common (sa'cl/za'ran,a) San'gha'disesa15 ( [—Jii In” IE ) , that is, the
'Ma'natta every fortnight and Abbha‘na (restitution) given. .

_ ‘If, while one is still a Blnk'khu undergom'g'[the disciplinary punishi-
mcnt. ] and the period of Ma'natta is not yet completed, the sex changes and
one becomes a Bhikkhuni', then the person must [ again ] undergo the punish-
ment of Ma'natta for a fortnight and then get restituted ( ,‘7,’ . If
while undergoing [the punishment], the period of Ma'natta is completed
and then with a change in sex one becomes a Bhik'khuni, then that person

[straight way] be rcstituted. '

 

l3. Pali mentions the specific work of Pan'ua‘ra. The Chinese text gives this quotation
(V. v. 217) as a prose passage. ‘

14. Because no permission is taken again after the change of sex. I

15. There is nothing corresponding to this term here in (he Pali Com'n‘icntary'.
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If, [on the contrary], while undergoing the punishment of Manatta
for a fortnight, and if, before the period is completed, there is a sex-change
again and one becomes a Bhikkh'u, then heshould undergo a [ fresh ] pums'h-
ment of s1x‘ nights [charauam] and then get restituted. If, however, while
undergoing the punishment, the period is completed and with a sex-change
one becomes again a Bhikkhu, then the San’gha may [straight way ] restitutc
him from the offence.

When the declaration has been'made of a change of sex in a Bhikkh'u,
and if during that period as a Bhikkhuni one practises match-making and
conceals it, but does not get restituted ( 2': [fl ), and if by a further
change of sex, one becomes again a thkk'hu, then he does not" need
undergo [ the disciplinary punishment ]for concealing it, but should undergo
Ma‘natta for six nights and get [straight way] restituted.

If a Bhikkhuni, while satisf'actorily undergoing ( BE {1" ) the, Ma‘natta
pums'hment for a fortnight, becomes, by a change of sex, a Bhikkh'u, then
she need not undergo Ma‘natta-purus'hment, but she can straightway be
restituted." If, while undergoing Ma'natta, [the period] is fims'hed, the
change of sex takes place and one becomes a Bhikkhu, then he is fit to under-
go the official business of restitution (Abbha‘na). And if, by a further change
of sex, she [who as a Bhikkh'uni was undergoing the Minatta pums'hment]
reverts to the hf'e of a Bhikkh'uni, then she is fit to be given the disciplinary
meaSure of Ma‘natta for a fortnight and then she would be restituted.

The Teacher says : what comes after this is easy to be understood.

[16] Pliable—Tlu's Bhikk'hu, formerly was the son of an acrobatic
dancer; therefore his' back was pliable.

Pending organ [Vim in". 35 ]—This Bhilrkhu had a very long [male]
organ pending from his" body.

The model fo a woman in mud [ —p£arter] and in paint—~[ This is] shaping
‘( a: ) the mud-plaster into the figure of a woman; painting a

woman’s image means the paintm'g like that of a woman’s figure.
Wooden figure af a woman means the image of a woman carved in wood.
A woman’s figure in gold and silver, or a figure of a woman in copper,

tm', iron, ivory or in wax, [as in] wood—in all these cases, [n'u'sbehaviour
involves] Dukkata offence. If there is the intention of discharging semen
wilfully and if” the semen is ejaculated, then one becomes guilty of San'ghfi-
disc'sa. I,f however, the semen does not come out, then there is Thullaccaya
[offence ]. If there is contact with [the female organ of] the wooden
image, ,then there is Dukkata offence.

[17] With straight cut and handsome [Vim iii. 36 ]—This Blukkh'u
had become a recluse, with faith in his heart, from the city of Rajagaha.
He had a presentable appearance and was handsome. So he was called
Handsome (Sundara). This ~Bhiklt'hu was moving about in the streets of

16. Vu‘nali—uu’wdani (pp. 134—35) :——.B/u'klclwka‘l¢ aparirchu'mabha‘wlo.
17. This case and the following seem to be in no way different as far as the official acts

to be done in these cases are concerned.
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Ra'jagaha. There was a woman who saw his comely and handsome figure
and was overcome with passion. She took his male organ into her mouth.
This Bhikkh‘u was Ana'gfimi and had no sense of ' relish.

The Bhikkh'us that come next were stupid [and followed the words of
women.

The Teacher says that the next ( 4% ) three stories are easy to be
r understood. .

_ The mouth wide open, that is, the mouth opened as [the effect of ] the
humour of wind. -

[18] f1 the Bhikklm practu'e: a sex-ac! in the mouth, touching the four
sides, he is guilty of a Pa'ra'jikfi offence. [If he does so] without touching
the four sides or the [deeper] end, then he is guilty of a Dultluta offence.

. If he penetrates beyond the teeth section [of his mouth] he is guilty of a
Pirfijika offence. If outside the teeth, there is a pocket of skin [of lips],
then also there is Parfijikfi [offence]. If there is no skin, then there is
Thullaccaya. If the tongue juts out and if he practises a sex-act on the same,
then there is Thullaccaya. If a [living] person juts out his tongue and
if one practises a sex-act on the same, then also there is Thullaccays. If
with one’s tongue, one licks his male organ, then also there is Thullaecaya.
If the head of a dead man is cut 0pr and tf'one practtses' a semact in the bend
of the neck or in the mouth, then there is the offence of Pirljiki. If one
practises a sex-act in the [ bend of the] neck [ of a living person], then there
is Thullaccaya.

[19] White bam:[ -cemeteyr] [Vv‘L iii. 36.37 ]-——If a Bhikkhu goes
there with his mind made up [ to practise a sex-act ], then he 13' guilty of a
Dukkata offence. While picking up the bones and joining them together,
if he has any greed for [ contact with] the delicate and smooth and if" he
practises a sex-act with his rm'nd attached, then whether the semen is ejacula-
ted or not, he becomes all guilty of a Dukkata [offence]. And if he has the
intention of ejaculating semen, then there is Safighsdisesa. If it does not
come out, then there is Thullaccaya.

The female make, that is, a female snake turned into a human female or
m’to a Kinnari woman. If a Bhikkh'u practts‘es a sex-act with them, then
he is all guilty of a Pa'raJ‘t'ka" offence.

The yakkhaJ—all deities are included under yakkluu.

[20] Various hunng spirit: (Petd)-—all hungry spirits. There are some
hungry spir'its that experience, one fortnight, the fruit of theu" lapses and
do not experience such fruit, [another] fortnight. This is just like’ deities
and m’ no way difi'erent.

If they appear in their bodily forms and it” they can be grasped, then one
attains the Pfirfijtki' ofi‘ence. If they are not visible and yet if' they can be
grasped, then also there is Parajiks offence. If they are not Visi"ble and ii”
they are not grasped, then there is no offence. If these deified spirits, with
their divm‘e power, overcome a Bhikkhu, then there is no offence on the
part of the Bhikkhu.
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is easy to be_The Teacher says that the next story ( 3t ’jp )
understood. . '

[21 ] If the male organ u" du'eased (upahala) [ Vin. iii. 37 ],‘that is, if' the
male organ is swollen into a lump of flesh which is called a tumour and if
with this one practises a sex-act with a woman. then whether he has any
sensation or not, he becomes all guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence. ’

~ Approaching the female organ, that 'is, this Bhikkhu in order to practise a
sex-act with a woman places his male organ on the female organ but does
not insert it in the female organ and then [immediately] feels remorse.
Therefore heis guilty of a Dukkata offence [only].

Preliminaries lo a sex-act, that is, seizes the hand, or one or the other parts
pf the body, but. does not enter the female organ—in all these cases, -one be-
comesvguilty of a Dukkata offence. . ,

-, If he enters the female organ, the one becomes guilty of the highest
ofi‘ence .( i._-e,.- Pa‘ra'J'ika' )..' ‘

.. . [22;] , If .‘a. Bhikkhu_\vishes to sleep then he should first close the door.
Therefore, it is'said in the origm'al Vz'naja -: The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus:
,lfo'nevretim. (~ [into seclusion] without closing the door—This refers to enter-
.ing’a; state of .ramddhi by bright day. [-time ]. If a Bh'ikkhu enters ramid/n'
by bright day (a'z‘vdvzlz'zira), he should first close the door and then enter
“mad/lief The Teacher.‘ says '2 the Original Vz'naja [ simply ] has : ‘ if one does
not close the door—’ it does not say : ‘he is guilty of an offence if he opens
the door and rctires.’ In the Klzandkakas” it is said : The Buddha
addresses the Bhikkhus : “ If, by day time, you enter a :amddlzi you should
,close the'doo'r and then enter sama‘a'ln' ” [Cf. Vin. iii. 39]. [Therefore], if
one does not close the door one becomes guilty of _a Dukkata offence.
-Upa"li'-and.other Bhikkhus had known the intention of Ta‘tha‘gata and. so
these Words are said in the Detailed Commentary (Atthakallzfi) : “ There
is an offence of ' which one becomes guilty [if the .incident takes. place]
by day and not by the mi"ddle of night” [ Vin. v. 120]. The previous
statement is to be connected with this statement. I

[23‘] The Teacher says :\Vhat sort ( '1-5 ) of door can be closed and
what sort of door cannot be closed P

Answer :——That which is made out of planks of trees or ofbamboo slips
and things of that sort; to add, when the leaf ofa door is made, if the door

‘has a mortar-hole below and has just above a socket ( ,Q.”*"_ulIara-pdsaka) and
if the leaf of‘the door can turn round, then that door can be closed. The door
of a cow-pen, the ga'te ina village-wall ( 3“]; ) prepared by putting across
two or three pieces of wood, or the door the leaf of which is fitted with wheels

'that will help pulling, or; that the leaf of which is made of planks, or that
‘which is made of bamboo, iike a shop (.13 )-door made of .leaves by
:joinm'g together, or that which is a screen made out of bamboo [slips], or a
screen made by using a piece of cloth——[_ these doors cannot be closed ].' .

18. The Pali Conunentary makes no reference to this text.
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If onehlolds a begging-bowl in his hand-and if he opens the leaf-oft: 'a
door—with .the exception of a door made.of.a_. cloth-sereen‘whieh involves
n‘o offence—in such cases, he is all guilty ofa Dukkata offence, If a Blu'kld’t‘u‘;
by. day, .enters a sama'd/zi, the revolving doortshould be‘ closed. ,‘If he does
not close it, he becomes guilty of an ofle’nee. In the remainingaca'ses, if” he
m‘ters sameid/li without closing the door, or if he retires-“into seclusion
(HIE ), he is not guilty of any offence. '

[24‘] The Teacher says : the door that can be closed; that is, that door:[only]
can be closed, which becomes a real barricade when closed and which has
a mortar-hole and a socket above [and so it can revolve ]19. If he does not
close such a door, then he becomes guilty of an offence.‘ If he closes the
door,‘he should put a bolt ( and then it becomes closed. .If. he. d068,
not, put the bolt and just closes it so that it touches a ‘catcl. ( in the
[ side-post oflthe] door, even then the closure is accomplished. If the top-
part remains ( .Jfi ff: ) [slightly open] as a. little part of. the door; . does
not closely fit in, even then there is closure. "The. maximum limit [of the
‘opening] should be. such as will not permit the head of a man. to jut-Jn and
then it.will the allright‘. ‘ I _ I I I

If there are many h'equenters and if a Bhikkhu or a Simanera outside
is requested: _“please take care of the door, ”y then even ‘by saying so, h‘e'can
enter sama‘d/u'and-there will be ’no offence. 'Or if, outsi_d_e,jther_e is some, 0an
walking about fit 4’? ) or doing ,some manualworkw fl; )3“, then
even after merely thinking that that man will .look after . the door, if‘one
retires ( HEC- )‘, there is no offence, . ' ‘ '

[25] In Ifim‘undf, it has been said in detail :‘Evcn if one speaks to. an
Upa‘saka to take care ot‘ the door, it is all'right. Only one cannot slay__._‘s_uch
words tO'a Bhikkhulni or to any woman. If "the mortar-hole or the ".uppcr
socke‘t'of the planked door is broken or if it does not exist,_ or ifjust in front
of‘thedoor there is some obstruction caused by the manual labourers so that
the door-cannot be closed, then,‘ with this thought inimind, one can~ retire.
There is no offence. Or if the door has no leaves, then [also], there is no
offence. If the room is up-stairs, then one should lift21 up the ladder and then
retire. There is no offence. 'If he does not lift up the ladder but closes the
door at the lower end” and retires, there is no offence. If he retires into a
room, then he should close the door [of the room]. Ifthere is a. big hall
and farther up there is a small room, if he closesthe biggerdoor andrretires
into the small room, there is no oll‘cncc. If he sleeps in the small room farther
up, and if he closes the door of the farther room and does not close the door
of the big hall, then there is no offence. If there is one room but it has two
doors, he must close both of them and then retire. , Then there is niouofl‘cnce.

l9. See above 3‘ 23.
20. See text lctcr 8-24.11 when: the same words are used for Pali Imll/m—kamm'a. 3
‘21. Pali Cm. says: nimnim Era/Mire? which l'1':na!{—vinadamr explains '( ‘p. 126') as

.“ Imu"1W7lll'ma—Iala.t.ra m-dvfiraband/iala'ya uutlaml. " - , . -

'22." Pall has ni'sseni—mau/mke, at the top of the ladder.
...28
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If there is' a three-storied building in which the elders stay on the IOWest floor
and on the middle and upper-most floors the Bhikk'hus sleep, then he should
think thus : ‘On the lowest floor, there are already seniors and so I may
retire.’ Then there is no offence. Ifthere is a gate-keeper of the temple,
then he should say to him : ‘you will take care of thedoor.’ If he says thus
and then retires, then there is no offence. If there is no senior or the gate-
keeper, then he should speak [as above] to a Bhikkhu or a novice, or a lay-
man and then rake, in wlu’ch case there is no offence. If two men go a.
begging, the one who comes ahead thinks : ‘the man’who comes later will
close the door’.

[26] The Teacher says : If the door with leaves has the mortar-hole
and a socket above and if he does not close the door, then only there is an
offence. Otherwise there is no offence. Although there may be a mortar-
hole and a socket above but if the room has no roof then there is no offence
if it is not closed. If, at the middle of the night, one retires after opening
the door, then there is no offence. Even till the dawn breaks, there is no
ofi'ence. After getting up, if he goes to sleep again, then there is an offence.
If the Bhikkhu, while retiring, thinks that he will get up when the dawn
breaks, then he is guilty of an ofl’ence. If there is a Bhilckhu who on account
ofhis' travelling” overa long dis'tance falls asleep at the middle of a night but
keeps his feet still on the ground and then, unawares, goes into deep slumber,
then there is no offence. If he lifts his feet and puts them on his cot unawares,
then he is guilty of an offence. If a. Bhikkhu sleeps while sitting, without
closing the door, then there is no offence. If while walking in a room one
is overcome with sound sleep ( an #19, ), and falls asleep down on the
ground without closing the door, then there is no offence. If, however, he
wakes up and goes to sleep again, then there is an offence. If there is a
Bhikkh'u who, seized by a yakklza, or overpowered by a greater might, falls
asleep, then there is an offence. In the detailed commentary of Kurwulf,
it is said : ‘if one is not in the natural mental condition, then there is no
ofi‘ence.’ The Teacher says : The elder Paduma says : whether he is aWare
or not aware, he becomes all guilty of an offence.“

[27 ] The Bhdrukacrltaka Bla'kklm asked [ Upa‘li whether what he
thought about his lapse was correct]. Upa‘li considering the intention of
the Buddha decided that he was not guilty. After having given the decrs'ion,
later, he asked the Buddha about the same. The Buddha praised him and
said : “Very good!”

The Teacher says : The following stories are easy to be understood.
The scion: f0 Lz'cchavi [ Vin. iii. 39—40 ]. Liccha is the clan. Because they

have a standing in that clan, so they are scions [of that clan]. The scions
23. Chln'. text has nothing correspouhding to balmdwa rallim. jaggilud, passing a

greater part of the night awake.
24. This is one interpretation of what Malii-padumatthem says. The Pali Cm. however,

ascribes to Mahi-padumatthcra just the opposite view : “ dt'c panajana apauilo mmfl'm :
)v ca Jakklwgahitako, ya ca bandhiwt! nipafidpifo " ti : Both of them Ire absolved from the
offence :one who is seized by a spirit and one who is tied down and made to lie down.  
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VIILSI] SECOND PRECEP’I‘

of the Licehavis given to sex-frolics (khiddd—pasutd 9.2 ) seized this monk
and made him take part in a sex-act. This kind of behaviour being against
the Dhamma was as if the door leading them to their destruction.

\v
[28] An oldrecluse [ Vin. iii. 40] Went to see his' former wife ( fl 2

. pufiaa-dutyiikd). This Bhikkhu had become a recluse towards the evening
of his life and so on account of compassion [for his family] he went. His

7 former wife said thus to the old Bhikkhu : “Sir, there are many children
. and there is no man to support them; your honour may as‘ well return to

worldly life.” The old man did not reply. The former wife knew that the
old Bhikkhu would not return to worldly life; immediately, she pushed him
and felled him down on the ground. The old Bhikkhu was feeble and weak
and had no strength. He fell down on his back and could not recover his
freedom. The former wife immediately fell on him and had a sex act to
her heart’s content. But this Bhikkhu, who was lying down below, was an
Ana‘ga‘mi and had cut ofi‘ ties of the threefold existence. Therefore, he did
not take delight [in that act ].

The story of a young one fa a deer is easy to be understood.
Thus in all is concluded the detailed comment upon the first section,

Pira'jika‘, in the Samanta-ptisddikd.

[29] All the characteristics are rightly marked25
By the Vinaya, which has nothing to hide,
Which is good at the beginning, middle and end;
Hence it is called beneficial in all respects (Samanta-pasddikd).
The Tatha“gata subdues living-beings all,
For which the Vinaya is the most supreme;
Compassion he has on living-beings all,
And so, the Vinaya-pitaka he prom’ulagates.

e

 

[ The Second Precept fo Abstat'm'ngfrom taking things not given]

'[ 30] The second precept laid down by the Buddha second to none,
Involves no precipitate fall, as in the first Pa‘ra‘jika'.~
[ Now] comes the turn for a detailed comment on it,
So that people may [well] understand the same.
Whatever has been already explained will be omitted
So that the explanation may not get prolix.

[ 31 ] At that time the Buddha was living‘at Rdjagaha on the top fo the mount-
ain, Gw"'ha-ki‘lta2° (Vulure-peak) [ Vin. iii. 41 ].

The city of Ra'jagaha is the name of a certain town.
Question :—Why was it that it was called Rajagaha ?

25. The Pali Cm. gives here two stanzas beginning with ‘dcanj'a-parampamlo’” . . ..to
which there is‘ nothing corresponding in Chinese. Even these stanzas are not exact rendering
of the Pali stanzas, but they give the purport of those in Pali Cm.

26. The Chinese gives this name in transliteration Chi-chz'o-chzl.
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 Answer: The noble kings like Mandha‘ta', Govinda and the like of
the. firSt ,lmppa set up here. their dwelling—place on the earth; therefore it
was called Ra'jagaha [the seat of kings]. There is a different explanation
also. When the Buddhas emerged into this secular world, or when the noble
sovereign Emperors lived on this earth, they set llp,-’tlllS city. lNhen there
~were no noblemen emerging intothis secular world, then it used to be a place
of resort of yakk/tas. At this time, it was a place frequented by people
coming and going. Further, itissaid: on the top of the mountain, GJi'jha-
.ku‘ta (Cili-Chfi-C/Iii) which had, at the present time, become a place' of
residence ofthe Tat‘ha‘gata. Chi is the vulture bird; chu” means the top.
The vulttn‘c-birds, after having finished their eating, used to resort to the

,peak of. this mountain for perching. Therefore it was called the Vulture-
peak—mountain. The Teacher again says there is another explanation.
.The physical appearance of the stone ( E j‘fj/ ) 0n the top of the mountain
,was like that of a vulture-bird. Therefore it was called Gijjha-ku‘ta.

[32] A few A“): samba/mm). According to Vinaya-literaturc, it is
said that if therearc tln'eepersons, then they are called a few. Anything,

“more than that is called an. Assembly (Sa‘n'gha). According to Su'tta'-literaturc,
three27 (? more than three) persons are called a few. Here the Sutta literature
is to be followed.

Acquaintances—that is, those who are not fast friends; those who know
one another, because of the particularity of their [common] place of resi-
dence. They are called, acquaintances.

Companions,,‘friends deeply known [ to one another]
food and clothing in common.

On the sloping-side of the mountain I-si-ci (ki)-li.
Question :-—’V\7hy is it called I-sli-ci (l.‘t')-li .9
Answer :—-I-si is a person who has gone away from his house.Ci(ki)-li-is

swallowing (Pali—gila).
Because, once upon a time five hundred Individual Buddhas (Paceclm-

as they have their

i13uddhas) went to Ka'si and Kosal countries._ Having reached there, they
begged their food. Having obtained it, they came and entered this moun-
tain (-recess"). The whole, Assembly entered sama‘d/zi. At that time the
people saw the Individual Buddhas entering the mountain-recess, but did not
notice them coming out. Then the people said thus z—This mountain
always swallows the recluses. From this time onwards, it was called I-Jiw' (_l.'i)~
[1'38 (recluse—swallowcr,v‘ mountain.

33] 0;; [he sloping-side of this mountain Ila)" [Ht/van?! grass-Ind: [Vim
iii.41]-all used grass [for their huts] and entered their summer [-rain]—
retreat (uassdva‘srz). There were five hundred Bhikkhus. Each of them prev

 

 

27. Obviously this is :1 corrlltpt reading for ‘four'. Otherwise, there would he no
distinction between the \linztya and Sutta traditions. l’ah’ Cm. is clear where it is said : ‘innrc
'than three’. '

28. This Chinese transliteration points to the Pali original Isigili. If the original had
been ‘th'vgiri, the etymological explanation given here would not be justified by the Sanskrit
name.
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pared,- himself, grass-huts o'r huts made of leaves of»lea‘(a lu“n'd"of~palm)"-trees
and the like. Why was it-so ? Because the Buddha himsalf had-prescribed
a rule. The Buddha has said to'the Bhikkhus -: “If - one intends to. enter. 'a
summer-retreat he must first arrange for a dwellihg—h’ut,‘ if he has nb'dw"elling"-

_. hut, he becomes’guiltyof a Dukkatia offence” [Vim i. 152]. Therefore, if
“v ,he gets a dwelling-hut ready-made, Well and good! If 'he does'not' want

to be under anybod_y"s robligation ( ), he should prepare it himself. He
cannot remain without any dwelling-hut and yet enter the s'umm_er'[ -rain‘ ]'-
rctreat. Why ? All the past Buddhas had got their dWClling-huts; The
Bhikkhus first had had their dwelling-huts. They built their huts -.a_nd_then
entered their summer [-rain ]-retreat of-three months and diligently carried
on their studies in the threefold training. Therefore, the Elder Dhanika,’
the first person concerned with this Second Pa'ra‘jika‘, also, {built
his hut]. . . . .

[34] D/uznika29 is the name.
Of a pottcr’s famiyl. He had his profession of preparing earthen-ware

pots. Dhanika Bhikkhu, in a quiet secluded place, built a grass-hut.
After having co mplalcd the summer [-rain ]-retreal—that is, after performing

the Mahi-pava‘rapa‘ ( j; [31‘ )5 they commenced the darka°ihalflof the
month. ' v . ~ 4 i I

Du’mantlcd the grass-[ml [ Vin. iii. 4i ]. Dismantling in due step’sshould
all be known. One should not permit any. damage to~ the binding [strings]
or to the suspended tree-branches. They should not be 2.110ch to be
scattered aWay. Why ? If some one else likes to stay he should [be able
to] do so. If there is grass at hand, one can build the hut. ','thn one is
about to go, one should thus say [to the permanently resident 'Bhikkflhu‘]:
“If the monastery needs it or if any other Bhikkhu builds the' hut,‘ it may!" 'be'
taken as per need .” VJhy should he say so ? If there be just a
foreshdweller Bhikkhu who wants. to build a hut but finds it. difficult to
obtain grass or wood, then with the help of these binding strings he'caln‘set
it up. If a forest~dweller Bhikkhu, after. having‘ completed his stay, goes
away demolishing it, he should take the binding strings and [preserve ]
them sus'p'endle‘d——s.hou'ld not allow them to be eaten up by worms—for the use,
of future companions in holy life. The Bhikk‘hus‘ should go after fulfilling
the duties of .htose who are to set on: a~ journey" (ga'mika-vaua). Those ‘w‘ho"
wanted to go away did so accordingy'tflo‘ their'lik‘ing.‘ .‘Rever‘ed'rthanika," the
scion from a potter’s family just‘sta'y'ed' there. ' ‘ ’1' _ ' "

Ulplo three times.—The people w’ho 'u'sed'to‘ca'rry away wood or fuel said i:
“This is? an empty hut ”, and demolis'h'c’d it and"then .Went-at'vay.’ '

[35] Dhanika himself, Was nothing but ex'pert (anavqjo) in.all the
skill of a potter’s family. He mixed the mud and built a' hut fitted with
lattice-windows, doors and planks ( . All was made of mud except
the planks of doors which were made of'wood. Hie took'wo'od. and fuel,

 

29. The Pali Commentary reads Dhaniya.
30. Pali Cm. says : pa'gipmla-diuamlo pan/lava uutllm-vaua.
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cow-dung and grass, gave a plaster, on the outer side, of the mud of red earth
and had the [outersidc] heated, so that it became red like fire. ‘Vhen
struck, it gave out a ringing sound, as it were the sound of a bell. The
wind blowing through the windows [appeared making] as it were a lovely
note.

The Buddha asked the thkkh'us : “ What is this red thing hk'e ?”
The Buddha himself knew [.what it was like], but he [deliberately]

asked this question. Why did he ask this question '1’ Because he wanted
to prescribe a rule.

Answer :-—0 World-honoured One. The Bhikkhus said to the \Vorld-
honoured One : “ This is the hut of Dhanika, the scion of a potter’s family.
Its colour is red, like fire.”

The Buddha condemned the Bhikk'hus in innumerable ways :—“How
is it this foolish man ..... has he no compassion upon living beings ? or does
he like to inflict injury upon them ?” [cfi Vin. iii. 42]

[36] Having no kindness, which is the earlier stage of compassion. and
which means to give protection.

Compassion (karuad‘)———because of pain inflicted upon others onc’s heart
quakes. That is called compassion. To What no injuyr—to cause no harm to
the life of any living-being. Because of ignorance, there is this digging
of earth, kneading of mud and taking fire and burning with it many living-
beings.

And because of death [to all these living-beings], it has been said in
the original Vinaya : “ Toufoolish men, the people, in time to come, may say :
‘[even] while the Buddha was alive, the Bhik"khus have in this manner caused
injury to living-beings and [still] did not become guilty of an offence ! ’ ”
In order that the people [in future] may not have such thought, the
Tathfigata condemned Dhamlca' and said to the Bhikkhus : “ From now on-
wards, making a hut purely of mud is not permissible. If one makes it, he
is guilty of a dukkafa ofi'cnce ” [ Vin. iii. 42 ].

[37] Because of this mud-hut, a rule came to be prescribed. Dhanika
Bhikkhu, because he was the first defaulter, did not become guilty of any
ofl‘ence. The rest—If any one else violates the rule, said the Buddha, he
becomes guilty of aDukka_ta offence. Even one who stays in such a hut becomes
guilty of a Dukkata offence. If one mixes grass with mud, then it is alright.
If one builds a hut purely of mud, then he becomes guilty of an offence.
The Bhikkhus replied : ‘Alright, Sir' !’ The Buddha [says] .' ‘You all
should destroy this hut’ [Vim iii. 42 ]. The Bhikkhus, taking the words
of the Buddha, went to the place where the hut was and with clubs and stones
demolished the hut.

"o
[ 38] Upon tlux', Revered Dhamk'a [ spoke] to the Bluk'khus and. . . .so on.

The Teacher contends .- I must now say in detail about this—At that time,
Dhanika was sitting on one side of the hut, in meditation, by the bright day
(diva-027mm). He heard the sound of the striking down and of dcmolisl‘u'ng
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of the mud-hut by the Bhikkhus. He immedta'tely shouted : “ Why are
you all striking down and demolishing my hut 3’” The Bhikkh'us replied :
“The World—honoured One has permitted the ~strtlu"ng down and demolis'h-
ing. ” Dhanika heard this and immediately acquiesced into the command
[thinking] : ‘ if the Buddha has permitted the demolition, it must be good I ’
The Teacher says : Dhanika Bhikkh'u had built the hut for his own use and
not that it may be serviceable to the Tatha'gata. Why did he then [ permit]
its demolition ?

[ 39 ] Answer :-—If it is asked ‘ wherefore wasit demolished ’, [ the answer
is] .' ‘ because it was something not permissible (a-kappyia, 7f: Q ) .
This [appeared to be fit] for the use of the heretics.’ Further, there are
other reasons also. Having kindness and compassion for living-beings [he did

.this] in order that no one should build such a mud-hut. [Even now] if
a learned Bhikkhu, expert in Vinaya, sees any other Bhikkhu using a thing
which is not permitted) then he may immediately take it and break it. There
would be no offence. The owner of the thing cannot say : “ Sir, having

4 broken the thing, you must pay me back the cost“ of the thing. ”

[ Pali-muttaka-vim'cc/zaya]

(Decision over matters no't mentioned in the Sacred Texts”).

[40] If there is a Bhikkhu who makes a parasol out of Ta‘la leaves
of five different colours, within and without, and joins them together with
a string so that it gives a fine attractive appearance, then that parasol is
not good [for a Bhikkhu]. If it is made of either of the two colours, red or
yellow, and if the leaves are strung together with a string and well-fitted
within and without and if the parasol and the handle of the parasol are
bound together, not to be greedily carried as a lotus-flower, but for making
them firm, then it is good. If one carves figures of birds and amm'als or
various designs and patterns, then it is not good. If he makes a design of half
a moon, he cannot have itj so also the designs of an earthen jar or a ladle
( QR; ) on bamboo-joint [of his parasol-handle]. Such things are not good.
To carve a ring on the handle is permissible; for it is meant to have the string
tied firmly, and so it is good.

[41] When one is following the procedure of making one’s garment
(kdsdva), he cannot sew on it the feet of a ccntipede. When one makes his
garment, he cannot make it with any embroidery composition ( 3‘: fi )
on it nor can he make on it the design of a lock ( as ) in sewing. If he
puts on it any hooking ribbon, he can sew it on the four corners
only and not on all the sixteen corners. When one puts hooks ( My )
on it, one cannot put designs of a mallet ( fl; ) or mace ( {m HIS ),
nor can one put the designs of the eyes of a crab, but should follow the

31. The character (In). 13‘ is used in the same sense as its homonym
32. No such title is found in the Chinese text, either at the beginning or at the end.
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procedure permitted concerning the corners 01‘ a yellowish garment
(ka’sdva). While one is sewing ‘on it knots, they should ,not be‘al‘lm'ved to bc
coarse enough to be visible. One cannot use' thc'rice-water paste for soaking
.'( ) the ka‘uiv'a in it; If it is brand-new made, then one can_ make
use of it to remove the dust or dirt. If it is to be dyed, one cannot mix. with
it scented paste, or the gum (ld’k/za‘) of a- tree or oil.‘ And ‘when it is
dyed one cannot iron it smooth with a conch, or with some kind of
Mani-beads or with anything of that sort, and allow it to be shining.
\‘Vhen it is to be dyed, one cannot press it down with one’s feet.
At the time of dying, one cannot use the hand for rubbing, nor beat it in the
wooden trough; ; One cannot beat it with the fist of the hand, 'but one can
stroke it gently with the palm of the hand. If one wants to put a string at
the corner of aka’sa‘va when he intends to'hang it in the open air, then when
it is dyed it is to be cut off. The original Vinaya has said : ' The Buddha
says to the Bhikkhus .- “I pcim‘it the corner-string for a ka'sa’va” ['Viu. iii. 286].
The Teacher says : ‘ W'hy just at the corner ? If it is made on sides, it is
also good so that it may be dyed. If he puts it on, in order to make it nice
and clean then it is not good. It is just to be cut and then [the ka'sa‘va] is
to be used. -

[42] If we consider the proper remglation for a. begging-bowl and
a hallow pan ( lit. half 0F.the bowl, that is, l/m'laka 5?. fl;- ) , the
legitimate bowl cannot be carved, within or without, [with lines].
If the carved lines are already there then they may be taken ofl’, and then
[the bowl] may be overflown (fin-q ) [with water]. If the bowl is
black, then it may . not be made bright-clean like the colour ofa
precious stone (mazzi). One may be made like the colour of oil. On the
outer side [of the bowl] there should be no carving-work (b/zilti-kamnm).
If, however, there is already made some work in ivory ( makara-danlaka)
then it is allright. There should be no earvinDtr-work on the lower part,
or on the face, or on the side of thclid of the water-strainer (dhamma-karaka)
but one may have various kinds of designs. On the lower part, or on the
face of the lid, one may have [ a ring] carved, in order to have a place where
the string may be fastened. It is good. '

[43] As regards the waist-girdle, they weave the girdle into one
strain of the cord or into a double one. Further, if it is' made of many
strains ( EA ), one may use one with the [design of the] mouth of a fish,
but not one with the design of the eye ofa crab or of two heads woven into
yarns; or, further, any design like a blu'n'ka‘ra ( a bottle-necked vessel with
a spout) or the mouth of a fish (ma/cam). One cannot make the woven
design of the head of a turtle ( (Ieddublza) or the designs of various other
beautiful things or other pictures, with the exception of the design of fish-
bone or ofa leaf ofa dale-trecwr the head ofmanfz-t ( )3“. One cannot
keep too many tassels ( dasa’ ) for his waist-girdle. The mam'mum
number one can have is four. If one uses [ a girdle ] with a finished cord,

 

33. The mcmiing is not clear. 'l‘aisho rendsmau c/u'li ) whicll‘ mm", ‘wovcn
in silk.‘
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one may stop with that with one strain and have it twisted. If one has a
finished cord, or one with two or three strands entwined and wears it, then
it is good. He cannot have eight strands entwl'ined together. At the head
ofthe cord, one is permitted to have two knots like the form of a bottle-necked
vessel (bhin‘ka’ra ).

[44] If one has a permissible collyrium-tube, one cannot carve on
it the figures of a man, woman, or of living beings like a' quadrupcd or a.
biped, or big flowers put upside down or the design left on ground by a uri-
nating cow. Such other designs one cannot have. If one gets a tube
( g ) like this and if he scratches [the carving] away, it is good. Or if -
he entwincs a string on it with the purpose of making it strong, then one may 8- 14b. 1
use [such a tube]. If [ the tube] is a round one, or one with four, eight or 728b.6
sixteen facets and if the tube has a covering-lid then at the top, or at its base,
one may have two or three rings for the purpose of binding [the lid]. If he
has a collyrium—needle (afijanz‘-sala‘k6) he cannot have on it beautiful designs.
The same is the case with a covering-bag of a collyrium-tube. On the
key of a door or on its covering-bag, one cannot have any beautif'ul designsi
If he makes this cover with strings of one colour only, then it is good. He
cannot have knit on it the figures of any birds and beasts ( 4%,, ER ) . If he
has a boring-awl (a’m-kantaka“ 7] ¥ if) for cutting then he cannot carve
on it the figures of birds and beasts, but can have some rings or belt at
the hilt (gt—‘va‘ D) . I

The nail-cutter—In the middle it has something like carved designs [to
enable one to hold it fast]. In the bow-equipped fire-drill and its lower
fitting piece, one cannot carve any flower-designs of different kinds except
some rings. The fine-pointed [longs] (su'ci—sazzdd‘sa)——First they prepare the
tongs and then they polish the same. If it is not permitted, then it losesits
eflecti'veness. Yet, one cannot carve on the same various designs. On an
axe that cuts wood used for preparing tooth-brush (danta-katfiza), one
cannot have [any exquisite designs] but can make some iron-[ fitting].
On the handle of the axe one can make four or eight edgy corners ( a";

[45] On the walking-staff ( ;-»*',)/J' M" 7‘15 ) one cannot make exquisite
designs, but to make it stronger one can only have the binding of three or four“6
rings and a fitting of round shape at the top. On an oil-pot either made of
horn or bamboo, or of foreign material like gourd ( 35f ) ,or straight wood,
one cannot make any figures of man or woman but one can make [other] 8 .15a- 1
figures. On a pillow-cover, floor-carpet, foot—mat, the mat on the raised walk, 728b.19
brooms, dust—pan, dye-jar, vessel for filtered water, foot-scraper of brick or

 

34. Many of the technical terms given here are obscure. Vimali-vinodam‘, a fika on
Samanlapasa'dzk'd explains the term a'ra-kanifaka in two ways : (l) pott/zakq'di-abh{milk/tampail/tarp
kala-dz’gha-mukha-Jallhakam', a kind of bonn'g ms'trument with a long opening for working on
model: of clay; (2) bkamakara‘nam da‘ru-a'di-lx/t'hand-sallhakam :‘li km‘ : some say it u' some kind of
instrument used by turners for chis'clling wood (Pa;&!': in Marathi). It is not clear
whether the Chinese translator has this' or some other instrument in his mind.

35. Pali '. only one or two rings—aka 05 due 08 vaitalckha'.
...29 
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stone (ptidakathalika’), bathing-plank, the stand for a begging-bowl, the bowl-
carrier of three [ bamboo ] slips, the bowl-cover, the leaf of the palm-fan and
things like these—on these one may carve down ( fl: ffi] ) various kinds of
big designs. In a. dwelling-place, on the door, or the leafs of doors and windows,
one can have exquisite skilful work of seven precious stones. Also one can
put, in all kinds of dwelling-places,_a table (9. m g ) and there is nothing
forbidden with respect to this, except an objectionable dwelling-place
( fig 5» uz'ruddha-senisana ).

[46] Question :—What is an objectionable dwelling-place ?
Answer :—Having power and authority, the king sets up a dwelling-

place within the boundary-limits of a parish. This is called an objectionable
dwelling-place. ,The neighbouring person should say—“Do not build here
any dwelling-place”. In case he insists and does not follow [the advice],
he should make an urging appeal to him: “Do not build here [ any dwelling-
place]. We here observe Uposatha and Pava‘rana', and this will create difli-
culties. If you wrongly permit this dwelling-place to be set up [here] firmly,
then the dwelling-place itselt would not. remain”. If even then, he builds
it purposely, then do not stop him. One should speak to him three times and
ii" he still does not agree to it, then, if there is any large group of conscientious
Bhikkhus, they should demolish this dwelling-place. They should only
preserve a shrine of the Buddha and the Bodhi tree. Having destroyed it,
one should not make use of [any of its material] but should pick it up, put
it in the proper order and give the same to a resident Bhikkhu. The remain-
ing' grass and the like may be permitted to be taken away. If it is taken
away, then well and good ! If it is not taken away and if the grass gets
rotten, or if wicked men destory the same by fire, thcn them is no offence.
The resident monk cannot be whipped up for the price"6 of the grass.”

\
[47] Thus the dwelling-place of Dhanika was destroyed. Dham'ka

further intended to build it again and :0 he went to the person who had stored timbrr.
[ cf. Vin. in". 42 ] He searched for the building-material all around but could
not find it. Therefore he went to the place of the man who stored timber
for the town. The person who possessed that timber said : “ This is
the timber belonging to the king, preserved for the town. In the city, when
everything is destroyed and ruined, this is a provixion for an emergency,
such. as burning by fire. When there is an attack by an enemy coming to the
country, then [in order to meet him ] fighting-equipment ( m fi. )
is intended to be made out of these difl‘erent kinds of timber that are used
as a store. Therefore, this material is kept away and stored.”

Having cut up the remains [Vim iii. 143 ] —Dhanika, as he pleased,
( a“ g; ) got the wood cut up, according to his requirements, into

pieces, some at the top and some at the tail.
Po-so-kia-lo (Vassaka'ra )—this is' the name of a Bra‘hmana.

36. See note 31 above.
37. Here ends the section: Pali—muttaka-m‘m'cchaya : the decision over matters not

mentioned in the sacred texts.



 

DHANIKA IN A DIFFICULT SITUATIONVIIIAQ J

The Minister fo the counlyr of Mo-kte' ( Magad/ia )——The [minister]
who commanded unm'ense power in the. country to manage its affairs

( m g ) and possessed immeasurable ‘Wealth in the whole country.
While going on his inspection-tour—This great minister while coming out

from his country-place went to the place where the timber was stored in the
town.

P’o-na ( Mate )——The ministers, high and noble, while addressing their
inferiors, say P’o-na (II/1m ). Ordered him to be arrested—This Bra'hmazla
Went to the king and said : “Did Your Majesty truly give the timber to
Dhamk'a P ” When the clu'ef Minister reached the king’s palace, the king
said .' “.I have not given ”. Therefore, the chief minister [ordered] him
to be arrested.

[48] At that time, Dhanika saw the keeper of the timber arrested.
Immediately, he had this doubt in his mind : ‘ This person must have been
arrested by the king because of my taking timber. I must myself go to help
him and get him ordered to be released ’. He was day and night perplexed
in his mind. Why ? The keeper of the timber had sent a word to
the house of Dhanik'a : Sir, I request you to come immediately and rescue
me from this difficult situation before I am killed. .If you arrive after I am
killed, it- would be of no use to me. First pay the usual courtesies to the
king and say thus to him : “ If there are any ascetics and Bra’hmags, they
may, as they like, take for their use grass, timber and water—these are
the words of the king himself. Does Your Majesty recollect these words?
At that time Your Majesty, soon after you ascended the throne, had got this
proclaimed by the beating of the drum :———‘ If there are any ascetics
and Bra-hmaps, they may, as they like, take for their use grass, timber and
water ’ [ cf. Vin. iii. 44 ]. Therefore I have taken the timber belonging to
the king ”.

The king replied : “I have said these words before with respect to those
ascetics and Bra‘hmaps who had scruples of conscience [with regard to the
non-acceptance of things not formally given to them] ; they were not for
persons like you who have no scruples of conscience. ‘According to these
words is permitted the taking of things in the forest, which are not owned
by anybody. They do not imply things which are owned by somebody”.

[49] [ You have] escaped [punishment] because of hair[ Vin. iii. 44 ].
Because of the hair-like Kia-sa (Kfsd'va) of an ascetic worn by you [you
have escaped death]. How is it so ?

Just as in the world, there is a shrewd fellow who intending to eat a
good dealof meat of a sheep and finding no source to get it plansa device. He
buys ( E m ) a good big hairy sheep and ties it up outside the door of his
housc,with a label tagged to his head showing that it was intended to be killed.
A person from the crowd [outside], being greedy of his' [ample] hair,
exchanges two sheep with it. Thus the [former] sheep gets its life [bad-2,
because of its hair]. The Bhikkhu, Dhanika, Was also like the same. Be-
ause of his kia-sa (yellow garment) he obtained exemption from offence.

c
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Men expostulated wztlz him in the presence of the king. "They remonstratcd
with the Bhikkhu Dhanik‘a. They thus said by way of reprimanding hLm';
“You are no :amazm”. They looked at him with evil eyes and said that they
deplored ( )35 what he had done. They let this be known to people—-
“Tlu's is no behaviour of a :amazza. He is no longer a follower of the S'a‘kya.
Professing to practice a holy hf'e, he practises something ignoble”; and four
such expressions that later follow. '

[ 50] There was one who was a former minister and who knew the old law:
of the king. He had become an ascetic [ Vin. iii. 4-5] and he had accepted the
Dhamma of the Buddha. To this' Bhikkhu, a former minister, the Buddha
put this question.

The Teacher asks : The World-honoured One was knowing all things,
the rules of conduct prescribed by the Buddhas, past and future, their
characteristic nature, light or heavy. The VVorld-honoured One knew all
these things. Then why was it that he put this question to the Bhikkhu who
was formerly a minister ? The World-honoured Buddha put this question
to the Bhikkhu, a former minister, because of [ the following]: If he had
not had any consultations with this Bhikkhu who was formerly a minister,
and had prescribed the offence of Pa'ra‘jika' for one small coin, then the men
of the world would have found fault with him [in this way] : ‘A Bhik'khu
who observes good conduct yields merit, which is without bounds, just as the
sky or the great earth that is such as its bounds cannot be covered. Then
why is it that the World-honoured One has prescribed a very grave offence
for [taking] a little coin [that is not given him] i” The Buddha forc-
seeing this' with his knowledge wanted his prescribed rules to last for a long
time and wanted people to have faith [in his teaching] ; so he thought it
proper to consult the former minis'ter. '

The law of the laity is that if one steals one quarter (—» 5} po‘da) , then
they either kill him, bind him, or expel him. Then why is it that the VVorld-
honoured One is sparing a recluse ? A recluse cannot aflo‘rd to take even
a blade of grass or a leaf. Therefore, the World—honoured One foreseeing
this' with his wrs'dom prescribed a prohibitive precept. He gives no occasion
for [public] censure. Therefore, the Buddha [consulted] the Bhikkhu
who was a former minister concerning the law of the world and prescribed
this' prohibitive precept. '

[51 ] He looked at the crowd—J—Ie saw this Bhikkhu, a former minister,
moving not far from him and asked him—~“O, you Bhikkhu, what is the law
of King Bimbisa'ra with regard to a thief 2’ At what money-limit, does
the [king] bind, banish or kill a thief 7’.” [cf Vin. iii. 45

fi/[o-clu'e-ko (Magadha) is the name of a country.
Se-m'yu (Sem'ya)—~Nuien, elephants, chariots and horses—all these are

said to constitute Ic-ni_—ra (st-no" army).
P’in-sa (Bimbisa’ra)—-This is the name of a king.

38. These words ordiu.'irily mean "praise". But evidently here it appears that the sense
of the second character has prevailed which means to lament, to moan, to sigh. ’
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Banish—drive away to another country.
The Teacher says that the following words are easy to be understood

or
[52] A quarter equivalent offwe md'saka: [ Vin. iii. 4-5 At that time,

the city ofR‘a‘jagaha had a ka‘rsa‘pana (Pali kahcfpaaa) equivalent of20 misakas.
one Kai-sapana was equivalent of four pa’das and one pdda was an equivalent
of five ma'sakas. You should yourselfkn‘ow this Ka‘rs_a"pan.a. [ You should
know] that this Ka‘rsa—paua of olden times was not the same as the present
day [Ka‘rsa‘pana ] of King Rudra and other kings. The Buddhas of the past
also prescribed the Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence [when one steals] one dea. The
Buddhas of the future also will prescribe the Pa‘ra’jika offence [for stealing]
one pa‘da. The Pa‘rajika‘s prescribed by all the Buddhas are in no way
different from one another—these four Para‘jika‘s, neither more nor less.
Therefore the Tatha'gata condemned this Dhanika Bhikkhu. He prescribed
this second Pa‘ra'jika‘ [for stealing] one quarter (pdda). As it is said in the
original Vinaya : “Taking[ things ] not given—Which is stealing ” [ Vin. iii.45 ]
and so on. He prescribed [this rule] to cut of? offences at the very root.

Thus is concluded the Second Pa'ra‘jika".

im'VKU-Nfl[53] Next comes an amendment to the rule.
The incident of the washcrman arose. To show its origin, it is said :‘

"Thus the Bhikkhu had prescribed the precept for the Bhikkhus". After
this, this second amendment. The same [explanation] about this as already
said before with regard to the amendment for the first precept; in no way
different. You all must yourselves know. If I say all this again ( E )
[while writing] this commentary ( 3t ’0: ) it would be a great annoyance
( XE' If, hOWever, an} di'lliculty'crops up, then I must give the explana-
tion. Now We come to 1/26 place of a washerman [Vim iii. 45-46 ]. When
the white soft clothes are Washed and when they are put at a place for being
dried up in the sun, then that place is called the washerman’s place.

The washerman~the man who washes and dries the white soft clothes
[of lay people ].'

These washermen, towards evening, anxious to return to the city, while
hurriedly binding the white, soft, clothes into bundles fail to notice some
clothes. At that time, Chabbaggiyas, in order to create some trouble, took

M.r— ~.

[54] In the vz'llagr-In the Vinaya it has been already said : “Either
in a village or in a fun-st” [ Vin. iii 46 ]. I must now explain this in a
detailed discourse ( 51," 3Q ) .

A village, that is, one litmily with one house, like a Malaya village. There
is one house and yet it is called a village. All this you yourselves must know..

Wit/tout a lmman bring, that is, which has been a place of habitation of
the yakk/tas; or one that has been temporarily deserted for some reason but
will be occupied again when people return.

Tint has been fenced armuzd, that is, one which has been fenced around
by a mud-wall and the lilo), even upto [a Wall ] made of grass and wood.
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Settled [ irregularly] like big cow: fitting at madam, that is, which has been
settled after the fashion ‘of cows sitting at random in different places.
Whether there is one house, or two, or three, it is' called a Villa'ge.

A caravan-campy, whether it is a camp of pedlars carrying their good,
on their shoulders, or whether it 1s’ a camp of those who travel in carts, it is
called chu"—lo (gd'ma). Whether it is' a city,ora town, or a village, it is called
chi-la (a Village).

[55] The bound: foa village [ Vin. iii 4-6 ]—-[ This is' mentioned] m’
order to make clear the bounds of a forest.

The pillar fixed in the midst fo the gate (inda-khi‘la)—If a village, like the
city of Anura‘dhapura, has two gate-pillars, then everythm'g outside from
the innex pillar is called the forest-place. If there is no gate-pillar, then the
spot for the pillar in the midst of the gate will be considered as the gate-
pillar. This is' the [View of the] Abhidhamma with legend to a forest.

A mrdium man means one who is neither strong, nor weak.

Slonef-ling means a flng [of a stone] by a strong man. The [distance]
upto the place where the stone falls. One should not calculate [ the distance]
upto the place whereto the stone that is flung rolls down.

[56] the village is not fenced around, then the stone-flm'ging [is to be
done] from the place where‘ the water [flung from] the fencing enclosing
[the last] dwelling—place falls.

Further, the Teacher explains : [The distance upto] the place reached
by a stone flung (i) from the place reached by the dust-rubbis'h thrown by
an old dame from within the door, or (11") from the place reached by a pound-
ing pestle [as it rolls down]. The Teacher further explains : If ahouseis
without a fencing then at the front of the house between the two [side-] ends
they put a railing. Standing within the railing one flings a stone. Then the
distance backward from the place where the stone reaches [upto the house]
is' called the precincts of a house.

Question :——If the village Was oziginally extensive and if now it has
straitened down to a small one then what will be its bounds ?

Answer :—Take a house occupied by men. The water from the house
flows upto a place. A medium man flings from that place a stone. Then
[ the distance] backward from the place where the stone reaches 15' the
bounds of a. village.

The bound: fo a found—what is beyond at least five hundred bows from
the post in the midst of the gate.

[57] The Teacher says : This meaning I have already given. Fur—
ther, just to give no latitude to an evil-minded Bhikkhu, are mentioned five
categories—[ the house 1,” the bounds ofa house, the village, the bounds of
a village, and the fort-st. To take away, from any of these [five] places, a

39. The Chinese text seems to omit this inadvertently but it is traced in one old copy.
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thing valued one quarter and owned by others, with the idea of stealing the
same 15' a Pa‘rajik'a' offence.

To take a thing not given—the property of others,whether it is' a piece of
cloth or whether it is an eatable, which is not given by others, either by [word
of] mouth or by a bodily indication—if oneself takes it away worth a
quarter, either from the hands of others or from a place [where it is kept. ]

Not r‘eiected—Not purposefully rejected by the owner; even when a thing
is placed in a solitary place, it is still not rejected. Taking away such a
thing—this is called theft. '

A thief [Vim iii. 47 ] that is, elm-lo (com).
The Teacher says : From the Dhamma text, I am not taking the word-

ing of the text, but I am just taking the sense. It is said : a theft means:
(1') taking away a thing by force, (ii) carrying it away, (11"1') lifting it
up, ( iv ) taking a mis-step with it, ( v ) removm'g it away from its original
place and (vi) transferring it to another according to a [previous]
mutual determination ( 7l~E E ) .

[58] Question :—( i) What is meant by ‘taking away by force’ ?
If a Bhikkhu takes another man’s garden or forest by force, then, at the very 8.19b, 1
time when there is a contest [with the owner of the garden or of the forest], 7303 ‘ 3
he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. When he creates a doubt in the mind
of the owner of the garden [about his ability to retain it in his possession],
then he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya offence; when the owner of the
garden becomes certain of losing the thing, then he becomes guilty
of a Pa'ra‘jtk'a‘ offence.

Question :--( ii) \Vhat is' meant by ‘ carrying away ’. If a Blukkh'u
[intending] to carry away a thm'g touches it when it is being placed on the
head [of another person ] with the idea of stealing it away, then he becomes
guilty of a Dukkata offence. If he with his hand shakes it off [from his head]
then he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya offence. And if he lowers it down
and puts it on his shoulder, then he becomes guilty of a Parajika.” offence.

Question iii) \Vhat is meant by ‘lifting up” P
Answer :-——If a BhiLL’hu receives a thing deposited with him by another

person, takes it up and places it in a hidden store, and when the owner
comes back to the Bhikkhu, the latter who had received the deposit says :
“I have not received the thing deposited by you ”. Then, immediately
as he speaks these words, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. If he
creates uncertainty in the mind of the owner of the thing, then he becomes
guilty of a Thullaccaya offence. If the owner of the thing says that he cannot
possibly get back the thing, then he becomes guilty of a Pa’ra‘jika’~ offence.

Question :—-( iv) What is meant by ‘taking a mis-step with it’ .9 If a
Bhikkhu intends to steal a thing and he taking it walks away, then when he
takes his first step, he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya offence. With the second
Step, he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jiki offence.

Question z—(v) What is meant by ‘rcmoving it away from its original place’ P
Answer :——If a man lifts up a thing from the ground and if this'

Bhikkhu touches it with the idea of stealing it away, then he becomes 8.20a.1
guilty of a Dukkata offence. If he shakes it, he becomes guilty of Thullaccaya. 73021.15
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And when he removes it away from its original place, he becomes guilty
of a Pa‘ra'jika‘ ofi‘ence.

Question :-—-( vi) What is meant by ‘transf'erring a thing according
to a [previous] mutual determination’ ?

AnSWerz—If a BhiL"khu speaks out his", determination that he would go to
such and such a place and that he would take away the thing from there,
then when he reaches the place and takes that thing, and when one of hm'
feet is within the bounds of that place and the other is: outside, then he be-
comes guilty of a Thullaccaya offence. When both of his feet have gone
outside the bounds of that place, then he becomes guilty of a. Pa'ra'jika' offence.

If there is a toll-post and i,f taking the thing he crosses the toll-post
without paying the tax-money, then when he crosses the toll—post and when
his one foot is within [the premises of] the toll-post, he becomes guilty of a
Thullaccaya offence. When both of his' feet have gone out of the [premises
of ] the toll-post, he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence.

The Teacher says—This is a discourse on-things when they are many
( nd‘mf-bhazzday-Jo’and

[59] The discourse about one thing- is like this—a. slave with a master,
or an animal and so on. He (1') takes such one by force, or (1.1")
carries away, or (iii) lifts up, or (iv) takes a nus'—step with that one, or
(v) removes that one from the original place, or ( vi ) transfers the same
to a previously determined place. This is the category of one thing
(eka—blxan.day—ojanzi ). These are [only] the Six' expressions.

[60] If a detailed explanation is to be given, then you must know the
twenty-five expressions—five groups, each consisting of five expressions. Ifhis
described indllese ways, then the second Pa‘ra‘jika‘ will be very well explained.
Why is it so ? Because [otherwise] it is very difli'cult to understand. As
it‘ is said in the original Vinaya : If one commits a theft with these five
provisoes, then only he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra’jik'a" offence —— [namely],
there must be taking away of a thing possessed by others ( para—pan‘ggahitam. )‘°
and so on. Here are five provxs'ocs mentioned.

The Teacher says : Thus there are mentioned five constituent factors
[of that theft]. You should know that one category consists of these [five ]
factors. There is also another variety consaiign’g of sxx’ factors. But these
do not make up the five groups of five. K"

The answer—If not, why is it so ?
If each of the words ( Jdéyatz', Itarati, ava/zaratz' etc. ) is' taken to imply a

separate case for each of them, then [we shall have to suppose tvhat] there are
five kinds of persons who are taking away things ( 19L A 4’27 ) . [But the
Vu'iaya text refers to only one]. You must know all this yourselves.

The ancient Teachers say : This' matter of the second Pa‘ra‘jikfi is very
difficult to understand. Therefore one cannot but have tortuous and frag-
mentary ( [H1 ME ) explanations. Therefore, I must now say these
twenty five expressions which you must carefully examine.

40. Vin. iii. 54.

I.
i



 

FIVE GROUPS OF THEFTVIII.62] ‘

[61] Question z—VVhat are the groups of five ?
( l ) First that group of five which is related to many things [stolen] ,'

(2) the second is that group of five wl'u'ch is hrelated to one thing; (3)
the third is that group of five which begins with ‘ things [stolen] by one’s
OWn hand ’, (4) the fourth is that group of five which begins with ‘ one
that involves a preliminary step ’; and (5 ) the fifth is that group of five
which begins with ‘mhat is actually tantamount to stealing.’

Question :———The group of five concerning many things and that
concerning one thing have been, you must know, already. explained when
we detailed the expressions ‘ taking away by force ’, ‘ carrying aWay ’,
‘lifting up ’ ‘1 and ‘ removing a thing from its original place "2. ‘ Transfer-
ring a thing to a previously determined place ’-——when this is added, we
have the sixth expression. [But], ‘ taking recourse to a [previously]
determined [plan or place] ’ and ‘ throwing away a thing to a [previously]
desired place ’ ‘3 are both just the same. Therefore, this sixth expression
is already covered in the expressions of the third and fifth [group of fivo,]“
[and so] may not be taken separately.

Thus is concluded the explanation of ( l ) the group of five related
to many things and (2 ) that which is related to only one thing.

[62] (3) What is that group of five which begins with ‘ stealing
with one’s own hand ?’

Answer :—The group which begins with stealing with one’s O‘Wn
hand consists of five kinds. The first of this is (i) taking with one’s own
hand; (ii) the second, that of instructing others [to steal]; (iii) the third in.-
volves the throwing away [of a thing]; (iv) the fourth is that in which the
object is taken away when possible; (v) the fifth is that in which the
owner of the things is indiiferent in mind [about retaining their possmion].

Question ‘.-—-What is called (1') ‘taking away with one’s own hand’ ?
When one takes a thing belonging to others, with the idea of stealing it—
this is called ‘ taking away a thing with one’s own hand.’ (ii ) Instructing
[others] means a Bhikkhn instructs another man “You take away
such and such a ( Ail; ff” ) thing ". That is called ‘instructing others.’
(iii) ‘Throwing away’——lf one while standing in a custom-house, thrOWS
out [of the custom-house] some precious things, then he becomes guilty
of a Para'jika" offence. This expression and the expression ‘ transfers to a
[previously] determined place ’ are both equivalent. (iv) ‘Taking away
of a thm'g when possible’ means one instructs a man thus. .' If you can take
away such and such a thing, then take it; if you connot, then just stop
(do not bother). This man then according to the instruction goes
away. If he can steal away the thing, then the instructor, as soon as he
sends him away, bec<nnes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence. If the messenger,

 

4]. The Chinese text omits here the fourth ‘erm ‘taking a mis-stcp with a thing
( m 25' ) ’. Is it through inadvertcncc ?

42. Sec §58 above.
43. See below §62 (3) (iii).
44. See below§ 62 (3) (iii) and §63a (5) (iii).
...30
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who is sent away, is able to take away the thing when he gets an
opportunity, then this is‘ called ‘ takin'g away when it becomes possible ',
(v) what is meant by ‘indifi‘erent in mind [about retaining the posses.
sion of a thing'j’? When one deposits a thing in a place, than one always has
his mind directed to that place. When one has no longer any expectant
mind [with regard to receiving back such a deposit], then it is called
‘indifi‘erent in mind.’

[63] (4) What is that group of five which .begins with ‘one that
involves some preliminary step ?’ (i ) The first is that which needs some
previous [preparatory] step; (ii) the second involves a step
simultaneous with the action itself; (iii) the third is that which involves
a prescribed concerted action; (iv) the fourth is that which is' done
according to a previously determined plan; (v) the fifth is that which in"-
volves some previous signal.

(1') You should know that when there 13' some one who m'structs the
[execution of an] action, then that is called ‘one involving some preliminary
step.’ (ii) When actually a thing is' removed from its original place, then
that is’ ‘one which involves a step simultaneous with the action.’ (iii-V) The
remaining three should be explained as in the origin'al Vin/ya [Vim iii. 53].

[ 633.] (5) What is that group which begins with ‘ what is actually
tantamount to stealing ’ ? ( i ) The first is taking away by stealing; (ii ) the
second is taking away by force; ( iii ) the third is takin'g away as per [pre-
vious] determination; ( iv) the fourth is taking away and storing it in a
hidden place; and ( v ) the fifth is taking away by shuffling one’s allotment-
stick (kwdvalia‘ro ). This is the meaning of ‘ five ’.

“ There is a Bhikkhu who, at the time of distribution of clothes
(kid-5a) to the San'gha, shifts and exchanges his allotment-stick with
that of others, with the idea of stealing, and takes away a garment”
{Vita in". 58]. I shall myself explain thls' in the story of exchanging allot-
ment—sticks.*

This is the group of five which begins with ‘what is tantamount to stealing.’

[64] Thus you must know that these five groups of five, each, combine
to give the number twenty-five. A Vinaya-teacher who has a good
knowledge of these five groups of five should not, when a matter of dis-
pute arises, hurriedly rush to decide the case. He must first examine the
following five things and then decide it. As the Ancient Gilliri says :—

As the Ancients say : The thing,
The’ time, the appropriateness [of the region],
The use, and [its equivalence of] five coins—-
These five things the wise should examine.
And then he «should understand [the nature of an oiTcncc

[65] The thing (van/m )—-If one says: ‘I Wanted to take this thing
away and so I am guilty of an offence, ’ then he should examine whether

' See later X. 19-20.
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the thing was owned by some one or not; if it was owned by some
0M, whether the owner had any mental attachment or not for the thing.
When he comes to know that he had not given up mental attachment for
me thing, then he should judge, according K0. Vinaya, the nature of
the offence involved in that theft. If he had given up mental attachment
for that thing then he [the offender] does [not]“ become guilty of a
Pa‘ra’jika’ offence. Only the thing should be given back to the owner. This
is the right procedure.

[66] The Teacher says : I shall now give out an original ancient
[incident to illustrate the nature of the thing] .' At the time when. King
Bha‘u‘ya had come to pay his respects to the Great Shrine ( Thu'pa), there
was a Bhikkhu who had come from the southern direction. He had a piece
of cloth seven cubits in length placed on his shoulder. This Bhik'khu
entered the monastery to pay his respects. At the time, a large crowd entered
the monastery alongwith the king. There was a large crowd pressing forth.
Many among the crowd were pushed aside and there was a great confusion
among the crowd. There was much of mutual jostling. When he was
advancing in this way he lost his cloth-piece and without noticing it he went
out. The Bhikkhu thought : ‘ The whole crowd is all in disorder. My
cloth-piece is as good as lost to me. I cannot get it any more. ’ So he was
now indifferent about it. Then, later, another Bhik'khu came. He saw this
piece of cloth and took it with the idea of stealing it. When he had taken
it, he felt some compunction in his mind that he was no longer a samena and
that he had fallen from his good conduct. He wanted to come back to a
layman’s life. He desired, [however], to go to the place of a Vinaya- 8.22bd
teacher to ask him about this matter and know from him the nature of the 730mg
offence. '

[‘67] At that time, there was a Vinaya-rnaster, Cfi_1a-Sumana
by name, who was wellwcrsed in the particulars of Vinaya. He was
considered to be the most prominent among Vinaya-masters. The default-
ing Bhikkhu went to the place of the Vinaya-master, paid his respects at
his feet and told him every thing ( ,9, ) with regard to the matter.
“ Now have I become guilty of any offence or not ? ” The Vinaya-master
knew that this Bhikkhu had taken that cloth-piece after the large crowd had
melted away C j: *1. ‘21;- lgé” bha!the janakdyc) . The Vinaya-master
[however] knew that this Bhikkhu could be saved from this guilt. He
said to the defaulting Bhikkhu : “ Can you get the owner of the thing and
bring him ? If you can [get] the owner of the thing I can well post you
[in the nature of] your offence .” The Bhikkhu said in ieply : “ How
can I get him now ? ” The Vinaya-master said : “ You have just to go
to difl'cxent places and shout for him. ” The defaulting Bhikkhu went into
five great monasteries, searched for him but did not find him. He canie

 

45. Chinese text apparently needs emendalion, as it omits the word (71': ) for
h'noh' which according to the Pali version seems to be necessary. The story that follows also
Justifics this emendation.
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back to the Vinaya-master to consult him. The Vinaya-master further said to
him : “From which direction did this great crowd of Bhikkhus come
there ?” He replied : “Many people came from the south. ” [The
Vinaya-mastex said]: “ You first take the measure in length and breadth of
this cloth-piece and having noted the measure, you go again to different
monasteries, one after the other, and having entered there ask for the master
of this cloth-piece. ” The defaulting Bhikkhu received the instruction and
following the same, he went away.

[ .68 ] He met the owner of the thing accidently. He brought him to the
82321.1 dwelling-place of the Vinaya-master, who asked the Bhikkhu who owned
7313 .2 that cloth-piece : “i Friend, is this your clothvpiece ? ” He replied, “ Yes. ”

The Revered Bhikkhu asked : “ Where did you lose it ? ” The Bhikkhu
told in reply everything about the matter. The Vinaya—master asked :
“ Had you given up all mental attachment for it ? ” He replied : “Yes,
I had given up all attachment for it. ” He again asked the defaulting
Bhikkhu : “At what place did you take it ? ” He replied : “ I took
it at such and such a time and at such and such a place. ” The Vinaya-
master said : “ If you had not taken it with the intention of stealing it, you
should have been guilty of no offence. But you have taken it with the evil
intention [of stealing], therefore you are guilty of a Dukkata offence. You
must first express regret [for the same], then you will be free from
that offence.” He said to the Bhikk'hu who owned the thing '. “You
[already had] indifl‘erent mind for the thing; make him', therefore, a gift
of tlns' cloth-piece. ” He replied “ All right ‘. ” The defaulting Bhikkhu, when
he listened to the words of the Vinayamaster, rejoiced in body and mind,
like one who has obtained the taste of nectar. The Teacher says: ‘ This 15'
what is meant by exarru'ning the thing.’

i

i
I
s

‘ [69] Time-that is, the time of carrying away. The same piece of
cloth may sometimes be cheap and sometimes expensive. If at the time
when it is taken away it is cheap, then one becomes guilty of an offence
commensurate with the price when it is cheap. If it is taken away at a
time when it is expensive, then he would be guilty of an offence commen-
surate with the price when it is expensive.

[70] The Teacher says 2 These words are difficult to understand.
I now take an individual [case] for an illustration“.

There was a Bhikkhu who was living in the midst of an ocean [on an
island]. He got a coconut-shell of good shape. When he got it, he had

8_23b_1 it carved and it was made [as bright as] a_ conch-goblet and in
7312115 no way different. It became attractive to men’s mind. This Bhikkhu

always had this coconut-goblet for drinking water. He deposited it in a
monastery in the midst of the ocean andwent to Mount Cetiya. At that time,
there was another Bhikkhu who went [to the island] in the midst of the
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ocean. When he went there, he entered the monastery. When he was stay-
ing in that monastery he saw the goblet made of coconut-shell. He took it
with the idea of stealing and further went to. Mount Cctiya. When he
went there, he used that goblet for taking his gruel. The Bhikkh'u who
owned this coconut-goblet saw it and shouted at him : “ Friend , from
where have you obtained this coconut-goblet ?” That Bhikkhu replied :
“1 obtained it from [an island] amidst the ocean. ” The Bhikkhu who
owned this [goblet] said : “ This is not your thing. I bet_you have stolen
it." He seized him and went before the San’gha to get this matter fully
decided ( J1. #1] ), but there was none who could decide it.

[71] Then he further went to Ma'haviha‘ra. There, in this Mahi-
vilia'ra, by the beating of the drum, 3. large gathering assembled near the
stflpa. Before the Vina_\'.'t—mastcr could arrrivc at any decision after mutual
consultations, there appeared a certain Abhidhammika monk in that group,
called by the name of Godatta, who was very well conversant with the
diifcrent procedures ( j'j 45L!" ) . This Bhadanta Godatta said at that
time : “ Vthrefrom did this Bhikkhu obtain this goblet of coconut—shell ? ”
He replied : “ I have taken it from [an island] amidst the high ocean. ”

“ What is the price of it ? ”
He replied :“ In that land, people eat: the coconut and the remaining

shell they throw and break and then it is used as fuel. It has, therefore, no
value at all. " He asked the Bhikkhu who owned the thing : “ What is
the value of the hand-WOrk done on the coconut shell ?” The reply was :
“ People cat the pithy substance of the coconut, drink its juice and throw
the shell away. A Bhikkhu takes it up when it is thus rejected, and
by doing some work on it makes a bowl out of it. This hand-work is worth
a ma‘saka.” Bhadanta Godatta said : “ It being so, it does not fulfil the
condition of five mafia/ca: and therefore he is not guilty of any grave ofl'cncc.”
thn‘thesc words were heard in that assembly, there was a [loud]
acclamation : “ Very good ! The case has been decided extremely well l”

[72] At that time, King Bha‘tiya, desiring to go to the shrine to pay
his respects, had started out of the gates of the town. He heard
the Bhikkhus shouting the words of acclamation ‘ Good’. Having
heard this, he asked the minister in attendance “ What kind of
uproar is this ? ” The minister then told the whole thing in succession in
his reply. Vthn he heard it, he became very glad. By the beat of a
drum, the king had it proclaimed : “ From now on, if any one among the
recluses had any doubt [in matters of law], he may follow the decision given
by Godatta. The matter decided by this' Elder does not go against the Law
of good conduct."

The Teacher says : In this way, one should examine and determine
the price according to the place.

There is also a thing which is precious now but which becomes cheap
later.

Question :—How is it that a thing is precious at present but be-
comes cheaper later ?
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Answer :—L1.k'c an iron-bowl which is at present perfect, clean and
without any hole, but which later gets broken and has holes.

Therefore the price is to be assessed according to time.

[73] The we— As one puts a thing to personal use : like an axe which
is expensive at the beginning but becomes less expensive [as one puts it into
use]. The Teacher says .' If a Bhikkhu steals an axe of another person,
he should ask the owner of the axe: “ Sir, for what price have you
purchased the axe ? ” '

“ Sir, I spent only one quarter (pfda ) in purchasing it ” [replies the
other ].

Further question :-—-“ Have you not put it to any use since you
purchased it P ”

The owner of the axe replies : “First, I have used it for a day to
break tooth-sticks, ” or he continues : “ to. split wood for fire to bake
the begging-bowl and then by its intense or light use, it has now become an
old one. ” In the same way, about a collyrium—ncedle, or a door-key. \thn
smoked once or twice by the burning of paddy-bran, or when rubbed by
brick-powder, it becomes old. So also a layman’s cloth [used for bathing],
when once dipped in water, or when once used for covering a naked shoulder,
or for wrappm'g around the head, or for carrying sand, also, becomes old,-
clarified butter or oil, also, when it has changed its receptacle, or when some
insect or ant has fallen into it, becomes old. Or a lump ofjaggery, first very
hard but later soft-50 soft that ultimately one can push the nail of one’s
finger into it—Lhis' also is called old.

[74] If a Bhikkhu becomes worldly and steals things of others, he
should ask the owner of the thing [whether he has not put that thing to use].
If he has not used it, it has a value“. If he has used it, it 13' devalued. You
all must know this. _

These five things the Vin'aya-master must carefully examine and then
give the decision over the matter. He must assess the ofl‘enCC according
to the gravity or lightness of the offence.

Thus is concluded [the discourse [on] Stealing.“

[Thus is concluded]
the Eighth Book of the Vm'aya-Commentory [named]

Samanta-pa‘sddikfi .

47. Apparently this covers the fifth thing mefiioned in the gith! in §64 above.
48. Here it appears that the original text was not understood by the Chinese translator.

The concluding title 'de'wa. . . Jan/mam vilinamw'a‘ of the Pall text is split up here. The Pall
words mM‘elam‘ vilm'amgyra which come at the end of the concluding title in Pall are trans-
ferred here in the Chin. text. to the beginning of Book Nine.

Further Taisho and Shanghai editions add by way of an appendix long passages in frag-
ments, which really have already occurred in the chapter. Like our edition, Sung edition.
also, does not give the same.
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Vinaya

Book IX

[T. 732 C-740a; P’ing 46b—52b; PTs. u". 3080—368; 5. i. 222b—266;
N. 1.303-361.] _

[l] Tranfser: to a [ [)rcvz'ousyl] determined placel. The whole string of the
explanation following its form and characteristics has been given in due
order in [the explanation of] the precept regarding stealing [in the last
book ] .

According to its form and name2 [ Vin. iii. 46 ]—Form means according to its
place or location ( )9? 3g ) . Name means according to the name by which
it is called, such as one ‘fm'da’, or ‘worth one ‘pa'da’ or ‘more than one pa‘da’.
This is what is called ‘namc’. Why is it so ? One Chi-la-sa-p’an (ka‘rsa‘pana)
is' made of four pa'das. This indicates a thing which is not permissible.
‘ Worth one pa‘da’ implies a permissible thing. ‘More than one pida’ implies
a permls'sible thing [ worth ] more than one pzfda, or an impermissible thing
[worth] more than one ptida’. All these are enough [to involve] one into
the offences of the second Pa‘ra‘jika‘.

.[ 2 ] The master fo the Earl/1. [ Vin. iii. 4-7 ]——That is, a noble king like
a Sovereign monarch (Cakkavattt') who is the owner of all the four continents
(lit. everything under the heavens), or of one comment lik'e king Asoka, or
also like a king of Ceylon. '

0f one domain, like king Bimbisa'ra or like Pascnadi.
0f the border—a king of a border-land.
Of a bufler—kingdom—One who rules a village or two, 'but is also called

a king.
The Administrator; 0f Law—Those who know the Law of the king to

dispense justice according to the lightness or gravity of the oflence such as
the sentence of death, or the cutting of nose or hands or feet; or the great
ministers, or noble princes, or the kings of border-territories who know all

They [also] are called kings.

1. See last note on Book Eight.
2. The Pali Cm. has Jul/Ia ru"pa_m na‘ma. Here again the Chinese translator has

misunderstood the use of the word mama, which here stand: for only 3 and not for Q .
But it seems he tries to make out some interpretation from that word as is clear
from the interpretation that he gives immediately afterwards.

9.1a.3
732c.15

9.1b.1
733a.l
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[3] Kill, that is, to cut of? one’s life; or to whip or beat.

Banish—~that is, to send away. and expel to another country.

the things of' others-a few or many.TIu'fe—that is, one who steals
He is called a thief.

In all these cases, one becomes guilty as in the case of the first
[Pdrtfjika' ]. The Teacher says : The words that follow are easy to be under-
stood. -

The srx' expressions beginning with ‘ taking away by force ’ have been
already explained.

If the thing [ stolen] is one pdda, or worth one fifth, or is worth more
than one pdda—by this is indicated the thing that has been taken away.

Question :—When one takes away a thing that is a prida, one becomes
guilty of an ofl‘ence. 'W'here was the need then of saying ‘ worth one pa'da or
worth more than one pa‘da ? ’

AnSWer :———In order to obviate the possibility of the Bhikk'hus, in future,
becoming worldly and evrl'-minded, this detailed explanation has been given.

[4-] A thing deposited in the earth, or on the cart/z [ Vin. iii. 47
A tiring deposited in the earth means something kept hidden within the earth.

This' has been explained in the ori'gm'al Vinaya. The Teacher says '. ‘ This
explanation has been difl'icult to understand and so I wish to give a detailed
explanation of it.’

Hidden—To dig the earth and to cover it over with earth, or stone, or
grass, or wood and the Me. Tlus‘ is what is called ‘hidden under the
earth. ’ If thildd"1u sa'ys : ‘ I should like to steal away a thing hidden
under the earth ’ and he goes to devise means for the same, then, at that
time, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence.

[5] Question :——-What are called ‘ means ’ ?
Answer :——-—When he intends to go, he makes certain movements of

adjusting his clothes and then steps on the road. He thus thinks : ‘ This
thing is too heavy. I shall not be able to carry it away alone. I must seek
a companion.’ When thus he merely CXCI‘tS ( 5‘16 _[1_- ) then he becomes
guilty of a Dukkata offence. If he goes to the place of his companion and
says '. ‘ At such and such a place, there is a hidden treasure; I should Me
to take it away with your help, my friend, ’ and if” he answers ‘ yes ‘ and gets
up immediately, then he [the companion] becomes guilty of a DuLka'ta
offence. If he says : At such and such a place, there is a jar of precious
treasure; I should film to steal it, 0 friend, with your help. If I get it I plan
to use it for some meritorious purpose. And thus, I, with you, my friend,
will no longer be in any want. ’ In this way, both of them become guilty
of a Dukkata ofi'cncc.

Having obtained a companion, he then seeks a sharp hoe. If he has
it, he goes away to make its use. If he has not any, he either goes
to the place of another Bhikkhu or to the house of a lay-man to borrow it.
The owner Would ask : “ Holding a hoe .‘ Of what use is it to you ? ” He
replies : “ For some sundry purpose. ” Then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata

\
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offence. If he tells a deliberate lie that he needs the hoe for digging the
earth‘ior some use of a monastery then he becomes guil'ty of a Pa‘cittiya
offence. ”

L

[6"] Further, one3 commentary does not agree with this. [Accord- 9.2b.l
ing to it] in all cases , one becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. Why ? 733a'25
Because, this concerns only ‘ means ’ for stealing.

,1 The Teacher says : Because one speaks a deliberate falsehood, therefore,-
"“onc becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya offence. This' explanation is good.

If the axe has no handle, then in order to find one for the same, he
splits dead dry wood, then he becomes guil'ty of a Dukkata ofl‘ence. If he
cuts a living tree, then one becomes guilty of a Picittiya offence. Accord-
ing to one" Commentary, if one cuts a living tree then he becomes guilty of
a Dukkata ofl‘cnce [only]. Why ? Because, this is merely ‘means’ for stealing.
If he intends to borrow a hoe then he becomes afraid that other people would
know it and so he prepares himself the hoe to dig the earth. While seeking
to inflict an injury on the earth with that iron [ tool], he destroys grass, then
in all these cases he becomes guilty of a Pa“cittiya or a Dukkata ofi‘encc.
According to one5 commentary, all of them become guilty of a
Dukkata ofi‘ence. \Nhy ? Because it concerns only ‘means’ of stealing.

   
[ 7] If he enters a jungle without a basket and splits bamboos or

tendrils to make a basket, then he becomes guilty of a Pficittiya offence. All
the rest is as said before already.

If he has this idea in his mind that [with that treasure ] he would ofl'er
homage to the Three Jewels and arrange for food ( 5% ) , for discussion
and for meeting [ of the San’gha ], and if saying words in such a manner, he.
goes, then there is no ofi'ence. If, however, he goes with the idea of stealing
[the treasure], then he becomes guilty ofa Dukkata offence. If he intends
to approach the place of the treasure and then cuts grass, wood to make a
road, then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya offence. If he cuts dead dry
trees, then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata ofl'ence.

[Vegetation] growing on it.
Question :———What is meant by [vegetation] growing on it ? 9_3a.1
Answer :—Grass or wood that has grown for a longtime on the things 7331).!)

that have been already treasured up. This is called [vegetation] that
has grown on it. If he cuts this grass or wood, then he becomes guilty of
a Dukkata ofi‘ence.

[8] The Teacher says : There are eight kinds of Dukkata offences.
Question :——What are those eight?
First, the Dukkata of helpful means; second, the Dukkata that is

sun'ultaneous [with action]; thin], the Dukkata of precious things“; the

 

3. Pali text specifically mentions here Malia-Affakallza..
Here the Pali text mentions San'Lhe'pa-anhakalha‘ as well as Mahi-pwan'.4.

5. Here in Pali is mentioned Malta-paccan‘.
6. See note 9 below.
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fourth, the Dukkata not ‘connected with money; the fifth, the Dukkata as per
[strict] Vinaya [rules] ; the mm, the Dukkata because of a known thing;
the seventh, the Dukkata as per official proposal (fiam') ,' and the eighth, the
Dukkata as per hearing.7

[9] Question :r-(i) What is the Dukknta of Iteplful means?
AnsWer .-——-A man knows that he is committing a theft and he seeks a

companion [in this' act], or an axe, or a hoe, as his ‘mcans’—-this is called a
Dukkata of helpful means. Here one becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya offence
where the offence makes him liable to that punishment, or of a Dukkata
where the offence is liable to that [punishment].

(ii) The Dukkata of a simultaneous [action] means : If grass or wood
has grown on a hidden treasure and if he cuts it with an axe, then it is'
called a Dukkata of a simultaneous [action]. In this matter, both the
objects involving Pa‘cittiya and Dukkata [offences] lead to Dukkata
[only’]. Why is it so ? Because both of them concern merely helpful means
for the theft.

(iii) A [precious] thing which cannot be touched—The Ten kinds of
treasure, the seven kinds of grain and different kinds of utensils—if one seiz'es
them, then one becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. This' is called the
Dukkata of things which cannot be touched.9

( iv ) Not connected with money—If one takes all kinds of swoct fruit, such
as bananas, or coconuts and the lik'e, then one becomes guilty of a Dukkata
offence. This is' called a Dukkata not connected with money.

(v) Vinaya—If a Bhikku enters a village and while he is begging,
there springs up some storm of dust which falls into his‘ begging-bowl, then
he should receive nothing any more [in the bowl]. But he receives [in it]
food and drink. As soon as he receives the same, he becomes guilty

.of a Dukkata offence. This is called Vinaya-Dukkata.
( vi) The Dukka_ta of a known thing—One has heard another man pro-

claiming ( P5 ) [something] and so he knows the thing and yet he would
not speak out, which is an offence. This' is' called a Dukkata of a known
thing.

(vii) Oflici'al proposal—Out 0“. the ten‘0 ways of expostulation even
if one makes one, he becomes guilty of a DuLk'ata offence. This is called
the Dukkata of an official proposal.

(vh'i) Hearing—The Buddha spoken to the Bhikkus :“[The Bhik'khu]
has not fulfilled the earlier (purz'mz'lcd' ) retreat [that he had
promised] and so he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence, because
he has broken ( M ) [his promise ” [Vin. i. 154-]. This is called the

7. The Chinese translator misunderstand; pa] u’mua, which means a promise, or an agree-
ment, although it is' derived from root fru to hear. .

8. It is not clear why the Chin. text repeats here the word Po—yc-l’i (9-33.10).
9. At the time where these eight Dukkatas are first mentioned, this is called Dukkai‘

of precious things. See § 8 above.
10. The Pali—lcxt mentions eleven :

eleven ?
11. \‘in. 1-154. See note 7 above.

zka'daJaJu sanmnwbha'mlm‘su. Which are time
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Dukkata of hearing. This Dulckata of hearing is the Dukkata that becom .c‘.‘
operative with the [action] itself. Why ? As. tit 15' said in the original
Viuaya :——"‘ If there is grass and wood growing upon a hidden treasure
and if one cuts it, then one becomes guilty of a Dukka_ia ” [cf. Vin. iii. 48]

[10] If one, while he is just cuttin'g grass and wood, has a repentant 9.43-1
mind, and turns back and comes to have" his normal mind, then because of 7330-5
his act of cutting grass and wood, he becomes guilty of a-Dukkat_a offence;
but when he expresses his regret for the same, he becomes free from the guilt.
Ifhe does not express regret and goes on digging the earth withrall his‘ might,
seeking the place of the hidden treasure, then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata
offence.

Piles up [the earth] on one side—He puts together on one side the dead
dug-out earth and becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. The earlier
Dukkata ceases to be effective. If with his hand, he touches the treasure,
without moving it [from its place], he becomes guilty of a Dukkata, the
previous Dukkata for piling up the earth ceases to be effective. If, how-
ever, he moves it, then he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya offence.

[ll] The Teacher says :' What is the meaning of Dukkata and
Thullaccaya offences ?

thm. is meant by T’u—chieh-lo ? Not to act upto the words of the
Buddha. T’u- (du- Sans. dus) means evil. Chick—lo (kata) means committing
an evil action. That which does not appear good among the actions of a
Bhikkhu—this is called T’u—chich-lo (Dukkala). There is a gtitlm‘ in the
original Vinyaa—r

“ The offence known as T’u-chieIL-lo—
Its meaning you hear well.
It is called a transgression;

. Also called a down-fall ,'
Lik'e an evil action of a worlding
Done under cover or in the open—-
This is called T’u-chieh-lo—
‘You all can yourselves know. ” [Vim v. 149]

[ l2 ] T’ou—lan-chic/z ( Thullaecaya )-—T’ou-lan ( tlzulla-sthu‘la) means 9 '4'b' 1
grave. .

Chic/1 (accaya) means obstructing the good path and consequently falling
into an evil path.

Among the offences that are to be confessed with the expression of regret
in the presence of another man, this offence is the graveshAs it is said in a
gd‘thfi of the original Vmaya:

“ W'ln'le speaking about T’ou-lan-chitlt,
Its meaning you truly hear—
Among the offences for which one confesses regret
Before another who hears, this is the gravest ” [ Vin. v. 148 ].

When one expresses regret before another person, this ofi‘ence appears to
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r’be the gravest. When‘ one quakes and demurs [at some transgression]
then some repentence is produced in the mind and then one commits a Toy.
Ian-chick, but when he confesses it with an expression of regret then one
gets absolved from it. o

[13] Qpcstion :—Among the ten" Dukkata offences by way of an
official proposal which of these he becomes guilty of ?

Answer :—Before the kamma ( official act) is taken up, the preliminary
announcement of the proposal (flatti) is made and still one does not give
up .[ evil action], then one becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. The anno-
uncement of the proposal in the official act is completed and still he does not
give up [evil actions]; or the fiist repetition is made or successive repeti-
tions [as in tho fiatti—caluuha kamma] are made and stillhc does. not give up
[evil actions ]—in all these cases one becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya
ofi‘encc. ' '

[ 14] Take: and removes a thing from the original place—The Bhlkkl'iu,
with the idea of stealing, moves the object to another place even to
the extent of a hair, then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘rajik‘a" offence. If he just
partially lif'ts up only one side of a pot, then he does not become guilty. If
he removes it completely then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jika‘ ofl’ence.

If, round about the 'pot, one sets up three posts and l<eeps the
pot suspended from them by means of ropes and then afterwards one digs
out the earth on all the four sides until the earth below is exhausted, “den
one becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya. Even when one pulls out one post
or two posts, one becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya. When all the three posts
are gone and the pot falls down on the earth, then one becomes guilty of a
Pa‘ra’jika‘ ofi‘ence. If one ties a rope around the neck of the pot and ties it
up to a tree and then one digs out the earth, then the pot [appears] to be
standing out suspended with that rope, long or short; then one does not be-
come guilty. If, [however], he loosens the rope from the tree, then he
becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jik'a' offence. If he does not loosen the rope, but
chops the tree, then also he is guilty of a Pa'ra‘jika' offence.

[ 15 ] If on the pot, there are several trees kept growing as a mark
and if the roots that have grown entwine the pot and if the Bhikkhu digs out
the earth and cuts the roots of trees, then he becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya
or a Dukkata, as has been already said before. When the roots of the trees
are cut, then the pot following the [roots of] trees comes out; then there is
no offence. From the roots of the tree, he carries away the pot, loosening
it from the tree, even to the extent of the breadth of a hair, then he becomes
guilty of a Pira‘jika‘ ofl'ence. When the tree falls away, the jar with
the removal of the earth rolls away from the oring'nal place, then one does
not become guilty. But if he removes it from that place, then he becomes
guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika' offence.

On the pot, there is a stone. With the throwing away of the stone, the

 

12. be'e 99 (vii) above.
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pot remains open, then there is no guilt of grave nature; but one becomes
guilty .of a Dukkata.

[ 16] Within a jar——The jar is big; it is hot possible to lift or move it.
One carries a small pot and comes to take away the precious treasure and
secures an equivalent of one pdda, then he becomes guilty of a
Pa'ra‘jka" offence. If in the jar, there are pearls, crown- [diamonds]
and gold; the lid is pulled out and the top~partjuts out; _but after that [ the
hand] does not leave the jar, then one becomes guilty of Thullaccaya. But,
if one, with the idea of stealing, takes away an equivalent of one pa'da, then
he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence. If the jar is full of treasure and if
one takes some in his hand and the hand does not leave the place [where
the treasure is deposited], and through the fingers an equivalent of a ptida
comes out and is dropped again in the jar, then one becomes guilty of a
Thullaccaya. If, however, the hand comes out away from the jar, then one
becomes guilty of a Pa'rajika‘ offence.

There are teachers who explain that if one takes away some precious
things from the bottom of a jar and the hand has left the bottom but it has
not come out of the jar, [ even then ] one becomes guilty of a
Para'jika‘ offence. The Teacher says : In the matter of Vinaya-rulcs of
conduct, it is better to follow the stricter ( é; ) rule.

[17] By one draught, one becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jika‘ offence.
[That is], if one draught is worth a dea, then one becomes guilty of
a Para'jika' offence.

Also, there is another commentary ( fig: ) that explains in a quite
different way. If there is a big jar that is heavy and, though unfettered, it
cannot be lifted. \Vith his mouth then he begins to drink out of the jar. As
long as the mouth does not leave the jar, he becomes. guilty of Thullaccaya,
but when it leaves the jar, one becomes guilty of Pa‘ra’jika‘. If one take.r
a bamboo tube and drinks [with its help] and if the draught that enters
and goes below the gullet is worth a pd'da, then he becomes guilty of a Pa'ra‘-

jika’ ofi‘ence. If the mouth holds the tube and he sucks [the drink],
the mouth and the tube are both full and then he lifts the tube and with one
hand he closes the other end and thus he gets it disconnected from the jar,
then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence. If he takes' a strip of cloth
and throws it into the jar so that it sucks up the ghee or the oil within the jar,
then as soon as the strip of cloth leaves his hand, he becomes guilty
of a Pa’ra‘jik’a‘ offence.

There are other teachers whose explanation does not agree with this.
[ They say : ]. If the strip of cloth is thrown in and if repentence is produced
in his mind, then as long as the strip of cloth is not taken out, one becomes
guilty of Thullaccaya [only]. If there is no repentence produced in the
mind, and if he lifts up that strip of cloth and thus disconnects it from the
jar, then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ ‘ofi‘ence. If the strip of
cloth is already thrown in and if the owner becomes aware of it and demands
its price and if he pays it back, then he becomes guilty of Thullaccaya. If,
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hOWevcr, he does not pay back the value, then he becomes guilty
or Pa'ra'jika'. ‘

[ 18 ] If a Bhikkhu has with him an empty jar and if an outsider comes
and pours ghee or oil within the jar and if the Bhikkhu gets angry and takes
it and flings it away to another place, then there is no violation. If, however,
he does not get angry, but with the thought of stealing [the contents], he
shif'ts it to another place, then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘rajika' offence. If
he does not shift it to another place but bores holes at the bottom of the jar
and lets the ghee or oil worth a pd'a'a ooze out, then he becomes gLu'lty of a
Pa‘ra‘jika‘ ofi‘ence. If when he bores holes into the jar of ghee or oil, they get
co-agulated so that nothing comes out, but afterwards he gets it heated in
the sun so that the contents worth a pa‘da melt and come out, then he
becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jik‘a' offence. If he bores a big hole and the ghee
and oil come out lik'e glue and this continuous uninterrupted oozing is worth
more than one dea and when he sees this', repentance is produced in his
mind and then he puts it back again m'to the jar, then he becomes guilty of
Thullaccaya. If, surely. there remains outside anything worth a pdda, he
becomes guilty of a Pa‘rfijika' offence. If he shifts the jar and places it on
a stone with the intention that it should fall down on the ground, then he
becomes guilty of a Pa'ra'jik'a' ofl‘ence.

[ 19] The owner puts on a good level place an empty jar where he
has not yet poured ghee or oil, but where he intends to pour the same. The
Bhikkh'u deliberately places it, afterwards, resting it on a huge wooden
[block] or stone with the. idea that it should break. The owner sees the
Bhikk'hu doing this purposely and if at the time when the jar breaks, the
owner demands the price of the jar and if he pays it back, then it is well and
good. But if he does not pay it back, then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jik'a‘

‘offencc.
If the Bhikkhu has not the idea of breaking the jar but before he makes

use of it, he thrOWS within the jar, various kinds of rotten things [or other
sundry things], small or great, then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence.
If he uses it, then he becomes guilty of Thullaccaya. When he has used it,
if the owner sees the same and demands the price of the jar and if he does
not pay it back, then he becomes guilty of a Pa'ra'jtk’a' offence. He has no
idea of stealing the jar, but just with an angry mind, he breaks it, or burns
it, or with water enunda tes it, or by various other means renders it impossible
for the owner to get it fresh and alive ( Q; 3% ) , then he becomes
guilty of a Dukkata offence. He should pay back the price to the owner.
But if he does not pay it back, then he is guilty ofa Pa'ra'jik'a‘ offence. He
puts sand, earth or stones into the jar and then pours water into it so as to
sender it full and overflowing and thus if the jar is rendered un-usablc, then
he must return the price to the owner. If he does not pay it back then he
becomes guilty of an ochnce as said above.

The Teacher says : The detailed commentary on things underground is
now concluded.



 

IX.22 ] THEFT OF THINGS ABOVE GROUND OR IN AIR

[20] [He says :] I must now give the comment on things above
ground.

Things placed above ground mean tlu’ngs placed on the ground, or in a
palace, tor on the top of a mountain, and things like the same, which are put
in places that are not hidden. Thu’ is what is' meant by things placed above
ground. They may be either collected [in one place], or scattered [in
different places], or deposited in a vessel. The Teacher says .' The mean-
m‘g of this' is' already explained in detail. I should now make only some
general remarks. As regards things which can be takch hold of in one’s
hand, you can yourselves know. Things like ghee, oil, honey, milk and
drinks are [to be treated ] like the flowing water, and in no way different.
You can yourselves know. Things cheap, or expensive like gold locking in
( fig ) pearls strung together, or long white soft woollen cloth—if

they are shifted from their' original place even to the extent of a
hair’s breadth, then one becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jika' ofl‘encc.

Thus is concluded the section on things above ground.

[21 ] Things in the open [air] -—-that is, peacock and the lik'e. There
are Six' places [of extremity] in a peacock. Which are those six' ? Firs't,
the face of a peacock; second, the tail; third, both wings,“ fourth, the feet;
fifth, the back g“ mm, the crest.

A Bhikkhu thinks : ‘ I should like to steal a peacock in the open [ air ].’
The peacock is on the point of flying up in the air. The Bhikkhu
goes and stands in front of the peacock. The peacock sees the Bhikkh’u
and is not able to fly. He spreads his wm'gs and stops. The Bhikkhu' be-
comes guilty of a Dukkata [offence]. He raises his hand and touches lum'.
He becomes here also guilty of a Dukkata [offence]. If he shakes the pea-
cock [in his place] then he is guilty of a Thullaccaya offence. But if he
holds him and pulls him' by the tail and removes him ifom the place where
his' head stood, then he becomes guilty of a Pa'ra'jik'a" offence. If he pulls
near him the left wings so as to make his right wings come upto [the place
occupied by the left wings] , then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jik'a' offence.
In the same way with his upper and lower extremities. If the peacock is'
in the air and if the peacock then descends on one or the other part of his
body and stays there—if he is on his right arm and if the Bhikkhu with the

.idea of stealing him away puts his left hand around him' and removes him
from the place [he had occupied] , then he becomes guilty of a Pa'ra'jika"
offence. But if the peacock himself flies and comes over there, then there
is no violation [ of any rule of offence ]. With the idea of stealing him away,
he takes him and goes forth. When he takes his first step, he becomes guilty
of a Thullaccaya but when he has taken his second step he becomes guilty
of a Para-jika' offence.

[22] There is a peacock on" the ground. A Bhilc'khu has the idea
of stealing him' away. He takes the peacock belonging to some other person.

 

13. The Pali Commentary has nothing corresponding to the back. There, wings on both
sides are the two places of extremity. The Chinese text takes both of them as one place and
so it had to add one more—‘hack.’ The Fall Commentary seems to be more reasonable.
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If he holds him by one or_the other part of his' body Without taking him away
from the earth, then he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya. But if he entirely
lifts him up with no part of his body touching the earth, then he becomes
guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ olle‘nce. If a. peacock is in a cage and if with the idea
of stealing away the peacock one takes hold of the cage and taking it goes
away, then he becomes guilty of an offence commensurate with [its value
in] pdda, more or less. If a peacock is in a garden eating his' food, and if
with the idea of stealing him away, he drives him outside the gate, then he
becomes guilty of a grave offence. With the idea of stealing a peacock, if
one throws him outside the garden, then one becomes guilty of a Para'jika'
offence.

A peacock is in a vd'lage. If with the idea of stealm'g him away, one
drives him outside the bounds of the village, then one becomes guilty of a
Para‘jika‘ ofl‘ence. A peacock is himselfmoving about, and goes to a monastery
or to an open ground ( 23 iii], ) . A Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing
him away, takes a stick or takes a stone or a piece of wood, and throws it at
the peacock, who gets frightened and flies towards a forest, or on the roof
of a house, or returns to the original place, then one does not become guilty.
If with the idea of stealing him away, he deliberately drives him out or re-
moves him [from the original place ]' even to the extent of a hair’s breadth
then he becomes guilty of a, Pira‘jika' offence.

In the same way there will be violation, or no violation with regard to
all other birds—exactly as in the case of a peacock; in no way djfl‘enrent.

[23] A piece of cloth that is' blown around by the wind in open air.
A Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing it, takes hold of one or the other part of
it, then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata. If taking hold of it, he shakes it
[in its place], then he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya and if he removes
it from its place, then he becomes gtu'lty of a Pa"ra'jika" ofi‘ence. This piece
of cloth also is like the peacock [as far as the places of extremities are
concerned] and is in no way different. If a piece of cloth is falling down
on ground from the open air [above] and a Bhikkhu seizes it with his hand,
then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. But if he removes it from the
original place, then he violates [the rule of] a grave ofi‘ence.

[ 24 ] A thing falling down—~—A person who has decorated lums'ell‘with a
precious ornament on his body drops down that ornament unknowm'gly.
A Blitkkh'u secs from afar this precious thing coming down through open air.
\‘Vith the idea of stealing, he seizes that precious thing and removes it from
the ground even to the extent of a hair’s breadth, then he becomes guilty of
a Pa'ra‘jika‘ offence. In the case of a hiring, the same ofi‘ence, as said before;
in no way different.

A detailed commentary on things in open air is concluded.

[25] Various kinds fa thing: plead on a col—Whether one seizes them
or not—this' matter also is to be treated like things placed upon ground; in
no way different.
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THEFT OF THINGS IN AIRIX. 27]

If one takes away the things along with the cot and goes away, removing
it from. the original place, then you yourselves can-know [what offences one
commi ts]. 0..

[26] A ka‘sa'va placed on a clatlrstandu—Ifa Bhikkhu, with the idea
of stealing away a ka‘sa'ua on a cloth-stand, moves it from the original place
then he becomes guilty of a grave offence. Ifhe removes it from the original
place without letting the two ends come together Z: M ) then
[also] he does become guilty. If he pushes it to any of the two extremities,
then he violates a rule of offence. If he takes it away along with the stand,
then he becomes guilty of a grave offence. If the kdsdva is tied to the cloth-
stand and if he pushes it to any of the two extremities, then he becomes
guilty of a Thullaccaya, but ifhe loosens the knot and takes it and goes away,
then he becomes guilty of a Pa'ra‘jika" offence.

A Bhikkhu ties up his ka'uiva at four corners and renders it [into
a canopy] to hold dust. If another Bhikkhu with the idea of Stealing it away
u'nties one corner. . . .upto to three corners—then in all these cases, he be-
comes guilty of a Thullaccaya. If he unties all the four corners then he be.—
comes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence. If the ka‘sdva is placed on a stand and
one end of it rests on the stand and the other on the ground and if one
end [of the cloth] leaves the stand but the other end does not leave the
ground, then he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya. If one end leaves the
ground but the other end does. not leave the stand, then also there is‘
Thullaccaya. But if [both the ends] leave the stand as well as the ground,
then there is Pa‘ra‘jika".

[27] A Bhikkhu puts a cloth-bag or any other miscellaneous thing
suspended from a hook. If a Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing it away,
holds the bag in his hands but does not remove it from the hook, then there
is Thullaccaya. But if he takes it out of the hook, then he becomes. guilty
of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ ofl‘cnce.

A Bhikkhu keeps a cloh-bag on a peg. If a Bhikkhu with the idea of
stealing it away, takes it OFF the peg, but does not remove it from the wall,
then there is Thullaccaya; also when he takes it, it is off the wall, but not of?
the peg, then there is' Thullaccaya. But if he removes it [both] from the
peg as Well as the wall, then there is Pa‘ra‘jika“.

Further, he places the cloth-bag or any other miscellaneous thing on a
peg. A Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing it away, intends to lift it and take
it away. So he releases it from the peg and lets it come down on his shoulder.
If, at that time, he feels repentance in his mind and, therefore, puts it back
on the peg, then there is Thullaccaya. If again the idea of stealing it aWay
rises up, and he takes it and goes away, then there is Pa'ra'jika‘. If when he

 

l4. Evidently, the Chinese translator has not understood the original (crin—civara-vam:a.
It is merely a bamboo kept suspended from the roof with the help of two pieces of a cord tied
at the extremities of the bamboo, or the extremities of a bamboo are firmly fixed in the walls
and a rest is prepared to keep clothes hanging over the bamboo. He takes it in the sense of a
frame or a stand ( €11". ) .
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lifts it from the peg, he finds it too heavy [for him to carry ] and so he lets
it down on the ground, then there is Thullaccaya. I,f afterwards, he takes
it off the ground and goes away, then there is Pix-fijika offence.

[28] Question :—What is meant by a peg ?
Answer t—Bore ahole one cubit ( ) in length and put a headed

nail in the wall. It may be curved like the tusk of an elephant. And all
kinds of pegs like the same.

Ifa piece of cloth is on a tree and if a Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing
it, takes it away—whether it is cheap or expensive-—then the same detailed
explanation as in the case of [a piece of cloth on] a peg.

A piece of cloth is on a fruit-tree and a Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing
it, shakes the tree to take away the cloth. The cloth does not fall down but
the Bhikkh'u sees the fruit and. he gets an idea of stealing the fruit. If he
shakes the tree and the fruit falls down and if its value is one pidd, then there
is Pa‘ra'jika‘ offence.

If both the fruit and the cloth do not fall down, then there is' Thullaccaya.
Thus is concluded 'the section on tlun'gs suspended.“5

[ 29] Place: in water —What 15' deposited in water. Through fear
of the king and the lik'e, whateVer is kept lu'dden in' water ; whatever is placed
in vessels of copper and the like that is' not perishable in water.

Place: in water, that is, [places as in] a tank. If a thing is deposited
there, then it will not be washed away by its water. The thing will stay
there. At that time, a Bhikkhu with the idea of stealing makes a search of
things in the wa ter.thn he goes to make a serach in the shallow water,with
every step that he takes, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. If he goes
towards deep water, with every device ( 7’5; 43: that he designs, he becomes
guil'ty of a Dukkata offence. And when he entezs water, if there is a surging
wave and the like and if he does not reach the place where the thing is deposited,
or if he sees a poisonous serpent, or a big fish, or a crocodile, or a very dangerous
animal and, through fear, he runs away and misses [his object], then he
is not guilty. The Teacher says : Scizing the object and the like is to be
treated as said before already; in no way difle';ent. You yourselves can know.

[ 30] Place: [of extremity ]—One can grasp the object at six places——
{our sideways, one above and one below. Thus there are six places. If
in the tank, there are lotuses and the like and if a Bhikkhu with the idea of
stealing takes away a lotus, then according to the price, high or low, he 15‘
bound down by an offence. When one cuts a lotus and even though the
silken thread of the stalk remains uncut, one becomes guilty of a Parijik'a‘
ofl‘ence.

If, with the idea of stealing, one takes away the stalk [of a lotus] by
digging it out of earth, then the offence is light or heavy as has been already
said above. If there are various kinds of miscellaneous things kept on water,
and if one, with the idea of stealing and intending to haul them, goes to one

15. This is the Chinese rendering corresponding to Pali ve/m'mtjlmm'.
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place or the other, and he pulls at them without moving them from their
original place, then he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya ofienee. But if he
lifts them up from their original place even a hair’s breadth, then there is
Pa'ia'jik'a: offence. "

If the lotuses are bound in a bundle and are floating on the water ' and
i,f with the idea of stealing, one untics the bundle, he becomes guilty of
Thullaceaya. But if he removes the bundle [from its original place], then
he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence.

The topic of six places is to be understood as already stated above.

[31 ] If, with the idea of stealing, one plucks up the root of a lotus,
without completely cutting it away, then he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya.
If One completely cuts oil‘ the root, then there 15' a Pa'ra'jika' offence. If the
tank is dry having no water, and if one digs out the lotus from all its four
sides and cuts the root, then there is Thullaccaya. When he removes it
from its original place, then according to its value, high or low, he is bound
down by an offence.

There 1s' a tank with fish. The tank is owned by some one. In a
particular place of the water in the tank, if a Bhildchu with the idea of steal-
ing, takes a hook or a net or lays down a fish~trap but no fish enters the trap,
then there is Dukkata. If the fish enter the trap, then there is' Thullaccaya.
If he picks up the fish and when it is' removed from the water, then there is
Pa‘ra‘jrk'a". If the fish jump out of the net on to the shore, then there is'
Thullaccaya. From the shore he picks up the fish away from its place,
then according to the value, high or low, one is bound down by an ofl'encc.
The same treatment also with regard to a tortoise.

[32] One, with the idea of ' stealing, wants to catch fish. But the
tank being big, he cannot get any. So he makes a small tank, with a channel
[from the big tank ] to let the fish enter it. If the fish enter the small tank,
then there is Dukkata. If he [tries] to catch the fish from the small tank
but he does not get any, as the fish go back again to the big tank, then there
is Thullaccaya. If the fish do not at all come to the small tank, then also
there is Thullaccaya. 1f from within the channel or from within the small
tank, he removes the fish from their place, then accordm'g to the value of
the fish, high or low, he is bound down by an ofl'ence. If the water in the
tank is being evaporated and is about to be exhausted, the fish get collected
together in one place. Some one puts some [poisonous] medicine [in the
place] and the fish die. A Bhikkhu, not knowing this, takes this fish consi~
dcring it to be fit for one who has taken the vow of accepting cast—away
things (pamyu-ku‘lika), then there is no violation [of any rule of offence ]. If
he knows that they are owned by some one, then according to its price, high
or low, he is bound dowu by an offence. If the owner of the fish demands
the price, then one must pay it back. If one does not pay it back, then one is
guilty ofan offence. \thn the owner of the fish has already taken it [ back ],
but has no mind to keep it [ with him] and the Bhikkhu with the idea of
stealing takes it away, then there is Thullaccaya. The Teacher says : the
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light or the grave nature of this offence is like what has been already told
You yourselves can know.

Thus is concluded the section on [things in] water.

[33] Bozt—VVhatever is used by ordinary men to cross a river even
to the extent of the use of a rope. But here, whatever is used by ordinary
men to carry things—all tlu's is' called boat.

9°113-1 On a boat, there may be men or no men; evcn to the extent of sundry
735c.9 things—All this is [to be treated] as before. '

A Bhikkh'u has the idea of stealing. He intends to steal the boat. But
he thinks to himself : ‘I want to take away the boat; but I have no one to
assu‘t me. I must find out some help-mate. Then he goes....seizes...shakes
up...[ In all these cases the treatment ] will be as before.

[34] Disconnect: the rope—Disconnects the rope, but the rope does not
leave the [original] place, then there is Dukkata. If the rope leaves the
original place, then there is Thullaccaya or Para-jik'a' ofl'ence. The Teacher
says : I must now explain this in detail. If he ties the boat in Water 111'
a rapid current and if the rope is cut, then he is guilty of a Pa'raj'ika' offence.
If it is in water that is not flowing and if the rope is cut, but the boat does
not leave the [original] place, then there is Thullaccaya." If, however,
the boat leaves [original] place, then there is Pira'jiki offence. If the boat
is in water that is not flowing and if, first, it moves from the [origin'al] place
and then the rope is' cut, then as soon as the rope is cut, he becomes guilty
of a Para'jika“ ofi‘ence. If the boat is on land (lit. dry earth) and if it is
removed from its [original] place, then there is Pa'ra'jika‘ offence. If the
boat is supported by two wooden blocks and if he goes to steal away one
wooden block, then there is Thullaccaya. If he goes [to steal]. both the
wooden blocls and the boat falls on ground, then there is Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence.
A boat is on land and a Bhikkhu has the idea of stealing it away. With the
help of a long rope and a pulley, he hauls the boat away from its place; then
there is Thullaccaya. He moves the boat from its place and then discon-
nects the rope, then there is Pa‘ra‘jika' offence. The boat in the water is not
tied and a Bhikkhu with the idea of stealing is on it. He intends to go to-

Q‘Hb-l wards the cast but the wind is blowing towards the west, then there is
735021 Thullaccaya“. If the idea of stealing aris'es after going to the place reached,

and if he takes it, then there is Pa'ra'jika. If repentance arises in his mind
when it is being blown by the wind and if he comes back to the original place
and the master demands ( §\ ) the boat, then he must return. If he does
not return it to the master, then there is Para—jika‘.

Thus is concluded the section on a boat.

 
[35] A vehicle, such as a cart and the like. A cart which has stored

up sundry things—living beings (lit. beings with consciousness ) or
non-living beings (lit. beings with no consciousnesS')—all this is to be under-

16. Some details that are found at the end of this section have nothing corresponding
in Pall commentary which gives other details.

  



  

'TH‘EF'X‘ OF THINGS IN A CONVEYANCE OR A LOAD‘IX.3‘/ ]

stood as said before. In a cart is stored up some husk. A Bhikkh'u with the
idea- of stealing it uses a vessel or a bowl for mrrying away things. As long
as the bowl is not taken away from the place [where the things are stored],
there is Thullaccaya. But if the bowl leaves the place, then there is Pa‘ra‘jika‘.

If the cart is heavy and if he is not able to haul it, and if he seeks a bull
with the intention of hauling it, then at the very outset as he seeks the bullock
he is guilty of a Dukkat‘a. If he secures the bull to haul the cart, then when
the bullock lifts his first step, there is Thullaccaya. If he takes up four steps,
then there is Pa‘ra'jika‘. If he intends to go to the east, while the bullock
goes towards the west, then there is Thullaccaya. But if he returns to the
original road [that he -had in mind], then there is Pa'ra'jika'. If [any part
of ] the conveyance is hanging on a wall and if one takes it with the idea of
stealing it, then there is' violation or no [of a rule], as said in the case of a.
suspended bowl-bag; in no way different.

Thus is concluded the section on [things in] a conveyance.

[36] Things in a load—that is, what is carried in a load on the head.
The Teacher says : I should like to expound the meaning of this.

The Head—that is, whateyer is above the gullet [in front] and the
boundary line of hair at the back—this is called the head. Whatever
sundry things are placed above that—this is called a head-load. Whatever
is down below the gullet and the border line of the hair—this is called
the shoulder. Whatever is below the arm-pit and above the abdomen—this
is called waist? (3. kati fin ) . If one seizes [theseloads], then there is
Dukkata.The rest like things carried in a head-load and deposited are to
be treated as said beforeThe remaining topics like [things carried on]
a shoulder or waist-line (kati), also, are sun'ilar. The meaning of [the
expressions] coming next is easy to be understood.

Thus is concluded the section on things carried in a load.

[37] A garden, that is, a flower-garden or a fruit-garden,~where
fragrant plants grow. They are dug out by a Bhikkhu who has the idea of
stealing them away. Then according to the value, high or low, he becomes
guilty of an offence. If in a garden, there is bark of a tree and if with the
idea of stealing it, one peels it offand takes it away, then according to the high
or low price, he becomes guilty.The same treatment with regard to the
flowers and fruit in the garden.

If there is a park under dispute and if a stranger Bhikkhu snatches it
away because of his strength in carrying on disputes, then at the time when
he starts the dispute, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata. If he creates a doubt
in the mind ofthe owner, then there is Thullaccaya. If the owner [loses
all hope] and then has the idea of indifference [for that park] , then there
is Pa'rajika. If the OWner had not yet the idea of indifference, and the
Bhikkhu snatches it thinking that he has obtained it for certain, then [also]
there is Pa‘rfijika‘. If he says: “Ofli'cials take bribes; the [wrongful] contestant
of the garden will be successful”, and the owner of the garden [thus] believes
that his cause will be lost,‘then the Bhikkhu becomes guilty of Pa'ra‘jiki.
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If the matter is taken to the San'gha for decision and the San'gha
deliberately gives the decision against Law, then the person responsible for
the decision is guilty of Pa‘ra'jik'a‘. If, however, in the San'gha, the dispute
is very scrupulously decided accordm'g to Law, then the [wrongful] con.
testant will not be guilty of such [Pa‘ra'jik'a' offence] but of Thullaccaya.

Thus is concluded the section on [thin'gs in] a garden.

[38] In a monasteyr ( $ ) — Sundry things are placed in a monastery, If
one picks up things placed, touching at four points, [then .the treatment] is
as said before. If a house is [already] given to the San'gha, small or great,
coming from all the four directions, and if a Bhik'khu intends to pick up a
dispute over its appropriation, then it cannot be a matter of dispute, as there
is no one master [who could be held responsible] for being accused ( ) .
There is no violation [of the rule] of grave offence. If a donor gives agift
to a gana (group), or even upto one sin'gle individual, and if' one with idea of
stealing takes away this house and if the owner gets the idea that his case 15'
lost and if the thief gets the idea that: he has got it certainly—then whether
there is' violation or no violation will be [determined] as said before.

Thus is concluded a brief discussion on [things in] a monastery.

[39 ] In a field, that is, in a field of two kinds. Which are the two
kinds ? One, the field of pubbazzzza (prim'ary food); the other the field of
aparazma (secondary food). What is' called pubbazzzm ? When a field has
seven kinds of grain such as paddy (Jill) and the like. What is aparaaaa”?
\Vhen a field has' cereals or pulses ( 3,— ) and the like, even upto a
sweet sugar-cane.

If a Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing, takes the paddy equivalent to
one pa‘da, then he becomes guilty of a grave offence. Even when the paddy
is, not yet reaped, if a Bhikkh'u.with the idea of stealing it, seeks a sickle, or
a pingo C W ) ,or a basket, or any other contrivances [to carry the paddy],
then he becomes guilty of a. Dukkata. If with his hand, he seizes it, then
he is guilty of Thullaccaya. If having seized, he [proceeds to ] cut it, but
if it remains still connected with other things that grow there and if it is' not
removed from the original place, then one becomes guilty of Thullaccaya.
But if it is completely released severing all connection,then according to
the price, high or low, one becomes guilty.

If with the idea of stealing, one takes paddy to make rice out of it, then
before it is put into the revolving device (1'. e. mill) one becomes guilty of
Dukkata. If he seizes the paddy and beats it with a pestle, then for every
action of his, he becomes guilty of Thullaccaya. If rice is already made and if
leaving the [base of] earth he puts it into a vessel, then there is Pa‘ra‘jik'i-

If a Bhikkhu has a dispute with others about a field, then there will '
be the same [treatment] as has been already said. v ,

If a ,Bhikkhu steals from another his field, or [a part of the field ] even
to the extent of a hair, or definitely has the idea of stealing it, then he be’
comes guilty of l’a‘ra‘jika‘. Why ? Because, the land is so valuable that

o..._

17. See Prof. RV. lispal’: paper on Aparapnfi (Uni. oquvIon Review, Jan. 1952, pp. 67—71)-
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its value cannot be calculated. If this' Bhikkhu comes and asks the San'gha
whether he can take the land and if the S‘an'gha is in agreement with him',
then all of them are guilty of a grave offence.

Q

[‘40 ] If there are two marker [—stones], and if' a Bhikkh'u hf'ts up one
marker [-stone], then he becomes guilty of Thullaccaya. If he lifts up both
the marker [—stones], then there is Pa'ra‘jik'a“. If the land has three marker
[—stoncs] and if he lifts up one marker, then there is Dukkata. If he lifts up
two, then there is Thullaccaya and if he lifts up three, then there is Pa’ra'jika".
If the land has many markers and if one lifts up one marker, then he is
guilty of Dukkata. Even upto his lifting [all the] markers [except] the
last two—~for all this, there is Dukkata. Out of the last two, if he lif'ts up
one, there is Thullaccaya; if he hf‘ts two, then there is Pa‘ra‘jika.

If a Bhikkhu has the idea of stealing, and if by stretching a rope he
takes the land of others, then when he proceeds to lay down the rope at the
first end, he becomes guilty of Thullaccaya; when he puts the rope on both
the ends, then there is Pfira‘jika‘. If he writes a name on the land and when
he does it for the first time at one end, there is Thullaccaya. If he writes
it at both the ends, then there is Pa'ra'jika'.

If, with the idea of stealing, a Bhikkhu makes a solemn announcement :
“This land is mine.” The owner of the land hears it and with suspicion
in his mind he becomes afraid whether he would lose his land. Then this
Bhikkhu is guilty of Thullaccaya offence. If the owner of the land gets firm
idea that he has certainly lost the land, then he is guilty of Para'jik'a'.

Thus is concluded the section on field.

[41 ] The site, that is, the land site of a monastery or the land-
site of a garden, whether with trees or without trees, with fencing or without
fencing. Whatever has been said with regard to the section on flOWer-
garden and with regard to the section on field, is' to be said [here] in brie.f

Thus is concluded the section on land-site.

[42] A tillage—In the original Vm'jaa a detailed explanation has
been already given. '

A forest—This land is owned by some one. But the Teacher says : it
is also without an owner.

What is meant by ‘owned by some one’ and ‘not owned by any one?’
Answer:—If there is grass or wood in a forest and if you cannot get it

without paying its price, then this is called ‘ owned by some one.’ If there
is grass or wood in a forest and if one can cut it as much as one hk'cs without
being howled at or questioned by anybody, then this is ‘ not owned by any
one.’ If a Bhikk'hu [ takes up ] things in a forest that is owned by some one,
then according to the price, high or low, he becomes guilty of an offence.
If there is a place m‘ a forest owned by some one and if he takes up things
that are discarded by people before going away, or that are not capable of
being used, then there is no offence. There is a forest that is owned by some
one and if there are things like a wooden post or sundry things lying there
for a very very long time and if there is no one to pick it up and if a
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Bhikkhu borrows it for use with 'the intention of returning it to the owner
when he comes, then there is no offence.

[43] A Bhikkhu offers the price and goes to a forest that is owned
by some one and speaks to the keeper of the fores: : “ You just permit me
to take wood in the forest. After taking it, I will pay you in return its price.”
The keeper of the forest replies : “ You can take as much as you like ”;and
the Bhikkhu then lets hts' servant enter the forest and. takes as much as he
likes; then, if he takes, there is no offence. If the owuer of the forest says
to the keeper of the forest ': ‘ If a Bhikkhu takes some thing from this' forest,
you do not take the price from him, ’ and if the keeper of the forest still tries
to extract the price from him, then the Bhikkhu should give the same. If
the keepers of the forest are asleep and not yet awake, or are not present
because they have gone out somewhere else, the Bhikkhu may enter
the forest and take the wood. I,f later, the keeper of the forest returns, sees
him and tries to extract the price, the Bhikkh'u should give the same. If a
Bhikkhu has entered the forest and has taken wood and if there aris'cs
some fear of being pursued by a thief or a tiger and he 15' not
able to pay back its price, then he may pay it later. If he does not pay, then
he becomes guilty of an offence and is bound down by an offence according
to the price, high or low (_bltazzda-d}eya.m [Jana hoti ). If a Bhikkhu enters
the forest without taking permission from the keeper and i,f with the idea
of stealing, directly takes away things belonging to others and if he
goes beyond the bounds of the forest, then he is bound down by an ofienCc
according to the price, high or low; he becomes guilty.

Thus concludes the section on forest.

[44} Watcr [Vim iii. 51 J—that is already stored in pots. When
there is scarcity of water, in each and every family they store water in big

jars. A Bhikkh'u with the idea of stealing [water] by boring a hole into
the jar, makes an attempt at boring by having a tiny [superficial]
cut ( w l}? i? it” ) into the jar, then he becomes guilty of a
Dukkata. If the bore is not yet made all through, then he becomes guilty
of Thullaceaya. If he makes a hole all through and gets water through it,
then he becomes guilty and is bound by an offence according to the price,
high and low. Also when the jar is small, a Bhikkhu inclines it and
gets water out of it, then also he becomes guilty according to the price, high
or low. If the jar has a large mouth and if one inserts a small pot into it and
takes water, then [he is to be treated ] as has been already said in the section
on ‘ stealing oil.’

[45 ] If the water is in the tank of some one else and a Bhikkhu with
the idea of stealing [waterJ digs out the-earth and definitely takes water
from it and if’ the water that flOWS out is worth more than one pa‘da, then the
Bhikkhu becomes guilty of a Pa'ra‘jika' offence. If a Bhikkhu, with the idea
of stealing [water] by some means, digs out the boundary edge of the tank
belonging to some one else and almost makes a hole through, wishing to let
some one else break it through and. through at this place, or some little boys



  
  
   
   

 

   

 

   

  

 

   

THEFT OF WATER1x.49]

to break it through, or cows to trample on the place and break it through,
and if the water flows out through this place, then the Bhikkhu becomes
guilty of a Pa'ra'jika‘ ofi‘ence. In the tank, ‘theretis a big tree. A Bhikkhu,
,_, eking the water, cuts the tree, and fells it into the tank. The tree gives
‘. 'sc to ‘a splash of waves which precipitates the slipping down of the bound-
' ry-edge of the tank and water then flOWS out. He becomes guilty and is bound
' y the offence according to the price, high or low. '

‘ [4-6 ] A Bhikkhu has two tanks, one of which has‘ water and the other
’_ without any : each of them is on each side of a tank belonging to others”.
"The tank of others has plenty of water. A Bhikkhu, With the idea of stealing,

Lydigs a hole ( 7'1 ) in his tank with water which thus has communication
with the tank belonging to others and so he lets his water flow into another’s

5' tank with the result that the other man’s tank overEOWS and the water enters
L his dry tank. If thus loss is caused to the water in the tank of another per—
‘, son, then there is an ofl'encc according to the price, high or low.

[4-7] If a Bhikkhu has his field near a dry tank belonging to others,
' then he thinks out -a device of digging into the tank so that it will

be communicating with his field. When it rains, the water from the tank
V enters his field. When the owner of the tank comes and tries to demand the
‘ price of the Water [that he lost ], the Bhikkhu has to pay him back. If he

-‘ does_not pay back, then he becomes guilty according to the price, high or low.
A group of families has one tank [in common ], and a portion of water

flows into the field. If a Bhikkhu with the idea of stealing, diverts the water
of others into his own field and if his [neighbour’s] crop does not perish,
then there is Thullaccaya. But if his crop perishes, then he becomes guilty
according to the price,'high or low.

Thus is concluded the section on water.

. [48] Tooth-sticks—This is just like what has been said above
with regard to things in a garden.

The Teacher, [however], adds : If a servant of the San’gha takes
tooth-sticks and they are in his house before they are made available to the
San'gha, then they form property of the servant. If a Bhikkhu, with the
idea of stealing, selects them in advance and takes them, then he becomes
guilty according to the price, high or low. If the servant of the San‘gha is
entrusted with certain things and if thikkhu takes them with the idea of
stealing and without taking permission of the San'gha, then also he is guilty
according to the price, high or low.

[49] The San'gha asks some novices to get for the San‘gha,
every fifteenth day, tooth-sticks. The novices select some good ones and

 

A2 D Al
18- Ci.- —Mark this figure. A has tanks] and 2 on both sides of B’s tank.

Al ha: water, A2 is dry, B’s tank has ample water. There is a communication between A1
and B’s tank. 50 when water flows from Al into B's tank, B's tank overflow: and the water
enters A2 tank, with the result that B’s tank also lose: some ol'its own water.

...33
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give them to their teacher. The San‘gha does not get: any share. If a Bhik-
khu, with the idea of stealing, takes [some] from the selected ones.
then also he is guilty according to the number, many or few. If the tooth-
sticks are already plaCed in the usually appointed place of the San'gha and
if one takes them [from that place], then there is no offence. You must
know the prescribed rule about tooth-sticks.

Question :———What is it that should be known ?
If the San‘gha takes three19 tooth-sticks every day, then following the

San'gha, one should also take only three. If, however, one has entered the
trance-room or if one is listening to religious discourses, then he may take
five or Six'l”. When they are exhausted, he can get them more. Why is
it that he has not to take with him‘ more but take only five or six P Lest he
may be scolded by people.

Thus is concluded the section on tooth—sticks.

[50] Tree—That is aJambu, or a mango on which climbs a foreign
creeping plant (173‘s ) like that of pepper. A Blulk'l-J'Iu, with the idea
of stealing, cuts with an axe the tree with the creeping plant. But the
[m‘ner] bark ( still clings so that continuity still remains. Then
he is guilty of Thullaccaya. But if" it is [completely] cut, then there is'
Pa'ra'jik'a. The creeper is cut but it still remains on the tree, then
also Pa‘ra‘jika‘. If, with the idea of stealing, one cuts more than half of the
tree and then lets it remain and if, because of this, the tree perishes then one
must calculate the price, small or great, and pay it back. If he does not,
then he is guilty. If he pierces the tree with a poisonous bone and kills the
tree, then also the same.

Thus is concluded the section on a tree.

[51] Stealing thing: in turn ( E E ) -—
A thief carries away a thing. A Bhikldiu, with the idea of stealing,

takes away that thing by force. The thing is detached from every part of
the thief ’5 body. This strong man (the thief) beats the Bhikkhu and
snatches by force that thing back from the Blu'kk"hu. Although the Bhiltkhu
does not have the thing [with him], still he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika’
offence. Why ? Because he definitely had the thought of stealing, and
the thing had been removed from its original place. If the possessor of the
thing does not give in but the Bhikkhu snatches it away by force, then as long
as the thing has not left the hand [ of the possessor ], there is‘ Thullaccaya.
But when it has left his hand, then there is violation [of the rule] of a grave
offence. If, with the idea of stealing, one releases from the hand of a man,
a bracelet or a ring, then he is guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence. But ifit still
remains around the [victim’s] hand, then Thullaccaya. The same. is the
case with regard to [an ornhmcnt on the lower part of] the leg ( m ) .

\

[ 5‘2 ] If, with the idea of stealing, one takes off a piece ofcloth belonging
to another, then at the [very] time when he first takes hold of it, he becomes

19—19. Pali Cm.l.1as one chl‘y day and four or five for special occasions.
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guilty of Dukkata. If he shakes it while snatching, he becomes guilty of
Thullaccaya. But if it is taken off [another Vperson’s] body, then there

, is Pa‘ra‘jika‘. If, while snatching, the cloth is torn asunder, then one be-
. comes guilty and has to pay the compensation according to the price, high

or low.'If a Bhikkhu-thief, with the idea of stealing, reaches upto a piece of
‘ cloth on the body of another person and if he, taking it, goes away, then as he

takes the first step, he becomes guilty of Thullaccaya. When. he takes up
i the second step, then there is Pa‘ra‘jika‘.

If with the idea of stealing, a man robs another of his piece of cloth
, covering his body (m'z/att/za-Ja'lakam. g R 22 ) and runs away, then there is

i Dukkata. If the piece of. cloth is east away and put on the ground and another
Bhikkh'u touches it with his hand then there is Dukkata. If he shakes it,
there is Thullaecaya and if it is removed from the original place, then there
is Para'jika‘. If with the idea of stealing one robs another of his piece of cloth
covering his body and runs away and if another[Bhikkhu] pursues the [Bhikkhu-]
thief but does not reach him and so he [merely] says: “ You take off the piece
of cloth and drop it on the ground; and thus save your own life." Then at
the very time when the first Bhikkhu loosens the piece of cloth on his body
with his hand, the latter Bhikkhu becomes guilty of Dukkata; when [ the
former] has let it loose, then the latter is guilty of Thullaccaya; when the 9.17a.1
piece of cloth is disconnected from every part of his body, then there is 73713.12
Pa‘ra‘jika‘ [for the latter].

[53] A Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing, [tries] to rob another man
of a piece of cloth covering [his body]. The man runs, loosens the piece of
cloth, and puts it down on the ground. The Bhikkhu not wishing to spare
the man pursues him, but does not reach him. He then returns and takes
that piece of cloth. When [in this way] the piece of cloth leaves the
ground, then there is Pa‘ra‘jika‘ [for the latter Bhikkhu].

A [Bhikkhu] has the idea of robbing another man. The man runs, gets
alarmed, takes off the piece of cloth, throws it away and goes forth. The
Bhikkhu not [wishing] to spare the man, pursues him but is not able to
overtake him and so he returns. He sees the piece of cloth on the ground.
The Bhikkhu says [to himself]: ‘This man has cast away this piece of cloth
and- has gone forth. I may pick it up. ’ [ If he does so], there is no viola-
tion [of any rule of offence ]. [But if he picks it up] as a thief, then he
becomes guilty of Dukkata. If that man returns and with the shaking of
his head says to the Bhikkhu : “ Do not take my piece of cloth, ” and if the
Bhikkhu still takes it, then as soon as that piece of cloth is removed
from the ground, he becomes guilty of Pa‘ra’jika‘.

The [running] man, with no clinging in his mind (and’layojg~ 4})
for the piece of cloth, has thrown it away and gone forth and a Bhikkhu
pursues him. But when he cannot get him, he returns. He sees the
piece of cloth on the ground and says [to himself] : ‘ This piece of cloth
has been secured because of my strength ’. and so he picks it up. Then
there is Dukkata.

Further there is one school of teachers who say : “ He does not be. 
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come guilty of any Dukkata. Why ? Because, the possessor of that piece
of cloth had no clinging for it. ”

Here is concluded the section of stealing in turn.

[54] Deposit—A man deposits a thing in a place used by a Bhik.
khu. The owner of the thing comes and asks for it. The Bhikkhu says :
“ I have not received any deposit from you. ” Then because of false speech,
he deserves to become guilty of a Pa‘cittiya [ofi'e'nce ], but because,
[he makes] this falsehood [only] a device for stealing, he becomes guilty of a
Dukk_a_ta. .

A Bhikkhu thinks : ‘ This man has deposited with me this thing. No
one knows it. I may or may not now return the same. ’ Then he becomes
guilty of Thullaccaya. If the Bhikkhu is surely determined in his mind to
get the thing [for himself] and if he makes the owner lose any hope [for
getting it back], then he becomes guilty ,of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence. The
Bhikkhu says : ‘ I will give him harassment. If he creates any great row
I shall return it. If the piece of cloth is not disputed, I must take it. ’
When the owner of the thing loses any hope about it and gives
it to the Bhikkhu, then because of his receiving that piece of cloth, there
is Pa‘ra‘jika‘.

A man receives a thing as a deposit. The owner of the thing comes
[back] and asks for it. By his mouth, he says he will return it, but at his'
heart he is determined not to return the same. The owner of the thing be-
comes doubtful of getting it back, then the Bhikkhu is guilty of a Pa‘ra'jika‘
offence. .

One who receives a deposit shifts, with the idea of stealing it, the thing
to another place, then there is Dukkata. If one exchanges the thing with
another that gets exhausted with its use and if the 'owner of the thing
comes and asks forit, then also there is'a Dukkata. If the owner of the thing
asks for its return and if he cannot return it, then there is the offence of
Pa'ra‘jika. If he borrows it for his use, then there is no offence.

[ 55 ] One sees a fine begging-bowl of another, placed along with those
of others, in a place used by a Theta. He has a mind of stealing it. He
takes his coarse bowl and puts it in the place of the Thera with the intention
of exchanging it with a fine bowl of another person. By some device, he
persuades another Bhikkhu to make [ the Thera] pass a night without sleep.
The pilierer gets up [in the morning] goes to the place of the Thera and
says : I want to go on a tour. Bearing [in mind] the marks on the [fine]
bowl of another, he says : ‘ My bowl and bowl-satchel are of such and such
marks and have such and such ashape.’ The Thera gives him that [fine]
bowl. As soon as the bowl is removed from the original place, that Bhikkhu
becomes guilty of a Pira‘jika‘ offence. If the Thera himself takes the bowl
and, intending to hand it over to the Bhikkhu, says these words : “ Who
are you that are taking this bowl at an awkward time ? ” The Bhikkhu-
thief hearing these words of the Then-a gets frightened and runs away. Then
also he becomes guilty of Pa"ra"jika". The Thera, taking the bowl with a
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pure mind, is not guilty. If the Thera has this idea arisen in his mind :
‘ This Bhikkhu has already run away. I should like to pinch it [ the bowl]. ’
Then‘ he also becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence. If the Thera, in the dark-
ness of the night, through his own mistake takes his own bowl and gives it
to the‘Bhikkhu-thief, then the Bhikkhu-thief becomes guilty of a Dukkata
offence. If the Them, through inadvertence, takes the bowl of the Bhikkhu-
thief and gives it back to him, then the Bhikkhu-thief becomes guilty of a
Dukkata; the elder is not guilty.

[56] Further, a Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing, pays respects to
the Thera and says : "‘ I am a sick Bhikkhu : let me have a bowl. ” The
Thera says .' “ In this establishment there is no sick Bhikkhu. You must
be a thief. ” The Thera had, first, a quarrel with a Bhikkhu, an inmate
of his own establishment. He has the thought of taking away the bowl of
the Bhikkhu who quarrcled with him and so gives it to this Bhikkhu-thief.
Then the Thera as well as the Bhikkhu-thief—both become guilty of
a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence. If the Thera has the thought of taking away the bowl
of the quarrelling Bhikkhu but if he cannot get it and gets only the bowl of
the Bhikkhu-thief and gives to the Bhikkhu-thief his own bowl, then this
Thera is guilty of Pa‘ra‘jika‘.

The Thera has the thought of taking away the bowl of the quarrelling
Bhikkhu but he cannot get it. He finds his own bowl and gives it to the
Bhikldtu-thief, then both the Thcra as well as the Bhikkhu-thief become
guilty of Dukkata.

[57] A Thera takes some things with him and hands them over for
holding to his young attendant Bhikkhu and says : ‘I will take you to such
and such a place.’ The young Bhikkhu takes those things, entertaining
the idea of stealing them away. He follows the Thera upto the place of
his destination. The young Bhikkhu quietly leaves the Theta and taking
those things runs away. Then with the first step the young Bhikkhu be-
comes guilty of Thullaccaya and with the second step he becomes guil'ty
of Pa’ra‘jiki.

A Thera takes a young attendant Bhikkhu to carry his things when
he enters a village for begging his food. The attendant Bhikkhu enter-
tains the idea of stealing. Taking those things, he follows the Thera as he
enters the village. He thinks : ‘As soon as I reach the village I must go
away.’ Then for every step that he takes before reaching the village, he
becomes guilty of a Dukkata. If one step is outside the boundary [of the
village] and one step inside, then there is Thullaecaya. When both steps
have already gone within bounds20 [of the village] then there is Pa‘ra‘jika".
If, while he is holding things within the village, the idea of stealing arises in
his mind and he goes out, then also, he is guilty of the same [offence].

20. This seems to be different from what we have in Pali. which clearlymentions
his going away, or returning to his m'ha‘m and so he becomes guilty : “ Sace pana maggalo
okkamma agavim pauimh, padnoa‘rena kalabbo. Alha niuauilva' m'ltdrfibhimukha pala'yxlva‘ vt‘ha‘ra'm
pavv‘riwa‘ gacc/tali, upaca'm‘likl;ame Paraffin").
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[ 58] A Bhikkhu commissions a young attendant Bhikkhu [thus];
“You take this piece of clOth and go to that village for washing and dyeing it."
The young Bhikkhu entertains the idea of stealing it, takes it and goes away,
Then for every step that he takes while he handles the piece, he gets Dultka'ta.
If he goes beyond the appointed'place, then there is Pfira'jtk‘a‘. He reaches a
village and he exchanges the piece of cloth with some other that is used or
he sells it away, then he does not. become guilty of a grave offence. He returns
and the owner asks him .' “Where is the piece of cloth ?” The Bhikkhu replies :
“ It is" exchanged with another that is worn out by use. ” The owner
demands its price. He must pay. If he does not pay, then there is Pa‘ra‘jika‘.

A Bhikkhu has a very strong mind to steal and he induces ( ) a
Thera to have his garments washed. The Thera grants ( 81‘" ) the
request and gives his garment to the Bhikkhu-thief. When the garment leaves
the hand of the Thera, the Bhikkhu-thief becomes guilty of a Pa'ra‘jtka"
offence. The Bhik'khu-thief has this idea produced in his mind : “'Takmg'
this thing I will reach the village and then I must take it.” Here also the
offence is the same.

The clothes of a Theta are unclean. When there is a slight indication
that the Thera intends to have his clothes washed, a young [attendant]
Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing. proposes to the Thera : “These clothes
need to be washed.” The young attendant further asks : “Where shall I
wash them ?” The Thera_rep1ies : “Wash them at any place you go to.”
If the young attendant washes them at the place where he goes, there is
Dukkata [only]. If he uses the clothes, then there is Thullaccaya. If
the Thera is asking back for his clothes and if he does not return them, then
there is Para‘jika'.

[59] A Theta has deposited with his donor (da‘yaka) a piece of soft
woollen cloth. A young attendant Bhikkhu with the. idea of stealing it
deceitfully goes to the donor’s house and deceitfully says : “The Thera has
asked [me] to come here and' take that piece of soft woollen cloth." Thc
master of the family who has received the deposit gives it; or the master
has received it and the mistress gives it; or the mistress has received it and
the master gives it. As soon as the piece of the cloth goes into the hands of
the Bhivkkhu, then in each of these cases, there is Pa‘ra‘jika‘.

A donor says to the Thera : “I wish to invite you, Sir Them, for
food and give this sheet of white soft woollen elOth.” A young Bhikkhu
comes to know this. He goes to the house of the donor and says to him :
“The Thera has instructed me to come here and [hr the time being receive
food and the cloth for which an invitation has been already given. The
time has come and so I should receive the same." The donor then gives
that soft woollen cloth to him. The Thera, later on, comes to know of this
and he then snatches it from the young Bhikkhu. I f he does not give it back
[to the Thera], then he becomes guilty of a Pfim‘jika’ ofl‘enee.

A donor gives an invitation to two Bhikkhus for [ rainy] summer-
residence (vassa‘va'sa). When the [rainy -]summer-residence is over, he has
a giit to make of two sheets of soft woollen Cloth. one coarse and the other
fine. But he does not present it at that time. Later, the Thera sends a
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young Bhikkhu to the donor for that gifted woollen cloth. The donor gives
it and says to the younger Bhikkhu : “The finer sheet is for the Thcra and
the coarse one is for the younger one.” The young Bhikkhu takes those
pieces and puts them in one place. The Thera asks hlm‘ : “Which is the
piece given to me P” The younger Bhikkhu, with the ideal of stealing,
replies .' “The course one is for the Thera.” If the Thera then takes the
coarse piece of woollen cloth, then the younger Bhikkhu becomes guilty of
Thullaccaya. \thn the younger one has the finer piece, then as he
receives the cloth from its place, there is Pa'ra‘jika". '

The younger Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing, writes on the cloth the
name. On the finer cloth, he puts his own name. Later, the Thera, be-
cause of the name, takes [the coarse] woollen cloth. Then the younger
Bhikkhu becomes guilty of Thullaccaya. But when he takes the [finer]
cloth, then he becomes guilty of Parijika‘.

[60] An incoming Bhikkhu enters a monastery and sees an old Bhikkh'u
making his ka‘sa‘va. The incoming Bhikkhu thinks in his mind : “This is
an old Bhikkhu and so he will look after my begging-bowl.” So he quietly
puts it and goes away. Later, the begging-bowl is lost. The incoming
Bhikkhu cannot demand it. _Why 7’. Because it was not entrusted [to the
old Bhikkhu]. It is entrusted to the old man but he does not understand
the words spoken by the incoming Bhikkhu. The incoming Bhikkhu says
[to himself] that the old Bhikkhu has aceepted the trust. Later on, the
bowl gets lost. Then also the incoming Bhikkhu cannot demand the bowl.
Why P Because the words were not understood [by the old man]. He
entrusts the bowl to the old man who replies : “All right i” And if it gets
lost, then one can demand compensation for it. Why ? Because it was
[properly] entrusted.

[61 ] A Bhihki’lu, who is intelligent and who is in charge of a store-
house of bowls where the incoming and out-going Bhikkhus store up their
bowls, forgets to close the door and thus loses the bowls of the Bhikkhus, then
he has to make good their loss. If, however, some one makes a hole into
the wall and steals [a bowl], then he has not to compensate. BhiLk’hus say
to the Bhikkhu-guardian of the bowl-store : “Friend, in the morning, you
take out the bowls and keep them outside. We w11'1 send a man who will
look after them. If this watchman sleeps [in the morning] and the bowls
are lost, then the guardian of the bowls need not pay the compensation.
The Bhilslt'hu-g'uardian of the bowl-store entrusts the bowls to the Bhikkhus
and they carelessly open the store and keep their bowls as they would in their
private cells and [ in such a case] if a bowl gets lost, then the compensation
can be demanded. A Bhikkhu-guardian of the bowl-store opens the door
of the store but, all of a sudden, before he is able to close the door, he is
attacked by an unexpected disease and so he c’annot return the trusts entrusted
to him. If [under these circumstances], a bowl gets lost, then there is no
compensation. The Bhikkhu-guardian closes the store and sleeps. A thief
comes there and orders him to open the door. The Bhikkhu does not open.
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The thief says to him 2 ‘I can open the door. I shall kill you.’ The Bhikkhu
still does not open. The thief [prepares to] cut open the door with an
axe. The Bhikkhu thinks : ‘If I do not 'open, I shall die, and further the
bowls will be lost.’ Thereupon, he opens the door. The thief carries away
all the bowls and goes. The Bhikkhus cannot demand [compensation].

[62] If an intelligent Bhikkhu-guardian gives the key [of the store]
to an in-coming Bhikkhu and if that in-coming Bhikkhu subsequently opens
the store, steals away bowls and goes, then the intelligent Bhikkhu—guardian
of the store ought to give compensation.

If a Thera says to the clever Bhikkhu-guardian of a bowl-store : ‘I wish
to deposit the bowl with the store-master and along with him I shall look
after the same.’ They keep the door open and do not close it. A bowl gets
lost. Then both of them together must compensate.

If a Thera takes some man with him and enters the store, the clever
Bhikkhu of the bowl-Store says to him : “Do. not enter with this man,” and

, the Theta replies : “Don’t worry ( )5)? E3 ) ” and if a bowl gets lost,
then the Thera himself must compensate.

There is a clever Bhikkhu of the treasure-house of the San‘gha. There
is a big assemblage of large crowds of people. Miscellaneous things go out
and come within, and one .man is not enough to take care of all of them.
If a thing gets lost, then that clever Bhikkhu of the store has not to pay any
compensation. If any offerings come from outside, then the clever Bhikkhu
of the store must get two shares.

[63] A Bhikkhu who has taken up the practices of purification (d/mla),
though he stays in a monastery, does not stay in the rooms of the San‘gha, or
does not eat food given to the congregation by donors. He sets up a temporiscd
room for himself. The San'gha cannot book his services as a distributor of
duties ( 3H5 ) or as an attendant who would look after some other work.

If there is a Bhikkhu who is capable of reciting and instructing the
Dhamma, then he has to get [a share] in the offerings which the San‘gha
gets, as he is of great use to the San'gha. The San‘gha cannot get his services
as an attendant who would look after the work of the San‘gha. If there is a
dwelling-place, a garment and a bowl, then first of all, they must be given
to him after making them usable. An extra share must be given to him of
food and drinks, fruits and roots.

If a Bhikkhu has received for his use a dwelling-place, a garment, or
a bowl belonging to the San'gha and if through negligent placing he loses a
thing of the San‘gha, then he has to pay the compensation in all such cases.

If one is rendering service of looking after the utensils of the worship
of the Buddha then he must not give them away ( WE ) . If there are
any things lost, then he has to compensate for them all.

[Thus is concluded the section on deposits].’1

[64] Evading the Government toll-tax, that is, not to pay the tax that has
got to be paid; passing beyond the toll-post with the idea of robbing [the

21. The Chinese Cm. does not give the conluding title here, as one would expect.
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Government]. If one simply touches [while transporting] one’s goods [with
the idea of robbing the Government], then there is Dukkata. If he conceals
[his goods], there is Thu’llaccaya. Without paying the tax if he passes beyond
the toll-post, then there is Pa‘ra‘jika‘. If with the idea of robbm'g [the Govern-
ment] he throws away the tax [-money] which falls outside [the post],
then also there is Pa‘ra‘jika'. If the tax [-money] falls within, then there is
Thullaccaya. If he throws the tax [-m‘oney] outside but that thin'g [which
he pays] turns back and enters the toll-post, then also Para‘jika‘. There are,
however, some teachers22 who say that [in this case] there is Thullaccaya.

If there is a big bridge made of wood and if one end of it lies within
the limits of the toll—post.m1cl the other is outside, and if, with the idea of
robbing [the Government], one takes away his things and is stepping over
the wooden [bridge] but has not yet passed beyond it, then there is
Thullaccaya. But if he has passed beyond the wooden [bridge] then there
is Pa‘ra'jikfi.

If there are two men who have to pay the tax together and if one man
is outside the boundary of the toll—post and the other is within the bounds,
then there is Thullaccaya. When both the men are outside the bounds of
the toll-post, then there is Pa'ra‘jika‘.

One takes a bull or a horse [carrying] taxable goods beyond the toll-post
and the Bhikkhu says to the tax-receiver .‘ “Take the money according to
the tax you assess ( Igiii’ 2A" R ) ." The man who takes the tax is rather un-
mindful and the bull following his own will goes outside the boundary of the
toll-post, then the Bhikkhu is not guilty. Why ? Because he has already
said to the tax-collector : “Take the tax.”

A Bhikkhu carrying some goods reaches the toll—post. One man wishes to pay
the tax. Another says : ‘Leave it.’ The Bhikkhu passes beyond, without
paying ( 7f: ) , then there is no offence. A Bhikkhu’s goods reach
the.p]acc of Government toll-tax. He wants to pay the tax but the tart--
collector says 2 “It’s nothing ( /J\ /J\ ) . You need not pay the tax.” The
Bhikkhu takes the goods and goes beyond [the toll-post]. There is no ofi‘ence.

A Bhikkhu takes his goods and goes to the place of the tax-collector,
who has gone inside and is busy gambling. He shouts for him just three
times but gets no response and then finally ( ) he goes away. There
is' no offence.

A Bhikkhu reaches with his goods the Government toll-post. But
there arises suddenly some danger of fire, water, or robbers and every one
bu'ng alarmed runs towards all the four directions and there 15' nobody to
rec"Ive the tax. The Bhikkhu at last goes ‘away, then there is no violation.

'1‘,“ bounds [ of a toll-post] are upto the place reached by a stone-fling
[from “1“ place]. If‘a Bhikkhu carrying his goods does not reach the bounds
0f thc tC'n'l’ct but passes beyond it (the toll~post), then there is no violation.

[ 65] TthEachcr
says ; I should likc to show how even a thief can

be free from an \ffcncc.

22‘ 3T4“ Pa“ on" k films this view to Kurundz' and San'khepa-anlmkallzl.
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How can there be no offence ? 1.
Answer :-——[ If there is carrying away of ] a man who is not owned by H

any master, then there is no offence. Ifa man gives [ as a hostage ] his own 1"
son and if the parents are sent away to irrigate [a field] or if the parents
are dead and gone and if the Bhikkhu takes back such a person, then there
is no offence.

If a Bhikkhu carries with ma person who has contracted debt [from
him], then there is no offence.

There are [slaves] (1) who are born in one’s family, (2) who are
obtained by purchase and (3) who are obtained by inflicting punishments.

What is meant by ‘born in one’s family ?’ One who is born of a. ,'
female slave in one’s family.

What is meant by ‘obtained by purchase?’ One obtained by giving ;‘
some thing [ in exchange].

What is meant by ‘obtained by inflicting punishment ?’ One obtained
with the help of an army that one has raised.

It has been said in the original Vinyaa [Vim iii. 52] : If one steals away
such a man, then he does become guilty. “At the very first touch there is
Dukkafta. If he carries him in his arms and lifts one foot up from theground,
then there is Thullaccaya. If he lifts both feet from the ground, then there is
Pa‘ra‘jika‘. If he uses a threat and makes him go, then at the first device [in
this direction],he becomes guilty of a smaller offence. If he takes one step,
then there is Thullac'caya. If he takes two steps, then there is Pa‘ra‘jika'.”

[ 66 ] A Bhikkhu says to another man’s slave : “Here you are suffering.
\Vhy don’t you rebel and go away ? If you go to another place, you can
move about as you like.” If the slave listens to his advice and if he is about

. to go as his' mind directs him', then there is Dukkata. As he takes his first
9_9_3a.1 step, there is Thullaccaya. When he takes both the steps, then there Pira-
739a.18 jika". If the slave rebels, and if there are many Blii'LL"hus who would tell

him the way he should follow and if they hasten to let him go his mm way.
then as soon as they speak the words, the Bhikkhus become guilty of a grave
offence. The slave runs away and if a Bhikkhu says to him : “If thus you
run away, you will be free,” then the Bhikkhu does not become guilty. The
slave goes his way very slowly and a Bhikkhu says to him : “If you go so
gently, your maS'ter will certainly get hold of you.” Having heard these
word. of the Bhikkhu, if the slave immediately runs fast, then the Bhikk'h"
becomes guilty of a grave ofl'cnce. A slave rebels and runs away. He
reaches another region. A Bhiklthu says to him : “You may go still to “other
country. Your master will pursue you.” Having heard these Iw’ds 0-f the
Bhikkhu, if the slave still rebels and goes away, then the Bl}!"4m becomes ;
guilty of a grave offences A Bhild-t'hu says : “Here in thif" .acc you are '

fi. . . . f ,, Mlng heard thuesuering, such and such a place is very comOrtablc. ‘ lkkh.. . , then the Bhuwords of the Bh!l\.l\"llu, if the slave rebels and goes a)":-. _ o nstructcd [by the
does not become guilty as the slave goes Without l-l and ' ' ,
Bhikkhu ]. Ifa Bhikkhu says such words : “ Ir SUCh a dlrccuon
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THEFT OF ANIMALSIX.69 1

it is very comfortable; on the way, at different places, plenty of food and
drink [is available]. Who can pursue [there] 3’” Having heard these
words [of the Bhikkhu ], the slave of his own accord follows the Bhikkh'u
and if the Bhikkhu drives him away, then the Bhikkhu is not guilty. If one
reaches half way and if there is a danger of a tiger, wolf or a robber and if
the Bhikkhu shouts out to him : “ Run away,” then there is no offence.

Here is concluded the section of a thief [who does not become guilty ].

[ 67 ] Having no foot (a-pada)[Vin.iii.52]——That is, a snake who can have a
If he exhibits him, then people give

Such a man places the snake
A Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing, takes

him and goes away. Then he becomes guilty according to the price,’ high
or low. The snake is placed in a casket. A Bhikkhu,‘ with the idea of steal-
ing it, makes him come out of it by offering him the bait ofa frog or of some
cake or by pulling him out half way, then as soon as the [snake] leaves the
casket, he becomes guilty according to the price, high or low.

Thus concludes the section of [animals] having no feet.

[in a box] and goes to sleep.

[68] Those that have two feet—that is, those [animals] that
are spirits and the like. The spirits only are such as cannot be stolen away.
Birds are of three kinds :——( l ) Firstly those that have [soft] hairy wings;
(2) secondly, those that have skinny wings; and ( 3) thirdly, those that
have bony wings.

(1)
(2)
(3)

Those that have hairy wings are peacocks, hens and the like.

Those that have skinny wings are bats and the like.
Those that have 1101sz wings are the bees and the like.

'If a Bhikkhu has the thought of stealing them then he becomes guilty
and has to compensate according to the high or low price. [All the rest]

11's to be considered as said before already.
«e'

[69] Those that have four feel—that is, all kinds of beasts, elephants
{and the like. If one, with the idea of stealing and with his great strength,
ficrz'es any elephant and removes him from the original ground, then he be-
comes guilty of a Para—jika‘ ofi‘ence. An elephant in a stable is tied around

his belly, or tied at his neck, or at his four legs. If one loosens the tie and
removes him from the original place; or if not tied he drives him out of his

Treating-place; or if he is outside [ his resting-place ], he drives him out of the
Lgate [of the town ]; if he is in a village, he drives him out of the bounds of
fthe village; if he is in a forest-place, he drives him out ofit. Then as soon as

four legs leave the [ original ] place, or if he is lying down, then as soon
4.333 he gets up being whipped up, and with every step that leaves
«the [original] place, the [Bhikkhu] becomes guilty of a Pa'ra‘jika‘ offence.

A bullock, a horse, an ass or a camel—all these four—footed animals are
[t0 be treated] in the same way. i
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If a bullock” is beyond a balustrade, then to untie him and drive
him out of his place enclosed by the balustrade—all these [things] will
be treated as said belo‘re.

If by [showing him] ‘a bunch of grass, he entices him out of his place,
then as soon as he leaves 'the original place, [ the man] becomes guilty of
an offence.

If he calls the bullock by his name and if recognising the [ voice of] his'
words, he comes out, then he becomes guilty of anoFfence. [All this] also
is as said before. If the bullock is sleeping on the ground and if he kills him
and if the owner [of the bullock] demands the price, then he must pay him
back the price. If. he does not pay back, then he becomes guilty ofa grave
offence.

Thus concludes the section on four-footed [animals

[70] Animals with mat}: feet, that is, eentipedes with hundred feet
or millepedes. If one lifts each foot, then he becomes guilty of Thullaccaya
ninety-nine times. When he lifts the last (hundredth) foot, then he is
guilty according to the price, high or low.

Thus is concluded the section on animals with many feet.

[71 ] For the sake ofa thief, one goes to the house of another person,
notes a place where things are preserved and notes that the enclosing wall
has a hole dug into it. He returns and gives that information to a thief.
The thief listens to what the Bhikkhu says. For that thing he goes there
and takes the thing. Then as soon as the thing is removed from the original
place, [he (the Bhikkhu) becomes guilty ]. If there are many Bhikkhus
who send one Blii'khh'u to go there, then all become gu\ilty.

One instructs a Bhikkh'u to go and see the place where things are stored
up. [At that time] there is another Bhikkhu who says .° “ There is no
need to send anybody to go there. I myself will go and see. ” Then this
Bhikkhu becomes guilty but not the one who instructs, nor the other who is
instructed.

Many Bhikkhus compel one Bhikkhu to steal, along with them, things
and get them, and then they send away this Bhikkhu to preserve and take
care of the same, while these companions go out to search [ for things] again.
This Bhikkhu who is taking care of the things has an idea of stealing good ‘
things out of the same. Then while stealing he picks them up, then he is
bound down by a guilt according to the price high or low.

[72] Many B/n'kkltu: [ Vin. iii. 53 ]—-\ulany Bhikkhus say among
themselves : “ We all will go together to such and such a place in such and
such a village and will all together make a thell.” Then all those associates
go together to that place. One man enters [the place] and takes away
things. As soon as IhOSe things are removed from the original place, then
all of them become guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence.

23. A wrong Chinese character ( 6f: ) is used “cl-c; it is obviously a mismkc (0‘.- 4:,
a bullock.
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THEF T WITH COLLABORATlON1X.74 ]

[ 73 ] In
has been said] ‘

“ Four people make a theft together;
But three of them become guilty
[Of a grave offence], while one remains
Absolvecl—this problem I put to you.
You should carefully think, over” [Vim v.2l7].

The answer is ' There are four Bhikkhus, one of whom_ is a teacher and
three others are his pupils. They all desire to steal six mdsakas. The teacher
says to his pupils : “ You steal one md'saka each; I shall steal three. ” The
senior among the pupils says : “Let the teacher steal three misakas, I shall-
steal one; and you too one each. ” In' turn, the other two also say to one
another in the same manner.

The teacher himself steals three mil-aka coins and so he is guilty
of Thullaceaya. He instructs the three pupils to steal and so also he becomes
guilty of Thullaccaya. Why is it so ? Because, the theft with one’s own
hand (sa‘hatt/u'ka) is different and to instruct others to make a theft is
different.25 Therefore, there are two Thullaecayas [for him].

How is it that the three men become guilty of a grave offence (i. e.
Pa‘ra‘J'ika') ? Because they instruct others to make a. theft of [what would
all come to] five mam/car. So these become guilty of a grave offence.

[ the chapter] “ Questions on difficult points“” [it

[74] You should carfeulyl think over—With regard to the precept about
stealing, you should properly delimit its legal significance and carefully think
over.

What is meant by “ carefully think over ” 7’.—[ There are four catego-
ries] : (1') things belonging to one party, located in one place; further,
(ii) things belonging to one party, located in different places; [ '( iii)
things belonging to different parties, located in one place;]” and (iv)
thin'g's belonging to different parties, located in different places—these things
you should carefully think over and be aware of.
( i) What are things belonging to one party, located in one place ?

There is a man who has [ things worth ] five misakar placed in his shop.
A number of Bhikkhus see this and send one Bhikkhu to take them., As
soon as he removes them from the original place, all those Bhikkhus become
guilty of a Pa‘rijika‘ offence.
(ii) There is a man who has five shops [having things worth ] one
mam/ca in each shop. A number of Bhikkhus see this and send one Bhikkhu

24. The Pali commentary gives the name of Pan'vara in this connection and the same
problem is posed in it. See Vin. v. 217 for this stanza. in the chapter (No. 20) '.
Sadamacana—githfi.

25. What is implied here is that these offence: belong to different categories (see
VIII 62-3. (i) and (ii)) and so they cannot be combined Iogethrr to give the total valuation
oflhings Stolen, bv adding together the valuation of things Slolrn in each category. But
lhc instruction by each of th: pupils belongs to one and_the same category and refers to
thefts of what in all amounu~ to five mimka: and so each of them becomes guilty of
Pfira‘jika'. ‘

26. This third case is obviously omitted through inadvertencc by the Chinese comment-
ary as, later when the x:,\'pl'i.n:\u'on is given, there is the explanation of this case.
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to go to the five places and take them. At the last place, they become guilty
of a Para'jika' offence.
(iii) Things belonging to different parties are located in one place, that
is, miscellaneous things are located in one place, and they are worth five
misakay, or they are worth more than five misakas~all located in one place.
A number of Bhikkhus send one Bhikkhu to take them away. This Bhikkhu
picks them and removes them from that ground. Then all the Bhikkhus
become guilty of a grave offence. .
( iv) Things belongingr to different parties are located in different places—
There are five men each having a shop. A number of Bhikkhus send one
Bhikkhu to take [those things]. When the things located in the last place
leave the ground, then all the Bhikkhus become guilty of a grave ofl'encc.

Thus is concluded the section on ‘ giving instruction” [to steal]. ’

[75] In consonant: with a [previous] mutual determination ( JFE g ) 3'
[Vim iii. 53 ]—

One goes in keeping with the time given to him. It may be either be-
fore mid-day [-meal], or after mid-day [-meal ], or at night, or today or
tomorrow, or this year or next year. If there is no failing in the time pre-
viously agreed upon, if there is no violation of the fixed time, then the ofi‘cnu:
or no offence will be determined as said before.

If he does not follow his instruction, [that is], he is instructed [to steal
a thing] before mid-day [-meal ], but he takes it away after mid-day
[meal]; or he is instructed to take a thing in the first part of the
night, but he takes it away in the latter part of the night; he is instructed
to take it away in the bright half of the month, but he takes it away in the
dark half of the month; he is instructed to take it away this year, but he takes
it away in a later year; then he who instructs others to steal becomes guilty

‘ of a small ofi‘cnce, while the other ( the thief) becomes guilty of a
Pra‘jika offence.

If, however, the time is in consonance with the [previous agreement]
then both of them become guilty”.

Thus is concluded the section on ‘ consonance with a [previous]
mutual determination.’

[Thus is concluded ]
the Ninth Book of the Vinaya-Commentary [ named ]

Samanta-pa’xa'dika‘.

Q

27. Sec VIII. 62.3. (n).
28. See VIII 63-4. (iv) and 633.5. (iii)
29. The Chinese Cm. does not raise the question as to what happen: if while one Is'

attempting to take away .1 thing, according to his instruction, before mid-day [med]. th’
time passes into after-Inid-dm [meal] time. And so there is no reference to the opinion:
Maliasummzt or Malta-padnma.  
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on

Vinaya

Book X

[T. 740a—747c; P’ing.
N.i.362—ii. 416 ]

: 52b—58a; PTS. ii.368b—ii.4l8c; s. 1'. 266—301,-

[1] When by an indication one instruct: [another person] to take away
[a thing equivalent to ]five [misakas] [cfi Vin. iii. 53 ]—indications such
as an indication of the eye and the like; it may be an indication by
an eye, or an indication by a hand, or an indication by a leg, or
an indication by a foot, or an indication by the shaking of the head, or
an indication by the shaking of the body. By such various indications one
instructs [others] to steal. Then he would be guilty or non-guilty as said
before already.

One instructs another to take a particular thing and he takes away the
same particular thing; then both of them become guilty of a grave offence.
One instructs another to take away a particular thing but he takes another,
then he who instructs becomes guilty of a small offence, while the other who
takes away [the thing] becomes guilty of a grave offence.

[ Thus is concluded the section on indications.]

[2] One give; a t'z:"2al command to another person [ Vin. iii. 53] —
There are a numbu- of Bhikkhus. One of them is a teacher and there

are three pupils of his; the first pupil is named Buddha-rakkhita, the second
Dhamma-rakkhita and the third is San'gha-rakkhita. The teacher sees a
thing belonging to others and the thought of stealing the same arises in his
mind. He calls Buddha-rakkhita and says these words to him : “ You
instruct Dhamma-rakkhita to direct Span‘gha-rakkhita to go there and steal
the thing.” Then at the very time when the teacher instructs his first dis-
ciple, he becomes guilty of a Dukka‘a. When Dhamma-rakkhita directs
and when San‘gha-rakkhita receives the direction, then at that time, the
teacher becomes guilty of Thullaccaya. When [the last pupil] goes, takes
the thing and removes it from the original place, then the teacher and the
three pupils—all become guilty of a grave offence.

The Teacher (Acm-yia) says : Not only the four become guilty of
a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence but if there are a hundred or a thousand persons, who,
in succession, pass on the instruction forward, then they, also, become
equally guilty.

10.1a.3
740a.“

lO.lb.l
740a.22
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[3] Instructing others—The teacher instructs Buddha-ta kkhita. .-
“ You speak to Dhamma-rakkhita and instruct him to direct San'gharakkhita
to go and take away a thing. ” Buddha-rakkhita sees Dhammarakkhita but
does not speak to him; or he does not see him, but himself goes and speaks
to San'gha-rakkhita : “ You go and take away a thing. ” If the thing is
removed from its original place, then the teacher becomes guilty of a Dukkata
ofi'ence; Dhamma-rakkhita is absolved from any offence. The first and the
third become guilty of a grave offence.

[4] He goes and retunu—San'gha-rakkhita sees a man guarding and
watching the thing and so he cannot take it away. He comes back
and reports to that effect to the teacher. The teacher says : “ Takeit
away when it becomes convenient; but do not desist. ” Then the teacher
becomes guilty of aDukkat_a. If, later, he gets the thing, .then the teacher
as well as the pupil become guilty of a grave offence. The teacher instructs
the pupil that he may take away the thing which he will get, as surely as a
thing thrown up into the sky is bound to fall down on the earth,
then as soon as the teacher has finished his instructions, he becomes guilty
of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence.

10.2a.l
740b.8

[5] When a teacher with the idea of stealing has already instructed
his pupil [to take away a thing], and then within a year, or two, or three,

‘ or even upto six1 years, the teacher dies or returns to worldly life, then the
teacher does not become guilty of a grave offence, but the person who steals
does become guilty.

The instruction has been already given, but if the pupil, within even
three years, could not steal the thing; or the pupil suffers from deafness of
his ear but the teacher does not know the same; the teacher repents in his
nu'nd and asks the pupil to desist [from the action] but the pupil being deaf
could not hear those words and so, as instructed previously, he takes the
thing and removes it from the original place, then the teacher as well as the
deaf pupil, both, become guilty of a grave offence. If the pupil is' not deaf
and if he answers to his later instruction : “ Very well i ” and he does not
take away the thing, then the teacher and his pupil do not become guilty
of a grave offence but of Dukkata [only].

\

Thus is concluded the section on stealing as per command.

[6] Now comes the turn [of the explanation of the expression] :
‘ the aspects of theft are five’ [ Vin. iii. 54 ]. Hence it is said in the original
Vinaya : ‘ Infive aspect: ’ [ Vin. iii. 54]. Which are the five ? First, it is
a thing belonging to others; second, there must be awareness that the thing
belongs to others; third,the thing must be of some substantial value; fourth,
there must be the thought of stealing; fifth, there must be actual removal

1. The Pall commentary has here the word :afihi, sixty. Does it need emendation
into chaffha .’  
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from the original place-". If there are only one or two aspects, then one
does not become guilty of a grave offence. If there are two [aspects] there
may be Thullaccaya or Dukkataz“. t

. There are also six aspects: “ ( l ) No awareness that the thing belongs 10.2b.1
to one’s own self; ( 2 ) no awareness that it has been handed over as a trust 74013-20
by an intimate friend; ( 3 ) no awareness that it has been handed over for
a temporary use; (4 ) the thing is of some substantial value; ( 5) there
is the thOught of stealing; and ( 6 ) there is the removal of the thing from
the original place” [Vim iii. 54].

[ 7 ] It is not owned I}; some one else - It is not guarded by others; there
is the awareness that the thing is a dirty cast-off thing; there is the awareness
that it does not belong to any one else; there is the awareness that it belongs
to oneself; there is the mvarcncss that it has been handed over for a temporary
use; there is no thought of stealing—then [under all these circumstances],
there is no offence.

(1) Awareness that it belongs to one’r own self ( E, 713 ) —-
If one removes from the original place a thing which belongs to others,

with the [ mis—] conception that it belongs to one’s own sel,f then there is no
offence. If, however, the owner of the thing demands it back, then one must
return it. If one does not return it, then one becomes guilty of a
grave offence.

( 2 ) Awareness that i! has been handed over [ as a trust ] by an intimatefriend -——
As it has been said in the original Vinaya:3 the Buddha has said
to the Bhikkhus that there are five conditions under which one can receive
things as a trust. \’thl are those five conditions ? First, that one is
acquainted with [the tlcpo..'~itor]; _ (ii) second, that one is his compa-
nion; (iii) third, that one is well-assured by him; (iv) fourth, that he
is alive; (v) fifth, that when one receives it, he becomes glad. ,

(i) What is meant by ‘ one who i: acquainted ? ’
_ That is, when one sees him, the [other] becomes glad. This is one who
I is acquainted. '
i (ii) A con/Human is an intimate confidant-friend with no stinginess in
[l him fijf 1:35 4%,“ ) . This is what is meant by a confidant
l [ -companion ].

 

 l

l 2. Also cf. D/uCI'n. 3. 1-H (Dev. edition), MCm. i. 198-205, SCm. ii. 145. It is interest-
I ing to note that these very five conditions are mentioned by {\"ilakesl in his argument refuting
' the position of the Buddhist lx'unllalakcsi, in tlie’l'amil poem Nilakcn’. Sec. pp. 211—l2 in
i the Introduction by Prof. A. (.‘nkravarti to his edition of this Tamil poem. See Prof. P. V.

Bapat’s paper on Vimali-m'no/Iaui' and Kim..‘lalakesi-valt/iu.... in the Journal of Indian History, vol.
XLV, part iii. (Dec. 1967). p. 590 ff.

2a. The Chinese" reading is vague and so it is not clear what the author wants to say.
The Pall Cm. says that in the next two cases (mentioned in the original Vinqya iii. 54), the

l V offences involved are Thullarrnya and Dukkata respectively.

‘5‘.
..

£?.’*i“a
—_.

".

3- The Pali Cm. llSt'S the word 'mllma‘, which evidently has a reference to a Viuaya
P455386 [ Vin. i. 296 ].

...35
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(iii) Well-assured—[ One who has been spoken to in this manner] ,-
“ If you have a mind to take anything of rru'ne, you need not ask me abont
it again. ” Such a person is one who is well-assured.

(iv) That he is alive—[ He must be able to say :] “ From now on
until my death, you cart-'use this thing in common with me. ’

( v ) When one receive: it, he become: glad—“ When I have taken the thing
and when the owner of the thing hears about it, he is sure to be glad. ”

These are called the five conditions, which one should know about things
to be received. -

[8] . Also receiving [a trust], as from an intimate friend, has further
three conditions : first, that while he is alive, he becomes glad that
his acquaintance has taken the thing; secondly, while he is alive, he becomes
glad that his companion has taken the thing; thirdly, he becomes glad that
when he asks some one to take a thing, he takes it.

Receiving [a trust] as from an intimate friend becomes perfectly valid
( EC" ) when the depositor, while alive, becomes glad at its acceptance.
If a layman or a recluse first becomes glad at its acceptance, but later, for
one reason or the other, he repents,‘ then although he rcpents in mind, he
cannot undo the acceptance [of the trust]. Further, there is an acquaint-
ance; he, in mind, does not like to give, but with his mouth he would not
say whether he would give it or would not give it. The thing is accepted.
The owner of the thing afterwards becomes uneasy, but he cannot undo the
acceptance.

There is an acquaintance who says .‘ “ If" you have a need, you
can take it for your own use; if I need it, I shall take it back

Later, for some reason, he dislikes this idea; then he can take’3from you.
it back.

\ [9] (3) Borrowing thing: for use—When a thing has been used,
one must return it to the owner. When a thing is thus used, it is said to be
‘borrowed for use.’ If the owner of the thing says .' “You need not return
it; it is a gift to you,” then it is all right; but if he does not say that it is a gift,
then one should return the thing. The same course with regard to things
belonging to a group or to the San'gha.‘1

Things belonging to hungyr spirits [ Vin. iii 55] -——This includes
If a Bhikkhu takes things belonging

to divine spirits, then there is no offence. There is Sakka, the king of
gods, and he sets up a shop for selling things. A Bhikkhu with his divm'e
eye recognises this Sakka, the king of gods, and he takes away a thing [from
that shop]. Sakka, the king ofgods, is stingy C 1‘3 {'3‘ ) and wants it to be
returned; even il‘ he does not return the thing there is no offence. Why
is it that there is no ofi'ence ? Because this thing has been created by him
with his magic power.

[10]
four Maha'ra‘ja-gods and the like.

4. The Pull (in. however, says that “it is the propexts ofthe San’gha, it must be retumcd.
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EXEMPTION FROM THE OFFENCE OF THEFTX.l5]

Ifa worldly man has tied a thing to a tree and if there is no man to watch
and guard it and if one takes it, then there is no offence.

[11] Things belonging to lower animals—the Serpent-king, or Graud,a
and the like. If they have created a form ofa human being with their magicf
power, then there is no ofi'ence as said in the case of Sakka, the king of gods.
Ifa lion, or a tiger has killed a deer or a bull and eats it, then a Bhikkhu cannot
afford to snatch it. “'11)? ? Because of the fear that the spiteful tiger or
the wolf might kill the Bhikkhu. If they have finished eating, then the
Bhikkhu may drive them and take [the meat]. If there is a kappa/la
( fi A ) to roast [the meat] then he may eat. There is no offence.

[12] A wearer of duel}. rags—If there are things that are cast away,
then he can accept them with the self-same idea. There is no offence. If,
however, these things have an owner who comes and seeks them back, then
the Bhikkhu must return the same. If he does not return, then he is guilty
of a grave offence.

[13] A mad man—1t has been said in detail in the original Vz'naya
that the first offender is not guilty as the rule of conduct was not yet laid down.
[So also] a mad man does not become guilty. But the later followers, the
Chabbaggiyas and the like—all become guilty.

The Teacher says : Thus is concluded the Investigation ( 9’13 ) into
the [the Precept of ] Theft.

The origination in, mind, the [actual] doing,
Offence as the world rates it, action evil
And demeritorious, and the three sensations—
All these you should well know.

' The origination—That which originates in bodily and mental action—
tliis is taking away by one’s own self [ with one’s own hand]. Taking away
by instructing [others ] originates in mental and vocal action. Taking away
oneself, being instructed by others, originates in bodily, vocal and mental
actions.

The [actual] doing—\‘Vhen it is done by one’s body, then it becomes an
offence as rated by the world; that is, it becomes an offence inherent in its
own nature.

Demeritoriou: [action ]—-that is, it is done with an evil mind.
Three semalz’am, that is, painful, pleasant and neither painful nor pleasant.
The Teacher says :—All these have been already explained in the

preceding Pa‘ra'jika".

[141

[15] Amendment: to the precept—~Thc Chabbaggiya-Bhikkhus and the
rest. \Vhatever is eaSy to be understood [in these stories ] is I" as ] said
already in the original Vinaya. The following words that are difficult to be
understood, I should explain in detail.

A common man’s mind is always attached to some desire. It is never
frce from it. Ifthe Blessed one ( g; A ) , leaving aside the body and tongue,
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had prescribed an offence merely by [the action of ] mind, then there
would have been no body free from such an offence. Therefore, the Blessed
one has prescribed the precept that needs body and mind as the causal
factors. Therefore, the original Vinaya says: “No offence [even] when there
is the [ inclination of ] mind but there is no movement on the part of
the body and tongue—this is known as[ involving] no offence.”

If there is produced a thought of stealing, he must overcome it, and
must come back to his [normal] good mind.

[ 16 ] Touch, xltfit and remove from the original place—f Stories involving
action connotcd by all these words] are easy to be understood.

» “ Who has taken away [ this] thing ? ” [ At this query] he admits: “ I have
taken [ it ] away. The Buddha asks the Bhikkhu .' “ What was
in your mind P” The Bhikkhu replies : “ These words [simply slipped]
li‘om my mouth. I had, 0 Blessed one, truly no thought of stealing in my
mind.” “ If it is so, then there is no offence.” [ Vin. iii. 57~58].

H

[ l7] Possessed by a spirit—A hungry spirit saw that there was a nice
garment on a dead body; avarice was produced in his mm'd, and so he
entered that dead body.

Not minding tlzc words—This Bhikkhu heard these words of the spirit :
“Do not, 0 BhiLL"hu, tou'ch my nice garment." The Bhikkhu heard these
words and yet he did not mind them.

andCat up—This spirit seeing the Bhikkhu taking away the garment
going away got up and pursued him.

Closed the door -—-The monastery of the Bhikkhu was near the wild ceme-
tery5. The Bhikkhu was by his natural constitution strong and not afraid
of the power of the spirits. So he entered the monastery ancl closed the door.

Fell dawn on Mr earth—This hungry spirit saw that the Bhikkhu had
already c105cd the door and thought to himself that he could not get that
garment and so he rejected that dead body and went away. Therefore, it
has been said in the original Vinaya : “ [The dead body] collapsed on the
earth.” [Vim iii. 58. ]

[ 18] lV/mz i! is not decomposed—Such [a decomposed body] is nearer
to a corpse and therefore, when the body is not yet decomposed, it is not
permissible to take away a garment from it. If one takes it away, then there
is Dukkata offence. If one takes it away when the body is decomposed,
then there is no offence.

Question :—-V\'hat is meant by ‘decomposcd’ ?
Answer :———\’Vhen the [body ] is wounded by the nails of the feet, or by

the beak of birds like a vulture and the rest, or if there is a wound even as
small as a prick of a needle’s head—if [under such circumstances ] one takes
away [the garment] then there is no offence. As long as the upper skm'
is not cut, taking away [ the garment ] is not permitted. .

Sitavana BE. 3; ) , the name of a cemetery (Vin. i.5. 182).
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DIFFERENT CASES OF THEFTX22 1

If the dead body, while the man was alive, had a natural wound, or a
wound by burning, then on each of[ these grounds of] a wound, the garment
could be taken. If the bmly is swollen and is‘giving out foul smell, then
also [the garment] could be taken. If the dead body is in a completely
good condition and the Bhikkhu purposefully [wants] to take the garment,
he should speak to the watchman who guards the cemetery : “[ Please ],
take it for me.” If there is no watchman to guard the cemetery, he should
speak to some other man 2 “Please, if you take it for me it would be good.”
If there is no man at all, then the Bhikkhu should pierce the body with a
knife, make a wound in it and then he can take [ the garment ]. If the body
is in such a state, then the Bhikkhu can take the garment.

[ 19] Exchange the (Ll/()(Incnl-slickr (kusa‘un/za‘m)—A group or the San'gha
casts the allotment-sticks and distributes the garments. A Bhikkhu with
the idea of stealing, exchanges his own allotment with the good one of
others, then whether he is guilty or not will be decided as said before.

Whether there is darkness of the night or brightness of the day, if one
does not see the owner and takes away a thing with the idea of stealing, then
this [person] is called a petty thief. If, with the idea of cheating, one
transforms a useless thing into a good oneby giving a false paint, so that it
should be possible to take away, in exchange, a thing of another man, then
this man, because he cheats others face to the face, is a big thief. If a man is
very strong himself—the king and the like—and if on account of his strong
power, one overcomes another man and takes away his things; or if one
makes one pan of his pair of balance (scale of measure ) heavier so that it
should indicate a greater measure than [the smaller quantity of grain
supplied ] and all the different kinds of this sort—all these are included under
offences of theft.

[20] Previous planning—This is of two .kinds : first, a previous plan-
nm'g about a thing; second, a previous planning about a location.

What is previous planning about a thing ? There is a Bhikkhu who
desirous of stealing a garment enters a house [with a previous planning like
this ]—“If I get the garment, I shall take it; if there are other things, I shall

1 not take them.” This is a previous planning about things.
What is previous planning about a location ?

I A Bhikkhu desirous of taking away things belonging to others goes
3 according to his previous plan. He says to himself '. “When I reach such

a l and such a place, I shall take away [things belonging to others].” This
\ is called a previous planning about a location.

Thus is concluded the section on exchanging the allotment-sticks.  
[21 ] The Teacher says .' The words that follow are understandable.

I need not dwell upon them at length.

i
, s

41"
'n

[22] A building of a monastery is in a deserted place, with no man
l in it. A Bhikkhu comes there and sees a tree laden with fruit. He should
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knock at a piece of wood (grind? m #1:. ) [at the door ].If there is no piece
of wood to knock, then he should beat the palms of his hands together at
least three times. Then he should take [the fruit] and eat it. Then there
is no offence. If he eats it, without doing all this, then he is guilty of the
offence of stealing. If a monastery is outside a village and there is the
danger of thiefs or wild animals, a Bhikkhu runs and enters a village. If a
Bhikkhu comes and enters a monastery as a guest and if he sees food and
drink or fruits and if, with the idea of stealing them, he eats, then he is guilty
of an offence according to the price, high or low.

The words that follow are easy to be understood.

[ 23 ] Take: away a pig tied [to a post ] —In a forest-location, one spreads
a_ net and thus ropes in a wild pig. If a Bhikkhu with the idea of stealing
lets loose the pig belonging to others, then he becomes guilty of a grave
offence and is bound to pay according to the high or low price [ of the pig].
I,f however, with a compassionate heart, he lets go the pig, then there is no
ofl‘encc. He should simply pay back the price [ to its owner]. A Bhikkhu,
with a. compassionate heart, firstmakes a grant ( Iffi ) of the standard price
of the thing (that is, the pig) and sticks the [price-equivalent] into the rope
with which it is tied and then lets loose [ the pig ], then [ also ] no offence. If
the pig, seeing a Bhikkhu coming, breaks the rope and sudddenly bolts away
itsel,f then there is no offence. If the pig, before it reaches the place where
the rope is ( 5K 3. $13 ) , [that is, it is not owned by anybody as yet] goes
away when it is driven by a Bhikkhu, then there is no oHence. If some
dog belonging to others bites the wild pig and a Bhikkhu with compassion
in his heart beats the pig away and thus releases. the pig, then there is no
offence. If the owner [of the pig] demands its price, then he must pay.
If he does not, then he is guilty of an offence.

[ 24 ] A wild pig is caught in a trap. For three or four days it could
not eat anything. Its body has become emaciated and it cannot move.
A Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing [ the pig ], gives food and drink. Vth
it has taken that, its body becomes strong. The Bhikkhu raises a huge hue
and cry. The pig hears it and being alarmed snaps the net- [trap] and
suddenly runs away, then the Bhikkhu becomes gtu'lty of a grave ofl'ence.
If, however, he raises the hue and cry through compassion [for the pig],
then he is not guilty but he has to pay the price to the owner. A Bhikkhu
sees a wild pig caught in a net, and, with the idea of stealing it, proceeds to

ll

cut the rope but leaves a part ofit uncut; then he raises a huge hue and cry; ‘
the pig hears it and gettm'g alarmed rushes away from the net-trap, then
[ the offence] will be as said before. A Bhikk‘hu sees a pig caught in a net—
trap,’ he has in his mind the idea of stealing; he places near. the rope a sword
or a dagger, or makes a fire near the rope, with the idea that the pig may
pull the rope against the sword or the burning fire, and it may get released
and go away. Then whether he is guilty or not will be [ determined ] as
said before.

[ 25 ] A man deliberately digs the earth and makes aditch (opdta) with
the intention ofcatching pigs, deer, roe-buck or various kinds ofother aru'mals.

r
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A Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing, destroys that ditch and other km'ds of
devices spread over [the field]. He makes the animals go beyond the
[enclosed space] though he cannot get hold‘o'l‘ them. Then the Bhikkhu
is guilty of a grave offence. If those animals do not go beyond [ the enclosed
space] then he is not guilty.

Ifa man places, on the bounds of a monastery, a net to catch various
kinds of animals, a Bhikkhu should say to him : “Do not lay the net near
the monastery to catch tllt‘ pigs and deer. If the man does not act upto his
instruction, the Bhikkhu should speak to the owner of the land. If the owner
of the land directs him, he should destroy the net. He will not be guilty of
any offence. A man ploughs fields and grows some crop to be eaten by
deer, spreads a net and keeps a guard. He catches the deer and having
obtained them eats their [lush afterwards. \Nhen the guarding [of the crop]
is over and when the owner goes away having no' more interest [in the field],
if a Bhikkhu destroys [the net] and releases deer, he is not guilty of any
offence.

The Teacher says : The words that follow next are easy to be under-
stood.

[26] If a man puts a basket-trap and catches fish in it and if [a
Bhikkhu] with the idea of stealing opens up the basket, then he becomes
guilty of an offence, according to the price, high or low. If he first makes
a hole into the basket by piercing it, or by heating water he creates alarm
for the fish and makes them come out [ of the basket-trap], then he is guilty.
If they do not come out, then there is no offence, as [mentioned] before.
If with the idea of stealing, he takes the fish-trap with him taking it out of
water and goes away, then he becomes guilty of an ofi‘ence according to the

~price, high or low. Further, if one puts food and drink outside a fish-trap
to entice the fish and if thefish seeing food and drink rush out and if the lO.7a.l
owner of the fish demands the price, he must pay it back. A fish-trap is in 741.320
the open [ ground ]. A Bhikkhu with the idea of stealing opens it or breaks
it and the fish come out of it and go away, and if the owner demands the
price, he must pay. A Bhikkhu takes away a fish~trap, removes the fish and
throws them into another man’s place, then whether he is guilty or not will
be [determined ] as said before.
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[27] Stealing aJumbu-fruit ( 7+“— ¥ ) or a pot of ghee or oil is also
to be determined] as said before. A Bhikkhu, with the idea of stealing,

, akes away only [ a portion ] of ghee worth less than a pa'da. Later, he has
« repentance in. his mind and says that he will not do it again. But when the next

a day dawns, he has again the thought of stealing, and takes away a [portion]
i of the ghee worth less than a pa‘da. Again he has repentance in his mind

and later swears not to do the same. Thus at different turns, he completes
the stealing of the [ghee in a whole ] pot. He is not guilty of a grave
offence, but of Dukkata, or ofThullaccaya. Further, the Bhikkhu steals the
ghee in this very way. livery day he takes only a spoon. But he does not
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lose any interest in it. \Vhen his theft becomes an equivalent of one quarter6
(pdda —-. 53- ) , then he becomes guilty of a grave offence.

[28] TM: conmzilted by a mutual agreement with o!/zers———A dining-hall
has two kinds of [eatableisr ]——first, food left over [after distribution ];next,
Jambu-fruit and the like. All this [is] as said before.

[29 ] Distributing the mangofr-uit [ Vin. iii. 65 ]‘——The resident Bhikk'hus
see that guest-Bhikkhus have come but they do not distribute [the mango-
fruit] among them. The guest-Bhikkhus say to the kappyia-kd’raka (official
du'tributor) : “We also can have a share. Won’t you give it to us 2’” Having
said this, the guest-Bhikkh'us strike themselves the gong (gandi ) , take
the fruit and themselves distribute them. They give to the resident-BhiLLHhus
as well as to the guest-Bhikkhus. Thus they eat the fruit all together. Thercv
fore, it has been said in the original Vinaya : The Buddha addressed the
Bhikkhus : “From today onwards, if there is food and drink, it should be
shared [in common J. When one cats [fruit] after distribution [among
all ], then there is no ofl'ence”. He himself has said to the resident-Bhikld'ius .
of his' own monastery : “If there are fruit and if there have come guest-
Bhikkhus, then one should eat the fruit sharing the same with [the guest-
Bhiltkhus ]. Then there is no offence. If the guesthhikkhus go away and
then the resident-Bhikkhus distribute the fruit [among themselves] and
eat, they are called Thieves (Cora 5E ) . Therefore, when the guest-
Bhikkhus come, the resident-Bhikkhus should shout out and beat the gong
and cat the fruit sharing them with the guest-Bhikkhus. If they do not beat
the gong, and 'if the guest-Bhik'khus beat it and eat the fruit [along with the
resident-Bhikk'hus ], then there is no offence.” [CR Vin. iii. 65]

[30] There are resident-Bhikkhus and there are fruit-trees in the
orchard belonging to the San'gha, [donated] for providing the Four
Requisites; then the guest-Bhikkhus cannot be permitted to beat the gong
and eat the fruit, nor can they take them and go away. i

There are rcsident—Blu'kkhus and there are trees in the orchard belong-
ing to the San'gha. The former are unwilling to take care of the trees but
take the fruit like thieves. If [ their] San’gha lays down a rule that it would
not permit the [Ca‘tuddzx'a-] San'gha to eat the fruit, then such a rule will not
be valid. If the San'gha is able to take care of the trees, then such a rule
[laid down by them] would be valid.

[31 ] Ifa donor gives to the San'gha the fruit-trees for providing them
with garments or with medical requisites, then the San'gha cannot distribute
and eat the fruit.

If a. donor gives the fruit-‘trees for the Four Requisites, and if a Blu'kkhu
with the idea of stealing turns them [ into a gift] for distribution and eattn'g,
then he is guilty of an offence, according to the price high or low.

 

6. This seems to be an equivalent of 5 misakax, as the It"rilxi,l'(l_na of the ancient times was
equivalent to 20 mite/ms.
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Ha donor gives them to the San'gha for building residential houses and

ifa Bhikkhu turns them [ into a gift ] for eating, then he becomes guilty of
Thullaccaya and he has to pay back the price.

If they are given for p] oviding the krisa'va-garrn’ents then one must make
the ka‘ra’va-garments. In times of famine, when there is a great difficulty in
securing food and drink and when all the three garments for the San'gha are -'
suilit'iently available, the Snl'igghzt may make an official proposal (fiaHi-kamma)
to transfer the use of those trees for securing food so that the San'gha may
live without any discomfort; and if the San’gha is unanimous for allowing
this transfer for food, then there is no offence.

[32] If a donor makes a gift for the three garments, and if the
San‘gha has no residential houses, then the San'gha may make a formal
proposal to transfer the gift into one for building houses and if the San'gha
is unanimous in favour of that use, then there is no offence.

Ifa donor makes a gift of precious things ( 4w" ) to build houses,
then one should build houses. If there is a time of famine and the San'gha
finds it difficult to obtain food and drink; if there is an epidemic and
the whole country is in a state of confusion and disorder and the Bhikkhus
leave the monastery and are scattered in all directions and thus aban-
don the fruit-trees without any master to take care of them—under such
circumstances, precious things that are obtained maybe transferred into [a
gift] for food so that one may [be enabled to] protect the place of residence.

[33] Further, in a monastery there are many residential rooms but
there is no one to undertake repairs to damaged portions, then one may
retain good ones and the remaining damaged ones that have been dilapidat-
ed may be sold off for the purpose of getting food for one who may take
care of the place of residence. ,

If a donor makes a gift for providing Four Requisites then it cannot be
transferred to any other use. Butif from the value [ ofthe gift ] one has to hire
a man to protect the orchard and live in the same, then this use is
permissible]. Bhikkhus, in their round, come, and step into such a garden
and see the fruit of trees such as coconut and Ta'la (palm), then the watchman
can give to the San'gha something to eat from what is his own. Why is it
so ? Because he has been permitted simply to guard [the garden]. Fur-
ther, the watchman is given a share of only a limited number of fruit-[ trees ],
then he can take only that limited number. He cannot exec-ed that number.
If the watchman sells for the San'gha the goods such as fruit or melons( Ifi )
and receives permissible things ( kappyia-b/Iazzda) like garments [in return],
then the watchman, when he offers the same to the San'gha, can give some-
thing from his benefits. If he gives the fruit which, as a watchman, he
enjOys, then it is good.

[34] A donor makes a gift of a garden for providing either flowers
or scents, or lamps, or offerings to the i‘tu’pa or to the image, and to make
repairs to the residential places of the San’gha, then one can take a little from

...36
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the value of this gift to employ a man to take care of the garden. If, how-
ever, there is no yield from the fruit [in the garden], then one can transfer
the use of the money belonging to the‘ Buddha-[image] for employm'g a
man. If there is no yield from the Buddha-[ image ], then one can use what
belongs to the San'gha for providing a [watchman] who would li\'e in the
garden. If the watchman sells the goods such as fruit and melons, then
[the case is to be considered] as' said above.

[35] R2}: fruit f0 mangoes—The Buddha has said to the Bhikkhus that
they are permitted to receive what the watchman gives as a gift. The
Teacher says : If it is from what he [gets because he] guards, it is good;
if it is from what he does not [ get because he ] guards, it is not good. Revered
Maha-Sumana” has said :“ If the watchman gives to the San'gha from what
he was restricted to with these words : ‘You can take daily so many fruits
for your maintenance,’ it is good; if he goes beyond the limit set for him, it
is not good”. Revered Maha-paduma, however, has said : The watchman
has no written agreement [restricting him to only a few trees] and so, if he
likes, he can give to the San‘gha fruit, more or less, and the San'gha can eat.
Further, it is said : “If the boys of a village guard the garden for the San'gha,
then the boys can give fruit and the San'gha can eat them.” If the boys
have already taken themselves away their fruit, then one cannot eat that
fruit whether it belongs to the San'gha or to the image of the [Buddha]. There
are men who first pay down the price and buy for the market the fruit of
the garden and they also protect the garden. If they give the fruit to the
San'gha, then they can eat. If the San'gha hires a man to protect the garden
with fruit as his remuneration, then that-man can give from his own share
of the fruit to the San'gha and the San'gha can eat the same. If he has no
share of his own, then he cannot give. If the San’gha, fro’m among numerous
fruit-trees, points to one tree as the limited share of the employed watchman, .
then he can give to the Bhikkhus [fruit from that tree]; he cannot take the
fruit of the San'ghn.

[36] The use of logs of wood—If it is by way of loan, then there is'
no offence. If the wood belongs to the San’gha, then for building a hall
where rules of conduct are recited, or for building a refectory-hall, one
should first ask the permission of the San'gha and then one should take
it for use on loan. If the wooden material is in the open, with no cover
on it, and is all spoiled, or has become wet with rain due to exposure, then
one can use it for building the room. If, however, the San'gha demands it
back, then one should return its value or other wooden material exactly
according to the quantity taken. If there is no money or wooden material
ready [to be given], then one should make such a request: ‘The material
belonging to the San’gha has "been taken for the use of the San‘gha.’ If while
making a dwelling-place, one [finds oneself ] short of windows, one Cab
borrow for use the wooden material of the San'gha. If it is more than

7. Pali Cm gives the name a; Mahfisumma.
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enough ( E D , it should be returned. The same [consideration] with
regard to other material.

t
[37.] Water [Vim iii. 65 ]——-In times of scarcity of water, when the

ganglia itself has secured the water after going a distance of half ayojmza, or
oncyojmlafll‘ twoyojm:as~—~at such a time when the water is precious, if one takes
away water with the idea of stealing it, then one becomes guilty and has to
pay according to the high or low value [involved]. If one takes one or
mo pots of water to water the Bodhi tree, or to wash, or to prepare the dye,
then it is permissible. If, however, the San'gha has laid down a rule not to
allow anyone to take [ the water ] and yet one takes it with the idea of steal-
ing it, or if while he cannot take it, he throws earth into the water, then he
becomes guilty of an offence according to the high or low value [involved in it].
I The resident-monks lay down a very strict rule not to allow others to
wash, or boil dyes, while they themselves, without beingnoticed by others,
watch [for an opportunity to] use the water with the idea of stealing it.
The visiting~monks see the resident-monks using the water. If they follow
[the resident monks ] in the use of water, then there is no offence.

The San'gha has three tanks and the San'gha lays down a rule not to
allow indiscriminate use of the same. One tank is for drinking [-water]
the second is for bathing and the’ third is for miscellaneous use. Under such
circumstances, if the visiting monks come, then each of them should follow
the rule of the resident-monks. They cannot make a disorderly use [of the
tank]. If there is [actually] no rule prescribed, they should follow the
practice [of the resident-monks

[38 ] \‘Vhere the earth is scarce, the San‘gha imports it [from outside].
If one takes the earth equivalent of one pdda (equal to five mam/tax), then he
t's.gut'lty of a grave offence. ' One must first ask the permission of the San'gha,
then one can use it for repairing the room of the Buddha- [image], or the
room of the San'gha. Even after finishing it, if there be still some need
for more, one must first ask the permission of the San'gha and then use it
afterwards. If one does not take previous permission, then one may take
it as on loan.

The same is the case with regard to lime-stone-powder (sud/16 25‘ pg ) .

[39] Grass —If a man, without removing grass from its original
place, burns it, he is guilty of a Dukkata offence. He should pay back its
original price. If the field of grass is protected by the San'gha, then one
may use [the grass] for covering one’s own hut. If the San‘gha has no watchman
to guard it but there is another Bhikkhu who wishes to guard it, then one
can use that field of grass, because the field belongs to the San'gha. Further,
if this Bhikkhu gives up the field and goes away and if the field [of grass]
gets burnt, the San'gha also cannot demand [its price].

Question :-—-Ifthe Bhikkhu subsequently requests the San'gha,l‘0r asharc
[for guarding the field], then it should be given. After having received
his share, if he sends away his watchman, and if this Bhikkhu persists in
increasing the value [of his share], the San'gha should give even double the
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price. if the San'gha does not make use of the field, then other men may
use it as they like. \Vhy ? Because, it is of no use [to the San'gha]. If
the Sangha has given grass, has given timber-trees, and if the San'gha further
wishes to make use of them, the San'gha can say to the watchman : “ You
need no longer bother about looking to them; the San'gha itself will take care
[of the same] ”.

[40] Seven things beginning with the cot are easy to be understood.
Stone-pillar, or wooden pillar, or any [such] single pillar—if a Bhikkhu, with
the idea of stealing, takes away, then he becomes guilty of an offence
according to the high or low price involved in it. From a house for
meditation-exercises and the like, which is not guarded by any watchman
of the San’gha, or from a wall that has crumbled down, if anybody with

wooden matcna'l of
various types, then he becomes guilty of an offence according to the price,
high or low, of those things. Why ? Because, it is' the property of the
San'gha. May be the San'gha exists, or may be it does not exts't. The
same [consideration], as said above, when a monastery in a deep forest 15'
deserted by the San'gha on account of the danger of robbers.

f1 borrowed for use—then there is no ofi'ence. Further, if this' Bhikkl'iu
has removed the things and even if they are all rotten ( 33 t: ) , he must
return the same to the San'gha.

Other small wfizel thing: in a monastery—This is easy to be understood.

[4-1] If a Bhikkhu takes temporarily a cot or a Chair ( 195 [SE )
belonging to the San’gha and if, seeing a senior monk coming, he gives it to him’
and that thing gets lost, or gets rotten, then he has not to pay any compensa-
tion. If, however, these things go to other places, then one must compensate
the San'gha. If one makes use of these things for himself and 'does not lend
their use to other senior monks [when they come] and if they get lost, then
hie must pay the compensation.

If this Bhikkhu temporarily wants to go to another monastery, and he
intends to return the cot and the, chair and if, in turn, there is another monk
who wants to make their temporary use, he (the former) should say : “I
would now like to return the cot to that monastery.” The [latter] Bhikkhu
[in turn], says : “Just wait; I myself will give it backs. ” If this thing,
temporarily borrowed, gets lost, then [the latter] has to pay the compensation.

[42] In the :toyr fa Campa‘ [ Vin. iii. 66 ]—-—the grucl made of three
kinds of plants ( fr ) , that is, gruel made ol‘ some sesame, pulses, rice,
or a drink made from butter°, milk, curds, sugar and honey.

In [111: stojr f0] Ra‘jaga/za-—Ma-tou-c/zii—lo°'——-A round ball ( aha-lo QR
made from sesame and pulses.

8. Pali Cm. adds here a Chung:~ on the authority of San'k/upa-Afl":kallti, which 11‘ lackins‘
here in Chinese Cm.

9. Fall has :appi-mad/iu-sakkhara, i. e. ghee, honey and granulated sugar or sum-candy.
For these words see Livy. 5683—86.

9a IUaJau-chfi-Io seems to be a transliteration of vnadliu-gqlaka, which the China: editor
explains in his glass as a delicious pastry. The rendering given above is the nearest pouibic
equivalent of the original.
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The Teacher says : "‘ All that follows next is easy to be understood.”
The [story of] Ajjuka [ Vin. iii. 66] is easy to understand.

_[ 43 l The city of Va‘ra‘nasi was robbed ofiall things by robbers. This
Bhikk'hu with his miraculous power saw the household of his patron and
noticed that his sons were robbed away. The Bhikkhu, with his miraculous
power, went and brought all things back. 'Here there is no offence. What kind
of miraculous p0wer ? The Bhikkhu, with his miraculous power let the
young boys themselves see their own residence. They went there
and entered it. While the thieves were not noticing it, the young
boys reached the residence created by miraculous power and thus obtained
their freedom. [ Vin. iii. 67 ]

The Teacher says : The [next] two stories are easy to understand.
Thus is concluded the detailed explanation of the Second Pa‘ra‘jika" in

Vinaya.
This is called Samanta-[nfsa‘r/i/cd’“.

[Third Precept about Depriving a Man of his 1ch or Abetting
it or Commcnding it. ]

[44] The Third ol‘ what is known as Pa‘ra‘jika',
Told and explained by the threefoldn—pure Buddha,
Will now be explained in detail.
We all must listen to it with wrapt attention.

[45] A! that lz'nu', l/u: Budd/m was lim'ng at Vail? in the Great forest, at the
Pea/ted Hall [Vim iii. 68 ].

.Vem‘li—This is the name of a town—the name determined after the
gender of a female person ( ill/zilin'ga-uaxwa j;- A 2H} 32;) . This town
had a large number of people‘and it was extended three times. The Teacher
says : I must now explain in detail the source and origin of Vcsa‘h' :—

Long long ago, in Varanasi there was a king”. The wife of the king
was carrying a baby. When the king’s wife came to know that she
was carrying a baby, she spoke about it to the king. The king provided her
with nourishments and attendants who were all agreeable. When
the expected period of months was over, she went to a lying-in-hospital.

[46 ] If one has accumulated some merit, then that person gives birth
[to a child] in the morning-time. The queen gave birth, at the morning-

 

 

10. There is nothing in Chinese corresponding to l’ali anmimni‘ coming at the end of
this section. .

ll. VinmIiuinodmu", .’\ sub—comntenlm'y on the Suumula/m'sirliki, explains this as pure in
body. tongue and mind.

'.2'. This detailed slm’y is um timnd here in the l’nli VinLl'u. but it is Found in other com-
mcman’es such as Paumml/lmJ-‘alilsi i. l58—65 or .S'a‘m/llm—Dijmni, another sub—commentary on
Vin.Cm., pp. 529—31 Sinh. ed.).
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time, to a piece of flesh. red like a mu-c/zing ( 7k ifi‘fi’ ) flower.1‘. Other
women gave birth to children in colour as beautif'ul as gold. This' queen
had seen other women, round about her, giving-birth to children, beautiful
and exquisite, while she gave birth to one of whom she should be ashamed.
She thought in her m'in'd : “ If the king sees other women giving birth to
beautif'ul children and me givm'g birth to this small lump of flesh only, with
no hands or feet—if he sees 'this, he is sure to have some hatred for
me. ” So thinking in this' way, she took a well-prepared box and had gold
beaten into a small label. With a red stone, she had'this writing on it :
“ This is a young one born of the Queen of the king of Varanasi. ”
She closed the lid of the box and had it sealed with the king’s seal. She
placed the golden label outside the box and sent it to be let down into a river.
When the servants had thrown it into the water, the divine spirits took over
its protection and let it float up and down in waves with no stormy wind.

[47] At that time, there was a hermit who stayed with a herdsman.
He lived on the bank of a river. This hermit went, every dawn, to the river
to take a bath. He saw this box far away [in the river] and thought :
“ I must take it. ” When the box came near, he took it and saw the writ-
ing on the golden label. He further noticed that it was sealed with the royal
seal. Then he opened the-box and saw only a lump of flesh. He thought :
“ If this had been a piece of dead flesh, then it should have already given a
foul smell and should have borne quite different signs. ” So he took it to
his place of residence. He carefully placed it in a good place. When a
fortnight had passed away, it turned into two pieces. When the hermit saw
such a wonderful sign he placed it in a still better place. From now onwards,
when every fortnight passed, each of the two pieces produced five round balls
[like those of a child in the womb]. Just ( it“ half a month later,
one part bore male characteristics and another female characteristics. The
male colour is yellow like gold and the female colour is white like silver. The
hermit noticed these characteristics and had intense feelings of love produced
in him as for one’s own child; in no way different. And by‘ the power of
this compassionate feeling, the thumbs of both the hands gave out,
as a natural phenomenon, milk; one finger [supplied] a drink to the male
piece and another to the female one. The milk entered the child’s stomach,
just like clean. water entering a precious jewel,—clean both inside and outside.
The hermit called the child by the name LiechaViH-putta.

[48] The hermit nourished both the children. That was a great
bother for him. Every day he entered the village for begging his own food;
and also for the two children he had to seek food and drink. So he returned
late every evening. At that time, a herdsman noticed that the hermit was
put to a great trouble like that for the sake of the two children. So he went
to him and said : “Sir, a recluse should observe religious practices.
Why is it that he should violate his religious practices for the sake of these

l3. Siraltlm-dl’pam' (Sinh. ed p.529) mentions: alallaA'a-tha/u Ban«l/iujr’vaka-puppha-mdu'a_m.
! l Th: Chinese editor’s glass" e‘xplains this as ‘delicate skin’.
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TBIRD PRL’CEPT ABOUT DEPRIVING A MAN OF HIS LIFEx.51]

two children 7’. It is befitting if you get them and ask me ( [E] g? £5 34: )
[to bring them up]. We shall support them.” The hermit replied :
“ Very well '. ”

t.
[49] -_Thereupon, at day-break, each of the herdsmen came with his

comrades, repaired the road, erected banners and flags, scattered beautiful
flowers, beat the drum and welcomed the two children. Thus they
approached the house of the hermit and said to him : “Now, it is time to
take the children and go.” The hermit replied: “All right!” The
hermit further instructed them : “ These two children possess great merit;
it cannot be measured. You must properly take care of them; you must
nourish them with five kinds of nourishments such as milk, curds, butter,
ghee and the like. When these two children are grown up, they should be
mated ( 111; $2} ) together in marriage. Seek for them a good big level
place where they can set up their own household, the man being honoured
as the king and the woman his queen. ” The herdsmen received
the instructions and inunediatcly carried back [the children] to their place
of residence.

[50 ] The two children gradually grew up and went out for play with
1116 children of the herdsnn-n. ‘l‘hese two children then kicked the children
of the herdsmen with their legs. ’ The children of the herdsmen cried and
went back to their parents complaining : “ These children with no parents
kick and beat us. ” The parents replied : “You should all avoid them
and go away.” Because of this incident in the play, they were called
Vafii’s—the Vajjis [ that is to say, those that are avoided. ] [ In due course ]
these two children reached the age of sixteen. The herdsmen noticed that
these two children had already grown up. Further, they saw a level place,
one hundred yojana: in length and breadth. In the midst of that place,
they set up a dwelling-place for them. The herdsmen gave the girl,
in marriage, to the boy and made them husband and wife. Then they paid
respect to the man as king and the woman as the queen. After conception,
[the queen] gave birth to two children—one boy and one girl. Thus she
gave birth to children sixteen times. The herdsmen saw the children
gradually grow in numbers. Further each of the herdsmen, in order
to expand their household, built for them gardens and tanks along with
thirty—two houses. Thus, in turn, the extension was made three times.
And so that place was called Vesdlt' ( P’i-se-lz' ). This is the origin and source
[of Vesa‘li’ ].

[51 ] In the Greatfwm't, at the Peaked Hall [ Vin. iii. 68 ]——This forest
was not made by human beings but was a natural growth, connected with
the Himalayasl" (Snowy mountains) from the town of Kapila-vatthu.
Therefore, it was called the Great forest.

The Pea/red Hall- It was made in the Great forest. The shape of the hall
was like that of a swan. ll was fully equipped and was built for the Buddha.

 

15. The Pali Cm. says just the opposite: that this forts‘t was not like one that is connected
with the Himalayas from lx’apilmutthu. This was separate and was of limited expanse.
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[5‘2 ] In various ways, he was" praising the pondering upon Impurim': [ Vin,
iii. 68 ], that is, [ he was praising] the pondering upon the impurities of the
body, by different methods. What is meant by impurities ? From head
to foot—the hair on the head, the finger-nails, the sinews, the flesh,
pus, blood, fesces, urine, mucus, spittle. These impurities ooze out from
the seven“3 cavities. This has been said in brief. But you can know that
yourselves. The Buddha has said: “ O Bhikkhus, this body is eight feet
in extent C X yvdma-malta ) When you ponder upon it closely, you
will not find in any part of the body [any clean things like], a real pearl,
or any precious coral stone or a jewel and the like, and any sweet scented thing
like a Cow’s head ( go-s‘frsa ), or sandalwood, but there will be only foul,
ill-smelling impurities such as the hair on the head or the hair on the body
and the rest.

Pondering upon the hair [of the head] is of five kinds .' fisrtly, upon
its colour; secondly, on its shape; thirdly, on its smell; fourthly, on its size
( lit. length & ) ; and, fifthly, on its location. In the same way upon the
hair of the body. *

The Teacher says : I have now explained this only in brief but it has
been explained in detail in Khuddaka"-[ nikrrja ]. Thus for every part
of the body, there is fivefold pondering.

[ 53 ] Explained impuritze': [V2'n.1'1'i.68]—that is, the Tatha‘gata has explained
in various ways the impurities, such as ‘bloated’ and the rest. One has to
ponder upon them both internally and externally. Internally means on one’s
own body; externally means on another’s body. This kind of pondering is
of great benefit to oneself; therefore, the Tatha'gata has praised [ this ponder-
ing On the impurities] in this way : “ It possesses five features; it is devoid
of five features; it is auspicious in three ways; it possesses. ten characteritics‘;
this, called the first trance, he attains. And because of this first trance, he
nukes the Inind soft and pliable and then springs the insight (ozp'arsanil’).
By this pondering, one cuts oh" the taints and then attains the fruit of Arhat-
ship

[54] How is it that it possesses ten characteristics19 ? First, the mm'cl
is free from. taints which are its opponents.
Second, it enters [and gets settled in] the midst of .rama'd/zi.
Third, the mind does not quake or move; it is extremely quiet and free [from
any evil opponents ].
Fourth, it has entered the calm state (sarmid/u') where it is allowed to remam'.
Fifth, there are dhammas which do not deviate from the focussing of the
mind ( -—‘ lL‘\ )

l6. I’ali sources generally meantion nine cavities (uaaa dua'ra‘nt').
l7. Pali Cm. says : l’imddhimagga.
l8. The Chinese text reads : P’i-po-p'i-jm-sc-ua and the Chinese editor’s gloss on the same

is : “This is pondering upon suffering, voidnms and impermancnce.”
19. Here begins a passage which is found both in the Vismldlu'magga (iv. “0 if.) "

Vimuuimagga. Sec Vimultimagga and Visudd/m‘nagga (p. 49 n1).
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MEDITATION ON IMPU RITIES\.'.55 1

Sixth, harmonising [of the Indriyas] into one taste ( ekaraxa —— 9k ) .
Seventh, the rejoicing of the five Indriyas.
Eighth, exertion for sticking to the object [ofmeditation] without giving

it up. ‘ ~
Ninth, u'icreased activity of exertion.
Tenth‘, perfection of continuing [in that state of sama’d/xi].

Therefore, the trance; so called because of its internal [qualities]

(tit-’43s?)-
[55] \Vhat is the beginning,20 middle and end of the trance ?
The beginru'ng—first one enters the First trance and [then attains]

extreme purity—that is the beginning. The middle is the development of
equanimity. The end is‘rcjoicing.

A question again—[VVhen we say] : ‘ one enters sama’dlzi and has extreme
purity and so on, ’ how many characteristics are there of the purity ?

Answer :——The purity has three characteristics. Which. are the three?
First, the purity of mind which results from the mind being free from

its opponents.
Second, because of this purity, the mind gets entrance into samfid/zi.
Third, when one has entered samfdhi, he remains settled there.

These are the three characteristics ofthe extreme purity of the First trance.

The development of equanirnity is the middle of the First trance.
How many characteristics are there of ‘the middle’ ?

Answer :—— The ‘middle’ has, further, three characteristics :—
First, when the mind is purified, he lets it alone ( fir ) .
Second, when it has entered the purity [of trance ], he lets it remain

settled there.
Third, when it has been foeussed on one thing, he lets it remain there.

These are the three characteristics of the development of equanirnity which
is the middle of the First trance. It has been said, later, in the
original [text] about the trance that it is good in the middle.

How is it that rejoicing is the end ( E? ) of the First trance ?
How many characteristics are there of ‘ the end ’ ?

Answer :—The end has four characteristics.
First—It does not go away from the dhammas born along [with the

'tate of Jamal/11' ].
Second—the accomplishment of having one taste in all; [that is ], all

the five organs of sense are rejoicing.
Third—adequate exertion produces rejoicing in the mind; further, if

exertion is enough, there is bound to be rejoicing.
Fourth—further progress.

These are the four characteristics of rejoicing as the end of the First
trance. [Cfl Pali. 1'. 167-68].

Therefore, in the Jutta it has been said of the trance : ‘ auspicious at

 

20. The reading of the Chinese text seems here to have been corrupted.
...37
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the end. ’ Thus, the mind is true to the core ( £2 3;? ) and possesses ten
different characteristics in its three aspects; is equipped with preliminary
thought ( vitakka ), reflection ( vz'ca’ra ), joy ( piti ) and ease ( suit/ta ) ,' is also
equipped with determination, faith of mind ( g ,1} ) , mindfulness,
concentration and wisdom.

[56] Thus deliberately pointing out, he praised entrance into :amdd/u' on
‘ Impurities ’ [ Vin. iii. 68 ]———that is, in this manner, with high regard for it,
he analysed it without any confusion. Therefore, the Tathdgata with great
diligence and [make described the advantages—that 'is, therefore, he praised
what advantages are to be derived from the same.

. What are said to be advantages P The Buddha has said to the
Bhikkhus : “ If a‘Bhikkhu is frequently given to the meditation on Impuri-
ties, then because of that meditation on Impurities, the mind attams' freedom
from sex-desire, gives up sex-desire, abhors sex-desire. Just as a hen’s
downy wing, or [a part of] su'iews, if kept near fire-flame, shrinks but cannot
expand; in the same way, if a Bhikkhu is frequently given to meditation on
Impurities, then he considers sex-desire as filth and never likes to be near
it” [A iv. 46—47].

[57] The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus : “ I should lik'e to enter
a solitary place for half a month and live alone; do not allow anyone else to
approach my place except one who would bring my food. I wts'h to reap
the benefit of a trance ” [Vi/z. iii. 68]. In short, it was said : Thus a
Bhikkhu who would bring food would alone be permitted to conic and go.
All the rest, Bhikkhus or white-clothed [laymen], were barred. Nobody
could enter. Why P Because such was the command of the Tatha'gata.
With his divine eye, he looked [into the past].

[58] In the past, there were five hundred hunters who entered a
forest and killed a herd of deer. By this action of theirs, the five hundred
hunters fcl=l into three evil destinies (duggatzy‘o ). And in these three evil
destinies, they suffered hardships. It was long before they could get out of
them. In the past, they had [done] some good meritorious actions and
so they were born as human bem'gs. Then they left their houses for the
religious life. They were initiated. [But] these five hundred thhh"'hus
had not yet exhausted their past evfl. In that fortnight, they were kilhn'g
or causing injury to one another and urging others to kill one miother. The
Tatha'gata saw that this evil action of theirs was approaching [fruition]
and even if the Tatha‘gata were there, they could not be saved. There-
fore, the Tatha'gata, because of this, entered a solitary place that fortnight.

[59] Among those five hundred [people], there were some common
men, some were Sota‘pzumas ( those who entered the stream), some Sakada'-
ga‘mis, some Ana'ga‘mis and some on the Path of Arhatship. The [destiny
of] birth and death of these noble men was sure and certain; but
the common man’s [fate] was wavering and uncertain. Therefore, the
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MEDITATION ON IMPURITIES.62]

Tatha‘gata with rele‘renee to these common men enjoined the meditation
on Impurities. Because of this meditation on Impurities, they would be
disgusted _with and then free from passion and desire and then at the end of
their life-period, they would be born among gods. And if they would not
become free iiom passion and desire, then after death they would not be
born in a 'go‘od~place ( sugali

[60] The Buddha thought to himself : “ These five hundred
Bhikkhus have become my followers and have left their homes.
And because of me they would also go to a good place. Therefore, having
compassion on all of them, I must enjoin the meditation of Impurities so
that they may be born in a good-place (su-ga!i).”

Originally, he did not commend death to those Bhikkhus. Having
thus thought [in his mind] with reference to the Bhikkhus, he further
thought : “If there is death among the Bhikkhus every day, they would
come to me and say .' ‘ Today a Bhikkhu died, today two Bhikkhus died,
today three Bhikkhus died, today four Bhikkhus died, today five Bhikkhus
died ’ and so on until ‘ today ten Bhikkhus died. ’ But I am not able to
save them with my divine power. I am of no use to them. Therefore, I
must leave [this place] and enter a place of solitude.” Therefore, in the
original Vinaya text, it has been said : The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus :
“ I should like to enter a place of solitude. Therefore, do not allow anyone
else to enter, except one who would bring my food” [ Vin. iii. 68 ].

[61] The Buddha wanted to stop a possible accusation; he would
not let" other people say : “ The Buddha is omniscient and yet he could
not prevent his followers and disciples from killing each other; how then can
he lay down rules for other people ? ”

Among the people there would be some who would retort : “The
World-honoured One had entered a trance; no one could approach him
and tell‘him [about this incident of killing each other]. Conditions were
such, and so, he did not know [this incident]. If he had known this, then
surely he would have stopped it, and would not have permitted them to kill
One another. ”

[62] Feel ashamed [ Vin. iii. 68], that is, noting that the body was
dirty and impure, they get ashamed of their body which they begin to des-
pise. Just as a young man or a woman, who is about sixteen years of age,
who is temparamentally disposed to be clean and inclined to bodily decora-
tion, takes a bath of scented water; after that bath of scented water, puts on
a fme delicate woollen gzn‘ment, and if he has a dead snake or a dead dog
tied to his neck, then seeing that ugly and dirty thing, he gets disgusted with
that foul thing and wants to get away and get rid of it; in the same way, a
Bhikkhu gets disgusted with his body and all the rest as" said above.

'17:}: take a sword and kill ()IIC (mot/tor. Each one addresses the other .' “ My
friend, you relieve me I from this foul body]." The other replied : “ I
shall relieve you.” Thus, one after the other, they killed one another.
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[63 ] Herdsman—Samoa,a—Herdsman—who held a staff“1 [for stccrm'g
deer]. This is his name. Samaaa—One who has an outward appearance
of a samarga, shaves his head, leaving some remnants of hair as Cu”dd'”‘( tuft of
hair), puts on a cloth of soiled colour. With one [piece] he covers his
[lower] body; the other he throws over his shoulders. He enters
a monastery and stays. The Bhikkhus throw away remains of food obtam'ed
by them. He eats them and thus lives. The Bhikkhus go to the place of
such a samazza and say thus to‘him .' “ It would be well, [friend], if you
kindly relieve us [of this foul body] " [ Vin. iii. 68].

Words like these are words of the common men, the ignoble (an-arty'a)
ones.

[64] The oozing blood, that is, the blood that came out of the tainted
hands, feet and the sword.
Went to P’o-c/tu"-mo-Izo (Vaggu-muda' nadi). In this world, there are men
who say that this river can wash away sins of all men. The herdsman-
samazza thought to himself: ‘ I must go to the river Vaggu ( 7’. Phaggu )-3'
and wash away all my sins. ’
Had many scruples [ Vin. iii. 68 ]—When the Bhikkhus were dead, they were
all lying on their right side. No one’s body was moving, nor was anybody
speaking any words. When the [herdsman] saw all this, many scruples
arose in his mind. He was much tormented by repentance and[hc
thought] : “ No advantage has accrued to me; [on the contrary], I have
accmnulated some evil. ”

.No advantage has accrued to me—no happy actions have been accumulated
for me; [on the contrary] I have moaned for a long time : ‘ Nothing
beneficial, nothing beneficial! ’

“I have done [only] evil action: ”—The herdsman-samarz,a thought thus
to himself: “ It is difficult to get this [human] body; I have, however,
killed many Bhikkhus who had been initiated [into the Order]. Thus,
much evil has been [accumulated] in me. ”

[65] There wa.r one Mira-deity [ Vin. iii. 69 ]—There was an earthly
female deity of wrong heretic views belonging to the confederation of Km'g
Ma'ra; she thought thus : “ I must speak such words as would be pleasing
to King Ma‘ra. ”

She decorated her body with ornaments, exhibited her miraculous
powers of transformation, walked on water [as if glidm‘g upon. it] and went
to the place of the herdsman—xamazxa and said thus “ O, Herdsman-
.samamz, you have done a very good thing. You have relieved those who were
not relieved, that is, you have relieved those who were not relieved from this
threefold world.” This was a stupid earthly deity who thus advocated :

 

21. The Chinese text presupposes a readng like ‘nu'ga-damfwfko’.
22. f3 fl—This is u tranl'literau'on of ride. This is an interesting reference to the

Brahmanical custom of prsen‘ing n tuft of hair on the head. as this Jamana was not a real one
but only .1 sham (mum_ml-I'.ullulm). .

23. The river l’hnggu in Behar is Well known in Buddhist literature for its reputation
of being capable ol'wasln‘ny, away one's sins (Sec AfaJJ"/nvua-nikaja, No.7, Vaulu'lpama-qua-glllin)-
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‘Those that were dead were relieved. ’ The Herdsman—samana, who was
very much vexed, heard suddenly the deity speaking these words and
thought : ‘ This deity has great niiraculous‘powcr. When she says thus,
I must have accumulated great benefit. ’ After thinking in this way, he
again washed his sword. Then he entered a monastery and visit-
ing one room after another and called out .° “ Who is [here] that is not yet
relieved ? I shall relieve him.” Those who had not yet attained the
religious Path heard these words and had consternation and fear and were
thunderstruck in their minds and had the hair on their bodies standing'
erect. Those who had already attained the religious Path realised that
their body was transient, painful, void, without any self and were there-
fore not perturbed or dismayed.

Then one day he killed one Bhikkhu. There were days when he killed
two, three, four or five. Thus gradually increasing [the number], he
finished murdering all the five hundred Bhikkus.

[66] He emergedfi'om hi: trance—The Buddha knew that five hundred
Bhikkhus were dead. But when he emerged from his trance, he, though
knowing, deliberately asked, like one who knows not. Why was it so ?
Because he wanted to preach .them the Dhamma. And so he questioned
Ananda .' “ Formerly, there were many Bhikkhus; now why is it that they
have now decreased to only a few ” [ Vin. iii. 69]. Every day, three times,
they used to come to ask, consult, discuss and to receive the points of the'
Dhamma; but now nobody comes. Have they gone to some other country ?”

At that time, Ananda, not knowing that the five hundred Bhikkus had
only reaped the fruits of their actions, only saw that these Bhikkus killed one
another, simply because they were meditating upon the Impurities [of the
body]. He replied : “Thus, 0 VVorld-honoured One, it would be well
if the.World-honoured One were pleased to give another object of medita-
tion for attainm'g Arhtship ” [ Vin. iii. 70 ]. Just as in a high ocean many
rivers flow, similarly in the Dhamma of the Buddha, there are many devices
[of meditation ] like the Ten ways of Pondering, or Ten Kasigas C + m )
or the Four Great Elements, or the object of meditation of Brahma-Viha‘ras,
with which one is enabled to enter Nibba'na. [Therefore], I pray, let the
World-honoured One enjoin any of these devices to the Bhikkhus.”

At that time, the World-honoured One wanted to instruct the Bhikkhus
regarding other devices and so he addressed Ananda: “ If so, 0 Ananda ”
[Vim iii. 70] and the rest.

[ 67 ] Those who were living in the vicinity of chd’lz', that is, those Bhikkhus
who were living in Vesa'li, or those who were living within one gd’vula, or
half a yJo'aua, or one yjo'ana from Vesa‘li—all of them, he arranged to congre-
gate in the Assembly-hall. If the place was near by, Amanda himself went
to call the [mendicants] ; if the place was far away, he sent younger monks
to call them. Within a short time all gathered ‘togcther in the Assembly-
hall. Ananda went to the World-honoured One and said : “ It is time now to
address the Bhikkhus in the Dhamma. The World-honoured One already
knows [what is befitting] ” [ Vin. iii. 70].
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Thereupon the 'l‘atha‘gata spoke to the Bhikkhus : “ Formerly, I had
already spoken to you about the object of meditation 0n Impurities to enable
you to attain Arhatship. Now I want to speak to you again about another
device. ”

Hence it is said in the original Vinaja .' Pondering upon breathing-:31 and
breathing-out [ Vin. iii. 70 ]—Tl_'1c Tatha'gata speaks to the Bhikkhus of
that jlm'na-dhamma to which there is nothing superior.

I must now give the comment ( 3t "1t: ) on'it in succession without
omitting anything. You must listen to it diligently and attentively and bear
it [in mind].

[68] Now this, 0 Bhikkhus—Thc Buddha says to the Bhikkhus :
“ Not only practising meditation upon the Impurities enables one to destroy
depravities but also practising A’nfpdna (meditation on breathing-in
and breathing-out) will lead to the destruction of depravities. ”

The Teacher says : I must tell all this in detail and in due order of
succession. Armpdna means breathing-in and breathing-out. As it is said
in a comment on a sutla'“ :—
“ When there is the awareness of breathing-in, there is no awareness of brc-
athing-out; when there is the awareness of breathtn'g-out, there is no aware-
ness of breathingom'. When one Is' mindful of the breath that comes in, of
the breath that goes out and of both the kinds of breath that come in and
go out, then the mind is' concentrated and we have /Izm’pJna-Sati-mma’dlzi ”
[CE Pati. 172 ]. Such meaning you must yourselves know.

Meditating frequently upon—this means to develope it and to let it be
amplified ( 4*, j: ) . To intennfy‘ it means to think and rethink upon it.
Calm and excellent—\Vhat is the meaning of these two Dghammas ?

Answer :—-—This Jm‘pa’na is not similar to ( Z: fin“ ) the Impurities
and the mind does not get disturbed on account of it.

Meditation upon Impurities—On account of this, the mind is always
disturbed. Why ? Because, one gets disgusted with Impurities.

Hon/251's it that it is considered excellent PEvcn if one meditates upon it
constantly, one does not get fed up ( a-titti/caro 2: E ) . Therefore”,
in the original Vz‘naya it has been said .' “ Extremely calm, excellent, with-
out borrowed plumes, very satisfying and a happy mode of life without any
interruption ( X J1; ) ” [Vim iii. 70 From the very first project-
ion of the mind [towards the object], there is no disturbance. Therefore,
the Tatha'gata has praised it as very calm and very good. At the time when
the breathing is going on, the mind and body get delighted and [ this delight-
ful breathing] can easily be heard in the ear.

[69] A: thye arise, that is, before they get settled, before they are
harboured [in the mind ]," the evil thoughts are destroyed instantanCOusly
according to the capacity one has acquired by the attainment of the Fruits
of the Four Paths. Just as in the spring season, there may be no rain for half

24. The Fall commentary mentions here I’afimmblu‘di.
25. 'l‘aisho edition omits.
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a, month and so on account of the treading [of the earth] by elephants,
horses, men and bullocks, dust may go up into the air and fill the whole sky;
and then at the beginning of the summer in the fifth“ month there may start
stormy‘wind and violent rain resulting in calming down [the clouds of ]
dust, so‘that nothing [of the dust] remains. The Ana‘ptina removes the depra-
vities just as rain settles down the dust.

The Buddha has said to the Bhikk'hus .' How is the meditation of mind.-
fulness of zlndpd‘na contemplated upon .7 How is it pondered upon ?
How is it accomplished .7 “ Know this, Ye Bhikkhus, wishing to attain the
mindfulness of lnfipina : ‘ If a man wants to become a good recluse in the
religious Path, he may remain in solitude, under a tree, or in a mountain, or
in a forest.’ Such a man is one who has gone into a solitary place. ”
[Cf Vin. iii. 70 ].

Question :—-On account of what does he become one who has gone
into a solitary place ?

Answer :———Because he is far away from all kinds of brawl or wrangling.
Just as there may be a cowherd having a young calf that from its very

birth has been drinking milk from the mother-cow until it has grown up big
and strong. The cowhcrd when he wants to take the milk [ from the mother-
cow] ties the calf with a string to a post. The calf, thinking of the milk,
pulls at the string and jumps to and fro and then in no long time stops
suddenly. The string being strong, it is not able to get freed and so it stays
by the side of the post and begins to pant.

The Bhikkhu is like the cowherd. Like the mother-cow is the village
[from which the Bhikkhu seeks his food]. The mind [of the Bhikkhu]
is like the calf; like the milk are the five kinds of sense-pleasures; like the'post
is the arafifia ( forest); like the string is the mind-fulness of Ana‘pa'na.

. [70] Of all the trances of meditation this mindfulness of A’na‘pa‘na is'
very highly regarded by the Buddhas, Individual Buddhas and the Arhat‘s.
If one does not give up cities, towns and villages, it is difficult to enter the
[meditation of ] Ana‘pdna. When a. yagfvacara Bhikkhu has taken to medita-
tion and when he has attained the Fourth trance in Arzdpd'na, he takes the
same as his basic ground and further contemplates upon suffering, voidness
and absence of self. When he has done this he attains the fruit of Arhat-
ship. Therefore, the Tatha‘gata has directed, for those who want to attain
trances, forest as their place of residence.

[71 ] The Buddha is like a divination-expert who knows the speciali-
tics of a proper site [for a building If one wants to set up a city in i a
country, he must be able to properly discriminate the special features—
whether it is auspicious or inauspicious—[ of a site]; then he can say to the
king : ‘ This site is good enough to have a city set up. If the city is built
there, the king would derive much benefit. ’ The king follows his advice
and builds a city there. ‘

2G. The Pall commentary mentions the bright half of the month Ksillm.
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Like this divination-expert, who makes the divination and then gets
rewarded, is the Buddha. who discriminates the proper object of meditation
C fiat" fig ) and then prescribes that object of meditation to the

yagtivacara saying that it is good for him to adopt. The yogévacara follows
the instruction of the Buddha and in due order attains the fruit of Arhat-
ship and offers praise to the Buddha, just as the king offers a [reward of]
Inaintenance to thc divination-expert.

[72] The yog'z‘ua‘cara is like a lion-king who, staying in a forest and
lying with his body concealed, watches birds and beasts. If they are
near his place [of concealment], he can just get up and seize them and
then eat. The Bhikkhu, also, if he stays in a forest, can just await [the
fruits of] Sota‘panna, Sakada’ga‘mi, Ana‘ga‘mi and Arhat and in due succes-
sion attain them.

The Ancients (Purina) have said .'
Just like a Lion-king,
That lies concealed in a mountain or a forest,
And watches birds and beasts near by,
And then seizes them and eats them,
Is also the follower of the Buddha,
Who stays secluded 1n' a forest,
And awaits the Path that has nothing higher;
And then does attain the Fruit of the life of a recluse [Milm 369].

[73] Under a tree [Vim iii. 70 ], that is, at the foot ofa tree, whether
he sits or whether he walks.

A solitayr place, that is, leavm'g out a place under a tree, or one in a forest,
all the rest are called solitary places. When the seasons and the four elements
of the body are agreeable, then it isfit to have the mm'di'ulness of A'mfpdua.
Therefore, in the original Vz'naya, it has been said : ‘ he sits crosselegged. ’
Thus the rm'ndfulness of Ina’pa‘na is easy to be understood.

Sitting cross-legged—this is easy to be understood.
With the boyd erect_, that is, all the eighteen bones of the back, well-fitted m'to
one another, the sinews and the skin—all these are comfortably set. If he
sits uneasily, then at every movement there is the [sensation of] exhaustion
and he may retreat from trance or meditation.
With his mindfulness alert, that is, he places mindfully before himself all the
dharmnas of trance or meditation.
He breathe: out and breathe: in, that is, the Bhikkhu, sitting cross-legged and
being mm'dful of the trance or meditation, breathes out and breathes in.

[74] How is it that he is mindful of the long breath or short breath
[that he takes in or gives ou‘t] ? On account of his long or short breath,
the mind attains concentration, and there is no shaking or quaking
and when there is no shaking or quaking, mindfulness is set up. And
when there is mindfulness, there is knowledge. And then he has knowledge
of his long or short breath.
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Just as a young child, that is in the womb,first comes out and then gives
out a breath. The long or short breath is to be known. How is it to be
known ?. Just as water flows over the long or short [distance of its] conduit-
pipc, in the same way an elephant or a snake has a long body and so the
breath ‘[ that goes through the long body of these anun'als] is long. The
body of a toad is small and accordingly the breath of its body is' short.
( 1 ) The Bhikkhu sitting in meditation should also know from these similes
long or short [nature of] his breath. (2 ) When there is right mindful-
ness, there is produced ease ( fig ) in his mind. (3) And when
there is ease in mind, then there is a very subtle long or short breath that he
gives out or takes in. The mind in turn attains [further] case. (4)
And when, on account of the breath that one gives out or that one takes in,
the mind in turn further attains ease, the breath that one gives out or that
one takes in, also, in turn becomes subtle in its length. (5) On account
of this further ease that is produced in turn, there arises delight. (6)
And because one is delighted, one knows that his breath, in turn, has become
very very subtle. ( 7) Because of this delight, he further intenstfi'cs that
delight. (8) Because of this [increased] delight, he doubles the
minuteness of his breath. (9) And when it becomes very hard even to
discriminate it, then is produced the mind of equanimity. In these nine
different ways, you should yourself know [ the long and short nature of
breath ].

[ 75 ] I breathe out27 knowing the whole fo the boyd [ f0 breath ], I breathe in"
knowing the whole of the body [of breath]. That is, knowing the whole body
I breathe out and breathe in. The body is either long or short; it has its
beginning, middle and end. I know the whole of it as it is before
me at present. I have the knowledge in mind that I am knowing the begin-
ning and end of my breath.

Further, a Bhikkhu given to meditation sees that the out-going breath
is like scattered dust. \Vhen he is seeing it before him, he'sees its beginning
and cannot see the middle or end. Even if he wishes to see the middle or
end, his mind will not be able to do it. Again he sees just the middle of
the out-going breath but does not see the beginning and the end. Again
he sees the end of the out-going breath but does not see the beginning or,
the middle. There may be a Bhikkhu who sees the whole—the beginning,
middle and end. \Vhy is it so ? Because the mind is not exhausted. If
he can do that, then he can becomc an adept in this [meditation of]
out-going and iii-coming breath.

[76] He 1mm; (bit in [the mailer faa] lmuce——that is, he does not rest,
nor does he stop, but constantly ponders upon the out-going and in-coming
breath. If he does so, he guards his actions of the body, tongue and mind
 

27-27. The Chinese translator seems to agree with the interpretation of calm and
[Marisa as respectively ‘brcalhing out' and ‘brcalhing in’ — the interpretation accepted
by Samanla-[fisddika‘, which also adds that, according to some commentaries the
interpretation 15’ just the opposite, i. e. ‘brcathing in' and ‘brcathing 0111' respectively.
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and is known as one who has accomplished conduct. concentration
and wisdom. If his mind-is directed to :ama'd/zi C ___= [11;- ) , then he is
known as one who has accomplished concentration. And if he can discri-
minate conduct and conecntration,then he is known as one who has accomp- '
lishcd wisdom. To these three kinds of accomplishments ( 43’! ) , with that
object of meditation, he directs his mind with nu'ndfulness. The mind is
bound with them;he practises themand never allows them to be slipped away.
Hence-forward, with diligence, he must be given to their accomplishments.

[77] Calming down the out-going and z'nvcoming breath [ Vin. iii. 7l ]—
that is, he calms down the grosser out-going and in-coming breaths.

Calming down means stopping.
What are the grosser [elements of breath] ?
A Bhikkhu, as he enters a trance, is very much fatigued, both in body,

and mind; and so his out-going and in- coming breath is gross. His nose is
oven-powered with it. And further, with his mouth he breathes out and
breathes in. Gradually, his breath becomes subtle as his body and mind
get freed from fatigue due to gross breath. [It becomes so subtle] that
with regard to the out-going and in-coming breath he begins to entertain
doubt : ‘ Am I or am I not, breathing out, or breathing in ? ’

Just as there may be a man who is going up a high mountain. His
body and mind are all fatigued. Then his breath is gross and heavy.
Again, when he comes down the mountain and when he reaches the level
ground below, [he finds] there is a water~pond and a big tree. He enters
the pond and takes a bath. Having finished that, he comes back and sits
under a tree. He feels refreshed and sleeps or sits with his body and mu'td
fresh and cool. Gradually, his breath becomes subtle. The Bhikkhu, also,
as he enters a trance, must be like this. If he has not first controlled
( ) his body and mind, his outgoing and in-coming breath are gross.
Why ? Because he has not directed his mindfulness to them. How is it
t‘hen that gradually they become quiet ? Because, with his mindfulness he
has controlled his body and mind. And so it is said in agdtlzd :

When the body and mind are very much fatigued.
The out-going and in-coming breaths are gross.

[78] The First trance is gross, the Second trance is [comparatively]
subtle; the Third trance, in turn, is subtler; and the Fourth trance is complete

'concentration ( SE ) . [\Nhen compared with that Fourth trance], the
Third trance is grosser; the Fourth tranceis called subtler. This out-going
and in-coming breath is the highest object of meditation. If this breath is
not properly attended to ( a-pan'ggalzi/a ), the outgoing and in-coming
breath is gross; if it is properly attended to, then the outgoing and in-coming
breath is subtle.

Not properly allcuded to means to let loose the breath! Proper)! attended to
means to properly grapple the mind at thepreliminary stage of Fourth trance.
Then, in due course, at the Fourth trance, disappear the DU tgoing and incoming
breaths.* This is what is called Samatha-dlmmma (matter of Quiescence).

 

t See later X1. 9

Managua“.
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[79] 112 (he Vipasmnrz‘-d/zamma, if he has not properly attended to the
Out-going and in~coming breath, it is very gross. But when he contemplates
upon the Four Great cl<-ments [in his body], it is subtle. When further
he contemplates upon u/m‘drina-rflpa [derived matter],it becomes subtler
and that at the time of contemplation upon the Four Great elements becomes .

' grosser; Further, still, if he contemplates upon all kinds of matter (ripa)
it becomes subtler and that [at the time ofcontemplation upon] updda'na-
ru‘pa, derived .matter, becomes grosser. Further, when he contemplates
upon the Formless, it is .subtler and that [at the time 'of the contemplation
upon] all kinds of form becomes grosser. When he contemplates upon both
matter and the Formless, it becomes subtler, while that [at the time of con-
templation upon] the l"ormless becomes grosser. Further, when he con-
templates upon the Law of Causation, it becomes subtler, while that at the
time of contemplation upon both matter and the Formlcss becomes grosser.
Further, when he contemplates upon Name and Form along with the causes,
it becomes subtler, while that at the time of contemplation upon the Law of
Causation becomes grosser. Further, when he contemplates upon Vpiassana‘
that notes [the three] characteristics, it becomes subtler, while that [at
the time of contemplation upon] Name and Forms along with the causes
becomes grosser. When he contemplates upon the weaker (dubbala) Vipassand'
it becomes subtler, while that at the time of contemplation upon Vipassami
that notes the [three] characteristics is grosser. \Vhen he contemplates
upon the stronger Vi/msmna‘, it becomes subtler, while that [at the time of
contemplation upon] weaker Vip'arsamf is grosser. Thus the farther and
farther one is subtler and the preceding and preceding one is grosser.

[80] The grosser and finer Passadd/zi28 (Quiescence) is described in
[Pali- ] :ambhidfi thus “ How does one accomplish the calming down of
the out-going and in-coming breath ? What is the out-going breath ?
\Vhat is the in-coming breath ? ”

Answer :—With the body is connected the iii-coming [and out-going]
breath. Being mindful one accomplishes the calming down of the out-going
and in-coming breath. In this way, the body and mind do not bend ( 11:1? ) ,
do not become unsteady ( LL" ) , do not quake, do not shake;[breathing] be-
comes quiescent and extremely subtle as if it does not exist. This is called accom-
plishing the calming down of the out~going and in-coming breath. In this
way, the presence of wind [-element] is as good as not accomplished. The
mindfulness of the And/Mina also is not accomplished. The contemplation
does not become successful. The wise man does not enter such 5amd'dlti
nor does he emerge from it. But if he accomplishes the calming down of
the out-going and in-coming breath in such a way that the wind—(element)
does remain present and does not go away, then it is called an opening to a
good [state] ( PST-3: UH ) 2”. The wise man enters such a state [of samadhi]
and does emerge from it. [ CF. Pati 1'. 184-185]

 

'28. This is explained in the gloss by the Chinese editor thus—“This means quiescence,
where there is no disturbance".

29. There does not appear to be anything corresponding to this in Pali.
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[81] “ Like what should one understand this to be ? Just as one
should strtk'e a copper vessel, then the sound [that is produced] is first big,
then it becomes ybtle. The big sound is first by itself recogru'sed [by the
mind]. Afterwards, gradually, one can very well recognise the subtler
sound. When it is well~preserved in mind, then even though the subtler
sound has disa'ppeared, it does not go away from the mind because one is still
thinking of it. The out-going breath and in-corning breath also are like-
wts'e—first gross, then subtle. When one pays attention to _the gross [breath]
then, gradually, one also can reach the subtle one. Then, even when the
subtle [breath] has disappeared, still one continues to pay attention to it.
And because it is still lingering in one’s mind, the mind remains concentrated
on the same. Thus one'can get the wind of breath, and mind remains
concentrated on it, and thus the bolt for firm fastening ( 35] fi ) is secured.
The [contemplation] on out-going and in-coming breath is successful.
Anipd’na-samddhi also 13' successful. A wise man enters such j/td'na-mmddhi
and also emerges from it” [PahI i. 184—186]. Therefore, it has been said in
the original Vz'naya : ‘the out-going and in-coming breath has been calmed
down," and then follows “ponderm’g Fifi fi‘anwsali ) upon them. And
so it is called knowledge that follows pondering (anupauanJ-fidaam). There is
the out-going and in—eoming breath, but there may not be pondering .upon
them; or there is pondering but there may be no out-going or in-coming
breath. Only when these two things (dhammas) are present, then springs
up knowledge which contemplates upon the body” [Cf Pali. 186]. Thus,
in due course, one attains the Fruit of Arhatslu'p. Thus far is [the instruc-
tion ] for one who is a beginner in the accomplishment of trances.

[82] What is it that he accomplishes ? A Bhikkhu with his morally
good mind has to have the pure four-fold good conduct. The purity is of
three kinds. Which are those three ‘3 (i) Firstly, no violation [of rules]; (ii)
secondly, if there is violation, then must follow' confession with an expression
of regret;and(iii)third1y,one must not be tormented by taints (kilcsehi m 1&1“) .
When the purity of conduct has been thus accomplished, then follows mind-
fulness. He should also fulfil the duties in connection with the image-house
of the Buddha, with the court-yard of the Bodhi-tree and other duties ahead
regarding his spiritual preceptor and teacher, bath-room and the hall of the
recitation of the [Pdtz'mokklza-text-] book of good conduct and eighty-two’o
duties mentioned in the Khalid/rakes and the four31 big duties (mahd-valtd‘ni).
If he does all this he is called one who has practices of good behaviour (thi-
ramdcdn'kan'la). If a Bhikkhu takes pleasure in accomplishing this behaviour
he should fulfil it completely. If a Bkikklxu were to say : “I hold fast to the
good conduct, without any lapses,” but does not [actually] have” practices

30. Siratllmdi'pam' (Tim on Spinanla-paildtkl), Sin/z, cd, [1/1. 553-54. mentions in detail
them as well as the fourteen malilimllas. Sec Giza/I. II of Cullavagga of Vinaya.

3i. Pali (er! menlianrfourlmz (addasa). Cullaaagga of the l’inaya mentions 14 kinds of
Valle: in Chap. VIll. See. l’in. ii. 207 ff.

32. Taisho edition has here 14 characters which are not found in the hold-type
edition. The latter seems to be correct as they are out of place here. They should really come
later; and we find them in this bold-typed edition in l0.25;\. 7-8. See lutcr, note 37-37.
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of good behaviour, then it is impossible [lit. such a thing does not exist] that
the conduct of the Bhikkhu is perfect. If a Bhikkhu were to practise
good behaviour then his treasure of good conduct will be excellent and

‘ perfect. When it is excellent and perfect, theti he can attain mmd'd/xi. Why ?
As it is said in :1 mm: ‘ “The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus : If one wcrc
not to fulfil the practices of good behaviour, then it is very difficult for
him to attain the perfection of good conduct”. [A iii. 14—15].

[83] It has been said in a. grit/id :
Place of residence, family,” gain,
Group [ of friends] and work as the fifth :
Journey, kinsmen and diseases,
Books and long recitation [of mantras] as the tenth.

These are the ten dhammas of longing“ ( as ) . If one can give them up
then it IS possible for one to enter trance and meditation.

[84] The object“ of meditation is of two kinds: the first is one which
is to be contemplated upon every~whcrc; the second is one which one can
carry ( Hp,“ ) with him and contemplate upon.

Question :-\Vhat is that which is to be contemplated upon every-
where ? '

Answer :-—(_)nc has great friendly feelings for the Assembly of Buddlu'st
monks, to begin with; one ponders upon death and contemplation upon
impure“ things. If the Bhikkhu has friendly feelings in his mind to whom
should he first direct his friendly mind ? The Bhildt'hu should first delimit
his sphere and then contemplate with his mind : first, on the Assembly of
Buddhist monks, then on the heavenly deities, then on the wealthy people,
then upon ordinary persons and then on all the living beings. Why is it
that he should first contemplate upon the Buddhist San'gha- ? Because he
has ‘common residence with them and if he has friendly feelings ever_ywhcrc
in the Buddhist San‘gha, he feels quite secure and lives quite at ease with
them. \Vhy is it that he should contemplate upon the heavenly deities ?
In order to secure protection from them. If he has friendly feelings pervad-
ing all heavenly deities, then they .iave a soft corner for him in their heart
and they always do good to him. Why is it that he should contemplate
upon the wealthy ? In order that they may do good to him. Why is it
that he should contemplate upon ordinary men ? In order that they may
cooperate with him and in order that they may not do any harm to him.
Why is it that he should contemplate upon all living beings ? In order that
he may not come into any difficulty. Why is it that he should contemplate

 

33. Is the Chinese reading clu' ( fl ) , solitude, a mistake for chin ( g ) , family,
corresponding to I’ali l‘llla'm ?

34. The. Pali word used here is [wilted/ta, obstacle, hindrance.
35.. This seems to Ix used for Pall kammagtlxdna, an object on which one. meditatex; an

Object which enables om: to attain meditation. Hence an implement.
36. The Pali Cm. adds : this (last) is the View of some (asubha-mn'n“! 1i pi all).
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upon death ? Because if he himself contemplates37 : ‘I also have to die’,
and when he thus contemplates he gives up wrong modes of seeking [his
requirements ]37, develops penitence ( saqwega ii," ) and has no indolence
in him. If he contemplates upon impure things, then it is a noble contempla-
tion. When he contemplates upon impure thin'gs, then he gets .rid of desire
and all evil dhamrnas. Desire being the basic cause [of evil dhammas],
one should have a great regard for the contemplation upon Impurities. One
can set up all good dharmnas. Therefore, it is called [an object] that could
be contemplated upon everywhere.

The [object] among. the thirty-eight [objects] of contemplation, which
can be used according to one’s pleasure and which can be used only when
it is not separated from onesel,f is' called an object of contemplation that
is carried with oneself. The mindfulness of Zlna‘pa‘na belongs to [ this category]
-—the object that is carried with oneself.

The Teacher says .' I have described this in brief; but one who cares
may get the detailed comment from Abhid/zarma-uilzh£56."s

[ 85] When he has thus purified his conduct and when he is free from
distractions (? 315- 51-51- _f1'.2 ) he enters the concentration of Ana‘pzina. Because
of this concentration 02' Ana‘pa'na, he enters the Fourth Trance. Having
entered the same, he contemplates upon the painful, void and evanescent
nature [of all worldly things]. Having contemplated upon the same, he
goes to an. Arhat for asking [about his doubts]. If the Arhat is not avail'
able, he goes to an Ana'ga"mi'; if an Aniga‘mi is not available he goes to a
Sakada'ga‘mi; if a Sakada‘ga'mi is not available he goes to a Sota'panna; if
a Sota‘panna is not available he goes on until he gets one who has attained
a trance.

What is it that he has to seek ? If there is such a man who had [ pre-
viously] attained a trance, then it is easy for him ( the latter ) to reveal
the same. just as there should be an elephant who leaves behind, while
walking, his footmark; then it is easy to find and not lose the right path.
To get the Path or to get the trance is also like the same. Why ? Because
it is easy [for him] to point it out.

The Teacher says : ‘I should like to say what he should do first. This‘
Bhikkhu, light in his body and without any heavy encumbrances, equipped
with the practices of proper behaviour goes to the place of his teacher, rendcn'
dutiful services to him and from that time onward behaves, noting the in.
clinations of his teacher, in such a manner that the teacher gradually has
thoughts of affection for him. He should learn from him the five aspects
[of his object of meditation].

[86] Question :——\Vhat are the five aspects ? first, learning; second:

37-37. Taisho and Shanghai editions omit the original characters lot" this pwagc whidI
they insert in an earlier passage. See note 3"... above. The bold-type block-print edition
gives these words which exactly correspond to l’ali : (tummy-r marilabban (i ciulenlo canal”?
pallaya, and we should naturally expect these Chinese words here.

38. l’ali (1m. specifically mention: here Visuddhinmgga.
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questioning ( l3] ) ; third, appearance;
(afipaflj ,3“: ) ; and fifth, characteristics.

What is meant by ‘learning’ ?
Answer z—lt means to grasp the exact nature of the object of trance

and meditation (j/m‘na-iomo‘dhi—d/zamma).
What is meant by ‘questioru'ng’ ? It means to question about the order

of succession [of those objects of meditation
What is meant by ‘appcarance’ ? It means the appearance of that object

of trance or meditatiOn.
What is meant by ‘t'omplete dedication’ ? It means to be entirely given

over to the object of trance and meditation.
What are the ‘characteristics’ ? It means to note the characteristic

marks of the object of trance and meditation. ’
These are known as the five aspects.

fourth, complete dedication

[87] \Vhy is it that these five aspects are to be learnt first .9
Because thereby, he would not tire out himself and he would save his

teacher all bother. Therefore, one has to learn these five aspects, which
are easy to know and easy to follow. When he has learnt these five aspects
and if it is agreeable to stay at the teacher’s place, then he should stay. If it
is not agreeable, he should shift his place of staying. If he is lacking in wis-
dom, he goes away from his teacher at a distance of one yojana; if he has
wisdom, he may go beyond this distance and stay there. He‘may take a
place of residence which is good, as it is far away from eighteen”
[faults], or as it possesses” five [good points]. Having taken it, he
should remove minor distractions ( [/afibodlia fig“ ) , ‘take his mid-day
meal and for a. while should rest (lit. lessen his breathing). Having rested,
he should first contemplate upon the Three jewels and thus 'let his mind
rejoice. He should lo'llow his teacher’s instruction, without forgetting any
and without any lapses. The mindful [contemplation] of this And/Jo'na
shouid well be preserved in mind.

The Teacher says “I have now said this in brief; details have been
given in Abhidharma. You yourself should know them”.

[88] Should retain it in mind. How is it to be retained in mind ?
By counting, follmving, touching, placing, contemplating, turning back,

purifying and by examining through and through.
Counting means counting one, two and so on.
Following means following the out-going and iii-coming breath.
Touching means [tom:ln'ng] the place touched by the breath.
Placing means |_ to be on] the Path.
I’ursz‘dnbrr means [the attainment of] Fruit.
Examining throng/z and through means to note the characteristics of the

object of meditation (d/iammolal;klzazm).
A begiimer [in this meditation] should first count and then place

l that object of nn‘.(lt't:nv'(m ] in mind. The counting of the (lhammas means

39—39. For this see I'm. l\,'. 3-“), IV. 19.
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to count from one onward, at least, upto five; then to begin again. He can.
not [terminate with] counting three or four; to count, from one onward,
at most, upto ten and then begin again. He cannot [terminate with]
counting eight, or nine”.

v

Thus ends
the Tenth Book of the Vinaya-commcntary [named]

Samantaupa'sfdikd’. ,

  

’O

40. Thu' division of the text into books or fasciculcl is merely a matter of convemcnoe'
of the sin- of a book or a fasciculc. The fasciculc may come to an abrupt end in the midst of
the treatment of a topic. Here the topic of {uncut has not come to an end. It: treatment i:
continued in the next book or fasc'iculc.  
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Vinaya

Book XI

[T. 7470—7552;; P’ing 58b—64a; PTS. ii. 419a—-ii. 48%; s. 1'. 301—342; N.
ii. 416—479].

[1] Question :———V\’hy is it not good that the counting should not
terminate with three or four ?

Answer :—The out-going and in-coming breath will appear to be
crowded [in a small area]. And when they are thus crowded it is difficult
to subdue the mind. Just as in a cow-pen where there are many heads of
cattle that get crowded at the balustrade, through which they break and
come out. If he [counts] and reaches completely the count ten, then there
is quite liberal room in the body, just as there should be liberal room for the
cattle in a big cow-pen and thereby it becomes easier to look after them.

If he terminates wilh eight or nine, then also it is not good. Why P
Answer :———One should not let the mind be confused as it creates doubt

in one’s mind: ‘whethcr one has been actually experiencing the relish of a
trance’; and, also, because it creates delusion in one’s mind. From such
defects, you should keep yourself away.

When one counts the breath, one should count slowly like a grain-
measurer, who first fills the measure-can, empties it and then afterwards
counts ‘one’; again he takes the measure-can[—— ful] and if there is some
earth-clod, or grass-stick coming to his notice, he throws it away and empties
the measure-can and then he repeats ‘two.’ Thus, one after the other, he
counts upto ten. The )‘nga‘vacam who counts the out-going and in-coming
brea'th also does likewise.

[2] I,f [later], he counts hurriedly, he does it like a cowherd who
counts his cows. How does he count his cows ? A skilful cowherd takes
in his hand his staff and sits on the door-pillar [of a cow-pen] and when
the cows come out as they are driven, strikes the cows that hurriedly come
out, and as they have come out he counts them one, two, three, four, five
and so on upto ten. Why is it that he should count in this manner? There may
be a time when there is some disturbance in the harmony of the four elements
of the body, when the out-going and in-coming breaths are quick. At such
a time, he may count the breaths as they have ‘come out or gone in—one,
two; three, four, five; one, two, three, four, five. While counting the cows,
one should count them [as they have just come out] at the barrier of the

...39

ll.la.3
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gate. One should not count them inside or away [from the pm], And
because of this quick counting the mind gets concentrated. \Vhy ?    [3] Just as there may be a. man on a sailing-boat on a rapid stream_,
If one, two, three, four, five poles are together used to prick [the bottom of -’
the river-bed ], then the boat can be stopped and then it can be made stable. V
The out-gom'g and in-coming breaths also are like the same. How ? The
mind is like the boat. The out-going and in-co'ming breaths are like the
poles. The mind is floating over the stream of five-fold desires. And the
out-going and in-coming breaths pierce [ the stream] and make [ the mind]
stable. If one is breathing in and if the mind follows the breath after it has
entered, then it is like greasy fat(meda) that enters the body and makes it comely
and full. If one is breathing out and if the mind follows the out-gone breath,
then it becomes very expansive [with the enlarged] object of meditation.
And when it becomes amplified, it becomes difficult to tame it. Leaving
outside these two places [the inside and outside], the mind should be direc-
ted to the firm post of the object of meditation and at that time counting

“.28.! should be made. And then the :amid/zi is accomplished. Therefore, it is
748a_3 said in the original Vinyaa : “Do not count the breaths that have already

gone in or the breaths that have gone aWay.”

[4] When, then, should the counting be stopped ? When the mind
is no longer distracted—and likewise ( 1m ) the out-going and in-coming
breaths—then one should stop and count no longer. When this is done then
one should follow up with mindfiilness. What is meant by ‘following up' ?
He knows the out—going and inwoming brwth; that is, without availing him-
self of the counting, he knows it. And follows it up in three ways. Which
are those three ways ? _

Answer :—[ He thinks of] navel ( ft,“ also written flff ) as the begin-
, ning, heart ( a) ) as the middle, and the tip of the nose as the end.

These are the three ways. When he breathes out, then the navel is the
beginning, the heart is the middle and the tip of the nose is the end. If he
breathes in, then the tip of the nose is the beginning, heart is the middle
and navel is the end.

[5] If the mind follows up the breath that has [already] gone out,
then the mind is not concentrated. And when the mind is not concentrated,
the body also is subject to quakm‘g and swaying. Therefore the original
Viuaya [says] z—“VVhile the nu'nd follows up the out-going and in-coming
breath, if it follows it up when it is already inside, then the mind is not eun-
centrated;if [it follows it up when it is already] outside, then there the [body]
quakc3° and sways. And when there is quakm'g and swaying, :ama‘d/u' is not
accomplished. If it follows up the [already] in-gone breath, then also the
same thing. Therefore domot follow it up at the middle or the end. When
the out-going or in-coming breath are just touching, of are placed upon, the '
tip of the nose, then the mind is well-settled. And when it is well-settled,
then it is finnly fixed upon the out-going and in-coming breath*.” If then,
the counting is discontinued, the mind, by itself, experiences concentration.

‘ Cf. Puff. i. 165.
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[.6] Like a lame man watching a small child placed in a cradle
suspended [from the ceiling] in a room, he sits firm at one place noting
the movement [of the cradle] but does not bother to shift or sway his hand.
A Bhikkhu, sitting in meditation, is also like this.

Further, it (the mind) is like a gate-keeper. People go and come in.
But he does not first ask them any questions when they are far away. But
when he looks down upon them coming at the threshhold of the gate, then
he asks them; nor does he ask them the place from which they came, nor the
place to which they belong, nor any such miscellaneous things. He just
knows them going out or coming in. The Bhikkhu sitting for meditation is
also like this. He also does not know the out-going and iii-coming breath
before he actually receives them face to face ( fig ) . You yourself should
know all this.

[7] The Buddha has said : “If one knows three things, then the
mind is concentrated.” [ Paul 1'. 169] Which are those three things ?
First, enthusiastic exertion ( pad/zine 73$“ A ) , the proper means ( pajoga
75‘ (It ) and attainment of distinction ( 11139511 425}- J; ) .These are the three.

Just as there may be a huge block of wood Well-placed on the ground
and there may be a man who wants to cut that wood. He first notes the
grain (lit. side or edge) of the wood and then uses a saw to cut it. His mind
always pays attention to the teeth of the saw, that they are well placed and
does not [bother himself about noting] the forward and backward move-
ment of the saw. The out-going and in-coming breaths are also likewise.
To have before one’s mind jha‘na-d/zamma: and to set up the proper means
for the same may be compared to the huge-block of wood lying on the
ground. To note the proper grain of that wood [ where the cutting may be
commenced] is like the mind properly thinking of the preliminaries of the
jha‘nadhamma. Like the saw that moves forward and backward are the
breaths that go out and come in. The mind paying attention to the teeth
of the saw is like [the mind paying attention to] the tip of the nose.

The Bhikkhu sitting in meditation should know this illustration; also
to keep before one’s mind trance and meditation; also to set up proper
means; and also to attain the distinction. '

Question :—What is meant by [the preliminaries]
meditation 7’.

Answer :—The body and mind become, with diligence and strenuous-
ness, workable—this is what is called [the preliminaries of] trance and
meditation.

Question :——\Nhat is meant by setting up proper means ?
Answer :—-With vigorous exertion to give up taints (kz'lesa‘) and to

completely destroy imaginings (vz'tak/c_r7). This is what is called setting up
proper means.

Question .'——~\'Vhat is meant by reaching a position of distinction ?
Answer .'~—VVith Vigorous exertion to give up fetters (sagnyajallzd'ni). This

is what is called reaching a position of distinction.
These three dhammas, [however], do not become an object [of medita-

tion] of the foeussed mind, though it is not that they are not known by it;

andof trance
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and the mind also does not quake. The jha‘na-dhamma is before one’s mind ,-
the proper means are set up; and one reaches a position of distinction.

[8] When all these things are accomplished, then what is known as
mindfulness of .1»:me is established. When a. Bhikkhu has achieved this
mindfulness of Andpdna, then he gives-out radiance in this world, just as the
moon that has come out of clouds, gives out radiance that sth'es over the
whole world. [Cfl Pati. i. 172 ]

In this trance and meditation, there is some one to whom, at an early
stage C 29] ) , a happy mental reflex (m'milta) appears. There is some one
to whom, while he is counting the breaths, a. happy mental reflex appears.
Happy, in what way ? When this Bhikkhu is sitting on the ground,
0; on a. cot without any bedding,his seat is all soft and smooth like soft
cotton-wool; in no way different. Why P Because when he counts his breaths,
his body becomes light. Thus, in due course, his gross out-going and
in-coming breaths disappear; his body and mind know no ‘limitations, like
the open sky. His out—going breath, in turn, becomes so subtle [that one
may suspect] whether it exists or does not exist.

[9] Just as a person may strike a bell, then [the sound] that is
produced is first gross and afterwards it becomes fine. The man who is
sitting in meditation and counting the breaths is also like this. It has been
therefore, said in the original Vinaya: “First gross, then subtle" [CC Pali.i.l85].

The Teacher says : “This trance~meditation of counting the breaths
is difl‘erent from other trance-meditations. Other trance-meditations are
at first fine and later intense (lit. gross). If this Bhikkhu has entered this
trance and if the mental reflex does not appear in this trance, one should not
get up from his seat, but should persist firmly in his sitting and should hintself
fu‘rther reflect. How should he reflect ?

If he knows that the mental reflex does not appear, he should thus say
to himself :—“This out—going and in-coming breath sometimes exists, some-
times does not exist; some one has it, some one may not have it.” He
[further] says to himself : “In a person in' the womb of the mother, the out-
gom’g and in~corning breath does not exist; so also in water...among the gods
of long lifel...among those who are dead...among those who have entered the
Fourth trance-meditation'“...among those who are in the Formless Realm...and
among those who have reached the mma’dhz' of cessation, the out-going
and in-coming breath does not exist.” Having thus reflected, he should fur-
ther admonish himself thus: ‘You are an intelligent person; you are not in the
womb of your mother, nor in water, nor among the gods who have [material]
form and yet have no material form, nor in the Jamaal/ti of cessation, nor
among the gods of long life, nor among tl‘e dead, nor in the Fourth trance-
meditation. The out-going and in-coming breath is there, but it is very
fine and subtle; and therefore you are not able to know its existence. There-
fore just pay again close attention. If you have a prominent nose, just fix
 

l. Pali Cm. has asan'n‘t'lzhu‘tdna'm, gods that have no consciousness.
A_‘ See X. 78 above.
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your mind on the nostrils (na'M-puta). If the nose is snubbed, fix your mind
on the [upper] lip.’ Therefore, one must guard this point.

V
[10] As it is said in 3 Julia : The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus : “If

-a man' is very forgetful and cannot apply his mind to what is before him,
then he cannot enter the trance-meditation of Andpa‘na ” [M. iii 84]. Not
only the trance—meditation of Andpa’na, but also other trance-meditations
as well. But if he is mindful, then this trance-meditation does present itself
to him. This trance-meditation of Ana’pdna is very weighty. The Buddhas,
Individual Buddhas, the Arhats have all made the mindfulness of lndpdna
as their basic ground and have thereupon attained the Path. As one directs
his mindfulness to it, it becomes [more and more] serene. Therefore,
with regard to this meditation one must keep mindfulness alert and must,
moreover, [cultivate] wisdom ( pafi'fi'fi Just as, in' connection with
a fine silk taffeta, one has to use a needle and a thread that is very fine. Like
the needle is the attentive mindfulness; like the thread is the wisdom. They
must be joined together and not allowed to be disconnected. With the
help of these two dhammas, one cannot fail to grasp the out—going and in-
coming breaths.

[11] Just as a peasant, when his bullocks are very tired and the
attendants too are very much tired, sets the bullocks free. And when he sets
them free, he enters a grove of trees [with the attendants]; When his
attendants have become refreshed, he gets up to find the bullocks. But he
does not follow the foot-tracks of the bullocks. He enters the forest and
goes straight to the water-drinking place of the bullocks and stops there. He
sits or lies down awaiting the completion of water-drinking by the bullocks.
When it is done, he seizes them by the string passing through the perforated
nose. He then drives them back with his staff to the ploughing-field. The
Bhikkh'u’s trance-meditation, also, is similar. If the out-going and in-coming
breaths are very laborious (lit. tired), then temporarily one must let them
go for getting revived. One must not return C fl” ) to them. But one
must fix [his attention] on the tip of the nose. When he can listen to the
out-going and in-coming breath, then he may count. Attentive mindful-
ness is like the string. The wisdom is like the staff. Thereupon, he lets the
out-going and in-coming breaths [revive]. If he thus gets them, then in
no long time there appears the mental reflex in the trance.

[12] His body is: suffused with delight. Like the [soft] contact of
cotton—wool, his body gets tender and flexible. There is some one who sees [ the
mental reflex] like the flower of a cotton-plant (ku—pei 75‘ E kapplfsa).
There is another who sues it like the gale of a strong wind; another who sees
it like a pcrching star; another who sees it like a garland of pearls; another
who sees it like white pearls scattered around; another who sees it like the
stone in the flower of a cotton-plant; another who sees it like a string;
another who sees it like a tangible object of hard substance," another who

2. Pall Cm. .' Jlrn-dII'IH-Jflci vim.
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sees it like a fire-flame; another who sees it like a monkey3 (?) ; another who
sees it like a rising cloud; another who sees it like a lotus; another who sees
it like a wheel of a chariot; another who sees it as a round moon. Why is it
so ? Just as the [chain of] words in a Julia-text, when it is recited by a
group of Bhikkhus, appears lovely, but in a difl‘erent way, to every one of
them. To some it appears to be like a mountain,“ or a river,‘ or a tree and
the like. ,

Question :———This appearance like a mountain, river, or a tree—40 what
is it due ? V

Answer :—It is due to the understanding ( 3E, :an"/z'd) of the mind
[of each man]. The production of understanding in each man 15' different.
Therefore, understanding bem'g such, there is some person who concentrates
upon the out-going breath, some who concentrates upon the in—coming
breath, or some who concentrates upon the [mental] reflex in the trance.
If he does not see anything like tlu's, then the Ana‘pa‘na is not accomplished,
nor is accomplished the Dhamma of the First Trance. If he gets these three
dhammas then the j/zd‘na-xamd‘dhi is accomplised.

[13] If the Bhikkhu sitting in meditation sees such a mental reflex,
then he should go to his teacher and say : “I have seen such and such a
mental reflex.” The Teacher would say in reply : “0, this is the mental
reflex you have seen I" He Should not say : “This is the mental reflex in the
trance,” nor should he say : “This is not the mental reflex.” Having said
tlu's, he should further add : “Friend, you further continue in [the
concentration of] your mind.”

The Teacher says : “\Vhy should not the teacher say to him : tlu's is
the mental reflex in the tranCe; or that this is not the mental reflex in the
trance?” .

Answer :—If he says to him delimiting that it is a mental reflex in the
trance, then he would slacken his efforts (lit. remain idle); and if he would
say that it is not the mental reflex in the trance, then [being disappointed],
his mind would [altogether] retire [from his course]. Therefore he should
not say [anything like that]. But he should kindly explain to him : “The
mental reflex will come by itself," and further say as said by the Pora‘nas
in a ga‘tha’ :

When the mind is fixed upon the olject [of meditation],
Then appears the mental reflex in various forms;
If the man [applying himself to meditation] is wise,
Then in his mind that is straight he does count
The breaths that go out or that come in;
Being diligent, he never lapses into distraction.

[14] Thus when the mental rcllcx in the trance has appeared, then
the hindrances. (nirumlufm) come to a slzuid-still and the taints themselves

 

3. Here the Chino: tramlator obviously misundcrsmmls the original nmkkalaka-Julia,
spider's cob-web, by confining makkalaka with makkafa, a monkey.

4'4. Pali Cm. has [ml/balvlrra muli rim, like a mountainq'ir.cr, which is more rcasonablc
than a mountain and a nvcr taken scp:n‘;|tt:l\I-. See ['iy. i\ . 130; Vim. 51.  
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quietly cease to exist. On account of these two things, the straightened
mind is equipoised ( ‘25- {a ) and the :ade/zi is aceomplished. Either
one attains the neighbouring grOund (upactira-b/zu'nu') or one attains the ground
where one‘ gives up the taints; or because the factors of a trance arise he
attains the neighbouring ground [of concentration] (i. e. upacdra-samddhi)
or there presently attains the ground of the First samddhi (appanti samddhi).

Question :—The attainment of sade/zi and the attainment of upaca‘ra-
mdehi—are they different, or are they similar ?

Answer :—They are different. The mind in the upaca'ra-bhu‘mi rushes
towards the meritorious process [of cognition] and then enters its subliminal
state (bliavanga); but the mind in the complete concentration (mmd’dhi) can
always dwell upon its object for a whole day and can continue in the
meritorious process of cognition (kumla-vfthi) without entering its subli-
minal state. Therefore, it is said : these two are different.

[15] When the mental reflex in the trance has appeared one should,
either by noting its colour, or by noting the superficial marks,” nourish it and
amph'fy it. Just as when a sovereign Emperor has appeared in the [mother’s]
womb, the father and mother have a great love and regard for him and they
preserve him by keeping the suitable conditions of heat and cold and by
supplying him with food and drink. If he is thus preserved, then he a'ttains
the proper stage of fruition. The Bhikkhu also preserves the mental reflex
in the trance like this. If he does not preserve it, it will be lost.

[16] How is it that he preserves it ?
(i) Firstly, by [taking recourse to] a good dwelling-place [Evita];
(ii) secondly, by [choosing] a good sphere of movement (gocara);
(iii) thirdly, by [keeping] company of good people (puggala);
(iv) fourthly, by [having] agreeable food and drink (bhajana);
(v)' fifthly, by [selecting] the appropriate one from among the four

seasons(utu) ; '
(vi) sixthly, by [having] the right one [of the four bodily postures]

[iny'a’pat/za] of walking, standing, sitting and lying down; and
(vii) seventhly, by being away from mental perturbations concerning

food, drink and the like.
These are the seven. In these seven ways he preserves [the mental

reflex]. If he thus preserves it, it is [stabilised and it stays. In due course
it is seen in an enlarged and amplified form.

[17] (1) He secures ( .11.. ) the extreme purity of the [physical]
sense-organs ( m ) .

(2) He subdues them soft and tender.
(3) If he desires, he can have a firm grip on his mind.
(4) If he desires, he can let it loose'.

5. Pall Cm. says: neua uazznalo manmi kdlabbap, na Iakkharlalo paceavekkhilabbarp....api ca
appamauena mkk/u'labbarm one should not only pay attention to the colour, or contemplate upon
the characteristic marks, but also preserve [ the image] carefully.
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If he so desires, he can make it active.
If he so, desires, he can subdue it.
If he so desires, he can exhilarate it.
If he so desires, he can let it have its own way.
He is far away from those who are not given to meditat'
and is in the company of those who are given to meditati

(10) He has his mind entirely devoted to the trance rnh
muttaza‘). '

    
      

  
   

vvvv
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These are the ten ways in which one can properly place the mentaf

reflex in one’s rru'nd. One should not slacken into sloth and torpor, and wit
vigorousness cultivate it in one’s mind.

[18] Thinking that, presently, he would attain app,ana‘-:anla’dfu', he
gin‘s up b.510an‘ga-cz‘lziz and the intrinsic ( ) mind (manodva‘nivajjauacitta)

It stays 11w a moment and then disappears. Then arise four or
minds]. \Vhen there are five, the first is workable (parikamma) 7

mm :cond is approaching (upaca‘ra) mind, the third is adaptable
(anal. ind, the fourth is adoptive ( lit. penetrating FF (HI )
mm'd u“ e fifth is concentrating mind (aflpaad-dtla). Ifinstead of five,
there are four, then the first is workable and approaching mind, the second
is adaptable, the third is adoptive, and the fourth is concentratingmind.
This [concentrating] mind is either the fourth or fifth and not the sixth
or seventh.

The foregoing minds belong to the Realm of Desire and the concentrating
mind to the Realm of Form. Thus on account of this concentrating mind,
five factors are destroyed and five arise; ten characteristic marks are provided
and threefold gOOdXU'5'\ is obtained. [\Vith this equipment],'the First trance
is attained. When the imaginings in this contemplation ) are
destroyed, the Second trance is attained. When the characteristics
mrks ( #1 ) of this are destroyed, then he attains [one after the other]
the Third and the Fourth trances. Thus being instructed, the mind reaches
the highest point.

The Teacher saysz“I have. said this here, in brief. If a detailed explana-
tion is wanted, you yourself can know it from the text of the Pat/z ofPurt't}
( Visudzl/zimagga) . ’ ’

sprizw‘ ‘ '
fiVt‘ ,7 I

[19] Thus when the Bhikkhu has attained the Fourth trance, he
should contemplate upon it again and again and amplify it. If he wants to ,
advance and reach the State of Reality ( fl ,ng pa‘riruda’lii ) , he should
be quite adept in the Fourth trance in five ways : (l) firstly, by directing
one’s mind toit; (2," srcondly by dwelling ( A ) in it; (3) thirdly, by
commanding ( 511]} (Id/I'I'H/za‘na ) it; (4) fourthl)’, by [knowing] how to
emerge from it; and ('5) fifthly, by deep contemplation ( E: m ) upon
it. In these five ways, he‘can reach the State of Reality.

When the Bhiltkhu has thus attained mastery in five ways, he then
starts with contemplation upon the material qualities (ru'pa) and the like,
or with contemplation upon the immaterial qualities (mm/)0) and the



 

STABILIZATION OF VIPASSANKXL22 ]

like. And when he has contemplated upon the material and immaterial
qualities, he stabilises vipassana' (Penetrative Insight).

to
[20] [How does he stabilise it? This Bhikkhu emerges from the Fourth

trance. He- firmly grasps the factors of the trance. When he has grasped
this, [he sees that] these factors of trance are depending upon the heart-
basis which, in turn, is based upon the Four Great Elements; the con-
templation upon Four Great Elements is [also] based upon his physical
body. Out of these, the factors of a trance are called non-material and(heart-)
basis and the rest material. The non-material dhammas are to cover con-
sciousness. Out of these [dhammas ], the Four Great Elements and the like
are material and mind accompanying those material qualities, is non-
material. Or, when he emerges from the :amridhi, he notices that the body
and mind are the source ( [fl ) of the out-going and in-coming breath.

[21] It is like this : just as there should be a blacksmith who has
bellows (lit. a skin-bag-pipc). Because of the blowing movement of (the
bellows by) a man, the wind goes out and comes in. The out-going and
iii-coming breath are exactly like the same. Because of the body and mind,
the breath goes out and comes in. This Bhikkhu notices the out-going and
iii-coming breath as body, as a material quality, and the mind andits associat-
m'g dhammas as non-material. Thus -he has discriminated Name from Form
and then he seeks their causal factors. In all the three worlds“, the Name and
Form are inseparably joined; they are never severed [from each other].
Regarding this inseparable connection, he begins to have some doubt. But
he overcomes that and then notices three characteristic marks. Having
noticed these three characteristic marks, he further reflects upon the coming
into and passing out of existence. Because of this contemplation upon the
coming into and passing out of existence, he first notices the [illusion of]
light and gets rid of the ten7 minor taints of the penetrating insight
(vipassana').

[22] When he has got rid of them, there appears the Knowledge of
the Path (PaiipadJ-ficin,any). \N’hen this has appeared, he abandons thinking
of the coming into existence and has his attention directed only to the
passing out of existence. \thn he again and again reflects upon that
characteristic of the passing out of existence and when these two dhammas
(coming into and passing out of existence) have now become clear to him,
he begins to have a sense of aversion [for all things] in this threefold world.
And then in due succession, he attains the Four Paths and reaches the Fruit
of Arhatship. He attains the highest stage of the nineteen8 types of deep

6. Path Cm. has liw add/raw, at all the three times (past, present and future).
7. Oil/vim, nlyamJ [)z'tt', pmmddhi, suklmgn,‘ adhzmokkhv, paggaho, upaMMItaom, upakk'lw,

m'lumli ca (Vil- xx. 105-127 and i’imaIi-uinodam' p. 186).
8. Calunnagn maggaui'l/u’nam' mmntaram para/cam uppayiianlasm magga-plmla-nibblna-pahina-

"VG-"'H/ta-kiluinam. pan'cannam paccavtkk/u'tabblnmp vaxna ekflnaw‘mlibludmm. Ara/talc hi avan'ulm-
Hbmbhlvena eku'navimlild (Vivid.- zviuu. p. 186).

...40
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knowledge ( paccavek‘khaad-n"azza 2?: #13}. 5-D ) and in this threefold
existence consisting of Brahmas, Ma‘ras, and Samaria-Brahmanas, he reaches
the highest stage of being the field of merit (amttlaram. pufifia-kklzetlaxp (dram).

Thus is concluded the first tetrad of the detailed explanation of the
mindfulness of Ana‘pina [commencing with ] counting.

[.23] In the remaining three tetrads, there is no difference as far
as the jha‘na-d/zammax are concerned.Therefore, I should now explain them
[as they come in due word-order]. '

‘Experiencing’ means exhibiting the appearance ofjoy 8“ z “I am breath-
ing out and breathing in and I can manifest joy [I experience].”
This‘expericnce of joy is two-fold. How is it two-fold ? Firstly, with the
help of the object of meditation. ( ) and secondly with the help of
non-delusion. How is it that one experiences joy with the help of the object
of meditation ? Hc enters the first two trances which are with joy. ,At the
time of attaining those trances, he desires to attain wisdom. From that
object of meditation he naturally derives some joy. Therefore, he experiences
joy with the help of the object of meditation. How is it that he experiences
joy with the help of non-delusion ? Having attained the two trances with
joy, he emerges from them and he comes to know that the object of
meditation with joy and the rest has disappeared. With his penetrating
insight, he penetrates ( 13' [E ) into its characteristic marks and thus
he has no delusion. And because of this non-delustion about it, he
experiences joy. It has been said in Patu'amb/u'da‘ :

“By breathing out and by breathing in is accomplished the focussing
of the mind. \Vhen the mind is thus not distracted, then he has knowledge
and has his mindfulness ( MW ) alert. Then because of this alertness of
the mind and because of the knowledge, he experiences joy. By his long
out-going breath and by his short iii-coming breath, he experiences joy in
his whole body, calms down the physical body, namely, the out-going and
ini-coming breath,and then is [also] accomplished the focussing of the mind.
\Vhen he knows this and when his mind is alert about this—in these two
ways there is acomplishcd the experience [ofjoy].

[24] “\thn he directs his mind to it, the feeling ofjoy is experienced.
\Vhen he knows it, when he perceives it, when he penetrates into it, when
he regulates it, when with firm faith he becomes assiduous and when the
mindfulness has become alert, and when his mind has been balanced, he
knows it with his wisdom. then he knows what is fit to be known, when
he abandons what is fit to be abandoned, when he comprehends what is
fit to be comprehened and when he realises what is fit to be realised,
he experiences in himself joy” [1’0th i.187 ].

"5

[25] Thus joy is experienced. The meaning of following words
also is to be understood similarly.

83. 293; -This is suggested as an emendalion for of the text. Prof. Nagni.
however, suggests for the first of these letters.
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The meditation of the Third trance, however, is different; therein is
the experience of ease (wk/m 5% ) ; in the meditation of the Fourth trance,
however, there is the experience of citta-sanklza’ra~ (mental dhammas).

Question :—V\’hat is meant by cz'tta-san'khrira‘?
Answer iz—The two khand/zas beginning with sensation (vedanri)——-they

are called cilla-san‘klm‘ra.
“Ease is of two kinds :

This has_ been said in
Experiencing ease—This is the basis of vzp"a:mnd’.

one is bodily ease and the other is mental case.”
the [Pati-] Sambhida‘ H.188 ].

[26] Calming down the mental d/zammax (cz'lta-Jafikhd'ri) means that the
grosscr sank/«7m: of the mind are ended; that is to say, are definitely put a
stop to. If a detailed explanation of this is needed, you yourself can know
from that on bodily .tmr‘ltlm‘ras. By the mention of the word ‘joy’ (pili) is also
implied the sensation (zw/mm‘). When one uses the word ‘ease (suk/za)’,
then the word ‘sensation’ is covered in it. In the expression ‘two mental

’ the re-ta-is-lm [d/mmmas]—perception (:an‘n”a‘) and sensation
(variant?) are included. These two dhammas are inseparably joined with
mind. When one uses the [expression] citta-mn’kha‘m, then perception
along with sensation are also included in the same.

This as you yourself can know, is the tetrad with reference to the con-
templation upon ‘sensation.’

:an‘kha‘ras

[27] In the third tetrad, the four trances are concerned with
the experience of [the different states of] mind. How does he experience
the [different states of] mind ? He experiences that the mind is delighted,
very much delighted, or extremely delighted, when he breathes out or
breathes in. The delight ( ablzippamoda) is of two kinds. What
are those two kinds of delight ? One is due to :ama‘dlzi and the other is due
to vzp‘asiand.

What is the one that is due to mmfidhi P
He experiences joy as he enters the meditation of the two trances which

are accompanied by joy. When he has firmly attained that trance, for a
moment, the mind becomes delighted; in the mind there is rejoicing and.
it becomes extremely delighted.

What is the one that is due to vpiassami 9 When one enters the first
two trances, there is joy. When he emerges from the same, he feels that
contact with joy in the trance is also lost and gone. Thus at the moment
of vipassand' he concentrates his attention on. the joy of the trance, [that has
disappeared] and his mind is delighted. With his mind delighted in this
way, he thinks that he breathes out and breathes in.

[28] It'ccping his mind pro/MU]! applied—In the First trance, he properly
fixes his mind upon the object of meditation and enters the meditation of

\'\'hen he Cincl‘gos from it, he knows that the meditative state of the
time

marks

trance.
mind in the trance has all gone away and disappeared. At the

penetrates into the characteristiche presentlyof vipassmm‘,

11.9a.l
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( E2 311‘ )9 and lo‘ra moment his mind is concentrated. Thus, on
account of the concentration of mind for a moment, his mind is focussed and
he fixes his mm’d properly on the object of meditation and he thinks that he
is properly experiencing [that state of mind].

[29] Releasing his mind—He releases his mind [in the First trance]
from taints; in the Second trance, he releases his mind from imagin-
in'gs (vita/ska and uica‘ra ),' in the Third trance he releases it from joy (piti);
and in the Fourth trance, he releases it from sufl‘ering and ease (suit/Ia ).
Thus, in succession, he attains release. When he emerges from that trance,
he notices that that trance has disppeared. At the time of vpiauana‘, he
notices imperrnanance [of things] and gives up the idea of permanance.
Further, he notes the painful nature of things and gives up the idea of plea-
santness [of things]. Further, he notes that there is no self ( an—attt!) and
gives up the idea of a self ( i2 ) 9“ and his mind is not interested
[in worldly things]. Because of his lack of interest, his mind refl'ects upon
aversion from desire and releases his mind from desire. He contemplates
upon the idea of disappearance and so his mind turns away from the
thought of appearance; he contemplates upon abandonment and so turns
away from grasping things. His mind thus attains release. Therefore, it is said
in the original Vz'naya: “ While he is breathing out and breathing in, his
mind attains release” [Vim iii. 71]. This tetrad consisting of ‘the
contemplation on mind ’ you yourself should know.

[30] In the fourth tetrad he contemplates upon impermanancc. Here
one must know what is impermanent, one must know the contemplation
of impermanence, [one must know]10 him who constantly contemplates
upon impcrmanance.

Question :—\Vhat is it that is impermancnt ?
The five groups ( Izlzand/zd) are impermanent. In what way are the

Answer :-—-Becausc when they have [once] come into existence, they
become subject to destruction. How is it that what is subject to coming
into existence and is liable to be destroyed is also liable to change I" Be-
cause it has the characteristic of change. \Vhatcver has come into existence
is liable to cease to exist, every moment. All this you can know yourself.
This is what is called contemplation upon impermanence.

One who contemplates, as impermanent, upon the material qualities
(ru’pa) and the like, is the one who constantly contemplates upon imper-
manenee; because he contemplates upon them in this way. This individual,
made of four great elements ( [29 j: ) , breathes out and breathes in
and is subject to disappearance. This is called [one] who contemplates
upon impcrmanence.

i

9. This is an cmcntlatinn suggested as per 11.83. 7 of the lcxt in the place offl Bf
which is adopted also in Taislu.) and Shanghai editions.

9a. This is an cmcndalion to of the text.
10. This expression (low not occur in the text for lhc third time.  
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[31] One who contemplates upon detachment (vira'ga) [Vim iii. 71
There are two kinds of detachments. What are those two kinds of detach-
ment ? One is the detachment due to disappearance and the other
is detachment that is [complete] leaving no trace behind.

Question :—What is the detachment due to disappearance ?
When all these dhammas cease to exist every moment.
'What is the detachment that is [complete] leaving no. trace behind ?

When one contemplates upon detachment that is a constituent part C i )
of Nibba'na.

Because of this twofold [_ detachment] he reaches the Path ( E [a ) .
And when he has reached it, he sees the cessation of dhammas. When he
has seen this, he contemplates upon their abandonment. By means ol‘ the
the vpz’assana‘, he gives up the taints and, in turn, enters [Nibbzina]. Thus
he has the mindfulnCSS of [TINT/Kind and reaches the highest stage.

Thus is concluded the section on Ana'pa‘na.

[32] At that time, the [4/0er honoured One—~Here is the brief explana-
tion of the same. At that time, the World-honoured One gave instruction
to the Bhikkhus in the mindfulness of Ana'pa‘na. Because the Bhikkhus
contemplated upon the unpleasant nature [of human body], they either
killed themselves or killed one another. On account of this the San’gha
gathered together. \Vhen they had come together, the VVorld-honoured-
One admonished the members of the San'gha [in this way] _: “ You Bhik-
khus, why is it that you are killing yourselves or killing one another, or that
hircling herdsman-samarga is killing the Bhikkhus?” Having thus admonished
them the Tatha'gata prescribed for the Bhikkhus the Third Precept of the
Pa‘ra‘jika‘ : “ Ifa Bhikkhu, deliberately, deprives one of his life ” and so on.
As his followers and disciples—both common men and noblemen—were
all mixed together, he could not scold them as ‘ignorant folk ’ or ‘ vain
people ’. Thus he Cut off the very root [of evil by prescribing the precept]
and came the turn of amendment to the precept such as ‘commending death,’
or ‘ advising death ’ and the like. The Teacher says : ‘ I must now tell
the origin of the same [amendment which followed] when the Buddha
had already prescribed the rule of conduct in this way.’

[33] Passionately attached—that is, when overcome by passion, the
mind gets attached.

Commended death [ Vin. iii. 72].—that is to say I“ You are suffering
here from many calamities. You are doing good actions. When you are dead,
you will be born among gods as you have done good actions, and the
like. ” “ Having done good actions, you are, without doubt, sure to be born
among gods, after death. " You have done no wit actions, that is, you have
not killed any living-being, nor have you spoken falsehood. No evil action
have you done. Why is it that you are living a life,lfull of disease and suffer-
ing ? Having done good :u'tions, you will be born among gods after your
death and you will enjoy the plas'urcs of the five senses. A man of evil
actions lets himself gallop towards death.
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The diseased man'heard these words of the Bhikkhus, and because of
those words, he took his. life himself. - This is called ‘ ended life. ’

[34] Knowingb', that is, he thinks “I wish that this living-being
should, certainly and without doubt, Come to death l”

W/mzapmoutaker a human ,boyd, that is, from the time when one is
conceived in the womb upto the time when one reaches oldage—this is the
human body. '

First m_z'nd——The mind associated with conception, which one receives
for the first time~thcse words indicate the plane of the five sense-desires.
Therelo‘re it is said the “ first mind.”

This mind alonsc,r with the three non—material groups and the physical
form of kalalaflthese constitute the first human body known as kalala. In
the body of a man or woman, there are accumulated thirty kinds of 7111m-
clraracteristic marks [material qualities], while in that of a neuter person,
there are only twenty.

Question z—VVhat is meant by kalala—ru‘pa of a man or woman ? At
the time when the stage of kalala-ru‘pa is first reached, it is like a drop of
clean limpid oil picked up by the tip of a woollen thread of a sheep of
excellent ( ) breed. It is said in a ga’tha'v—

Like a minute drop of oil, clean and liinpid,
And of any impurity devoid,
Is the kalala that is first produced.
It is like the same in colour.

Like this, it is very minute, infiiu'tesimal. This is at the beginning. A
man of the world may pass over two thousand“ years of his life. The kalala
grows bigger and bigger until it gets old and dies. This is called a human
body.

[35] Culling ofl our”: life—Even from the stage of It'alala, it is possible
to end one’s life, either by the handling ol'it by some expert hand( 333 ),
or by destroying it with a blow ( 1,7.— ) of the hand, or by some medical
treatment. Thus by various methods it is possible to induce death. This
is called ‘ cutting off one’s life. ’

There are two kinds of life-vitality—one is life-vitality connected with
material io‘rm, another not connected with material form. For [the life-
vitality] not12 connected with material lo‘rm, there is no such thing as ‘ cutt-
ing oil”. The life-vitality connected with material form can be cut off.
\Vhen one has cut off the material quality, then that not connected with
form also becomes do’id. \Vhy ? Because the non-material one depends
upon the material form.

ll. l’aliwl/imm' z'aim-ialiflkana. The Chinese tra’nslutol seems to have nus-understood
the original expression which really mean: ‘of one who is 120 years old‘. Sec l’i‘nini v.2.45-4o'
= Sidd/uiula Kaumudi by K_ Roy, Text & English Trasl. l83l—35; l84G-47 ofSid-Kau. Ed. by
Copa‘lasha'stri Name.

12. The Chinese text needs to be cxncnded as follows .' :3 E, ‘P a:
BI . The Second of illt‘sl‘ words is put in the text alter I}: which would give u worng
interpretation.
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Question :——— ‘ Cutting off the material form ’—[ Does it mean]
cuttm'g off the material form that is past, or. that is present, or that which is
yet to come into existence ? It has been said in a grit/u: :

i The life-vitality in the past is not the life-vitality of the present;
i The life-vitality in the future is not the life-vitality of the present;

The life-vitality in the present is the life~vitality that is living;
Away from that in the past or the future, one takes that which is

present,-
\‘thn one cuts off that which is present, then it means the cutting

off of the life—vitality.

[36] Question .'—~—-\\’hat is it that is called the ‘present’ ?
Answer :-—'l‘hat which is associated with the ‘ moment ’ ( khan-a-

]mccuppamza) and which cannot be cut off. This is called the present
life-vitality C {it ) .

Question :—~—\Nhat is that moment ?
Answer .'——That which consists of ‘ coming into existence, growing old

and ceasing to exist.’
The Teacher says 2 A-Ifit _be so, then there can be no such thing as

‘murder ’. Why ? Because things come into existence by their very
nature and pass out of existence by their very nature. They do not need
to be cut off. Then how should one understand it ?

Answer :—The present is the continuation of the past which is [thus]
not destroyed. Just as when a man comes from a hot atmosphere
outside, enters a room and sits calmly and quietly there, the hot atmos-
phere has [for him] gone away and the cool atmoshphere comes in without
break in its continuity [with the hot atmosphere]. The mind is also like
the same. The life-vitality of the past continues in the present and is not
[ordinarily] severed [from it]. If one cuts it, then it becomes life-murder.
[So also] this [life] is the cause of the future life”. '

[37] The Teacher says : [In this connection] one should know
what is a living being, should know what is the cutting off-of a life of a
living-being, should know the methods [of the cutting off of such a life ].

Question :—What is meant by knowing a living-being ?
Answer .'—A worldly‘ person who is conventionally known as a living-

being; but in the ultimate reality of [Ablzidharma-] science C "HUEA ) , he is
a being that breathes.

How should one know the cutting off of the life of a living-being ?
Answer :———It means cutting OH the breathing of a living-being so that

he is not allowed to live.
What is meant by ‘ knowing the methods [of cutting off the life] ? ’
Answer :~—There are six kinds of methods. First, what is done by

oneself; the second, what is done at the instruction [of others]; the third,

13. This whole passage is very diflieult For understanding. It diflc'rs considerably from
the Pali passage. Does this Chinese passage show the influence on the Chinese translator of
Sarva‘stivida belief : “.S'ablmm all/Ii". The view mentioned here is the Surve‘stivu‘di view of
the presence, at all times, of even the past and the future.
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what is done by hurling [a weapon]; the fourth, what is done quietly
C § ) ; the fifth, what is done by recitm'g a magic spell; and the sixth,
what is done by superhuman power.

[38] Question :—(i) What u“ it that 15' done by oneself 5’
Answer :—-It is the murder that is done by oneself.
(ii) What is the murder that is done at the instruction of other: .9
When one [thus] instructs others to commit the murder : ‘ In such

and such a way you commit the murder.’
(iii) Hurling, that is, [hurlm'g] a bow or an arrow, or some other

various kinds of implements so as to cut 03' the life.
1: iv Vi Quietyl, that is, to place quietly a firmly-fixed arrow-head in a

hole, or to place poison, or some medicine in a place where at its very
touch one Inay die.

x‘ 1: Magic spell is of two kinds : one is that of Atharva-veda and the
mhex is recitation ( jappanarp M ) [of some magic spell].

What 14" that of Atharvaveda 9
Anwer :———-When there is a fight in a. town or a country or when it [is

invaded] by plunderers, they recite [a passage from Atharmweda] and
create [ in the enemy’s camp] various kinds of diseases such as pain in the
head, or in the belly, with’the result that they culminate in death.

Recitation—Repeating, ten times, or twenty times, or even upto
hundred times , a magic spell from literature. This is called Recitation.

(vi) Szpterhuman power, as that of a serpent-king, or of a garugla (eagle),
or of a yakkha, or of a god, or of a king. A serpan't-king can kill living-
bem‘gs by a mere glance with his eyes, or by biting,or by spitting potso'n
which would result in death. A gamda can pick up and kill serpents
extending over thirty“ yud‘ma: C a ) all around. i

A yahk‘ha, a god or a king—According to various modes employed by
them, they brm'g about death of a living—being.

[39] The} profler an implement ( £1? ) ara stafl‘, that is, various kinds
of things such as a. staff, even upto a knife, they profi'er. Things like these
they proffer and make them take their own lives. And further, they say :
“ You are living such a [wretched] life; how is it ? Is it not as good as
death 7’. ” And they take to them an iron-hammer, a stone, or a piece of
wood or a. strin'g, or a poisonous medicament, or various kinds of implements
for inducing death, and further themselves commend : “ After“ coming to
this life, you have done many meritorious deeds; after death you
must certainly be born. among gods; in the Nandanavana, with gods
and with celestial nymphs, you will be enjoying a happy life. What is the
use of this worldly life, where you suffer so much ? ” Or, they instruct them
to fling themselves over a precipice.

A precipice means a mountain-rock split into two, making a. deep hollow
valley.

[4. The corresponding Pall expression is different in meaning dualtiqyama-mtappaml.M-
ricga, serpents extending over two or three hundred uylmas. A yvama is' the distance between
the tips of fingers of arms extended sidcwue' by a person.   



XI.“ ] TETRAD OF A RAM

Or, they advise them to enter even a hell.
The Teacher says : If by a similar advice, they commit a suicide,

then the man [who advises] becomes guilty of a Pa'ra‘jika' offence.
This is when he personally induces death. In the case of others, they

become‘guilty of a Pa‘cittiya offence.
Why. is it that the VVorld—honourcd One has prescribed this precept in

detail ? Because of the wicked Bhikkhus in future [who may try to find
loop-holes in the same].

The remaining words that follow are easy to be understood.
If one uses poisonous medicine, or if one stabs or cuts with various kinds

of deadly implements and if the [victim] does not die immediately, but
dies subsequently because of this, then [also] this Bhikkhu becomes guilty
of a Pa'ra'jika' ofi‘encc.

[40] Now I must explain the tetrad of a ram ( elaka-calukka What
is the tetrad of a ram ?

( l ) There is a Bhikkhu who sees a ram lying down at a place. He
thinks : ‘ I shall kill this ram at night-time. ’ But [it happens] that the
ram shifts and lies down elsewhere. And the place of the ram, either the
[man’s] father, or mother, or an_Arahanta fills by lying down, with his body
covered up with a piece of cloth. The man goes there and in the darkness
of the night cannot notice the man. He says :‘ Here is the ram 1’. He
takes a sword, chops him and kills him. Now is effected the death of either
the father, or mother, or of an Arahanta and so the[Bhikkhu]becomes guilty
of a Pa'ra‘jika‘ offence and his fault is ofimmediate retribution (drzantarzj'a
Why is it so ? Because from the very beginning, he had the idea of killing.
the ram. At the very time of thrusting his sword, though he could
not distinguish whether it was a ram or a man, he had the thought that he
should rightly kill that being. And so he becomes guilty of a
Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence and his fault deserves immediate retribution. '

(2) There comes another Bhikkhu who comes and takes the place
of the ram. The man who kills him says : “ I must quickly despatch him. "
He becomes guilty of a Pa'ra'jika‘ offence but his fault does not deserve
immediate retribution.

(3) A yak/the, or some spirit, departed from human life, takes
the place of the ram. 'l'he murderer says : “ I must quickly despatch
him.” He becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya and his fault is not included
among the five15 actions that deserve immediate retribution.

( 4 ) And if there is the ram itself, then he becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya
offence.

{41] If the [murderer] has the idea that he would kill his father,
mother or an Arahanta, then he, in due course, becomes guilty of a Pirajikfi

15. Aiding/idle, pitug/urlu, Aralmulaghilo, Budd/mud lohiluppudo and Safighab/udo : murder
of mother, father or Arahantu, shedding blood of the Buddha and breaking the unity of the
San‘gha.

...41
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offence and his offence is of immediate retribution. If he knows that his
father is in the [enemy’s] camp, and if, aiming at the camp he shoots [his'
arrow] and iu's father gets killed and dies, then he is guilty of a Pa'ra‘jikfi'
offence and ms fault is of immediate retribution. And if the killed one is

,not his father, then there is only a Pa‘ra‘jika" offence.
If one gives an u'istruction to kill a man who is tall, but the [instructed

man] kills a man who is short; or if' one instructs to kill a man with coloured
garments, but [actually the instructed man] kills a man with white gar-
ments, then the ins'tructor gets absolved from the gra'vcst offence [of Pa_'ra'-
jika‘ ], but the murderer becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence.

If the instructor says : “ Kill anyone that you can find, ” and, if
according to the instruction, some one dies, then both of them become guilty
of the offence. If the instructor gives an instruction to kill on the same day,
the instructed one kills him after the next day-break; or if the ins'tructor
instructs to kill on the next day-break and if the ins'tructed one kills on the
same day; or if the instructor mentions ‘ before-noon ’ and the instructed
one kills in' the afternoon, then the murderer becomes guilty of a Pa‘rajika
offence, while the instructor gets absolved from the gravest offence [of a.
Pa‘rfijika" 1'].

If one in'structs another to km a man at some suitable time and if' he is
killed, then both the ms'tructor and the instructed one become guilty of the
gravest offence. _

The ins'tmctor says [to another ] : If any one comes to this place,
you kill hrm‘. The expected man. does not come to the place and so the
instructor goes and thus substitutes himself. The instructed person, not
being' able to distinguish, kills him. Here the murderer ( ilk. ) be-
comes guilty of a Pa'ra‘jika" offence. The dead person, at the very moment
when he first gave instruction, becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. A
Blukkl'iu gives instrucu'on to another Bhikkhu. One who is instructed think:
in his mind : “ I must first kill my companion. ” He thrusts his sword
and finds in return the expected man. Here the murderer and the
instructor—~both become guilty of a grave ofi‘tmee. If the instruction of
murder goes, in turn, from one person to another, then whether the
instructor or murderer are guilty or not will be determined as said before.
So also the proper time or improper time.

A Bhikkhu ins'tructs another Bhikkhu to kill a [third] one. At the
time of the instruction this [ tlu'rd] Bhikkhu had not even reached the stage
of the Path ( ,“fi‘ ) . But by the time of murder, he had attained
Arhatship. [Here], the instructor and the murderer, both, become guilty
of a Parijika“ offence and the fault deserves immediate retribution.

[42] Where that u. no solitude one thinks of solitude [ Vin. iii. 75 J—
No solitude, that is, with his eyes he sees none; and so he thu'rks there is soli-
tude. At the time of reeeiving nourishing gifts among Bhikkitus who are

16. Vimati-m‘nodam', a commentary on the Samanla~pa‘radika, says that even when the mur-
der does not take place according to the exact details of the instruction, still the instructor
does not get absolved from the effect of the evil karma. There are others,however, who do not
agree with this" \'ew(lrm‘pana na u‘clmnti) ; so it is a point to be investigated into(m'mamlritabbam)  
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his enemies, one [enemy of his] comes with them and sits in front of him.
But because darkness has screened him from him, he does not know that
the [enemy] has come. And so he speaks out : “ Such and such a person,
named so and so—why is it that a thief does not kill him ? Why is it that
a poisonous serpent does not bite him ? Why is it that nobody gives him
a poisonous medicine ? 0 how sincerely glad I would be if this man were
dead .' ” When one speaks such words, then he is called “ one who, where
there is no solitude, thinks that there is solitude. ”

Where there is solitude one thinks there Lt” na solitude——
This Bhikkhu comes to a place where nourishing gifts are being given.

There sits in front of him a _Bhikkhu who has magic power. He knows that
he [the magician] has come. Even when the [magician] has gone away
he unconsciously, goes on speaking as if the magician. were still present there.
This is what is called ‘ one who even'when there is solitude, thinks there is
no solitude. ’ He, as before, wishes the magician to be dead, even after [he
has gone away]. All such persons become guilty of a Dukkata offence.

[43] The Teacher says that he must now give the exposition
of ‘ commending death. ’

He command: )1) ply/steal gestures [ Vin. iii. 76 ]-—that is, [by such gestures]
one may understand that he, who, would induce death, either by the use of
a sword, or a stick, or a. poisonous medicine, or a string, or by flm'ging oneself
over the precipice, must after death get the life of a living-being and again
take the human body when he would have immeasurable riches; or must
be born among gods—such communication he makes with his body; that
is, either by the swinging movements of his hand, or leg, or by the contract-
ion of his eye. He utter: words, that is, he opens his mouth and. lets sound
come out and commends, as he pleases, so that he may induce death upon
some other person. This commender, at the very time when the other per-
son becomes aware of that commendation, becomes guilty of a
Dukkag'a offence. If, following this commendation, the [other] receives
deadly pain but does not actually die, then the [commender] becomes
guilty of a Thullaccaya offence; But if' he dies, then he becomes guilty
of a Pa'ra’jika offence.

If this man does not become aware of the significance of this commenda-
tion, but some one else becomes aware that, after death, he must be born
among gods, and consequently he induces death upon lum'self, then
the commender does not become guilty.

If the commender commends to two persons and, as a. consequence, if
they die, then he becomes guilty of a Pira‘jika‘ offence.

If he goes on commending without particular reference to any one, and
if,as a consequence, death follows, then [too] the commender becomes
guilty of a Para‘jika‘ offence.

[44] If one sends a. commendation through a messenger and
the messenger commends death to any person, then at the very first
communication, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata ofl'ence. If the messenger
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has gone and has finished his commendation and if the [ other ] man Sufi-m
from acute pain, then he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya. And if he
dies, then the [first man] becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence.

If the messenger himself hears the commendation of death that.after
death one will be born among gods, and if he, without going to
give the message to the in'tended person, returns and commends the same
to his own family-relations and if death follows, then the messenger becomes
guilty of a Pa'ra‘jika" offence, while the [original] instructor becomes guilty
of only a Dukkata. If the messenger hears those words about
the birth among gods and if he himself dies, then the instructor becomes
guilty of a Dukkata ofl‘ence.

[45] If one prepares a written document, and sends the written book
through a messenger who does not know the contents of that written docu-
ment and if death follows, then the sender becomes guilty of a Pa'ra‘J'ika' offence,
while the messenger is guilty of no offence. If the written document is not
written with reference to any particular person, but is given to whornsoevcr
one meets and if the father gets it and if, as a consequence, the father dies,
then the [original writer] becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence and his fault
deserves immediate retribution.

I,f with the idea of murders, one composes a book of sulla: commend-
ing death in various ways and if there are people who read the book of Julia:
and see the .rulta commendu'ig death and [promising] birth among gods
and if, as a result of the words in the mud, various people die, then he be-
comes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jik'a‘ offence. If the father or mother die, then he be-
comes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika" offence and the offence deserves immediate
retribution. If, however, he feels sorry in his mind and burns the suite then,
because of his first composing the slum, he becomes guilty of a Dukkaya
offence.

[46] If there are many Bhikkhus who compose a suite commending
death. and if' there is a person who reads the Julia and dies, then those many
Bhikkhus would become guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ ofi‘encc. If by following thesulta,
the father or mother dies, then there is the guilt of Pa‘ra‘jika and
the offence deserves immediate retribution.

If one composes a Julia commending death, and if a person steals it away
and reads it and dies, then the composer becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jika‘ offence.

If one encounters a river ( is ) and loses it (the satin), or it falls down
and thus is lost when one carries it, and there is another man who gets the
lost Julia and if because of taking it and [reading this sutta] the man dies,
then the composer of the [slum] becomes guilty of a Pa'ra'jika' offence.

‘

[47] The Teacher says : "I must now say about the first [ prelim!"
nary] steps that would lead to loss of life. If a Bhikkhu, with the idea of
killing, digs the earth and makes a pit with the m'tention that Mr. So and
Soshould fallintoitand die, then at the very first digging and the coming 011t  
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of the earth from the pit, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence". If by falling
m'to the pit, one experiences pain, then he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya
offence. If he dies, then one becomes guilty of a Para‘jika” offence. If, how-
ever, some one else falls [into the pit] and ‘tlies, then he does not become
guilty. If, however, he makes a pit for everybody and if some one dies, then
he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jika‘ ofl‘cnce. If the father or mother falls [into
it] and dies, then he is rugilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ and his offence deserves imme-
diate retribution. '

A man makes a deep pit. Another person carrying provisions of food
falls into it but does not die immediately. But, later, after the provisions
are exhausted, he must necessarily die, as there is no knowing of time when
he can come out while. once he has fallen into the pit. The man who has
made the pit becomes himself guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence.

A man makes a pit with the original idea of killing a [particular] man.
But that man does not come, but, through some mistake, he himself falls
down into the pit and dies; then that man at the very time when he first
makes the pit, becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. Further, if there be a
man who falls into the pit and breaks his hand or leg, but does not imme-
diately die; but after he gets out, dies on account of this [mishap], then
the man who has made the pit becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jikfi offence. But
if he dies on account of some other reason, then he [ pit-maker] is not guilty.

[48] The Teacher says .' one instructs another to make a pit. Whether
he is guilty or not will be determined as has been said before already.

If one makes a pit to receive spirits, then at the very time of making the
pit, or at the tun'e when the spirit suffers from pain as a result of falling down
into the pit, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata. offence. If the.[spirit] dies,
then he becomes guilty of Thullccaya. If a man or a beast falls down into
the pit and dies then thereis no offence. If one later feels regret and then fills
up the pit or again', on account of some other reason, [_ the filled-up pit] gets
spo‘il'ed, then there is no offence. . '

If a man devises various other means of deathfor brin‘ging death upon
men, then whether he is guilty or not will be determined as said before. If
one digs a pit,with no specific intention, or if he does it for some other, purpose
and if' anybody falls into it, then there is no offence.

If one says that [in this world] there is suffering, there is void, there
is impermanance and there are impurities, and if a contemplative man hears
it and himself induces death upon himself, then there is no offence.

Thus concludes a detailed commentary upon the original words of the
Vinyaa Rule.m

 

[49] Now I must say something about the nature of the causes of
murder.

 

17. The Chinese translation does not here make .mention of the Mahloaflhakalhl
Malibpaccan' or San/dupa-auhakatlla as the Pali Cm. docs.

18. Here ends the Padubluijam)va-uaflpanl of the Pali.Cm. There is nathing in Chinese
text corresponding to the several paragraphs at the end of this section of the Pali commentary
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If it springs from body and mm'd, then one becomes guilty; if it springs
from tongue and mind, then one becomes guilty; if it springs from body,
tongue and mind, then one becomes guilty._ This precept involves an inherent
( fig ) [offence]. It is a bodily action, or a vocal action, involving
an idea of harming others and is steeped in suffering.

[50] With pi}: in one’: heart[ Vin. iii. 79 ]-—There was a Bhlkkh'u who
was very much distressed on account of a disease. The Bhikkh'us saw this
Bhikkh'u suffering very acutely. Having pity upon lu'm, they said : “Friend,
you have been observing rules of good conduct. Bem'g afraid of death you
are now sufi‘ering so much. Friend, after death you are sure to be born
among gods.” The diseased Bhtkkh'u heard these words and thought : “These
Bhikkhus have thus commended me that I have been observing good conduct
and that, after death, I shall be born among gods”. He then abstained from
taking food and died. The [Bhikkh'us] who commended [death] become
guilty of a Pa‘ra'jika.‘ offence. Therefore, a wise Bhikkhu, when he goes to
see a diseased Blukk’hu, should be careful not to commend death to him.

-He should sun'ply say to him '. “Friend, you have been observing good con-
duct. Do not have any attachment for. your place of residence, or for clothes,
or for acquam'tances and friends. Simply contemplate upon the three
Jewels and reflect upon the unpleasant aspect of your body. In this three.
fold exm'tence, bem'g attentive, avoid sloth and torpor; one has to put in his
term of life, long or short”. If on account of these words of dhamma, the
diseased Bhikkhu dies, then there is no offence.

[51 ] If a Bhikkhu wants to sit down, he must first feel his seat with
his hand and then sit down. The Teacher says : “\‘Vho is it that must first
feel his seat and then sit down ? Who is it that need not feel his seat before
sitting 3’” '

Answer :—If one is given only a mat [ to sit on], then he need not feel
his seat. But if there is already a kojavaka (a rug or a fleecy cloth) [ for his
seat], then he must first feel his seat and then he is permitted to sit down.
If, however, a Bhikkhu has first arrived and then his donor spreads for him
the koja'oaka, then he need not feel his seat before sitting down. If his donor

‘ says : "May the teacher be pleased to sit down on this seat 1" then he need
not feel his seat before sitting down. If there is a seat already occupied by
a Blu’kkhu, then another Bhikkhu who arrives later need. not feel his' seat.
He may sit down inunediatcly.

[52] The :toyr about the pestle—In this story about the pestle, not deli-
beraely means without having the idea of killing.

The story about mortar—Its meaning is clear. I need not say anything.
The stories about old audios—There are three stories. In the first, the

son says to the father : “Let not the San'gha wait for you”. - In. order that he
may be taken to the San'gha quickly he rushed his father [in that direction].
The father fell dowu on the ground and died. So there is no offence [as
there was no intention on the part of the son]. In the second story, why
was it that the son liked his father to die ? When he was in the San'gha,  
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people used to ask in the midst of the San'gha : “Whose son is he ?” [They
replied : ] “He is the son of the old fellow 1” When the old fellow’s son
hard these words, he was very much ashamed in his mind and so he pushed
his father purposefully so that he may die. Therefore, he was guilty of a
grave offence. In the third story, [the son] rightly becomes guilty of a
Thullaccaya ofi‘ence.

[53] The next three stories after this are easy to be understood. They
require no explanation. .

Regarding the Bhikkhus who beg their food (pinda—pdta 5} 713} fl )
there are three stories. A Bhikkhu who begged his food was considered
to be very strict in observing the Dhamrna. Whatever he received he gave
first to his companions. He had no idea of killing any of them. Therefore,
he is not guilty. From the senior-most to the junior-most, all died. The
remaining words are easy to be understood. 'In the second story, if one gets
food from heretic farru‘lies even though it may be of a. very pure type, one
should not receive it. If it has been already received, one should not give it
to others. One should eat it oneself. ’

If there is food that was not properly covered, one should throw it away ,-
one should not give it deliberately ( m ) 1' even to beasts._

If one tests it [and gives it to-others], then he becomes guilty of a
Thullaccaya-ofi‘ence. Why 2" Because [he thought] he would put it to
test. If, however, he knows that it must necessarily lead to death, then he
becomes guilty of a grave offence.

The three stories that come after this are easy to be understood.

[54] The story of a th’kkhu who had his mind lamented by sex-duff: [ Vin.
iii. 82 ]—-This Bhikkhu, day and night, thought of sex-matters with which
his mind was disturbed. Not being able to overcome the same, he wanted
to come back [to secular life]. Further he thought: “I have possessed the
treasure of good conduct. Why should I give up the same and return to
worldly life ? I should rather like to die". Therefore, over the mountain
top of Gijjha-ku'ta he flung himself down the precipice and accepted death.
There was, below the precipice, a man who chopped [wood] when the
Bhikkhu fell down. He fell down and killed the man .He had, however,
no idea of killing. Therefore. he was not guilty.

[55] The Buddha has said to the Bhikkhus .' “Do not commit suicide”.
One who commit: suicide, even to the extent that he abstains from food, be-
comes guilty of a Dukkata offence. If, however, a Bhikkhu is very much
afflicted with disease and sees the San‘gha and other Bhikkhus attending upon
him in his sickness put very much to trouble on account of nursing him,
he thinks thus '. “These people are very much put to trouble on account of
me."’. He then contemplates upon his life—span and finds that he is not going
to live long and so he does not eat, does not clothe himself properly, nor does
he take any medicine, then it may be excusable (lit. good).

 

l9. Taisho edition omits this word.
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There may be a Bhikkhu, who is very much afflicted with a disease and
[who finds] that his life-span is almost coming to an end and that he is
soon likely to attain the Path which has almost come into the palm of his
hand. If, thinkin'g thus, he abstain's from food and dies, then there is no

' .- offence. If a Bhikkhu enters :amddlzi and wants to attain the Path and if
he does not go into a village to beg his food and if, consequently, he does not
get anything to eat, then also, there is no harm (lit. it is good).

[56] The story about a slab [ Vin. iii. 81 ]—-A Bhlkkh'u is not permitted
to cut into a rock—not only into a rock but also into the root of a vegetable
plant or into a brick ( i ) . If one is erecting a stu'pa, then one can throw,
beat or break a rock-0r a stone...even upto the extent of lookm'g to the repairs
of cells. After mid-day meal, one can throw the remnants of rice tn'to empty
space or give it to birds. If some wicked beast comes near [to attack], then

11.19a.l one can take a stone or a brick and fling it to. alarm it and thus save himself
7533-1 from its attack ( w m $1 ) . '

The story fofomentation ( u77%n ) [ Vin. iii. 82] and those that follow—The
meaning is easy to be understood.

[57] Destroying the foetus produced in illicit rtlatw'n [ Vin. iii. 83 ]-—-—The
husband of a woman had gone away on a travel. This woman had illicit
relations with another man' and she conceived. The foetus in' the womb
was growm'g and the woman asked of a Bhikkhu some medicine that would
induce abortion.

The story of two wives is easy to be understood.
The stay! fa beating down [the foetus] [ Vin. iii. 84- ]—-The woman said to

a Blukkh‘u : how can abortion be brought about P The Bhikkh'u said
in reply : you can squeeze the foetus dead and then it will fall by itself. Thus
the Bhilii‘u instructed her to squeeze it down, but the woman applied hot

‘ massage. The Bhikkhu [here] is not guilty. If a Bhikkhu has given
instruction to squeeze it down herself and if the woman has-called in another
person to squeeze it down (lead, then the Bhikkhu is not guilty.

A Bhikkhu has given instruction to merely squeeze it so that it would
soon die. Following this instruction, [the woman] squeezes it; or, even if
there is another person to squeeze it dead, then the Bhikkhu becomes guilty
of a grave ofi'ence.

[58] The :toyr of a woman without a child [ Vin. iii. 83 ]—There are no
women who do not conceive; why then is a woman called ‘one without a
child ?’ At the seasonal period [of conceiving], all women do conceive;
but if there is some defaulting karma ( 73‘ SE 3:: ) , then when a livm'g—
bem'g enters a womb it is immediately destroyed in a moment as brief as the
snappm'g of a finger. Therefore, one is called ‘ without a child. ’
Or, if in a woman there is no harmony among her four [constituent]
elements, then the wind-element blows the foetus dead. Or, if, in the

11_19b.l place of the child in the womb, some germs also have been produced, then
7533,14 they eat the foetus to death. Therefore, one is called ‘without a child.’  



PRO CURING MEDICANIENTS 329XI.61 ]

[59] This Bhikkhu does not know how to give any medicine that would
help in stabilising the foetus and still he gives some medicine which leads
to death [of the foetus], then the Bhikkhu- becomes guilty of a Dukkata
offence. Therefore the Bhikkhu will not, in fulture, act as a physician. If
he does‘act as a physician, he will be guilty of a Dukkata ofi'ence....But if he
makes a medicament, by mixing different medicines together, for a recluse
i. e. for a Bhikkhu or a Bhikkhuni, for one under training (:ikkhamdna), or
for a Samanera or for a Sa‘maneri, then there is no offence.
‘ If the companions have medicines of their own, then 'they may be mixed
up [into a preparation]; if they do not have any, then one should give from
one’s own [stock]. If one has none of his own, then one must go to a place
[where one gets his requisites] at the time of Pava‘rana“ ( a {5, ) and
beg of a donor’s family and seek some medicine. If he does not get it, he
must go to another family.

[60] Further, there are other five [persons] to whom he has to give
medicine. First, the father; second, mother; third, those that attend upon
one’s father and mother; fourth, one’s own attendant (who ministers to one’s
own wants 1'. e. kappaka) and fifth, Pazzdu-paldm.

Question :——-Who is a Pa,_ndu-pala'sa.? A good man who intends to
become a recluse, but because he has not yet obtained the required clothes
or begging-bowl, he has taken a shelter in a monastery.

If the father and mother are rich enough to have a good physician of
their own, there is no need for him to secure another. If the father and
mother, though they may be installed on a king’s throne, are suffering from 1 1 203 l
a. disease, then it is not permissible for one not to secure medical preparation 7533-26
for them. If the father and mother are poor, then at the time when they
are sick, they may be brought into and kept in a monastery.

One must look to the wash and bath fa one’: mother, that is, with great solieitude
but without bodily contact. He must give, with his own hand, food and
drink. The father is like a 36man_era and in no way different. One must
wash his hands and feet and rub oil into his body. He can use his own hand
and give all the nourishments until he is better (i. e. cured).

An attendant ( vyeydzraccakaro fl A ) , is one who, for wages, goes to a
forest and chops fire-wood. If he is ill and if he does not go to his family, the
Bhikkhu gives medicine to him. If he goes to his family then the Bhikkhu
cannot give medicine to him. If there is a boy or a waiter, and if he gets ill
while sent on an errand, the Bhikkhu can give medicine to him.

[61] Further, there are ten kindsof people whom the Bhikkhu can
give medicine. First, elder brother; second, younger brother; third, elder
sister; fourth, younger sister; fifth [younger] sister of the mother; sixth,
elder sister of the mother; seventh, younger brother of the father; eighth,
elder brother of the father; ninth, younger brother of the mother“;
tenth, elder brother of the mother. If these people have their own medical

 

20. Here the Pali Cm. uses the word pitucclui, the sister of the father.
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ingredients, then one should prepare medicine by proper mixture and give
it to them. If they do not have any with them, one should lend [some from
one’s own stock]. If they return it later, so far so good; if they do no:
retum it, one should not demand it back of them.

In this way, in turn, [ for his close relations ] up to the seventh
generation, [if he can prepare medical mixture] out of the medical
ingredients which he has [already] begged, then is involved no offence of
spoiling other families (kula-dflmka'). If a brother’s wife or a sister’s husband
is ill, then it is permissible to give the medicine to the sister or the brother
who may give the same to her husband or his wife. If the brother or sister
is not there, then how can one give medicine ? It is permissible to give the
same to a sister’s son or to a brother’s son [saying]: “You should yourself
give the medicine to your father and mother.”

[62] If the father and mother of the spiritual preceptor come to the
monastery and are sick, then his young disciple-companion may give the
medicm'e to the father and mother of the spiritual preceptor and get them
cured of the disease. If the spiritual preceptor is absent and if' his parents
have got medical ingredients of their own, then it is well and good. If they
do not have it, and if the parents of the young disciple have medical ingre-
dients, then well and good. If the parents of the young disciple do not have
the same, then he should give the same from his own [stock]. The spiritual
preceptor also should take care of his young disciple in the same way.

[63] If any other person such as a thief is ill, or a wounded
soldier comes and visits the monastery, then if he has any kinsman, he would
request medical prows'ions of him and give them to hun'. If he has no kins-
man, then he should beg them of any upa“saka of his and give them. If there
is a donor who gives nourishments to the San'gha, [he is fit to be treated]
in no way different from one’s parents. If anyone from his family is ill, then

‘the San'gha cannot prepare any medicine for him, nor can give it to him.
Further, if the donor just asks him : “Sir, when such and such a person was
ill, how was he cured ? What medicaments were mixed together ?” He
replies : “Such and such a medicine will give the cure ( fi ) -.” If he

“says these words then it is good. If the donor further says to the Bhikkhu :
“Sir, my mother is ill; let your honour prescribe some medicine for her.” The
Bhikkhu is not permitted to prescribe any medicine ( 75' ) [for her].

[ 64] But by way of planning some device ( 75‘ flu’ ) , they aska near-
-by elder : such and such a Bhikkhu is ill; by what medicine can they get him
his relief ? The reply then is : “Well, friend, use such and such a medicine;
that medicine will give the cure.” The donor, hearing the two blu'kkhus
converse in this way, comes back to his parents and prepares the mixture.
If a Bhikkhu speaks such words then there is no offence.

[65] Once upon a time there was a great elder Maha‘paduma by
name. The wife of king Vasabha got ill. She sent one servant-girl from
the palace to ask Maha‘-paduma about it. But he remained silent and did  
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not answer. But he talked to a near-by Bhikkhu. This servant-girl heard
the conversation of the two Bhikkhus and came back and prepared for the
queen theimixture which gave the cure ( E . When the queen got
cured, she got ready the three garments and three hundred
kahapazzas. ‘_Aga1'n she had one bowl (cangofaka) filled with medical mixture.
This store as well as clothes, she sent and had them ke'pt before the elder with
the remark '. “The queen has now presented to the Elder this medicinal drink
as well as money along with scented flowers.” Paduma thought : ‘These
scented things have been sent to me as a due share of a physician.’
He made it acceptable and then took them and participated of the
nourishments.

The Teacher says 2 Thus a wise man should do things that are beneficial
to living-beings. On account. of this one does not become guilty. If one
does such things, then it is good.

[66] If a house-holder (lit. a wearer of white garments) requests that
the elder should prepare a magic formula ( 5E paritta ) , then he should
not do so. But if he says : “Let the Elder reczte a magic formula,” then he
can do so, thinking that the house-holder does not know the Dhamma of the
Buddha and that if he would not do it [for the householder], he would think
ill of him. And so for reciting the magic formula he takes water, sprinkles
it over a thread and gives it to him. If he does give the thread [sprinkled]
with water, of his own accord, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence.

[67] If the king of a country, or a big householder in a village, gets
ill, and they send a messenger to a monastery requesting that the Bhikkhu
should recite the protective spell, then the Bhikkhu should recite the Atdzzdtjia
[-Jutla], or go to the place of the sick man to preach the Dhamma, or to teach
[the sick person] the precepts. He [is permitted] to go. If a house-holder
says .‘ .‘Now such and such a king, or such and such ahouse-holder has died,’
and if he requests a Bhikkhu to escort the burial [-procession], then he can—
not go. If, however the Bhikkhu himself thinks that he may go to the. burial
(-ground) to enable himself to contemplate upon the impermanent nature
of things, or if he thinks that by going there, he will be able to attain the Fruit
of the Path, then under these circumstances, there will be no offence.

[68] A: for the food that is begged (pindapdta), if there is the question:
‘to whom should it be given, to whom should it not be given ?’ [then the
reply is ]: it should be given to one’s parents; it should not be given to others.
If it is worth one ka/za‘paaa, then one can give the same, sufficiently nourishing
for one man ( A Lit; ) , to one’s parents; can give to an attendant, can
give to a Panda-palette“ To such persons, it must necessarily be given. If a
thief or a robber comes a-begging, then it may be given to him.

[69] What person should be shown courtesy with enquiries of one’s
wella‘re and what person should not be shown that courtesy with enquiries

 

21. See above §' 60.
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of welfare ? Whosoevcr comes to a monastery —— to everyone should be
shown the courtesy with questions of welfare, without going into the
question whether he is a rich noble man or a despised thief or robber. If
he asks for some requisite things, then if one owns them, they may be given.
If they belong to the San’gha, then one must first ask the San'gha and if they
consent, then they may be given. If a strong wicked man comes and begs,
then the man in charge of the things, in order to protect the dwelling-place,
may, acoordin'g to his will, give those things. After they are given, the San'gha
cannot question the man in charge of the things and’ say : “You have taken
those thin'gs yourself and you have now given them to a wicked person.”
Why is it so ? Because [the care-taker has in this way] protected the
dwelling-place.

The Teacher says : “I must now give an illustration : At that time, in
the island of Ceylon, in Anuradhapura, there was a thief Abhaya by name.
He had [ a following of] five hundred thiefs. They had pitched their camp
in one place which they surrounded with a wall of fortification. And in all
the four directions, one jojana from the fortification, they went and robbed
[ the people].

[70] In the story of poking with fingers ( Ice-Ii [55 [£513 engulf )
every thing is easy to be understood.

Become: guily—tThis you yourselves can know from Khudda/ca (Minor
offences of Pa‘cittiyas).

Either lfzt'ed him ar press-ed Izim down—A Group of Seventeen Bhikkhu: had
seventeen persons [in their group]. They saw that the Group of Six
Bhikkhus had only one person present. One person of the Group of Seventeen
took the begging-bowl of a person belonging to the [Group of] Six, lifted
him and threw him on the earth rolling down. Exactly like this; nothing
different. Each one sat on him. Thereupon, the old man belonging to
the group of Six' died. Then the offence of which he becomes guilty has been
mentioned in the Vinaja [iii. 84- ].

[71 ] The stoyr f0 being ponaud by a :pirit—One killed the spirit of a
yakkha. This jakkha was able to possess a man. A Bhikkhu by recitm‘g a
magic charm, would make hun' let go the man, but the spirit would not do
so. The Bhikkhu said to the yak/tin: .- “ If you would not let that person
go, I can kill you. ” Still the yakklza would not let him go. Upon this, the
Bhikkhu prepared with his fingers an image of the yak/slut either out of rice-
flour or out of earth-mud, and recited a magic spell. He cut of? the hands
and legs [of the image] and the hands and legs [of the yak/the] were
immediately cut ofl‘; llC cut off the neck [of the image] and the neck [of
the jakkha] was inuncdiately cut off and he died. Therefore, the Bhikkhu
became guilty of a T/mllaccjaa offence. Not only when a yak/elm is killed but
even when Sakka, the king of gods, is killed, one becomes guilty of a Thullac-
caya ofl‘ence [only].

22. This seems to be a tramliteralion ol' an'gulil  



FURTHER STORIES INVOLVING DEATHXL75 ]

[72] The story of a wild yakkha [Vim iii. 84- ]—-There was staying in
a mon_astery a wild yak/ch11. This fact of the wild yakkha’: dwelling in that
place, a-Bhikkhu did not know. He instructed another Bhikkhu to come
and stay in that room for his comfortable life ( p/zdsu-w'lm‘ra % {SE ) .
Therefore‘there is no offence. If he had the idea of killing him and had let
him into the room and if he had died, then he would have been guilty of a
grave offence. If he does not die, then-the other Bhikkhu becomes guilty
ofa Thullaccaya offence. Not only a. wild yakk/za, but a poisonous serpent,
or a tiger, or a wolf, and the like—all such are included under [the category
of] a wild yakkha. \Vhether there is an offence or no will be [decided] as
said before.

[73] The slmy‘ of (I dangerous wilder/Icy: [ I'in. Hi. 83' ]—-—-In a dangerous
wilderness, there were many robbers. If the man who directs [some one
to go there] does not know it, then there is no oHenec. If he knows and
[the other] gets killed, then he becomes guilty ofa grave offence. But if [the
other] does not die, then there is the offence of Thullaccaya. As for the
director ( ) , [the offence will be determined] as said before.

[74] There is a. Bhikkhu who is the enemy ( 5g" 52 ) of another
Bhikkhu. This former Bhikkhu wants to kill his enemy. He thus thinks :
“IFI [think of] killingr him in broad day-light, people will immedia-
tely get clue of it and know it. So I would rather wait for the night and
then kill him.” He first has a look at his dwelling-place. Having come
to know ofit, he comes back. \Wten there is night-fall, he goes to the place
of the enemy-Bhikkhu. There are many companions of his. In darkness,
this Bhikklni gropes. I-le suspects that he has his enemy. When he has
killed this enemy-blnkkhu, he becomes guilty of a grave offence. There is
a Bhikkhu who suspect: [that he has Iii: many] and kill: allot/tar [ Vin. iii. 85
In the dwelling-place of this hated Bhikkhu, there are many companions
who are sleeping all together. In darkness, the former gropes and says
that lie has got his erwm}, and through mistake he kills another. -There is another
who says: “ There he is; kill him. ” The former says: “ Yes, he is;
kill him.” Then he who gets him and he who kills him thus—both "‘ become
guilty of a grave offence.

[ 75] The stories of a non-human spirit [ Vin. iii. 85 ]— In the first of these,
a Bhikkhu thought that the non-human being [by whom another Bhikkhu
was seized] should be made to go away and so he gave a blow with his stick
to that suffering Bhikkhu and the Bhikkhu consequently died. Then there
is no offence because of this.

Question :———-If one wants to drive away the non—human spirit, then
how can that be done ?

Answer :~——With leaves of a Ta'la tree, or with a cord one has to tie the
hands and Feet of the sum-ring Bhikkhu and give him a blow with a stick and
recite magic Julia like the Rammz [-Julta] and then one should say [to

 

‘ The laconic nature 01‘ the langui-tge used here makes it difficult to be sure of this
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[ this ] Bhikkhu posseSSing goodthe non~human spirit] : “ Do not haraSS
conduct. You must go.”

Religious talk [ Vin. iii. 85 ]—The Teacher says .' This is‘easyr to be
understood. it

[76] The Teacher say: that the stories of cutting a tree [ Vimiii. 85] differ
at little from one another in substance. If at the time of the felling down.
of a tree, a Bhikkhu gets pushed but does not die and if he has in his hand
[even] an axe or a hatchet, then the Bhikkhu should rather let himself die.
But he cannot save his life either by cutting the wood with an axe and the
like or by digging out the earth. Why ? If he digs out the earth or cuts
the wood, then he becomes guilty ofa Pa‘cittiya offence. Because when one
becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya offence, he would be called one who violates
the instruction of the Noble Person. So a wise man should rather observe
rules of conduct and die, than save his’ life by violating the rules of conduct.
If there are other people who would dig the earth or cut the wood and thus
rescue him, then so far so good.

If he finds some other means, they are permissible. What are the other
means ? If there are dead trees and if there are other people who would
pick them up, then so far so good. If a. Bhlkk'hu falls into a pit, then it is
permissible for another Bluk'khu to let down a rope and hook him up. But
he should be careful not to-cut down a tree himself; but it is permissible for
him to ask a house-holder or a m'ummra ( novice) to cut down a tree [and
make for him a ladder].

[ 77] The story faa‘npttiau f0 fire involves some unusually significant
[step]. If fire ermpts and comes near a monastery then in order to protect
the dwelling-place, it is permissible lo‘r a Bhikkhu to cut grass 0r dig earth
and thus break the continuity of the. There will be 'no offence.

The slory ofsctlz'ngflre [ Vin. iii. 85] has some [special] significance. If one
himself thinks : “ I should set fire and then, as a consequence, let all livings
in that place die ”, and if they die, there is an offence—that of the
five [ oile'nccs deserving,r immediate retribution ], or of Parijika', or ofThullac—
caya, or of Pa‘cittiya If he thinks that he should just set fire to grass, then
he becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya offence. If he instructs others to set fire,
then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata, with just an exception that in order
to protect one’s dwdling place, one can set up a [counter-] fire. \‘Vhy?
Because this has been permitted by the Buddha.

[78] The 510;} f0 a beverage [Vim iii. 86 ]-—A fresh drink, a
cold drink or a hot drink—all these you yourselves can know.

\‘Vhat is a Soui'ra/ca[~drink] ?
Answer :»——First Like yellow myrolialan (u’malal'a ), green myrobalan

( harf'taka ), and belt-tic myrobalan ( biblifldlta ), grain, that is, seven kinds
of grain like non-glun'nous rice and the like—-—and make [a preparation out
of them]; take sweet fruits—banana C Ac" 3.11»- ) and fruits from other
trees, bamboo—shoots, fish, meat, honey, sugar-candy and mineral salt,three  
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times revived [by boiling] ( 3 ) 23 and things like the same; put
them together into one mixture and then put them into a jar, or into a small
bowl, cover'its mouth with mud; and then within 1: a period of] three or four
yam, it becomes ripe. And when it is ripe, it assumes colour like that of
honey. With this, one can cure diseases like that of wind~element,-"or white
leprosy and the like. If one takes this medicine at the time of food
and drink, and one has [to eat] fatty things, then no medicine can surpass
this medicine. It is the best of all. If at the time when a Bhikkhu takes
this medicine, the noon time has already passed, even then, it is permissible
for him to take it. If one is not sick, one should mix it up with water and
then it is permissible to think.

Thus concludes the section on the Third Pa'ra'jika'.

[V The Fourth Pa'ra'jika']

[79] The World-honoured One know Your Truths.
He has rightly explained the Fourth Grave offence.
Now I must say, by way of exposition,
What is known as the [Fourth] Pa'ra’jika".

[80] At that time the Budd/ta was slaying at Vail? [ Vin. iii. 87 ]—
The meaning of this has been already explained before.

say it again. \‘Vhatever is not explained, that now will I say.
For exhortz'ug the laymen [ Vin. iii. 87 ]—-that is, in connegtion with laymen’s

work about tilling the fields, or about parks—all these things which we have
to do; also, those things which should not be done; exhprting laymen with
regard to these things. All these things have been already mentioned m'
Vinyaa.

To go an errand: [ Vin. iii. 87] that is, to act as a messenger for laymen.
Q

I would not

[81 ] [Talking] about the achievement: ofsuperhuman qualities [ Vin._iii. 87 ]—
Among people there is something that is called supreme Dhamma; or also
what is said to be superhuman Dhamrna; or also what is called Brahma-
Dhamma; or what is said to be entering Nibba'na—dhamma. This Dhamma
is of the Buddha, or Individual Buddha or of an Arhat. “ This Bhikkhu
has attained the First trance ” and things like this—the Bhikkhus said to the
laymen after having had deliberation. among themselves. “ There is a
Bhikkhu named Buddha-rakkhita who has attained the First trance; Dhamrna-
rakkhi"ta has attained the Second trance; San'gha-rakkhita has attained the
Third trance ”———things like this, they said to laymen. Thus in succession
upto the Fourth trance. \‘Vhether laymen asked or not: ‘ if such and such an
Arhat has destroyed the depravities ( «frat/a: ), or possesses the knowledge
of the threefold discerning wisdom lino uy'ja‘ ),’ the Bhikkhus would
commend each other from among themselves and the laymen [as a conse-
quence] would make nourishing gifts to them. [It resulted in their] good
complexion , bright appearance, delightful countenance and sufficient

23.
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strength. \‘Vhy was it so ? These Blukk'hus after getting nourishing food
and drink, which was delicious, sported according to their will. They would
not sit down for meditation. And so they had good complexion, bright
appearance and delightful countenance.

[82] Those who lived on the bank fo Vaggumuda‘ river ['V'in. iii. 88] ~—
These Bhikkhus had their comfortable dwelling-places on the bank of

the river Vaggumudi and so they were called ‘ Bhikkhus living on the river
Vuggunmda‘. ’ _

The Buddha asked the Bhikkhu: : “ Haveyuu lived in concord and in comfurl P ”
[ l’iu. iii. 88 ]—-That is, he spoke to the Bhikkhus : “ Have you lived in
perfectly good bodily constitution with comfortable fourfold [bodily move-
ments] and all the nine openings working properly ? \‘Vcrc you living with-
out any trouble?”

[83] The Buddha, using a gentle metaphor ( Hm“ ) cxpostu-
lated the Bhikkhus living on the Vagg’umuda~ river : “ If you do things
lilcs this, you become big thiefs. ” The Buddha [said this] purposely, be-
cause he wanted the Bhikkhus in future. to certainly discontinue this practice
and so it is said in the Vinaya“—- The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus
“ There are now in this world five kinds of big thiefs. \‘Vhich are those five ?
A leader who is surrounded by a big crowd—either of one hundred, two
hundred, even upto five hundred, whom he lcads-—robs towns, villages and
bores holes into walls [of houses ]——-such a one is a big thief in the world.
And things like the same. A Bhikkhu, also, like the same, violates the offences
of Dukkaga, Pa‘cittiya and so on, in turn, upto the violation of a Pa‘ra'jiki
offence. He receives from. others nourishing gifts, is respected and commend-
ed and paid reverence to [by people] who fold their hands before him.
And things like that. Now in this world he becomes a wicked Bhikkhu giv-
ing up his teacher and his companions and is always seeking worldly benefits.
Having received worldly benefits, he cats and" drinks as he wills and his
bodily frame becomes plump and healthy and has sufficient strength. He
sports with other people and talks of rich, delicious food and drink, or talks
about sexual desires, talks about country-land ( {Q j; ) and rich and
comfortable villages, talks about parks and sweet delicious io'od, and thinks,
talks about and discusses, in various ways, coarse and evil ways [of life
His evil mind is at large. He cannot control himself and as a consequence
breaks the rules of good conduct. But the donor [-householders] hav-
ing great faith give gifts to himmclothing, food and drink, medical requisites,
dwelling—places and beddings. Thus in reality he becomes no longer a son
of Sa'kya and yet people commend him as a son of §a‘kya. Although there
is no holy life, yet he extols himself as leading a holy life and thus receives
gifts. This is what is called the First Big Thief."

\ [Thus concludes]
the Eleventh Book of the Vinaya—Commentary [named]

Samarzla-me’di/m‘ .
——-oo~—-—-—

- or. in. 39—90.“
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Vinaya

Book XII

['l‘. 755—762C; P’ing. 64.1—70.1,- PTS. ii. 483b—iii. 54-6; 5. 1’. 342-389; N.
ii. 479-543]

[1 ] There is a good Bhikkhu who knows the Sutta-piMka, who knows
the Ab/zid/zamma-pifaka, who knows the Vinaya-pilaka. Though he does not
expect any food and drink, he does get, while on his travels, the provisions
of life. He observes pure good conduct and preaches the Dhamma to the
people. He possesses a good decorum ( )ng {E ) and gladdens people
[by his behaviour]. From town to town and li'om village to village, he is
revered by people. Thus the Dhamma of the Buddha prospers. Thus a
Bhikkhu brings glory to the Dhamm'a of the Buddha.

There is an evil-minded Bhikkhu. He listens to a good Bhikkhu preach-
ing the Dhamma and retains it in his mind. He preaches it to others in soft
and. gentle words. His voice is clear and sonorous. People like to hear him.
They shower praises on him : “ The Elder preaches excellently the
Dhamma. ” “ From whom has the Elder learnt the Dhamma ”—[ they
enquire]. He answers : “ I know it myself; I have not learnt it from any
one”—-thus he praises himself. '

The Tatha"gata toiled hard for four Asan'kheyyw and a hundred thousand
kappa: and then he achieved the Pa‘ranu': ( Perfections ). With great labour he
obtained the excellent Dhamma. This evil-minded Bhikkhu, because of his

. stealing Dhamma, seeks worldly benefits. He is called the Second Big Thief.

[2] There is still another big thieE There is a strenuous Bhikkhu
who possesses good conduct and who has become a Sota'panna, Sakada‘ga‘mi,
Ana‘ga‘mi or has attained even the state of Arhatship. Or, he is an ordinary
Bhikkhu possessing good conduct. Such a one, [the evil-minded Bhikkhu]
accuses of Pa‘ra‘jika‘mfienccs. He condemns the behaviour of others and
praises himself as a pure man. By this condemnation of the pious and the
noble, he steals [as it were] the noble Dhamma. This is called the Third
Big Thief.

[3] Precious things—~As fo.- the precept about stealing. In no way
differentl; even upto a thing worth [as low as] five ma’saka: which one
~~____

1- The Pali Cm. says : “ )‘al/u! adinanJ/u.... pan"ca-ml.ra.ska‘gghanalcam gam-blcapdau
l1 tuccati, na id/m (ram. " So the Chinese text is just the opposite.
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takes with the intention of stealing. This is called a precious thing. The
Buddha has said to the Bhikkhus : “ There are five kinds of precious things
which one cannot give to others; even the San’glta cannot give to others; nor
the gaaa ( group ) can give to others; not any single man can give them to
others. If one gives them, he becomes guil'ty of a Thullaccaya ofi‘ence. Which
are those five? First, a park; second, the site of a park; third, iron im'plements;
fourth, wooden im'plements ; and fifvth,earthen implements. These five precious
things, one cannot give away according to one’s will. ” [V1'n.1'i. 171]

[ 4] The Buddha has said to the Bhikkhus : “'There are five kinds of
things which cannot be divided; neither by the San'gha, nor by the gage, nor
by any single individual. If any one divides them, then he becomes guilty
of a~ Thullaccaya offence. ” [ Vin. ii. 171

The Teacher says : Those that can be divided or those that cannot
be divided, we shall [later] explain in detail in the Khandlzaka. At present, we
only say it in brief.

[ 5 ] He gather: around—By [ the gift of] such precious thm'gs he secures
[good] opinion of house-holders. [Ordinarily] one expects that the lay people
are not liable to be given any gifts; but by making such gtf'ts stealthily, he
secures the house-holders around him fraudulently and he secures their good
opinion. This is the Fourth Big Thief. This person who secures [around
him] the house-holders by the gift of such precious things is called
the corrupter of others" families. And because of corrupting others’ families,
he becomes guilty of a Dukkata ofl‘encc. He deserves to be expelled from
the community.

[ 6 ] Further, there is a Bhikkhu who takes things belonging to. the San'-
gha and uses them or gives them to other men, [ thinking] exactly as if" those
things belong to him and in no way different. Such a one becomes guilty

‘ofa Thullaccaya ofi‘ence. If he takes them away with the idea of stealing,
then he becomes guilty of an offence according to the value of the thing, high
or low. This person is called the Fifth Big Thief—a thief with no
other thief to surpass him.

[7] The noble dlzammas, that is, the dhanunas which are extremely
subtle and fine. If gold, silver and jewellery can easily be taken away by
way of theft, these things cannot be taken away by way of theft. There-
fore, it has been said in the original Vz'nyaa .' “ The noble dhammat, he says,
he possesses, when [really] he does not have them within himself. He says,
himsel,f that the noble dhammas do exist in his own self. ” [ Cf. Vin. iii. 90 ].

[8] Question :——This person does not remove any things from their
original position; then why is he called a thief ?

Answer :-——-Is he rot fit~ to be called a thief ? For what reason ? By
vain deception and false words, he obtains great worldly benefits. By some
artifice, he obtains them. Therefore, the original Vinaya says : The Buddha
said to the Bhikkhus .' “ If one takes food and drink with the idea of stealing
them, then he is called a big thief. \Vhy ? \Vhen there is no real [posses-
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sion], he makes a false representation of its possession and says : ‘ I am an
Arliat ’. The noble dhammas existing in others he stealthily pretends he has.
It is exactly like a hunter who wants to kill a herd of deer ” [ Cf. Vin. iii. 90].
If he goes in the [natural] form of a human body, and if the deer see him,
they would necessarily turn away from him. [Therefore], by way of a
device, he covers himself with leaves and twigs; although he is not made of
leaves and twigs, he represents himself in‘ the form of leaves and twigs. \Vhen
the herd of the deer sees him, they think of him as nothing but leaves
and twigs and so approach him. He' immediately kills them and takes them
away.

[9] i The Bhikkhu also is like the same. Although he is not an Arhat,
he falsely represents himself to be an Arhat; demonstrates some indications
of Arhatship. The donors, with faith in their minds, think him to be a real
[Arhat] and make him oiTerings of food and drink. Just as a hunter designs
a false bodily representation [of himself] for the deer; in the same way, a
Bhikkhu, by a false representation designs to take away from the donor food
and drink. Therefore, in the original, it has been said in extolatory [ ?] ga’l/zd‘: :

Externally one puts on a flaming ka'xa‘ua around his neck,
But internally, purity does not exist;
So because of the evil actions that one does
He falls into a hell soon after his death. ( l )
A flaming red hot iron ball
It is better to swallow and die,-
Rather than break one’s good conduct
And swallow the food given by the faithful ( 2 ) [ Vin.iii.90

_,,_.-—.'_‘_..
é

“,4.
d.“

[ 10] Externally pulling a flaming ka‘sa‘ua around one": neck means one puts
around his shoulder a ka‘sa‘va (yellowish cloth). This is only wearing
externally a symbol of the noble; but internally, he is empty; there is nothing.
Just as a bowl may be painted outside, but inside there is a stm'king stuff; in
the same way this fellow is empty and pretentious; surely, there is nothing
of the good that could be taken [from him]. This wicked Bhikkhu also is
like the same.

[11 ] The Second ga’tha‘ :——VVhy is it that the Tatha'gata says that one
should rather swallow a red-hot iron ball than swallow the gifts of nourish-
in'g food of donors ? \Vhy swallow a red-hot iron ball, and. get the liver and
intestines burnt and die ? Because, thereby one does not fall into a hell.
Therefore, the Buddha said these words and condemned the Bhikkhus living
on the Vaggumuda‘ river. After condemning the Bhikkhus, at the time of
laying down the precept, he said : “ If a Bhikkhu by a vain deception and
false words and the like ". The Buddha prescribed the Fourth Pa'rajikfi.

[ 12] Having laid it down firm, he lin‘ther made an amendment : except
when one speaks throng/1 o.'!m'-ro;_lf1'(l-xnu' qf anew/(ft Thus the Buddha had laid down
the precept for the Bliikklms and further he himself made an amendment.
' * Vin. iii. 90—91.
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In the amendment [ were covered cases ] when though one has not seen, one
believes that he has seen [ the Truth ]. That is, although one has not experi-
enced with the eye of Wisdom the consciousness of Arhatship, still one believes
that he experiences it; sun'ilarly, although one has not reached it, one believes
that he has reached it; although one has not attained it, one believes that he
has attained it. The words: ‘ has not attained it ’ mean that by the Path
one has not attained the Truth.

Ruined, that is‘, with the eye of Wis'dom, one has actually covered with
his' vision ( m 51 and has realised [it in himself].

{13] Over-calfzidence—He thus thinks : ‘ I have already attained the
superhuman qualities.’ In them, he has some pride, which is called over-
confidence, or excessive pride. He himself thinks : As far as Arhatship is' con-
cerned, I have already achieved it. .

What is' meant by ‘ over-confidence ’ ? By the power of :amatha
(quiescence) and vpiasxaui (insight), the taints are temporarily put a stop
to. This is called over-confidence. If, afterward he sees that the taints
from objects of desire spring up again, then sucli in only does not become
guilty.

Question :—What sort of man has that over-confidence and what sort
of man has not ? _

A disciple and an Arhat have not that overcconfidencc; they have
attained the fruits [of their stages ] because they have already destroyed the
taints. With the eye of wisdom, they have spread their vision. There is
not, there does not exist, any doubt for them.

What kind of doubt? [Whether] ‘ I have attained the stages of
Sota‘panna, Sakada‘ga‘mi, Ana'ga'mi and the like. ’ And so there is' no over-
confidence about the Fruits of the four Paths.

There is no over-confidence also in one who breaks the precepts of good
‘conduct. \Vhy is it that it is not there ? Because he does not partake in
the superhuman qualities. Like a man striving for meditation but is given
to. sleep which is' his [main] concern. This man cannot have [ that doubt
of having attained meditation ].

[ 14] The man who is given to over-confidence is he who has already
possessed good conduct and who has entered ram/idhi. Having attained
mmdd/zi, he entersvpiauana‘ before2 he has discriminated Name and Form.
He has attam'ed [the discrimin'ation of] the Three Characteristics ( _= *fi ) 3
and has become extremely bold. Or, he has attained quiescence (samatha)
and for twenty years or for thirty years, does not emerge from it and so he
becomes bold. And because of' the strength of having practised vpiasxand,
he thinks within himself : “ I have attained the Path of a Sota‘panna, or that
of a Sakada'ga'mi, or that of an Ana'ga‘ mi ”. The over-confidence is like this
Because he is able to stick to quiescence and because not only for twenty years,
thirty years, but even upto eighty or hundred years, no taints aris'e, an over-

 

2. Pnli differs .' Ila/IIGIHPGm uavalllaa/Jdri, pucmya-[mriggalwna vili‘npa-kanl'haua li-laklh‘a-
{1am dropelrd.

3. Evidently E II}. of the text is a mistake for E *8 li—Iakkha_na.  
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confidence springs up in him and he thinks : “ I have attained Arhatship. ”
Therefore, the Tatha'gata has [said] .' ‘ except through over-confidence,
one should not entertain any pretension or false claim of possessing super-
human qualities.’ [cm/m. iii. 91—92 ] ”

[15] Answer“ z—VVhat is called tranceomeditation, Release, entrance
mm the sama‘dhi of Emptiness, or knowledge and insight—thus trance-medita-
tion and the like—all such Dhammas are called super-human Dhammas.
Awicked Bhikkhu thinks that such dhammas are within himself, or he
exhibits them as existing in himself. 7

Having‘dzs‘tincliom enough for imight, that is, entertaining dhammas of
wisdom, mundane or super-mundane; as if they are seen by the eye of the
flesh and in no way different.

Insight f0 ww'dom, that is, the three lores (uy'ja‘ ).
Question :-——VVisdom———is it the same or different from insight ?
Answer :—They are the same. If wisdom is there, then insight follows;

if insight is there, then wisdom follows.

Question :—-If it be so, why not stop with the word ‘ wisdom ’ ? What
need is there to say “insight ’ ? Or, one need'not use the word ‘ wisdom ’.

Answer :-—It is not exactly so; because [wisdom] is like insight and
in no way different; so it is called, the insight of wisdom.

[16] The :uper—hummz dhamma: he announce: to men and women—He
points out, indicates tln: \ 1‘1 y place [i. e. the persons] he speaks to. He speaks
neither to a god, nor Brahma‘, nor Ma‘ra, nor a Yakkha, nor a hungry spirit,
not to any one of lower creation.

Thu: I know, thu’ I see—this is said to show the cause, the reason of
why 'he says : thus I know, thus I see—namely, the trance-rama'dhi and the
like.

What: he 13' asked or when he 13' not asked—If he has let people know [ about
his dis'tm‘ctions], then he becomes guilty. Just at the time when he anno-
unces them, he becomes guilty of a Pa'rfijika' offence. He has thus become
guil'ty, whether he is asked or not asked, when he speaks to others
concerning himself. So it is said in the criginal Vinaya: “ Either when he
is‘ asked, or not asked. ” [ Vin. iii. 91—92 ]

[17] What is meant by ‘ asking ’ ?
“Well, friend, at what time have you attained the trance-meditation, or
the .mmddhi of Release, or the Path ” ? Similarly, when asking about the
means, they may enquire; “ Well, friend, have you done [the reflec-
tion upon] the three characteristics of im'permanence, suffering and non-
substantiality ? ” Have you attained [the distinction] with the help of
:amddhi or without its help ? Have you attained it with the help of
“Piasxand ? Or with [ the help of reflecting upon] material qualities or non-
material qualities ? Or by reflecting upon the m'ternal material quah'n'es

 

4- The propriety of this word is not clear, as there is no word used earlier for a
"question ",
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or external material qualities ? At what time have you attained it ? In
the morning, at noon, or m' the evening ? Further one may make enquiries
about the place. At what place have you attained it—under a tree, or in
a forest, or in an open place ? Further, one may enquire : ‘ if you have
destroyed the taints, how many have disappeared and how many still
remain ? By what Path have you destroyed them—«by the Path of Sota‘panna,
or by the Path of Sakada'ga'mi ?. At each of the Paths, which of the distincti-
ons have you attained I”

[ 18] If the Bhikkhu has attained the superhuman qualities, then he
would answer each of these questions. If he has not attained them, then
after hearing those questions, he would be confused and would not be able
to give his answers. If one has attained them, then one would surely display
them as it were by placing them on the palm of his hand and in no way
different. The time of the day and the place—to each of them, he would
give his answer : whether it was bright day or whether it was night. If he
answers these questions, one may further ask : “ Out of the [Four] Fruits
of the Four Paths, by which of them have you destroyed the taints and how
many ? " If he answer: these questions one after the other, one may fur-
ther ask : “ Which dhammas have you attained—that of a Sota’panna, or of
a Sakada‘gfimi ? " If wlul'e answering all these questions, there may be some
slightest inconsts'tency, then. one should not believe in him. \Vhy ? Because,
when the Bhikkh'u is wrs'e and quick-wilted and when he learns from his
teacher the meaning of each word, he does not get confused. Further one
may ask : “ Which of the Dhammas you first got entrance into ? ” If he
does not sustain himself by his answer, then [one may say] : “ You have
not attained [the superhuman dhammas] ." He may be dispelled and
excommunicated. '

[ 19 ] If he answers that he has got entrance into the noble dhammas,
then, for a long time, he must have been, diligently and without lazm'ess, work- '
ing at good conduct, samdd/n' and wisdom and there is no retreat for him'.
His mind does not get attached to the four essential requisites of sustenance
but remains [unattached] like the open sky. If what the Bhildth'u
says agrees [ with what has been described by the Buddha about such attain-
ments ], exactly like the waters of the Ganges with the waters of Yamuna', and
in no way different—and therefore when the Buddha has spoken to
his disdple-followers about the Path and Nibba‘na, there was no discrepancy
or error—he should be further subjected to oppressive questions that would
te'rnf'y him. If he is not horrified, then [surely] he is a Bhikkhu who has
destroyed all passions, who has no fear and terror even when he is clapped
down by thunder. If he has fear and terror, then he is not an Arhat. When
there is no fear and terror, and when even one hair on his body does not stand
erect, then this Bhikkhu is like a lion, the king of animal kingdom, and if
he declares the noble dhammas [in him], then it is alright. The king and
his courtiers offer him the nourishing requisites and the Bhikkhu then can
accept them.
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[20] Wicked th’kkhu, that is, one who has violated the precepts of
conduct. If a Bhikkhu has good conduct, then he is a good Bhtkkh'u.

He",\wauld (at people know him—\Vith an evil mind, he falsely pretends to
display the Noble Dhammas when they really dd no exist. Then he becomes
guil'ty of a Pa'ra'jika“ [ offence ]. '

Wu'hing himself to attain purity, he thinks : “I have already become
guil'ty of a Para‘jika" [offence ]. How can, I attain purity ? The Tatha‘gata
has laid down a rule of conduct that if a Bhikkhu becomes guilty of a Para-
jika‘ offence, then he will find all obstacles in his [attainment] of celestial
trance-meditation, of Release, of knowledge and wisdom, of happy state

‘ (sage) and of the Path. He cannot get them any longer. As it has been
said in the Vinaya in half a stanza :

“ If the holy lile~ is not properly observed
Then one must, after death, certainly go to Hell l ” [ th. 311]

[21 ] If a Bhikkhu. cannot observe perfectly good conduct, then he
should return to a layman’s life, either as an upd‘saka or a scimazzera
observing the rules for the same and ( taking his stand) on faith, the basic
ground ( j; ) of the purity of Five Precepts. In this way, m' his way
to Nibbana, there will be no obstacles. In this way, in the Me of a layman,
will appear purity. Therefore, a Bhikkhu who has violated precepts
of conduct and who wants to attain purity, should return to the Me
of a Jamaaera, and [ take his stand on] faith, the basic ground of the purity
of a layman’s life. Therefore, it has been said in the- original Vinaya :
“ Wishing to attain purity, I said : ‘ I knew ’ when I did not know; I said :
‘ I had a vision ’ when I had none. I had vain pretensions and spoke false

' words ” [ Vin. iii. 91 ].

[22 ] Vain pretensions andfalse words, that is, words which had no [real]
significance.

In. the context of the three preceding Pa'ra‘J'ika's, [when it is said] that this
person also becomes guilty of this offence, it means he has become guilty of
a Para-jik'a' [ offence ]. l

The Teacher says : “ These words are easy to be understood. ”

[23] I like to retire to a quiet place [Vim iii. 91-93 This has been
said in brief. The display of the noble Dhammas has not been explained
in detail. So to expand that offence and by way of showing that it
has another meaning, [it has been said : ] “ B} same device, he let: people know
that he has entered the trance-mmd'dlzi. He has entered the first trance-medita-
tion,. . . the second . . . the third . . . the fourth trance-meditation, the trance-
mcditation of friendliness, the trance-meditation of Impurities, the trance-
meditation of Endpd'na ( breathing in and breathing out), the noble [supra‘
mundane] trance, the common trance—all these [trances] he enters.
Therefore it has been said in the Vinaya : “ Enters trance-meditation and
the like. ” If one boasts like this, then he becomes guilty of a Pari-
jika offence. He further says .' “ Having become free from taints, I am free
from. attachment. I have cut it and it will not spring up again ”; and thus
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he becomes guilty of the offenie [of a Pa'ra‘jika" ] as said before. If he says
" I have entered .r/imadlzi and have attained the Path "—if he gives out such
words knowingly, then he becomes guilty of a Pira‘jika' offence. If he says
that he has attained knowledge and wisdom, if he says that he has attained
the Three kin'ds of Discerning Knowledge (lino uy'ja), if he says that he has
attam'ed the Thirty-seven factors of Enlightenment, that he has first ( :37) )
attained the [Five] Powers, that he has achieved good actions C 1”: ) ,
that he has attained the Eightfold Noble Dhammas of the Path and' such
similar things—in all such cases, he becomes guilty of' a Pa'ra'jtk'a ofi'ence.

[24] ‘ I am free from attachment and the like ’—this is to say that
there is [the attainment of] the Path of a Sota'panna. By the Third Path,
one becomes free from attachment and hatred (rd'ga-a'om) and by the Fourth
Path one becomes free from delusion (mo/Ia). Therefore, in the original
Vinaya, it has been said : “ If one says that he is free from attachment, or says
thm'gs like the same, then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jiki offence. If he
says that out of the six abhifi'fids ( m ) , he has already attained each of
them, then he becomes guilty of a Pa’rfijika‘ ofi‘ence. If he says that in a
pram/'11: existence he had attained the six abhirTfia’x and that he' wants to
attam' them in the present hf'e, and things like the same, then he does not be-
come guil'ty of a grave ofi'enee. If he says that he has attained the four
penetrating insights ( pw'u patu'ambhidd ) , then he becomes guilty of a
grave offence. If he says that he has entered the meditaion of cessation
(nimdha-samdd/Ii ), then he does not become guilty of a grave offence. \Vhy 3’
Because the meditation of cessation is neither a supra-mundane nor a mun-
dane trance. If there is a man who has a doubt as to whether he is an Ana‘-
ga'mi or an Araha’ and he lets people know about the same condition, and
people come to know about the same; or if one says that from the very time
of Kassapa Buddha he has been having [the distinction of] a Sota'pauna,
then he does not become guilty of a grave offence.5 Why ? Because the
Buddha has laid down the precepts with reference to the pram! life and not
with reference to the past. Further, if he says that he had entered :amd’dhi
in a past life, then also [there is] asimilar [exemption from the offence ]."

[25] The Teacher says I have finished the determination ab‘out
the offence connected with vain pretensions and false words. Now we come
to the three varieties ( +14" warm or naya) . Beginning with the first trance
and coming up to the getting free from‘ five hindrances ( 35'“ ) is one.
This is the first variety. The second variety begins with the second trance.
The third variety begins with the thud' trance.

“ Thus I enter such a trance; thus I emerge from it; thus I practise it
( 31;] 9E {15 ) ” —-having themselves penetrated, without any obstacle,

into this matter, there are some who say like this [ about the supra-mundane
qualities ]—all of them become guilty of a grave offence.

5. The Chinese commentary does not mention the names of earlier source-comment-
uies like Kulund'l, AIME-patter? or Sankhe'pa-ntlhakalha, that are mentioned in .thc-Pali
comm: nary.  
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THREE ASPECTS OF FALSEHOOD\.’I_l.28 ]

[26] The Teacher sa‘ys : “ False words'have three aspects. --Which
are those three ? The first is when one thinks oneself thus : ‘ I am just about
to speak falsehood; ‘ the second when the mouth‘is opened and falsehood is
accomplished; the third, when one has spoken falsehood he thinks that he
has already ~Spoken falsehood. These are called three aspects of falsehood.”

Further, there is another kind of falsehood. One first thinks : “ I am
now about to speak falsehood. ” But just at the point when he opens [his
mouth] he speaks truth. Then falsehood is not accomplished. Then this
person does not become guilty of a grave ofi‘ence. Still further, there is
another kind of falsehood—“ I am about to attain a trance. ” He opens
his mouth about the trance and says: “ I shall just enter samddhf. ” But,
this way, he does not become guilty of a grave offence. '

There is still another kind of falsehood. One~first thinks of speaking
falsehood; when he opens his mouth, he does speak falsehood; and having
spoken it, he [knows] that it is falsehood. Thus this kind of-falsehood is
complete in all three aspects and so it is rmlfalschoad.

[27] The Teacher says .- If it is so then there can be no falsehood.
Why ? Every mind arises. and ceases to exist. [It is there] as ifjust for a
moment. The preceding mind does not become the following; .nor the
following mind becomes the preceding one. Therefore, one mind does not
possess all the three aspects [mentioned above]. , . _

There is an answer to this : It is not so; because the T‘at‘higata “has laid
down that when one mind is connected with the other [successive] mind,
they become as if one and in no way different. Therefore, on edoes become
guil'ty of a grave offence.

Question :—-Out of these three aspects
[effective] one ? ‘

Answer :—-The one that precedes the actual opening [of the mouth]
is the rightly [effective ] one. The Teacher says : I shall now certainly say
who [ol‘ the three actually] becomes guilty. If one says that he 15' just
now attaining [ some distinction], then immediately he becomes guilty.
If he says that he has attained, or will attain [some distinction], then he
does not become guilty of a grave ofl‘ence. . 1

Thus is concluded the section of the three varieties ( yam or naya ). I

which of them is theirightly

[28] Inltnding lo speak—I intend to speak about the first trance-
meditation but later actually speak : “ I enter the second trance-medita-
tion.” These words are spoken through .some mistake ( 'tfi. ) . “The
third or the fourth trance-meditation "—these words also are spoken through
mistake. In all these cases, one becomes guilty ofa grave offence. Why ?
Because they have one and the same ground [of pretending some distinc-
tion]. It is just like this 2 I intend to give up the San’gha, but through
mistake I say '. I give up the Dhamma. I intend to give up the Dhamma,
but through mistake I say : I give up the Buddha. Thus. the rejection
(56) does immediately become effective.

Now pretensions and falsehoods are slightly different [from the above].
Question :—-—How are they different?

...44
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Answer :-—Thc rejection of the precepts, however, although one con-
veys it by some gesture of~ the body, does not become effective, because it
needs a declaration [in actual] words and then the rejection is effected.

[29] If he speaks to a man that he has attained the Path and if that
fellow does not immediately understand his words but understands them
some tim'c later, then because of the lack of immediate understanding [by
that man], he does not become guilty. He does not become guilty of a
Pa‘i‘a'J'ika' offenCe, but becomes guilty of the offence of Thullaccaya.

Further, there is a Bhikkhu who speaks to another person but the latter
has no conception, whatsoever, of what a trance is, nor has he cultivated it,
nor attained it; nor does he understand the meaning of a trance. He simply
follows the worldly use of the expression ‘ trance-meditation. ’ If the
Bhikkhu utters that word, this person hears it and having heard it says :
“ This Bhikkhu has attained the trance-meditation; has entered the trance-
meditation. ” If even this much he knows, then the Bhikkhu becomes
guilty of a Pa’ra’jika‘ ofl'cnce.

Thus is concluded the section of one 'who intends to speak.

[30] Next the variety of using some device ( 7? fig ) . Following the
words in the Wayne the explanation is given. He speaks to a layman, that is,
he says : “ The man who receives from the donor food and drink, clothin'g,
a dwelling-place and medical requisites—that person has attained Arhat-
ship. ” Because he says this in a devious way, without mentioning his own
name, therefore he becomes guilty of the ofi'ence of Thullaceaya. If the
donor does not understand the significance of those words, 1 even ] then the
[Bhikkhu] becomes guilty of a Dukkat‘a ofi'ence.

The Teacher says 2 “ Thus by various kinds of devices if one intends to
declare to another person, then—you may yourselves. know—he becomes
guilty of an offence, grave or light."

[31 ] I must now say about the exemption from the offence z—Exctpl
due to over-cazfizde'm [ Vin. iii. [00] when there is no offence. One does not
intend to declare it to others, but through some mistake one speaks out,
then there is no offence. If one wills to reveal what he has truly attained,
to his companion in holy life, then there is no offence. Those who
commit the offence for the first time, before the precept was laid down,
like the Bhikkhus on the Vaggwnuda‘ river, are exempted from any offence.
Those who are mad, with deranged mind, are also not guilty of any offence.

The cause or Origin of this lies in body, tongue and mind. This is an
offence by its very inherent nature.‘

Solution, that is, pleasant sensation.’
The Teacher says : All this has been said in the original Viuaya. Now next
come amendments. 'l he Teacher says : Next we come to the amendments—
If there is anything dimcnlt‘to understand, I shall now explain it.

6.
7.

pl ti.

This corresponds to [aka-unfit: of the Pali commentary.
The I’ali Cm. nos : li-rdarmrp; Immnlo’ [u‘ .rommmm'ka nlla/mli, bhlJ'antn pi, nmjjlmllo  
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[32] The story of ot'cr-cmfzidmcc [ Vin. iii. 100 ]-—-This has been already
explained. The second story is one in which one man lets another suspect
[superhuman qualities in him]. [He thinks: “ I shall now stay in a
forest; the people will perhaps suspect me to have‘ attained the Arhatship—or
suspect me to have attained the stage of Sakada'ga'mi; upto the stage of a
soui'parma.~ And because of this suspiction, I shall derive many benefits
of securing requisites. ” At the very time when he first entertains such
thoughts in his mind he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. If he goes 12.91%!
from his monastery to a forest, then with every step that he takes, he becomes 757b-29
guilty of a Dukkata offence. After reaching the forest, with whatever work
that springs for him, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. Later, whether
people suspect him or do not suspect him [to have attained distinction],
whether he gets or does not get worldly benefits—4n all such cases, he
becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya offence.

Further, there is a Bhikkhu who has accepted the purifying practice
[ofa Forester ]. [ He thinks: ] “ It is not proper for me to stay in a village,-
it is befitting that I should stay in a forest. This is a clean and pure place.
If I am in that pure [place], I shall get one after the other the Fruits of
the Paths.” With this idea he goes to a forest and he thinks after having
entered it : “ If I do not get the Fruit of Arhatship, I shall not finally go
out [of the forest ].” Futher, he may think : “ The Tatha'gata has commend-
ed residence in a forest. If I go to the forest, my companions in holy lif'e
wxll' come to see me and if they like they may also enter a forest-residence. ”
Il'wifh this idea one stays in a forest, then there is no offence.

[33] The third :toyr— “ I shall enter a village and beg alms; ’ and
so he puts on his clothes, takes his begging—bowl, displays some signs of his
cxccllences upto finishing his meall—in all such cases, one becomes guilty
of a Duldtata ofi’ence. Whether he gets his worldly benefits or does not get
them, in' all such cases, there is a Dukkata offence.

Further, one thinks". “ I intend to enter a village and beg alms and learn 12.10a. I
the noble dhamma for [ the benefits of] this world as well as the next. iVIy 7570.13
companions m' holy life will see me, take my begging-bowl and beg food [for
me]. They will prais'e me saying: ‘ good! ’ This is indeed a Dhamma of
the Tatha‘gata. If, indeed, I do not practise this Dhamma, then I should
certainly feel ashamec . ” If one begs his food with this idea, then there is
no offence. '

 

[34] The/burl}:a slow—One says to his donor : ‘ The man who stays
in [your] monastery, ’ but does not mention his own name. Therefore,
he does not become guilty of a Pa'ra‘jika' offence.

Create: a doubt in a nmn——~'l'his story is easy to be understood.
Speak: about the taint: [ Vin. iii. lOl ]-—A man says to a layman that his

[own] taints have been destroyed. Immediately, as he says this, he be-
comes guilty ofa Para'jika’ offence. If a man speaks in a solitary place that
he has attained Arhatship, then he becomes guilty ofa Dukkafa offence.a I

8. This corresponds to para. No. 200 (13) (p. 139) of the Devanagari edition
VOL 101' Vinaja edited by Jagndish Kishyap [Vim iii. l02].
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There is" a Bhikltlm who is supported with provisions by a donor. That
Bhikkhu is an Arhatm'l‘his story is easy to be understood. It needs no
detailed explanation.

The story f0 a sick person [ Vin. iii. 102—103]~—~" No human being can
endure this suffering. Only I can do it. " If there..are such words, then
there 15' no offence. If one says : “ No common man can endure this'
suffering; I alone can endure it. " If a man speaks such words, then he
becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya ofl'ence‘.

[35] The story of a Brdhmaaa [ Vin. iii. 103 ]-—-—This Brahmana was
faithfully devoted to the Dhamma of the Buddha. Therefore, he said .'
“ V‘Velcome to you all .Arhats l" In the same way [ he said :] “ Let each
one of you called Arhats eat and drink and receive respectful regards. ”
Because he had faith in his mind he called them Arhats. \Vhen each of
them received respectful regards and offerings, none of them all became
guilty. The Buddha told the Bhikk'hus that if some one speaks of them in
their praise, one should enliven his conscience ( mi 1}}; ) and receive
[those offerings]. Having received them, one should be still more diligent
and work .o”n the Path by which he will seek Arhatslu‘p.

Tit: stab of returning to a camnwmr’: [lfei] [ Vin. iii. 104 ]—[ It is u'npossi-
ble] for persons of my type [to return to] ignoble things as they have been
already destroyed. These Words were said not with the intention of exalting
oneself and so there is no offence. ’

77w 520:7 of obstruction—The obstructions that are found in the life of a
layman— He says:' they have been already removed. Here is prescribed [no]‘
trace of offence ( S}; 3H] ) as said in the original Vinaja. '

{36] One who got: out fo the monastery—The person who first goes out
of the monastery has attained Arhatship. The Teacher says .' This has been
said in brieI;I must say it now in detail. “firm is the detailed explanation ?
The assembly of many monks resOIVes among themselves that whosoever
[ first] goes out of a monastery, or out of a room, or out of the altar of initia-
tion, or goes across the river—in this manner, whatsoever Bhikkhu first goes
out, this Bhikkhu is indeed an Arhat. If one intending to let others know
[that he is an Arhat] goes out first, then he becomes guilty of a Pam’jika'
ofle‘nce. But if he goes out because of some valid reason such as of being
sent for by his' teacher Or the San’gha, or for scme other valid reason such as
some hardship for father or mother, then there is no offence. Also there
is no offence, if he goes out {or similar reasons and wishes to display some
indications of Arliatsliip. If he goes out by some wheeled conveyance or
by some superhuman power, then there is no offence. In the original Vu‘mya,
it has been said that if he goes on foot, then there is an offence. If it has
been [previously] decided upon and if he leaves that very day, then there
is no offence.

[3/] If a forester-Bhikldiu has resolved : “ \‘Vhosoever sits under a
particular tree attains Arhatship; or whosoever walks in such and such a
place will also attain Arhatship—him we shall honour and revere by offer-

 

' Chinese text omits.
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ILL’USTRATIVE STORIESXI[.39]

ing him scents and flowers. ” If a wicked Bhtkkh'u, desirous of o‘btairu'ng
the respectful offerings, goes and sits under the tree or walks in that parti-
cular place, then he becomes guilty of a Pa’ra’jik’a" offcnce. ‘If a' layman
builds "a monastery with the idea that it will be the Arhats who-“Wm enter
his" monastery and if a wicked Bhikkhu goes into that monastery, then he
becomes‘ guilty of a Pa'ra'jika" offence.

If it has been decided by the San'gha that in the three months of the
summer [rains], one should not talk, one should not sleep, one should not
go out, nor should one accept the offerings of donors—if’there are such 'un-
lawful decisions, and if they are not followed, there will be no offence on
account of the same.

[38] Revered Lakkhan,a [Vim iii. 104—105] was endowed with best
bodily marks. His body was like that of the king of Brahmas and so he was
called Lakkhana.

Question :—At what time did this Lakkhaua leave his family ?
Answer :——With a thousand Bra‘hmapa-companions of his he had left

his family and was initiated into the San‘gha [ by the Buddha ] simply saying:
‘ Welcome! ’ '

Further question—VVhat Dhamma did this Lakkhana listen to on
account of which he attained -Arhatship ? ‘

Answer :—-He had listened to the Adina-p.ariya‘ya-Juua‘o and. so attained
Arhatship.

[39] Moggalla‘na, on the seventh day from his renunciation, attained
the Path.10 '

Exhibited a smile,- that is, gave out a gentle smile. For what reason did
he smile ? This has been already mentioned in the original Vinaya; it need
not be said again.

Y1 [tr/lain] of mutually connected dzfl'erent bones—This is the physical appear-
ance of hungry spirits. It'cannot be seen by the fleshy eye but can be
observed only by the noble [spiritual ] eye.

Question :——When Moggalla‘na had seen such beings, why is it that he
had not pity for them but, instead, gave a gentle smile ? '

Because, Moggalla‘na himself thought; : -‘ The Buddha, with his wisdom"s
eye, has himself seen such subtle [invisible ]- beings and I have now seen
them. ’ Having thought so, he rejoiced in his mind and, therefore, gave out
a gentle smile. He further thought : ‘ I have now been freed from such
sufi'erm'g as these hungry spirits are having. I have now thus derived good
advantage. ’ As it has been said in a sum: : “ The Buddha said to the
Bhikkhus : ‘The fruition of causal [karma] ( kamma-vtp'dka ) is' beyond
reflection. If one tries to reflect upon the same, he will then go mad ' "
[A ii. 80]. Therefore om- has not to reflect upon the fruition of causal
[karma

 

9. Vin. i. 34-35.
)0. Here the Chinese ward is while the Pali Cm. says: Arlmuhip.
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[40] As it has been said in the original V’z’naya : “ Lakkhana asked“
Moggalla'na : “For what reason did you smile ?” Moggallina replied g’
“ If you want to ask, you should put this question to me in the presence of
the Buddha” [Vinl iii. 105 ]. "

A [chain] f0 mutual}! connected dflinenl boner. fl
He saw a skeleton of bones, without any flesh or sinews, spread all over '

one yajana.
A flock of bird: was pursuing in flight—\Nere these birds real or created

by a miraculous power 7’. They were yakklra—spirits. These spirits had
on their mouths beaks like those of sharp—pointed iron. _

The} were giving out a big [pitzaw] a} ——It was a screaming cry of great
suffering and tormenting sound. If a man were to come and touch this
bone, the pain would be like that of a newly oozing ulcer.

Heating and shouting ———They were bewailing their lot of suffering.
The Teacher says that the words that follow next are easy to be under-

stood.

[41 ] The Blu'klt/uu complau'ml ~—-that is, the Bhikkhus sa'id : “ Blogga-
lla'na is making vain pretensions and is speaking,y falsehood. ” Therefore,
they complained. The Buddha. said : “ Moggalla‘na has a vision of wisdom.”
Therefore, it has been said in the original Vinaya : “ IVIoggalla'na is endowed
with a heavenly eye with which he can see such things. ” The Buddha said
to the Bhikkhus : “ I myself had also observed such beings. I had attained
omniscience under the Bodhi tree [ Vin. iii. 105 ]. I could see, unlimitied
and unbounded, and beyond one‘s imagination, the dwelling places of living~
beings in this univet'SC, as clearly as I can see a myrobalan fruit in the palm
of my hand” [Vin iii. 105 ].

A butcher ofcow: [ Vin. iii. 105 1—- that is, one who killed cows by way
of his occupation. Having killed cows, he cut off flesh and sold it. The
remaining skeleton of bones, he kept suspended from a hook. As a result of
this, he remained for a long time in a hell and after a long while he came
out. The other remaining karma not being exhausted, he took this bodily form.

[42] The story fo a piece fofleslz—This man, having slaughtered a
cow, cut the flesh, cooked it and placed it hanging from a hook and the
remaining bones he threw away. Constantly doing this as his occupation,
he, as a result of his causal [karma], entered hell after death. Having reaped
his fruit, he came out of the hell, took the bodily form of a piece of a skeleton.
A flock of birds pursued him just as has been said above and in no way
different.

The second [of the same type] -—The man, who caught birds and first
cut their neck, cut their wings, or cut their legs, peeled off the skin and kept
them hanging over a hook. Because of constantly doing this on account.
of his occupation he, after death, entered hell. In each of theses cases,
one follows the words said. above and in no way different.

The Star} ofane with peeled ofl‘fltin [ Vin. iii. 106 ] ——This person constantly
slaughtered sheep. livery other detail is like that in the story of the cutting
of birds and is in no way different.  
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. [4.3 ] The sloyr fo one who had hzs' hair like a sword—This is the man who
slaughtered pigs and constantly used a sword to kill them. Dom’g this thing
constantly; because of his occupation, he entered hell after death. And every
other [detail] is as said before and in no way different.

The story fo one who had hzs' hair like a dagger -—This man constantly
chased a herd of deer and seized them and killed them by piercing - them
with his dagger. As a result of this, he entered hell after death. The rest
is as said before in every detail and in no way different.

The stoyr of one who had his hair like an arrow —This man, formerly,
worked for the king of his country. If there was any one who had perpe—
trated many crimes, he used to inflict on him various kinds of punishments—
that of piercing him, or cutting him, or whipping him, or beating him with
a stick mercilessly ( 331$" 3E,“ ) and the like. As a resultofthis, after death,
he entered hell. The rest is as said before and in no way different.

The story of one who had his hair pointed like an awl — This person was born
a soldier and so constantly hc pierced his horse with his pointed iron sttr'rups
(lit. piercers ). As a result of this, after death, he was born in a hell. When
he came out of the hell, he had taken this bodily form, his body being
constantly pierced, [ as it were] by an awl.

The stoyr of one who harl his hair [sharp-pointed ] like a needle —This man
was born with a wicked double-tongued mouth. After death, he entered
a hell. When he came out of the hell he took this form, and he was con-
stantly being pierced by needles. [as it were ].

[44—] The story of one who had hu' testicle: [hanging] like a bag [ Vin. iii.‘
106 ]—‘This person was a big officer in a village. He did not decide cases
fairly and justly. As a result of this, after death, he was born in a. hell. And
when he came out of the hell, he took this body with his scrotum big like a
pot. Why was it so 9. Ii‘a man committed offences, he would often receive
bribes from him and conceal his faults. If the [defaulter] had no money,
he would expose his offence. Therefore, he had such a [bodily] form.
The Teacher says : “ If a wise man becomes a big officer, he has to become
very attentive and take no illegal gratification. If, he takes, then he has to
reap such a fruit ." ‘

[4-5] The :toyr fo illicit sex-behaviour ——This‘ person from the time'of
his birth was inclined to be loose in sex-behaviour. He often practised
illicit sex-relations with a person who had a delicate touch ( 5&5] 34} ) and
who was very much liked. After death, he was born in a hell. “’hen he came
out of the hell, he look the form of a hungry spirit. He constantly entered
a pit of excrement.

The story of a deceitful ( 1‘7"" )11 Bra‘lnnana [ Vin. iii. 107] is easy to
be understood.

[45] The 510:)" f0 a woman with slrpiped skin—The delicate private
0‘23“ ( 3.3! fl“ ) of a woman is not for hersc.lf. Itbclongs to her husband.

 

' ll. This character meaning deceitful, false, is suggested as an ammulmcnt for E found
In sources. See \\'icger, “Chinese (.l'zaracleu. " p. 330.
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She stole it [away from" her husband ] and offered it to another person. As 5'
a result of this causal [karma], after death, she entered hell. First she V
experienced pleasure and afterwards suffered pain and now she reaped such
a fruit. '

_lec story of [ a woman with] ugly stench :— This' has been already told m'
the original Vina‘ya. '

The story fo [a woman with] oozing pus :——This woman threw burmn'g
coals on another woman. V As a result of this....every>thing is as said before.

[ 4-7 ] The story ofone who killed a robber is easy to be understood.
The Jtojr fo a Bhikkhu -——-This wicked Bhikkhu took away the offerings

made to others through faith, because he had no restraint on his actions of
body, tongue and mind. As a result of this, for one long period 'between
two successive Buddhas ( ckam. Buddhantaran} ), he remained in a hell. W’hen
he came out of the hell, he took the form ofa hungry spirit.

A ww'ked Bhikkhmu’, sikkhamfind or .rdmazzerf having no restraint upon
actions of body, tongue and mind became guilty also in a similar manner.

[48] The :toyr f0 (1 river [ Vin. iii. 108] ——The Teacher says : From
what source did this river take its rise? It arose out of the mountain Vebha‘ra
and flew over a distance ofune yojmm. A palace of a serpent-king was below
this river. IL was one yojmm in length and breadth. The outer-wall of his
city was like that of the great palace of the Thirty-three gods and in no way
different”. Because of the merit of the King of serpents, this place was cool
and clean and had big, lovely, scented lotuses as big as the wheel of a cart.
The water that flew from this [place] passed over the distance between two
hells and so it became boiling. This was the hell of soup in a cauldron (lo/ia-
kumblii-m'raya ) ; so everythin'g that flew over it was hot. Therefore, the water
was boiling.

[49 ] The story of fighting —Moggalla"na said to the Bhikkhus :
“ Friends, the donor Bimbisarau' had a fight with the Licehavis. Friends,
he was not a match ( Z: 111] ) [for his enemy ] and so he retreated .” The
Bhik'khus in their minds felt sorry for the donor and so they said to Mogga-
lla'na : “ You are verily pretending; it is falsehood .”

The story jazz group ofelephanl: [ Vin. iii. 10,9 ] —-On the bank of the river
Sappini. Sappini is the name of a river.

AnaTja (imperturbable )- samddhi -—If you ask about this, [it is one]
in which the body and mind do not quake. It is the fourth trance-medita-
tion. How was it that he (Moggalla‘na) heard the shrill cry of a group
of elephants after they had crossed the river ? ‘

Answer :——'I‘hcre are two kinds of shrill cries. One, when young
elephants \x’ishing to cross a river see the deep water and being afraid utter

rejoice, they give out a big shrill cry.

12. The description given here dillc'rs considerably from that in the l’ali Cm.
l2u. SL‘C Vin. iii. lU8-UQ.
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Not quite pefrect —-This trance was not perfect and so it is said: ‘it was
polluted and not clean. ’ Therefore, he heard the shrill cries of elephants.

Q
[50] B/uk'k/zu Sob/u'ta recollected the past.
Five hundred kappa: ( cycle-periods ) -—H‘e could recollect these lives, all

connected together as one life [ as it were ], but could not recollect the birth
as an ap'paritional being ( {b 4.1:. ) in the [Asafi'fiz’-bhaua ]. The Teacher
says : ‘ How could he recollect the lives of five hundred kappa ? ’ This person
had left his home and joined a heretic sect where he attained the fourth trance.
After the exhaustion of his life-span there, he was born in the Formless Realm.
When his life-span there ended, from the Formless Realm he came down and
was born as a human being. He adopted the Dhamma of the Buddha and
attained the three kinds of diserning knowledge ( tLr'J-o my)? ). Therefore, he
could recollect the five hundred kappas. But he could not recollect the one
between the two types of lives—[ the preceding five hundred past lives and
the present one ].

Therefore it has been said in the :utta: : “ The Buddha said to the
Bhikkhus that his disciples could recollect the past and Bhikkhu Sobhita was
the best among them ” [A. i. 25].

“ Thus, 0 Bhikkhus, the four Pa'ra'jika‘s have been explained ” l2 . 153.1
[ Vin. fii. 109 ]. ' 759.24

[51 ] The Teacher says : “ How many kinds of Pa'ra'jika's are there ?”
The answer -———I must now put together the Pa‘ra'jika's which are twenty-

four in all. You should yourselves know them all. ‘ '
Question ———Which are the twenty—four Para'ji'kas ?
Answer ——-The Bhikkhus have four Pa‘ra‘jika‘s. The Bhikkhunis have

four which are not common with the Bhikkhus. Those that are in-capacitated
( 7F 42‘}. abliabbri) have eleven.

What are those eleven that are in-capacitated ? First, the eunuchs;
second, the lower creation; the third, those that have double-sex marks—
these three have obtained the pafu'andhi (hf'e in the womb) which is not
accompanied by any of the root-causes and so these [cases] are called
Pa'ra'jika‘s. These three persons are not kept away from heavenly path but
are kept away from the Fruits of the Four Paths. Therefore, these [cases]
are called Pa‘ra‘jika's. These three types of persons cannot be permitted to
have renunciation ( pabbafia‘ ).

[52] The fourth is one who has stealthily crept into association [with
the Bhikkhus]. The fifth is one who has broken through the inner [circle]
and joined the outer circle [of the heretics]. The mm is the murderer of
one’s mother. The seventh is the murderer of one’s father. The eighth is
the murderer of an Arhat. The ninth is one who spoils a Bhiklthuni. The
tenth is one who sheds blood of the Buddha. The eleventh is one who breaks
the unity of the San‘gha. These eleven types of men, because of their [evil]
karma, cannot attain the Fruits of the Paths. Therefore, these [cases] are
called Pa’ra‘jika’s.

...45
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[ 53 ] One who has stealthily crept into association with the Bhikkhus,
one who has broken through the inner circle and joined the outer circle [of
the heretics] and one who has spoiled a Bhikkh'uni—these three persons are
not obstructed in their Path towards Heaven but they are obstructed in their
Paths towards the Four Fruits. One who kills his father, one who kills his
mother, one who kills an Arhat, one who sheds blood from the body of the
Buddha and one who breaks the unity of the San'gha—these five people be-
come guilty of a grave offence. These five are offences that prove to be
obstacles in the Path towards Heaven as well as in the Paths of the [Four]
Fruits.

[54] The Teacher says [that these eleven Pa‘ra‘jika’s] together with
the eight [previously mentioned] make up nineteen. Along with a
Bhildth'uni who haS' created a longing for house-holder’s clothes, they be-'
come twenty. This Bhikkhuni has not violated the precepts of good conduct,
[still she is considered to be a case of Pa"ra‘jika' ]. Further, there is one who
has a soft spine, one who has an elongated [ male organ], one who holds in
his mouth the male organ of other people and one who sits on the male
organ of other people—these are four. Together with these four, there are
in all twenty-four. These last four are favourably inclined [to the precepts
of the Buddha]

The Teacher says : “V\_’hy is it that the person who holds in his mouth
the male organ of otheis is called one who practises sex-activity ? Because
he has passion [ aroused ] in him [ and so he does that action

[55] '17:}: can/tut live toga/tar with Blzikklzu: —They cannot observe.
uposat/za‘, recite the code of precepts of conduct (I’dtimokklm ), hold Pavdraad
or take part‘ in any official business of the San'gha. .In none of these they
can take part.

Now I should ask you friends : “ Are you all pure in each of these
‘ Pa'i 5jika‘s ? In the first, as well as second or third. ” One should ask like

this : “ [Are you pure ?. ] ”
The Teacher says that the remaining words are easy to be understood.
Thus is concluded the Section of the Four Pa‘ra‘jika‘s in the Surname--

‘Pdsddikd, the ‘ commena'ry on Vinaya.' '

[ First San'gha‘disesa ]

[56] The Section on Pa‘ra‘jika's is finished.
Next come the Thirteen Rules [ of San’gha‘disesa];
Now I must explain the meaning of these Thirteen,
And you also must know the same.

At that time, the H’orld-honaured One was sojourning in the town Sa‘vaulzz’
[ Vin. iii. 110] -—-At that time means at the time when the precept was
laid down for the disciple-followers and not at the [ current ] time [as under-
stood] in this world. Was sojourning mca-ns [living] in any of the four

' [postures of the body]. Which are the four ? First, walking; second,
standing; third, sitting and the fourth, lying down. If one is in any of these  
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{our [postures], then he is called ‘ sojourning. Just as people say that
the king has been moving out even when he goes to hts' place of sport and
it there walking, standing, sittm'g or lying down. In the same way it is' said
:lmt the Buddha was sojourning in Sa'vatthi.’ ~ I

)

[57‘] Sa’ualllu’ —Se-wei (Svattha ?) is the name of a holy hermit.
In times past”, there was a holy hermit who was staying on this earth. There
was [also] in olden times a king who [too] found this earth to be good.
He went then to the hermit and begged him to set up this-town. Because of
this holy hermit [who founded this town], it was called Savatthl. In
the city of Ra‘jagaha there were formerly kings, one after the other. And
again their continued line of generations stayed in the town, one after the
other. Because of these kings, the city was called Ra’jagaha. In the same
way, Sivatthi also. Sfivatthi also was called a prosperous [town]. How
was it prosperous. ? Because [there were] rich jewels of the country and
all the various objects of enjoyment. All of them came together here and
took refuge in this town and so it was called prosperous. '

Sa'vatthi was extremely fine and beautiful;
A visitor would never get tired;
It was [resonant] with ten‘33 kinds of pleasant sounds,
Among which were invitations for food and drink.
Rich with plenty of precious jewelry.
It appeared to be just like the Palace of Sakka“, the king of gods.

[58] Ii’za'Jiu-t’o (Ka‘luda‘yi ) ——This is the name of a. Bhikkhu.
Strong}! overcome by thought: of passion -——-'Bccause he was flaming with

the fire of passion, he had an ugly haggard appearance and his body was
much reduced and he had becomcgthin.

The Teacher says that the following words are easy to be understood
and need no detailed explanation and that if there is any difli'culty, he would
then explain the same. Had a_ confused mind and was given to lad/m: and sleep,
that 15', because of unsettled mind, he was given to laziness and sleep. If
he slept by bright day, he would first think : “ Now, at such and such a time,
I have to get up. ” As it is said in a suite : “The Buddha said to the Bhtkkh'us:
After you take a bath if you are incltn'ed to sleep, you must thmk,‘ in. this
way .' ‘ Before my hair are dried up, I must get up. ’ If you sleep in this
manner, so far so good; if it is night, one must also know [beforehand] the
time [of getting up ] in this way :—-‘ when the moon reaches such and such
a place, I must get up. ’ When there is no moon : ‘ I must get up when
a [particular] star comes to such and such a place.’ ”

[59] He should ponder upon one of the ten good dhammas beginning
with the Buddha, that appeals to him most and then sleep. A stupid
Bhiklthu, without pondering in this manner, sleeps, and being over-powered
M

13. This account of Sivmthl, though not given in Snip. here, is found in MCm. i. 59m
13a.1>e'e J1. i. 3; Budd/mammal p. G.
M- Pali (\iiCm.) has ‘ like .’\l:lkamantlu' of gods.’
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by sensual passions, deliberately handles [ his male organ ] and emits impurity
( i. e. semen ).

Except in a dream [ Vin. iii. 112] —-The Teacher says that it has been
mentioned in the original Vinaja : ‘ except only in a dream. ’ [That is ],
he handles [the male organ] whil'e he is in a dream; and straightway there
is the emission of semen. ‘

Why is" there this exception of a dream ?
Answer :-The Buddha ha; laid down the precepts to govern bodily

activity and not to govern the mental activity. Therefore, if [the emission
is] in a dream, then there is no ofi‘ence. As it is said in the original Vinaja—
The Buddha spoke to the Bhtkk'hus : You must recite the precept thus : “ If
a Bhikkhu deliberately handles [ his male organ ] and emits semen, then [ he
becomes guilty of] a San‘gha‘disesa "1‘. [ Vin. iii. 112]

Emitting semen, that is', emitting deh'bet ately, emitting knowm'gly, the.
semen, with a relish in that act and without being abashed in mm'd.

[60] Semen—In the Vinaya, there are seven“ kinds, but in. the Vib/ta’sd’
[commentary] are explained in detail ten kinds. Which are those ten ?

Blue, yellow, red, white, of the colour of wood, of the colour of skin, of
the colour of oil, of the colour of milk, of the colour of butter or curds and of
the colour of ghee.

The .mnen 25' releasedfrom it: original source— The original source is in the
waist ( kati ). There are others who say : it is not so; the whole of the body
has semen, excepting only the hair, nails, dried skm' which have no semen."
If the semen is released from its original source, whether it enters the [db-
charging] duct or does not enter the [ discharging] duct, and when it comes
out even to the extent of what a. fly can be satisfied with, then the person be-
comes guilty of a San‘gha‘disesa offence. However, whtl'e a man is working
hard, or while he is taking an athletic exercise, or when he is sick, if the semen
comes out by itself, then there is no ofi'ence.

[61 ] Dream"‘ is of {our kin'ds—the first, when the Four [ constituent]
Great Elements [of a person] are m' disorder; the second, when it is [the
reflection of] what has been already seen; the third, when [it is' caused]
by divm'e beings, and the fourth, when the dream is prognostic ( am gm ) .

15. The Pali word is'San'g/Ildues'a, but the Chinese translator, being more familiar
With the Sanskrit form San'ghlmua, transliterates it as San-kta'f-a-u-sa. But this
lands him' into a difficulty when he comes to the interpretation ofp’o (aua ), which
he wrongly explains' as Idi ( 1}] ) . See para. 63 below. The Vinaya of the Mahm'n'ghi-
has as well as of the Simmitiya school uses the word San'gliam'cra ( {bu HE mi" 2,1? ) -
See Taisho ed. vol. 24, p. 668b,!m'e 8 for the latter use, and for the former see manuscript of
the Prdlvnakn of the Mahisan‘ghika school, preserved in K. P. Jayswal Research Institute,
Patna. It is understood to be on way to publication.

16. Pali Cm. makes no mcnfion of this. It only mentions ten. But Dharmgupta
Vinaya mentions seven (Taisho. vol. 2‘2, p. 579e, line 3.)

. l7. Pali Cm. mentions three sources—ualllli-Jim_m, Impi, kayo—top of the abdomen
wais't, body. .

179.. Sec Miln. 297-300 for another explanation of dreams.  
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Question." What is that dream which is caused by the disorder of the
Four [constituent ] Great Elements ? .

Answer :—The dream caused by the disorder of the Four Great Ele-
ments is that when one sleeps and sees in a dream that he is slipping down a
mountain, or that he is flying up in the air, or that he sees a tiger, a wolf or
a lion, or a thief pursuing him. This is the dream caused by the disorder in
the Four Great Elements. This is all airy nothing and not real.

The dream [caused by what] has been already seen before— It may
be that one has seen by bright day, good or bad ( lit. bright or black) things,
men or women; the same things one sees by night. This is [what is caused
by] what has been already seen before. This dream also is airy nothing
and not real.

The dream caused by divine beings—- There are some divine beings who
are good acquaintances; there are otherswho are not good acquaintances".
If they belong to the lbrmer category, they display good dreams in which
people are enabled to attain good things. If they belong to the latter
category, they display evil dreams in which they are enabled to attain evil
things. This dream is real”.

A dream that is prognostic— A man has [accumulated] in‘one’s past
life merit or demerit ( g‘fi' ) . If he has accumulated merit, 'then a good
dream is displayed. If demerit, then is displayed an evil dream. Lik'e the
dream of the mother of Bodhisat'ta. When the Bodhisatta was about to enter
the womb of his mother, [ she ] saw a dream in which a white elephant came
down from the heaven of Ta‘vatimsa gods and entered her right side. This
is the dream which is prognostic. If in a dream one sees that he is worship-
ing the Buddha, or that he is reciting 2. Julia, or that he is accepting
the precepts of good conduct, or that he is giving charities, or doing various
kinds of meritorious acts, then this is a dream which is prognostic.

[62] The Teacher says : “ In this dream can a man be conscious,
or that he has no sense of awareness ? ”

Answer :—He is neither asleep, nor [wide] awake. If it is said that
one sees the dream while one is asleep, then it will go against the Ablu'dhamma.
If it is said that one sees the dream or sees things connected with passion,
while one is wide awake, then it goes against Vinaya. '

Question :-—-—How does it go against [the Vinaya]
Answer :——If in a dream one sees things connected with passion, then

there is no person who can be free from an offence. As it is further said in
the Vinaya : “ There is no freedom from an offence, except only when in a
dream. ” If it be so, a dream would then be airy nothing.

Answer :—-It would not be airy nothing.
.Why ? Because, it is a sleep like that of a monkey.
In a Julia, it has been said : “ The Buddha. said to a gloat king: ‘ If a

worldly man sees a dream, he has a sleep like that of a monkey ’
[Milm 300-01]. Therefore a dream has an existence. "

1’

 

18. Pali Commentary uses the words aulmklmalaya 0d, anauhbkdmallya u, wishing
800d or wishing evil.

l9. Pali Commentary says this dream may be real or false (mecain Dd holi alika_m a!)
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Question :-—Is a dream morally good (kitsala ), [or morally evilj'm,
or indeterminate (abya‘ka‘ta) ?

Answer :———It is morally good, morally evil as well as indeterminate.
If one sees in a dream that he is worshipping the Buddha, or listening to the
Dhamma, or preaching the Dhamma, then this is good and meritorious. If
in a dream, one sees that one is committing a murder, or stealing, or committing
an illicit sex-act, then it is evil (akurala). If one sees in a dream red,
white, blue or yellow objects, then this .is a dream which is indeterminate.

Question :———If it be so, then one must reap the fruits [of those actions
in a dream ].

Answer :—~No, he does not reap the fruit [of his actions]. Why?
Because the mental actions [in the dream] are very feeble. They cannot
induce any fruit. Therefore, it has been said in the Vinaja: ‘ except in a
dream. ’

[63 ] Sang-kia-p’o-sc-xa ( San‘ghdua-( Pdi )-.tesa ). Saflglza
[the community of Buddhist monks] P’o (ava), that is,
( ddi .7)“. Se-sa 18' the end (fiesa

Question .‘—V\’hat is meant by San‘gha as the beginning ? _
Answer :—~V\’hen a Bhikkhu has becomcrugilty of an offence and when

he likes to be purified of the same, then he goes to the place of the San'gha
and the San‘gha gives him Parivdxa”. This is called the beginning. After
giving Pariva‘sa, the San'gha next gives him, for six nights, ma’nalla, which
is the middle [in the disciplinary measures]. The end (sew), that is, the
San‘gha gives him Abb/m‘na ( restitution ). This is called the Safigha‘disesa.

The Teacher says : one should just grasp the significant meaning; one
need not go deep into the words23 or expressions. [ One guilty of] this kind
of offence the San'gha only can restitute; and not one, two or three
individuals. Therefore, it is called the San’ghfidisesa.

is San'gha
the beginning

[64] \Vhen a man becomes guilty of the offence of emitting semen
deliberately, then one should know the various methods [by which that act
is accomplished], the time [when it is accomplished] and the intention
( 23,1, ad/np'pdya) [with which it is accomplished]

.S‘lzouldknowlhe met/rods —-—thatis, [when he says : ] I shall now emit it on
internal forms,- or I wish to emit it on external forms, or on both : internal
and external, or even when he violently oscillates his body in the air. These
are the various ways and so they are called methods.

The time when [the male organ] gets taut is of five kinds—first, when
it gets taut because of passion; second, when it gets taut because of constipa-
tion; the third, when it gets taut because of [the stuffing of] the urinal
passage; fourth, when the wind-clement is actively vibrating; and the fifth,
when one Comes in contact with soft, downy, little insects. These are the
five kinds [of time ]. ‘

20. All editions drOp this inadvertently.
2L See note 15 aboxe.
2'2. Temporary suspension of the full membership.
23. This shows the translator‘s confusion about the correctness of the original am or adi.
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When it becomes taut on account of passion, the male organ becomes
sttfi” and is fit for action. Outside such time it does not become taut [for
action'.] The same also with the remaining four cases. Further, the
morning, noon, afternoon, and night—these also are considered as time.

[65] In order to shake 01f dw'eases—This and the following—ten expres-
sions in all.

Blue in colour and the following—these also are ten_ expressions. They
have all been explained in the original Vinaya.

)5 35L“ —opening the gate and the rest.
The internal organ comes in contact with an external object and then

it becomes fit for action. When one oscillates [his organ] in the open air,
then it is an action, neither internal, nor [in contact with] any external
object; it is an action of one’s own oscillation, and so one becomes guilty.

Imam—These insects have downy hair [on their ] body. When one tou-
ches them, one gets an itching sensa‘tion with the result of making [ the organ ]
taut and then it becomes fit for action. ,

[If one does this action] for preparing a medicine, or makm'g a gtf't, or
for making a sacrifice, or for making a test, or for a birth in a heaven, or for
planting a seed—if he does all such things—m all such cases, one becomes
guil'ty. If while one deliberately [attempts to ] emit semen and. it is released
from its original source, then one becomes guilty of a Safighadts'esa ofi'ence.
If, while he is deliberately trying to emit it, it does not come out, then 12-19b-1
there is no offence. If it oozes out by itsel,f then also, as there is' no attempt 750b-22
at deliberate emission, there is no offence.

The Teacher says that the words that follow next are easy to be under-
stood.

[66 ] If a Bhikkhu becomes guilty, he must go to the place of a Vinaya-
teacher. Then the Vinaya-teacher first asks him and commands hun' not
to use any words that would conceal hts' offence. He first admoms'hes him
thus : “ I am like a physician, you are like a patient. One has really pain
in' the head and he falsely says: there is pain in the foot. The
physician prescribes him a medicine but it does not cure his disease. Then
the [patient] blames the physician thus 2 ‘ The physician is inexperienced;
he prescribes medicine without diagnosing the disease properly. ’ Therefore,
you must tell me each and everything—if the. offence is grave, then [ you must
say:] grave; it" the offence is light, [you must say:] light. ”

 

[67] The Vinaya—teacher must first note the eleven kinds of passion
and the eleven modes ( jj {1‘11" ) of their expression.

Question :—What are those eleven kind.e of passion ?
Answer :-—First, relish in causing emission ( H" ) ; second, relish

fit at the time of emission; third, relish after emission; fourth, relish in
Sex-act; fifth, relish in contact; sxx'th, rehs'h in itching; seventh, relish in sight;
Eighth, rehs'h in sitting [together]; ninth, relish‘ in conversation; tenth,

 

24- Does this correspond to .mggam, gaminlmi ? The gate may be the gate of :agga,
heaven.
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pleasure [in the company. of] families [of lay attendants]; [eleventh],
relish in picking up [fruits and flowers] ‘from forests.

[68] If a Bhikkhu, at the time when passion is‘aroused, takes delight
in that state and deliberately attempts to emit his semen with delight in it
and the semen comes out, then he becomes guilty of a San‘gha“ disesa. If he takes
delight in a deliberate attempt at emis'sion but the emission does not take
place, then there is the offence of Thullaccaya. ,

If a Bhikkh'u sleeps with this idea [of passion] in l'us' min'd, makes the
preliminary preparation [for eausm’g the emtss’ion] and presses his' organ
between his [two] thighs, or holds it in his hand—if he has this idea in his
mm'd when he sleeps. and- if, at night in a dream, there 15' the emission
of semen, then he becomes guilty of a Sangha‘disesa ofi‘ence. I,f however,
when passion is aroused, he reflects upon the Impure objects of meditation
and if by that reflection upon Impure objects (Asubha-manasika'rma)‘, he is
able to subdue it and if with this pure spotless mind he goes to sleep and
,if' in a dream, semen is emitted, then there is no offence.

[69 ] Relu'h just at the time of emission—If a Bhikkhu sleeps,sees a dream,
has an object of passion conducive to emis'sion, but when he gets awake, he
makes no movement of his organ and still' emits semen, then there is no offence.
I,f however, while he is emitting, he makes some [passionate] movements,
then he becomes guilty. I,f while he is just emitting semen, he thinks that
his cloths and beddm'gs may not get soiled and so, while he is finding no relish'
in emission, he holds his organ with his hand and stops [ the emission ]with
the intention of gom'g our for washing, then there is no offence. If, however,
he takes delight in the emission, then he will be guilty of an offence. This
is' what is called finding delight [just at the time of emission].

But if afterwards he does not further touch [ his organ], then there is' no
offence. If with a mighty liking he again. handles [his organ] and emits
[semen], then there is an offence. This is what is called finding relish after
emission.

[70] Relish in a xex-act—A Bhikkhu, when his passion is aroused,
holds fast a woman and semen is emited, he is not guilty [of San’gha‘disesa
offence on this count]. Why ?

Because he was [attempting] a sex-act and therefore in that connection
he becomes guilty of a Dukkata. If he had reached the extreme end of his
am', he would have been guilty of a Pa‘rijika‘ offence. If while he holds her,
he becomes avaricious for enjoying her delicate contact ( 321]] 1%“ ) without
entering into the domain of a Pa’rijika‘ ofi‘ence and semen is emitted, then
he becomes guilty of the offence of San‘gha‘disesa. This is what is called relish
in sexual act.

’D

[71 ] Relu‘h in contad, which may be either internal or external.
Internal [that is, with one’s own body]. If, in order to test whether one’s

‘ See Vis. Chap V1.  
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Organ 15' stiff or soft, one touches it and semen is emitted then there is no viola-
tion of any offence. If he has a strong liking for emission, then he becomes
guil'ty. This is what is called internal contact; [External contact—A Bhikkhu
with passion in his mind touches a woman’s body or embraces her,
or touches the delicate private parts of her body and semen is emitted, then
he is not guilty [of the oll'cnce for emission], but becomes guilty of
a San'gha'disesa offence involved in bodily contact. If one finds delight in
pleasant contacts and one finds delight in emission of sen‘ien._tlicn of both of
them one becomes guilty.

[ 72 ] Relu'h in itching—If there be a scab or a sore. or if there is a contact
of tongue with the male organ, there is an itching sensation and if he holds
it with his hand and semen is emitted, then there is no offence. If when the
organ is erect he handles it vigorously, and semen is emitted, then he
violates the rule of ofl‘enccs.

[73] Relu'h in sight—If a Bhikkhu sees a woman’s organ and his own
organ becomes erect and he contemplates upon it and semen is emitted, then
he does not become guilty [of a Sanghfidiscsa prescribed for erms'sion of
semen], but becomes guilty of a Dukkata ofi‘enee. If after seeing [the female
organ] his own organ becomes erect and he handles it and semen comes out,
then he becomes guilty of a San‘gha‘disesa offence. This is what is called
relish in sight. .

[74] Relu’h in sitting [ together ]-——-If a Bhikkhu sits together with a
woman in a solitary place and carries on conversation with her and semen
15' emitted, then he does not become guilty [of this type of San‘gha‘disesa]
but becomes guilty of some other ofl‘ence involved in sitting together in a
solitary place. If, [later], while sitting, passion is aroused in his mind and
he shakes his' waist, [and semen is emitted], then he becomes gutl'ty of a
San'gha‘disesa ofl'ence. This is what is called relish in sitting [together].

[75] Relu’h in conversation—A man sits together with a woman in a
solitary place and speaks to her thus : “Of what type is your organ—white
or black, fat or lean 3’ ” And while he speaks thus, semen is emitted. Then
there is no offence [ of the San’gha‘disesa of this type]. But he becomes guilty
of the offence of San‘gha'discsa involved in the use of evil vulgar words. If,
[later], while delighting in such words, he shakes his organ with the inten-
tion of emission, then he becomes guilty of a San’gha‘disesa. ofl‘ence. This
is what is called relish in conversation.

[76] Pleasure [in the company of] families—A Bhikkhu returns to the
house of his donor and purposefully with his hand he touches the mother or
the daughters of the family, or embraces them. and semen is emitted, then
he does not become guilty [of this type of San'gha'disesa ]. But because of
this bodily contact, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata ofl‘encc.

If, however, [later], he touches [his organ] and deliberately emits semen,
..46
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then he becomes guilty of the offence.
in [ the company of ] families.

This is what is called pleasure

Picking up [fruits and flowers] fromllhe forest— A man makes a solemn
assertion [of love] to a woman and sends her presents of sweet scents or
flowers or betel-nut. Then in return also there are visits and presents. He
then says: ‘Thus family-relations are established.’ How is it ? Scents,
flowers, betel-nuts—all these come from the forest and therefore they are
called ‘ picked up from the forest. ’

If the woman replies in return: “ Your presents, Sir, were good; your
presents were very fine and superb .' I shall now send you presents in return,
so that the revered .Sir will remember me. ” This Bhikk'hu hearing such
remarks from her has passion aroused in him and sean is emitted, then he
is not guilty [of an offence of this type of San'gha‘dis‘esa ]. If, however, he
makes an attempt and deliberately emits semen, then he becomes gutl'ty of
an offence. If,‘ m' spite of the attempt, semen does not come out, [even]
then there is the offence of Thullaccaya.

[77] The Teacher says : “These are eleven kinds of passion. ”
The Teacher of Vinaya has to reflect upon them and then decide whether
there is an o'fi'ence or not, whether the offence is grave or light. If it is light,
he should s'ay : ‘ It is light. ’ If grave, he should say : ‘ It is grave ,’ and
prescribe a remedy in consonance with the original Vinoz'a. If he does so,
then so far so good. just as a physician [first] reflects upon the diagnosis
of a disease and then according to the disease prescribes a medicine which
would cure the disease. The physician receives a reward ( ) .

He would have a deliberate aims'sian but does no! [mm/1c [his organ] and the
words that follow—The mind finds a relish in emission but he does not handle
or shake [his organ] and [semen] is emitted, then he makes no violation.

»If there is a sore and if he touches it with no intention of emission, then no
offence. But if in his mind he has the intention to cause emission, then
there is an offence.

[ 78 ] Ewcept in a dream—A Bhikkhu dreams that he is carrying a sex-act
with a woman, or that he embraces her, or that he sleeps with her and if
there are, in series, acts of passion like this, which you should yourselves know,
then, even when semen is emitted, there is no offence. While the semen is
just comin'g out,if' one awakes and, because of his relish in the act of emission,
if he holds his organ with his hand, or if he presses it down between his two
thighs, then he becomes guilty of an offence. Therefore, if ‘a wise Bhikk'hu
dreams in his sleep, he should be alert and if he should make no movement,
then so far so good. If the semen comes out, then lest his clothes and bed-
dings be spoil‘, if he holds his organ with his hand and goes to a place where
he can wash, then there is no offence. If his organ has a disease of some sore,
if he smears it with an oily ointment, or if he touches at the time ofapplying
various kinds of, medicine without any relish in its touch, and if semen
comes out, there is no offence. If a mad man emits semen, then there is no  
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offence. The very first defaulter, when the precept was not yetlaid down,
is not guilty.

Thus. is concluded the exposition of the first San‘gha‘disesa.

\

[ Second San'gha'disesa ]

[79] At that time, the Blessed one was staying at Sa'vatthi' in jeta’s
park, in the monastery of Ana'thapin,d,ika. The Teacher says : the meaning
of this has already been explained.

The. stoyr f0 a precept concerning [the 0/]e'uce f0 bodiyl ] contact—If there are
any difficult points to understand, then I shall explain them.

Was living in ah/o‘resl [ l’in. iii. 119 ]———It was not a location of a real
forest. Because it was not a location of a- real forest, because it was
an artificial one, it was not real. It was situated in a grove of trees behind
the monastery of Ana‘thapindika and so it was called a forest. This place
of residence for the Bhikkhus was encircled on all the four sides and. was in
the middle.

Was well-decoraled—ln it there were various kinds of luxurious’orna-
mentations, which prevented a pleasure-seeking man from entertaining good
dhammas. _

f1 one window it opened—If he opens such windows by which all
the remaining place would still be kept in the dark; he closes a window,and
opens the other windows by which the place would still remain all in darkness.

[80 ] When [ the Bra'hmana ] had said such words, the Bra—hmani
thought to herself : “ This Bra'hmapa is perhaps thinking of leaving his home. ”

Revealing what was fit to be concca(ed—Therefore, she revealed, as she
wanted to prevent the Brahmana from leaving his home, by saying : “ Where
is the great merit when he [I the Bhikkhu ] did such an evil thing ? ”

Of great merit—By the very nature noble and meritorious; in other words,
of great merit and noble nature. H'omcn, that is, those that have a husband,
or those that have no husband, or those that have no child.

[81 ] Disturbed by passion and thus afl'cctcrl in min/1, that is, sexual passion
has penetrated the body, exactly as a yakkha or a spirit enters one’s mind;
in no way different. Also, like an old elephant that is sunk in mud and
cannot take himself out of it, he is perturbed by sexual passion and gets
attached, anywhere and everywhere, without any sense of shame; the mind
is affected by passion, ()I‘ passion achcts the mind.25 Therefore, in the
Original Vz'n_ava, it has been said : ‘ perturbed by sexual passion and affected
in' mind ’ [ Vin. iii. 120], [that is], mentally attached; in other words,
affected and attached; bound by bodily touch. ,
. just born [ Vin. iii. 121 j, that is, born just now; the body of this child
15 still wet (i. e. fresh ,\ and not dried up. If one contacts its body, then it
is said to be violating the precept of Sangha'disesa. If one transgresses the
~M.—

25. Pali
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limit 111' this matter, then there is the ofl'ence of Par-a'jika". If one sits together
with that [girl infant ], ,then one becomes guilty of a. Pacittiya. Such is the
thing even \u'th respect to [a girl] that is just born; then what to say about
one that is grown big l '

[82] Hold her )1) hand, and the like; touch the delicate ( Rfi‘w fl} )
part: of her body—all this is evil action. Therfore in the origm‘al Vinqya,
it has been said : ‘If' one holds her by the hand ’ [Vim iii. 120-21]. The
Teacher says that he must explain this in detail.

Hand—that is, ‘beginmn'g with the elbow upto nails _'-—this is called
hand; also it is said : ‘l‘rom the shoulder-blade C ) upto the nails ’—
this is' called hand.

Hair—That is, pure hair, without being mixed up with any other thing.
Braid, that is', hair that is entwined or bound. Mixed with cotton, that is,

mixed with cotton-thread with any of the five colours.
Hair mixed with floweu, that is, mixed with flowers like Campaka and the

like.
sz'ed with gold and silver, that is, mix'ed with gold and silver com's, or

golden flowers, or silver flowers, or ornamented with precious jewelry of
various km'ds—this’ is called mix'ed with gold and silver. If a Bhikkhu holds
the hair as described above, then he becomes guilty of a San'gha'dis'esa.

If a Bhikk'hu says that he took hold of hair that was mix'ed up [with
things mentioned above], then also he does become guilty; he cannot be
free [from the guilt]. If a Bhikkhu holds even one [strand of the] hair',
then also he becomes guilty of a San’gha’discsa. The remaining hair, the
hand and other parts—if he touches the other delica to parts of the body,then
with each part of the body that he touches, he becomes guil'ty of a
San’gha’disesa. This is the precept with regard to bodily contact.

[83 ] Holding by the hand, holding by hair, or holdm’g other delicate
.parts of the body is, when analysed, of twelve kinds. I must now, [ therefore],
explain holding, touching and the like.

The original Vinaya says : holding is not rubbing; touching is neither
holding, nor rubbing; this is called touching.

Holding means pinching at one place. This is called holding. The
other words are easy to understand.

Now come the other words just for detailed explanation. If there isa
woman, if there is awareness of a woman, if the Bhikkhu has passionm'
his mind and if there is bodily contact with her, then it is said in the Vz'naya:
“ If he holds her, then he becomes guilty of a San’ghadisesa ” [ Vin. iii.120 ].
If‘ he gives up the hold and again seizes her, then, with every seizure, many
or few, be fully bec0mes guilty of a San'ghadisesa. Ifa Bhikkhu continues
to rub the body with his hand even for a whole day, then he is guilty ofone
San’gha‘disesa. Why is it so I" Because he has not removed his hand [from
the body]. Touching the body is also in the same way.

[84] Feeling the boyd downward: [ Vin. iii. 121 ]—-from the head to the
~sole of the foot. If the hold is not given up, then also one becomes guilty of

d  
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one San’ghfidis'esa. If he lets go the hold and seizes again, then with every
seizur‘e, many or few, he becomes guil'ty of one San’ghidisesa.

Feeling the boyd upwards—from the foot to" the head. In the same way,
bending and touching, that is, first holding the woman by the hair, and lifting
hu- head [upward ] and kissing“ her and doing whatever else he lik'e’s, with-
out givm'g up the hold—then [ also ] he becomes guilty of one San'gha‘disesa.

Draggm'g—-dragging towards oneself.
Pushing away—pushing and letting go her body. .
Grasping—that is, grasping a woman, and gom'g with her even one yjo'ana,

without removing his hand, then he becomes guilty of one San'gha‘disesa.
If he lets go the hold and seizes her again, then with every .seizure he becomes
guilty of one San'gha‘disesa. If he seizes her by [her ] garment, which
separates [his hand from her body], or by her ornaments, then he becomes
guilty of a Thullaccaya. If he pierces through the garment and touches
the flesh, then he becomes guilty of a San'gha“disesa.

[85 ]If there is a human female and if one is aware of that human
female, then also San'gha‘disesa [Cf. Vin. iii. 12] ]. If he is doubtful about
that human female, then there is Thullaccaya. If there is a human female,
but there is awareness of a neuter person, then there is Thullaccaya. There
is a human female but the awareness is of a man, then there is Thullaccaya.
Thereis'ahuman female, but the awareness is of a female of the lower creation,
then also Thullaccaya. There is a neuter person and the aWareness also is
ofa neuter person, then 'l‘hullaceaya. If one suspects a neuter person, then
there is Dukkata. There is a man or a being of the lower creation, but one
has the awareness of a neuter person, then there is Dukkata. There is a
man and awareness also is of a man, then also Dukkatga. If a man
is suspected, then there is Dukkata. There is a man, but the awareness is
ofa human female or of the lower creation, then DuLk'ata. There is one of
the lower creation and the awareness also is of the lower creation, then there
is Dukkata.

[86] If there are two women and the like, and if he holds the two
women, then there are two San'gha‘disesas [Cf. Vin. iii. 122 ]. If he holds
many women, then there are many 88. n'gha‘disesas. If there are many
women gathered together in one place and if he holds them all gathered to-
gether, then according to the persons counted, many or few, he becomes
guilty of a San'gha‘disesa [ for each person that is held ]. If there is a woman
who stands in the middle of a circle and who is not touched. then he becomes
guilty of Tliullaccaya [on that account]. If a Bhikkhu'encircles with a
piece of cloth a group of women and goes away hauling them, then there is
Thullaccaya. A woman is in the centre [of a circle] and is not touched
With a. piece of Cloth—on this account, there is Dukkata. If a Bhikkhu puts a
string around the garment of a woman, then there is Dukkata. If there is a row
0f women sitting, touching knee with knee, and atBhikkhu holds the woman
sitting at the head, then the Bhikkhu becomes guilty of a San’gha‘disesa onM

20- Literally, smelling at the nose 2 a Chinese euphemism for ‘ kissing. ’
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account of the first woman, and of a Dukkata with respect to others. If the
women gathered together are holding one another by their garments, then
with respect to the first only, there will be Thullaccaya;with respect to the
second woman there will be Dukkata,'and with respect to the third and those
that are still downwards, therewill be no offence.27

[87] If a Bhikkh'u touches the coarse and thick garment of a woman,
then there is Thullaccaya [Cfl Vin. iii. 124 ]; but if he touches a woman’s
hand projected in a delicate garment, then there is San'gha'disesa. If the
hair on the head of a Bhikkhu touch the hair on the head of a woman, or if
the hair on his body touch the hair on the body ofa woman, or if his
nails touch the nails of a woman, then there is Thullaceaya. Why is it so ?
Because, the contact here is such that it creates no sensation.
l The Teacher says z if one is touched in this way by the hair, then does
he become ingiilty of one offence or of many ofl‘ences, as in the case of one who
sits or lies down on a cot of the San‘gha with his bare [uncovered] body“ and
becomes guilty of Dukkatas— one for each of his hair touching the cot ?
The woman is not like this and so there is one Thullaccaya, and not many,
of which he becomes guilty.

[88] Now I must say a ga’thJ uttered by an ancient Arhat27a :—
The object, the awareness and passionate contact-—
If they are real with no doubt whatsoever,
Then, as said in the original Vinaya,
One must know that there is a grave offence.

The object, that is, a woman.
Awareness, that is, awareness of a woman.
Passion, that is, passion for the delicate parts of the body.
Contact, that is, deliberate contact with the body of a woman.
If all these things are there, then one becomes guilty of a San'gha'"disesa; in

other types of contact, there is Thullaccaya. IL with passion in his heart,
‘he rubs the body of a woman, then he is guilty of a San'gha'disesa. If, with-
out passion u't his heart, he touches, then there is Dukkata. A woman covers
herself with a blue garment and sleeps. A Bhikkhu intending [ with passion]
to touch the cloth, touches, through inadvertance, the body of the woman,
then he becomes guilty of a San’gha"disesa.23

[89] Next we come to the story of ‘ covering’ ( fig ) . \‘Vithout
any awareness of a woman, one puts on a piece of cloth, with his own hand,
on the body ofa woman, then he is all guilty of a DuLka';a. A woman sits
together with a. Bhildihu in a place. The woman, affected in her mind with
passionate thoughts for a Bhikkhu, comes to him and rubs him and seizes him.
The Bhikkhu, with paSSion aroused, bursts into a bodily activity, then he 15'
guilty ofa Sam'ha‘disesa [ Cf. Vin. iii. 124 The Teacher says : In the same
way, successively with a neuter person, or a man, or one of the lower crea-
tion. Whether the oli‘ence would be grave or light you should all know.

 

27. l’ah' commentm‘y docs not Hippo” [his L‘Xt‘nlllthL
‘ Sin/1. iii. 537.
27a hiahu‘summutthatu, according toSm/I. iii. 538.
28. l’ali Cm. ascribes this' View to Ala/Lljmcmri'. The Chinese Commentary often makes

no mention of the authorities to whom the various views are ascribed I“ the Pult Cm.  
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' A woman puts a' piece vof cloth on a Bhtkkh'u. This Blukkh'u has passion
aroused and. finds relish but makesno active effort; then there is Dukkata.
A woman' pats ‘or gives 'a'. gentle stroke on a Bhikkh'u‘; The Bhikkhu' has'
passion aroused, finds delight, then' also Dukkata': 'A Bhikkhu h'aslu's mind
affected by passion and [sugges'tsit] by some bodil'y indication such 'as twinkl-
ing of his eye, or the movement of his body, hand or foot, or other various
kinds of indications of the passionate thought or affected mind, then in all
such cases, he becomes guilty of Dukkata. ' A woman touches the body of a
Bhikkhu. The Bhikkhu has his passion aroused but makes no bodily effort,
then there is no offence.

[90] Seeking release [ V_in. iii. 125 ]——A Bhikkhu finds the practice of
holy hf'e to be difficult. A Bhikkhu pushes [a woman ] away, pulls himself
back, gets separated and then he attains release. In all this, there is no offence.
A woman, though young in years is stout and strong and at last
holds a Bhikkhu firmly. He is weak in strength and is not able to twist or
shake his body and he is being dealt with according to the pleasure [of the
woman]. Just on the point of the performance of a sex-act, the Bhikkhu
finds some device to run away and thus gets free, then there is no offence.

[91] .Not deliberately [ Vin. iii. 126], that is, there was no deliberate
touch with a woman’s body. '

When a woman gives a beggm’g-bowl or gives various kinds of food and
drink and there is some mutual touch, then there is no offence. '

Without my awareness—A Bhikkhu is not aware of [the presence of] a
a woman. A Bhikkhu for some purpose moves about and has a mutual touch,
but it is not a deliberate touch, then there is no offence.

J\'o‘l knowing—A woman 1'.» dressed as a man. A Bhikkhu not knowing
this holds that person. Then there is no offence.

Having no [pleasant ] Jesnsau'on C X?“ ) ——A group of women hold a
Bhikkhu but he has no pleasant sensation, then there is no offence.

The first [offender ], before the precept was laid down, and a mad man
are guilty of no offence.

'Thus is concluded the detailed comment on the second San’gha‘disesa.

[ \iiiscellaneous ]

[92] Now next come the supplementary regulations. The precept
about contact has its origin in body and mind and has two sensations. The
pleasant and neither-pleasant-nor-unpleasant are what are called the two
sensations. '

_ [93] Comia’eralz'on jo' a mother [ Vin. iii. [26 ]—--Because one was think-
ing of his mother and so he touched the body of his mother. Then there is
Dukkata. \Vomen like sisters would also be considered in the same way.
Why ? Because women are considered to he enemies of asceties. If the
mother is being drowned in water, he cannot extend his hand and take her
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A wise Bhikkhu takes a boat and takes her out. If he can use a bamboo,
or a piece of wood, or a rope, or a stafi’, he can take her out. If
there be no bamboo, piece of wood, or rope, or staff, he can take off his yellow.
is'h upper cloth—zdtardsafiga—and can take her out. When the mother has
taken hold of the upper cloth, he can haul the piece of cloth with her. When
she comes to the bank, and if' the sensation of fear has not yet subsided in the
mother, the Blu'kkhu should say to the mother : “ Donor [mother], do not
be afraid; everyting [in this world] is transient; now, having got your hf'e
back, why do you entertain any fear ? ” -

If the mother, because of this drowning, dies subsequently, then
the Bhikkhu can hold with his hand the coffin. No offence. He cannot
abandon it. _

If the mother sinks into a mud or into a well then the same thing.
The clothes and beddings used by a woman cannot at all be taken by

lum'. If he takes the same, then there is Dukkata. There is only the excep-
tion of the gifts made to him which may be accepted. He cannot hold
any of the images of a woman made out of clay, wood or painting. If he
holds them, then there is Dukkata.

[94] If a man makes a gift to him, for use everywhere, he cannot hold
any kinds of corn except rice. If the road of his journey goes through a
corn-field, then there is no offence [in his walking over the same]. He
cannot take any of the ten kinds of precious things like real pearls, or jewels,
or shells, or agate beads, or corals, or a piece ofjade or amber ( mas/iragalla ),
or gold, or silver, or vaidmya (cat’s eye), or conchs ( {Tn 151‘

[95] A real pearl to be worn on the body ( fit yd ) may be taken
hold of, if it is not washed. If it is given as a gift by some person to be used
for preparing a medicine for a sick person, or for preparing an ointment for
a sore, then it may be taken. The corals or conchs, if they are not washed,
may be taken. Gold and silver may be taken if some medicine is to be prepa-
red out of then" combination. If gold and silver are combined with copper .
or tin and it" they no longer bear the colour of gold and silver, they may be
taken.” If people build a hall with precious things, with pillars of vaidwya
( cat’s eye ) and small rafters made of silver and with golden bands—if there
is a hall of precious stones, a Bhikkhu intending to preach the Dhamma can
sit or stay in it. There is no offence. i

[96] If there are implements of fighting, then the Bhikkh'u cannot
take any of them. If they are destroyed in such a way that they are no
longer effective, then they may be taken. If a man offers a gift to the
San'gha of the implements of fighting, then they cannot. be taken. They
may be sold only after being broken and destroyed and. then used for any
purpose whatsoever. If a. Bhikkhu goes to a battle-field and sees those things

- cast away like a refuse, then he must first break and. destroy them and then
he may pick them up. If he finds a defensive balustrade he should break it

 

29. Contrast the attitude of the Pall Cm. which considers gold and silver as untouchablc
and unacceptable (anamlsan' ca a-iarupnlx'cchxj'au“ ca ).  
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and make a plank of it for miscellaneous use. All the other enviable things
he should not take. [Even] if these implements have become ineffective, they
may be still further broken and then taken. If 'he receives them as a gift,
they may be sold at one’s will. "

[97] The ,stoyr fo a yakkhim" [ Vin. iii. 126] :—-Even upto a heavenly
damsel among the Para-nimmita—vasvatti gods, one cannot take. If he
takes, then there is Thullaccaya.

The Teacher says : The words that follow next are easy-to understand.

Thus is concluded
the Twelfth Book of the Vinaya-commentary [named]

Samanta-PJsa’dikd.

“.47
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Vinaya

Book XIII

'[T. 7620—7690; P’ing. 70a—75b; PTS. iii. 546—1’1‘1‘. 613; 3. ii. 389E442,-
N. ii. 543—616].

[ 1 ] Afemale born ofthe lower creation [ Vin. iii. 126] —-— that is, a female
of the serpent class, or a female of the Garuda ( Eagle )—all kinds of females
born of the lower creation. None of these can be taken. hold of. If one
holds them, then it is Duklcata.

The story f0 crossing a bridge -—Whether it is a plank, ora bamboo, or
a piece of wood—all these will constitute a bridge. A Bhikkh'u is' crossm'g
a bridge with a woman. With passion aroused in him', he [attempts to]
shake the bridge. \Vhether the bridge sl‘iakcs or not, he becomes guilty of
a Dukkata.

The stop: fo 0 tree —-—A. woman is sitting on a tree. The tree may be
small or big. If a. Bhikkhu with passion aroused in his mind shakes the tree,
then it is Dukkata.

The stool fo a boat --—-This also is like the same.
The :toyr of a rope —A Bhikkhu holds the head of a rope and the woman

holds the tail. The Bhikkhu with passion aroused in him pulls the rope.
T‘he rope shakes, then there is Thulla’ccaya. If the rope does not shake, then
there is Dukkata. If he holds a stafl‘, a. bamboo, or a piece of wood—then
whether he is guilty or not is [to be determined ] as before.

The story of touching the bowl is easy to be understood.
The story of oflering salutatian: is also similarly [easy to be understood].
Thus is concluded the detailed comment on [the section of] second

San’gha‘disesa.

[ Third San'gha‘dis'esa ]

[ 2 ] At that time the Buddha was living at Sa‘vatthz’ in Jetvaua, in the momm-
tery of Ana’lha/n'n,,dada (Ana‘thapindika) [Vim iii. 127] :—At that time,
Uda‘yi, while he was giving instruction, used evil indecent words. Even when
he would praise, he used such [evil \VOldS]. The Teacher says that he
w'ould explain that later.

Shameless—the women who in their heart had no sense of shame.
Pleased in mind, that'is,~ they would then laugh at what was done by hun'»

and replied : “ Sir, very well ! take the various measures in that direction;
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1c: the Bhikkh'u have the passion aroused in his heart.” And they would
say [to themselves] : “ This, sage is not a man; perhaps, he is a female, or
a neutcf'lperson. ” Such kinds of words ridiculing him were uttered by them.

Did not care for precepts—This Bhikkhu, with passion aroused in him,
did not .think of distinguishing evil from good and'so he is addressing in in—
decent evil words. Indecent, that is, words that are not in accordance with
the Law [of decorum ]. _

A: a young man [would address] a young woman—That is, he would praise
the two opening passages [in the lower part of the body]. Then he be-
comes guxl'ty of San'gha"disesa.

Two opening passages—that is, the passage for faeces and the passage for
urine.

[3] Prazs'es [V132, iii. 129 ]—[ If he says:] “ You are possessed of
auspicious signs, or you are not possessed of auspicious signs, ” then there
is no violation. But if he says : “ Your passage for faeces and passage for
who are such [i. e. possessed of auspicious signs ]” and if he is really aware
of her womanly nature and is attached to her, then as soon as he has uttered
these words, he becomes guilty. If he condemns both these passages, or if
he says : “ Your passages are closed up or they are big or small or
flat, ”, or words like the same, then in all these cases he becomes guilty of an
offence. 'If he begs of her, or if he implorcs, then he becomes guilty. Or,
lf' he says : “ I shall pray to your father and mother [and ask] as to when
they will give you to me ”; or if he says : “ When shall I get you ”-—-if he uses
such words, then in all such cases, he will be guilty. He asks : “ How do
you behave towards your husband ? (lit. what do you do with'him P”)
and himself replies : “ You must also do the same thing with me ”——then
he is guilty. She icplics by putting a counter-question : “ I shall sleep
with my husband; how good will it be if my husband will think highly of
me ! ~” The Bhikkhu says by way of his reply : “ In such and such a way
you sleep with him. ” By these words, he does not become guilty. But
lf'he says : “ You must do a sexual act with him, ” then he becomes guilty.

About the words of instruction, also, the same.

[4-] The words of condemnation : (l) “ Your sex-organ is ill—formed”;
(2) “your sex-organ has an opening but no proper form; or (3) words like :
" your sex-organ has the proper form but no clear opening. ” The cxpres~
SI'0n: (4) “ without blood ”—“ your female organ-passage is dry, without
any blood. ” (5) “ Constantly oozing ”-——the blood is constantly oozing by
itself out of the female organ-passage of this woman. (6) The word ‘V‘plug”—
thc female organ-passage is constantly plugged with a piece of cloth, so that
blood is not allowed to come out. (7) The words: “ with projections “—
nYour sex-organ has long projections. ” (8) “ The two lips ( lit. sides) have
Promin'ently bulged up ”—-—that is, out of your female sex-organ has come
along fleshy projection which has also hair on it," (9) “ You have hair [on
Your face]. ” (10) “ Passages have met together. ” (l 1) “ You have [ marks
0f] both sexes. " [Cf. Vin. iii. 129].

l3.2a.l
763a.l2
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[5] Out of these eleven expressions, if one [merely] utters these
three expressions : “ with long projections, ” “ passages meeting together "
and “ [marks] of both sexes ”, then one becomes guilty of San'ghadis'esa.

13.2b.l [These three] along with the preceding three expressions about the pa sage
7633.24 of facces, the passage of urine and [ the talk] about sex-act—whcn. uttered

will lead to San'gha'disesa. The remaining [expressions] : ‘lack of per.
fection in the sexrorgan ’ [and the rest ]—if they are accompanied by words

I.

connected with a mutual sex-act, then one becomes guilty.
The Teacher says : “ The remaining words about the offences being

light or grave, you yourselves ought to know.

[6] Then 15' a woman and than u" awareness of a woman—-—this has been
explained in the first San'gha'disesa. From arm-pits down below to flu knee:
[ Vin. iii. 129 ]-——that is, from arm-pits downward.» upto the knees. Upwards,
that is, from the knees of the legs upto arm-pits. Downward: from the knees——
In all such cases there is Dukkata.

[7] If he praises the clothes put on [by one], or the ornaments, or
the necklaces, while he is reciting the sacred text or explaining its meaning
in a discourse, then there is no ofl‘en-ce.

If a Bhikkhu, while he 15’ preaching the Dhamma to the Blukkh'um's,
has passion aroused in him and speaks indecent evil words, then he becomes
guilty of San'gha'discsa. ‘

Na ofleucc—The very first offender before the precept was laid down, a
man with deranged mind, or one who is tormented by painful vexation—
for these there is no ofl‘ence.

Thus is concluded a detailed comment on the words of the Vinayzz.

[8] Now follow the supplementary regulations. These evil indecent
words have theu" origin m' body, tongue and mind. They are inherent
o‘fi‘ences [originating in] bodily and mental actions. If a Bhikkhu, thmk‘-
ing of some devices in his mind and taking relis'h in this" [sex-act ], says in

' a veiled speech these words of slander ( ) and if the woman understands
1333.1 the signifi'cance of those words, then there ts’ Dukkata. If he says : “ the hair
763b.7 of your blanket is long or short, red or black, ” then there is Dukkata. All

such words, with a [veiled] purpose [ behind it ], if he says and if the woman
understands its significancel, then there is Dukkata. If she does not
understand‘, then there is no offence.

The Teacher says .' The following words are easy to understand. They
need no detailed explanation.

Thus is concluded [the comment on] evil indecent words.
  

[ Fourth San‘gha‘discsa ]
1

[9] At that time the Buddha was living at Sa‘vatthi. The same time,

1-2. Puli Text of the original Viuyaa says that if the woman does not understand the
veiled sense, then there is Dukkata. If she understands the veiled evil sense, then there is
Thullaccaya, or San'gha'disesa.  
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Udsyl also was staying at Sa'vattln'. Frequent}! vm"!ing the families fo acquaint-
Mm[ Vin. iii. 131 ]-——that is, he constantly went to the houses of his acquaint-
mces for [begging] the four means of sustenance : that is, food and drink,
dothm'g and bedding, medical remedies and dwelling-places.

Evil (‘vasala )—very bad things always oozing ( vatxati ) and coming out,
[hk'e] blood that comes out.

Spitt——spits on the woman’s sex-organ, saying 1“ Who will use this pit
of ill—smelling impurities ! ”

The woman said : “ Where do I have the impurity ? Where is that
which is not good ? Are my clothes dirty ? Is my appearance ugly ? In
what respect am I not like other persons ? ”

In the» original Vinaya, it has been said : “ He himself went near the
woman’s side, bent, had a look and then spat ” [ Vin. iii. 132].

[10] Prau'ed the afierings—he praised the ofi'erings by way of sex-act
for hims'clf,‘ or he praised the sex-act, which he needed, as the best offering.

“For recluses like myself, other kinds of offerings are easy to be obta-
m'cd; this offering of sex-act is difficult to get. Therefore, this is called the
best offering. ” Under such circumstances, he becomes guilty of San'gha'-

Further, one may say : “ I am a Khattiya; you also are a Khattiya.
If we are united, it will be very good, unblamable. ” If one utters such
words, then there is no offence. But if he says :' “ I am a Khattiya; you
join me passionately in a sex—union. ” If he says such words, then there is
San'gha'dis'esa.

The Teacher says : “ The following words are like what has been
already said; in no way different. ”

The very first offender before the precept was laid down, a mad man
With a deranged mm'd and one who is tormented by painful vexation are not
guil'ty.‘ Then come the supplementary regulations. The words that come
next ate easy to be understood.

Thus is concluded the fourth San‘gha"disesa.

[ Fifth San'gha‘disesa ]

[11] At that time the Buddha was staying at Sa’vatthi. [This
refers to the occasion when he laid down] the precept about acting as a
match-maker.

Wu‘e—that is, possessing wisdom, clever, very well-versed in managing
the afi‘axr's of a household, knowing no laziness and being conscientious.

Speaking to a maiden that such and such a boy is good; you can accept
mm. as your husband. Further to a boy, he would say : “ This maiden 15’ very
300d and would be very faithful, true, and with no misgivings in her mind.
You can very well acrcpt llCl‘ as your wife. ”

Th6 donor (da'mwartz’ or da'na/Jali ) would say: “ Sir, we do not know
this person very much; we do not know how far he is goml or had, nor do we
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know to which family hebelongs; nor are we sure about his family, his namc;
how to give suddenly our girl to such a person ? If, however, you, revered
sir, ask us to give, we shall give her in marriage; if you do not, then we dam
not even think of it. A thing like a marriage is a very important thing,
From the very time of birth, we have to determine whether it is good or
bad, and whether they will be happy or unhappy, and whether their‘
future would be good or bad. But we all trust you. ”

E
5
,F'
si

[ l2] flimxefl knew one who was once a wfzc' f0 4 headman f0 (1 group fo
villages-3 [Vz'n. iii. 135 ]——-This woman’s husband from the time of his bir'th
wasrthe master of a group of villages. Her husband was now dead and so
she was called the former wife of a headman of a group of villages.

Village, beyond—This village was a village outside, situated beyond the
limits of their village. The people of that village often came together [with
the people of their village for consultation].

They knew that Uda‘yi was arranging marriage-connections of a boy
or a girl and that he knew very well whether to proceed or stop ( g 1}; 3.
Of all this, he carried full knowledge ( 931] fi‘ ) .

[ l3 ] Treated as a son’: wfze'——-that is, first treated her as the Wif'e of the
son and in no way different; but later the [good] treatment dun'inished and
became exactly as that of a servant-girl. For the first month, she was all
entrusted with the house-hold work but when the first month was over, she
was enjoined all sorts of menial work of a servant, such as doing field-work,
getting water and such diflicult tasks. This was the worst part. There-

' 13.4b.l upon, Uda‘yi said to the donor : “ Don’t cause affliction to the girl. Such
763c.15 a menial task is very inappropriate for her. ” The donor replied .' “ We would

not, sir, like to discuss this matter with you. We are after all house-holders
and we know our house-holders’ tasks; you, sir, are a recluse and know best
the matters concerning a recluse; these matters are not similar to each other.
\Vhen one knows matters concerning a householder’s life, he may be no
[good] saman,a. ” Saying such words they stopped and sent Uda'yi away
immediately with these words : “ You better go; you better go; do not stay
any longer in this place. ”

[ l4] Ornamenled person, with all kinds of gold and silver [ornaments]
and jewels.

T’ou-ta ( E g Dhutto ) , that is to say, in Chinese, a person given to
the women of pleasure.

Able to supply food—If there is a woman, and if she can supply her hus-
band pleasant sounds and forms, tangibles, scents and savoury objects and
all such delicate things, then she is said to be able to supply food [for different
senses ]. "~

leye belted—“ If we can get this woman, you must pay me; ill do not
get this woman, I’ll pay you immediately. ” As it has been said in the

 

3. The Pali word is ganaki (and not ga_m'kl) the wife of n gay_laka, a hcadman ora grouP
of villages.
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on‘gma'l Vinaya : “ A Bhikkhu cannot indulge in the gamble of betting.” *
[ A wife-] for the time-being ( tan-khanika‘ ) [ Vin. iii. 138 ]—that is, one

who is meant for [ as short a time as ] a moment. ., That is to say, in Chinese
language, a moment [just enough] for the snapping of fingers. This is
called [afiwife] for the time-being.

[15] Practu'ing a: a match-maker ( fl. ii ) —-Why? Because they go
as messengers according to the bidding of other people.

Man and woman, that is, a woman’s favourable inclination towards a
man; the Bhikkhu carries a message [like this ]—- “ This woman loves you.”
The man sends a present in return. The Bhikkhu goes back to the woman’s
place and says : “ Such and such a man loves you. ” The woman says to
the Bhikkhu : “ I should like to have a liaison with such and such a man. ”
The Bhikkhu takes the message and communicates it to the man. Again
he comes back and communicates to the woman and goes to the length
of even arranging a meeting between the two. In such a case, there is
San'gha‘disesa.

[ 16 ] A woman has the protection of ten kinds Cf. Vin. iii. 139—40 ]—
Protected by the father, that is, the father controls her,-does not permit her to
go out as he is afraid that she may be having some affair with some one.
Protected by the mother—also in the same way as above. Protected yb the father
and mother, who restrict [her movements], watch her, would not let her go
out on a travel or would not even let her go out or come in or make an exit
or make an entry. Protected by the elder brother, or protected by elder su'ter, or
protected by kimmen, protected by thefamiyl-clan, protected as a pious act and protected
by a punishment C fi’I‘J ) -f‘ine[ for the defaulter‘

Protected as a pious act—means one who is protected by people who
profess the same Dhamma. N

Protected by a punishment—price ( :a-paridazzda‘ )—-If a deserted woman
desires to have a liaison with other people, then she has to speak first to an
officer. If he permits, then only one can have a liaison with her; if he does
not permit, then one cannot deal with her as one likes. And if any one still
violates, he has to pay a compensation-fine to the officer. This is called
‘protected by a punishment-fine. ’

[l7] Purchased by money, that is, taken after paying the purchase-price.
Such a one is called purchased [by money ].

Living as she pleases—one who lives as she likes.
Living on hire—one who is hired for domestic duties and so lives with all

duties entrusted to her.
Living for consideration of clothing—Living as a wife in return for clothing

she receives. Such a woman is a destitute woman.
Secured by water, that is, bathing together [with a man] andsprinkling

water upon each other and taking an oath as husband and wife. This is
called ‘ secured by water ’K“

" Smp. iii. 553 ascribes this to Malfi/Iaecan’, which lays down the punishment of Pn'rfijika'.
4. See note 5 on the nest page.
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Secured [after removing] the coil [of rags on her head ]—- that is, one on
whose head a coil of rags (cumbataka ) is placed. She always goes with one
who [offers] her ornaments flingin‘g away the rag-con, and [says:] “Come
and stay in‘ my house; I’ll make you my wrf'e for all the tun'e. ” Such a one
is called ‘ secured [by removing] a coil [of tags ]. "

Accepted a: a maid—reruant—First she is a maid-servant and then accepted
as a Wif'e. 4

Taken a: a home-manager—engaged on wages to take charge of a house
and manage the house-hold work. Being taken as that, she works herself
up to a w1f’e. This is called ‘ taken as a house-manager. ’

Picked up a: a camp-wfze'-——When people go out for conquerin'g another
country, they raise.their flag and set up their camp. There they find other
women whom they take a." their' wives“.

[18] A layman sends a Bhikkhu to go to some other place to such
and such a protected woman and seek her as a wife for him'. The Bhikkh'u
replies : “ Very well .' ” and immediately goes to the woman’s place and
says to her all such things. The woman thinks over it properly and gives
her consent or does not give her consent. The Bhikkhu takes that message
and comes back to the man with the report. Then m' such a case there is a
San'gha‘dis'esa [ offence ].
. If the man speaks to the Bhikkhu, or if" he ins'tructs the Bhikkh'u and 11"
the Bhikkh’u, accordingly, speaks to the father, mother, elder or younger
brother, elder or younger sister—if" he carries such a message, then he be-
comes guil'ty of Thullaccaya. Further, there is a teacher6 who says : ‘It
is not so. ’ Why ? It has been said in the original Vinaya : “ If one who
wants to say that he is disowning the Buddha says inadvertently that he is
disownmg~ the San'gha"; or if‘ he wants to disown the San'gha" and says m'-
advertently that he disowns the Buddha, then that person is“ fallen from the
code of precepts. [ Similarly ] even though the Bhikkhu speaks to the father
mother, elder brother, or elder sister, he does become guilty of San'gha'disesa."

The Teacher says that the words that follow are to be taken exactly as
before and in no way different and so he would not say anything again.

If a number of women send a Bhikkhu with a message to a number of
men and if" the Bhikkhu receives the message, goes to the men and communi-
cates the same to them and comes back with a report to that number of
women, then there is San'gha'diseaa.

[ 19 ] There 1': no violation by one who is the very first defaulter before
the precept was laid clown, or bv one who is sent by the San'gha; or when sent
for some special purpose [ of the shrine or a sick person ], he goes to a woman
and speaks to her that such and such a man hankcrs after her and would

5. The Chinese text has nothing corresponding to salakklw and mulumikl and so we
have only 9 in each list, though in the case of the earlier list, the Chinese text does mention
ten kinds of protection. See abave (§§ l6-l7 of this very Book.)

6. Pali Cm. mentions the name of Mnhisummauhera in this connection.
7. Pali has the word d/mnuna instead of San'gha.
8. Taisho and Shanghai editions insert 2': which

' [lpallirn ] J/ramm. '
is not supported by P3“
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like her to be his wife. Then there is no violation. Why ? Because he had
not accepted [the commission of going and] speaking those words to the
person. So also there is no violation by a madman, or by one who is sufl‘er-
ing from acute pain. "

[20] “This San'gha‘disesa has sxx' [originatm'g] features. First, that of
nodding the head; second, that of closed fist; third, that of acceptance by
mouth; fourth, that of activating the whole body; fifth, that of accepting
awritten communication; and the sixth is that which possesses all these five
features”. Thus it is said to have sut' [ originating ] features.

[21] Father and mother have a quarrel between themselves. The
father sends away the mother who [then] goes back to her original place
(i. e. to her kinsmen). Later, the father repents. He says to a Bhikkhu
(who is his son ): “ I have now grown old in years. There is now no one
to wait upon me all the time (lit. morning and evening You. speak to
your mother to come back and look after me.” The Bhikkhu accepts this
errand, speaks to the mother and returns to the father with a report. In all
this, there is San‘ghfidis'esa.

[22] In this precept, there is no question ( 7F Fpfi ) whether he
knows it [to be an offence ] or not. When one just accepts a message, goes
and delivers the message and returns to report—when all this is done, there
is San'gha'disesa. This is a prescribed offence, not an inherent one. It is
accomparu'ed by all the three sensations. The words of the supplementaries
that come next are easy to be understood. They need no detailed explana-
tion.

Thus is concluded the fifth San'gha“discsa.

[ Six'th San'gha'disesa ]\

[23 ] At that time, the Buddha was living at Ra‘jagaha in the Bamboo-
grove in the pasture-land for Iralaudakas ( squirrels ). This is a precept with
regard. to the building of a hut. ‘

Elam/Ed [ Vin. iii. 144- ] is the name of a village. This Bhiltkhu was living
in the village of Alavika"; therefore he was called an Alavika-Bhikkhu.

Himself begging and imploring, that is, he himself begged various kinds of
material as he wanted to build a big hut.

Instructed, that is, instructed. other men to do, or worked himself. This
monk gave up practising meditation or reciting .rutta: and was always down
with his [ building- ] work.

With no [other] owner, that is, with no donor as its owner. He just
begged all the material [ for his hut ].

For 1123' own sake, that is, for his own self, and not for the San'gha.
A big hut—This hut was very big, without any proper ] limit.

9. Pali Cm. differs from this in the last three features. How can this difference
be explained ?

. . .4-8
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[ 24 ] Given much to begging—he either begged workmen or men on loan
for assistance, or begged implements, or the implements on loan—and such
other things he begged or borrowed. By begging, except by way of borrow-
ing, one becomes guilty. He cannot even borrow from the two professionals
( _."’ Eifi ) -—-one engaged m' hunting [for flesh] and the other engaged

Ln' catching fish. Both of these are barred. Except [ borrowings from] these,
if' one borrows other things—all that is permitted.

The hut built by this Bhikkhu was already big. Fish and meat were
difficult to get. Being afraid that he wants to borrow. that delicacy, they send
some one for catching fish or for hunting [ for the sake of meat ],' therefore,
begging [of these two professionals] is [entir'ely] cut off. If he has to erect his hut,
he'can have a field. If he borrows a plough or bullock or other tm'plement
for living, there is no offence. If in a monastery, there is some one who lives
on the remnants of food or scraps of food thrown away when he has finished
eating—then such a person, along with a crowd of those who while away
their time in frivolilics, [may be called upon to come] as workers. There
is no offence.

[25] If a Bhikkhu wants to erect a big dwellm'g—place, he may go to
the house of a stone-cutter and. ask for a loan of some hands to work upon
the dwelling-place. If he gets them, so far so good. If he gets a stone-pillar,
a Bhtkkh'u may ask a donor : “ How can this be set up ? ” If the donor him-
self sets it up, so far so good. But if the donor again gives other pillars, they
also can be had. If the donor says in reply: “ There is no man; ” or says
that he has some work, and instructs the Bhikkhu to go somewhere else for
borrowing and if the BhikLh-u further says that he knows no one else and further
if the donor has no man but has money and gives money [ equivalent to the
value of the work ], then also it is good; he should take it and go to the place
of a carpenter. If he needs tiles, he should go to the'house of a tile-maker.
If he wants pictures, he should go to the house of a painter. If there are other
things of value, then may be prepared necessary furnishings for his hut, such
as cot, mat, clothing and beddings. If there is some one who lives on scraps
and remams' of food and works for you, then he should rightly be given his
food. If there is no food, then one must enter a village and seek rice and
give it. It would be good. But he cannot give him money10 [ equivalent ] to
the price [of food ] for building the hut.

[26 ] At a time which is not proper, if one enters a village to beg oil,
he should cover the begging-bowl with his hand [ to prevent serving of rice
or gruel ]. When he arrives at the house of a donor, the donor asks the
Bhikkhu what essential things he needs. He replies : “ For a workman build-
ing [my ] hut, I am begging oil; give me some ricc also which the workman
would eat. ” When he has said this, if he gets oil, he should come back with
it and hand it over to the man who looks after the affairs of the monastery.
If while cutting or dismantling, the Bhikkhu gets something damaged 01'
destroyed, then he should pay back the price of the same. If the donor gives
back the same as a gift to the Bhikkhu, he cannot receive it. But if the gift

10. Pnli Cm. says : “ akap/Ig'm-lm/Iapa1.15111m rm (lamb/mm.
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is to a monastery, then one can receive it. The Bhikkhu cannot take it him-
self, but he should call the kappzy'a—kdraka ( fl A, an ofiicer who receives
things for the San'gha and then gives it to the Bhikkhus ) and have it handed
over to him. If he borrows a cart, or any other of miscellaneous things needed,
then all thi's‘.wou.ld be [treated] like [borrowing] a bullock; in no way
difi‘erent.

A Bhikkhu begs some effective medicine for sick persons. Laymen see
a Bhikkhu coming and then deliberate among themselves : “‘ This Bhikkhu
has come again and is begging. ” Then each of them runs away and hides
himself [to avoid him ]. If they see a Bhikkhu begging food, then each of
them closes the door.

[27] Should make 1'! of the proper measurenwntr~What is the proper
measurement ? As for the proper measurements, three spans of a medium-
sized man are equal to one span of the Buddha. One should build a but
with inside measurements of twelve spans of the Buddha in length11 and seven
spans of the Buddha in breadth on the inner side. If one diminishes the
length by one span, and increases the breadth by one, it is not permitted;
nor is it permitted to diminish the breadth and increase the length; then what
to talk of exceeding the measurements of length and breadth ? If one extends
the limit by what does not even come up to one layer of mud-plaster
(5K E 73 g — 21E ) , he becomes guil'ty. If the hut is in length

sxx'12 spans and in breadth four spans and if' one builds such a hut with no
[layman-donor as’its] master, then he is not guil'ty. Why? Because, it does not
become a hut at all. If a tiled hut is given, all over—within, outside, above,
below—, a plaster, then one becomes guilty. But if it be a grass-hut, then
there is no offence.

[28] The Teacher says : At what time does the offence surely take
.place—at the commencement of its making, or at some time later, or after
the completion of the hut ?

Answer :—from the commencement upto the time when [any one* of
the] two“ layers of the plaster is' not yet given ( E ,3: ) —one becomes
guilty of a Dukkata. With the first layer of the plaster one becomes guilty
of Thullaccaya; -when the second} layer of the plaster is finished, one becomes
guilty of San'gha’disesa.

The plaster ts' of two kinds—one is of earth and the other is of lime.
[Proper] place [for the plaster ]——Lavttice-windows, pillars, beams,

ridge-poles, purlins, smoke chimneys—all these are not the [proper] places
[for plaster j.

[29] The Bhikkhu should take [another] Bhikkhu and point out to
him the place when he wants to build his hut; that is, the owner of the hutM

1]. Pall Cm‘. allows this measuremen. of length from outside and the measurement of
breadth from within.

12. Pali Cm. use: the ward :afilu'. Does the Chinese ‘translator misunderstand than/ii
(Pomblc variant of Jeff“) as tlia (six) ?

'~‘ This is how we interpret to make this part consistent with the immediately following
“Memenls.
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should take another Bhikkhu to whom is to be shown the place of the hut.
The owner of the hut should first repair the ground to a level surface juu
like the face of a drum. Then he should go to the place of the San'gha and
request the San'gha for confirming that place for his hut. For a second the and
for a third time, he should make a request that if the San’gha goes [ to that
place], he would well point out the site; if the San’gha cannot go, San'gha
may request some wise Bhik'khu to go to the site and see that it is free from
any dangers or obstacles. Then this Bhikkhu who has been commissioned
by the San'gha goes and sees that site which has been repaired by the owner
of the hut into a good [level] surface.

Dangers, that is, tigers, wolves, lions, even upto ants. If ants have
made a hole there,‘ he cannot have his dwelling there. If ants have only
come to that place for seeking their food, then he can drive them away and
make his hut. Why? Because, the Tatha'gata has compassion on all
living beings as well as on the Bhikkhus.

Obstacle: such as fields or parks of the people, or the site of roads or paths,or
a place of adversaries, or a place of thiefs or robbers, or a forest-place where
dead bodies are thrown ( sfvathz'kd F PE ) , or a place protected by the
king’s record—all such things are obstacles. In all these places, one cannot
make his dwelling. .

On all the four sides around the house, it should be possible to move
rounda twelve- [rung] palm-ladder ( 1% fig ) in which is' fixed [the rung
at a distance of ] one cubit ( -—- gs 3f» ) . So also it should be possible for
a grass- cart to move around.

The remaining words that are in the original Vinyaa do not need any
explanation.

[30 ] If a Bhikkhu sets up, himself, a big hut not for any other owner,
but for lu'mself and if the site is not properly confirmed, or if' it exceeds [per-
missible] measurements, then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata with every
little step he takes in building his hut and arranging for it. If he builds a brick-
rampart, then he becomes guilty of a. Dukkata with every brick used, few or
many. From among the last two bricks, with the first [ i. e. the last but one ]
brick, he becomes guilty of Thullaccaya; and with the second [ i. e. the last],
of San’gna‘disesa. If the dwelling-place has been already given a finish of
mud-plaster, then one becomes gtu'lty. ’ ‘

But if there is merely a sprinkling [ of lime or colour ] to remove
dirt ( 9‘13 ) , then there is no ofl‘ence. If one makes a hut and has given
all the remaining layers of mud-plaster [except the last finishing one ], saying
that he would give the last finishing one sometime later, then the becomes
guilty of Thullacczxya. If, however, he has finally concluded in his mind
( ? fig ,1} ) [ about that action ], then there is San'gha'disesa. If he

makes a round hole in his wall of fortification without touching the
eaves [of the roof] {or admitting light, then there is no violation. \Vhile making
the eaves he leaves room for one layer of mud-plaster thinking that he would
complete it later. He has some buisncss and. goes away without finishing it
( 7f: {15 Then a visitor comes to stay there; he notices that the work is
not Completed and so he completes it. Then he is not guilty.
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[31 ] If the site is dangerous and has obstacles then there are two
Dukkatas. If the San‘gha has not confirmed that site [andlf' the but]
exceeds "the [prescribed] measurements, then [there are two San'gha'disesas'.
If the dwelling-place is not completed, or if it is given as a gift' to the San’gha,
or even to_one individual, or if it is destroyed, or if it is neglected, then
there is no offence. If he builds it himself and finishes it himself, instructs
others to finish it, instructs others to build it and finish it, then in all these
cases them is San'gha‘discsa. ,

Il two or three individuals build the dwelling-place, and if” one of them
15' a Bhikkhu and the other is a Sa‘man,era ( novice), then none of them is
guilty. Why? Because, there has been no division in the dwelling-place
for each individual. If 'they apportion the divisions for each individual
and each individual gets his share of the dwelling-place, then there is
San'gha‘disesa. .

If one makes a cave in the bricks of a rampart, whether it is of stone, or
of earth, or of wood; or if the dwelling-place is made of grass, or even if” it
exceeds the prescribed measurements, or even when the site is not
confirmed [by the San'gha ], there is no ofl‘ence. The dwelling-place is
dangerous 0: has obstacles, or the San’gha has not indicated the site,
or that it exceeds the prescribed measurements, still one does not
become guilty of San'gha'disesa.'

If one is an intelligent man, then he would understand the significance
of this. If one makes himself a hall for recitation of the rules of conduct,
or a room for a hot bath, or a hall for dining, and similar thm'gs— one
makes it but he does not make it for his own dwelling, then there 13' no
offence. But if he makes it for both, or even for his own dwelling, then
there is S‘an'gha‘di'sesa.

[32] No oflcnce for the very first defaulter before the precept was
laid down. The Bhikkhus from A_.lav1'ka' were not guilty. Thts' offence
orginates in six ways. First, it originates in one’s own action; second, in
the action of one who instructs; third, when the site is not [previously]
pointed out; fourth, when one exceeds the limits of measurements;
fifth, when the site is dangerous; sixth, when there are obstacles [in that
place]. With this ofl‘cnce are involved [all] the three13 actions and
three sensations.

Thus is conclued a detailed comment on [the precept concerning] a hut.

[ Seventh San'gha'disesa ]

[33] At that time the Buddha was staying at Kosambi in the
Pleasure-garden of Ghosita. In this' precept about a ,monutery.
Chou'ld‘rd’ma 13' the name of the Pleasure-garden [ Vin. 11"1'. 153]: [Ghosita]
Is the name of a. son of a rich man.‘________

13. l’ali Cm. maintains only two—~ka’ya-Icammam. vadlmmrnam. This Chinese Cm.
meluda mano-kamma also; probably because it mentions mental determination also ( sec para.
30 above) as a. cause leading to the offence.
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Channa is [ the name of ] a person who attended upon Bodhisatta [that
is, the Buddha before enlightenment].

Let Revered Sir point out to me a site for a monasteyr— There was a donor
who said to Channa Bhikkhu : “I pray Revered Sir to indicate to me a site
for a monastery which I want to buil'd for your honour.”

A hoyl lree———This was worshipped, day and night, by the people of towns
and villages. This was a place of residence of a holy spirit.

A living tree—a tree about which people believed that it had a sense of
awareness like that of a living-being.

Mahallaka ( big )-——There is some owner who builds, himselfi a big monas-
tery. This monastery has an owner and so he himself can build it exceeding
the limits of measurements. There being an owner, he can build himself a big
monsatery. If the San’gha does not indicate the site, or if it is dangerous and
has obstacles in it, then one becomes guilty of San'gha‘dis'esa. All the remaining
words are [ to be understood ] as in the previous [precept] about the hut
and in no way difl‘erent.

13.10b.l
765b.19

[ Eighth San'ghfidisesa ]

[ 34 ] At that time, the Buddha was living at Ra'jagaha in the Bamboo-
grovc. At that time, there was also Dabba Mallaputta. The Pleasure-
garden in the Bamboo-grove was surrounded on all sides by variOus kinds of
bamboos, each bamboo being eighteen cubits in height. At the four corners,
were towers with chambers having beauttf'ul doors, shining afar like [blue-black]
clouds. Therefore, it was called the Pleasure-garden of the Bamboo-grove.
Also it was called Kalandaka. The origin of this Kalandaka has been already
described above ,‘1‘ therefore, we wrl'l not speak about it again.

e

[35] Dabba [ Vin. iii. 158 ]—This is the name of a Bln'kkhu. Malla-
putta—[ Malia] : this is the name of a king. He [Dabba ], a royal prince,
had become a recluse and so he came to be called Dabba Malla-
putta. This revered one, while he was just seven years old, left the house
and as his shaved-off hair fell on the ground, he became an Arhat. He
attained the three discerning lores (vwii‘d'), together with the 515." High Powers
(ab/zififz'd) and the Four Powers of fluent discusssion (patL'ramb/u‘da') without
any hindrance—everything which a disciple can know. There was for hun'
nothing left to be penetrated into. He became the most exalted among the
Arhats.

He entered a :olilayr place—This place was calm and quiet, with no clamour,
and so it was called a solitary place.

When he emerged from sama‘d/zi ( concentration ), he thought to lnm'self .‘
“ Whatever good dhammas‘ I should have practised are already attained
by me. I should now do the work of assigning, to the Bhikkhus, their rooms
and the work of distributing food and drink to them. ”

l3.lla.l
765c.2

 

14. See Book VI, para. 7.
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EIGHTH SAN'GHADISESA'XIII.37 l

[36] The Teacher says : Why did he think so ? Because, this body
was now his last; at the end of whatever he had to do, he would enter Nibba‘na
Just as a'lamp that is put in a windy place is extinguished in no long time;
even so is this' body. [So he thought : ] “ I should now assign, to the
Bhikkh'us, the rooms and give them food and drink. ” Therefore, he assigned
to the Bhikkh'us the rooms and gave them food and drink. Wlu'le he was ‘
dom'g this, he saw good Bhikkhus coming from remote places and making
enquiries of him [ about rooms ]. [ He noted that ] the rooms were limited
and. there was no dwelling—place. He thought : “ I must now, with my
super-human powers, create dwelling-places, cots and mats, carpets, rugs
and beddings, and things like the same. And again, I saw one day younger
Bhikkhus playing respects and adoration to senior ones of virtue and in all
humbleness could not accept, in advance, invitations for food. On account
“of this, they could not get food and drinks in time and. so they became weak
and exhausted. I shall now let them stay in the San'gha and be comfortable,
so that each one would get what is but meet and thus not suffer on account
[lack of] of food and drink. And thus by proper distribution, I would let
them all be put on a level of equality. ”

[37 ]’ The Teacher says: “_Of all the three kinds of work, why did
he choose to do only this low kind of work ?”

Answer —Because he was driven to this by an urge earnestly expressed
in one of his past lives. While thinking of this, one may ask : at what time
did Dabba Mallaputta express this earnest request ?

Answer ——-In times past, there was a Buddha named Padumuttara.
This Dabba Mallaputta was born [at that time] in the family of a lay
attendant ( E- —[-_-_ ) . At that time, the poeple of the town and country met
together in a great congregation and requested the Buddha to come to their
country; There was a congregation of sixty-eight thousand Bhikkhus, whom
they supported by making them offerings, in a gift-ceremony of seven days.
There was then in that big crowd an Arhat Bhikkhu who, with his mira-
culous power, distributed among them cots, mats, and food and drink. At
that time, this Dabba Mallaputta saw this m‘hat Bhikkhu doing all these
things with his miraculous power. He rejoiced in his heart and went straight to
the place where the Buddha was, paid his respects with his head and face at
his feet, sat on one side and said to the Buddha. : “ I long to become, in some
later birth at the time of a future Buddha, a recluse, to learn [matters about]
the religious path and become early an Arhat and distribute, in the San'gha,
rooms, cots, mats, and food and drink, exactly as this A!‘llr"~t has been doing
with his miraculous power and in no way different. ” At that time the
World-honoured One looked into the future to find out whether the earnest
wish expressed by this good man would be fructified or not. The Buddha looked
into the future and said to Dabba Mallaputta : “ A hundred thousand kappa:
from now on, there will be a Buddha. called Sakkamuni. You will leave
your home at the age of seven and. as the shaved-off hair from your head fall
down, you will become an Arhat named Dabba Mallaputta. Being equip-
ped with miraculous powers, you will attain your earnest wish.”
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[38 ] Dabba Mallaputta, since then onwards, gave charities, observed
precepts of conduct and was born among gods in the heavens. When the span
of 1113‘ Me among gods came to an end, he came down and was born among
human beings. And thus he was born again and agin in turns upto the tun'e
of the renunciation of Sakkamuni. After he came down from among the
gods, he was born among human beings. He become a recluse and
attained the reh'gious path. When he emerged from a trance, afrer'some
thinking, he went to the place where the Buddha was, paid with his head and
face respects at his feet and said to the Buddha : “ I now want to beg of you
two boons : first, that I should distribute among the San'gha the rooms; and
second, that I should be entrusted with the work of distributing food and
drink to the congregation. ” Thereupon, the Buddha replied: “ Very well !
your greed and hatred are already destoryed and so you can very well do
this work. You can, for the San’gha, do the work of distributing cots, mats
and food and drink. ” .

Why did this Dabba Mallaputta beg these two boons of the World-
honoured One ? '

Answer -—In order to stop all kin'ds. of blame or censure in future.
Then Dabba Mallaputta having received the order from the World-

honoured One came back to his place of residence. The World-honoured
One, looking into the future, noticed that Mettiya-Bhummajaka. Bhikkhu will
certainly blame Dabba Mallaputta on account of his being commissioned to
distribute, among the congregation, the rooms. And so in order to stop this‘
blame, he said to the Bhikkhus .' “ You make a request to Dabba Mallaputta
to act, for the San'gha, as a distributor of the rooms, among the crowd of
monks, Having made this request, perform the official act of fiatli-dutyia-
kamma ( an announcement in which the proposal is-thc second thing). ”

[39] Companions—that is, those who have, in common, one religious
‘ceremony. That is to say, those who are learning one and the same Dhamma.

If the Bhikkl'ius learnt the :utta: together, then he arranged for them.
their dwelling-places all together. If they learnt the AbhiaVzamma together,
then the Abhidhammilm were put together. If they learnt the Viuaya, then
all the students of Vinaya were put together. If there were preachers of
the Dhamma, then these preachers of the Dhamma were all together. If
there were any who sat for meditation, then all those who sat for meditation
were together. Why was this all 7’. In order to prevent clamour. Those
who did no work and those who had useless talk were together—those whn
had a useless talk, who did not do any of the threefold [good ] actions but
simply would eat and sleep. After getting up from sleep, they would wash
and bathe and have a secular talk of useless nature and would be well-bunt
and strong in body.

Question -—Why was it lhat Dabba Mallaputta allowed to live together
in one place those who had no work and those who liked [ merely ] to talk ?

Answer ——In order that they may have a comfortable We and contem-
plate upon the religious Path; and by delightin'g in the Path, they may be
born among gods.



 

EIGHTH SAN'GHKDISESAXIII.“ ]

[40] Entered the :amtid/zi with the brilliance fo fire [ Vin. in". 160 ]—He
entered the meditation of the Fourth trance, emerged from it and then extended
me second ( index ) finger of his right hand and made it give out bright light,
on account of which his fame immediately spread all over Jambudipa.
Bhikkhusfrom all over distant places came to see the miraculous power. They
approached him and said to him : “ Friend, arrange, for our comfortable
dwelling, some place where our seats and bedding may be spread. ” Dabba
Mallaputta would ask : “ Where do you like to stay ?” Each of those
Bhikkh'us would then reply. Some one said : “ I would 'like to stay on
Gifihakfita mountain.” Another said : I would like to stay on the slopes of the
Himalayas.15 Still another would say: “ I should like to stay on the Mountain
of the Sages ( Isigili ) which will be on the Path towards Heaven.” There
would be some one who would say .' “ I should like to stay in Uttara-kuru.”

_ In this way many people [expressed their wishes]. Dabba Mallaputta, himself,
followed by a Bhikkhu, arranged for everyone a. comfortable place of resi-
dence and arranged for him a dwelling-place for sitting and sleeping. And
for the rest, when he wanted to arrange for them a comfortable place of
residence, then—in all these cases—he created his own self [by magic powe.-],
which appeared to be exactly like his own real self and in no way different.
Having provided them, with a comfortable livm'g-place, he returned to the
Bamboo-grove monastery to stay.

[ 41 ] Meltyia-B/umzmja'aka Bhikkhu—He was the chief of the group of six
mendicants. -

Coarsefood—He could not get good food, nor did he get just bad food.
The dwelling-place and the equipment of beddings— all these that he got
were coarse. '

Question -—Why was it that this Mettiya-Bhummajaka Bhikkhu always
got coarse food and ordinary dwelling—place ? Because in his past lives, he
had not earned any merit; and further because in the whole congregation,
he was the youngest. Therefore, he got an ordinary dwelling-place and
coarse food.

TA donor giving excellent food and drink his donor always prepared for
the congregation of the San'gha excellent food and drink.

 

Further, one day, this good donor entered the monastery, approached
Dabba Mallaputta and asked him who, on the next day, would accept the
invitation of disciples. Dabba Mallaputta said that Mettiya-Bhummajaka
would next accept it. When the donor heard this, he no longer rejoiced in
mind; he came back to his own house and said to his maid—servant : “ To-
morrow, you prepare food for Mettiya-Bhummajaka Bhikkhu. I would
have nothing to do with it. Hereafter no food as I had before this. ” And
again he said to his maid-servant : “ When Mettiya Bhummajaka will come
M

15. Pali does not, for obvious reasons, mention Hima'layas, which are not anywhere
near Rijagaha. Pan Cm, mentions only those places which are round about Rijagaha. It
does not mention also Uttarakuru which is mentioned last by the Chinese translator who,
obviously, had no realistic knowledge of the surroundings of Ra'jagaha.
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to-morrow, you just arrange for him his mat-seat and ofi‘erm'gs outside; do
not let him come in. ”

Yesterday—The Bhikkh'u Mettiya-Bhummajaka along with his' compa-
nions met together in one place and discussed among themselves : “ To-day
we should have got good food. Yesterday, when tlu's donor had come to
Dabba’s place— during that tun’e— Dabba probably gave ins'tructions to
the donor to arrange our seats outside and to serve us coarse food.”

Wind has when when we expected calm ( lit. no wind ) [ Vin. iii. 162 ]-—
In a very stifling place, gusty wind has aris'en. '

Fire in water—It is a basic thing that water can extinguish fire; but now
[it appears] fire is coming out of water.

[42 ] The Buddha said to Dabba : “ Do you recall to have done such
a thing as Mettiya-Bhummajaka [Bhikkhuni ] is now allegm'g [against
you] ? ” Dabba replied : “ Only the World-honoured One knows me; he
is the all-knowing; I have destroyed the a‘sava: and. am an Arhat. What
need is there for me to say P” The Buddha further said to Dabba. : “ You
cannot speak such [ vague ] words; if' you have done such a thing, you should
say in the congregation that you have done it; if you have not done it, you
should give your reply in-the San'gha that you have not done it. ”

[43 ] The Teacher says :
did not straight—way say that Dabba was not
Bhummajaka‘ Bhikltl'lum’ was telling a lie ? ”

Answer -—Because he had compassion on all living-beings. If the
Buddha says that he knew all doings and that a certam’ Bhikkhu is guilty of
a Pa'ra'jika‘ offence and if he were Further to say to him : “ I know that you
are guilty of a Pa'ra‘jika" offence; ” then, this Bhikkhu, who is guilty of a
Pa‘ra‘jika‘ ofl‘ence would certainly blame the \Norld-honorured One. In what

.way ? “ That the \Vorld-honoured One is just being led by hatred and love.
He has a soft corner for Dabba and so he is not revealing his guilt; he hates
me and so he is now exposing my guilt. The VVorld—honoured One is surely
not the all-knowing one.” Because of this condemnation, he would go to hell
after his death.

Further, in future, there Will be some shameless Bhiklthu who, even
when he is really guilty, would say that he is not guilty. [He would
thm'k: ] ‘lAs the Buddha is no longer living in this world, who would know
that I am guilty ?’ '

Therefore, the \Norld-honoured One said to Dabba : “ If you have
done, you must reply that you have done; if you have not done, then you
must reply that you have not done ” [ Vin. iii. 162 ].

Dabba replied : “ I have not done; even in a dream I have not done
anything of that sort. ”

“ Why was it that the World-honoured One
guilty and that Iviettiya-

1

[44] The Bhikkhzuu" then should be brought to ruin. This bringing to rum'
is of three kinds : (1) Personal ruin; (ii) bringing to ruin by dis-assocna'tion;
(iii) bringing to ruin by some punishment. 'I‘hese are called the three ways of
bringing one to ruin.
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(i) What is meant by personal ruin ?
Answer ——-Ruin by [one’s own] actions—this is personal ruin.
(ii) What is meant by bringing to ruin. by dis-association ? If one is

guilty and. still he does not go out ( 7f: tfl ) , or if he does not give up that
{false belief, then he is called one who is to be brought to ruin by dis-association.

(iii) What is meant by bringing to ruin by punishment ? “‘ You are
just guilty; therefore, naturally, you must go to ruin "—this is called brm‘g-
ing to ruin by punishment.

Out of these three ways of bringing one to ruin, Mettiya—Bhummajaka
Bhikkhuni suffered from personal ruin. The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus :
“You must bring Mettiya—Bhummajaka‘ Bhikkhuni to rum'. ”

[4-5] The Teacher says This Mettiya-Bhummajaka“ Bhikk'huni
was in her own self pure; but being instructed by other:, she did this work
of accusation. The instructor also should be brought to ruin. Why is it
that the World-honoured One gave instruction to bring Mettiya-Bhummajaka‘
Bhikkhuni to ruin ? Either because of her accusation she was to be
expelled; or because of her guilt [of violating a precept] she was
to be expelled. If she was to be expelled because of her guilt, then Dabba
Mallaputta also would become guilty. If she was to be expelled because
of her accusation, then Dabba Mallaputta does not become guilty. It has
been said in the original Vinyaa‘“ : “ If one accuses a Bhikkhu of a Pa‘ra'jika‘
offence with no basis whatsoever, then one becomes guilty of a San’gha'disesa.
Ha Bhikkhu accuses a Bhikkhuni of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ offence with no basis what-
soever, then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata. If a Bhikkhuni accuses a
Bhikkhu, then also like the same (i. e. Dukkata ).” In that case Mettiya-
Bhummajaka‘ Bhikkhuni would be guilty of only a Dukkata. [Or], because
of a deliberate falsehood, the guilt may be of a I’a‘cittiya17 [type]. ”

.The Teacher says : If one accuses a Bhikkhu with a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ ofi'ence
with no basis whatsoever, then one becomes guilty of a San'gha‘disesa and
not of the offence of a Pa'cittiya. Mettiya-Bhummajaka' Bhikkhuni be-
comes guilty of a Dukkata and not of the offence of Pa‘cittiya. [ But ] she
was to be expelled, because she herself had said in her own words that she
had violated a precept.

[46] Thcreupon the VVorld-honoured One got upfrom his seat and
entered his chamber. The Bhikkhus instructed Mettiya~Bhummajak5
Bhikkhuni to leave off the religious garments and to seek a lay-woman’s
garments for putting on. They thus expelled her and let her go out [of the
Buddhist congregation of the Bhikkhunis The Mettiya-Bhummajaka

 

10. Smp. iii. 583 ascribes this to A,tthakatha'cariyas.
l7. Pali Cm. (iii. 583) gives her: a controversy about this very matter, at the time of

king Bhitiya, between the inmates of Abhayagiri and those of Mahfivihira and the decision
given by the king’s \iiinister, Digha-ka‘riyana, in favour of the latter.

This last view as ‘ I’a‘cittiya ’ is saitl to be advocated in It’urundi, which clerarly denies
my authoritative words in favour of a DukkaSn.
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Bhikkhus saw this expulsion of Mettiya-Bhummajaka‘ Bhikkhuni and said to
the cengrcgation of the San’gha : “ It is we that hated [Dabba ],- because
of hatred, we instructed this Bhikkhunito slander him; this' is our offence;
do not expel Mcttiya-Blnummqjakfi Bhikkhuni.”

Hated, that is, gave a [bad] turn to a good mind.
Du'pleased, that is, because of hatred, we were very much displeased at

heart. This displeasure of the mind is also called an impurity of mind.
The oflmce of a Pu'rdjikd without any bank, that is, Parijika' which is not

real.
Accuralion [ Vin. iii. 163 ]-——in this particular case, [ of something] which

was' neither seen, nor heard, nor suspected.
Neither um, that is, not seen with ones’ fleshy eye; it does not [cover]

what is seen with one’s heavenly eye.
Nor heard—-that is, not heard from any person.
Nor suspectedwthat is, not suspected by one’s mind.

[47] Sun and Suspected~'l‘here is a Bhikkhu who, outside a village,
enters [ a thicket of ] grass; then sneaks across another woman who also enters
that [thicket of ] grass. The Bhikkhu, first, comes out of the grass; further
the woman also comes out of the grass; the Bhikkhu and the woman did not
even know each other. Then there is slanderm'g by a Bhikkhu who has
seen this. He immediately has a suspicion in his mind and begins' to think :
“ How can these two people be without any impious mind ” ( 35 fi fi ) ?
This is called‘ ‘ seen and suspected. ’

Heard and suspected—One hears in darkness the sound of words spoken
by a. Bhikkhu to a woman. On account of this, one suspects. This is called
' heard and suspected. ’

Ha: a .swpiciou: belifr—Some men and women bring some food and drink
and enter the premises of a. monastery. They meet each other, have good

_sports and go away leaving some remnants of food. That place of their
eating and drinking is all in disorder and not clean. They desert it without
having swept the floor clean. Early next morning, there comes a certain
Bhikkhu who enters the monastery and sees this place in the monastery. He
has a suspicion in his mind. He approaches a Bhikkhu who has been an
old resident there. His body gives Out a good smell. And so he suspects
in his mind .' “ Last night, this Bhikkhu must have eaten and drunk in the
company of a woman. He must have had a recourse to the impious sexual
behaviour with her.” This is what is called suspicious belief.

This Mettiya-Bhummajaka‘ Bhikkhuni had neither seen, nor heard, nor
suspected and still raised the slander. This is what is called an accusation
of a Pa‘ra‘jika ofi‘ence without any basis.

[48 ] Accwes—VV'i'th the desire that the Bhikkhu should efi'ect a retreat
from the pure life [of u Bhilt'khu], one says to him: “ You have been guilty of
a Pariijika~ offence,” then he becomes guilty of a San‘ghidisesa. If one instructs
others to accuse, then with every one of all those words [of accusation], he
becomes guilty of San’gha'discsa‘. If he sends a communication in writing, of
similarly an errand with a messenger ( 43:: a ) , then there is no offence-
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Accusation is offour kinds : first, accusation with regard to one’s conduct;
second, acousation with regard to one’s practices of decorum; third, accusa-
tion with regard to one’s perverse belief; and fourth, accusation with regard
to one’s evil ways of livelihood. ” _

Question ——What is the accusation with regard to one’s conduct ?
Answer —-The four Pa‘ra‘jika's, the thirteen San’ghfidisesas—if one

accuses another with anyone of these, then it is an accusation with regard
to one’s conduct.

The two Aniyatas ( Indeterminates ), the Nissaggiy—as, the ninetym
(Pa'cittiyas) and the various Sekhiyas—[ accusation with regard to these]
will be an accusation with regard to one’s practises of decorum.

Accusation with regard to one’s perverse belief like “You say that
there is a self, a soul ”———this is an accusation with regard to one’s perverse belief.

Accusation with regard to one’s evil ways of livelihood is like this :
“Because of the observance of conduct, you are seeking [worldly] benefits”—
this is what is called an accusation with regard to one’s evil ways of livelihood.

g-
n

[49] There are other four kinds of accusation : first, disclosing the
[evil] act (vatthu); second, disclosing the nature of one’s offence; thir'd,
dis-association; and fourth, to observe no religious ceremonies in the company
ofa person. Disclosing the evil a_ct means [ to say ] : “ You have had several
relations with a woman ”~—such a thing is called disclosing the [evil] act.
Dis'closing the nature of an offence means [ to say ] : “ You have been guilty
of such and such an offence "—this is called disclosing the nature of one's
offence. Disassoeiation means [ to say ] : “ I shall not live in any place in your
company "—this is what is called dis-association. Observing no religious
ceremonies with a person means not to have in his company recitation of
[Pa’timokkha-] rules of conduct, or Pava'raua‘, or any other official act [of
the San'gha ]— this is called observing no religious ceremonies in
his eo‘mpany.

If one says :‘ ‘ You have committed a grave offence and so you are no
[longer a] :aman,a, or a follower of S'a‘kya "—by saying such words, one be-
comes guilty. If the accused person says : “ Why don’t you pay respect to
me ? ” and. if he gets the reply : “ You are no [ longer a ] :amana, no [ longer
a] follower of Sa’k'ya ”, then the person who gives such a reply becomes
guilty of San'gha"disesa. But if he says : “ The Teacher ,of the Dhamma
knows; what falsehood can I speak ? ”——-by saying such words, he does not
become guilty.

(([50 ] The Teacher says : “ The accuser ’ and the accused ”—these
I shall later describe in detail. If the accuser along with [the accused]
approaches the San'gha and says : “ I request you, Sirs, to decide this matter
for our satisfaction. we also shall rest content with your decision, ” then the
San'gha should proceed to decide the matter. If, however, he says to the San'gha:
“ [Please] decide this matter for me; do not delay. If you do so, (i. e. do not
M

. 18. Here the number given is ninety (90), although in an earlier passage ( I. 15) it
Is ninety-two (92) agreeing with that in Pali. See note 8 on Book I.
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delay) I shall abide [by your decision]; if you do not do so, I may not abide
by it. ” If he says such words, then the San'gha should say to the accuser,-
“ You may still pay respects to the Buddha; and for him recite the religious
passages; and then we shall decide this matter for you. ” When [in tlu's
manner ] this' is delayed and it becomes dark and if the [alleged] offender
( 5E A ) says to the San'gha : “It is already dark today; I must go home,"
the congregation of the San’gha should say : “ All light I ” He takes rest;
comes next morning to the San’gha for getting the matter decided. The
San'gha replies : “ You still better go back !” This should be done three
times. When this is done three times, and when his mind has become soft
and pliable and has been properly subdued, the San'gha should take up the
matter~ for decision. Even when the threefold request [ to the San'gha] is
finished, if the minds [of the accuser and the accused] are stil'l stubborn
and they utter coarse violent words, the congregation of the Safigha should
say : “ This place is small; no Vinaya-teacher is available here for deciding
this case; you may go to some other monastery for seeking the decision. ”

[51 ] When he [the accuser] goes to another place, the San'gha
[there ] questions him : “ Have you sought [the permission of] the San'gha
[in the previous place ] to come here ? He replies : “ I have; the San'gha
has asked me to come here. ”' This San'gha says : “ If it be so, this place
also has no Vinaya-Teacher; you better seek some other monastery. ” Thus
even. if he seeks, in succession, [such a teacher ] and if he does not find one,
he with his mind soft, pliable and subdued, comes back and seeks his refuge
in the original place and says to the San'gha : “ We sought in other places
[ the proper person ]. But the San‘gha had no such person who could decide;
I, therefore, beseach you, sirs, to decide this matter for us. We shall be
gladly abiding by your decision. ” Then the San‘gha should decide the
matter lawfully. The San'gha should ask the accused ': “ Have you done
such a thing [of which you are accused] ? ” The Safigha should make
an‘ announcement in conformity with the official procedure and settle the
matter of dispute.

[52] If a shameless fellow accuses a conscientious man and if" the
accused is a clever fellow, while the accuser is not clever and if they come to
the San'gha, the San'gha should make a thorough investigation into the
matter. [They would know that] this Bhikkhu [the accuser] is stupid
and he may give blundering replies. The San’gha should say [ to the accuser ] ’
“ You are not clever; you do not know how to accuse a person. You come
to an agreement with the other and better return; do not raise this issue. ”
If the accuser is clever and if” he accuses the other by what he has actually
seen, heard, or suspected and if he is able to give proper replies before the
San‘gha, then the San'gha should address the accused [ thus] : “ If you have
committed the offence, lhenathe San'gha wculd arrange for its atonement. "
If he has not committed the offence, the San’gha would then say : “ Each
one of you may go back. ”

[53] If a conscientious man accuses a shameless fellow and if the
accuser is not intelligent and if they approach the San'gha, the San'gha should
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[help] the accuser by using the device [of a leading question] : “ In what
rcspect do you accuse [the accused] ?———with respect to his conduct or with
respect to‘. his behaviour of decorum 9.”

The Teacher says “ Why is it that this kind of helpful hint ( gt )
is given to a conscientious fellow and not given to a shameless fellow ? The
San'gha thereby would be showing [ that it is influenced by ] predilection
(chanda ), hatred, fear or delusion. ” ‘

Answer ——It is not so. Why ? Because it is done with the desire of
subduing the shameless fellow, and creating a sense of confidence and security
in the conscienti'OuS person. If the hint is given to a shameless fellow, then
he would feel strengthened in his evil ways. The conscientiom fellow has
no such strength and he has no sense of confidence and security. Therefore,

‘ the San'gha gives no kind of a helpful hint to a shameless fellow.

[54] If the accuser and accused are both conscientious persons, the
San'gha should, gently and softly, make them recite some religious texts and
by way of admonition should say : “ If you have offended each other, you
should mutually express regret and each of you should go back and get
reconciled to each other and live together. ” And if still there remains some
ground of accusation, the San‘gha would admonish as many as thiee times.
And if still they do not become pliable and cease from their course, the San‘gha
will decide the matter according to Law.

[55 ] The Teacher puts a question :
and end of this matter of accusation ? ”

Answer —One first seeks [permission] that the other person should
hear him—this is the beginning. When the matter comes to the San’gha—
then that is the middle. When the San'gha settles the matter by declaring
that there is the offence, or that there is no offence—that is the end.

Question ——How many are the roots for this matter of accusation ?
[How many are the bases19 ?] How many are the aspects ( blzumyio ) ?

Answer -——There are two roots, three bases and five aspects. \\"hat
are the two roots ? Lawful accusation with some basis, lawful accusation
with no basis. These are the two roots. What are the three bases ? That
one should have seen, heard or suspected. These are the three bases. What
are the five aspects ? First, it may be timely; second, it may be real and
not vain; third, it may be without any hatred and [prompted] by pity [for
some one ] ,' fourth, it may have some significance; and fifth, it may not have
been influenced by predilection (chanda), or by fear. These are the five aspects.

\Vhether one is asked or whether one is not asked, if one accuses another
person of a Pa'ra'jika' offence without any basis, and if, when the San‘gha asks,
there are two or three men, nay, even one man who comes before the San'gha
and himself says that the offence [of accusation] was committed ( m“ 91'; ) ,
then [the accuser] becomes guilty of San'gha‘discsa.

“ What is the beginning, middle

[56 ]
argumentation (vivcfda) and the reSt.

The Teacher says that the dispute is of four kinds :——-mutual
\Vhat is the meaning of a dispute ?

 

though we should expect it.19. This sentence is not found in the Chinese translation.
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When one tries to prove that an offence is committed, there is involved a
matter of dispute. This is called a dispute. ‘

May this mutual argumentation be morally good, morally evil or
morally indeterminate ?

Answer —It is both morally good, morally evil and morally indeter-
minate.

How is it morally good ? How. is it morally evil ? Morally good 111'
the sense that it may be used for a lawful discussion. This is what is called
morally good. If it is used for an unlawful discussion. it is called morally
evil. If the discussion is neither lawful, nor unlawful, it is called morally
indeterminate.

The Teacher says that he will explain the remaining three disputes later.

[ 57 ] If one says : “You are a :Jmamra ( a novice ), you are an updsaka
(a layman), you area heretic, you are a _Nigan.t,ha, you are a eunuch
( fi F5 ) , you are a hermaphrodite, you belong to a lower creation, you

have killed your father, you have killed your mother, you have kill'ed an
Arhat, you have broken the unity of the San'gha, you have shed blood of
the Buddha”— by making accusations like this, one becomes guilty of
San'gha‘disesa.

Doubftul [ Vin. iii. 165 ]—.that is, doubtful about having seen or heard.
Doubt means a twofold mind; that is to say, uncertain about a previous
incident, its particular time or its particular day.

The Teacher says that the following words are easy to be understood.
If a Bhikkhu, without any basis, accuses another of a Para-jika" ofi‘ence,

then it is San'gha'disesa; if he accuses another of San'gha"disesa, then it be-
comes Pa‘cittiya; if he accuses another with respect to his behaviour
of decorum, then it is Dukkata. I,f with the idea of running one down, one
accuse.» another when he is not in his presence, then it is Pa'cittiya. If the
accusation is with regard to the behaviour of decorum and in the absence
[6f the person accused], then it is Dukkata. '

[58 ] .N'o floence for the very first defaulter when the rule was not laid
down, for the mad person with deranged mind, and for one who is torment-
ed by acute pain. This precept is [for an offence] that originates in body“
and mind. Therefore, in the original Vz'naja, it has been said : ‘it is a
bodily, vocal and mental action and it is an inherent ofi‘ence. ’

Thus is concluded a detailed discussion of accusation.

[ Ninth San'gha'disesa ]

[ 59 ] At that time the Buddha was living at Ra'jagaha in the Bamboo-
grove at Kalandaka-niva’pa. NIettiya-Bhummajaka Bhikkhu, while he w‘as
coming down from the mountain Gifiha-ku‘ta, saw a ram covering [a ewe ]-

' Following Pali, we expect this‘ to be followed by ‘ tongue ’, which is justified by the
immediately following statement of the Vinaja.

l
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This Mettiya-Bhummajaka Bhikkhu said to his companions
this blaqk ram the name : Dabba Mallaputta and the ewe the name :
Mettiya-Bhummajaka' Bhikkhuni. The Bhikkhus replied : “ All right l”
[He continued] : “ I shall accuse Dabba Mallaputta of this [evil act]. ”
There was. none who took it ill. But [on the contrary ] they were glad and
they all went together to the place where the San’gha was and said to them :
“We have seen Dabba Mallaputta carrying on a sexual intercourse with
Mettiya—Bhummajaka‘ Bhikkhuni. ” [Vim iii. 167]. When they heard
these words of Mettiya-Bhummajaka Bhikkhu, the whole San’gha gathered
together to judge this matter. '

: we shall give

[60] The congregation of the San’gha asked Mettiya-Bhummajaka-
Bhikkh'u : “ At what place have you seen Dabba Mallaputta carrying on
a sexual intercourse with Mettiya-BhummajakacBhikkhuni ? ” He replied :
“As we came down from the Gijjhaku'ta mountain, we entered a Vil'lage to
beg alms. On the way, we met him and saw him carrying on a Sportive
conversation with Mettiya-Bhummajaka-Bhikkhuni. ” The San'gha asked
Dabba Mallaputta where he was at that time. Dabba replied that he was
in the dwelling-place of the Bamboo-grove. [When asked] what he was
doing, he replied that he was distributing food and drink to the San'gha.
“Who is known to have seen you there ? ” “ The San'gha ” replied he.

[61 ] A questioner puts this question as an official act to the congrega-
tion of the San'gha : “ Has the Congregation of the San'gha definitely seen,
at such and such a time, Dabba distributing to the San’gha food and drink ?”
The San'gha then replies : “ Certainly we have seen him distributing food
to the San'gha. ” The congregation of the San'gha then says to Mettiya
Bhummajaka Bhikkhu : “ Your words are not corroborated [ by what the
San'gha has said]. There need surely be some deceptive trick ( 75‘ IE )
practised by you. Your accusation is not based on facts. ”

[62 ] When the San’gha asked him three times in this manner, Mettiya-
Bhummajaka Bhikkhu replied : “ Yes, what you say is right. There is a
subterfuge [that we have used]. ” The San'gha then, by way of scolding
Mettiya-Bhummajaka, said : Why is it that you have equivocally used
[the name] Dabba for something else 3’; further asked : “ Where lay the
cquivocation ( (if; 1/} ) ?” He replied: “ The cquiuocalion—Dabba is a
man; this ram is not the man; we substituted the ram in the place of Dabba.
This is what is called cquivocation. We substituted the ewe for Mettiya-
Bhummajaka" Bhikkhuni. This also is what is called equivocation.
Why was this? Because this matter was similar in nature to the other
(Diamtbl‘a>~"

Therefore, in the original Vinaya, it has been said : “ by using a'partial
(dew), or a partially similar [expression ]. ” The following words are easy
to be understood. They need no detailed explanation. This is meant by
cquivocation ( 33-: 53- (2577abhll'gg'n ) .

...50
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[63] Having birth in a common class—There is a Bhikkhu who leaves
his home from a Khattiya class. One secs some other Khattiya Bhikkhu
practising sexual intercourse. One accuses this [former] Bhikkhu born
in a similar Khattiya class by saying : “ You are guilty ofa Pa'rajika' oiTence”
[ Vin. iii. 169 ]. The San'gha asks'him : “ Have you really seen this Khattiya
Bhikkhu carrying on sexual intercourse ? " He replies : “ Yes, I have truly
seen him. ” Then with every word that he utters, he becomes guilty of
San'gha'disesa.

Characteristic of [an implicating trifle of a common] name (udma-lua)
and [an implicating trifle of a common] place of residence (sendsaua—lesa) *—
He sees another [person] and accuses this [person]. Whether he is
guilty or not is to be determined as said above.

[64 ] .No flocncc if he has really seen that he is guilty; or, for the first
defaulter before the precept was laid down; for the mad man whose mind
is deranged; or for him who is tormented by acute pain. He is not guilty.

Thus is concluded a detailed explanation of the second accusation.

[ Tenth San'ghadis'esa ]

[65 ] At that time, the Buddha was living at Ra'jagaha in a dwelling-
place in the Bamboo-grove [ Vin. iii. l7l ]. This was at the time when the
Buddha laid down a precept concerning breaking the unity of the San'gha.
Then Devadatta went to Koka'lika, I-cha—mu-kia-li ( -—- 11% fig m 3"]! ) '°
and Samuddadatta, the son of Khand.a-devi. Having approached them,
he said to those friends : “ We will, all together, break the unity of the
San'gha and thus shatter the dignity of the Tatha'gata. ” The causes of the
breaking of the unity of the San’gha I shall dis'cuss later’ in the Khandhalta'.

" Very well ! Sir "—these are the words by way of supplication ( 45
~Jyd’wnd’ ) .

“ How strongly I wish that all the Bhikkhus should, till the end of their
life, accept the forest as their dwellingplace. Thus they will be accepting
the dliuta~dhamma (practices of purification). If a Bhikkhu goes back to
a village for residence, he would be committing an offence. I wish the
Buddha prescribe such a precept for the Bhikkhus. ” The remaining four
practices are [to be understood] similarly.

A/Iake people understand [ Vin. iii. l7l ]—“ The Buddha would not allow
our demand. \Ve ourselves shall follow these practices and then make the
people appreciate our [life of] little desire and contentment. And then
they will have a very generous attitude of their mind towards us. ”

[66] The Buddha heard that Devadatta, by asking for these five
precepts, wanted to break the unity of the San'gha. The Buddha thought
to himself .' “ This person, as retribution for this action of his, will certainly
fall into hell. ” He further thought: “ If these five demands of Devadatta

See Vin. iii. 168-69.
20. Pali has KagamodaL-n-Tissa.
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are granted, many good men who have become recluses and have accepted
this Dhamma, will, consequently, find many difficulties in thcit path, while
observing these practices. ” Therefore, in the original Vinaya it has been
said: “ Stop .‘g Stop! 0 Devadatta; the Dhammawwill not thus be established
( a ) . If there is a good man who would like to stay in a forest or in a

village, he may do so, according to his own will, without any impediment
in his couise. As a dhula, he may beg his food or pick up dusty rags for his
raiment or live under a tree for eight”1 months, or abstain from fish and meat”
[Vw'. iii. 171-72]. The Buddha said that one may not eat such food as has
been excluded by three conditions [that render it] doubtful.

[67 ] What are those three conditions which render that food doubt-
ful ? First, if one has seen; second, if one has heard; third, if one suspects.

What is meant by ‘ if one sees ’ ? That is, if one sees a donor killing a
living-being for a Bhikkhu.

What is ‘ if one hears ’ ?
a living-being for a Bhikkhu.

What is ‘ if one suspects ’ ? That is, if one suspects that the donor has
killed a living-being for a Bhikkhu.

That is, if one hears that the donor has killed

[68 ] If one has seen and suspected—\Vhat is meant by ‘ one has seen and
has suspected ’ ? A Bhikkhu comes from a forest and enters a village to
beg his food. On the way he meets some laymen who enter the mountain-
[wd'derness] for hunting. On the next day, in the village there is" a big
function. The Bhikkhus get meat in that function. They think 111' their
mind : “ Yesterday, we saw these donors going a-hunting. ” So they have
suspicion for this meat, as they think that surely it must have seen secured
by hunting. This is what is called ‘ one has seen and has suspected. ‘ One
cannot eat such food. The donor says : “ I originally went a-hunting for
the king or for myself, and not for the Bhikkhus; therefore, Sir, you can just
eat. ” if he says like this and then if one eats, there is no offence.

0M has heard and has suspected—A Bhikkhu, while he is in a forest, hears
that the village is going a—hunting and that they plan a function. A donor
requests a Bhikkhu to come for food. This Bhikkhu entertains a doubt in
his' mind about this food. If he eats this food, then one becomes guilty. If,
however, the donor says that he went a-hunting for himself and not for the
Bhikkhu—if it be so, and if he eats such a food, then there is no ofi‘ence. This
is' what one has heard and suspected. If he does not see, or does not hear,
or does not even suspect that a living being was killed for a Bhikkhu and if
he eats such a food, then there is no offence.

[69] Even though one has seen, it is permissible to eat food. What
is that which has been seen and which is still permissible to eat .9 If one sees a man
slaughtering an animal but not for a Bhikkhu and if, later, he gets such
meat and eats it, still there is no offence. This is called what has been

 

21. It appears that the (,lliiiir'st‘ n-x‘t m-cds cmcndation; we should cxpcd eight C /'K ),
nstead of half ( é?- ) , so tlm‘ i: ill agree with Pali ruff/m which seems to have been confused
with Pali add/1a or add/ta. LG:.
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seen slaughtered and is still permissible to eat. Here, no offence. fl one but
heard [etc. ]-—that is, a‘Blu'kkhu hears the sound of a slaughter but the
slaughter is not meant for a Bhikkhu. If the Bhikkhu gets such meat, he is
permitted to eat it. There is no offence. This is what is called ‘ heard ’,
and if one eats it when obtained there is no offence.

Suspected and will permu'sible to eat— there is no offence. Suspected-—
A Bhikkhu enters a village and begs his food. He notes that
meat [given to him' ] to be very fresh and suspects [ that it was prepared
for him]. He does not take it. If the donor says to him that the animal
was not killed for a Bhikkhu, then he can eat it and there is no offence.
This is what is called suspected and still permissible to eat.

[ 70 ] Ifa donor does kill an animal for a Bhikkhu, but if the [ Bhikkhu ]
has not seen it, or heard it, or even suspected it, then he can eat it without
any offence. A donor requests two persons to take food together. The
junior person thinks in his mind that the animal was killed for the senior
person and not for him and therefore if he eats it,theic is no offence. The senior
person also thinks similarly in his mind that the animal was killed for the
junior person and not originally ( 21;: ) for him and therefore if' he eats it,
there is no offence. If it be so, then each of these persons suspects that the
animal was killed for some one else; both the junior and the senior persons
[thus] suspect and eat the food together. No offence.

A person kills an animal for a Bhikkhu; but the Bhikkhu does not know
it; after he has finished his food, he then comes to know of it. In such a
case, there is no offence.

If a Bhikkhu gets meat for his food, he should first ask [what kind of
meat it is] and then eat it. \‘Vhy ? In order that he may be able to
dis'tinguish whether it is fit or unfit for him to eat; because the meat of a
bear and of a pig is similar to each other. Not only of a bear and a pig, but
there may be still something else which is similar; therefore one must [first ]
ask.

[71 ] Glad, elated [ Vin. iii. 172 ]-—Devadatta begged these five things
but the Buddha did not grant them. Devadatta was glad and he thought
that he could surely now break the unity of the San'gha. When Koka'lika
heard these words, he became very much worried, as if he had swallowed
some poisonous medicine and in no way different. Devadatta, by way of
admonishing his companions said thus : “ Why are you so much worried ?
The recluses seek the path. They ought to strive hard. The ascetic Gotama
also had this dhamma [of strenuousness ], though not throughout his life-
period. But I will have the same dhamma till the end of my life. Why are
you so much worried? ” His companions having heard these words of
[ Devadatta] also rejoiced» and followed him.

The Teacher says : “ The foolish Devadatta did not know, did not
understand that he was already heading towards Avici-hell. He rejoiced,
paid his respects to the Buddha and. went away. He returned to Koka‘lika
and others and said : “ I, along with you all, will practise these five dhammas
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'and will let people know that we are with scanty desire and have content-
ment. ”

-[ 72] Desiring abundance and knowing no cententmcnt—that is, one who is
never moderate when he receives clothing or food and drink. This is called
one who desires abundance and knows no contentment. Devadatta said
to his' companions : “ Samana Gotama himself always thinks how his disci- 13-23b-1
ples and followers will get clothing, food and drink, without any fatigue. 7593-24
Thus he is a man who desires abundance and knows no contentment. ”

The Buddha said to Devadatta : “ Do not indulge in this thing of
breaking the unity of the San‘gha. This is a very grave offence. The San'gha
is united [perfectly ] like -milk and water and is living very happy. One
who breaks [the unity ] of such a San‘gha will experience very acute pain
for one kappa in the Avici hell. If one is able to unite a San‘gha that is already
dis'united, he will, for one kappa, rejoice in the heavens and receive the highest
merit (brahmam pufifi'aqz). ”

The Bhikkhus also gave him in various ways lawful advice. Good
Bhi'kk'hus, when they saw that Devadatta was breaking the unity of the
San’gha, advised him in various ways revealing [the significance of ] his
action to him. '

I

l
l
i

[ 73 ] The San‘gha is so [pefrectb'] united like water and milk that thy: have an
identw'al mind and identical plyzxical exw‘tence [in one and the same parish]. The mind
with identical thoughts and identical physical existence means having their physical
existence together ( 13/} Ha" jtz) [in one place], and being united
[in mind] they observe the uposatha.

What is meant by ‘ not identical’ ? Although, physically they are
all together in one place, the minds work, away from the Dhamma,
differently. This is what is called ‘ bodily together, but away from each
other in mind. ’

Firmly sticks to it and does not abandon it—that is, perseveres in breaking
[the unity of] the San’gha‘ and does not leave it aside. This is what is
meant by ‘ firmly sticks to it. ’

[74] The Bhikkhu: remom'trate with thu' Bhikkhu [ Vin. iii. 172 ]—That
is, those Bhikkhus who have a sense of conscientiousness reprove this Bhikkhu 13-243-1
thus : “ Do not break the unity of the San’gha. Let the San'gha live together 76917-7
united. ” .

When the Bhikkhus thus reprove him three times, if he gives up [his
course of action ], it is good. If he does not give up, then at the first reproof
which he does not act upto, he becomes guil'ty of a Dukkata offence,- with
the second reproof that he does not act upto, Thusllaccaya; and with the
third reproof which he does not act upto, there is thus no offence of
San’ghfidisesa.

 

 
[75] The outside rebufi’—The Bhikkhus hear that some one intends

to break [ the unity of] the Sangha. They go to his place and thus reprove :
“ Friend, do not break [the unity of] the San'gha. If the San‘gha gets
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’dis'um'ted, it would be a very grave thing. ’ If thus he gives it up, it is good ,-
if he does not give up [ his course ], then one should seize him by his arm and
haul him up in the midst of the San'gha and say to him : “ Do not break [the
unity of] the San'gha. ” Thus three times he should be reproved.

Outside [ the San’gha ], he should be reproved three times in soft words.
Even when he is hauled up in the midst of the San'gha, he should be reproved
softly three times, and if he does not give up [ his course of action ], then he
becomes altogether guilty of a Dukkata offence. If he gives up, then it is
good. If he does not give up. then he should be repro'ved by a iz'zztti-catuttlza~
kamma (an action involving a proposal with three repetitions). If at the
beginning of the moving of the proposal (fiatti), he does not give up, then
he becomes guilty of a‘ Dukkata; if even when the first repetition of the kamma
is over, he does not give up, then he becomes guilty of Thullaccaya; with
the second repetition also, there is Thullaccaya; and if he does not give up
even with the third repetition, then there is San'ghadisesa.

Question :-——In this threefold repetition, does he become guilty of
San'gha‘disesa, at the beginning, or at the middle or at the end ?

Answer -—He becomes guilty [only] at the end.

[76] The very first defaulter—that is, Devadatta.
Question --In the cases. of other precepts, the very first defaulter was

not considered to be guilty; accordingly, Devadatta, also, should not be
considered to be guilty.

Answer ——Sincc he did not give up his course of action, although he
was reproved by the San'gha three times, he does become guilty.-"2

The Teacher says : The following words are easy to understand; they
need no detailed explanation. This [offence] about which this precept
is laid down is accompanied by three things : a. mindful action of the body
"as well as a mindful action of the tongue and a painful sensation.

Thus is concluded [ the precept about. ] the breaking of the unity of the
San'gha.

[The Eleventh San’gha‘disesa]

[ 77 ] At that time the Buddha was living at Ra'jagaha in the BambOO‘
grove in a residential place. This was at the time when he laid down the
second precept regarding the breaking of the unity of the San'gha.

Abetling the breaking fol/1e uni}! fa the Sarlgha [ Vin. iii. 175 ]—-that is', to
take delight in, pursue and accept the procedure [ of breaking the unity].

Creating factioruwthat is, not to observe Uposal/za, recite the preocpts
[of Pa‘timokkha ], or observe Pa‘va’rana‘ together, and thus .-.betting the
breaking of the unity of the San'gha and theie‘py nut to allow the San'gha to
prosper. This is what is called creating factions.

2'2. This seems to be against the Pall original and the Pall Commentary.  
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TWELFTH SAN'GHKDISESAXiIl.80]

[ 78 ] We approve and know [ what he does ]—-that is, what is said by him
has all our approval and we know it all. “ Friends, do not abet the breaking
of the-unity of the San'gha; you ought to assist [in maintaining] the unity of
the San'gha. When the San‘gha is uni'te,d they all rejoice and do not
qu‘arrell They are perfectly united like milk and water. ”.

The remaining words are easy to be understood. The remaining words
are [to be understood] as said before [in connection with ] the breaking
of the unity of the San'gha and in no way different. ‘

Thus is concluded this second precept regarding the breaking of the
unity of the San'gha.

L The Twelfth San'gha‘disesa]

[ 79 ] At that time, the Buddha was living at Kosambi in the Pleasure-
garden of Ghosita. This was when he laid down the precept regarding the
inherently evil nature of a person who was difficult to talk to ( ME

Alb-behaving [ Vin. iii. 177 ]——that is, practising acts of misbehaviour
in his bodily and vocal actions; [and still saying to others who scolded him]:
“Friends, why do you speak such words to me ?” Thus he uttered words
of self-exaltation. ‘

The Teacher says that he must now explain the meaning of those words:
This inherently evil Bhikkhu not accepting the advice of the Bhikkhus
says : “You need not admonish me; I should admonish you. Why ?
Because, this Buddha is the Buddha belonging to my family. In what way ?
I took him out with Kanthaka; then the Buddha entered the mountains and
learnt the Dhamma. He did not notice you, friends, [ at that time Only
one man ( i. e. myself) waited upon him and followed him. The Buddha.
attained the Path and turned the wheel of the Dhamma. Therefore the
Buddha is the Buddha of my family; the Dhamma, also, is the Dhamma of
my family. Therefore, I ought to admonish you, friends; and not you,
friends, ought, on the contrary, to admonish me.”

The Teacher says : Why was it that this Chamza Bhikkhu did not say
with reference to the Sangha : “ This San'gha of my family P " “Because
he was opposed to the San’gha. Therefore he could not say : ‘ This San'gha

9 ),of my family .

[80] “ You, friends, are like the leaves fallen on to earth from trees
in the autumn season and brought together in one place, when driven by
wind. Further, you are like the weeds floating on the surface of the water
and driven all together in one place by the wind. You, friends, are coming
from several different families and entered this Dhamma of the Buddha.
As things are like this, you, friends, cannot admonish me : but I ought to
admonish you, friends !” [Cf. Vin. iii. 177

Thus he rendered himself impossible to be spoken to. by his companion-Bln'kkhus
in the matter of Pa‘limukk/m-instruclion. Because of his self-cxaltation, he
“011M not accept llH‘ir \wml:._

39‘9

l3.25a.l
769c.3

l3.25b.l
769c.16
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When be 14" fit to be spoken to in the matter of Pitz'mokkha, his words [of
confession of his guilt] ‘would absolve him from the offence and. thus the
Dhamma of the Buddha would grow and thrive.

The following words are easy to understand.
Thus is concluded the precept regarding the inherently evd' nature of a

person who is difficult to talk to.

[Thus is concluded ] _
the Thirteenth Book of the Vinaya. Commentary [ named ]

SamaJua-pa‘m‘dika’
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Vinaya

Book XIV

IT. 770a-775a; P’ing. 7621—80; PTS. iii. SIB—iii. 668; S. ii. 442—482;
N. ii. 617—675.] -

[1] A: that time, the Buddha was living at Ra'jagaha in the Plea- 14-13-3
sure-resort of Anfitha-pigd,ada ( Ana‘thapindika ). 7703-3

Spoiling other families [Vim iii. l79—80.]-—Thcre were two Bhikkhus—
one called by the name of Assaji (Horse-master) and the other called by
the name of Punabbasu—living at Kita'giri, which was the name of
a village.

tap»
»

m
-.r

In!»
~94.

,.

i. These two Bhikkhus were always staying in the monastery of: the
.8, village and were looking after the affairs of the monaS'tery. In connection

with the affairs of the monastery, they always had to go to the laymen and
talk to them. These Bhikkhus had no sense of conscientiousness and they
spoiled others’ families. These Assaji and Punabbasu were the foremost
among the Chabbaggiya Bhikkhus. Assaji and Punabbasu were originally
owners of fields and they worked together very hard on their fields. Both
these persons [ once] discussed among themselves '. “ We are working hard
on bur fields. \Vould it not be better if we leave the home [and become
recluses] in the Dhamma of the Buddha and naturally share together [with
others] in the clothing and food ?” They then replied to themselves :
“Very well '. it would be. all right. ”

[2] Then they planned as to which Bhikkhu they should be follow—
ers of. They thought they ought to follow Sa"riputtarand Moggalla‘na.
Having planned [in that manner] they went to the place where Sa'riputta 14-113-1
and Moggala‘na were and sought renunciation at their hands. Sa‘riputta 7703-12
and Moggallina immediately gave them renunciation along with initia-
tion also. After the mastery of Pdtimokk/za and after full five years, they
got as their companions two [Bhikkhus], one of whom was called Pan,d.u-
lohitakal (Pale-red) and the other was called Mettiya-—Bhummajaka.1
Bhikkhu. These four persons consulted together and said : ” In this

 

1—1. It is interesting to note that l‘nli Commentary considers these Bhikkhus as two
pairs, i. e. four individuals The Sanskrit text of the Vina'ya of the Mala-sarvfistividins also
consider: as more than one the Pa'udulohimkas (Sec Gilgit hiss. Vol. III, part iii, p. 5 if).
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country of Sa‘vatthi, there are times when there is plenty of rich [crops] and
there are times when there is scarcity [of food]. It is not proper that we
all live together in one place; it would be proper if we live spread out in
different places."

[3] The three men said to Pagdu-lohitaka Bhikkhu .' “Friend, in
what place would you like to live ? ” Pant-lu—lohitaka. Bhikkhu replied .'
“ I should like to stay in the country of Sivatthi. ” “The country-men
here have fifty-seven ten-thousand* houses. In the exterior region pertain-
ing to the city of Sa'vatthi, there are eighty thousand villages. The land of
this region is a hundred yojana: in length and breadth. You do stay in
this country lo‘r your residence. There are many flower-trees and fruit-
trecs, such as mango trees, jack-fruit (panam) trees, coconut trees and
many such similar trees; trees of campaka flowers. Chien-t’i ( [cumin .9) and
Moli (mallika' ?) flowers, and many such flowers. With these flowers and
fruits, live in friendliness with the house-holders and women-folk of the house-
holders. If the house—holders like to be recluses, you convert them and
make them go out of their homes. Make the families thrive. "

Further, they also asked Mettiya-Bhummajaka Bhikkhu : “ In what
place, would you like to stay ? ” He replied .' “ I should like to stay in
the city of Ra‘jagaha. ” “ The countrymen of Rajagaha have eight crorcs
of houses : the exterior region pertaining to Ra'jagaha has eighty thousand
villages. The region is in length and breadth three hundred )‘ojanar. In
this region of many trees of flowers and of fruits, you [can stay and] con-

” Everything as said above; in no way different.

Next, they asked Assaji (Horse-iVIaster) “ \Vhere would you like
to stay ? ” Assaji replied .' “ I should like to live in the village of Kala-
giri (Black mountain). ” This village is very prosperous with abundant
food and drink—three crops in one year. ”
‘ Next, they asked Punabbasu : “ In what place would you like to

stay ? ” Punabbasu replied : “ I should like to stay in the company of
Assaji. ” “ Each one of you ought to take care of your dwelling-
place, where there are plenty of trees of flowers and fruits. \Vith these, live
in friendliness with the house—holders and with the women—folk of the house-
holders.”

[4‘] Thus these four Bhikkhus apportioned among themselves their
dwelling-places. Each one of them returned to his dwelling—place. Each
of them looked after his dwelling—place and converted people into ascetics.
Each one of these three places had five hundred families of disciples. All
togmher there were a thousand and five hundred Bhikkhus. The disciple-
families of Pai_i(_lu-lohitaka Bhikkhu were strictly observing the precepts of
good conduct. Taking all‘ these la‘milies, they followed the Buddha in his
tour over the country. They observed all the precepts [of conduct] laid
d0wn by the Buddha and never violated them, but violated those which
were not laid down.

'I’nli : firty~scven hundred-thousand.
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The three [other] persons lived wherever they liked. They had no
sense of conscientiousness. They violated the precepts [of good conduct]
whether. laid down or not by the Buddha. .TJICSC evil Bhikkhus did what
should not be done and practised what should not be practised. Therefore,
in the original Vinayafla it has been said “ They plan! flower-[ trees etc.]”,
that is, they themselves plant flower-trees, or ask others to plant them; they
plant one flower-tree or many flower-trees; they either water them them-
selves or ask others to water them; they either dig the earth themselves to
make a tank, or ask others to dig for the use of storing up water, so that they
can bathe and wash or water the flowery plants—all such things that were
not good [for the Bhikkhus

If one has to make a tank for the San'gha and if he does it him-
self, then this is not permitted. But he can ask others to dig [the earth for
the same] Only with a permissive instruction. Then there is ‘no offence.

If one is preparing a garden for the San'gha and if he makes it himself,
or if he plants trees lbr ullln‘diin,r cool shade—in all such cases, one may
make use of permissive instruction ( kappyia-uoha’ra film” If he
plants [trees of] flowers and fruits for having friendly relations with the
women—folk of the house-holders and if he plants them himself or asks others
to plant them, then in all such cases, there is [the offence of ] DukkaIta.
But if he plants them for the Buddha (-worship) or lo‘r the San'gha, then
there is no offence; with only this exception that he cannot dig the earth or
injure seeds. If he plants the fruit-trees for the San’gha and if he eats the
fruits. then there is no offence. If the water is without any insects, then he
can himselfwater the plants or ask others to water them. There is no offence.

And again, the Teacher says .' By a permissive instinction one can ask
others to plant [trees]. But what is a pernu'ssive instruction ? “ You
keep this tree alive; do not let it die. ” The kappzy'a-kriraka ( one who makes
things permissible) may, as time permits, look after irrigating the plants.
But it is not permissible if, for the house-holders, he strings jasmine
(summm) flowers, or even prepares. garlands for wearing, from scattered
flawers. All this is not permissible, except when [the garlands] are to be
used as offerings to the Three Jewels. Dancing with various gcxlm‘es i: not per—
mu‘u‘ble, that is, shaking the lower part of the body [in various manners],
even up to lifting onc’s hand. This is not permissible.

[5]

[6] No finance—If a house-holder requests a Bhikkhu to chant a sutla
or a magic prayer for paying homage to the Buddha, or if he makes him
ring the bell to announce a meeting of the congregation so that upoml/ia or
any other religions ceremony could be observed—for such service to a
house-holder, there is no offence.

The remaining words in the Viriaya are easy to understand.
If a Bhikkhu is sick and has no liquid medicine, then one can offer a

Person flowers, fruits and other food and drink and get in return the liquid
medicine. There is no offence [ in this
‘~-_._ __

in. Vin. iii. 179-180.

14.3a.l
770b.23
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In [other cases] when he renders service to a layman, then at the tim-
of the very first step that he takes as well] as with the subsequent steps, he
becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. If he gets [in this way] food and
drink, then with every draft or swallowing [of food], he becomes guilty of
a Dukkata; even upto when he becomes his messenger carrying his message,
or a servant who has to reply to every question put to him—in all these
cases, he becomes guilty of a Dukka'ta offence, except when he renders ser-
vice to the five2 groups of recluses, in which case there is‘ no offence. If the
father or the mother is sick, or if the kappyia-ktiraka of a San'gha is sick,then
in order to secure liquid medicine [for him], one may render service.
Then there would be no offence.

Thus is concluded the detailed explanation of [the precept concern-
ing ] spoiling others’ families.

[7] Having undergone the [disciplinary measure of] Pariva'sa, one
further has to submit to the Manatta for six nights. Ma'natta, that is to say
in Chinese, to control self-elation; that is, to have humility in one’s mind.
To have humili}! in one’s mind means to accept the official act of Abbha‘na (re-
stitution) granted by the San'gha consisting of twenty persons. Abbha‘na,
that is to say in Chinese language, being summoned to enter [the meeting
of the San'gha] and to be told that he is absolved from the offence.

What is meant by summoned to enter and being absolved flom the flokncc .7
To observe upoxatha and recite the book of rules of conduct (Pdtimokkha ) in
his company, or to observe religious ceremonies like Pavarana in his
company. [All these ceremonies] are to be done in his company;
so it is called ‘ being summoned to enter the San'gha and get
absolved from the offence. ’

The Teacher says: Thus is concluded a detailed comment on the
Thirteen San’gha'disesas.

[ 8 ] Next come the two Indeterminate [ offences ].

[l-‘irst Indeterminate Offence]

At that time, the Buddha was living at Sa'vatthi in the Jetavana, in the
Pleasure-garden of Ana' thapinudada.

Opportune talk [ Vin. iii. 187. ]—Sceing that there is no one else, he would
ask the lay woman questions apt [for the loneliness], such as : “ I hope
you are not in any way suffering or fatigued or starving; or that
your husband is quite attentive to you ”———all such kinds of enquiries
in words which one may speak to a lay person.

Opportune religious talk—If he sees some one [round about], then 11¢
would make enquiries about her pious life.

2. Bhikkhu, Bhikklzuni, Sikkhamdni, Slmazum and Sdnmmri.
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Enquiry about her pious lzf‘c means to enquire about various kinds of her
pious actions regarding the five rules of conduct, or eight rules of conduct,
or about food for those that go out or come back, or food offered on present-
ation of sticks (sala‘kd ), or food given every for'tnight. In this manner one
enquireS‘about her pious life.

With many children—this
ten daughters.

sons andlay woman gave birth to ten
This is what is called " with many children. ’

M‘any grand children—Each one of her sons and daughters of this lay
woman had twenty children. Thus she had in all this [circle of]
four hundred and twenty people. Thus the people of the country con-
sidered the mother Visa'kha‘ as one with many grand children—boys and
girls and they always talked, among themselves, about her as the
finest [lady

\Nhen there was a marriage, every one came to welcome and receive
[the new comer ]. This was fixed by a customary Law.

[9] This place was [wide] enough to practise sexual intercourse.
Was sitting in a secluded place—either a Bhikkhu is sitting with a woman,

or a woman is sleeping and a Bhikkhu is sitting, or a Bhikkhu is sleeping and
a woman is sitting, or both the persons are sleeping together, or both are sit-
ting. Therefore, it has been said in the original Vinaya—“ Secluded from
[being seen by] the eye, secluded from [his words being heard by] the
car" [Vin. iii. 188 ].

What is meant by ‘secludedfrom [ being seen by] the eye P’—That is, one is
not, in front of the other face to face. What is meant by ‘ :ecludedfrom [his
words. being heard by] the ear .7” Sitting in front of a deaf person, or a deaf
and blind person, or a sleeping person or in front of women".

[10] With trustworthy words—This upfsiki was a lay disciple; there—
fore, in the original Vilma, it has been said : “ One who has attained the
Fmit [of the Path ]” [ Vin. iii. 189]. This is what is meant by ‘an uprisikd
whose words are tmstworthy.’

If a Bhikkhu says that he was simply sitting together with an upduk'd',
then with respect to every offence, he should be dealt with ( 9‘3 ) accord-
ing to his words of admission and not according to what the [ trustworthy]
upzmk‘d says. Why so ? Because what is [alleged to be] seen or heard can-
not definitely be ascertained as true.

[11] The Teacher says . “ I should like to give an illustration of
this ( 3i. i ) .” In the Malli'ka'rama-Vi'ha"ra, there was a. Bhikkhu who
had destroyed the datum ( depravities ). One day, he went to a donor’s family

 

3. The significance of this statement about women is not clear. I: it an illustration
of a low conception of women by the Buddhists ? Does it indicate that the presence of
women will not prevent a man from misbehaving, just as the presence of a blind Or a deaf or
I sleeping man does not ? The Pali expression is .' z'lllu'nam. pana Jalam. pi anlpaltim na karali
we.

l4.4b.l
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and entered a room and sat down. The uplixt/tid of the family was standm'g

[XIVJI— "

facing him but apart from‘ him near a cot. There came at that tun'e ano- -
tlner ordinary Bhikkhu outside who had 'etered the house seeking aims.
He saw from afar this Bhikkhu with the upa’nk'fi opposite to him, and he
thought to himself : .4“ They are sitting together on a cot. ” He conti-
nued gazing at them. The Bhikkhu who had destroyed the draw: thought :
‘ This Bhikkhu would surely say that I was sitting together with a. woman
on a cot. ’ Each one of them returned to his place of residence. This'
Bhikkhu, who had come to beg his‘ food and wanted to, raise this issue of
ofi'ence,went to the room of the other Bhikkhu who had destroyed the drama,
and seeking permission to enter his room knocked at his door. The Bhikkhu
who had destroyed the'tisavas, had, on the contrary, the notion of what the
other had in mind. And so, promptly with his magic power he went out
through the ridge-poles of his room“ and sat in the open space. The other
Bhikkhu came in, looked around but finding no one in, saw him sittm'g up
in the air. He said to him : “ Sir, you have such a miraculous power.
Then why is it that you entered the house of a layman and. sat alone with a
woman on a cot ? ” The Bhikkhu who had destroyed the Exam: replied :
“ The fact that I entered alone the house' of a donor is itself a fault; there-
fore, friend, you [alone] can well protect me. ”

The Teacher says : This ‘ seeing ’ was not true. Therefore, to enter
alone the house of a layman is itself an offence. Therefore ‘seeing’ in itself-
is not to be trusted.

[ 12] If a Bhikkhu intends to enter a village with the relish for being
able to sit in a secluded place with a woman, then as he puts on his garment
and as he takes the begging-bowl in his hand, he becomes guilty ofa Dukkata
offence. Then as he goes out, with every step that he takes, he be-
comes quilty of a DuLka'..'a offence. \Vhen he reaches the house of a donor
and enters the secluded place and sits there, he becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya
offence. If he comes out but goes. again and sits there, then with every such
sitting, he becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya offence. If he sits there in
the company of many women, then he becomes guilty of several Pa‘cittiya
offences. If, however, a Bhikkhu is first sitting already in a secluded place
and if a woman comes and enters that place to pay her homage and to make
enquiries [about his welfare], then there is no offence.

This precept relates to an offence originating in body and mind.
Thus is’ concluded a detailed comment on the First of the Indetermi-

nate [ofi‘ences ].

[ Seconfld Indeterminate Offence ]‘
[13] At that time, the Buddha was staying at Ra'jaD-mha inJctavana

in the Pleasure-garden of Anflhapipdada (Anfitha-pindika ).

4. Cf. Pali : AR/a'gam-Impyikl.
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A secluded place. in the 0pm [ Vin. iii. 191 ]—a place not covered or con-
ccalcd,‘ but one where there was no other man but one Bhikkhu and one
woman who could carry on coarse and evil ‘corrversation; other places had
been occupied by men of understanding.

Thciother words are as [already] explained in
minate [offence ] and in no way clifTercnt.

the First Indeter-

No oflencc—The very first ofi‘ender when the precept _\\'as not laid down,
a mad man with a deranged mind, and one who is tormented by an acute
palm—for these persons, there is no offence. This offence is an inherent
one. This offence originates from body and mind and comprises a plea-
sant, or neither-pleasant-nor-unplcasant sensation.

Thus is concluded a detailed comment on the Second Indeterminate
[offence].

[The Thirty Nissaggiyas]

[14] Next come the Thirty Nissaggiyas.

[ First Nissaggiya ]

At that time the Buddha was living in the town of Vesa‘li at the temple
named Gotamaka.

The Bhikkhus were permitted to take three garments. Which were
the three ? The first is called wilara‘ud'saka, the second ultam‘sanga and the
third mn‘ghdfi. These are called the three garments. The Teacher says :
The explanation of these three garments will be given in detail in the sec-
tion. on Jivaka [in the chapter on Cz‘vara (Garments)] in the Khand/zaka.

Entered a village with a dfl‘icrcnt garment, that is, had one garment when
they were staying in a room, had another when they entered a village, and
so on ....upto that they had nine5 pieces of garments. [They thought :1
“The Buddha has permitted us to store up three garments. On account
of these words, one can store up three of each of these garments. ” Thus
they became nine.

[15] Wanted to give [the garment] to revered SrI‘ripulla [ Vin. iii. 195 ]—
At that time revered Ananda thought to himself : “ Excepting the World-
honoured Buddha, there is none among all the disciples, who can reach
[the height of] Sa'riputta ” in virtue, and so Ananda, whenever he got a
ka‘m’va (yellowish garment ), he would dye it and render it permissible by
Putting specks on it. If it was good, he would offer it to Sa’riputta.
If, at the proper time, he got food and if it was good, he would first offer out
Or it to Sa‘riputta. If, out of proper time, he got any molasses or syrup, or
E“

5. The Pali Cm. also uses llu‘. word nura, and they are detnilvd in Vin. iii. 195.
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any medicine that would .last for seven days, or medicine that would last for
onc’s whole life, then, out of it, whatever was good he would offer to SEriJ
putta. If there were any sons of good persons who desired to renounce the
house and who went to Ananda, then. he would ask them to go to the place
where Sa‘riputta was to seek a spiritual priest (upajflzdya) or a secular teacher
( Jcarty'a ).

I' 16 ] Du}! toward: the elder—The son Ought to maintain his father and
mother and so I ought to look after the VVorld-honoured Buddha. Ananda
is doing all this and so I can afford to live a life without [much 1 to do.
Therefore, Siriputta, also, had always a high regard for Ananda. If he
also obtained any clothing or food and drink, whatever good there was in
it he first offered to Ananda. Thereforc, in the original Vinaya, it has been
said : “ Desiring to offer [what he got] to Sa‘riputta ” [ Vin. iii. [95
The Buddha asked A—nanda at what time Sa'riputta was expected to return.
Ananda replied that he would be back in nine or ten days. He further
asked how revered Ananda came to know that Sa'riputta would be back in
nine or ten days. He replied “ Because he knew it. "

[ 17] At the time when Sa‘riputta intended to go on a tour, he came
to the place where Amanda was and told him that he was going to such and
such countries, that he would return at such and such a time on such and
such a day, that he ( Ananda) would be attentive and not negligent in his
taking good care of the VVorld-honoured One. If the World-honoured One
preaches the Dhamma to his fourfold group or to gods or mfgas (serpents),
then at that time, he should keep [ the sermon ] well in his mind. \Vhen he
would return, [ Ananda ] must report everything to him,

If the VVorld-honoured One wanted [Sa'riputta ], then [Amanda]
was‘ to send a messenger to report the same to him. When Sa‘riputta was
staying in the country-side, he would send a messenger enquiring about the
health of the VVorld-honoured One. Having done that, [the messenger] would
go to Ananda’s place and would say to him .' “ Sa‘riputta has made enquiries
about your honour’s welfare and has asked whether you are free from any
ailments, free from any worries and are living a happy pleasant life.”
Having made these enquiries of welfare, he would further report to Attanda
that [Sa‘riputta] was returning on such and such a day. There-
fore, Amanda knew that Sa‘riputta was returning in nine or ten days.
Therefore, in the original Vz'naya, it has been said : “ The Buddha told the
Bhikkhus that he would permit the keeping of an extra garment for ten
days” [Vim iii. 196

\
[18] The Teacher siays °. “ If Ananda had said that Sa‘riputta

would return within a month, or half a month, then the Tatha'gata also
would have prescribed the precept accordingly. Ananda said that [Siri-
putta ] would return in ten days and so the Tatha‘gata permitted that if one
keeps by himself an extra garment for ten days, then he is not guilty.’

e
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Question -——Why is it that the Tatha'gata prescribed this precept in
accordance with the words of Ananda ?

Answer —Because, this is an offence according to [Buddha’s] pre-
scription and not one that is inherent in itself. Therefore, he prescribed it
according to. the words of Ananda.

[19] When the garment was fz'nw‘hed—‘the material causes being made
available, the garment becomes ready; the expected garment is destroyed,
or when all expectation about it has been cut off.

A/Iadc_—Cutting and stitching by a needle. Therefore, it is called
‘made.’ '

Firm'hed—When various things to be done in that connection are com-
pleted, then it is called ‘ finished. ’ If the garment 15' lost, that is, robbed, or
lost, or burnt, or washed away, or destroyed, or any expectation about it is
cut off, or‘ if the month of Kattika has passed away, or if the possibility of
getting a garment by way of a pious gift [as in a Kat-hina caremony] has
gone away ( [it 33‘; g 2'2 ) —-when all such causal factors [are Opera-
ting ]——that is called ‘ finished. ’

[20] The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus . “ There are eight
[preceding] causes for the taking away ( 4% ) of a Kathina-cloth ” [ Vin.
i. 253 ].

,‘VVhich are the eight P First, going away; second, completion; third,
exhaustion; fourth, loss; fifth, listening (.mvazza); sixth, cutting off of any
expectation; seventh, going beyond the bounds; eighth, accompanying its
removal [by the pernlission of the San’gha]. These are the eight.

The Teacher says that these eight will be specially explained in the
KhanJ/zaka.

Taken awya with the San'glza’s [floicial action], that is, taken away by the
San'gha’s official declaration fiatti-kamma

[21 ] Ten days, the period of time is delimited This garment is per-
mitted to be kept by oneself for a period not exceeding ten days; transgres-
sion beyond the tenth day is not permitted.

Out of the six kinds of garments, any one [is permissible].
What are the six kinds 7’. It is made of, first, k/wma (linen); the second,
cotton; the third, koseyja (silk); the fourtli,kambala(woollen ); the fifth, Jana
(hempen); and the sixth, b/zan‘ga [flaxen, another variety of hemp]. If
one has any one of these garments, he should have it declared, within ten
dayS, as permissible for use (lvikappanflpaga Wm: "5&5 E? If it is two
sPans in length and one span in breadth, then it is fit to be declared as
permissible for use. If it is not so declared and ‘if it is kept beyond the
limit of ten days, then one becomes guilty and one has to reject it and
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throw it away. Therefore in the original Vz'uaya, it has been said‘:
“I permit Bhikkhus to 'declare fit a garment, which is in length' eight
fingers—these fingers are of Sugata (the Buddha )—and in breadth, four
fingers. These are the minimum [measurements of the limit].”

[22 ] Nuixaggzy'a, that is to say, in Chinese language ‘ to give up ’; this
is Vinaya—ofi'ence of Pa'cittiya and one has to express regret for it.

The Teacher says : “ At what time, does it become Nz'ssaggtj'a P At
the break of the next arumz (dawn). That is to say; in Chinese language,
on the next day he becomes guilty. If there are many garments bundled
together in one place and if they are kept for more .than ten days, then one
becomes guilty. If the garments are scattered separate and not bundled
together, then according to the counted number of those garments, few or
many, he becomes guilty. He has to give them up and express regret [for
the offence ].”

The Teacher says : “ How are they to be given up ? ”

According to the manner described in the original Vz'nyaa. The Buddha
said to the Bhikkhus 2 “ You should give up the garments in this way :
One must arrange those garments and then put them under the inclined
bare right shoulder [in the arm-pit] and one must go, in the midst of the
San'gha. One must pay respects to the elders and kneeling for a long time
with the palms of hands joined together, one must say : ‘ Let the Venera-
ble Sirs of the San‘gha give heed : I, named so and so, have deliberately
kept by me an extra garment for more than ten days and so I have
been guilty of a Nissaggiya offence. Now I am giving it over to the San'gha .
[ Vin. iii. 189

t[23] If there is one garment, he should say one ’,' if there are
t\_vo, then he should say ‘ two ’; if there are three, or many, he should say
m‘ many ’. A BhikLh'u from the San'gha, who is skilful and who
knows the Dhamma, should first make the ofiicial proposal (fiatIi-kamma)
and accept the BhikLh‘u’s expression of regret and [should say :]———“ Let
the venerable San'gha listen : Such and such a Bhikkhu has deliberately
kept by him an extra garment for more than ten days and has become guilty
of a Nissaggiya ofi‘encc. Now he has realised his offence and is now openly
expressing his' regret in the rm'dst of the San'gha. If the San'gha deems it
opportune, the San'gha may permit me to receive the expression of regret
from such and such a Bhikkhu. ” Having made this official proposal, he
should first ask the Bhikkhu : “ You are realising your offence, is it not i’ ”
He would say : “ Yes, I do ”. “ You do not become, in future, guilty
of the same offence. ” “ Right Ho !”’—he would reply. And then only
his expression of regret should be accepted.

[24] If he gives up [the garment], he should give it to one man, or
to two men. If he gives it up amongst three men, he should say : “ Let

6. Vin. i. 297.
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the venerable Sirs pay heed : ‘ I, such and such a Bhikkhu, have kept an
extra clothing for more than ten clays and. I have become guilty ofa Nissag-
giya [offence ]. Now I am giving it over to .you. There is the offence of
Pa’cittiya and now I am expressing my regret. ” Among the three men,
.one mangshould make the oflicial proposal ( fiatli) and he should say to the
two men i': “ Let the venerable Sirs pay heed .' I am accepting the
expression of regret from such and such a Bhikkhu. ” Then with great
attention he should accept his expression of regret, that is, he should ask the
Bhikkhu and he should reply in return, exactly as one does in the San'gha
and in no way different.

[25] In the San'gha one man should recite this three times. He
should give the garment back to the Bhikkhu and say : “ This is a garment
that is \L'issaggiya ( fit to be given up The San'gha is now returning it
to you, 0 friend. ” Thus he should repeat three' times. If this purposeful
giving up is to be made lawful, then the San’gha down to even one man [ of
the San'gha ]—-returns that garment to this Bhikkhu,‘ then it is good; if that
man does not return, then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. If one
is guilty of a Nissaggiya offence and if he does not give up the garment, nor
does he express regret for the same, then every time he wears that garment,
he becomes guilty of a Dukkata ol‘l‘e’nce‘ If he wears it once [and conti—
nues with it] until it is torn asunder, then there is only one Dukkata, as he
is guilty of [ wearing ] a cloth that is fit to be given up.

 

No oflence, if he within l" the limit of] ten days has rendered it permis-
sible for use; or if it is lost. 'These are the cases of what are called ‘ [in-
volving] no offence. ’

[26] The Bhikkhus themselves think thus : “The Tatha'gata has
permitted to keep by oneself three garments. Now we have, in addition,
a rain-garment, a .S'iLll'anV-Ccl'IPCC (nu'fdana ), a bandage-cloth for a sore,
a bed-cover, a handkerchief, a Parz'kk/za‘ra—col_aka (a requisite cloth
But we do not know how these can be made pemn'ssible for use ( vikappita)
or acceptable by a decision ( Xfl' ad/zitllzita ” Having thus thought,
they go to the Buddha and tell it to him. i The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus '.
“ The three garments are acceptable by [one’s own] decision and. so they
need not be rendered permissible; the rain-garment is acceptable by [one’s
own] decision for mu.» months; beyond four months, it may be rendered
permissible; nisi—(lmm ( 1.111; carpet for sitting) is acceptable by [one’s own]
decision and need not be rendered permissible; the bandage-cloth for a sore
need not be rendered permissible, [ as it is to be accepted by [one’s own]
decision ], but when the sore is healed up, then it may be rendered permissi-
blc; the bed-cover is acceptable by [one’s own] decision and need not be
rendered permissible: I’m-ill-k/za‘m-ro!aka (a requisite cloth) is acceptable
by [one’s own] decision and need not be rendered permissible; a handker-
chief is acceptable by [ nne‘s own] decision and need not be rendered per-
missible ”.

l4.9a.l
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[27] Question :——How are the three garments to be rendered accepta-
ble by [one’s own] decision ?

Answer :—When they are ready, dyed, sprinkled with permissible
specks and areof the right measurements, they are to be accepted by [one’s
deliberate] decision. What are the measurements ? The :arlghdli and
utlardsan'ga are to be with the maximum length of what is less than the
garment of Sugata and with the mint"mum length of four cubits and one
fisted [hand] and in breadth two cubits and one ~fisted [hand]. The
antardvdxaka (inner garment) is to be in length four cubits and one fisted
hand (mutilxi-pai'zcaka’) and in breadth two cubits (dvi/iatI/iaka). If, in.
length and. breadth, the measurements are less, then they should be consi-
dered as Pank'lcha‘ra—calfika, that is to say, in Chinese, clothing of bits for
miscellaneous use and then they should be rendered acceptable by [one’s]
decision.

[28] The three garments .'—-How are they to be made acceptable by
[one’s] decision ? If there is already [an old] safighdfl, accepted by
[one’s] decision, then it is to be given up. While taking the new one, it is
to be accepted, in the presence of an elder, by [ one’s] decision expressed by
his bodily and vocal [action]. If there is no elder, then he should take
the :an‘ghcfli in his hand and himself make the declaration. If he cannot
touch it with his hand, then the declaration is not valid; he should indicate
its name [whether it is san'glza'ti or ultam’san’ga or anlam'va’mka

[29] The Teacher asks .' When the three ragrments are given up and
when one makes out of them Parikkhd’ra-colfika, they are already accepted by
a decision and so they need not be rendered permissible. Is it not ? ”

The answer :—One should make them permissible.

Nisi'dana ( a carpet for sitting ) .'—only one is to be accepted by a deci-
sion and not two.

Bed-sheet: ——Whether blue, yellow or red in colour, or whether with
fringes of yarn, many or few as one likes, may be kept by oneself.

A bandage—clolh——One may be kept by oneself. One cannot exceed this
limit.

Haudkerc/zifes—one may keep by himself two.

Parikkhz‘ira-cal,akas—many or few, as one likes, may be accepted by a
decision. One does not become guilty. The pillow on the cot, mats, bags,
kojava (-carpet )——all these requisites of one’s room need not be rendered
permissible.

’v
7. It is very interesting to note that the Chinese interpretation of the correspondmg'

Pali expression nzuilhi-paicaka is confirmed by the first of the two altemative expll-
nations given by Vimali-vinodani ( p. 258 Sinh. ed. ) : ( i) caluhatthe minitvl, pan'camapx MUM".
munitim katva minikzbbarp; (ii) keci pana ‘nxufjhi-hallhdnam’ paficakayp, mutthi-paflcakafl;
lasml pan‘ca pi [mu/u mun/tint. kalM’ ca minitabban (i ‘uadanli.

e  
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[30] The acceptance fa the three garments by [one’s] decm"on—How does
it cease to be effective ( 93 ) ? (I) By a gif't to another person; (2) by being
robbed‘by another person; (3) by loss; (4) by leaving the religious Path;
(5) by returning to a [lower] life of a Sa'maner‘a; (6) by death; (7) by
change of sex; (8) by giving them up; (9) by having holes in them; and
(l0) by leaving them away from one’s lodging.B ’

Question—What is meant by ‘having holes’ ?

Answer—A big hole as big as the nail of a finger.

Question—The nail of what finger ? The nail of the smallest finger.

If in the hole there is even one thread across then it does not cease to
be effective. If on the breadth-side of a :an'gha‘li or uttard'ran'ga, there is
a hole less than eight fingers, then it does not cease to be efi'ective; on the
length side, if it is less than one span ( lit. contracted hand), then it does not
cease to be effective“.

[31 ] In the case of an antarE—vdmka, on the breadth-side, if there is a
hole less than four fingers, then it does not cease to be effective; while on
the length side, if the whole is within one span, then it does not cease to be
effective. If outside this limit of the length and breadthvthere is the hole
as big as the nail of the [smallest] finger, then [the acceptance by one’s
decision] ceases to be effective. When it has ceased to be effective and
when one goes beyond the limit of ten days, then one becomes guilty of a
Nis'saggiya. When its mending is finished, then [again] it is to be accepted
by [one’s] decision. When a nisi'dana, a bandage-cloth for a sore, rain—-
garment, bed-sheets, handkerchief are accepted by [one’s] decision and
if there is a hole in them, then the [previous] acceptance does not cease
to be effective. If a garment is on the point of being torn asunder but has
no .hole as yet, and if it is mended first by strengthening that spot with an
additional strip or two and if the [weak part] is then cut off, then the
[previous] acceptance by [one’s] decision is not lost. If any of these three
garments is twofold and if there is a hole in one fold, while there is none in
the other fold, then it does not cease to be effective.

,[32] Question—~A ka‘stiva is on the point of breaking on the backside
and one wants to turn the two ends inside and then wear it. How should
he turn the two ends [in ], so that its acceptance does not cease to the
effective 7’.

Answer—He must first bring the two ends together and then stitch them
together into one with a needle-[ work] and then with a cutting instrument
break open the backside. As this [cutting] is done after the needle-work,
the acceptance by [one’s] decision does not cease to be effective. If the

 

8. Pali Cm. gives only nine. This last is not lo'und there; and for ‘ loss ' it substitutes
vixsam-glha ' ‘ taking away in confidence '.

9. The Pali Cm. sec-ms to be just the opposite in implication. The Chinese seems to
be more reasonable.
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kdsdva is to be lengthened or shortened, the acceptance by [one’s] decision
does not cease to be effective. If a késa‘ua is short, then by the addition of
another piece, the acceptance does not cease to be effective.

Question—If a kd'sd'va is washed and if it loses its colour, then does the
acceptance by [one’s] decision cease to be effective ?

Answer—No, it does not cease to be effective. If a garment has the
lowest measurements and if one wants to lengthen it by one foot and six
inches or broaden it by eight inches, then on account of this repair by thc
addition of a piece of cloth, he must needs render it permiss'ible. But if the
repair is done by the addition of a small piece, then it does not need to be
rendered permissible.

[ 33 ] This declaration of rendering a thing permissible is of two kinds:
one is malu'ng it permissible face to face; the other is mking it permissible
indirectly [ through another person

What is rendering a thing permissible face to face ? Taking a garment
with oneself, one should go to the place of a Bhildch'u and one should sit (with
hams resting on the back side of his lower leg) as is done in the foreign
land [ of Jambudipa] and thus pray to him : “ I have an extra garment.
To render it permissible for use [by another] I am giving it to you, my
friend. ” Then it would be right to take it and preserve it; it is not availa-
ble for use. -

Iiow then could it be used ? If the owner of the gif't says these words :
“ This garment, friend, is [available] for use as you like "—if he says these
words, then it is permissible to use and there is no offence. This is' what is
called the Real (direct)‘ rendering a thing permissible for use face to face.m ‘

What is rendering a thing permissible indirectly ? One makes a gift,
according to one’s will, to one of the five co-partners in the Dhamma. The

‘owner takes the aura. garment to the place of a Bhikkhu and says to him :
“ I, such and such a Bhikkhu, have an extra garment not yet rendered
permissible for use ,fiI am handing it over to you, friend, for rendering it
permissible for use, indirectly. ” That Bhikkhu who receives it says : “ You,
sir, have an extra garment not yet rendered permissible for use;tn render
it permissible for use indirectly, you are handing it over to me and I am now
receiving it. But who is the [beneficiary ] owner of this gift ? " He would
reply .- “ Such and such a Bhikkhu. ” The [receiver] would say again
“You, sir, have an extra garment. In order to render it permissible for usl‘
[by some one], you have handed it over to me and I have now received it.
This is- a thing belonging to such and such a Bhikkhu. ” [The other says :]
“ You, sir, preserve it for such and such a Bhikkhu; but if there be any occa-
Sion when you havo to use it, do as you will; you need not ask the [benc-
ficiary-] owner.” This is what is called rendering a thing permissible for
use by another indirectly.

10. Samnmkhi-uikappana, and paramnmkha—ri}:ap/mvia are similarly rendered in Chine“
by Dharmngupta school (Taisho cd. vol. 22. p. G7Gl), line 3 ) as well as the Sarvlstiridi
school ('l‘aisho ed. Vol. 23, p. 115.1). Pali Cm. gives two varieliis of atranuli-Iil-vikappfifi"
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[34] The Teacher says Having received this gift, if he replies
[suitably], well and good ! But if he ( the giver) were to speak to a recei-
ver wholhas no understanding, then this rendering the thing permissible
[for use] does not become valid. He must tli'en seek another man who
understands the Dhamma and then immediately (3,51: ) speak to and give
it to that person, in the same way as to the one already mentioned earlier
(WA)-

In what way, does it become valid ( ) ? In .what way does it
not become valid ?

If he says : “ I give it to you, sir; I have given it up in your favour, sir,”
then this [way of rendering a thing really (directly) permissible for use
becomes a valid. ‘ giving up. ’

In what way does the [way of] rendering a thing permissible for use,
indirectly, become a valid ‘ giving up ’ ]? If he says : “ I am giving this to
you, friend, for rendering it permissible for use [by someone else ] indirectly; ”
or if he says : “ I am giving it up in your favour, friend, in order to render it
permissible for use, indirectly; ” or if he says : “ in order to render it permi-
ssible for use indirectly, I am giving it to you, friend, ” then, on account of his
use of one of such sentences, this ‘ giving up ’ does become valid.

In what way does this ‘ giving up ’ not become valid ? If he says : “ I
pray you, sir, to receive this garment ”; or “ I pray you, sir, to take possession
of this garment, ” then, this [way of] rendering a thing permissible for use,
really (directly) or indirectly, does not become valid and permissible.

\Vhat is a valid act of receiving and what is not a valid act ofl 35 ]
receiving ?

If he says : “ I take it, ” or ifhc says : “ I receive it ”, then this [way
of] rendering a thing really permissible for use does become a valid receiv-
m'g.

What is not a valid act of receiving ?
later; ” or if he says :
property; ” or if he says :
rendering things really permissible for use does not become a valid act
receiving.

If he is requested [ to receive a. thing] on behalf of a beneficiary owner
of the gift, then he cannot afford not to receive it. If he does not receive it,
it should be an act not in conformity with Vinaya.

If he says .“ I shall take it
“ I intend to take it; ’.’ or ifhe says : “ I make it my

“it has become my property"—then this [way of]
of

The following words are easy to be understood.The 'I'eacher says :

\thn he has once received [a thu'lg], he cannot afford not to turn it
over [ to the beneficiary]. If he does not, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata
offence. When he has once received it and when he knows that the thing
does not belong to him and if, by some device ofa loop -hole in the gift, he
tries to hide that away, then according to the price, high or low, he becomes
guilty.
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[36] [The offence, concerning which] this' precept has been laid
down, originates in body, tongue and nu'nd. An extra garment, which has
not been accepted by [one’s previous ] decision, nor has been accepted as a
perxms'sible gift—if it is kept with oneself for more than ten days, then one
becomes guilty of an offence. One does not become absolved from it on
the pretext of [no ]" knowledge. If he knows that he has gone beyond the
limit of ten days, he becomes guilty; even if he does not know that he has
transgressed the limit of ten days, he does become guilty.

This precept involves three sensations.

. Thus is concluded a detailed explanation of the precept concerning an
extra garment. ‘

[ Second Nissaggiya ]

[37] Putting on mercy! the inner and upper garment: (antardvdxaka and
uttard'safigc) 1129' went on a tour over the countyr '[ Vin. in". 196 ]——that is, they put
aside for a long time the :afighdlu' which [consequently] got spoiled.
Then revered Ananda, while he was on hxs' routine-round of inspection of
the rooms, noticed those [o‘afighfti-] clothes spoiled.

The Teacher says : “ How was it that Amanda noticed these clothes
while he was on his [m'spection -] round?”

Answer—Because when Ananda went on his [inspection -] round of
the rooms, if there was anything rotten or unclean, then he would himself
throw away the rubbish and punt the place in order; if there were any sick
Bhikkhus, then he would, 111' right time, look after them by supplying them
their [medical requirements ] and nourishing food. Therefore Inanda

‘went on his [inspection-] round of rooms.

.No ofl'z'cial ad even if he goes away putting atide [ one of] his garments, that
is', although, he leaves aside [ one of] his garments and goes away for a night,
he will not be guilty of a Nissaggiya-ofl‘ence.

Question—How long can he go away for nights leaving aside [one of]
his gamients ?

Answer—As long as his disease is not cured, he can go away for nights
leaving aside [one of] his garments.

[38] If a Bhikkhu is sick and if the San'gha has given [permission
by ] an official act, then he can go in any direction. If the disease is cured
and he intends to come back, but there are obstacles in his way, then he
may not return. If he «always entertains tlze thought. of returning and

11. The Chin. corresponds to Pali : no :afin’J-uimokkho. Sailflawimokkha is explained m'
Vimali-uinadani (pp. l27, 247 ) as mflfidya abhacma uimakklw, or un‘n‘lya await-ma museum
m’mokk/zo—getting absolved because of not knowing the precept. This is confirmed by
the modern parlance : “ lmgorance of law is no excuse. "

d
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although his disease is cured, he will not have to lose his garment [by
relinquishing it]. But if he has definitelv decided m' his' xmn'd not to come
back, then he does lose his garment. If he exceeds the limit of ten days,
then he does become guilty of the offence of [keepm'g ] an extra garment.
If he has gone to some other place and if his disease is' cured and he returns
to the place where his garment is kept and his' disease is‘ revived and he now
wants to go away again, elsewhere, then he can get the benefit of his old
ofiicxa'l [permission]. He heeds no fresh ofiicial act [of permission].

[39] A village with one single bound [ Vin. iii. 200 ]—that is, a. village
where one family takes food and drink together. Keeping the gament
in such a village, one may go oneself to a place in a forest and if he enters
the village again before the next day breaks, then he does not lose his
garment}2

A village with [.houser having ] separate boundaries —that is, where the dwell-
ing houses are separated from each other. If his garment is kept in one
house and he stays away lor the night in a house [in another bound-limit ],
then he has to lose his gannent.

Not to be away from [what is within] his' hand-spread (hatfha-pdsa ),
that is, the garment is to be within fifteen“ cubits; then he does not lose his
garment. If the garment is placed on the ground and if one goes, with his'
n'u'raculons power, into the air, then he loses his garment.

A village with d‘flienn! families, like the towns Vesa"li and Kusm'a’ra' with
several heads of families. These are villages with different families.

If the garment is kept m' a guest-house and if” one is' outside and. goes
away from the garment, then if” he is within' a distance of fifteen‘cubits, he
does not lose the garment.

The Teacher says that the following words are easy to understand.
\

[40] A :toreyed house—whether it has five storeys or seven storeys; all
havm'g one bound, or each having separate bounds.

What is meant by ‘ having one bound 2” That is, all the storeys from
the top to the bottom belong to one and the same owner. If the garment
is. anywhere on these storeys, one does not lose it. This is what is meant by
‘having one bound.’

What is meant by ‘having separate bounds ?’
That is, many people live together [at the same time] on these storeys.

If the dwelling-places are distm'ctly separated from each other, and ii' the
garment is on the upper storey and the Bhikkhu is on the lower storey, then
the Bhikkhu should go to the place where his garment is. If he does not go

 

12. This is more liberal than the corresponding Pali rule, which restricts him to the
lame village where he keeps his garment. It does not permit him to go to the forest, but
confines him to places within the village ( glmabbhanlare ). Probably, the Chinese Cm. may
imply that the forest is within the bounds of the Village.

13. Pall Cm. says .‘ “ adrllmleyja-ralanappaman.J pedal; that is, a ralana is considered to
be equal to :xx‘ cubits.
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to the place where his garment is, then he loses his garment. This is' what
is meant by ‘having separate bounds .’

[41 ] Cart-bound—A Bhikkhu leaves his garment on a cart; then he
must pursue the" cart-track; he cannot stray away from it. If, before the
'next day breaks, he is within fifteen cubits, then he does not lose his garment.
If he goes beyond fifteen cubits, then he loses the garment. This' is' what is
meant by ‘ cart-bound .’ If one places his garment on a cart and 1f” the cart
gets turned over, or if the cart is broken and the goods on the cart are spread
over in several bunches, and the garment has followed one bunch, then
the Bhikkhu must remain by the side of his garment; he cannot go away
from it. '

Tree-bound, that is, the place covered over by the shade of a tree at a
xm‘d-day. If the bunches and leaves of a tree throw down a shade _that is inter-
spersed and is not closely set and if the garment is placed in the sun, while
the Bhikkh'u is sitting under the shade of a tree, then he loses his' garment.
If the branch of a tree 13' hangin'g over a long distance and the garment is'
placed in the shade of the branch, while the Bhikkhu sits at the foot of the
tree, then he does not lose [his garment

[42 ] Forest-bound, that is, like the forest of Vindhyas ( Vindhya'taViP);
in no way difierent. In Chinese, it means, a big grove; also a place where
man cannot easily reach, like an island in the sea.

Grove-bound—If the garment is placed in a grove and if it is within
fourteen“ cubits, then one does not lose the garment; similarly in the island
of the sea if” it,is' within fourteen cubits, all round, then one does not lose the
garment. When a man comes to such a grove and if' the boundary-line
[of the circle] is' not [within] ‘o‘urteen cubits [from its opposite point], then
one should keep the garment with oneself. If he does not do it, then he wdl'
last: the garment. .

A Bhikkhu livas in a forest. He sits in meditation until the night
approaches its end; the sky is on the point of being lit with dawn-light.
Vexed with his' sleepy eyes he takes off his‘ garments and puts them on the
bank and enters a tank for bathing. But before he finishes his bath, the day
breaks. Then he becomes separated from his garments and he becomes
guilty of a Nis'ssaggiya ofi‘ence. If he does not give them up and if without
any expression of regret he wears them, then there is the offence of Dukkaga.
If he stands naked on the bank, then also he becomes guilty of a Dukkata
offence.

[ 43] Question—How can he get absolved from the ofl‘ence ?
Answer—If there is no Bhikkhu [round about] and if, therefore, he

cannot express his regret and if he wears the garments, there is no offence.
5

14. The corresponding Pall—expression is Jamaula-Jauabb/mnlarl, which is explained
as mafihe flu'laua .mbbadixhu satiabbhanlan! m'm'blud/una cuddaxa lionli; for a man standing in the
centre, seven abbhanlara distance on all sides around; therefore, the diametrical distance will
be fourteen. This abbhanlam-distancc, however, is explained earlier in the Samanm-plsldlk"
(PTS. iii. 654) as equal to atthawimti-Imllliam., twenty-eight cubils.
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r If he sees a Bhikkhu, then, without giving them up with an expression of
< regret ( 2's“ 3% 'lfii ‘lfi ) , if' he wears those garments then, with each one of
1 them, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata ofl‘ence. If 'there is a Bhikkhu who has

a garment fit to be given up and he intends to go to the place of a Bhik'khu to
give it up with an expression of regret, but, while just on the way, a thief dc-
prives him of his garments, thenjthough he merely expresses regret, he does
become guilty of the offence of Pa‘cittiya.

If one sends a sdmarma or a lay disciple carrying with him his garments
and if he strays away from the road, or if he sleeps soundly until the next day-

‘ break, then one loses his garment. The stimanera, or the lay disciple, takm'g
. the garments, goes in advance and enters the bounds so that the garments

would not be lost. The Bhikkhu also enters these bounds but he does not
(5: know [about his attendants]. He says that they are outside the bounds.

The day breaks. The garment is really within the bounds; yet the garment
l is lost; but the Nz'i'raya C £6: J]; ) continues.

l ’7’,
l

5'
[44] In the same way, if the disciples who have not yet completed

five years [of apprenticeship ] take the garments of their teacher and follow
fist“ their spiritual priest in his tour, but on the way they meet a preacher of the

Dhamma and are keenly desirous of listening to his sermon and so they stay
1" until the next day breaks. Then they are not guilty of deserting their teacher.
‘ Why ? Because they certainly did not m'tend to desert him. [On the
' contrary], they definitely wanted to stay with him. The Teacher, how-
’3 ever, becomes guilty of the offence of stayin'g away over night from his gar-
»,"l'ments. The holy garment C 252 255 ) has been accepted by him after a
-‘,"‘[deliberate] decision. And. so because he remains away overnight from

his garments, he becomes guilty.
. The remaining words are [ to be understood] as said before; in no way
.,difl'erent.
1' Thus is concluded the precept concerning staying away overnight from

ne’s garments.
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[ Third Nissaggiya]
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S? [45 ] At that time, there was a Bhikkhu who obtained a piece of cloth
ll for a garment] out of season. This Bhikkhu wanted to make a garmentgm

“(but ofit, but it was not [long] enough. He was sprinkling water upon it,
‘2': Putting it in the sun and stretching it with the intention of lengthening it.
grim Buddha, while he was on the inspection-round of the rooms saw him
gand asked him : “ What are you doing, 0 Bhikkhu ?”

The Bhikkhu replied : “ This piece of cloth is short; I am pulling it
with the intention of lengthening it. ”

M A [piece of] cloth out ofsemon [ Vin. iii. 204 ]—One month at the end

*,.i°f[rai’1Y-] summer and four months of the winter—this is ‘ season. ' The
.' r - - .

“naming seven months are consxdcred to be ‘ out of season. ’

Al»
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A gxfl‘ and fo season—It may be obtained in due course by the Saghfi
or obtam'ed in due course by a. group, or obtam'ed by a smg'le m'dividual,

The Sang/la, that 13', the whole of the congregation of the Sang'ha.
The group—May be either the group of those who learn the Vinaja,

the group of those who learn the Abludlmn'xma, or the group of those who 1
the Sella.

As for want of sufficiency it was very very small and was not sufficugn'

[ 46 ] Om can keep 1'! one expects [a similar one] wit/tin a month—wheth
one expects it from a San'gha, or from a. group, or from luns'men, or fr
amtmn'tances, or m. a place where he can get a garment made from dust
tags, or from one’s own possessions—0113' 15' what 5' called an expected one. I
there 13' an expected source from where he can get one withm‘ a month, th
he can keep it. If he preserves it beyond that hnu"t, then he becomes gum
of a ansagg'iya offence.

If on the twenty-run'th day, he gets the expected garment which 15'
than the coarse one he has, earlier, then, he can rnalte the previous garmm .
rendered permzssx"ble [for use]. He can retain the new one for one man
with the expectation of gettmg’ a suml"ar one. If the expected garment '
coarse, then he can further wait for another month. In thu' way, as one '
by one turn after the other, he can [wait] expecting to get a smu"lar 0
But he cannot go beyond the lmu"t of one month.

The Teacher says : The followxng' words are my to understand.

[47] If on the twenty~nxn'th day, he gets the expected garment,
M‘tdy, that very day, he should accept it by a deeu'ion or sh
render it permm'x'ble [for use]. If he does not accept it by a dects'ion,
xf'he does not reader 1' permissible [for use ], then as the next dawn br
it becomes stsag'giya. Thus 111' turn, as the tenth day is reached, xf' he g:
the expected garment, then that very day, he should accept it by a clean"
or should render it pcrnuss'ible [for use]. If he does not accept it by a d
sion, or render it permzss'ible [for use] then, as the eleventh day is rea
when the next dawn breaks, the garment becomes Nxssa'gg'iya.

The source-cause of thxs’ precept u‘ the same as of the first Nxss'aggiy
an“ no way dtfl'erent.

Thus 5' concluded the detailed explanation [of the Third Nxssa'ggiys

[Fourth Nissaggiya ]

[4-8] At that time the Buddha was livtn'g at Sfivatthl m' jeta
tn' the Plague—garden of Anfith‘apinqlada. The elder Udayl dtr'ected
former wxf'e— ( fi‘ .2 Mdaa-duIyzki'd) —-—to wash his old garment.

Sm generation: reload an thefathn’: and mother’: side [ Vin. 206]—
is, the father, grandfather, great grand father, great great grand father
so on upto the seventh generation [upward]; in the same way, also, 5
generation: on the mother’s side.
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Relations on the father’s side—brothers, elder or younger, of the father,
dder brother, younger brother, thus upto the grandson.

Relations on the mother’s side, that is, the brother or sister of the mother
upto grandson and the seventh generation—all these are relations on the
mother’s side. .

Daughter and 111510 grandson—all these are kinsmen.
One can permit the daughter and....upto the grandson who have become

recluses, to have one’s own garments dyed; but one cannot ask the daughter-
m'-law who has left her home, to dye orre’s garments. Why ? Because she
does not belong to his kins-folk. ,‘c l '

Bhik/chuni—that is, one who has received from both the San'ghas, her
m‘itiation by the official act of i‘zatti-cqtutlha (a procedure in which the proposal
is the fourth thing). She is called Bhikkhuni.

An old garment, that is, even upto one used for miscellaneous ( lit. light )
personal use. This is called an old garment. If it is washed, it becomes
Nissaggiya.

[49] If a Bhikkhu instructs a Bhikkhuni to wash [his garment]
and if the [Bhikkhuni] prepares hearth, boils water, or seeks fire—wood to
make fire, then for every such action that is done [by the Bhikkhuni], the
Bhikkhu becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. When the washing 5' finish-
ed, then the garment becomes Nissaggiya. When the washing ls' finish-
ed and as she wants to return the same to the Bhikkh'u, if the Bhikkhum'
says to herself that it has not become clean and that she would wash it again,
then the Bhikkhu does become gutl'ty of a Dukkata offence. In the same
way, with dying also. When the dym'g is over and if he lets her beat the
cloth [smooth], then for every such action the Bhikkhu becomes guilty of
a Dukkata ofl‘ence. If [the Bhikkhuni] is not a kins-woman and if he is
aware that she is not a kins-woman, and if he lets her wash and dye, then
the garment is Nissaggiya.

Na ofimc‘e—If a Bhikkhum' takes the garment of her own accord and
washes it, then he does not become guilty. If he lets a :ikklzamdnd’, a Jama-
am', a :dmamm, an updsaka, or an updsz'kd', to wash or dye [his' garment],
.h‘cn he does not become guilty.

[50] If he sends his garment for washm‘g or dying to an updsikd, but
before she can wash it or dye it, she leaves her house and gets iru'tiated [as
a Bhikkhunl] and if then she washes it or dyes it, then the Bhikkhu becomes
guilty of a. Nts'saggiya. If he sends it to a :dman.er1", or to a .rikkhcmdnd for
washing or dying, and before this washing or dying is done, they leave the
house and get initiated [as Bhikkhunls ] and afterwards they wash it or dye
it, then the Bhikkhu becomes guilty of a Nissaggiya ofi'ence. If he sends
it to an updsaka, or a sdmamra, for washm'g or dying and before this' is done,
they leave the house and get initiated as Bhikkhus and then, by a change of
“X. they are converted into Bhikkh'tmis, and then the washm'g or dying is
do“, then the Bhikkhu becomes guilty of a Nis‘saggiya ofi‘ence. If he sends
it to a Bhikkhu for washin'g or dym'g and if the latter changes his sex [m'to
that of Bhlkkh'uni], then also similar ofi‘ence. If he lets a. Bhikkh'uni wash
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or dye his garment and when that is' done, the Bhikkhu thm'ks to himscr'
“it has not become clean ” and so he makes her wash again, then he be-
comes guilty of a Nissagg'iya offence as well as a Dukkata offence. If he
lets several Bhikkhunis, not from among his Inn's-women, wash [his gar-
ments], then he becomes guilty of several Nissaggiya ofi'ences. [There
are some women] who have received initiation from the Bhikkhuni-San'gha
but they have received no initiation from the more respectable [Bhikkhm
san'gha], like the five hundred women“5 of the Sa‘kya clan—1i” he lets any
such Bhikkhunl wash [his garment], then. he becomes guilty of a Dukkaya
offence.

[51] No flocnce, if” there be the washing of a leather-shoe-bag, or of
a bowl-bag, or of a'pillow-case, or of the cord around [one’s waist]; or if'
there is washing of things like these, there is no offence.

The Teacher says that the following words are easy to understand.
This is a precept with suc' [originating] conditions leading to

the offence. Which are those Six' ? First, the body; the second, tongue;
the third, body and tongue; fourth, body, tongue and mm’d; fifth, a doing,
and the sixth [no] absolving [from the offence on the ground of]
ignorance [of the rule]. This precept. involves three sensations.

Thus' is" concluded a detailed explanation concernm'g the washm'g of
a garment.

[Fifth Nis'saggiya ]

[52] At that tin...‘, the Buddha. was livm'g at Ra'jagaha, m' a dwell-
ing-place in the Bamboo-grove. At that time Upplalavannna" Bhikkhuni
was staying in Sa‘vatthi. One morning Uppalavanna' put on her dress,
took the beggm'g-bowl and entered Sa‘vatthi to beg her alms. When she

‘had finished her begging, she returned to Andhaka-vana to practise medita-
tion by day-time.

Question :—A Bhikkhunl is not legitimately allowed to move alone.
How was it then that this Uppalavanna entered the Andhaka-vana alone ?

Answer :——The Buddha had not at that time prohibited, by any
precept, solitary movements. Therefore, Uppalavagga could move alone.

[53] Having done their job (kalakammd' ) [ Vin. in". 208 J—Havm'g done
their work of theft. What is the job of a. thief ? To bore holes into walls
and snatch away the property of people and do things of that sort. This is
called Lhejob ofa thief.

The leader of the thieves—One who commands thieves is the leader of the
thieves. '

w
15. Here there seems to be some disc'rcpancy. Because the Pali Cm. says that the five

hundred women of the Sfikya clan received initiation from the Bhikkhu-sangha (3110:“-
My: :anlzlu' upuampaw ndmapafl'caxata-Slkyilnv‘v ). And it appear: to be correct, a there
could not have been any Bhiklthunl-San'gha at that time.  
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He already knew this Uppalavanruia Bhikkhuni, earlier. *
Going ahead—This leader of the thieves while walking at the front of the‘

thieves saw Uppalavanna‘ Bhikkhuni and, beirrg afraid of violence agam'st
her at the hands of his [follower-J thieves, said to his companions. .- f,‘ You
better go by this road. ” The thieves then followed [the instruction of] 14.17a-l
their leader and went away. 774b.27

[54] From the samddlzi she emerged—The Bhik'lchuni, at the time she
entered the :amddhi, had previously stipulated to herself that she would
emerge from the sanitidfzi at such and such a time. When she emerged from
samddlu', the thieves were thus shouting out : “ If there had been nearby a
Sama_na or a Bra'hman.a, we would certam'ly have made a gift of this to him.”
The Bhikkhuni thought to herself in her mind : “ This forest is again with-
out anyone else. I am the only person here. They would have certainly
made that gift to me. And therefore a B‘hik'ldiuni could take it.”

[55 ] Left behind in the monasteyr—It was Uda‘yi.
Question :—How was it that Uda‘yi was left alone in the monastery ?
Answer :—All the Bhikkhus had gone to a village to beg their

food, following the Tathfigata, leaving behin'd Uda‘yi to guard their dwell-
ing-place.

flyou want to give me [something], you must give me your antardvdsaka
[inner garment]; because it is so fine and delicate.

The Teacher says that Udfiyi cared little for antard'va‘saka itself; but
he just wanted to see the [beautiful] body of the Bhikkhunifi Therefore,
he asked for the antardua'saka.

Having given it, she departed—Uda‘yi begged it of her three times. The
Bhikkhuni then took off the [inner] garment and gave it to him. And
then she returned to her place of residence.

{56] Exchange [ garmenix]-—It. has been said in the origm'al Vinaja :
“The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus that it is permissible for them to have
an exchange [of garments] with the five groups of people who share the
Dhamma in common ” [Vim iii. 209]. . .

What are those who have the common Dhamma ? That 15', those who 14_ 1713.1
have a common teacher, a common way of conduct and a common [reli- 774e,“)
gious and philOSOphical] view. This is called ‘ those who have a common
Dhamma.’

As he is preparing for receivm’g a garment [ from a Bhikkh‘uni who is
not a ldnswoman ], he becomes guilty of- a Dukkata offence. If he receives
it in his hand ( A 3'5 ) , then there is Nissaggiya, with the single
exception of a Bhikkhuni who is one’s kinswoman, in which case, there is no
Ofi'ence. So also, in the case of a Sik'khama'na, Sa‘maneri, or an Upa‘sxk'a",
although not kinswomen, there is no offence.

[57] No flomce—If a Bhikkhu receives a . garment as a. gift for his
sermon lr'om the four groups of followers who become pleased, there is” no
offence. If a Bhik'khuni, who is not a kinswoman, casts off a garment and
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it is received as a dusty‘ robe (puma-kale), then there is' no offence. A
Bhikkhuni, who has received her m'itiation only from one San'gha and who
is‘ not a kinswomanwif from her one receives [a garment] then the offence
is Dukkata. If a Bhikkhuni who has received her initiation from both the
San'ghas and ii" she is' not a kxn'swoman and if from her one receives a 33.:-
ment, then, there is the offence of Nissaggiya Pa'cittiya. If he exchange:
a few things for [his] many, then there is no ofi‘ence. The remain-
ing words are easy to understand and need no detailed explanation.

This' precept [concerns an offence which] has six origin'atm'g sources.
It is a prescribed ofi‘ence. And as [said] earlier, it is' subject to three sensa-
tions. .

Thus is concluded the detailed explanation of the precept about
receiving a garment.

[The Six'th Nis'saggiya ]

[58] At that time the Buddha was living at Sivatthi tn' Ietavana in'
a dwelhn'g-place in the Pleasure-garden of Anfitha-pindada.

Upauauda Sakyapuua—-Of the eighty thousand persons who had
renounced the world from the S'akya clan, Upananda was the most
condemned one. But he was‘ Very clever and he possessed a beautiful voice.

While walking on the high road—Many Bhikkhus, while they were com-
m'g from Sa'keta to the country of Sivatthl, met some thiefs and robbers who
snatched away their garments.

[59] W_/un (fig were asked : “ You, with your naked bodies belong-
ing to the heretic sects !—now you seem to have in your mind good thoughts
[ in' that you have come here to pay your respects to the Buddhist monks " ].
They replied .' “ We are Samapas belongm'g to the Sa‘kya clan; we
are not heretics. ” The Bhikkh'us when they heard these Bhikkh’us speak-
in'g‘ m' this' manner went to Rev. Upa'li and said to him : “ Sir", please
approach them and put searchm'g questions to them. ” Upa‘li then
approached them and asked them : “ How many years have you passed
since your in."'.i"ation into Order ? When did you receive your uu"tiation ?
Who is’ the [Head-] teacher of the San'gha ? At what tim'e have
you accepted the three garments by your decision ? ”

After having asked these questions, he came to know [ the whole story].
These Bhtkkh'us could have begged their garments of those who were not
their kinsmen. If .there was no place from where they could have begged
[these garments], they could have covered their' naked bodies with grass
and entered a monastery but they could not enter a monastery with their”
naked bodies.

’t
[60] The Teacher says : “ I must now explain this' whole matter,

in succession. If Bhikkhus going along the road see thieves, they may
hand over their' garments and begging-bowls to youngsters and let them
escape [the thieves] and if the thieves, notin'g this, pursue the youngsters
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and thus, if the garments are lost, then any person, whether senior or junior,
15' permitted to cut and take grass or leaves of trees and hand them over to
me rest, so that they can cover the nakedneSS of their bodies and go towards
a monastery. Laymen seeing Bhikkhus coming ~with naked bodies after
havm'g encountered thieves, take laymen’s clothes and hand them over to
the Bhikkhus—no‘ matter if they are dyed in five different colours-the
Bhikkh‘us are permitted to wear them. There would be no offence".

[61] Therefore, it has been said in the original Vinaya" : “ There
are Bhikkhus who wear white-coloured garments, or those who’ wear gar-
ments with more gaudy colours; or those who wear garments with
their fringes uncut; these Bhikkhus ale permitted to wear them. There
15' no offence. Who is such a main ? If there be a wise man, he ought to
know its significance. ”

The answer is' : “ He is the Bhikkh'u who has lost his garment in an
encounter with thieves. ” If a man Losles his garment in an encounter with
thieves, then he is permitted to wear the garments of [even] heretics.

[62 ] The garments of heretics—If there are feathers of birds, or clothes
made of wood—bark, then he can wear them. There is no offence. But
then he is' not permitted, in turn, to entertain their perverse philosophical
view. When a Bhikkhu loses his garment and. if he enters a monastery
and there is a garment belonging to the San'gha, then he can accept ( Eil- )
it. If there are clothes belonging to a residence then the Bhukkh‘u enters
the residence and stays there. If he does not go there and stay", then he is
permitted to accept another garment m' exchange for this'. If there is no
such cloth, then he can substitute 'a carpet or a pillow-cover for it. While
the Blukkh'u wears it, if it gets torn or spoiled, then he need not make it good.
If a donor gives him a garment, then he must return the garment
of the San'gha. '

[63 ]‘ When a Bhikkhu who has lost a garment enters a. monastery
and if there is no garment belonging to the San'gha, then he is' permitted to
beg it of a householder who is not his kinsman. One who has lost his gar-
ment can beg it himself or he can let another person beg it. There would
be no offence. Only he cannot beg gold and silver.

The Teacher says : “ The remaining words that follow are easy to
understand and need no detailed explanation. ”

This' precept has its origin in body and mind. It involves three sensa-
tions.

Thus is concluded a detailed comment on the Precept regarding beg-
8111.3 a garment of one who is not a kinswoman.

[Thus is concluded]
the Fourteenth Book _of the Vin'aya-Commentary [named]

Samanla-pdsddikd.
M ~

16. Pah‘ text mentions the source-book—Parw'lm. [ Vin. v. 219 ].
...54
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[ The Seventh Nissaggiya ]

15-1a-3 [1 J A: that time, the Buddha was staym'g at Sa'vatthl in Jetavana,
775 3-25 in the residence of Ana'tha-pi'n,,dada. Take awya a number f0 garmenb— Do-

nors hear that ,Blu'kkhus have lost their garments. Everyone gives them
garments. Request: them to take a: may}: a: the} Me [ Vin. 214 ]—That is,
the donors say to the Bhikkhus :—“ If you need, you can take them to your
hearts’ satisfaction. ” This is what is called a request to take as many as
one likes. . h

The inner and the. upper garments—Antardva’raka (inner garment)
.and ultara‘mn‘ga ( upper garment) which include ( § ) sang/mi.
Therefore in the original Vinaya, it has been said : “ If a Bl’ukkh'u loses his'
three garments, then he is permitted to take only the inner and upper gar-
ments; the remaining one garment, he should beg somewhere else. If he,
loses two garments, then he should take only one. If he loses one garment,
he cannot receive any ” [ Vin. in". 214 ]. If a Bhihckhuni loses her five gar-
ments, she can take only two“; if she loses four, she can take only one. If
she loses three, she cannot receive any. If, however, kinsmen [give] them,
or donors req-"uest them to accept them, or if they are bought as their own
property, then one can take as meny as one likes. This precept has sut'
originating causes. One does not get absolved from the offence on the pre-

15.lb.l text of [no] knowledge. This precept is a. prescribed one involving bodily
775b, 9 and vocal actions and three sensations.

Thus is concluded a detailed comment on the Precept regardm‘g the
inner and upper garments.

 

[The Eighth Nissaggiya ]

[2] At that time, the Buddha was living at Sa'vatthi in _a dwellfig'"‘-
place in the Pleasure-garden of Ana'tha-pihdfida.

The money-equivalent of *a garment [ Vin. iii. 216 ]-—That is, gold._ silver, or
money. If a house-holder, or his wife, intends to reserve some valua-ble

‘ Bhikkhunl-Nissaggiya, No. 17.
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from which garments for a Bhikkhu could be purchased and if a Bhikkhu
coming to know of it, goes to him or her, and advises thus : “ If you are
preparing garments for me, then you should prepare such are fine, deli-
cate, long and broad [ enough 1.” ‘

Instruct: to increase the value, that is, [ increases the value] from the sixteenth
part at the lowest to one C T g + 7‘: Q 2 —~ ) [at the highest]

Instruct: to make the texture finer’, even to the extent of one fibre at the
lowest ( F3 -- ,isi ) . If he gets Such a garment, then he becomes
guilty of a Nissaggiya ofi‘cnce.

[3] If a donor intends to prepare a big garment and he instructs to
make a short one; or if the donor intends to purchase a very costly gar-
ment and he instructs to make it less in value; and when the donor prepares
one according to his instruction and he gets it, then because of these instruct~
ions, he does not become guilty. If his kinsmen make a request, or if his
donors request him, and then if he gives instructions, there is no offence.
So also, if he instructs to benefit others, then also he is not guilty.

The Teacher says that the following words are easy to understand and
need no detailed comment.

[ Ninth Nissaggiya ]

[4] In the other precept about house-holders who are not kinsmen,
the only difference is that. there are many house-holders [in this case ], who
are planning to set apart the money-equivalent for a Bhikkhu’s garment.
All the remaining words are as said in the preceding precept.

[The Tenth Nissaggiya]
\

[5 ] At that time the Buddha was staying at Sa'vatthi in Jetavana in
a dwelling-place in the Pleasure-resort of Ana’tha-pi'n,d,ada'.

Sazd‘ these words to a householder : “ You take this value of the garments
and purchase them and hand them over to such and such a Bhikkhu. ”
Such words were already spoken.

Afine offzfl'] [ Vin. iii. 216 ]— that is, a fine of fifty ka/ldpazlas.
Just wait, S:'r-—-“ Sir, to-day, I have some work; I request you, Sir, to

wait and let today pass by; tomorrow morning I shall give you. ”
A feudal chief of the king—~that is, one who enjoys the king’s emoluments.

This is called a feudal chief ofa king.
A deputy—one who is sent with some offerm'gs.
A carrier—one who takes a thing and goes with it to the place of a

Bhikkhu.
Taking [a thing J when it is permusibte—If I get a thing which is permissi-

ble, then I would receive it.
Permu'sible things, that is, clothing, medical requisites. They are called

permissible things.

4-27
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[ 6 ] Care-taker of the rooms of the Sarlgha—that is, one who is compelled
to work for the Safigha.

I have alreayd made him under:land—-I have already spoken to this' care-taker
of the rooms [ in the monastery ] that if the Revered Sir needs any garments,
then he should go to the Revered one’s place and hand him over those
garments. ' ' -‘ - _ - ' j

0, house-holder, I need garmenfs_— that is, I told him and made him' under-
stand [my .needs ]; followm’g it was given a. reminder of which he under-
stood [ the import]. Thus when such a demand is made two or three times,
if he gets [ the garment ], so far so good. If he does not get it, then once,
twice or for the third time, or even upto the sixth time, he should stand before
him tn' silence.

[ 7 ] How in n'llence?—‘That is, he should not utter a word from his
mouth ; he should stand, should not sit down ; even 1}" the donor invites him
to take a seat, he cannot do so ; if' he gives food to eat, he should not receive
it; nor even a drink ; if he is requested to give a religious sermon, or to recite
a sacred prayer ( 5L,“ fl ) [for affording protection ], he should not
recite it. If the donor asks : “Why then have you come to
this place ?” then he should reply that the house-holder himself knows it
quite well. If he gets the garment [ by this much ], then well and good !
If he makes no demand with his tongue, then he can stand twelve times in'
silence. If he makes one oral demand, then he can reduce two of the
[ twelve ] sflent Vis'its; if he makes two oral demands, then he can reduce
his sd’ent visits by four ; if' he makes three oral demands, he can reduce six'
silent visits; and so on.........If he makes Six' oral demands, he can do away
altogether with his twelve1 sflent visits.-. Ifagain, after this, he goes and makes
a demand and gets his garment, then it becomes Nissagiya (worthy to be
given up).

If each day he goes and makes an oral demand, then in this way, he
can go on six' days. If one day he goes and makes his oral demand six times,
then af'terwards he is not permitted to go and make a demand, nor is he per-
rru'tted to make any silent visit.

[8 ] If he does not get the garment even then, then he should go to
the place from where the money-equivela’nt for the garment has come and
say: “I do not find at last put to use the money. [invested] by you ( to ifi; )3
You should youiself know this. Let fit not perish. If one does not get the
garment, then one should oneself go and report the matter to the owner
[ who had made the prov15'ion ] for the garment. He cannot send a
deputy3 to report the matter. If a deputy is sent for giving the

l. The underlying idea is that one oral demand is considered to be as effective as two
silent visits. So one can make at the most either stx' oral demands or twelve silent visits. The
number of oral demands may be increased or reduced if the silent vu‘its are respectively
reduced or increased, taking care‘to see that their ratio of l : 2 is maintained.

2. Cf. the readmg' : Tattlxa'na. ‘
3. This is not supported by the Pali Cm. which simply say: that thn‘ information is to

be given to the original in'vestor, whether by oneself or through a messenger. One who give!
no information in this way becomes guilty of a Dukkata. (To pana ma 31mm gaccluali, M (Wang
plhdi, vallabludc duklmfam a'pafiati ).
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report, then [that Bhikkhu who sends the deputy] becomes guil'ty of
a Dukkata offience.

[9 ] The Teacher says :An attendant ( la, a: A who looks to the
afi'au's of the Bhikkhus ) is of two km'ds : first, one who is designated; second,
one who is not designated. The designated one also is of two kinds. What
are those two kinds ? One who is destn'gated by the Bhiltkhu and the other
is one who is designated by a deputy.

The one who is not designated is also of two kinds ."one who is not desig-
nated face to face by onesel“; the other is one who is not designated face to
face by any one else. These are called the four types of an attendant.

[ 10 ] The Teacher says : What is called ‘one who is designated by a
deputy’ ?

Answer :A house—holder wants to purchase a’garment for a Bhtkkh'u.
His' deputy goes to the dwelh'ng-placc_-of a Bhikkhu. Having gone there,
he says to the Bhikkhu : “Sir, such and such a house—holder has sent me with
the price of a garment, to be ofl‘ercd to you. I beseech you, Sir, to accept
it.” The Bhikkltu replies : “This is a thing which is not acceptable; a Bhik—
khu 15' not permitted to receive it.” The deputy further says : “Sir,
is there any one who would manage this for you P” The Bhikkhu replies in
the negative. The deputy then, seeks out himself one who would manage
this for the Bhikkhu. When he gets such one, he takes him with him and
goes to the Bhikkhu’s place and says to him : “This person will be able to
manage this affair for you, Sir.” Immediately he takes the price-money and
gives it to that attendant. The deputy speaks to the attendant in the
direct, face-to—facc, presence of the Bhikldtu : ‘You can take this money.
buy the garment. and give it to the Bhikkhu.’

[ li ] If there is some one else who would manage this matter for
him, the Bhikkhu would say to the deputy : “A person who would look to
tlu's matter of mine stays in such and such a vxll'age and at such and such a
place. He is named so and so.” The deputy then goes to the place of the
man who would look to this matter [for the Bhikkhu ] and speaks to hnn'
thus :“You take this cost-money for buym‘g a garment and you give the same

; to such and such a Bhikkhu." Havm'g paid him, he returns to the place
i of the Bhikkhu and says to him : “Sir, to the person designated by you, I

have aiready paid the price for the garment. Whenever, Sir, you need a
garment yen can go to him and take it [from him ]."

When the deputy has paid the man the cost~price of the garment, he
does not himself come back to the Bhiltkhu to report the matter to him but
sends some other man to go to him for makm'g the report. That man says
to the Bltikkhu : "Sir, the man who has been designated to look after this"
matter of yours is already paid the cost-price of a garment. \‘Yhenever, Str',
you need a garment, you can go and take it from him. He ought to give
you the garment, Sir." These are called four kinds of attendants.

[ l2 ] Therefore it has been said in the original Vma'ya‘ : “If there is

 

' Vb. i. 245.

15.33.]
775c.l7
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some one who would manage the affairs of a Bhikkhu, then people who
have got faith and rcvorencc for the Dhamma can give the cost-price [ of
such things ] to such a man and when you [Bhikkhus ] need a garment
you can 30:10 such a man and take it. But you should take only whatever
is permissible for you. You cannot take gold and silver”. [But] by way
of a device‘ [ even ] gold and Sil'ver may be taken. Except in this case,
gold and silver are things not to be taken. ’

[ 13 ] The deputy says to an attendant of a Bhikkhu : “ You take
the cost-price for buying a garment and you give it to such and such a Bhikkhu."
The deupty pays the attendant the cost-price of the garment, but does not
report this matter to the Bhikkhu, then the Bhikkhu is not permitted to go to
the attendant and seek a garment from him. If he seeks it and gets it, then
he becomes guilty'of a Dukkata ofi‘encle a house-holder takes gold and
silver and goes to the place of a Bhikkhu and says to him : “Take this gold
and silver. I give it to the San'gha. I beseech you, Sir, to accept the same
to build a San'gha'ra‘ma or to build a Dimn'g Hall ;” or if there are [ offerings
of] sites for ‘parks,’ a Bhikkhu is not permitted to accept. If he receives them,
he becomes guilty of a Dukkata. If he instructs and makes him hand over to’
the manager, then he can look after and manage the same. If the deputy
does not understand this, the Bhtkkh'u can give instruction to the manager to
receive it and then he can use it for [securing] sites for different specxfi'c uses.

[ 14 ] A house-holder takes with him gold and silver for making gifts
to the San'gha and instructs to arrange for food and drink, clothing, medical
requisites and dwelling-places, then one cannot oneself receive the same. If
the congregation of the San‘gha receives gold and silverand if as a consequ-
ence of it, he receives food and drink, clothing and other useful things, then
he becomes guilty of a Dukkata.

If the congregation of the San'gha does not acceptit and the house-holder
not knowing [ what to do 1 returns; but on the way he meets one who knows
the Vinaya rules. The latter says to him .‘ “You want to make a gift to
the congregation of the San'gha. Why should you go back ?” The house—
holder hears him and understands him and immediately comes back. He
hands it over to the manager. '

[ 15 ] If the hOuse-holder makes a gift for a specific use, the Blukkh'u
cannot divert it for any other use. If he diverts it for any other use, he be-
comes guilty of a Dukkata offence. If, however, there is a gift for building
rooms, and if there are [already ] dwelling-places but there is no provision
of food and if every one of the congregation of the San'gha wants to go away
and if there would be no one to take care [ of the rooms ], then it is permts'si-
ble to reduce the money for tahe rooms to buy food and to provide for the food
of the care-taker of the rooms. If the money is diverted in this way for
another use, then there is no offence. If it is a place of accommodation used

4. The Pali Cm. does not mention here this exception. But later in 15.14- there 13' the
mention of such gifts as‘acceptablc‘ toa Vinaya-master, if they are given indirectly through
a manager.
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‘ village : “This house—holder did not know how to make a gift [to the San’gha ].
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by mendicants coming from all the four directions, but in the dwelling-place
there is no provision of food and the congregation of the San’gha wants to go
away from the place, then it is permissible to reduce the allotment for rooms
and use that allotment for provisions of food. Why is it so ? In order
to protect" the dwelling-place. Although it be so, one is not, however, permit- '
ted to exhaust the amount for [such ] use. '

[16] If a house—holder makes a gift of a farm—land,_a Bhikkhu is not
permitted to accept it. Then in what way is he perimttcd to accept [ such
a gift]? A Bhikkhu says to the house-holder 2 “The Bhikkhu-dhamma
does not permit acceptance of a farm-land. ” The house—holder says to the
Bhikkhu : “ From this farm—land, one can produce the four essential
requisites [for Bhikkhus ] ; it can be used for providing the congrega-
tion of the Bhikkhus [with the four requis'ites]. ” If it be so, then it can
be accepted. If a house-holder says : “On account of this gift of a tank to
the congregation of the San'gha, it would be possible [for the people ] to
bathe and wash and for all living beings to drink the water and use it as
they like —- if, in this manner a tank is given as a gift, then it is per-
miss'ible to accept it.‘If a house-holder, not understanding the significance
of such words, simply says that he makes a gift of a tank, then the Bhikkhu
can reply : “The dhamma of the ascetics does not permit the acceptance
of such a tank. If there is the gift of water that is permis'sible, then it
can be accepted. ” The house-holder replies : “Very well, Sir, the ori-
ginal gift, then, is of water.” If he says so, then it is permissible to accept it.

15.5a.l
776b.10

[l7 ] If the house—holder still does not understand the significance of
words and he simply says : “I make the gift" and after this he
passes away ( it» m’” 1?: fl“ ) , then the Bhikkhu cannot make
its use. It” the house—holder has a son or a grand-son, the Bhikkhu
maytgive advice to the son or grandson in the manner [nlentioned
above]. If the famfly-line .has come to an end without having
a son or a grandson, the Bhikkhu may say to the oldest inhabitants of the

He has passed away; the Bhikkhus could not make use of it. You friends,,
are your-selves wise.” The Elders [of the village] would say :“ We,
disciples, make a gift of water to the San‘gha.” If a gift is made in such a
manner, the ~Bhikkl'ius can make use of it. There would be no ofi'ence.

One is not permitted to accept gold and silver. If a house-holder takes
some corn, or a sweet fruit, or a garment, or food and drink, and makes a
gift, ofit—then all these one can accept; If a house-holder makes a gift of
food that is permissible then one can accept it. But one is not permitted
to instruct a house-holder or request ( m ) another man to prepare
a ku'id of food for him. If he gets such food, he cannot eat it.

[18] The Teacher says : In ancient times, there was a Bhikkhu
who was staying on the mountain Cittala. He desired to obtain some
cakes to eat. He went out into the court-yard and saw, in front of him, the
home-holders moistening the earth with water and displaying what appear—

15.5b.l
776b.23
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ed to have the skapc of cakes. He exclaimed : “What ! are you going to
offer to the San'gha, tomorrow morning, cakes of this type 7’.” The house.
holders immediately understood the significance of this remark. They went
back home, prepared such cakes and next morning ofl'ered them to the San-
gha. The leader of the San'gha came to know [about this suggestion ] and
so he did not accept [ the offer ]. Each of the juniors, too, seeing that their
leader did not accept it, would have none of it. Thus [ the Bhikkhus of]
the ancient times knew contentment. If any Bhikkhu displayed any indi-
cations [ of his desires ] they could not eat it ; then what to say of a Bhikkh'u
seekin'g for his own sake, getting it and eating it !

[19] A gift of a Park cannot be accepted as said before; in no
way difl'erent. If there is a gii’t' of a forest, or of a grove, one can accept it.
A later generation would cut the grove, prepare farm-lands, and get out
of them grains, or sweet fruits, or different kinds of food and drink, which
all one can accept.

If such [a person preparin'g the farm-land ] does not give the produce,
then one should not make a pressing demand of him. If, first, some
men come and cut the forest for preparing farm-lands and then stop [ for
one reason or the other ] and later other men corre and begin [ to do farm-
ing ], then of them compensation should be demanded. Why ? Because
the farms had been already prepared [by the first—comers ]. If there is
some man who wants to take the farm-land on some hire-fee, then one can-
not accept gold and silver. It is only the permissible things that one can
receive. '

If the man who is taking the farm-land on hire does not know the exact
location of the fawn-land and if he asks a Bhu'kkhu about it, then if the
Bhikkhu knows the bounds of the farm-land, he should point [ the same to
him ] ; but if" he does not know them, he should give no ialse indication.

If there be a man who would offer to the San'gha a slave ( fl ) , he is
not permitted to be accepted. If he says that he would offer a pkappyia-kdraka
(a manager who would make things permissble for use by a Bhikkhu), or a
awflvaccakara (an attendant who would look to the affairs of a Bhikkhu),
then one can accept them. ~

[ 20 ] If a kappyia-kdraka 'of the San'gha prepares food every morning
for the San’gha and in the afternoon he looks after his own work.
then he must be given food from what is obtained in the morning.
He is not permitted to be given anything in the afternoon. Clothes need
not be given to him at all. If one works as an errand-boy for the
the San'gha for a fortinght, then he should be given food and clothing [for
that period] ; when he works for himself for a fortnight, the San'gha should
not give him food and clothing. When he does not do any work for the
San'gha at all, and seeks work outside for himself and if, later, he brings
lu's earned wages to the San'gha, the San'gha should accept them. If he does
not give them to the San'gha, then the San’gha should make no demand for
the same.

“week
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[21 ] If there is a gtf't of a cow or a goat, one should not accept it.
But if it is'said that there is a gift of the five savoury things, milk for a.
drink-and the like, then one can accept them. As regards other similarly
low animals, the same [ procedure ].

The Teacher says :The following words are easy to understand.
Such is the Precept concerinng the king or his minister (Ra'javsikkha'pada).

It has its originating causes. It involves actions which are bodily, vocal and
mental and involves three sensations. It is a precept that is’ prescribed and
no one can be absolved on the pretext that he does not know it.

/v'a

[ Eleventh Nissaggiya ]

[22 ] At that time, the Buddha was living in the town of Alavi.
A spread f0 kosyia (silken cloth) [ Vin. iii. 224 ]—it is placed on a level

ground and is sprinkled over with sourish liquid mixture—even upto it's
being mixed up with even one thread (lit. hair) of silk (kosjia). It becomes
Nissaggiya.

One hair fokoryia—that‘ is,.even an infinitesimally fine part of silk. This
spread is made into a carpet but it is not woven (a-vya'ima).

The Teacher says that the following words are easy to understand.

L Twelfth Nissaggiya ]

[23] At that time the Buddha was living in the town of Vesili in the
High-peaked Assembly Hall (Ifaltiga‘ra-m'ld ). The puny! black hair fo a ram—
that is, not mix'ed with any other kind of hair.

The following words are easy to understand and need no detailed
explanation.

Thus is concluded the precept about the purely black hair of a ram. '

[The Thirteenth Nissaggiya]

[24 ] At that time, the Buddha was living at Sivatthi in Jeta-park in
the dwelling-place of Ana‘tha-pi'ndada.

Pulling at the and [ Vin. iii. 226 ]— Putting a few white hair at the
fringes. This has been explained in the orginal Vinyaa itself. It needs
no detailed comment.

[ The Fourteenth N'Vissaggiya ]

[25 ] At that time, the Buddha was living at Sa'vatthi in jcta-park
in the dwelling-place of Ana‘thapipdada.

...55
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Except in the case f0 a~:w'k Bhikk/m [ Cf. Vin. iii.228 ]— If a sick Bhikkhu
in'tends to go to another place and loathes to take away his heavy bedding
which he cannot take with him, then the San'gha should, by an officta'l act

15-7a.1 of the San'gha, permit him' to have a new bedding. If the Bhikkhu does
777a.2 not get cured he can have it made as he Wil'ls. If the disease emerges

again after being once cured, then there is no need of a fresh official' act.
He can use it [on the authority of ]'the old official act.

The Teacher says that the following words are easy to understand and
need no detailed exPlanation.

[ Fif'teenth Nissaggiya ]

[ 26] At that time the Buddha was living at Sa‘vatthl in Jeta Park,
in the dwelling—"place of Ana'tha-pindada. At the time, he laid down a
precept regarding a carpet-seat (nu'z'dana).

“O Bhikkl'lus, I want to retire into a solitary place for all the days of
three months” [Vim iii. 230].

The Teacher says : ‘Why was it that the World-honoured One desired
to retire into a solitary place’ for the days of the three months ?”

The World-honoured One looked at living-beings all around and tho-
ught“: “These beings who had not attained religious Paths ( g 15. i )
in all the three months when they also had retired into a solitary place, wili,
after my entrance into a solitary place, necessarily do such things : namely,
that the Bhikkhus after listening to my words will certainly take a decision
which is unlawful and Upasena Van'gantapu’tta will break this [ unlawful]
prescription and will come into my place. Having seen this I should
commend Upasena Van'gantaputta that because of him the Bhikkhus will
a‘ccept the Practices of Purification (D/zuta-d/zamma) and then they will be free
to come to see me. Having finished the three months, the Bhikkhus will then

]5.7b_ 1 be taken out, one after the other, to their rooms. I shall notice the sitting-
777a_14 carpets scattered disorderly and then on account of these sitting—carpets

[scattered disorderly], I shall have to prescribe a precept for these Bhikkhus.”

[ 27 ] When the World-honoured One had thought in this manner, he
went into retirement for a period of three months. Upasena Van'gantaputta
went to the place where the Buddha was. This revered Upascna Van'ganta-
putta was censured [earlier] by the Buddha, as said in the Khand/zaka: that he
was guilty of a Dukkata on account of his giving initiation to those who had
not completed 20 years of age, [in these words]: “You, ignorant fellow, have
not yet completed even ten years [after initiation]; and how, then, do you
think of granting upwampqda‘ to those who have not yet completed twenty
years of their lif'e ? And further, not knowing the Buddhist teaching, you
even go to the extent of sending other pe0ple to instruct ( a fi )
[GE Vin. i. 59 ].” Upascna, who had received censure in this manner car'
lier, went to pay respects to the Buddha and thought in his mind : "I

‘ Vin. iii. 230.232.  
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have accepted this life of renunciatiOn from a good family. With no evil
m’tention have I become a recluse. \S’hy, then, should I be blamed because
of my disciples ? I may go over even a distanc‘e of ten5 yojana: to stay and
give instructions to my disciples so that in respect of their personal demean-
our, they may be as rightly disciplined as myself; in no way'difl'erent. ”

[28] Then he went and exchanged greetings with the World-honour-
ed One. And then he received encomium [from the Buddha ] concern-
ing the lawful demeanour of his disciples. Therefore, it has been said in
the original Vinaya : “The Buddha asked the Bhikkhus whether they had
accepted, for wearing, dusty garments because they liked them in their
hearts.” [Vim iii. 230 ] To this came the [prompt] reply that. they did
not really like to wear them, ,lb'ut they wore them because their
teachers wore them. The Buddha'/' thus said in praise :' “ Very well! very
well I Upasena, you have been able to instruct them in and make them
accept the rules of decorum which they have perfectly acquired ”
[Cfi Vin. III. 231 ].

The Budd/1a said to the Bhikk/zus—The Buddha saw the carpet-seats scat-
tered in disorder and so he said to the Bhikkhus : “ You have obtained
for use [these seats] which have been given as gif'ts [ by people] with faith
in their mind [for you]. Let them not perish. ”

The Buddha in various ways—The Buddha himself preached to the Bhik-
khus the Dhamma in innumerable ways.

has[29] An old carpet-scat [ Vin. iii. 232], that is, [a seat] which
been used for sitting even once ( —- g; ) . This is called an old one.

Taking a small piece“ that is allowable, that is, taking a small piece ( 1115 ),
square or round, from one of the four sides and putting it on the new piece.

( 1113; ) , one can Cut a very very
If one prepares it like this, it is

If he cannot get that much piece
small piece and spread it on the new one.
permissible.

The Teacher sayS'.‘—~Thc remaining words that follow in the original
y't‘ Vinaya need no detailed explanation. The originating causes are as said
' earlier. ‘

Thus is concluded the precept about a carpet-seat.

[The Sixteenth Nissaggiya ]

Jcta-
Then he laid down a

tl
l

E

[30] At that time, the Buddha was living at Sa‘vatthi in
park, in the dwelling-place of Ana'tha-pindada.
precept regarding carrying a load of a ram’s hair.

 

5. Pall Cm. has alireka-jojana-mmI_n, more than :1 hundred )‘ajanar. For this whole
Incident, see later XVI. lot.

6. Pall Cm. specifies : viz/alt/u’mallamJ just a span.
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15’8b'1 Ridiculed ['Vin. iii. 233 ]—House—holders met, on the high road, this'
. 777b.10 Bhikkhu carrying a load of ram’s hair and asked him : “Sir, where are

you going, carrying this load of a ram’s hair 7’. Where are you selling it
with profit ? How much will it be worth ?” The Bhikkhu heard these
jeering querries, and thus being ridiculed, he threw dowu [the load] on
the ground with anger, when he reached a monastery. The Bhikkhus
asked him : “ How much distance have you come over, carrying this load
of ram’s hair, which you have now thrown down in anger ? ” The Bhik-
khu replied : “ Because of this [load] of ram’s hair, I was jecred at and
ridiculed by house-holders and so, in anger, I threw it down. ”

[31 ] Caryring onesefl, that is, to wrap up in one’s uttara‘mfiga and to
carry it oneself. .

Beyond three yojana: [ Vin. iii. 234- ], that is, when there is no [substitute-]
man to carry, carrying a thing beyond three yojanas means Nissaggiya
offences according to each of the number of hair, many or few. When one
has reached the [ limit of] three yJo'anar, he places it on the ground and
when one pushes the load with a stick, or when one turns it around with his
foot and it goes beyond the three yojanas, then there is the offence of Nissag-
giya. If one goes over a distance of two or three Jojanas and if there be
any danger from a tiger, a wolf, or thiefs and if he carries it beyond three

yojanas, then, in all such cases, there is Nissaggiya offence. If, within‘ a
distance of three yojanas, he is robbed and if after being robbed [ in this way],
they return the same to the Bhikkhu, then the Bhikldtu is permitted to carry
it further over threeyojanas. He does not become guilty.

[32] No fiaence—If a woollen blanket has become. a carpet-seat, then
there is no offence. No offence, if it is carried over a distance within three

Jojanar; when he has reached this distance of three you/tar, he has. a man
[who would be his substitute] for carrying it beyond three yojanas, then there

- is no offence.
Caryrz'ng the hair fo the ram—even stufling his ear with it, [if he goes]

beyond the three yJo'anw, he does become guilty.
The Teacher says that the remaining words that follow are easy

to understand and need no detailed explanation.
This precept concerns [actions] which originate in body and mm'd.

One does not become absolved [from the offence] on the pretext of the
ignorance [ of the precept].

Thus is concluded a detailed explanation of the precept concerning the
hair of a ram.

 

't

[ The Seventeenth Nissaggiya ]

[33] At that time the Buddha was living in the country 0f
the S'a'kyas in Kapilavatthu in Banyan-Tree Park ( Ni'grodlia"i~a_ma  



EI GHTEENTH NISSAGGIYApm. 86 ]

The precept concerning the washing f0 ram’: hair [ Vin. iii. 235] : Bhik-
khunis had given up applying themselves to meditation and reciting Judas,
bccausc, for the Chabbaggiya Bhikkhus they were washing, dying and card-
ing the [woolly] hair of a ram. Therefore, th’éy had given up [medita-
tion]. The remaining words are easy to understand.

Thus is concluded the precept concerning washing, dying and card-
ing ram’s hair.

[The Eighteenth Nissaggiya]

[34] At that time, the Buddha was living in the city of Ra‘jagaha
( ,fi 55 ) in the GiJJ"ha-ku"t.a (Vulture-peak) mountain. The precept
concerning [the acceptance of ] gold and silver [Vim iii. 237 ]—Gold : Conchs,
precious stones, corals and all sorts of precious treasures and other things
which can be sold with profit—these are the different sorts of precious [things]
like gold. Therefore, it has been said in the original Vina)”; : “ Down to
the gum of a tree, which can be used in a country as coins—one is not per-
mitted to take, nor is he permitted to instruct others to take; in all these cases
there is an offence.” If it is taken for oneself then it is Nissaggiya; if it is
taken for the San'gha, or for a group, or even for one single individual, or 1f'
it is taken for the image [of the Buddha ]—in all these cases, there is the

offence of a Dukkata.

[35] No flocnceAOne cannot receive oneself, nor can one instruct
others to receive. If a house-holder takes gold and silver [in his hand]
and offers the same to a Bhikkhu, the Bhikkhu replies : “ It cannot be
accepted.” The house-holder says to him again : “ Sir, I have a mind
to give; it is' surely to be a gift; I cannot take it back ,-” and saying thus he
leaves‘it‘on the ground and goes away. The Bhikkhu sees the house-holder
gone and he remains there to watch [that gold and silver]. Then there is
another householder who sees him staying there. He goes to him' and
asks : “ Sir, why are you standing here ? ” The Bhikkhu replies :
“There is' a house-holder who has made a gift of gold and Silver. But the
laws of the life of a Bhikldiu do not permit its acceptance. ” The house—
holder then says to the Bhikkhu :“ Sir, if it is not permissible for you to
accept it, then you can make a gift of the same to [ your] disciple ( myself ”
The Bhikkhu remains silent. The house-holder accepts it and goes away
With the same. Later, the house—holder, with this gold and silver, brings in
exchange [useful] things such as food and drink, clothing and other per-
mis'sible things and offers them to the Bhikkhu. The Bhikkhu can accept
the same.

[36] ‘If there is no‘man who knows [the proper procedure], then
that gold and silver should be kept in a room with. the door closed but should
not let it be lost. If there is any one who can sell clothing or a begging-bowl,
then the Bhikkhu should call him, point out that gold and silver and say to
that person who would sell clothing and begging-bowl : “ A poor religious
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man needs clothes and a begging-bowl. Here is gold and silver. The
housc‘holder himself understands [the significance of this speech]. If
there is none who would sell clothing and begging-bowl, but there 13' one
who would sell drinks which could be taken even at times beyond regulat-
ed hours, or medicines that could last for seven days, or\ medicines,,that
would last for the whole life, then he should take him to the place where
gold and silver is kept and say to him : “ Here is the gold and silver.
The congregation of the San'gha needs such and such a medicine. ” The
house-holder himself knows [its significance], obtains those medicines and
the San‘gha then can make use of them and eat them. The Bhikkhu who
had come in possession of that gold and silver cannot use it for his own
eating. The remaining house-holders, who are converting it into a
permissible gift, even down to the amm'als of lower creation, cannot use
it. Why ? Because, they are now things meant for [the use of] the
San'gha [only]. If no medicines can be obtained, the owner of gold
and silver should put it aside and go. But he cannot, on any pretext:
Whatsoever, accept it again.

[37] If there be an updsaka whom he sees, he should call him and
instruct him to go to the place [where that gold and silver] is cast away.
The updsaka‘ says: “ \Vhy is this gold and silver cast away like this ? I
should take it as it is throw) away.” The Bbikkhu replies : “As you
please. ” If the updraka knows his rightful behaviour he would take and
exchange things like clothing and begging—bowls and offer them to the
congregation of the San'gha, who can then accept the same. If there be
no updsaka who can be instructed to go to the place where it is cast away,
then the San'gha can make an official act consisting of the proposal as the
Second" item (Kalli-duny'a). A Bhikkhu who knows the five rules8 [in this
connection] takes that gold and silver and with his eyes closed throws it
and goes away. He does not note ( Ea ) the actual place where it
is~ deposited. If he notes that place where it is deposited, then he becomes
guilty ofa Dukkata offence.

[38] The enjoyment of an accepted gif't is of four ku'tds. Which are
those four ? First is the enjoyment by an thief; second is the enjoyment by
a debtor; third is the enjoyment by kinsmen and fourth is the enjoyment
by an owner”.

Question :——V\.’hat is the enjoyment by a thief ?

Answer :—-A Bhikkhu with no character receives, on account of his
being one of the San'gha, in due order, a gift of food and drm'k—this is called
the enjoyment by a thief.

 

5
7. So reads 'l‘aisho ed; but our copy reads as ‘ the fourth ( n'alli-caluuha )'.

Vi'naj'a supports Taisho. ( Vin. iii 238 ).
8. For this, see Vin. iii 238.
9. Sec Vu'. I. 125—429; Vim. 1'). l3.

The original
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~xv. 39] EIGHTEENTH NISSAGGIYA

What is the enjoyment by a debtor ? If a Bhikkh'u receives from ano-
ther person food, drm’k and clothing, he should first reflect upon the same.
If he receives it without reflecting upon it, then that is an enjoyment by a.
debtor. If there be a Wise Bhikkhu, who has i‘enounced his house, with
sharp witiand faith in his mind, then he should, at the time of eating, reflect
upon every mouthful that he swallows. If there be a person with dull wit,
and if he does not have a previous reflection at the time of eating, or if that
person with dull wit does not reflect at the time when he is using his cloth-
ing, then he should reflect upon the same, [at least] before the [next]
day-break. If there be a man with sharp wit, then at the time when he is
actually wearing the garment, or when he actually uses [the things] in his
room such as the cot, mat or bedding and other gifts given through faith,
he should first reflect. If he does not reflect in this manner, then that enjoy-
ment is' called the enjoyment by a debtor.

[Also] if there be no obstruction of cold or heat, or obstruction of any
sense of conscientiousncss C MI 1175 ) and he still wears the gar-
ment, or if' there be no hunger and thirst, or illness or disease, and he stil'l
cats and drm'ks doses of medicn'ie, then that is called enjoyment by a debtor.
If he receives food and drink or any clothm'g without any previous
reflection, then there is the offence of a Dukkata.

What is' the enjoyment by kinsmen ? The enjoyment by the seven
types of people who are under training; it is just as good as the enjoyment
of a parental property and in no way different. This is the enjoyment by
kinsmen.

What is the enjoyment by an owner ?
true man, the Arhat.

The Teacher says that among these four kinds of enjoyment, the enjoy-
ment of a thief is the worst.

The enjoyment of a gift by the

. [39] There are other four kinds of enjoyment. Which are those
four ? First, a conscientious enjoyment, second, a shameless enjoyment,
third, a legitimate enjoyment; and fourth is an illegitimate enjoyment.

What is a conscientious enjoyment ?
A shameless fellow stays near a conscientious man and is enjoying a

thing [with him], then there is no offence. This is called a conscientious
enjoyment. '

What is called a shameless enjoyment ? There is a conscientious man
staym'g near a shameless fellow and he is enjoying a thing [ with him ]; then
there is the offence. This is called a shameless enjoyment. The conscien-
tious man by staying near a shameless fellow must later necessarily follow
him in his evil actions and therefore he also [comes to be called] a shame-
less fellow. A shameless fellow by staying near a conscientious man must,
later, necessarily change his evil ways and practise good things and then he
[comes to be called ] a conscientious man.

What is called a legitimate enjoyment? If a conscientious man by
using rightful means obtains things, then that is Called alegitimatc enjoyment.

What is called an illegitimate enjoyment ? A shameless fellow obtains
thmg-s by using wrong means. Then obtaining these things is just like obtain-
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SHAN—CHIEN—P’I-P'O-SHA [ XV. 39-

This is called an illegiti-

[40] The Teacher says that the remaining followm'g words that are
there in the Vinyaa need no detailed explanation. ‘

This is an offence by prescription. It m'volves actions‘of body, tongue
and mind and is accompanied by‘ three sensations.

Thus is concluded a detailed explanation about a precept concerning
acceptance of precious things. “

[The Nineteenth Nissaggiya]

[41 ] The precept concerning selling precw'u: thing: [with profit ]—-The
products are of various kinds: those turned into finished ornaments, or
those not turned into finished ornaments. _

Ornaments for the head [ Vin. iii. 239 ]—that is, hair-pms' for flowers, or
everything that could be used on the head—all these are called ornaments
for the head.

Rings, bracelets, clips, chains ( ) and various kinds of things
that are used as ornaments on one’s body—nthese are called [products]
turned into finished ornaments.

Exchanging finis'hed ornaments with unfinished precious [metal] or
exchanging unfinished precious metal with finished ornaments—all these
involve a Dukkata offence.

[42 ] Exchanging Dukkata will: .Nismggy'Ia-Pa‘cilly"a, or exchanging A'u'sag-
gyz'a-Pa‘cittyz'a with Dirk/rata—

Question :—— What is exchanging Dukkata with Nissaggiya-Pa‘cittiya ?
Answer .'——— By exchanging copper coins with gold com‘s, one becomes

guilty of Nissaggiya-Pa‘cittiya. This is called exchanging Dukkata with
Nissaggiya-Pa‘cittiya. “‘

By exchanging gold coins with copper coins [one becomes guilty of
Dukkata]. This is called exchanging Nissaggiya-Pa‘cittiya with Dukka'ta.
If, by exchanging precious metal with iron, he makes, out of that iro'n, a
begging-bowl, or a hatchet, or any other implement that he is pleased to
make—«all these he cannot use. If he uses them, he becomes guilty of
a Dukkata.

The Teacher says that the remaining words that follow are easy to
understand.

The originating causes are the same as said earlier and m' no way different.

[The Twentieth Nissaggiya]~ .
[43 ] The precept regarding sale with profit of var'ious kinds of things

is already explained in the Vinaya [ Vin. iii. 241-42 ]. It has, further, no
other meaning than that. Therefore [it needs] no explanation agam
(K'CE’EHi)

“4-..;



TWEN'I‘Y-FIRST NI SSAGGIYAxv. ‘46]

[ Twenty-first Nissaggiya ]

[4-4] If one keeps in store an extra begging-bowl for more than ten
days, then there is Nissaggiya—Pa‘cittiya [ Vin.‘iii. '243]. If the begging-
bowl which is.t_-Nissaggiya is, with no sense of conscientiousness, not given
up, then. one becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence.

No f0met, if before the period of ten days is completed one renders it
permissible for use, or one accepts it with [ one’s own previous] decision.

The TcaChCF says 1 “ After how many fumigations can a new beg-
ging-bowl be accepted with [onc’s own previous] decision? ” i

Ansvver :—“ If it is an iron bowl, it can be brought into use after five
fumigationS- If it is a n earthen bowl, it can be brought into use after two
fumigations. ” I

[45] K one buys a begging-bowl of another person wi_thout paying
the Price-Jim return, then it is not permissible to accept it with a previous

/dc¢”..l§ion.
If the owner of the bowl says : “ You can first use it; you may pay

the price later ”—-even when the owner says such words, still it is not per-
mis'sible to accept it with a previous decision.

When a begging-bowl is purchased and its price has been paid and if
the owner of the bowl, after havm'g fumigated it, reports the matter to the
Bhikkhu and if the Bhikkhu does not go to fetch it and ten days are allowed
to pass, then he becomes guilty and the bowl is to be cast away as Nissaggiya.
If the master of the bowl has finished fumigation and a man knowing that
the fumigation is completed sends some one to tell the same to the
Bhikkhu and the Bhikkhu, although he has heard it, lets tcn'days pass by,
then he is not guilty. He has to pay attention to the report given by the
master of the bowl. It is after this that the period of ten days is allowed to
pass. [Within this period] he has to accept it with a decision in the presence
of some other person; if there is none, then he accepts it with a decision in
his own [ mind ’

[46] Acceptance with a decision cease: to be efl'eclive when one desists
from the Path of religion, when one dies, or when one changes his sex, or
when one abandons it, or where there is' a leakage [in the bowl on account
of a hole]. This is what is called acceptance with a decision ceasing to be
effective (lit. losing \‘Vhen a hole as big asone grain of cooked rice is
efl‘ectcd then the acceptance ceases to be effective. If it is mended by an
iron pin then the acceptance is restored.

The originating causes are the same as said earlier in no way different.
Thus is concluded a detailed comment on the precept concerning an

extra begging-bowl.

 

[ No Comment on Twenty-Second- Nissaggiya]
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[ Twenty-third le'saggiya ]

[ 47 ] Sa‘vattlu'.
Five kind: of medical requisite: [ Vin. iii'. 251 ]—-Fresh butter, bofled ghee,

oil, honey and a lump of jaggery (phdm'ta
_. Butter of all kinds of [animals] whose meat is permis'sible and whose

milk can be drunk. With such butter, medicines are prepared.
Question .'—-—nCan one take thismedical mix'turc, Prepared for use for

seven days, in which flies and ants have fallen? V .
Answer :——:One can take it, if it is passed through a filter. If curds

that are begged are obtained today then out of the butter from curds can.
one prepare a medicine lasting for seven days ? If athat collected ( fl )
butter is mixed up with another out ofwhich the mcdiciDF lasting for Seven
days is prepared, then it is permissible. And then one can 931 thlS' even on
the seventh day. If the eighth day is reached, then it become“5 Nissa'ggiya-
The same case with oil or a lump of jaggery. '

If one receives curds at an imporoper time (a-kdlika ), or one cou‘m.“"'-ts
( m ) it at an improper time, or if one gets butter at an un'proper
time, then one cannot eat it. The same thing with oil or a lump of jaggery.
If one is suffering from an attack by spirits and if” he needs fresh
flesh and blood, then he 15' permitted to have the same, except that no [flesh
and] blood of a human being is to be eaten.

[48] . If one gets butter ( or ghee) and. if” it is placed 111' a pot, along
with that which has been already accepted with a deliberate determin‘tion
(ad/zifilzita ), then this' pot also becomes acceptable with a determination.
If butter ( ghcc ) is overflowing out of a pot being mix'ed up with a new one,
then one must again accept the same with a deliberate-determu'lation ( puna
adhiH/uilabbam. ). If on the seventh. day this butter is lost, or if' one gives it
to a layman or a :Jmamra and he gives in return that butter and if the 5602a-
aera makes a gift of it to hun', then he can eat it. No offence, because it has
bcc‘n given to the sd'mazzura before seven days are completed. If on the eighth

- day, there be an urgent need, then he is permitted to beg it of the stimamra.
There is no offence. The Teacher says that the remaining wordsl‘that are
already given in Vinaya need no detailed explanation.

Thus is concluded the detailed explanation of the precept about
medicine lasting for seven days. This is an offence that is prescribed and
is not an inherent one. It originates in" body and mind.

[Twenty-fourth Nissaggyia ]
[49] Sa'vatthi.
The Buddha has pcr'mi'tted a rain-and-bal/iing garment. In the

Khandhakas [Vi/z. i. 294], on account of Mother Visikhs, he per-
mitted the acceptance of a rain-garment. Just a month before [In summer 13'
reached [ Vin. iii. 253 ], one should prepare a rain—and-bathing-garment,
wash it, dye it and mend it.

l...l



T\VENTY-FO U RTH NISSAGGIYAxv.51 ]

In the fourth10 month, for sixteen days one can wash it: dye it: CUt it
ready. It does not need [the process 0f] rendering it permissible. But
one cannot use it. On the first day of the fifth11 month, one has to declare
ones determination of using it After this, for four months of the rainy
season together With the lust fificcn days of the spring—«for one hundred and
thirty five days one uses it. If, in the concluding month of the spring, one

does not get the rain-garment, but actually gets ( f 4%}. ) it in summer

[-rain], then he is permitted to declare his. determination to use it.
The time when one 2': not permitted to seek a rain-gm'mwlfitllat is, from the

middle of the ninth.12 month upto the middle of the fourth month—during

this period lies the time when one is not permitth to 500k a rain-garment.
Ifhe seeks one, it becomes Nissaggiya. If he has a rain-garment, but does
not use it and allows himself in his naked body to be drenched [with rain-
water], then he becomes guilty ofa Dukkata Offence.

[50] If the rain-garment sought in the foul” months and SIX'CCC“ days
is not enough ( 7F E ) [in length and breadth] and if there is an
expectation of getting it from some source, then one can wait until one gets
one that is Suitable enough. If he gets one that is Suitable enough, then one
should declare one’s decision about its acceptance. If he does get one that
is not suitable enough, then he can wait until the middle of the ninth month.
He need not have it declared permissible. If he is getting a kaflu’na gar-
ment, then he can preserve it until [the first] fortnight of the first month
( E B ). He need not have it rendered permissible. If he is lacking in
[the full complement of ] the three garments, he can, in turn, use it rain-
garment) as a ktirdva. If it is not big enough for the same as it is small, and
if there is an expectation of getting it from some source, then he can wait for
a month. If it is big enough, then he can make a garment out of it. If it is
not big then he can have it rendered permissible, or accept it with a pre-
vious decision. If he does not have it declared as permissible or accept it
with a‘ decision till the thirty-first day is reached, then it becomes ‘Nissaggiya.

[51 ] No ofl'ance, if it is small, or if it is begged of one’s kinsmcn, or if
it is begged of a donor who requests : “ Take to your heart’s content. ’“3

The Teacher says that the remaining words that follow are explained
in detail' in the Vinaya itself. They need not be repeated again.

 

[No comment on 25—28 Nis'saggiyas]

 

10—12. The Chinese commentary gives these ordinary numbers, : fourth, fifth and ninth
for the Indian months Jail/1a, A—silha and Kallika, thereby suggesting that the Indian year
commenced in Phagguna for which we have authorities. Soc S. B. Dikshit’s Hu'lory f0 Indian
Astronomy (Bharahy'a Jyalibfaslm, in hiarathi) pp. 135-36.

13. This is quite different from what is said in Pall commentary.
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[Twenty-ninth Nissaggiya ]

[52] The precept concerning fear and terror [ Vin. iii. 263 ]——~Stay m' a
forest—place (arafif‘m) is of two kinds :——-'First, a long stay in a forest-place;
second, stay in a forest-plaice only for three months. A Bhikkhu staym'g‘m'
a forest-place has his clothes spoiled, then he is' permitted to return to 1113'
village of alms and stay in' the residence of the San'gha to mend and reno-
vate his clothes. When this mending and renovation is' done, he can further
go back to his forest-place and stay. _

Thieves in the month of Kattika—In the month of Kattik'a, when the ram’
are over, the thieves of the harvest-season appear and when they see people,
they kill them and rob them of their possessions.

[53] The B/zik/slzu: get frightened—«they are afraid of losing their three
garments, or one or the other of the three garments and so they deposit it
in their village of alms.

The} are afraid and get tsrrfize'd when they themselves see the thieves, or
hear people tell them about these thieves. This' is' called getting afraid and
getting terrifi'ed. If in the forest-place, there are many solid strong rooms
belonging to the San’gha, they need not deposit their clothes in the Vill'age.

Havm‘g deposited their clothes in' the Village, they must go once m' six'
nights to have a look at them; and havm'g looked at them, one can return
to one’s place in the forest. There is one exception that if the Bhikkhu-
San'gha permits by an official act, [he may not go to the Village to have a
look at his clothes].

The Teacher says that the remam’ing words that follow are clearly
explained in' the Vz'naya. They need no detailed explanation.

[Thirtieth Nissaggiya ]

‘ [54] Divert a gift [' Vin. in". 265 ]-—~A donor gives to Buddha and his
San'gha food. He desires to give also clothing. A Bhikkhu diverts [that
gift] to hims'elf. At the very commencement of the instruction to divert
that gift, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. When he gets these thm'gs
in his hands, he becomes guilty of the offence of Nissaggiya-Pacittiya.
He diverts that gift and gives it to others—even down to beings of lower
creation; one wishes to give thu' animal but lie, with a diversion makes him
give that another, then he becomes guilty of a Dukkata ofi‘ence. One wxsh'cs
to feed tlus' elephant, but with a diversion he make him feed that elephant-—
in all these cases, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence.

[-55] Na ofence, if he does not know that the gift was to be made to
the San'gha.

The Teacher says : The detailed explanation of the Thirty [Niss'ag‘
giya-] dhammas has been concluded at last, without leaving behind any
thing [worth explaining unexplained ].

   

      

   
   

  

    
     

       

  

   



SECOND PK CITTIYAXV.58]

[ Pa‘cittiya—Dhammas ] o.

[ First Pa‘eittiya ]

[56] Next come the ninety Pacittiya-dharnmas, which you should
listen to with attention. .

Hatthaka in the matter f0 telling a deliberate lie [ Vin. iv. 1 ]—:This (Hat-
thaka) is a name of a revered person. From the Sa‘kya clan, eighty thou—
sand men became recluses. Hatthaka was one of them.

One’s own argumentation is' inherently good. But when debating
with the heretics on a certain point when he finds that he himself is losing a
position of vantage ( 131. IE] ), he then begins to argue just the opposite
of what he had said before.

[57] If the argumentation of the heretic 1s' sound, then he turns
round and knowing that his reasoning is vicious C E W ): he ascribes
it to the heretics. While fixing ( fill ) a time for an argument with
a heretic, he says to him : “ Discuss this with me in the afternoon, ” and
himself appears before noon and says to his donors : “ Now is' the time of
discussion with me. ” He occupies a high seat and says to the donors .-
“ How is it that the heretic has not come ? Surely, he must be afraid of
me. Therefore, he has not come. ” He comes down from the high seat
and goes away. The heretie comes in the afternoon and finds that the
Bhlkk'hu has not arrived. Then, by way of reproof he says : “ The Samaria,
the son of the S’a‘kya, professed to know the Dhamma correctly. Why is it
that he has told a lie ? ”

A lie—The words spoken by the mouth are inconsistent with what lies
in the mind. They are also called words that are empty.

No ofl‘ence [ Vin. iv. 4] if, through mistake, one speaks one thing when
he wanted to speak another.

Thus is concluded a detailed explanation of the precept concerning
false speech. This is an offence which is inherent in itself.

[ Second Pa‘cittiya]

[58] Insulting Speech [ Vin. iv. 6], as when one wants another to be
put to shame.

No ofl'ence in the only exception when one instructs [a person to learn
something] ( anusdsam“ ).

This is an offence which is inherent in itself.
Thus is concluded a detailed explanation of an insulting speech.

P ‘ -~ WWW-«A-nmaaem.'\.-"W.H’
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[ Third Pacittiya ]

[59] Double tongue [Vim iv. 12 ]-—- If one slanders a Bhikkhu or a
Bhikkhuni at their' back with 1115' double tongue, then he becomes guilty'
of a Pacittiya. In the remaining three“ cases there is Dukkata. So also
a layman becomes guilty of a Dukkata. This is an offence which is inherent
m" itself. "

Thus 13' concluded a detailed comment on Double Tongue.

 

[ Fourth Pficittiya ]

[ 60 ] Making one repeat the[ sacred ] text after oneself [while teaching]
[Vim iv. 14 ]——It is of four kinds:—Which are the four ? Pada( "In ),
anupada ( Fifi "1;: ) , arwakkhara ( PE 53 ) and anubyafljana ( E a”; )_

What is meant by [Jada ? A quarter in a grit/Hi «this is called a quarter.
What is meant by aim/Jada ? Two successive quarters—«this 13' called anupada,
What is called auvakk/zara ? Following the letters in a [sacred] text—this
is called anvakklzara. What is meant by wu-byany'ana ? The letters are simi-
lar but the meaning is different”. This is called anubjafijana.

That which has a lctter'and a meaning with a certain flavour ( g3 )
is called a pada.

[61] If one instructs a man who has not received any initiation to
recite sabbapdpaxa akarazzalm“ (do not perpetrate any evil ), the man who
has not received any initiation recites it along with his [teacher’s] sound,
then the [instructor] becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya. If the teacher says :
xablza—pipaxsa aJ.‘ar_anaqz (do not perpetrate any evil), the man who has
not received any initiation catches the next [ quarter] and recites kusalarsa
up'asampa'da‘ (accumulate all good things) along with the utterance of' these
words by his‘ teacher, then the Teacher becomes guil'ty. If the teacher says
.mbbe sank/15rd ame'cd" ti ( all compound things are, impermanent) and the
disciple says: auiccd ( are impermanent ), even then, the [teacher] becomes
guilty of a Pa'cittiya. If he thus goes on together over a long [passage],
then he becomes guilty of Pa'cittiya-ofi'ences commensurate with the letters
[ in that passage ].

[ 62 ] Spoken by the Buddha [ Vin. iv. 15 ]—.thc whole of the V'maya-
pita/ca, Abhidlzamma-pilalm and the Jutlas. This is what is spoken by the Buddha.

14. Which three ? The Pali original text gives three such cases. See Devanlgari text
or Peeiuy'a p. 26 § 42 (Vm'. iV. 14 ).

15. This explanation is different from and simpler than what we have in the Ptli
commentary.

16. Dill). 183. The l’ali Cm. gives as an illustration another stanza : manapubbarlgam!
d/tammd monoxefl/H manomayi, the very first stanza of the Dhammapada.

l7. Dill). 277. Pali Cm. gives as anillustration : rflpam aniteau ti.

.1
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Word: fo the discz'plesfiAnarhga[Ia-Sammd-ditthi-xuttas, Anumdna-J‘utta, 0171a-
yedalla and _M‘ahtivedalla suttax~ these are called ‘ words of disciples. ’

The word: fo the Bird/imam (sages )— All sections said by the heretical 15463-1
Bra’hmans. [These are called ‘ the words of the Bra‘hmans. ’ 7791325

The ward: fa gods— all that has been spoken by the king of Ma‘ras, King
of Brahmas and Sakka the king [of gods]. This is called ‘ words _of gods. ’

[63] If, however, [while taking a lesson from his teacher] one
makes a recitation together [with one who has not received any initiation],
there is' no offence for him“.

After the Buddha entered Parinibba‘na, five hundred Arhants under the
presidency of Kassap redacted the three Pitakas. If one repeats this
Dhamma‘9together with one who has received no initiation, then he becomes
guilty of the Pacittiya offence. If one recites together [with one who has
received no initiation] the texts composed by teachers, there is no offence.

The Teacher says '. Thus is concluded the-detailed explanation of the
precept concerning recitation together [ with one who has received no initia-
tion].

[ Fifth Pa‘cittiya]

[64] Having no pondeng before [sleep ]—When one is on the point of
going to sleep, one should ponder, before, on the Buddha, on the Dhamma,
on the San‘gha, on one’s character, on gods or on impermanence. One
should ponder upon any one of these six, as one likes. If one does not ponder
like this, then it is called ‘no pondering before [' sleep |.’

With their bodies exposed ( ilowgd ) [ Vin. iv. 15 ]—-«when one is over-come
by drowsiness, one makes no pondering before [ sleep ] and so the mind gets
perplex‘ed. Therefore, with their bodies exposed they make various kinds
of sounds, either like that of a horse or like that of a bull. The laymen heard
this' and began to complain: “How is it that the recluses are given to this
kind of [disquieting] sleep ? ” The Buddha, on account of this, laid down 15-16b- 1
a percept for the Bhikkhus that they will not hence-forward be permitted 779‘3-9
to spend a night in a room in common with those who have received
no initiation.

[65 J When Ra‘hula heard this [ that the Buddha had laid down a
precept in this connection ], he wanted to observe this precept ofthe Buddha
and not to violate it and so Ra'hula entered the privy-room of the Buddha.
He spread his kd'sdva garment on the earth and slept there. Ra'hula enterea
tliis‘ privy-room of the Buddha, as many men had made that room clean
and pure and furnished it with sweet-Scented flowers. So Rihula entered, it
and slept there.

 

18. But according to Snip. there is the offence for the teacher.

19. Pall Cm. mentions the Dliamma recognised in all the three councils ( Tum :afigi'lg'w
i'fllha-dhammam ).
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just bfcore day-break [Vz'n.iv. 16 ], the Tatha‘gata going towards the
privy-room made a coughing sound. Ra'hula, also, from withm', made a
coughm‘g sound. The Buddha came to i know [ that there was somebody
inside] and so he asked: “Who are you ?" to which the reply came : “I am

'r Rahula.” And so, because of Rahula, the Buddha having consideration for
:Jmaaeras removed [ that restriction ] and permitted a stay for two nights".

[66] The Teacher says : In what kind of room. is' one not permitted
to pass the night together ? All kinds of thatched [rooms], all kinds [of
rooms] that are enclosed, even upto those rooms which are improvised by
partitions of silk-cloth-screens. In all such cases there would be an offence.

A wall—even upto the height of' a cubit and a half—this is called a wall.
And if you pass the night together [ even in such rooms ], there 15' an offence.
If there are many rooms but they have only one common door, then there is
an ofl‘enee. But there is an exception that if each separate room has a door,
then there is no offence.

Before the third day-break, he has to depart and go away. If he does
not depart, and allows a third-night-stay, then also he does not become guil'ty.
But on the fourth night, even for the first part, he is not permitted [ to
stay ]. If he takes the advantage of using the cot, he becomes guilty ofa
Pa‘eittiya offence.

[67] 11" the room is slightly thatched, but is equipped with heavy
partitions, then there is no offence; or if it is heavily thatched but has slight
partition-walls, then also there is’ no offence. There are rooms on all the four
sides around. Each room has a door commuiucating within [from one to
the other ]. But there is a big common door for entrance and exit, then also
there is an offence. But if each room has a [ separate ] door, then there is' no
ofie‘nce. If beyond three nights, a Bhikkhu lodges with one who has receiv-

.ed no initiation, then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya offence. If one
spending the night with one who has received no initiation gets up from
sleep and again goes back to sleep, then commensurate with the number of
times, few or more, he goes to sleep, he becomes gw'lty of Pa‘cittiya ofi‘ences.
If one who has received no initiation stays over beyond three nights and he
who has received no initiation sleeps and the Bhik'khu also sleeps, then .
both“ of them become guilty of a Pa'cittiya offence. It" the Bhtkkh'u gets
up from sleep but goes back again to sleep, then commensurate with the
number of times, few or more, he goes to sleep. he becomes guilty of several
Pa'cittiya offences. If the rooms are connected with each other and extend
over as big a space as one yojana but they have one common door for entry
or exit, then there is the offence. If there be a hole made by a tortoise or an
eel, which is closed from outside and is not communicating from withm',
then there is no offence. If the room is' heavfly thatched but is' protected
by only half a partition, then there is" the Dukkata offence; when it is'
heavily protected by a partition-wall but thatched only in part, then also
Dukk‘ata offence.

20. Pali versions have ‘ two or time. ’
2l. This is not supported by Pali Smp. (iv. 74G).



SEVENTH PA— CITTI YAXV. 70 l

The Teacher says : “The remaining words that follow are easy to under-
stand and need no detailed explanation.”

Thus is concluded a detailed explanation ofthe precept concerning
anight's rest ‘ ( fa ) in common.

 

[ SixthlPa‘cittiya ]

[68] The precept concerning spending a night in a common room with a
woman [ Vin. iv.19 J—In order to accomplish a meritorious deed one builds
a place of residence for a night’s halt for those who come and go [ dganlnka ].
This precept fox a night’s halt in a common room with a woman has been
detailed in the Vinaya and needs no detailed explanation.

[Seventh Pa'cittiya ]

[69 ] One who preaches Hie Dhamma‘ is one who speaks about the Three
Refuges, Five Rules of Conduct, 'about heavens or about hells.

Except an intelligent man [ Vin. iv.22 ]——that is, this must be a male human
being, not a spirit, nor any being ofa lower creation, and he must be a
man of intelligence. If [ in this circumstance] he goes beyond five or
six words, there is no offence. V

Five or six words—If a Bhik'khu speaks five or sot" words, then he is not
guilty.

Five or six words—that is, a gal/id, or a quarter ( I'jp ); if they are
connected with each other and not separated, then there is only one Pa‘cit-
tiya [i5 it exceeds the limit of five or srx’ words]. If the words are
disconnected, then there are Pacittiyas conunensurate with the number of
words [exceeding that limit ].i If there is one word from a sutta and if
there are five from commentaries, then they form together sL\’ words. Then
there is no offence. If he exceeds [ this limit], then there is Pa‘cittiya. If

there are many women and if when he has finished preaching to one woman,

he preaches to a second or a third woman; and [ if at that time ] the first
woman comes again and listens, then even though the limit of five or six

words is exceeded [ as far as the first woman is concerned], there is
no offence.

[70] Answering a question—«If a woman asks the question .' “VVhat is
the matter contained in the .Digha'gama P” then the Bhikkhu pursuing the
question explains it by exhausting the whole of the Dighd’gama, then also
there is no offence.

The Teacher says : the remaining words that follow are easy to under-
stand and so they need no detailed explanation. The originating causes
are as said earlier.

..57
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Thus is concluded a detail'ed explanation of [ the precept concerning]
preaching Dhamma to a woman.

[ 'Eighth Pa‘cittiya ]

[ 71 J The precept prescribed concerning superhuman pOWers has
been already given in detail in the fourth Pa'ra’jxlka'. Here alsoit 15' in no way
diff'erent. If one speaks to one who has not received any m'itiation about
a superhuman power which one has truly attained, then he becomes guil'ty
of a Pa‘cittiya offence [ Vin. iv. 25 ].

Thus 13' concluded a detailed explanation of a precept concerning speak-
ing to one who has not received any initiation about one’s superhuman
powers.

 

[Ninth Pa‘cittiya ]

[ 72 Heinous ffoences [ Vin. iv. 31 ]—that is, the four grave"2 [Pa‘ra‘jika‘s]
and the thirteen [San'gha‘disesas ]. They are called heinous offences.

Excepun'g to a BhiLkh'u _or a Bhikkhuni, to speak about such [ heinous ]
offences to one who is not initiated is' a Pa'cittiya offence.

Unless there is [ a consent to this by] the ffoicz'al act fo the Sang/ta—IThc
official act mentions such and such a place [where the communication is
allowed]. If there 15' no mention of the place in the official act, there is
Pa‘cittiya.

If one speaks about the remaining sections of the offences leaving out
these four [ Pira‘jikaB‘ ] and thirteen San'gha‘disesas, then one become guilty
of a. Dukkata.

The Teacher says :“The remaining words that follow in the Virzaja
need no detailed explanation."

Thu: is concluded the precept concerning heinous offences.

[ Tenth Pa‘cittiya ]

[ 73 J The Precept concerning digging the earth [ Vin. v. 33 ]—oI must d13-
tinguish between real earth arm unreal earth. Real earth 15' pure earth with—
out any sand, stone, tile, or pebble. This is called real earth.

Unreal earth is that where there is very little earth but much of sand,stonc, ‘
' ’tile or pebble. This is called unreal earth. If the earth is burnt, then also it

IS called unreal erath.

 

22. Pali Cm. has a long discussion here saying that what is really implied here is the
- thirteen San‘gha‘disesas, as by the offence of a Pa‘rfijika" one is actually driven out of the Sanglna
and so the following addendum ‘ Biuk‘lclzu-Jummuhy'a’ will have no justification. For, the con-
sent of the Bhikkhus is intended for the improvement in the defaultcr. And this is not nccci‘
sary in the case of one who is expelled on account ofhis Pa'ra'jika‘ ofl’encc.



 
ELEVENTH PK CITTIYAXV.76 ]

If» the earth has got sand and stone, then how should one know that dig-
ging can be done in it ? One must first take out a little earth and if one
sees it drenc'hed ( 1735 ) with water and if there. are four parts stone and
one part earth, then one can do digging in it. If on the stone there is
earth four m'ches thick, then after having it dried up, one can take to it. But
if it has rained on it for four months, then one cannot dig it. If a Bhik'khu
digs this earth with live ( g; ) insects, then he gets a Pa'cittiya offence
with every dig.

[ 74] If the Bhikkhu says to a kappzy'a-kcimka ( m A ) : “For the
sake of the San'gha, you dig the earth, or chop the wood,” then he is not gu-
ilty. If, however, he poian out with his finger and. indicates ,' ‘dig this, chop
this,’ then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya [ofl'ence ]. If he scratches the
earth or writes letters on it, then there is Pa‘cittiya. If while holding a torch
in his hand, he drops it down on the earth when the hand begins to burn,
then there is' no offence.

The remaining words in the Vinaya need no detailed explanation. Thus
is concluded a detal‘led explanation of the precept concerning digging of
the earth. This is an offence that is prescribed and originates in body
and mm‘d.

 

[ Eleventh Pa‘cittiya ]

[ 75 ] Not accepimg (he advice [ Vm. iv. 34 ]——~:Thc Bhik'khu on the wild
plane (Alavika) did not accept the advice of this deity. Because of the chop-
ping of the tree, he injured the arm of the deity: The deity thought : “ I
should not, as a consequence, turn to the killing of this recluse. But I should
rather go to the Buddha and speak to him about this. The Buddha, hearing
this matter, will lay down a precept for the Bhikkhus. ” [ With this' idea]
the deity went to the place where the Buddha was and communicated all
( a. E ) about this matter to him. The World-honoured One heard
it and spoke un'mediately a ga‘thzi—

A man who has his anger23 aroused,
Rashly lets himself loose like a cart [gone astray].
The driver of the cart can hold it back and stop ;
The latter is not enough to be deemed a difficult task.
But if a man can hold back his anger in mind——
That task, indeed, is deemed difficult in the supreme.

[ 76] As soon as the Buddha said this stanza, the deity on the tree
attain'ed the Path of a Sota’panna. The Buddha lznew that this deity had no
place for residence. With his divine eye, he noticed a tree with no one to
own it. He said to the deity : ‘You can stay on this tree.’ ’

Question : Where was this tree growing ?
Answer °.—~This tree was in the pleasure—garden of Ana‘thapin_.dada.

23. This corresponds to DImmma/ma’a 222 which is given in full in the Pali commentary.
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When the deity got this tree to dWell on, the deity thought: “The World-
honoured One has, with great compassion, conferred upon me this place.
From now onwards, I shall attend upon the World-honoured One.’

[ 77] At that time the Buddha used to preach the Dhamma to the
gods. When the higher gods came later, the Iowa gods who had come first
withdrew, in Succession, as far back as the border of the ocean and took their
seats there and at that time attained the Paths [ in' the Dhamma ]. This
deity on the tree, however, withdrew upto the tree and stayed there and
listened to the preaching of the Dhamma by the Buddha. The
Buddha preached by day to the four classes of his followers. In the first
part of the night, helpreached to the Bhikkhus; in the middle of the night,
he preached the Dhamma to the gods and m' the last part of the night he
preached to the kings of Na‘gas.“ How did the deity know this ? In the
middle of the night, the gods came and knocked on the upper part of the
door-leaf and in the last part, the serpent-kings came and knocked on the
lower part of the door-leaf. Therefore, the deity could distinguish between
gods and serpents.

[78] Vegetation—that is, living trees. Group ( fit ) —- if” there
are eight25 trees, at the minimum, coming together, then that is called a
group. Vegetation is of five kinds :-—Halidd¢f is a yellow ginger. Usr’ra is
a kind of afragrant plant. Mao-t’a-c/zi-t’a ( E2“ {111, $2 ufi Bhadda-nmttaka)
is a scented thing like the head of a bird. Lue c/iien ( [Lil mg ) is a yellow
wrealx . T’o-lu is the name of a Lu"1d ofa
foreign plant.

Se-mo ( g m0 Assattha ) [Vim iv. 35] is the Bodhi-tree.
P’o-lo-slu' ( a ,fi Egg" ) is a kind of a palm ( g. g; )~ tree. These
are two kinds of trees only seen in Indo-Clu'na and Canton. They are not seen.
in other places.

Sumanaf-lower-[ tree ]—Its flower gives out a smell like that of Mo-Ii
(5E 5F”) . Mo-li flower (creeper )-——This flower—creeper grows m'

the neighbourhood of Canton. Su-lo—po C fig- YE ) — The meaning
oftliis plant is not avail'able ( 7f: 1%. ) . P’u-shi-na ( m $3 ) —
this is the name of a plant from a foreign country.

[79] A plant is of two kinds .' One that grows in water; and the
other that grows on land.

The lotus uppala and P’u-pin ( # Silt? ) grow in water. If they
are turned upside down but preserved [in water], then one becomes guilty
of a Dukkata But if they are taken out of the water, then there is the offence
of Pa'cittiya. If he needs flowers and fruits, he can lower down the branch
of a tree and le‘ka ka/ipalta take them. He is not guilty. But he cannot let

24. The Pali Cm. has caulro Mahlrajdno.
25. Samanlapdsadika does not mention this limit.
26. Variant—ch11 ( ) .
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TWELFTH PA'CITTIYAXV.81 ]

the branch be cut. If the tree is high and the kappa/ca cannot reach it, then
the Bhikkhu can hold him up in his arms. There is no offence. If [ the
growth of ]‘_ a tree is arrested, then a Bhikkh'u can chop it or dig it up from
the earth to save its life. There is no offence. "

Thus is ficoncluded a detailed explanation of the original precept,
concerning injury t0 plants. This is a prescribed offence and it orginates
in body and mind.

[ Twelfth Pa‘cittiya ]

[80] The precept about other ( irrelevcnt) talk—By doing evil actions, that
is, if one does bodily and vocal actions which are such that they should not
have been done, then he becomes. guilty in respect of body and tongue.

He guards those [czvi/ actions] [Vim iv. 37 ]—that is, not desiring to let
any person know about it, he says : “ Who has committed the offence ? ”

The Teacher says that he should now make its meaning clear. If other
Bhikkhus ask him ; “Friend, have you committed the ofl‘ence 2’”; or if
he is taken before the San'gha to get the matter decided, he replies before
the San'gha : “ \Nho. has committed the offence ? ” When the other
Bhikkhus say : “ You, friend, have committed the offence ”, he replies :
“ What ofi‘ence have I committed ? ” The Bhikkhus say : “Either
Pa'cittiya, or Dukkata. ” He asks [in return] : “ At what time have I
committed the offence ? ” They say : “ At such and such a tim‘e, you
have committed the offence ?” He says .' “ What have I done to commit
this offence ? ” They say “ You have done such and such a thing and
thus committed the offence. ” He replies .' “ What are you talking ? ”
Thus he never gives answers releven‘t to the questions. This is what is called
other ( irrelevent ) talk.

[81] When the Bhikkhus see Ghanna holding silver coins [in his
hand] and when they ask him :
coins you hold [in your hand] 7’. ” he replies 2 “ I am holding tin coins,
and not silver coins. ” \Vhen they see him drinking wine and ask him;
“ What do you mean by drinking wine .7’ ” he replies : “ I am drinking
water. ” When they ask him : “ What do you mean sitting alone with
a woman in a secluded place ? ” he answers .' “ There is another intelh'v
gent man. ” This‘ is what is called other ( irrelevent ) talk. ,Or, at times he
keeps srl'ent and does not give any reply. Thus practising unlawful things,
he gives an irrelevent answer to the San'gha. Such a person becomes guilty
of a Pa‘cittiya.

If he is in doubt whether a certain thing is lawful or unlawful, he makes
an irrelevent answer to the San'gha and thus becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya.
If he knows the truth and answers to the San'gha that he does not know it,
then he becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya. Being afraid of picking up a quarrel
with the San‘gha, if he remains silent, then there is no offence. The remain-
ing words are easy to he understood and need no detailed explanation. This

“ What are you doing with the silver '
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is an inherent offence and originates from actions of the body, tongue and
mind.

Thus is concluded a detailed explanation of [ the precept concerning]
answers irrelevant to questions.

 

[The Thirteenth Pa'cittiya]

[82] If one complains and grumbles about an official of the San'gha
he becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya; if about any other person, he becomes
guilty of a Dukkata [ Vin. iv. 38-39 ]. This is an inherent offence and
originates in bodily and vocal actions.

Thus is concluded the precept about complaining and grumbling.

 

[ The Fourteenth Pa’cittiya ]

[83 ] The precept concerning exposing the matting or the bed-
equipment of the San'gha. '

Winter season [ Vin. iv. 39 ], that is, the time when it is cold and snowing.
Basking. themselves, that is, in the cold months, they take out the cots and

mattings of the San‘gha and from day to day they sit |_ in' the sun ] basking
themselves.

Came to know that it was time [forfood ]— That is, when they were invited
[to partake of food ], they did not lift up the bed-equipment of the San'gha,
nor did they instruct any one else to lift up and so they committed an offence.

The Teacher says : “ The winter season is of four months; the hot
season is of four months; and if it is not raining, then one can let the bed-

'ding-equipment of the San'gha remain on the ground [exposed]. But if it
is rainy season, one cannot let them remain spread on the ground. ”

[84-] Under a tree—«If the tree has thick foliage and if there are no
flocks of birds gathered together on the top, then one can let the bedding-
equipment remain spread on the ground. There is no offence.

Ifa Bhikkh'u has accepted the practices ofa D/zuta ( Purified One) and
if he is sitting under a tree, or on a spot [open to the sky ], or
even upto a place, where he cannot make a covered room with his kdsdva,
then he cannot take the bedding-equipment of the San'gha for his' use
outside. But if he can make use of even a 1:65:an which would give a cover
and not let it get wet, then he can use it. If, while he is observing
the practices of a D/zuta, he sits in the open ground when there is no rain,
or while it is raining, he is eigher under a cover or he can enter a sheltered
room, then he can take the bedding-equipment of the San'gha.

[85] If a donor sees a Bhikkhu dwelling in an open space, he make!
for the San'gha a bedding-equipment [to be temporarily used by the
Bhikkhu ]. The Bhikkhu accepts it [for the San'gha ]. [When he has to

t ‘4
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go away] he has to hand it over to another Bhikkhu, if any. If there is none
to whom he .can hand it over, he must give it to the nearest dwelling-place.
If there be no dWelling-place nearby, he may take it up and put it in an
empty room. If there be no empty room, he may put it tied up beneath
a tree with thick foliage. He may put it there and then go. If he
goes without lifting it up, then at that time he first thinks : “ I am going
to the town; but, in no long time, I shall return. ” If he goes in this way,
there is no offence. If he enters a village and if, on account of any of the
eight27 calamities, he is not able to come back to hand it over, then there is
no offence._ If it is really raining and if he says it does not rain and goes
away, then- there is Dukkata.

[86 ] A cot is of four kinds. Which four ? First, it is with po-mo-crle‘JO
(masa'mka ? ) legs; second, it is with wen-t‘i (buna'ikd) legs; thir'd with
kiu-lz'-la (kulj’ra) leg; and fourth with a-Izo-cie (d/zacca) legs [Vim iv. 40].

Pa-mo-c/ze‘-lo cot means one in which the bars are inserted in the legs.
That with wen-t’i legs means the bars [of the cot] are tied with the legs and
thus the cot is prepared. Ifiu-li-lo cot means one with legs like those of
a horse, or a goat, Or .of a tiger, wolf or a lion. Such a one is called one with
kz'u-lz'-lo legs. That with a-Izo-cz'e legs means the legs are inserted in the bars.

When Such a cot is lying on‘ the exposed ground and if a person goes
away from it beyond a middle man’s stone-throw, then there is Pa‘cittiya.

[87] If an elder BhikkHu instructs a younger Bhikkhu to have a cot
taken out and if the elder puts some kindof cloth as a Spread on the cot,
the younger one then is permitted to go. ' If he does not put anything on
it, then the younger one is still to be burdened with it. If, without such a
burden, he requests the elder to look after it and goes away, then there is no
offence. If he takes the cot but does not Sit upon it, and if again another
Bhikkhu comes and sits upon it, then he speaks to him [to take care of the
cot] and goes, then there is no offence. Ifa high seat is prepared for the
teacher but the teacher does not come, then the high seat has got to be
guarded. If he goes away when the teacher has already come, then there
is no offence.

[88] If he first takes up a sitting-stool and puts it below a wooden
wheel28 ( 71: MI ) [used for drawing water from a well] and at the
time of going he does not himself lift the stool away, nor does he instruct any
one else, and goes away, then there is Dukkata. If the dye-basin, water-
bowl, or the rope belonging to the San'gha are put for being dried up in the
Sun, then at the time of going away, one must remove them and put them

 

 

27. Which eight ? This is not explained here. Pali Cm. also has nothing correspond-
ing to this. Vin. i. 112—113 mentions ten obstacles (anlam'ja). But Dharmagupta Vinaya
(Taisho Vol. 22, p. 832a, lincs 2—4) mentions : king, thief, fire, water, disease, human being,
non-human being and poisonous creeping animal, which all except ‘ disease ’ are included in
the Vinaya passage referred to in Vin. i. 112—113.

28. What is this wooden wheel ? Is it used for drawing water from a well 1’ It is not
clear.
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in their usual place and then go. If he goes away without lifting them,
then there is Duklta't‘a. ‘If one does not remove things belonging to others,
then also there is Dukkata. If he does not remove his own things at the
time of going, then also there is Dukkata. If, however, on account of any
of the eight calamities, he does not remove them at the time' of going,
then there is no offence.

The Teacher says that the remaining words are easy to understand and
need no detailed explanation. This precept is for a prescribed offence and
originates in body, tongue and mind. ‘

Thus is concluded the precept concerning the bedding-equipment of
the San'gha spread in a dwelling-place.

 

[ Fifteenth Pa'cittiya ]

[89 ] Pi- t’sé (Blzisi) [ Vin. iv. 41 ]—-a Pi-t’se‘, that is made of fur. Or,
Pi-t’sé-———that is, a bag for a pillow,or a bag for a scat,or a grass-spread placed
below a mat. If, at the time of going away, one does not remove all these,
or one does not instruct anyone else to remove, and if there is no bamboo-
fencing, and. one goes faraway beyond a stone-throw, then forthwith ( fi‘ )
there is' the offence of a Dukkata. If one goes beyond two stone-throws,
then there is Pa‘cittiya. If there is a bamboo-fencing, then when he goes
out of the fencing, there is the offence.

Thus is concluded a detailed explanation of the precept about the bed-
equipment of the Sangha within the San'gha’s residence.

[The Sixteenth Pa'cittiya]

[90] One knows that other Bhikkhus have already spread the bed-
ding-equipment [of the San’gha] and still one comes later just to bother others
[by overcrowding], then the Bhikkhu becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya. If
he does not know, or even if he is in doubt about them, [still] he becomes
guilty ofa Pa'cittiya. If, however, [he comes in] because of any one of the
eight calamities then he is not guilty.

Thus is concluded a detailed explanation of the precept about caus-
ing bother to others [ Vin. iv. 43 ]. This is an inherent offence.

 

[There is no comment on the Seventeenth Pa‘cittiya ].
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[ Eighteenth Pa'cittiya ]
\r

[91 ] '-H.igh Chamber [ Vin. iv. 46] is that which at its minimum height
is such that a man standing below it will not have his head reaching [ its
ceiling]. [ Kit is so high] then there is no offence.

Na ofl‘erwe—If it is not a high chamber, then one does not become guilty.
Thus is concluded a detailed comment on the Precept concerning

a high chamber.
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[ Nineteenth Pa'cittiya ]

[92 ] fIa lzeayv mud-plaster 15‘ to be given [ Vin. iv. 47-48 ]——that is, on
both sides of the door as well as on the upper side, one can give a mud-plas-
ter which will be two and half cubits [ in extent ]. If the door is high and
there is a wall also below the door, then one can have a wide plaster on
that wall also. On all the lo'ur sides of windows also one can have a wide
plaster. Why ? To enable the doors of the windows to be opened and closed.

Thatching is of two kinds : one is round thatching and another is [a
straight one] like a road. If he instructs once and stops, then there is no
offence. If the thatching is done by tiles and if this is done beyond three
layers, then one becomes guilty ofa Pa‘cittiya. If he goes beyond three layers,
then commensurate with the number of tiles used, few or more, he becomes
guilty of Pa‘cittiyas, one for each. If it is to be covered with slabs of stone or
lime-plaster, then as he uses every layer beyond three, he becomes guilty
of Pa'citfiyas. If it is to be covered with grass, then as he grasps bunches of
grass beyond three layers, for every bunch he becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya
offence. If, however, it is not well-thatched with abundant [grass], then
it should be thatched over again. There would be no offence.

.No\focnce—~If after giving instructions, he goes away, he does not become
guilty.

If he makes his residence in an open plane [where no vegetation is
growing ], and if he goes beyond three layers of thatching, he becomes guilty
of a Dukkata. This is an offence that has been prescribed.

15.23a.l
781c.5

[ Twentieth Pa’cittiya ]

[93] [Glowing that the water cantain: imect: [ Vin. iv. 49 ]—When
i there is some need, knowingly he himself sprinkles or instructs others to

Sprm'kle [ that water]. If he sprinkles it himselfi then with every [ sprinkl-
ing] that he finishes ( ,E‘j‘ ) , he becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya. If he
instructs others to sprinkle, then with every instruction that begins, he be-
comes guilty of a Pa'cittiya. This is an inherentofi‘ence and originates in
body, tongue and mind.

Thus is concluded the precept concerning the use of water with insects.
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[ Twenty-first Pa'cittiya ]

[ 94-] By giving initru‘c'tz'on to the thkkhunis, they got plenty of matma'l be-
we]?! [Vim iv. 49]—Because the 'elders gave instruction to the Bhikkh'unls, they
got plenty of material benefit. It was not the Bhikkhunis that gave or
instructed others to give. But these Bhikkhunis were the women-folk belong.
ing to the king of the country, or to the minister [ of that country]. When
these women of the rich famil'ies returned to their own homes, their parents
asked them : “Who gave you instruction?” The Bhikkhunis replied : “The
elders gave instruction to us .” The parents heard this, became glad at
heart and immediately provided them with the four kinds of requisite things,
such as food and drink, clothing, medicinal things and dwelling-places and
thus supported these elders. The Bhikkh'unis, when they came to their own
homes, said: “The elders observed good conduct, were strenuous in this
learning, were forbearing if some dis'respect was shown to 'them and were
coming from noble families.” When the parents heard this, they supplied
the San'gha with all their' provisions. Thus, on account of these two reasons,
the elders obtained all their material benefits. '

[95] The Chabbaggiya Bhikkhus seeing that the elders obtained
these material benefits said to the Bhikkhunis: “We also can give instruct-
.ion to the Bhikkh'unis." When the Bhikkh'unis heard this, they went to
place of the Chabbaggiya Bhikkh'us for seeking instruction from them. The
Chabbaggiya Bhikkhus gave them a little of religious instruction and then
later talked much about worldly things such as matters of Government
of the land, scarcity and prosPerity, towns and villages and the like. All
these are words leading to the three” cvzl' paths. And, hence, it has been
said in the original Vinaya : “If a Bhikkhu has eight qualities, then he
is capable of giving instruction to the Bhikkhunis”. [Vim iv. 51].

[ 96 ] Which are those eight? First, he possesses good conduct; second,
he observes rules of Pa‘timokkha ; third, he has the proper sense of decorum

’ ( fl fig ) ; fourth, he has fear in his heart when he notices even small
transgressions ,- fifth, he sticks fast [ to his rules ] ; sixth, he has heard much
(bahusruto, learned ]; seventh, he retains firmly[ in his mind ] whatever much
he has heard; and eighth”, he recites with proper discrimination the
Dhamma which is good at the beginning, at the middle, and at the end—the
Dhamma which is pure and which speaks about the precious holy life that
is entirely pure. He has a real insight into and faultlessly recites both the
kinds of I’Jtz'mokklzas—their meanu'Ig and text are quite clear to him. He
has a fine flow [of words]. He is respected and highly regarded by the

29. Here there is no explanation as to which these three ways are. Generally, they are
niraya (hell), pct: (spir'its) andslirauhanag'om' (lower animals).

30. It may be noted here In passing that the eight qualities enumerated here are really
covered by the first two of the qualities detailed in the original Vinaya text (iv. p. 51 ). With
the exception of No. vii of the original text, the remaining five are mentioned or explained in
paras. 96-98. The seventh quality of the original text—that of not having violated the chas-
tity of a Bhiltkhunl, Sikkhamanfi or a Sa'ma’n.eri—is found here missing.

H
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Bhikkhunis. He is qLu'te capable of preaching the Dhamma [ to them] in
compliance with [ the procedure] laid down—these are called the eight
qualities. ‘ “r

[97] (i) :Possesres good conduct—what is called good conduct,
he has in himself; what is called observing good conduct and not
violating [ the rules of conduct ]—this is called possession of good conduct.

(ii) Observing [rules fa Ptitimakkha ], that is, not violating them by V
his actions of body, tOngue and mind; or what is called practising the supre-
me Dhamma ; or what is called Pa‘timokkha of those who have received
initiation. This is what is called observing. _

( iii ) Ha: the proper sense of decorum—that is, he does not earn his liveli-
hood by improper means ; he does not go to five places : first [ the locality
of] prostitutes ,' second, the place of widows ; third, a monastery of Bhikkhu-
nis ; fourth, the families of grown-up spinsters ; and fifth, the [ locality of
of] eunuchs. Also he does not go to the families of Updsikax ( lay women-
devotees). This is what is called ‘having the proper sense of decorum.’

( iv ) Ha: fear when he notices [even ] small transgressions, that is, looks
at small transgressions as he would look at a big poisonous serpent ; in no
way different. This is what is called ‘baving fear.’

( v ) Sticksfast [ to the rules fa conduct ] and due: not violate them, that
is, sticking fast to the rules of conduct ; he never slackens his mind.

( vi ) He has heard much, that is, he has learnt one Agama or two Agamas.
He is called one who has heard much.

(Vii' ) Retain: firmyl [ in hu' mind ]—that is, if he has learnt one Zgama,
he retains it well in his mind; never forgets it. This is called retaining
firmaly all the many things that one has heard.

( viii ) Good at the beginning, at the middle and at the end—The Teacher
says that this has been already explained in the section of the Bra‘hmana
from Verafija‘“. Meaning and text are quite clear, that is, to one who recites with
understanding and without any doubt or confusion.

Ha: afineflaw [ ofwonis] [ Vin. iv. 51 ] [ that is ], like one who has a
ready wit, who never stammers or goes back [ m' his recitation ]. Has afine
flaw, that 1s', recting both the Pitz'mokkhas without any hindrance, on the Upo-
satha day, every fortnight. Knowing all, he can, on all the srx'“ uposatha days
[of fasting ], preach the Dhamma to people, He can recite one Agama,
two Zgamax; he also knows them without having any difficulty. He knows
the Jha‘nadhammas of a almana and even upto the Fruit of Arhatship,
he knows all of them without having any’difliculty. If he has completed
twenty years [ since his initiation ], he can preach to thepeople about the
conduct of those who have received initiation.

The Teacher says: “\Vhy is it not said that he has to know the
Abhidhamma 9.”

31. See Book IV. 37.
32. According to non-Pali tradition, the 8th day of each fortnight and the 14th and 15th

day of each fortnight. These six days are also referred to in Mahléa’saka Vinaya (Taisho Vol.
22, gp. 1063. line 17 ).
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Answer :———If he knows the Abhid/zamma, that would be very good.
But if he be a man of low wit ( 'F )ffi ) and if he knows the Vinaya and
the Sana, then he can instruct. His voice must have a clear flow. Women
like to listen to such a person.

Why is it said that he must have a voice which has a clear flow if he 15'
instructing the Bhikkhunis ?

Answer :—-Women are more attached to the voice; then they hs'ten to
the Dhamma. .

A: to being respected and regarded by the Bhikklzum's' [ Vin. iv. 51 ]——Because
this Bhikkhu has a religious virtue in him, he is respected and regarded by
Bhikkh'unis. He is not soiled by threefold defilement. -

Why is it said that one who is sofled by the threefold defilement cannot
give instruction [to the Bhikkhunis] ? [For], when he gives instruction,
this [ threefold defilement] is noticed by a Bhikkhuni and she has no respect
or regard for him in her mind. 7

[ 98] Ha: completed twenytyears [since his initiationafi [ Vin. iv. 51 ]—-If
he has completed twenty years [since his initation], he can learn the Dhamma
and retain it firmly in his mind. If he is' younger than that, then he may
shrink back while preaching. Those who are young in years are flighty
and unsteady and can easily shrink back while preaching. Therefore, it
has been laid down that one must have completed twenty years [since his
initiation] so that he is capable of instructing the Bhlkkh'unis.

[ 99 ] He must sweep [ thefloor of] 1115' residential quarter: and sprinkle water
over it [Vim iv. 52]. Because, if [the floor] is swept clean and water
spru'iklcd over it and if [drinking] water is arranged for, the Bhikkhu then
deems it p.1-opcr"‘f'o offer, to those who have come from afar, cots, mats and
liquid drinks, even if he has no straw-mat .. .. down to grass-spread.
If he preaches the Dhamma to the Bhikk'hunis, he must needs have a
companion with him. He cannot preach in a room.

[ 100] If a Bhikkhuni secs on the way a Bhikkhu coming from afar,
then she should join the palms of her hands and approaching him pay her
respects ( 7ft] ) to him, even where there is some obstacle [on account
ofa tumult] due to a king’s visit or even when the road is boggy. She should
ask [the Bhikkhu] as to how he passed the days of residence of the
[rainy-] summer season. She should go to the monastery of Bhikkhus, even
if it is half a yojana away,and is permitted to have [ near by ] her residence of
the [rainy-] summer-saeson. She is not permitted to have it if she has to go
beyond half a yJo'a/za.

If a donor requests a ‘Bhikkhuni to stay for the retreat of the [rainy-]
summer-season and if there 'is no Bhikkhu near by [whom she can approach
for religious sermon ], and so if the Bhikkhuni in the retreat of the [rainy-1
summer-season wishes to go away and if' the donor says to her that she might
just stay as the disciples will request some Bhikkhu to come, and if, even after

33. The Pali Cm. explains this as twenty-years from initiation (upammpadlya vitalivasxa).
.
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such a request, no one is [ then] available, but in the later [rainy-] summer—

season—retirement such a Bhikkhu is available, then she, when requested,
is not permitted to go away. If, on the high road, there is danger to life,
or to her holy life, then she can stay even where there is no Bhikkhu [near
by for giving her instruction]. There would be no violation.

[lOl ] If a Blukkh‘u has come for the earlier [rainy-] retreat and if”,
after his commitment for th at residence is over, he goes away for Some reason,
and if the Bhikkhuni does not know this either because the road was closed
or because the Blnk'khuni' was ill, but she comes to know of the same, later,
then she is not permitted to shift‘her residence and there would be no offence.
When the [rainy-] retreat is over, she is not allowed to undergo Pavdrazzd
[-ceremony] without a Bhikkhu. She must, from fortnight to fortnight,
going to the assembly of the Great (Bhikkhu-) San’gha, seek and ask for
two things. Which are the two 7’. First, she must ask the day of the uposatha:
and second, she must ask for instruction.

The Teacher says : Why is it that the Tatha‘gata was so anxious to give
such a bidding for the Bhikkhuni ? Because, the Bhikkhuni, as a' woman,
was dull in her faculty of intelligence.

[ 102] At that time, the whole of the congragation of the Bhikkhum's
went to the place of the Bhikkhus to receive instruction. Men began to
complain about the Bhikkhunis. They went to the Bhikkhus and complained.
The Bhikkhus went to the Buddha and complained. On account of this,
the Buddha laid down : “ From~now onwards [as time passes], a large
number of Bhi’kLh'uni"s are not permitted to go and ask for instruction. Only
five are permitted to go.” Even at this, grumbling still resulted. The
Buddha thenpermitted only two or three persons to go. The Bhikkhunl-
San'gha should, by an oflicial act, comission two or three persons to go to
the Bhikkhu-San'gha and request them for arranging for an instructor [for
them ]— even a Bhikkhu living in a forest ——- who would instruct the
Bhikkhunis.

[ 103 ] How can he give instruction ? He fixes a definite place, either
under a tree, or in a visitor’s room. The Bhikkhuni has to go to the appointed
place. If she does not go, then she becomes guilty of a Dukkata. The
Bhikkh'u, also, ifhe does not go to the appointed place but waits [ somewhere
else], becomes guilty of a Dukkata. The Bhikkhunis have their Pava‘rana"
on the fourteenth day and the Bhikkhu-San‘gha has it on the fifteenth. If
the Bhikkhunis make a request, then he should preach. If, without first
preaching about the eight ‘ weighty ’* matters for the Bhikkhunis, he speaks
about other dhammas, then there is Dukkaita [offence]. If he has first
preached the eight ‘ weighty ’ matters and then he preaches the other
Dhammas, then there is no offence.

‘ Vin. ii. 255—56.
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[ 104-] There is an exception that there is no offence if he is giving
a reply to a question, or if the Bhilddi'uni hears what is intended for others,
or if he is addressn’xg a Sz'kk/zamdna‘ ( who is under study), or a Summer}. In
all these cases there is no offence.

The Teacher says that the remaining words are easy" to be understood
and need no detail'ed explanation. This is an offence that has been pre-
scribed. It originates in tongue and mind and is associated with three
sensations.

[ 105] I,f without being delegated by the Bhik'khu-San'gha, a Bhikkhu
goes to a monastery of Bhikldlunis for giving instruction, then he becomes
guilty of a Pa‘cittiya [Vim iv.51].

[Thus is concluded]

the Fifteenth book of the Commentary [named]

Samanta-pdsa'dikd' .
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[T. 782c—790b ,' P’ing 86a—91b; PTS. iv.80l—v. 1003; S. ii. 587—749;
- N.ii.819—-iii.1055 ].

[ Twenty-second Pa" cittiya ]

[l ] Now I must tell [the story ]1 of the origin of Fan-t’o Cu'l_a-]
Panthaka). Why [was he so called] ? The mother of Panthaka was from
her birth a rich and. great woman. Her parents had her as their only female
child and so they built a seven-storied palace wherevthey kept her [guard-
ed]. They only assigned'a slave-boy to look after her needs. This slave-
boy was a big boy. The girl then began to cherish feelings of intimate love
for him and she proposed a plan to'that boy : “I should like to alienate [ my
parents] and go away with you to another country.” When she said
this three times to the slave-boy, he said : “We cannot go.” The girl said
to the slave-boy : “If you do not go, I shall communicate all this affair to
my parents who then will kill you.” The slave-boy then replied : “If we
go to another country, we shall have to remain poor, with no money ; how
shall we‘make our living?”

I shall[2] The girl said to the slave-boy : “You simply follow me.
steal away precious things and take them away in your company.” The
slave-boy replied : “If it be so, I shall go with you.” The girl, day
after day, stole away precious things [from her parents’ house] and then
went out of the guarded [place], carrying them away, with the slave-boy. To
carry them, she arranged to have two men to take them to the slave—boy who
was sent away ahead to an appointed place outside the town. She herself
put on the clothes of a slave-girl, turned away the bolt of the door and came
out. Accompanied by the slave boy, she reached another country and stayed
in a comfortable place.

[3] Within a year or two, she became pregnant and approached the
time of delivery. She thought to hereself : .“I am here; and at the time
of delivery, there is no one to look after me. ” She thought of her mother

1. For thu' story compare th. Cm on th. verse 25. The verses ascribed to Cfila-panthaka
are found in 'I7uragathd verses 557-566.
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and Wished to return to her family. She began consultations with her hus-
band and said : “I am approachng the time of delivery ; I only wish I had
my mother who would be able to look after me. I now vus'h to go [to my
family]. Will not my master go with me P” The husband, the slaye-boy,
replied : “We cannot go. We have come alienating your parents. How
can we get refuge in that great family ? They would certainly kill us.”

[4 ] The wife said to the husband : “The nature of a woman is such
that even if she becomes angry, she would not stoop to killing her child.
Such being the case I should like to go.” The husband replied : “ They
may not kill you ; but they would certainly kill me. Therefore, I cannot go
[with you ].” The husband then went into the hills and began to cut fuel.
In his absence, [the wrf'e], later, closed the door and went away. The
husband returned but did not find his w1f'e. He then asked the neighbours :
“Did you see my wife?” They replied: V “Your wife has already gone
away.” When the husband heard this, he immediately pursued and
followed her. When he had gone half the way, he reached the place
where his WITC had given birth to a son. The husband said to his' wife .'
“You wanted to go because you were to give birth [to a Child ]. You
have now already given birth to a child. Then where is the need [ now] to
go P” The wrf’e, when she heard these words, became rather ashamed of
[seein'g] her parents and so both of them immediately returned to their
home and began to look after the affairs of their [own ] living.

[5] In no long time afterwards, she again became pregnant and,
again, as the time of delivery was approaching, she began to think of her
mother. And so she revolted for returning to the family of her folks. She
reached half way and again gave birth to a son. Her husband pursued
her upto half the way and then [all] returned together. His' two sons,
because they were born on the way, were given the name Panthakas. The
two Panthakas, elder and younger, were playing together with other child.
companions. Both of them were strong and big and so they beat
companions. Those companions began to scold .' “You [people] here
have no [status of possessm’g a circle of ] six2 relations. You are [like]
lone orphans here. How dare you beat us 7’. ”

[6] When the boys heard this reproof, they came home crying.
They asked their mother : “All the other people have [a circle of] stx' re-
lations. Wh.y is it that we are alone and have none ? ” Their mother
remained silent and gave no reply. The brothers bewailed and bewailed.
They would not eat and drink. Their mother saw them bewailing in this
manner without eating. She had pity upon them and so she told the truth :
“ I am a woman belonging to such and such a place ; I have come from
a great rich family. Your father was a slave-boy in this family, who was
appointed to look after me. I had intimate love for him and could

2. Chinese sources mention : father, mother, wife, child, elder and younger brothers.
Is it peculiar to Chinese social system .7 Pali : yu'va 5011mm? Ania-parkland, upto mm; gener-
ation: of ancestors.
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not remain away from him.
gave birth to you. ”

I sneaked off [with him] to this place and

s

[ 7 ] The two boys heard these words of their mother and said to the
mother : ‘~‘.-It is possible to send us back to the family which is exogam-
ous ( M» at ) to ours; we cannot stand this kind of life. ” Their mother
would not permit. The two boys cried because they were not [permitted ].
Then the mother began to hold consultations with her husband. “ These
boys are lwwailing l They cannot stand this. \Nhy can we not send them
back to our exogamous family ? ” The husband replied : “ It is possible. ”

Immediately, they all went. When the place of their presenting
themselves came, the parents and their children all together stood outside
at the door. They saw the people of the family go out and said [to
them 1 :,—“ You better go back to the masters of the house and say that the
daughter of the masters is standing outside at the door, bringing with her
her husband and children. ” The parents heard this and said :
“ Let the two children enter ,- you need not meet us. ”

[8] The masters sent for the two children to enter and welcomed
them. \Vhen the two children entered, they were given a scented bath and
their bodies were smeared with scents and were given clothing and orna-
ments. The master of the house embraced the two children, and placed
both of them on his laps ( lit. knees They were asked 2 “Your mother has
gone to another country; how is she faring in life ? I hope she is
not in extreme poverty. ” The two boys replied: “Our parents are
elsewhere and are in dire circumstances. They are earning their liveli-
hood by selling fire-wood they gather (DJ, E ) .” The mother
heard these words and she felt pity. Immediately, she opened her treasury,
filled a bag .with gold and sent a man to give the same to her daughter say-
ing :' , “ You spare the two children for me. I can look after their main-
tenance. You take away this gold ,' return to your old place of residence
and maintain yourselves well. You need not meet us. ”

[9 ] \Nhen the two children were grown up in years they took wives
for themselves. Vthn the [grand] parents became old and'when they
were on the point of departing from life, they entrusted all the family-affairs
to those children. After the death of the [grand] parents, there “as a
time when the Buddha was preaching the doctrine to the four-fold assembly
[of monks, nuns. lay-men and lay women 1. At that time, \i/Iaha"-panthaka
went to the place where the Buddha was and listened to the Dhamma that
he preached. When he listened to the Dhamma, his mind took delight in
renunciation of the home. He came back and had consultation with his
younger brother: “ Now I wish to leave our house. I entrust all the
fann'ly-afl‘airs to you. \.\'hen the younger brother heard these words of
the elder brother, he was very much worried in’mind. He said to the elder
lnother 2 “ I shall now be left helpless, with no one to rely upon ;
the elder brother is leaving me to become a recluse. How shall I be able
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to live ? ” The younger brother thus entreated the elder brother three
times, but the elder brother kept his mind firm and would not retract. He
entrusted the family affairs to his younger brother and then left his home.
The recluse, in no long time, became an Arhat.

[10] His younger brother also, some time later, began to have this
thought in his mind : “ My elder brother gave up all family-affairs en-
trusting them to me. It was just like a man throwing out a'spittle'and in"
no way different. How can I accept it and live a life with attachment ? ”
He immediately went to the place of his elder brother and desu'ed
to renounce his home. The elder brother converted him to a life of a re-
cluse and gave him a gritha‘ for learning. It was four months and still he
could not learn it. He forgot it and was as before. Later, the elder
brother Maha'panthaka thought : , “This fellow has not got the capabili-
ties [of understanding] the Dhamma of the Buddha. He should rather
be sent back to his family; ” and so he said to Cu'l.a-Panthalta ,' .“ Your
faculties are as yet dull." And so he pulled at his ch'xdva (yellow1s'h
garment) and pushed him outside the door. He stood weeping outside at
the door. He did not wish to go back to his family. '

[11] At that time, the World-honoured [Buddha] was surveying
all the living-beings [in universe] with his divine eye. He noticed that
Cu',l'a-pantliaka did possess the necessary capability for being converted [into
a recluse]. The \Norld-honoured One went to the place and asked Cu'la-
panthaka: “Why are you crying here ?” In reply, he said to the
World-honoured One : “My faculties are at present dull. I could not
recite even one th/id within a space of four months. ZMy elder brother,
Malia-panthaka, because of my dull faculties, drove me outside this
monastery.” The VVorld-honoured One said : ' “You stay. Don’t
worry ; I shall instruct you. ”

The Teacher says : "Could not Maha'panthaka notice his capability
to attain the Path ? Why did he pull him and push him outside the door? ”

Answer .' Cu']apanthaka was not to be converted by a [mere] samaaa ;
he was to be converted by a Buddha alone. Therefore he pulled him and
pushed him outside.

[ 12 ] The Buddha pacified his mind and taking a piece of white soft
woollen fabric gave it to Gala-panthaka saying : “ You take this soft woollen
fabric ( ) and basking, with face turned towards the sun, think:
‘the dirt is taken away, the dirt is taken away’. ” Having given this in-
struction, the VVorld-honoured One entered the village, accepting the re-
quest of Visa‘kha', the mother [of Miga‘ra.] The \Norld-honoured One
turned his attention, while reflecting, to Cu'la-panthaka and to enable him
to attain the Path, said these gfit/tds immediately :—

I-le, who enters a solitary place, becomes glad,
Who reflects upon the Dhamma attains the bliss of calm ;
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\Nho is without enmity in this world, is extremely happy.
One should cause no injury to any living being.
One who has no attachment in this world,
And who is away from passionate desire,

1 And who subdnes egoism and pride—-
He indeed gets the highest. bliss.

Galapanthaka heard these gal/16: from afar and immediately attained
the fruit of Arhatship.

[ i\/Iiscellaneous3 ]

[13] Question z—ls there not a Bhikkhu who becomes guilty of
three Pa'cittiyas when he goes to a monastery of the nuns to preach to them
the eight garu-d/zamnms ( rules prescribing reverence ) ?

Answer :—Yes ; one [ Pa‘cittiya ], as he is not entrusted [ with this job]
by the San‘gha ; second, as he goe"- to a monastery of the Bhikkhunis [ for
preaching the eight Dhammas ] ,- third, as he goes when the sun is
set. These are the three Pa‘cittiyas [of which he becomes guilty ].

When one gets to a monastery of the Blit’kk'liuniS and preaches some
other Dhammas, then he becomes guilty of one Pa'cittiya and two Dukkata—s.
Which are the two ? The first, that he is not entrusted [with this work]
by the San'gha : second, that he goes to the monaste1y of the Bhildd'tuni—s—
these are the two Dukkatas. [That he goes] when the sun is set is
a Pa'cittiya.

[ Twenty-ninth Pa‘cittiya}

[ l4- ] Devadatta, S_umuddadatta,, Khahdadatta [ Pali—the son of
Khandadevi ], Koka‘lika and Kata - [ moralm ] - Tissa [ Vin. iv. 66 ] were
all men of repute—that is, their names \\ ere well-known to people.

[ Thirty-second Pa‘ cittiya ]

[15] Takir-g food in separate clique: (gazm) [Vim iv. 71 ]-—-—Taking
food in separate cliques is of two kinds—one is by invitation and the other
is by soliciting it oneself. -

(i) How is this taking of food in separate cliques done 3‘ There is an
updraft-a (a lay-disciple) “110 goes to a place where four Bhikkhus stay. Hc
extends an invitation to (he Bhikkhus for taking their main food ( T47; fl
odana) \u'th him ; he solicits the elders to take food \xith him. This is what

3. Ala/zapacmrirayz vulla 71 Pakinnakam (Sm/2. iv. 803 ) included in comment on 23rd Pic.
It may also be noticed that the Chinese text does not deal with all precepts. It omits comment
on several prCCCplS.

16.4b.l
783913
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is called ‘ taking food in a separate clique by an invitation. ’ At
one and the same time they receive the invitation for [taking food Jcither
on the next day, or on the day after; they receive it at one and
the same time and they take food at one and the same place. Thus takes
place the taking of food in a separate clique. All the four men become
guilty of an offence. If they receive the invitation at one and the
same time, but each one goes separately to the house of the donor, they re-
ceive food at one and the same time and return, each to his own place, and
eat, then also they become guilty as before [in the above mentioned case

The Teacher says :—Why is it so ? Because they have received food
at one and the same time and then they eat it. If they have received
the invitation at one and the same time, but each one goes [separately],
each one receives and each one eats [separately], then none becomes
guilty. They receive the invitation separately, each one goes separately
to the house of the donor, but they receive food at the same time, then [also]
they become guilty. This is what is called receiving the invitation and be-
coming guilty.

(ii) How is it that one becomes guilty by soliciting [ foo'd] ? There
is a Bhikkh’u who solicits food for four persons. Whether he is sitting or
whether he is standing, he sees an updsaka and says to him .' “ Give food
to us four persons ”; or each one solicits and says : ‘ Give me food ’—
[both these] are similar. Whether they go together or separately, if they
receive and eat food at the same time, they become guilty. This is what
is called becoming guilty by soliciting.

' [16] (i) Illness [Vt-'71. iv. 74 ]——The feet are split resulting in fis-
sures ; sand or earth enter the fissures [in the feet .] He is not able to
walk. Then he is permitted to have food in a separate group. This
is called illness.

(ii) Occasion f0 preparing garments—When one gets a garment that is
cut out [of a new piece of cloth ], or if it is to be made by cutting off from
an old piece of cloth, upto even the [process of] putting a cord for hang-
ing it on a hook—this is called an occasion for preparing a garment.

( iii ) Going on a tour— going over even the minimum distance
of half a yojana.

( iv ) Going on a boat—The same way as before.
(v) Occasion of famine—When food is not enough for feeding

even four people—this is called the occasion of Great Famine ( mahdqsamaya
(vi) Food given to samazza: [ Vin. iv. 75 ]—whether they belong to the

same faith, or whether there are :amaaa: of other faith.

_ If for these seven“ counts food is taken in separate groups, then there
is no offence.

4. Here the Chinese commentary has actually given six occasions. It has not mentioned
separately the occasion when garments are distributed (cr'uaradina-xamqva ). It has probably
dropped it through inadvertence.
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[ l7 ] The five quartets—one, where an un-invited person makes up a
group of four ; second, where an “ alms-beggar ” ‘(Pi,n_da-p5tika) makes a.
group of four ; third, where an uninitiated person [like a novice] makes
up the group of four ; fourth, where a [mere] begging-bowl [without
its master] 'makes up the group of four ,' and the fifth, where a sick person
makes up the group of four—these I must now explain in detail.

(1') What is it where an uninvited person makes up the group offour ?
A donor extends an invitation to a group of four persons. One of
them knows it but does not go to the house of the donor. The donor makes
a querry whether one of the elders had not come. The three Bhikkhus
reply : “ No, he has not come. The donor, just at the nick of
time ( E3 fit" Ell ) , happens to see a Bhikkhu whom he calls to come
in and gives him food. Thus four persons get food. But they are
not guilty. This is where an uninvited person makes up a group of four.
'Why is it that they are not guilty ? Because, one of them is not an invited
person.

(ii) what is it where an “ (thus-beggar ” makes up the group fa four ?—
Three persons accept an invitation but the “ alms-beggar ” does not accept
it. Therefore, they do not become guilty.

(iii) Where a novice makes up the group fofour—When an invitation is
given to three persons u ho have attained the Path and to one person who is a
novice. And so there is no offence.

( iv) There 13' [merely] a begging-howl [without its master] that makes
up the group fofour—How is it that the beggin'g—bowl makes up the group of
four i" There are three invited persons who have attained the Path; one
bowl [only of the fourth invited person] is [sent]. There is none who is'
guilty.

(v) A sick person makes up the group of four— There are invited three
persons who have attained Path and a sick Bhikkhu who makes up the
group of four. There is none5 who is guilty.

)3

[18] There is an invitation to four persons. One of them is a wise
Bhikkhu who knows Vinaya. Fearing that there may be an offence com-
mitted in connection with the food that is to be taken, all together, he uses
a device. At the time when the donor serves food, he [the w15'e Bhikkhu]
covers his bowl and does not receive any food. The donor asks why
he would not receive it. He replies: “ Just give food to these three
people. I want to recite a mantra 31]" fig of blessings, anumodana' ) ”.
When the three people have finished their food, then, afterwards, he receives
his food. There is none who is guilty.

If the invitation is given for a gilt of cooked rice ( fifi ) and then on
reaching the house, meat is served, then there also is an offence. The
invitation is given for cooked rice, but on reaching the house, they are
served only gruel ( 7115'} ) , then there is no offence.

 

5. Samanta-pisddika does not agree with this statement. According to it, the sick person
only is not guilty; the other three are guilty because the sick person [ as he is a regular invited
member of the San‘gha] tlocs make the group ol‘ four that is invited [Sm/i. iv. 81+].

16.5b.1
784a.9

16.6a.l
784a.21

46,9
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[ 19 ] Ifa donor wants to give cooked flee to the San'gha and he sends
a messenger to go to a monastery and if the messenger says : “Please accept
our rice,” then if, in the San'gha, there is' some one who knows the Vinaja,
he should think .' ‘ In this San'gha, there are many who follow the practices
of Dhutas,"this messenger does not know the correct way'and so he makes
a request in such [words]. ’ The Bhikkh‘u knowing the Vinaya should
say : “ We shall see tomorrow. ” -Tthe messenger comes again and because
he does not know the [correct] words, he makes, as before, the request
to the San'gha. The Bhikkhu, knowing the correct way should say in reply:
“ We shall see tomorrow. ” Thus he should switch on as long as afortnight.
If still the messenger does not know the correct way [of the‘ invitation],
the Bhikkh’u should reply '. “ If the donor makes the invitation in such a
way, he should get only novices and not the revered monks of the San'gha. "
The messenger says : “ If the revered and virtuous monks have accepted
similar invitations from other families, then why should they not aCCept our
invitation ?” The reply would be : “ There is no question of our non-
acceptancc; but even now you do not know‘ the correct way ,‘just make an
invitation to the San'gha; do not say that they will be given rice-cakes, fish,
meat or any similar thing. Just say 2 ‘ I make an invitation to the San'gha. ’
The Bhikkhus are permitted to accept [such an invitation ] and then there
is no offence [against the rules of Vinaya ]. ”

[20] Even after giving such a direction, if the messenger does not
understand his words, then, fearing disapproval from the public, he should
say : “ You just go; the San'gha will go, tomorr0w morning, to the village
and beg their food. ” When they go and reach the house of the donor, and
if when requested ( )3? fi ) they accept food, there is no offence.

A detailed explanation of talu'ng food in a separate clique is finished.
This rule is a prescribed rule and involves actions that originate in body
and mu'ld.

[Thirty-third Pa‘cittiya ]

[21 ] Taking food in succession [ Vin. iv. 77?] ——A Bhikldm accepts an
invitation. But the donor does not come [ again to take him ]. The
Bhikkhu, fearing that the day will pass into an evening and that the donor
may not,l1turn up, enters a village and begs his food. After begging
his food while he returns, he sees the donor, who had extended the invita-
tion, coming. The Bhildthu then does not eat the food [that is begged ].
The owner of the food [begged by him ] asks : “ Sir, why do you not eat ?”
The Bhikkhu replies .' “ Because an invitation from a donor had been already
accepted by me; and thercfsore, I cannot eat. ” The donor still persists in
saying : “Just eat [something ].” If such an urging request is made and
ifhe cats [in deference to that request], then there is no ofl‘ence.‘ If many

6. This Chinese text differs considerably from the Puli commentary.

the invitation and so they went to beg thcir food as usual. 0

The Pali ston' H _
mentions that they did not expert any good food in the house of the person who gave them ’1" (Wu
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house-holders give an invitation at one and the same time, and if food is
eaten like this [in succession ], then there is no offence.

Thus is concluded the precept about taking food in succession.
This’ is' a rule that has been prescribed. It‘ involves actions of the body
and mind.

[ Thirty-fourth Pacitliya ]

[22] The provu'ians fofoad on journye prepared by a married woman who had
come back to herfolkganda trader ( E g ) [ Vin. iv. 79—80.]—Ifone takes only
bowlful [of the food-preparations] and goes out, then according to his will,
he may eat it himself or give it to others. If, however, he takes two bowlfuls,
then one bowl [-contents] he may eat himself and another he has to
give to the Bhikkhu-San'gha. If he takes three bowlfuls, then one he 16.7a.1
should himself eat, the other two he should give to the Bhilddin-Sangha; 784b.l7
he is not permitted to give the same to a house—holder of his acquiantance.
If some one among his relations [ gives him ], or even when he is requested
by a house-holder to take as much as hflikes C a 3%. “fl ) , he is not
permitted to take more than three bowlfuls.

The Teacher says : “ The remaining words are easy to understand."
This preCept is a prescribed one. It involves actions of body and mind.
Ignorance [of the rule] does not entitle one to exemption.

Thus is concluded the precept about the food for journey disposed of?
by a married woman [who had returned to her folks]

 

[ Thirty-fifth Pa'cittiya ]

[23] Five kind: afprinci/ml food,7 that is, a long white rice, rice that is
not glutinous, paddy-rice, a kind of red rice and grains of wheat. These are
the five kinds of food. If one makes gruel out of them and when it is first
poured out ofa cauldron, if it [is thick enough to] enable one to write with
it letters, then one is not permitted to eat it. If they make gruel mixing rice
with vegetables, then also [it is not to be eaten]. If there is little rice that
is mixed with a large quantity of water, then it may be eaten. One who
does not know the proper behaviour [with regard to the food that is accept-
ed or rejected ] must determine the rules regarding food that is to be treated
as extra (atiritta a . Cooked rice is mixed with meat or fish and a
meat-soup is made out of it. It appears to be like a preparation with plenty
of mustard-seed in it. It should be treated as extra food. Soft meat is
inseparably mixed up with water. Then it may not be treated as extra. If
roots of different kinds of vegetables or roots and seeds of trees are turned
into a food-preparation, then they may not be considered as extra.

 

7. This is different from what we have in Pa“ : Odtmo, kummam, .mllu, "mu/m, mafimm
(Vin. iv. 83; .S'mp. iv. 822).
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[ 24 ] Dried rice ( pulhukd ) is paddy turned into dried rice, or it is madc
from a variety of rice which is not glutinous, or it is made from wheat,
Dry rice is what is kept in the sun for being parched up, or it is made out
of some pulses ( 51“ ) or from the roots and seeds of trees. Thensuch dried
rice cannot be treated as extra.

f; ( ? saltu) — that is, what is made from non-glutinous rice, from
paddy rice and from wheat. If food is already taken, then this should be extra.
This man is of two kinds—one is broken into powder and the other is that
which when mixed with sugar or honey sticks together. Sauu rice, as in";
not powdered, need not be treated as extra ( a fi ) . If the‘ husk of
mm: f}; ) ——rice has been taken out, then it may be eaten and may not
be treated as extra.

[25] If t/chive kinds of regulation food I ( a g ) are taken up—
that is, if there [ is regulation-food] in the bowl, or in the hand, and if"
one man is offering food, and [lastly] he is standing within the distance
of an extended hand and if one rejects ( patzk‘k/up'ati ) it, then one is not
following the right procedure ofiwhat he should do to treat that food as
extra ( pavdretz’ ). If the man stands outside [the distance of] extended
hand and if one rejects it, then that rejection [also] does not become
[proper] rejection ( phafland If a man stands within the dts'tance of an
extended hand and if the foodthat is swallowed in the. mouth is exhausted
and if one rejects it, then that rejection also does not become the [proper]
rejection. If there is some food still left in the mouth and if there is the
man standing withina distance ofextended hand, and if one rejects, then the
rejection becomes a proper one ( [Jacarand ).

If meat that is not permissible ( PF E": ) [is offered ] and if
nothing from the same is eaten and if he rejects, then this rejection also cannot
be called proper rejection (pavd‘razzd). Why ? Because it is not permissible
and nothing from the same is eaten. If one eats such meat. as is not
permissible and even if the man stands within the distance of an extended
hand, and if one rejects it, then [also] such rejection does not become the
proper one, [because the meat that is rejected is not permissible, and so
it cannot be'a legitimate b/Iojana ]. If he rejects it [for himself]
and gives it to others, even then that rejection does not become proper. Why ?
Because he had not the awareness of its being fit to be rejected“. Ifit is
the principal food and he rejects it and gives it to others, even then the
rejection is not proper.

3 Pali : Pauimnappa/wnakatn. Pali Cm. clearly say: that Paul/and means that rejection
which is governed by four conditions: (i) amnmp, something must have been eaten;
(ii) bliJa'aua'm, food that is legitimate to be so called; naturally it excludes akappija'Jhoja'M;
(iii) the donor must be present within the extended hand; and (iv) and that there should

be an actual physical offering. It also clearly says : yarn hi blu'kki/mra Ichadilum. val/a“, Ian}
yam pafikklup‘ala [Jar-ital]! MIL... Kappb'a-b/iojanam ,'-at,b{"khu/'ali, pavdrui; ak‘aopyaibhjo'anaql
patilrklrpiali, na pawn/i.
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[26] Standing within a distance fo extended hand [ Vin. iv. 82 ]—that is,
he comes biodily within a distance of two and half cubits and then the rejection .
follows. This becomes a valid rejection. If he stands outside the distance of 16.8a. 1
two and half cubits, and if the rejection is there: then that rejection is not 784 c.13
valid. If a man taking food with him comes and places it on the ground
withinadistance of extended hand, but does not offer it to a Bhikkhu,
then if one rejects, the rejection does not become valid. If a qualified
attendant ( A kappa/(ll ) takes it in his hand [' and offers it] and if
the rejection follows, then it is valid. If he gives food to another Bhikkhu
and if, after having given, he [ the first one] rejects, then also that rejection
is not valid.

[27] The rejection is of two kinds :—One is bodily rejection ; the
second is vocal. What is the bodily rejection P I-Ie rejects it with his hand,
or he shakes his head [ to signify rejection], or he covers the bowl with
his hand. Vocal rejection means to say : “Enough ! I shall take no more.”
If one mixes vegetables with fish or meat and prepares some delicious soup
out ofit' and if he says : “1' Please ], accept this delicious vegetable-soup, and
if the rejection follows, then this rejection is not valid.” If, however, he says :
“ [Please], accept this meat~soup, ” and if the rejection follows, then it is
valid. If they prepare a soup out of things that are principal-and-not-princi-
pal food, and if they offer it under the name of principal food, then if the re-
jection follows, it is valid. If they offer it under the name of not-principal
food, then the rejection is not valid ; [ because it may have followed when he
heard the name ‘not-prineipal’ and so it is not a deliberate rejection of a
thing that one knows to be principal].

[28] Continue: walking according to rules of decorum except. when he is
using a boat, a carriage, or a cart”. He does not become guilty. Thefood left
over by as‘ick person [ Vin.iv. 82 ] —that is, what has remained as surplus after
the sick person has eaten : or what has remained as ‘unused’, when he has
not eaten. I

Thus is conculded the precept concerning extra food. This is a pre-
scribed ofl‘ence which originates in actions of body and tongue.

[ Thirty-seventh Pa‘cittiya ]

[29 ] Roots of all kinds of trees or all kinds ol‘ vegetation cannot be
considered as eatablc. There are [some] roots, stalks, flowers and fruits
which are permissible to be taken and eaten all the life time (ydva-jI—‘vikam
There are [other] roots or stalks of plants which sustain the body, but

9. This does not quite correspond to l’uli '. like [ulna gun/mum [1ava’rcli, so gnu/mule ’va
blmfijilum. (ab/mli. .niua' ua‘ “In (vi {III/ti, tum (lb/tiru'lu'lvz" [Ii ca~I'Lamaulruc‘rrn blmn"ji!abba 1n, gammmvp
ua upacclu'udilabbam, yin-e rt? Ital/lulaim-[ifiljlu: vi . .ta’t'a (cm gate/mutant pi nisiuncu’cua bhufijilab/m'm.

..60
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they are to be eaten only. at the [ proper] time ()‘doa-kdlz/c'am There are
fruits of trees the inner core of which can be eaten at proper time. There
are others ( fl ) that one can take as medicine all the life-time.
There are some plants which sustain oneself and can therefore be taken as
medicine, all the life-time.

Thus is conculded the-precept concerning food that is not in proper
time. [ Vin. iv. 86]

[ Thirty-ninth Pa‘cittiya ]

i [30] If one begs [for himself] delicacies of food such as milk, curds,
fish and meat, then he becomes guilty of Pa‘cittiya [ Vin. iv. 88]. If he
begs other things of food, then' he becomes guilty of a Dukkata. But there is
the exception that if one begs for a sick person, then there is no offence.

Thus is concluded the precept regarding begging delicacies [ of food].

 

[ Fortieth Pa‘cittiya ]

[ 31 ] With the exception of water and took-stick, if a god .ofl‘ers food,
or a divine spirit...or a beast...or a flying bird ofl‘ers food—all these become
acceptable. If one carries food on his head or carries in a pingo placed on
shoulders for givingit to a Bhikkhu, and instructs the Bhikkhu to take it with
his own [ hand], then this does not become a valid acceptance. If he bends
his body and pours out [ the offerings] into the hands of a Bhikkhu, then it
becomes a valid acceptance. If one carries on his shoulders a long pole as big
as twenty10 cubits ( a? J and places at both ends eatablc things and there
is akappaka ( fi A ) who agrees to take it and give it to a Blu'kkhu,
then he can take from one end. The acceptance of the thing from the other
end also becomes valid. If while begging his food he happens to meet
wind or rain which drop some dust into the begging-bowl, the Bhikkhu
should think : ‘I should beg this for a :Jmaaera. When he gets food
and comes back [ to his residence], he should say to the :dmamra : “Today,
while begging food, I happened to meet wind and rain which have dropped
dust into the begging-bowl; it would not have been a proper acceptance
for me; so I have begged this food for you. Thus I hold it and give it to
you.” When the Sa'mancra has accepted it, he may say these words to the
Bhikkhu : “This is now Sa‘manera’s food; I am now making a glint of this
to your honour.” If it is gifted in this' manner, then it is permissible for
him [ to eat it]. There is *.no offence.

[32] Ifa Bhikkhu holds in his hand a bowl and if at the time of food
he falls asleep and people take food and put it in his bowl and if he is still not
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awake, then there is no valid acceptance. If, while he is just to accept his
food, he goes to sleep and the people take food and put it in his bowl, then
the a0ceptance is [valid]. Why ? Because he' had made up his mind to
accept thefood. If there are big particles of‘dust, he should allow them to
flow out [ of his bowl ] and then eat; there is no offence. If the
dust that is fallen is fine and it is not possible to throw it out, then he may pass

attendant. There are two persons [going] together for food.
If, while one of them is walking for food, food from another’s [bowl] falls into
his bowl, then acceptance is effected. If, at the time of eating, perspiration is
trickling down the forehead and if it drops down into the bowl, then again it
should be accepted. If, however, perspiration from the forearms trickles
down and reaches the hand, then it need not be accepted. If some [ eatable]
rebounds from the earth and falls on one’s hand, in turn, then the acceptance
is valid.

[33 ] If a kappaka is sitting on the top of a tree and if, by means ofa
rope,he lets down a fruit in order to make a gift of the same to a Bhikkhu,then
that is not a proper acceptance. If, however, he has a long handle—even as
big as ten yJo'anas—and if he passes on the food in order that it be gifted to
a Bhikkhu, then the acceptance may be valid.

A Bhikkhu is sick. His :dmamm is his kappaka. He wants to give nourish-
ment to the Bhikkhu. \Mhile he is going he sees a fruit. The Bhikkhu asks
for it from his kappaka. The kappaka takes the fruit and rolls his hand back-
ward over his body to pass the fruit on and to give the same to the Bhikkhu.
Then the acceptance is valid.

A Bhikkhu is afflicted with the heat [of the sun]. He holds in his
hand a branch of a tree, that is laden with fruit. He walks on
with that branch screening off the sun. Later, from that rich branch which
has a fruit that does not shake ( $3 it}; ) , he asks his sdmamra to
pluck the fruit and give it to him. He does so; then such an acceptance is
permissible.

[ 34] A boat or a carriage is loaded with food and drinks. A Bhikkhu
is using the sticking pole for moving the boat or driving the carriage. The
food and drinks are shaking. He is permitted to eat [ from this fruit There
will be no offence. There are a number of Bhikkhus going with only one
young Slfmazura. Each of the Bhikkhus is carrying on his shoulder his
own food. When the time of food comes, each one takes his own share. When
the sdmamra has taken his own share, he says to a Bhikkhu: “ Now, [ please],
take this share of a sfimanera and give the share of your honour in exchange.”
\Vhen he has received it, he further gives it on to a second elder in exchange.
Having received the food of the second elder, he further exchanges it with
that of a third elder. Thus, in turn, he [exchanges food] with all
persons. If one has received food in this manner, and eats it, then there
is no offence at all.

[ 35 ] If the sdmamm is not an intelligent fellow ( a-pamiito ), the Bhik-
khu takes his own share of food and exchanges it with that of the :Jmanera.
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But living together [ with the :a‘mtlmra ], overnight, is an evil contact.

food is obtained in this manner, then there is no ofl‘ence.
' One is cooking one’s food and if the food that is being cooked gives out

bubbles, then the Bhikkhu cannot use the steam for inhaling. If he takes a
piece [of wood] and stirs it, then, in all these cases, he becomes guilty of a
Dukkata ofl'ence. If one tries to vomit out the food [ that has been eaten]
but it does not come out of the swallowing gullet but returns to the gullet,
then there is no ofi‘enee. But ifit comes out of the gullet, enters the mouth
and goes back again to the gullet, then one becomes guilty of a Pacittiya.

[36] If one receives fresh ginger ( if" ) in its natural condition
and later springs out a shoot ( ;3’. ) , then its acceptance does not
become invalid.11 If fire makes it clean ( permissible) and then later a shoot
springs up, then even the place where the shoot springs up should also be
made clean [by scraping it with a knif'em]. If one gets it without a shoot
springing on it and eats it then there is no offence. Salt has been first
accepted, but salt is [later on ] turned into water; then the acceptance of
the first does. not become invalid. If, on account of some. serious disease, [ one
needs] faeces, urine [ ofa cow], ashes or earth, then one can take it oneself
and eat. If there are no ashes available then it is permissible to split fire-
wood, make fire and get ashes.

What is the disease by which one gets poisoned ? If one gets bitten
by a snake [ then one gets poisoned]. The Teacher says '. “ The remaining
words are easy to understand.” This is a prescribed offence and origi-
nates in bodily and vocal [actions].

 

[ Forty-fourth and Forty-fifth Pa‘cittiyas ]

[37] The two precepts about sitting together [with a woman] in
the house of a householder who supplies food are already explained in the
two Indeternu'nate ( Anyz'ala) precepts. One sits alone with a woman in—— N

16.10b.1
785b.20

ll. Pall : Pa/igga/ulvi f/mpila-n'rigiv¢ridiua_m uflkuri nikk/iamauli puna pafiggalian'akircam.
nail/Ii.

12. There are five methods mentioned in Vin. ii. 109 to be used for making a fruit pcr-
missible for use ( Ira/1pc) :—aggi-/mrici!am‘, :alllra—pan‘cilalm, nalr/za-[mn'cilam, ava"'am. and nibballa-
Wham.

[ XVI.35-

When thus the first elder got his in exchange, the second elder again exchanges
his own with that of the s’a‘manera. When the second elder had it exchanged
with that of the sd’maaera, the third elder seeks his own exchange. In this way,
all the [mmazzas] in the group, in turn, [exchange theirs]. When thus
the exchange has been effected and when they eat, then there is no offence.

If a Bhikkhu is walking with rice carried on his shoulders and a young
Mmemra is not able to cook his food out of it, then the Bhikkhu can himself
make it, provided he does not kindle fire. He can ask the Mmaaera to kindle
fire. When the food is cooked and each one has got his own share, then, as
mentioned before, it may be exchanged with that of the Mmazzera and when
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the open and the two persons are talking with each other sitting on a couch
and there is a man who can understand talk, within a distance of one’s
extended hands, still ( DJ ) he becomes guilty of Pa‘cittiya. There
is, Within a distance 01' .one’s extended- hand, a person who does not
underastand. those spoken words, still he becomes guilty of a Dukkata.

[ Forty-seventh Pa'cittiya ]

[38] Sakka Ma/za'ntinza [ Vin. iv. 101 ]—the son of the Buddha’s uncle,
who was older than the Buddha by a month, had attained the Path of the Saka—
da‘ga‘mi [ One who returns only once]. If a donor makes a gift of medicines,
they should be used as medicines and not as eatables. If they beg curds along
with the oil gifted to them, then that is an offence of a Dukkata. ‘

[ Forty-eighth Pa‘cittiya ]

[ 39 ] An elephant with attendant: [Cf. Vin. iv. 105 ]—-Therc are four men‘
on the elephant and there are eight men down [on the ground They are
called an elephant with attendants.

A horse with attendants—There is one man on the horse and
down [on the ground This is called a horse with attendants.

A chariot with attendants—There are four men that run behind the
chariot. This is called a chariot with attendants.

Foot-soldier attendant: There are four men that follow each other. They
are called foot-soldier attendants.

\

[W0 111C“

 

[ Fifty-first Pa'cittiya ]

[40] Wine is boiled with food as a decoction of medicine. That
which is thus mixed up with wine has its flavour and taste. One who takes
such decoetion is guilty ol‘a Dukkata. If one gets what is free from the flavour
and taste of wine, then that may be eaten.

[ Fifty-third Pa'cittiya ]

[41] Sinking feet and back deep into water, they were sporting and
merry-making in water. They become guilty of a Pa‘cittiya. If they sway
the boat this way or that way, by way of a play in water, then they become
guilty of a Dukka‘ta [ Vin. iv. 112].
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[ Fifty-eighth Pa’cittiya ]

[ 42 ] Blue colour [ Vin. iv. 120. ]-—.the colour of bronze, or the colour
of Pala‘sa-leaves, or the colour of Mu-Ian ( 7K . The colour of Mu-lan ,
means ruddy black.

With any of these three colours, [one’s garment] should be made per-
missible for use by putting a speck on it. It may be even of the size of a
sesamum-seed. If one does not make it serviceable by putting this speck,
then one becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya. '

 

[ Six'ty-second Pa‘cittiya ]

[43] If a Bhikkhu knowing that there are insects in water uses it for
drinking and allows it to pass through his gullet, following his breathing
( ,3 ) , then he becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya ofl‘ence. When he

knows that there are insects in water, then he should heat it with fire, or with
hot soup as well. 1

Thus is concluded the remark on the precept concerning water with
insects. [Vim iv. 125].

 

[Sixty-fourth Pa'cittiya ]

[44] If a Bhikkhu knows that another Bhikkhu had become guilty of
a very odious ofl‘cnce and he hides it ,' another Bhikkhu also hides the same;
in this way, a hundred or a thousand people—all conspire to hide it, then
all become guilty ofa Pa'cittiya offence. This is an inherent offence and
originates in body and mind.

Thus is concluded the precept concerning hiding the guilt of others.
[ Vin. iv. 127

[ Sixty-fifth Pa‘c-Tttiya ]

[45] Ifa man has not completed twenty years and if he wants to re-
ceive initiation, then it is permissible to count the months of pregnancy, the
intercalary months ( ad/u'ka-ma'sa) and the fourteen days upto [next]
Uposatha-day; and it" thus the period of twenty-years is fulfilled, then it is
permissible to receive initiation. '

[ §ixty-six th Pa'cittiya ]

[46 ] One walks over a high road after a [ previous ] confabulation with
a band ofthieves [ Vin. iv. 13] ]—this is an ofl'encc prescribed by the Buddha.
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[ Sixty-seventh Pa‘eittiya ]

[47] Oneuwalks over a high road after a [previous] confabultation
with a Bhikkhuni [ Vin. iv. 133 ] —this is a prescribed ofi‘ence that has been
mentioned in the Vina)“.

 

[ Si\.'ty-eighth Pa'cittiya ]

[48] Arittha had this wrong belief: “ Indulgence in contact with the
delicate smooth parts [ of the female sex] does not prove to be an obstacle
in the path towards heaven,‘ in the path of deliverance ”. Arittha who had
a wrong belief arisen in him said : “ A Sota'panna, or a Sakada‘ga‘mi, even
if he has a wife or a child, does not find any obstruction in his way. ” Being
himself involved in this, he began to say to others : “ Indulgence in
contact with the delicate smooth parts of female sex does not prove to be an
obstacle in the path. Ifit is said that [ contact with] smooth things does prove
to be an obstacle in the way ofthe Path, then all kinds of woollen carpets and
bags and sacks which are pleasant and soft to touch [ should also prove to be
obstacles]. Why then is it said that [contact with] soft and delicate parts
of a woman alone prove to be an obstacle in the Path ? ”

Thus is concluded a detailed remark on the precept concerning the
wrong views of Arittha. [ Vin. iv. 135

 

[Seventy-second Pa'eittiya ]

[4-9] If one studies Vz'nyaa hederives five advantages, .six advantages,
seven‘. .eight. . .nine.. ten. . .eleven advantages.

What are the five advantages ? “ First, the precepts are properly observ-
ed by one physically; secondly, one is capable of removing doubts that may
lurk in the minds of other people ,1 thirdly, one enters the assembly with con-
fidence [1it. without fear; ] fourthly, one can vanquish the opponents; and
fifthly, one can help in the long continuance of the good Dhanirna” [ Vin. v.
133 ].

[50] ( l ) What is meant by saying that pace/113 are properly observed by
and physically? One who observes the pure precepts of conduct and who has
no deficiencies in that respect—such a man is called one by whom the
precepts of good conduct are properly observed. The Vinaya master escapes”
offences in six ways : ( i ) by [abstaining from] lack of conscientiousness;
(ii) by [abstaining from] lack of knowledge; (iii) by not entertaining
any doubs : (iv) by [abstaining from] declaring a-kappy'u ( not

13. The Chinese text here is confused. The Pali Cm. gives here the six reasons of why
one commit: an offence. Here the Chinese text mentions the six reasons why the Vinaya-
master does not commit an offence, but the wording of the four of these six reasons agree: more
with the Pali way of putting the question.
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permissible) as kappb-a (permissible); (v) by [abstaining from] declaring
Imp/lye (permissible) as ar/t-apjuya‘ (not—permissiblc); and (vi) by being not
confused or stupid.

[51 ] ( i ) \Vhat is meant by lack foconxcimtiousnexs ( a-lafiitd ) ? thn
a man knows a certain offence and still he commits i't—this is called lack“ of
conscientiousness. As it is said in the original Vinyaa : “ When a man
knows [an offence] and he still commits it, then he becomes guilty; he
knows [that he has committed an offence ] and still hides it ; he
goes to a place where he should not go. Such a man is called one who
lacks“ conscientiousness ”. [Vin.. v. 158]

(ii ) What is'meant by lack of knoweldge ? A man does not know the
characterisitics of good conduct. He wants to do a thing and he does it. This
is called one who becomes guilty of an offence because he has the lack of
knowledge.

( iii ) What is meant by one who become: guilty because he entertain: doubt: ?
A man wants to do a thing. He has certain doubts in his mind and
yet he does it. This is called one who becomes guilty as he has doubts in
his mind.

(iv) What is meant by declaring not-permissible things a: permissible ?
Here is the flesh of a bear which is not permissible; one says it is the flesh of
a pig, and so one cats it. This is called declaring not-permissible
tlu’ngs as permissible So also a tiger’s flesh is called the flesh of a deer;
food that is eaten outside the fixed hours (vi-ka'lika) is called food that is'
eaten at proper time (kili/m). This is called declaring not-permissible
things as permissible.

( v ) \Vhat is declaring permissible thing: a: not-permissible ? What is
really the flesh of a deer is falsely represented as flesh of a tiger and eaten;
and so on...upto what is eaten at proper time is represented as what is eaten
outside the fixed hours. This is declaring permissible things as not-permissible.

(vi) \‘Vhat is meant by being cofnused or stupid ? One passes two
nights in the company of aperson who has not received initiation and yet he
is unaware of this. Such a one is called confused or stupid. A man who
is confused or stupid does not distinguish [ what can be taken at ] all'times
from [what can be taken at] stated times. He does not further know for
how many nights he can keep his garments away from him. Such a one
is called confused or stupid.

[52] (2) Who is lie that is capable ofremoving doubts lurking in the mind; f0
other: ? A certain Bhikkhu commits an offence. Bur he is doubtl'nl and
is not able to decide upon its exact nature. \Vhen such a person comes to
consult, if one can give the decision according to law, then he is called a per-
son who is capable of rcmovig doubts in the minds of others.

14—15. The character 7F in the text seems to have been inadvertently dropped at -both
these places.
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( 3 ) Who is the person that enter: the assembly with confidence 3’ One who, 16. l2b.l
as he knows the Vinaya,is able to do all acts according to the right procedure. 7853- 15
He is called the one who enters the assembly with confidence.

(4) Who is he that is capable of vanquishing his opponents? One who is
able to suppress the ten kinds of adhammas [evil ways of life] such as those
that were raised by the scions of the Licchavi clan. He is called one who
is capable of vanquishing his opponents.. ‘

(5) Who is the one that help: in the long continuance ofgood Dhamma P First
is he who personally follows the Dhamma. Second is he who enables others
to attain the Dhamma and when he has thus attained the Dhamma, with
hisjust consciousness he sticks to Vinaya; and because he sticks to Vinaya,
he enters trances ofmeditaton; and because of his entering trances of medita-
tion, he attains the Fruits of the Paths.Such a person is called one who helps
in the long continuance of good Dhamma. As it has been said in the origi-
nal text of the Vinyaa.‘ The Buddha said to Ananda : “When I am dead
and gone, the Vinaya will then become your Great Teacher ” [D. ii. 154].
This is called helping in the long continuance of the good Dhamma.
Even if there are in this world five Bhikkhus, as the lowest [figure ], know-
ing the Dhamma, they are capable enough of preserving the good
Dhamma for a long time. If, in the middle regions of India, the Buddha-
Dhamma vanishes, there will be in the border regions five men who have
received initiation and thus they can make the number ten. They can go
back to the middle regions of India and give initiation to the people there
[in the assembly of ten Bhikkhus ]. Such persons are called those who
can help in the long continuance of the good Dhamma. In this way, they
can get upto twenty persons [to form a San'gha] to enable people to be
restituted from their lapses ( abbhdnakamma ). Such persons can help in the
long continuance of the good Dhamma. It is on account of such a Vinaya-
master that the good Dhamma will be preserved for a long time.

These are called the live advantages which are derived by one who
observes Vinaya.

[ 53] What are six advantages derived by one who observes the Vinyaa? 15- 138- 1
First, that he masters the Pd’timokkha; second, that he knows the [days of] 7863.28
Uposatha; third, he knows the [days of] Pavfiranj,‘ fourth, he knows
[the rules and practices of the ceremony of] giving initiation; fifth, he
knows how to accept a man who can live in reliance (nz'ssaya) upon him; and
sixth, he can keep ( 3% ) a Jdmazzera. These are called the six advantages.

[54] What is meant by mastering the Pdtimokkha .9 That is, one knows
the Uposatha of the fourteenth day, the Uposatha of the fifteenth day, the
Uposatha of the concord [of the San'gha ], the Uposatha of the whole con-
gregation, the Uposatha of a group, the Uposatha of an individual, the
Uposatlra of the recitation of Patimokkha, the Upo'satha of purity and the
Uposatha that has been prescribed ( ) . These_ are the nine Uposathas
which a Vinaya-master knows. There are nine Pava'rana‘s—first, the
Pava‘raua‘ of the fourteenth day; second, that of the fifteenth day; third, the
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Pava'raga‘ of the concord [of the San'gha ]; fourth, the Pava‘rana' of the whole
congregation; fifth, the" Pava‘rana' of a group; sixth, the Pava‘rapa‘ of an
individual; seventh, the Pava'rana‘ consisting of three declarations; eighth, the
Pava’rana' consisting of two declarations; and the ninth, the Pava‘rana‘ of those
who have got the same [seniority of] years (mmdna-vam'ka) [in the holy
life]. These things a Vinaya-master knows.

There are four kinds of oflicial acts of the San‘gha: first, approaching
the San'gha with a request ( apalokana ); second, the act of proposing; third,
the act in which the proposal forms a second item of communication; and
fourth, the act in which the proposal forms a fourth item of communication.
These four official acts a Vinaya—master knows; neither a master of the Sutta,

~ nor a master of the Abhidhamma knows. If one does not know the Vinaya
but just knows the Sutla and the Ablzidliamma, then he cannot convert a
:a'mamra [ into a Blu‘kkhu ] ,' nor can he accept a man living in nissaya with him.

[55] These six advantages along with the five already mentioned
before make up the eleven advantages which a Vinaya~master derives. And
because the Vinaja is observed by the Vinaya-masters, the Dhamma of the
Buddha will continue in this world for 5000 years. Therefore, many Bhlkkh'us
go to Upa'li to learn Vinaya. How is it that one learns Vinaya P By reading
[the text of the Vimyza] and understanding its meaning. This is what is
called learning Vinaja. '

[56] Afiscellaneous bits [Vin. iv. l43]-—From one that is Indeter-
minate ( A-nyiata) upto Those many that are to be Studied (Sekkyia' )—these
are called miscellaneous bits. If one, in the presence of a BthL"hu, runs
down the precepts [ of the Buddha], then one becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya.
If he does it in the presence of one who has not received an initiation, then
he becomes guilty of a Dukkata. The remaining words are easy to under-
stand and do not need any detailed comment. _

Thus is concluded the precept regarding ‘ running down .’ This is an
inherent ofience and originates in body and tongue.

 

[ Seventy-fourth Pa‘cittiya ]

I [57] Beating [Vi/z. iv.146] ——-The group of six Bhikkhus always used to
i beat the group of seventeen Bhikkhus. Because they did not follow their in-
structions, they would again beat them. M’ith anger in their minds, they would
beat them even upto death. They become guilty of a Pa'cittiya offence.

If one beats a person who has not received an initiation....down to when
one beats a lower animal, one becomes guilty of a Dukkata.

If, with a passionate mind, one beats a woman, then one becomes guilty
of a San’gha’disesa ofl‘ence. If there is a tiger, a wol,f or a lion...u'pto even
when there is a danger to his holy life, then in order to free himself from that
danger, he beats others; then there will be no ofl‘ence.
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[ Seventy-fifth Pa'cittiya ]

[58-3] Clenched hand [ Vin. iv. 14-7] that is, they [simply] clench their
hand without letting it touch the body [ of other people].

Thus‘is concluded the precept concerning clenched hand.

 

[ Seventy-eighth Pa'cittiya ]

[59] Over-hears from a concealed place [Vim iv. 150] —Eithcr he
conceals himself behind a wall, or in a screened place. With every step
that he takes towards suchia place, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata officnce.
When he goes and reaches the place from where he can hear, he becomes
guilty of a Pa'cittiya ofi‘ence. But if he goes to hear what concerns his own
rectification, ( E5: ), then there is no offence. This is an inherent ofl‘ence.

[ Seventy-ninth l’a'cittiya]

[60] A Bhikkhu has first given his consent [to an official act] and
then later expresses his repentencc. The Precept about this [ Vin. iv. 152]
needs no explanation.

[ Eighticth Pa‘cittiya]

[61] The San'gha has not yet concluded the decision on a certain
matter, and still one quietly gets up and goes away. The precept about
this‘[ Vin. iv. 153] [ also] needs no explanation.

' [Eighty-first Pa‘cittiya]
[62] The Bhikkhus are first glad to permit [ the gift to the San'gha]

but later say thus .' The Bhikkhus should, according to the wish of friends and
relations, turn over the gift made to the San‘gha. The precept concerning
that [matter] [ Vin. iv. 154] also needs no explanation.

[ L-‘ighty-third l’a‘cittiya ]

[63] The Buddha said to Ananda .' There are ten” dangers in enter-
ing the king’s palace. \Vhich are the ten? A king is sitting together with his

16. The passage about these ten dangers closely follows that in the Sutlauibharlgq, vol.
ii. ( Vin. iv. pp. 159—160), nlllmugll the order of these ten is not the same. The first four and
the last three are the same in both the versions. Fifth and Sixth are taken together In the
Chinese version and correspond to the sixth and seventh of l’.\li,' seventh in Chin, correspond:
to the fifth in Pali.
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wife in a place. When the w1f'e sees a Bhikkhu she may give out a smil'e.
When the Bhikkhu sees the [king’s] wrf'e, he also may give a smile. The
king may have this suspicion arisen in him : ‘ The Bhikkhu, to be sure, must
have had an intimate relation with my wif'e! ’ This is called the first danger.

The Buddha says to Ananda : “ Entering the king’s palace has further
dangers. When the king is havm'g dalliance and intimate relations with
lascivious ( jg:- ) women of his palace, he is often forgetful. When later a
child is born, he says : I never approached this lascivious woman. ” Then
how was this child born ? “ This, to be sure, must be the act of the Bhikkhu".
This is the second danger: '

The Buddha further said to Ananda : “ There is still another d.anger.
If in a palace some precious jewel (ratana) is lost and if" they cannot find it
after search, the king thinks : ‘ No one else comes here other than a Bhikkh'u;
he must certainly have taken it.’ This is called the tlur'd danger. ”

Again' the Buddha said to Ana'nda : “ There is [still'] another danger :
When the king is in the palace, there are some secret consulattions and by
the utterance [of some one], they leak out. The km'g thm'ks .' ‘ It must
certainly be on account of this Bhikkhu that they have leaked out. ’ Thu'
is the fourth danger.”

The Buddha said further to Ananda : “ There is' still another danger.
If a kin'g reverts a person on a higher grade to a lower grade, or promotes
one on a lower grade to a higher grade, [people think] : ‘ There is' no one
else that enters the king’s palace. This must be an act of the km'g according
to the instruction of this Bhik'khu. ’ This' is called the fifth danger. ”

[64] The Buddha said to Ananda that there is still another danger
in entering the ‘king ’5 palace : “ If the king abdicates and the principal
throne is transferred to the son, instead, then people who dislike it say that
it must be the work of the Bhikkhu who has an open entry into or exit out of
the king’s palace. This is called the seventh danger.”

The Buddha said to Ananda :“ There is a further danger in entering
the king’s palace. If the king sends his army [on an expedition] at an un-
expected time, the people dis'like it and they say : ‘this must have been done
by the king at the behest of the Bhikkhu.’ This is called the eighth danger. ”

The Buddha said to Ananda .' “ There is afurther danger in entering a
king’s palace. If the king has sent some time iu's army already [on an
expedition] and if he recalls the army from half the way, the people dislike
it [and say] : ‘This is the king’s action at the behest of the Bhikkhu. ’ This
is called the ninth danger. ”

The Buddha said to Ananda : “ There is a still another danger in enter-
ing a king’s palace. If the king mixes himself up with the great concourse
of elephants, horses and chariots, with all the pomp of his rich ornaments,
the people dislike it and say : ‘ This behaviour of the king must be at the
behest of the Bhikkhu. ’ This is called the tenth danger.”

Thus is concluded a detailed comment on the precept concerning enter-
ing a king’s palace [ Vin. iv. 160].

——.
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XVI. 66] EIGHTY-SEVENTH PA CI'I'I‘IYA 485

[ Eighty-fourth P5cittiya]   [ 65] If a person picks up a precious'thing intended for the Buddha
'or San'gha, then he is guilty of a Dukkata offence. If he finds a precious
thing dropped by some body within a San'gha‘ra'ma or within a dwelling-
place, he should take it in order to preserve it [for the owner] so that if the
owner comes in due course of time ( it;- 5? ) he may give it back to him.
If he knows the Dhamma and if he is afraid of an offence, he should deliver
it to another [qualified ] person with the instruction that if the owner comes
in search of it, it may be returned to him. If, for a long long time, the owner
does not turn up in search of it, then it is permissible to use it for the dwelling-
place [of the Bhikkhus ], or for a tank, or for a well, but not for his own
personal use. If, after the lapse of a long time, the owner comes in search 16.15b.l
of it,-he should be taken to and shown the dwelling-place of the San'gha, the 787a.5
tank or the well and told : ‘ Here is the precious thing of the [owner-]
donor.’ If he consents to that gif‘t, well and good; if he does not [ eondescend
to] the gift' and wants the return of the original thing, then the Bhikkhu
should enter a village and say this in the presence of a faithful donor .' “ In
such and such a month and on such and such a day, I found within a temple
a precious thing dropped. I took it in order that it may be preserved [for
the owner]. But for a long time, no owner came in search of it. When
it has been used for the dwelling-place, tank or well for the San'gha, the owner
has now turned up in search of it. He now wants back the cost of the original
thing. Can any donor redeem this gift to the San’gha by paying a thing [of
equal value] .7” If he can get this redemption, well and good. If there
is no one who can redeem it, the Bhikkhu should intensely exercise his
educative and persuasive power ( a fig ) and be in search of a redemp-
tion-price.

Thus is concluded a detailed comment on the precept concerning pick—
ing' up a precious thing. [ Vin. iv. 163]. This is a prescribed offence and
originates in bodily actions.

 

[ Eighty-fifth Pa‘cittiya ]
{i [66] The precept concerning entering a village at an improper time

[Vim iv. 165] requires no explanation.

[ Eighty-seventh Pa‘eittiya ]

The precept concerning the [use of ] high beds [ Vin. iv.' 168 ] requires
no explanation. ‘
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[. Eighty-eighth Pa‘cittiya ]

The precept concerning a sitting-mat covered over with soft cotton
[ Vin. iv. 169] requires no explanation.

 

[Eighty-sixth17 Pa‘cittiya]

The precept concerning a needlevcase ['Vin. iv. 167] [also] requires
no explanation.

[ Eighty-ninth Pa'cittiya ]

[67] Nz‘st'dana (a sitting-mat) should be made two cubits in length
and a cubit and a half in breadth. Thefn'nges—It may be lengthened by(
[the fringes of] one cubit in length giving six feet [in fringes]. The ends
should be split; there should be three fringes [ at each end], each of one cubit.
This is called dasd (fringes) measuring one Sugata-cubit.

Thus is concluded the precept concerning a nisz'dana ( sitting-mat)
['Vin. iv. 170].

[Ninetieth Pa'cittiya]

The precept concerning a bandage for a wound [ Vin. iv. 172 ] requires
no explanation.

[Ninety-first Pa‘cittiya]

‘ The precept concerning a rainy-season-garment [ Vin. iv. 172] requires
no explanation”.

[Thus is concluded the explanation of Pa’cittiya Dhammas]

___.°._._._

( Pa";idesaniya-Dhamma' )

[68] The First Pa‘tidcsaniya requires no explanation. A couple—
husband and wife—had attained the [first stage] of Sota'patti; and they
had a hundred thousand gold coins ( fii & ) which had been exhausted
in giving gifts. Because they had attained the Path, they were not sharing
in the gifts of their property.

Extravagant ( jg 31%“ ) gifts from families reduced to poverty are
prohibited by the Buddha. One cannot accept food from [such families]
[of Vin. iv. 179]. "

———000—

17. This change. in the order corrCSponds to the order of the Dhannagupta school.
18. Apparently then- is no e.\'plnn'.ltion given on the LM of l’u'cittiya (lhammas (No.

9". of the l‘uli Text ).



 

xvx. 70] SIXTY-FIRST SEKl'llYA

[ Sekhiya" ]

[69] St“? (= Sl'kkhd) [ Vin. iv. 185 ], that is, what is to be learnt.
Kid-lo-ni (karawyd ), that is, one has to do the act of learning.

 

[Third Sekhiya]

If the [lower] legs are long and if the thighs are ,short, then one can
wear the garment low.

[Fifty-sixth Sckhiya 2 48th of the Dharmagupta School]
[ I shall learn not to] throw inside the house” of a householder water with

which the bowl is washch' Vin. iv. 199 ]—-I,f however, rice-grain is picked and
offered to living beings [like spirits] and the surplus water [from the cooked'
rice] is thrown out, then there is no offence. Similarly, if one is given small
pieces [of eatables] mixed with water, and if he throws it out then also
there is no ofi‘ence.

 

[Cf Seventy—fifth Seldiiya = 49111 of the Dharmagupta School]

One cannot use water for pure use at the time of answering the calls of
nature ( j: l]\ [ch Vin. iv. 206]. .No n_I/e‘nce—-lf, however, the
water is such as is not used by men [for drinking etc. ]—such as salt-water,
then there is no offence. Although the water is used, it used far away by
non-human beings—-—-[ in this case also] there is no offence.

 

[ Sekhiya‘, Nos. 60 and 61 of the Dharmagupta School]

[70] The two firecept520— about staying overnight in, or hiding oue's
things in, a shrine of the slfl/Ia of the Buddha—did not exist in the original
Indian text. They did not exist because when the Buddha was living, there
could not have been any stu'fm of his. These precepts [in the Pa‘timckk/m]
have been laid down by the Buddha and so at that time these [ two pre-
cepts] did not exist.

 

19. Apparently, the Chinese translator here does not follow the original meaning of
antara-ghara, for which see an article on the same by Prof. l’. V. Bapal in Mw Indian Auliquar}
Vol. I, No. 1. (April 1938 ). Here he is following the later interpretation of that word
as ‘ house ’.

20. The l’a‘limokkha of the Dharmuguptn School Actually gims rules Nos. 60—35 dealing
with the silt—[Ia or image of the Buddha. The numbers given in brackets in §7l correspond to
those numbers. For prominence given by Dharmagupm School to Jill—[)a-\\'0rsllip, sec N. Dun,
Ear}! Alanmlic Budd/rim: (1941—45 edition) ii. 162-65.
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[Sekhiya‘ 62—85 of the Dharmagupta School]

[71 ] Entering the shrine of the-stu'pa with the leather-shoes on (No.
62 ), or when one holds them in his hand (63) ; entering the shrine of the “film
of the Buddha with a leg-cover ( fig” ,fifi: ) «shoe. on (65), or when one
holds it in his hand (66); to eat at the foot of the shrine of the aim of the
Buddha (67),or to carry a dead body on one’s shoulders and burn it at the
foot of the shy”; of the Buddha (70), or to burn it in front of the stu‘pa (71), or
to burn the dead body around on any of the four sides of the slflpa (72)—
[these things are not permitted]. So also one cannot carry the clothes or
a bed-cot of a dead person across the foot of the stu‘pa (73). One cannot
answer the calls of nature at the foot ofa stapa (74), nor in front ofit (75),
nor around the :tu'pa of the Buddha (76). One cannot approach the place
of answering the calls of nature, holding an image of the Buddha in his
hand (77). One cannot bite and chew the tooth-stick at the foot ofa stflpa
of the Buddha (78), nor in front of it (79),- nor around on any of its
four sides (80). One cannot drop mucus [from his nose ], or saliva [from
his mouth] at the loot ofa xtflpa of the Buddha (81), or in its front (82), or
on any of the four sides around (83). One cannot stretch his legs towards
a_ slflpa of the Buddha (84); nor can one place the image of the Buddha in
a room on a lower level (85).

These precepts, more than twenty ( J; : + ) , did not exist in the
original Indian [ text], as the Buddha was alive and hence no stapa existed.

[Sixty-ninth Sekhiya = 89th of the Dharmagupta School]

[72] Once upon a time, the VVo—rld-honoured [Buddha] scolded the
Chabbaggiya Bhikkhus. Why P Because, while they were sittm'g on a

~lower place, they were preaching the Dhainma to another who was sitting
on a higher place. The Buddha said to the Bhikkhus [ Vin. iv. 203—204] :—
“In ancient times“,there was in the city of Varanasi a householder by name
Chapaka. His wife became pregnant and she longed for a mango-fruit.
She said to her husband : “ I have a longing for a mango-fruit; my lord, seek
it for me. ” Her husband replied : “ This is not the proper time for a mango-
fruit; how can I get it ?” The wife then said to her husband : “ If I do
not get the mango-fruit, I am surely going to die. ” When the husband
heard the words of his wife, he thought to himself: “ It is only in the
king‘s garden that there is the mango-fruit out of season. I must go there
and steal it away. ”

[73] Having thought thus, immediately as darkness fell, he entered
the king’s garden to steal away the mango-fruit. But before he [actually]
got the fruit, the day broke and so he could not get out of the garden. He
remained hidden on a tree. At that time the king entered the garden with

2] For this story, see Jataka No. 309, C/muakaJ-‘Ilaka (Fausbfill, Vol. IV).



PRECEPTS ABOUT SE'I'I‘LING DISPUTESxv1. 74a 1

a Bra‘hmaga, wishing to eat the mango fruit. The Bra‘hmana was sitting
on a. low-seat, while the king occupied a higher seat. The Brahmana was
preaching the Dhamma to the king. The mango-thief was sitting on a tree.
He thought to himself .' “ I am stealing this fruit and so I must be prepared
to face death; because this king is listening to the Dhamma preached by the
Bra'hmatla, I shall now get freedom. I am violating the rule of Dhamma,
the king is violating the rule of Dhamma, and the Bra'hmana, too, is violating
the rule of Dhamma. In which way ? I am, for the sake of a woman,
stealing the king’s fruit; the king, on account of his haughtiness, sits on a
high seat and listens to the Dhamma that is preached by the Bra'hm.ana
occupying a low seat; and the Brahm.ana, being greedy of emoluments,
occupies himself a low seat and preaches the Dhamma to the king. So I am
violating the Dhamma along with both the king and the Bra‘hmana. I shall
now get freed. ”

[74] Having thus thought, he came immediately down the tree and
went before the king and said these stanzas :—

“Both the persons do not know the Dhamma;
Both the persons do not see the Dhamma—
The instructor is not following the Dhamma,
The listener, too, does not know the Dhamma.
Beacause of eating the rice that is cooked
\Vith bits of viands thrown into the same—
Because of this food and drink——
I say : all this is against the Dhamma———
For winning fame and worldly benefits,
_Your family-dhamma is torn to pieces.”

“ A layman as I was, I saw that one should preach the Dhamma from a
higher seat; if he does it from a lower seat, it is against the Dhamma. How
can I now [when I am the Buddha] let you yourselves, who are occupying
lower seats, preach the Dhamma to your pupils who occupy higher seats ?
The person who was at that time stealing the fruit is no one but my ownself.”

Thus is concluded a detailed comment on precepts of Sekhiya Dhammas.

[The precepts about settling disputes]

[ 74a] The seven precepts about settling disputes will be later explained
in detail in the Khandhaka.

————0°.——'
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[ The thk'khuni-Vibhan'ga ]

[75] Next come the precepts about the Bhikkhunis.

[Fifth Pa‘ra-jika-v ]

Ha: bodiyl con/act [of a man] with any part of her body, down below the
arm-pit bone and higher up the knees ( El.“ ), then, on account ofsuch
contact, [a Bhikkhuni] becomes guilty ofa Pa'ra‘jikfi offence. Vin. iv. 213 If
a Bhikkhuni touches a Bhikkhu, the Bhikkhu experiences a pleasant sensation,
but he does not swerve his body, then the Bhikkhu does not become guilty.
But if the Bhikkhu comes and touches the Bhikkhuni, the Bhikkhuni does
not swerve her body but she experineces a pleasant sensation, then she be-
comes guilty of an ofle'nce determined by the part of the body touched.

Thus are concluded the four Sip/plenzenla/y Prirrijz'kti’x [ Vin. iv. 211—222

[First San'I‘gha'dl'sesa ]

[ 76] A Bhikkhuni says to another man : “ Come with me to the Court-
room of the king’s officer ” [ Cf. Vin. iv. 224]. She says to that householder:
“You first put your case ( £12 ) before him. ” Then aS' soon as the house-
holder has put his eztse, the Bhikkhuni becomes guilty ofa Dukkata offence.
After the house-holder has put his case, the Bhikkhuni, then, puts her case
before the officer; then she becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya. The house-
holder puts his own case again by way ofa rejoinder and the Bhikkhuni wins
her case, [still] she becomes guilty of San’ghfidisesa. ‘ Even when she does
not win, she becomes guilty of San‘gha’disesa.

If a householder says : “ O Bhikkhuni, the olliccr summons you, ’ and
she comes. But after she has arrived he says : "' You can go back; the officer
will decide the ease, himself.‘ ” Then whether she wins the case or not, the
Bhikkhuni does not become guilty.

[77] A Bhikkhuni approaches the officer and first speaks about an
[offending] man. When the officer questions : “Who is the person con-
cerned in the offence?”, she cannot indicate the man by giving his name.
If she instructs the oflicer about the penalty, then according to the value,
high or low, she bct‘OHICS guilty of an offence. She has to compensate.
But if the officer says : “You need not indicate the name, ” then she is not
guilty. If the ollicer. from his own inquiry, comes to know the person who
 

22. As fa'r as Palinmklma is’considcred, this precept becomes the fifth, as the four
Pa'ra'jikns mention .1 in the Bl:iI.'l.~lm-I’a‘limokit/ta are common both to the Bhikkhus and Bhik-
khunis and they are presumed lo be applicable to the nuns also. Those that are mentioned
here are specially applicable to the Bhikkhunis and they Only are given in the Bin/("Mum'-
l’ib/i/t’ign. They are additional or supplenumtary precepts and so they are described hen. as
a”, that come by way of (It/dentin.
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owns the guilt and gives his own decision, then she is not guilty of any
offence. If a person steals away the clothes of a Bhikkhuni, she is notper-

. mitted to say : “ This is the thief. " She should just say : “ This person has
run away taking with him the clothes of a poor religious person. ”

[78] If a person robs a Bhikkhuni, she is permitted then to go to the
king and beg of him personal protection. She is not permitted to mention
the name [of the robber]. If she indicates the name, then she becomes
guilty of an offence, as said before. The king, hearing the Bhikkhtini begging
of him protection for her ownselF, announces his order by beating a drum .'
" Whosoever does an offensive action against the Bhikkhuni will pay for his
offence, according to Law." Later, there is [found] one who has committed
an offensive action against the Bhikkhuni and the king deals with the offence
according to Law. In such a case the Bhikkhuni does not become guilty:

[ 79 ] If a man enters a monastery of the nuns and chops of? wood from
trees, then [a Bhikkhuni] is not permitted to snatch away the hatchet and
axe and destroy them. If she destroys them, then she has to compensate
according to their value. If the compensation is not given, then one becomes
guilty of an offence determined by the price, high or low.

The remaining words are _easy to be understood.
Thus is concluded a detailed comment on the precept about [the

Bhikkhunl] who mentions the name of an offending person ('3 A )2’

[ Second San'gha'disesa ]

[80] The precept about converting a woman-thief [Vz'n. iv. 226]
requires no explanation.

[1 Fourth Safigha‘disesa ]

The precept about going outside the boundary and immediately freeing
[the Bhikkhuni] from the official act with which she has been dealt with
[Vim iv. 231] requires no explanation.

[ Third“ San'gha'disesa ]

A Bhikkhuni crossing water alone in a boat also becomes guilty of a
San‘gha‘disesa [ Vin. iv. 229 ].

Thus is concluded the section 'of‘ Seventeen [rules of ] San'gha'disesa.

__._4¢o———

23. This stems to correspond to Puli odixm-arikkl-and (specifying the name of the
offender) of the Smp. iv. 909.

24. The Chinese Translator is following the order of the Dharmagupta School.
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[ Nissaggiya—Pa' cittiya ]

[81] The thirty rules of Nissag'giya-Pficittiya
require no explanation.

'[ Vin. iv. 243-257]

———aOO—"

[ Picittiyas ]

[ First Pa‘cittiya ]

[82] Garlic [Vim iv. 259], that 13', only the garlic of a larger”
[variety] ; with the eatm'g of every mouthful, one becomes guil'ty of Pacit-
tiya ; but if there is a. smaller variety of garlic or onion“, then there is' no
offence ; similarly, there is no offence if the larger variety of garlic
is thoroughly mix'ed up with one’s eatables.

[ Fifth ,Pa‘cittiya ]

[83] When washing one’: private-parts, [a Bhikkhunl] should use two
fingers upto the depth of -the first joint [ Vin. iv. 262 She should not
exceed that depth. If she is using one finger only, then she may use it
to the depth of two joints of the finger. She cannot use it deeper.
She cannot use three fingers for her wash. If she puts them in, she becomes
guilty of an offence.

[ Seventh Pa'citti/ya]

[84] If the beg: [raw] paddy or wheat, she becomes guilty of a
Pa‘cittiya. But if she begs beans27 or pulses and cucumber and vegetables”,
then she is not guilty [ Vin. iv. 264-65 ]. [So also] if she begs paddy and
wheat for building a room [ in the nunnery ]29, she is not guilty.

[ Ninth Pa‘cittiya ]

[85] She is not permitted [to throw] faeces and urine on plant: fa
fresh vegetables, or on fruit:, or on fiadyd-grain. If she does it, she
becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya [ Vin. -iv. 266]. By [throwing] fruit, wood,
seeds of paddy grain that have not yet sprouted on faeces and urine, one be-
comes guilty ofa Dukkata. .

Q

25. Pall Vibhan’ga explains this as of Magadha country.
26. This seems to correspond to what are included in things involving no offence

(anfpalli) of the Pali tcxt. .
27—27. The Pali word A/mrazlzla is used for this. See an article on lhu' word by Prof.

P. V. Bapat in the University afCeylon Review (jan. 1952 ). Vol. X, No. I. pp. 67—7].
28. This exception is not found in Pali.
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. xvmo] MAHKVAGGA : TRADERS FORM UKKALA

[Tenth Pa'cittiya]

[86] By going to m dancing [Vim iv. 267 ]—even upto the mutual
f,pmu‘vc: games of monkeys or of cocks, one becomes guilty of a Pficittiya.
Bu: if' there is' a show of [magic] tricks exhibited within a monastery and
lf'one goes to see it, there is no offence [ Vin. iv. 268].

[ Fortieth Pa'cittiya]

[87] When residence of the summer [—rain] is over, she should
go out of her monastery at least six yJo'ana: away. If she does not, she be-
comes guilty of a Pa'cittiya [ Vin. iv. 291 ].

——.°.—'-

[ Pa'tidesaniya' ]

[88] The eight Pa'tidesaniyas [Vim iv. 346-48] require no expla-
nationf

Thus arc concluded the precepts for the Bhikkhuni‘s.

 

Khandhakas

[ Maha’vagga ]

[ First Chapter : Maha‘.‘-<handhaka ]

[89] At that time, it was more than seven days since the \Vorld-
honoured One had emerged from his trance. Sakka, the King of gods,
offered him Haritaki-fruit which the Tatha'gata accepted and ate for the
benefit of having a purgative motion. Sakka,’ the king of gods, then gave
him clean water that is used after chewing tooth-sticks. At that time, two
brothers—one elder and the other younger—who were came traders, from
Ukkala country with a cart carrying goods. They wanted to go into
the country. When they reached the vicinity of the Bodhi tree, the cart
stopped by itself. It could not move forward. The two brothers saw that
the cart would not move forward on account of some ill-luck. So
they offered food and drink by way .of a sacrificial offering to the
divine spirit.

[90] At that time the divine spirit of the tree partially exhibited its
ownself and said to the traders : “ Your cart would not proceed. I have
detained it; [you] traders ought to know that the son of a pure
king'( Suddhodana ?) has left his home to learn‘about the Religious Path.
Now he has attained omniscience under the Tree of Enlightenment. He
has not eaten anything for the last seven days. You may as well offer to
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the Tathigata some meal with honey, _which will contribute to your bene-
fit, well-bem‘g and happiness for a long time. ” When the two brother-
_-traders heard this speech of the spir'it, they did offer meal with honey

This narrative in succession has been toldimmediately to the Tatha'gata.
in the Vinaya [i. 4

[91 ] Those who were the first in taking the two refuges [ Vin. i. 4]—that
is, those who offered to the Buddha. food and honey—namely, the
two br0ther-traders—younger and older. When they had taken refuge
in [the Buddha] and when they wanted to go back, they said
to the Buddha '. “ \Vhat can we, two people, get to pay our respects to ? ”
The Buddha touched with his hand the hair on his head and then
immediately the hair fell down as he lowered his hand. He said
to the traders : “ You may pay respects to this hair by treating it as your
Teacher. ”

Question :—Formerly, the Buddha had accepted a bowl for rice-milk.
Where was it [now] ? Then, later also, he had accepted a bowl which
was presented to him by the Four Maha’ra‘ja gods.

Answer :-The Tatha‘gata first took his rice-milk and the bowl then
crossed over to the water of the river Ncrafijara‘, where it sank in water in
course of time. The Na‘ga'—kings of the sea took it for worship. There-
fore, he look again a bowl that was offered to him by the Four Maha’ra‘ja
gods. The bowl they ofl-Lred had the colour like that of a. precious stone.

[92] If a man intends to become a recluse, the parents have
to give permission. He must be flee from any disease, so that there will be
no obstruction. Then he can go to the San'gha. If the San'gha has assem-
bled, he should speak to the San’gha. If the San‘gh'a has not assembled,
he should have it communicated to the San'gha. through words from

(A A afi‘) . When he has thus informed the San'gha,
he should first take a bath. When he has taken a bath, the spiri-
tual priest should have feelings of a son for him. He should have
no ill thought about him. Why is it so ? Because when he has set in his
mind such a good thought about him, the pupil also has for his spiritual
priest (upJaj/za‘ya) and teacher (dcaryia) feelings like those for his father.

[93] Just at the point of shaving oil his hair, the spiritual
priest should instruct him about five tlu'ngs. Which are those five things?
l-‘n‘st, the hair on the head; second, the hair on body ; third, nails 3 fourth,
teeth ,' and fifth, his skin. \Vhen such instruction is given about these five
things (taca-pa/Tcakam ), then a man has first developed intense contemplat-
ion about these five things. Now when the hair from his head has fallen
down on the earth, he candirst immediately start the work [of intense con-
templation] and then attain the state of Arhalship. Therefore, one has
first to give instruction in these five things and then do the work of shav«
m'g off the hair, as it happened in the case of Ra'hula. No sooner had 1113'
hair fallen down on the earth, than he became an Arhat.
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MAHAVAGGA ': THREE REFUGESxv1. 95]

Just as a ripe ulcer needs a man to prick it and then it bursts open ; or
just as a lotus awaits the sun to come out, then it opens full blown ; m' the
same way is this man who desrr'es to become a recluse. When he

'l's instructed in these five things, then he is awakened to the religious path.

[94] At the time of shaving off the hair on the head, one
should preserve three to five hair on the top of the head. He should
be given a scented bath of hot water. He should take 03‘ all traces of the
atmosphere of a layman’s life and then come to the spiritual priest. He
should squat before his spiritual priest who then asks him: “ Shall
I now remove for you the [three to five strands of] hair ?” He should re-
ply to the spiritual priest: “Yes, [Sir]. ” The spiritual priest then,
himself, removes the hair on the top of his head. \'\’hcn he has done so,
the [pupil] should again squat before his spiritual priest. The spiritual
priest then gives the yellowish garments. When he receives them, he puts
them on his head ( [Q m ). After receiving the garments, he
returns to the spiritual priest. In this way, he accepts them twice or three
times. \thn he has received them on his head, the spiritual priest puts
them on his body. » He cannot himself put on the yellowish garments after
having accepted them [on his head]. He needs a spiritual priest to put
them on [his body]. Next, he pays respects to the Bhikkhus and goes to
the place of his teacher ( rt'mriwi ), squats at his feet and pays his respects by
joining the palms of his hands. His teacher says : “You should
follow my words of instruction; you now accept the Three kinds of
Refuges. ” He replies : “Yes [Sir]. ” \Vhen he has prescribed the
Three kinds of Refuges, he then prescribes Ten Rules of Conduct.

[95 ] What are the Three kinds of Refuges ?

Answer :-——Taking :l‘hrce kinds of Refuges is of two kinds: first,
taking them separately ; and second, taking them all together.

(i) What is' meant by taking separately ?
Taking separately means .' ‘ I take refuge in the Buddha ’,‘ ‘ I take

refuge in the Buddha’; ‘ I take refuge in the Buddha’. \IVhen this
is finished, then, ‘ I take refuge in the Dhamma ’ ,' ‘ I take refuge in the
Dhamma ’ ,' ‘ I take refuge in the Dhamm'a' ’. \‘thn this is finished, then,
‘ I take refuge in the Sangha ’ ,' ‘ I take refuge in the San'gha ’ ; ‘ I take
,refuge in the San‘gha. ’ \Vhen this is' completed then it is called ‘taking
refuge separately. ’

(ii) \‘Vhat' is meant by taking refuge all together ? ‘I take refuge

in the' Buddha; I take refuge in the Dhamma,‘ I take refuge in

the San'gha. ’ After taking refuge in the Buddha, there is taking refuge-

in the Dhamma; and then there is taking refuge in the San'gha.

Thus one has to repeat this three times. Then this is called taking refuge

all together. One cannot take refuge first in the San'gha, then in

the Dhamma and Buddha ; nor can he say that in an indiscriminate manner.
I
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If the teacher says by way of instruction : ‘ I take refuge in the
Buddha’ the pupil also follows his' words. Even if' he does not utter
properly: ‘ I take refuge in the Buddha’, the acceptance has become valid.
The teacher says by way of instruction : ‘I take refuge in the Buddha'
and the pupil also says ; ‘ I take refuge in the Buddha ’—thus will be
completed, in a valid manner, taking all the Three Refuges.

But if both of them do not speak the words properly—both when the
teacher prescribes and when the pupil follows in the words : ‘ I take rc-
fuge in the Buddha, ’ then the acceptance of the Three Refuges does not be-
come valid. When the teacher says by way of instruction : ‘ I take refuge
in the Buddha ’ and the pupil simply replies : “ Yes, [Sir] ,"’ or
no word comes out of his mouth; or he does not completely follow
lu's master’s words to the end—in all these cases, the acceptance of the
Three Refuges does not become completely valid.

[96 ] After completing the acceptance of the Three Refuges, [the
teacher] next prescribes Ten rules of Conduct. Taking Ten rules of Conduct
is also of two kinds : ( l ) taking them separately ; and (2) taking them
all together.

(i) What is meant by taking them separately ? ‘I accept the [rule
of ] abstaining from killing. ’ When I have finished the acceptance of the
rule of abstaining from killin'g, then comes the next in order, which is to be
repeated in the same way. This is what 15' called taking separately.

(ii) What is meant by taking all the rules together ? First,
I accept the [rule of] abstaining from killm'g; second, [the rule
of ] abstaining from stealing; third, [the rule of] celibacy; fourth, [the
rule of] abstaining from telling lies; fifth, abstaining from intoxicat-
ing drinks ; sixth, abstaining from eating after mid~day; seventh, abstain-
m'g from singing, dancing or playing upon musical instruments; and also
abstaining from going purposefully there to see and hear such shows,....
even to the lowest type of fighting [of cocks or rams] ,' nothing of tlns' kind
is to be seen ; eighth, abstaining from wearing flowers, scents or ornaments;
or from smearing onseself with scented ointments; ninth, abstaining from

sleeping on high, broad and costly bedsteads; ltenth, abstaining from
accepting gold ( J35 1&1, that is, jJta-ru'pa

Jim-rape, that is gold ,' this along with silver or any other kind of pre-
cious treasure is not permitted to be taken.

[97] If the sound of their speech is not the same and if, like barba-
rous persons ( lit. outsiderfis in the border country of Wu ), they do not under-
stand each onier’s speech, then the teacher should instruct him in
the meaning. Even if he does not understand it [fully] but if the pupil'
replies that he can comprehend, then the acceptance of the precept becomes
validly complete.
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xvuoo] MAI-1K VAGGA : DUTIES OF A PUPIL

[98] If the [pupil] is oi" dull faculties and does not understand how
to wear his clothes, how to hold his begging-bowl, does not understand how
to eat, walk, stand, sit and lie down—if he does not understand all
these things, then he is not permitted to be away from his spiritual priest
from whom he has to learn by keeping himself in his close following. The
spiritual priest, on the other hand, must entertain feelings for his puptl‘ as
for his son.

Thus is concluded the account of’ converting one into a xd’man,era
( novice

 

[99] The duties of a pupil [ Vin. 1'. 46-50 ]——Early in the morning he
gets up when dawn breaks; [he has to arrange for] chewing tooth-sticks
and washes his hands and face, takes off his leather-shoes and goes to the
place of his spiritual priest. When his teacher (spiritual priest) has got
up from sleep, he should oll‘er him three kinds of tooth-sticks—big, medium
and small. Once, he should offer him" [ all the] three kinds oftooth-stick. If
the teacher, always from day to day, takes the bigger one, leaving aside
the medium and smaller ones, then he should always give him the bigger
one. If he takes the medium one leaving aside the bigger and smaller
ones if he takes the smaller one leaving aside the bigger and medium
ones, [then he should put the smaller one]. If he takes sometimes
the bigger one, sometimes the medium one, and sometimes the smaller one,
then he should offer him whatever he wills out of the three. He should
offer him water, which is' of two kinds ,' first, cold water ; second
warm water. If the teacher always uses cold water, leaving aside the warm
one . if he always uses warm water, leaving aside the cold one . . . . or
if, sometimes, the teacher uses cold water, or sometimes hot water, then he
should offer him whatever of the two he wills. After offering water, if the
teacher goes to the privy room, then he should turn back and then
he should go to the room of his teacher for sweeping [the floor] and arrang-
ing his bed and folding properly his clothes.

-..

[100] Should present Sang/VIII": [ Vin. i. 46 ]—that is, when the
teacher has first put on the inner garment of his San'gha‘ti-clothcs2°, then he
walks towards his spiritual priest. If the teacher takes him with him when
he goes out, then he should put on his clothes, hold his begging—bowl and
follow his spiritual priest, being permitted to be neither too near, nor too
far away. When the spiritual priest has walked over seven feet, the teacher
instructs the pupil in connection with the observance of rules of conduct.
If he has lapsed into a (huh, he should instruct him to contests" it.
If he has' an extra robe or a bowl and the pupil is without any, he should
give the same to him. If the pupil gets ill, he should look after him. If
the teacher has many pupils, he should offer him one as his associate.
remaining may continue their' studies as they wish.»

29. See Sill/I. V. 978 where it is explained that the word mfighd/i is used here in the sense
of all the clothes : (Sabba_m lu' ciumam mn'g/ufilaua mag/w! Ii uucam' ).
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[101] At that time, a Bra'hmana. desired to become a recluse.
The Bhik'khus would not grant the permission. The Brahmana bewail'ed
and was very much vexed. At that time the Buddha saw that the
Bra‘hman’s body had become very much thin and leanand he asked the

-Blu’kkhus why the Bra'hmana had become thin and lean. The Bhikkhus
replied : “ The Bra-hmana wanted to become a recluse but the Bhtkkh'iu
would not permit. Hence, he had become thin and lean. ” The Buddha
asked the Bhikkhus: “ To whom is this' Bra'hmana kindly dis'posed ?"
Sa'riputta replied : “ This Bra‘hmaha is from the city of Sivatthl. I have eaten
plenty of offerings made by him. Therefore I know him. ” The Buddha
said to Sa‘riputta : “You should then convert him [into a recluse]. ”

-Then Sa‘riputta asked the Buddha: “In what way can he be con-
~vertcd ?” The Buddha said to Sa'riputta: “You can convert this
Bra’hmana by the official act in which the proposal is the fourth item (flaili-
catuttha-kamma) ” [ Vin. i. 56

[102] At that time, the Buddha had the Bhikkhus assembled toge-
ther, as he wanted to preach [ the Dhamma] to them. He said
to the Bhikkhus: “Now I am going to abandon, from now onwards
( E é DJ, i— , the acceptance of the rules of conduct by making the
three declarations of taking refuge. If there be any wzs'e Bhikkhu in the
San’gha he should perform the oflicial act in which the proposal
is the fourth item, for the acceptance of the precept [ by any one ] . ”

There were some people who after the acceptance of the precepts did
many evil things and did not conform to rules of decorum. People who
had little desire and who were contented condemned them and said;
“ Why are you doing evil things ? And why do you not conform to rules
of decorum ?” The Bhikkhus replied: “Who, Sirs, requested you to
give us the precepts ? Who, sirs, has requested you to make yourselves
our spiritual priests ?” The Bhikkhus with little desire said to the World-
honoured One : “The Bhikkhus, without being requested, had made
themselves the spiritual priests and had given initiation without being asked. "
The Buddha, on this account, prescribed a precept: “Nobody should,
without being requested, make himself a spiritual priest and nobody
should give initiation without being requested. If he gives it, he becomes
guilty of a Dukkata offence. One should request for a spiritual priest and
ask for precepts in the midst of the San'gha ” [ Cf. Vin. 1'. 4-5 ].

[ 103] There was a. time when either two or three Bhikkhus
performed the official act in which the proposal was the fourth item, (or
making a man accept the initiation. In their midst, there were people who
had little desire and who were contented. They began to condemn such
a thing. They approached the World-honoured One and said .' “ World.
honoured One, on this,account, let the Assembly of Buddhist monks
be assembled and from now onwards, let it be prescribed that the San'gha
consisting of ten persons should give initiation. If the San'gha consisting
of less than ten persons gives initiation to any one, then the San'gha become
guilty ofa Dukkata offence ” [ Cf. Vin. i. 319
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MAHA-VAGGA : INITIATION AND RESIDE-\.'CExvmoo 1

[ 104] People with either a year or two in the San'g‘ha began to give
initiation. They did not know how to give instruction. The pupils did
not conform to rules of decorum. They took the pupils and went to the
place where the Buddha was. They paid with their head respect at his
feet and then ( TM,’ ) sat aside. Thereupon the Buddha asked them ques-
tions about their well-being: “Are you all constitutionally healthy. ?
Are you getting your alms without any difficulty ? ” They replied to the
World-honoured One : “ We are all healthy and we a_re getting our alms
without any difficulty. ” Then the VVorld-honourcd One, though he
knew it, deliberately asked the Bhikkhus .' “Whose pupils are these Bhik-
khus ? ” They replied : “ They are ours. ” He further asked :
“ How many years have you put in [in the San'gha] ? ” They replied :
“Two years. ” “ How many years have your pupils put in ? ”
“ One year, ” replied they. The VVorld-honoured One, then, said by way
of condemnation : “ You are not yet weaned away [from the breasts of
your mothers]. How can you convert others 7’.” Having condemncd‘“
them in this manner, he had the Bhikkhus assembled and said : “ From now
onwards, no one who has not completed ten years [of life in the San’gha]
is permitted to give. pabbajja’ and initiation (upaxanu’vza'a') and thus
convert others. If he does so, he becomes guilty ” [ Vii-i. i. 59 . “‘Even
though one had completed ten years, if he is stupid with no intelligence,
he is not permitted to give initiation ” [ Vin. i. 60]. I

Thus is concluded the [procedure of] giving initiation ( 1712 ) .

[ 105] The Teacher says :—-Now I must explain how residence with
a person will or will not cease (nissaya-patzp'anadd/zi) [ Vin. i. 62]. When
a pupil, while going with a teacher with whom he is taking residence, sees
his sph'itual priest even lar away, then his residence [with this new teacher]
ceases. If he sees his spiritual priest, but does not recognise him as such,
then his residence does not cease. If the spiritual priest has come and enter-
ed the precincts of his parish, or enters the house, but the pupil does not
know it, then the residence does not cease” to be operative. If the spiritual

' priest has come and entered the precincts of his parish, or the house, or the
village where he begs his food and his voice is heard though his bodily
form is not seen, then in all these cases residence ceases to be operative.

If the voice uttered by the spiritual priest is not recognisxl as such by
the pupil, then the residence does not cease to be operative.

[ 106] An outsider-—-a heretic—before he joins the Buddhist Dhamma
must be given a period of probation ( [)ariuiM ). \Vhen he has

fulfilled that period of probation, if he has thought it good to go to the five

' See XV 27.

30. Tnislm ed. omits 7]: which does not seem to be reasonable.
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l6.24b.l places81 where he should not go; if, on account of idleness, he 15'
789e.l not inclined to learn the doctrine of the Buddha ,' or when he hears of the

destruction of the Buddha’s Dhamma, he is delighted at heart ; or when he
has heard about the ruin of the San'gha, he is delighted at heart—then such
a person should not be given initiation. An outsider—a heretic—while he
13' undergoing pariva‘sa, may be able to practise the four trances . . . . . and
may even be able to fly in the air—even such a man is not permitted to be
given initiation. lle must fulfil the period of four months' probation.
If while he is already settled in the Dhamma of the Buddha, he has attained
the Path of a Sota‘panna—the first stage of coming to the Stream—then,
immediately, that very day, he should be given initiation. He need not
be prescribed the period of probation. I,f while he is an outsider he has
listened to the Dhamma of the Buddha and has attained the Path ofa Sota‘~
panna, and if he comes to the San'gha with the desire of becoming a recluse,
then he should be made a recluse and given initiation. He need not be
prescribed the period of probation. If one, while he is nearing the end of
the period of probation of four months, hears of the ruin of the Buddha’s
Dhamma and becomes delighted at heart ; or if he hears the ruin
of the heretic’s religion and becomes enraged; or if he thinks it good to go
to the five places31 where he should not go, then he should be prescribed
again a [fresh] period of four months’ probation. If there be a heretie
who wears matted hair, or 'one who womhips fire, then he does not need the
period of probation. Why ? Because both these heretics have faith in
Karma—the cause and its effect. In times past, the Buddhas, while they
were Bodhisattas, practised the Perfection of Renuneiation, where they all

_ 16 253 I learnt all these pious ways of life [as those of these two kinds of heretics].
' ' Thus is' concluded the account of the period of probation prescribed

789C. 14 for heretics [ Vin. i. 69-71

“Am-Ir.-
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[ 107] Leprosy [ Vin. i. 71 ] —There is red leprosy, white leprosy, or
black leprosy; itches and ring worms—all these are included in leprosy. A
person suffering from any such disease is not to be given initiation. One
sufl‘ering from scabs of leprosy, even if they are small like a finger’s nail, is
not permitted to be a recluse. If the scab is as small as a finger’s nail and
if it is on the exposed parts of the body, whether it is likely to develop or
not—one suffering from such a scab is not permitted to be a recluse. If it is
on a covered part of the body and is not noticed, but if it is likely to develop,
then one may not be permitted to be a recluse. But if it is’ not likely to
develop, then he is permitted to be a recluse.

3]. This corresponds to the five places mentioned In I’m. 1. 70 :—-“ Vail)!-
gocaro vi hori. uidixav-i-goraro v! fioli, IImllakuma‘rika‘-gocam rd haIi, pa'niaka-gomra rd holi, Hui/Mum'-
gocaro ua‘ hali. But the Pali Cm. refers to five ways of life which will lead him astray no that
he will be guilty of five offences : (pan‘m apmnkl:handhe apunna; Smp. v. 989 ).
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If one has a tumour on an exposed part of the body, whether it is likely
to develop or not, he is not permitted to be a recluse. If it is in a covered
part of the body and is not likely to develop, then he is permitted to be a
recluse. In young age, one has pimples but when one grows older, they
disappear. In such a case, one is permitted to make him a recluse. They
are not tumours and so he is permitted to be a recluse. If the frame of the
whole body is spread over with minute [grains] like prickles of a thorny
bush, which all are recognised as leprous scabby, then one is not permitted
to be a recluse.

[ 108] To convert king’s servants [ Vin. i. 73—74] -——At that time, the
Bhikkhus admitted king’s fighting soldiers as recluses. Later, some marauders
rose [in rebellion] and the king sought soldiers who would put down
that rebellion. He sent some servants to seek them. They came to a
San'gha‘ra'ma and found that the Bhikkhus had admitted them as recluses.
The servants returned and said to the king : “ The Bhikkhus have already
admitted them as recluses. ” When the king heard this, he called a meet-
ing of his ministers to hold discussion over this matter. The king said to
his ministers : “ If "one admits Government servants as recluses, what is
the nature of his ofl‘ence ?” The ministers said to the king : “ Ifthere is the
spiritual priest [who admitted him ], his head should be cut 01?. The
teacher who conducted the official act should have his tongue cut off.
The other visiting persons. in the hall should have their ribs broken into
pieces. ” [ Vin. i. 74].

At that that time, the king had attained the Path ofa Sota'panna. Having
heard the words of his ministers, he went to the place where the Buddha
was and said to the \Vorld—honoured One .' “ From to-day onwards, I pray
no servants of the king should be admitted as recluscs. The kings of the
future may not have faith in the Three Jewels. If the Bhikkhus admit
king’s servants as recluses, then they will have to pay for their fault, according
to Law. The king’s servants may be big ministers, or down to those who
are living upon king’s wages—all these are king’s servants. If the father is
living upon the king’s wages and the son‘ is not living on the king’s wages,
the father is not permitted to be a recluse, but the son is. As long as any
appointment on wages is not terminated, he is not permitted to become a
recluse. The appointment is terminated and then he is permitted to be—
come a recluse. If he has to become a recluse, then he may turn over
those wages to his elder or younger son; then he is permitted to be a recluse.
If the person who is enjoying king’s wages appeals to the king, then the
king may permit and he is then allowed to become a recluse.

[ 109] Robber: [ Vin. i. 75] — that is, those who ransack and steal
away, cut 03' the path and kill people whom they know by family and name.
Such persons should not be admitted as rccluses. If the people who had
planned to plunder the country give up their evil thought and desire to be-
come recluses, then they may be permitted to become recluses, in order to
rid the country of a calamity. \Vhen the king hears that they have become
rec-luses, he becomes glad. Those that give up their evil actions, surrender
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to the king, and the king permits them to be admitted as recluses. One is
not permitted to admit, as recluses, people who are bearing on then“ body
marks of whips or sticks. But if they are restored to normal conditions,
with no traces of such marks, then they may be admitted as recluses. If
the criminals are branded with letter-marks, then they should not be admit-
ted as recluses. If the marks of wounds are healed up then they may be
admitted.

[ 110] Debtors [ Vin. i. 76] ——Thc debt may be one’s own, or ance-
stral, or parental, or originating from one’s own children. If the debt has
become effective, then he is not permitted to be admitted as a recluse. If
there is a man who is prepared to pay back his debt, then he may be admitted.

[ lll ] A slave [ Vin. i. 76] —There are four kinds of slaves; first, one
born in a [slave] family; second, obtained 'by purchase; third, obtained
as he was defeated [in a battle]; fourth, one who has reduced himself to
slavery. One who has reduced himself to slavery means one who, for the
sake of food and clothing,_ has himself sought to become a slave. Such a
one is called one who has reduced himself to slavery. If the master of a slave
releases him free, then he may be permitted to become a recluse. The
[master] may say to the Bhikkhus: “ If the slave has a religious disposition,
then he sets him free; if he has not a religious disposition, then he may
return to become a slave again. ” If such words are spoken, then he cannot
be admitted as a recluse.

[ 112 ] Once upon a time, a pestilence arose in the house of a family,
which first killed flies, creeping worms, hundred-footed [creeping worms];
then lo'wls, dogs,"thcn bullocks and sheep; and then maid-servants and last
good [healthy] men. \thn this pestilence arose, nobody could pass
through the door. They had to break through the wall to get out straight.
Nobody could look back for fear of immediate death. If he would not die
immediately, he would die after going elsewhere.

Three persons, father and children, broke through a wall and could
get out Straight. They did not look backward and so they remained alive.
Then they had to go elsewhere where they were reduced to extreme poverty.
They could not even stand. They went to a place where the Bhikkhus
stayed and sought permission to be admitted as recluses. The Bhikkhus
then admitted them as recluses. When they became recluses, [ the Bhikkhus]
took the two children with them for begging alms [ Vin. i. 78-79 ].

[Thus is concluded]

the Sixteenth Book,of the Vinaya~Commentary [named]

Samanta-pa‘sa‘dika‘.
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Vinaya

Book XVII

[T. 79013—7951); P’ing 91b—95b; PTS. V. lOO4—V. 1105; S. iii.750-—8i9;
- N. iii. 1056—1170]

[1 ] At that time, the Buddha went from Magadha country to the
city of Kapila [ Vin. i. 82].

The Teacher says: I must now say next the introductory story in this
connection :—At that time, the great king Suddhodana thought to himself:
‘ My son said, one day before he left his house, that he would come to this
city after he attained enlightenment. ’ The king recollected these words
and said to himself : My son will come after he has become enlightened.
The king was always eager to hear that his son had finished his
penances, that he went to the foot of a Bodhi tree where he attained the
religious path and that he had gone to Va‘ra'nasi where he turned the wheel
of the Dhamma of Four Truths and converted five persons into recluses:
Anna-Kondafifi and the rest, and that he had now come to the country
of Magadha. [The king thought] :~—‘ I have now become old in years
and while I am alive and fit, I should like to see my son. ’ Having thought
in this manner, he caller] one of his officers and said to him : “ I hear people
say that my son has now become enlightened and that he is staying in the
country of Magadha; you may take a thousand men with you and go to
receive him. When you go to him, say to my son that I have now become
old in years and that I do want to meet him. ”

[2] The officer received those words and then he took with him a
thousand people with whom he was all surrounded, back and front, and went
to the country of Magadha. \Vhen he reached that place, he went to the
place where the Buddha was, paid his respects with his head at his feet and
sat aside. At that time the \Vorld-honoured One looked at the minds
of the thousand people, and immediately preached the Dhamma to them.
Those thousand people, as soon as they listened to the Dhamm’a, became
Arhats. The Buddha welcomed them saying : “Come, 0 Bhikkhus. "
And then they were immediately in'tiated. When these thousand Bhikkhus
had attained Arhatship, they entert as its fruit the Samddhi and they
obtained the happiness of deliverance in which they dwelt, without wishing
to come back. The king sent messages expecting [to hear back], but
nobody returned and there was also no news. Again the king sent an
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ofl‘icer togo there.
to go there. Each one of these officers took a thousand men with him and
went to the place where the World-honoured One was. All of them became
recluses and attained the fruit of Arhatship. There was no man to return
and give the report to the king.

[ 3 ] The King thought to himself : ‘ I sent eight officers to go there,
but nobody came back to give me the report. ’ The king then reflected :
‘ “‘1 send one again, who should go ?’ There was at that time one officer,
Ka'ludayi“ by name, who was born on the same day as the Bodhisatta.
The king then sent Ka'luda'yi to go to and meet the Buddha. Then about
him also the same account [is to be given] as about the eight previous
messengers, and in no way different. Ka'luda'yi had, however, made,
earlier, an agreement with the king that he would go to meet [ the Buddha ],
provided the king would permit him to be a recluse. The king said .' “Yes”.
Ka".luda'yi' accepted the king’s words and further took with him a. thousand
persons and went to the Buddha who gave him a religious sermon as a result
of which he attained Arhatship. 'I‘he‘Buddha welcomed him as a Bhikkhu
and he obtained initiation.

[4] At that time, Ka‘luda'yi saw rice-plants and other vegetation
blooming, the water—[lowers and land-flowers spreading their bloom. That
spring season (lit. season-joint W5: fl-Il‘j ) was very agreeable and Ka'ludayl
sang, in sixty* grit/M‘s, the praises of [travelling on] a high road. The
Buddha knowingly and deliberately asked Ka'ludayi why he sang the
praises of travelling on a high road. Ka’luda‘yi replied to the VVorld-
honoured One .‘ “ The Great king Suddhodana has sent me here. I would
like to say what he had said. ” The Buddha said that he would permit

~him to say what the Great King wanted him to speak to the \Vorld-hono-
ured One. [ He continues] : “ The father-king said : ‘ I have now grown
old in years and while 1 am now alive, I would like to see the VVorid-
honoured One, ’ and so he has sent me here to come to and meet the World-
honoured One. I only solicit your compassion for the Great King. It
is time that you should go [to him.) ”

[5] The Buddha said to Kiluda'yi
Bhikkhus that the Buddha wants to go on travel and that they may follow

: “You may announce it to the

him on his travels, each one arranging for his sccmly appearance ( ,1}; K ).”
At that time, An'ga and Vliagadha had ten thousand Bhikkhus. From Kapila-

Thus, in
all, there now gathered together twenty, thousand Bhikkhus who all'had
vatthu had come to meet the Buddha ten thousand Bhikkhus.

From the capital city of the Magadha country, theattained Arhatship.
Buddha came out surrounded by Bhikkhus, both at the front and back, and

" See ]a i. 86,88; also, TIura—grnlfl where only ten stanzas (527-536) are ascribed to
this Thera.
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went to Savatthil at a distance of sixtyyajanas. The World-honoured One
moved in gradual stages and in sixty days reached Sa'vatthl/1 At that time,
the World-honoured Buddha ate, as his mo‘rning-and-mid-day meal, the
food supplied by the king, because the Buddha‘ obtained, as his food, the
provisions supplied by the father-king [ infthis way ] : At that time, Ka'Iluda‘yi
put on his clothes, took his begging-bowl, flew up into air, reached Sa'vat-thi1
and then said to the father-king : “ The \Norld-honoured One has reached
such and such a place. It is time that the father-king should make, through
Ka'luda'yi, an offering of food [ to the Buddha. ]” [The father] presented
to Ka'ludayi a bowl overflowing with cooked rice and requested the revered
[Kalud‘a'yi] to offer to the \Vorld-honoured One the bowl of cooked rice.
Thus, from day to day, food was constantly offered to the VVorld-honoured
One. When Ka'luda'yi‘ and the Great King had finished their meal,
Ka'luda'yi praised the virtues of the Tatha'gata in front of the king and other
members of the S'a’kya clan.

 

[ 6 ] \IVhen the S'a'kyas heard the praise of the virtues of the Tatha’gata, 17.3a.l
the faith in their mind [for the Buddha] increased. The S‘a‘kyas then 790c.25
assembled together, and held consultations among themselves : “ The
Tathigata does not like hustle-bustle. We must, therefore, seek for the
\Vorld-honoured One a calm and quiet place for residence. " At that time,
Ni-zchu-t’o, a scion of the S'a’kya clan, had a garden which was neither too
near, nor too far, and which could be used as a place of residence. At that
time, each person of the S'a‘kya clan came out with some material to set up-
a place of residence for the Buddha. \Vhen that place of residence was thus
set up, the father-king took with him the members of the S'a'kya clan—~cach
one of whom carried scented flowers to be offered to the \N’orld-honoured
One—by way of welcoming him. When they approached him, the king and
those who were older than the Buddha would not make obeisancc to him,
but,only those who were younger than the Buddha made obeisance to him.

At that time, the VVorld-honoured One noticed that there was the king
and some among the Sa‘kyas who would not make obeisance to him. He
knew what these Sa'kyas had in their mind. Immediately, he went up into
the air and performed eighteen miraculous feats, exactly like those feats of
miraculous power performed by him when he wanted to subdue the heretics,
and in no way difTercnt. When the king and other members of the Sa‘kya
clan beheld such feats of miraculous power by the Buddha, they, in their most
natural way, made obeisance to the Buddha.

 

[ 7 ] When Suddhodana made his obeisance to the Buddha, he said to
the Buddha : “ I am now making obeisance at the feet of the Tatha'gata for 17,3b.1
the third time. \‘Vhat are those three times when the obeisance was made 791a.8
at the feet of the Tatha'gata .7 First, soon after the birth of the Buddha, when
Asita ( iii} a“ ) had prophesied that iftheTatha'gata lived in his family,

 

l. The Pali Cm. mentions righly Kapilnvatthu. Sa'mtthi is not correct. See the very
first sentence of this Book.

2. Perhaps mi M of the text is a mistake for ni In in :‘N'igrodha.
"6,4.
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he would be a noble monarch turning the wheel [ of monarchy ]; if he leaves
the house and becomes a‘ recluse, he would certainly be a Buddha. At that
time, the earth quaked. And when I s‘aw\ this miracle, I immediately
paid my obeisance at his feet, just like this. Second, when I had come out, by
way of a sport, to plough a field, the Bodhisatta was sitting under'aJambu
tree. After mid-day, when it was already after-noon, the shadow of the tree
stayed [where it was ] without shifting [ its position ]. It [remained where
it was] protecting the body of the Bodhisatta. When I saw this miracle,
I immediately paid my obeissance in this very manner. Now [ also], when
I saw this miraculous feat of the Buddha, [I pay my obeisance ]. In this
way, we have what is called obeisance, three times, at the feet of the
Tatha'gata. ”

[8 ] When Suddhodana paid his obeisance at the feet of the Tatha'-
gata, all the members of the S'a‘kya clan followed him in paying obeisance.
There was thus no one who remained just standing. From the heavens,
the World—honoured One came down and sat down on his royal seat. The
king and the S'a'kyas sat down all together at one and the same time. At
that time, when the whole crowd remained still, there came down, from the
heavens, rain the colour of which was red, because the fine dust was soaked
with water ( 3Q ) . At that time, the crowd of people thought: “Those who
liked to get wet may get wet; those that did not like to get wet may not get
wet, even though it rained on their clothes. ” At that time, the crowd did
see, like this, a kind of miraculous feat and their joy thus increased double.
At that time, the Buddha preached the Dhamma to all those that were present
on that occasion. \Mhen the king and [other] members of the S'a'kya clan
could, listen to the Dhamma, there were some who attained the stage, of
Sota'panna, some who attained the stage of Sakadfiga'mi. Every one got up,
paid respects to the Buddha, went around him three times. Among them—
the king and otherrrr‘nimbers of the Sikya clan—there was none:l who requested
the Buddha to accept" his mid-day meal [ from them

[ 9 ] ‘Next morning, when it was the right time, the Buddha and twenty-
thousand'Bhikkhus, who put on their garments, took the begging-bowl,
encircled him both at the front and back, and went on in due order. They
entered the city of Kapilavatthu. When he had reached the city-gate, the
\Vorld-honoured One thought to himself: “When the former Buddhas entered
the villages of their family (kulanagara) how did they beg their food ? Did they
beg in strict succession from one house to the next, or did they beg from select
[families] only ?” He immediately noted that the former Buddhas begged
in succession from house to house and not from select families only. Also,
[he thought] : ‘ In future, my disciples, relying on my [practices of the]
Dhamma, will beg their food in succession from house to house. ’

[ 10] At that time, in the city, the women-folk of the S'a'kyas heard
that the Buddha, along with his crowd which he led, had entered the city

3. This corresponds to what the Fall text says : Eko pi. .we amhdkam, bln'kk/mrn. genital/i! It
vulva gala nlma nail/xi {$1111}. v. 1006.].
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and was begging his food. Everyone opened the windows [of the house]
and noticed that the Buddha was Pliegging his food. At that time, the mother
of Ra'hula heard in her chamber in the upper storey that the Buddha had
entered the city and was begging his food. She thought to herself : “When
he formerly ( 21: ) was staying in the house, he put on the divine crown and
ornaments and riding in one of a thousand palanquins studded with seven
kinds ofjewels, or riding in one of ten thousand vehicles, made an exit out of, 17-41% 1
or enteranee into, [the city], surrounded, both at the front and back, [by 791b.4-
crowds of people Now, having shaved off the hair on his head and beard,
he has put on the yellowish garment, and has held his bowl [in his hand],
and is begging his food. I should now like to see whether this is becoming him
or not C 13- JD 7F ) .” Having thus thought, she opened the windows
[of her chamber] and beheld the Tatha'gata walking [faraway] at a

7; distance. She noticed he was giving out a flood of light of five different colours
. which shone over the earth, just like beams (:u'tra) of brilliant (lit.

.‘l smelted) gold. Having seen this, Yasodhaxa' ( HIS V‘s“ ) immediately
went to the king and said : “ Your majesty’s son has entered the city and

5' is begging his food. ”

  

[ll ] When the king heard this, he hurriedly came out, went to the
place where the Buddha was and said to him : “ Venerable Sir, by begging
in this manner, you are putting us to shame. I am able to provide for your
whole crowd [of followers]; then why do you take to begging 9.” The
Buddha replied ‘. “ Such is [ the practice of ] our lineage. ” The king further
said to the Buddha : “ \Ve belong to the lineage of Ksatriyas. There was
none in it who begged his food. Why do you then say : ‘ such is the practice
of our lineage ’3’” The Buddha then replied : “ Our lineage now is that of
the past Buddhas and not that of Ksatriyas.” The Buddha, then addressed
the following glilhli to the great king :

“ One should get up and reject all indolence —
This is the good Dhamma which one should always follow.
By following the Dhamma one sleeps happily
In this world as well as in the next ” [th. 168 ].

When the king heard this gdt/zti, he became a Sota'panna. Then the 1753.1
Buddha, again, addressed another gdtha’ to the great king : 791b. l7

“ Practise the Dhamma leading to good actions;
Do not practise that of evil actions.
By following the Dhamma one sleeps. happily,
In this world as well as in the next. ” [th. 169].

When the king heard the second gdthd he further attained the Path of
Sakada'ga'mi. Further he preached to the king the [Mahd-] Dhamma/261a
jam/m". When the king listened to it he attained the Path of ‘Ana'gami.
When the king was on the point of reaching the end of his life,the Buddha
preached the Dhamma to him when he was lying under the white can0py
and he attained the fruit of Arhatship and immediately entered Nibba'pa.

" J. iv. 50-55; No. 447.
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. [ 12] At that time, the great king asked for the begging-bowl of the
Buddha. He requested the Buddha and the Sal’lgha, himself leading them
at the front, to go all together to the Hall where the king immediately arranged
for. serving them various kinds of good food with meat. When the Buddha
had finished his meal, the female servants of the palace came toknow that the
Buddha would, after his meal, speak to the mother of Rihula. They thought
that they also would pay their respects to him and ask the World-honoured
One questions about his welfare. The mother of Ra'hula said to those female
servants : “ If the Buddha. has any feelings of compassion on me, he l'u'mself
would come to look me up. I cannot go [ myself to see him ].” The female
servants waited upon him. Each one carried scented flowers and went to
pay her respects to the World-honoured One. The female servants went
away. Then the mother of Ra'hula thought to her : “ \chen the Buddha
comes, I should pay my respects with my head and face at his feet. ”

\Vhen the Buddha. finished his meal, he gave his bowl to the king. The
Buddha took with him his two Arhat disciples who had attained the bases
of miracles ( z'dd/zi/Jdda) and went to the place of the mother of Ra‘hula. He
thus gave them instruction : “ If themother of Ra'hula pays, according to
her will, obeisance and offerings at my feet, do not obstruct her. ” They
replied : “ Very well l” to the “’orld-honoured One at that time. The
\Vorld-honoured One then entered the chamber of the mother of Ra'hula
and sat on a mat that was spread there. “hen the mother of Ra'hula saw
that the Buddha. had taken his seat, promptly, she held with her hands the
feet of the \-\’orld-honoured One and paid her respects to him by rubbing them
with her head. \Vhen the king saw that the mother of Ra'hula had paid
respects to the Buddha, he said to the Buddha. : “ \Vorld-honoured One,
the mother of Ra'hula shows, in thus paying her respects to you, that she has
a very high regard for you in her mind.” The Buddha. replied to the king :
“ The mother of Ra'hula showed her high regard for me not merely at this
time. ” The king asked the Buddha : “ AL what other time did she show
her high regard ?” The \Vorld-honoured One said in reply the sutla of
[Canda-] 11"t'miara—ja‘laka.*

[13] On that day of five [asupicious] things [for him], Nanda
desiring to pay respects to the son of the king had repaired to the king. \Vhich
are the five [auspicious] things ? First, taking off hair from the head;
second, wrapping a piece of cloth [ around the head—indicating one’s name ]‘
third, decorating the hall [of residence]; fourth, taking a wife; and fifth,
setting up an umbrella. These are called five [auspicious] things.

, The Buddha gave his begging-bowl to Nanda [ to carry Nanda,
although he did not like, went. Because of his high regard for the Buddha,
he was inclined to follow him. When he thus followed the Buddha to the
monastety, he became a recluse although he did not like it in his mind. The
Tatha'gata saw his potential capacity for attaining the Arhatship and so rather

’ J. iv. 282-88 No.'485.

4. Vimali-uinodam' ( p. 376) .' Amka-rd‘ja ti naldte rum,"{Ia-pana-baudhanam.
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., forcibly hemade him a recluse.- ‘-'It was just two days since the Tatha‘gata
,\ had come to the city of Kapilavatthu, when the Buddha. made him a recluse.

When it was seventh day, he also converted Rihula into a recluse.

[14] The Teacher says : “ How was it that he converted Ra'hula
m'to a recluse 1’"

Answer :—The Tatha'gata had entered the city to beg his food. The
mother of Ra'hula took Ra‘hula to the upper floor. The mother of Ra'hula
through lattice~windows beheld the Tatha'gata and said to Ra’hula .' “ This
is your father. ” She put the best of ornaments on Ra'hula and said to
him : “ You go to your father’s place and beg of him the [inherited]
precious treasure. Your lather, when he was living in this house had a vast
treasure of precious things. Now we do not know where they are. You
can go to him and beg of him the ancestral [ treasure] saying that you would
like to set up a [ royal ] umbrella, making yourself a king Emperor, and there-
fore he should bestow on you all that ancestral treasure. ” Ra'hula accepted
these words of his mother and went to the place where the Buddha was.
Having entered theshadow of the Buddha, he said to the Buddha : “ O,
ascetic, your shadow seems to me to be very pleasant and cool!” [ Vin. i. 82]
The Buddha had just finished-his meal and was replacing the bowl in its
proper place. Ra‘hula closely followed the Buddha. and was begging his'
treasure of him. The Buddha would not respond. And so gradually follow-
ing the Buddha, he reached the monastery. The Buddha sat on a seat that
was spread and said to lx‘a‘hula : “ I have attained a real treasure under the
Bodhi-tree. This treasure is the highest and best among all treasures. Would
you like to have it ?” Ra‘hula replied to the World-honoured One : “ I
shall be most delighted to have it, 0 Samana."

When Sa'ri-[ 15 ] The Buddha then immediately called Sa'riputta.
putta came, the Buddha said to him : “ You may convert Ra‘hula into an
ascetic. ” Sa’riputta replied". “ Very well, your honour! " Sa'iriputta did
convert Ra‘hula into a recluse. King Suddhodana heard that Ra'hula had
become a recluse. He was very much worried in his mind. He then hurrio
edly went to the place where the Buddha was and said to him : “ If anybody
wants to become a recluse, he must first seek permission of his father
and mother and then only he may be converted into a recluse. If the father
and mother do not permit, then, I pray to the World-honoured One, he may not
be converted. ” Therefore, in the original Vinaya it has been said : “ If the
father and mother do not permit, then he cannot be converted into a recluse "

[ Vin. i. 83]. If the father and mother permit, then he may be converted.
Having once been converted, he may return to worldly life ( fit; ) . If he
again wants

father and’m’other. If the father and mother do not permit, he cannot be
converted into a recluse.

[16] If a man seeks to become a recluse, the Bhikkhus would ask
: “ Have your father and mother permitted you to become a recluse ?”him

to become a recluse, he has to seek permission from his .

l7.6b.l
791c.24

l7.7a.l
792a.7
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be converted into a recluse. If he says to‘the Bhikkhus : “ If you do not
convert me, then I would burn your monastic establishment ”-—-undq-'
such a difficult situation, if one converts him into a recluse, then there is no
offence. If there be [some other province in] a different direction“, or if"
there is another town where he can get converted, then one need not ask about
his parentsLsz [ permission I

Thus is concluded the introductory account” of the renunciation of
Ra'hula [ Vin. 82-83 ],

[17] There are ten evils which lead to the ruin and expulsion of a
rdmanera. Which are“ the ten? Killing, stealing, unchaste living, deceit-
ful falsehood, drinking intoxicants; scandalising Buddha, Dhamma and
San’gha,- heretic view and spoiling a Bhikkhuni—these are the ten
evil things [Cfi Vin. i. 85]. Only that person who spoils a Bhik-
khuni’s pure life is to be always expelled ; he cannot become a recluse.

, As regards. the behaviour of those who do the remaining nine, if they change
for the better, express regret and promise to do those things no more, they
may be converted inso recluses.

[ 18] There are thirteen6 difficult persons ( A ) for whom
it is necessary to have a teacher. Even if they have received initia-
tion, they cannot have a proper conduct. They are to be instructed to have
a teacher. \‘Vhether by one’s own official act or by the official act of others,
there are three kinds of persons who become recluses stealthily : first, one
who stealthily assumes the guise ,' second, one who stealthily creeps
into association; and third, one who both stealthily assumes the guise as
well as stealthily creeps into association.

What is meant by one who stealthily assumes the guise ?
One who becomes a recluse by himself without the help of a teacher, or

who does not recognise the seniority in years of a Bhikkhu, or who does not
pay respects to each other strictly according to seniority, or who does not
take part in the legal acts of the San'gha, or who does not accept the mate-
rial benefits of Paccayas—such a person is called one who stcalthily assumes
the guise [ ofa recluse

Who is the one that stealthily creeps into association [with recluses] .’
One who becomes a recluse with the help of a teacher, accepts the ten rules
of proper behaviour, but without accepting initiation goes [far away] to.
some distant region and poses himself as having the seniority of ten or twenty
years and accepts obeisance irom others according to that seniority, enters

5—5. Kali Text does not “We”suit this, as it insists upon permission even after an.v._a. . ., -ne‘ .“

emergcncy-conversion.

6. It is not clear which thirteen are meant 7.
ponding to this.

l’ah' Cm. seems to have nothing corres-
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the Uposatha or other meetings of the official acts of the San‘gha and accord-
ing to this [posed] seniority accepts the offerings of the faithful—such a
man is called one who stealthily creeps into association.

Who is the one that stealthily assumes the guise as well as steal-
thily creeps into association ? One who has become a recluse without the
help of a teacher, assumes seniority according to the number of years [he
poses to have become a. recluse ], enters all official acts [of the San’gha]
and accepts offerings and homage from the faithful—such a one is cal‘led
one who stealthily assumes the guise as well as who steal'thily creeps into
association [ Vin. i. 86].

 

[19] One who stealthily assumes the guise, but who does not look
down upon religious matters, does not accept the offerings of the faithful or
their homage, but is anxious to become again a [real] recluse and get ini-
tiated, then he is permitted [to do so]. If, to escape from some calamity,

, or if, on account of scarcity of food, one becomes a recluse, then he can-
'not enter all the religious matters [of the San'gha When the calamity
is passed over, when scarcity has already ceased to exist and if he is still l7.8a.l
anxious to become a recluse and get initiated, then,he is permitted to do so. 792b. 3
If a Bhikkhu has really a seniority of only one year and he falsely tells that

5 he has a seniority of two years and if, consequently, he derives some matc-
' rial benefit calculated in terms of money that is due to persons of two years'

seniority, then he becomes guilty of a grave offence. ‘

.-

[20 ] If a Bhikkhu, while he is in water, 'takes off his clothes and takes
a bath and says to himself : ‘ how fine is nakedness ! ’ and wants to go to
the camp of the heretics (liulhyia ), then, with every step that he takes, he
becomes guilty of a Dukkata. But if, while on the way, he repents and re-
turns and confesses, then he is guilty of a Dukkata ,' but he is permitted to
return [to original status]. If he goes to the camp of the heretics, listens

i to the Dhamma preached by the heretics, but he does not enter their fold,
feels sorry, returns and confesses, then also he is guilty of a Dukkata but is
permitted to return to his [original status]. I,f however, he enters the
camp of the heretics, listens to the preaching of their Dhamma and his
mind gets interested and feels at case there and accepts the Dhamma of the

l heretics, or even down to his pulling out even one hair, and then realising
the painful calamity in it, regrets and returns, then he is to be expelled and
he can no more get the life of a recluse.

Thus is concluded the account of being converted into a heretic.

[ 21 ] One cannot also convert a dragon ( miga Why ?
Because a dragon cannot attain a trance.or meditation, nor can he at-

tain the fruit of a Path. A dragon cannot get rid of his bodily constitution
on five [different occasions]. Which are those five ? one, when he is
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practising a sex-act [with one of his species7].
sex-act with a [female] dragon, he goes back again into a dragon’s body ,-
but when he has to perform a similar act with a human being, then he can~
not retain a dragon’s body, again”. Second, at the time of being conceived,
he cannot get rid of a dragon’s body ; third, at the time of releasing the
dragon’s skin ,' fourth, at the time of sleep ,' and fifth, at the time of death.
These are the five occasions, when the body of a dragon cannot be got rid
of. Gamda ( Eagle : Sit/Janna of Fall) even down to Sakka Deva'narn
Inda" ( fig {3.3 g [a ) , the King of gods, cannot be converted to a life of
a recluse, nor can he be given an initiation in-to [Buddhist] Discipline.

Thus is concluded the Section on a dragon.

[22] One cannot convert into a recluse one who has killed his father
and mother. The Tatha"gata does not permit the entry, into a life of a recluse,
of one who has killed his father and mother. If, however, one kills the
parents of a lower animal, then he is permitted to become a recluse. If
there is a real-father, but one does not become aware of the same, and one
kills him, then also he cannot become a recluse.

One cannot also convert another who has killed an Arhat. If a layman
has become an Arhat and if one kills [even ] him, then he cannot be convert.
ed into a recluse. But if one kills another person who has attained the Three
lower Fruits, then it would not stand in his way of becoming a recluse. If a
lower animal kills an Arhat, then there is no 'oii'encc, but it would be :1 Karma

\which would prove to be a strong obstacle [in its progress

[23 One cannot convert a person who has spoiled a BIn'kk/uun"——To practise
a sexual act in any of the three openings [ of a Bhikkhuni] is called spoiling
a ,Bhikkhuni. If one simply has a physical contact with a Bhikkhuni, it does
not stand in his way of becoming a recluse. If one forcibly puts on
Bhikkhuni white garments and makes her wear them and then has a sexual
intercourse with her, then he is said to spoil a Bhikkhuni and he cannot be
made a recluse. If, however, a Bhikkhuni likes to have the white garments
put on her and if, after this, one has a sexual intercourse with her, then it
does not stand in his way of becoming a recluse. He who spoils a Bhikkhunl
for the first time [in her life], cannot become a recluse. One who spoils
her for the second time [in her life] is not prevented [from becoming a
recluse]. If one spoils a Sikkhama‘na' or a Sa'mancri, then it does not stand
in his way of becoming a recluse. If one breaks the unity of the San'gha, then
he cannot be converted into a recluse. Who does break the unity of
the San'gha ? One who maintains the eighteen points of dispute and does
not give them up even whenshe is remonstratcd with three times.

7. This is supplied from the Pali saj-‘lliyl.
like that of a dera-pulta.

8. That is, he must return to a human body.
' Transliterated in the accompanying Chinese expression.

(‘|

With a human being he can have a body

I x‘vrm .

When he is practising a_

-3
5.3%
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MAHKVAGGA : RECEIVING INITIATION" ‘ vn.25]

   
   

   

A hermaphrodite (lit. having marks of both sexes) is of three kinds :
first is one who himself conceives as well as is capable of establishing
j; conception in another person; second is one who himself conceives but is

incapable of establishing conception in another; third is one who himself is
incapable of conceiving, but is capable of establishing conception in others."
All these three types of persons cannot become recluses, nor can they receive
initiation. If they are already initiated then they should be expelled and
thus brought to ruin.

tlttn.voV,
~.n

79"
"

‘

[ 24-] Without a spiritual priest nobody can give or receive initiation.
If anybody gives or receives such initiation then he becomes guilty of a
Dukkata but the initiation [that has been already accomplished] continues
to be effective.

A eunuch makes himself a spiritual priest and gives initiation to a man,
then [ the latter] is permitted to have it, [ but] the teacher and the San'gha
become guilty. A man without garments or without a begging-bowl receives
initiation. The initiation stands but the teacher and the San‘gha become
guilty.

Two or three men, at one and the same time, receive initiation. Each
one has the same seniority of years and same moment [of initiation ]. They
cannot pay respects to one another. They may have one and the same
spiritual priest and the same teacher for the official Karma [of initiation].
There is one and the same time for all the three persons when they accept
initiation. Because they have received initiation at one and the same time,
they have the same seniority; none is older or younger.

[ 25 ] [Jo-Jan ( upajjhn‘ya ) is a foreign word which, in Chinese language,
means one who knows what is an offence and what is not an offence. Such
one is called Ho-san'.

.When the initiation has been received, one should measure one’s shadow.
Measuring onc’s shadow means one should stand erect and, making a begin-
ning from the feet on which one stands, one should follow the shadow of one’s

l
body—long or short, and [measure it] with steps. When [measuring] '
the shadow with steps is finished, he should be told the season—the
season, that is whether it is winter or spring or summer. When this is finished,
then he should be told whether it is day or night and the time of day and
night. Next he should be told the counting of the heads in the San'gha, few
or many, [present] at the time of receiving initiation. Next, he should
be instructed in four Basic Reliances [of his henceforth life] and then the
four grave offences [which he should not commit]. When in this manner,
he has received initiation, this newly-initiated [fellow] can step out at the
front.

Thus is concluded the Khandhaka of receiving Initiation.

  

in Palaealogia,‘ On this topic see my paper on “ Bi-sexualism in Buddhist Literature
Vol. VI. No- 1, pp. 15-17, Osaka (japan ), 1957.
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‘it cannot be made a boundary-mark. Why ?

h

SHAN-CHIEN- P'I—P O-SHA
Li

' [Second Chapter : Uposatha]
.x ,v.

[26] At that time, the Buddha was staying in the city of Loy.“
(fl 85° Rajagaha), or the city of Wang Se, or the city of Magadha
[ Vin. i. lOO]—-all these three have one meaning though they are three
different terms. In Chinese, it is to say: the city of royal household .' the
city of Loy-u: (REja-gaha ), which is a foreign sound. La (Rdja) mean;
the km'g and yue ( gaha ) means a household. Therefore, it is said : the city
Loy-us. Mo-kie—this is also a foreign sound. Mo-l‘ie is primarily ( 2m the
name of a country. l

[27'] Boundary-marks [Vim i. 106 ]-——If there is a bounday-rmark of all
mountain, as big as Mt. Sineru, or as small as an elephant, it is called the mark.
of a mountain. [

T71: boundary-mark of a stone, big' like a bullock, or small like a lump
measuring thirty ch’e‘ng: ( #13 )1°. A number of different stones cannot
make a bOundary-mark, but if they are placed separately, then they do
make a boundary-mark.

A boundary-mark of a grove—If it is a grove of grass, or of bamboos, then
Because grass or a bambuo '

is hollow in its build. They are not solid or real. Therefore, one cannot
make it a boundary-mark. A grove-mark may be that of a big forest,
even as big as hundred yojanas, or of a small one having at least four trees
that are connected together. This is called a grove.

A boundary-mark jo'a tree—One cannot have a rotten tree as a mark [of
a boundary]. A big tree, that is, as big as a Jambu tree. A small tree may
be as small as eight inches in height and in shape it may have the appearance
of a big needle(sad-dandaka). One can make such a tree as a boundary-
mark.
and get it. Such a tree can be used as a mark of a boundary. .

A bouncing-mark of a path—If it be a path going into a field, or one go-
ing towards a well [used] by people fetching water, or one going towards
the sea used. [by people] fetching water, or if it be a poor ( neglected)
path—all these cannot serve as boundary-marks. It may be a high road
used by carts or by pedlars; or it may be a small road used for only three or
four villages—all such roads can serve as boundary-marks.

A boundayr-mark afar: ant-hill—It may be as big as a hill, or small— eight
inches in height—all these can be used as boundary-marks.

A boundayr-mark of a river—~When a pious king rules, there is rain every
five days and there is water ofa rainy [ season ]. Stream—Such a. river can-
not be used as a boundary-mark. But even when there is no rain for all

9. fifi—Is this wrongly used for m ?
10. m—Ch’éng is a kind.of weight-measure. Pall has ballimta-palaguIa-pin.fin-palm”.n.0,

equal to a lump of jaggery measuring in weight 32 pales. Vimalivinodani (p. 397) explains
that this weight is to be understood according to the weights of measure current in Msgndhs
country. It adds that these Magadha weights are twice as big as those current elsewhere
in the world.

[xvn.'2s.

If there is no such natural tree, then one can sow a seed of a tree ;
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me days'of four months, if there is flow 'of continuous'water, two feet deep
then such a one can be used as a boundary-mark.

A boundayr-mark fo water—If there is water-“of a natural lake, then one can
have it as a boundary-mark. But if it is water that-has penetrated into a field,
or water that is stored in a jar—all these cannot make a boundary-mark.

Thus these are eight kinds of boundary-marks. I

[ 28] The setting up of boundary-marks is of five 'kinds : one, in one
direction; second, all around ,' third, in the shape of an [elongated double-
faced] drum ; fourth, of the shape of half a moon ,' and the fifth, having
three corners. _

If the boundary is built up relying on its marks and if, some time later,
any of its marks disappears, then the boundary does not cease to be effective.
Ifa man digs the earth and goes deep to the water [level ],then such a thing

,. cannot make the boundary-mark ineffective.
"Alf If one is having a smaller bounded place ( khaada-fima' ), then one can-
,3 not express in abrmtz'a his wishes ( PF 45’ 32 fi chanda ) about its limits11

but if one sets up upoxatlxa-st'md, then one can express in abrenlia his wishes
‘ ,1: about its limit. \Vhen one sets up a boundary around an open yard, then the

'g‘ extreme limit ofits smallness is such that it should contain at least twenty-one
‘ people. I,f after having built a smaller bounded place, a building springs up

afterwards, covering the boundary [ limit ], then [ the bounded space ] does
not cease to be effective. If, after having fixed a smaller bounded pla‘ce,
afterwards, a three-storied palace springs up in its midst, then (there is one
common boundary [for all]—from the ground [floor] upto its highest storey.
If there is a stone-hill, broad above and narrow below, and if the boundary
is set up above, and there are Bhikkhus below, then they 'cannot put any
obstruction [in the ways of the former

 
'[ 29 ] If, after having fixed a boundary, water rushes in and makes a

pit and there is a flowing stream of water and if [ a Bhikkhu ] can still recog-
nise the [ bounded ] place ( 531] 341‘ 5g 3)" ) and ifa watch-tower is made 17. 1 1a.!

g on pillars that are set up, then it is permissible to perform religious acts, 793a,21
above. If, after the boundary is set up, water bores the earth makin'g a hole
but the boundary-marks are not destroyed, and if a Bhikkhu with miraculous
power stays in the hollow space of a cave, or if he lives underground, then he
is not permitted to perform, separately ( $1] ) , any religious act. If, on a

‘ certain bounded yard, a tree grows with its branches and leaves extended
outside the boundary, and if a Bhikkhu wants to do some religious act, then
he is not permitted to do it on the tree. If he does it, he would be putting
an obstacle in the religious act and so he should be summoned to come down
[for the same ]. If a Bhikkhu stays [high] in a place open to sky, then there
is no obstruction in the performance of a religious act. If a corner of his gar- .
ment rests on ground, then there would be impediment. He should be sum-
moned to come down. If one fixes a bounded place for an Uposatha, then
he is permitted to have it as extensive as three yjo'ana: and no more. If he

ll. Cf Pali ’.—-.S'abba-m'mitldnnm auto-(lift: bhik'k/H‘Z hallhapa're Ira/r! (.Smp. V. 1047
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exceeds that limit, then the bounded place does not become valid and he
becomes guilty.

[30] Except the village and the precinct: of a village [V1'n. i. 110]—
[ The latter] means that much space which can be covered over all
around ( 21 g ) by a stone flung far away by a medium-sized man.

If there is already fixing of the bounds for Bhikkhus, then it may be on
what are not the bounds of the Bhikkhunis. [Also ]_, on the bounds for thc
Bhikkhunis [the Bhikkhus] can fix their own-bounds. The bounds for the
Bhikkhunls, will not be invalid. The bounds for the Bhikkhunis also can be
fixed on those intended for the Bhikkhus. The bounds for the Bhikkhus do
not cease to be valid.

[31] The boundayr fo_afare:t [ Vin. i. 111 ]—When it is smallest it
should extend over seven Abblzantara: [at least]. One Abblzantara is equal to
twenty-eight cubits.

If there are people who do not have the same mind, that is, if they
belong to another group, then just beyond a distance of twenty-eight
cubits, they are permitted to perform their religious functions.

[ 32 ] In no case should a boundary be set in the waters of a big river.
The natural boundary in water'[ Vin. i. ll] ] means if one throws

water or throws sand [round about] and if beyond this there is a Bhikkhu,
then he would not be committing [any offence]. \Nhile-taking [into
consideration] water, one should always take that place where the water
is flowing, whether it is deep or shallow-—all such places can be made
natural boundaries, but not tide-waters [of the sea

[33] If the people are holding an upomt/za on a boat, then they should
lower down the anchor, or lower down the ridge-pole ( fl? ) and steady
the boat. But they cannot moor it on the bank. If on the sloping bank
there is a tree the roots of which have gone deep into the water, then one is
not permitted to tie [the boat] to the roots of such a tree. If within a
fling of water, there is the root ofa tree, then one should cut it and go. If
one goes without cutting it, then it would be connected with the boundary-
marks on land. If, within water, there is a big rock, or a tree, or a wooden
float—all these are included in water-bound places.

Thus is concluded the discussion on Boundary.

 

[34] The first expression—an illegal act f0 a divided group. [Vim i.
111 ]—What is an illegal act ofa divided group ? There are Bhikkhus living
together in one place. One man has his consent ( chanda at) carried,
three men recite the Pdtimokkha ,' or when there are three men, one man
has his consent carried and two men recite the Pdlimokkha—such a thing
is called an illegal act and also a divided group. This is called an illegal
act of a divided group.

   u’g'I.1.
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xvu. 36 1 MAHKVAGGA : CAMMAKKHANDHAKA

The second expression— an illegal act of a united group, that is', there are
{our Bhikkhus living in one and the same place. These four Bhikkhus should
recite Patimokkha in detail. They do not recite it in detail, but perform an
act that is legal for three men ; each one of them speaks [ ofhis purity ] 1’ to
the other. This is called an illegal act of-‘a united group.

The third exptression—What is a legal act of a divided group ? In one and
the same place, there are four Bhikkhus, or three individuals. One of [ the
four] has his consent carried and three of them speak [of their purity]
to one another. Or, if there are three individuals only, one man has his
consent carried and two of them speak [of their purity] to each another.
This is called a legal act of a divided group.

The fourth expression—Living in one and the same place there are four
Bhikkhus. All of them together recite the Fatima/skim. Or, there are
three Bhikkhus and in perfect concord'they speak [of their purity] to one
another. This is' called a legal act of a united group.

 

[ Third Chapter : VaSsflpanayika ]

[35] The Uposallza fo the sixteenth day [ Vin. i. 137 ]—This is the
Uposatha of a perfect concord. In the original Vinaya of India, on the
sixth-teenth day of the fifth month ( 5561,11? ) commences the Earlier
Retreat ( 3’]. f )3 ) . On the sixteenth day of the sixth month commences
the Later Retreat. In this period of Retreat, if for some [ valid] reason,
one has to go away, then there is no offence. Only it means the Retreat
does not become successful. One cannot stay in an open place exposed
[to sky], nor can he stay under a parasol during the season of Retreat.

 

[Fifth* Chapter : Cammakkhandhaka]

[ 36] Hair had grown below on the role; of his feet [ Vin. i. 179 ]—His hair
was deep blue, just like the colour of the sky. He got this because of the
fruition of some action of his.

Question :—What kind of action had such a fruition ?
AnSWcr :—Some time in the past this Sravana ( 'j’x-e fig Jill ) 13 was

followed by 80,000 men. Among those 80,000 men, he was the fore-
most, great and noble son of a householder. For a Pacceka-Buddha, he
erected a grass—hut and prayed to the Pa‘cceka-Buddha to stay there for the
three months of summer [-rains ]. At that time, this $rava_na placed be-
fore his grass-hut a wollen foot-spread, made from the hair of a goat and gave

12. When there are four persons, they are required to recite Pilimakkha, but when there
are three or two, they only speak of their purity to one another ( plm'uddhi-uposathayx kamui ).

‘ There is no commentary on the Faurth Chapter on Pavirani.
13. Apparently, these characters seem to be used for Sanskrit Sravana (Pali Sana ).

This transliteration by the Chinese translator is accepted from the Dharmagupta Vinqya.
See Taisho, ‘.Vol. 22, p. 843b.l3.
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it to the Pacceka-Buddha for his constant use to wipe off his feet. As a result
of this, his feet had grown hair below on the soles. These eighty-thousand
families, all together, supported the Pacceka-Buddha, as a result of which
they were now born as friends and relations. gravapa went to the place
where the king was. Why was it that he went along with those eighty thou~
sand men ? The king ordered those eighty thousand men to come to his
place lest, he was afraid, that if he would send for Sravapa alone, he would
get alarmed.

Five elephant-command: [ Vin. i. 185 ]—that is, one male elephant and six
female elephants—they are called one elephant-command. Such five“ ele- 1|
phant-commands he had.

x

[ 37 ] g A Kz‘a-naf-u-lo ( gana-puta ) leather-shoe ( puta-bada’lm-updlmnd ) i
[ Vin. i.' 186 ]—a high leather shoe (covering the heels). A leather-31w: with
deer-horn, that is, to carve the hide so as to give it the shape ofa deer’s horn.
Z-lo-li 1‘ shoe—that is, to have the edges of the shoes fringed with the hair
of an elephant.

Fu-IoW-fio-t’a-lo (puta-pa/ala .7) shoe, that is, to sew cotton or smilm
miscellaneous things with leather, so that the middle part will be stuffed
with it.

Tstn-sltt'lt-Ii shoe, that is, one that is plaitcd with grass. A :hoe wit/zfring-
ed edges, thatis, one with edges fringed with the tail-feathers of a peacock.

A shoe with several strap: requires no explanation.
A shoe [soft] like t/zefeatlzer ofa peacock [ Vin. i. 186 ]—that is, its shape

is like the feather ( ¥ ) of a peacock.

\

[Eighth Chapter on Clothes '(CII'rara ) .'
Sixth of the Dharmagupta School]

I.

[38] At that time in the city of Ra‘jagaha there was an incompara-
bly beautiful girl named Sa‘lav'ati 17[ Vin. i. 268 At that time, King Bimbi-
sa‘ra set her as a venal beauty, on whom the king would squander a hundred
thousand gold coins, and king‘s courtiers would spend two hundred thousand
coins. They furnished her with [all e‘omforts such as] a building, clothes,
carriages, parks or gardens, tanks for bathing and all sorts of luxuries.

l-i. Pali has salIa-Italllu'ka'm. anikarp -—an army of seven commands, while here we have)
[we only based on Dharmagupta tradition ('l'aisho, vol. 22, [3. 85a, 1.18 ). One am'lm is,
explained also in Smp. v. 1083 as consisting of one male elephant and six female elephants.

[5. This and the following name are traced in Dhurmagupta I'i'naya (Taisho vol. 22
p. 847a, 00‘] 1-7 ).

16. Should we expect here a character pronounced (’0’.

17. The firstcharacterpo ( g ) given in the text seems to be wrongly used for m ( )



519MAHAVAGGA .- THE STORY or JTVAKA   V I _ h [ 39 ] Chie-p’o (Jivaka ) [ Vin. i. 269 ]—This is a foreign word which, in
~. L. '_ Chinese, means a ‘Living Prince’. Why was‘he called “Living Prince’?

’ “ At that time, Prince Abhaya had gone in his carriage in the morning to
I '~ see the king. On the way he saw a child. He asked his attendant : “ Is this'

" child dead or alive? ” The attendant answered .° “Alive.” Therefore, the
child was called Jivaka (alive). .

Question :-—After giving birth to him”, why did his mother cast him away
on the road ? _

Answer—This is the custom of venal beauties. If they give bitrh to a
.\ girl they train her up as one belonging to the class of venal beauty. If 17. l3b.l

they give birth to a boy, then they fling him upon the road. Therefore, when 793c.26
he was born he was cast away on the road. Prince Abhaya carried the
child whom he nourished. Gradually, it grew up and the Prince adopted it
as his own. V

[40] Question :——Why is it that Jivaka did not learn any other arts
.[ of life ] ?

Answer : In times past, there was a Buddha called by the name of
of Paduma. At that time, there was a physician who constantly made ofi'er-

g’qe ings to the Tathgfita, Paduma. Jivaka saw this and thought in his mind :
“How shall I, in times to come, attain the state of such a physician attending
upon a Tatha'gata ?” Having thus thought, he immediately, in order to Wait

1 upon the Tathigata for seven days, went to the place where the Buddha was,
xi paid his respects at his feet with his head and face and said to the World-

honourcd One: “I aspire to be, in time to come, a great physician attending
upon a Tatha‘gata just like this present one who is attending upon a
Tatha'gata; in no way different.” Having made such a prayer, he paid his
respects and went back. This Jivaka‘, at the end of this life, was born in the
heavens. ' When the merit in this heavenly existence was exhausted, he was
born. among human beings, Thus, in turn, he reached the time when S'a’kya
had become a recluse. Thus being propelled by his aspiration in his past life,

i he did not learn any other arts; he just learnt the art of prescribing medicine.

[41 ] Question :—Because Jivaka was to master the science of medi-
cine perfectly, so when Jivaka approached the teacher, Sakka the king of l7.14a.l
gods noticed that the fellow, after having mastered the science of medicin'e, 794a .lO

i ‘would attend upon the Tatha‘gata, Therefore, Sakka the king [ of gods]
transformed himself and entered the body of Jivaka’s teacher. Jivaka, by
that instruction, reached within seven days, the end of the teacher’s [know-
ledge of the] science of medicine. \Vhen-these seven days were over, Jivaka

2 was instructed by Sakka the king [of gods who had entered his teacher’s
body]. Thus, when seven years were completed, Jivaka perfectly mastered
the science of medicine and then returned to his country.

[42] Why was it that Jivaka had to treat patients on his way ?
Because his teacher thought to himself : “ This is a boy of the royal

family. He does not lack money. \thn he returns to his own country, he
may not remember all the favours conferred upon him by me. ” Having
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thus thought, he gavesto Jivaka old dirty clothes and did not give hm,"
any provisions of food [on his jounrey ]. leaka took leave of his teacher
and started on his journey back. On his way, when he felt hungry, thirsty,
he went into a village and inquired of the people there whether there was
anyone ill in any family. The villagers replied : “In such and such a house,

Immediately he cured them and got plenty
“ Vthn I have cured one patient, I -

there are people who are ill.”
of precious wealth. Jivaka thought :

.44'>1:
t”

[ xvxmz.

got so much precious wealth. IfI cure many, I would certainly get immeasur-
But all this that I have obtained is due to theable precious treasure.

favour of my teacher.

[43] The accepteance of a gift should be done in fifteen places :—
(i) the bounds of a [limited] field for the observance of conduct,"
( ii ) the bounds of the sphere of movements, ( iii ) the bounds ofcommon
observance of uposat/m, (iv) the bounds where there is condonation of the
missing of ( 9e )* garments, (v) the bounds of acquisition (Ida'lm),
(vi) the‘bounds ofa town, (vii) the bounds ofa village, (viii) the
bounds ofa city, ( ix ) the bounds of abb/zanlara, (x) the bounds determined
by flinging water, (xi ) the bounds of the country, (xii ) the bounds
of Lo-na ( HE 9413 rail/ta ), (xiii) the bounds of a kingdom a-Io-chn'
(54017.0, Pali rajja ), (xiv) the bounds of an island, and (xv) the
bounds of a circle of hard stony mountains ( mkkaudla ).

These fifteen bounds now you must understand :—
,obscn-anre of religious

[44]
(i)_ The bound: f0 (1 [limited] field for (/2:

predicts have been already explained above.”
(ii) The bound: fo the sphere fomoyementr—Either in the discussion-

hall, or in- the refectory, the clothes are distributed. A strong man flings
a stone all round in two [successive] stages—whether it covers a large or
small area—all this is included in the bounds ofa stone-fling. VVhatsoever
Bhikkhus enter this sphere, they are entitled to have a share. This is called
the bounds of the sphere of movements ( u/1acrira-_rl"nrd

(iii) The bounds of [observance of] an npomt/zam—If any man
enters these bounds of an upoml/za, every one gets a share. This is called
the bOunds of observance of an "pawl/2a.

( iv) The bound: when there i: condonation of the missing "‘ of garments——
\Vhen one enters these bounds, he can never miss his garments. All those
that are within these bounds ought to get their share. This is called the
bounds in which one can never miss his garments.

( v ) The bound: faacquz'n’tion (lo—[J’o=ld'b/Ia )—-A king or his courtiers,
for the sake of Bhikkhus that stay there or within bounds of ten J'ojanas, set
 

18. It should be noted that here and at l7.l4b.5 we have the character but
in l7.lSa.7 we llflvC This whole paragraph is an amplification of Jim, mentioned in
Vin. i. 309. " Corresponding to n-ui/i/mudm (lit. no missing).

l9. See above XVII. 28-29. ‘
20. This corresponds to Jallflna-Jd Willie-Jim! of amp.
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up a pil'lar or sa sign-post saying that all the yield within those bounds be-
longs to them and so is meant to be given to the Bhikkhus. This is called
the bounds of hcquisition.

( vi ) The (Hands fo a town—It is so called” because it has a market.
This is called the bounds of a town.

( vii ) The be and: ofa village—It is so called because it has no market.
This is called the bounds of a village.

(viii ) The bound: foa ciyl—There is a big city and so it is called the
bounds of a. city. '

(ix 4" The bound: of an abbhantara—This is the same as bounds of
[ limitm'd ] places within the bounds of a forest“-place.

. ( x) The bound: determined by flinging water—These are the bounds of
a boat.

( xi ) The bound: fathe countyr—The bounds of [suburban] areas around
a city to the east and west [as well as north and south]. These are bounds
of the country.

(xii) The bound: fa Lo-na ( fifi- MS raltha ) — This is the same as
bounds of a nation ( rallha _1_-~ ) . '

_ ( xiii ) The bound: of a kingdom—VVhatcvcr is ruled by one king. This
is called the bounds of a kindgom.

( xiv ) The bound: of an island—that is, an island within an ocean. This
is called the bounds of an isalnd.

( xv) The bound: f0 a circle f0 hard story: mountains—These are othe
bounds encircled by hard [ strong] mountains.

[45 ] If a man says : “I make a gift to the Sang-ha of the [ limited ]
field ( khaflda-Jimd )”, then [that gift] belongs to that San'gha that is limited
to that field; San'gha in the bounds of uposatha cannot get it.

Ifa man says :—“I make a gift to those that are confined to the sphere
of movement (upaca‘ra)”, then those that are within bounds of a stone-fling '
also can get it.

If a man says : “I make a gift to those that are within the bounds of an
uposatha”, then those that are within the bounds of a common acquisition
(lé'bha) also can get.

If a man says : “ I make a gift to those that are within the bounds
where there is condonation of the missing" of garments ” then both those
that are within the bounds of an upomlha, and those that are within the
bounds of [ common ] acquisition can get, except those only‘ that are within
bounds of a town included in the bounds of an upaxatha, who however cannot
get it. Ifa man says : “ I make a gift to those that are within bounds of a
town,” then even those, many or few, that are within the uposalha-bounds
included in that town—all can get it.

If man says : “I make a gift to those that are within the bounds of a.
village," then those that are within the bounds of uposatha included in the

2|. See above—XVII. 31. *See note ‘ on p. 520.
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village as well as those that are within the smaller bound I]\ 5.)"-
all these can get it. ' . V ' -'.

If a man says :—“I make a gift to those that are withirh the bounds of
the city,” then the whole of the city can get it. “Hf a man says :
u I make a gift to those that are within the bounds q'.f [limited] place,
in a forest, then only those that are within the bounds of\’[ limited] places
in a forest can get and none of those in the remaining boumds.

Ifa man says : “I make a gift to those that are within th’m bounds. of
the fling of water,” then all these who have entered within the bounds of the f‘
fling of water can get ; none of the rest. ' ' '

Ifa man says : “ I make a gift to those that are within the boulnds of i
the co'untry,” then in‘that country there are [other] bounds and [therefomc]
all those, also, that are within the bounds of the country can get it. ' i

If man says : “I make a gift to those that are within the bounds of a
Lona ( fl.“ 3311 )”, then all those that are within the bounds of the city
[with its suburbs] can get it. I

Ifa man says : “I make a gift to those that are within the bounds
of a kingdom”, then all the San'ghas of all the cities that are within the
bounds of the rule of one king can get it. ‘

Ifa man says : “I make a gift to both [ the San'ghas ] that are within
the island of Ceylon as well as in the land ofjambudipa ”, then, on account
of the existence of both the San‘ghas consisting of many or few, it should
be shared half and half. Ifjambudipa has got only five persons and the
island of Ceylon has a hundred-thousand, even then it should be shared
half and half.

If a man says : “ I make a gift to all those that are within the bound,
then the Bhikkhu should ask him : “ Bounds are of many kinds; what kind ‘
of bound ?” and ifhe should answer 2 “ I do not know” and just says : “ I ‘
have made a gift to the San'gha within the bound, ” then all the San'ghas,
many or few, within the bound, will get it.

. If there are different places of residence and if all of them have a common
resource, then according to the places of residence, they will get things, all
having a share.

1

.-.—

[46] If the San'gha receives a gift and if the [donor] says that the
gift is made to the San'gha, then a bell should be rung for the assembly of
the San'gha and then they can get it.

A donor carries one piece of cloth for making a gift to the San‘gha and
he gives it to a Bhikkhu. The Bhikkhu thinks to himself : “ I have received
it; but this is not the proper way of receiving it. ”

What is the proper way of receiving ? Having received it, one should
ring the bell for the assembly of the San'gha. When the San‘gha has met,
one should paint, with a yellow stuff, the portion of each [Bhikkhu’s] share.
He should not cut [ that piece]. From the senior-most Bhikkhu

22. ’1‘ 31’. -—'l‘his seems to be the name as a";-' 131' in 17.15a.7. In l7.l4b.5 also,
'we expect 5'?» a 5% but the text wrongly uses another homonym ( m ) for the first
of these words.
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f downwards, he should indicate the share : “ This is the share of the senior-
'- '3' most Bhikkh'u. Will the senior-most Bhikkhu receive it ?” The senior-

" most replies : “ This share I shall not take, but give it to you, friend, ” In
. the same way, the second and third in the seniority—all say that they would
L‘ not receive it, and they give it to their friend. ~In the same way upto the

junior-most Bhikkhu. Then, after this process, this Bhikkhu is permitted
to take it. This is called the proper way.of receiving it."‘

[47] If, in a dwelling-place, there is only one Bhikkhu and a [lay-
man-] donor brings clothes ( 32 ) be given as a gift to a Bhikkhu, then
this Bhkkhu must ring the bell for calling the Bhikkhus for an assembly, and '

4 if there is any other Bhikkh-u coming, then it should be shared with him. If 17.16b.1
Q“ there is none coming forth, then he can get it. He should think and say in 794C. H

words that he alone has received [the gift]. If the donor makes a gift to
the San'gha, and if there be a Bhikkhu who has. taken up the practice of

2.3 wearing a garment of dusty rags only, then he cannot receive it. If a man
enters a dwelling-place, and makes a gift to the San'gha, then he should ring  

 

1,?" ’the bell for the assembly of the San'gha and if the outsider-Bhikkhus come
a? and enter closely following each other at the heels, up to even a hundred

I__ yjo'anas, and if the foremost [in that row] has entered the bounds, then even
>3) the last [in the row] is permitted to have a share. Why is it so ?

Because [the row of the Bhikkhus] is continuous and unbroken. There-
fore, he is permitted to have a share.

\

[48] If a man makes a gift to both the San'ghas, then irrespective of
the persons, many or few, [in each San'gha ], it should be shared half and
half. If there are a hundred Bhikkhunis and only one Bhikkhu, even then
it should be shared half and half. If there are a hundred Bhikkhus and only
one Bhikkhuni, even then, it should be shared half and half.

If a man makes a gift, to the San'gha, of bags for the begging-bowl, or
of bags for a leather—shoe, or of filters for cleaning dirty water ( m 7k ) ,
or of staffs, or of fans, then one who has accepted the practice of wearing
garments of dusty rags can receive it.

If a donor carries some things on his shoulder and gives it to a man
( Bhikkhu ) and further adds : it is a gift to the San'gha, then he on account
of his being a member of the San’gha ( fig ffi' at ) can take only one
share; he cannot take it apart23 [from the San'gha ]. If a man makes a gift
to [the image of] the Buddha as well as to the Bhikkhus and Bhikkhunis,
then what share is given to each ? Then he should divide it into two halves,
one share to [ the image of] the Buddha. and the other to the Bhikkhus and
Bhikkhunis, equal share being given to each [of these two groups]. l7.l7a.l

[49] If a man makes a gift to a number of Bhikkhus, to one person 794°?6
who is a teacher of Dhamma and to [ the image of] the Buddha, then what
share is to be given to each P Then the [image of the] Buddha, the
Bhikkhu [who is the teacher of the Dhamma] and [the group of] that

‘ This seems to be more reasonable than the corresponding text in Smp. v. 11-30.
23. Pali Smp. (v. 1141 ) also adds that it allows the Bhikkhu to receive an additional

share if the donor says : ubhala-Jarlghaisa ca lxg'han' ca dammi ti. 
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number of Bhikkhus would, each, get an equal share. If a man brings food
and drink and makes its gift’ to [the image of] the Buddha and to the
San'gha, and places the same in a bowl in front of the image of ' the Buddha
and then goes away, then who gets the food that is gifted to [the image of]
the Buddha ? If there be a Bhikkhu who renders service to [ the image of]
the Buddha, he gets it; if there is no such Bhikkhu, and if there is a house-
holder who renders service to [ the image of] the Buddha, he may get it. .-

[50] If a donor makes a gift to the San'gha' that has completed the
residence of Retreat, then those who have later entered the residence of Retreat
do not get [any share]; so also those who have broken their [ continuous] ,
stay for the period of Retreat. If, however, during the course of cold season,
the donor says : ‘ I make a gift to those who have completed the Retreat’
then all those who have entered the Retreat—earlier as well as later—can
get a share, except those who have broken their [period of continuous]
stay. They cannot get it. '

"r

If the donor says that he is making a gift to such and such a residence
in such and such a monastery, then according to the words of the donor it
becomes available.

If the donor says that he is making a gift to the San'gha that is staying
in Retreat, then all those who have entered the Retreat, earlier or later, even
those who have broken [the continuity of their stay in] Retreat, get it.

v"
If the donor says that he is making a gift to those who have entered the

Retreat later in the month of Kattika, then those who have entered the
‘Retreat, earlier, do not get it.

If, in the midst of the spring season, a man makes, a gift to the San'gha
in Retreat, then he should be asked : “ Is it for the San'gha that has already
completed the Retreat 'or for that that will complete it in time to come ?”
If he answers that it is meant for the San‘gha that will complete the Retreat
in time to come, then that San'gha that will complete the Retreat in time to
come will get it. A Bhikkhu says to the donor : “In time to come, there
is the danger of thieves; and it is not possible to guard it, ” and if the donor
thereupon instructs to distribute it, then, according to [ the wish of] the owner
of the gift, it may be distributed. If the donor says .' ” le food you eat
and then I will make a gift of clothes to you. ” If they do not eat, then they
will not get it.

v"

I make a gfir fn medicine—This also should be understood in the same
way, as above.

[Makes a gfil with some pointed rfcere'nce [lo a person ]—Then that person
who is referred to will get it.

‘0

Thus is concluded the Khandhaka of Garments.
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[Sixth Chapter : Medicine : Seventh of Dharmagupta School].

[51] Kiu-po-t’o-lof-an ( in w; in m. mi) — This is a. kind of
rice-grain ( 1%: ) .

Shiu-pu (LP; — This' is a kind of green cereal-bean

Chi-lo (7!; ) —-'I‘his is a bamboo sprout.
Na-mien ( 3R5 ) —— This is a foreign medicine which cannot be

explained.
Chic-,chi-ni ( ( n1;) [3] )2 kha'dany/‘ia ) — All kinds of fruit. This

is called Chic-chi-.n’. '
Ha-la-la (Haritaki) [ Vin. i. 201 ]—This is as big as a date. Its taste

2.04 is unpleasant like vinegar. If taken it is helpful as a purgativc.
Ping-shi-le‘ ( we Em" iii}; Bibhl’taka ) [Vim i. 201 ] —- Its shape is like

the seed of a peach; its taste is very pleasant and is able to cure cough.
A--mo-le‘ ( [Hum 4i"); Amalaki ) [Vim i. 201]—This is another

kind of sweet little- ( T—- ) [fruit], which exists in the province‘of Kuang-
Chou (Canton). Its shape and size is like that of a. small pendant ( fl ) .

Chilt-to-lo ( 4;, "W;- ) yao ( ) —-This is the name of alo‘rcign
medicine. ‘ \

Kt’a—pog'ao ( 7}” ) —This also is the name ofa foreign medicine.
Po-li-p’o-t’o ( 5'1" m ) —This is a mustard seed.
Ni-chu ( [m ) ——Sonie kind of grease. This is a foreign medicine

and can cure [cases of] poison. It does not exist in the land of China.
T’o-p’o-chie. ( if. m4 ) —This is a medicine in the form ofsmoke

(dhflma) [ Vin. i. 204- j.
,Chi-lo-cie-na-clzi ( fi’ fiat lit-[5 if?” K'dlafijana P —This is a kind of

red stone. '
TenJ-ao ( [111 3% the medicine for the eye —a.r7jana ) is T’a-p’o-clzie-t’o.
Sa-chie-na ( _.‘<7}” m. m Solaf‘g'ana ? ) is produced on land, while

clii-lo-cllie-na ( if "Effi- fifi Jill ) 2‘ is produced in water.”-5

 

...-._-
1.1.

“
,

[52] A make is a long-bodied [creature] with no feet. One cannot
eat the flesh of a lion, elephant, horse, snake and a dog [ Vin. i. 219—20 ].
The hair on their skin cannot be used. If one receives any kind of meat,
one should ask what it is from. If one does not ask, it becomes a Dukkata
offence.

Tse-Jhou-mo-lo ( )1; ’».J"- IF: Sis’uma‘ra ) isacrocodile. It is found
on the borders of the land of isluang-chou ( 5? all ) (Canton).

.1 lump ofblack jaggery [ Vin. i. 210] is a swceL [p.oduct] from sugar-
cane. When it becomes hard, it becomes like a~stone. This is called sweet
lump (lit. honey-stone

24. Many of these muncs of medicine are found also in Dharmagupta Vinaya.
25. Pali Cm. says that :alan‘jana is produced in water (v. [090—91 ).
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Kid-m. ( (1)1] IE ) ‘— This is [a kind of] honey.
Niao-p’o-t’o-p’o-m' ( g g [It gfi jg ) . P’o-m' -is a sweet juice of a

sugar-cane.

 

One should build a permissible cottage
(kappyia-kuli) [cf. Vin. 1'. 238—40 ]. \Vhen one sets up a pillar, he should
first make a pit. When one brings the pillar near the pit, the Bhikkhus
should stand around and hold the pillar and say [at the same time] that
the permissible cottage is being built for the San'gha. Thus three times
it should be declared. \Nhen this declaration is over, then the second,
third, or fourth pillar should be erected with a similar declaration. When
in this manner, the pillar is declared permissible and when the room has
been thus made ready, in what way is it made permissible [for use] ? One
should invite the owner ( donor) of the room and say to him 2 “ This room
is not yet permissible [ for use]. You now make it permissible for use by
the San'gha. " Then the donor says : “ This room I make permissible and
make a gift of the same to the San'gha for any use they like. ” Then the
room becomes permissible for use. If'the room is already built and there
is no ‘owner for the same, then how can it be made permissible [for use] ?
If in the town, there are some old residents, they should be invited to come.
[One should say to them] : “ This room is not yet made permissible for
use; we request you to be [like] its owner [and make it permissible for
use "]. If the [layman-] donor does not know what to say, he should be
instructed by a Bhikkhu to speak what words he has to say : “ This room
which I make permissible [for use], I donate to the Bhikkhu-San‘gha for
such use as it likes. ” Then“ that room he makes permissible to be accepted
and used for storing food and drink. Then there is no offence of its being
already occupied [ previously] or being used for cooking inside [previously].

[ 53 ] What are side-rooms ?

.[54] Jambu fruit [ Vin. i. 246] —Its shape and size is like that of a
type of cucumber variety. Its colour is purple and its taste is vinegar-sweet.

Se-lou-kia (:Jluka) is a flower like zip/7111a, or kumuda. If the roots
are pressed by a mortar, then it produces a clear juice which when turned
crystal-like is called Se-lou-kia.

A drink of Po-lou-se‘ (Phirusaka) [ Vin. i. 246] which is a fruit like
mango. All kinds of fruits of wooden trees are permitted to be used for
drinks even outside the permissible hours, except the seven kinds of cereal
grains which cannot be used. All kinds of leaves are permissible to be used
for drinks, except the vegetables which cannot be used. All kinds of flowers
are permissible to be used for drinks, except the flowers of mad/mica, the juice
of which is not permitted [ Vin. i. 246

[55] Among all kinds of fruits, only the fruits of six kinds of trees or
plants, such as a palm, a coconut, a jack-fruit-tree, a sweet gourd, a winter-
mclon and a sweet melon are not permitted to be used outside the regulated
hours. All kinds of beans are not permitted to be used outside the
regulated hours.
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As regards the bowl for water, all those except those made of wood,
clay, or iron are not permitted to be used. If one has one's own seeds and
the land belongs to the San'gha, then one. half [ of the produce] should be
given to the San'gha. Also, if one has one’s own, land and the seeds belong
to the Sahgha, one half [of the produce] should be given to the San’gha
[ Vin. i. 250].

Thus is concluded the Khandhaka on Medicine.

[ Thus is concluded ]

the Seventeenth book of the Vinaya-Commentary [named I

Samanta-pdsddikd.
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Vinaya

Book XVIII

[T. 795c-800c; P’ing 96a-100b; PTS. v. 1105—1114, 1148—54; vi. 1159—99,
1240—43, 1290—96; vii. 1380—90; 5. iii. 819—26, 852—55; iv. 859—887, 913-917,
951—955, 1026—35; N. iii. 1171—80, 1221—22, 1236—1280, 1322—27, 1382—
1388, 1496-1507

[The Seventh Chapter of Kathina* Garment :
Eighth Chapter of Dharmagupta School].

[ l ] I Question -— How many people can obtain the Kat_hina garments ?
Five persons, at the least, who have completed the earlier Retreat can

receive the Kathina garment. Those who have broken the continuity of
residence of the Retreat, or those who have entered the later Retreat cannot
get it. Similarly, those who belong to another place of residence do not

\get It.

If the persons in a place of residence do not make the number five, then
one is permitted to invite another from any other monastery to complete
the number. Such a one is taken into complete the number. [But] the
guest—Bhikkhu, however, cannot get [any garment]. If a place of resi-
dence has got only {our Bhikkhus and one .m'manem [novice ] who is about
to complete the residence of the Retreat and who is about to receive the
initiation, then he is permitted to complete the number of five men and
receive the Kathina garment. Even if he be one who has recently accepted
the precepts, he also can receive. In the same way, also, if there be only
one Bhikkhu and four “manna: who have accepted the precepts, [they also
can receive].

If a place of residence has five Bhikkhus or more, but none of them
knows the procedure of receiving the Kathina garment, then one is permit-
tedEto invite, from another monastery, a Bhikkhu who knows the legal
procedure about it, and let him perform the official act, but he cannot get
the garment or any shareiin the garments.

’ See ‘ Campamlivc Sludy of the Kathina-vaxlu ’ by Kun Chang, Mouton 8: Co, 1957.

0'
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[2‘] The Teacher puts a question : “ What person. can give the
Kathina garment to a Sangha ?”

Answer — One can receive .[ that cloth ],ernt seven1 kinds of persons
[including ] gods, and prepare a Kathina garment out of it.

If a person (i. e. the donor) who does not know how to prepare a Kathina
garment comes and asks, then a liln'kkhu sho'uld instruct him, one after the
other, about a sang/1'7If (over-robe ), ullam‘xan‘gn ( upper garment) and

'{i antard'vdsaka (inner garment) and then'he is permitted to accept the'work
' of preparing a Kathina garment. -

On the si.\'teenth day [of a month ], when the dawn has broken, one
should take the Kathina cloth and come to tire San'gha and give it to them.
The Blu'kkhus should say to the owner of the cloth; “ \Ve shall need needles,
cord, (lye-stuff and a number of Bhikkhus-many or few—to make. the
Kathina garment. The donor, having heard this, provides food and drink
for those Blu'kkhus. wlto prepare this garment. For accepting, for the San‘gha,
the Kathina garment. one. should know how to accept the garment and how
to use it properly ( in 22 a: Ffi ) . It‘it is to be cut into [proper size],

6 one should first have it washed and then hand it over to a number of
Bhikkhus for cutting} sewing or stitching. Then while it is still day-time it
is dyed and some small speck is to be put on it so that it is made pernn'ssible
for use. \Vhen it is so, then only one should accept it.

 

\
[3] If there are. many persons, then one [only] should he presented

with the Kathina garment. When he receives the garment, others get only
a share [in other gains] which they receive with the official act (/camma).
\Vhen thus the Kathinzt garment has been accepted by the San'gha, to whom
should it be presented ? It should be given to one whose garment is all
torn and tattered. if there are many such people whose garments have all
become useless, then it should be given to the oldest among such Billlx’klluS.
If there is no such old person, it should be given to one who is senior accord-
ing 'to the years [one has spent ] since his conversion. “But it should not he

i given to one who is greedy. The Buddha has said to the llhikkhus : If
7 thus the Kathina garment is taken up in thiS‘manner and when one has

made the declarations of the legal act as laid down in the Viagra, it‘ one finds
that the garment is not yet complete, then he should invite all the liltikkhus
to help him in completing it. No one can say that his high attainments in

t the religious merits do create difficulties in his way, except one who is. ill.

a? 30 D r—
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[4] The Teacher says : "' \\'hy is it that with regard to this Ix'athina
garment, one should be so very attentive ?”

; “Because it has been praised by all the Btlt‘ldl‘lfls. " ln times~ PZNI,
' there was a Buddha by name Padumuttara. He had as his disciple a mmaaa

by name Suja‘ta. He was preparing a Kathina garment. .\s it was not
completed [in time I], Padumuttara 'I‘atha‘gata and his retinue of sixteen
thousand Bhikkhus, all, worked together on that Kathina gzu‘ment.

1. Cf. l’ali Snip. v. “(N-“Tum knui (Inn/MI vi marmmmz t-a‘ pan‘mnnvup n1.mhml/Iulumilrinum.
afln‘atamm.

..G7
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When it is completed, the Bhikkhu who holds the garment gives 4%,.

[the old] :arighdti that he had previously taken with firm resolution and,
says that he now accepts the Kathina garment. This he says three am“. 9%:
After having said so three times, he immediately puts it on his own body -"~“
and then he bends dawn and with his"right arm uncovered goes to the senior.

V ,7 most Bhikkhu, stands before the San’gha with ‘the palms [of his' hands]
1821“ joined together and says : “Sirs, I” am rightfully deciding to take up mi,
796a ‘0 Kathina garment of the San'gha; I pray, let the San'gha give their consent."

' The senior-most Bhikkhu gets up from his seat and with his bent body an‘d
right shoulder uncovered joins the palms [of his hands] before the San'ghh
and says thus : “ This revered [Bhikkhu] has rightly decided to accept the
Katlu'na garment of.the San‘gha. I give my consent to the same.” This
is done [by others] even upto the junior-most, who also says such words. i

[5] The Kathina garment is not to be accepted with decision by the
San’gha. The Kathina garment is not to be" accepted with a decision by
a group .( gazza ). But when a man has decided to accept a Kathina-garment,
the San'gha should give its consent, the group should give its consent. 'l‘heii
only the decision to accept the Kathina garment becomes valid. If a man
(i. e. a donor) holds the three garments and while giving them to the San‘glm
with the purpose of turning them into Kathina says : "‘ \‘Vhosoever is using:
the Kathina-garment, to him all the three garments also belong, " then,
according to the words of the [donating] owner, one should give them to
the same man ‘who holds the Kathina-garment. The other persons of the
San'gha cannot take them. \Vhen the Kathina-garment is completed, the
San'gha can receive other gifts. The person who has received the Kathina
may havea share in light things [gifted], but heavy things belong to the .

\ San'gha coming from all 'the four directions. ‘

[6] If in the bounds of the common [observance of an] Uposathzt
there are many places of residence, then one is not permitted to accept the
Kathina garments separately [in each residence] but meeting all together
in one place one has to receive the Kat-hina garment. This is the right
procedure. He cannot sew it in an ordinary manner, but he can sew in
back-stiches 6’1] m] {13 ) . One has accepted cloth for a garment but
before the garment is made ready, one goes out of the bounds [ of his place
of residence ]. Out of the bound: [Vim i. 255] means ‘ to other monastcries.’

|
9

1833.1 [7] The Teacher says :—[The Kathina] is already received, then
7952.22 ‘ why does he go out of the bounds 7’. Because he wants to have a comfortable

stay elsewhere.

He thinks that he would prepare the garment: (here and would not go bad:
[Vim i. 255]——that is, whenathe Bhiklchu has gone out of the bounds [of his
monastery], he finds that his [new] dwelling-place has fine rooms, or
that there are many of his acquaintances and so he thinks in his mind of
not returning to his [original monastery]; [ then], he is first deprived of
his [original] place of residence and later also of the gain of [ Kathina]
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garments’ ( 1}] {E 22 ) [ which he would otherwise have had if he had
stayed there ]. The remaining words are explained in the Vinaya.

He thinks : “ I will neither prepare the garment, nor will I come back”
[ Vin. i. 255 ]. By thinking in this manner,‘he loses, both together, his place
of residence as well as the gain of garments. »

[ 8 ] At the time ofpreparing the garment, ha 103:: the garment as soon a: it is
made [Vim i. 255 ]-first he loses his place of residence and afterwards he
loses the gain of [Kathina] garments.

He hear: that [Kathina has ceased to be operative as it has been
taken 03‘ ] [ Vin. i. 256 ]—He first loses the gain of [ Kathina~] garments
and then his place of residence.

Cutting of all expectations [ Vin. i. 260] ——first, he loses his place of resi-
dence and then his expectations are cut ofl‘. He is deprived3 of the gains
that he expects and gets what he does not expect.

Then the. words that are used first are used later with [a'few] :ehanges
in tums. There appear many words in the Text but they have not any deep
meaning. They are explained in detail in the Vingz'a.

Thus is concluded the Khandhaka on Kathina garment.

[Pariva‘sa and \iia'natta ]‘ ‘

[ 9 ] If a person is [undergoing the disciplinary punishment of] living
apart (Prin'wfsika) and if there be another man who is requesting him per-
haps to [allow him] to receive the precepts from him, then he is permitted
to interrupt his avowed duties ( walla)“ and when that religious work [ of
giving initiation ( ujiammpadd ) is finished], then he can go back to continue
his avowed duties. When it is time to give up [temporarily] avowed duties,
he should say : “I am now giving up PlariVASa." Thus he should say
three times.

If one is living apart as a [disciplinary] measure of Mdnatla and while
he is performing the avowed duties, all the Bhikkhus go away and he remains
all alone without any company; he thinks in his mind : “If the Bhikkhus
come [again], I should tell them that when I undergo [ the disciplinary measure
of] staying alone for six days without any Bhikkhus to speak to ( III a ) , I
shall get absolved from the offence. ” And ifin the monastery, there are many
Bhikkhus coming and going and it becomes difficult to talk to them, then
by day-time he can give up his avowed duties. Before the dawn [next day]
one can get four or five Bhikkhus and go outside the bounds beyond two
[successive] flings of a stone [from] the bound]. He should resume the
avowed duties and say to that San‘ghaI of four or five Bhikkhus] : “ I am
now undergoing the [disciplinary measure of] \iIa'natta.”
 

2.’ \Vitli this and the following passage. cl'. Paul-Ira ( V‘m. v. '178 ).
3. Here the text seems to be corrupt. To convey the intended sense 2: must precede
4. This seems to correspond to .1 portion ofthe Cm. on Pln'z‘ni/m and Samurtaya-Ma'nd/mlmx

(chapters 2 and 3 ) of Pnli Calauagca. See .S‘amauIa-plxédikd ( PTS. vol. vi. pp. 1159-4191 ).
5. Smp. vi. llfiZ—Vauam. niklchim'tt-l upammpd’delulm Denali. '
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‘ [10] If some ) days have elapsed since the commts'sion ol‘ the!
ofl'ence and some days are still left ( fi; fl: ) [of that period of punishment]
and If' there be' any Bhikkh'u__ within bounds, he should go out to hts' place and
inform him abo'ut'hu' [bcm‘g‘ on"""‘probabtion ]. If he does not inform him it

_ then there is the loss ofone night (r'auicchedo ), [and so he will have to
""‘x‘ relmain in "probation or M'natta for one more night]. When he has
"ii completed theacceptan‘c'e 'of av’owed duties, if the Bhikkhus that escorted

him' return [to' the monastery], *he should keep back [at least] one man, if
to await the da'uy'r-brea'k when .hefrc’linquishes the avowed duties in the '~
presence of that man. He returns and enters the monastery.

If, according to the Dhamma as mentioned above, he has lived the
"‘ probationary period of six nights, he becomes absolved from the offence.

The procedure of getting absolved from an offence has been explained in
the original Vinyaa [ Vin. ii. 36—37 ]. Therefore, pursposely it is not explain-

rcd-
( 751m ) [here]‘. I?” I; H

.'\

   

 

[The Kosamhak'a-Khandhaka ]°

[ ll ] At that the in a residential place in Kosarnbl', there were twu
Bhikkhus living. One of them was a master of Vz'naja and the other was a
master of the Suttas. The master of the Sat/as entered a privy-room. After

_ havm'g used, for. washing, [the water] in the mug, he lef t in the mug" some
’ " _water and put a lid on the mug. [Later] the master of the Vilmya also
ll’entered the privy-room and noticed that in the mug there was left some

— water ( Z: i 711 ) . He asked the master of the Sut‘tas: ” \Vho entered
the privy-room and who left some water in the water-jar and covered it

» wiai a lid?"} The master of the Suite: replied : “ It was 'I.” The master
I of the Vinaya said : “ Did you not notice in this action of yours any in-
sdication of an ofi‘ence ?" The master of the Sutta: replied : “ Truly, I saw
no sign in this of any offence.” The master of the Vinaya said : “ You
have committed a Dukkat‘a ofl‘ence. ” The master of the Sana: said ‘: “ If

' I have comrnited an offence, [I shall express regret with confession of it. ”
The master of the Vinaya said : “ Did you do it deliberately or did you not do
it ( fi. 75 ) deliberately 7.” The master of the .mttas replied : “ I did not
do it deliberately. ” The Master of the Vinaya said : “ If you did not do it
deliberately, then there is no offence." The master of the Sulfa: heard the
master of the VinJaIa say' that there was no offence.

[12] The masteroi' the Vinaya returned to his room and said to his
disciples that the master of the Sulta did not know that [his action ] was an
offence, or did not know that his action was no offence. -V\’hen these disciples

“a 6. This corresponds to Sm/r. v. “48-54, comment on chapter X, Kara»:baka-khandhaka,
, of-the Ma'hlvagga of Vinaya.

.7. TM: agrees with Pali Smp. v. 1148. See Vin. ii.22 :Na Immune-sardonic: udakan}
:mlabba_m.

A---
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heard these words of their master, they said to the disciples, of the master
of the Sutta: : “Your teacher does not know whether a certatn' action is an
offence or no offence.” When these dis'ciples heard those words they told their
master all about it. When the master of the Sutta: heard thts' report from
his disciples, he said to' them : “ This master of the Vz'naya first said that I
had committed no offence and now he says that I have committed an offence.
The master of the Vinaya is a liar. ” When the dis'ciples of the master of the
Sands heard these words from their' teacher, they said to the disciples of the
master of the Vz'naya : “ Your master is guilty of tellm'g lies. ” The dls'ciples
of the master of the Vinaya told all this' to then“ master; 'And thus,‘ in turn, 7960-2
it resulted in a big quarrel. , ;- t, ezt‘rt‘ivi ' ‘

The master of the Vinaya later scored ( $5. "in" m ) over the master of
the Suttas when he got the San‘gha to assemble andrats'ed this' matter of tlte
ofi‘cncc committed by the master of the Suttas. Andt‘thcn he ' rais'ed the

‘ ques‘tion that there should be an official act m' connection with that ofl‘ence.
'l‘herei‘orc, it has been said in the original Vz‘naya : i“ In the united San'gha
they raised this [matter of the] offence ” [Cfl Vin. i. 337]. ' '

 

[13] Question _— Why was it that the World-honoured One got up
from his seat ? Why was it that with his penetratm'g' mira'culous power,
he did not ('ttldress the Bhikkhus, but went, instead, to the city of Sa'vatthi ?

Answer —-- if the World-honoured One had decided the matter in the
,‘ midst of the crowd, then those who gained their point would have been

delighted, but those who did not gain their pom't would then havesaid
“ The 'l.'atha‘gat.-t is partial to that group” and they would have slandered
the 'l‘atha'gztm and would have been angry with him. And because of
slandering the Buddha, they would have, after death, gone to hell. There-
fore, the Tallta’gata got up from his seat and went away without deciding
the matter in any way. ' .

'l‘hus is concluded the Khandhaka of Kosambaka [ Vin. 1'. 337—338 ].

it

——-..¢—-I—-

.

a..-

[ Campeyya Khandhaka ]

[ M] The Campeyya-Khandhaka [ Vin, i. 312—336] needs no explana-
tion. ~

—.o.—_

[ Culla-vagga ]

[l’ourth Chapter : Samatha—Khandhaka]

[ Settling Disputes ]

[ 15 ] If there is a mutual dispute, then it should be allayed by using the
two varieties ofthe Vz'uaja [procedure] ( .2 E )E‘ ) .' the procedure of Vinaya
of speaking to zt defaultcr face to face (:ammukhd-Vinaya) and the procedure
of Vinnya olu deciding a matte by the opinion of the majority (ycb/tujpmtk'd)
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.. majority [for a: lawful: decision] [ Vin. ii. 97].
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[Vim .u", 93 ], The Vim-a procedure of reminding a person ( sati-Vinm' )l'.
[ Vin. u".‘ 99—100 ]—tlu's is meant for a Bhikkhu who has destroyed (mm ’9
and down to ( ‘F i ) an Anagami, but not for an ordinary commoner.

The Vinayaoprocedure sought by a_ majority [for a law/id dum"on]_ln
different places [there are always] .many people who seek a Bhikkhu know.
ing the Dhamma to decide [ a matter of dispute so that they may give. the
approval to his decision] —thts' is called the Vinaya procedure sought by a

l“1‘3‘ll‘fl 1"

[U16], Mo-“yi (eri/tJ)—that is, the Pdlimokk/za or both kinds [for the]
'Bhikkhus as well as the Bhikkhunls]. \Vhilethc Sala'kJ C Q} voting stick )2

' goes round [for being’picked up ], ii” there are many people who select the
unlawful said/rd, th'en‘pne should withdraw its selection and proelaim aloudl

that, on the next day, they will have again the :ald'kd going around.
In the meanwhile ( c]: M ) , one should seek those who are on the side
of the'Dhamma. If the senior-most among 'them picks up the unlawful
sale/rd, the poison who is taking the said/ca“: around should whisper into his
ear : “Why should the senior-most and oldest ['I‘hera] pick up the
unlawful sald'kd 3’ He should pick up" the lawful rala‘kr! ” [Vi/z. ii. 99 J.

Thus is concluded the section on the scvcnlbld way of Settling 21. Dispute.

 

w’__. [Tenth Chapter : Bhikkhuni—Khandhaka ]
_al=.

[17] Why was it that the"1'ath§gata would not permit women to
' leave the home and beCOme recluses ? _ Because he had a high regard for
the Dhamma. If he would convert them into rccluscs, [he thought] that
the Dhamma would last for five hundred years only [ Vin. ii. 256 ]. There-
fore, the Tatha‘gata has laid d0wn the eight rules [which implied recognition
of the superior status of the Bhikkhus ], on account of which [he thought]
that the good Dhamma would be restored to the possibility of lasting for a
thousand years.

. The Tcatcher asks : “Alter a thousand years, is the Dhamma of the
Buddha going to disappear totally ?”

.-\nswer——l\."o, it is not going to disappear totally. In the [first]
thousand years [ after this], people would be attaining knowledge of the three
kinds of discerning lore ( E ) . In the next thousand years, they would
be attaining the state of Arhatship where craving is annihilated, though they
would not have the knowledge of the three lores. In the next thousand
years, people would simply attain the stage of Anaga'mi. In the next
thousand years, they would be reaching the stage of Sakada‘gimi. In the
next thousand years, they would be reaching the stage of Sota'panna in the
training of the Dhamma. Thus it would be five thousand years. In the
[next] five thousand years, people would simply attain the religious Path.
In the next five thousand years, people would have some training in the

I),

;'
1;.

.’r
'
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[Buddhist ] Dhamma but would not attain the religious Path. 1 After [them].
ten thousand years, the Buddhist sacred literature would peris'h and there
would be seen only people who have shaved their heads and have simply put
on the religious yellowish garments. ‘

Thus is concluded the Khandhaka oi‘t’he Bhikkhunls.

[Sixth Chapter : Sena'sana-lKhandhaka]

[ 18 ] Heavy property [of the San'gha] cannot be divided. The
San’gha cannot sell fields, lgardcns, tanks or wells or take other thm'gs, except
by way of exchange [ Vin. ii. 171 ]. Things like cots, mats, or vessels of the
San‘gha cannot be divided, nor can they be sold, except by way of exchange.
The tubes of medicine for the eyes, or the ear-rods, combs, needle-thread,
small knives, door-hooks, tin-locks, stafl‘s [for the Bhikkhus ], small caskets,
or iron implements can be divided. The remaining implements cannot be
divided, with the exception of an axe by which one cuts tooth-sticks, or with
the exception of small knives, leather-shoes, umbrellas which can be divided.
If a man makes a gift of bamboos, grass, or land, it cannot be divided. If a
man makes a. gift of medicines, they can be divided: Granary, store-caskets
cannot. be divided. If one makes a gift of some rooms for the San'gha where
they can keep their belongings, then it can inf .n'o'_-lway'.-bc divided, with the
exception of a tube for keeping oil. ' ‘ ’

Thus is concluded the Khandhaka of Proper Conduct (1?; 3. ‘—
-'. -"c,.1(+1.-_,-; '  l7 ' :..' I

     
T}, .‘f 13-1975
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. a .1: . :-».«":3-1\-7...o195514 1‘ ‘vl? -"‘-
[Nineteenth Chapter : Sir-113mm,s Questions]
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[19] Revered Sa'riputta puts questiohs'At'ofn'U-pa'li.’ about“, Vinaya of
escaping from taints ( flj ) . 4' 1’I'Jjn'x'f'32 :5“. ' r 7‘
Revered Sa‘riputta asks Upa‘li a question“ ‘._——""t‘rv.":wi' :“J .

How many ofienccs are committed by (the bod ?
How many by one’s tongue ? p .
How many are committed ilf tonnes-con{fecalvls them ? ., ‘
How many are committed o'n'(,_a.c'-co"u"n.t o'rnf mutual ['_bodilyI]-'-'.contact,y? _~

Upali answered Sa'riputta m' stanzas »_,, ‘ ' ’- It“ “‘31,. ~ r
Six offences are committed byfith'e'bofld‘y’: _
And further six by vocal action. I "
Three are committed if one conceals them
And five when there is mutulaul‘t’bodily] con_ta_ct. ‘ ( l_).

  

  

. 1'11].
«‘,_

, I‘ i

.‘w.,

i want:

  

 

8. The contents of this section clearly show that this name is not appropriate, unless it
is taken to refer to the proper behaviour in the divu’ion-oi' the property of a dwelling-place of
Bhikkhus (Chapter VI of Cullavagga ). l

. 9. Sce‘ verses in Dldy'a-gfilhl-xmlganikl in‘P‘alrivlllm; (Ill/‘i'llnfvl 210-13) with which this
portion agrees. Sill/J. ( vii. 1380-90) does not reproduce these gdlha: in full.

18.6342
797a.10

H‘
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Second question :—
How many oH‘encesiare there when the dawn has set in ?
How many when an action is repreated three times ?
How many have eight bases? t '
How many are all-comprehensive ?

Answer :—'

There are three offences when the dam: has set in,
And two when an action is repeated three times. ;
Among the offences, there is one which has eight bases (afilza-vatthukd ),.
And there is one'which is all-comprehensive. (2) ‘\

‘i
b

Thir'd question :—
How many, as laid down by the Tatha’gata,
Are the chamcteristicsm of Vinaya ?
How manyof the offences are gtavc :"
How many are gross when they are hidden ?

|
Answer :—

‘As laid down by the 'l‘utlia'gata,’
The Vinaya is characterised10 by two things.
There are two grave offences in Vinaya
And two are gross when concealed. (3)

[20] Fourth question :—
How many o’fi'e'nces are committed in a. town ?
How many in crossing to the other side of a river ?

‘ How many types of meat, when eaten, lend to Thullaccaya ?
Andhow many to the oiTence of Dttkkata ."~

Answer :—
Four offences are committed in a town.
Four in cmssing a river.
One type of meat involves Thullaccaya.
And nine the offence of Dukkata. (4)

Fif'th question :—
How many offences are involved in words [uttered] by night ?
How many when they are uttered by day ?
How many offences does one commit [even ] when gifts he is making ?
How many when one receives those gifts ?. '

Answer :—
Two ofle‘nccs are involved in words uttered by night
And two when they are uttered by da ';
Three kinds of offences when giit‘s one doth make ;
And four when those gifts one doth receive. (5)

In. I’aliword is mallni, while the Chinese text reads hen-em. It is a mistaken writing
for i}{ which means mild.

 

a-..
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Sixth question :—
How many offences are face to face ( 'é" ) regretfully owned?
How many need submission to official Acts...”
How many, when once donc, regret can’t mend—
As per rule the Tatha‘gata has prescribed ?

Answer :— _
Five. offences are with regret owned
And the sixth needs submission to an official act. '
There is one which regret can’t mend—
As per rule the Tatha‘gata has prescribed. (6)

[2'1 ] Seventh Question :—
How many in Vinaya are offences grave ?
What has the Buddha said about actions of body and tongue ?
How many extracts of corn, out of hours (vikdla ), can one take P
And how many are the fourfold official declarations with a proposal ? 18.8a.l

Answer :— 797b.7
In Vinitya, two are [offences] grave;

.So also are actions, two, of body and tongue.
The extract of one corn can, out of‘ hours, be taken I
And there is one fourfold oflieinl declaration with a proposal . (7)

Eighth question :—
How many are the l’a'ra'jikas 2
How many are the grounds of harmonious living ?
How many are the interruptions in [the counting of] nights ?
And how many prescribed rules make mention of ‘ fingers two ’ ?

Answer 2 '
The Pa'ra'jikzts are two
And grounds of harmonious living also two.
Two kinds of' interruptions in the counting of nights
And two rules with the mention of ‘fingcrs two’. (8)

Ninth questionz— '
1 Of how many kinds are the beatings of self ?

How many are the breaks in the unity of the San‘gha ?
How many are the first offenders ?
How many are the official proposals ?

Answer :—
‘ Of two kinds is the beating of sell".
‘ And causes two break the unity of the San'gha.
1 First ofle‘nders are of two kinds,

1‘

“.

18.81).l
79719.14

And two [likewise ] arc the official proposals. (9)

l [22 ]' Tenth question :——
' How many offences are there in the killing of beings ?

And how many offences grave in the words with [consequences] grave
( a: ) P ff
How many ocrs caused by abuses ?

and those m'volvcd in acting ‘as a go-between’ ?
U
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Answer :—
Kil'hng' of h‘vm'g bein'gs involves offences three
And words that are grave lik'ewise three.
Abuses, too, lead to ofi‘enees,_three ;
And ‘ as a go-between ’ means ohfi‘ences three. ( 10)

_ Eleventh Question :— ‘
How many peeple receive r'm'tation ( upasanjnadd) ?
How many ofl'ences are committed by a group ? '
How many are those that are completely ruined ?
How many are initiated by a single declaration ?

Answer :—
Three kinds of people can no initiation get,
And of three kinds are the ofTences committed by a group;
Of three km'ds are those that are completely ruined;
And three persons are initated by one declaration. ( ll )

Twelfth question :—
How many offences are involved in the precept of theft 2"
How many in that concerning sexual behaviour 9.

-How many are there in the cutting [of a living organism ],
And how many are involved in careless throwing ?

Answer :—
Three kinds of offences are involved in the precept about theft
And four in' that of sexual behaviour.
Threeofl‘ences originate in the cuttting [of a living organism],
And three“. in careless throwing away. ( 12 )

18.91).l
797b.27

[23] Thirteenth question :—
Of the precepts regarding instruction to the Bln'k‘klumis,
How many are concerned with Pa‘cittiya and Dukkata ?
Of these, how many are new ( fi? navaka ) ?
And how many connected with garments ?

Answer :—
In the section on the precepts concerning instruction to Bhikklmnis,
There are offences, both, Pa‘cittiya and Dukkata.
Of these, four have been declared by the Buddha as new ( {a ? )"'-
And two are such as are concerned with garments. ( l3 )

Fourteenth question :
How many are the Pat-idcsaniya [oHences]
The Buddha laid down for the Blu'kkhunis ?
How many Pa'cittiyas or Dukkata.s are involved
In eatm'g uncooked [raw] corn ?

18.10a.l
797c.5

 

ll. Pali.’ext reads ‘ five ‘. . There are. three others mentioned later in the Chinese text.
(See XVIII. 37 below). 5

12. The Chinese text read: here :In‘ng ( f! ) where we should expects/Iii! ( fi )
as in the question. B'ut here is a misunderstanding of Pali nauaka which really menus a group
of nine. See Vin. iv. 53. This is a mistake of a wrong homonym. In the detailed answer
also the same character {3 is used. (Sec XVIII. 38 below).

[ xvumz
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Answer z— .
The Buddha, for the Bhikkhunls, has laid down
Pfitidesanlya [precepts ] that are eight.
Pacittiya and Dukkata offences are prescrchd
For begging corn that is not yet cooked.

Fifteenth question :—
How many offences are committed. when one walks P
How many when one stands ?
How many when one sits ?
And how many when one lies down ?-

Answer~ :—
There are four offences committed when one walks,
Four when one stands, ‘
Four when one sits,
And four when one lies down.

(14)

(15)

[.24] Sixteenth question 2——
Of how many Pa‘cittiya offences,

'Not at all of one kind,
Does one become guilty at one and the same time,
\Vith none that precedes, or none that follows ?

Answer :—
Ol‘ five Pa'cittiya offences, -
Differing from one another in kinds, and not of one,
Does one become guilty at one and the same time,
\Vith none that precedes, or none that follows.

Seventeenth question :—
Of how many Pa'cittiyas,
Not all of the one kind, .
Does one rbecomc guilty at one and the same time,
With none that precedes, or none that follows ?

Answer :—

(15)

Of nine Pa’cittiya [offences]
Differing from one another,
Does one become guilty at one and the same time,
With none that precedes, or none that follows. (17)

Eighteenth question :—
I-Iow many Pa’eittiyas,
All of difl‘erent kinds,
Does one confess with regret
By his physical mouth, as presecribed by the Tatha'gata 7.

~

Answer :—
There are five Pa‘cittiyas.
All of diflbrcnt kinds
Which one confesses with regret
By [one] vocal action, as prescribed by the Tathfigata. (13)

539'
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[25] Nineteenth question 2——
How many [other] Pacittiyas,
All of different kinds,
Does one confess with regret
By vocal action, as prescribed by the Tathfigata ?

Answer :—
There are [other] nine P_a'cittiyas,
All of different kinds,
Does one confess with regret
By one vocal action, as laid down by thc'l‘athagata.

Twentieth question :—
‘How many are the Pa‘cittiyas,
All of different kinds,
In which confession. with regret is accomplished
By oral words, as laid down by the Tat

Answer :—
There are five kinds. of Pacittiyas,
All of diiTercnt kinds,

(19)
i
l
it

\

higata. ?

In which confession with regret [‘15. accomplished]
By naming, in [actual] words, the incidents (volt/m)

,As laid down by the 'I'atha‘gala.
'l‘\~"ettty-f1|‘st question :—

(20)

How many are the [other] l’a'cittiyas.
All of difTerent kinds,
In which confession with regret is accomplished
By naming the incidents ( Q“ {fig )13,
AS laid down by the Tatha‘gata ?

\Answer :—
There are nine [other] kinds of Pa’cittiyas,
All of different kinds,
In which confession with regret is accomplished.
By naming the incidents ( 33 fig vattlzu) 13,
As laid down by the Tatha'gatu.

0’

(21)

[25] Twenty-second question :
How many become offences only at the third repetition 3
How many ofle‘nees are due to food ( g (.7’)“) ?
How many become ofil‘nces at the time of [ actual] eating "‘
How many offences does one become guilty of, because of food P

Answer :—
'l'hree become offences only at the third repetition
And there are six offences which are due to food“.

13. fl; is suggested as anacmendation for it”. The same to'nncr character is used later
in para. 40 (21).

H. I: this a nu'sunderstanding of the original Pah' vo/iara.’
a'IIJm. The former really means

It seems to be confused with
speech ~l -.= Sanskrit Ud/Hru ). The later detailed

explanation proves that these are the olle'ntees due to s/mcli. See para. 'l1 (2.") la tor and note
No. 28 on the same. .J
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Three become offences [only] at the time of [actual] eatin'g.
Because of five kinds .of food, one becomes guilty of offences. (22)

i Twenty-third question -. . -
In all those that become oH‘ences at the third repetition.
How many are the offences that are involved ?
How many, for oli‘cnces, are subjecr‘t’o repeated questioning ( a M ) i‘

I And how many are concerned with matters of dispute ?
i Answer .'- 3

In all those that become offences at the third repetition,
Five are the offences that are involved,
Five are the persons quite answerable ( § 5g: ) for offences.
And five are those that are concerned with matters of disputei- (23) 18-133-1

TwentyJourth question 798a.16
How many are concerned with decision?"
How many with [lawful] settlement ?
How many are concerned with no oil'cnces 1”
How many are real embellishments ?

Answer :—
Five are concerned with decision,
Five with [lawful] settlement [of dispute]; ‘ _ I

‘ L‘ive are purified [from ofie'nces] V ‘ , ‘1 V _ G
And three are [real] embellishments to' a" pcrson‘.‘ I. I ' (24)

5
l

 

v‘ r,a.

ma: \.‘ [2‘7 ] 'l‘wcnty-fifth question : _ . ‘
How many offences are involved in bodily actions at night ?
How many are due to bodily actions by day ?
How many ofl‘ences'result from brooding upon a thing ?
And how many because of begging one’s food ? '

Answer :- .
Two ofl‘enees are involved in bodily actions at night,

' And two due to bodily actions by day. ‘4 " ' '
One offence is committed by brooding, I ‘
And one when one begs one’s own food:

Twenty-Stx‘th question :—
How many kinds of advantages accrue
From a confession to others with ,regret Pr
How many people are suspended ? i] J _ ‘ I"
And how many are the different kinds of proper behaviour ? “ ‘

Answer :— q. 5- ' ' ". . A .‘ .‘.w..,.~n,.t";p~Eight kmds of advantages accrue g. “,1 “Iv film
From a confession to others with regret." "3.":
Three kinds of men are suspenIdedlf;25,:1",,"f:‘l_““:2‘:{xiii ‘ ’ (I.
And forty-three kinds of propermt‘e‘h‘haviyourlp're'vaill-j- ff (26)

Twenty-seventh question :—- ‘ " ’ ‘
' How many kinds of falsefood are found _

' How many [have the limitations of] a week. ?' ‘
How many Pa‘tidesam'yas are there 2’ ' ' u“ ‘
And how many are confessions with regret ? "

1'3. l3b.l
798a.2°.

-A...

i

  

-.-)

44;.
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Answer :
Falsehood is noticed in five places,
And two“ have a limitation of a week.
Patidesanlyas are twelve H '
And confessions with regret are four.

[28] Twenty-eighth question :—
How many aspects are there of falsehood ?
How many factors are there of a day of fasting} upo'sat/za ) ?
How many kinds are there of ‘ going on an errand ’ ?
And how many types of behaviour are there of a heretic ?

Answer .-
Falsehood has eight aspects.
Uposatha has eight factors [too].
‘Going on an errand ’ is of eight kinds.
And behaviour of heretics, too, is of eight types.

Twenty-ninth question :—
Of how many statements does an initiation consist ?
How many persons are .to be paid respect to ?
To how many persons should a seat be offered ?
And how many qualifications are required for an

Bhikkhum's ?
Answer :

The initiation consists of eight statements,
And eight persons are to be paid respect to.
To eight persons should a seat be offered,
And the instructor of Bhikkhunis should possess qualifications eight.(29)

(2‘8)

instructor of tilt:

‘ Thirtieth question”:—-
How many persons should not be paid respect to ?
Nor should the palms of hands be joined before them ?
How many Dukkatas are there ?
And how many garments are permitted for use P

Answer .'
There are ten persons to whom respect is not to be paid,
Nor should the palms of hands he joined before them.
The different kinds of Dukkatas are ten,
And, likewise, are ten garments which can be used. (30)

[29] Thirty-first question” :—
How many, as laid by the Tathaga'ta,
Are the blemishes in an official act ?
How many were the defaulters _
In the official act of Vinjaa, in Campa‘ ?

5

15. The Pali version is cuddasa-paramam, Ii (wreath-the extreme limit is of fourteen days.
16. This corresponds to question No. 32 of the Pali text. There is complete agreement

in both the texts as far as the preceding 29 questions are concerned.
17. This corresponds to question No. 35 of the Pali text.

..,-
r
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Answer;
There are, as laid down by the Tathigata,
Tweleve blemishes in an official act. '
In the official act of Vinaya, in Campa‘, '
All of them were defaulters.

Thirty-second question“ ( ?)
I have answered, as I thought best, I y . -
The questions that were put to me by Your Honour ( Sfiriputta ).
Each question was answered immediately as it was put;
There was nothing about which there could be any doubt. (32) 18.15b.l

798b.20

fir

(31)

 

[30] First, one becomes guilty because of [an action of] one’s body;
{T second, because of [an action of] one’s tongue; third, because of [an action

of ] one’s body and tongue; fourth, because of [actions of] body and mind;
fifth, because of [ actions of] mind and,tongue; sixth, because of [ actions of]
body, tongue and mind. V, ,‘l ’ ‘ ' ‘

‘ (1 ) Because of bodiyl action; one becomes guilyt fo szx' Mariam—[omen-
tioned in the original Vinaya text] beginning with,[ that involved in]
sexual intercourse“.- f I

B_e€au:e fo vocal action one becomes guilyl fosix foences—m'cntioncd in the text
beginning with ‘ words which are vain, misleading and i‘alse'.‘u s

Three o_flen6es are committed when one conceal: them—First, if a Bhikkhu\m’
lll'des a grave offence, she becomes guilty of a Pa'ra‘jika‘ offence; second, if a
Bhikkhu conceals another’s grave offence, he becomes guilty of a Pa'cittiya;
and third, if he conceals his own grave offence, he becomes guilty ofa Dukkata.
This is what is meant by ‘becomin'g guilty of three offences, involved in con-
cealing [ guilt ]’.

One become: guilyt fofzoe flocuce: when there is mutual bodiyl contact— First, a
Bhikkhum' becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra‘jika‘ ofl‘ence, when she has a bodily
contact [with a male person]; second, a Bhikkhu becomes guilty of a
Safigha‘disesa, if he has a. bodily contact [with a woman]; third, if a

i Bhikkhu comes in a bodily contact with the clothes worn-by a woman,
he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya [a grave lapse] ,' fourth, when
.a Bhikkhu with his clothes touches the clothes worn by a woman, he becomes
.guilty of a Dukkata. fifth, when a Bhikkhu pokes another Bhikkhu with his
finger, he becomes guilty of a Pacittiya. These are called the five oH‘ences.

-
um.»

.

-[ 31 ] ( 2 ) There are three ~fl'oenoes of» .which one becomes guilty when (lie
1 dawn has set in—After the commission ofan ofi‘en‘ce,‘ when one night, six nights, 18. 16a .1
“ seven nights, ten nights, or a month has passed. away and the next dawn has 798C .5
' set in, then one becomes guilty of a Nissaggiya Pa'cittiya (i. e. a Pfieittiya inr

.volving the abandonment of a thingmu‘nlawfully kept with oneself). A ‘Bhik-

.khuni stays over one night, alone, andi’t‘he next_..daw’n has set in;_then she

l8. This corresponds to the last conluding Verse of this chapter Duliya-gJIM-mflganik'a oi
‘the Pali text. And, really speaking, it is no question atall.‘

l9. Now follows the exposition in detail of the answers given above ( paras. 19-29 ) in
brief. rs.- ‘ 5

20—21. See Pan'olra 96 and Commentary (Snip! vii. 1380 ).‘ ‘

V'r‘lv r".
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Parfijiki committed by a Bhikkhuni has eight bases-"i.
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becomes guilty of a. San'gha‘disesa. A Bhikkhu conceals his own offence
[ for the whole night] and the next dawn has set in; then he becomes guilty
of a Dukkata. This is called becoming guilty of three offences when one
[conceals his own offence and] lost” the dawn set in [over the offence].

There are two kinds of recitations—one for the Bhikkhus and the other
for the Bhikkhunls. One should make three repetitions when one asks
[about the purity of Bhikkhus with regard to the offences mentioned in the;
precept ol‘ Pztimokkha recited to them]. When one has already Committed;
an ofl'ence and he does not reveal it to others, then one becomes guilty!‘
of a Dukkata. These are called the two ofi‘ences at the threefold repeti'u‘on.l

In the Vinaya, there is an ofi'ence with eight bases—The one offence of a‘
i

There is one ‘[ precept] which is all-compreherm‘ve—In the Introduction
(m'ddna) to the Book ofPrccepts (Pd/inzokkha ), it has been said .° "' If one
recollects his offences, he should reveal it ‘to others. ‘Reveal to others '
means to reveal the group of all the five offences. Therefore, it is said :
‘ all-comprehensive.‘ ‘ l
[32] (3) A: laid down {If Ill-I Tallidgala means the characterisation
of the precept as light or grave.

The Vinqra 1': characlenx'ed“ by two things—bod)- and tongue. The grave oj/e'nre: I
in Vinaya are of two ltinit—Pa'ra‘jika‘ and San'gha'discsa. Who! are concealed are
also fo two ltz'nds—Pa’rijika‘ and Sahgha‘discsa.

(4) Four [floencer] are committed within a town :—-Firsl, one Bhikkhu
makes an appointment and goes with a Bhikkhuni; then at the very start of
his'walking, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata. At the boundary-region of
the town he becomes guilty of a Pacittiya. When one foot is within and the
other foot is outside [the town], then the Bhikkhuni becomes. guilty of a
Thullaccaya. When both the feet are inside and she enters [the town],
she becomes guilty of a San'ghadisesa. These are called offences committed
in a town.

Four foams in crossing a river :—There are four offences. A Bhikkhu
walks towards his boat with a Bhikkhum‘. At the vety start of his going, he
becomes guilty of a Dukkaya \Vhen he is on the boat [with her], he be-
comes guilty of a Pficittiya. The Bhikkhuni with one step on the bank be-
comes guilty of Thullaccaya, and with both feet on [the boat], of Sahgha-
disesa. These are the four offences in crossing a river.

One type of meat involve: [the qfl'ence fo] Thullacc'ara. This is with reference
to human flesh. Nine kinds of meat, such as that of an elephant, horse, dog
and the like, involve Dukkata.

~

[33] (5) Two oflenres involved in words [uliered] 'br night :—If a
Bhikkhuni enters, with 8. than, a dark-room,or a screened place and whispers
into his ears some words, then she becomes guilty of a Pficittiya. If a
Bhikkhuni goes with a man to a place but walks with a distance [between

 

22. See l’in. iv. 220-22l where one may natice the eight conditions for the offence.
‘ See note 10 on p. 536.
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them] beyond tvwo cubits, then she becomes guilty of a Dukkata. These
are called the two offences involved in words [,uttered] by night.

Similaryl, two floence: also in case of words uttered byday :—If a Bhikkhuni
. is with a man in a screened place within a distance of two and half cubits,

then she becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya.' If she remains beyond two and half
cubits, then she becomes guilty of a Dukkata [only]. These are the two
ofl'ences committed by day. '

There are three kinds of ofl'ence: when gtf't': one dot/z make :——A Bhikkhu with ' 18.173. 1
the idea of killing gives a man poisonous medicine and kills him, then he 79921-13
becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jika' offence; if he kills a non-human being, then he
becomes guil' ty of a. Thullaccaya; if he kills a lower animal, then he becomes
guilty of Pa' eittiya. These are called the three offences in making gifts.

And four. [floences] when those gft'ts one dot/z receive :—'A woman makes a
gift to a Bhikkhu with her hands.' He seizes [the hand], then he becomes
guilty of San’gha‘disesa. A woman with lewd passion gives herself over to a
Bhikkhu [for sexual intercourse], then the. Bhikkhu becomes guilty of a

‘ Para'jika' ofl'ence. A Bhikkhuni who is not in any way related [ to'a Bhikkhu]
- gives him a garment, then‘ there is' [for the Bhikkhu] the offence of Nissag-

giya Pa‘cittiya. If a Bhikkhuni who has a dissipated mind accepts food
from a man whom she knows to be attached to her, she becomes giu'lty of

: Thullaccaya. These are called the four ofl‘ences involved in accepting gifts.

 

3'

[I 34-] ( 6 ) Five nfl'ences are with regret to be owned:—That is, Thullaccaya,
Pa'cittiya, Pa'tidesaniya, Dukkata and Dubbha'sita (ill-spoken _ words
These are called the five offences which are to be owned. /

The sixth that needs [submission to] an fom’al act is the ‘San'ghadisesa. The
one which regret cannot mend is the Para'jika'. U y . .

(7) In Vinayo, two are finances grave :—One is Pa’rajikiand the other
is San‘gha’disesa. So also [actions fa] boyd and tongue—that is, whatever has

. been -laid down by the Buddha does not go beyond [what concerns] body ~
i and tongue. The extraet one [ foc‘om] can, out forhours, be taken—that is, saltish 18 « 17b - 1

’ Sow'raka ( PL! ) prepared from corn can be taken even outside stated 7993'25
hours. ' This is called one extract of corn. '

A foufrold formal declaration with a proposal one is that of commts‘sioning
one to instruct the Bhikkhunis in, precepts. "'1‘ fl ’

l ( 8 ) There are Pdrdjikds two :—One for the Bhik'khus and the other for
the Bhikkhunis. And grounds f0 harmonious living aLto two—one is that of
natural living together amicably, and the other.1s' of living together by a
religious act [of the San‘gha]. Two kinds f0 interruptiom in the counting of

v. nights—one while one is undergoing I’arivdm (that is', while undergoing the
. period of probation) and the other when one is' undergoing Ald'natta. Rules

with the mention offingers two—one that concerns the washing by .the Bhikkhuni
[of her private parts], and the other that the length of hair' on the head
[of a Bhikkhu] should not exceed [the breadth of two fingers].

[35] (9) Beating of sefl involves two foenees—IA Blu'kkhunl when she
beats herself becomes guilty of a Dukkata and when she [also] weeps, she

...69
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becomes guilty of a Pacittiya. Comes, two, f0 break in the uniyt fo the Sangria;
one is by an official act [of the San'gha] ; and the other by selecting the
[ coloured ] stick ( :ald_ka ) indicatingthe break. Fim floender: are fo two kind:—
the nine first ofi‘enders among the" Bhikkhus and the nine first offenders among
the Bhikkhunis. An ofl'ia‘al declaration i: of two kink—one is the [full] official
act consisting of a propo‘sal' (fiatti ), and the other is mere ( iii. ) announce~
ment of the proposal. 1' ‘ ‘

> ( 10 ) Killing of» living being: involve: ofl'ence: three—If a man [ is killed ]"
one becomes guilty of a Parijika; if a non-human being [is killed ], then;
one becomes guil'ty of a Thullaccaya; and if a lower animal is killed, one be-
mes guilty of a Pacittiya. Word: that are grave involve aflence: three: to instruct
others to steal, to.instruct others to die and to speak to others of having ;
attained superhuman noble qualities. These are called words involving
three kinds of grave [offences ]. Abuse: too lead to ofl'enee: three—Vthn one
is attached to a woman and abuses her referru‘ig to her sex-organ and to her
passage of faeccs, then, in both cases, he becomes guilt," of San‘gha'discsa.
If he speaks ill of other parts of her body, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata.
These are called the three offences. Acting as a go-between mean: floences three—
At the time when one receives a message, one becomes guilty of a Dukka_ta;
when he goes to give the message, he becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya; and
when he actually communicates a me5sage, he becomes guilty of a San‘gha‘di-
sesa.. These are called the three ofi'ences.

l8.l8a.l
799b.9.

W'—

[36] ( ll ) Three kind: offleople who can no ini/a/ion gel—Film, one
who cannot hear from a. distance ( Z: M] ) ; second is one who
is deficient in any part of his body; and third is one who is deficient

, in his sex-organ. One who is lacking in garments and begging—bowl
is included in one who is deficient in any part of his .body. Thirteen men
who have some deficiencies are included in those who are deficient in a sex-
organ. Qf three kind: are the [ofl'ences] committed )17' a group—First, when - it

-is done by a groupthat is divided ( ZU) ;-sccond, when there is no‘
official proposal; and third, when the official act [ of repetitions] is not made. t
These are the three. 0f three kind: are t/zo:e that are completeb’ rallied—First,
a Bhikkhuni that slanders [without any basis ] a person of bodily [contact ]
like Mettiya-Bhummajaka‘ Bhikkhuni; second is a :timanera who spoils an-
other Mmaaem by practising a sex-act in his anus; and third is one who does
not consider sexual intercourse as obstruction in the Path ol religion. These
are called the three offences leading to complete ruin. Three person: are ini-
tiated by one decalration—Niat is, there is only one [common] declaration
by which three men can receive, at one and the same time, the precept.

18 . 13b. 1 Hence the name.
799i) . 21

r

[37] ( 12) Three kind: of afienees are involved in the precept about theft—If
the‘stealing is of five coins", then there is Pa‘ra'jika'; if it is of four coins, then‘
there is Thnllaccaya; it it is of three, or‘even upto one, then there is Dukkata.
These are called the three ofl'ences. Four ofence: are involved in :exual behaviour—
There is a Pirajika ofl‘ence involved in a sexual act with a woman’s sexual
 

1' - Snip. rii. 1383 : Kamman‘ ca kamma/Mdakd ca. " That is five mlsaka coins.
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organ; there is Thullaceaya if it is in connection with the half-rotten body of
.a dead woman; it is Dukkat'a if the act is done without touching any of the
four sides [of the female organ]; and it is Pa'cittiya', if a Bhikkhuni prepares
out of some stufl" something like a [male ] orgn and inserts it in her own.
.These are called thefour offences.

Three floencc: originates in the cutting [ of a living organism ]—It a man cuts
:ofl’the lite of a man, there is Pa‘ra'jika‘; if he cuts off a plant-life, there 13'
Pacittiya’a and if one cuts off his male organ, there is Thullaccaya. These

Three [ finances are z'nvloved ] in careless throwing :—With the intention of
.killing a living-being, if one throws aways a poisonous medicine and if one
dies as a result of it, then one becomes guilty of a Pa‘ra'jika' ofi'ence. If a non-
human bc-ing dies, then there is Thullaccaya; and if an animal of a lower
creation dies, then there is Pa'eittiya. These are called the three [ ofl'enees ].
There are other three offences also due to careless .throwm'g away. If a
Bhikkhu carelessly spills away his semen, then he is guilty of San'gha'dis'esa';
if he throws away faeees and urine on living [green] grass, he is guilty of a
.l’a'cittiya; if he throws aways the same in water, ’or’on clean earth, he be-
comes guilty of a Dukkata~"‘. In the same way',‘ also, if a man throws
away mucus or spittlc. These are calledthe threeloffences. ‘

l

' ( 38 ] ( 13 ) Offences both~—I’dcitlty"a and DukkaIa—If one goes on giving
instructions to Bhikkhunis when the Sun. has ,set,. then one bccomes
guilty of a Pa'eittiya; if he first gives instruction hand” then, later on ,\
speaks of the eight garu-(lhanunqx ( /V'\ [weighty 'observanees)
he becomes guilty ofa Dukka‘ta. ' Z ,i _.l_ h ‘ ,

Four {3: (objects of faith) have "been’l_declare‘d .by ,the Buddha.
'First', a reom ( ) "-5; second, the precepts; thir'd a lawful action;
and fourth, an unlawful action. These are the four“ And two are connected
with a garment—One becomes guilty of a Pa'cit’tiya if one gives a garment to a
Bhikkhuni who is not related to him ,‘he becomes guilty of a Dukka'ta. if he
gives a garment meant for a Bhikkhuni to one who is not initiated?“ One
who is not initiated means one who has had an official act consisting of one
proposal as the fourth item, from the Bhikkhunis, but she had not the same
from the Great San‘gha [of the Bhikkhus ]. These are called the two
ofl‘enees connected with a garment. I "3,: - i

( 14) Pitz’demmy'as right—These are the eight Pa‘ui'desaniya dhammas
in which a Bhikkhuni is involved. Pdcittyai and Dukkata—When a Bhikkhu-
ni begs raw corn, she becomes guilty of a Pa‘cittiya; when she eats it, she be-
eomesvguilty ofa Dukkata. ‘ I~

See Bhikkhu-23. Pali — “uarm/p/mlim clu'udautmm Pll'ljil‘am_, bhfllagimu Phil/bum."
Picittiya, No. ll for the latter part only.

24. Here thus we have six ofi'cnccs in‘all tn’aead of five in Fall, in which there is
nothing corresponding to the last one in the Chinese version.

25. See note 12 above. There seems to be some confusion about the Pali word uavaka
in the mind of the translator. The answer given here dill'en Comiderably from what we have
in the Pali 'l‘ext. '

This 25 different from what is said in this connection in Sm/I. vii. 1384.25.1.

18.19a.1
799c.4
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[ 89 ] ( l5 ) Time are four floenm' committed when one walks—A Bhikkh'u
makes a previous consultation with a woman and he takes the first step
[according to this]; he becomes guilty of a Dukkata; when he reaches the
village [aimed at], he becomes"'g‘u1'lty of’a Pficittiya. A Bhikkhum', when
she walks alone, becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya and when she reaches a
village [ all alone ], she becomes guilty of a San‘gha‘disesa.

Four flamm- when one slandi—When a Blu'kkhuni stands with a man in a
' screened place, she becomes guilty of Pa‘cittiya; but if she is beyond his ex-

tended hand, she becomes guilty ofa Dukkata; if a Bhikkhuni, at the point
of day-break, goes away ftom a companion but stands within the length i
of her extended arm, she becomes guilty of a Thullaccaya; but if she stands
beyond
disesa. The same thing also when she sit: or [icy down.

[40] ( 16) lecfive Pact'llzj'a ufl'cnccx—If things like butter, oil, honey,
lump ofjaggery and fat are received, each separately, and are used after seven

.days, then one becomes guilty of five l’a'cittiyas. Things like butter and
-honey do not belong to one and the same kind. ll’ilh none that [Heretics or none
t/tatfallow: means when the different things are kept in one place and mkcn
in after putting them all together, then one becomes guilty of them all Mgr/[ML

( l7 ) There are nine I’I'Ia'll'iyax—l\r'hen one begs ninc kinds of
delicious food—first, milk; second, curds; third, butter; fourth, ghee ( lit. cook-
ed butter); lifth, oil; sixth, honey; seventh, a lump ol'jnggcry; eighth, meat;
and ninth, fish. These are called nine kinds. They do not belong to one
and the same kind. Each one is separate. l'Vil/z "one that precedes or none
thalfallows—At the time of eating, one becomes guilty ol' them all long/u-r,
[because] they are eaten at one and the same time.

( 18) There are five Pr!u'llz,'ras—-'l'ltese live l’n‘eittiyas are all of different
kinds; they do not belong to one and the same kind. These, by a single vocal
action, he confesses with‘rcgt'ct and so they vanish away, because of con-
fession, at one and the same time.

‘( 19) There are nine Pa'cittiyas—Onc begs nine"-5" kinds of deli-
cious food and becomes guilty of nine kinds of l’icittiyas. These [nine]
do not belong to one and the same kind. Butter, oil, fish, meat are all diffe~
rent from each other. By a vocal action, ifhe confesses with a single expres-
sion, then all these nine Pa'eittiya offences vanish away.

(20)
expresses regret. This is [as good as] giving out the names of offences and

There are jive Paritlb'ax—"Hc names the incidents (mu/m) and

confessing with regret“.

( 21 ) Time are nine ~Pdcz'llg't'ax—He names the. incidents ( val/Int) and
conle'sses with regret. This is [as good as] giving out the names of offences
and confessing with regret."

25!). See para 40.17 above.
26. Of. .SlIl/I. vii. l385—la’lllmm. killelv! (Inevtv'va; dest'M‘m Immi Jfiflfltj‘o; “my, "m.

.‘a/mflflla been 71 Mal/Iii.

[ Wilton“;

u
l
|
.
1
l

the length of an extended arm, she becomes guilty of a San'gha'- .‘
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V [41 ] (22) Three become floenm any! at the third reprelition—When a
Bhikkhunl is following [a Bhikkhu who is condemned by the San'gha] and
is remonstrated with three times and still does not abandon her action, then
it is a Pa'rfijika' offence; or when a Bhikkhu is tryiing to break’7 the unity
of the San'gha and even when he is remonstrated with three times he does not
abandon his [evil action], then he is guil'ty of San'gha'dis'esa. A Bhikkhn
or a Bhikkhuni entertains a heretic view. He or [she is' remonstrated with

a. three times and still he or she does not abandon it, then there is Pacittiya.
There are :tx' foeuce: which are due to food “--Which are those. six offences

of which one becomes guilty ? First, because of food and drink [for one's
sustenance], one eulogiSCS the superhuman qualities. attained byl himself ;
second, because of food and drink, one does the work of match-making ;
third, because of food and drink, one speaks : ‘ Whosoever lives in your
monastery will attain the religious Path. ’ .‘If he does not refer to himself
by name, he" becomes guilty of Thullaccaya ; fourth, [because offood and
drink (djl'va-helu-Jd't’ua-kdraad), although he is, not ill, he begs [delicious]
food ; fifth, because of food and drink, a Bhikkhunl, though not 111,. begs
[delicious] food, then she becomes guilty of l.’a'tidcsaniya;,srx'th,,,.because
of food and drink, a 'Bhikkhu begs, though not ill, cooked rice, then he be-
comes guilty of a Dukkata. These are called the six “offences, involved in
the matter of food“. I
c

'4'.

 

ati H,

Three become afl‘ence: [only] at the time of [actual leatingg—VVhlenta Blim-
k‘hu eats the flesh of a human being, he becomes guzl'ty ’of Thullaccaya,‘
if he eats the flesh of an elephant, horse, dragon, dog and the like, he be-
‘comes gutl'ty of Dukkata ; when a Bhikhlfludll‘cats‘ garlic, ,she, “becomes
guilty of a Pacittiya. These are called the three, offences of_whilcl‘1 one be-
comes guilty at the time of [actual] eating-.1 “Because, fofz'uekt'nndrfofoad one
become: guilt] of ofl‘mceJ—A Bhikkhuni knows that a man). isnnen‘tallyl' attach-
ed to her and of him she begs and receives, human-flesh, receives garlic,
receives delicious food, or receives the flesh of an elephant, or of a horse.
\thn she accepts the food froflm the man mentally attached to her, then she
becomes guilty of San'gha'disesa' ; when she eats the human flesh, she be-

i comes guilty of Thullaccaya ; when she eats garlic, she becomes guilty of
Pa'cit'tiya; when she eats delicious food that is begged, ~she becomcs‘ guilty
of Pa‘tidesaniya ; if [ she eats] the flesh of an elephant, horse and the like,
she becomes guilty of Dukkata. These are called the five ofl‘ences or which
one becomes guilty because of five kinds of food. I ’ ' i V

[42] (23) In all those [/1111 became finance: at the third [repeti--
tion ]—A Bhikkhuni is following [a Bhikkhu who is condemned by the

27. The character [MIC & )to suller, is obviously a mistake for a silnilar' character [to
( m ) to break. This latter character is l'dlCl' found to be used in the text ( [8.213.] ), that
is, para. 43(23) of this translation. w '

28—28. There, seems to be some confusion in the mind of the‘ Chinese translator about
the word collard. It is used in the sense of ‘ speech ’ and has nothing to do with ahm food.
These oil'enccs are due to the ‘ words spoken ' and not due to food. The Pali expression Ijim-
hem, ljt'va-klrlpd modify the action of speaking. 'l‘hey a/re not the originating causm of the
ofTences. See note 1-! '-ll)0\'0. Besides, olTr.nc‘cs due to food are also described later in the
next sul)~pard_"',raph.
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Saitghn] and is first remonstmted with and still she does not give up [her
evil course] ; she becomes guilty ol'a Dukkata ; if she does not give it up
at the time of the first repetition in the official act (first kammavrim), she
becomes guilty of a Thullaccnya; if she does not give up at the next two
repetitions [of the proposal], she 'Becomcs guilty of a Pllrlljikl". These
are called the three offences which become so at the third [repetition].

Five" (m the ofl'mm that ~ an involved —A Bhiltkhuni is following
[a Bhikkhu who is condemned by the Safighn] ,'iT she does not aban-
don, slter the firstprOposal (fiatti), [her evil course 1, she becomes guilty of "
Dukketl .‘ it the first repetition, also, she does not. give up; she becomes
guilty of Thullnccayn ; if she does not give up at the third repetition, she
becomes guilty of Pfirfljikfi. If a man intends to break the unity
of the Sangha and if he does not give up his attempt even when
he is remonstrated with three times, then there is San'ghfidisesa. If one does
not give up a heretic view, even when rcmonstrated with three times, then
he is guilty of Pficittiya. These are called the live offences.

Five an the persons quite answzrablafor (fiancee—A Bhikkhu, n Bhikkhuni.
Sikkhamfinfi, a St'imnlnem, and n Sftmuneri—the'sc are the five kinds of
people who all become guilty, if they do not give up [ their evil con-st: ]
even when they are remo‘nstratedwith three times.

Fire are those that an! contented will: mailer: fo dispute—These very five
kinds of people [mentioned above] have matters of dispute about the four
[ requisites, pacrqyd ].

[+3 ] (24) Five are concerned with decision—When there are deci-
sions in the matters of dispute, they concern these very five [kinds of people J.
Five lanfiitl Jettlommts—the five ways of settling the matters of dispute are also
[ concerned with ] these very five persons. Five are purJix’krl [front afflict: ]—
When these five kinds of people become guilty of offences, they can
be absolved into purity“ by confession with regret. Tlmc arc [ real ] rmbel—
Iishmtnts‘lo a person—When he has no quarrel either when he is in the San'gha,
or a group ( gotta ), or with a layman, then it is said that these three things
become [an embellishment ] to him.

(25 ) Two oflmccr. are involved in bodily ntliom‘ at nigh! lime—A
Bhiltkhunl, at night time, enters a room with a man and stands within an
arm’s length, then she is guilty of I’Ecittiya ,1 if she stands outside an arm’s
length, it is Dukkata. And two flown: are due to bodily actions by d_av—
A Bhikkhuni, by day time, is with a man in a screened place within an
arm’s tength, then she is guilty of Pacittiya; if she is outside an arm’s
length, then she is guilty of Dukkata. One oflcncc is committed by brooding—-
A Bhikkhn deliberately focusses his attention on a woman’s sex-organ and
he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence. There is one ofl'ence committed when one
bag: his food—A BhikkhuK who is not ill, is not permitted to beg for himself
food. If he does it, he becomes guilty of a Dukkata offence.

 

29. The Pah‘ version diflhn. It says: thene is Duh-hats at the first moving of the proposal
( Kalli ), Thullaccaya at the end or two repetitions, and l’irijikii at the end of the whole
olh‘cial let. Also it puts together thcsc cases with those in the next paragraull.

 

--
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[44] (26) Eight advantages accrue—These have, been already
explained in Kosambaka—Khandhaka.” A eorfezm'on to other: will! regret—
These five kinds of people should make [ to others] a confession with regret.
One nee‘dsa man to whom he expresses his reg'ret. Three kinds fo men are '
Suspended—ongllwho conceals his ofi‘enc’e ;-second, one who does not confess
with regret ; and third, one who entertains a heretic View. ' 'Foryt-t/zree kind:
fa proper behaviour—A man who is suspended. should have, the forty-three“
kinds of proper behaviour ; then he is permitted to jom‘ a group ; if he does
not have them,’ he cannot join a group. ' I

[27] Falsehood is noticed in five places, that is, in a Pa'ra'jika', Sahghi-
disesa, Thullaccaya, Pa‘cittiya and Dukkata. Two have a limitation of a
week—To take medicine for seven days“ and to go out of bounds [of one’s
parish] for seven days [is permissible ]. ' These are the two [precepts].
P_4'h'desan_ya:l' are twelve—For a Bhikkhuni there are eight Pa'tidesaniyas and
for a Bhikkhu there are four, and so in all, there are twelve. 5 Cofnem'on: with
regret are four—That is, those [that are noted] I.when-.iVDcvadatta sent (men',
to inflict injury on the Buddha”;;,when tonAn-mddha‘iregretfiwas exprescr Mi?"
led by an Uplsika" [ who supported him] ,' when agahfita son of. Liechavl'v, mo
clan [Vad‘dha by name] was made anlol’fieial ,a‘cttm'vo‘lvm'g thc'.-coverm.g' 1:12; #1
of a. begging-bowl“; when regret was expressed'uabout» Bhikkhu: Visabha- 933's. 18-223-1
gfimi by the!“ four Bhikkhus, who expressed g their: regreti‘to the Bu'ddhan 752"".‘_.. 80013-20

r. to .v .v.-.1.,v ' v ii .' ‘ .' IN";
[45] (28) Falsehood has eight aspects—One has an intention \to

speak falsehood; he opens his mouth; utters false words, ,fifixu'shes spcakm'g a.
falsehood; one knows that he has spoken falsehood ,‘conceals what he .knows
to be falsehood ; indicates some other things ; and he explains to others
deliberately that his mind was nu's-directed—these are called the aspects“. L ',_r'

Uporatlza has eight factors, that is, the eight preceptslv [of Upomtlza -..’a’
Going on an errand also Ila: eight aspects—‘Devadatta wanted to break the unity
of the San'gha unlawfully. The San'gha commissioned ( it? ) eight
Virt'uous‘ men to go to and speak [ to the people] that what he [Devadatta ]
had done was not [an action“ of] the Buddha,"Dhamma and San'ghn, but
it was what had been done by Devadatta h C m ,3“ ) . The behaviour

.' L. "i‘.;"'.'.‘.’l -
30. Vimali-uu'wdam' ( r. 507 ) distinctly points out~,the,eight advantages .mcntioned in - y ‘

Vin. i. 340, namely to observe in his company uposallla, paving!) Sarl'glm-Immma, to sit whh him. ‘
to drink [gruel] with him, eat with him in a dining-lull," to' reside with him under one roof
and to observe in his company the rule of paying respecm to one another in accordance with

l. seniority. ' '
I 3l. See Vin. ii. 25—26 (Cullavagga, Nil. ed. pp. 51-52 ). ‘ See Vin. i. 251.

i . 32. See Vin. ii. 191—92. (Cullavagga, pp. 191-192; PP. 29l-292,' Nllandl edition).
|
I
i

\...l,.».‘

5.
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44$‘3
(.9y,

33. See Vin. iv. l7—18 Sullavibhaflga on chiltifi 6 of the B/u'kkhu-Plh'mon; (Nfil. ed. '
. I pp. 31-32 ). ' t V
'1 . " ‘ 34-. See 'Vin. Cm. iv. 874 (Simon H. ed. p. 648 Vuu' ii. 124—27 Cullmuggl, Klmddaka- -

yam-Human, pp. 124—127 (.Nn'l. ed. pp 213—.2L‘6 . I M .' '
35.- See Vineya'i. 312—15. Mahlmgga, Chap. Di"Cam‘pw-la‘t-Imwmka‘ pp. 312—315(Nm.

ed. pp. 327—338 ). . . ‘ . f 35% ”' '3‘; ‘ ' ’
' 36. This is quite different from what Snip. vii. 1388 says"; ‘ Pubbe’vo also holi Imul'lllxanismu' ‘ I I

(1 ldi 1n kalol ‘vim'dlnya :an‘fian' Ii pariroxdnelu' atthalu' arlgelu' afllmrlgynlw'. This passage astound in ' ’
Vin. iv‘. 3 ends with uim'dlpvl bhluam but makes only seven items. 'Pcrhnps there is another
reading which ends with ‘ vim'dhaya madam ’and than there will be eight items.
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fo the heretics too is of eight taper—If a heretic intends to become a recluse,
he has to practise the . eight dhammas of a probationary period
( parivd‘sa ). , He does r not} take recourse to the five agati—garnandni
(2: g 1,: 3; [Q {7" 9,2 placsflwhich' one should not take recourse
to) and when he hears. the praise of the Buddha, Dhamma and Sahgha,
he becomes delighted. i; , ‘

[29] The initiation court's-tofu eight statements—The official act of the
Bhiklchunis consisting of one proposal followed by three repetitions, as erl I
as a similar ofi‘cial act of the Bhikkhus. Eight persons are to be paid res/mt Io .‘
-—The Bhikkhuni has to observe the eight garua'hammas.” To rig/II person: l
should a seat [previously arranged] be ofl'ered—when a great concourse has met,
thenscnior-most fight people should take their seats in due order [of seniority] ~ 3
and the rest can take whatever they like. The instructor of Bhikkhunh should
possess eight qualifications—He must be capable of instructing the Bhikkhunls.

u

[ 46] (30) There are ten persons who are not to be [mid respect: Io—A
Bhikkhunl, a Sikkhamina','a Simapera, a Samaneri, an Upfisaka, an prsikx,
one who has violated precepts, one who is sleeping, one who is eating, one who
is answering the calls of nature and one who is chewing the toothxstick."
Bftore these ten people the palm: fo the hand: are not to be joined together [ by way
of salutation ]—As mentioned above, these very ten persons are not to be
saluted by way ofjoining the palms ol‘ one’s hands. There are ten Dukkatat—If
one offers salutations or joins the palms of his hands before them as before
superiors, then one becomes guilty of' ten Dukkatas. Futrher, there 1.!" [ the
limit of ] tenfor using a garment—that is, ten kinds" of garments are permitted.

(31 ) There are twelve blemishes in em qflirial art—The proposal is not
proper ; it is unlawful and the San‘gha is divided ; it is unlawful though the
Snn'gha islunanimous; it is lawful but the San'ghn is.divirled—tlnis there
are {our* unlawful things in the official act ol‘ a proposal ; four blemishses
in the official act consisting of a proposal with one repetition; or four be-
mishes in the official act consisting of a proposal with three repetitions—
three times four, that is twelve blemishes in all“.

Y [Th‘us is concluded ]
the Eighteenth Biook oi‘ the Vinaya-Commentary [ named ]

Samanta-pdxddika

-vv

.__..°.——

 

37. This is difl‘erent from what we have in the Pali version.
38. The whole of this question corresponds to No. 32 of llll‘ Pnli wision. This list is

difTerent from one in Cullavagga ( l'in. ii. 161; \.'al. ed. 257). In this list. Taisho ed. inserts
"manna, hut then we got alu-m instead of Im tojnull’y which we shall have to take the last
two as combined into one. ‘

39. Puli version mentions (elk with reference to the days for which an extra garment
is pennittetl.

‘ Pnli version mentions three faults in each of the four types of an official act
( SIN/I. vii. l389 ). .

40. Thus the Chinese version comes to an end abruptly without any concluding remark
whnuoever.
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—five hundred 291, 293
-—two stories of 121

blu'ui-kamma 224
BIu‘u' 456
Blimna'patadlzato 179
bhigiklm 53, 59, 224, 225
Bhojaga 74
bhqjaua-Si 1, 472
bhojanam 472

‘1!

1
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—akoppiy‘a 472
—.kapp_yia 472

Bhummajaka 402
bibhitaka 334

'Bijaka 160 .
bile, 193, 205

—internal 206
Bimbisa‘ ra 84, 228, 239, 352, 518
Bindusfira, Iu"ng 25, 27, 52
bird, fluttering 104 (sim)
Birds 70, 196

—of three kinds 267.
birI/x I78
Bi—sexunlu'm 513n
Black mountain 402
blacksmith 313 (sim)
blanket, hairy 210

—woollcn 210
blemishes, twelve 552
Blessed One 92
bloated 288
blood 4-1-2

-—oozing 292
bloom, monthly 157

-—-watcry 157
boat 252, 468, 473

sailing—305
story 01—370

badhi 101 .
Bod/iidhamma 170
Bodhi—os'apling 67
Bodlnsa'lta 99, 183, 357, 382, 506
Bodhi, supreme 191
Bodhi—zrce 65, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 101,

106, 114, 118, 129, 135, 283, 300,
350, 493, 503

bodily action 543
bodily rejection 473
Body, 110, 306

—dead 201, 202, 277
-—dccomposed 276
four postures of—354
—human 318
—not decomposed 276

thirty-two parts 01—84
-—-swollcn 277

bojj"ha71ga 108
bone(s), eighteen, of the back 296

-——white 127 .
Border—country 43

-—region 481
borrowing 274
borrowed 284
bound 520, 53,0

—sma11cr 522
boundary, discussion on 515-516

fivc marks 011-515

SHAN—CHIEN—P'I—P’O-SHA

marks of—314—15
how 320 .
bowl(s) 128,253, 260, 263, 339 (sim),

441, 469, 474, 475
—bag 253
begging—224, 238
clay—527
earthen—441
golden—174
iron—238, 441, 527
—made of wood 527
—-—master of 441 '
—of Tatha‘gala 494
—satchcl 260
fitorc 263
the story 01' touching—370
—turned upside down 124 (sim),
125
—b0w11‘uls, tlirec 471

boy 329
Brahmii 83, 92, 99, 314, 341, 447
Brahma

—dhammn 335
—gods 21, 26, 56, 70, 71, 131,
160
—gham 179
—-m'!h1'm (s) 108, 293

Brahmacuyia 96, 97, 138
Brahmadatm 8
Bra/MiajJIa—sufla 9, 10, 48, 189
Bra/una—kd'yzk‘! 94
Brahnmlokn 20, 21
Brahmana 23, 98, 99, 117, 178, 363‘,

489
deceitful -—-351
the story of a—J‘48

Bl‘filiman,i 363
Bra‘limans 71, 74, 136
Brahmas 70, 89, 99, 349

heaven of—21, 23, 82, 117
brahmauara 149
Braid 364
breath

in—coming—B 14
out-going—3 1 4

brcatliing
—in 294, 297
in—coming—297,298, 299, 300, 305,
306, 307. 308, 309, 313 (sim)
--oul 294, 297
out—going—297, 298, 299, 300, 305)
306, 307, 308, 309, 313 (sim,

bribe 253 '
brick-rampart 380
bridge 265

—111L' story of crossing 370
bronze 478

brooding 550
bubble 476
Buddha, 2, 19, 73, 78, 91, 150,164,

170, 180, 285, 335, 344, 382, 383,
384, 394, 396, 399, 400, 402, etc.
Dllamma of-24, 56
—-domain of 116
——formcr 134
—imagc 01282, 283, 488, 523, 524
privy-room 01—447, 448 u.
-——rcvi1cd in eight ways 99—f00
shadow of the—509 ‘
—span of 379
—lcn powered 59
-—-thrce-fold pure 285

Buddhag'liosa 67, 106
Budd/zaularam 352 - .
Buddlia—rakkhita 43, 178, 271, 272,

335
Buddhas, Individual 110, 117%, 118,,

.120, 139, 178, 183, 220, 29 l
Buddha-vam'm 1 1
Budd/lat“! la/u'mppldo 321
btflfer-kingdom 239
building, three—storied 218
Bull 253, 265

wicked—1 12 (aim)
bullock, 253, 267, 268, 309 (Sim),

379, 514 (sim)
——sound 01447

bundikT 455
burial—ground 331
bush, pricklcs of 501
bushes, [horny 173
bUssfi'ncss—man 191
butter 442, 5-18
LWima—malla 210
Ari/23ml 102 _

y
i
b

-"
cage 248
cake 431, 432

fresh—132
Cmi‘ka‘LJ!!! 70, 116, 520
Cal-kaolin" 239
Cakrnvada 88
mkraumli 153
calamities, ciglil 4551), 456
calender, North—Indian 71
calf 109 (sim)

young 295—(sim)
calls of nature 487
camel 202
Cammakkliamlhaka 517-18
Campa' 90, 130, 284, 542, 543
cam/min 402 '



 

cmwakmd’hau 551
camp—wife 376
canal 133 -
Cmdaguua 51, 52‘
(Canda-) Kmncr'aJ—'flaka 508
candilas 27
madam 74, 206 ,
Canda—pafiota 159
Candtvafii 21, 24, 174-
mrlgofaka 331
conkers in the Dhamma 20, 21, 141 »
Canton 452, 525' ‘
caravan-traders 90—91
care-taker 428, 430
Carly—Make 11
carpet, Kojava' 412

not woven—433 '
—seat 434, 435, 436
woollen—479

carriage 473
‘ carrier 427 .

e cart 252, 253, 379, 451 (aim), 473,
493
—bound 418

cat 196
~cat’s eye 77, 368
‘Caiazague ofllu Chm Igamas

- and PaliJWk’Yya: 5
. Categories, five 230

Cam—pan}! 94
CaMafiga—Jmmnnlgalam 101
Celibacy 496 ' -
Cemetery 276, 277
eentipede 223, 268
cereals 198

cessation 114
- Truth of—l 14

«Lia—ml“: 315
Golan! 84
Cetiya. 29, so, 66

-—mountain 62, 63, 64, 236, 23
—pabbata 50, 74

Colo/duh 93
wPMfi'flwm_M 11
Gey1on 42, 43, 49, 50, 51, 56, 63, 64,

‘65, 66, 67, 69, 73, 75, 77, 200,239,
332, 522 - -

Chhbbaggfli 202,
458 '
-bhtkkh'us 488‘

chalabhifliil' 15 5
dulladga 108
chamber, high 457 ~'
chanda 103, 391, 515, 516
Chan; 75 "
Charm 382, 399, 453
Chem 488' _

' c1oud113'~"- .-‘
229, 275, 401, 437,

CONSOLIDATED 1NDEX

characteristics, three 184, 340
chfrauatn 214
chan’ot 40, 477;

wheel of—3 10
Chitaka 53
Chatta—mfinava 125
chaflha 272 -
Chavaka-jllaka 488n
Ch'e‘ng 514
Chi 220
Chin 85, 301
Chi—dw—ch'fi 219, 221
Chic 452
Chie-chi—m' 525
C/tith 243 1
Chim—t’i 402
Chic—pa 90', 519
Chill‘ 75
Chili—(Ho 525
Chi-la-sa—p'an 239
child, young 297 (aim)
Chi-tor —c1'¢-na—clu' 525 '
Chinese 5, 40-1», 513, 514, 519 '
Chic 13n26 ~ "
Chu 9n11
Clifi 220
Cu-lo 231
Chii—lo 230, 284
01‘ ( H )4; 220
Cittala. 431
Cx'lla-mflkhlra 135 _ a I,
Ciao-Tameka 23. "*1: M.
Cimkaggala 113 " 11.9% ~:-
city, bounds of 521m, . _ I '
than 518 ' * -‘.‘5-""‘“ '
ciuaradlna—xmja 468
cz’vara—eayua 249
Clan 178 .
clique, separate 467, 470-,
cloth, fleecy 326 ' ‘ ‘
clothing, deer-hide 210

feathery—210 m
five kincb 01—212. «‘
grass-210 ‘
tree—bark—210
tree—plank—Zlo,

,1.
k'L

'. l-~‘.‘ '.

1.11
:55,

1‘1

1..-i r

'11.? .
:14 .

«if
.1; .1 1,

': {re-L1.- . _
1‘3. {um I

 

fit: 5" m”: 411419..) ‘xuoi
i:""-;'J"-' ,x'y'pf.g:u.1iv

cobra, poisonohus 163 ~3"‘5’11‘4’
eoek- 493- ' .‘U’fi'ufiu ' '
coconut 2,37, 242, 281, .402“-

—goblet 236, 237 “if, ‘ ‘4‘
—she11 236, 23'7.‘(_"N“c* "

coffin 353 . "
coin( s ) 267

copper—440
five 234—546
gold-—440

 

 .‘D'L’y'if "

        

- «2 15%-.)-

a 1.IVAMr1-’.fi.-,§Qi..4a 3',

.~ 2-11 _m"1{1.7‘1 11‘
,t‘ '1‘111‘1:1»":7

‘ conscience 348 ‘
, conscientious fellow 391'“ _'

'm 1'.~‘1' - , ‘ . .‘7» “- 1‘” "7 Comctousncss, seven stations of 161

6135

silver—453
tin—453

eollyrium—ncedlc 225, 238
—tube 225

colour, blue 478
Command, e1cphnnt—518

verbal-271
commendation 323, 324
comment 29-1
commentary 173, 241, 2+5

detailed—216, 246, 248
carnpanw'n 220, 273, 384

" compassion 222
Compassionate One, the Great 1

compensation 263, 264, 284 -
complaining 454
Concentrated 102
Concentration 182
conception 158

—01' a living being [58—159
conch 53, 54, 363, 437 ._

—gob1et 236
concord 336 . .
Condemnation, ivords of, eleven 3-71
Conditions, ci ghht weighty 181
Condonation 5 0, 521
Conduct 150

cod: 0 —134, 175
fiut rule 01—168 ~
good—141, 165 I
ten Rule: of—495 ‘
ten rules of taking—496 . ,
two kinds‘or ru'les tar—169%,],

conduit—pipe 297 "v";
confabulation 478, 4-79 "
confused 480
conju 155

r I

41

—man 390,439 r' .
conscientiousness, 165, 166, 181,. 397

—1ack of 479, 480 'V "
—no sense 01'401, 40 V
—sense of439

d 1

-—thirty—two types" of_208 , :,,,»,: .
consequence, four things of 199 "1-
Contact, evil 476_ ' j "' ‘4 ’ I" ’

' ‘.C,onbemplatio‘n,. thirty-eighttypes' o
302

contentment 164, 397
Controuer of men 89, 90
Convention, popular 201 I
cooked fish, meat, .ricc 47.1 ' f '1
copper—plate 40 l ‘ ‘

-—vcssc1 300
Cora 231 " .1155" 1
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card 141, 179
com, uncooked 538
cost-money 429
cost—price 430
cot 248, 455
cottage, permiss'ible 526
cotton-plant 309
cotton—wool, soft 308 ( sim )
Council,

First-16, 19
Second—20, 21
“ Seven—hundred "—19
Third-17, 18, 20, 77

Court—room 490
courtesy 331, 332

-—-with questions of welfare 332
covered 203
coven‘ng, story of 366
cow, 159, 202, 230, 305

butcher of—350
mother-295
-—pen 305 ( sim )
-——’s head 288

cowherd 91, 112, 295 (sim ),
305 ( aim )

crab 223, 224
cradle 307
cravm'g 83, 161, 162 -
crocodd‘e 250, 525
crow 196
Crown—prm'ce 35, 36, 37
cries, two kinds of 352
cucumber 492, 526 ‘
Cad: 292
Callblmya 43n22
Ciladew 43n22
Gila—.Mfga 43
( Cula )—Panthaka 463, 466, 467
C‘ula—vedalla 447
Cullavagga 4n5, 300, 533-35, 551, 552n
Cfilo—( dam ) 90
cumbafaka 376
curd 442, 477, 548
current, rapid 252
curtain 155
customary law 405
custom—house 233
euli—ciua 24n33
cutting 03‘ the life, six kinds of319,

320

D

Dabba. 382, 387, 393
—-M'allaputtn 383, 384, 393

dagger 351 ( sim )
Dak/chx'navatla—mfikha 53, 54

SHAN—CHIEN—P'I—P'O—SHA

Damilns‘ 194
dlna—pali 153, 154, 373
dlnavam' 153, 155, 373
dancer, acrobatic 214
dancing, to see 493
Danger( s )

four—90
—-from entering Inn's": palace,

ten—483, 484
—from tigers,

380, 436
——l'rom water, fire,

datum-karma 225
darkness 125 ( sim )
dare 224, 486
Disaka 17, 42, 174
Dam-kwala—kammapatha 48
daughter-in—law 157
dyalwi 262
Death 121, 291, 318, 321

—commended 317, 323
debtor 151, 502
decisions, unlawful 349
decorum, good 337

—rules of 473, 498, 499
—sense 011458, 459

(Midlife 224
deep knowledge,

313—314
deer 168

female—159
herd 011-35, 290, 339
-——ekin 210

Deer Park 2
defaulter, 392, 394, 398

wfint 376
defeated 196—197
defilements, 100

-—-desire for 102—103
—thrcefold 460

deity 451
deitie's 215

gtmrdian—IGO
heavenly—301

Deliverance 141
four conditions for—112
knowledge of, Insight into—182

demnnd, oral 428
Dependent Origination 10,83, 85, 94,

the Law of-lO
deposit 2w-264
dep‘ravities 43, 139, 140, 1.66, 335

destruction 07—123
deputy 427. 428, 429, 430
dud 236, 393
down! 13
Desire 102, 162, 203

lionswolves,

robbers 156

nineteen types

cleansing from—102-104
five kinds of-103
Realms of—81, 84

Destiny, Good 122
—evil 122
—five kinds of 161

dextrudw'n 162
Detachment, 104, 317

-—three kinds of 102
—two kinds of3l7

determination, 234
—dclibcrate 442 ,
—mutual ( previous )231, 232, 270,

determined place 232, 233 ,'
previously—239

Deva 43
—putta 512

Dwadalla 169, 394, 395, 396, 397,
398, 467, 551 '

1

1
1

Devadmaxulta 45, 58
Dcvakuta 64
Deva-Dam. Inda 512
Deva'nampiya 72
Dcvfinam—piya—Tissa 49, 50, 51, 52',

53, 54, 62, 67
device 266, 330, 346, 430, 469
Dhajagga-Pan‘tla 116
Dhamma( s ), 1, 20, 26, 27, 41, 50,

125, 167, 182, 183, 399, 400, 446,
489, 534
co—pnrtncrs in the—414
_—eightfold noble 344
—-eiglity—four thousand sections of
30, 190
Expounders of—39
long continuance 01—479, 481
-—noble 338, 339, 392, 343
six—33
-—tliorns in 173

Dlzammacakka/zpauauan'a-ndta 47
dhamma—kamka 224
Dhammakkh'andh! 30
dhammalakkhana 303
Dhammapada 11, 446n, 451n
Dhammapfila 43, 90
Dhammapill 33
Dhamma—pi';akn 3,‘ 5, 7, 8, 20, 75
Dhnmma—rakkhita 36, 43, 46, 135,

178, 271, 272, 335
Dhammarakkhitatthera 37
Dhmnm-mfigarii 11, 108
Dhamma-saflgalm‘m' 108
dlmmmatfhiti—flntam 83
Dhana-vnddhaka 92
Dhanikn 78, 222. 223, 226, 228. 229

elder-221
Dhaniya 221 , 227

~

1

'J



Dharmagupta 356, 414, 455n, 486n,
487, 488, 517m, 518n, 525, 528
-—school 491

Dhltukalh! 11 '
Dhitus, three 80, 81
DhIImaSikha 90,
dluuamkhe‘po 207n4
Dhuta 79, 264, 395, 454, 470

—-¢fliamma 153, 354 434,
Dhutagun,as, twelve 167
dhuto 164

- Dkuuo 374
thIrm-samadhi 178
dtb'ba-rudlt! 1 l7
difficult

questions on—points 269
—persons, thirteen 510

dtggut"g the earth 450—451
Dt'gha 43, 77 ,
D'xghrgama 9, 16, 189, 449
D1gha-ka‘riyana 387n

‘ Di'ghamkl'ya 5, 48, 111, 126
D1ghav§p1 66
Director 90
Dx'rghigama 10ml 7

‘ dis‘cerning knowledge, three kinds,
of43, 102, 124

duc'erning lore: 534
three—21

dis‘ciple-compam'ons 188
Disc'ipline, 181, 194

—non-rejecu‘on of 192-194
—rejection of 189—192

Du'eontentment. 164
dis'gust, sense of 196
du'ease 206 I
1 afflicted with—328
duo‘wn 185—187, 189, 190, 194
dtsp'ute, 550

—eightcen poian 01‘512
—four kinds of 391

distance 472
distressed 185
ditch 278, 279
dlvluihlm 216, 222
dsvination-expcn 295, 29c
dl‘vinc being 193, 194
document, written 324
dog 196

dead—291 (sim)
donor 262, 263, 280, 281, 469, 470,

477
door 216
double tongue 446
doubt 479, 480
down-1'31] 243

downy hair 359

CONSOLIDATED INDEX

—4wing 290 (sim)
dragon 511
draught 245
dream 356, 357, 362

four kinds of—356—3 58
dream—interpreter! 39
drink 247

—not pcrm’us‘ible 525
—permisib1e 525

drum
—beat of 237
—beating' of 227, 491

dubbala 299
Dubbhisita 190, 545
Dubbhiu’tini 11!: 24—25,
duggalyro' 290
dukkatam‘ 186
Dukkata(s) lln, 24—25, 140, 174,

175, 190, 195,196, 201, 202, 203,
204, 214, 215, 216, 222, 231, 236,
240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 247, 248,
250, 251, 253, 254, 255, 256, 259,
260, 261, 262, 266, 272, 273, 276,
279, 283, 322, 323, 324, 325, 327,
329, 331, 334, 336, 338, 346, 347,
360, 361, 365, 367, 368, 370, 372,
373, 379, 387, 392, 397, 398, 403,
404, 406, 411, 415, 418, 419, 428n,
429, 430, 437, 532, 538, 539, 545,
etc.
—ten 552

Dundubhtssa'ra 47
dim/ca 205.
dust, scattered 297
Dutxy'mglthlqafiga‘mkl' 535, 543
Dutjha-ga'marfi Abhaya 75
dun/mum 119
dualtr'vx_sv7kard 1 l7
dmh'attaka 412
dwelling-places 168

—objectionab1e 226.
dye-basin 455

&

E

Earth, quaked 42
—-rca1 450
-—-unreal 450

case, 104, 105,
315
-—menta1 111

Eastern Mountain 51
eaves 380
eel 4-48
efforts, right (four) 101
cgg(s) 100 (sim )

—sth 101
eight-fold 125

107, 110, 111, 112,

567

:ka-bhandag'g'an‘! 232
ekaka 122
(karma 289
ekodi 107
ekodtb'hfw, alum 107
elaka-caadcka 321
elements 357

—four 154, 293, 299
—four great-357

elephant 193, 202, 267, 302(sim).
477
—-command 518
—hall 58
shrill cn'es of-—353
story of—352
—-tusk 250 (aim)
white—39

unbellu'hmenl 541, 550
embroidery 161 (um')

—-composition 223
Emperor, Sovereign 311 (Sim)
my 333
enjoy I52
enjoyment,

—by a dethr 438, 439
—by an owner 438
—by a thief 438
-—-by kmsmen' 438, 439

conscientious—439
—fou.r kinds of439
——111'egimate 439, 440
——legitun'atc 439
—-sh.ame1ess 439

enlightenment, thirty-seven factors
of 344 ‘
-——Lree of 493

enlightened 139
enough 147
equanimity, 108, 110, 111, 112, 289,

297
——development of 289
-—ten kinds of 108

equivocmion 393
mand 335

—gotn'g on 551
enternity, exponent of 41
eunuch! 353, 392, 513
cvfl(s)

—pat.hs, three 458
—aspin't 129
ten—510 .
-—thoughts, (rot... kinds of )104 -

ewe 392 .
exchange 535
excrement, pit of 351
exertion 307
exogamous 465
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expected garment 420
expostulation(s). an 242
expressions,

——one hundred 187
—<‘iglu 187
—fi\'c 232
—fourlern 186, 187
-—-5(-.\'ancL'n 186
——si.\‘tecn 186
——sixly 187]
—twcnly-fi\'e 232—234

ulemallv 288
Eye-Divine ~16, 466

—fleshy 118
—H¢-avcn1y 4'5, 46
—-of wisdom 118 .
——iransccndcm l 18, l 19,

118-122

face to face 41+
faeccs 198, 206, 476, 492

passage for 37
Fn_-/a‘ 43
faith 162, 106, 167

object of—‘J'47
fall from llu: stale of Sakka 187 v
1.1.150 445

—~words 345
falsehood, 345, 541. 5-12, 551

——(1I-1il)i~rulc 27-11 \
-—rv:11 345

fame 93
la‘mll'ics, spml'ing other 330 -
family-(llm‘mnm 489
famine 468

grcal --~lli8
fau-ma-rlzu 108
Fan-t'n 463
farm-land 432
fat 306, 548
fatty! things 335
la‘ulls, eighteen 303
fear and [error 444

fublcrm: 185, 186, 188, 194
female( 3 )

—of lower crcalion 196
three kinds of—197
—scx-centrea (two hundred and

seventy ) 200
fellcrs 307
feudal chief 427
few, a 220
fibre 427
field 186, 254, 255
fifth danger 484

SHAN-CHll-.‘N-P’I—P‘O-SHA

fighting—equipment 22G
—implemems of 368

filter 4-42, 523
finer texture 427
finger( s ), '

—poking with 332
——snapping of 328, 375
—l\vo 537,545

fink/led 409
fire, 35, 156, 222 ( sim)

—-ll:lmc 310 ( sim )
-—lxeap of 163, 199 (sim)
——llie slory of crruption of
—to make and get ashes 47G -

fish [96, 224,250, 251, 470, 548
-—trap 251

fish and meat 378
foot (feet)

no—2G7
—four 267
~—soldicr 477
—sprcad 517
iwo—267

five groups of five 232—234
—( demands) of Dcvadatta 396

flesh,’20‘l , 442
——human 549
—lump of 286

flightincss 114
. lling of water 522

flinging water 521
fling—stone 230
flowers 136 ( sim ), 286

collcling<148 ( sim )_
files 442 '
focus; 316

foelm’, destruction fa328
fomcmalion 328
food 15-1, 396

—dclicacies 47-1
——cxtra 471, 473
—fivc kinds of principal 471, A172
~fourleen kinds of 153
—in succession 470
—nol in proper time 474
--nol properly covered 327
regulation-472
“mama-474
-—scarcily of 129, 130

forbearance 145
forest, 255, 256

-—arlificial 363
——bound 230. 418
—-dweller 221
—keeper of 256
——nol owned 255. 256
—owncd 255, 256

33+

—place 444
—place, bound: of 52!

Forest, of Bamboo: 53
—reaJ-363
—terrifying 136, 137

forester 347, 348
form,

—handsome 119
—ugly 119

Form, Realm of 81, 82
Formless Realm 81, 82, 299
formal resolution 212
formula, magic 331
ion] smell 98
fringcs 486
frog 91, 267
fruil( I ), 167, 526

—four 342
jack—trec—525
—of the life ofu recluse: 296 ‘

Fu—Jo—po—I’o—Ia 518
Fu—lou 94
fumigation: 441
lu‘rnishing for hm 378
liilurc (sim) 319

G-
Gaggum‘ 90
galukiraka BM 1,
qahapati 153
gima 230
(.‘a'mam', Du!_!ha—Abhaya 75
gamblu'mblf-wa 14
garnika—L'alm 221
Gaga 25-1, 338, 467, 530, 550
gagmk'x 374-
garland 30+
gang—pupa 518
(fond/m 204
(:“andlmbba 9, 26, 159
Gandhabbas ~14, 66, 71
Gandhi"! 43, 45
Gapd 1' 278

Gangs river 200
Ganges 342‘

—thc great 148
—watcr 53

gapahy’ana 212
garden 253, 254, 281
Garden of Brilliance 60
garland 165 ( sim )
Garlic 492. 549
Garmenl( s ), 426, 524

-—cxlra 410, 417
-—-holy 419
—inner and upper 42:”
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Cam—dhamma 180, 467,
gate-keeper 218, 307
glib! 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19,

S
1'9‘

‘3‘!*‘.W"
IA'

—-ot' heretics 425
rain-411, 413, 443
ram' and bathm'g—44.2
—-ten kinds of 552
-—three 281, 331, 412
—-six' kinds of 409
washing—42 1

gam—bhand.a.m 337
- Garuda 9, 57, 193, 275, 320, 370,

512
552547,

20, 21, 41, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 53,
366, 446, 449, 451, 466, 507

Ga'vuta 293
geese 168
generations, seven 420
gestures, physical 323
Gey'ya. 3, 134
ghee 246, 279, 548

—b011'ed 442
Ghosita 381, 399
Ghosildra'ma 381
31W 3 ),

——diversion of 430, 444
—cxtravaga.nt 486
—-of a cow 433
-—of a farm—land 431
—of a tank 431
—-of a forest 432
—of a goat 433
—of a grove 432
—of a park: 432
—of water 431
—permissz"ble 438
-—pious 409
—to co—partners of the Dhamxna
414

Gijjha—kuta 219, 220, 327,
392, 393, 397, 437

gx'la 220
Ginger, fresh 476

1 —ye110w 452
go—between 537, 538, 546

I goblet 237 .
1 go—cam 178, 311
.l‘ Godatta 237
god: 291, 323, 324
gods, Thirty-three 6, 91
going on an errand 542
gold

—and ul'ver 18, 155, 425, 430-432,
437, 438, 431, 432
—and sliver ingot 155
coins in—486
country of—4d"
72

385,

CONSOLIDATED INDEX

device for taking—430
image of—437
Land of—47
locking-in pearls (um') 24
raw—1 14 ( sim )
taking—437, 438
untouchable-368

gong 280 '
good 96 g _

—behaviour 166, 301
—conduct 182, 301
five—point: 308
———four—fo1d 300
—4peech 194

gapaka 71
go—fl'rm 288
Gotama 2, 101, 124, 126, 139, 144,

145 etc.
Ascetic—125, 396
Samaria—5, 80, 98, 397, etc.

Gotamaka—temple 407
gourd 225
Government, robbing the 265
Govinda 220
Goya'na, Western 89
grain'—measurer 305 ( aim )
grass 125 ( sim ), 283

—cart 380
—hul 220, 221, 379

gratification, illegal—351
greayxfal ( meda) 306
Great 98, 154, 293, 299

—forest 168, 285, 287
four—Elements 313
n—shnn'e 235

greed 104
gross 308
ground, above 247
Grove—bound 418
gruel, 121, 469

——-thick 471
grumbling 454
gull! 6
guide, spirtual 211
gu11et 253, 476, 478

~

H

hadaya 204
hair, 244, 364

—pondering upon 288
-pu11ing out 511
respects to —of
the Buddha 494
——'s breadth 248

halidda 452

569

halt, night’s 449
hammer, iron 320
Han 80
hand,

—c1enched 483
—du'tance of 472, 473, 477,
—extended 472, 473, 477

handicraft 186
handker—chief 41 1, 412, 413
handsome 214, 215
harassment 260
harem, royal 25
Har1taka 25, 53, 54, 334
Har1tak1213, 493, 525
harmony 182 - ‘
harvest—season 444
hatchet 180, 334, 491
Halt/mica 445
hattha-kamma 217
halt/mall 58
he 189n31
head 195 (sim ), 253
heard 388, 395, 396

—and suspected 388, 395
heart—basis 306, 313
Heaven 122 \
Hu'now oflcnu: 450
hell 122, 166, 321, 339, 343, 351
help—mate 252
hen 196, 267

-—'s downy wing 290 ( sim )
young one of—l 18 ( sim )

herdsman 286, 287, 292
—:ama.na 291, 293

heretic, 41, 80, 167, 192, 327, 425,
499, 511, 552
-—-conversion of 511
——garments of 425
—-naked 141

hermaphrodite: 198, 392, 513
hermit 285, 287
High—Powers 113, 114
Higher

—-Conduct 183
—Mind 183
—Wis'dom 183

Himalayas 25, 287, 385
hindrance( s ) 310

—five 344
hirotlappa 181
hOc 240, 241
holding ( of twelve kinds ) 364
hole 161, 246, 413
Ho-lo-Ia 525
honey 132, (sim ).

548
-—-stonc 525

i;

247, 494, 526,
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horriptl'ation 156
horse 40, 202, 265, 477

—mastcr 401, 402
—merchant 128
sound of—447
—trader 128
—wheat 128

Ho—Jad 513
hospital, lying-in 235
hostage 266
house

-—holder 331
—lcss state 150
—managcr 376
—of trance 37
precincts of—230

hrfieh 13 n26
hst'n 81
hungry spirits 66
hunter 290, 339 ( sim )
hustle—bustle 505
hut, 378, 379

—big 377
—-demolislted 222
site Of-‘-380

I

I-clta—mu—kia—li 394-
Id'dht'p!_da 189, 508
ignorance 11-4, 122
iguana. 196
tl'lcgal act

—-of a divided group 516
-—of a united group 517

illness 468
imagcrhouse 300
imaginings 307
immatcn‘al quality 312
impermancnce, law of 21, 316
impermanent 316

. implement 320
improper 171
Impurities, 288, 293, 294, 302, 325

——i11—smc11ing 288
-mcdilation on 290, 291, 294
—-pondcring upon 288
—.rawnllti on 290
—six kinds of 164
—-tcn 181
—trancc-mcditntion on 343

in-capacitatcd, eleven kinds 353
Indn, Dcvlnnn} 512
Indnguun 30
Inda-khiia 230
indecent 371, 372
Imlcterminald s ) 47G

SHAN—CHI11"N-P'I-P’OSHA

—of1'cnec, first '404
—ofl‘cncc, second 406
—two 8

India, middle regions of 481
indication, 271

—faJse 432
—( of his desire ) 432

indirect}! 4H
Individual-Buddha HO, 1 17, 118,

120, 139, 178, 183, 220, 295, etc.
Indo—Clu'na 452
indolcncc 115, 134
t'ndny‘a 189

—1)armonising of 289
—rcjoicing of 289

initiated 182
initiation 140, I79, 183, 211, 348, 546

—by a san'gha of ten persons 499
giving oF—499

insects, 359, 457, 478
—in water 478
—water with 457

insight 288, 341
—penctrativc 113

instructed one 322
instruction

giving—270
instructor 322, 324
insulting 445
intend 193
intention 38
intercourse, sexual 405
internally 238
inlaxicalion 161
invalid 47G
invitation 4G7, 469

correct Way of-4-70
iny'apatha 311
Iron—Pa-lacc 74
irrelevant 453
{Md/tam 88
Fri-cf (ki )—11' 220
Isigili 220, 385
Inaram'nunanauihira 74
Iliuultaka 11
It'll/tilifiga-t-mena 285
Iliiya 42, 43, 50, (12‘

.1

jackals 1596
jade 368
jlguranIim I99
jaggery, lump or 442, 548
Jambu 258. 506, 514, 52G

—l‘ruil 279, 280
Jambukola—panana G7, 72, 74

flambudipa 17, 18, 20, 25, 3] 42
51, 52, 55, 61, 62, 67, 59, 7', "3-

89, 133, 135, 385, 414, 522 ‘8‘-
jambu—trce 88
jappanam 320
jar 244, 245, 246

empty—24G
—pricc 246

jasmine 25, 146, 403
Jalaka 11, 41, 159, 507

—-sutta 189
jam-rapt: 496
jiti ( birth) 82
jili ( flower) 25, 146
jatila 180
javana 312
jeguccft" 100
‘Ieta—park 4, 433, 434, 435

_’,Jctavana 370, 404, 407, 420,
’ 426, 427, 433, 434, 435

Jenhu 443n
~—m§sn 50

jewels, eight 53
—of1'crings to three 403
—prccious 164, 484
three—l, 54, 125, 241, 303, 326,
501 V

jlxina—d/mmma 294, 307, 308, 459
jlfina-mmi’dhi 300, 810

-—dltamma 303
jlw/mti 105
Jina-dulhimm 153
jin'zlc 98
jive 53, 107
Jivnka', 9.. 53, 90, 407, 519, 520
Jotivana 60
Journal [0 Indian Hislao' 273
joy104.105,107,108,111, 315

.—(wo—f01d 314
jungle 241
jun/m—pakkhn 149

.424.

.

K

k".tcc.l',\':um 178
I;altipa_tta ."29, 280, 331, 427
ka/ti/m‘na‘di 378
ija 25, 54
Ka’jnm 74
Kikanda 19
Knkusandlia, 64, 73

—liru period of 138
Kniugiri 402
Kilnkd'ra‘nm—mllanla 47

\.‘1.1118'—47n40
kalala-ru‘pu 318 9
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hala'ndaka 7, 148, 149, 150, 152,
154, 377, 382 '
—niv§pa 392

kilan'jana 525
Kfila'soka 51, 52
Kilasumana 43, 77
klhk'a 480
Kfiluda'y1_355, 504, 505
kaljana - .

—d/1amma 48
—-mitta 160

Kalyé ,m' 66
klma 103
klmacchanda 102
klmaguna. 103
ka‘ma—pan'llha 162
klma—ppilxl 162
klmlnwa 123 .
JIM-514E131 m_ 86
kambala, 147, 409

1 kamma 82, 172, 182, 183, 184, 244,
‘ 529 _

n‘am' calultha—4n4, 244, 398, 421,
438n7, 498
flatti—dutxy'a-4, 384, 438

kanmxa—bhava 81, 82
.‘kammam. 546

kammanyia 11":
_kammap¢7dakl 54611
kamman’hina 301
kammaudc? 550
kammavu‘dmo' 181
kamma—viplka 349
karfisa—pih‘ 40 ‘
Kapda 65
Kanjaka 61
ha'mhaka 399
Kapxl’a, city of 503
Kapila—vatthu 180, 287, 436,504,

505, 506, 509
Impala 196
kappa (kappzj'a ) 476n12

—five methods-bf making 476x112
kappa( :) 166, 210, 220, 337, 353,

‘383, 397
kafpaka 275, 329, 452, 453, 473,

"4-74, 475,
. f—with a long handle 475

kakplsa 309 '
kappu'a 212, 480

a—223
—bluand_a 281
— klmka 186, 280, 379, 404, 432
451
—uah-Tra 403

karav1ka 26, 88
karma 349, 350"

CONSOLIDATED INDEX

kirfipaqa 229, 239
kam_M 222 .
klslva 2, 4, 28, 45, 55, 123, 144,223,

224, 227, 248, 249, 263, 281,339,
407, 413, 414, 443, 447, 454, 466

Kashmir 43, 45
Ka's1 220 _
kaxinfi (s) 105,113

—tcn 293
kmizIa—drammagla 105
kaxx'nd_ni 84
Kassapa 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 16, 17, 42,47,
' 64, 117, 125, 138, 181, 344, 447

—Buddha 73
life pcriod of—138

kagacchu 54
kayakammi 422
Kat,amodaka—Tissa 394
Kata—( moraka )-szsa' 467
kalth/zeda l4
Kalhluatlhu 11
Kaleatthuppakarapa 421115
kayhirm 207, 409, 443, 528-531

—cight causes for mkm'g away 409
—garmcnt 530, 531

kati 253, 356
Kalhka 61, 71, 149, 409, 443n,444,

524
--[auz.u.mm:7 143

kiyabandhana 147
kiya—samlsagga—rlga 203
I:“aya-uacz'dud'ra—ajj"hnlm 184
chi 412
Ke—li ( an’guli) 332
Kelubha 23
K'eu lo 33 “t‘v’e.a._
khlz'damj'a 525 '
Khanda'daua 467
Khanda-dcw' 394, 467
khapda—n'm! 515, 521
khandh! 84, 316
khandlzaka(:) 8, 10, 183, 300, 338,

394, 407, 409, 434, 442, 489, 493,
524, 527
-—-of receiving Initiation 512-531
—-va!la'm' 167n22

khandha-pavilla 116
Khara 90
khauiya 394
thma 43, 135
khiddl—[Jasuld 21
khz'pdmua 121
khoma 409
Khuddaka, 9, 10, 11, 288
lx'huddakq‘gama 16
KImddaka—tha 11n22
Kimddaka—uallhu-khand/Iaka 551

571

Khujja—sobhita l9
Kia—lan—t'o 149
Kid—liu-t'o 355
K'ia-na—fu—lo 518
Kin—na-kya 61
Kin—n1 526
Ifia-po-yao 525
Kid-Ia 227, 234

. kz'lexa 300, 307
——klmd 162

kill 240
King 148

—fishct 168
-—of gods 493
-——-’s record 380
—’3 servant 501

Kinnara 9, 193
Kinnar1 215
kzss'ing, 365

-—cuphcmls'm for 36511
K1§Egiri 401
Kilt-kid 19
Kiu'—u—Io 455
Kl‘u—po-t'o-lof-au 525
1mm: 109 (sim )
knot 204
Knower fa the H’brld 86-89
knowledge 83

(meaning—43, 102, 124, 344
——mn'ctccn types of3l3—314

ijavaku 326
Koka'lika 394, 467
Kona‘gamana 73
Ko—na’-gam—muni 64, 138
Konti 33
Kosala 84, 200
Kosambaka—uxandh'aka 532—33, 551
KosambI 381, 399, 532
kosejya 409
Kosiya 178, 433
antriya 37, 117,
Kuang—chou 525
Icula—dflmka 330
kulayz 301
kulauagara 506
Int! 1' m 455
Kumbhaapda: 4-4
Kun Chang 528
kumma’xo 471
kumuda 526
kxmda' 402
Kundalakcd 273

—vatthu 273
K‘ung101,137
Kunmdx' 217, 218, 265 n22, 38711
lulsala

-—-dlmmmas 77

t.

136, 157, 178
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-—-m'tlzi 311
kuJaIana 446
kwduaharo 234, 277
Kusinfiri 2, 417
Kiltfigirasa'lfi 19, 148, 433

L

[lb/m 520
labourers, manual 217
ladder 217
lakha 224
Lakkhanla 349, 350
laUc'hana-upanjjhiyanafo 105
lamp 388 ( aim )
lapse, grave 195
Law

-—B. C. 137n34
—of Causation 299
—( of decorum) 371
--of King Asoka 39
Vinaya—IGO

lawful 453
laziness 164
leaming,

—higher 184
—t1xreefold 183
three kinds of—184

leg ( of a cot )
(four kinds) 455

legal act
—of a divided group 517
—of a. united group 517

leprosy 500
scab of—500
white-334

lesson of recitation 186
Liaison 375
LicdmL-i 129, 157, 218, 352, 481

——ku!!a 286, 551
Liccha 218
lie 445
' -——deliberate 241, 445
life,

—holy 160, 161
—future 123
germ of-161
—past 123
—present 123
—vitality, two kinds 318, 319
——-whcc1 of 166

lime—plaster 457
linen—c1011: 15G
[illgfl'a 92
lion 134 (aim ), 342 (sim ), 482

grease (sf—174
—king 296

SEAN-CHI EN-P'I—P‘O—S HA

living beings, nine abodes of 161
Living Prince 519
load 253
labha 103
Lo/lakumbhi—m'raya 352
Loha—pfisfida 74
Ioka—dlxamma 87
[aka—diam 70, 89 '
Lokantanlca' 89
loka—uafia 169, 346
lokxy‘a—vohlm 92, 162
lolmllam 162, 182

—magga 162n17
[club/lava 103
Lo—na 520, 521, 522
loop—hole 182, 201
lo—p'o 520
lores, three 341
losing 426

—fivc garments 426
——threc garments 426

lotus (es) 137 (sun‘ ), 250, 257, 310,
495 ( sim )
—rcd 179 ( sim )
——-water-flower 211 ( sim )

low 119
JLo—ue 514
Lu-lo—clu 71
Luxuries 518

macho 471
mace 223
madlm—gol,aka 284
madhuka 526
Madhyamlgama 10n18, 13n26
madman 205, 275, 362
madness 206
Magad/xa 227, 228, 249, 503, 504

city of—514
—-country 514
speech of—194
weight of—514

Magan'm 72, 143
muggy 197 '
maggma-maggam. 205
magician 323
magic—power 406

—spe11 320, 332
—:utla 333

Mllm—apadu‘a 171
Mafia—Anhakalh‘l 202, 241, 325
Mahr—bhmlm' 154
Mahabodhi 69
Mahldwa 45, 64
( MOM) Dhammapdla 507

Mahfidhammarakkhita 43, 46
mahaggala 13
Mahfi—kappina 180
Mahfi—Kauapa 3, 4, 7, 8,
Mahfikhandhaka 493
Mahallaka 2. 3, 98, 121, 382

Subhadda-Z, 3
Maid-mandala 147
MEha—Moggallina 132
Mahfinfiga 62
Mahfinfigavana—park 63
Mahdnima 477
Mahd-Nlrada—Kauapa-jdlaka 4s
Mahfiniddesa 92 1
Mafia-Paccan' 241n5, 3251117, 344”

366n29, 375, 467n3
Mah!padcsl 171
Mahfi-Paduma 133, 200, 201, 270

282, 330 '
Mani—padumatthera 218 i
Maha’paja‘pati 181 '
Mahfi—panthaka 465, 466
Mala-paving 142, 143, 221
Maha’ra‘jas 88

—four 274, 494
Malm'r ’ja'na, cattJro 452
hiahfirakkhila 43, 47
Mahfiraflha 43, 46
Alnhl—samqro 468
Mahdsluajj'h 122
Mdu—Jivaka 117
Mahln’hanada—mlla 122
hfaha'sirlsa—bodhi 73
Maha‘—Sumana 282
Maha'summa 200, 270 -
Afahlmmmatlhera 366n27a, 376 ,
M/mlvagga 10n12, 493, 551n35 1
1621154 vain) 148

1

o

u.
-.

.

I Mali—valla'ni 300
Malzavedalla 447
Maha’vilm‘ra( s) 5, 237, 3871:
Biaha‘yfina 70
Mahi_m.m—man_dala 45
Mahinda 31, 33, 34, 42, 43. 49, 50: i

51, 52, 54—57, 59, 60, 61, 62, '
(34—67, 73—76

IV‘lahindmhcra 77
Mahl'ta‘salta_'459n32
Mahodara 90
Mahoraga( s) 9, 57, 193
Mahisanghikas 356
maiden-jcwcl 53
maid-servant 154, 155, 37G
MqUhanlil-a 33, 43, 45
mqy'Twlla 108, 109
Mw"hx'ma 43, 47

-—-m'kl_ya 126, 189, 292'

1
1

a...



 

Mw‘ng 9, 16, 165, 189
mam—mun 224
mkkapa 310
makkataka—m'ua 310
Malaya village 229
male, of three kinds 198
Mallaputta 382,387

magic power of—385
MallirEma—vihfira 405
Malia: 2
Mallet 223
Mallika 402
mammal: 471

, man, 40, 143, 200
—blind 118 (sim)
—clean 291 ( sIm' )
—eonscientious 439
—intelligent 449
—-lame 307 (sim)
-mad 275; medium 230

1—medium—sxz'ed 516
‘—pious 41
—’wilh dull wit 439
—-wilh marks of both sexes 200
—with sharp wit 439

‘—-wor1d1y 99 ( sim )
manager 430
man chzh' 224n33
manf-u 224
mango( es ) 65, 258, 282

—fnu'l 280, 488
—thin 489
—trec 55 ( sim )

magi 53, 224
Mfinatla 213, 214,

532, 545
man'ca-pt'fha 4

lnmficba-m—po 49
ma, 4 64
mandlra 2
Maodavya 159
Mandhfili 220
manodvdrduajjana-dua 312
mana'ubbarlgaml 446
mantra 469
Mafil'a—chi—l'a 452
M0745, 89, 92, 94, 99, 129, 130, 131,

144, 147, 292, 314, 341, 447
marker (stonc-) 255
marks, thirty-two 93
marriage 374
Ms'uaka( s ), 229, 237, 280, 337, 54G,

—five 269, 270, 271, 283
—-si.\' 269

marlragalla 308
mmdm/m 455
massage 320

358, 404, 531,

CONSOLIDATED INDEX

mat 326
meta-akklmyila 200
match

—-makcr 373, 375
—making 214

material quality 312
mall' l7l ‘
"uni/ca 174, 534
Marika-mum, 133
Ma-tou—chfi-Io 284
Mattibhaya lun'g 76
matter 461
matting. exposing 01' 454
mltugh/Ua 321
Mlyfi Queen 117
meal, one 186
mean( I ), 240, 242‘

—helpful 242
—proper 307
—:imultaneou: 242

measure—can 305
measurement, proper 379
meat, 129, 396, 469, 470, 548

——-not pcrrmss'ible 472
—of a bear 396
—-of a pig 396
—soup 473
—mcdical
—ingredients 330

medical requisites 212, 213
——five kinds of 442

medicament: 330
medicine, 206, 329, 330, 335, 368,

477, 527
—-decoction of 477
—lasting for seven days 442
——liquid 403
—poxs'onous 251, 321

precept about-442
—tube of 535

Meditation 150
-—objecl( s) of 301,

—thirl.y-eight—l70, 177
trance—346

medium—sized-man 516
Megha—( vana) 59, 66, 73, 74
Meghavanfifibhaya 75
Meghiya 129

Mci—chia 74
memory, slip from 173
mmdicar', sleeping 205
men, good 110
mental—reflex 308—312 .

-sevcn ways of preserving 311
merry—making in water 477
messenger 323, 324, 331, 335
metaphor 336

\
Meltiya 402

—-Bhummajaka 402
Mettiya-bhummaja 384. 546

—bhikkhfl 385, 392, 393
Metu'ya—Bhummajaki 387

—( Bhikkhunl ) 386, 387, 388, 393,
401

MM! 116
Middle country of Indu‘, language

of 188
miga—dandl‘ik'o 292
Migira 466
Mi'giramlti 135
Miga—sir‘lga 159
M'gi-putta 159
Mi-kh—p' an-l’i 75
milk' 247, 548

—and water 399 (um')
mill'epede 196, 268
mmd', 102, 112, 316

—focu.ssed. 307, 316
——focussing of 107, 110, 113
higher-184
—lost 206
—original 206
—re1casing 316‘
—unexpectant 207

mindful 109, 110
mindfulness, 102, 115, 296, 297, 306,

309
P'urixy 01:112. 113
three aspects 00—113, 209

minister 228'
great—227

miracles 132
miraculous feats 506

—-cighteen 505
miraculous power: 40, 132, 133, 135,

515
nib—behaving 399
Missa'kn 51 .

—m'ounlain 50, 52, 58
—-vana 120

Mo—chu'—ko 228
moderation 164
Moggali 18

—Brihmana 20, 21, 22
Moggalipuua 34, 49, 174
Moggallina 132, 133, 349, 350, 352,

401 (Also see Mahi—)
moha 344
Mo—hi—sl—li—p‘o 74'
Mok'ialo :ulta 47

Mo—kie 227, 514
Molasses 407
Ala—Ii 402, 452
moment 319

573
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Monarchs. sovereign 239
—-suzcrain 183, 184

monastery ( it: ) 135, 178, 235, 254,
263, 276, 277, 279, 280, 281, 284,
292, 293, 329, 330, 333, 378, 379,
388
-—-big 382
wxg'hty—four—thousnnd 135
——-for bhikkunls 467
-—for nuns 491
—s."tc for 382

money—equivalent 427, 428
monlr( s) 237, 283

group of six—202
rqsld 111—283
visiting—283

monkey 193, 310
female—168, 169
games 011.193
she—168, 206, 209
slcvp 01—357 ( sim )

month
eighth—61, 71
eleventh-143
fifth-295, 517
fourth—443
intercalaryv—478
ninth—71, 142, 143, 149, 443
second—2
sixth—517
third—54

moon 113 (slm ), 355
—out of clouds ( shn ) 308
~Iight 113 ( sim )

moming I28
mortar 131, 326

—holc 216, 21.7, 218
mother 101, 156, 367, 368

—-cow 109
wash and bathe onc’s-329

Mother of Ra'hula 507—509
Mountain 148, 219, 310 (sim)

GijjhnkHEa—385
l‘limnlnym-SES
--ol‘ the Sages ( Isigili ) 385
——ral 1-18

month, double-longucd 351
Mooyi 534

kin—ch! 75
mu-ching 286
mucus 488
Mudan'gava. ( ?) 66
mud—plaster 214, 379, 380, 457

--—nfllut 222, 223
—of wall 229

mug 532
mu/xurll'l'.r7 376

SHAN-CHI EN-P’I-P‘O—SHA

mflla 536n‘
Mu—lan 478
Mila—pany'afl—sulla 189
Mala—sarvfistividins 401n
mulz 79, 202
Munda 51
murder 319

cause of-325
—cr 321, 322
life-319

muscles 201
musician, male and fcmalc 152
muster-seed 211 (sim ), 471
MuEasiva 49; 50, 51
muffhi—pan'caka 412
myrobalan, green, yellow 54

N

nib/Ii 81
um”, [)abbaleyyl 310 ( sim )
nigd 72. 452, 511—12
Nfigadfiska 51
Nagai, Prof. 314
Niga—km'gs 494
Nfiga (—samfila ) 129
Na’gita 129
.A’ahulu 88
nail—cull" 225
.Naifl'mmya l3 7
nakha 476
JVa-ln'a 43
naked 174. 424, 425

--body 443
nakedness 511
Nilandi 8
Mien: 79
Nalcru—l’uci-man—tho—lo 76
NB-licn-lo 79
Nalx'm'kl—Jflaka 159
nama-lua 384
Na‘ma—rflpa 81, 110, 340
name 178, 239

and form 299, 313
.Va—mim 525
Nanda 508
Nandana 58, 59

——-vana 120, 320
Nandas, ninc‘52

Nandb'lvafia 53
ndnbbhanfla-yojand 232

Nfi—p‘o-t'o 147.
nan—pun 309
"'alli 4n4, 24-1, 398,411,546, 550, 550a

—Immma 281, 409, 410
Halli—calultlm 438n7;

— —Immnm 4:14, 398, 421, 498

nd'm'—du!_yx'a~lmmma 4, 384, 438
MM 473n
naz'aka 538, 547
navel 159, 306
nqva 344. 345
necklaces 114
nccdlc 179, 351 (sim)

—casc 486
neighbouring ground 311 ,~
ncit11cr—pcrccption—nor—non-pcrccp-

tion 41 ,1
.Nc'kklmmma 137
.\"cmindhara 88
mmmika 92,
Wine. Gopllashlxtn' 318
Ncrafijarfi 494
ncutcrs 200
.\"ian—/2'o—l'o ni 526
Nibbn‘na 2, 4, 9, 10, 18, 21, 25, 29,

34, 41, 42, 51, 61, 66, 76, 1 $04,
121, 125, 135, 136, 157, 180, 1 ,
195, 293, 317, 342, 343, 383, 507

armpddu‘em—76, 95
—-dham/M I20, 335

m'bbatla-bJ-"am 476
nibbu'l? 78
.\'i-clm 525
Ni-chu—t’o 505
~Kidd/m 76
A'I'ddem 11, 91
.N‘iddum'la 141
A?! 162
Niganuthas 27, 90, 192, 392
Nigllanju 23
nightfall 333 V
\figrodha 27, 28, 29, 34, 73, 505n

-——sa'man,cm 27
Nigrodhfira’ma 436
nikdya 16, 288
.\'1'1akc:1, a Tannl' Poem 273
nimitm 308
"it 162
nirqfi 458

\1'1rodlm 105, 113, 189
-—samldhi 344

Nin-n'na 25, 8-1, 85, 161, 162, 167, 170
nult'dana 18, 411, 412, 413, 434, 486
Nissaggiya 158, 175, 389, 410, 411,

413, 416, 418, 420, 421, 426, 428,
543

Nixmgg{ya—P661711)11(3) 8, 424, 492
—11rst 407-416
—thirly 407—444

.N’inaya 481, 482
-—/m.h'/mxmr!dhi 499

uinenjm 217
n-‘vamnrtni 310

v“
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Nivall/ia-sltakam 259
Noble 119, 120

' no more. of three kinds 147
non—action, a protagonist of 99
non-delusion 314
non—intelligent person 194-
non—perception 41
noxx—rg'ection 192—193
non-mmapa 192
nose,

-sm‘ng passing through 309
——lip of 306 307, 309

nostril 309
not eaten 199
nouns'hment, five kinds of 287
novice 28, 192, 212, 4-69, 470
nymphs 320

O

obcu'ance (no—by the Buddha) 99;
(To the Buddha);
three times 505-06

obhisa 119
Object(s) of meditation, five aspects

of 302—03
obstacles 380, 381, 479
occasions, iivc 511-12
ocean 293 (sim)
odana(o) 4G7, 471
oddlauuana 144-
adu‘m—hx’kkhana 4-91
offences, 536, 54-4

—-cxomption from 346
—five categories of 174-
grave—~20], 273, 275, 333, 536, 537
—in a com 536
—m'hcrcnt 377, 407
natural—209
110—205; ——odious 478
——only at the third repetition 540,

54-1, 54-9, 550
——regrct expressed for
410, 41 1
—two kinds of 208
-—-with regret owned 537
——worldly nature of 209

offender 390
ofi‘cnding person 491
ofl‘cring praised 373
official

-—dcclaralion (fourfold)5-15
—dcclaralion (of two kinds) 546
four kinds of —-acts 4’2
—-proposa1 410, 540

Oghalamua 1]
oil 245, 2415, 378, 4-42, 477, .5411

176, 243,

CONSOLIDATED INDEX

—-drop 01318 (Sim)
——pot 225

onion 335, 4-92
ointment 308
Oja island 63
old (uudd/m) 98
omnisciencc 14-5
opanayika 189
0/11ch 278
openings, ninc 202
opinion, onc's own 171, 172
opportune talk 4-04- I
organ, female 163, 169, 195

—ma1c 163, 195
origin 209, 381, 392
original text 171, 172
origination 275
ornament 248

finished—440
-——1'or the head 440

oucrs 196
ovida 134-
over—confidcncc 339, 34-0, 34-1, 346,

347,
owl 210

91117641]? 353, 4-99
P.abhinua-khila 189
PaccakLh'Imi 187
Paccak/chwam 187
Paccauekk/mgm 123
[)accauekL/i'aOM—flaina 314-
paccayd 79, 88

' Fatah—Buddha 178, 220, 517, 518,
patchimakl 136
paccuppanna 319
Pa'cittiya(s) 8, 11, 24—25, 140, 141,

174-, 175, 190, 241, 244-, 260, 321,
332, 334-, 336, 364-, 387, 389, 392,
4-06, 448, 4-78, 538, 539, 540, 543,
545, etc.
bhikkhuni-492—493
—dhammas 44-5
——dhammas, ninety 389, 44-5,
—dhammas, ninety—two 8

[16:11: 228, 229, 238, 239, 240, 245,
246, 248, 254, 256, 279, 280, 283,
44G

padnlz/fijany'fa 174-, 175
—vn.n_mmJ 325

pidakut,halika 226
[Kidd—[117mm 101

paddy 25-1, 492
-—cmp 1H

fwd/ulna 307

fmdhlnmg/mm 37, 168
Indiana 218, 331, 519
l’adumutmra 383, 529

fun/111m 14
Pahccivauhu G3
pain 111

—mcntal 111
—p11ysica1 111

painter, house 01'378
painting ofa woman 368
Pakinnnakka 467
Palace, seven-storied 4-63

—king's 483, 48-1-
palagula514-n10 '
paldm leaves 478 .
palibodlza 301, 303' A;
I’lli—mullaka—w'm'cdizy'a 223-226
palm—ladder 380 3,
pamlm-Lflla 424-
pamsu-kfllmi 2
pamm—kfllilm 251
[ya/mm 402
[mn'cn—i/»auikklmudlte 500
[mimka 44-
I’mz‘cika Trxha-n-IIY/mli 4-1-
pandakn 44, 197, 198, 200

m.'\uussa‘198
—goc:iro 500

Pandaran‘gzi 19.."
Pandukibhayu 5|
1’.1n.d,u-lohilaka 401, 402

puzzflu—fialim 32.9, 3-31
Pandu Visudcvn 51
Pain; 318
pain”: 189, 309
pauna—b/Hri 20n30
pair-"int: 189
I’anthaka 463—467
Papan’cmu‘dan’r 126
Pa'ra'jika'(s) 11, 11n24—25, 16, 168-

170, 176, 181, 134, 195, 198.
199, 201, 203, 203', 206, 209, 210,
215, 216, 219, 228, 229, 231—233,
2-10, 244—263, 265—272, 275,
317, 321—325, 3::"4, 336, 337,
341, 342, 34+, 3-16, 349, 353, 354,
360, 30+, 380, 388, 394, 537, 543,
545—547 clc.
fiflh— 4-90
first—7, 16.0,
197 .
fmlrlil, section nF—335—35 1, 339
sccond— 219—283. 221, 229, 231'.
239, 285
suppluuutn{My-490
lliird— 253, 259. 2115—335
lu'cnhj-four— 353-351

219, 183, 190, 190 y
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Paramattha—jotikl 285
.Pllaml' 115, 118, 337
parammukhl 414
Para—nimmila—vasavam' 369
[>ara-—parx'ggtzliHa_-n~ 232
parent 331
pan'bbja’aka 192
paribbhattho 196
pan'cchinna 12
paricitaim 476

aggi,—-nakha-,
Ian/m ——476

[mn'kamma 312
parikappa 187
pnn'kklarra 411, 412

—co{aka 411, 412
parinibblna 447
parimruana 147, 180n3
parimddhi 108, 312

——upo.ta!lm 517
pan'ua 331
Pan'vdra 8, 10, 183, 196, 207n2
213n18, 2691124, 425n16, 531n2, 535,

543n
—-(section) 535-552

pan‘vlm 358, 404, 499, 500, 531, 545
pan'vasika 531
plnw'xiko 531
pany'atli 167

—bheda 14
park 253, 430
parasol 223
parrots 25, 54
partridge 41
plsidika 354
pasalamauarn 34n4
Pasenadi 239
pauaddlu' 299
passage 205

non— 205
pandm 297
passion 317

——c1even modes of expression 359
pas: 319

knowledge of-lives 1 15—1 18
Pa'taliputta 20, 34, 39, 43, 62, 67,

69, 71
para”? 225
path 317, 322, 331, 342, 344,

—know1edge of 313
Pat/Ianxaka-celxy'aflha'nam 57
Path of Purity 106, 312
pafibala 140
Parli'cca—kammam 41n11
Pa! x'cca—mmuppdda 83
Pfitidcsanlyi 11n24—25, 174, 190

538. 539, 541, 542, 545, 547, 549,

\
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—eight 493
—four 8

patient 139
patxk’khpiali 472
pafilfla 175n33a
Pltimokkha 8, 10, 11, 37—39, 41, 42,

74, 78, 134,139.136—140, 183—
184, 190, 197, 300, 354, 389, 399
—401, 404, 458, 459, 479—81, 487,
490, 516, 517, 534, 544
Bhilcklm—490n22

pat_in'n"d 179
PJfipaa’a-divase 10nl3, 142,
Pun‘pada—n‘Vm.am~ 313
P6; i‘pnda-mttxya"-h'su)3me lOn 14
pah‘palli l67
patipulliphala 95
patimlldna 138 -
l’atisambhida’ ll, 15, 19n29, 91,

294, 299, 314, 315, 344, 382
four- 3, 96

patinmd/u' 353
[mtu‘mva 24
[baffle-6h!!! 20n30
Patiya 64
Patiyfirimn 64
Pall/la 128
Patthina 11, 11n23
Pivi 2
Pava'ranfi, 61, 71,

354, 389, 404, 461, 472,
517n, 551
hialia‘- 142, 143, 221
—nine 481—82

pavireti 472
pavdulul 30
panlranappahnnakam 472n3
peacock, 168, 267, 347, 348

—1'enther of 518
Peaked Hall 285, 287
pearl 247

real—368
-—women157

peasant 309(sim)
peg 2'19, 250
[ad 549
penetrative insight 313
penitence 302
people, ten kinds 329
perception

-—of name and form 181
~01 the/swollen 181

perfection 96, 115, 537
performance 209
permissible, 212, 41-1, 480

—face to face 414
—-indirectly 4H

166, 226, 329,
481,

not—223, 480
permiss'ion of parents 494
person

neuter—366
—striking a bell 308

persons, thirteen dxfii'cult 510
ptfl'analilj I78
perspiration

—down the forehead 475
—from the forearms 475
—triclding down 475

perturbation, mental 311
Pexakam 186
pestilence 502
pull: 131, 230, 326
pain? 11. 215 458
(Peta/m) 113n76
Pelaum‘lhu 58
Phaggufl'a 71, 4-43n
phalaez'lla 183
[manna/ca 526
Phfirusakavana. 120
phase l3n26
phdsuviham 79, 97, 165, 333
Pliussa 43, 143

——-mt7:a 143
——D(:va 200

Phu—Iho 84
physical features, eighty kinds 93
physician 359(su'n), 362(sim)

not to act as— 329
skilful— 140
unskilful— 139(sim)

Pimmanda 79
pint 344
pig 278

flesh of— 480
wild—278

pigeon 19
P’i—kia—Sumana 77
P'i—la'n—jo 78
pilfcrer 260
pillar 230

stone— 284
wooden— 284

pimple 501
Pin-chou—ma'n—tho-lo 79
pinda—pila 129, 327, 331
pipdapitika 153, 469
pingo 254, 474
p'i-p'a—cha—yi 116
p‘i p‘ a—yi chic 116
1"i—po—p' i—po-se—na 288n18
I" i—m—lo G4
P'i—se—lx' 287
pit, deep 325



yitakak) 13, 14, 19
——three 10, 15, 25, 42, 167, 44,7

Phi 105, 290, 315, 316
P‘i-t’se‘ 456
pilucchl 329
pitughazo 321
pity 325
place(s), 380

-concea1cd 483
—five 459, 500
—five, where one should not go 500
-—six 250, 251

planning, previous 277
plant—lrf'e 547
plaster 379
pleasure .

—garden 381, 382, 399, 404, +07,
420, 424, 426
—resort 401, 427

‘1 plm'ble 214
, platafland 186

[I0 182
p’o 11n21, 94, 518, 548
[1'0 ( am) 358

f P'o—chfi
Po—cie—mo 64
points 269

—stx' 174
Po-kta' 80, 93, 94
Po—kta'~po 93
pokkharangy'o 34
pokkhara—vaxsam 63
po—Jan-chu 108
pole 306 ‘
Po—li 108
Ixo-li—p‘a—t'o 525
polts'h, gIOssy 150
Po-li—yc 64
Po—li—yc-yuan G4
pollutor 205
P'o—lo 64, 80
Po—lo—men 80
P’o—Jo—shi 452
Po—lou—u 526
Pm’o-che-to 455
P’q—‘na 227
pondering, 300, 447

—'tcn ways of 293
P'o—m' 526 ’
Forums 50, 296, 310”
position of du'tinction 307
Po—so—kia—lo 226
pot 244
Po—Ii—ltng 108
pom: 221, 222
potlhaklrli 225

73

292

CONSOLIDATED INDEX

power, superhuman 187, 188, 320
I’o—J-e—t’i 242
practice: 178

-—of purification 434
Prfitimok’a 35G
Precptor, spiritual 330
precept( s ) 47G,

——five 61, 343
second—2 19-285
t1n'rd—285-317

precious thln'gs 485
—ten kinds of 368

precipice 320, 323, 327
predilection 391
pregnancy 478
pregnant 464
preliminary step 234
prc. ( to send ) 186
present 319
president 8, 42
pretension 345
price—money 429
private parts, was/aing‘of 492
probation, period of 499, 500
professionals, two 378
promise 242
pronouncement( s ), eight 180, 181
proper 171
proper behavta'ur, forty—three lun'ds 551
property, heavy 535
proposal 244- .

oflicial—242, 281, 410, 545 '
protected by king's record 390
protection of ten Inn'ds 375
pubbanpa 254
Pubbdrfima 181
puggala 31 1
Puggalapan'n"al!i 11
In?!" 45
pulse: 472, 492
Punabbasu 401, 402

pun‘rr'akkhetlarfi anullaram_ 314
puin'am, Brahmavn 397
pupils 186

duties 01—497
P’u—pin 452
puppha 43, 286 _
purd_na-dulx)'i'kd_78, 157, 161, 219, 420
purchase—price 375
purification, practices of 264, 394
purified one 45-11 — "

purinu’lJ 242
purity 114, 289
Purohitas, Brahma 9-1

V

-' n‘Iu
«

puJ, owning 352
P’u—xhi—na 452

pufa-pafala 518
put/lulu! 472

Q

qualities,
—eight 458—459
—immateria.] 312
-rnatcrial 341, 342
—non-maten'a1 341
—-superhuma.n 342, 347
Hupm-mundané ‘344

quarto“ so); first
—five 469

-—two hundred and\evelnty 203
—two hundred and sixty—nine 203,

Question( 5 ) A 3 \
deliberate-131
—on diffi'cult points 269
—dwit.h two motives 113

Quiesccnec 298, 299
quiver 104

v V

R
\

Riga-dam 344
Rags,

—coi1 of 376
—dusty 153, 275

Raha 84
Rihula, 151, 447, 448, 509

—renunciation of 509—10
', mn'sos

Ram—'retreat 4
Rijagaha 4, 5, 8, 9, 78, 129, 214,

215, 219, 220, 229, 284, 355, 377,
382n, 385:1, 392, 394, 398, 401, 402,
407, 422, +37, 514, 518

Rija—rx‘kkhlpada 433
Rakkhita 43, 46
ram 392

-——~‘s hair 435, 436, 437
rampart 381
raped. 210
ram 99, 104, 112

. Ralaua 333, 417, 484
Kahuna—patina 116
raft/Ia 520, 521
ram'ccludo 532
reality, state 01'312
rca1m( : ), 161

—of desire 312.
—of1'orm 312
—-‘Lhree 161

"bu/ca 397
receiving, proper way of 522-523 -
rectification 483
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rceluse( s ),
—five 404
—old 219
those who have become—
stealthfly 510-511

recluruhip 190
rectitude 162 ' .
redaction, third 42, 43
redemption 485
reflectw‘n 104, 106, 113
refectory 520

—hall 282
reflex, mental v

—seven wnys ofpreservm'g 311
—ten ways ofproperly placing 312,

refuges 44, 48, 56, 57, 495
-—three.61, 180, 449
—three kinds of taking 495-96
—two 494

regional circles, three 142, 147
regret, 176, 243

—expression of 410, 411
regulation, supplementary 372
reject 193
rejection of Duel"plm'e 188-192, 194

—not valid 473
- —of two kinds 473

—-valld' 473
rejoicing 289
mlltlon( s ),

a circle chin—464
illicit—828

Release 341
religious path 18Q

—tallc 334, 404
rehs'h, no 205
renunciation 152

—perfection of 500
repentance 24-4, 245, 246, 252, 292

-——fire or177 ‘
repetition, third 540, 549
rcproof 397

' request, urging 470 .
rcqtus'ites, four 61, 79, 147, 280, 281,

427, 458
——four essential 431
—medical 280

rm'dlnu, plan 0' 168
resident monks 283
rest, night's-449
restitution 213, 358, 404
restraint 165

retreat, 524
-——a three—month 146
—-onrlicr 60. 517, 528

—1atcr 517, 528
the summer-61

SHAN—CHIEN—P'I—P'O—SHA

322,retribution, immediate 321,
324, 334

Revata 19'
Review, University of Ceylon-254
rice

—cakc 470
—cooking 4-69, 470
dried—472
overnight—1'54
—pounding 129

ridge—pole 516
ripples 107
river 310. (rim ), 324

story of—352
robbers 156, 199, 501
Rohinl—star 73, 74
rope, 244, 252, 455

—story 01'370
round

of Bhikkhus 281
—moon 310 ( rim )

R_u'—gin' 220n28
Rudra king 229
rug 326 ‘
ruin, of three lun'ds 386—387
rules

—ofconduct, five 44, 48
—-of good decorum 8, 487-89

running down 482
rflpa 99, 299, 312, 316

—thirty kinds of 318
ripamamcc'am 446n
rflparaa'fll 181
nulx'c: 163_

5a 1 1n21, 518
Sabbaka’mi 19
.rabbam aulu‘ 319
Stbbn—Nlndn 65
:abbapapwa akarapam 446
sub!» sank/Mr! amt'cl 446
.m-bra/zmaairt' 186
Sacra—m .wyulta 58
Sa-clzw'—nl 525
Sa-clwu-Iho—na 90
sacred prayer 428
add/u! 115
Judd/mum! 85
Saddlti—mlw'n' 33, 186. 187
Sid/10119511213

rid/"Mm 70
sages 385
ragga 343, 359
Sahadevn 47
mlmdhammilm 529n

:JhalI/u'ka 269
saliva 149
31770:: 183, 134
Sakndiglmi 3, 17, "165, 290’ 296

302, 337, 340, 342, 347, 477', 479'
506, 507, 534, etc. '

Sfiketn 424
Slkrydmyo' 422
Sakka 50, 62, 66, 80, 89, 92, I

274, 275, 332, 447, 477, 493’
—Dcvar5ja 90
place 01'4‘55, 519

Sakkamuni 383, 384 ,
Sakya 3, 54, 66, 167, 186, :92, 197'

228, 336, 389, 422, 424, 43?, 445,
505, 506, 519
—c1an 505, 506
-—muni 135, 138
-——/mua 424

:Iluka 526, 545
Jail/cl 128, 405, 534
Silavati 518
Silha 19
Mli 254 .
Sllz'm' 108
saliva 488
Mlle/(Ila 164
salt 476
Sim: 159
Sama-ct'tta-mua 57
sanxldlu' 15, 65, 73, 85, 103, 107,

'114,115,122,129,138,141, 142,
177, 216, 217, 220, 288, 289, 298,

-299, 301, 311, 313, 315, 328, 340‘,
341, 342, 344, 345, 382, 385, 423,
503 etc.
5anina—xali-Q 94 -299
futile—352
apfiaM—3l 1, 312
—of emptiness 341
--trance 341, 343
upmlm-Sll

samidhis, Formltss, four 85, 184, 305
:J—man 86
:aman_a 98, 135, 153, 170, 192, 228,

235
—brillmanas, 314
--kul!aka 292 ,

:a—manaka 86
:amlna-uqu'ltiyxk'a 191MO
samlna—uam'ka 482
Jlmamra 24, 56, 179, 212, 217, 329,

33+, 343, 381, 413, 421, 474, 481.
497, 510
—cxclmnging food 475

slmanfli 329, 352, 422, 423, 458
462, 512

59,
512'

l
1
v

v'
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“Mair?! 179
srmafin'aphala—Juua 9
Samanm—p'is‘diki 32, 59, 75, 110,

119, 122, 145, 146, 148, 177,
206, 219, 238, 270, 285, 297, 300,
304, 322, 336, 354, 369, 400, 418,
425, 452n, 462, 469, 53n4, 552

:amanu—bhlsanl 242
Jamlpaui 105
Jamal/Ia 340

-—dhamma 298
sambahull 220
Sambala 42, 43, 50, 62
Sambhfita 19
Jambodhi 86
xlm’cT 190
:a—me-l'i 64-
Samiddhi 64
mmml—Jiflhi 447
mmmappadhlna 189
mmml—mmbodhi 9, 101
Samml—sambuddlm 85, 189, 192,_196
Jam-mi 85
Smu—mwa—'fim-phu—lho 84, 85
Simmiu'ya. 356, n15
Sammukhl 414a

—mk'appana 414n
—'m'naya 533

Sammxdt—dc'vl 94»
sam—p'a—dm‘ 116
:arnpad 148
:ampasldanam 106nm
:ampaui 15n26|
:am—pha-llli 86
sawdaja 117
Sammaja—khandhaka 531, n4»
Samuddadatta 394, 467
:aguara 178
:azmmna 116, 117
( samua! ta- ) cha—ji 116
mmvafla—kappa 115

‘ mmvaflanhq'fi 116
:am,v¢ga 302

. mmyjan'mi 307
- Samfllla 9, 189

Samjuulgama 16
sandal—wood 206

g‘sangha, 1, 7, 21, 29, 38, 125, 126,
130, 146, 152, 153, 165, 170, 196,
241, 254, 255, 257, 258, 264», 274,
280, 281, 282, 301, 317, 326, 327,
330, 332, 410, 428, 430, 431, 432,
521, 538, etc.
break the unity 06394—399
Buddhu't-20
clluddim—280
—dwc11|'ng-n13ce of 485

' :au‘kappa-Mgo 103

CONSOLIDATED INDEX -

—grcat 547
—offic1a1 act of 389

' president of the-35
——-rcdccm thu' gift £0485

——tum over the gift made to 483
San'ghabhadra 1
Safighabluda 321n15 . '
Safighldu'ua 8, 8n7, 11n24—25, 175,

190, 203, 210, 213—215, 356,
358, 359, 360, 361, 363, 365 - -
367, 370, 371 — 373, 876 377,
379, 380, 382, 387 — 389, 392,
394-, 397, 398, 482, 544 -— 546,
550, etc. '
——scvcntccn 491 ._
—aix (originating) feature: of 377,
—thirtccn 354—404- ' ’ ‘

Sahghakamma 35, 551 ‘
San'ghamittl 37, 49, 71—74»-

—bhikkhun1 67
Sang'ha—rakkhita 178, 271, 272, 335
San'ghfira'ma 485, 501

Asoka's—36, 45, 49.
Safigha-mfthutlya 165 '
san'gha’fi 36, 37, 407, 412, 413, 416,

426, 497x129, 529, 530
:aflgllllu'cm 210 ‘ -' '
:afighlvqsem 8, 210, 356, 358
San'g1ti 447, 497. -

second—22
Safikaccxkl‘ 212n12

/

.mrlkafipo 103
faflkha 53 ‘ ' '
san'khlras, 83, 86, 105, 315, 446

—cquam'mity of 108 V
_. —Lhc world of 87
:afikhala 125
Sadkhepa-aflhakalhl 241n4, 265n22,

284n8, 325n17, 344n5
san—kia—p’o—Jz—m 356, 358
min”! 84, 310, 315 .
:an’fli—w'makkha 208, 4161111
541—pan'dan‘dd 375
:appi-maihu-Jakkharl 284'
Sappin1 352
:‘ara-dim—Ju’cn‘ 309 ( sim ) '

makklu 376 ‘ '
Sa‘razt/m-dy'pam’ 175, 285, 300
mn'ra—kicca 151
Sari/mud 92, - 7122, 133, 134, 136—

138, 142,'401, 407, 408, 4.98, 509,
535, 543 1 ‘

Sim 182
Samlm‘vada 319, 414
“new: 14, 126
sanaln-dmi 119

[savoury thm'gs, fiv'c 433

579

:aupat'tlmm 189
Mic-'10 117
man 86, 107
Sanapanni 6
mm: 87
same", mm: 119
Malta 476
Jan/xi 272, 379
Jauu 471, 472
"MM-plum? 132

—juglm' 138
:a'vakas 17s
Sa’vatth1'4, 130, 210, 354, 355, 363,

370, 372, 373, 401,402, 40+, 420,
422, 424, 426, 427, 433—435, 442,
498, 505

law 307 v
—tceth of 307

Icnb 500
scandah'zc 120
ample 292
sea 48 '
season 419

hot—454»
out of-419, 4-20
what-454

secluded plan 405—407
secret consultations leak out
seen 388, 395

-—a.nd suspected 388, 395

484»

, gamma—gnu 26__,9n24 ,_
ukha 123 , -
Sekhjax'( I) 389, 482, 467—!89
Sela-brihmarp 180
aclf—cxaltation 399
self—wise 183
u—lou—kta' 526
Icmcn 158, 211, 215, 356

ejaculation of-175, 199
—scvcn km'ds 01‘356
——tcn kinds of 356

sen? 228
Scnlunn-khlndhllu 535
xnnana

-—l¢:a 394»
m‘ruddlm—226

union?) 21 1
Scniya 228
Se—ni-yu 228
Se—mo 452
sensation, 83, 209

—dclightfu1 205
—p1casam 205

Jenni}! 106
act-man, religious 147, 428
serpent 13—45, 54
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-—k1n'g 275, 32b, 352, 452
poisonous—~163( sim ), 199(s1'm),
250, 323, 333, 459 ( sim)

servant—girl 374 ( sim )
se-sa 358
Ma 358
saw 284
sesamum 195, 196, 1.98, 202

—seed. 478 v
Seta-‘ketu 117
self/Ia 107
settlm'g du’putes 533-34
settlement, lawful 550
um 473n
swarm-dud 198
sex '1

—-aet 203, 209—211, 215, 219, 512
—act, preliminaries to 216
—beha.viour, 1111"Cit 351
-contrc 198, 200
change in—21 1, 213, 214
—desire 202, 203, 290, 327
female—21 1, 479
—frol1'c 219
male—211
—p1easurc 157

sexual 194 _
-—act 168-—170, 194, 215
—bchaviour 538, 546

illicit 351
Swei 355
shadow, measure one‘s 513 _
shame, sense of 19's
shamefulncss, .sense of 196, 197
:hmneles: 370

--l'ellow 390, 391, 439
Slian-chicn—p’i—p 0—511: 1,

503, 528
shan—chu"—clzu 146, 148
shun Juan 335
share( s )

—cxtra 264
—two 264

she—goblin 47, 48
she-Ii 4
sheep 350

—black 141
—hairy 227 ( aim )

Shiao, Emperor l
shin 538
:Iu'ng 538
shill—mung 111
slu'u—pu 525 .
shrill 352
slum 86

33, 60,
7ln, 76, 111, 146, _178, 207, 239,
271, 305, 337, 370, 401, 426, 463,

SHAN—CHIEN-P‘I—P’O—SHA

side-room, made permus'iblc 216
Sid'dMnIa-k‘aumu'n' 318
Siggava 17, 21—24, 42, 174
sigh, long 185
sign of interpreters 57
Slha-kumira 51
Slhala 62
Sikhi-dhana ( 2 190
Sim, 1111: penod' of 137
nkk'haMn! 329, 352, 421, 423, 458,

462, 512, 550, 552
:1ij 14, 186

. mum 165, 168
silver, untouchable 368
Jim!

-— mandala 33
saMna—sammlsa-SZO

Simon Hewa-Vitame l22n24
Sineru 88, 164, 183 .

Mount-84, 514
singivera 476n11
Sm"-vadd_hakz 92
S‘ifumlra 525
Sltavana 276'
:11: 255
sitting

—nt random 230
-—mat 486 _
—on a couch 477
—together 476

Siva 43
si'valhxlc'! 380
six kinds of

-—1‘ruits permissible in regulated
hows, 526

——upcsathas 459
sky, open 308 ( sim )
sla'b 328 '
slave 266, 267, 432

—boy 463, 461
—girl 4-63
—four kin'ds of 502

sleep
monkey's-357
pondering before-447
sound—218

smile, gentle 349
snake 196, 267, 297, 476, 525

dcad—291( sim )
poisonous-143

sun-u 201
Snowy Mountain 43, 47, l‘-"‘, 287
801111111111. 11 Brihmana 4, 5

—sutta 5
Sobhila 353
sake! 2 16—2 18
soldier 501

-—wounded 330
soliciting food 467, 468
solitary place 296
solitude 133, 322, 323

no—322, 323
place of—291

Soina 517
Sonaka 17, 4?, 42n13, 47, 48, 174

—Uttar.1 43 (see Sonutura)
song 124
Sonuuara 48
Sopfika 181
sorcyya 148
solarijana 525
Sold/111mm 3,6, 17, 44, so, 101, .108,

141, 142, 165,290, 296, 302, 337,
340, 342, 344, 347, 451, 479, 500,
501, 506, 507, 534, etc.
path of—24

Solipam' 486
So—t‘o-yuan 142
soullessness 137
sound, ten kinds of pleasant 355
Southern Niountam' 49
soun'raka 334—335, 545
span 379
speck 478
speech, 445

—false 445
—-insulting 445
—\'cilcd 372

sphere I78
spirit 218, 267, 321

holy—382
hungry—215, 274, 275, 349
non—human-333, 334 I
possessed by—‘332

spiritual
-—gui<lc 186, 190
-—-p1‘icst 495, 513

spits 373
spinlc 466
spoiling 01/10 families 401-404
spoken by the Buddha 446
spring «143
squeeze foetus 328
Squirrel 148, 149, 377
Srnvnua 517,518
:Iafl‘ 320

walking—225
star 355
state, housclcss 150

—of Snkka 187
mama, 2+1, 260, 252, 267, 268'

—.-1s per command 271, 272
( discourse 011) 230-238
~—lo'ur categorics 01' 269-270 ' '

s..—

.
1

l
1’ 1
l



.4“ch 01259, 263, 272, 277, 279
fin turn 258
——means ( helpful ) of 241—242
no thought of 273, 276
.._tantamount to 234
thought 01-258, 276
-—with onI-‘s own hand 233

stench, ugly 352
stcp(s) 99

——first 324
—-seven 99

sticks 127 ( sim )
sticking-pole 475
stream 306
stripped :kl'n 351
stone 230, 244

-—cuttcr 378
——-fling 265, 520
——pillar 378

‘—throw' 456
v—throw, middle man's 455

Merged how: 417
study—companion 176
:lfipa 29, 30, 34, 62, 64—66, 75, 281,

328, 487, 488
,fi—worship 487n

stupid 163, 480
Subhaddn 2
Subhekipha 116
Subhakuta 64
su—bharald 164
Sublha-sutla 5
subliminal state ( of mind ) 311
subtle ( sound ) 308
:u‘ci—dapdaka 514

_ Siciloma 90
:u’ci—is'an‘ddsa 225
Sudassana 88
Suddhotlana 92,

509
—Iu"ng 117

:14th 283
Sudinna 7, 78,

160—163, 206
Sadr? 178
sugarcane 254, 525, 526

_ Sugm‘ 85, 86, 410, 412
—ct‘tbi: 486

.m—gali 122, 152, 291
suicide 321, 327

~Suja’ta 529
with 78,105, 109, 110, 290,315, 316
Su—lo—pa 452
Sumana. 19, 27, 43, 49, 62, 64,

403, 452
Gala-235
—-s£ma.ner:\ 56, 61, 63, 72, 73

493, 503—506,

149, 1552—158,

146,

CONSOLIDATED INDEX

Sumadgala-vilfn'm' 1 11, 126
Summer residence 147
Summer residence‘ .'

—. rainy 262
summer-retreat 130, 14.2, 144, 221

——earlicr (see under ‘ retreat ’)
129
—( rain )—‘retrcat 221

Sumeru 44, 183, 210
—mountain 162 ( sim)

Sundara 214
Jun“n"a 101
sun—set 467
(in)!!! 137
Supnnun 57, 512

—-ra'j§ 72
super—human

—dhamma 335, 341
—-powcr 383, 450 ,

superhuman qualities 340, 34
achievements of 335

Su—p’o 43
Su—p’o—kiu—t'o 64
:uposat! 164
Suppiya—paribbaja'ka 8
supplementary regulations 372, 373
supreme path 101
suspected ( an evil act ) 388, 395,

396.
suspended, things 250
suspicious belief 388
Susuna‘ga 19, 51, 52, 57
Su—t’i—na 78. ' '
Sum: 12, 134, 172, 173, 199, 200,

324, 384, 446, 482, 532, 533, etc.
Sulla—ggyidika 3n
Suzie—niplla 1 l
Sutla—pimka 10, 11, 13
Sultam'bha-lga 483n, 551
:utlena 273
Suvappabhflmi 43, 47
suvyn'jana-p 96
mkklma 189
warthavp 96
Svattha 355
swan287 (um') , I »
sword 126, 293, 3514 sim )
swordsmen 39

«v."u ,

Inca—[m n‘calmm 494
taffeta silk 309
taints, minor 115, 137, 307,,

—-clevvn 119

l

\

‘ taracha 71

,1 text, sacred 223
. lecture, finer 427> . ~nh'v1'n! .

.5 .‘

581

t61a 65 (sim ), 99, 221,
' 333
talk, 453

—-secu1ar 384
--Iportive 194

Tambalilti 71
Tamilla‘ns 194
Ta‘mralipu' 71
Tan 13. 14
(an!!! 104
taahl-uican'llm' 93
tank, 250, 251, 257, 431,.
—dry 257 , ,_

water ins-256 '71 .
Tail-khan“? 375
T’an-t'o 54
T’an—t‘o—kia ( conch) 53
llpua 41, 192

.223, 281‘

l

(Ila 151

Tatha'gam 3, 21. 61—61, 66,
76, 79, 80, 123, 134, 143,
145, 163, 164. 179. 180,
201, 288, 290, 291, 294,
317, 337, 339,\345, 347,
394, 408, '409, 411, 505.

. 534, 536, etc.
(«Ml-r171"! 97
Tavakka 74
Tivatim,” 357
tax 265

—collcctor 265
teachln'g 165—186, 190

—basic ground of 165
teacher 190

-——-of words 172
telling a lie 386
Ten—Powered 16, 19, 21
T'cn-m-kin 53
ten unlawful points in Vesta—11 18
testicle: 351
tetrad 314-— 316

—fourtli 316
—-of ram 321

73.
14-1,
182..
295,
380,
519,

V,

. ,....l ‘. ‘.

“'11”,
tlxllaka 224
iblniralw 182
Than—ni-ka 78
matching, of two kinds 457
then, 231, 242, 268, 269, 275

—fivc aspects 01272—273
——six'aspccts of 273 r.
——twcnty—-fivc ( expressions about )
232
--—with one‘s own hand 2G9

them 1 1, 260‘—264
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Theragllh‘r 463, 504
Deri—gflh' 11
tl-u'ef 169 (sim ), 231, 259, 263,

264, 267, 268," 330, 436
Bhikkhu—ZGl -’
big—277, 538
fifth big—538
first big—336
fourth big—538
job of—422
petty—277
second big-537
lhlrd big—537

thieves, 204, 444
—-—band 01‘478 .
_—fivc kinds of big 336
Gandha—204 .
—in the month of Katiika 4-44 '

th’mamiddlm 162
things, 250

—«1irty, cast—011' 273
—fwe (considerations for a

Vimya—tcachcr) 234
—--precious 537

'—precious, five, kinds 01'538
——-six ( to be avoided) 97,. 90

lhu’s't 161
thirsty spirits 66
Tlu'rty—threc god: 130, 352
lhomy 501

’ n. “r.

A.

).

thougl.t( 5), application of 104, ‘ “a
106
—lhrcc evil 137

'I'hullaccaya 11n24—25, 17+, 175,
190, 196, 201—203, 205, 214, 215,
231, 232, 243— 260, 263, 265,
256, 268, 269, 271, 273, 279, 321,‘
323—325, 327, 332, 383, 338,
346—348, 362, 365, 366, 369,
372, 376, 379, 380, 397, 398, 536,

543—545, 547, 550, etc.
lhulla/mm 'n‘kJ-gocrua 500n3l
[hum—5mm 243
'I‘hun—kia—na 66
(hi/3a 235
'I'hfipa'rima G3—C6, 74, 76
tide—water 516
tiger 436, 482 «
--flcsh 480
lika(-pariuheda) 175
lik'a—xarlgh-Idm'm 175
T’i—kia-na 43
li-lakkhanfi 184, 340n
ul‘e 457

—maker 378
timber 226, 227

-—lrce 284

SHAN—CHIEN—P’I—P'O—SI—IA

rim} 236 .
T'i-p'o 43, 47
fimcchhia—yom‘ 458

~' Tm’ 18,21,25,31,32,35,36,
3'9, 41, 43, 49, 52
—11h|dnntl 42
——Mah6brahml 22 I
—Mogga1i-puzm‘ 17, 33, 34, 38,
-—-the crown-pn'nce 37

Tma’datta 43, 77 ‘
11330 119}! 19n29, 21
M'lhxy'a 511
n‘uira 41
toad 196, 297
toll 232, 265 .

—post, bounds of 265
—-ux 264, 265

long: 225
Iongu doublo 446

s

' tooth-brush 225
--lhree kinds of 497

tooth—suds: 25, 238, 257,. 258, 488,
493, 535, 552

T’o—lu 452
T'o-p'o-du't 525
torch 124-
!orloisc 196, 251, 4-48

, T040: 243
—cln'¢h 243, 244

tour 468
Tau-1‘0 153, 874

‘ Iown,.bounds of 521
under 131

—fmm Ukknla 493
(mining

beyond—182
under-182

trancc( s) 289, 290
—beginning, middle and end of
289
four formlcss—85
meditation-308, 309
—prelun’|n'aries of 307
relish of-305
—-room 258

trance, first 104—106, 187, 288, 298.
310, 315, 335
—purity of 289

trance, fourth 40, 56, 113, 114, 295,
298, 302, 312, 315, 335

trance, wgond 106—107, 298, 312,
relish of-305

trance, third 109—110, 298, 312, 314,
lnunmndm! 118
transgression, nbscnce of—208
trap 278

basket-279

fish-279
treasure 148, 241, 242, 245

hidden—243
—housc 264

tree 24-4, 258, 310 (um')
bark of-253
big—104, 298
-—-bound 418
holy-382
rotten—514

trick, magic 493
trust 273, 274
truthful 182
Truths, ( four) 58, 84, 101,

134, 335, 339
Tsm-thh'Ji 518
Tse—slwu—mo-lo 525
Tshi dynasy l
T’u 243
TIMI! 84
tube

bamboo-204-
-—for oil 355
-of medicine 355

T‘u—cth—lo 243
tumour 216, 501
Turning fo the Wheel, Sulfa fa 47
iunlc 196, 224
'l‘usita. 92, 117
twine 161

(U0

ubimlo—bjafijalmkl 197, 198, 200
uccheda-diflhi 119 .
vldakulfI-k! 212
Uda'na ll
L'dSna-gfilhfls 10
Udayabhadda. 51
Uda'y-' 158, 370, 374, .420, 4-23
udda 196
uddlna 209
widen-186
uddhacm—kulckma 102
uddeum-Ylaka 181
udumbara 73
Ujjcni 27, 49
U—kia-po I29
U—kx'a-tHo-1'—p‘o—I'o-na 11
.Ukkala 493
ulcer 139; ripe—495 (s’m)
ulfllm 210
unclean (person ) 100
un—compoundcd Dhamm 125 I
am—covcred 203
umfz'kalian 107
unlawful 453

+7.
-

-.-
o-

123,
. i

4
-v’
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I

__¢cn pom'ts 18
unmoral 209

Mm 104
Mr. 111, 261, 312, 521

‘-—bha7mi 311,—mmldhi 311
-—.n'ma 520 " .

mam 81;—1ilpa 299
Man 173 _
uplhana 518 '
upqhala 216
Upili 2, 7, 16, 17, 42, 43, 76, 79, ‘

c , .1 u b" I
2.

. 133, 1‘74, 189; 209, 216, 218, 42+, -
482, 535;—sutta 189n28'
upq;"hlya 29, 33, 130, 186, 408, 494,

513

uplxakl 19, 126, 186, 189, 191, 192,
217, 330, 343, 421, 438, 467, 468,

upmmpad! 25, 33, 170, 434, 446,
460, 499, 531, 538

- Upascna, 434, 435
—fint recluse 140

Upank'! 405, 421, 423
Upausa' 43, 200, 201
Upavina 129
Uposcduz( : ), 30, 34, 35, 42, 71,

135, 166, 197, 226, 354, 397, 404,
459, 461, 478, 481 1

lpomlha (.r ), 515, 520, 521, 530, 551
—day:, nx' 459 .
great—30;—ha11 135, 136

1‘ —dmn'c 481;—-:fml 515
‘ appala 26, 28, 179, 452, 526

Uppalavazlpa 210, 422, 423
upright 165
unn'e 492

cow’s—476
. passage for—371
'wa'ra 452
.U-tan—yuc 89
.z'Uttara 43, 481—Sonaka—43
mum-41mm 89, 130, 133, 335
«Ilium—yam“ 216
Idlarlxafiga 36, 37, 368, 407, 412,
"-413, 416, 426, 436, 529

' Um'ya 43, 50
um 311

V

uma-n'liflhall 101
, Vaddhamina 64

U

 

CONSOLIDATED INDEX 1 ' '

Vaddhaminakacchlyl 63n6
Vaddha 551
Vaggu 292
Vaggu—mudl nadx'
vaidflrya 368
Vaitya 136, 178
Vajjiputta 19, 196
Vajjiputtakaa 168, 170, 171 r
Vajj1 11., '9, 153, 206, 209, 287 _
Véluka'rfima 19
Vandals? 43, 46
Van‘gantaputta. 434
Van'ganta, scion of 140
va_n'na—bha_nana_m 108
Van: 64
alra 344, 345
Va'rl'flan'

quccn
mm? 153 ,,
Varuna 27, 28 "
vayo—anuppatk 98
uamla 373
Vasabha 330 '
Visabhag§m1 19, 551
Vfiscnha 178 "
Ms? 180n3
Vassaka'ra 226
namm' 373
vuxd'vfla 220, 262
Vassflpaniyikfi 517
unfa-n‘xaka 53
walls 531
uattlm' 16,7
vauha 115
uaflhu 389, 540, 548
Vauhupama—mta 292
'Vcbhfira 6, 352 1
Veda(:) 24, 80,167 -_‘ I

——thrcc 23
atrium! 13n26, 81, 83, 31
VedchI 9
vegetable 492 "Z" ' F
uzgetalw'n 241, 452
Vehapphala 116 r ‘ ’-
whdxaflhaq; 2501113. ,: 1
vehicle 252 V
Vclfima 184
velunj'a 77‘ '

292, 336, 339, , 346

285, 488, 503
1 . c kmg‘ of—286

4'! . 1/'~ '
, ,‘u,

1

$141145: ‘
2'1 hair, 3‘11;
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w“ . ‘ . 1.!
vcnal beauty 518, 519:.-»'- ' ..
vinegar ‘526 I ' --

1L"v:-

'<1,,ven,u474n ~-‘._ f:
Vcran‘ji 2.17.76, 78—80, 97, 125,

130, 132, 141, 1444,,"147,148,'459
Vesikha2 ' "‘ "- 3‘5"“,“,1".%“Ilvv--*v
Vcsfill' 7, 19, ,51'485‘ ‘149;~‘285," 287,‘ -

293, 335, 407, 417,133 ..
nub-81060705001131 ‘ ‘ ‘ '

13.34.23.343, .

583

Velllbhll 137
chanun 184
ueylvaccakam 329, 432
vmn'd: 489 .
Vibharlga 11, 113, 178, 492n
1’1an 148, 356
film 103, 111, 290, 316
vmlc"icchl 102 '
uxdaull'x'maltayl 435
Videha 89
mdhav'I—gocara 500n31
Vidu'i 49, 50 ' ‘
Vijaya 51 u
vwa 33, [42,- ‘43, 30,53, 5, 121, 341

—-cight'kind.s 85 ,5 .
—threc kinds 85, 38 ,5
—h.m' 335, 344

m'—klhka" 480
mka'ppanl 414

parammnkhl—414n
:amanw—414n

mka'ppila 411 ‘ W n
village 2‘29, 230, 255, 262 - Wu:

—bound: of 52, 230, 261, 521
Malaya—22.9; prm'nctx d—516 ,

Vm'lna 11, 13, 91,125
anl'malthu 53
V1'mah'-vmo'dam' 153, 164, 167, 174,

175,180,207, 208, 214, 217, 225,
273, 285,'322, 412n, 416, ,508n,
514, 551

vim/{Hm 208
Vimuuunag'ga 288
Vinataka 88
Vma'ya, 7, 15, 41, 113,

119, 128, 136—138,
143, 146—149, 151,
163, 172, 174, 190, 219, 242, I
275, 300, 338, 341, 343, 344,
346, 348—350, 356—359, "362,
—364, 366, 376, 380, 392, I 395,
435, 440, 442 —‘ 444,: 481,""494',
509, 5251:, 529, 531—533 '-'-"-

_ r—duklcata 242 V ' “ '1' " 2.4.
_-—cxpcrt in 223 " ' -- '1' 9.1"?»

114, 118,
140, 141,
155, 156,

‘1 —Extcrnal Introduncnuon 10441-78
—fivc udvnntagcs ( of) 47.96, 481
—fo~urfold 168,171, 173,’ 176, 177
law of—166 '-
-—(1eamln'g ) of—482 .
—n\aster 174, 176,
238. 481, 482
mcnning of—11 .
-——ong‘mal’ 173, 185, 4
anti—534 H;
-—:ix advantages of 481 .
student 01—384

1

11777, 235-—

9

24”". .
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—-teacher 176, 201, 390
Vinaya-master, eleven advantages

01'482
-—1hrec qualifications of 177

Vinaya—pitaka' 3—10, 17, 24, 25,
33, 42, 75—78, 133, 148, 168,
171, 180, 219, 337, 446, etc.

Vinaja-vibhau 106
Vindhyas 418
Vindhyfitavl 418 -
m'parmnf 108, 1-113, 167, 288, 299,

313, 315—317, 340, 341
Vipassl 133—136

—1itc‘, pen' {$17 M
m'pam' 151126315 1 3.} ,_
vippatisara 156
«age 162, 189, 317 W
m'rg'u 108, 165 ,5},
Visiltl'il 405, 466 ‘, ,

mother—442 a", _‘
0138111 64
\ns'cera, five 206
wit, 51ch 428

, vissa'“ 69
m'na—glha 413n'
Vissakmnma 6, 69
Vu'u'ddhimagga 67, 106,

117,‘ 118, 288, 302, 312
\’-i£vakann§ 69
"Hakka 103, 111, 113, 290, 307, 316
vw‘idu 391
nivana 116, 170;—kdp-pa 116
m‘z-ananhvr 116
with: 95, 102
mm! action 543 ,
vocal (rejection) 473
zoh-m' 540, 549
voice, women attached to 460
voidity 137
amid/1a 98
voting—stick 534
Vulture 220 ;—pcak 219, 437
' -—-peak-;nountain 220
Vuttiya 42, 62
zy'IMra 540
uya‘ma( 3,) 26, 86

~—m'a'ua 288 ~ .
—-~thirty 320

W

1

108, 115,

wages earned 432
waist-girdle 224

-—line 253
waiter 329
wall 448
Wang-lo 74-
\\’ang so 514

~.

sum-amt» ‘l—P'O—SHA

washcrm‘an 229
wart, (lead 195

' watchman 263, 283
watch—tower 515
water 156, 163, 256—37, 28:, 297

( sim )
—and milk (sir; ) 397
—bag 180 '
—-bufi'alo 202;—bow1 455
canal 01—133 -
{lowing—247
-—in places 250
—p1ate 133;-pond 298
secured by—375 '
—strainer 224

ways, nine, ofknowing bit-nth 297,
wealthy 301
weaving 162
Wei 85, 116
weighty, eight—conditions 181

—matterx ( for Bhikkhunls ) 461
well-assured 274 I
Wm—l‘i 455
wet-nurse 151
wilderness, dangerous 333
wilfulncss 103
wine 453, 477
winter 454
wisdom, 141, 150, 182, 184, 341

—eye of 340
—higher 184
—-supreme 100

w-flltm' a lawn 544
wives, the story of two 328
wheat 129, 492 ’

horse-131
wheel, ofhf'e 166

wooden—455
wolf 436, 482
woman, 351, 363, 375

image or 214
——inc1incd to bodily decoration
291( aim ) '
—1ascivious 484
mam’ed-47l; sleeping-499
~—-tln'cl' 491
with 11—476
—with stripped skin 351—52

women, 199, 200, 203, 201»
—cnemies 01' asceties 367
heavenly—157
no-that do not conceive 328

wood, 125
—11uge block of 307 ( sim )
——oi'log 121, 282

words, indecent 372

i
‘11

world
—Honoured one 127, I44,, 153
162, 205, 223, 228, 291, 317'
335, 383, 384,, 386, 38,7, 408:
519, etc.
—system 134 I ,
three kinds 01—86—89

won out ( men) 98,
worry, mental 161 ' ,
worship, utensils of 264
worthy ( official act ) 182
wound 205 x

bandage for-48_6
Wu, border country of-496

l 3.
3","

Y

yakkha( s ) 9, 26, 44, 48, 66, 70,
71, 79, 88, 90, 192, 206, 215,’ 218,
220, 229, 320, 321, 332, 34,1,
363, etc. '
image of—332
—.rpin't 350
story of wtl'd—333

yakkhinl, 47
story 01-369

Tnkkhim' Hiri'laki' 44
Yak;a-.renlpali 44
Yamaha 11, 111122, 23
Yamuni 342
Yasa l9, 180
Yasauhcro Ka'kanqlaputto 42n13
YaSodharE 507

fll/Xaru'parn 239
yha—jivxk’am. 473
flt‘a-kllikam 474
Yavuna 43

)‘ai‘a—Iaflduld 128
'l't'b/Il‘lljdl’l'k! 533
1’t—rh! 79
yellow stuff 522
Ten-fan 5'25
Yc-p‘o, city 012
Ii 1891131
Ting}: 411111
Toglz'acara 295, 296, 305
)qbu 105 . .
.1'01'ana 25, 40, 283, 287, 293, 303,

332, 350, 365, 468
Yonaka—Dhammarakkita 43
10'naka—Mah!dllammamkkkilauhlm 63

yo-pana 178
Your majesty 227
Tut 514
Yugnndhara 88
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307
315
336

- 3.37
344
3.45
365

368
368
368
389
401
405
414
44-3

 

450
455
4-6 7
4-88
498

503

507

Para

CORRECTIONS AND ’ADDI'I'I’ONS:

Line

from below 4
47
83
2

27
note

94
margin
note
4-9

7
6
4
2
8
26

6
lower figure 762C
29
ll
1
I

note 10 last lm'e
notes .
10-12

n22 ‘
note27
14-

71
103

10

23.
4

3
3
1..

5
last but
one lm'e

from
bleow

last but
two lm'cs
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ReadF0 1‘

Sarpyja'andm'
'4 ce-ta-a'-ka

thieves
. Such a one

Saryzjo'randm' e
u-ta-t'x-ka ‘
thiefs
Such a. one, -,
:Jmad/u' :a’mddhi
on edoes 'one does
At the end of the note odd .- In this connection
see an article by Hopkm's on “ Smfi“-kiss' ” in
the Journal of the ‘American Oriental Society,
vol. 28 ( 1907 ), pp. 120—184, where the author
contends that"sn1fi"-klss' ’ alone 15' mentioned in
Vedic and Mahibhfirata um'es.
oaidmya e .1 oatd'aya

., , .‘ 726 0
Add at the end: -.; ($142.544).
Add after ‘ rules ofconduct ’ ‘ on uposatha ( days )’
at Raj'agaha at Savattht'
Mallika‘ra'ma Malla'rima
ammuk/ui mka'pfiand' :ammulthd wka'ppana‘
Indian Year Chm'ese year
See s. B. Dikks'hfi’s Also see 5. B. Dikshit’s
Add at the end : 381, for the commencement of

Indta'n year '
Bhikklzu-anmmutyid
823a
Samuddadatta
shoulders (68)

.;;

B‘hikkhu-Jumma'tjia
832a ‘ , \
Sumuddadatta
shoulders ' l

. becomesbecome

Transfer the second marginal figures to the place
opposite the last but one line of para.l endm'g
with :become ’. ‘
On Yasodharfi add a foot-note :Pali texts _
generally read ‘ Ra'hula-mfitfi. ’ Buddhavamsa '
(P-TS p. 65) gives the name of thulamfitfi
as Bhadda-kacca‘ or Bliadda-kacca‘na' (Sm‘h. cd.),
but Slam‘ese text alone reads Yasodharfi; but
the Siam. editions are not very reha'ble for
manuscript .. loyalty. '

r-_'l_.
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ReadForPage Para Line'.

84-5 3

Col. lines

v 1m 9'0 .
Read these lines ‘thus. :7 If the donor is makm'g a

:3- gift in the month of Kattika to those who have
entered the later Retreat, then those...........'.

right top corner VXVII , ‘ . . XVIII
' n-ot'c7 39',‘ add : “(Sm/h vii, 1388). But at another place

‘ L‘ ‘in‘ Smp. (vii. 1344 ), we are told :Ifurwxdi and '
Mahd-Altlzakathli, do mention ten kinds of
garments.,”~ . '

on the word ‘new’ in line 3‘ of the question

85a14 2
1972
17 1
15—16,.

_ note

518 " note
518

524
note

50.

552' _
552

and 3 of the answer, add a foot-note ,- Smf). vii.
1384- : Adlwmma-kammo dvc Myakdni . . dhamma- ,

kamm: dud naoakani. This makes it clear that .
wand/ta here does not mean ‘ ne.w ’. ‘
after ‘confabulation" (line 35) add

‘ Confession 243, 532 ’, '

gin—N.“
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